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PREFACE

Since Loudon published his great work, about seventy-five years ago, no

book in English dealing comprehensively with the trees and shrubs

hardy and cultivated in Britain has been published. During that

period an enormous number of new species have become available for

cultivation through the labours of collectors like William Lobb in Chile

and California, Hartweg and Jeffrey in Western N. America, J. G. Veitch

and Maries in Japan, Fortune and Wilson in China. The present work

is an attempt to bring together brief descriptions of all the species and

more important varieties of hardy woody plants established in cultivation,

with notes on their distinctive characters, garden value, and culture. It

is hoped that it may prove of use to the numerous amateurs, country

gentlemen, and landowners who are interested in shrubs and trees, also

to nurserymen, park superintendents, and to professional gardeners.

The great accession of Chinese plants during the last fourteen years

has made the task a much more difficult one. Many of the plants

introduced by Wilson are as yet unidentified, and the hardiness and

garden value also of a great number have not yet been definitely

ascertained. Still, most of the earlier introduced ones have been dealt

with, also those of later introduction that have flowered and been

identified.

The question of nomenclature is always a vexed one. The only

thing certain is, that it is impossible to please everyone. With regard

to generic names, I have endeavoured to be as conservative as possible.

When botany was largely under the influence of the Hookers and

Bentham in England, and of Asa Gray in America, the tendency was

towards the reduction of genera and species. There is no doubt the

process was carried too far. The merging, for instance, of Mespilus with

Pyrus, Pterostyrax with Halesia^ Maackia with Cladrastis was not
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justifiable. In these and a few similar cases the older generic names

have been revived. lUit there has lately risen a school of workers, with

a strong following on the Continent and in the United States, whose

aim is to subdivide species, genera, and Natural Orders to the fullest

extent. Whilst much of this is, no doubt, the result of a closer study

and a more critical insight than the older men practised, some of it

seems to represent a desire of change for change's sake. At any rate, if

adopted in its entirety, it would involve such confusion and readjustment

of nomenclature as to render its acceptance by cultivators in the last

degree unlikely in this country.

In the case of nomenclature of species, I have with few exceptions clung

to what is known as the Kew rule of giving a plant the specific name

first published in conjunction with the proper genus.

In the preparation of this work I have had the enormous advantage of

being able to make full use, not only of the magnificent collections of

living plants at Kew, but also of the herbarium of trees and shrubs which

has been in course of formation there for thirty years, at first by the late

Mr Geo. Nicholson, and during the last thirteen years by myself. There

are very few of the descriptions that have not been made from authentic

material—living or dried.

Some explanation of the term " hardy " as used in the following pages

is perhaps needed. There is a great variety of climate in the British

Isles, and the word " hardy " has a very different significance, say, in

eastern Northumberland to what it has at Falmouth or Cork.

Although we are apt, almost instinctively, to regard the softness of the

climate as progressing from north to south, it is, in Great Britain, rather

from east to west. Thus, plants can be grown on the west coast of

Scotland as far to the north as Ross-shire, such as Desfo?itaitiea^

Tricuspidaria and Himalayan rhododendrons, which are absolutely

hojKiless in the open air at Kew. To have included a consideration of

all the shrubs and trees that can be grown outside in the mildest corners

of Great Britain and Ireland would have inconveniently and unduly

extended the limits of this work. A considerable proportion of them can

only be regarded as greenhouse plants in most parts of Great Britain.

The word " hardy " may be taken generally as api)licablc to Kew. This

district is fairly average in regard to temperature, although, being flat

and low-lying, plants are particularly liable there to injury by spring frosts.
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With comparatively few exceptions, the trees and shrubs dealt with here

may be grown at Kew, either fully in the open or against walls.

I have to express my thanks to Sir David Prain, the director of Kew,

for permission to borrow books belonging to the Kew library ; also to

Messrs Elwes and Henry for the privilege of seeing proof-sheets of the

Trees of Great Britaifi and Irela?id^ and to the editors of the Garde?iers^

Chronicle for permission to adapt some articles of mine which appeared

in that journal a few years ago on transplanting, pruning, and one or two

other subjects. To my colleague, Mr W. Dallimore of Kew, I owe a

debt of gratitude for assistance in reading the proofs.

The illustrations in the text have been drawn by Miss E. Goldring

from photographs made by Mr E. J. Wallis. For some of the subjects

illustrated I am indebted to Sir Frederick W. Moore, of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, Dublin.

W. J. B.

Kew, Apri/ 19 14.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction. Historical Notes.

It has long been the custom to attribute to the Romans the introduction

to Britain of certain common trees and shrubs. From the fact that

remains of the seeds of Pinus Pi?iea, the stone pine of Italy, have lately

been found in the refuse heaps of Roman encampments in Britain, it is

evident that edible seeds and possibly fruits were imported from Italy for

the soldiers' use, and in that way the sweet chestnut, the walnut, the

mulberry, and other trees with edible fruits or seeds may, as has often

been stated, have been first brought to this country. Probably, also,

some of the most popular ornamental exotic trees and shrubs, like the

lilac and lime, were brouglit over by them too. As for the common elm

and box, often attributed to the Romans, there appears no reason for

disputing their genuineness as natives of Southern England.

After the withdrawal of the Roman legions in the fourth and fifth

centuries, the country relapsed into comparative barbarism, but subsequent

to the establishment of Christianity, the introduction of plants from the

Continent was, no doubt, carried on by religious houses, especially after

the Norman Conquest. Most attention was given to the scented and

medicinal plants, like rosemary and thyme, and to fruit-trees. It is also

likely that a number of ornamental as well as useful trees, shrubs, and

herbs were first introduced during the Dark Ages by mariners and others

touching at continental and Mediterranean ports, or by travellers inland.

But the fact is, what they, the Romans, or the monks accomplished, must

to us remain largely mere guesswork.

We only touch certain ground in this matter in the year 1548, when
Wm. Turner published his Names of Herbes. Turner, sometimes called

the " Father of English Botany," was born at Morpeth early in the six-

teenth century and, after becoming Denn of Wells, died in 1568. At one

time he lived and had a garden at Kew, and his Names of Herbes was

dated from the neighbouring Syon House, then the residence of the

Duke of Somerset, Ford Protector, to whom Turner was physician. In
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this and liis other works, the number of foreign trees and shrubs

enumerated barely amount to thirty. But it is quite probable, with the

lack of intercommunication then prevailing, that others were in cultivation

in the country unknown to him.

In 1596, nearly fifty years after the appearance of Turner's first work,

a famous Herbal was published by John Gerarde. Gerarde was born at

Nantwich in 1545, and was trained as a surgeon, which profession, as well

as that of apothecary, he practised in London. For the purpose probably

of supplying his own simples, he established a physic, or botanic garden

at Holborn. From his Herbal and other sources of information, it

appears that by the end of the sixteenth century about one hundred

foreign trees and shrubs were in cultivation in England. Of big trees,

there were the Oriental plane, holm oak, common spruce, Pi?ius

Pinaster^ Cupressus sempervirens, as well as the walnut, stone pine, and

sweet chestnut previously mentioned. It is interesting to note also,

as recorded by Gerarde, the cultivation in 1596 of two woody plants of

American origin, Yucca gloriosa and Thuya occidentalism the first apparently

of their country.

Gerarde died about 1607, and after him the next great herbalist was

John Parkinson (i 567-1 650), a London apothecary in the service of

James I., and the author of a herbal and other works. He was one of

the most noteworthy cultivators in the early seventeenth century who
interested themselves in the introduction of new plants. By Aiton he

is credited with introducing, or it is perhaps more correct to say, being

the first to cultivate, about forty trees and shrubs, all from N. America or

Europe. The influx of new trees and shrubs from N. America proceeded

slowly during the seventeenth century, but about fifty species appear to

have become established in Britain.

Two names which frequently occur in connection with the introduction

of new woody plants about the middle of the seventeenth century are

those of the two Tradescants, who, between 1640 and 1656, have attri-

buted to them about twenty species. The elder John Tradescant

appears to have been a Dutchman who came to England about the end

of the sixteenth century. He is said to have been a considerable

traveller in Europe, N. Africa, and the Orient. About 1629 he was

appointed gardener to Charles I. He had a garden and museum at

I>ambeth, and died about 1652. His son, John Tradescant the

younger, was a man of similar tastes and carried on the museum and

garden at Lambeth. In 1656 he published a catalogue of the plants

grown in the latter. He travelled in N. America, especially Virginia,

whence he introduced the locust tree {Robinia Psetidacacia), Jughuis

cinerea^ Acer rubrum^ Celtis occidentalism and the American plane. These

and others he propagated for sale. He died in 1662.
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In the latter part of the seventeenth century ar.d the early years of the

following one, the most notable name in connection with hardy trees

and shrubs is that of Henry Compton, Ijishop of London from 1675 to

1 7 13. In his garden at Fulham he got together the most extensive

collection that had hitherto been seen in the British Isles. By 17 13,

when Compton died, probably 400 species of foreign trees and shrubs

were in cultivation in England. Of especial interest at that time were the

American introductions, such as the spruces, red oaks, hickories, walnuts,

magnolias, thorns, maples, and the tulip tree. Many of these had been

sent home to Bishop Compton by John Banister, a missionary in

Virginia, who was the author of the first catalogue of American plants.

He was killed in 1692 by falling from a rock whilst collecting.

Another person interested largely in this branch of horticulture, and

contemporary with Compton, was the Duchess of Beaufort, who
planted extensively in the gardens at Badminton.

The foundation of the Oxford Botanic Garden in 1632, of Chelsea

Physic Garden about 1674, and that of the Edinburgh Botanic Garden in

1680, must have had a stimulating effect on the cultivation of exotic trees

and shrubs, as well as of other plants. At this period the site now

covered by the Botanic Gardens of Kew was owned by Sir Henry
(afterwards Lord) Capel, in whose hands it became one of the finest

private gardens in the kingdom.

Among trees introduced in the seventeenth century, the one destined

to play the most important part in the sylva of Great Britain and Ireland

was the common larch {Larix europcea), said to have been first brought to

Britain, under the auspices of Parkinson, in 1629. It was not, however,

until a century later, namely, in 1738, that it first began to be planted as

a forest tree. The pioneer in this work was the 2nd Duke of Atholl, and

it was his son, the 3rd Duke, whose planting (it is said) of 27 millions

of larch trees gained him the soubriquet of "the planter."

Next in importance to the larch, and introduced the same year, was

the horse chestnut. It reached W. Europe by way of Constantinople

through the agency of the botanist Clusius, but its true native home,

which is Northern Greece, long remained a mystery. The common
silver fir was introduced by Sarjeant Newdigate from Central Europe

in 1603. The well-known tulip tree first reached this country in 1663;

whilst the cedar of Lebanon, than which no tree ever introduced has

made a finer or more conspicuous feature in our gardens and parks, came

a few years later.

The eighteenth century witnessed a remarkable increase in the interest

taken in hardy trees and shrubs by planters in the British Isles, both

amateur and professional, and in the number of exotic species cultivated.

One of the most notable amateurs was the Duke of Argyll (i 680-1 761),
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who planted largely at Whitton, near Hounslow. He has been described

indeed as the most assiduous collector and planter of his time in England,

and was by Pope nicknamed " the tree-monger." Although the Whitton

property has latterly been cut up into lots for building, there were, when I

visited it in 1903, many fine trees planted by the Duke still thriving,

notably the grove of cedars of Lebanon said to have been raised from

seed in 1725, a group of magnificent deciduous cypresses, red maple, etc.

After* his death, in 1761, many of the smaller trees were removed to the

then newly formed arboretum at Kew, where a few of them still stand in

the vicinity of the Temple of the Sun.

A name which will be found to occur frequently in the body of this

work is that of Peter Collinson (1694- 17 68), an amateur who certainly

stands out as one of the chief patrons of arboriculture in the eighteenth

century. Collinson was a linen-draper in London, in which business he

appears to have amassed a considerable fortune. In his later years he

planted largely in his garden at Mill Hill, near Hendon. The site is now

occupied by the Mill Hill School and its grounds. Collinson was

instrumental in introducing many new plants, more especially N.

American ones.

Among botanical cultivators of the eighteenth century two names are

conspicuous: Phillip Miller (i 691-17 71) and William Alton. Miller,

so well known by his Dictionary^ which passed into eight editions in his

lifetime, was curator of the Physic Garden at Chelsea, an institution he is

said to have raised to the first position among all botanic gardens of the

time. Alton (1731-93) was his pupil, and by him was recommended to

the Dowager Princess of Wales, in 1759, to take charge of the botanic

garden at Kew, founded that year, an event destined to have so important

an influence on horticulture and botany in the British Empire. Alton died

'" i793» ^"cl his memory lives chiefly as the author of the Hortus

Kavcnsis, a work which enumerates and gives a brief description of

5500 species of plants with their date of introduction. This work is, in

fact, the chief source of information in regard to the introduction of

exotic plants up to the time of its publication.

A cultivator of whom Collinson and others wrote in eulogistic terms

was Lord Petre (1713-42), who planted extensively at Thorndon Hall, in

Essex. Writing in lament of his early death, Collinson calls him the

"worthiest of men," and his loss the "greatest that botany or gardening

ever felt in this island."

The introduction of trees and shrubs from N. America in the latter

half of the eighteenth century owes much to the two Bartrams—John

(1699-1777) and his son William (1729-1823). John Bartram is

famous as the first American-born botanist, and the founder of the first

American botanic garden. This garden, situated in Philadelphia, is still
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in existence. He and his son collected chiefly on the mountains of the

S.E. United States.

Contemporary with the Bartrams was Andre Michaux (1746-1803), a

Frenchman who resided in America from 1 785 to 1 796. He travelled much
in eastern N. America, and was the first to introduce many of the trees

and shrubs of that region to Europe. They were sent to France, and

some of the trees raised from his seed may still be seen in the gardens

of the Petit Trianon.

The foundation of the Botanical Magazine by William Curtis

(1746-99) in 1787 is an event that merits a passing notice. It has

appeared once a month from that date up to the present time, each

number giving five or six coloured plates of plants, accompanied by

descriptions in Latin and English. Up to the present over 8500 plates

have appeared, a considerable proportion of which depict hardy trees and

shrubs, as may be judged from the frequent quotation of plates I have

made.

Among nurserymen of the eighteenth century, those whose fame

persists in connection with our present subject are : James GordoD,

who was one time gardener to the Lord Petre aforementioned. About

1750 he established a nursery at Mile End. He introduced Ubnits

americana^ Sophora japonica (one of his original trees, introduced in

1753, is still healthy at Kew), and the maidenhair tree. James Lee

(1715-95), in partnership with one Kennedy, founded a nursery at

Hammersmith (Olympia now partly covers the site), which ultimately

became the first in the kingdom. The firm did not finally disappear

until about the beginning of the twentieth century. A German named
Conrad Loddiges started as a nurseryman at Hackney in 1771 and

established a business which, so far as hardy trees and shrubs are

concerned, became by far the most important in the British Isles. It was

on the collections maintained by this firm more than any other that J. C.

Loudon relied for living material in the preparation of his great work in

1835-37. This firm, equally famous as cultivators and introducers of

orchids and greenhouse plants, continued to exist until the middle of the

nineteenth century.

In 1772 the first of professional plant collectors, Francis Masson,

was sent out from Kew to the Cape of Good Hope. From that time until

1862 a succession, sometimes interrupted, of plant collectors went out

from Kew to many parts of the world. But it must be admitted that

their work, largely guided and fostered in those early years by Sir Joseph
Banks (1743- 1820), went on more in tropical and subtropical countries

than in those whence plants hardy in this country come. Altogether

about 5C0 ne\t hardy trees and shrubs were introduced in ihe eighteenth

century, three-fifths of tlu-ni from X. America.
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In tlic early years of the nineteenth century the most important

collector of woody plants was John Fraser (i 752-181 1). Born in the

county of Inverness, he came to London as a young man and ultimately

started in business at Chelsea as a hosier and linen-draper. Living near

the famous Chelsea Physic Garden, he appears to have acquired a love

for plants that soon set him longing for travel in search of new ones.

With the assistance of Sir James Smith, then a leading botanist and

authority on willows, and that of Aiton of Kew, he went to N. America

about 1780. During the next twenty years he crossed the Atlantic ten or

twelve times (latterly in company with his son of the same name), and

introduced many of the trees and shrubs now most cherished in our

gardens, amongst them such as the magnolias

—

M. Fraseri was named

after him,—azaleas, Pieris floribu?ida^ and Rhododendron catawbiense^ the

chief parent of the garden race of rhododendrons. His most successful

work was done in the S.E. United States. His later years were clouded

by ill-health and financial embarrassment, and he died at Sloane Square

in 181 1, when only sixty years of age. Loudon describes him as one of

the most enterprising, indefatigable, and persevering men who ever

devoted themselves to botany and plant discovery.

No single event up to the time of its occurrence can be said to have

exerted so stimulating an influence on the cultivation of hardy trees and

shrubs in our islands as the foundation of the Horticultural Society in

1804. In 1824 they initiated one of the most famous of plant-collecting

ex[)editions ; they sent David Douglas to western N. America, a region

which hitherto had only been touched at, thirty years before, by Archibald

Menzies, when he accompanied Vancouver on his voyage of discovery.

Douglas (1798- 1834), like nearly all these early collectors, was of Scottish

descent. Born at Scone, near Perth, he went as a youth to the Botanic

Garden at Glasgow, where his botanical tastes gained for him the

patronage of Sir Wm. Hooker, by whom he was recommended to the

Horticultural Society as a plant collector. He reached British Columbia

in April 1825, and sent home the seeds of many species during that and

the two following years. In 1829 he again left England and reached the

mouth of the Columbia River in June 1830. In this region and in

California he worked during the succeeding two or three years. Among
the most notable additions Douglas made to cultivated trees were the

Douglas fir, Finns insignis^ F. Lambertiana, F. monticola^ F. Sabiniana^

F. ponderosa^ and F. Coulteri ; Abies amabilis^ A. grafidis, and A. nobilis ;

Ficea sitchensis^ Acer jnacrophyllum and A. circinatum^ Arbutus Menziesii.

Among shrubs whose first sending we owe to him are Garrya

elliptica^ Ribes aureu?ny R. sanguijieuin and R. speciosum^ Rubus

nutkanus and R. spectabilis^ Gaultheria Shallon. Douglas came to a

horribly tragic end on 12th July 1834. He was collecting plants alone in
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the Sandwich Islands when he fell into one of the pit-traps constructed

by the natives to catch wild bulls, in which an animal was already

entrapped. He was found terribly gored and mangled and quite dead

a few hours later.

Hitherto the foreign hardy trees and shrubs introduced had been

almost wholly obtained from Europe and N. America. We have now
briefly to notice a man who devoted much of his life to the introduction

of plants from Japan. Philipp F. von Siebold (1796-1866) was born

at Wurzburg in Bavaria and went to Japan in 1823. In 1830 he returned

to Europe, and in collaboration with Zuccarini published his fine illus-

trated work, the Flora Japonica (1835-42). In 1850 he founded a nursery

at Leyden to which he successfully introduced many trees and shrubs from

Japan and China. After his death many of his original trees were secured

by the firm of Simon-Louis of Metz, in whose arboretum they may still

be seen.

As regards Chinese plants, not much had yet been done. Some
plants had been introduced during the famous embassy of Lord
Macartney to the Chinese court in 1792-3, and a young man named
William Kerr had been sent out from Kew to China in 1803. He
introduced the double-flowered Kcrriajapojiica and the Chinese juniper, but

appears to have done little among hardy trees and shrubs. Soon, however,

the vast increase of shipping, and the greatly augmented intercourse between

various parts of the world, began to render the introduction of plants

easy by means of seeds sent by amateurs resident in foreign ports.

Especially was this the case when the disturbing and retrogressive influences

of the Napoleonic wars ceased with Waterloo.

In N. America the work of the Erasers was carried on by John Lyon,
commemorated by the genus Lyonia, who filled in the period betw^een

the Erasers and Douglas. Like the former, he worked chiefly on the

wonderful flora of the S.E. United States. He introduced many trees

and shrubs in large quantities (although not for the first time) between

1806 and 18 18, and thus did much to add to the beauty and interest of

gardens. Many of the fine old N. American trees still adorning our

gardens were brought over by Lyon. He was of Scottish parentage, but

the place and date of his birth are not known, nor very certainly that of

his death. According to Nuttall, the botanist, he "fell a victim to a

dangerous epidemic amidst those savage and romantic mountains which

had so often been the scene of his labours."

During the second and third decades of the nineteenth century a few

Himalayan trees and shrubs had been sent to England, chiefly by

Buchanan-Hamilton and Wallich, successive directors of the Botanic

Garden at Calcutta ; but the first genuine revelation of the riches of that

region was reserved for Joseph Dalton Hooker (1817-1911). This
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famous botanist and traveller was sent from Kcw to collect in India

between 1847 and 1851, and, among other things, introduced the splendid

Sikkim rhododendrons, which are now the glory of many gardens in the

milder parts of the kingdom.

No name in the annals of horticulture holds a more honoured place

than that of Veitch. The enterprise of this well-known firm (which was

founded near Exeter in 1808 and removed to Chelsea in 1853) has been

the means of introducing more ornamental exotic plants to this country

than any other single agency up to the present time. They were the

first to systematically exploit the riches of Chile in the interests of English

gardens and parks. To that country in 1840 they sent one of the most

famous of collectors, William Lobb (1809-63), a Cornishman. During

that journey he introduced (for the first time in quantity) Araucaria

imbricata. He returned to England in 1844, but left for S. America

again the following year, and during the next two or three years introduced

many valuable shrubs, such as Berbcris Darwinii^ the Lapageria,

Embothriutn^ Desfontainea, and many of the Chilean conifers. In 1849

he was sent by the Messrs Veitch to California and Oregon, and, as the

pages of this work will show, introduced a wealth of fine trees and shrubs

from that region, the most wonderful for its sylva of all the regions of the

globe. One of Lobb's greatest achievements was the introduction of the

Wellingtonia {Sequoia gigantea), then but newly discovered, in quantity to

Britain in 1853. He also introduced in quantity many of the trees

discovered by Douglas. After his engagement with Messrs Veitch

terminated, he returned to California, where he died of paralysis

in 1863.

The collections in the noted tree and shrub nursery of Messrs Veitch

at Coombe Wood, near Kingston, owing to the expiration of the lease, are

being dispersed as these pages go through the press.

In 1836 the Horticultural Society sent K. T. Hartweg (1812-71),

a native of Carlsruhe in Germany, to Mexico. He remained there seven

years and introduced many plants, but mostly tender ones. The trees

arc only suitable for the warmer parts of Britain. Among them were

several curious oaks, still to be found in old gardens, several of the

remarkable Mexican pines and Abies religiosa. He went to California in

1846-7 and worked at Monterey and in the Upper Valley of the

Sacramento River.

One of the greatest of all plant collectors was Robert Fortune
(1812-80), a native of Berwickshire. After spending some time in the

Botanic Garden at Edinburgh, he went, in 1841, to the Horticultural

Society's gardens at Chiswick. Two years later the Society selected him

to collect for them in China. In 1844 he visited the tea-growing district

of Ningpo, and after introducing many beautiful plants, both hardy and
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tender—a goodly proportion of which were subjects that had long been

cultivated by the Chinese— he returned to England in 1846. He was

appointed curator of the Chelsea Physic Garden, but in 1848 resigned

this post and went again to China for the purpose of transmitting the

tea plant to the hill countries of India. By means of seeds and plants

he succeeded in doing this, and thus laid the foundation of the great tea

industry of India. In 1852, and again in 1858, he went to China,

collecting and studying Chinese horticulture—on the latter occasion in

the interests of the United States Government. In i860 he worked in

Japan. Fortune's name will be found frequently to occur in the following

pages in connection with the introduction of N. Asiatic plants.

An association of mostly Scottish gentlemen was formed about the

middle of the nineteenth century in Edinburgh to exploit the natural

products of western N. America. It was called the Oregon Association.

In 1850 the Association engaged John Jeflfrey to collect for them in

western N. America. Jeffrey was a native of Fifeshire, and as a young man
entered the Edinburgh Botanic Garden. He adopted what was then the

most convenient method of crossing the N. American continent, which

was by way of the Hudson Bay Company's posts, and reached his

collecting ground in 185 1. In 1852 he worked in California. Jeffrey

explored and collected with great zeal during these two years, but the

third year his engagement appears to have become irksome to him, the

roving passion seized him, and he joined an expedition to explore the

Colorado and Gila Rivers in Arizona, and was never heard of again. He
introduced, among other things, Abies ?uag?iijica, Tsuga Albertiana and

Pinus Jeffreyi.

After W. Lobb, the next Chilean collector was Richard Pearse, who

worked for Messrs Veitch from 1859 to 1866. He reintroduced many of

the plants sent home by his predecessor, and British gardens owed to his

labours new stocks of Eucryphia pinnatifolia^ the Embothriu?n and

Desfoutainea. Among conifers, Araucaria imbricafa was again intro-

duced, Podocarpus nubige/ia, and for the first time, Prutnnopitys elegans.

Pearse died in Panama in July 1867.

Since the labours of Siebold in Japan, earlier in the century, the

beautiful flora of that country had yielded little for the gardens of Europe.

The opening of the ports to foreigners afforded an opportunity for renewed

discovery, and, in i860, John Gould Veitch (1839-7^) reached Japan,

and initiated in the interests of his firm one of the most successful of all

plant-collecting enterprises. He was especially fortunate in the number

of new conifers he introduced, amongst which were Abies Veitchii, A.

firma^ Picea hondoensis, P. po/ita, several i)ines, and, for the first time in

quantity, the umbrella pine {Seindopi/ys verticillatii).

The foundation, in 1873, of the Arnold Arboretum at Jamaica Plain,
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in the environs of Boston, Mass., under the auspices of Harvard University

and Charles Sprague Sargent, must be accounted one of the most

pregnant events in regard to the discovery, introduction, and cultivation of

hardy trees and shrubs during the last forty years. This institution,

conducted with admirable skill and energy, has, through the generous and

unselfish policy of its director, exerted an influence on the gardens of

Europe scarcely less beneficent than on those of its own country. The

exploitation of the N. American sylva, more especially on the eastern

side, had been comparatively neglected since the departure of the earlier

collectors like Fraser and Lyon. Some of the interesting plants they

found had disappeared from cultivation. The work has been revived by

Professor Sargent and a renewed interest has sprung up, especially in the

United States, in that most beautiful flora of the Alleghenies and other

parts of the south-east. Sargent has travelled not only all over N.

America but also in Japan, whence he introduced to cultivation a large

number of beautiful trees and shrubs. His magnificent printed works

are noticed on a previous page.

Charles Maries, a native of Stratford-on-Avon, collected in Japan

and China for the Messrs Veitch between 1877 and 1879. His name

will be found frequently mentioned in the body of this work as the

introducer of plants from those countries, but more especially Japan.

He first brought Hamainelis uiollis^ Styrax Obassia, and Abies Mariesii

under cultivation, also numerous forms of Japanese maples. In 1882

Maries entered the service of one of the native princes of India, and died

at Owalior in 1902.

\ great impetus to the interest taken in hardy trees and shrubs during

the last decade has been given by the discovery and introduction of new

species from Central and Western China. The work was initiated in the

first place by the Jesuit missionaries of France, among whom David,

Delavay, and Parges were most prominent. These men, stationed in

districts new to Europeans, spent their leisure time in botanising and

collecting seeds, which were first sent to the Jardin des Plantes at Paris

and to Maurice L. de Vilmorin, in whose grounds at Les Barres a vast

collection has been got together.

So far as Great Britain is concerned, the introduction of the plants

of Central and Western China had its beginning in the work of

Augustine Henry. This famous traveller and collector was born in

Co. Derry, Ireland, in 1857, and was educated at Queen's Colleges,

Galway and Belfast. After studying medicine, he, in June 1881, entered

the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs Service at Shanghai. The
following year he was transferred to Ichang, a port on the Yangtze Kiang,

1000 miles from the sea. A few miles above the town the great river

finds its exit from the mountains into the great plain by way of wonderful
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gorges. It was in these mountains that Henry commenced to collect

plants in 1885. The flora proved to be of extraordinary richness, and

during the next four years he sent an enormous number of dried plants

to Kew. Henry remained in various posts in China until 1900, spending

most of his leave in exploration and botanical collecting, travelling much
over the provinces of Hupeh, Szechuen, and Yunnan. After his return

home he studied forestry in France, and soon after, in association with

Henry John Blwes, commenced the great work, the Trees of Great

Britain and Ireland^ recently completed. At present he is Professor of

Forestry in the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

The amazing richness of the vegetation of the far provinces of China,

as revealed by Henry's dried plants, and the wonderful beauty many of

the trees and shrubs were seen to possess, induced Messrs Veitch to send

out a collector to obtain in a living state such as were likely to be of

horticultural value. On the recommendation of Sir Wm. Thiselton-

Dyer, then director of Kew, Ernest Henry Wilson was dispatched to

China in 1899. Wilson is a native of Chipping Campden, Gloucester-

shire, where he was born in 1876; after working as a young man in the

Botanic Gardens, Birmingham, he went, in 1897, to Kew. He possesses

a combination of mental and physical qualities which have made him

one of the greatest of plant collectors. Of athletic build, and endowed

with an indomitable courage and perseverance— attributes of the highest

necessity to the plant collector in untrodden wilds— he has also that deep

love of science, especially of botany, without which the man who adopts

this work is but poorly equipped. To these qualities Wilson joins a

business aptitude and an adaptability to new circumstances which has

led to his dealings with the Chinaman being invariably successful. In

all, he has visited China four times, twice in the interests of Messrs

\^eitch (1899-1902 and 1903-5), and twice under the auspices of

Harvard University and a number of subscribers (1907-9 and 1910-11).

It is too early yet to compute the full value of his services to botany and

to horticulture, but, to the two combined, they are such as have not

probably been equalled by those of any one collector.

To give some idea of the magnitude of his labf)urs, it may be

mentioned that he has introduced some 1200 species of trees and shrubs,

amongst which have been found about 400 new species and 4 new genera

;

and he has collected about 65,000 sheets of herbarium specimens.

At the present time, the botanical exploration of China is being carried

on by George Forrest, a native of Falkirk, born in 1873. He is now
engaged in his third plant-collecting expedition to China, whence he is

expected to return in 191 5. The previous journeys were made in 1904-7,

and in 1910-: i.



CHAPTER II

Propagation.

The raising of new stocks of trees and shrubs in private gardens is a

much neglected branch of horticulture. In many places it is never

attempted unless it be in the case of shrubs that can be increased by

division, or the pulling to pieces of old stock. Yet there is no more

interesting work.

There are really three methods by which trees and shrubs may be

increased : i, by seeds, which is Nature's way ; 2, by taking away part of

a plant and enabling it to exist separately, i.e.^ by division, layers, and

cuttings of either stem or root; 3, by taking part of one plant and joining

it to another already possessing a root system of its own, i.e., by grafting

or budding.

The raising of new healthy trees is undoubtedly best accomplished

with but few exceptions by means of seeds, and especially is this the case

for conifers, timber trees, and long-lived trees generally. For shrubs that

have a low-branching system and renew themselves continually by new
basal growth, cuttings and layers in most instances are quite as good.

Seeds cannot be relied on to perpetuate varieties that have originated from

branch sports, such as those with coloured or abnormally shaped leaves

;

and only partially can they be relied on to reproduce aberrant forms of

seedling origin like fastigiate or weeping trees, dwarfs, and such like.

Seeds from such trees usually reproduce few or perhaps none of the

abnormal form that bore them, the majority reverting wholly or in part

to the normal type. Thus very few weeping or fastigiate varieties of

trees are found in Nature. Excepting those like Lombardy poplars and

willows, which may increase by pieces of branch broken off by wind,

etc., and take root on the ground, they exist only as individuals. Civilised

man propagates them artificially for his use and pleasure, otherwise they

would disappear. On the whole, if fine, clean-grown, healthy, long-lived

trees are desired they should be raised from seed. Still, there are other

factors to be considered. Many foreign trees do not bear seed in this

country until they are old, often not then, so other means must be
u
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employed. Plants raised from seed do not as a rule flower so soon as

those which originate from cuttings or grafts. Occasionally, too, as with

desert shrubs like Calophaca wolgarica^ the root system is ill-adapted for

our climate, and they are much longer-lived when grafted on plants with

more adaptable roots ; in the case of Calophaca^ use is made of Caragana

or Laburtium as a stock.

Seeds.

Except where large quantities of plants are required, as is usual with

forest trees, quick, holly and such-like, it is not advisable to sow seeds of

trees and shrubs in the open ground. They are much more under control,

germination is quicker and more certain, if they are sown in boxes or pots

in a cold frame or slightly heated house. If the quantity justify it, they

may be sown on prepared soil on the floor of a frame. Where no con-

venience of this sort exists the protection afforded by a cloche, or

handlight, in the open ground is a considerable advantage.

Soil and Drainage.—The soil in which seeds are sown should be

fine where it is in contact with the seed, and it should be thoroughly

well drained. If a pot is used, at least one-third of its depth should be

filled with potsherds. For fine seeds like rhododendron, the pot may be

at least half filled. Above the potsherds leaves or loam fibre is placed to

prevent the fine particles of earth running amongst them. Finally, the pot

is nearly filled with a light compost of loam, finely sifted leaf-soil, and sand.

In the case of peat-loving plants like the heath family, finely broken-up

peat is to be employed in place of loam. For shallow pans or boxes less

drainage is of course required, but except for large seeds a depth of 2 to

3 ins. of soil will suffice.

A common mistake is that of sowing seed too thickly. It is a matter

about which no fixed rule can be laid down, and it must be left to

individual judgment. But young seedlings standing too closely together

are apt to become drawn up and weakly, and, if the weather be dull, to

decay through damp. Another frequent mistake is that of sowing seeds

too deeply. A good old gardeners' rule is that a seed should tiot be buried

more than its own depth. Thus a walnut should be buried an inch deep,

whilst the seeds of some Ericacea.', like rhododendrons, which are minute,

must not be covered at all, but simply sprinkled on the top.

Moisture.—A most important requisite for the perfect germination of

seeds is the provision of a uniform and proper degree of moisture in the

soil and in the atmosphere. There is nothing more harmful to minute

seedlings than rapid fluctuations between dryness and saturation. Large

robust seeds like acorns or most of the pea family are not so susceptible

as the more minute and delicate ones. The ingenuity of the cultivator

may be exercised to secure as uniform a condition of moisture as possible.
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Thus newly sown seeds may be heavily shaded to prevent rapid drying

under the influence of hot sun. Fresh supplies of water must be given,

but for minute seeds it should be applied almost in the form of spray.

The slight disturbance of the minute plant by careless watering, repeatedly

done, before the radicle (or primary root) has had time to fix itself firmly,

causes many to perish. In the case of minute seeds it is best to water the

soil thoroughly before sowing. If they are placed in a close atmosphere

and shaded, germination may take place before watering becomes again

necessary. It need scarcely be said that as soon as germination takes

place light becomes essential.

Whilst the majority of seeds do not, perhaps, require the amount of

care indicated above, I have thought it worth while to mention the

conditions most favourable to germination. For new and valuable plants

any amount of attention will be repaid, and it will not be thrown away

on commoner subjects.

It should be mentioned that a gentle moist heat w411 often stimulate

seeds of even very hardy plants into germination that might otherwise fail.

This has repeatedly been seen in the case of seeds that have been sent

long distances, and become enfeebled by exposure to various influences

en route. Old seeds, too, are benefited in the same way.

The length of time it takes a seed to germinate is dependent on many
circumstances. Newly gathered seed germinates more quickly than old,

and, as has just been intimated, heat accelerates that process. Seeds

with a hard, bony covering, like those of holly, many of the Rosaceas, such

as thorns, plums, apples, etc., lie dormant twelve to eighteen months. To
save space and trouble such seeds are frequently mixed with earth or sand

and left thus for a year. Bony seeds of foreign hardy trees and shrubs

sown in pots or boxes, if they do not germinate the first season after they

are sown, should be stood out-of-doors the succeeding winter and subjected

to all the frost and snow that may occur. This often softens the outer

covering of the seeds, and they germinate when warm weather returns.

Minute seeds almost invariably germinate soon or not at all.

All soft, fleshy seeds, like acorns and chestnuts, need to be sown as

soon as they fall, or at any rate kept moist until they are sown. If stored

in a dry atmosphere their vitality rapidly decreases. But as a general rule

it is best to sow seeds of trees and shrubs about mid-February. By the

time they have germinated the sun has acquired considerable power, and

they arc not likely to suffer from damp and darkness like autumn-sown

ones. This applies particularly to seeds obtained from abroad in autumn
;

still, where doubts exist as to their vitality, a proportion may be sown as

soon as received and the remainder in February. Ordinary dry seeds are

best kept in a cool dry place.
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Division.

This is the simplest mode of propagation, for it consists merely in

separating an old plant into a number of pieces, each with more or less

root attached. It is best done just as growth is recommencing in spring,

and if the pieces can be separated with plenty of root attached they may
be planted straight away in permanent quarters. Such shrubs as the

dwarf spiraeas, Kerria^ Berberis Aquifolium, Euofiymus radica?is, and all

with a similar method of renewing themselves by fresh growths from the

ground may be treated in this way. Bamboos are increased by division,

but in their case it is best deferred until mid-May ; even then they are

liable to suffer and become unsightly, especially those of a close-growing

habit that form hard, matted masses of root which can only be divided

by chopping. In the case of valuable plants, or pieces with poor roots, a

gentle bottom heat is a very useful aid. The pieces should be potted

and the pots plunged in a mildly heated medium, or they may be

planted under glass in a shallow layer of soil. Where a large quantity

of young plants is desired an old-fashioned hot-bed of manure and leaves

covered with a frame is useful.

Layering.

Shrubs and trees with branches near the ground can almost always

be increased by this method. Nature herself frequently adopts it. It

consists in burying a portion of a shoot or branchlet without severing it

wholly from the tree. The process is as follows : a shoot is brought to

the ground and is pegged down to it at a point 6 to i8 ins. from the

end. The pegged part should be notched or slit lengthwise so as to

partially sever it, and then be covered with sufficient earth to keep it

moist. The free end of the shoot can be staked partially upright to keep

it fixed. Brittle wood sometimes cannot be cut at the buried part

without breaking, but some method of interrupting the flow of sap

should be adopted, such as twisting wire tightly round the stem, as it

stimulates the production of roots at the point of interruption. The two

other most essential things to secure in layering are, a state of permanent

moistness at the buried part, and its perfect fixity. Whilst the time at

which layering is best done is spring, it may be performed at almost any

time, but the incision of the buried part needs more care, or perhaps

omitting altogether, if the plants arc in full leafage. One summer is

usually required for the new root-system to have become sufficiently

developed for the layer to be removed. It may rccjuire two for some

plants, as, for instance, rhododendrons.

In establishments where little convenience for striking cuttings in iieat

is available, layering is a very useful and very certain means of increase.

B
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Provided the earth and the branchlet can be brought together, very few

plants indeed refuse to take root. But, of course, this is often difficult or

impossible. A plan is sometimes adopted of splitting a flower-pot in two,

tying the two parts together again round a branchlet that has been

previously notched or ringed, and filling the pot with earth, or earth and

moss mixed. On the Continent, specially designed vessels made of two

pieces of tin attached by a hinge are used for this purpose. The trouble

of keeping the soil moist is against its general use, but where it is adopted

the shady side of the tree or shrub should be operated on, and ingenious

people may devise various ways of keeping the soil moist, such as placing

a slightly leaking vessel of water above it.

In nurseries, where large stocks are required for sale, plants known as

stools are devoted entirely to the production of shoots for layering. Dwarf

shrubs, like heaths and daphnes, are often layered by merely weighting a

branch to the ground by placing a stone on it.

Cuttings.

Next to seeds, cuttings afford the best and most important means of

propagation. Although trees are, no doubt, on the whole best raised

from seeds, shrubs raised from cuttings are in most cases apparently quite

as healthy and long-lived as seedlings. As compared with grafting, the

method has the advantage of putting them on their own roots, which

obviates the sucker nuisance.

Many more trees and shrubs can be increased by cuttings than is

generally supposed, for instance, elms, birches, hornbeams, apples, and

cherries are amongst those that can be so raised. The process is with

them not always a certain one, but it is still a possible one. It would,

indeed, be rash to say of any exogenous tree that its increase by means of

cuttings is absolutely impossible. The best, or perhaps the only possible

way, must be found by experience, although old and professional pro-

pagators seem to know by intuition when is the best time, and what are

the best methods of rooting cuttings of plants they have not even seen

before.

A cutting differs from a layer chiefly in the fact that it is completely

severed from the mother plant from the first. Theoretically the pro-

pagator's work is to keep the piece of shoot alive and fresh until it is

able, by the production of its own roots, to live independently. His chief

aim is to prevent undue transpiration, /.<?., the loss of more moisture

from its tissues than it can reabsorb. It follows, therefore, that cuttings

of succulent leafy young growth, which transpire freely and are subject to

early decay, must take root soon, if at all. A close atmosphere for all,

and a brisk bottom heat for many, is needed. But for cuttings in a leaf-
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less state, made of late autumn wood, where transpiration has practically

ceased, no heat at all is needed ; cuttings of such trees as willows, tamarisk,

poplars, and currants, as well as very many more, take root in the open

ground. As a general principle it may be stated that the younger and

softer cuttings of hardy trees and shrubs are, the more essential a close

atmosphere and bottom heat become. As the growths from which

cuttings are made harden and become more woody with the advancing

season, the emission of roots becomes, in general, slower. Things must

not be hurried, and less bottom heat is needed. Whether it is best to

take cuttings young, medium, or old, in the case of any given plant,

depends on its nature. It is a matter on which experience is the only

sure guide, and is dealt with in the descriptive part of this work, usually

under the notice of the genus.

For the vast majority of the plants dealt with in the present work that

are habitually increased by cuttings, it will be found that the most

suitable time to make them is from mid-July to the end of August. That

is the busy time of the hardy tree and shrub propagator who relies on

cuttings. The growths of the year have by then become moderately firm

and woody ; they are old enough and solid enough to retain their vitality

sufficiently, and yet not so old as to have become hard and hide-bound.

The character of the wood at a given date varies of course with the

season : in hot summers it is ready sooner.

For the majority of new shrubs I should first try their propagation

by cuttings at this intermediate state of the current season's growth

in gentle bottom heat. If they fail then, harder wood should be

tried, and if that fails too, more succulent growth the following early

summer.

Making the cutting.—The expert propagator is very careful in

selecting the growths from which he proposes to make his cuttings,

especially leaf-bearing ones. He avoids very strong, vigorous, leading or

"sappy" shoots, but usually prefers the short side twigs, a few inches

long, which he can break off with a slight "heel" of the previous year's

wood attached at the base. This " heel " of older wood is often a valu-

able factor, and cuttings possessing it will root when those without it fail.

I suppose its firmer tissues prevent decay at the base. In its absence the

base of a cutting should be just below a joint. The average leafy cutting

is from 2 to 4 ins. long, about one-third of which is inserted in the soil.

Cuttings of heaths and such like shrubs with very fine branchlcts are

made i to i^ ins. long. If the cutting be too long, the succulent top

rather than the heel should be cut away. With cuttings that have

inconveniently large leaves, it is a good plan to clip off the terminal half,

and of course the whole of those from the base of the cutting must be

cut cleanly away. A sharp knife is an absolute necessity for making
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cuttings, it should be of almost razor-like keenness, so that all the material

can be cut clearly away and not bruised.

Soil.—In preparing a compost for cuttings it is as necessary as it is

with seeds to secure good drainage; therefore, if pots, pans or boxes are

used, they should be drained as advised for seeds. All the soil as far as the

cuttings descend (and if pots are used it need not go very much deeper)

should be finely sifted. For most shrubs two parts clean silver sand to

one of sifted loam will be suitable. If the plants are peat-lovers, the sand

may be increased to a proportion of three parts to one of peat. When
placing the cutting in the soil the base of the cutting should settle firmly

on the bottom of the hole made for it. It should not be suspended so

that a hollow exists beneath its base. When the cuttings are firmly

inserted they should be well watered and then, if in pots, put in the

propagating case.

Bell-glasses, cloches, and handlights are extremely useful for placing

over cuttings, either under glass or in the open air. The first can be

obtained to fit any but the smallest sizes of circular pots. By their aid

much valuable propagating may be done in the open air. For this

work a sheltered shady spot should be selected; the soil should be

prepared in the proportions advised, rather deeper than the cuttings

descend, and when inserted the cuttings should be covered by the glass,

the chief use of which is to keep a permanently moist, still air and
prevent undue loss of moisture. Where no other convenience exists this

method may be tried for any hardy shrub. For many, no doubt, it may
fail, but for the brooms, double-flowered gorse, rosemary, lavender, and
numerous others, it is the best method available. Cuttings made in

September and October usually form a callus during the winter, and take

root the following spring.

Most of the species of Vitis, including the common grape-vine, can be

propagated in spring by single buds, or " eyes," as they are usually termed.

Healthy buds from the most vigorous part of the previous year's shoot are

selected, and are cut with about half an inch of wood each side the bud. The
pieces are usually made boat-shaped, i.e.^ with a sloping cut at each side, the

cuts approaching each other on the under side. They are pressed into

soil and left with only the tip of the bud exposed. Bottom heat is needed.

Root-cuttings.—A considerable number of hardy trees and shrubs

can be increased by cutting up the root into pieces and planting them in

soil. They usually produce leafy shoots quicker and more surely when
given bottom heat. The sumachs {Rhus)^ Xatithoceras sorbifolia^

mulberry, and all those that naturally produce root-suckers like elms,

Kobinia^ etc., may be jjroj)agatcd in this way. When other means fail, it

is worth trying for any plant that produces fairly thick fleshy roots. The
pieces are usually made about 3 ins. long and should be inserted with that
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part of the root uppermost which was nearest the stem. They ought not

to be less than Jin. thick.

The Paris Frame.—A system of propagation without heat has

latterly come into use which has proved very useful in gardens too small to

justify the erection of the ordinary outfit of the propagator (bottom heat, etc. ).

This is known as the " Paris frame," the method having come to us from

France. An ordinary one- or two-light frame is placed in an open spot

and filled to within 9 or 12 ins. of the glass with drainage and a mixture

of very sandy soil. In this the cuttings are inserted on the ordinary

plan after being made in the usual way. But their after-treatment is

radically different. The frame is never shaded, no matter how hot the

sun may be, and it is never ventilated except when watered, which it

must be once every hour during hot sunshine or even oftener during the

fiercest heat. These are the three essentials : no shade, no ventilation,

continual watering during bright sunshine. The last, of course, implies

excellent drainage. Some very striking successes have been achieved by

this system, especially among those plants ordinarily needing fire-heat to

increase by cuttings. Although the watering demands constant attention

in hot sunny weather, the plan on the whole is very cheap, convenient

and useful. Some practitioners use pure sand for a rooting medium.

Grafting.

The practice of grafting is acquiring an evil reputation. In mediaeval

times it was the most venerated of all the operations common to

horticulture and the most cherished of the mysteries of the craft. The
late Mr F. W. Burbidge made the famous observation that it is'*' always

a makeshift, very often a fraud." A certain latitude must be accorded

to coiners of epigrams, but there is no doubt grafting has been much too

commonly practised by nurserymen. The latter part of Mr Burbidge's

statement no one can dispute. The grafting of cotoneasters on common
hawthorn, of phillyreas on privet, and of choice willows on common
sallow, can only fittingly be described as a "fraud." It is unnecessary,

because in each case the plants are easily obtained from cuttings ; it

weakens rather than improves their vigour, and suckers from the stock

are an endless bother and worry. Numerous other instances might be

given.

Not always, however, is grafting a " makeshift." I have already

instanced Calophaca wolgarica as a shrub difficult to keep alive on its

own roots; to it may be added Caragana jubata and Halimodendron

argenteum. These shrubs inhabit dry regions with great winter cold,

and their roots appear unable to thrive under the wet, comparatively

warm conditions of our winters, at least in ordinary positions. Conse-

quently they are grafted on laburnum or Caragana arborescens, whicii
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labour under no such disability. Cytisus scopariiis var. Afidreanus again,

and other varieties of common broom that do not come true from seed,

are often short-lived when raised from cuttings, due to the formation

of an imperfect callus at the base, which leaves the centre of the stem

not entirely sealed over and subject to decay. In their case, grafting

low down on young seedling laburnums has no disadvantages that I am

aware of. In the case of trees and shrubs which do not produce seed in

this country and cannot readily be increased by cuttings or layers,

s^rafting has to be resorted to. In very many instances grafted trees thrive

well and are long-lived, although not so much so as seedlings. I know

grafted oaks, for instance, that must be loo years old, in perfect

health and vigour. There is nothing to be said against the grafting

of such trees as weeping beech, weeping ash, fastigiate oaks, or, indeed,

any garden form that does not reproduce itself by seed, if it be done on

their respective types. The identical nature of stock and scion makes

a perfect union possible. On the whole, it may be said that grafting,

with the allied processes of inarching and budding, is often a valuable,

sometimes an indispensible, resource, but that nurserymen resort to

it much too readily, thereby bringing it into disrepute. Attempts should

always be made to get a tree or shrub on its own roots first ; it is when

those fail that grafting should be resorted to.

There are various modes of grafting, but they all have one principle in

common. This is that the inner bark (or cambium) of stock and that

of scion should be placed in contact. Roughly speaking, the stem of

an exogenous plant consists of four parts : in the centre is the pith, then

comes the wood, then the cambium, lastly the true bark. So far as

grafting (also the formation of roots in cuttings) is concerned, the whole

matter centres in the cambium, which is composed of active growing or

formative cells. The most perfect grafting is where the cut surfaces of

stock and scion are so arranged that the greatest amount of each set of

cambium is brought in contact with the other, and kept there until a

union is formed. The other parts do not matter.

It is not appropriate here to discuss the various methods of grafting.

When once the underlying principle is understood the success of the

operation is dependent as much on practice and deftness of hand as

anything. Professional propagators in nurseries have a very small

percentage of failures compared with the fumbling beginner. The opera-

tion is really delicate joinery. What is termed "whip-grafting" is the

simplest and commonest method; in this a long slanting cut is made

on the stock, a similar one is then made of the scion ; the two cut

surfaces are then placed together, taking care that the inner barks, on

both sides if possible, but certainly on one, are coincident. In this

position the two are firmly tied together with bast and the whole is
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covered with grafting clay or grafting wax to keep the uniting parts

air-tight. Scions are normally 2 to 6 ins. long, and the chances of success

are naturally greatest when they and the stock are of the same diameter.

The propagating case, mildly heated, is of great assistance in grafting.

The most convenient method and the surest with rare or delicate trees and

shrubs is to have the stocks brought into a moist house and grafted there.

Such shrubs as Hajjiamelis^ rhododendrons and brooms are always treated

that way. The stocks may be potted, or their roots laid in earth. Robust

common trees like oaks, maples, and the ordinary fruit-trees can be done

out-of-doors. For deciduous trees and shrubs, and, indeed, for most

things, spring is the best time, usually April out-of-doors, earlier under

glass. But many evergreens and some deciduous things are successfully

grafted under glass in late summer and early autumn. As a general rule, for

spring grafting, propagators like to have the stock slightly more forward

in growth than the scions; the latter are often cut some time before-

hand and laid in the ground to keep them back, and for indoor grafting

the stocks are usually taken under glass some time before the operation.

On the whole, in private establishments, propagation by grafting is of

much less importance and general practicability than that by cuttings or

layers. There is, however, one mode of grafting that might be more

generally practised and has no objections to be urged against it. This is

grafting the twigs of a plant on pieces of its own root. When all other

attempts at propagation have failed this has been known to succeed.

Pieces of root about the thickness of the proposed scion should be selected.

After the two are fitted and tied together in the ordinary way the root

should be potted, leaving only that part of the scion which is above the

cut exposed, then placed in gentle bottom heat. Wistarias are very

readily propagated in this way.

Inarching, or Grafting by Approach.

This process bears the same relation to grafting that layering does to

propagation by cuttings. The scion is not separated from the mother-

plant until a new union has taken place with the stock or foster-mother.

The essential principle is exactly the same as in grafting. The two plants

are brought together— one at least has usually to be in a pot— the branches

selected for union are then fitted together by taking a slice off one and a

corresponding slice off the other. The inner barks have to be placed in

contact, and the two tied together and finally covered with wax or clay

just as for grafting. Inarching often occurs in Nature, especially in trees

with crowded branches like limes. The method is too inconvenient to be

generally adopted, but a quaint use is sometimes made of it to unite the

tops of two young trees of the same sort at the entrance to a garden or

summer-house so that they ultimately form a gothic arch.
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Budding.

Largely practised for the propagation of roses, flowering cherries,

peaches, red chestnuts, etc., this process possesses the same merits and

demerits as grafting. It only differs from grafting in that the scion is a

single bud with a little bark attached, instead of a piece of branchlet.

Budding can only be done in summer when the bark parts freely from the

wood, usually in July and August. The buds selected are generally those

near the base of the current year's shoot. They are cut out with a sharp

knife, leaving about half an inch of bark above and below the bud and a

narrow strip at each side of it. A little wood is always cut out with the

bud, and this must be carefully removed. The process consists in making

a T-shaped incision in the year-old (or may be older) bark of the stock,

lifting up the pieces at the angles of the cut with the handle of the

budding knife and then pushing the newly made bud-scion under the

lifted pieces. The latter are then to be laid back over the scion and

the whole bound up in worsted or bast, leaving only the bud exposed.

The scion-buds should lie dormant until the following spring.

The principle of budding is exactly the same as in grafting, the

cambium of the bud and its attendant bark is laid flat on that of the

stock. On this account the chances of union taking place are increased;

but budding is the more delicate operation because of the softness and

tenderness of the material dealt with. Dull days should, if possible, be

selected for the work, and the quicker it is accomplished the greater

success is gained.
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Hybridising and Selection.

Perhaps the most fascinating of all branches of plant cultivation is the

production of new forms in the garden itself. New plants of garden

origin, as distinct from those newly introduced from other countries, are

obtained in three ways : by branch " sports," by selection among seed-

raised plants, and by hybridisation. So far as trees and shrubs are

concerned, the first process is purely accidental, the second frequently so.

(i) Branch sports are abnormal shoots that occasionally appear on

adult trees or shrubs and are taken off and propagated by cuttings, buds,

or grafts. Many of them preserve their abnormality indefinitely, but

others have a strong tendency to revert to the normal type. Nearly all

variegated shrubs and trees, those with deeply cut leaves, and those with

double flowers originated as branch sports.

(2) The production of new forms under cultivation by selection from

seed has given to gardens some of their most beautiful plants ; but in

regard to trees and shrubs (trees especially), the intervals between the

generations are too long for the work to attract the ordinary man as a set

purpose. Most new forms of seedling origin in gardens have originated

as chance breaks, noticed by nurserymen or others among batches of

plants raised to furnish ordinary stock. Most weeping, fastigiate and

dwarf trees have originated in this way ; also purple-leaved, large- or

small-leaved varieties, and forms with richer-coloured or larger flowers.

Like branch sports; they must be increased by vegetative parts—cuttings,

grafts, etc.—and propagated in this way they show little or no tendency

to revert back to the normal type. Raised from seed they show a

strong but not a uniform tendency to revert to the parent type ; thus

often a small proportion come true or even show the peculiarity of the

form to an increased extent ; a larger proportion are more or less inter-

mediate; the remainder will be indistinguishable from the type. The
purple beech is an illustration ; comparatively few of its seedlings come
quite true, they are mostly of an ineffective purplish green or coppery

hue, but a number of purple beeches have been raised from seed, such as
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var. atropurpurca, "Swat Magret," etc., whose purple is of a deeper

shade than that of the original tree. Andre's broom, with its maroon

wing petals, is a similar instance ; most of its seedling progeny are more or

less reversions towards the common Cytisus scoparius.

(3) The hybridisation of two plants of varying character is the quickest

and surest means of producing new forms under cultivation. One is

certain of getting something new, even if it be something in no way

superior to either parent, and often the breeder can form some idea of

what he is likely to obtain. We undoubtedly owe our most valuable

garden shrubs to hybridisation, sometimes by human, sometimes by insect

agency. The garden races of rhododendron and azalea, roses and clematis,

and such beautiful plants as Berberis stenophylla, Magnolia Soula?igearia,

Sa/ix Sahmofii^ Cytisus kewe?isis and C. Dallimorei^ Spircea arguta and

Hxpericum Moseriafium^ are a few examples of those w^hich have had

their origin in the intentional or sometimes accidental crossing of species.

Hybrid trees and shrubs have usually a vigour superior to that of either of

their parents. As this is work which any amateur may do, it will be worth

while to devote a few words to the operation of hybridising itself.

The first equipment of the operator is a true understanding of the

structure of the flowers to be operated on. Ordinarily, a flower consists

of sepals, petals, stamens, and pistil, which may be regarded as of two

sections : first, the protective or ornamental ; second, the essential or

sexual parts. The first or outer section consists of calyx (or sepals) and

corolla (or petals), sometimes calyx alone. They play no part in the

production of seed; their purpose is to protect the sexual parts when

young, and later, by displaying bright colour, to help to advertise the

flower and attract the notice of insects to fertilise it. That function

performed, their work is done, and they usually fall away. The real

reproduction of the plant by seed is accomplished by the stamens (male)

and the pistil (female). The process of fertilisation or impregnation is

brought about by the transference of pollen (usually a minute yellow

powder borne in sacs called anthers at the top of the stamen) to the

summit of the pistil. The pistil has three parts ; at the base is the ovary,

a swollen body which contains the incipient seeds, or ovules; above that

is a stalk of varying length called the style, bearing at the top a knob

(ultimately viscid), called the stigma. It is upon the stigma that the

pollen must lodge so that the ovules may be changed into fertile seeds.

Whilst Nature adopts various methods to prevent the fertilisation of

a flower by its own pollen (often by the non-synchronous ripening of the

pollen and receptivity of the stigma ; often by separating the sexes on

different plants), her intention is that the impregnation should be done

by pollen from a flower of the .same species. Thus whilst, in the higher

groups, she abhors in-breeding, she also objects to mules. The hybridiser,
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on the other hand, has to bring about the fertihsation of the flower of one

species or variety by the pollen of another of his own choosing. His aim

is usually to unite in the progeny qualities in the parents severally

possessed, such as hardiness or better habit with greater flower beauty.

There are limits, of course, to the choice of parents, just as there are in

the animal world. Species of the same genus are capable as a rule of

being hybridised, although sometimes physical divergences prevent it.

Occasionally, too, species of different but closely allied genera will cross-

breed. Progeny of the more distantly related parents are generally

barren.

To secure hybridisation two essential points must be borne in mind

:

viz., the stigma should be in a receptive condition, and the impregnation

of the flower by pollen from any other flower than the one selected by the

operator must be prevented.

The stigma usually indicates its readiness to receive the pollen by

becoming sticky, but it is often desirable to dust it over afresh with pollen

every day for a few days after the viscidity appears.

The first thing to do in regard to the other point is to protect it from

its own pollen. With plants left to themselves, Nature usually secures

this herself, but not always. The hybridiser leaves as little as possible to

chance, and so the careful operator commences by removing the stamens

from the flower he wishes to cross-fertilise, and to do this effectually he

breaks open the flower before it expands naturally, and cuts away the

anthers before the pollen has become ripe {i.e. dust-like). If it be a

small shrub, it is often advisable to take it up and keep it in a cool airy

glass-house until the impregnating process is over. The only danger

then is that a stray bee or other insect may enter and deposit foreign

pollen on the stigma ; but if the petals be removed as well as the stamens

the danger is a very remote one. All flowers other than those impreg-

nated must be removed.

Out-of-doors, owing to wind, insects, and other disturbing agencies, the

process is not so much under control. The removal of the stamens from

the flower to be impregnated is again necessary before the petals expand

;

and to prevent a fertilisation other than the desired one, it is usual to

enclose that part of the branchlet bearing the flower with white gauze or

transparent paper, unless the shrub or tree is in a well-isolated position.

The removal of the stamens is best accomplished by the aid of a pair

of finely pointed scissors, and it is scarcely needful to say that all bruising

and scratching of the pistil is to be avoided. The fertilised flower should

be ticketed with a number corresponding to one in a note-book, under

which particulars as to parentage, dates, etc., are entered. As soon as

the flowering season is past, and consequently all danger of chance impreg-

nation over, the gauze or paper guards must be removed.
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Nursery Work and Methods.

Assuming that the young plant has been raised by one or other of the

methods just described, a few words may be devoted to its treatment

afterwards. Whether raised from seed or from cuttings, the newly rooted

plants stand much too closely together to remain long without mutually

damaging each other. Cuttings put in at the most usual time, i.e.^ July

and August, do not grow much that year after the roots have formed.

They are, as a rule, most conveniently rooted in pots, and in these they

may usually remain undisturbed until the following spring, when they are

separated and planted in rows in prepared nursery ground. Plants raised

earlier in the season from seeds or soft cuttings, having a growing season

in front of them, cannot be wintered in the seed- or cutting-pots. If of

vigorous constitution and quick growth, they may be planted out in the

nursery ground as soon as well rooted. But as by that time the season is

well advanced and hot dry days occur, it is usually necessary to give them

shading and special attention in watering for a week or two. AVith

delicate, very small or particularly important plants it is better, especially

in the case of seedlings, to transplant them ("prick them off" is the

common term) into shallow wooden boxes of fine soil, although not so

fine as for the seeds themselves. These boxes, 2 or 3 ins. deep, may be

purchased cheaply at most horticultural providers. Treated in this way,

the baby plants may be kept in frames or even given a mild heat to

ensure their quick attachment to the new soil, and loss is reduced to a

minimum. Choice rhododendrons and others of the heath family can

only be treated satisfactorily in this way. In taking the plants from the

seed- or cutting-pots reasonable care should be taken to preserve the

roots as much as possible, and, if practicable, to take a little ball of soil as

well. As the plants are transferred from the seed-pot to the shallow box,

they should be set regularly in rows, so that when again removed from

the boxes into the open ground a square block of soil may be cut out

and taken with each plant.

The ground or nursery into which young trees and shrubs are planted
28
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should be sheltered naturally or artificially. Clipped evergreen hedges

are frequently planted to secure this end, such as of holly, privet, or

Thuya occidentalis. But in most gardens some nook large enough and

sheltered enough can be found. The soil should be of a light rather

than a heavy nature, for it induces a more fibrous root system, and the

necessary space allotted for peat-loving things should have peat mixed

with the ordinary soil.

The chief use of a nursery ground is to enable one to watch over and

encourage the growth of trees and shrubs from their babyhood until they

are big enough to fight their own battles along with the other occupants

of the garden, park, or street to which they may be consigned. A
nursery is also very useful, even if only of small size, as it affords material

for making good losses by death, or for extending existing plantations at

the least expense. There is always as well the peculiar satisfaction of

raising one's own plants.

When once the plants are safely established in the nursery their after-

care consists chiefly in transplanting, pruning, and training, all of which

questions it will be convenient to deal with as affecting hardy trees and

shrubs in general, whether in nursery quarters or not.
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Transplanting.

There is no operation connected with the cultivation of trees and shrubs

upon whose proper performance more depends than transplanting. To
its successful accomplishment not only the health, the proper placing, but

the very presence of a plant in a garden are due. It may be said, indeed,

that it is only the art of transplanting that makes a garden possible. In

itself, however, it is an evil, although so necessary a one. With few

exceptions, a tree that is rightly placed and in proper soil is better left

undisturbed at the root.

To understand the importance of transplanting it is well to consider

the typical root-system of a plant. If a tree old enough to have formed

a woody stem be carefully taken out of the ground and examined, it

will be found to have a root-system somewhat as follows :—Proceeding

directly from the stem there will be three, four, or more radiating main

roots similar to the stem in character; these are, of course, developed

from the first roots emitted by the seedling and have become woody with

age. Issuing from them are other ramifications, becoming smaller at each

subdivision, till at last they cease to be woody and are invested merely by

hair-like organs. It is important to remember that the nutrition of the

plant is entirely dependent on these hair-like roots. All the other portions

serve merely as conduits from them to the stem, and as supports and

holdfasts for the plant. In transplanting it will thus be seen how
important it is that as many as possible of the finest rootlets should be

preserved. A plant bears transplanting well or badly according to its

power of renewing these rootlets quickly, or to its capability of existing

with little loss of vitality until they are renewed. The finer and less

woody portions of the root-system send out these fine fibres more freely

and quickly than the older parts do, which is why young plants, even tiny

seedlings, are trans[)lantod with less risk than old ones.

Plants like rhododendrons and others of the heath family are easily

transplanted because they produce an enormous quantity of fibrous roots

close to the stem, enabling a much larger j)roportion cf working roots to
90
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be removed with it than is possible with the majority of trees and

shrubs.

The occasional transplanting that young trees undergo in well-

managed nurseries is practised for the same reason. The shortening of

the roots involved by removal induces the production of a large quantity

of fibrous roots close to the stem, which are thus easily removed with the

plant. The tendency of the active fibrous roots is to spread out farther

and farther away from the stem, and thus enlarge the feeding-ground of

the tree. Consequently the longer the tree remains undisturbed, the

greater the proportion of them that have perforce to be sacrificed in

transplanting, and the greater is the risk involved in its ultimate removal.

In selecting trees and shrubs, but more especially trees, the experienced

purchaser looks askance at the plants with long clean leads and an

aspect of lush vigour. These things are too suggestive of undisturbed

roots. He prefers the short-jointed, comparatively stunted growth

indicative of judicious transplanting.

Methods of Transplanting.—The commonest and most simple

method of transplanting is to take a plant out of the earth, with as many
of its roots as can conveniently be saved, and to transfer it to its new

quarters nearly or quite free from soil. Trees and shrubs to be sent long

distances have necessarily to be dispatched in this state. For the great

majority of young trees and shrubs with deciduous foliage the plan is

perfectly safe. For evergreen shrubs that do not form close masses of

roots, as rhododendrons do, it is risky. And with both deciduous and

evergreen plants, the risk is increased the older they become and the

longer they remain undisturbed.

Seedlings and cuttings removed from seed-beds, boxes, etc., to more

roomy quarters rarely fail if care be taken ; but it has to be remembered
that the younger and more succulent they are, the less able are they to

withstand dryness, exposure, and delay. Seedlings of important kinds

have sometimes to be transplanted whilst they are growing, and in that

case it is a good plan to lay them on damp moss or canvas as they are

taken up. After they are replanted they should be watered thoroughly,

and occasionally sprinkled afterwards if they show signs of drooping.

But with the seedlings of most deciduous hardy trees and shrubs it is

best, and usually most convenient, to transplant them in open weather

sometime between the fall of the leaf and the renewal of growth. (See

notes on time for transplanting.)

When the removal of a plant has been decided on, it will be

incumbent to decide also whether a proportion of the soil in which it is

growing shall be carried with it, or whether it shall be taken with naked

roots only. Several circumstances will have to be considered, such as

the nature of the plant, the distance it has to be taken, the labour and
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cost involved, etc. But, generally, it may be said that old plants, plants

that have long been undisturbed, and most evergreens should be trans-

planted with balls of earth. On the other hand, young plants and most

deciduous ones may be moved with naked roots.

Transplanting -without Soil attached to the Roots. — In

transplanting a tree or shrub without soil, it has always to be borne in

mind that the greater the proportion of fibrous roots that are retained

the greater will be the degree of success. With small plants up to two or

three years old it is, as a rule, sufficient to push the spade or fork

beneath them and raise them bodily from the ground, and then shake the

roots free from soil. But with older specimens more care is needed, such

as those whose roots have spread 3 ft. or more from the stem. With

such specimens it is necessary to commence operations at a sufficient

distance from the stem—proportionate, of course, to the size of the tree,

but always far enough away to preserve a considerable proportion of the

fibrous roots—by digging a trench; then, by working inwards, chiefly

with a fork, the roots should be carefully shaken free from the soil. In

the case of large and important specimens this work must not be hurried.

In replanting a tree that has been taken up in the way described, the

first consideration should be to provide a hole wide enough to allow

the roots to be spread out to fullest extent. This applies to plants of

any size, but it is more important the larger they are. Roots should

never be doubled back or made to fit the circumference of a hole. They

should be placed in the earth as nearly as possible in the same relative

positions as they were when taken out. With regard to the depth at

which trees should be planted, it may be said that the thickened base of

the stem, where it begins to divide into the several main roots, should

always be above ground. The mistake of too deep planting is nearly

always made, especially where the holes have been deeply dug,

because insufficient allowance is made for settling. A convincing lesson

may be learnt in connection with this question of depth from naturally

sown trees. It will be noticed that there is always some tendency—and

often it is a very marked one—for the base of the stem to be elevated

above the surrounding ground. When this part is buried the stem is

much predisposed to decay at the "collar." The bark of the stem or

trunk, which Nature intended to be exposed to the atmosphere only, is

kept permanently dark and moist. This renders it, no doubt, peculiarly

susceptible to cell-rupture by alternate freezing and thawing, and to the

attacks of fungi. Plants that die from this cause usually die quite

suddenly, causing much wonder. Still, some trees, such as poplars and

elms, do not seem to mind deep-planting.

When rearranging the roots in their new quarters, the aim should be

to spread them out evenly in all directions. The soil in immediate
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contact with them should be fine and worked well in amongst the fibres.

When once the roots are well covered the soil may be trodden or rammed
firmly about them, but the planter should bear in mind that the moister

and heavier the soil the less of this consolidating process will be needed.

Where the soil is light and free, or even moderately so, a thorough

watering has the mechanical effect of settling the soil about the roots

thoroughly.

Transplanting -with Soil attached to the Roots.—Whilst the

removal of trees and shrubs with a mass of earth about the roots is the

most troublesome and costly method, it is the safest, and should always

be adopted for large or particularly valuable examples. So far as the

physiology of the plant is concerned, the operation presents no problems,

for the aim is to transfer the plant with its root-environment practically

undisturbed. Such difficulties as arise are chiefly mechanical. With the

necessary appliances and mechanical skill, trees hundreds of years old can

be transferred to new quarters. But in the ordinary routine of garden

work one has rarely to deal with masses of soil weighing more than one

ton. Below that there is every gradation down to seedlings with an

ounce or two of soil attached. Whatever the size may be the chief object

is the same, viz., to transfer intact the " ball " of earth with the roots that

permeate it. With small plants the task is easy. The " ball " may be

kept together with the hands ; often it may be carried from one place to

another on a spade or fork, or on a wheelbarrow or truck. But the

larger the ball and the less matted the roots, the more careful has

the planter to be. Still, the main object is always the same, and that is,

to keep the " ball " from breaking. With rhododendrons and such-like

plants with dense masses of fibrous roots, it is often self-supporting, but

usually artificial support is necessary. This is best afforded by shaping

the ball to a cylindrical form and binding it together with two cords, one

near the top, the other near the bottom. The "ball" should first be

wrapped round in stout canvas or matting, and a few thin boards should

be inserted between it and the cords, so as to prevent the latter cutting

into the soil. It is very important that the cords should be made as

tight as possible. This is done by making a noose at one end, and,

after threading the other end through the noose, pulling each cord as

tight as it can be made. An instrument called the tourniquet is some-

times used for tightening the cords.

After the soil has been supported by some such means as these, the

ball has to be partially undermined, first on one side and then on the

other, and a pair of stout lifting-boards inserted. The plant is then

ready to be lifted out of the hole and carried away to its new position.

When the weight is greater than can be managed by a few men,

mechanical appliances have to be used. Transplanting machines of

C
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various sizes, made to lift from A to 8 or lo tons, can be obiained, which

reduce the trouble to a minimum, as they have apparatus for hoisting the

mass of earth and lowering it again. But it is only on large estates and

in public parks and gardens that there is sufficient transplanting to justify

the considerable cost of these machines. Much, however, can be done with

a lifting jack, rollers, and planks, the plant being rolled up an inclined

plane out of its hole on to a low trolly to be taken to its destination.

Preparation of Large Trees for Removal.—Where it is desired

to transplant particularly valuable or important trees, especially trees that

have long been undisturbed, and are known to have their feeding roots so

far spread out from the stem as to make it impossible to take a necessary

proportion of them with the tree, it is often desirable to prepare the

" ball " six months, a year, or even two years beforehand. It is done in

this way. The dimensions of the " ball " to be removed are fixed on and

marked out. A trench is dug out rather nearer the stem than the marked

lines, and as deep as the roots go. All the roots, of course, are roughly

severed in the process, and these should be cut cleanly back. It is

important that tap roots, if they exist, should be severed also, and to do

this half the "ball" or less should be undermined, and then filled in

aizain before another section is dealt with. After all this is done, the

trench should be filled in again, the soil rammed firmly and watered.

The object of this process is to provide the tree with a stock of fibrous

roots so near to the stem that they, or most of them, can be taken away

with it at the time of transplanting, and thereby enable it to take hold

of the soil at once in its new quarters. One growing season at least

must elapse between the preparation of the tree and its ultimate removal.

Some trees may be prepared in the early spring and removed in the

autumn of the same year. With most a full year should be allowed. In

some cases it may be well to prepare half the " ball " one year and the

other half the next. This is to avoid the check caused by severing all

the roots at one time.

Time for Transplanting.—The most convenient time for the

removal of trees and shrubs is during the winter months, say from the

middle of October to the middle of March. ^Vith very few exceptions,

all deciduous trees and shrubs may be transplanted with safety during

that period. Still, the earlier part of the time is better than the latter

part. As far as possible all deciduous plants should be planted after the

leaves have changed colour, but just before they fall. The roots are not

yet inactive, and they get a grip of the new soil before winter sets in. The
period, however, is so short that this must be regarded rather as counsel

of perfection than as being always practicable. The worst time for the

work is during the period of dry east winds in March and early April.

But after that again there frequently comes a time when, if the work has
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not been done before, it may still be safely accomplished. This is during

soft or showery weather, when the buds are bursting. The roots have by

now become active again, and if the plants can be kept moist for a few

days (natural rain showers, of course, are best, but watering and spraying

are a great help), they start growing again immediately. The deciduous

magnolias can be shifted best at this time, usually mid-May with them.

In trade nurseries much transplanting has perforce to be deferred until the

end of the selling season.

Evergreens.—These are much more difficult to transplant safely than

deciduous plants are. The reason of this is that the leaf-bearing part of

the plant is never so independent of the root-system. Even in midwinter

the leaves both breathe and transpire, so that a cessation in the supply

of moisture from the root, however partial, is felt much more than it is

by a leafless plant.

In the case of rhododendrons and many other evergreen members of

the heath family, the fine roots are so numerous, and get so complete a

grip of the soil, that the whole root-system can be removed practically

intact. But in their case the problems of transplanting scarcely arise

;

with ordinary care it can be done at almost any season of the year. It

is with such evergreens as hollies, evergreen oaks, cherry laurels and

Portugal laurels, arbutuses, and all those with a more or less rambling

root-system that difficulties appear. They can, of course, be moved
with safety if the " balls " of earth in which they grow are taken with

them, but that cannot always be done, as in the case of plants that have

to be sent long distances, or those growing close together, as in a holly

hedge. Consequently, they have to be removed with little or no soil

attached to the roots. It is in such cases that it becomes very important

that the right time be chosen.

It is essential with such evergreens as those just named that the

plants, although not in the full vigour of their growth, should nevertheless

not be in their most inactive state. The best times, therefore, are autumn

before growth ceases, or in late spring after growth commences. With

regard to autumn planting, warm moist days in late September and early

October are particularly advantageous in the south of England. In the

cooler, moister north a few weeks earlier are better. Spring planting

should be deferred till the drying east winds are over. Showery, warm

days in May are best.

Many discussions have been held as to whether the autumn or the

spring planting of evergreens is preferable. With suitable weather and

smart workmanship at the time, and with due attention to watering the

following summer, success, I think, is about equally probable at cither

season. Just as a hard winter setting in very early might prejudice one

against autumn planting, so might a long dry time in May and June
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prejudice another against spring planting. This much, however, is

certain, from midwinter onward to early April is the most dangerous

time. In the case of the most susceptible of these evergreens it is better

to be earlier in autumn or later in spring than the reverse. Evergreen

oaks transplant better in early June than in April. Bamboos, if planted in

autumn, should be moved early ; but in their case experience proves that

mid-May is equally good.

I am strongly of opinion that it helps considerably towards the

recovery of evergreens whose roots have been damaged by transplanting,

to remove a proportion of the leaf growth, or even leaves alone, from the

branches. By reducing the leaf surface the amount of transpiration is

correspondingly reduced, and the demand for moisture is brought nearer

to the amount the damaged and reduced root-system is able to supply.

In the case of evergreen oaks and vigorous hollies, quite half the leafy

part of the plant may often be removed with advantage. In N. America,

where the summer is more trying than ours for newly planted hollies,

they make a practice of almost denuding them of leaves in these

circumstances.



CHAPTER VI

Soils and Mulching.

If one could choose one's own soil for the cultivation of trees and shrubs

generally, it would be a deep loam of a light rather than a heavy nature,

and free from all calcareous substances. Such a soil is easily worked and

would support the most varied collection of species, including the great

family of Ericacece^ whose members give so much beauty to gardens.

The species found on limestone are numerous, but to very few of them

is lime absolutely essential. For some, such as certain species of

clematis and juniper, and such conifers as Abies Pinsapo^ it is advisable

to add lime to soil deficient in it; but generally one is led to the belief

that trees and shrubs inhabit limestone regions not so much from choice

as from necessity. The beech, for instance, or the whitebeam, commonly
found wild on the limestone, thrive just as well apparently where it is

absent. Peat-lovers, again, are by no means incapable of thriving on a

loamy soil. The heath family, including such genera as Callmia, Erica,

Rhododendroti, Azalea^ Dabcecia, and Pieris^ are usually found wild on

peaty soil, but everyone of them will succeed in loam of a sandy nature

and free from lime, especially if decayed leaves be added to it.

The great value of decayed leaves— the "leaf-soil " of the gardener

—

as an ingredient in soil of any type is not yet generally appreciated,

although one hopes the old wasteful practice of burning fallen leaves,

after raking them together in early winter, has in a great measure ceased.

Every garden of any pretensions should have its "leaf-heap," where the

gathered leaves may be carted and turned over two or three times

annually as occasion offers. In two years a black humus is formed which

no tree or shrub, so far as I know, will object to, but which, on the other

hand, the roots of almost everyone will avidly seize on. For delicate

rooting shrubs like the Ericacece, eucryphias, stewartias, the more delicate

magnolias, Chilean and New Zealand shrubs generally, it is particularly

useful, and makes an admirable substitute for peat in many cases. As a

mulching for evergreens, a layer of leaves has much to recommend it, and

in the case of those with low branches like rhododendrons, which

prevent the leaves being blown away, it is a good plan in autumn to
87
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cover the ground, say from 6 to 12 ins. deep, with a layer of newly fallen

leaves. In the event of a hard winter they keep the soil comparatively

warm, gradually decaying and settling down to a shallow covering, which

keeps the soil cool and moist during the following summer. The surface

roots of rhododendrons and most shrubs thrust themselves greedily into

this humus ; being light and easily permeated by air, it has not the evil

results that sometimes follow heavy top-dressings of loam or manure,

which, too frequently given, are apt to bury the plant unduly and set up

decay at the collar, just as deep planting does.

Mulching.—This term is applied to the practice of placing material,

usually of a feeding nature, on the surface of the soil permeated by roots

of trees and shrubs, as distinct from burying it in the ground. It has two

allied purposes : that of nourishing the plant, in which case the mulch is

usually some form of farm manure ; and that of keeping the soil warm in

winter, and cool and moist in summer.

In the case of old and failing trees, or starved and weakly ones,

especially those of a surface-rooting nature like beech, elm, lime, maples,

and numerous others, no treatment aiming at their renovation is more

efficacious than a top-dressing of manure, loam and manure, or manure

and leaves, from 3 to 6 ins. in thickness. The ground should be lightly

pricked over before it is applied. If the tree is standing on a lawn the

grass should be taken off in turves and replaced after the mulching is

done. In this case leaves are unsuitable as part of the compost, because

they decay into such small compass that the ground settles much and

unevenly ; loam and manure should be used, or even loam by itself. If

possible, it is best to mulch lawn trees in early October, and leave the

ground open through the ensuing winter and early spring, re-turfing or

sowing with grass seed the following April.

The commonest form of mulching, especially of shrubs, is the summer

mulch, designed to keep the soil and roots moist and cool in the broiling

heats of July and August, especially after transplanting. The material

should be of a loose, open nature, and perhaps, for general use, the best

of all is a mixture of short rotted manure and leaf-soil. For rhododen-

drons and the heath family generally, a four-inch layer of decayed leaves is

as good as anything. Such a top-dressing is remarkably effective in

keeping the ground moist—better, indeed, than many waterings. Newly

planted shrubs and trees, and all those liable to suffer more than

ordinarily from drought, should always have this mulching. Surface

hoeing, persistently done, is an admirable means of keeping ground moist

during drought, maintaining, as it does, the top layer of earth in a loose,

open state. Mulching with a loose, open material is a still more effective

means to the same end and of less trouble, as one dressing is sufficient for

a season, sometimes for two or three.



CHAPTER VII

Arrangement of Shrubberies.

It is upon the size, number, and arrangement of the trees and shrubs in

a garden that its broad effects depend. Diversities in the surface of the

land, its eminences and declivities, provide the most effective variations

of scenery; but where these are non-existent, and the lie of the land is

flat, the trees then become the most important elements in providing

variety of outlook and diversity of background. If the trees and shrubs

are not themselves the chief objects of interest in a garden, they must, in

all but the smallest areas, form at the least the setting of whatever else

the garden may contain. Whatever the picture may be, it is the arboreal

vegetation that makes the framing. This being so, it is strange that in so

many gardens one should see such striking evidence of no special thought

or care for the trees and shrubs they contain. How often one sees, more

especially in the case of shrubs, that there has been no endeavour to

secure the most suitable and beautiful kinds, or any attempt to draw upon

that wealth of material which the enterprise, exploration, and gardening

skill of the last fifty years have made available.

Who is not familiar with that depressing thing known as the "mixed

shrubbery"—a crowded mass of shrubs, with here and there perhaps a

tree, whence all the weaker sorts have disappeared, and in which the

stronger ones are left to fight each other for light and space ? The result

is that what remains is a survival perhaps of the fittest, but certainly not

the most beautiful, and is often merely a jumble of laurels, privets. Pontic

rhododendrons, weedy lilacs, coarse spiraeas, and the like. If it were not

that such shrubberies may be seen any day of one's life in process of

development, we might hope that so many object-lessons would, before

now, have brought about their end.

It is easy to trace their origin and development. A student of

human nature would probably say that this sort of "mixed shrubbery"

is only one more evidence of the evils of procrastination. At the

commencement, the plants are naturally small, and in the hope of

producing an immediate effect they are put in rather closely together.
iv
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This, of course, is perfectly right, hut too often the work stops at that.

Plants do not cry aloud, and, as we have so often been reminded since

Old Dumbiedykes uttered the profound truth, they grow whilst we are

sleeping. When the time comes that they are closing up and ought to

be given more space, the work is passed by in favour of something

seemingly more needful but probably less important. For when once

the proper time has passed by, it becomes increasingly difficult to treat

the shrubbery satisfactorily. The plants become drawn and their sides

thin, and any interference with them means, at the least, a temporary

unsightliness. The remedy for all this is the adoption of a definite plan

at the commencement and its rigorous carrying out afterwards.

Value of Grouping.—When either a tree or a shrub is to be grown

as an isolated specimen, with plenty of space for its development, as on

lawns or in parks, it has simply to be considered in its present and

ultimate relationship to the general features of the landscape. Its

natural increase in size and height does not involve transplanting and

rearrangement. It is, however, quite otherwise with the cultivated

shrubbery, which, either large or small, forms so important a part of

every garden. Such shrubberies are designed to mask boundaries of

gardens and to make secondary boundaries within the garden itself; they

are useful in forming dividing lines between diverse types of gardening,

as backgrounds for borders of herbaceous plants, as shelter-belts, and

so on. The point is, that wherever it is, or whatever its special object may
be, a shrubbery should be something more than a mere mass of greenery

serving to block out a view. It should, and can be, as much a feature of

beauty and interest as any other part of the garden. The initial mistake

that is so often made in the planting of shrubberies is in the indiscriminate

mixing up of the material employed. The value of grouping—that is,

the bringing together of several individuals of one kind— is not generally

appreciated. It is even more apparent in beds cut out on lawns than

it is in continuous shrubberies. Here an indiscriminate mixture looks

its worst, and here, more than anywhere else, should an arrangement of

shrubs, be it of one or of more species, strike a clear note. For large

gardens and spacious areas, I prefer the grouping together of individuals

of the same kind ; in smaller areas an association of two or more

may be desirable or necessary.

In the case of .shrubs of medium and small size, and indeed of almost

all the smaller species we cultivate, it is essential, if their beauty and

garden value, or even their individuality, are to be revealed to the full,

that this system of grouping should be adopted. In fixing on the size

of these groups one has to consider the extent of the shrubbery or garden

of which it forms a part. In large gardens and in large shrubberies,

broad massive effects can be obtained that would be out of place where
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the general scheme is on smaller lines. In grouping it is necessary to

observe a strict sense of proportion.

One great advantage in the massing of shrubs must be adverted to;

it simplifies the management and reduces the labour of keeping the

shrubbery in order. Presuming that the plants were first set closely

enough together to pretty nearly cover the ground and produce an

immediate effect, when the time comes—as it soon will—that more

space is needed for each plant, it can easily be afforded by a judicious

thinning out. The trouble and expense of an entire planting are avoided.

If, however, either through neglect or deliberate choice, the shrubs are

allowed to remain as originally planted the crowding does little harm.

Each group becomes, as it were, one plant, and the general effect is not

spoilt, as it assuredly is where the shrubbery degenerates into a featureless

jumble.

In the initial planning of a shrubbery border an attempt should be

made to give it a broken or diversified surface. The ideal of many
planters appears to be the achievement of a perfectly symmetrical bank

of foliage sloping from back to front. But the general effect is infinitely

more pleasing where the groups of taller shrubs are pushed out into a

sort of promontory reaching almost or quite to the front, and bays of

smaller ones recede towards the back. All that one has to avoid is

the overgrowing or hiding of the smaller by the larger.

A True Mixed Shrubbery.—There is another type of shrubbery

which has also its own distinct attractiveness. This is where each

individual has to stand on its own merits, and where no attempt is made
to produce broad or imposing effects by associating together a number of

similar plants. This plan has, perforce, to be adopted where the space

available is restricted, and where the taste of the planter leads him to

prefer variety rather than beauty merely. Such an arrangement appeals

with especial strength to the connoisseur, and is the one which makes the

small garden most interesting. Small choice shrubs, particularly evergreen

ones, make extremely attractive narrow borders, assembled together as

individuals in this way, only the choice should be confined to slow-growing

sorts, not likely to rob or overcrowd their neighbours. Many of the

Ericacece^ such as the dwarf rhododendrons, kalmias, etc., are very

suitable.

But when one gets away from these neat dwarf shrubs to free-growing,

more robust ones, it is unquestionable that a shrubbery built up on the

same lines is less easily managed than the one where the grouping system

is adopted. It gets out of hand more quickly and demands more

persistent attention. ICach plant, in order that it may show its true

character and beauty, must attain to a certain minimum size and needs a

certain space for its development to that size. Once that is filled it
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becomes necessary to keep them within their limits by pruning, or else to

provide room for their continued growth by an occasional thinning and

rearrangement. Such a shrubbery ought never to be allowed to get

crowded, otherwise the individuality of each plant is lost. A "loose"

arrangement should be maintained. It is because shrubberies made on

this plan are so often neglected, and the coarse growing plants so often

allowed to crush out the weaker species, that the grouping system is so

preferable. For public parks the latter is decidedly the best, as it is

also for large private gardens or, indeed, wherever sufficient space is

available for planting on broad lines.

It would be absurd to suggest that anyone with a small garden should

make what little shrubbery they may have consist of masses of a few

things merely. But even in a small garden, if the planter is using for his

shrubbery three, six, or a dozen of a kind, he will do better to make a

group of each sort than to sprinkle them over the whole length of his

border. It is for new shrubberies that the grouping system is so desirable.

In old, well-managed ones, planted in the mixed style, each plant is

attaining or has attained its full size, and produces somewhat the same
effect as a group of younger ones. Here, at any rate, dignity is not

lacking. But nothing can look more feeble than the common mixed

shrubbery in the early years of its being.
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Staking or other Means of Support.

The artificial support of trees is mainly a concomitant of transplanting.

Trees grown on without removal from the spot where the seed was sown,

or even those given permanent places when quite young, rarely need

support. It is the tree that has attained a considerable size and then

been torn from its anchorage that requires artificial assistance to withstand

storms. The sooner a tree, and to a less extent, a shrub, is given its

permanent place the better, consistent with its safety and capability of

holding its own among other plants.

A tree, say 6 ft. or more high, planted in an exposed position must

often be given support, unless it has been shifted with a heavy mass of

soil attached to its roots. If the plant has been removed without soil,

the usual support is afforded by a stake proportionate in length and

thickness to the main stem of the tree, and driven firmly into the ground.

Some regard must be paid to the avoidance of injury to the roots in

driving in the stake. It must be well sharpened, so that it forces its way

between the roots a little distance from the stem, rather than crushes

through them. It is an excellent plan to drive in the stake before the

tree is planted and arrange the roots around it. It is only necessary,

especially if the soil has been trenched deeply, to see that in the inevitable

settling of the soil the ties do not cause the tree to be suspended

rather than settle naturally with the soil.

A stake should not go any higher than necessary. It is by no means

an object of beauty, and should be as unobtrusive as possible. The chief

aim is to keep the stem perfectly steady at the base until the roots

themselves are capable of doing it. If a newly planted tree is allowed to

sway about so that the base of its stem forms a socket in the soil, its

progress will be slow and its appearance ungainly. A short, stout

stake standing 3 ft. out of the ground will prevent this better than a longer

thin one. (The use of a stake for straightening the crooked stem of a

young tree by l)racing the two together is a quite different object.) Some
soft or elastic substance should be inserted between the tying material
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and the stem, and between the stem and the stake, to prevent the ties

cutting in and chafing.

A useful temporary support for newly planted trees of goodly size is

afibrded by affixing three pieces of cord, or, still better, three wires, to the

stem well up the tree, and then fastening the lower end of each to a stout

stake driven in the ground at equal distances round the tree. Trans-

planted trees with low branches can also be well supported without any

risk of injury by securing three or four of the branches to stout stakes

at intervals round the tree near its circumference. Any form of artificial

support should be removed as soon as possible; it is unsightly, often

through neglect causes damage by chafing or the cutting in of the ties,

and, once firmly established, the tree is better without it.

Under Transplanting, I have advised the reduction of the top-

growth with the object of partially restoring the balance between branch

and root that must nearly always be more or less disturbed by that

operation. It has the further advantage of reducing the power of wind on

newly planted trees, and thus rendering staking or other means of

support for them less needed.



CHAPTER IX .

Pruning Trees and Shrubs.

The art of pruning as applied to ornamental trees and shrubs may be

said to serve one or more of the following purposes :—To improve or

alter the shape and appearance of the plant ; to increase the quantity and

improve the quality of the blossom ; to bring about an improvement in

health. Of all the arts that go to make up horticulture, pruning is the

one most frequently misapplied. Its proper practice necessitates an

intimate acquaintance with the habit and nature of the subject operated

on. For instance, a collection of flowering shrubs, in so far as they need

pruning at all, cannot be pruned properly unless the workman knows the

time of flowering of each one. Again, the aim in pruning a large-

growing tree is to make it as perfect a specimen of its kind as possible

:

contrary to the ideas of many, it is not intended to bring it to some

arbitrary, more or less formal, outline. Therefore a knowledge of its

size and habit is essential. Unless the operator possesses such knowledge

the plants are best left alone, for bad pruning and pruning without a

definite aim is worse than none.

Pruning for Shape.—Pruning for the purpose of regulating the

shape and size of a tree or shrub is usually practised in order to maintain

it in some conventional form, such as is seen in topiary work, clipped

hedges, rounded or pyramidal bushes, etc. This kind of pruning is of

the simplest, being, as a rule, a mere process of clipping. Such matters

as time of flowering and habit are of no moment. The chief question is,

when is the best time to prune ?

Fully grown hedges or bushes of yew, holly, and box are usually

clipped in July or August. During these months work in the garden is

often less pressing than at other times, and they are as suitable as any

other. The plants, moreover, retain their neat appearance throughout the

autumn, winter, and spring months. With young hedges more careful

procedure is necessary. The clipping should be done earlier, say in June,

and a second shortening back of the stronger growths take place in

September. This more frequent pruning is necessary to give a thick base
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to the hedge or bush. When old hedges need cutting back to the bare

wood, as they occasionally do, the work should certainly be undertaken

in spring so as to allow the longest possible period for the naked places

to become furnished with growth again. The inside branches of a

hedge or clipped bush are necessarily stunted and gnarled, and do not

break readily into new growth. The same rules as to time of pruning

apply also to those level banks of cherry laurel and rhododendron, so

often employed to furnish shady places in gardens. The ordinary annual

pruning may be done between July and September, but the occasional

hard cutting back must be done, say, in March or April.

Pruning large-grcwing Trees.—This branch of pruning is not

generally understood nor often practised. The great majority of trees

are planted and left to assume such forms as conditions and circumstances

permit. It is the pruning of ornamental trees only that is in question.

Forestry, or the growing of trees for profit, is a thing quite apart

from ornamental arboriculture in park and garden. The forester aims

solely at building up a trunk which will yield the maximum amount of

useful timber, whilst the tree occupies the least possible space. The
main object of the arboriculturist is to so control the growth of his trees

as to produce individually beautiful specimens. He may desire a noble

contour of branch and foliage, or a lofty tree showing a fine trunk, or

one with its leafy canopy reaching to the ground; but the production

of cubic feet of timber is, in itself, a secondary matter.

In pruning such trees as I am now considering—the oaks, elms, ashes,

maples, chestnuts, and others of a similar type— it is rarely necessary

to give any consideration to the production of flowers and fruit. The
flowers are frequently of little beauty, and even in the case of beautiful

flowering trees, like the horse-chestnut, such pruning as is required

should be done before the trees reach their adult stage. It may be said

of all trees that the earlier their training is commenced the less of it will

be needed.

Formation of the Tree Trunk.— In the great forest areas of the

globe trees are generally found growing in masses and as close together as

their minimum requirements of light and space permit. The trunks

which the forester loves to obtain are straight, erect, and naked, the

branches being killed off by want of light as the tree increases in height,

leaving only the canopy of leafy growth at the top. Only occasionally

are there found wild specimens well filled out on every side, evenly

balanced, and furnished almost to the ground with foliage, such as it

is generally the planter's aim to obtain in pleasure-grounds and gardens.

In these latter places, however, where often trees from many different

parts of the world are congregated on a few acres of ground, and planted

singly or in small groups, many species, especially those of exotic origin.
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have a tendency to become unduly bushy headed and dumpy in appear-

ance, and to lose that stateliness which properly proportioned height

and breadth give. The first aim in pruning is to prevent this deformity

and to obtain a straight strong trunk or central axis of sufficient height.

There is also another consideration. No danger to big trees is so

common as that which arises from the forking of the trunk. This divides

the tree into two, three, or more parts, which do not always sway in

unison during high winds, in consequence of which a crack starts sooner

or later at the fork. Damp enters, fungoid parasites follow, and finally

a storm comes which rends the tree in twain. In sheltered places and

in plantations the danger from winds is not great ; but the majority of

our specimen trees are given space for their fullest development and need

a strong single bole. Most people admire loftiness in trees, but height in

isolated specimens adds to the risk of damage by wind. It will nearly

always be found that trees of great age and size are comparatively low and

spreading, or, if they are lofty, their trunks are undivided for the greater

part of their length. All the lofty trees of the earth— the gum trees of

Australia, the pines, firs and sequoias of North America, and the palms

of the tropics—are of this type.

The Leading Shoot.—To secure the development of a trunk of this

character, it is necessary to keep a watch on it when it is young. The
first and most important point is that it should always be kept to a single

leading shoot. As long as the top of the tree remains accessible to the

pruner, rival leaders should be shortened back or removed ; and if the

original leader by accident gets broken, it should be replaced by another

shoot. In most of our deciduous trees a suitable side shoot near the top

can usually be selected to replace the broken leader. It should, if

necessary, be brought .into position by tying to a stake, and may be

encouraged to make headway by pruning back other shoots near that

might otherwise assume the lead.

But many conifers, especially those of the spruce and fir tribes, pro-

duce their branches in regular tiers or whorls, and such branches are

of no use for replacing a lost leading shoot. They are not capable of

transforming themselves into erect-growing shoots, and if one be tied up

it always tries to regain its original horizontal or drooping position.

Propagators of these conifers experience the same difficulty when they

attempt to increase their stock by grafting, or rooting, side branches.

To obtain a new leader for these trees, the broken one should be cut off

close to the uppermost tier of branches, and this tier, and, in cases, the

one below, must also be very much shortened back. This will cause

the cut-back leader to push out one or more shoots of the erect-growing

kind, the most vigorous of which must be selected as the new leading

shoot and the others removed.
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When a tree has reached, say, half its natural height, oftener much
less, it may be left to itself, for it will nearly always be found that once a

strong leading shoot has developed it will retain its predominance, pro-

vided no accident occurs, for as long as the natural form and habit

of the tree allow.

Side-pruning.—The greater proportion of the trees used for

furnishing our gardens are of exotic origin. Species from all the cool

temperate regions of the globe, inhabiting, in their native state, every

variety of position and climate those latitudes afford, are brought under

practically uniform conditions in the few acres of a British garden. It

happens, therefore, in even the most favoured places, that some of the

trees are not given the conditions most suitable for them. The effect

(especially on species from somewhat warmer countries) is often shown
in a tree assuming a stunted, bushy habit under cultivation, whereas in its

own home it is lofty and graceful. In such cases it is the work of the

pruner to aid the tree in assuming its natural form.

This can be done by two methods. The horizontal development of

such trees, as opposed to their vertical development, should (i) be

checked by pruning back the side branches. The cut should, as often

as possible, be made at a fork, so as to leave a smaller branch with its

twigs, rather than a stump. The operator's judgment should also be

exercised as to whether (2) a proportion of the branches should not be

entirely removed. A comparison of the number of branches on a young

tree with those of a fully grown example of the same species shows how
drastically Nature thins the branches. The pruner should be guided by

this fact in such cases as those under discussion and remove too crowded

branches. As a matter of fact, experience has proved conclusively, over

and over again, that a tree may be brought out of its stunted state and

made to grow again in height by this process alone. The importance of

shaping a tree into its proper form whilst it is still young cannot be too

strongly insisted on. Much trouble may be saved by removing superfluous

and wrongly placed growths whilst they are still young and succulent.

Without developing a rigid formality of outline, a young tree should,

nevertheless, be kept in the main to a pyramidal shape. This is, in fact,

involved in the maintenance of a due balance and symmetry of the

branches and the predominance of the leader. Moreover, it is the

natural shape of nearly all young trees of the type now under discussion

—

the larger growing trees of our gardens and parks—as may be noticed

from any healthy, uninjured, self-sown young tree. But provided the

main fact is recognised, this question as to where symmetry and balance

merge into mere formality may very well be left to individual taste and

judgment.

The pruning of specimen trees may be summarised thus : keep them
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to a single leading shoot ; thin out and shorten back the branches of

stunted or unduly spreading specimens
;
preserve, in the main, a conical

or pyramidal shape whilst they are young. When once the basis of a

trunk has been developed sufficiently, the tree may be left to assume that

natural shape and outline characteristic of the species to which it belongs.

Removing Large Limbs of Trees.—The question is frequently

asked, what is the best season of the year at which to remove limbs of

trees ? For such dry woods as oaks, beeches, hornbeams, etc., I find by

experience that the season does not matter at all, providing the wound is

immediately coated with coal tar. But it is different with the more sappy

woods like birch, horse-chestnut, many maples and conifers. The
"bleeding" of such trees is often long-continued, and causes much
debility if branches are removed in spring ; whilst in the case of some

conifers it has been known to cause death. The best time for removing

branches from such trees, and indeed the safest generally, is November.

The flow of sap then is much reduced, and the maximum period is

allowed for the surface of the wound to harden, and the coating of tar to

set before active growth recommences. The removal of big limbs should

be resorted to only when absolutely necessary. It is always dangerous in

the case of soft woods like birch, lime, and horse-chestnut, and except in

the case of neglected trees, it constitutes no part in the routine of any

proper system of pruning. But where limbs have been partially

wrenched off by storms, or where questions of safety or other considera-

tions necessitate their removal, it should be done preferably at the time

of year recommended above, and in the manner now to be described.

Large branches should always be removed in at least two pieces.

Usually they should be cut off in several ; but this is a matter to be

decided on the spot. One thing, however, is necessary for the proper

finishing of the work, and that is, the last piece to be sawn off should be

light in weight, and only from 6 to 12 ins. long. If the attempt be made
to remove a big, heavy branch close to the trunk in one cut, it nearly always

results in an unsightly wound, owing to the branch breaking away when

the saw is about half-way through the cut, and tearing away part of the

bark of the trunk.

A limb or branch must always be cut off so close to the trunk or Iar\:^er

branch from which it spri/r^s that no stump at ail remains. The old, but

very pernicious, practice of leaving a stump a few inches long is still too

often adopted. It is curious how such a practice lingers in spite of

endless examples of its evil results. The stump is sometimes left, I

believe, with a view to its ultimate removal, the idea lieing that this is not

such a shock to the tree as close amputation at once. Another advocate

of the practice will tell you the stump "draws the sap"—a phrase of

obscure meaning, but intended, I believe, to convey the idea that the

D
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sap flows more freely to the wound, and heals it more quickly than when

the branch has been sawn close off. The fact is, many "tree-doctors" of

the present time have no more real understanding of their work than the

fifteenth-century practitioner on the human frame had of his.

Dressing a Wound.—The virtues of ordinary coal tar (as it comes

from the gas works) as a dressing for cut surfaces are not generally

known. All the raw places left by removing branches or stumps of

branches should be covered with this antiseptic substance, and the

coating should be renewed as often as is necessary till the wound is

covered with new bark. The best armour that a tree can have to protect

it against fungoid enemies is that with which Natur.e has provided it,

viz., its bark. But when accident has caused a flaw in the armour, the

most efficient substitute, in my experience, is coal tar. Stockholm tar,

creosote, and preparations of pitch are also used. The practice of

nailing lead or zinc over wounds is a mistaken one unless the surface

is tarred over first. It affords no genuine protection against fungoid

parasites, and hides whatever mischief may be going on underneath.

Pruning of Flowering Shrubs.—As a general rule, evergreen

shrubs do not need pruning at all in a systematic way. Such plants

as rhododendrons, arbutuses, kalmias, and others of the heath family,

Berberis Danvinii and B. stenophylla, etc., if they need pruning at all,

require it only to improve or alter their shape, or to prevent their

becoming too large for their quarters. In such cases pruning should

be performed as soon as the flowering season is over. Sometimes ever-

green shrubs become thin and lanky in growth, and can only be brought

back to a sturdy vigour by pretty hard pruning. This should be done

in spring just before the recommencement of growth, so as to allow as

long a season as possible for them to become leafy again. This is all

the more necessary because one may have to cut back to oldish wood,

which does not break so freely. A season's flower must be sacrificed

unless the plant is a very early flowering one.

Autumn-flowering heaths, such as Calhma vulgaris^ Erica Tetralix^

E. vagans, E. ciliaris^ E. cinerea, etc., are much improved by being cut

back in spring before new growth starts. This removes the old flowering

twigs of the previous season, and helps to keep the plants dwarf. It is the

more necessary because of the long, lank growth these heaths make in

garden soils, as compared with the hard, dense growth of the wild moor-

land plants. They should not be clipped back farther than the wood

of the previous season.

Deciduous Shrubs. —The pruning of this class of plants, where it

is necessary at all, has to be regulated in accordance with the flowering

season of each species. For the present purpose they may be roughly

divided into two groups, viz.:— (i) Those that flower on the current
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season's growth ; and (2) those that flower from the wood of the previous

year. The first group is much the smaller. It comprises Ceanothus

azureus, its varieties and hybrids ; Spiraia japotiica and its allies, S.

Lindleyana^ Hydrangea paniculata^ Genista tincforia, etc. All these

shrubs blossom in the latter part of the season ; their flowering is, indeed,

the culmination of the season's growth. In the second group the flower-

buds are formed during the summer and autumn, and remain dormant

throughout the winter. To it belong the cherries, spring-flowering spirseas,

wild roses, barberries, and, in fact, all the earlier flowering trees and shrubs,

which, of course, constitute the great majority.

Briefly stated, the rule which indicates the time to prune all flowering

trees and shrubs is this : Prune at such a season as will alloiv of the

fullest possible period of growth before the next flowerifig seasoti comes

round.

The first group—those whose flowers are borne on the growths of the

current year—should be pruned during winter or early spring ; at any

rate before growth recommences. The previous year's wood may, if

necessary, be cut back "hard," that is, to within a few buds of its base.

Such hard pruning, however, is only desirable where the shrub is already

as large as is required. Small specimens need only the ends of the

shoots removed. It must here be mentioned that a small proportion of

our second group have to be pruned in the same manner as that just

described. These are the very earliest flowering trees and shrubs, such as

Forsythias, peaches, almonds, Prunus triloba^ Erica carnea. Although

they blossom on the wood of the previous year, they do so before new
growth has started, and if they are cut back as soon as the flowers

are past, it is only the old flower-bearing wood that is removed. The
entire growing season still remains for the development of the new
wood.

Thinning.— I now turn to the remainder—those that flower on the

previous season's growth but concurrently with, or later than, the develop-

ment of the new. These cannot be cut back in the way prescribed for

the previous group. To do so early would be to remove all the flowers

;

to do so later would be to rob the shoots of their best season of growth.

Therefore such pruning as is done must be deferred until after flowering,

and it must be a form of thinning rather than a process of shortening

back.

The term " thinning," as used in the present connection, implies the

weeding out of all weakly, crowded, and superfluous shoots and the

removal also, if necessary, of a proportion of the stronger ones. Many
shrubs, such as the earlier flowering spirxMS, the shrubby loniceras,

philadelphusLS, and deutzias, have a natural tendency to thicken into

a dense mass of twiggy growth. A judicious thinning-out, such as that
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just mentioned, not only promotes the development of a cleaner, stronger

growth, and consequently finer flowers, but it often gives also a more
graceful aspect to the plant. It need not necessarily be an annual

operation, but the questions, how often ? and how much ? must be left

to the pruner's judgment. The "thinning-out" style of pruning may
be applied more or less to nearly all flowering shrubs ; but the shortening

back style of pruning must only be adopted for those that have a full

season of growth between the pruning and the next flowering season.

There are some shrubs, of which Philadelphus Lemoiiiei may be

taken as an example, whose growths have the power of renewing them-

selves from the base every year. This philadelphus flowers about

midsummer, by which time the new shoots are 6 to 12 ins. long. By
cutting away the entire flowering shoots as soon as the blossoms are over,

the plant is reduced to a cluster of new growths springing from near to

its base. These now obtain the maximum of light and air, and during the

season get to be i J to 2 ft. long. Nearly the whole of this will produce

flowers the following year, and is in turn cut away as soon as they are

faded. By this treatment P. Lemoinet, which is naturally about 6 ft.

high, may be kept less than half as high, and be made to produce a very

much larger crop of flowers— for the whole plant is made up of flowering

wood. Cytisus purpureus, Crimson Rambler rose, and others of the

polyantha group, can be treated in the same way.
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Care of Old Trees.

One frequently sees, in old gardens especially, trees which, although aged

and decrepit, are still precious because of their history and associations,

or valued perhaps for their size and rarity. There can be no question

that the term of years of many such trees is shortened by neglect and
wrong treatment. The commonest sources of decay are starvation at the

root, droughty summers, and fungoid parasites. For remedying the first

the notes on mulching (p. 38) should be consulted ; the second, of

course, is a question of water supply; but these two together do not

hasten the end of trees so much as disease, due to the entry of parasitic

fungi. The most important of all matters concerning the longevity of

trees is the maintenance of a whole skin. But there are many ways in

which it may be broken. Insects may bore through the bark, frost

sometimes ruptures it, and winds break off the branches and twigs. The
last is the commonest source of decay, augmented often enough in

gardens by the practice of leaving stumps so long that the bark cannot

grow over them (adverted to above), and by leaving raw surfaces un-

protected by tar. The raw or jagged surfaces afford a resting-place for

moisture and fungus-spores, decay commences and gradually finds its way
inwards, until the trunk is reached. But if branches or snags are sawn

off as advised above, and the wounds kept covered with tar, the new bark

commences to creep over the cut surface from both sides until, if it be

not too large, it fills up to the middle, and forms a perfect covering for

the wound, of which, in time, all evidences disappear.

Treatment of Hollows in Trees.—From what has just been written

it will be seen that the formation of hollows by decay in the branches

and trunks of trees is to a great extent preventable. With regard to

hollows that already exist, the following treatment is recommended

:

First remove all, or as much as possible, of the decayed wood, especially

the soft, brown, crumbling wood, and the soppy mass found at the bottom.

Sound dead wood that has become dry and hard does not matter. Then
wash the surface of the wood with a solution of carbolic acid or with
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creosote. The carbolic acid solution is made by mixing one part of

"commercial" carbolic acid (liquid) with twenty parts of methylated

spirit. After this has become dry, a good thick coating of coal

tar should be laid on. The object of this antiseptic treatment is to

destroy the parasitic fungi and arrest, as far as possible, the decaying

process. Hollows that have taken the form of pockets and hold water

must be thoroughly drained ; the bottom of the hole may be located by

poking down with a piece of stiff wire, and its situation marked on the

outside of the trunk ; a hole must now be bored with an augur from the

outside upwards in a slanting direction to the bottom of the hollow, by

means of which the moisture can escape and wet decayed matter can be

extracted. The hollow or pocket must now be filled up and made water-

tight, but when once the holes have been cleaned out and drained there

is no need to hurry ; it is best to let the surfaces get dry before the rest

of the work is done. The best "stopping" for small holes is Portland

cement, or for small round ones a plug of oak will do (as for the augur

hole mentioned above). For very large holes the aid of the bricklayer

may be obtained. After the bricks are laid they should be surfaced with

cement. In the case of black trunks the outer layer of cement should be

heavily dusted over with soot, or lampblack may be mixed with the

cement. Asphalt has been recommended in place of cement for

"stopping," but I have not tried it.

The chief points are : the keeping out of moisture, and the provision

of a surface over which the new bark may grow. If the tree is in a state

of vigorous health, as many hollow trees are, the bark will in time close

over the "stopping," just as it will over the flat sawn surface where a

branch has been newly removed. But unless some such surface is pro-

vided on which the new bark can set itself, it forms thickened rolls all

round the rims of the hollow, and these in hollows of large size will never

meet and close up.

Supporting heavy and dangerous Branches.—The dismember-

ment of large old trees whose limbs, having become unduly heavy, are

at the mercy of an unusually fierce wind, or a heavy fall of snow, may

often be prevented or long deferred by supporting the branches to the

main trunk, or to one another. The usual method of doing this is to

place an iron band, or collar, round each of the two branches that have

to be connected and joining them together by means of a chain or iron

rod. The iron band should be made with a hinge on the outer side, so

that it can be easily removed when the branch has grown too large for it.

The great defect of this system is, that the iron band presses on the bark

and tends to check the flow of sap, so that the branch soon begins to

thicken above and below it. If the band is not moved in time it will

become entirely embedded. The remedy is, of course, to move the iron
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collar slightly up or down the branch and readjust it to the increased

girth of the branch, which is why a hinge is useful. The unfortunate

thing is, that this duty is so often neglected that the iron collars in time

become hopelessly embedded in the limbs. It is one of the commonest
sights in gardens.

The collar and chain system is quite efficacious, but it is more or less

troublesome. I strongly advocate an entirely different plan, which has

been adopted at Kew for the last twelve or fifteen years with entirely

satisfactory results for dry-wooded trees. Instead of supporting the

limbs by connecting them together in the old-fashioned way described

above, a hole is bored right through the centre of each limb with an augur

;

they are then joined together by a steel rod proportionate in thickness

and strength to the weight of the limbs. The outer side of the limb is

supported by an iron plate held on to the end of the steel rod by a screw

nut. This iron plate should be bent so as to fit the circumference of the

limb, and it should be let into it slightly by cutting out the bark with

hammer and chisel. If each end of the steel rod is threaded, the branches

can be braced together by screwing up the nut that holds the plate in

place. The advantage of this system is that no further trouble is involved

—the job lasts as long as the rod and plate do. The bark may in time

grow over the plate on the outside, but that is an advantage rather than

otherwise. That part of the rod which passes through the limb should

be smeared with coal tar before being pushed in, and the openings should

be made water-tight. The augur-hole should, however, be only large

enough for the rod to be thrust through. The supports are very frequently

placed too low down on the branches. The strain on them there is

naturally much greater when the branches are swaying than it would be if

they were placed towards the summit, where a thinner rod, or chain and

band, would suffice. In most instances the tree really requires but little

artificial helj), for Nature has endowed it with an enormous self-sustaining

power. The forking trunk alluded to on p. 47 is the commonest instance

of the need of artificial support.

As an alternative to the use of these artificial supports for heavy

branches, there is often that of reducing their weight by pruning. It

should, of course, only be resorted to when it will leave the contours of the

tree unspoilt. (See notes on Pruning.)



CHAPTER XI

Evergreen Trees and Shrubs.

In no class of outdoor plants is our indebtedness to the floras of other

countries so evident as in the case of hardy evergreens. The broad-

leaved evergreens, as distinct from conifers, represent a type of vegetation

which is essentially a tropical and subtropical one. As one gets farther

from the equator their gradual displacement by deciduous vegetation and

conifers becomes more and more marked. In Great Britain we have the

box, the holly, the yew, the Scotch pine, common juniper, gorse, various

heaths and other low shrubs, and the ivy. In S.W. Ireland these have a

remarkable addition in Arbutus U?tedo, the strawberry tree.

Conifers and dwarf, small-leaved evergreens of the heather, crowberry,

and Vacci7iium type are some of the hardiest plants of the globe. But

most of the choice evergreens of the garden type—broad-leaved trees, or

shrubs too tall to be covered by snow in winter—are dependent for their

welfare on two conditions, viz., an equable climate and an abundance of

moisture at the root and in the atmosphere. They will always be found

most abundant, both in nature and under cultivation, where the rainfall is

greatest and the climate free from great extremes of heat and cold. Our

islands, especially on the western side, afford conditions better adapted

to their cultivation than perhaps any other part of northern Europe of

similar extent. Japan with its insular climate, and western S. America,

bathed with moisture from the Pacific, are both singularly rich in

evergreens.

Four of our native evergreens still hold a position of supremacy in

spite of the number of their foreign rivals. These arc the holly, yew, box,

and ivy, each of which fills a place in gardens no exotic evergreen could

occupy. With regard to the ivy, it is a singular fact that it is still not

only the best, but practically the only genuinely hardy climbing evergreen.

The scarcity of evergreen climbers in gardens has been but little relieved

by recent exploration in China and elsewhere. Their meagre number

in cool temperate regions is even more marked than that of bushy

evergreens.
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The leading conditions suitable for evergreens, more especially foreign

ones, have already been indicated, viz., moisture and an equable climate.

On the cultivator it becomes incumbent to provide these conditions to

the best of his ability. Broad-leaved evergreen shrubs of any rarity or

value should be given sheltered spots where the soil is not liable to

become parched. The last places for them are high and dry exposed

ones. It is unnecessary here to pass the cultivation of evergreens (so far

as it differs from that of deciduous shrubs) in review. It is dealt with in

the body of the work and may be found by reference to the pages on

which the genus and species are described. (See also chapter on

Transplanting.)

The following is a selection of the best evergreens, omitting conifers

;

those marked * have beauty of flower ; those marked t require some

protection at Kew :

—

Trees.

*Arbutus Menziesii.

Castanopsis chrysophylla.

Eucalyptus Gunnii.

Ilex Aquifolium and vars.

Laurus nobilis.

•Magnolia grandiflora.

Quercus densiflora.

,, Ilex and vars.

,, Lucombeana crispa.

,, Suber.

Trachycarpus Fortunei.

Umbellularia californica.

Shrubs, Mediu?n and Large.

*Arbutus Andrachne.
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Euonymus japonicus.

*Fatsia japonica.

*Garrya el li plica.

Gaultheria Sh:illon.

Iledera Helix arborescens.

,, colchica arborescens.

Ilex cornuta.

,, crenata.

„ integra.

,, Pernyi.

*Kalmia latifolia.

*Ledum latifolium.

*Leucothoe Catesbaei.

Ligustrum lucidum.

,, Prattii.

*01earia Haastii.

Osmanthus Aquifolium and vars.

,, Fortunei.

Pernettya mucronata (handsome in fruit).

Phillyrea anguslifolia.

,, decora.

„ latifolia.

Phyllostachys aurea.

,, Castillonis.

„ Henonis.

„ nigra.

„ Quilioi.

,, viridi-glaucescens.

*Pieris floribunda.

*
,, japonica.

Prunus Laurocerasus and vars.

* „ lusitanica and vars.

- Pyracantha coccinea (handsome in fruit).

Quercus acuta.

Quercus coccifera.

,, cuspidata.

„ glabra.

,, phillyreoides.

*Raphiolepis japonica.

Rhamnus Alaternus.

* Rhododendron amoenum.
*

,, Augustinii.

*
,, campylocarpum.

*
,, catawbiense.

*
,, cinnabarinum.

*
,, ferrugineum.

*
,, Fortunei.

*
,, ledifolium.

*
,, racemosum.

*
,, Smirnowi.

*
,, Thomsonii.

*
,, yunnanense.

*
,, many garden vars. and

hybrids.

*Rosmarinus officinalis.

Skimmia japonica (handsome in fruit).

Vaccinium ovatum.

*Veronica anomala.

*
,, Darwiniana.

*
,, Traversii.

Viburnum Henryi (handsome in fruit).

,, rhytidophyllum ( do. ).

*
,, Tinus and vars.

*
,, utile.

*Yucca glauca.

*
,, gloriosa.

*
,, recurvifolia.

Shrubs, Low.

*Andromeda polifolia.

*Arctostaphylos Uva-Ursi.

Berberis buxifolia nana.

,, amdidula.

,, repens.

,, vcrruculosa.

•Call una vulgaris and vars.

Corema album.

Cotoneaster congesta.

,, microphylla.

,, thymifolia.

*Daboecia polifolia.

Danae Laurus.

•Daphne Cneorum.
*

,, neapolitana.

*Daphne retusa.

Daphniphyllum humile.

Empetrum nigrum and vars.

Ephedra Gerardiana.

'^Erica carnea.

^
,, ciliaris and vars.

*
,, cinerea.

*
,, darleyensis

^
,, Tetralix.

' „ vagans.

Euonymus radicans and vars.

Eurya japonica.

Gaultheria procumbens.

Gaylussacia brachycera.

Hedera colchica.
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Hedera Helix and vars.

*Helianthemum formosum.

Ilex crenata Mariesii.

*Leiophyllum buxifolium.

Lonicera nitida.

* Rhododendron flavidum.

*
,,

intricatum.

*
,,

lepidotum.

Ruscus aculeatus (handsome in fruit).

„ Hypoglossum.

Skimmia Fortunei (handsome in fruit).

Vaccinium Vitis-Idaea.

*Veronica carnosula.

* „ Hectori.

Viburnum Davidii.

*Vinca major.

* „ minor and vars.

*Yucca hlamentosa.
*

,, flaccida.



CHAPTER XII

Climbing Shrubs.

The value of climbing shrubs in gardens needs no insisting upon. It is

by their means that the most effective of all garden pictures, and the

nearest approach to tropical luxuriance can be obtained. The one

difficulty in cultivating climbers in gardens is the provision of proper

supports for them to grow upon. The most convenient of all is the

pergola, a pleasing feature in a garden, but one which it is sometimes

difficult to place properly. A pergola should lead up to something, and it

ought not to be set down anywhere, irrespective of its surroundings. As a

rule it is most happily placed over a path. In our climate I do not

favour the pergola with continuous sides and top. On all but the hottest

days it is too apt to be suggestive of a tunnel ; on wet ones it is

absolutely gloomy. This type of pergola has also the disadvantage of

putting its best side outwards, especially on the top, so that little of its

greenery and few of its flowers can be seen from inside. A pergola

consisting of a series of square or rounded arches, 12 to 20 ft. apart,

linked together by a chain or lathe on each side is, to my mind, to be

preferred. The flowers on each arch and chain can in this way be seen

quite well, and at the sides long hanging shoots may be encouraged

to grow.

The most natural support for climbers is other trees and shrubs, but

the effect on the latter when allowed to be overrun by a vigorous climber

is nearly always deleterious, and may in time be fatal. No one would

think of giving up a tree they prized for such a purpose, but common,

and especially decaying, trees are very suitable for it. The establishment

of a climber in close enough proximity to a tree to enable it to overrun it

requires some consideration. It is often of little use planting it at the

base of the trunk. Although frequently selected, that spot is too dry

and too shady, except in decrepit trees or trees with tall, bare trunks. If

any branches come near enough the ground to enable the newly planted

climber to be attached to them, that is usually the best place to select.

It may be necessary, however, to secure the branch against being blown
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about too roughly by storm, and so pulling out the climber with it. A
stout post set in the ground may serve at once for the climber to grow up

and to secure the branch to. The establishment of a climber on living

trees and shrubs is also hampered and delayed by its having their active

roots to contend with. A good plan in this case is to sink a tub or

barrel, with the bottom knocked out, level with the surface of the soil,

and fill it with rich soil, in which the climber is to be planted. This

allows it to grow free from interference by other roots for at least a year

or two, and thus get firmly established. If the tub be of soft wood
it may be allowed to remain and decay. The best sorts for clambering

over trees are the stronger-growing vines, especially Vitis Coignetice^ the

wistarias (often very beautiful grown in this way in Italian gardens

in April), the more vigorous clematises, Rosa 7)ioschata^ Celastrus

articulattis^ Lonicera japofiica. For covering tall, naked tree trunks

Veitch's Ampelopsis, the true clinging Virginian creeper, and Hydra7igea

petiolaris are useful. The two former colour highly in autumn, and are

self-supporting, climbing to great heights ; the Hydrangea flowers prettily

and needs but little artificial support. Many of the rambler roses

make charming coverings for the bases of tall trunks if they are allowed

to grow loosely.

In most gardens climbers are confined to walls, which they often

beautify extremely. But, on the whole, I consider walls should be

reserved for tender shrubs, or for those that need them to show their

greatest beauty in this country. Such lovely plants as Ccanothus rigidus,

C. dentatus^ Escalloyiia jnacrajitha^ E. pteroclado)i^ Adenocarpi(S decorticans^

and such interesting ones as the myrtle, pomegranate, and loquat, are not

climbers in the strict sense of the word, but ordinary bushy shrubs made
to do duty as such. For low walls, or the lower part of lofty ones, they

make the most beautiful coverings, and they cannot be satisfactorily

grown in the open ground. Such plants as the common pyracantha,

Chimonanthus fragans and Jasmifium nudijlorum are perfectly hardy, but

in our climate are seen to best advantage as wall shrubs.

For climbers grown in the open ground, the best support is that

afforded by branches of oak, ash, or elm set firmly in the ground, and

with long snags left on them. A single stout branch with a few long

forks makes an admirable support for clematises of medium vigour,

jessamines, honeysuckles, Periploca grceca^ Akcbia quhiata, and such like.

A collection of about forty species of clematis at Kew is accommodated
in this way, or, in the case of the stronger ones, by setting up three or

more branches with the tops secured together, so that they form a sort

of wigwam or tent. These the clematises soon cover, and although some-

what gaunt in winter, they give a pleasing effect throughout the summer
and autumn. The clematises uf purely garden origin of the /ackmani
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and hintiginosa groups, etc., are often, unfortunately, very short-lived

;

the greatest success with them has been obtained by growing them on

their own roots (not grafted on C. Vitalba)^ and giving them a position

where the lower part of the stem is shielded from the direct rays of

the sun.

The principles that govern the pruning of climbers on walls or

pergolas are the same as those that apply to ordinary shrubs, dealt with

in the chapter on Pruning {(J-v.). The operation is regulated by two

considerations : viz., the space to be covered, and the time at which the

plants flower. As with shrubs in the open, climbers that flower on the

growths of the year (or those that flower so early in the season that the

ordinary period of growth is not thereby curtailed) should be pruned in

spring. Those that flower on the growths made the previous summer

should be renewed by laying in young wood and cutting out a proportion

of the old as soon as the flowers are past. Climbers on trees or wherever

space is unlimited need no pruning.

In connection with climbers the following genera and species should

be consulted in the body of this work ; the list does not include ordinary

shrubs made to do duty as climbers on walls.

Actinidia.

Akebia.

Aristolochia.

Berberidopsis corallina.

Bignonia capreolata.

Billardiera longiflora.

Brunnichia cirrhosa.

Celastrus.

Clematis.

Cocculus.

Decumaria.

Eccremocarpus scaber.

Ercilla volubilis.

Euonymus radicans and vars.

Forsythia suspensa.

1 1 cdera.

Ilolbocllia latifolia.

Hydrangea.

Jasminum.

Kadsura japonica.

Lardizabala biternata.

Lonicera.

Menispermum.

Metaplexis Stauntoni.

Muehlenbeckia.

Passiflora coerulea.

Periploca groeca.

Polygonum baldschuanicum.

Rhus Toxicodendron.

Rosa.

Rubus.

Schizandra.

Schizophragma.

Sinofranchetia chinensis.

Sinomenium diversifolium.

Smilax.

Solanum.

Stauntonia hexaphylia.

Tecoma.

Trachelospermum

Vitis.

Wistaria.



CHAPTER XIII

Pendulous Trees.

In the garden proper, pendulous-branched, or 'Sveeping," trees are often

undoubtedly very effective ornaments. But it is easy to plant them too

abundantly and thus produce an effect of monotony. To my mind a

weeping tree is seen to best advantage in a position isolated from other

trees. If that position be on a lawn so much the better, for nowhere

else do the best of weeping trees, such as the pendulous forms of holly,

hawthorn, ash, beech, wych elm, and birch, look so well. A weeping tree

is essentially a product of the garden ; it has no place in the sylva of the

British Isles. Therefore it is better fitted for the trim neatness of the

garden than anywhere else. Even in the park, where the grass is

grazed or only mown once annually, weeping trees do not meet one's

sense of fitness. On lawns near the house, weeping trees of more

spreading form, like the beech and wych elm, make delightful shady

arbours in summer. Weeping trees, again, have a peculiar value in

association with buildings whose contours are severe and angular, just

as rigid-branched trees like cedar of Lebanon enhance the effect of

domed buildings and rounded architectural lines generally with which

they may be associated.

In the training of weeping trees it is important to attend to the

training up of one or more leading shoots until the tree has attained the

desired height. Unless this is done the tree increases extremely slowly

in height, and loses much in elegance by keeping low and dumpy. Many
weeping trees are really prostrate in habit, and unless grafted on high

standards or artificially trained to form an upright stem, would merely

remain low sprawling shrubs. On the other hand, a number of trees

naturally pendulous, like Sa/ix babylonica and Tilia petioiaris, although

they form no distinct leader, increase sufficiently in height without

assistance, as does also a third type of weeping tree which forms a

clean erect leading shoot and stem whilst its branches are pendulous

;

this latter type is illustrated among others by an ash, Fruxinus cxalsior

var. Wenhvorthii^ and a beech, Fa^us sylvatica var. niiltoniensis. Other
68
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trees, again, have an erect trunk and leader, more or less horizontal

branches and weeping branchlets ; they are chiefly found among conifers,

and are well illustrated in Picca Morinda^ Cifpressus 7iootkate?isis var.

pendula^ and Taxus baccata var. Dovastoiii.

The following is a list of the more important weeping trees and shrubs.

Those marked * are naturally pendulous, as distinct from those that have

originated as "sports" in gardens:

—

Acer dasycarpum pendulum.

Alnus incana pendula.

Betula verrucosa pendula.

,, ,, purpurea pendula.

„ „ Youngii.

Buxus sempervirens pendula.

Caragana arborescens pendula.

Carpinus Betulus pendula.

Cornus florida pendula.

Corylus Avellana pendula.

*Cotoneaster multiflora.

Crataegus monogyna pendula.

Cytisus scoparius pendula.

Fagus sylvatica bornyensis.

,, ,, miltoniensis.

,, „ pendula.

,, ,, remillyensis.

*F'orsythia suspensa.

Fraxinus angustifolia pendula.

,, excelsior pendula.

,, ,, Wentworthii.

*Genista aetnensis.

Gleditschia triacanlhos pendula.

Ilex Aquifolium pendula.

„ ,, argentea pendula.

,, ,, aurea pendula.

Juglans regia pendula.

Laburnum vulgare pendulum.

Morus alba pendula.

Populus Iremula pendula.

,, tremuloides pendula.

Prunus Amygdalus pendula.

,, Avium pendula.

,, Chamaecerasus pendula.

„ Mahaleb pendula.

,, Mume pendula.
*

,, pendula.

„ serotina pendula.

Pyrus Aucuparia pendula.

,, prunifolia pendula.

„ salicifolia pendula.

Quercus palustris pendula.

,, pedunculata pendula.

Rhus Cotinus pendula.

*Salix babylonica.

,, ,,
annularis.

,, Caprea pendula.

*
,, elegantissima.

,, purpurea pendula.

*
,, Salamoni.

,, vitellina pendula.

Sambucus nigra pendula.

Sophora japonica pendula.

Syringa pekinensis pendula.

*Tamarix juniperina.

*Tilia petiolaris.

Ulmus montana pendula.

,, nitens pendula.

Conifers.

Abies pectinata pendula.

Cedrus atlantica pendula.

Cupressus Lawsoniana glauca pendula.

„ „ gracilis.

,, ,, pendula.

,,
nootkatensis pendula.

Ginkgo biloba pendula.

*Juniperus formosana.

*
„ rigida.

,, virginiana pendula.

Larix europaea pendula.

Picea excelsa Cranstoni.

,, ,, invcrta.

,, ,, pendula.

Pinus Strobus pendula.

Sequoia gigantea pendula.

Taxus baccata Dovastoni.

,, ,, gracilis pendula.

,, ,, pendula.

Thuya orientalis pendula.

Tsuga canadensis pendula.

„ „ Sargentii.







CHAPTER XIV

Fastigiate or Erect-branched Trees.

Among the aberrant forms of garden trees those with a pendulous or

" weeping " habit are, on the whole, much more planted than those with

an opposite tendency of branching. Probably the reason for this is that

pendulous-branched trees are prettier and more graceful than the others.

A certain kind of sentimentality is attached to weeping trees which is

pleasing to many minds. There is more of an aspect of austerity or even

rigid sternness about a fastigiate tree. Still, if we value trees for the

emotions they inspire—and after all that is probably their chief value

—

there is something to be said for these erect-growing kinds. To me, at

any rate, few trees are more admirable than a well-grown, well-placed

Lombardy poplar, conveying as it does, in much the same way as a fine

church spire, a sense of lofty aspiration.

The value of such trees in the garden landscape is well known,

relieving low, monotonous lines of vegetation as they do more effectually

than anything else, and enhancing by contrast (as weeping trees do in an

opposite way) the beauty and characteristics of other and different types

of growth, or even of architecture, with which they may be associated.

In the chapter on street planting I have drawn attention to the value of

fastigiate trees in that connection. This type of tree has, in fact, a very

special value for town planting, owing to the small amount of lateral

space each individual needs.

Some of these fastigiate varieties may be raised from seeds, such as

the cypress oak and the Irish yew. Only a small proportion, however,

come true ; most of them revert to the type, and some show the fastigiate

shape in a less pronounced degree. To avoid a waste of time waiting to

see how the seedlings develop, it is more convenient to propagate them

by means of cuttings and grafts. If the typical form of tree from which

these fastigiate ones have respectively sprung is used as a stock, the

latter |)rocess is almost free from objection. Cuttings may be employed

for all the conifers mentioned below (except the silver fir and the spruce),

for the poplars, box, and, with less success, the elms, Pteka and pyruses.
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There are probably fastigiate forms of more trees than are mentioned

below ; it is only quite recently that erect-growing forms of beech and

Spanish chestnut have come to light. But of common trees I do not

know at present that there are any of the following : ash, Turkey oak,

lime, durmast oak, sycamore, laburnum, apple, pear, walnut, and field

maple. The fact that fastigiate, as well as weeping, trees originate only

as seedling variations will explain the absence of any fastigiate common
elm. Prufius Simo?ii appears to be naturally fastigiate in its typical form.

Descriptions of each of the following will be found in its place in the

body of this work :

—

Abies peciinata pyramidalis.

Acer Lobelii.

,, saccharum monumentale.

.(^sculus Hippocastanum p3'^ramidalis.

Aralia chinensis pyramidalis.

Betula pumila fastigiata.

„ verrucosa fastigiata.

Buxus sempervirens pyramidalis.

Carpinus Betulus columnaris.

,, ,, pyramidalis.

Castanea sativa pyramidalis.

Cephalotaxus pedunculata fastigiata.

Crataegus monogyna stricta.

Cupressus Lawsoniana Allumi.

,, ,, erecta viridis.

,, ,, Wisselii.

,,
macrocarpa fastigiata.

,,
sempervirens fastigiata.

Fagus sylvatica fastigiata.

Juniperus communis compressa.

„ „ fastigiata.

Liriodendron Tulipifera fastigiata.

Morus alba fastigiata.

Picea excelsa stricta.

Populus alba pyramidalis.

,, nigra italica.

,, ,, Thevestina.

,, plantierensis.

Prunus Padus stricta.

,, Simoni.

Ptelea trifoliata fastigiata.

Pyrus Aucuparia fastigiata.

,, pinnatifida fastigiata.

Quercus pedunculata fastigiata.

Robinia Pseudacacia fastigiata.

,, ,,
monophylla fastigiata.

Sambucus nigra pyramidalis.

Taxus baccata adpressa stricta.

,, ,, fastigiata.

„ ,, „ aurea.

Thuya plicata pyramidalis.

Ulcx europaeus strictus.

Ulmus montana fastigiata.

,, ,, Wredei.

,, stricta.

,, ,,
Wheatleyi.



CHAPTER XV

Dwarf Trees and Shrubs.

There are many places in the garden where dwarf shrubs—shrubs, that

is, which never get more than 3 ft. high, or take many years to do so

—

are almost indispensable. In the Rock Garden, for instance, they are

of great value as giving diversity, shelter, and winter-furnishing without

encroaching upon or interfering with the regular occupants. In places,

too, where plants are wanted not so tall as to obstruct the view, such as

in front of windows or alongside low terrace walls, naturally dwarf shrubs

are infinitely to be preferred to taller, stronger-growing ones, continually

kept low by cropping over with knife or shears. They are also useful in

small formal arranpjements.

Besides those shrubs whose dwarfness is a natural and specific

characteristic, there are numerous others well known in gardens, in which

it is an abnormal one. Trees long in cultivation very frequently produce

dwarf sports and varieties as well as fastigiate and pendulous ones. They
mostly retain their dwarfness after being propagated by cuttings or by

grafting, and are usually distinguished by such names as nana, pumila,

dumosa, and pygnicxa. The common spruce, one of the giants of

European forests, is very prolific of dwarf varieties ; they occur also

among other conifers in the Scotch pine, Weymouth pine, Douglas fir,

yew, silver fir, Corsican pine, black spruce, common juniper and savin,

Lawson cypress and Cryptonicria japonica. Some of these forms,

although sprung from trees naturally 100 to 200 ft. high, will take twenty

years to grow i yard high.

The dwarf varieties of deciduous trees are, as a rule, more vigorous

in growth than the evergreens, and not so well adapted for the special

places mentioned above. They occur in the field and Norway maples,

Mahaleb, and gean cherries, Catalpa bignonioides^ Viburnum Opulus^

wych elm, common ash, white poplar, Robinia Pseudacacia^ hawthorn, etc.

The dwarf hawthorn {Cratcegus monogyna var. sempcrjlorens) flowers
07
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freely, but some of these dwarf forms are rarely or never seen in bloom

— as, for instance, Catalpa bignonioides nana and Viburnum Opulus

nana.

In gardens with a soil free from lime or other calcareous matter, the

members of the heath family fill a conspicuous place among naturally

dwarf evergreens. It is not necessary here to mention them all. They

are dealt with in the body of the work, and many of them may be

found by consulting the following genera :

—

Erica, Calluna, Kalmia,

Gaultheria, Rhododendron, Phyllodoce, Dabcecia, Pernettya, Cassandra^

Ledum, Bruckenthalia, Leucothoe, Andromeda, Vaccinium, etc. For other

species of naturally dwarf stature the reader is referred to the following

genera :

—

Astragalus, Berberis, Corema, Cotoneaster, Cytisus, Daphne,

Empetrujn, Ephedra, Erinacea, Euonyjnus, Helianthetniwi, Hypericum,

Pachysandra, Pachysti?fia, Polygala, Potentilla, Ruscus, Salix, Sarcococca,

Veronica, Vinca, Yucca.

The following is a list of the more important dwarfs, whose dwarf-

ness is an abnormal character. Such varieties as a rule do not come

true from seed :

—

Abies balsamea hudsonica.

Acer aimpestre compactum.

,, platanoides globosum.

,, ,,
nanum.

Arbutus Unedo compacta.

Berberis buxifolia nana.

,, Darwinii nana.

Betula pubescens crenata nana.

,, verrucosa dentata viscosa.

Broussonetia papyrifera laciniata.

Buxus sempervirens rosmarinifolia.

,, ,,
suffruticosa.

Calluna vulgaris Foxi.

,, ,, hypnoides.

„ ,, minima.

„ ..
pygmsea-

Caragana arborescens nana.

Cassandra calyculata nana.

Catalpa bignonioides nana.

Cornus Hessei.

,, Mas nana.

Crataegus monogyna inermis compacta.

„ „ semperflorens.

Cryptomeria japonica nana.

„ spiralis.

Erica scoparia pumila.

Fagus sylvatica conglomerata.

Fraxinus dimorpha dumosa.

excelsior atrovirens nana.

Fraxinus excelsior globosa.

,, oxycarpa nana.

Hypericum hircinum minor.

Juniperus communis alpina.

,, ,,
compressa.

,, virginiana compacta.

,, ,,
dumosa.

,, ,,
humilis.

Kalmia angustifolia nana.

,, latifolia myrtifolia.

Lavandula Spica nana.

Ledum latifolium compaclum.

Ligustrum japonicum coriaceum.

Lonicera tatarica nana.

Olearia macrodonta minor.

Philadelphus coronarius nanus.

Picea alba echiniformis.

,, excelsa Clanbrasiliana.

,, ,, dumosa.

„ „ globosa.

„ „ Gregoryana.

n M pygmaea.

,, nigra Doumettii.

Pinus Laricio pumila.

» ..
pygmaea.

,, Strobus nana.

,, sylvestris beuvronensis.

globosa.

nana.
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Prunus acida humilis.

,. Avium nana.

,. Laurocerasus compacta.

„ ,, parvifolia.

,, lusitanica myrtifolia.

„ Mahaleb globosa.

Pseudotsuga Douglasii nana.

Ribes alpinum pumilum.

Robinia Pseudacacia Bessoniana.

,, ,, inermis.

Robinia Pseudacacia Rehderi.

I Taxus baccata nana.

,, cuspidata compacta.

Thuya dolabrata nana.

,, occidentalis globosa.

,, ,, Spaethii.

,, orientalis globosa.

Ulmus montana nana.

Viburnum Opulus nana.



CHAPTER XVI

Trees and Shrubs with Handsome Fruits.

In fjardens attached to houses visited usually, or perhaps only, in the

autumn, this group of trees and shrubs possesses a special value. After

July very few shrubs are to be had in flower, and the fine-fruited kinds

provide a useful element of colour in the dull time that comes between

the season of late flower and that of autumn colour. It is also a point

in the planting of the parks and gardens of pleasure resorts whose "season"

is from July to September that might be given more consideration than

at present it receives. The following list may be useful as indicating

the most striking of this class ; they are all fully described in the

body of the work, but the asterisk may be taken as a guide for the

best :

—

Acanthopanax Henr^n and others, black-

purple.

Acer Pseudoplatanus erythrocarpum, red.

Actinidia chinensis, reddish, edible.

Ailanthus glandulosa, red and yellow.

Arbutus Unedo, orange-red.

*Aucuba japonica, red.

*Berberis, many species, plum-coloured

and red.

*Billardiera longiflora, blue.

*Callicarpa japonica, violet.

*Celastrus articulatus, red and orange.

,, scandens, red and orange.

Clematis Vitalba, grey.

Clerodendron Fargesii, blue.

,, trichotomum, blue.

Cocculus trilobus, purple-black.

Colutea arborescens and others, brown

bladders.

Coprosma acerosa, transparent blue-green.

*Coriaria, red, yellow.

Cornus, blue and red.

*Cotoneaster, red and black.
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*Crataegus, red, sometimes yellow.

Daphne Mezereum, red or yellow.

Elceagnus multiflora, orange-red.

*Euonymus, red and orange.

Fraxinus Mariesii, bronzy red.

Gleditschia, brown, large pods.

Hedera, purple-black, sometimes red or

yellow.

*Hippophae rhamnoides, orange.

*nymenanthera crassifolia, white.

Hypericum Androsaemum, black-purple.

,, elatum, black-purple.

Idesia polycarpa, lilack-purple.

*Ilex, red, sometimes yellow.

Jasminum fruticans, black.

Ligustrum sinense, black.

Lonicera, red, blue.

*Lycium, red.

Magnolia tripetala, red.

Nuttallia cerasiformis, purple.

Paliurus, brown, flattish disks.

*Pernettya murronata, crimson, purple,

white.
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Ptelea trifoliata, brown, hop-like.

*Pyracantha, scarlet.

*Pyrus (crabs), red and yellow.

,, Aria group, coral red.

,, Aucuparia group, red and yellow,

Rhamnus, black-purple.

*Rhaphithamnus cyanocarpus, blue.

Rhus glabra, red.

,, trichocarpa, red.

*Rosa, red and scarlet.

Rubus phoenicolasius, red.

Ruscus aculeatus, red.

Sambucus glauca, blue-white.

Sambucus nigra, black.

*
,, racemosa, red.

*Skimmia, red.

Solanum Dulcamara, red (poisonous).

Staphylea, brown bladders.

*Symphoricarpus racemosus, snow white.

,, orbiculatus, red.

Symplocos, blue.

Vaccinium, black.

*Viburnum, red and blue.

*Viscum, white.

*Vitis heterophylla, porcelain blue.

Zanthox)'lum planispinum, red.



CHAPTER XVII

Handsome-barked Trees and Shrubs.

The value of certain trees and shrubs for making a bright or pleasing

effect in winter by reason of their coloured barks has never been fully

appreciated. Planted in groups, such plants give masses of soft colour

which, in the wilder parts of the grounds at any rate, are more appropriate

to our climate and landscape than are variegated evergreens. Near the

waterside several willows, such as the red- and yellow-barked forms of Salix

vitellina, and the blue-white bark of S. daphnoides and S. acutifolia^ are

very attractive. But to get the colour finely developed, it is necessary to cut

them back every spring, so as to induce the growth of a crowd of wands

of goodly length. These are trees, and the colour is, of course, confined

to the young shoots and disappears the second year ; therefore, a mode
of cultivation like this is to be preferred, which causes the plant to renew

itself every year from near the base, keeps it continuously of about the

same size, and provides the greatest proportion of highly coloured young

wood. The best willows are Salix vitelli^ia (yellow) and its var.

britzensis (red).

Next to the willows are various species of Cormis or cornels, amongst

which, with red stems, we have C. alba, C. alba var. sibirica and other

varieties, C. Baileyi and C. stolonifera. Conms stolo?iifera var.

flaviramea has yellow shoots. Being naturally shrubs, these cornels do

not need to be kept artificially dwarf like the willows ; but they are all the

better if the older branches are occasionally cut out so as to encourage

new basal growths. Two good variegated forms of C. alba, viz., Spccthii

and sibirica variegata, will recommend themselves to many by their

winter as well as summer beauty. The young shoots of Berberis virescens

are red the first winter.

A group of shrubs which has received several additions in recent

years from China are the white-stemmed species of Rubus. The

whiteness (usually bluish) is caused by an external layer of waxy particles

on the bark. For many years the Himalayan R. biflorus has been known

in gardens, and it is still one of the most striking of the group. R.

Giraldianus and R. biflorus var. quinqueflorus, both new and from China,
72
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are perhaps the best. The character is displayed in a less marked degree

in R. lasiostylus, R. coreanus^ R. occidentalism R. thibetanus^ and in our

native dewberry, R. ccesius.

Of a different type of whiteness is the silvery hue of the birches,

amongst which the common B. verrucosa occupies a foremost place.

Perhaps even more silvery are the trunks of B. papyrifera and B. Er?na?ii.

Others of a similar character are B. iitilis and B. Jacquevi07itii. All

these give charming winter effects, especially in association with evergreens.

Several birches, especially when young, have rich reddish or yellowish

brown bark, like B. lutea and B. occidentalis ; so also has Prunus Maackii.

A beautiful and striking bark is that seen in Acer peimsylvanicuvi

(Moose-wood). On branches two or more years old the bark

becomes striped with conspicuous, jagged, blue -white lines. Quite

similar is the bark of the new Chinese species A. Davidii and the

Japanese A. cratcegifolium. The young shoots of a form of Moose-wood

(var. erythrocladum) turn a rich red after the leaves have fallen. On fine

winter days the red twigs of A bins i?ica?ia var. ramulis coccineis give a

pretty glow, enhanced later by the red of the catkin scales. The yellow-

barked variety of the common ash stands out quite distinctly among its

fellows in winter. It retains its colour on branches several inches in

circumference. A lime witlj golden yellow twigs is Tilia platyphyllos

var. aurantia.

There are several shrubs whose young shoots retain a vivid green or

brown during their first winter. Amongst them are the kerrias and

stephanandras ; but although very pleasing as an addition to their other

beauties, the colour of their stems scarcely justifies special plantings of

the species.
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Variegated and Coloured Trees and Shrubs.

Perhaps more rubbish is foisted on purchasers of trees and shrubs in the

shape of variegated sorts than of anything else. A variegated plant should

have its leaf-colouring bright, well-defined, and abundant to be of value.

Yet by some dealers every spotty or muddy coloured form is thought

worthy of a name and a flattering description. There can be no question

but that purple or variegated plants have a disturbing effect on the

general landscape. Their place is in the garden proper, where the eye

is accustomed to, and seeks for, unusual effects ; but even there they

should never be sprinkled about indiscriminately. Coloured shrubs are

best in groups or masses, composed eithef of one sort or of two or

more that enhance each other's beauty. Trees like the purple beech or

variegated English elm are very effective as solitary specimens on a

lawn ; so is a group of Spath's cornel, perhaps the best deciduous varie-

gated shrub in cultivation. The value of such plants is most apparent

after midsummer, when the great flowering season of trees and shrubs

is over. They then furnish bright patches of colour which would other-

wise be lacking. In large gardens, I favour the plan of associating in

a few broad masses collections of good variegated shrubs and small trees,

and if such masses can be placed in somewhat secluded spots, or at any

rate in places where they are not for ever obtruding themselves on the

vision, their charm and effectiveness are, I think, enhanced.

Variegated evergreens have an especial value in giving colour and

warmth to a garden during the dullest months of the year. In the

following select list of variegated trees and shrubs they are marked with

an asterisk (*) :

—

Acanthopanax spinosum variegatum, white.

Acer campestre postelense, all yellow.

,, ,, Schwerinii, purple.

,, cralcegifolium Veitchi, rose-coloured and white.

,, japonicum aureum, all yellow.

,, Negundo aureo-variegatum, yellow.

,, ,, aureum, all yellow.

,, ,, variegatum, while.
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Acer palmatum (various).

,, pictum aiireum, yellow.

,,
platanoides (various).

,, Pseudoplatanus (various).

Alnus incana aurea, all yellow.

Aralia chinensis, white and yellow variegated forms.

*Arundinaria auricoma, yellow.

*
,, Fortunei, white.

Atriplex Halimus, all silvery.

*Aucuba japonica, yellow and creamy white.

Berberis vulgaris purpurea, all purple.

Betula verrucosa purpurea, all purple.

*Buxus sempervirens argentea, white.

*Calluna vulgaris aurea, all yellow.

*
,, ,, cuprea, coppery.

Castanea sativa aureo-marginata, yellow.

Catalpa bignonioides aurea, all yellow.

Cornus alba sibirica variegata, white.

,, ,, Spoethii, yellow.

,, controversa variegata, white.

,, Mas elegantissima, yellow and pink.

,, ,, variegata, white.

Corylus maxima atropurpurea, all dark purple.

Diervilla florida Looymansi aurea, all yellow.

,, ,, variegata, white.

Elaeagnus argentea, all silvery.

*
,, pungens (various).

*Eucalyptus Gunnii, all grey.

*Euonymus japonicus (various).

*
,, radicans (various).

Fagus sylvatica purpurea, purple.

,, ,, tricolor, white and pink.

,, ,, variegata, white.

*Hedera (various).

Hibiscus syriacus variegata, white.

*Ilex (various).

Jasminum officinale aureum, yellow.

Kerria japonica variegata, white.

*Ligustrum ovalifolium aureum, yellow.

Liriodendron Tulipifcra aureo-varicgata, yellow.

Lonicera japonica aureo-reticulata, yellow vein?.

Magnolia acuminata aureo-variegata, yellow.

Neillia opulifolia lutea, all yellow.

*Osmanthus Aquifolium purpureus, purplish.

*
,, ,, variegatus, white.

Philadelphus coronarius foliis aureis, all yellow.

*Pieris japonica variegata, white.

Populus alba Richardii, all yellow.

,, scrotina aurea, all yellow.

Prunus cerasifera atropurpurea (and forms), all purple.

Pyrus Niedzwetzkyana, all reddish purple.

,, salicifolia, all silvery.
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Querous Cerris variegata, white.

*
,, cuspidata variegata, white.

,, pedunculata Concordia, all yellow.

,, ,, purpurea, all dark purple.

,, rubra aurea, all yellow.

*Rhamnus Alaternus variegata, white.

Rhus Cotinus purpurea, all purplish.

Ribes alpinum foliis aureis, all yellow.

Robinia Pseudacacia aurea, all yellow.

Rosa rubrifoHa, all reddish purple.

Salix alba argentea, all silvery.

,, repens argentea, all silvery.

Sambucus nigra foliis aureis, all yellow.

,, ,, variegata, white.

,, racemosa plumosa aurea, all yellow.

*Santolina Chamaecyparissus, all silvery.

Symphoricarpus orbiculatus variegatus, yellow.

Syringa Emodi variegata, yellow.

Ulmus campestris Louis van Houtte, all yellow.

,, ,, variegata, white.

,, viminalis variegata, white.

*Vinca minor, white and yellow variegated.

Vitis Henryi, white.

,, Thomsoni, all purplish.

,, vinifera purpurea, all dark purple.

*Yucca gloriosa variegata, white.

Conifers.

Abies concolor violacea.

„ nobilis glauca.

,, Pinsapo glauca.

Cedrus atlantica glauca.

Cryptomeria japonica elegans.

Cupressus Lawsoniana glauca.

,, gracilis aurea.

,, lutea.

,, Silver Queen,

macrocarpa lutea.

nootkatensis lutea.

obtusa aurea.

„ tetragona aurea.

pisifera plumosa aurea.

Cupressus pisifera squarrosa.

„ „ ,, sulphurea.

Juniperus chinensis aurea.

Picea excelsa argenteo-spica.

,, pungens glauca (argentea).

Pinus sylvestris aurea.

Taxus baccata adpressa aurea.

„ „ aurea.

,, ,, Dovastoni aureo-variegata.

,, ,, fastigiata aurea.

,, ,, semperaurea.

Thuya occidentals aurea.

„ orientalis aurea.

Tsuga Pattoniana.
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FiNE-FOLIAGED TrEES AND ShRUBS.

None of the native trees and shrubs of Britain have leaves at all striking

for their large size, but among N, American, N. Asiatic, and S. European

species there are many which are well worth growing for the beauty,

striking dimensions and shape of their foliage alone. There are the long-

leaved walnuts of N. Asia, for instance, such as Jugla?is jnandshurica^

cordiformis, Sieboldiana and cathaye?isis, whose beautiful pinnate leaves

are 2 to 3 ft. long on young trees. Of a similar but scarcely as remarkable

a type are the N. American species, /. nigra and J. ci?ierea ; also several

of the hickories, like Carya to?ne?itosa and C. alba. Such trees, essenti-

ally of an exotic type, give to the garden landscape a peculiar interest

and variety. The following is a representative but not exhaustive list

of some of the best of such trees and shrubs.

Those marked with an asterisk (*) are especially to be recommended

for cutting down annually, with a view to the production of strong shoots

bearing leaves of unusual size. For this mode of cultivation a rich loam

i| ft. deep is required, annually enriched by a top-dressing of manure.

The plants, kept to from one to three leads, are cut back in spring nearly

to the old wood. Of the several young shoots that start, the strongest is

selected and the remainder rubbed off. The leaves produced on such

shoots are remarkably large and striking. One may, for instance, measure

leaves of Paulownia 3 ft. in diameter grown in this way. Both for effect

and convenience of cultivation, it is best to grow such shrubs in beds

or groups. The bareness of the ground in spring may be relieved by

planting early flowering bulbs there. In order that the stump at the base

may be kept low and unobtrusive, the spring pruning should be as

" hard " as possible. Trees like Pau/ownia cultivated on this system

are not long-lived. They maintain an astonishing vigour for six or eight

years and then begin to decline, or decay may attack the stumps. When
this begins to be evident a new plantation should be made.

Aainthopanax ricinifolium.

Acer macrophyllum.

^Aibnthus glundulosa.
77

/Esculus indiai.

,, turbinata.

Alangium platanifolium.
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Ar.iliu chinensis.

Aristolochia Sipho.

Arundinaria palmaUi.

,, Ragamowbki.

Berberis japonica Bealei.

,, nepalensis.

Broussonetia papyrifera.

Carya alba.

,, tomentosa.

Catalpas (all).

Cedrela sinensis.

Decaisnea Fargesii.

Fatsia japonica.

Fraxinus ameriama.

Gymnocladus canadensis.

Hedera colchica.

Hydrangea quercifolia.

Idcsia polycarpa.

Juglans cathayensis.

,, cordiformis.

,, mandschurica.

,, regia laciniala.

,, Sieboldiana.

Koelreuteria panicuhiLa.

Liriodendron Tulipifera.

Magnolia Delavayi.

,,
Fraseri.

,, hypoleuca.

,,
macrophylla.

,, Iripelala.

*Paulo\vnia iniperialis.

Phellodendron (all)-

Populus heterophylla.

,, lasiocarpa.

Prunus Laurocerasus magnolioefolia.

Pterocarya aiucasica.

Pyrus Sorbus.

yuercus dentata.

,, pontica.

,, rubra.

,, velutina rubrifolia.

Rhamnus imeritina.

*Rhus glabra.

*
,, Osbecki.

*
,, typhina.

,, vernicifera.

Rubus cratcegifolius.

,, irenacus.

,, odoratus.

,, trifidus.

Salix magnifica.

Tilia Michauxi.

Trachycarpus P'ortunei.

V^itis armata.

,, Coignetix.

,, Labrusca.

,, megalophylla and others.

Yucca gloriosa.

,, recurvifolia.
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CHAPTER XX

Autumnal Colour in Trees and Shrubs.

In our always uncertain and frequently dull summers and autumns, the

colouring of leaves of deciduous trees before they fall can never be

counted on, or foretold, to the same extent as in countries where the

seasons are more defined in their duration and less changeable whilst they

last. The change in the colour of leaves from green to various tints of

red, yellow, purple and brown in autumn is due to certain changes in

their composition, partly brought about by sunlight, and influenced by

other factors, such as moisture and temperature. There is no doubt that

a hot summer and a fine autumn induce a richer and more certain

colouring in the majority of trees and shrubs than dull or wet ones. Yet

after even the wettest of seasons a good deal of autumn colour is always

produced. It is possible also to have too much heat and sunshine. In

191 1, on deep, rich soils, some of the most gorgeous colour effects ever

seen among the trees and shrubs in this country were developed ; but on

dry shallow soils, the leaves either fell early or were too desiccated by heat

and drought for the necessary chemical changes to take place.

On the whole, trees and shrubs that have passed their vigorous young

stage colour better than those producing thick succulent shoots, whether

these are induced by youthful vigour or by a specially rich soil in which

they grow.

Acer circinatum, red and orange.

cissifolium, yellow and red.

japonicum, crimson.

nikoense, rich red.

palmatum, rich red.

rubrum sanguineum, red.

TschonoskJi, cinary yellow.

Amelanchier canadensis, red, sometimes

yellow.

,, florida, yellow.

Berberis concinna, red.

,, Thunbergi, rich red.

Berberis vulgaris, rich red.

,, Wilsonae, rich red.

,, yunnanense, crimson.

Carya alba, rich yellow.

,, tomentosa, rich yellow.

Cladrastis tinctoria, rich yellow.

Cornus florida, red and crimson.

,, sanguinea, red.

Cratjjcgus Crus-galli, red and orange.

,, pinnatifida, bronzy red.

,, prunifolia, red and orange.

Disanlhus cercidifolia, claret colour.
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Eknianihus (all), red and yellow.

Euonymus alaius, rosy scarlet.

,, europaeus, purplish red.

,, latifolius, purplish red.

,, yedoensis, purplish red.

Euptelea polyandra, red and yellow.

Fothergilla alnifolia, red.

,, major, yellow.

Ginkgo biloba, pale gold.

Gleditschia triacanthos, yellow.

Liquidambar styraciflua, purple-red.

Liriodendron Tulipifera, yellow.

Lonicera japonica flexuosa, red-purple.

Oxydendron arboreum, red.

Nyssa sylvatica, red and yellow.

Parrotia persica, gold and crimson.

Pieris mariana, rich crimson.

Pistacia chinensis, crimson.

Prunus Avium, red.

Pseudolarix Fortunei, golden.

Pyrus arbutifolia, red.

,, crataegifolia, crimson or scarlet.

,, Torminalis, bronzy red.

Quercus coccinea, crimson.

,, heterophylla, red.

,, palustris, red.

Rhododendrons (Azalea group), red.

Rhus cotinoides, orange, claret, crimson.

,, glabra, red.

,, Toxicodendron, red.

,, trichocarpa, blood red.

,, typhina, red.

,, Vernix, red.

Ribes americanum, crimson and yellow.

Spiraea Thunbergi, red.

Taxodium distichum, rich brown.

Vaccinium corymbosum, red.

,, parvifolium, red.

Viburnum acerifolium, red.

,, alnifoHum, red.

,, Opulus, red.

Vitis amurensis, crimson and purple.

,, armata Veitchii, crimson.

,, californica, deep crimson.

,, Coignetiae, scarlet to blood red.

,, inconstans, red.

,, Pagnucci, blood red.

,, quinquefolia, rich crimson.

,, semicordata, rich crimson.

,, vitacea, rich crimson.

Zelkova acuminata, yellow.

,, crenata, yellow.
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Early- and Late-flowering Trees and Shrubs.

The great flowering season of hardy trees and shrubs extends over April,

May and June, reaching its zenith in the middle month of the three. At

least nineteen out of every twenty flower during that quarter of the year,

and consequently a peculiar value attaches to any that bloom outside

it. Shrubs and trees blossoming between November and March especially

have a great attraction. Besides enlivening the dullest months of the

year, they have another recommendation in being the heralds of Nature's

most glorious time. So that even if their beauties arc of only a modest

kind, they are welcome for the promise they bring.

After midsummer, shrubs in flower become scarce as compared with

those of the three preceding months ; but when a list is made of those

that flower, say, from mid-July to October, it is found to be richer in

numbers than one would expect. Gardens are not lacking in blossom at

that time, because a wealth of herbaceous plants reach their full beauty

then. The following selection of trees and shrubs that flower during late

summer and autumn may be useful. Many country houses are only

visited at that season, and it is a decided waste for spring-flowering trees

and shrubs to monopolise the ground as they usually do in such places.

The same applies to the parks and gardens of pleasure resorts, which

during the holiday season often wear a dull, uninteresting aspect so far as

their woody vegetation is concerned. In this connection the chapters

on autumn colour, on variegated trees and shrubs, and on those with

ornamental fruits should also be consulted.

It must be remembered that the date of flowering, especially from

December to March, is almost entirely dependent on the weather.

September and October.

Abelia prandiflora.

Alnus niarilinia.

,, nitida.

Amorj)ha canesoens.

,, fruticoba.
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Aplopappus ericoides.

Artemisia tridentata.

Ascyrum hypericoides.

Herbcris Forlunei.

Buddlcia japonica.

,, paniculata.

,, variabilis (varieties)*
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Bupleurum fruticosum.

Caesalpinia Gilliesii.

Calycanthus occidentalis.

Caryopteris Mastaainlhus.

Cassia marylandica.

Ceanoihus americanus.

,, azureus.

,, many garden hybrids.

Cephalanthus occidentalis.

Clematis apiifolia.

,, connata.

,, Durandii.

,, Flammula.

,, Hendersonii.

,, heracleaefolia and vars.

,, Jackmanii (group).

,, Jouiniana.

,, lanuginosa (group).

,, orientalis.

,, paniculata.

,, Rehderiana.

,, tangutica.

,, Vitalba.

Clerodendron Fargesii.

,,
trichotomum.

Clethra alnifolia and C. tomentosa.

Colutea arborescens.

,, media.

Coronilla emeroides.

Cyrilla racemiflora.

Daboecia polifolia and vars.

Dendromecon rigidum.

Elsholtzia Stauntoni.

Erica ciliaris. ,

,, ,, Maweana.

,, Mackayi.

,, Tetralix and vars.

,, Pagans and vars.

,, Watsoni.

Escallonia exoniensis.

,,
floribunda.

„ montevidensis.

,,
organensis.

Fatsia japonica.

Fuchsia (various).

Hamamclis virginiai.

Iledera Ilelix.

Hibiscus syriacus.

Hydrangea arborescens grandiflora.

,,
paniculata.

grandiflora.

Hypericums (various).

Indigofera Gerardiuna,

Laburnum caramanicum.

Lespedeza bicolor.

,,
Sieboldii.

Ligustrum lucidum.

,,
Quihoui.

Lonicera alseuosmoides.

,, etrusca.

,, Periclymenum.

Magnolia glauca.

,,
grandiflora.

Osmanthus Aquifolium.

,, Fortunei.

Paliurus australis.

Perovvskia atriplicifolia.

Potentilla fruticosa.

Rhus Osbecki.

Romneya Coulteri.

,, trichocalyx.

Rosa bracteata.

Rubus thyrsoideus flore pleno.

,, ulmifolius bellidiflorus.

Salix Bockii.

Sophora japonica.

Spartium junceum.

Tecoma grandiflora.

,, radiains.

Ulex Gallii. ^
,, nanus.

Veronica angustifolia.

,, garden varieties.

Vitex Agnus-castus.

Yucca gloriosa.

November.

Arbutus hybrida.

,, Uncdo and vars.

Daphne Mezereum grandiflora.

Elx'agnus glabra.

,, macrophylla.

,, pungens.

Jasminum nudiflorum.

Lonicera fragrantissima.

,, Standishii.

Prunus microlepis Smithii.

December and January.

Chimonanthus fragrans.

Clematis calycina.

,, cirrhosa.

Crataegus monogyna praccox.

Erica carnea.

M M :dba.

,, darleyensis.
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Eucal)rptus Gunnii.

Hamamelis mollis.

Viburnum Tinus.

February and March.

Acer Opalus and vars.

Arctostaphylos Manzanita.

Azara microphylla.

Berberis japonica.

,, nepalensis.

Cornus Mas.

,, officinalis.

Corylopsis pauciflora.

,, spicata.

Corylus Avellana.

Cydonia japonica (on walls).

Daphne Blagayana.

„ Laureola.

„ Mezereum.

„ ,, alba.

Dirca palustris.

Ercilla spicata (on walls).

Erica arborea.

,, lusitanica.

,, mediterranea.

,, Veitchii.

Forsythia intermedia.

,. suspensa.

Garrya elliptica.

Hamamelis japonica.

,, ,, arborea.

,, ,, Zuccariniana.

Magnolia stellata.

Nuttallia cerasiformis.

Parrotia persica.

Populus tremula pendula.

Prunus Amygdalus.

,, cerasifera and vars.

,, Davidiana.

,, divaricata.

,, Mume.
,, spinosa.

,, tomentosa.

Rhododendron dauricum.

„ fulgens.

„ moupinense.

,, mucronulatum.

„ Nobleanum.

,,
parvifolium.

,, praecox.

,, Thomsoni.

Ribes laurifolium.

Salix Caprea.

Stachyurus chinensis.

,, praecox.

Ulex europacus.



CHAPTER XXII

Street Planting.

Whilst the cultivation of trees in the streets of large towns and cities

undoubtedly presents many difficulties not encountered under the ordinary

conditions of parks and gardens, it cannot be said generally that the

authorities who have control over these matters have risen to the level of

their opportunities. An enormous number of new varieties and species of

hardy trees have been added to our collections during the last fifty years,

yet it is very rarely indeed that one sees any attempt made to go outside

a certain restricted group of common trees for the adornment of streets.

The only consideration appears to be "Will it grow?" That, of course,

must always remain the most important consideration, but it need not be

the only one.

The three commonest trees planted in towns in the S. of England

are plane, horse-chestnut, and common lime, not one of which can be

regarded as a perfect tree for ordinary streets.

P^or many parts of London the plane has proved to be the greatest

boon to the street planter. It thrives in Central London and in city

yards as no other tree has yet been found to do, and for such places it

would be absurd to decry its use. But in the outer suburbs, where the

atmosphere is better, and the streets often narrow, the plane is not a

suitable tree. Naturally one of the noblest in its proportions of all

deciduous trees, and one of the largest, it is very much out of place

occupying two sides of a street, the whole width of which would not half

accommodate a fully grown tree. Yet even in the outer suburbs of

London, in districts as yet only half built over, and where many streets

still have orchards and gardens at their sides, the imagination of local

authorities often fails to rise beyond the plane.

With respect to the horse-chestnut the same objections as to size

obtain. The tree does not bear pruning so well as the plane, owing to

the soft nature of its wood, which enables fungoid parasites to find an

easy entry at the wounds, unless great care is taken. On the other

hand, the foliage is perhaps the handsomest of all trees commonly grown
84
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in streets, and, if not pruned too recklessly, the tree gives more or less

blossom. I offer a few substitutes for the common horse-chestnut

farther on.

Of the third popular subject—the lime—it is difficult to say anything

in favour except its good nature under adverse circumstances. But it is

very apt to decay in the trunk where branches have been removed, and

its leaves are about the earliest to fall of those of all hardy trees. Often

towards the end of July, if the summer be dry, they commence to turn

rusty on the tree and soon after to litter the pavement. The English

summer is not long enough for it to be good that suggestions of autumn

should be thrust on one so soon. A still worse defect of the lime is its

liability to be infested with aphides. In my own district I have seen the

pavements black with their excrement, not to speak of the covering of

filth on garden walls and shrubberies near.

There is perhaps no more unthankful task than the pruning of such

trees as these in town streets. The pruner is the butt of every retired

citizen who, taking his walks abroad, sees what he considers the wanton

mutilation of ratepayers' property going on. He usually relieves his

feelings by writing to the local paper. Yet, with a considerable experi-

ence of tree pruning, I am not able to see how the present system is to

be improved upon, so long as two rows of naturally big trees are crowded

in one narrow street. It is all very well to cry out about " mutilation "

and " barbarous treatment," and so on—and certainly the winter aspect

of many street trees as left by the pruner is suggestive of nightmare

—but the real problem involved is the restriction of a tree year after

year to dimensions a mere fraction of what it should naturally attain, and

yet preserve its natural beauty. And of that problem I have never yet

seen offered a satisfactory solution. Some people put off the evil day

until the trees overgrow and overshade their area, then the inevitable

lopping has results more hideous than ever.

Therefore, the first great principle in street planting is the selection of

suitable trees. If one takes the average provincial city or town, the

conditions are not generally bad. I am not referring to the centre of

such cities as London, Glasgow, Manchester, or Liverpool, or to the

swarm of large towns in Lancashire, Yorkshire, etc., whose belching

chimneys blacken the earth and everything upon it. In such places

street planting presents special problems, and the choice of tree is very

much narrowed. But after all the air of most towns in the British Isles

is pure enough to involve little disadvantage to deciduous vegetation, and

in limiting themselves to their present restricted choice, I believe that

local authorities have denied themselves a very important method of

beautifying their towns and brightening the lives of those wlio live

in them.
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The planting of streets has become stereotyped not only in the

material but in the system. The chief difficulties are due to the narrow-

ness of our streets. If Parliament should ever concern itself effectually

with town-planning, the streets of the future will no doubt be wider, and

some provision either at the side or in the middle should be made for

tree-planting. That would make the task of the street planter easier in

many ways. The planting of streets down the centre can, of course, only

be carried out in the broad arterial thoroughfares of great cities. A
famous example of this style is the Unter den Linden in Berlin. Here

the limes are planted in an avenue up the centre of the roadway, and

beneath them pedestrians may stroll, the wheeled traffic passing along the

sides. I recently saw a very interesting piece of street planting in

Rochester in the State of New York. The centre of the street is planted

with magnolias of the Yulan and Soulangeana types. These are now

fine trees, and their flowering in spring is one of the notable annual

events of the city. But for such effects as these the first essential, of

course, is sufficient width—a greater width probably than will ever be

accorded to all but the arteries of great cities. Most streets will always

have to be planted at the sides.

My contention is that the trees now generally planted in streets are

naturally too big, and that their restriction to the needful limits involves

—

and inevitably involves—a system of pruning which makes them eyesores

rather than objects of beauty through the long months they are without

foliage. Yet, as every forest lover knows, the leafless tree has a charm,

more subtle perhaps, but in its season as satisfying as that of the lush

growth of June. The plane and horse-chestnut are admirable where they

have room, as in town squares, to assume something like their normal

dimensions, and the former will probably always be the chief stand-by for

the planter in the central depths of large cities. The following notes are

intended to apply to the average streets of the outer London suburbs and

provincial towns.

Jersey Elm.— In the first place I would call attention to trees of

a naturally pyramidal habit. It is essential in nine-tenths of the street

planting, as we have to deal with it to-day, that the trees should maintain

a tapering form. The middle of the street must be open to the sky, and

the house windows must not be obscured. Therefore one great gain

would be secured by planting trees whose shape conformed to these

requirements with little or no pruning. In Kcw are grown several

examples of what is commonly known as Wheatley's or the Jersey

elm— Ulmus stricta var. Wheatleyi. Some of them I have known for

thirty years, and although during that time they have never been

subjected to the least pruning, they are still within the dimensions

suitable to streets of average size in the suburbs of London. How
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well might such a tree fill the place of thousands of tortured planes and

limes ! It was not until I visited Eastbourne some years ago that I

found its value had already been appreciated by, at any rate, one

township. It is the chief tree of that popular resort, lining the streets, I

imagine, to a total of several thousands. Whilst it is there, to my mind,

planted too much to the exclusion of other trees, it offers a splendid

example of the ideal street tree. Some of the older specimens, like those

in Devonshire Place, have trunks i8 ins. in thickness, but if they have

ever been pruned the evidences of it are not visible.

The Cornish elm, Uhnus sfricfa, is very similar to the Wheatley elm,

but rather less erect in its branching. There is a pyramidal form of

hornbeam, Carpifuis Betulus var. pyramidalis, somewhat slower of growth

than the two elms just mentioned, but of similar habit. It is sometimes

planted in the towns of Northern France.

Poplars.—Of this genus two sorts stand out for recommendation : the

one, Bolle's poplar {Popuiiis alba var. pyramidalis), quick-growing, of

slender growth, broader based and not so slender as the Lombardy
poplar, is attractive for the pure white undersurface of the leaves. It would

be effective alternated with a broader tree. The other is P. berolitiejisis,

a suitable tree for sunny, not too moist, localities. It is a hybrid probably

from the Lombardy poplar and P. laurifolia. I saw a street avenue of

it in the environs of Berlin a few years ago, which had a very handsome

effect. (For other trees of pyramidal shape, the reader is referred to the

chapter on ''Fastigiate Trees.")

Horse-chestnuts.—Whilst the common horse-chestnut is not, in my
opinion, a very suitable tree for any but wide streets, it possesses such a

marked beauty of leaf and flower that it ought, if possible, to be repre-

sented. There are two of its varieties which for the present purpose are

preferable to the type. The first is var. pyramidalis^ whose naturally

pyramidal form well adapts it for street planting, as it does not grow in

diameter to the same extent as the common form. The second is var.

flore pleno. This, the double-flowered horse-chestnut, is not much known,

but it has at least three advantages over the type. Its flowers last longer

in beauty ; the tree is of slower, closer, and more compact growth ; and,

finally, as no fruits are developed, it escapes the annual battery of sticks

and stones which the youth of the neighbourhood with a passion for

''conkers" inflict on fruit-bearing trees.

Of all horse-chestnuts the one I would most strongly recommend is

/Esculus plantierensis, a description and history of which occur in the

body of the book. It will suffice to say here that it is a hybrid between

the red and the common horse-chestnuts, and is less vigorous than the

latter. Its flowers are pink, and as it is sterile it escapes, like the double-

flowered one just referred to, the attentions of boys. Then there is
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the red horse-chestnut itself (^/E. canicd). There seenis no reason why

this tree should not be planted more. Left to itself it is apt to branch low,

but that tendency, of course, is easily overcome by early training and the

removal of lower branches—as I know from experience. The tree itself

is rarely more than 30 ft. high in this country, and is of great beauty in

blossom.

Tilia euclilora.—Although this lime is beginning to find its way

into gardens, its value as a street tree does not appear to have anywhere

been appreciated in this country. It is otherwise on the Continent.

In several German nurseries it is grown by the tens of thousands to

sell for street planting. It is a very handsome lime, as may be seen

in the Arboretum at Kew, and it does not appear likely to ever become

anything like so tall as the common lime. The leaves are larger than

those of the common lime, and of a dark glossy green. Still, its

greatest recommendation is its cleanliness. The summer of 1909 will

be remembered for the extraordinary abundance of insect life that

infested the leaves of nearly all trees, and especially limes. Yet although

I searched several times, I never saw a single insect on the leaves of

Tilia eucJilora which could be called parasitic.

Robinia Pseudacacia.—The common acacia, or locust, has a great

beauty of leaf and flower, but has a bad reputation, owing to the brittle

nature of its branches and the tendency of the trunk to split. The latter

defect is obviated by keeping the tree to a single lead, and the former is

not sufficient to deter its use in streets. I know of several in a fairly

wide but very busy road which flower profusely almost every year, and

are still shapely, although they have been over thirty years in their present

position.

Praxinus Ornus.—The manna ash is a tree worth trying for streets.

Its foliage is luxuriant and handsome, and it flowers abundantly about

the end of May. It has one quality of especial value in this connection :

it bears pruning well and recovers quickly from even severe lopping. Its

size, too, is quite suitable for all but the smallest streets, as it does not

increase very rapidly and is easily kept within bounds.

Small Flowering Trees.—Except the horse-chestnut, there is no

tree commonly planted in streets which has any striking beauty of flower

or fruit. It is difficult to see why this should be so, except in crowded

streets and large or smoky cities. Many handsome flowering trees are

of a size suitable for the average street of clean suburbs and country

towns. There is the mountain ash, for instance, a tree of the middle size,

of erect growth, and beautiful in leaf, flower, and fruit. I have recom-

mended it to superintendents of town planting, and the only objection

to it that has been made is that its fruits would be an irresistible attraction

for town boys. The same recommendations and the same objections may
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be made with regard to the white-beam tree, of which the handsomest and

most vigorous form is Fyriis Aria van majestica. There are also the

nearly allied P. pifniatifida and P. decurr€?is. Pyrus spectabilis is

another beautiful flowering tree that rarely reaches 30 ft. in height,

and would be very suitable to experiment with in quiet streets of

residential suburbs. The same may be said of Pru?ius AvUirn flore

pleno^ a quick-growing tree in a young state, easily kept to the desired

pyramidal shape. The double-flowered bird cherry is a very handsome

small tree worth trying. The double-flowered varieties of these and

other trees are preferable, because the blossom lasts longer and gives a

finer display, and the tree is relieved of the strain of fruit-bearing.

Handsome Foliaged Trees.

—

Ailanthus glatidiclosa is now being

extensively planted as a street tree, and few more ornamental foliage

trees are available. It grows quite well in the south-western suburbs of

London, but needs careful attention w^hen young to get it to develop

a good leading shoot. Left to itself, it is very apt to branch low and

form a bushy head. Owing to the objectionable odour of the male

flowers, female trees only should be planted. As the tree is easily

raised from root suckers, or cuttings made of the roots, there need be

no difficulty in getting up a stock of the desired sex, once that is known.

The black walnut is one of the handsomest of trees, with large pinnate

leaves, and in the young state has a slender pyramidal form. AVhere

there is abundant room it may be recommended, as it thrives very well

in the western suburbs, but the tree has two defects. It does not

transplant so well as most of the trees here mentioned, nor is it adapted

for severe pruning.

The glorious hues of autumn foliage ought more often to be seen in

streets. The plane simply turns a grey-brown, the lime naturally turns

yellow, but this is often obscured by a layer of filth. The horse-

chestnut and its varieties turn a fine yellow. Two varieties of Norway

maple should be tried, vars. Reite?ibachii and Schwedleri ; the leaves of

the former turn a rich red in autumn, and the tree itself is easily grown

and kept within bounds ; the leaves of Schwedler's maple are rich red

when young, and give very pleasing effects. The common Norway maple

turns yellow in autumn.

The beautiful oak called Qucrcus coccinea splcndens would probably

only thrive in favoured places, where the soil and air are good, and a

grassy border runs between the footpath and the carriage road ; but an

avenue of this tree, with its leaves scarlet and crimson from October to

December, would add much to the fame of any town lucky enough

to possess it. In Washington, U.S.A. (where some of the most interesting

street planting in the world has been done), there is an avenue of the

maidenhair-tree— one of the most striking objects of that city. This tree,
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Ginkg(y hiloha^ is too slow-growing as a rule in this country to be generally

recommended for streets. IJut its habit is perfect, it thrives in towns (for

very many years a tree has lived at the side of Brentford High Street, not

far from the gasworks), and in the autumn its foliage invariably turns a

lovely pale gold. Some of the southern towns with a good soil, climate,

and other conditions should give this tree a trial. Of the tulip tree,

Liriodendron Tulipifera^ much the same may be said, but neither of them

should be planted where severe pruning would be necessary.

The use of trees with variegated or coloured foliage in street avenues

might easily be overdone, and in any case is not appropriate to the dignity

of large thoroughfares. But in the short, quiet, side streets common to

the outskirts of all large towns, one can imagine bright effects being

produced by them. A good tree of this type is Acer Negundo var.

aitreuDi^ the leaves of which are wholly pale gold and the tree itself of

very moderate growth. Another good yellow-leaved tree is the variety of

Ulmus campestris known in nurseries as " Louis Van Houtte." Either of

these might be alternated with the purple sycamore or with the purple

plum, Prufius cerasifera var. atropurpurea, which gets to be 20 or 30 ft.

high. One of the best variegated trees is the Corstorphine plane, a variety

of sycamore with green and yellow leaves. There is also a very finely

variegated variety of common elm. Although the elm and sycamore are

both trees of the largest size, they stand pruning very well. (See chapter

on Variegated Trees and Shrubs.)

The ideal young street tree when it is planted should have a straight

sturdy trunk based by a compact, fibrous root-system, and crowned by a

symmetrical, pyramidal head of branches. The average street tree must

ultimately be clear of branches up to at least 10 ft. from the ground,

and at the time of planting should have a clean stem 6 to 8 ft. high. In

the arrangement of trees along narrow streets a certain amount of

space may be gained by planting them not directly opposite each other,

but midway between the opposite pair.

In preparing the site for the street trees of towns, it should always

be remembered that their future progress is hampered by many dis-

advantages that their fellows in garden and park are free from, and that

the provision of suitable conditions at the root is never so convenient and

economical as at planting time. A piece of ground at least 8 ft. in

diameter and 2 J ft. deep should be prepared for each tree. The soil

should be finely broken up to that depth and, if not naturally of desirable

quality, a sufficient proportion of it should be changed for some of better

quality. Soil broken up to that depth will ultimately settle 3 ins. at least,

for which allowance should be made. The very important matters of

guarding and supporting the tree arc chiefly questions of expense.

Nothing, perhaps, is better than a circular cage of iron, 18 ins. in
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diameter at the base, tapering to about i ft. at the top, where the rods

are spiked. This can be thrust into the ground far enough to render the

whole sufficiently firm to make it not only a guard but, by tying the

young tree to the top band, a support as well. Various patterns of tree-

guard, both in wood and iron, are employed, but the matter need not be

further discussed here.

It is a mistake to close up all the ground close to the trunks of trees

planted on the pavement. When once trees have become well established

and of considerable age, they are capable to a surprising extent of rising

superior to adverse root conditions. One may see, in and near streets,

large trees apparently quite sealed up by stone or other pavement from

surface moisture and air, yet thriving and vigorous. The roots of many

such trees have, no doubt, reached unsuspected distances. It is other-

wise with young trees. During the first few years of their existence in

streets they should be artificially watered during dry hot spells, and means

should be adopted to allow water and air to reach the roots naturally.

The best way, where the sidewalks are paved, is to have iron gratings laid

down round the tree, which provide a dry footing and enable both

artificial and natural moisture to reach the roots. By taking the gratings

up occasionally, the surface soil may be broken up. Visitors to Paris will

have noticed the large circular gratings, 8 ft. or perhaps more in diameter,

at the base of many of the trees in the boulevards, and men early in

summer mornings watering the trees through them from the street

hydrants.

Pruning.—The vexed question of pruning street trees is one of the

most difficult to discuss on paper. Nothing in connection with their

treatment is so much a matter of individual judgment and taste exercised

on the spot. As will have been gathered from what has already been said,

I am of opinion that much of the barbarous lopping so commonly
practised at present is inevitable, in view of the average width of streets

and the natural dimensions of the trees now mostly planted in them,

but that with the use of more suitably habited and smaller trees much of

it might be avoided.

One of the commonest defects noticeable in street trees is that the

branches are too numerous and too small. If one compares the branch

system of a big tree of almost any sort with a young one of the same

species, it will be seen that the number of main limbs of the former is

scarcely one-tenth that of the latter. The fact is, of course, that a fight

for existence and a selection of the fittest is going on amongst the com-

ponent parts of a tree just as it is with the tree itself in a state of Nature.

The most vigorous and best placed branches crowd out and eventually

smother the others. That is how Nature prunes. But in our strcct.s

where each tree is overhauled and its branches pruned and regulated at
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fixed intervals, the natural law ceases to operate, and branches which

ordinarily would have dwindled away maintain their existence indefinitely.

The result is that the trunk is seen after the annual lopping to support a

swarm of branches mostly of the calibre and general aspect of bean-poles.

A gradual reduction of these to one-half, or even one-third, by removing

them right back to the trunk, and thus encouraging a lateral branching in

those that remain, would considerably improve the winter aspect of

many trees.

Every wound made by the saw should be coated over with ordinary

coal-tar before it is left, and this should be renewed as often as necessary

until the wound is covered with new bark. With soft wooded trees like

lime and horse-chestnut, this treatment is especially important. (For

this and similar questions, see chapter on Pruning.)
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Hedges.

Hedges have several uses. They may serve merely as barriers to prevent

horses and cattle, or even human trespassers, from reaching places where

their presence is not desired ; or, in gardens, they may be employed to

screen undesirable objects from view, to define and separate areas where

particular or diverse types of gardening are carried on, such as purely

formal arrangements, rose gardens, etc., and lastly, they may provide

shelter by acting as wind-breaks.

If it be desirable to keep the hedge to a strictly formal outline by

an annual clipping, the number of plants is not large whose capacity for

making good hedges has been proved. Among hedge plants in this

country whose use is merely to provide an unclimbable barrier, the quick

or hawthorn {Cratcegus 7Honogy?ia) is easily first. The marvellous net-

work of hedges that gives to cultivated England so characteristic an aspect,

as compared with other countries, is composed almost entirely of quick.

No other plant at once so cheaply and easily raised, so formid-

ably armed, so amenable to persistent clipping and so hardy, has been

found. But in gardens something more is usually wanted, a hedge of a

more ornamental character and one that will give shelter. For these

reasons an evergreen is desirable.

Holly.—For forming a dense, ordinarily impassable hedge of handsome

appearance no evergreen has yet been found to equal the holly. It can

be made to grow into a wall-like mass 12 ft. or more high, and makes

one of the best of wind-breaks. A holly hedge should be clipped annually

between July and September, and will grow healthier and thicker if it is

made to narrow upwards. When the hedge is first made, plants should

be used that have been grown for the purpose and trained into columnar

form in the nursery. Such plants, well furnished to the base, may be

obtained from 2 to 5 ft. high in first-class nurseries, which will form a

good hedge in three or four years from planting, especially if watered and

taken care of the first season. The considerations that govern the trans

planting of hollies generally apply to hedge plants also. The work must
us
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be done either in the late spring (May) or towards the end of September,

the latter as a rule being the better, and the ground should be thoroughly

prepared by trenching.

Ye"W.—Next in value to the holly as an evergreen hedge comes the

yew, but it is not so bright, and near towns, or in smoky districts, is

decidedly inferior. In country places, however, where the air is pure

it makes an admirable hedge up to lo or 12 ft. high, and one of the

best possible wind-screens. It needs clipping annually, like the holly.

How remarkably well the yew withstands persistent clipping is shown by

the existence of hedges 100 to 150 years old. It is a grosser feeder than

the holly, but both, when they show signs of starvation at the root, will

derive benefit from having the loose top soil scraped away, and replaced

with a top-dressing of 4 to 6 ins. of one-third loam and two-thirds rotted

manure.

Box.—For moderately high hedges, say up to 6 ft., the box is useful,

but it has one defect, in that a hedge which has got into bad health is

not so easily restored to vigour as holly or yew. It is a strong-feeding

shrub, and like the yew is benefited by an occasional mulching with

rotted manure. When any indication of failing vigour is apparent this

mulching should be given, because, owing to its reluctance to break into

new growth from the old wood, the box cannot be made to renew its

youth by hard pruning so easily as holly and yew can. For making neat

dwarf hedges up to 3 ft. high, the common edging box {Bifxus sempervirens

suffriiticosd) is very useful. It is much used for this purpose in formal

gardens about Vienna.

Euonymus.— In the south coast towns, Euonymus japofticus is largely

used for garden hedges. It is a cheerful evergreen, but its beauty in

recent years has been in a great measure destroyed by the attacks of a

white mildew. E. radicans^ in both its green and variegated states, will

make a neat low hedge i^ to 2 ft. high.

Holm Oak.—Owing to difificulty in transplanting, the holm oak

{Quercus Ilex) is not much used in this country as a hedge, but in all

except the more inclement parts of these islands, it would make a useful

shelter hedge up to 20 or 30 ft. high. It bears clipping well and keeps

well furnished at the bottom. Hedges of holm oak are not uncommon

in the old gardens of Italy, such as the Boboli Gardens at Florence.

Conifers.—After the holly, yew, and holm oak, not many evergreens

of large size remain that will make really handsome clipped hedges in

most parts of the British Isles. A few conifers are sometimes used,

especially Thuya occidc7i talis, T. plicata {gii^an/ea), the Lawson and

Nootka cypresses, and, in warmer parts of the country, the Monterey

cypress {Cupressus macrocarpa). All these have the advantage of making

an eflective shelter hedge in much (quicker time than holly or yew, for
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which reason they are frequently used to screen propagating plots in

nursery gardens. They are also cheap. But not one of them, either

in permanence or beauty, compares with the holly or yew for the

present purpose, and they are all more liable to become bare at the

base and patchy at the sides. In Perthshire, I have seen a very good

tall hedge made of Douglas fir.

Laurels.—Both the laurels, "common" and "Portugal," are some-

times recommended, but should be religiously avoided. Hedges made
of them are coarse and rough, and terribly ugly after pruning with shears.

Secateurs or the knife should be used. The small-leaved variety of the

Portugal laurel {Fru?ius lusitatiica var. myrtifolia) possibly might make

a neat hedge if not kept too narrow, but one would have to propagate

one's own plants, as it is not stocked in quantity by nurserymen. All the

laurels are greedy plants.

Privets.—The oval-leaved privet is one of the most useful plants

we possess for making an effective hedge quickly, especially in towns

and smoky districts. In the villa gardens of London suburbs the golden-

leaved variety is very popular, and helps to produce the gaudy effects so

much beloved by proprietors of these places. Both these privets have

the disadvantage of being greedy-rooting plants, and are, therefore, not

suitable for making hedges behind borders or plots where other plants

are grown. If they already exist in such places, the spade should be

thrust down as far as it can be once or twice during the summer, about

I ft. from the hedge and all along it, so that all top roots are cut

off. It is the fashion to condemn the oval-leaved privet as a hedge,

and really there is little necessity for it in high-class gardening, as better

and more effective hedges can be made. At the same time, where other

plants are not near enough to be robbed by its roots, it is permissible

to use it, and, as stated above, in dark, smoky places it is decidedly

the best shrub available. It requires pruning twice a year at least—in

summer and autumn. It is not strictly evergreen, and in hard winters

loses its leaves.

The common privet is deciduous and makes an inferior hedge, but

some of the new species of Ligustrum from China, like Z. Pratfti\ will

be worth trying for this purpose.

For ornamental hedges that need not be kept close trimmed, nor are

intended as barriers, and from which flowers may be obtained, large

numbers of evergreens are, of course, available. In Mrs Chambers'

garden at Haslcmerc, and at Kew, very ornamental hedges are made
of Jhrhcris stcnophylUi^ cut back annually after flowering. y>. Danvinii

may also be used in the same way. In Lord Annesley's garden at

Castlewellan, Cydonia japotiica makes a good flowering hedge. In

Cornwall a frequent and beautiful broad hedge is formed of Escallonia
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macrantha—too tender, of course, for all but such districts. In the

south coast towns the common gorse makes a dense and very effective

hedge, 4 or 5 ft. high, especially useful for poor soils, but it cannot be

relied on as a permanency, especially if very hard clipped.

For large rough hedges, of use for cattle shelter, the common beech

and hornbeam are sometimes used. They afford shelter in winter, when

young and when kept pruned, through their curious habit of retaining

their dead leaves through the dark months. For this reason they should

be clipped in spring just before growth recommences.

There are a number of shrubs which may be planted to form dwarf

ornamental hedges, such as lavender and rosemary ; but they are shrubs

planted in a row and kept to a more formal shape than usual, rather than

hedges in the proper sense of the word. It is not necessary to enumerate

shrubs that may be used in this way as their suitability in habit and

general character is apparent enough.

Anyone wishing to have something out of the common in hedges may

plant that interesting ally of the orange, ^gle sepiaria (or Citrus trifoliata^

as it is sometimes called). It is quite hardy, and there is nothing among

hardy shrubs quite so formidably armed. A hedge composed of it may

be seen in the Public Garden at Milan, clipped to about 4 ft. high. The

spines are not so big and stout as in unpruned plants. The Osage orange

{^Madura auratitiacd)^ a hardy deciduous small tree from the United

States, presents a formidable array of spines ; it is used in its native

country for hedges, and is worth trying in this by lovers of the

curious.



CHAPTER XXIV

Trees and Shrubs for Wet Places.

In this connection I do not propose to discuss trees and shrubs which

will thrive near the sides of ponds or lakes, with their roots near but not

actually in the water. Such plants are, as a matter of fact, very numerous,

and include a large proportion of those described in this work. Planted

on the sloping banks of a piece of water, trees and shrubs are really

placed in a very favourable position. They can extend their root system

towards or away from the water as suits their individual requirements, and

can scarcely suffer from drought.

It is very different when we come to discuss trees whose roots are

wholly or mostly in water, or those that will grow in permanently wet or

swampy ground. The number of such trees and shrubs is not very great,

especially after those belonging to two or three genera, such as Sa/ix

Populus and Ahius^ have been allowed for.

Swampy areas, from their very nature, are not frequently planted for

ornament. Where they are small, the coloured-stemmed willows, such as

the red and yellow barked varieties of Salix vitellina, Salix daphnoides^ and

S. acutifolia^ should be used. The economic value of larger sites is not

so frequently taken advantage of as it might be. At the present time, for

instance, no English timber is so valuable, or gives such quick returns, as

the cricket-bat willow

—

Salix ccerulea. The timber of Salix fragilis, and

the strong, quick-growing poplars like Populus serotifia and P. Eugenei^

is much in demand for those ephemeral uses of which, in modern civilisa-

tion, there are so many. Individual trees of the cricket-bat willow sell

readily enough, but of the others plantations must be fairly extensive to

be remunerative. The expenses connected with felling, cutting up and

hauling are proportionately so much more in the case of odd trees that

timber dealers will not give paying prices for them.

The following may be recommended for boggy ground :

—

»' G
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Alnus gluiinosii ;ind viirs.

„ inoaiiii.

„ nitida.

,, serruluta and others.

Andromeda polifolia.

Bclula nana,

llippophae rhamnoides.

Leitneria floridana.

Myriax Gale.

Oxycoccus macrocarpus.

,, palustris.

Picea sitchensis.

Populus alba.

,, canescens.

,, Eusrenei.

Poimlus seroLina.

,, Iremula and others.

Salix alba and var.

,, babylonica.

,, Caprea.

,, daphnoides.

,, fragilis.

,, incana.

,, purpurea.

,, Salamoni.

,, triandra.

,, viminalis.

,, viridis and others.

Taxodium distichum.
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CHAPTER XXV

Shrubs for Dry Positions and Poor Soils.

A frequent problem in gardens is the furnishing of arid slopes and poor

soils with an ornamental shrubby growth. Such places are, of course, ill-

adapted to the cultivation of the majority of those trees and shrubs on

which the ornamentation of our gardens chiefly depends. There is,

nevertheless, a considerable number of shrubs which not only thrive in

these dry places, but even succeed better there than in ordinary soils and

positions. Many of them are of great beauty in flower, and it is always

more economical and often much more satisfactory to rely on them than

it is to attempt the cultivation of more exacting plants, by supplying good

soil and giving extra attention in watering, mulching, etc.

In preparing pieces of ground of this character, it is essential to

remember that although the plants mentioned below withstand and even

enjoy heat and drought when fully established, they need some help and

consideration until the roots have taken hold of the ground. The soil,

therefore, should be deeply dug over, and freed from weeds both before and

after planting. It is also a help to mulch the ground the first summer.

The greatest success is obtained by planting small specimens. Most of

those mentioned below transplant badly and should, if possible, be grown

in pots until they are 6 to 12 ins. high. Some, like the brooms and gorse,

might be sown on the spot.

No better shrub for a dry slope can be found than the double-flowered

form of gorse. It gives a dense, evergreen effect in winter, and its habit in

such a spot is dwarf and close. It is much to be preferred to the conmion

gorse, which in a few years becomes gaunt in habit, and whose flowers do

not last in beauty anything like so long. Ulex nanus may also be

planted and, in the south and west, U. Gallii^ both useful in flowering

late in the season. Dotted about among the gors** may be planted

Spartium Juuceum, valuable in flowering from midsummer onwards for

many weeks. Its base, which is always naked, will be hidden by the

gorse.

Several species of Cistiis are excellent for these places, the hardiest
90
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uf them being C. /aurifo/ius, C. cyprius, C. corlmriensis, C. Loretiy

C. populifolius and C. monspeliensis. Their near allies, the sun roses, are

also exactly adapted for the same purposes : II.formosu;n, H. halimifoliuiHy

H. ocxmoides^ and H. alyssoides should be planted. H. vulgare does well, but

is dwarf and only suitable for front places.

Adenocarpus decoriiams.

Aplopappus ericoides.

Astragalus Tragacantha.

Atriplex Halimus.

Caragana arbor escens and var.

,, jubata.

Caryopteris Mastacanthus.

Cistus (all).

Colutea arborescens.

,, cruenta.

,, media.

Coriaria myrtifolia.

Cytisus scoparius.

Erinacea pungens.

Genista anglica.

,, dalmatica.

,, germanica.

hispanica.

,, horrida.

Genista nyssana.

„ pilosa.

,, radiata.

Helianthemum (alO-

Lavandula (all).

Linum arboreum.

Lycium chinense.

Moltkia petraea.

Ononis arragonensis.

Purshia tridentata.

Rosmarinus officinalis.

Santolina Chamaecyparissus.

Spartium junceum.

Teucrium fruticans.

Ulex (all).

Vella Pseudocytisus.

,, spinosa.

Yucca (all).



CHAPTER XXVI

Shrubs in Shady Places.

One of the most frequent inquiries is for shrubs which will grow in dense

shade, such as under the branches of other trees, and in places which

buildings never allow the sun to reach. It must be admitted that the

number is small, and that the shrubs themselves are not of the gayest. No
spot worse fitted for the welfare of most shrubs could, indeed, be found

than under the branches of large trees, such as beech, horse-chestnut,

lime, and elm. They are not only robbed of light—one of the prime

necessaries of plant life—they have to fight for moisture and sustenance

against the roots of the giants under which they are condemned to live.

Yet in such places a screen is frequently needed to hide undesirable

objects or mean buildings from view, and it is often an improvement in a

well-kept garden to have an evergreen ground-covering beneath trees on

lawns under which it is too dark for grass to grow.

Of the taller evergreens, Aucuba japonica stands an easy first. It is

remarkable how healthy this shrub will keep even under such greedy trees

as lime and horse-chestnut. The green varieties should be planted more

frequently, and thus reduce the present superabundance of the spotted-

leaved one in gardens. For the very worst places, where an evergreen is

desired up to 6 ft. high, reliance must almost entirely be placed on the

aucuba; but in places not quite so densely shaded the common holly is

useful. ]5oth, but especially the holly, should be helped the first two

summers by giving good soakings of water in hot weather and by mulch-

ings. Rhododendrofi ponticufu will thrive very well under such trees as

oak or sweet chestnut, also in woods where the trunks are lofty. Although

it is apt to grow lanky and thin in such places, this tendency can be

corrected by cutting back the long sprawling shoots every few years. In

the south and west, Euonyinus japonicus is useful. Li^ustrum ovalifolium

does very well in shade, but does not retain its foliage through the winter

so well there as in full light. The common privet may also be used, but

is almost or quite without foliage in winter. Ribcs alpinujti^ a deciduous

shrub but very dense in growth, thrives well in shade.

Of dwarfer plants, Berberis Aquifolium is excellent, and grows well in
101
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shady places. Equalling the aucuba in its capability of withstanding

shade and the roots of trees under which they may be planted, are Kuscus

Jlypoghssum (12 to 18 ins. high) and R. aci/icatus, somewhat taller.

Gaultheria Shallon loves shade, but needs moisture as well. The new

sarcococcas

—

S. humilis and S. ruscifolia—'OiX^ said to thrive in shade.

For forming an evergreen carpet beneath either evergreen or deciduous

trees, the various forms of green ivy are, on the whole, the best, especially

where the shade is very dense. Next to them in value are the green and

variegated forms of E7io?iyj?ms radicatis^ but they will not survive in so

dense a shade as ivy. The greater and lesser periwinkles
(
Vinca major

and V. jfiifio?-) are charming under deciduous trees, but need more light

than the ivies do, especially if the blue flowers are to develop at all freely.

Hypericum calycunon is also admirable in similar spots, and may be soon

made to form a dense carpet of large extent
;
provided it gets a certain

amount of light, it will hold its own and flower prettily under lime, elm,

and suchlike trees. If the previous year's growths are cut away every

spring the effect is neater. In wilder parts of the grounds the various

forms of British bramble are perfectly at home under deciduous trees, and

the double-flowered forms of R. ulmifolius and R. thyrsiflorus are worthy

of special note for such positions. The common elder will grow in deepish

shade, but is too rank and weedy to recommend as a screen plant.

There are, of course, numerous shrubs that will thrive in semi-shade

;

some, like most of the bamboos, prefer it. The choice, in fact, is so

extensive that planting in such places presents no problems.

In planting shrubs of the taller size mentioned above under big trees,

it is necessary to dig out good-sized holes for them, irrespective of the

destruction it may cause to the roots of the tree. This may sound

barbarous, but if the thing is to be done at all, it is imperative to keep the

roots at bay for a year or two to enable the aucuba or whatever it may be

to get a foothold. The whole proceeding is more or less unnatural. In

Nature there is very little shrubby growth beneath the dense shade of

trees, and such shrubs as do establish themselves there start as seedlings.

Still, the chopping out of a few roots of such vigorous trees as lime, elm,

and horse-chestnut is scarcely felt.

Before planting the low carpet shrubs like ivy, periwinkle, or Hypericuui,

all that is necessary is to dig the ground over, preferal)ly with a fork, and

to give a thorough watering after. It is, however, a convenient time to top-

dress trees that need it with four to six inches of loam. In this the ivy,

etc., may be i)lanted and thus avoid any injury to the roots of the tree

itself.



CHAPTER XXVII

Seaside Planting.

The moderating influence that the sea has upon temperature and the

greater degree of humidity it imparts to the atmosphere are, on the whole,

favourable to vegetation. This is very evident all round the coasts of

the British Isles, even on the east coast, where, in sheltered valleys, trees

and shrubs can be grown that are too tender for similar positions inland.

On the western and southern coasts, where the influence of the Gulf

Stream is more directly felt, this phenomenon becomes much more

evident, and a vegetation of an almost subtropical character is supported.

There is no point, therefore, in the long lists usually given in books and

articles on this subject, made up of trees and shrubs that are known to

thrive in the vicinity of the sea, provided they are not actually exposed to

the full force of sea gales. Such lists might be extended so as to include

almost all the subjects dealt with in this work.

The one problem in seaside planting is to find trees and shrubs

that will withstand the full blast from the sea, carrying, as tt does, more

or less salt-laden moisture with it. Once a rampart of such vegetation

has been made of sufficient width and height to stand between the

garden and the sea, the rest becomes comparatively easy. The clothing

of exposed headlands must, of course, always be difficult, just as is that

of windswept elevations inland, the only difference being that, near the

sea, the additional drawback of salt in the atmosphere has to be

encountered.

In planting absolutely naked ground in such places it saves much
time and trouble if some, perhaps only temporary, windguard be set up

to start with ; it may be a low wall, a bank of earth, or even wattled

hurdles. Behind this the first plantings are made, and it need hardly

be said that small plants only must be set out, and they must stand

tliickly together for mutual protection. By this means they are enabled

to get a firm hold of the soil before they reach above their shelter. When
that happens their growth may be very slow indeed, but each successive

row grows higher than the one in front of it, so that ultimately there is

formed a bank of vegetation sloping upwards from tlu- sea, which makes

an admirable first line of defence.
103
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Among the best things to use for such a purpose are Pinus Pinaster

and the Scotch pine. These two species, but especially the former (the

Scotch pine is often discoloured by sea spray), bear the brunt of the

south-west gales in the famous pine plantations on the Bournemouth

cliffs. P. Thunhergii is also to be recommended, but is scarcer. In

the milder counties Cupressics viacrocarpa^ Pi?uis radiata {insig7iis\ P.

tnuricata^ and P. haiepe?isis are excellent. But in the colder parts of

the coast no pine is so valuable as the Austrian pine. Among other

evergreen trees, Quercus Ilex may be recommended ; although very slow-

growing, it makes a dense growth and a perfect screen. Although only

a small tree, Eifo?iy?tius japojiims must be mentioned. On the south

coast it thrives admirably on high cliffs with nothing between it and the

sea. Abies Pinsapo has been recommended for chalk cliffs, but it needs

shelter at first.

Of all the above, most reliance may be placed on Pinus Pinaster in

the south and on the Austrian pine in the north.

Turning to deciduous trees, the choice is greater. I know nothing

more useful in forming the outer "rampart" than the common sycamore.

Often sadly battered, it still holds its own. The " wych elm " is very

useful, as are also two willows : {Salix alba and S. Caprea) Populus

deltoidea and the white poplar i^P. alba). Among the numerous species of

PyruSy the wild pear {P. conwmnis), the mountain ash {P. Aucuparia), and,

in chalk especially, the whitebeam {P. Aria) are the best for the present

purpose. For mixing with other things in the plantation there are the

hornbeam, tUe hawthorn, and the ash. Where the ground is damp the

common alder may be used.

It is not to be expected that any of these will make shapely specimens.

On the contrary, they will be usually stunted and gnarled and lop-sided

;

but if they provide a living and permanent shield, inside which other and

choicer trees will thrive, they fulfil their purpose.

Shrubs.—Close to the sea, as in cliff or shore gardens, the space is

too narrow to admit of any attempt being made to establish a shelter belt

of vegetation. In such places reliance must be entirely placed on such

shrubs or small trees as will thrive fully exposed. That there are a

considerable number is evident to any one who studies the vegetation on

the slopes between the " front " and the shore of many seaside towns.

Among evergreens mention has already been made of Euo7iymus

japonicus^ sometimes a small tree, usually a shrub. The grey-leaved

Atriplex Halinms and other species are quite maritime shrubs. Oleaj'ia

Haastii is not so much used as it might be, nor are the numerous forms

of Aucuba Japonica, Derberis stenophylla^ B. Danvinii, Pinus montana^

common juniper, Baccharis patagonica, and Bupleurum fruticosiim. Of
hollies, the broad, thick-leaved varieties are the best, and amongst the



Bishop's Pine {^Pmus niurtcafd), at Claremont.
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most useful of evergreens for exposed places. In the milder counties all

the New Zealand Veronicas should be tried, or as many as are available

;

some of them thrive in places drenched by spray. The common gorse and

its double-flowered variety are valuable. The less known Ulex Gallii

may be seen at Bournemouth hanging on shelves on the cliffs fully exposed,

but it will not stand so much frost as the common U. europceus. A
companion plant with it there is Erica cinerea^ the two making, when in

flower in the early autumn, a lovely contrast in gold and purple. Ulex

na?ius will no doubt succeed as well as the other two gorses.

Turning to deciduous shrubs, none is better than Ta?fiartx fetra?idra,

T. gallica, and probably T. pentatidra. On the south coast the first two

thrive on the most exposed cliffs. T. angiica, closely allied to T. gallica^

is common in places on the Suffolk coast. I have not seen T. pefita?idra

grown near the sea (it is comparatively new to gardens) but mention

it as a likely shrub valuable in flowering later than the others and during

the "season" of most seaside towns. Succeeding equally well in similar

places is the box-thorn, Lycium chine?ise (the shrub nearly always alluded

to as "Z. harbaru7n'' or "Z. europcBum''). Myricaria germanica^ also

useful, is a close ally of the tamarisks. The common elder (Sa;/i/)ua/s

nigra) and its varieties are apt to look battered, but, like the sycamore,

they are irrepressible, and therefore valuable in the first line of defence.

Hippophac rhamnoides is essentially a maritime shrub, and as a fruit-

bearing one is the handsomest of those here mentioned. The goat

willow {Sa/ix Caprea) will grow on fully exposed cliffs, as, no

doubt, will many other willows. The common hawthorn is one

of the hardiest of all trees, and although not reaching beyond

the dimensions of a shrub in places like those under discussion,

is worth planting. A more beautiful one is the Scotch Laburnum

(Z. a/piuu/zi), hardier than, and to be preferred before, the common one.

The oval-leaved privet is partially deciduous, but valuable as thriving in

the most exposed places. Among wild roses, /^. canitia (the dog rose),

R. rubiginosa (sweet-briar), R. spinosissima (Scotch rose), R. viultijiora

and R. hihernica may be recommended, as may also the Wichuraiana roses,

common dogwood {Cornus sanguinea)^ the blackthorn {Prunus spi/iosa),

Cotoneaster hacillaris^ Celastrus articulatus^ and Baccharis halimifolia.

To all these, others, no doubt of equal value, might be added

;

certainly there might for the south-western counties, as, for example,

Escallotiia macrantha^ E. rubra^ etc ; but sufficient have been named to

enable effective plantings to be made. As has already been emphasised,

it is trees and shrubs that will themselves bear the full brunt of the

storm and, if need be, afford protection for others, that are wanted.

Given those, the chief problem has been solved.
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Tfxhnical terms have been avoided as much as possible, but to avert

inconvenient length of phrase, especially in regard to shape of leaf and

form of inflorescence, a few botanical terms have been employed. They

are also necessary to define the parts of the flower and the particular

kind of fruit.

Acuminate. Having a gradually tapered point.

Acute. Pointed, but less gradually tapered than acuminate.

Anther. That part of the stamen carrying the pollen.

Apex. The end (applied to the termination of leaf, petal, etc.).

Auricle. An appendage or lobe shaped like an ear.

Axil. The angle formed on the upper side by the union of leafstalk and stem,

or by the chief veins and midrib.

Axillary. Springing from an axil. Usually applied to an inflorescence arising

at that part of a stem, as distinct from the end

Berry. A fruit whose seeds are immersed in a pulpy or juicy substance enclosed

by a skin.

Bract. A leaf-like organ or a degenerate leaf from whose axil the flower or

inflorescence is borne.

Calyx. The outer envelope of the flower (outside the petals).

Capsule. A dry fruit of two or more cells.

Carpel. One part of a several-celled ovary or fruit.

Catkin. A slender, often tail-like, inflorescence, with scale-like bracts and

stalkless flowers.

Ciliate. Fringed with hairs ; usually applied to the margins of leaves or petals.

Compound {composite). Made up of several pans or units, like a rose leaf or

the flower head of a daisy.

Cone. The fruit of pines, firs, spruces, etc., made up of overlapping scales.

Connate. United organically (seen sometimes in the bases of opposite leaves).

Cordate. Shaped like a heart, with the point uppermost.

Corolla. The inner envelope of the flower (inside the calyx).

Corymb. An inflorescence of flat or flattish shape, in which the stalks of the

outer flowers are long cnouj^h to bring them to approximately the same

level as the inner ones.
Iu7
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Crcnate. Applied to leaf margins with rounded teeth.

Cynic. A broad, flattish, flower cluster, the inner or terminal flowers opening

first, as in Euonymus.

Decussate. Applied to leaves arranged oppositely, but with one pair standing

at right angles to the next pair (as in Veronica).

Digitate. Applied to compound leaves, in which the leaflets are borne at the

end of the common stalk (as in horse-chestnut).

Dimorphic. Occurring in two forms on the same plant, c.g.^ leaves of many
junipers, or applied to a species existing in two distinct forms, as Colleiia

spinosa.

Diascious. Applied to plants which have male and female flowers borne on

separate individuals.

Distichous. Applied to leaves arranged oppositely, and superposed in two

ranks.

Drupe. A fruit in which a hard stone is enclosed in a fleshy layer (plum)

Eviarginatc. Notched at the tip.

Etitire. Not toothed or lobed (applied to leaf-margins, etc.).

Fasciated. Applied to branchlets which have become united, several into one,

to form a broad, flat shoot.

Fasciculate. Applied to flowers each with its own stalk but all arising from the

same point, say a leaf-axil.

Fastigiate. Of close erect growth, e.g.^ the Lombardy poplar.

Glabrous. Smooth, without hairs or down.

Glind. A protuberance on leaves, young shoots and parts of flowers, sometimes

on hairs or bristles, often secreting and viscid.

Glaucous. Covered with a white or blue-white bloom.

Habit. Manner of growth.

Internodes. The spaces on a branchlet between the joints or nodes.

Involucre. Two or more bracts united below an inflorescence.

Lanceolate. Shaped like a lance-head ; applied to leaves several times longer

than wide and broadest below the middle.

Lenticel. A corky or wart-like protuberance on young bark.

Linear. Applied to narrow leaves, petals, etc., several times longer than wide,

with parallel margins.

Limb. The expanded portion of a petal, as distinct from its stalk or claw.

LJp. Applied to the upper and lower divisions of a corolla, as in the Labiate

Order (lavender, etc.).

Lobes. The primary divisions of a simple leaf or other organ (leaf of sycamore).

Midrib. The primary or central rib of a leaf; the prolongation of its stalk.

Mona'cious. Applied to plants which have male and female flowers borne on

the same individual.

Mucro. A small abrupt point or tip.

Node. The joint of a branchlet ; the place bearing bud or leaf.
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Oblaticeolate. Inversely lanceolate, the broadest part being above the middle.

Oblate. Flattened ; applied to leaves much wider than long.

Obovate. Inversely egg-shaped in outline, the broadest part being above the

middle (see ovate).

Obovoid. Having the shape of an ^<g'-^^ the thickest end uppermost.

Ovary. The part of the flower which ultimately develops the seeds ; the lowest

part of the pistil.

Ovate. Having the outline of an ^%%^ the widest part being below the middle.

A common shape of leaf and petal.

Ovoid. Having the shape of an ^<g'g. Common in fruits.

Palmate. Applied to leaves with radiating lobes, as in Fatsia japonica.

Panicle. A branched inflorescence, as distinct from raceme or spike.

Pappus. The limb of the calyx in the Natural Order of Compositae, much
divided or downy, to assist in the dispersion of the seed by wind.

Pedicel. A term used to distinguish the stalk of individual flowers in a

compound inflorescence {st& peduncle).

Peduncle. The mainstalk of a cluster of flowers, or the stalk of a solitary

flower.

Peltate. Applied to leaves which are attached to their stalks by the lower

surface, not at the margin.

Perfect. Applied to flowers which have effective male and female organs, as

opposed to unisexual or sterile.

Perianth. The envelope of the flower. Usually applied in practice to flowers

which have only calyx or corolla, or in which the two are not distinguishable.

Petal. A division of the corolla ; strictly, only applicable when it is quite

separate and distinct.

PinncE. The leaflets of a pinnate leaf, or the primary divisions of a doubly

pinnate one.

Pinnate. Applied to leaves composed of leaflets arranged along each side of

a common stalk ; feather-like.

Pistil. The female part of the flower.

Pollen. A usually yellow powder borne in the anthers ; the male or

fecundating material.

Polygamous. Applied to flowers sometimes perfect, sometimes unisexual.

Pome. A fruit made up of several carpels enclosed in a thick layer of flesh,

e.g. apple.

Raceme. An inflorescence in which the flowers are about equally stalked

and borne on an elongated common stalk.

Rachis. The common stalk of a compound leaf or raceme, spike, etc.

Rhomboidal. Diamond- or lozenge-shaped.

Scale. Applied to scarious bodies borne on various parts of plants ; such as

the enclosing parts of flower-buds, leaf-buds, acorn-cups, etc.

Sepals. Divisions of the calyx.
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Simple. In one piece ; as opposed to compoand.

Sinus. The variously shaped space or opening between the lobes of a leaf.

Spathulatc. Applied to leaves, petals, etc., broad at the apex, narrowed

towards the base.

Spike. Like a raceme, but with the individual flowers stalkless.

Stamens. The male parts of the flower bearing the anthers.

Stellate. Star-like ; usually applied to several hairs united at the base or

radiating from one point.

Stigma. The summit of the pistil, usually viscid, for the reception of pollen, by

means of which fertilisation is effected.

Stipules. Appendages, sometimes scale-like, sometimes leaf-like, at the base

of leafstalks.

Stolon. A sucker-like branch springing from the base of the plant and rooting

at the joints.

Stomata. Breathing pores in the surfaces of leaves ; apertures communicating

with internal air cavities.

Style. That part of the pistil connecting ovary and stigma.

Terete. Circular in transverse section ; like a lead pencil.

Tet^nate. Arranged in threes ; applied to leaves.

Trifoliolate. Composed of three leaflets, e.g. leaf of Laburnum.

Truncate. Ending abruptly, as if cut off.

Umbel. An inflorescence in which a number of stalked flowers are clustered

at the end of a common stalk.

Unisexual. Of one sex only, as opposed to hermaphrodite) bisexual and

perfect.

Veins. Ramifications of fibro-vascular bundles proceeding from the midrib

and traversing the blade of a leaf.

Whorl. Applied to flowers or leaves borne in a circle round a stalk or

branchlet.



PART II

DESCRIPTIVE LIST OF GENERA AND
SPECIES





ABELIA. CAPRIFOLIACE.'E.

A GENUS of shrubs named in honour of Mr Clarke Abel, who first

discovered A. chinensis whilst attached to Lord Amherst's embassy
to China in 1816-17. About half a dozen species are at present in

cultivation, which come from China, Japan, the Himalaya, and Mexico.

Leaves opposite, or in threes ; corolla tubular to bell-shaped ; calyx

composed of two to five sepals, which remain long on the plants

after the corolla has fallen ; stamens four.

With two or three exceptions, the Abelias are scarcely hardy enough
to succeed in the average climate of the British Isles unless wall

protection be given ; but provided the situation is warm enough, they

are not in any way difficult to cultivate. They like an open, loamy soil,

and can very easily be increased by means of cuttings made of half-

ripened wood in July; these should be placed in pots of sandy soil,

and plunged in a frame where there is a little bottom heat. The
species are very much confused in gardens, but the following key to

the cultivated species will assist in their identification.

I. Sepals uniformly five.

Chinensis. Corolla ^ in. long ; flowers in pairs ; stamens much protruded.

Floribunda. Corolla i^ to 2 ins. long ; stamens of about the same length.

Spalhulata. Corolla % in. long ; stamens shorter than corolla ; flowers in pairs.

Trijlora. Sepals very narrow, linear, feathered.

2. Sepals usually two.
Uniflora and EngUriana.

3. Sepals two to five.

Grandijlora, A hybrid (chinensis x uniflora).

A. CHINENSIS, R. BroiVJl.

(A. rupestris, Lindley^ Bet. Reg., vol. 32, t. 8.)

A deciduous shrub 3 or 4 ft. high, of spreading habit, the young branches
covered with minute reddish down. Leaves ovate, pointed, tapered or rounded
at the base, ^ to i^ ins. long, \ to i in. wide, toothed (sometimes obscurely so),

downy at the base of the midrib beneath, and with few or many hairs scattered

over the upper surface. Flowers white, fragrant, produced during summer and
autumn in forking clusters from the terminal leaf-axils, the whole forming a

short terminal panicle ; the flowers are mostly in pairs on each stalk. Corolla

\ in. long, scarcely as wide, funnel-shaped, hairy inside. Caly.x composed of

five rosy-tinted, slightly downy sepals, each ] in. long and obovate. Stamens
protruded.

113 H
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Native of China, where it is widely spread ; discovered in 1816-17 by Mr
C. Abel. It is usually rei;ardcd as a greenhouse plant, but is hardy in the
south and west of England. The true plant is rare in cultivation, the shrub
usually grown under the name being A. grandiflora—a hybrid between it and
A. uniflora.

A. Engleriana, Rchder.

(Linnxa Engleriana, Graebner.')

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, 2 to 4 ft. high, with brown, minutely
downy young bark, afterwards smooth and shining, ultimately peeling. Leaves
oval-lanceolate, tapered at both ends, but more slenderly at the apex

; | to

\\ ins. long, I to § in. wide ; bright green and smooth above, paler and glossy

beneath, with scattered hairs on the midrib and veins ; margins bristly-hairy
;

stalk i in. or less long. Flowers borne usually in pairs from the end of short

lateral twigs ; sepals two, narrowly oval, I in. long, minutely ciliated ; corolla

f in. long, funnel-shaped, curved, minutely downy outside, rose-coloured.
Stamens shorter than the corolla.

Native of Szechuen, China; originally discovered by Henry about 1888;
introduced to cultivation twenty years later by Wilson when collecting for

Harvard University. Flowered at Kew in 191 1.

A. FLORIBUNDA, Decaism.

(Bot. M;ig., t. 4316; Giuden, May 18, 1873.)

An evergreen shrub 6 to 10 ft. high in a wild state, but rarely seen half as

high in this country
;
young shoots reddish, downy. Leaves ovate to roundish

ovate, \ to \\ ins. long, \ to i in. broad, shallowly toothed, pointed, firm in

AUELIA KLOUIBUNDA.

texture
;
glossy green and smooth on both surfaces, but paler beneath ; hairy

only on the margin ; stalk i in. or less long. Flowers jicndulous, rosy-red,

produced in June at or near the end of short twigs which spring from the year-

old wood. Corolla slenderly funnel-shaped, narrowing towards the base, li to

2 ins. long, nearly i in. wide at the mouth, where are five rounded, spreading
lobes. Sepals five, green, linear-oval, \ in. long. Stamens hairy.

Native of Mexico on the Cordilleras of Oaxaca at 10,000 ft; introduced to

PLurope in 1841. This is the handsomest of the Abelias that can be grown out-

of-doors with us, but it needs the protection of a wall. At Kew, a plant growing
against the wall of a greenhouse has flourished for many years and flowers well
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most seasons, but it is quite unable to live in the open unprotected. For a low

south wall in the S. of England, this shrub, with its shining, rich green foliage

and gay flowers, is an attractive ornament.

A. GRANDIFLORA, Rehder.

(A. chinensis x uniflora ; A. chinensis, Hori!)

An evergreen shrub 3 to 6 ft. high, with slender, arching branches clothed

with minute down. Leaves of a brilliant dark green, ovate, pointed, i to 2^^ ins.

long, half as wide, mostly more or less shallowly toothed
;
quite smooth above,

pale shining green beneath, downy only on the lower part of the midrib.

Flowers slightly fragrant, produced from July to October at the end of the

shoots of the year and in the leaf-axils ; solitary to as many as four on a stalk.

Corolla white tinged with pink, funnel-shaped, 4 in. long, nearly as wide at the

five-lobed mouth ; throat hairy. Sepals two to five, \ in. long, but varying in

width according to the number, the lower number being proportionately wider
;

they persist for several months, and are often of a purplish tinge.

A hybrid between A. chinensis and A. uniflora whose origin is apparently
unrecorded. Like many hybrids it appears to have acquired a vigour and
constitution superior to that of either of its parents It is hardy at Kew in all

but the severest winters, when it is cut to the ground ; it is also the most
ornamental of really hardy kinds. The habit is graceful, the foliage a
singularly brilliant green, and it is useful in blossoming so late in the season.

A. SPATHULATA, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6601.)

A deciduous shrub 3 or 4 ft. high, much branched ; twigs downy when
young. Leaves oval-lanceolate, rhomboidal, or ovate ; i to 2 ins. long, .1 to

I in. wide ; unequally toothed ; with scattered hairs above, and down on the

nerves below ; margins red when young. Flowers in pairs at the ends of short

side twigs ; corolla white with yellow in the throat, | to i inch long, widely

funnel-shaped. Sepals usually five, \ inch long, rosy, oblong-spathulate,

slightly downy. Stamens shorter than corolla.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Maries for Messrs Veitch in 1880. It is

hardy in the milder parts of the southern counties, and, among other places,

thrives with Sir E. G. Loder at Leonardslce, near Horsham, and with Mrs
Chambers at Haslemere.

A. TRIFLORA, R. Brown.

(Lindley and Paxton's Flower Garden, vol. 3, t. 91.)

A deciduous shrub or small tree of vigorous, erect habit, 8 to 12 ft. high,

sometimes more
;
young shoots furnished with reflexed bristles ; bark of main

stem pale, greyish, and conspicuously corrugated. Leaves ovate lance-shapcd
or lance-shaped, tapering more abruptly to the base than to the apex, i^ to 3
ins. long, .'5 to 1 in. wide ; dull dark green, paler beneath ; more or less hairy

on both surfaces and at the margins until late in the year, when they become
nearly or quite smooth. Most of the leaves are neither toothed nor lobed,
but the lowest leaves on the twigs are frequently deeply and sharply cut.

Flowers fragrant, produced in June in erect clusters 2 ins across, terminating
short twigs ; often three flowers on a stalk. Corolla delicate rosy white, with
a slender downy tube 5 in. long, exj)anding at the mouth into five rounded lobes,

and these \ in. across. Sepals five, persistent, reddish, very narrow and linear,

\ to \ in. long, feathered with silky hairs.
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Native of the N.W. Himalaya, introduced in 1847 to the Glasnevin Botanic
Garden, and first flowered there in 1852. This is the hardiest of the Abelias,

and has grown vigorously at Kew in the open for many years. When it flowers

freely (which does not happen every year) it makes a pretty display, and
remains interesting because of the curious persistent calyces surmounting the

fruits.

A. UNIFLORA, R. Brown.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4694.)

An evergreen shrub of spreading habit, 5 or 6 ft. high, ultimately with

arching branches ; shoots slender, minutely downy when young. Leaves ovate,

often with long, tapered points, rounded or tapered at the base, sparsely and
shallowly toothed ; i to 2 ins. long, | to I in. wide ; dark glossy green and
smooth above, paler beneath and downy on the midrib. Flowers solitary, in

pairs, or in threes in the terminal leaf-axils, produced from June onwards.
Corolla white, blush-tinted, with orange markings in the throat ; i in. long

and the same in width across the mouth, where are five ovate lobes ; it has

much the shape of a miniature foxglove. Calyx of usually two sepals, but

occasionally three or four, persistent.

Native of China, originally introduced to cultivation by Fortune in 1845,

now very rare. It is one of the parents of A. grandiflora, which owes to this

species its hardiness and the brilliant green of its leaves, and which appears

to have displaced it in gardens. A. uniflora is hardy in the south of England
in all but the severest winters. Its flowers are the largest of the cultivated

Chinese species, and being abundantly produced make a very pretty display.

ABIES. Silver Firs, conifers.

A group of about thirty evergreen trees found in Europe, N. Africa,

N. Asia, and N. America. They are mostly pyramidal and very

symmetrical in form, especially when young, and the finest are from

200 to 300 ft. high. They produce their branches in whorls or tiers, one

tier yearly. Leaves always linear or nearly so, from }^ to \ in. wide,

with invariably two bands of stomata beneath, occasionally lines of

stomata above also ; they are always attached to the shoot in a spiral

arrangement, but by a twisting at the base are usually made to appear

in two opposite sets, the green faces of all uppermost. Female cones

always erect, in which respect they differ from those of Picea (the

spruces), and from Tsuga (the hemlocks), both of which genera have

been, and still arc, often called "Abies." There is a simple way of

distinguishing a fir (Abies) from a spruce by pulling off a living leaf

from the shoots : In the firs the leaf breaks off sharply at the base where

it joins the twig, but in the spruces (Picea) it tears away a little of the

bark with it.

The cones are built up of a close spiral arrangement of overlapping,

usually more or less fan-shaj)cd scales, to the outer surface of which a

bract is always attached. The lengtii of this bract and whether or not

it protrudes beyond the scale, affords a good distinguishing character

between the species. Seeds are borne in pairs on the inner side of the

scales, and are winged. The male flowers occur on branches separate

from the females, and are borne on the under side of the branch ; anthers
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highly coloured. On flowering and cone-bearing branches the leaves

frequently alter much in character, becoming shorter, stiffer, sharper

pointed, and more erect.

The silver firs are undoubtedly best suited in a moist climate where
late spring frosts are rare. Nowhere in the British Isles, perhaps, do
they, as a whole, succeed quite so well as in the Perthshire valleys.

Where the rainfall is deficient, lack of moisture can to some extent be
compensated for by a good deep soil. Whenever possible they should
be raised from seeds, but of some sorts cuttings may be made to take

root. The cuttings should always be taken from leading shoots, as

distinct from lateral ones, which rarely develop a good leader. The
best plan is to head back a plant, thus inducing it to make several shoots

;

these are then taken off with a slight heel of old wood attached, and placed
singly in small pots of sandy soil in a gentle bottom heat. But both
cuttings and grafts should only be resorted to when seeds are un-

obtainable.

Several species, amongst them amabilis, magnifica, nobilis, and Nord-
manniana, are liable in many places to the attacks of aphis and chermes.
In either case the best remedy is spraying with an emulsion of paraffin

and soft soap in spring, about the time the young are being produced.
A detailed description is given in the following pages of about a score

of species; the four following are sometimes seen in gardens, but having
little general interest, brief mention will suffice :

—

A. LASIOCARPA, Nuttall (A. subalpina, Engelmann). RocKV Mountain
Fir.—Apparently of little value in this country, but a fine tree in Western N.
America, where it is loo, occasionally 175, ft. high. The leaves are A to \\ ins.

lonj^, |\,- in. broad, arranged like those of A. nobilis, and with stomata on
both surfaces. Cones dark purple, i\ to 4 ins. long. Shoots downy ; buds
resinous. Var. apizONICA was introduced in 1903, and is remarkable for its

thick, corky, yellowish white bark, and its more glaucous leaves, but there is

no reason to suppose that it will thrive better than the type. [The name
lasiocarpa is often erroneously applied to A. Lowiana and A. concolor, q.v.'\

A. RELIGIOSA, Schlcchtcfidal. Mexican Fir (Bot. Mag., t. 6753).— It is

only in the very mildest parts of the British Isles that this tree will thrive.

I have seen trees at Fota, near Cork, and at Castle Kennedy, in Wigtown-
shire. It has the same arrangement of leaves on the shoot as A. Nordmanniana,
and they are 4 to i] ins. long, pointed, and usually undivided at the apex.
Shoots downy ; buds resinous. Cones about 4 ins. long, bluish, ultimately
brown. Introduced by Hartweg, in 1838, from Mexico, where the branches
are used for church decoration—hence the specific name.

A. SACHALINKNSIS, J/rtj/^rj. Saghalien P^ir.—A trcQ 130 ft. high, native
of N. Japan, Sa^^halien, etc., but so liable to injury by late spring frost in this

country as to be of no value. It has the Nordmanniana arrangement of leaf,

but in the forward-pointing leaves, which are \ to lA ins. long and very white
beneath, it resembles A. \'eitchii ; buds white, resinous. Cones i\ to 3A ins.

long. Introduced in 1878, by Maries for Messrs Veitch. I saw a tree about
16 ft. high at Murthly Castle, near Perth, in 1906, but even there, not in the
best of health.

A. sibirica, Lcdebour. Siberian Fir.—Allied to A. sachalinensis, this

is equally unsatisfactory. It has similar leaves, Init they have only four or
five lines of stomata in each band beneath, whilst \. sachalinensis has seven
or eight. The shoots also are not roughened with the raised leaf bases as in

that species. Introduced in 1820, and a native of Siberia, etc.
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A. AMAiULis, Forbes. White Fir.

A tree up to 250 ft. high in nature ; bark on young or middle-aged trees

whitish
;
young shoots downy ; winter buds small, globose, very resinous.

Leaves crowded at the sides and on the upper surface of the shoot, which they

completely hide from above
; 4 to i^ ins. long, /> to /.^ in. wide, broadest

towards the apex ; the uppermost leaves are considerably the shorter, and
point forwards, the lower ones spread horizontally ; all are rich glossy green
and deeply grooved above, vividly blue-white and with broad bands of stomata
beneath ; apex notched. Cones rich purple, 4 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 2i ins. wide,

tapering slightly towards the rounded top ; bracts enclosed.

Native of British Columbia, Oregon, and Washington ; discovered by
Douglas in 1825, introduced five years later. This beautiful fir, which in open
situations clothes itself to the ground with gracefully drooping branches, has

not been a success in British gardens, and very few specimens of any notable

size exist there. Some years ago I saw several healthy trees in Scotland.

It is sometimes confused with A. Nordmanniana, which it resembles in several

respects, notably in the arrangement of the leaves on the shoot ; but the

winter buds, looking like globes of resin, easily distinguish it, and the leaves

have an odour like orange peel.

A. BALSAMEA, Miller. Balsam Fir.

A tree 50 to 70 ft. high
;
young shoots downy ; winter buds red, very

resinous, roundish. Leaves on young trees in two opposite sets spreading

horizontally, \ to i| ins. long, t,\j to jV i"* wide, the uppermost leaves much
the shorter ; rounded or notched at the apex, glossy green above, with two
whitish bands beneath each composed of four to eight lines of stomata. On cone-

bearing shoots the leaves are often pointed (sometimes sharply) as well as

rounded or slightly notched, and they are stiffer, broader (,V in. wide), and
curved upwards rather than arranged in two sets. Cones 2^ to 35 ins. long,

I to i^ ins. wide, dark purple or olive-green, the bracts either quite enclosed

within the scales or slightly exposed.

Native of Eastern N. America from Labrador to Virginia ; introduced

by Bishop Compton in 1697. Although trees in Scotland have attained

considerable dimensions, notably at Keillour in Perthshire, it is usually short-

lived, and one of the biggest failures among firs in this country. The only

tree I know of any size near London is on the lawn in front of Miss Willmott's

house at Great Warley, Essex, 30 to 40 ft. high. The species is closely

allied to A. Fraseri, under which the distinctions are referred to. It yields a

transparent balsamic resin, known as lialm of Gilead, or Canadian Balsam.

The leaves are curiously brittle and snap when bent.

Var. HUDSONIA, Sarge7it. DWARP^ BALSAM Fir.—A curious, very dwarf
mountain form rarely more than 2 fi. high, which never bears cones.

Leaves about ] in. long. Found originally on the White mountains of

New Hampshire, U..S.A.

A. liRACnVPHYLLA, Maximowicz. NiKKO FiR.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7 1 14.)

A tree 100, occasionally 130, ft. high in Japan
;
young shoots without down,

but corrugated with the wrinkled j)rotuberanccs on which the leaves are seated,

the groove between the leaf-bases being deep ; buds resinous. Leaves .\ to

il ins. long, about ,V, in. wide ; slightly notched at the flaltish aj)cx, dark bright

green alx)ve, with two broad, blue-white stomatic bands beneath. The under-
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most leaves are the longest, and they spread horizontally ; above them each
succeeding rank becomes smaller and more erect, leaving at last a very narrow
or scarcely perceptible V-shaped opening along the top. Cones 3 to 4 ins. long,

1 4 to li ins. wide, tapered at top and bottom, purple, finally brown ; bracts

quite enclosed.

Native of Japan ; introduced about 1870. This is one of the most thriving

and handsome of firs, and very hardy. It occasionally bears good crops of its

rich purple cones, and is then very beautiful. It is, perhaps, best distinguished

by the deeply corrugated branchlets, the grooves in which become deeper the

two following years, by the scaly bark of the trunk and the short, notched

V^\^-r

i/iV

Ahies urachypuym.a.

leaves. In gardens a Japanese silver fir is sometimes seen under the
name of

—

A. HOMOLKIMS, Sieboid {Pi. umbellata, Hort.).— \i is quite closely allied to,

and may be merely a form of, A. brachyphylla, but the leaves are more dis-

tinctly separated into two opposed sets, and the V-shapcd opening left by the
uppermost leaves is much wider ; they are also longer (up to 1 1 ins.), the stomatic
bands beneath are narrower and duller white, the apex is much more tapered,
and the double points made by the notch are sharj), almost spiny. An interest-

ing distinction is pointed out by Henry in the corrugation of the branchlets : in

A. homolepis this is less apparent in the second and third years ; in A. brachy-
phylla it is more pronounced. A cut branchlet bears a considerable resemblance
to that of A. firma, but the downy unroughened surface of the shoot of the
latter at once dislinj^uishcs it. A. homolepis appears to have all the beauty and
hardiness of A. brachyphylla.
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A. IJRACTEATA, NuttalL SaNTA LUCIA FiR.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4740 ; A. venusta, A'ac/i.")

A tree 100 to 150 ft. high, of pyramidal form, but abruptly narrowed near the

top into a slender, steeple-like apex
;
young shoots pale green, perfectly glabrous;

winter-buds .\ to 4 in. long, slenderly conical, the scales being loose, pale brown,

non-resinous. Leaves flat, stiff, and spine-tipped ; I4 to 2]^ ins. long, ^\y in.

wide ; dark shining green, with two blue-white bands of stomata beneath ; the

leaves are aggregated into two sets, one each side the shoot, leaving a broad

V shaped opening between. Cones 3 to 4 ins. long, 2 to 2h ins. wide, egg-

shaped, purplish brown, each bract terminated by a slender, stiff, spine-tipped

point, I to 2 ins. long.

Native of, and confined to, the Santa Lucia mountains, California ; discovered

in 1832 ; introduced by W. Lobb in 1853. It is in several respects the most
remarkable of all firs : its pyramidal spire-topped shape and its buds are quite

unlike those of any other species ; its spine-tipped, never notched, leaves are

comparable only with those of A. cephalonica ; and, chief of all, the bayonet-

like terminations of the bracts projecting all round the cone are only seen in

this species. There are a number of trees 50 to 80 ft. high in England ; but the

tree generally is not a success, owing to its susceptibility to late spring frosts.

For this reason an elevated situation is best for it.

A. CEPHALONICA, Loudofl. GREEK FiR.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1884, i., fig. 105.)

A tree up to 100 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth, shining brown ; buds

reddish, resinous. Leaves standing out nearly at right angles to, and all round
the stem, but more densely above than below ; the lower ones are the longer

and all have the green surface uppermost ; they are stilT, sharply pointed
; § to

\\ ins. long, y*^ to -^ in, wide ; rich glossy green above, and with two well-

defined stomatic bands beneath. Cones 4 to 6 ins. long, I4 to i| ins. wide,

cylindric, velvety brown, with the bracts protruded beyond the scale and bent

downward.
Native of the mountains of Greece; introduced in 1824. It thrives remark-

ably well in Britain, the largest tree according to Elwes being at Barton, Bury
St Edmund's, now nearly 100 ft. high and over 13 ft. in girth. It is one of the

most distinct of all silver firs in its sharp almost spine-tipped leaves standing

out all round the shoot. These two characters, with its smooth shoots and
resinous buds, render it easily recognisable.

Var. Apollini.s, Beissner {h. Apollinis, Link).— In this form the leaves are

more crowded on the upper side of the shoot, leaving comparatively few beneath
;

they are thicker, more abruptly pointed, sometimes rounded at the apex, and
more inclined to point forwards. There is a good example of this form in the

Botanic Garden at Padua, and one in Shrublands Park near Ipswich. Inter-

mediate ones between it and the type exist.

A. ViLMOKiNii, Masters. ViLMORiN's FiR.—A hybrid between A.

cephalonica and A. Pinsapo, the latter the seed-bearer. Only one fertile seed
was produced, but from it has developed the fine tree at Verrieres, near Paris,

now about 50 ft. high. Its leaves are intermediate, but more like those of A.
Pinsapo ; they resemble those of A. cephalonica in having stomata on the lower

surface only. The cross was made by the late Henri de Vilmorin, in 1867.

Many seedlings, mostly intermediate between it and one or other of the

parents, have been raised at Verrieres.
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A. CILICICA, Carriere. CiLICIAN FiR.

A tree up to loo feet high in a wild state, and already more than half as high
in cultivation ; buds non-resinous, the bud-scales ridged at the back and with

free points
;
young shoots greyish brown, furnished with scattered, stiff, small

bristles. Leaves I to \\ ins. long, about j\; in. wide ; notched, rounded, or

pointed at the apex ; rather pale bright green above, with two bands of stomata
beneath. On strong shoots the leaves are spread equally all over the upper side

of the branchlet, those in the middle being shorter, erect, and pointing forwards
;

on weak shoots they are in two opposite sets, with a narrow or wide V-shaped
opening between. Cones cylindrical, about 7 or 8 ins. long and 2 to 2\ ins.

wide, reddish brown ; the scales are of remarkable size, being ij to 2 ins. wide,

I in. deep, not including the claw at the base ; bracts completely hidden.
Native of Asia Minor and Syria, and often associated in a wild state with the

cedar of Lebanon ; discovered in 1853, introduced one or two years subsequently.

It is still rare in gardens, and although very handsome where it thrives is

frequently injured by spring frosts. Allied to A. Nordmanniana, it differs in its

paler, less dense foliage, and in the larger scales and enclosed bracts of the

cones.

A. CONCOLOR, Lindley. COLORADO FiR.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1890, ii., figs, 147, 148.)

A tree 80 to 100 feet high in nature
;
young shoots yellowish, patched with

minute down, or smooth ; buds very resinous, egg-shaped, rounded at the top.

Leaves glaucous green, i to 3 ins. long, ^.^ to ,\^ in. wide ; tapered at the base,

rounded (with sometimes a slight notch) at the apex ; otherwise of even width,

not grooved above. There are not very conspicuous lines of stomata on both
surfaces ; they cover the whole centre of the leaf above, but beneath they are in

two bands. The leaves are mostly aggregated into two opposite sets, but on
the upper side of the branchlet there are a number of leaves pointing upwards,
and beneath some pointing downwards ; the arrangement therefore is irregular,

and the upper leaves are considerably the shorter. On cone-bearing shoots the

leaves generally are shorter and stouter and curve upwards. Cones about 4 ins.

long, li to 1 4 ins. wide, of a rich plum colour, as I have seen them in Mr
Waterer's nursery at Knap Hill, turning brown with age ; bracts enclosed by
the scales.

Native of Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico, etc. ; discovered in 1847 ; intro-

duced in, or perhaps previous to, 1872. It is one of the most beautiful of all

conifers, and the more glaucous forms, of which var. vioi.acea, Masters^ is the

best, are amongst the most effective of their type. \'ar. Wallezi has foliage

of a rather striking silvery yellow when young. The relationship of this species

with A. Lowiana, a much debated point, and the differences between them, are

referred to under that species.

A. FIRMA, Siebold. JAPANESE Fir.

(Flora Japonica, ii., t. 1 07 ; A. bifida, Siebold^ Flora Japonica, ii., t. 109.)

A tree 120 to 150 ft. high in nature; young shoots downy in the grooves
between the prominences on which the leaves are seated ; buds small, resinous.

Leaves aggregated into two opposite sets, spreading at about right angles to

the shoot and leaving a broad, V'shapcd opening along the upjier side ; they
are deep glossy green above, with two not very conspicuous bands of stomata
beneath ; t! to i^ ins. long, ,*o to i in. wide, very stiff, tapered somewhat towards
both ends, the apex distinctly notched, leaving two sharp, slender points.
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Cones 3^1 to 5 ins. long, 1^ to 2 ins. wide, brown; bracts exposed and not

reflexed.

Native of Japan ; introduced to England by John Gould Veitch in 1861.

Sargent describes wild trees as the most beautiful of Japanese firs. The leaves

are not invariably notched at the apex, and the notch is deepest in young
plants. It is comparatively rare in gardens, but according to Elwes a tree at

Pencarrow was 59 ft. high in 1908. It is a handsome tree with a very sturdy

aspect.

A. Fraseri, Poiret. Fraser's Balsam Fir.

(Garden and Forest, 1889, fig. 132,)

A tree 30 to 40, occasionally 70, ft. high
;
young shoots covered with short

reddish hairs ; buds small, resinous. Leaves amongst the shortest in firs, \
to I in. long, jV; ^o \i '"• wide ; rounded and usually notched at the apex

;

dark glossy green above, with two broad, very white bands beneath, each
composed of six to twelve rows of stomata. Cones \\ to i\ ins. long, i to \\
ins. wide, purple ; bracts golden brown, much protruded, and bent downwards
so as to hide the scales.

Native of the mountains of the S.E. United States, often forming forests

at elevations of 4000 to 6000 ft. It was introduced by John Eraser, after whom
it was named, about 1807. No silver fir ever introduced has proved of less value

in English gardens than this, or shorter-lived ; there is perhaps scarcely a good
tree in the country. Most of the trees called " Fraseri " in gardens are really

A. balsamea, a nearly allied fir distinct enough in the bracts of the cones being

very little or not at all protruded, but very similar in the leaves. In A.

balsamea, however, they are not so white beneath, and have only four to eight

lines of stomata in each band.

A. GRANDIS, Lindley. GlANT FiR.

A tree 230 to 300 ft. high in nature, with a trunk 4 to 5 ft. thick
;
young

shoots glossy, olive green, not corrugated, minutely downy ; winter-buds small,

conical, resinous, bluish. Leaves in two opposite sets, spreading flatly and
horizontally, each set composed of two ranks, the upper ones much shorter than

the lower ; the leaves are | to 2] ins. long, j\. to ^ in. wide ; the apex notched

and rounded ; dark shining green, with two broad white stomatic bands
beneath. Cones cylindrical, 3 to 4 ins. long, I4 to i| ins. wide, bright green

;

the bracts enclosed.

Native of Western N. America, from Vancouver Island to California

;

discovered by Douglas in 1825, and introduced six or seven years later. This,

probably the tallest silver fir in the world, thrives exceedingly well in the

moister parts of the British Isles, where it is already over \oo ft. high. In

deep moist soil it grows very quickly, often at a rate of 2 to 3 ft. annually.

Very distinct in the flat, comb-like arrangement of the leaves, it is in this

respect most nearly approached by A. Lowiana, but that species has stomatic

lines on the upper surface, absent in A. grandis.

A. Lowiana, A. Murray. Low's Silver Fir.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1890, ii., figs. 149, 150 ; A. lasiocarpa, /lor/.')

Neither Sargent nor Jepson distinguishes this fir specifically from A. con-

color, but as seen in gardens it is easily recognisable. It has also a separate

natural habitat, being found in Oregon, and on the Sierra Nevada in California

(where, Jepson observes, it is one of the four most important forest trees in
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the main timber belt); A. concolor is from Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona.
A. Lowiana is a tree up to 200 ft. high, the young shoots pale green, with a
slight down which often falls away by winter. Buds resinous, smaller than in

A. concolor. Leaves mostly in two opposite sets spreading out flatly and
horizontally, as in A. grandis ; in this respect they differ from those of A.
concolor, as they do also in the frequently notched apex and the grooved upper
surface. Both species have broken stomatic lines on the upper side (as well as
on the lower one), but they are more conspicuous in A. concolor. The leaves of
A. Lowiana are from i^ to 2A ins. long, and pretty uniform in length ; in the
latter respect they differ from those of A. grandis (with which species also A.
Lowiana has been associated), whose leaves moreover are devoid of stomata
on the upper surface. Cones of the same size as those of A. concolor, brown.
The name "lasiocarpa" is generally adopted in France.

This is a handsome tree, introduced in 185 1, and is now represented by
specimens 80 to 100 ft. high in various parts of the country. Cultivated trees

of A. concolor are not so large, but they are more striking in their richer

foliage and glaucous tint. The branching of A. Lowiana is mostly on one plane,

but in A. concolor the production of axillary buds renders the branching less

regular, and in this way shoots frequently appear midway along the shoot on
the upper side.

A. MAGNIFICA, A. Murray. Red Fir.

As represented by the finest specimens in this country, now 60 to 80 ft.

high, this tree has a slender pyramidal shape and is strikingly elegant
;
young

shoots furnished with a minute down ; buds resinous at the top, more or less

concealed by leaves. Leaves i to i^* ins. long, ?, in. wide
;
glaucous green, with

stomata on all surfaces ; blunt, but not notched at the apex, nor grooved along
the upper surface. On old cone-bearing branches they are pointed, stiffer,

shorter, and diamond-shaped in cross-section. The leaves are crowded on the
top as much as on the sides of the shoot ; those on the top have their bases
flattened to, and nearly hiding the stem, then curve upwards. Cones 6 to 8
ins, long, about half as wide, purple when young, afterwards brown ; bracts
enclosed (except in the variety mentioned below).

Native of Oregon and California ; introduced by Jeffrey in 185 1. This
remarkable fir is seen at its best, perhaps, so far as the British Isles are
concerned, in Perthshire, where I have seen fine trees at Blair Atholl and
Abercairney, 60 to 70 ft. high. It thrives badly and is rare in the Thames
Valley. It has been much confused with A. nobilis (even associated with it as
"van robusta"), but can be distinguished by its longer, never-grooved leaves.

Var. x.\NTHOCARPA, Le7nmon (var. shastensis, Lemmoti). Shasta Rf.d
Fir.— Is distinguished only by the shorter, thicker cones, having the bracts
conspicuously protruded.

A. Mariesii, Masters. MARIES' FiR.

A tree 40 to 50, occasionally 80, ft. high, of compact, pyramidal form
;

young shoots very densely covered with red-brown down, which persists

several years ; buds small, globose, completely encased in resin. Leaves .'. to

I in. long, .1^ in. wide ; dark shining green and deeply grooved above
;
glaucous

beneath, with two broad bands of stomata ; apex rounded and notched. The
lower ranks spread horizontally, whilst the upper and shorter ones point

forward and completely hide the shoot. Cones 3 to 4 ins. long, about 2 ins.

wide, rounded at the top, egg-shaped, purple when young ; bracts hidden.

Discovered on Mt. Hakkoda, in Japan, by Chas. .Maries in 1878, and intro-

duced by him at the same lime. It is one of the rarest of silver firs, and
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scarcely .1 oood tree exists in the country. I saw a small healthy specimen at
Scone Palace in 1906. Two years later, in Mr Hesse's nursery at Weener,
in Hanover, I saw a healthy batch he had raised from seeds. I do not know
that it has borne cones in this country (the fir figured in the Botanical Maoazine^
t. 8098, is A. Webbiana). Maries' fir is best distinguished by the thick red-
brown covering of down on the twigs.

A. NOBILIS, Lindley. NOBLE FiR.

A tree up to 200 ft. high in nature, and already more than half that height
in cultivation in Britain

;
young shoots clothed with a reddish brown minute

down
; buds roundish, resinous, surrounded at the base by a collar of long-

pointed scales free at the tips. Leaves \ to i?j ins. long, j^^ in. wide,
distinctly grooved on the top, round at the apex, glaucous green, with stomata
both above and below ; the leaves are very densely arranged on the upper side
and at the sides of the shoot, leaving it exposed only underneath ; the upper
leaves have their bases flattened to the shoot (completely hiding it), then curve
abruptly upwards. Cones 6 to 10 ins. long, 3 to 3^ ins. wide, cylindrical,

rounded at the top, of a rich brown-purple, with the green bracts conspicuously
protruded and reflexed.

Native of Oregon, Washington, and California ; introduced by Douglas in

1825. No fir introduced from Western N. America has succeeded better than
this in certain parts of the British Isles, in Scotland especially. It varies in

the intensity of its glaucous hue, the form most striking in this respect being
distinguished as var. glauca. The larger trees in this country produce cones
in great profusion. These cones are the largest among firs, and, standing
stiffly erect, their size and rich colour render them very striking. The finest

trees I have seen are at Murthly, near Perth, and the species evidently enjoys
a moist climate and a deep soil. It is liable to the attacks of an insect which
induces gouty swellings ; the best remedy for this is spraying with an emulsion
of paraffin and soft soap in April. This fir is most closely allied to A. magnifica
{g.v.)^ but is of more spreading habit, and the leaves are different. Both are
distinct from other firs, in the crowded leaves on the upper side of the branchlet
having their bases flattened against it.

A. NORDMANNIANA, Spach. CAUCASIAN FiR.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6992.)

A tree described as reaching 200 ft. in height in a wild stale, with a trunk
4 to 5 ft. in diameter

;
young shoots shining grey-brown, furnished with short

stiff hairs ; buds not resinous, ovate. Leaves very densely arranged, mostly
on the upper side of the shoot, the lower ones being the longer, and spreading
horizontally ; the upper ones shorter, and pointing forward ; it is only on weak
shoots that any indication of a two-ranked or V-shaped arrangement is seen.

The leaves measure ^ to \\ ins. in length, ,\r to ,1^ in. wide, apex rounded and
notched ; very dark glossy green above, midrib sunken, two whitish stomatic
bands beneath. Cones 5 or 6 ins. long, i| to 2 ins. wide, cylindrical or tapered
towards the top, reddish brown; scales \\ to i| ins. wide, ^ to | in. deep

;

bracts conspicuously protruded and bent downwards.
Native of the Caucasus, Greece, and Asia Minor ; discovered in 1836, and

introduced about ten years later. It is undouljtcdly one of the handsomest and,

in most places, best-growing of the firs, although in some places it is very
subject to the attacks of aphis. Trees approaching 90 ft. in height exist in the

British Isles iln foliage it is not unlike the W. American A. amabilis, which
has, however, more rounded and resinous buds, and cones with enclosed bracts.
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Botanically it is more nearly related to A. pectinata. At Powerscourt, in

Ireland, there are large numbers in splendid vigour and size.

Abies Nokdhanniana.

A. NUMIDICA, De Lamioy. ALGERIAN FiR.

A tree said to become 70 ft. high, but at present rarely more than half as

high in this country ; buds not, or very slightly, resinous
;
young shoots shining

brown, glabrous. Leaves arranged all round the shoot, but with those underneath
mostly brought upwards into a horizontal position ; on strong shoots the leaves

on the upper side are erect or pointed backwards, but on weaker shoots there

is a V-shaped opening formed by the separation of the leaves into two sets.

Leaves \ to '\ in long, ,1^ in. wide ; rounded, or notched, or somewhat pointed

at the apex ; dark glossy green above, often with a grey patch near the aj)ex

made up of a few broken Imes of stomata ; lower surface with a conspicuous

grey band of stomata each side the midrib. Cones 5 to 7 ins. long, i^ to

i^ ins. wide, cylindrical, brown.
Native of Mt. Habor, in Algeria, where it grows in association with Ccdrus

allantica ; discovered in 1861, and soon afterwards introduced. It is a hand-
some fir although still uncommon. Vigorous plants are very distinct in the

grey patch of stomata on the upper side of the leaf and in the dense array of
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thick, round-ended, or notched leaves all over the upper side of the shoot, the

middle ones of which point backwards. On weak shoots these characters are not
so marked.

A. TECTINATA, De Candolle. COMMON SILVER Fir.

A tree up to 120 ft. high in Britain, with a trunk 5 to 65 ft. in thickness
;

young^ shoots brownish grey, covered with a short down ; winter buds not

resinous. Leaves usually in two opposite sets spreading horizontally, but

occasionally with others on the upper side pointing forwards
; \ to \l ins. long,

the upper ranks of each set the smaller and scarcely half as long as the lowest

ones
; ^^ to ^.^ in. wide, notched at the blunt apex, dark glossy green above, with

two white stomatic bands beneath. Cones 4| to 6 ins. long, i.V to 2 ins wide
;

at first green, then reddish brown ; the bracts protruded and reflexed. On cone-

bearing branches the leaves become pointed, shorter, stiffer, and curved upwards.
Native of the mountains of Central and S. Europe ; cultivated in England

for more than three centuries. Although the common silver fir refuses to grow
in the hot, dry, lower Thames \^alley, and does not thrive well in many low-

lying parts of the south of England, it is, on the whole, much the finest of all

silver firs in the British Isles. In the moist valleys of Scotland it reaches

magnificent proportions. A tree at Drummond Castle, in Perthshire, blown
down in November 1893, measured 65 ft. in diameter of trunk, and there are

numerous trees in the same county reaching no to 120 ft. in height. In the

splendid state forests near Ischl, in Austria, I measured in 1908 a felled tree

150 ft. long, but Mr Elwes mentions trees nearly or quite 200 ft. high in the

virgin forests of Bosnia. A generous rainfall and a situation reasonably free

from late spring frosts appear to be necessary for its success.

Van PENDULA has very weeping branches ; said to have been found wild in

the Vosges.
Var. PYRAMIDALIS.—A striking fastigiate tree of spire-like form, tapering to

a fine point. The finest tree I have seen is in the Segrez Arboretum, in France,

which was y:> to 35 ft. high in 1904. Where the ordinary silver fir thrives this

should be planted.

A. PiNDROW, Spach. Himalayan Fir.

(A. Webbiana var, Pindrow, Brandis.")

A lofty tree with a trunk 6 to 8 ft. in diameter ; trees in this country of
slender pyramidal form

;
young shoots smooth, shining, yellowish grey ; winter

buds globose, very resinous, bluish at the base. Leaves narrowly linear, iw to

2| ins. long, ,\; in. to ^.7 in. wide ; divided at the apex into two sharp unequal
points ; bright green above, and with two faintly defined stomatic bands
beneath. The leaves are arranged on all sides of the shoot except underneath,
the side ones spreading horizontally, the uppermost ones pointing forwards On
young plants the leaves are sharply pointed and not divided at the apex Cones
4^ to 6 ins. long, 2\ to 3 ins. wide, deep purple, then brown ; bracts short and
completely hidden.

Native of the Himalaya, where it has been found over 200 ft. high ; intro-

duced in 1837. There are numerous trees between 50 and 70 ft. high in this

country, and some have produced cones. Although coming from a lower
elevation than A. Webbiana and considered to be more tender, it has the
advantage of starting into growth later, and thus more often escapes spring
frosts. It is seen at its best in the milder, moister parts of the country, and is

then extremely handsome. It has been associated as a variety with A.
Webbiana, although two firs could scarcely be more distinct. The rough,
downy shoots of A. Webbiana, its round-ended leaves vividly white beneath,
and the more spreading habit, amply distinguish it.
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A. PiNSAi'O, Boissier. SPANISH Fir.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1885, ii., fig. 99.)

A tree up to 100 ft. high
;
young shoots glabrous, brown ; buds reddish,

resinous. Leaves densely arranged all round the branchlet (more equally

than in any other fir, but still somewhat more densely above), and standing out

stiffly from it at right angles ; they are \ to | in. long, about ^.^ in. broad ; thick,

abruptly pointed or blunt at the apex, dark green with numerous faintly defined

lines of stomata on both surfaces. Cones cylindric, with a tapered apex, 4 to 5

ins. long, about \\ ins. wide, purplish brown ; bract small and completely
enclosed.

Native of S. Spain, on the mountains of Granada ; always on limestone. It

was discovered in 1837, and introduced to England two years later. It

succeeds admirably in this country, especially where the soil is of a limy
nature. It is, perhaps, the most distinct and unmistakable of all the firs,

especially in the short, blunt leaves being set about equally all round the

branchlet. A very handsome and striking tree.

Van GLAUCA has leaves of a glaucous tint.

,^/i|R

Abiu Vkitcbii.

A. Vkitciiii, Lindlcy. Vkitch's Silver Fir.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1880, i., fig. 50 ; A. Eichleri, Lauchf.')

A tree 50 to 70 fi. high
;
young shoots brown, furnished with a more or less

scattered, minute down ; buds globose, very resinous, purplish. Leaves \ to

I^ ins. long, j\j in. wide, the base tapered, the apex cut otT straight and notched;
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dark glossy green and grooved above, vividly white with stomatic lines

beneath. All the leaves point forwards, and most of them curve more or less

upwards ; a few occur underneath the shoot, but most of them are above it or

at the sides. On lateral shoots growing erect or nearly erect, the leaves are

arranged about equally round the twig. Cones cylindrical, 2 to 2h ins. long,

about I in. wide ; blue-purple at first.

Discovered on Fuji-yama, Japan, by John Gould Veitch in i860. Introduced

by Maries in 1879. Among silver firs this species is very distinct, on
account of the narrow truncate leaves, pointed forwards and curving upwards,
and intensely blue-white beneath. The best tree I have seen is at

Murthly, which in 1906 was just over 30 ft. high ; it is a particularly handsome
conifer in a small state, but appears inclined to develop a rather lanky habit

with age.

A. Webbiana, Lindley. HIMALAYAN FiR.

(Dot. Mag., t. 8098— as "A. Mariesii.")

A tree up to 150 ft. high in nature, with a trunk 6 or 7 ft. in diameter;
young shoots very stout, rough, downy in the grooves between the leaf-bases

;

buds resinous. Leaves aggregated in two opposite sets so as to leave a
V-shaped opening along the top, the lower ones on each side spreading
horizontally ; they are, individually, \\ to 2 ins. long, jV to -^ in. wide, linear,

distinctly notched at the apex ; dark green, glossy, and deeply grooved above,

and with two broad, vividly blue-white bands of stomata beneath. Cones 5 or

6 ins. long, 3 ins. in diameter, violet-purple at first, ultimately brown.
Native of the Himalaya; introduced about 1822. This striking fir is very

distinct in its large leaves, so vividly white beneath, and in its large, globose,

very resinous buds, but it is not a success in this country generally. The finest

trees I have seen are in Cornwall, Scotland, and at Fota, near Cork. In the

south of England it is too frequently injured by late spring frosts to be of much
use ; but seen at its best and comparatively young, it is a handsome tree.

ABUTILON VITIFOLIUM, De Candolle. malvacE/E.

(Bot. Reg., vol. 30, t. 57.)

A soft-wooded shrub, or almost a tree, sometimes 15 to 30 ft. high,

more usually about half as high
;
young wood covered with a white down.

Leaves alternate, long-stalked, three- or five-lobed, maple-like, heart-

shaped at the base ; varying much in size according to the vigour and
age of the plant, but usually between 4 and 6 ins. long, three-fourths as

wide ; each lobe ends in a drawn-out point, and is coarsely and unevenly

toothed; both surfaces (but especially the lower one) covered with

greyish tufted hairs. Flowers borne, three or four together, towards

the end of a woolly stalk, 3 to 5 ins. long, springing from the leaf-axils

;

each flower measures 2 J to 3 ins. acros.s, has five rounded petals of a

beautiful pale, jjurplish blue, and is in form rather like the flower of

a "single" hollyhock.

The flowers vary in colour, and in one form, to which the name
ALBA has been given, they are snow-white. This usually comes true from
seed, but occasionally the purplish flowered form ap[)ears amongst the

seedlings, just as seeds of the purplisli one will sometimes produce the

white one.
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Native of Chile ; first raised in Dublin in 1836 by Capt. Cottingham,

an amateur gardener of the time, who had obtained seeds from that

country. It is not hardy in the open at Kew, and is even uncertain

against a wall there, but in the milder parts of the country few shrubs are

more lovely during summer when it is in bloom. It is not a long-lived

plant, and, as is not uncommon with soft-wooded shrubs that flower and
bear seed so profusely, it is apt to die suddenly without apparent cause.

Happily, its abundant seeds give a quick and easy means of renewing the

stock. It is most fortunately placed in some sheltered corner, such as

in the angle of two walls, where it will develop into a loose, graceful

shrub. It may also be grown on a wall, but in the milder parts of the

country will stand on the open lawn. A fine effect is made by this

shrub at Chaddlewood, in Devon, where a walk 200 yards long is

bordered with it.

A. MEGAPOTAMICUM, St Hilaire (A. vexillarium, Bot. Mag., t. 5717), a well-

known preity-foliaged greenhouse plant, is hardy in our warmest counties.

The leaves are ovate with a cordate base, 2 to 4 ins. long, charmingly blotched
and tessellated with bright yellow. Flowers cup-shaped, yellow, with a red

calyx. Native of Brazil.

ACANTHOPANAX. araliace^.

A genus of trees and shrubs, now including Eleutherococcus, allied

to Aralia and Fatsia. They have pithy, sometimes prickly or bristly stems
;

alternate leaves, consisting of three or five leaflets digitately arranged,

or sometimes not completely divided, and only deeply lobcd. Flowers

in umbels, dull-coloured, followed by clusters of fruit very like those of

the common ivy, being crowded in spherical clusters and inky black.

In gardens, the members of this genus will be chiefly notable for their

distinct and striking foliage—of a type very rare in hardy shrubs—and for

their black fruits. The hardiness of some of the new Chinese species has

not yet been put to the supreme test, but they promise to be well adapted

for our climate. A light, warm, loamy soil suits them all, and they can

be propagated by root-cuttings, sometimes by division or offsets. Some
give seed freely.

The character which was relied on to distinguish Maximowicz's genus
of Eleutherococcus from Acanthopanax, viz., the articulated (jointed)

flower-stalk, is not really differentiative, and the two are now combined.

A. Henrvi, Harms.

(Rot. Mag., t. S3 16 ; Eleutherococcus Ilenryi, Oliver.')

A sturdy bush, said to become 10 ft. hi^h in a wild state, with rigid, pale

brown branchlets, rough with minute bristles, and armed with broad sturdy

spines, ,'., in. long, straight or slightly dccurved. Leaves composed of five leaflets

on a stalk i^ to 3 ins. long, rough to the touch. Leaflets obovate or oval, li to

3^ ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide; tapering nearly equally towards both ends,

scarcely stalked ; the margins finely and simply toothed ; upper surface harsh,

lower one more or less hairy. Flowers in a terminal cluster of umbels borne

I
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on a sturdy, sli<,'htly hairy stalk, i to 2 ins. long ; the terminal umbel the

largest and earliest. Fruits inky black, oblong, g in. long, in globose umbels
2 ins. across.

Native of Central China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1901,

and first flowered at Coombe Wood four years later. It is an interesting but

not showy shrub, although its foliage and spherical clusters of inky black fruit

are striking ; the latter remain long on the plants. It is a close ally of A.

Simonii, but the very different toothing of the leallets of that species, the more
dccurved and slender spines, and its smoother branches distinguish it readily

from the present one.

A. LEUCORRIIIZUM, Harms.

(Eleutherococcus leiicorrhizus, Oliver^

A deciduous shrub, probably 6 or 8 ft. high, entirely devoid of down, some-
times unarmed, sometimes with small, slender, downward-pointing prickles at

the joints. Leaves composed of three or five leaflets borne on a stalk i to 3 ins.

ACANTIIOI'ANAX LEUCORHUIZUM.

long ; leaflets 2 to 4 ins. long, 5 to \\ ins. wide, lanceolate, slender-pointed,
doubly toothed, tapering at the base to a stalk \ to ^ in. long. Flowers pro-
duced in July in a terminal cluster of umbels, each umbel \\ to 2 ins. across,
spherical, borne on a stalk 2 to 4 ins. long. Each flower is small, and on a
slender stalk \ to ^ in. long. Fruits black, roundish oval, ] in. long, crowded in

umbels over 2 ins. across.

Native of Central China ; discovered by A. Henry ; introduced by Wilson in

1901. This is one of the handsomest species in this genus ; its habit is not so
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stiff as that of its near allies, and the large umbels of black fruit are strikinj^.

It has been confused with A. Simoni {(^.v.), but differs in being glabrous and in

the arrangement and shape of the prickles ; from A. Henryi it differs in the

same respects as well as in the toothing of the leaflets. The Chinese obtain a
drug from the root.

A. PENTAPHYLLUM, MarcJial.

(A. spinosum, Hort., not Mi'juel.')

A deciduous shrub of loose habit, 8 to lo ft. high, with erect stems and
arching, slender branches, often armed with a spine at the base of each leaf-

stalk or leaf-cluster ; the whole plant without down. Leaves composed of three

to (normally) five leaflets, borne on a slender common stalk ih to 3^ ins. long
;

leaflets stalkless, obovate, 1 to 2^ ins. long, \ to i in. wide, toothed except towards
the tapering base. Flowers very small, greenish white, produced during June,
and later on a spherical umbel l to i in. diameter, terminating a slender stalk

2 to 4 ins. long. On the year-old wood the leaves are produced in clusters

from the previous yearns buds ; it is from the centre of this cluster that the
inflorescence is borne.

Native of China and Japan ; introduced in 1874, but for long confined to cool
greenhouses. It is quite hardy if given shelter from north and east, and a most
elegant, handsome-foliaged shrub, although destitute of flower beauty. Still

more pleasing is the

Var. VAR[EGATUM (Panax quinquefolium variegatum, Hort.), whose leaflets

are edged with a broad border of creamy white. This is one of the daintiest of

variegated shrubs, hardy, but needing a sheltered position. Propagated by
cuttings made of short, moderately firm shoots in heat \ or of harder wood
under a handlight.

A. RICI NX FOLIUM, Seeman.

(Aralia Maximowiczii, Van Houlie.')

A large, deciduous tree, 80 to 90 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk as much
as 4 ft. in diameter. In cultivation it is as yet but a small and very elegant
tree, the branches armed with stout, broad-based, yellowish prickles. Leaves
palmate, measuring in young plants as much as 14 ins. in width, scarcely

so much in length, deeply five- or seven-lobcd, becoming smaller as the

trees increase in age, and then from 7 to 10 ins. wide; the shallow lobes

ovate-triangular, long-pointed, toothed, reaching about one-third or less towards
the centre ; upper surface dark shining green ; lower one paler and covered
with grey down when young, which falls away afterwards except from the vein-

axils. Flowers not seen in this country, but described as white, and produced
in numerous umbels forming a large, flattish inflorescence up to 2 ft. across.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Europe by Maximowicz about 1865. It is

one of the most remarkable of all cool temperate trees, and a full-grown

specimen such as Sargent and others describe as existing in the woods of Japan
would make a wonderful addition to the garden flora of Britain, for its foliage

is of a type very sparsely represented in the open air, although plentiful enough
in greenhouses and stoves. But I doubt if such trees will ever be seen here,

for although it has been in cultivation in Europe for nearly fifty years, I know
of no tree that suggests that term of years. It appears to be hardy, inasmuch
as it will survive severe winters , but its shoots often decay back, and frequently
the whole plant dies without any ostensible cause. It is most probable that

our climate is not sunny enough to suflficiently ripen its wood. Of the two
fonns, or states, in cultivation, the one with deeply, the other with compara-
tively shallow-lobed leaves, the former has been distinguished as var.

Maxi.MOWIczii. {Fiore tfcs Senes, t. 2067 )
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A. SENTICOSUM, Harms.

(Eleutherococcus senticosus, Maximowicz.')

A deciduous shrub, usually 4 to 6 ft. high, but said to occasionally become
twice or thrice that height. Stems erect, scarcely branched, covered with stiff

bristles. Leaves composed of three to five leaflets borne gn a slender, some-
times bristly stalk 3 to 5 ins. long. Leaflets oval, ovate, or slightly obovatc,
the side ones often oblique at the base ; 2^ to 5 ins. long, usually more than
half as wide ; finely toothed ; upper surface dark glossy green, and furnished
with stiff short hairs on the ribs and veins

;
paler underneath ; stalk \ in. or lesi

long. Flowers numerous, in one or more globular umbels terminating the
shoot ; each umbel ilr ins. diameter, on a smooth slender stalk 2 to 3 ins.

long ; flowers purplish yellow, very small, each on a stalk h to | in. long
;
pro-

duced in July.

Native of China ; introduced to Kew in 1893. It is an interesting shrub with
handsome foliage, remarkable for its bristly (scarcely prickly) stems, which dis-

tinguish it from all other hardy Araliads.

A. SESSILIFLORUM, Seenian.

(Panax sessiliflorum, Ruprecht^

A deciduous shrub of vigorous habit, forming a large spreading bush 5 to 10

ft. or more high, and twice as much wide ; stems stout, very pithy, grey,

scarcely or not armed. Leaves composed of three, sometimes five, leaflets on a
common stalk \\ to 2^ ins. long; leaflets narrowly oval or obovate, 2 to 5

ins. long, about half as wide, the central one the largest ; tapering at both
ends, very short-stalked, irregularly toothed, almost quite smooth on both
surfaces but somewhat hard to the touch. Flowers produced in July and
August, at the end of the shoot, packed closely in a globose, almost stalkless

cluster, I in. across, brown-purple with yellowish protruding stamens. Fruits in

a spherical head, 1 to I4 ins. across, inky black.

Native of Manchuria, China, and Japan ; introduced to St Petersburg about
i860. It is one of the hardiest shrubs introduced from N. Asia, and one,

fortunately, that is not enticed into premature growth by unseasonable winter
warmth. Whilst its flowers have no beauty, the black fruits are rather striking,

and the shrub itself is handsome. The finest specimen I have seen is in the
Botanic Garden at Herrenhausen, Hanover; in 1908 this was 12 ft. high and
21 ft. in diameter—a broad-based pyramid of foliage. Propagated by seeds.

Closely allied to A. sessiliflorum is

A. DIVARICATUM, ^^^w^w, easily distinguished, however, by its more downy
character. The young shoots are downy ; the short stalk of the flower-head
has a mossy appearance, and the leaves are quite downy beneath.

A. SETCHUENENSE, Harms.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, up to 10 ft. high, free from down in every
part ; stems with few or no prickles. Leaves composed of three leaflets borne
on a stalk li to 4 ins. long. Leaflets dark green above, paler or slightly

glaucous beneath ; oblong to ovate, 2 to 5i ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide, the

margins finely toothed or almost entire ; stalks \ to \ in. long. Flowers in a
panicle of about six spherical umbels bojne at the end of the season's shoots
during July; each umbel is i to i^ ins. across, the central terminal one the

largest ; they are borne on stalks of varying length (;! to 3 ins.), the whole
panicle from 5 to 7 ins. high. Fruits black.
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Native of W. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch about

1904. It appears to be quite hardy at Coombe Wood, where I have seen it

in flower and fruit. The absence of down from all parts of the plant, and the

trifoliolate leaves, render it distinct.

A. S I M O N I, C. K. Schneider.

(Eleutherococcus Simoni, Simon-Louis.")

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, bushy ; branches not downy, armed
with stout, pale spines, pointing downwards. Leaves composed of five leaflets

radiating from the end of a slender stalk 2 or 3 ins. long, and often armed with

a few slender prickles. Leaflets of different sizes ; the terminal one the largest,

sometimes 5 or 6 ins. long and i| to 2 ins. wide ; the lower pair much smaller
;

all lanceolate, long-pointed, tapering at the base to a short stalk ; sharply,

somewhat coarsely toothed, the teeth set with one or two bristles ; dark
green, and furnished with scattered bristly hairs above, paler and similarly

bristly beneath. Flowers in a terminal cluster of umbels, each umbel on a

stalk I to 2 ins. long. Fruit ] in. long, black, each on a slender smooth stalk

\ in. long.

Native of China ; first appeared in Europe in the nursery of Messrs Simon-
Louis, near Metz. It was also introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in

1901. It is figured in the Garde?icrs' Chro7iicle^ Dec. 9, 1905, p. 404, under the

erroneous name of Eleutherococcus leucorrhizus (see A. leucorrhizum), which
differs in having perfectly smooth leaves.

ACER. Maples. xVCERACErE.

A large and important genus composed chiefly of deciduous trees,

some being of the largest size, many middle-sized or small, a few shrubby.

The hardy species are widely spread over the three northern continents,

the finest trees being natives of N. America. A large number come
from N.E. Asia, many of which, however, are small trees.

The most constant and distinctive characters of the genus are the

opposite leaves and the form of the fruits. Each fruit consists normally of

two sections, known as samaras (commonly as "keys"), attached to

each other by their bases, and each "key" consists of a nutlet,

containing one, sometimes two, seeds, and a large, thin, membranous
wing. These wings no doubt assist in the dispersion of the seed.

Flowers sometimes unisexual. The typical maple leaf is broad and flat,

with five palmate lobes. But there is a great diversity of shape in the

genus : some species have as many as eleven or thirteen lobes to each

leaf, many have but three lobes, and there is a distinct group with leaves

not lobed at all. Finally comes the section of maples with compound
leaves consisting of three or five distinct leaflets, sometimes kept generically

separate as Negundo.
Most of the maples have tamely coloured flowers, varying from yellow

to greenish white ; a few have purple flowers (like A. circinatum), and
are very ornamental when in blossom ; whilst others, like A. Opalus,

flower in early spring before the leaves expand, and although not highly

coloured make, at that season especially, a pleasing display. Still, on
the whole, the attractions of the maples generally are in the largo or
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handsomely cut foliage, and in the red or yellow tints many of them
assume in autumn.

Few trees are more easily cultivated than these, their chief require-

ments being a rich moist soil and a moderately sunny, or at any rate not

unduly shaded, position. Some of the smaller species, however, like

A. rufinerve, A. capillipes, and A. argutum, like their stems shaded. All

the maples should, if possible, be raised from seeds ; if grafting has to

be resorted to, as for the numerous coloured-leaved and variously habited

varieties, the scions should be worked on stocks of their own species.

The number of species of maple has so largely increased in recent

years by the accession of newly discovered species in China, that no
ordinary garden can accommodate them all. The following is a rough
classification of the species (the most desirable for gardens marked *),

which will enable the student at least to narrow down the problem of

identifying his maples. But no perfect key can be based on the lobing

of the leaves, owing to their variability in this respect.

I. Leaves not Lobed.

*carphiifoliutny leaves hornbeam-like.

*Davidii^ branches white-lined.

distylum, leaves largest of this group.

ohlon^um., leaves normally entire.

taiaricuni, occasionally slightly lobed.

telrajneriim^ whitish hairs in leaf-axils.

II. Leaves Three-lobed.

Buergerianu?)!, leaves quite smooth.
capillipes^ branches white-lined ; racemes drooping.

coriaceum^ leaves quite smooth.
craiicfrifoliiim., branches white-lined ; racemes erect.

*cretiatm, shrubby, leaves often unlobed.

Franchetii^ stalk of leaf about as long as blade.

*Gimialay often shrubby.
glahrutn^ leaves thin and quite smooth, sometimes five-lobed.

graudidetitatum^ branchlets and leaf-stalks reddish.

latum var. tricaudahim^ leaf-stalks milky.

leucodermey velvety down beneath the leaf ; sometimes fivc-lobed.

Miyaheiy leaf-stalk milky ; leaves sometimes five-lobcd. (See Group II I.)

* monspessiitanum^ leaf-stalk not milky.
*pennsyhavicmn^ branches white-lined.

rufinerve^ branches white-lined
;
young shoot glaucous.

spicalum, racemes erect, densely flowered.

tetramerum var. lolntlatnm^ whitish hairs in vein-axils.

III. Leaves Five-lobed, with Milky Stalks.

campestrey green beneath.

Dieckiiy three-, four-, or five-lobed.

*lcviiimy five- or seven-lobed.

*Loheliiy habit columnar.
*macrophyllutny leaves up to I ft. across.

Miyaheiy sometimes three-lobed.

ne^lectumy hybrid of aimpestre.

pjclutiiy five- or seven-lobcd.

*platanoid 5, shining green beneath.

tiuncaliiin. base of leaf truncate.
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IV. Leaves Five-lobed ; Stalks not Milky.

ar^tihim^ downy beneath, doubly toothed.

*dasycarp7im^ glaucous beneath.

diaholiciim^ margins ciliate ; flowers yellow.

*Heldteichu^ veins downy beneath, lobes very deep.

hyrcamim. veins downy beneath, rather glaucous beneath.

insigne^ flowers in erect panicles.

leucoderme, sometimes three-lobed, velvety beneath.

micranthuni^ downy only at base of blade.

Oliveriamim^ downy only along veins and in their axil.-.

*Opalus, lobes shallow ; flowers in March.
palmatutn (type).

Pseiidoplataniis^ downy on veins, pale or glaucous beneath.

Pseiidoplatanus var. vil/osum, downy all over beneath.

purpurascens^ margins ciliate ; flowers purple.

*ruf>rum^ glaucous beneath.

sacchartim^ down in vein-axils, sometimes all over, beneath.

sinense^ downy only at base of blade.

Trautvetteri^ downy in vein-axils, rather glaucous beneath.

Tschotioskii, downy on veins or in vein-axils, margins doubly toothed.
* Vo/xemi\ downy on veins and in vein-axils.

V. Leaves Seven- or more than Seven-lobed.

*circinaium, lobes up to nine ; flowers crimson and white.

*japonicuni, lobes up to eleven ; flowers purple.

*palmatum (septemlobum), lobes seven ; flowers purple.

Sieboldianiim^ lobes seven or nine ;
flowers yellow.

VL Leaves Compound.

*cissifolium^ leaflets three ; branchlets downy.
*griseum, leaflets three ; teeth large, blunt.

IJenryi^ leaflets three, without teeth.

matuhhuricuni, leaflets three ; racemes few-flowered.

*Xefiundoy leaflets three or five.

*nikohisey leaflets three, hairy beneath.

sutchuenense^ leaflets three ; racemes many-flowered.

A. ARGUTUM, Maximowicz.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, i8Sr, i., f. 132.)

A small, deciduous tree as seen under cultivation, with erect branches
;

young branchlets covered with fine down. Leaves 2 to 4 ins. long, as much
wide, five-lobed, produced on long slender stalks, the lobes ovate, long-pointed,

with margins prettily double-toothed ; lower surface downy, especially on the
whitish veins. Flowers greenish yellow, produced in April before the leaves,

iti a cluster of slightly downy corymbs, each tlowcr on a slender stalk. Fruits
in pendulous racemes ; keys smooth, 4 ins. long, ] in. wide, spreading
horizontally.

Native of the mountain woods of Japan ; introduced to England in 18S1,

for Messrs \''eitch, by Maries. It is a maple of elegant appearance, with pale
green leaves as j)rettily lobed and toothed a^ thobc of A. palmalum. The stalk

of the inflorescence and that of the individual tlowcr lengthen considerably as
the fruits develop. The branches acquire a purplish brown shade in winter. It

is at present 14 ft. high at Kew ; but a better tree is in the fine collection of
maples at Westonbirt (Sir C.eorge Holford's).
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A. BUERGERIANUM, JMiqilcl. BUERGER'S MaPLE.

(A. trifidum, Hooker ; A. trinerve, DippeL')

A deciduous, small tree, with distinctly three-lobed leaves i| to 35 ins. long,

and about the same from tip to tip of the side lobes, which point forward, and
are triangular and pointed ; the leaf is distinctly three-nerved, and tapers to

the rounded base ; margins irregularly, sometimes obscurely, toothed ; upper
surface bright dark green, lower one dull and slightly glaucous. Except for

a loose floss on the lower surface when quite young, which soon falls away,
the leaf is smooth ; leaf-stalk slender, as long or longer than the blade.

Flowers in a downy, umbel-like corymb, numerous, small. Fruit with keys

I to I in. long ; the wings \ in. wide, parallel or conn i vent.

Native of China and Japan ; introduced to Kew in 1896, where it thrives

very well and grows quickly. It came as A. trinerve, and is also known as

A. trifidum.

A. CAMPESTRE, LinncEUS. COMMON MAPLE.

A deciduous, round-headed tree, usually between 20 and 35 ft. in height,

but occasionally over 70 ft. Leaves five-lobed, palmate, up to 4 ins. across
(usually 2 to 3 ins.\ somewhat less in length, downy beneath and at the edges

;

the stalk about as long as the blade, exuding a milky sap when broken.
Flowers few, green, produced in small, and at first erect, corymbs. Fruits with
horizontally spreading wings i in. or more long,

/j
in. wide, usually downy.

Native of Europe, including Britain, and a common hedgerow tree in the

south of England, where two forms are distinguished by botanists : HERECARPUM,
De Catidolle^ the commoner one with downy fruits ; leiocarpum, De Candolle
(syn. collinum), with smooth ones.

When well-grown the common maple is a rather handsome, neatly shaped,
small tree, although often enough only a mere bush in English hedgerows.
It makes a close, neat hedge, and although not much used in England is

popular on the Continent for the purpose. The famous hedges in the Imperial

Gardens at Schoenbrunn, near Vienna, are largely formed of this maple

—

perpendicular walls of verdure 50 ft. high. Mr Elwes decribes the wood as one
of the l)est of its class, having a fine grain, and hard. Besides the two varieties

mentioned above as wild in Britain, there are also in cultivation the

following :

—

Var. COMPACTUM.—A dwarf bush of very close, compact growth, only a
few feet high, and usually broader than it is high.

Var. POSTKLENSE.— Leaves golden yellow ; very effective in spring-time.

Var. pulverulp:ntum (syn. maculatum).— Leaves thickly specked and
blotched with white.

Var. Schwerinii.—Leaves purple on first expanding, afterwards turning

green.

Var. variegatum.—Leaves margined with white.

A. CAPILL!PES, Maxiniowicz.

A deciduous tree, sometimes 30 to 35 ft. high, the branchlets erect when
young and marked with whitish stripes running lengthwise ; branchlets smooth.
Leaves reddish when young, three-lobcd

; 3 to 5 ins. long, about three-

fourths wide ; smooth, doubly toothed, the terminal lol)c triangular and larger

than the side ones ; veins and stalk usually red. Flowers greenish white, in

drooping slender racemes 7.\ to 4 ins. long. Fruits smooth, numerous, in

drooping racemes ; keys ^ to ^ in. long ; wings rounded at the end, 1 in. wide,

spreading at an angle of 120' to almost horizontal.
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Native of Japan, introduced to cultivation by Prof. Sargent, who found
fruiting trees in Japan in October 1892, and sent young trees to Kew a year or

two later. It has proved hardy. It is one of the handsome group with striated

branches including A. pennsylvanicum and A. rufinerve, to l^oth of which it is

closely allied and bears much resemblance in shape of leaf, but is readily

distinguished by the absence of down on leaf, young wood, and flower-stem.

A. CARPINIFOLIUM, Siebold. HORNBEAM MaPLE.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1881, i., f. 105.)

A deciduous tree, said to become 50 ft. high in Japan, but as yet represented
only in this country by trees less than half that height ; branchlets dark,

smooth. Leaves oblong, usually from 3 to 4 ins. long, i] to 2 ins. wide, not

lobed, doubly toothed, densely covered when young, especially on the veins,

with grey silky hairs, but becoming almost smooth by autumn ; veins parallel

as in the hornbeam, in about twenty pairs ; stalks from j to 4 in. long.

Flowers green, borne on long slender stalks in a short umbel or raceme.
Fruit with wings about \ in. long, \ in. wide, the wings decurved in the shape
of a bow.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1879 by Messrs \''eitch. The extraordinary
resemblance the leaves bear to those of the hornbeam make this perhaps the

most easily distinguished of maples. From the hornbeam their opposite
arrangement, of course, at once distinguishes it even in the absence of fruit.

This maple is quite hardy, and there is a fine specimen about 20 ft. high in

the Coombe Wood nursery—the largest in Britain.

A. CIRCINATUM, Pursh. ViNE MaPLE.

A lo\r, deciduous tree, often scarcely more than a shrub, but sometimes
over 30 ft. high ; branchlets smooth. Leaves seven- or nine-lobed, almost
circular in general outline, but heart-shaped at the base, 3 to 5 ins. wide,

the lobes unequally or doubly toothed ; lower surface hairy when young, but
ultimately almost smooth ; stalks stout, i to \\ ins. long. Flowers in small
corymbose clusters, each flower \ in. across, the sepals reddish purple

;
petals

smaller, dull white. Fruit with wings about \\ ins. long, i^ in. wide, spreading
almost horizontally, red when young (Fig., p. 138).

Native of Western N. America from British Columbia south to California
;

introduced by Douglas in 1826. This maple is very distinct, and one of the
most ornamental in its flowers. In April, when well in bloom, the wine-
coloured sepals contrasting with the whitish petals make a very pretty display,

especially as they are associated with conspicuous crimson leaf-scales. Its

leaves frequently die off in beautiful red and orange-coloured shades. If

it is desirable that it should form a trunk, the lower branches should be pruned
off as the tree grows in height until sufficient clean stem has been formed.
But, allowed to grow in its natural way, it makes a low, wide-spreading bush
of pleasing form, often with the lower branches laid on the ground and
taking root there. Owing to this peculiarity it forms impenetrable thickets
in a wild state. It is an admirable subject for a lawn in a small garden.

A. CISSIFOLIUM, Koch.

A deciduous tree of compact, rounded form, 30 ft. or more high ; branchlets
downy. Leaf consisting of three leaflets borne on a slender common stalk 2
to 3 ins. long, smooth except for a few hairs at the junction of the stalks of the
leaflets. Leaflets 2 to i\ ms. long, obovatc, oval or ovate, the terminal part of
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each one coarsely and inci^ulaily toothed ; they are smooth except for small
tufts of down in the axils of the veins. Flowers minute, each on a stalk i to |
in. loni^, produced in May with the leaves, on very slender racemes 2 to 4 ins.

long, and downy. Fruit in long racemes ; keys i in. long, smooth ; the wings
obliquely ovate, \ in. wide, diverging from each other at an angle of 60° or less.

Native of Japan. This interesting maple belongs to the same group as A.
nikocnse, but is easily distinguished by the smooth, slender leaf-stalks, the stalked
basal leaflets, and the bright green under-surface and coarse toothing of the

leaflets generally. There is a tree in Sir George Holford's grounds at Weston-
birt 30 ft. high. In wild specimens the fruit racemes arc 8 to 10 ins. long. The
foliage turns red and yellow in autumn.

ACKR CIKCINATUM,

A. CORIACEUM, Tmisch.

A sma'l decduous tree with a rounded head of branches ; branchlets
smooth. Leaves three-lobed, sometimes indistinctly five-lobed ; 2 to 3 ins.

wide, somewhat less long, the stalk about as long as the blade ; smooth, deep
glossy green, and rather leathery in texture, the base heart-shaped ; lobes
shallow and rounded, the side ones with occasionally one to three large teeth

on the outer margin. Flowers in small corymbs, yellowish green, produced
in April. Fruits smooth ; keys i in. long ; wings \ in. wide, diverging at

about 60".

A hybrid between A. Pseudoplatanus and A. monspessulanum. The tree in

general aspect and leaf more resembles the Montpelier Maple, but tlic influence
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of A. Pseudoplatanus is evident in the larger leaf, and in the larger fruit with

more divergent wings. It is neat and pleasing in habit, and retains its foliage

until December.

A. CRAT/EGIFOLIUM, Sicbold. HAWTHORN MaPLE.

(Flora Japonioi, t. 147.)

A slender, erect-habited, deciduous tree, 25 ft. high ; branchlets smooth.
Leaves of variable shape, ovate with a truncate or heart-shaped base ; 2 to 4i ins.

long, about half as wide ; irregularly toothed, often three- or even five-lobed, the

lobes shallow. When quite young there are tufts of hairs in the axils of the

veins ; otherwise they are quite smooth. Flowers yellowish white, in erect,

inconspicuous racemes \\\o 1 ins. long, produced in April along with the young
leaves. Fruit smooth ; keys \ to i in. long ; wings % in. wide, spreading nearly

horizontally.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1879 by Maries for Messrs Veitch. A small

tree at Kew has beautiful bark striped with white lines, after the fashion of

A. pennsylvanicum. The resemblance of the leaves to those of a hawthorn is a

fanciful one. This maple is allied to A. Davidii and A. distyluni, but differs in

the shape of the leaves.

Var. Veitchii, Nicholson.—Leaves handsomely marbled with rose colour

and white.

A. CRETicuM. Liftttcuiis. Cretan Maple.

(A. heterophyllum, Wil/denmv.')

A deciduous shrub or small tree, rarely 30 to 35 ft. high ; most often a bush
8 to 15 ft. high ; branches usually smooth, although in some wild Cretan
specimens the young twigs are covered with a close down. Leaves of various

shapes, sometimes ovate, sometimes three-lobed
; 4 to 2 ins. long, the lobes

rounded and blunt, but often scarcely apparent ; bright green and quite smooth
on both surfaces ; margins entire, or with shallow undulations, or occasionally

with a few small teeth. Flowers in few-flowered corymbs less than i in. long,

greenish yellow. Fruit with smooth wings i in. or rather more long, ulti-

mately parallel or at an angle of about 60". This maple frequently retains its

leaves up to Christmas.
Native of the E. Mediterranean region ; introduced in 1752. Probably the

largest specimen in the British Isles is in the garden of Syon House, near
Prentford. This is now somewhat decrepit, but in its prime was 32 ft. high,

and nearly 50 ft. in spread of branches. Some years ago I saw a still finer

example in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris, which was 35 ft high. Usually it

is a mere bush a few feet in height, and very slow in growth. It is allied to

A. monspessulanum, but has no tuft of down in the axils of the leaf-veins

The late Mr G. Nicholson regarded A. heterophyllum as distinct from this

species, but I have not been able to detect any reliable difference. A. creticum
is a variable species in the shape of its leaves, and Pax differentiates half a

dozen forms, founded probably on dried specimens. But as leaves of several

shapes are to be found on the same tree, this is probably an over refinement.

I am informed by Mr Lynch of Cambridge that the plant in the Botanic
(^.ardens there (regarded as A. heteroj)hyllum) is now 16 ft. high and 15 ft.

through.

A. DASYCARPUM, Elirhart. Sh.ver Mapli:.

(.•\. iTJocarpum, Michaux ; A. saccharinum, Linmrus.')

A deciduous tree, 90 to 120 ft. high, with a trunk 9 to 12 ft. in girth in

America, and reaching the lesser of these dimensions under cultivation in
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Central Europe. The habit is extremely graceful, the tree forming a huge
spreading, rounded head with the smaller branches and branchlets pendulous

;

bark light grey ; branchlets smooth. Leaves five-lobed (the lobes sharp-

pointed and irregularly toothed), heart-shaped at the base, 4 to 6 (occasionally

8) ins. long, about the same in width, smooth and light green on the upper
surface, white and minutely downy beneath. Flowers greenish yellow, without

petals, opening long in advance of the leaves and produced in short dense
clusters from the joints of the previous year's wood. Fruit on slender,

pendulous stalks i^ to 2 ins. long, the wings round-ended, h to | in. wide,

spreading at a broad angle.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1725. This maple is the

fastest-growing of the American species, and a tree of great beauty in habit and
foliage. A little wind will set the long pendulous branches swaying, and by
revealing the silvery under-surface of the leaves makes it one of the brightest of

tree pictures. In mild seasons it will flower as early as the elm, and, perhaps

in consequence, rarely develops seeds freely with us. In N. America the seeds

are ripe by May, and falling to the ground, germinate at once and produce

several pairs of leaves before autumn. In middle Europe it is more freely

planted than in England, and is perhaps the most striking of all deciduous

trees in N. Central Germany. Few trees there are better for planting in town
squares and roomy streets. The leaves fade into yellow before falling.

Raised from seeds, this maple produces many slightly different forms, several

of which have received distinctive names. The following are the most
important :

—

Var. CRISPUM.—A close-growing variety with the leaves deeply lobed and
the margins crinkled.

\'ar. LACINIATUM, Pax.—Leaves divided into deeper, narrower lobes than

the type. Vars. HETEROPHYLLUM and WiERl are forms of the same character.

Var. PENDULUM.— In this the pendulous character of the branches is

more marked than in the type.

Var. TRIPARTITU.M.—Leaves lobed to the midrib.

Var. VARIEGATUM.—Leaves marked with white
;

poor, and apt to grow
out of character.

A. Davidii, Franchet. David's Maple.

A deciduous tree, 30 to 50 ft. high, with the younger bark beautifully striped

with white, as in A. pennsylvanicum. Leaves glossy green, ovate, slightly

heart-shaped at the base, unevenly toothed, 3 to 7 ins. long, \\ to 4 ins. wide
;

veins prominent and parallel ; covered with reddish down when young, each

vein enlarging at the base where it joins the midrib and forming a minute

pocket. Flowers yellowish, on slender, pendulous racemes i), to 2^ ins. long,

the female flowers on longer stalks and larger racemes than the males. Fruit

smooth ; keys i] ins. long ; wings ^ in. wide, spreading almost horizontally.

Native of Central China; introduced by Maries for Messrs Veitch in 1879,

and again by Wilson in 1902. This distinct maple has proved to be quite

hardy, and its large undivided leaves and handsomely striated branches make
it very distinct. The leaves are sometimes 8 ins. long, and of a reddish

tinge on first unfolding ; they are rather variable in the amount of reddish

down beneath.

A. DIABOLICUM, Blume. HORN ED MAPLE.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1 88 1, i., fig. lOO.)

A round-topped, deciduous tree, about 30 ft. high ; branchlets covered with

whitish hairs when young, becoming smooth later. Leaves 4 to 7 ins. wide
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and long, five-lobed, heart-shaped or almost truncate at the base, the lobes

broadly ovate and with a few large teeth. When young, both surfaces, the

margins, and the leaf-stalk are thickly covered with whitish hairs; with age these
mostly fall away, but remain on the stalk, ribs, and veins, and are scattered

more or less over the lower surface. Flowers yellow, produced in April before

the leaves in short pendulous corymbs from the joints of the previous yearns

wood ; flower-stalk downy, i to i^^ ins. long. Fruit with numerous whitish,

stinging bristles on the nutlets and a few on the wings ; keys ij ins. long
;

wings oval, f in. wide.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Maries for Messrs Veitch in 1880. It is

quite hardy, and is one of the biggest-leaved of hardy maples ; but Prof.

Sargent observes that it has no bright autumn colour, and is one of the least

ornamental maples in Japan. The curious specific name is said to refer

to the two horn-like, persistent styles attached to the inner side of the nutlets

between the wings.

A. DiECKii, Pax. DiECK's Maple.

(A. platanoides v:ir. integrilobum, ZalwL')

A deciduous tree, probably 60 ft. high ultimately. Leaves three-, four-,

or five-lobed, 3 to 7 ins. (sometimes as much as 10 ins.) wide ; two-thirds as
long, dark glossy green above, with tufts of brown hairs in the axils of
the veins beneath ; lobes broadly triangular, blunt-pointed, margins nearly
always entire. Flowers yellow, in corymbs. Fruit smooth ; the keys i^ to i|

ins. long, spreading at a broad angle.

A hybrid, believed to have originated from A. platanoides and A. lastum
;

introduced from the Zoeschen nursery to Kew in 1887. It was first sent out
under the synonym given above. The leaf-stalk exudes a milky sap when
broken.

A. DISTYLUM, Siebold.

(Gurdcners' Chronicle, 188 1, i., fig. 93.)

A deciduous tree, probably 50 ft. high eventually. Leaves ovate, deeply
heart-shaped at the base, 4 to 6i ins. long, about three-fourths as wide, blender-

pointed, quite smooth except when young, the margin set with small teeth
;

leaf-stalk quite short, i to li ins. long. Flowers borne in a branching raceme
;

yellowish. Fruits smooth, in erect racemes or corymbs ; keys i j ins. long
;

wings ;\ in. wide, ultimately spreading at an angle of about 100''.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Messrs Veitch in 1879. One of the

original trees at Coombe Wood, now nearly 30 ft. high, produces fruit annually.

The leaves in shape are similar to those of a lime. It has some resemblance
to A. Davidii, but the leaves are broader in proportion to their length, more
deeply notched at the base, and the erect racemes of fruit distinguish it,

A. DURETTI, Pax.

A deciduous tree, 40 ft., perhaps more, high, with smooth branchlets.

Leaves 2 to 4 ins. across, 2 to 3 ins. long ; bright green, and smooth above
except for a tuft of hairs at the base, hairy along the veins beneath ; there are

always three large triangular lobes, and these are usually supplemented by two
small ones at the base ; the margins irregularly toothed. Flowers greenish
yellow, produced in May on hairy-stalked corymbs, lA to 3 ins. long.

A maple of unknown origin, but undoubtedly closely allied to A. Pscudo-
platanus. It is believed to be a hybrid between that species and one of the

campestre group, probably A. monspessulanuni, as indicated by the frequently

three-lobed leaves and the intermediate inflorescence.
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A. Fkanciietii, Paw Im;anciiet's Maple.

A deciduous tree, 20 ft. high, with smooth branchlcts. Leaves three-lobed

or occasionally with two additional basal lobes
; 3 to 6 ins. long, and as much

wide, the base slightly heart-shaped ; lobes pointing forward, triangular,

coarsely toothed ; leaf-stalk often about as long as the blade. There are tufis

of down in the vein-a.xils. P^lowers yellowish green, in racemes i to 2 ins.

long from the joints of the previous season's wood ; stalks downy. Fruit with

slightly hairy nutlets ; keys 2 ins. long ; wings f to i- in. wide, spreading at

nearly right angles.

Native of Central China ; introduced in 1901 for Messrs Veitch by Wilson.

A. Gin NALA, Maximowicz.

(A. tataricum var. Ginnala, Maxitnowicz.")

A small tree, or large shrub of bushy habit ; branchlets smooth. Leaves
up to 3', ins. long, 2i ins. wide, three-lobed, slightly heart-shaped or truncate

at the Ijase, margins angularly toothed ; nearly, or quite smooth on both •

surfaces, bright dark green above ; the lobes are ovate, with the middle one
much the longest ; leaf-stalk and midrib reddish. Flowers yellowish white,

in small panicles, very fragrant, appearing in May. Fruit smooth ; keys 1 in.

long ; wings I in. wide, nearly parallel.

Native of China, ALanchuria, and Japan ; first introduced by way of St

Petersburg. This maple is nearly allied to A. tataricum, but differs markedly
in the shape of the leaf. The foliage turns a beautiful red before falling, the

species being one of the best for autumnal colour.

Var. Semenowi, Pax^ is a geographical form found farther to the west,

in Turkestan. Its leaves are smaller, sometimes five-lobed, and the wings of

the fruit are more divergent.

A. GLABRUiM, Torrcy. RoCK MAPLE.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, occasionally 30 to 40 ft. high in a wild

state ; branches erect ; branchlets quite smooth. Leaves of very variable

shapes, usually three- but sometimes five-lobed ; the lobes so deep sometimes
that the leaf becomes trifoliolate, at other times quite shallow

; 3 to 5 ins. long

and broad, coarsely toothed, quite smooth on both surfaces ; dark shining

green above, pale beneath ; stalk reddish, i^ to 3 ins. long. Flowers few,

produced towards the end of April in clusters i to 2 ins. long, greenish

yellow, 4 in. across. Fruit with incurved wings, each \ in. long, j? to A in.

wide, reddish when young.
Native of Western N. America ; long known to botanists but intro-

duced about thirty years ago. It is very distinct because of its thin lustrous

leaves, quite devoid of any down. At Kew it is thriving well, young trees 20

ft. high flowering and bearing seed ; they are well marked by their upright,

almost fastigiate branches.

A. GRANDIDENTATUM, Nllttall.

A deciduous tree, occasionally 30 to 40 ft. high, usually much less ; branchlets

reddish and smooth. Leives three-lobed (or five lobed with tiie basal pair of

lobes much reduced), 2 to 4 ins. across, heart-shaped at the base ; lobes triangular

or oblong, entire or with three secondary lobes ; downy bei-eatii, especially

along the ribs ; stalks reddish, smooth. Flowers yellow, borne in drooping
short-stalked clusters, appearing with the leaves. Fruit smooth ; keys i to \\

ins. long ; wings \ in. wide, diverging at about 60 .
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Native of Western N. America ; originally discovered by Thos. Nuttal! on
the head-waters of the Columbia River in N. iSlontana, whence it extends south-

wards to Arizona and New Mexico. It is represented in the Kew collection by
plants received from Prof. Sargent in 1885, which was probably its first intro-

duction to England. It is allied to the Sugar Maple (A saccharum), and repre-

sents that species on the western side of N. America.

A. GRISEUM, Pax.

A deciduous tree, up to 40 ft. high, with peeling bark ; branchlets woolly.

Leaves composed of three leaflets borne on a downy stalk ; terminal leaflet 2

to i\ ins. long, half as wide, oval-lanceolate, with three to five pairs of coarse

teeth ; short-stalked ; side leaflets smaller, oblique at the base, stalkless.

Flowers few or solitary, on pendulous downy stalks i in. long. Fruit with very

downy nutlets and wings ; each key i| ins, long ; wings \ in. wide, the pairs

forming an angle of 60" to 90°.

Native of Central China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1901.

Among the trifoliolate group of maples this is very distinct, because of the large

blunt tee h on the leaflets. Its nearest ally is A. nikoiinse, but in this the

leaflets are twice as large and scarcely toothed. Mr Wilson informs me that

it is the most striking of the trifoliolate maples, especially on account of its

peeling bark, which hangs on the stem in large loose flakes, revealing the

orange-coloured newer bark within ; also for the fine autumnal red or orange
of its leaves.

A. Heldreichii, Orphajiides. Heldreicii's Maple.

A deciduous tree, of medium height ; branchlets smooth, dark, marked with

pale oblong lenticels. Leaves 4 to 7 ins. wide, not quite so long, five-lobed,

the three terminal lobes reaching nearly to the base, the basal pair not so

deep or sometimes absent ; lobes oblong-lanceolate, coarsely toothed ; there is

a tuft of hairs at the base on the upper side, and brown wool along the principal

veins beneath ; otherwise the leaves are smooth ; rather glaucous beneath.
Flowers yellow, produced at the end of May in short, broad corymbs. Fruits

smooth ; the keys i}, to 2 ins. long ; wings g in. wide, spreading at about 60".

Native of the Balkan States and Greece ; introduced about 1879. It is veiy
distinct and striking in foliage, on account of the deep, comparatively narrow
lobes. The leaves suggest a Virginian creeper, and are unlike any other of the

large-leaved European maples. In depth of lobing they resemble A. platanoides
var. palmatum (A. Lorbergii), but the lobes themselves are quite differently

shaped. A handsome maple.

A. Henkvi, Pclv. Henry's Maple.

A deciduous tree, 30 ft. high ; branchlets downy at first, soon becoming
smooth. Leaves comj)osed of three leaflets borne on a slender common stalk

2 to 4 ins. long ; leaflets 2^ to 4 ins. long, i to lA ins. wide, oval, with a long
drawn-out point, wedge-shaped at the base, not toothed

;
green on both

surfaces and downy on the veins, especially beneath. Flowers in slender
downy spikes, produced in May before the leaves from the naked joints of the
previous year's wood. Fruits red when young, in racemes 6 to 9 ins. long,
each fruit very short-stalked, smooth ; keys J to i in. long ; wings divergent at

a small angle.

Native of Central China ; discovered by Henry, and introduced by Wilson
in 1903 for Messrs Veitch. It belongs to the same group as nikocnsc and
cissifolium, but differs from them antl all other trifoliolate maples in the entire
margins of the leaflets and in the stalkless flowers. Young trees in the Coombe
Wood nursery are 12 to 14 ft. high.
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A. IIYBRIDUM, Spach.

A tree ultimately 60 to 70 ft. high
;
young shoots not downy, but with many

pale warts. Leaves three-lobcd, the lobes pointing forward, with rarely two
additional, obscurely developed lobes at the base ; 2 to 4}, ins. wide, scarcely

so long ; dark dullish green and smooth above, pale dull green beneath, with

down only along the chief veins ; irregularly and sparsely toothed ; stalk not
milky, smooth, mostly shorter than the blade. Flowers yellowish, produced in

May along with, or after, the leaves, in panicles or racemes 3 to 5 ins. long.

Fruit with keys '\ to i in. long ; the wings nearly parallel.

A hybrid of doubtful origin, but usually ascribed to A. Pseudoplatanus
crossed with A. Opalus.

A. IIVRCANUM, Fischer.

A deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. high, of compact habit. Leaves five-lobed, 2

to 4 ins. across, bright green above, paler, rather glaucous and smooth beneath,

except for a patch of down at the base and along the chief veins ; stalk about
as long as the blade. The three terminal lobes are squarely cut, and each has
several large, angular, blunt teeth ; basal pair of lobes ovate. Flowers greenish

yellow, produced during April in short-stalked corymbs. Fruit smooth ; keys

I to I in. long ; wings nearly parallel, \ in. wide.

Native of the Balkan States and other parts of S.E. Europe. It is allied

to A. Opalus, but differs in the deeper and more angular lobing of the leaf. A
slow-growing tree of neat shape.

A. INSIGNE, Boissier.

A large deciduous tree with smooth branchlets. Leaves three- or five-

lobed, 3 to 6 ins. wide, and the same or rather more long ; truncate or slightly

heart-shaped at the base, downy beneath, especially in the axils and along the

veins ; margins coarsely and irregularly toothed, the teeth often rounded or

blunt. Flowers in erect corymbose panicles, 3 to 4 ins. long, appearing
towards the end of ^Lay. Fruit ultimately smooth ; keys li to i| ins. long

;

wings \ to % in. wide, the pair forming an angle at 90° to 120°.

Var. VELUTINUM, Boissier., which is the commonest form of A. insigne in

cultivation, is distinguished from the type by the dense covering of pale brown,
velvety down all over the leaf beneath, and by the down on the nutlets and
wings. It comes from the same regions as A. insigne itself, and is, no doubt,

connected with it by intermediate forms.

Native of the Caucasus and the mountains of N. Persia ; introduced to

cultivation by Mr Jean Van Volxem, along with A. Trautvetteri and A.
Volxemi. All three have been much confused with each other. A. Volxemi
differs in its larger leaves, usually as long or longer than they are wide, and in

the down being restricted to the sides and axils of the veins. A. Trautvetteri

resembles A. Volxemi in the distribution of down on the under-surface of the

leaves, but the wings of the fruits are parallel or even touching. At Kew,
A. ipsigne var. velutinum is about the latest of all trees to break into growth.

A. JAPONICUM, Thunberg.

(Flora Japonica, I. 144.)

A small, bushy, deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. (rarely 40 to 50 ft.) in height

;

branchlets smooth. Leaves 2 to 5 ins. long and wide, roundish in the main,

but seven- to tleven-lobed, the lobes ovate or lancecjlate, long-poinied, sharply
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and irregularly toothed ; there is a tuft of whitish hairs at the end of the

downy leaf-stalk on the upper side, and the under-surface is furnished with

whitish hairs on the ribs and in their axils. Flowers purplish red, produced
in early April before the leaves in long-stalked clusters. Fruits at first

hairy, then smooth ; keys | to i in. long ; wings 1 in. wide, spreading nearly

or quite horizontally.

Native of Japan. The Japanese have long cultivated this maple, and
have produced several handsome varieties. The most popular of these is

Var. AUREUM, whose leaf is wholly of a pale golden yellow, and very effective

during the whole of the summer.
Var. FILICIFOLIU-M, has the lobes reaching to within h or j in. of the

end of the leaf-stalk, each lobe being again divided and sharply toothed.

The typical A. japonicum often turns rich crimson in autumn. The
combination of characters which distinguishes it from other maples are,

the numerous leaf-lobes, the downy leaf-stalk, and the glabrous young
shoots.

A. L^TUM, C. A. Meyer.

(A. cappadocicum, Gleditsch ; A. pictum var. colchicum, Hori.")

A deciduous tree, the bark of the branchlcts smooth, green. Leaves green

on opening, five- or seven-lobed, heart-shaped at the base, 3 to 6 ins. across,

smooth except for tufts of hairs in the axils of the veins ; the lobes broadly

triangular, but drawn out to a long tail-like point ; leaf-stalk milky when
broken. Flowers in corymbs about 2 ins. long, yellow. Fruits with wings
i\ to

\'l
ins. long (twice to four times as long as the nutlets), spreading at a

wide angle
Native of the Caucasus and Asia Minor. There is much confusion between

this maple and A. pictum, and it is doubtful if they are really specifically

distinct—most of the so-called pictum in cultivation are really this tree.

(In A. pictum ihe wings of the fruit are only one and a half times as long

as the nutlet, and the branchlets are striped with grey-white lines and fissured

the second year.) The form of A. laitum most common in gardens is

\'ar. RUi'.RUM, commonly called "colchicum rubrum," the expanding young
leaves of which are red. This form was introduced to England in 1846, and
there are now examples 50 ft. high in gardens. It grows wild, along with the

green-leaved type, in Daghestan, near Kuba, on the western shores of the

Caspian Sea, where, according to the late Mr Jean \^an Volxem, the type and
this form grow "promiscuously, with all shades of difference between the two
extremes." A much more distinct tree is

Var. TRICAUD.\TUM, Rchder^ whose leaves are trilobed, rounded at the

base, \\ to 4 ins. long, smooth on both sides except for tufts of hairs in the

axils of all the chief veins beneath ; the lobes are ovate, narrower than in

the type, but with the same long drawn-out points. Wings of the keys four

times as long as the nutlet, and horizontally spreading. This very distinct

variety was introduced by Wilson from Western Hupeh, China, in 1901, and
there are vigorous young trees in the Coombe Wood nursery.

Var. cui.TR.VTUM (A. cultratum, Wallich).— Native of the Himalaya, where
it has long been known, but also n.itivc of China, where it was found by Henry
in Yunnan, and introduced for Messrs Veitch by Wilson in 1901. Leaves
five-lobcd, bounded, scarcely heart-shaped at the base, stouter in texture

;

fruits with reddish wings spreading out in an almost straight line.
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A. LEUCODERME, Small.

A deciduous tree, usually 20 to 25 feet (sometimes nearly twice as) high,
formiiii,^ a compact, rounded head. Branchlets slender, smooth. Leaves three-

or tive-lobed, 2 to 3}* ins. long and wide, the lobes triangular, with usually two
large teeth ; the base truncate or slightly heart-shaped ; lower surface covered
with whitish velvety down, especially where the five main ribs meet the leaf-

stalk, which is smooth. Flowers yellow, produced a few together in a short
corymb, each t^ower on a slender stalk i in. or more long. Fruit hairy, except
when ripe ; keys 4 in. long, divergmg at 120°.

Native of the S.E. United States, and sent by Prof. Sargent to Kew in

1902, where a young tree 12 It. high is thriving. It has neither flowered nor
fruited in this country. It is an ally of the Sugar Maple, but is found wild
farther to the south,

A. LOBELII, Tenore. LOBEL'S MAPLE.

A deciduous tree, ultimately 50 to 60 ft. high, whose erect dranches give it a
narrow columnar form

;
young shoots smooth, bluish grey. Leaves palmate,

five-lobcd, 4 to 7 ins. wide, rather less in length (smaller leaves are often three-

lobed) ; heart-shaped or truncate at the base, smooth and dark green above,
paler beneath, with tufts of hair in the axils of the veins ; lobes ovate, ending
in a long drawn-out point. Flowers in corymbs, yellow.' Fruit smooth, with
keys I to \\ ins. long ; wings \ in. wide, wide-spreading but not quite horizontal.

Native of S. Italy ; said to have been introduced in 1683. This maple is

closely allied to the Norway Maple, and by some authorities is made a variety

of it. It has the same inflorescence, fruits, and milky sap in the leaf-stalks. The
erect narrow habit, however, at once distinguishes it, the cleft at the base of

the leaves is not so deep, and the terminal lobes have not the few large teeth

so frequent m the Norway Maple ; the young bark also is markedly striped.

It is a handsome, well-marked, and vigorous tree.

A. MACROPIIVLLUM, Plirsh. OREGON MaPLE.

A tree occasionally over 100 ft. high, with a trunk 3 or 4 ft. in diameter. In

young trees the branches are erect, but become more spreading in older ones,

forming eventually a compact, rounded head. Branchlets smooth. Leaves
probably the largest among maples, usually from 6 to 12 ins across, and cut

more than half-way to the base into three or usually five lobes, each one being
again cut into large, triangular minor lobes ; upper surface dark lustrous green,

lower one i)aler, with tufts of white hairs in the axils of the veins ; leaf-stalk

containing milky sap. Flowers yellow, scented, produced in April on dense
pendulous racemes 4 to 6 ins. long, each flower \ in. across. Fruits covered
with long, pale brown bristles ; the wings nearly smooth, i^ ins. long, \
in. wide, diverging at about 90".

Native of the coast regions of Western N. America from S. Alaska to

California. It was introduced by Douglas for the Horticultural Society in

1826 or 1827, but had been discovered by Archibald Menzies more than thirty

years before. In many respects it is the noblest of maples, and it thrives well

in many parts of the British Isles. Owing to the late growth of young trees

during mild autumns, they are apt to be cut back in hard winters ; l)ut other-

wise it is absolutely hardy at Kew, where there are several good specimens.

On young trees the leaves arc larger, but not so deeply lobcd. It flowers and
bears seed in great quantities some seasons, and the keys are very frequently

in threes instead of the usual pairs. Owing to their hairiness and the ^'reat

size of the wings, the fruits are particularly striking. The timber is highly
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valued in N.W. America for furniture and indoor work—more so than that of

any other tree of those regions except conifers. It would seem to be worth

trying in the milder parts of the British Isles under forest conditions.

Acer macropuylll'm.

A. MANDsiiURicuM, Maxuiiowicz. IMaxciiurian Matlk.
A small, deciduous tree, sometimes a shrub. Leaves composed of three

leaflets, on a stalk up to 4 ins. long. Terminal leaflet 2 to 3A ms. long, i to

i| ins. wide, lanceolate, pointed, saw-toothed, smooth when mature except for

hairs along the midrib ; the side leaflets are rather smaller and shorter-stalked
than the terminal one ; main leaf-stalk often longer than the largest leaflet.

Flowers greenish yellow, often prr duccd in threes; stamens not protruding.
Fruit smooth, purplish when young ; keys i ] to i }. ins long ; wings \ in, wide,
the pair forming an angle of about 90".

Native of E. Siberia and Manchuria ; small trees in cultivation at Kcw
were received from .St Petersburg in 1904. This maj)le is closely allied to

A. nikocnsc and A. sutchuenense ; the former diflers in its hairy young lertves

and flower-stalks, the latter in its many-flowered inflorescence and protruding
stamens
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A. MICRANTHUM, Siebold.

(Flora Japonica, t. So.)

A small, deciduous tree, sometimes a shrub. Leaves five-Iobed, 2 to 3^- ins.

long and wide, smooth except for a tuft of hairs at the base, where the ribs join

the stalk ; lobes ovate with a long drawn-out point, deeply and handsomely
toothed ; base heart-shaped ; leaf-stalk downy. Flowers greenish white,

numerou?, on slender racemes i^ to 3 ins. long, small (about \ in. across).

Fruits smooth ; keys \ to i in. long ; wings \ in. wide, rounded at the end,
spreading at a wide angle.

Native of Japan ; introduced about 1879. The foliage turns a bright red in

autumn, and, on young trees at any rate, is very prettily cut. It belongs to the
same group of maples as A. rufinerve and A. capillipes, with doubly toothed
leaves and flowers in racemes, but differs in the more numerously lobed leaves.

A. MiYABEi, Maximowicz, MiYABE's Maple.

(Garden and Forest, 1893, p. 143.)

A deciduous tree, 30 to 40 ft. high, with a trunk 12 to 18 ins. in diameter, of

rounded habit ; branchlets at first minutely downy. Leaves 4 to 6 ins. wide,
not quite so long, deeply three-lobed, the lower pair of lobes usually again
divided into two, but not deeply so ; lobes ovate, with a long blunt apex,
the margins cut into several large rounded teeth ; stalks downy, as are also

both surfaces, especially on the ribs and chief veins. On young trees the

leaves are deeply notched at the base, but on older ones they are frequently

truncate. Flowers yellow, downy, produced a few together each on a slender
stalk in corymbs 2 to 3 ins. long. Fruit with downy nutlets ; keys | to i in.

long; wings .'{ in. wide, slightly reflexed beyond the horizontal position.

Native of Japan ; sent to Kcw in 1895 by Prof. Sargent, who had discovered
this rare tree in September 1892, in a new locality in Yezo. He records the

incident in the Forest Flora ofJapan^ p. 29 :

—

"We stopped quite by accident at Iwanigawa, a railroad junction in Yezo some
40 or 50 miles from Sapporo, and, having a few minutes on our hands, strolled out of the

town to a small grove of trees. In this grove, occupying a piece of low ground on the

borders of a small stream, and chiefly composed of Acer pictum, was A. Miyabei covered

with fruit. The find was a lucky one, for Iwanigawa is a long way from the station

where this maple had been discovered, and mature fruit had not been seen before. From
these trees I obtained later a supply of seeds, enough to make this maple common in the

gardens of Americi and Europe."

It is thriving well at Kew, and is evidently well adapted for the English
climate. Of European maples A. platanoides is most closely related to it, and
it has, like that species, milky juice in the leaf-stalks.

A. monspp:ssulanum, Linnceus. Montpelier Maple.

A deciduous tree of dense, rounded habit, occasionally more than 50 ft.

(usually 20 to 30 ft.) high, sometimes scarcely more than a shrul) ; branchlets

smooth. Leaves three-lobed, with a heart-shaped base; \\ to 2\ ins. wide,

less in length ; dark green and glossy above, paler below, quite smooth on both

surfaces, except for a tuft of down where the three prominent veins join the

stalk, which is i to 2 ins. long and has no milky sap. Flowers greenish yellow,

borne on drooping slender stalks '/ to over i in. long, in few-flowered corymbs or

loose racemes. Fruit reddish, often very abundant, with wings
.j[

to i in. long,

I to i in. wide, and pointing downwards, so that the inner edges nearly meet
or even overlap.
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Native of S. Europe and N. Africa ; introduced, accordin^,*^ to Aiton, in

1739. In general appearance this maple bears much resemblance to our native

A. campestre, but is easily distinguished by its smooth three-lobed leaves,

without milky juice in the stalks. It is a small tree of neat and pleasing
appearance, very suitable as an isolated specimen in a small garden. There
are several fine examples at Kew, the largest 46 ft. high and nearly 6 ft. in

girth of trunk. The largest specimen I have seen is in the Jardin des Plantes
at Paris, which in 1904 was about 60 ft. high and 8 ft. in girth of trunk. This
maple is used as a hedge plant in the south of Europe.

A. NEGLECTUM, Lange.

(A. oetnense, Hort. ; A. zoeschense, Pax.')

A deciduous tree, which will probably ultimately attain a height of 50 ft.

and upwards
;
young branchlets minutely downy. Leaves 3 to ^\ ins. wide,

about three-fourths as long, five-lobed, heart-shaped at the base, dark green
and shining above, paler and downy beneath, becoming smooth later except
for tufts in the axils of the veins ; lobes ovate, with a long apex. Flowers in

erect, corymbose panicles, 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruits downy ; keys i| in. long
;

wings \ in. wide, almost horizontal.

A maple of garden origin with an obvious affinity to A. campestre, especi-

ally in the five-lobed leaf having milky sap in the stalk and in the downy
horizontally-spreading keys. The leaves, however, are larger, and the lobes

more angular. It is probably a hybrid between that species and A l?etum.

A. Negundo, Litmceus. Box Elder.

(Negundo aceroides, Moench ; N. fraxinifolium, Nuitall.')

A deciduous tree, 40 to 70 ft. high, with a trunk 2 to 3 ft. in diameter,
forming a wide-spreading head of branches ; branchlets smooth. Leaves
long-stalked, pinnate, 6 to 10 ins. long, consisting of three or five leaflets.

Leaflets ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, pointed, coarsely toothed towards the end
;

upper side bright green, smooth ; lower one slightly downy or eventually
smooth ; the terminal leaflet often three-lobed or even trifoliolate. Flowers
(male and female on separate trees) yellow-green, without petals, the male
ones crowded in dense clusters on the previous year's shoots, each flower
on a slender hairy stalk, i to \\ ins. long ; the females in slender, drooping
racemes. Fruit in pendent racemes, 4 to 8 ins. long ; each key i to \\ ins.

long, with a wing \ to .'( in. wide, the pair forming an angle of 60' or less.

Native of N. America, where it is widely spread. According to Sargent
it is most common in the Mississippi Valley, but reaches as far north as New
York State, and as far west as the inland slopes of the Rocky Mountains.
It was cultivated by Bishop Compton at Fulham in 1688. Although the
typical form is by no means common, it is a handsome tree, especially when
isolated on a lawn. It is one of the maples that yield sugar in America.
There is a tree over 40 ft. high at Kew, but the largest specimen I have seen is

in Mr Spath's nursery, near Berlin, which is over 60 ft. high, and 6 ft. 6 ins. in

girth of trunk. The most popular of variegated trees is the
Var. VARIKC.AIU.M, now so largely used in town gardens, and grown in pots

for the decoration of halls and large rooms. The leaflets have an irregular
border of white, or are sometimes wholly white. In consequence, the tree
makes a conspicuous object in the garden, and is frequently over-planted. It

first appeared as a "sport'' on the green-leaved type in a nursery at Toulouse
in 1845, but trees of large size appear to be very uncommon. It is female, and
the fruits are variegated like the leaves. Other varieties are :

—
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Var. AUREO-MARGINATUM.— Leaflets marked as in the common variegated

box-elder, but with yellow instead of white.

War. AUKKUM (syn. odessaniim).— Leaflets wholly yellow ; this variety is

one of the best of golden-coloured trees, and retains its colour until autumn.
Var. CALIFORNICUM, IVesmael.—Judging by young trees at Kew, this variety

appears to be a much faster grower, with larger leaflets, than the type. The
chief botanical difference is furnished by the dense covering of grey down
beneath the leaves, and by the downy branchlets and fruits, although this is not

so apparent in cultivated as in native specimens. Native of California. Forms
intermediate between this variety and the type are said to occur in Arizona,

Texas, Missouri, etc.

Var. CRISPUM, Do;i.—Leaflets curled, often deformed ; shrubby.

Var. LACINIATUM (syn. heterophyllum).—Leaflets reduced to a linear or

lanceolate shape, and with more or less deeply cut margins.

Var. VIOLACEUM, Kirchner.—Young shoots covered with a purplish bloom.

A. NiKOENSE, Maxiviowicz. NiKKO Maple.

(Garden and Forest, 1893, fig. 26.)

A deciduous tree, up to 40 or 50 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk 12 to

18 ins. in diameter and a round-topped habit ; branchlets hairy. Leaves com-
posed of three leaflets on a stout, very hairy main stalk ; terminal leaflet short-

stalked, oval
; 3 to 5 ins. long, \\ to i\ ins. wide ; the side ones obliquely ovate,

stalkless, and somewhat smaller ; all are either entire at the margins or

shallowly and sparsely toothed, and more or less hairy beneath. Flowers
yellow, \ in. diameter, produced usually three together on drooping hairy

stalks I in. long. Fruit with thick, brown-felted nutlets ; keys li to 2 ins. long
;

wings I in. broad, rounded, nearly parallel to each other, or diverging to 60°

(in cultivation often not so large).

Native of Japan, where, according to Sargent, it is widely distributed, but

not common ; also of Central China. Introduced by Messrs Veitch in 1881,

in whose nursery at Coombe Wood is one of the first trees raised from Maries'

seeds, now 25 to 30 ft. high. Compared with many maples this is not a quick

grower, which in small gardens may be counted an advantage, especially as the

tree has a most interesting and distinct appearance at all times, and is very

beautiful in autumn when the foliage turns rich red. The winter buds are long

and pyramid-shaped, with overlapping scales. In wild specimens collected by
Henry in Central China the leaflets are 7 ins. long and 3 ins. wide.

A. OBLONGUM, Wallich.

A sub-evergreen or deciduous tree, found both in the Himalaya and China.

In the Himalaya it grows 50 ft. in height, but plants from that region are too

tender for our climate. In China it is quite common in various parts, especially

in Hupeh, whence the plants now in cultivation were introduced by Wilson
;

there it appears to be most frecjuently 20 to 25 ft. high. The plants raised from

Wilson's seeds in 1901 seem likely to prove hardy, both at Coombe Wood and
Kew. It is a tree without down ; the leaves hard and leathery in texture,

normally oblong or oblong-ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, ^ to i ^ ins. wide
;
pointed,

tapered or rounded at the base, neither lobed nor toothed ; distinctly glaucous

beneath. (They are considerably larger in the Himalayan form.) But although

the entire-margined, unlobed leaves distinguish this maple in its normal state

from all other cultivated species, the young tree at Kew has very distinctly three-

lobed, sharply toothed leaves as well as the normal ones
; in these the lobes

are near the base, the apex is much drawn out, and they are sometimes over 2

ins. across. Henry has noted the occurrence of these trilobed leaves on
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wild trees. The fruits are smooth ; keys about i in. long
; the wings | in.

wide.

Var. CO^XOLOR, Pax.—Leaves green on both sides.

Van LATIALATUM, Fax.—Wings of fruit broad, \ in. wide, and almost semi-
circular.

A. Oliverianum, Pax. Oliver's Maple.

A deciduous tree, from 12 to 25 ft. high ; branchlets smooth and often

purplish. Leaves five-lobed, 2)1 to 4 ins. wide, scarcely so long, truncate or
slightly heart-shaped at the base ; the lobes ovate, long-pointed, minutely,
regularly and sharply toothed ; smooth except for down along the veins and in

their axils. Flowers borne at the end of a slender-stalked corymb, 2 ins. long.

Fruit smooth ; keys i in. long ; wings 5 in. wide, spreading nearly horizontally.

Native of Central China ; discovered by Henry, and introduced by Wilson
for Messrs Veitch in 1901, and now succeeding well in their Coombe Wood
nursery. It is allied to the A. sinense described below, but differs in the

smaller more finely and evenly toothed leaves, and in the short corymbose
inflorescence. The flowers develop at the same time as the leaves.

A. Opalus, Miller. ITALIAN Maple.
(Garden, 1872, p. 443 ; A, opulifolium, Villars.')

A tree 30 to 50 ft. high, of rounded habit, sometimes much smaller or even
bushy ; branchlets smooth. Leaves i\ to 4^; ins. wide, somewhat less in

length, shallowly five-lobed, heart-shaped at the base, irregularly toothed;

AfEU Ol'ALl'S.

dark green, glossy and smooth above, paler and more or less downy beneath,

especially along the chief veins and in their axils, occasionally quite smooth
;

lobes angular. Flowers yellow, appearing in ^iarch, numerously crowded
in short-stalked corymbs ; each flower on a slender, smooth, pendent stalk,

I to i^ ins. long. Fruit smooth ; keys i to \\ ins. long ; wings
'i

in. wide,

varying considerably in divergence.

Native of S. and Central Europe ; introduced in 1752. It is one of the
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most ornamental of early-flowering trees, producing its blossoms regularly and
in great abundance in March and April ; they are of a clearer and more
pronounced yellow that in most maples. There are several good specimens at

Kew, the largest nearly 50 ft. high and 5 ft. in girth of trunk. There is much
confusion in the nomenclature of this maple. It is very variable, and some
authorities separate the two following varieties from it as distinct species :

—

Var. NEAPOLITANUM (A. neapolitanum, Tenore ; A. ol)tusatum var.

neapolitanum, Pax).— Leaves up to 6 or 7 ins. wide, covered with a pale felt

beneath, the lobes quite shallow, especially the basal ones. Flower-stalks

hairy, remaining so until the fruits ripen. Native of the country about Naples,
where, like the type farther north in Italy, it is largely employed in vineyards as

a support on which to train the vines.

Var. OP.TUSATUM (A. obtusatum, Kitaibel).—Leaves on the whole larger

than in the type, and up to 5^ ins. wide, the lobes more rounded and the

whole under-surface covered with a close down; flower-stalks hairy; fruit-wings

not so large as in var. neapolitanum. Native of Central and E. Europe.

A. PALMATUM, TJmnberg. JAPANESE Maple.

(A. polymorphum, Siebold.^

A deciduous tree of rounded form, rarely seen more than 20 ft. high in culti-

vation, but more than twice as high in a wild state ; habit rounded, often wider
than high ; branchlets smooth. Leaves usually seven- sometimes five-lobed in

the typical form, 2 to 3)7 ins. long and wide ; the lobes ovate-lanceolate, cleft

two-thirds of the way to the base of the blade, sharply double-toothed, smooth on
both surfaces except in the axils of the ribs beneath

;
green at first, becoming

bronzed or purplish in autumn. Flowers in somewhat erect, smooth, stalked

umbels ; small and purple. Fruit smooth ; keys about \ iri- lo^ig ; wings \ in.

wide, much incurved, the pair forming a broad arch.

Native of Japan ; whence it was introduced to England in 1820, but since

found by Wilson in Central China. Having long been cultivated by the

Japanese, it has produced an extraordinary number and variety of forms differ-

ing in colour and form of leaf. Many of these continue to be imported from

Japan, and to many of them unwieldy Latin names have been given. No
attempt can be made here to do more than describe the most distinct and
representative of them. The four following groups are arbitrarily made, and
some forms perhaps may as reasonably be put in one as the other :

—

1. PalmaTUM.—Leaves five-lobed, as described above.

AUREUM.—Leaves yellow when young, becoming golden later.

LiNEARlLOHUM.—Lobes of leaf narrow, reaching almost to the base, green.

There is also a purple-leaved form of this.

RiBESlFOLlUM.—Green
; lobes of leaf cleft to the base and deeply and irregularly

jagged at the edges.

ROSEO-MARGINATUM.—Leaves rosy at the edges.

2. SeptemlobuM.— In the typical form of this variety the leaves are seven-lobed,

larger than in palmatum, suffused with red when young, afterwards green, finally turning

brilliant red before falling.

Atrgpurpijreum.— Leaves rich purple.

BiCOl.OR.— Leaves of two colours ; carmine, and red as in sanguineum. Some-
times the carmine is laid on in blotches ; sometimes one-half the lobe or one-half

the leaf is of that colour.

Elegans.—Leaves uj) to 5 ins. long, green, the lobes deeply and prettily toothed.

There is a purple-leaved form of this.

ReticulaTUM.—Veins of leaf green ; the interspaces yellow, white, and pale

green.

Sanguineum.—Leaves as in the type, but purj)li.sh red.
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3. DiSSECTiTM.— In the typical form of this Sfroup the lobes are seven, nine, or eleven

in number, reaching to the leaf-stalk, again deeply and finely cut to the midrib of each
lobe, then sharply toothed

;
green.

ROSEO-MARGINATUM.— Leaves marked as in palmatum roseo-marginatum, but with

the cutting of dissectum.

Ornatum.—Leaf-cutting as in ordinary dissectum, but deep red.

4. Sessilifolium.—Once thought to be a distinct species. Leaf shortly st:ilked,

green, often with three or more distinctU' stalked leaflets. This is the Acer sessilifolium

of some authors, its true origin not being suspected until it was found as a sport growing
on ordinary A. palmatum.

The typical A. palmatum and most of the green and purple varieties are

quite hardy in the south of England. Yet they are not very frequently seen in

good condition. They undoubtedly like a sunny position sheltered on«the north

and east sides, and a good loamy or peaty soil. Perhaps the greatest drawback
is their susceptibility to late spring frosts ; it is not unusual to see the young
growths cut back once or twice in spring, and whilst the vigorous green, purple,

and red varieties recover, that is fatal to the permanent success of the more
delicate forms with the most exquisite colouring and cutting. Another source
of failure is due to their being grafted on strong, ill-fitting stocks by the Japanese.
Several forms, hitherto failures, have been found to succeed on their own roots.

Seedlings, of course, are best ; but the varieties do not come true from seed,

although forms superior to the parent may often be obtained. There seems to

be a promising field for raisers of good forms from seed in the milder parts of

this country. Japanese maples were very successfully grown in the Tunbridge
Wells nursery of Messrs Cripps before its dispersion.

A. PENNSYLVANICUM, Li7incuus. SNAKE-BARK MaPLE.

(A. striatum, Du Roi.")

A deciduous tree, sometimes 30 or more ft. high, usually 15 to 20 ft., with

rather erect branches. Young wood at first green, becoming, when two or

more years old, beautifully striped with white jagged lines. Leaves up to 7
ins. long, a little less wide, with three conspicuous, tapering, forward-pointing
lobes at the terminal part ; margins finely and sharply double-toothed ; lower
surface covered with minute reddish down when young, which mostly wears off

towards the end of the season ; stalks i^ to 2 ins. long, the enlarged bases of

each pair clasping the shoot. Flowers yellow, produced in May on slender,

pendulous racemes 4 to 6 ins. long, not densely ; each flower is ;\
in. diameter,

and borne on a stalk ] to \ in. long. Fruit in pendent racemes, smooth ; wings

4 in. long, each pair forming a crescent li to 2 ins. across. •

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1755. This maple is

remarkable chiefly for the exceedingly handsome striping of its younger
branches and stem. For a long time it was the only species known in cultiva-

tion with this character, but in late years several species have been brought
from N.E. Asia showing the same colouring [see A. Davidii, capillipes,

cratasgifolium, rufinerve]. The leaves, large and handsome at maturity, have a
pinkish tinge on opening, and usually turn yellow in autumn. It is one of the

most distinct and desirable of maples ; sometimes called " Moose-wood."
Var. KRYT!IROCI.ADUM, S/>ci//i.— \n this variety the young shoot turns a

bright crimson after the fall of the leaf. This, added to the other attractions of
the species, make this variety one of the most attractive of all small hardy
trees. Put into commerce by Mr Spath of Berlin in 1904.

A. PICTUM, Tliunbcrg.

A deciduous tree, up to 60 ft. in height, young shoots not downy, bc<oming
grey and slightly fissured the second year. Leaves five- or scvcn-lobed, 3 to 6
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ins. across, and rather more in length, the lolies ovate-triangular, ending in a

long", narrow apex, the lowest pair spreading outwards ; the base of the leaf is

heart-shaped, the margins not toothed ; the stalk has a milky sap, and both
surfaces are green and smooth except for tufts of hairs in the vein-axils

beneath. Flowers appearing in April or early May with the first leaves,

greenish yellow, in corymbose racemes 2 to 3 ins. long. Fruit with smooth
wings, about li times as long as the nutlets, tlie pairs parallel, and almost
connivent ; each key 4 to i| ins. long.

Native of Japan ; introduced in i88r. There is much similarity between
this maple and A. lastum, the chief distinguishing feature of the latter being
the larger wings of the fruit as compared with the nutlet, and the smooth,
unfissured two-year-old stems. Even eliminating A. hutum as a probable
variety, t+ie present species is a variable one, the most distinct form in cultiva-

tion being
Var. Mono (A. Mono, Maximowicz\ in which the fruits stand out

horizontally, and at right angles to the stalk. Native of Japan, Manchuria,
N. and Central China; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1901. A
year or two previously, however, it had reached cultivation in Europe by way of

St Petersburg.

Var. TOMENTULOSUM, Rehder.—Leaves covered beneath with a dense
whitish down.

All the forms of A. pictum are handsome, but no very large trees appear to

exist in this country. It is probable that the three following colour varieties,

when they bear fruit, may prove to belong to A. la^tum :

—

Var. AUREUM.—Leaves entirely yellow.

Var. MARMORATUM.—Leaves powdered over with white dots and stains,

some being more white than green.

Var. VARIEGATUM (tricolor).—Leaves marked with large irregular blotches

of creamy white ; occasionally all one side the midrib is of this colour.

A. PLATANOIDES, LillfKEUS. NORWAY MAPLE.

A deciduous tree from 60 to 70, occasionally over 90, ft. high, with smooth
branchlets. Leaves 5-lobed, heart-shaped at the base, 4 to 7 ins. wide and
about three-fourths as long in adult trees (in young vigorous specimens they are

considerably larger) ; bright green on both surfaces, smooth except for a tuft of

hairs in the axils of the veins; stalks exuding a milky sap when broken. Flowers

greenish yellow, I in. diameter, produced in April before the leaves in erect,

branching corymbs. Fruit pendulous, on stalks 2 to 3 ins. long ; keys \\ to 2

ins. long,^mooth ; the wings wide-spreading but not quite horizontal, \ to \ in.

wide. Tmiber white, and fairly close and hard in grain.

Native of continental Europe, where it is widely spread in a wild state from
Norway southwards ; cultivated in England for centuries, but not a native.

The Norway maple is one of the handsomest, hardiest, and most vigorous of intro-

duced trees. Its leaves are thinner and brighter than those ofcommon sycamore
or of the plane, which they somewhat resemble. It is also more ornamental

when in flower than most maples, and its leaves fade in autumn into various

shades of red, brown, and yellow. It thrives in almost any soil, and even in

the poor sandy soil at Kew grows rapidly. For forming a screen quickly it is

preferable in many places to the Canadian poplar, for although it does not grow
so fast nor so big, it is a tree of better form and more interesting character.

Easily increased by seeds, which are produced abundantly. Few large trees

have produced more varieties under cultivation. More than twenty have been

named, and of them the following are the more distinct :

—

Var. AUREO-MARGINATUM.—Leaves often three-lobed ; lobes deep and long-

pointed, margined with yellow.

Var. COLUMNARE, Carricre.—Leaves smaller and shallower-lobed than in
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the type ; branches erect ; habit columnar. Raised in the nursery of Messrs
Simon-Louis at Planticres, near Metz, in 1855.

Var. CUCULLATUM.—Leaves long-stalked, fan-shaped, with seven or nine
prominent veins instead of the usual five ; base of leaf wedj^e-shaped or truncate,

not heart-shaped. Of the same type as var. laciniatum, l3ut with the lobes not

so long-pointed.

\'ar. (iLOiJOSUM.—A dwarf form ; head of foliage wide-spreading, dense,

and mop-headed.
Var. LACINIATUM. Eagle's Claw Mapi.e.—A smaller and more twiggy

tree than the type, of more erect, narrow habit. Leaves tapering and wedge-
shaped at the base, the lobes ending in long, often curved, claw-like points.

The oldest of named varieties, and figured in an Austrian work in 1792.

Var. MACULATUM.—Leaves blotched with white, more thickly towards the

edges. Of no great merit.

Var. NANUM.—Of dwarf, pyramidal shape.

Var. PAi.MATUM.— (A. Lorbergii, Hort.).—Leaves slit back to the slalk into

three lobes, the basal pair often cut again almost as deeply, and all the lobes

divided into secondary lobes with long drawn-out handsome points. Introduced
from Belgium in 1845.

Var. Reitenbachii.— Leaves green during the summer, changing to rich

red as autumn approaches, and very beautiful then. Raised at Reitenbach's
nursery at Plicken, in Prussia.

Var. ScHWEDLERii.— Leaves of a bright red when young, becoming green
as they mature. A popular variety, beautiful in late April and May.

Var. StolLII, Simon-Louis.—Leaves very large, up to 9 ins, in diameter
;

lobes not deep and often entire.

\'ar. Walderseei.— Leaves densely speckled with white dots, so as to give
them a delicate grey appearance. I saw trees of this variety in Messrs
Spath's nursery near lierlin, in June 1908, which were very pretty at that season.

A. PSEUDOPLATANUS, LifinCBUS. SVCAMOKE (" PLANE "

in Scotland).

A deciduous tree of the largest size, reaching at its best a height of over
100 ft. and a girth of trunk of 20 ft. Bark of the trunk pale, greyish, and peeling
off in large fiakes ; branchlcts smooth. Leaves usually five-lobed (small ones
on fruiting twigs often three-lobed), 4 to 7 ins. across in adult trees (larger in

young ones), heart-shaped at the base ; the lobes ovate, coarsely toothed, dark
green and smooth above, paler and dull glaucous beneath, with pale brown hairs

in the axils of the veins or, sometimes, along the whole length of the chief

ones. Flowers in large drooping racemes, often branching at the base,
yellowish green. Fruit on long, pendulous racemes ; keys i] to 2 ins. long

;

wings smooth, the two forming an angle of about 60'.

Native of Eurojie, but not considered to be a true native of Britain, where,
however, it has existed many centuries and has thoroughly established itself.

Judging by the way seedlings spring up in the wilder parts of Kew Gardens,
it would seem that in course of time the place, if left to run wild, would
become a forest of common sycamore. It is a peculiarly hardy tree, and one of
the few that will stand the full force of salt-laden winds in e.xposed places near
the sea. One may see it in many of the gardens on the sea-fronts of English
watcring-|)laces, battered and stunted in growth, yet hcljiing largtly to form
that first line of defence again the winds, the establishment of which is really

the most important item in the seaside planting. When fully grown it is a
magnificent tree of stately proportions, thriving better perhaps in the north of
England and in Scotland than in the warmer south. In the grounds of .Scone
Palace, near Perth, I was shown a few years ago an ancient tree, reputed to

have been planted by Mary Queen of Scots. Although still alive, most of its
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upper growth had iJi'onc, but its trunk was more than 6 ft. through. Among-
English trees, Mr Klwes gives the pahii to one at Studlcy Park, in Yorkshire,
the seat of the Marquis of Ripon. This tree is 104 ft. high and 17}, ft. in girth.

The foHage of the sycamore has no autumn beauty, decaying a dingy brown
;

it is, moreover, frequently attacked by a fungus, Rhytisnia acerina^ which
causes yellow or pale green spots to appear on the leaf-blade in June that turn
black towards the fall of the leaf. The timber is white, and easily worked.

The sycamore has produced very many varieties and forms under cultiva-

tion, some as seedling variations, others as branch sports. It is not necessary
to enumerate more than the most distinct of them.

Var. ALiio-VARiEGATUM.—Leaves blotched and striped with white.

War. AUCUB/EFOLIUM.—Leaves blotched with yellow like the common
aucuba. It appeared amongst some seedlings in the nursery of Messrs Little

& Ballantyne at Carlisle, about 1876.

\'ar. BRILLIANTISSIMUM.—A very handsome variety with leaves of a
beautiful pinkish hue on unfolding.

Var. CORSTORPHINENSE, Sckwerifi (flavo-variegatum, Loudon) ; CORSTOR-
PHINE PLANE.—Leaves pale yellow when young, golden in summer. The
original tree grows in a garden at Corstorphine, near Edinburgh. James Baillie,

second Lord Forrester, is said to have been murdered by his sister-in-law at

the foot of this tree, 26th August 1679 (see Garde?i and Forest, 1893, P- 202).

Var. ERVTHROCARPUM.—Fruits red ; said to be wild in the Alps of Bavaria
;

very handsome from June onwards. The Pilrig "plane" has similarly

coloured fruits, but they are smaller and on larger racemes than in erythro-
carpum.

Var. tuCHLORUM.—A vigorous form with large leaves and fruit ; I have
measured keys 2i ins. long, with wings nearly i in. wide.

Var. Leopoldii.— Leaves stained with yellowish pink and purple.

Originated in Belgium about i860. There are several forms of the same
character, such as vars. "Simon-Louis Freres," tricolor, and Wei;p,ianum.

Var. Prinz Handjery.—Leaves suffused with yellow above, purple
beneath. Very pretty when the leaves are quite young. This variety, var.

NiZETil, and var. PURPUREO-variegatum are all variants from the following
one :

—

Var. PURPUREUM.— Leaves rich purple beneath ; originated in a nursery
in Jersey, in 1828. Var. ATROPURPUREUM is the same, with the purple of
a deeper shade.

Var. viLLOSUM, Parlatore.—A natural variety found in Sicily, S. Italy,

and Dalmatia. Leaves covered with down beneath ; the margins more
coarsely toothed Cultivated in the grounds of Arley Castle, near Bewdley.

Var. Worlei.— Leaves rich yellow. A superior form of the Corstorphine
sycamore ; leaf-stalks reddish.

A. PURPURASCENS, Franchet.

A deciduous tree, with five-lobcd leaves similar to those of A. diabolicum
;

very downy beneath when young, and fringed with hairs on the margin.
Flowers purplish ; males in short-stalked coryml)s ; stalks hairy when young,
becoming smooth at the fruiting stage ; females in few-flovvcred racemes.
Keys \\ ins. long, the nutlet covered with whitish bristles; wings i in. wide,
parallel.

Native of middle Japan ; very nearly allied to A. diabolicum, but at once
distinguishable when in bloom by the purple flowers ; the wings of the fruit

also appear to be more closely brought together. It is a very rare plant in

cultivation, and is, apparently, not common in a wild state. The nutlets have
the same persistent, horn-like styles as are seen in A. diabolicum.
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A. ROTUNDILOBUM, Schiverin.

A hybrid of uncertain origin, although cultivated in Europe for more than
half a century. It is probably a cross between A. monspessulanum and
A. Opalus van obtusatum, being intermediate in its various characters between
those two maples. Leaves three-lobed, sometimes with two additional, indistinct

lobes at the base ; 2^t to 4 ins. long and broad, reddish when young, smooth
except for a little down at the base beneath

;
pale beneath, dark green above

;

lobes shallow, rounded ; leaf-stalk not milky.

A. RUBRUM, Lmnceus. Red Maple.

A deciduous tree, occasionally over 100 ft. high in America, with a trunk up
to 13 ft. in girth ; and over 80 ft. high in England, forming a rounded head of

branches ; bark greyish ; branchlets smooth, except when quite young. Leaves
three- or five-lobed (the lobes pointed and somewhat triangular, the middle one
usually the longest), from 2 to 5 ins. wide, and often longer than broad, coarsely

and unevenly toothed ; upper surface dark green, smooth, lower one blue-white

and more or less downy, especially along the veins. Flowers appearing in

March and early April in dense clusters before the leaves, at the joints of the

previous year's wood, or on short spurs of still older vood, rich red, each flower

on a reddish stalk at first quite short, but lengthening as the flower and fruit

develop. Fruits on slender drooping stalks 2 to 3 ins. long ; wings about 4 in.

long, ] in. wide, dark dull red spreading at about 60°.

Native of Eastern N. America, and already in cultivation in England by the

middle of the seventeenth century. It is a handsome and fairly common tree,

the largest in the country, according to Elwes, being in Bagshot Park and
over 80 ft. high, with a trunk 9}, ft. in girth. There is a considerable resem-
blance between this tree and A. dasycarpum, and they are frequently confused.

A. rubrum, however, is more compact and of slower growth ; the leaves are

not so much or so deeply cut, and the fruits are less than half as large. In the

United States this maple produces most beautiful colour eficcts in autumn, the

leaves turning scarlet and yellow. In this country it is not so good, but some-
times the leaves change to bright yellow, or dark brownish red, or occasionally

red. It should be planted in a moist position.

\'ar. DRUMMONDii.— Differs in the downy character of the young shoots,

leaf-stalks, and under-surface of the leaves. Fruit and flowers bright scarlet,

the former larger than in ordinary rubrum. Native of Arkansas, Texas, and
Louisiana.

Var. SANGUINEUM (A. sanguineum, Spach).—The original tree of this variety

grew in the Jardin des Plantes at Paris. Its leaves are more downy than in the

type, the flowers brilliant red, and the leaves richer red in autumn.
A pyramidal variety is figured in Garden and Forest^ 1894, p. 65, growing

in private grounds at Flushing, New York, which was then 80 ft. high. (The
figure is erroneously described as of a form of sugar maple.)

A. RUFINERVE, Sicbold.

A small, deciduous tree, with smooth blue-white young shoots. Leaves
2\ to 5 ins. long, three-lojjed or obscurely five-lobed, truncate or heart-

shaped at the base ; terminal lobe triangular, larger than the side ones, margins
finely and irregularly toothed ; upper surface dark green, smooth ; lower one
paler, with reddish down along the veins, conspicut)US when the leaf is yt)ung,

but lar>;cly falling away by auiunm. Flowers in erect racemes about 3 ins.

long, each one on a stalk i to I in. long ; the common stalk covered with
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reddish down. Keys i to I in. long, the nutlets at first covered with reddish
brown, afterwards smooth ; wings diverging at from 90° to 120°.

Native of Japan ; introduced for Messrs Veitch by Maries, about 1879, and
very nearly allied to A. pennsylvanicum, resembling it in shape of leaf, and in

the handsome markings of the branches ; but differing in the glaucous young
shoots, and in the more conspicuous reddish down beneath the leaves. The
foliage sometimes dies off a rich crimson. The young foliage, the leaf-stalk,

and midrib are often red. Altogether an attractive maple.
Var. ALr.0-Li.Mi3ATUM, i7^^/Cv/'(Bot. Mag., t. 5793).—A singularly beautiful

variety, whose leaves have a broad margin (or sometimes the whole surface)
entirely covered with spots of white. It was introduced by Mr Standish of
Ascot, some years before the type, and was first exhibited by him in 1869.

A. SACCHARUM, Marshall. SUGAR MAPLE.

(A. saccharinum, Wangenheim^ not Limucus.')

A deciduous tree, over 100 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk 9 to 12 ft.

in girth, forming a shapely rounded head of branches ; branchlets smooth.
Leaves palmate, usually five-lobed, heart-shaped at the base, 4 to 6 ins. wide

;

always downy in the axils of the chief veins beneath, but varying in different

trees from smooth to downy in other parts. Flowers without petals, greenish
yellow, produced in clusters, each flower on a thread-like, hairy stalk more tlian

2 ins. long. Fruit smooth ; wings i in. long,
i|

in. wide.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced, according to Alton, in 1735,
but not many fine specimens are to be found in this country. In the arboielum
of Arley Castle, near Bewdley, there are two of the best in the country ; their

measurements, according to Hortus Arleyensis^ are : 65 ft. by 3 ft. in girth, and
64 ft. by 4 ft. 8 ins. in girth. In leaf, the sugar maple, especially in its more
glabrous form, bears some resemblance to the Norway maple ; but the sap of

the sugar maple is watery, not milky as in the other.

The famous maple sugar of N. America is obtained almost solely from the

sap of this tree. The State of Massachusetts alone used to supply more than
half a millon pounds annually. It is obtained by tapping the trees and collecting

the juice, which is afterwards evaporated. As an ornamental tree in England
this maple never seems to have been a great success, and although it appears
to be quite hardy, does not grow quickly. In the streets, and as an isolated tree

in the meadows of New England it is magnificent, and forms one of the chief

elements in the glorious colour effects of autumn there, its leaves dying off into

various shades of orange, gold, scarlet, and crimson, each tree, according to

Emerson, retaining year after year its particular shades.

Var. NIGRUM, Dritton. Black Maple (A. nigrum, Mkhau.v).— In this

variety the leaves are downy all over the under-surface, and usually remain so

til! they fall ; they are thrcc-lobed oftener than five-lobed, with the auricles

of the heart-shaped base overlapping. According to Sargent, the black maple
is easily distinguished in summer by its heavy, drooping leaves, and at all

seasons by the orange-coloured branchlets. It has a more western distribution

in N. America than the type, and was introduced in 18 12.

Var. MONUMENTAL?:, Temple^ is a form of black mai)le with a narrow
columnar habit. V^ery striking.

Var. RUGELII, Rchder.—A large tree with thin, thrcc-lobed leaves ; the

lobes usually entire, triangular, pointed ; lower surface rather glaucous and
downy. Found wild from N. Carolina and Georgia to Missouri, being the

common form of sugar maple in that rej.;ion. The lower branches often bear
leaves identical with those of the type. Introduced to Kew in 1908.
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A. SlEBOLDIANUM, Miquel. SiEBOLD'S MAPLE.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, i88i, i., fig. 113.)

A small tree or shrub, native of Japan, and very similar to A. japonicum,
from which, however, it is easily distinguished by the yellow (not purple-red)

flowers, and by the branchlets being densely covered with short down. Leaves
2 to 3 ins. wide ; seven- or nine-lobed ; leaf-stalks downy. Flowers in a

long-stalked, umbel-like corymb. Fruit somewhat downy ; keys \ in. long.

A. SINENSE, Pax.

A deciduous tree, from 13 to 30 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth. Leaves

3 to 6 ins. long and wide, five-lobed, slightly heart-shaped or truncate at the

base ; lobes ovate, with long drawn-out points, irregularly and sparsely

toothed. Occasionally the leaves are quite smooth at maturity, but often

they have tufts of yellowish hairs in the axils of the veins. Flowers numerous,
in panicles 2 to 4 ins. long, greenish white. Fruits smooth, in pendulous
panicles ; keys \\ ins. long ; wings .= in. wide, the pair forming an angle of

about 120°.

Var. CONCOLOR, Pax.—This differs in the wings of the fruit spreading
horizontally, and, perhaps, in the leaf being somewhat larger.

Native of Central China, and represented in the Coombe Wood nursery
by plants of the variety concolor, raised from seed introduced in 1901, by
Wilson. The leaves are handsome, being of a reddish shade when young,
afterwards turning a dark lustrous green.

A. SPICATUM, Lamarck. MOUNTAIN MAPLE.

A deciduous, tall shrub, or small tree of bushy appearance, occasionally 25 ft.

high, with a short trunk
;
young shoots covered with grey down when young.

Leaves threc-lobed or sometimes five-lobed, 3 to 5 ins. long, about the same
wide, more or less heart-shaped at the base, coarsely toothed, covered with grey
down beneath ; lobes long-pointed. Flowers very small, produced in June on
slender, erect racemes 3 to 6 ins. long, greenish yellow, each flower on a slender
stalk about \ in. long. Fruit with wings about \ J^^- lo"o> i'

•"• "^^ide. each pair

somewhat horse-shoe shaped, smooth, red.

Native of the E. United States and Canada ; introduced by Archibald, Duke
of Argyll, in 1750. Th.is maple, handsome in its slender racemes of pendulous
red fruits, and red and yellow autumn tints, is not now common. Its most
distinctive characters are its densely flowered, erect, slender racemes, and
coarsely toothed, three-lobed leaves.

An interesting maple, found wild in Japan, Manchuria, and China, is

sometimes regarded as a geographical variety of the mountain maple, and
called A. spicatum var. UKURUNDUENSE, Maximowicz. Its leaves are more
deeply heart-shaped than in the American type, and are five- or seven-lobed.

A. SUTCHUENENSE, FrancJict.

A deciduous tree, 20 ft. high, with smooth young shoots. Leaves composed
of three leaflets borne on a slender stalk i [, to 2^ ins. long, with a conspicuous
luft of yellowish hairs at the base of the blades ; leaflets shortly stalked, elliptic

oblong, with a long tapering point ; 2 to 3A ins. long, 4 to \\ ins. wide ; dull

green, and smooth above, rather glaucous, and with scattered hairs beneath
;

the margins irregularly and bluntly toothed. Flowers numerous, yellowish, pro-

duced in a corymb like raceme, i^ ins. long and wide. Fruits in erect rai ernes;

keys I in. long; wings .| in. wide, curved, but about parallel with each other.
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Native of Central China. Among cultivated species it is most closely

allied to A. mandshuricum, differing in its more numerously flowered inflor-

escence and protruding stamens. A. Henryi, with which it has been confused,

differs in having untoothed leaflets and downy young shoots.

A. TATARICUM, Linmeus. TARTARIAN Maple.

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, or a small, wide-spreading tree up to

30 ft. high ; branchlcts smooth. Leaves in adult trees not lobed, or occasion-
ally slightly so ; broadly ovate, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base,

froni 2 to 3o ins. long, \\ to 2^ ins. wide ; smooth above, more or less downy
on the veins beneath, the margin doubly and irregularly toothed. P'lowers in

erect panicles 2 to 3 ins. long, greenish white, produced in May and June.
Fruit with keys | to more than i in. long ; the wings \ in. wide, almost parallel,

red in autumn.
Native of S.E. Europe, Asia Minor, etc. ; introduced, according to Aiton, in

1759. This interesting maple is very distinct in foliage, the shape of the

leaves suggesting Spiraea discolor rather than the typical maple. This,

however, only applies to the plant in its adult state
;
young, vigorous trees show

a distinct tendency to the palmate three- or five-lobed shape. It bears its

fruits quite abundantly, and, being red in autumn, they often give a pleasing

effect. The leaves expand early, and die off in yellow, or reddish brown tints.

The finest example I have seen is at Arley Castle, near Bewdley. According
to Mr Woodward, this tree was planted about 1820, and is now 30 ft. high.

A. TETRAMERUM, Pax.

A deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. high, with cjuite smooth young shoots. Leaves
ovate, coarsely toothed, 2 to 3^ ins, long, two-thirds as wide, the apex long-

pointed, the base tapering, covered with fine down beneath, and with tufts of

whitish hairs in the vein-axils. Flowers yellow, the males three or five together

in short corymbs, the females in short slender racemes, appearing with the

leaves. Fruit smooth ; keys i to H ins. long ; wings | to \ i"* wide, diverging
at an angle of about 60".

Var. LOBULATUM, Rehder.—This variety is distinguished by its leaves being
three-lobed, broader in proportion to their length, heart-shaped at the base, and
deeply triangular toothed ; they are dark green and almost smooth above, paler

beneath and downy, especially on and about the veins.

Native of Hupeh, China ; discovered by Henry. The var. lobulatum was
introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1901, and is growing luxuriantly at

Coombe Wood, being now a graceful tree over 20 ft. high, and making shoots

\\ to 2 ft. long in a season. The young wood is covered with a purplish bloom.
Typical A. tetramerum does not appear to be in cultivation at present.

A. Trautvetteri, Medwedjeff. Trautvetter's Maple.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6697— as A. insigne.)

A tree up to 50 ft. in height, and 6 ft, in girth of trunk ; branchlets smooth,
dark red at the fall of the leaf. Leaves deeply five-lobed, 4 to 8 ins. wide, about
three-fourths as long, base heart-shaped ; dark lustrous green and smooth
above, pale Ijeneath and slightly glaucous, with tufts of down in the axils of the

chief veins, especially at tlie base where they meet the leaf-stalk ; margins
coarsely and angularly toothed. Flowers following the leaves, and produced in

smooth, erect corymbs. Fruils downy on the nutlets when young, becoming
smooth ; wings i^ to 2 ins. long, \ to '\ in. wide, i)arallel, or almost
connivent, sometimes overlapping.
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Native of the Caucasus and Persia ; introduced to \''an Volxem's nursery in

1866. It is a handsome-foliaged tree, and is distinguished in spring by ils

brilliant crimson bud-scales. It has been much confused with A. insigne, but

is distinguished by the wings of the fruit not spreading, by the restricted

pubescence beneath the leaves, and by the marginal teeth not pointing

forwards.

A. TRUNXATUM, Bunge.

A small, deciduous tree, up to 25 ft. in height ; branchlets smooth, often

tinged with purple when young. Leaves five- occasionally scven-lobed,

2.V to 4^ ins. wide, less in length, dark green above, paler below ; smooth on
both surfaces ; truncate or somewhat heart-shaped at the base ; the lobes

triangular ; the two basal ones out-spreading, the three terminal ones often

furnished with two large teeth ; leaf-stalk containing milky juice. Flowers

\ to \i in. across, greenish yellow, each on a slender stalk t> in long, borne in

erect, branching corymbs 3 ins. wide. Fruits smooth ; wings \\ to \\ ins. long,

\ to \ in. wide, about half as long again as the nutlet, the pair forming an angle

of about 90°.

Native of N. China, whence seeds collected in the autumn of 1881 were sent

by the late Dr Bretschneider to Kew, and germinated in the spring of the

following year. It is allied to A. pictum, but differs in the truncate- base of

the leaf, and the larger flowers. It grows well and is quite hardy at Kew.
Another close ally of this maple is A. ambiguum, Dippel^ with leaves similarly

lobed, but hairy beneath.

A. TSCHONOSKII, Maxiinowicz.

A small, deciduous tree, 1 5 to 20 ft. high, or a shrub
;
young shoots smooth

;

winter buds stalked. Leaves 2 to 4 ins. long and wide, deeply five-lobed,

heart-shaped at the base, margins sharply double-toothed ; lobes triangular,

long-pointed ; leaf-stalk half as long as the blade ; bright green and smooth
above, paler beneath, with reddish hairs along the main veins when young,
reduced to their axils when mature. Flowers on smooth, short stalks,

produced along with the leaves, six to ten together, in short racemes. Fruits

pale brown ; keys i to i] ins. long ; wings = in. wide, incurved, and spreading
at a wide angle.

Native of Japan, where, according to Prof. Sargent, it is very abundant
in the woods of Hondo at from 2000 to 3000 ft. elevation, the dying leaves

turning a beautiful canary yellow. It is allied to A. micranthum, from which
it differs in its usually longer keys. Introduced in 1902.

A. VoLXEMi, Masters. Van Volxem's Maple.

A tall, deciduous tree ; branchlets smooth except at the joints and leaf-

scars. Leaves palmate, five-lobed, 4 to 8 ins. or even more wide, and nearly
as much long, with a heart-shaped base

;
pale green above, whitish beneath,

and smooth except in the axils and along the sides of the chief veins ; the

lobes coarsely saw-toothed. Flowers in erect corymbs, 3 to 4 ins. long.

Fruit smooth ; keys i^ to i^ ins. long ; wings at an angle of about 120°.

Native of the Caucasus, where it was discovered and introduced to cultiva-

tion by the late Mr Jean Van Volxem, who sent it to Kew about 1873. Another
tree sent to Dr Masters in 1877 was planted by him in his garden at Ealing,
where it grew luxuriantly, and flowered in 1894 Some doubt had previously
existed as to its affinity with A. Pseudoplatanus, but its short, erect corymb at

once showed its distinctness. By several authorities it is considered a less

downy variety of A. insigne. Henry suggests that it may be a hybrid between
that maple and A. Trautvettcri. It differs from the latter in the wide-spreading

L
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wings of the fruit and in the saw-toothed leaves ; and from insigne in the

larger leaves (sometimes i ft. across), not so white beneath, with the down
confined to the chief veins.

ACTINIDIA. TERNSTRCEMIACE^.

A genus of vigorous climbers inhabiting N. India, China, and Japan.

They have simple, alternate leaves, and often unisexual flowers. The
fruit is a fleshy berry. Given a good soil they are easily cultivated, and

can be grown in the various situations suitable for vigorous climbers,

such as on walls, pergolas, on rough poles, or, better than all for the

more vigorous ones, on a worn-out tree, if such can be given up to them,

which they can cover with tangled growth. All the species can be

propagated by cuttings of moderately ripened wood placed in gentle

heat.

A. ARGUTA, Planchon.

(Bol. Mag., t. 7497—as A. polygama.)

An exceptionally vigorous climber, reaching in its native haunts the tops

of large trees. Leaves dark lustrous green, 3 to 5 ins. long, sometimes

nearly as wide ; broadly ovate or ovate-oblong, edged with unequal bristle-

like teeth, the base rounded or sometimes heart-shaped ; almost smooth
except for down on the veins and in their axils ; stalk rose-coloured, sometimes

bristly, i .V to 3 ins. long. Flower hermaphrodite, fragrant, produced in the leaf-

axils, usually in clusters of three ; each flower | in. across, its stalk slender,

and \ to I in. long ; sepals green, ovate-oblong, blunt
;
petals orbicular, white

tinge'd with green, very concave and incurved, giving the flower a rather

globular shape ; stamens numerous, with dark purple anthers ; stigmas

(of female flower) radiating. Fruit an oblong, many-seeded, fleshy, greenish

yellow berry, nearly i in. long, with an insipid flavour, but eaten by the

Japanese.
Native of China, Japan, and the Amur region. One of the strongest

growing of the Actinidias, this is also one of the hardiest. It flowers very

well out-of-doors in numerous gardens in the south and west, and is hardy at

Kew, flowering there in June and July.

Var. CORDIKOLIA, Dunn.— Leaves ovate with a conspicuously heart-shaped

base, more hairy than in the type ; leaf-stalk purple. This, as well as the

type, is sometimes grown in gardens as A. volubilis.

A. CHINENSIS, Planchon.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1909, ii., p. 79 ;
Bot. Mag., t. 8538.)

A unisexual or hermaphrodite climber of vigorous growth, the sterile branch-

lets densely covered with shaggy reddish hairs ; flowering shoots more downy.

Leaves of the sterile shoots heart-shaped, pointed, from 5 to 8 ins. long, and
from 4 to 7 ins. wide ; margins set with stiff" hairs ; upper surface dark green,

slightly hairy ; lower surface densely clothed with greyish tufted hairs, the

midrib, veins, and stalk having larger reddish hairs like those of the young
shoots. On the flowering shoots the leaves are shorter and proportionately

broader, 2 to 4 ins. long, 3 to 5 ins. wide, somewhat orbicular, but deeply

notched at the top and bottom. Flowers \\ ins. across, at first white, then

buff"-yellow
;
produced on short branches from the year-old wood ; calyx with

five roundish woolly lobes
;

petals obovatc ; stamens very numerous. Fruit
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of the size and shape of a walnut, covered more or less with reddish brown
hairs, and of a very agreeable flavour.

This remarkably handsome climber was first brought to the notice of

Europeans by Robert Fortune in 1847, when he was travelling in China on
behalf of the Royal Horticultural Society. It was later seen by Maries in

Japan, but did not reach cultivation until 1900, when seeds were sent from
China by Wilson, who had collected it in Hupeh. It is evidently hardy, and
flowered for the first time in England in June 1909.

A. Henrvi, Dunn.

A tall climber with slightly ribbed young shoots, covered with stout, curly,

reddish bristles. Leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, heart-shaped or rounded at the

base, taper-pomted, minutely toothed, 3 to 5 ins. long, i^ to 2\ ins, wide
;

glaucous beneath, with a little down on the midrib and veins. The year-old

wood smooth. Leaf-stalk | to \\ ins long, bristly when young. Flowers
white, nearly \ in. diameter, produced in the leaf-axils in short, rounded
racemes, the stout main-stalk reddish bristly, the slender individual flower-

stalks downy, | to \ in. long. Fruits cylindrical, \ to i in. long \ to \ in. wide.

Native of Yunnan, in mountain forests at 5000 to 6000 ft. ; discovered by
Henry ; introduced by Wilson for the Arnold Arboretum, and sent thence to

Kew in 1910. Of perhaps doubtful hardiness.

A. KOLOMIKTA, Maxiniowicz.

A slender climber, growing a few feet high. Leaves ovate-oblong, heart-

shaped or sometimes rounded at the base, 3 to 6 ins. long, the largest 3 to 4
ins. wide ; only slightly bristly above and beneath when quite young, the
margins set with teeth of unequal size. The foliage is purplish when young,
and later in the season is usually more or less variegated, sometimes the apex,
sometimes half the leaf, and occasionally the whole leaf being white or pink.

Flowers fragrant, produced one to three together, each \ in. across
;
petals white,

anthers yellow, stigmas sessile. Fruit not beaked. The chief merit of this

climber is in its curious and often very striking leaf-colouring. It is, perhaps,
the weakest grower of all the Actinidias, and supports about 6 ft. high are
sufficient (rough oak branches are as good as anything). Native of Manchuria,
China, and Japan, flowering in June. Its veins beneath and the leaf-stalk are
slightly downy, but not so conspicuously bristly as in A. polygama.

A. POLYGAMA, Miqiiel.

A slender climber, forming in a wild state a large tangle of entwined stems
15 to 20 ft. high. Leaves elliptical or ovate-oblong, pointed, 3 to 5 ins. long,

bristly toothed on the margin, and bristly on the veins, usually wedge-shaped,
sometimes somewhat heart-shaped at the base ; stalks bristly. Flowers
fragrant, usually in threes (sometimes single or in pairs),

'l
in. diameter, white.

Fruit beaked, \\ ins. long, \ in. broad in the middle, narrowing at either end,
canary yellow, translucent, soft and juicy, with a disagreeable flavour.

Native of Central Japan, and plentiful in the mountains there. As in

A. Kolomikta, sometimes the entire leaf, sometimes its terminal half, is white
or yellowish, but it is a stronger grower. It is not, however, a tall climber
like A. arguta and A. chinensis, but may be grown as a sort of thicket, if

support be given at first. It is confused often with A. Kolomikta, but difTcrs

in ihc usually tapered or rounded (instead of cordate) base of the leaf, in

itb bristly leaf-stalks and veins, and in having the stigma on a short thick style,

The plant, like bcvcral other species, has an extraordinary attraction for cats.
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ADELIA. OLEACE^.

A group of New World shrubs, of which two species are occasionally
cultivated in botanical collections. They have some affinity with the
olive. Leaves deciduous, opposite ; flowers small, greenish, without
petals, unisexual ; the sexes often on separate plants. The fruit, which
is oblong or egg-shaped and pulpy, I have never seen produced in this

country, and the flowers but rarely. Even in their absence the two
species described below are easily distinguished from each other by the
short-stalked, downy leaves of ligustrina; and the long, narrow, much
tapered, smooth leaves of acuminata. They grow in any ordinary soil,

and are easily propagated by late summer cuttings. The genus is,

perhaps, better known by Poiret's name, Forestiera.

A. ACUMINATA, Michaux. Swamp Privet.

(Forestiera acuminata, Poiret ; Bor)'a acuminata, Wi/ldoimv.')

A deciduous shrub, usually 4 to 8 ft. high, or a small tree, sometimes 20 to 30
ft. high in a wild state, of spreading habit ; branches slender, the short ones
occasionally spine-tipped. Leaves lanceolate or oval-lanceolate, i\ to 25 ins.

long, h to 4 in. wide at the middle, tapering gradually to both ends ; shallowly
toothed from the middle to the apex ; stalk | to \ in. long. Male flowers
clustered in small stalkless tufts ; female ones on branched stalks ; both
minute, greenish, and of no beauty. Fruit cylindrical, pointed, \ in. long,

purple.

Native of the S.E. United States ; introduced in 1812. A shrub of botanical
interest only, and privet-like appearance.

A. LIGUSTRINA, Michaux.

(Forestiera ligustrina, Poiret; Borya ligustrina, Wi/ldetion:')

A deciduous shrub, up to 10 ft. in height, forming a wide bush with slender
branches, downy when young, often becoming spine-tipped. Leaves oval or
slightly obovate, | to 1^ ins. long, | to

'l
in. wide : tapered at both ends,

shallowly toothed all round except near the base ; dull green and smooth
above, paler and downy beneath ; stalks \ in. or less long. Flowers green,
inconspicuous, produced from the twigs of the preceding year ; the males in

dense stalkless clusters ; females fewer, on short spurs. Fruit j in. long, egg-
shaped, blue-black.

Native of the S.E. United States ; introduced in 18 12.

ADENOCARPUS decorticans, i)V.y.f/^^. leguminoS/K.

(Garden, Nov. 27, 1886.)

A deciduous shrub of rather gaunt habit, sending out long horizontal

Vjranches, and reaching 8 to 10 ft. in height in tliis country. Leaves
trifoliolate, very crowded, i in. or less long ; stalk very slender and downy,

] to I in. long. Leaflets J to J in. in length, ,\y in. wide, the margins
usually rolled inwards. Flowers golden yellow, about the size and shape
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of common gorse, produced on the upper side of the branches in short,

erect racemes, li to 2h ins. long. Seed-pods iMo 2 ins. long, I in. wide,

pale, covered with conspicuous viscid glands.

Native of Spain, and only hardy in the milder parts of Great Britain.

At Kew it needs wall protection, but in the garden at Grayswood Hill,

near Haslemere (perhaps 300 ft. above sea-level), it thrives splendidly. I

have seen shrubs there in May and early June 6 to 8 ft. high, laden with

golden blossom from end to end of their branches, and making most
gorgeous pictures. Like so many of its race, this shrub is not long-lived,

and care should be taken to sow a few seeds occasionally (it produces
them in great abundance), to renew the stock if needed. It should have

the sunniest position available, and is suitable for a hot bank in gardens

where it can thrive in the open. For colder localities a place on a south

wall is necessary.

vEGLE SEPIARIA, Be Ca7idolle. RUTACE^
(Citrus irifoliata, Linnceus^ Bot. Mag., t. 65 13 ; Limonia trifoliata, Hort.")

A deciduous, very spiny shrub, 8 to 12 ft. high, often as much wide,

with smooth, green, crooked, angular branchlets. The spines are from
I to 2 ins. long, very stiff, straight, and sharply pointed. Leaves of three,

sometimes five leaflets, which are obovate, the middle one ij to 2 ins.

long, the side ones half as large; leaf-stalk winged. Flowers sweetly

scented, produced from the axils of the spines before the leaves, pure

white, i^ to 2 ins. across, with four or five concave, obovate petals.

Stamens pink, disunited. Fruit like a small orange in colour and shape,

about i^, ins. across, covered with down.
Native of Japan and China. The genus .4i^gle is very nearly allied

to Citrus (orange, lemon, etc.), differing chiefly in the stamens not being

united. This species is one of the most striking Japanese plants ever

introduced. It is perfectly hardy at Kew, having survived 30° of frost

without injury ; and although it does not ripen fruit there, it flowers freely

and regularly during May every year. Its foliage is often scanty, but

that enables its formidable armature to be the better seen. Were it

common enough, it would make a good hedge plant : there is a hedge
in the Public Garden of Milan 100 yds. long, which, being only 3 ft.

high, is too small for so vigorous a shrub as this, but which shows that

it stands clipping well. In the western counties it fruits freely, and in

(Janon Ellacombe's garden at Bitton, near Ikistol, there is a tree that

has borne fruit for twenty years past. It is a plant every garden should

contain for its beauty and distinction, its perfect hardiness, and its interest

as a very close ally of the lemon and orange. The fruits are too bitter

and acrid to be eaten raw, but they have been made into a conserve by

boiling in sugar. It should be given a sunny position and a deep,

moderately rich, loamy soil. English ripened fruits produc e good seed,

from which I have raised young plants. It is also said that cuttings of

half-ripened wood put in a close frame will take root.

There is a hyl)rid between this and the orange, raised in France,

probably hardy in many parts. It has been named tlie "Cilrange."
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/ESCULUS. Horse-chestnut, Buckeye. sapindace/E.

Deciduous trees and large shrubs found in all the three northern

continents. Leaves opposite, composed normally of five or seven leaflets

(occasionally three or nine) radiating from the end of a long, slender

stalk. Flowers borne in often large panicles at the end of the current

season's growth
;
petals four or five. Fruits sometimes prickly, son^etimes

smooth, containing one or two large seeds. Several of the following

species are commonly known under the generic name of Pavia, the

distinguishing characters being smooth fruits and four petals, as contrasted

with the prickly fruits and five petals of true /Esculus. As in neither

case are the characters invariably coexistent, the name Pavia has been
dropped.

Few groups of woody plants are at once so well-marked and so hand-

some as this. They all thrive well in the southern half of England, and
most are hardy enough to succeed in any part of the country. All of

them like a good deep soil, well-drained but moist, and are easy to

cultivate and transplant. For the multiplication of the species seeds are

decidedly the best, but the hybrids and varieties of garden origin have

to be propagated by budding. The common horse-chestnut is commonly
used as a stock for all the species, even such a small one as AL. Pavia, the

result of which is an ungainly union of stock and scion and frequent ill-

health. It may be used for AL. carnea (although that comes largely true

from seed), and for its own numerous varieties, but for the other and
smaller hybrids JE. flava or JE. glabra should be used as a stock. It

should be mentioned that the buds selected are not those in the axils of the

leaves, but the small, crowded buds at the base of the shoot nearest the

old wood, which in ordinary circumstances remain dormant. Seeds of

all the species should be planted as soon as they fall, and it is necessary

to cover them only with about their own depth of soil. Kept dry in the

ordinary seed-room during the winter, they lose much or sometimes all

of their vitality.

JE. AUSTRiNA, Small. Southern Buckeye.

A shrub lo to 12 ft, high, the young shoots clothed with a fine down. Leaves
three-, five-, or seven-foliolatc ; leaflets 2 to 3^, ins. long, i to i^ ins wide

;

oval or obovate, toothed, tapered at the l)ase, narrowed rather abruptly at the

apex to a short, slender point (lateral leaflets oblique at the base) ; rich lustrous

green above, covered beneath with a thick pale down ; stalk downy, about

3 ins. long. Flowers about i in. long, red, produced in a panicle 6 to 8 ins.

long, 2 to 3 ins. wide ; calyx tubular, \ in. long, with rounded teeth
;
petals

slightly glandular.

Native of the S.E. United States
;
probably long in cultivation as ^E. Pavia

{g.v.\ which it resembles and to which it is allied, but from which, nevertheless,

it is very distinct in the white down covering the leaf beneath, and in the

usually shorter calyx. The seeds also, I'rof. Sar^^ent informs me, are distinct

from those of any other species, but I ha\e nf)t seen them (One of the I'avia

group.)
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JE. CALIFORNICA, Nuttall. CaLIFORNIAN BuCKEVE.

(Bot. Mag., t, 5077 ; Pavia californica, Harlu^eg.')

A tree with a short trunk and a low, spreading, rounded head of branches,

considerably more in diameter than it is in height, or a large shrub ; bark

smooth ; winter buds resinous. Leaves among the smallest in the genus,

iEsCfLUS CALIFORNICA.

consisting usually of five (sometimes seven) narrowly ojjlong or oval, pointed,

shallowly round-toothed, stalked leaflets, 2 to 4 ins. long, downy when quite

young, of a pale greyish j^rcen. Flowers fragrant, borne in dense, erect,

cylindrical, downy panicles up to 6 or 8 ins. long and 2 to 3 ins. wide, white or

faintly tinged with rose, the stamens protruding \ in. beyond the petals. Fruit

somewhat fig-shaped, swollen on one side, 2 to 5 ins. long, ending in a point,

the surface rough but not spiny.

Native of California, where it is occasionally found from 30 to 40 ft. high,

but more often as a bu^h 10 to 15 ft. hi^jh. It is perfectly hardy as a small tree
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at Kew, and thrives admirably there. The tree is very distinct on account of its

habit, and its abundant fohaj^e with a rather metallic hue. It flowers from
June to August, and often shows the curious habit of developinj^ a single flower

at the top of the panicle first, which has formed a small fruit whilst the flowers
immediately below it are still in bud. Introduced by W. Lobb about 1850, it

first flowered in Messrs Veitch's Exeter nursery in 1858. Mr Elwes mentions
a tree 30 ft. high, at Hutley Towers, near Ryde. It also flowers well and
bears fruit, in the \'ictoria Park at Bath.

^. CARNEA, Hayne. RED HORSE-CHESTNUT.

(J^. rubicunda, Loiseleur.')

A tree of rounded form, 30 to 50 ft. high in this country, but 60 to 80 ft. high
on the Continent ; winter buds slightly resinous. Leaves composed of five or
seven leaflets, which are very like those of the common horse-chestnut, but
smaller, darker green, and usually with a very short stalk. Flowers deep red
on a panicle 6 to 8 ins. high, 4 ins. diameter ; stamens slightly protruding.
Fruit globose, slightly prickly, i^ ins. diameter.

Of the origin of this tree nothing certain is known. There is little doubt,
however, that it is a hybrid between the common horse-chestnut and /E. Pavia,
having the habit and foliage of the former, with the colour of the flowers and
glandular-edged petals of the latter. It probably originated as a chance
hybrid made by insects quite early in the nineteenth century, and had attained
a considerable size before its distinctness was noticed. In regard to its

flowers, it is the most ornamental of the genus. Some half a dozen plants

were raised from seed at Kew, about 1896, which are now 20 ft. high, and have
flowered for several years past. They do not differ in any respect from
ordinary /E. carnea, or from each other, except in the depth of colour in the
flowers. This is rather unusual in the progeny of a hybrid. The trunk of this

tree frequently becomes diseased when over i ft. in diameter, and covered with
ugly eruptions which ultimately decay and disintegrate into a sort of powder.
According to Mr Massee, there is no parasitic organism, animal or fungoid,

present to cause this disease, which appears to be solely due to the abnormal
development and ultimate rupture and death of the cells.

Var. Briotii.—Raised from seed at Trianon in 1858 ; is practically identical

with the type, except^ that it has larger and more finely coloured panicles.

Several named varieties are in cultivation besides Briotii, but none so good.
One with yellow-margined leaves is called aureo-marginata ; another,

FOLlis MARGiNATis, is a variegated form with a dark green border to the leaf

then an irregular band of yellow, the centre being pale green. Var. pendula
is described as having pendulous branches—a character common in some
degree to most old trees.

yE. CHiNENsis, Bunge. CHINESE Horse-chestnut.

A tree 80 to 90 ft. high; young shoots smooth or minutely downy; winter

buds resinous. Leaves composed of sometimes five, usually seven, leaflets, which
are narr.)w-oblong or obovate, 5 to 8 ins. long, about one-third as much wide,

tapering to a fine point, shallowly and evenly toothed, the stalk ,'; to ^ in. long.

Panicle 8 to 16 ins. long, and 2 to 4 ins. wide at the base, narrowing gradually

to the top, the basal one-fifth naked. Flowers on smooth stalks, white, \ to

\ in. across
;

petals four ; stamens rather longer than the petals. Fruit

truncate or slightly indented at the toj), sub-globose, 2 ins. in diameter, rough,

but not spiny.

Native of N. China, and although known to botanists for over seventy

years was only introduced in 1912. It was collected near Pekin by Purdom,
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and from seeds sent by him to the Arnold Arboretum plants were raised and
distributed. It has not yet flowered in England. For many years AL. turbinata

was grown on the Continent as /E. chinensis, and even figured under that

name, but the true plant is absolutely different.

There has recently been described {PlantcE WilsoniatKE^ i., p. 498) as a new
species, the horse-chestnut introduced by Wilson in 1908 from Szechuen and
Hupeh, Chma. It is named yE. WiLSONii, Rehder, This tree was at first

considered to be JE. chinensis, to which indeed it is very closely allied. It

may be distinguished from /E. chinensis as follows : Leaflets longer stalked,

not generally so tapered at the base, but rounded or even slightly heart-shaped
there; more downy at first beneath (but in both species becoming glabrous);

veins more numerous (up to twenty-two pairs), forming at their junction with

the midrib a more obtuse angle than in JE. chinensis. Flower-stalks more
downy. Fruit ovoid to pear-shaped, with a mucro at the apex, and, according
to Rehder, with the husk only half as thick as in /E. chinensis. Seed larger,

with the scar (hilum) covering about one-third (one-half in JE. chinensis).

/E. Wilsonii has a more southern distribution.

These two chestnuts, with yE. indica, belong to a distinct section of the

genus (Calothyrsus, Koch), but /E. indica has broader panicles with less

crowded, more erect branches, larger flowers, and broader petals.

JE. GLABRA, Willdenow. OHIO BUCKEYE.

A tree up to 70 ft. high in America, with a trunk over 6 ft. in girth, but

usually about half as high ; bark of the trunk rough, and much fissured.

Leaves usually composed of five leaflets, which are 3 to 6 ins. long, about
one-third as wide ; obovate or oval, with a long, tapering point, sharply

toothed ; downy when young, but becoming smooth with age, except along the

midrib and chief veins. Flowers about i in. long, greenish yellow, in erect

panicles 4 to 7 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide
;
petals four ; stamens ;'. in. longer than

ihe petals. Fruit i to 2 ins. long, broadly ovate, distinguished from other

American buckeyes by prickles resembling those of common horse-chestnut,

but much less prominent.
Native of the S.E. and Central United States. This tree is of handsome

shape and foliage, but is the least attractive of the genus in its flowers. Often

confused with /E. octandra, it is readily distinguished by its rougher bark, the

less downy leaves, the longer outstanding stamens, and the prickly surfaced

fruit. It flowers at the end of May and the beginning of June. There are

several healthy, small trees at Kew, but none of great size. The largest tree

recorded in this country grew until recently at Devonhurst, Chiswick ; it was
60 ft. high, and 6 ft. in girth of trunk.

Var. BuCKLEVi, Sara^ent {/M. ARGUTA, Buckley)^ is a form with six or seven

leaflets, also distinct in their longer, drawn-out points and their double-toothed
margins. It does not reach so far east as the typical /E. glabra, and is found
in Kansas, Texas, etc.

JE. HiPPOCASTANUM, Linmens. Horse-chestnut.

A tree reaching over 100 ft. in height, with a rounded, spreading head as

much in diameter, and a trunk 15 ft. or more in girth; winter buds very
resinous. Leaves composed of five to seven leaflets, which are obovate, fron\

5 to 12 ins. long, 2 to 5 ins. wide, irregularly toothed, the terminal one the

largest ; the upper surface is smooth, the lower one has patches of brown hairs

in the axils of the veins, and short hairs thinly scattered over it. Panicles up
to 12 ins. high, and 4 ins. through. Flowers with four or five petals, while wiih

a patch of colour at the base, which is at first yellow, then red ; stamens rather
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longer iban ihc petals. Fruit spiny, 2}, ins across, containing one, sometimes
two, of the \\ ell-known lustrous brown nuts.

The horse-chestnut is at once the best-known and the most beautiful of

flowering trees of the largest size. The stately, spreading form of fully grown
trees is appropriately accompanied by noble proportions and handsome shape

of leaf, and by large, striking flowcr-clustcrs. An English park can afToid no

finer sight than a group of horse-chestnuts towards the end of May, when
every branchlet carries its erect cone of white flowers. The history of the

horse-chestnut is interesting. It reached Western Europe by way of

Constantinople in 1576, when seeds were sent to the botanist Clusius at

Vienna, and it had spread westwards to France and England early in the

seventeenth century. For more than two hundred and fifty years its real

native country was unknown. N. India was long regarded as its most prol>

able home, and Loudon, as late as 1837, suggested N. America. Its real wild

habitat is now definitely established as being much nearer home ; namely, in

the mountamous, uninhabited wilds of Northern Greece and Albania, where

several observers have found it to be undoubtedly indigenous.

The economic value of the horse-chestnut is not great. The timber is soft

and lacking in strength, and is chiefly employed in the manufacture of kitchen

utensils, toys, and other articles for which durability is not of great importance.

The nuts are abundantly produced, and are eaten by some animals, notably

deer. I have noticed the deer in Bushey Park, at the time the nuts are falling,

race eagerly for them as they drop to the ground. Loudon and others suggest

various uses for them, but so far as I can learn there is no systematic denuind

for them. They have such an extraordinary fascination for boys in furnishing

the material for the game of "conkers" (conquerors), that the value of the

species as a communal tree is in some districts seriously diminished by their

efforts with sticks and stones to bring down the nuts before they naturally fall.

The species has produced various forms under cultivation, the best of which is

Van FLORE PLENO, with double flowers. This variety, according to

Mr A. N. Baumann, was noticed by him as a sport on a tree of the ordinary

type growing in the garden of a Mons. Duval, near Geneva, during the

years 18 19 to 1822. He sent grafts to his father's famous nursery at

Bollwiller, in Alsace, whence it spread into cultivation. Its flowers last

longer than those of the type, and as no nuts are formed, the tree escapes the

danger of injury just alluded to. For public places it is strongly to be

recommended. Other varieties are :

—

Van CRISPUM.—A tree of compact, rather pyramidal habit, with short,

broad leaflets.

Van FOLIIS AUREIS VARIEGATIS.—Leaves blotched with yellow ; a variety

to be avoided.

Van LACINIATA (JE. asplenifolia, J7or/.).—An extraordinary curiosity of

little beauty, whose leaflets are sometimes nine in number, but often reduced

to the mere midrib with jagged remains of blade attached.

Van DIGITATA.— Leaflets short, narrow, often reduced to three, of linear

shape ; the main-stalk frequently very markedly winged.

Van Memmingeri.—Leaves pale greenish or greyish, yellow when they

first expand. Of no merit.

Van PR/ECOX.—A form which breaks into leaf and flower ten to fourteen

days in advance of the ordinary form. Where late spring frosts frequently

cause damage, this form is to be avoided. There are two large trees at Kew,

Van PVKAMIDALIS.— Branches growing upwards at an angle of 45^10 the

main stem. This would probably be useful as a street tree, and avoid to a

large extent the drastic prOning so often practised to keep the ordinary foim

within bounds.
Var. UMliRACUElFERA forms a low, dense, rounded head of branches.

A fine example is in the nursery of Messrs Simon- Louis at Mclz.
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JE. INDICA, Colehrooke. INDIAN HORSE-CIIESTNUT.

(Bot. Mag., I. 51 17 ;
P:ivi;i indicu, W'allich.')

A tree attaining a height of over 100 ft. in N. India, often with a short,

cnonnously thick tnink, the bark in old speciinens peeling off in long str.ps

iflaCULUS INDICA.

Nvinterbuds re.inous. Leaves composed of usually seven leaflets, wlc are

smooth on both suifaces, shining dark green above
;
oboyate to >''^7 *^;^

;
'

J

.^

central ones much the largest, sometnnes 12 ins. long, and 4 >"s. wide
,
loullicu.
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Panicles erect, cylindrical, up to 12 or even 16 ins. loni;, and 4 or 5 ins. wide.

Flowers i in, long, white
;
petals four, the upper and longer pair with a blotch of

yellow and red at the base, the shorter pair flushed with pale rose ; stamens
standing out 4 in. beyond the petals. Fruit rough, but not spiny, 2 to 3 ins.

long.

Native of the N.W. Himalaya. One of the most magnificent of all

temperate trees, and equalling the common horse-chestnut in size and beauty,

it is remarkable that this species is so little known in English gardens and
parks. Judging by the young trees at Kew, which survived the winter of

1894-95 without injury, and the fine example at Barton in Suffolk, now about

70 ft. high, which has lived there since it was introduced by Colonel H.
Bunbury in 185 i, the species is perfectly hardy. It is, no doubt, a lover of much
moisture and good treatment at the root. Lord Ducie informs me that at

Tort worth he tried some young trees in sunny positions, which lived but did

not thrive. He then shifted them to a shady valley, where they "grew like

willows." At Kew they stand in full sunshine, so their vigour is doubtless due
to good conditions at the root. Many seeds have been sent to Kew from
N. India, but scarcely any have germinated, owing to their rapid loss of vitality

if kept dry. They should be packed in bo.xes of moderately moist soil. Good
seeds, however, have been produced at Kew, and plants raised from them.

This chestnut flowers in June and July, and is, therefore, at least one month
later than the common one—a great point in its favour.

JE. OCTANDRA, Marshall. SWEET BUCKEYE.

(J^. fluva, Alton.')

A tree sometimes 90 ft. high in N. America, with dark brown bark and
non-resinous winter buds. Leaflets five or seven to each leaf, obovate or oval,

3 to 7 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide, finely toothed, downy on the veins above and
much more so over the whole under-surface ; the down is frequently reddish
brown. Flowers in an erect panicle up to 7 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide, yellow

;

petals four ; stamens shorter than and hidden by the petals. Fruit roundish
oblique, 2 to ih ins. long, smooth, carrying usually two seeds. It flowers in

May and June.
Native of the S.E. United States ; introduced in 1764. It thrives very well

in the south of England, making a handsome round-headed tree. There are
several examples in the country 50 to 60 ft. high, and the largest, now nearly

70 ft. high, appears to be at Syon, Middlesex; still it is usually seen under 40 ft.

Var. PURPUR.'\SCENS, A. Gray (van hybrida, Sargent\ has more downy
leaves and purple or red flowers, and is found wild in the Alleghany Mountains.
To it and its seedlings belong many of the numerous reddish or purplish

chestnuts found in gardens. It is perhaps a natural hybrid between /E. octandra
and /E. Pavia : and as so often happens with hybrids, the seedlings raised from
it are very variable in colour, vigour, etc. Many of these have been raised

and distributed without their origin being put on record. Some are exceed-
ingly beautiful small trees, the flowers being of various shades of purple, red,

pink, and yellow. I have seen the following under the name and colour given,

but whether they all represent the forms as originally named is doubtful :

—

JE. Lyoni, yellow, suffused with pink.

/E. MACROCARPA, red and yellow.

/E. NEOLECTA, yellowish, veined with red, especially inside.

Ai. PALLIDA J'.ICOLOR, yellow, with faint pink veins.

/E. ROSEA, deep roe.
JE. SANGUINEA, scarlet.

JE. VERSICOF.OR, yellowish, shaded with red.

JE. WniTLLVi, rosy outside, deeper red within.
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JE. PARVIFLORA, Walter. Shrubbv Pavia.

(i^. macrostachya, Michaux^ Bot. Mag., t. 2ll8 ; Pavia macrost., Loiseleur.')

A shrub 8 to 12 ft. high, usually broader than it is high, consisting of a
crowd of slender stems, and spreading by means of sucker-growths at the base.
Rarely it forms a single trunk, and thus becomes a small tree. Leaves
usually consisting of five, but sometimes seven, leaflets ; each leaflet from 3
to 9 ins. long, and i| to 4 ins. wide, obovate, tapering towards both ends,
shallowly round-toothed, covered densely beneath with greyish down. Panicles
cylindrical, erect, 8 to 12 ins. long, 4 ins. wide from the tips of the stamens.
Flowers white

;
petals normally four, ^ in. long, the stamens thread-like and

pinkish white, standing out fully an inch beyond them ; anthers red. Fruit
smooth.

Native of the S.E. United States; introduced by John Fraser in 1785.
There are few shrubs about which more could be said in favour than this. It

flowers freely in late July and August, at a time when few shrubs are in flower.

It is of neat, yet graceful habit, and it has a hardy, vigorous constitution. No
better plant could be recommended as a lawn shrub, especially for places that
are visited in August— such as many pleasure resorts. It rarely ripens seed in

this country—only during such a season as that of 191 1—but can be propagated
by division.

JE. Pavia, Linficmis. Red Buckeye.

(Pavia rubra, Poiret ; ^E. humilis, Loddiges^ Bot. Reg., t. 1018.)

A shrub 8 to 12 ft. or more high, with smooth branches and ncn-resinous
buds. Leaves composed of five leaflets, which are 2 to 5 ins. long, lanceolate,

obovate or narrowly oblong, slightly downy beneath, especially in the vein-

axils ; irregularly, sharply, often doubly toothed. Flowers in panicles 3 to 6
ins. long ; each flower \\ ins. long, with the four petals glandular at the margins,
which scarcely expand at all ; stamens about the length of the petals. Fruit

smooth. Blossoms in early June.
Native of the southern United States ; introduced, according to Aiion, in

171 1. It is one of the rarest of the genus in gardens, the plants met with

under the name being usually hybrids between this species and /E. octandra,

var. purpurascens. Nor do I remember ever to have seen it on its own roots
;

it is usually grafted as a standard on some other species, when it forms a round-

headed, small tree, with its lower branches pendulous. In this state it is

sometimes called " Pavia pendula." Its flowers are richly coloured, but owing
to the petals keeping closed, do not make so striking a display as they other-

wise would. It is less ornamental than some of the hybrid forms discussed

under /E. octandra.

JE. plantierensis, E. Aridrl

a hybrid raised in the nursery of Messrs Simon-Louis frcres, at Planti^res,

near Metz, its parents no doubt /E. Hippocastanum and A\. carnea. The seed

came from the former, so that it is (if the generally accepted parentage of

• K. carnea be correct) three-fourths common horse-chestnut and one part the

red buckeye f/E. Pavia). It shows the characters of both its parents in the leaf
;

the leaflets being stalkless, as in /E. Hippocastanum, yet showing the more
strongly ridged and uneven surface of /E. carnea. In shape and size the

panicle is like that of .E. Hippocastanum, but the whole flower is suflTused with

a charming shade of soft pink, which it inherits from the other parent. In

habit and general appearance it is intermediate. It has flowered at Kcw for

several years past, and I consider is a very beautiful and desirable acquisition.
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It has developed no fruit at Kew, and I understand from Mr Jouin, of Plantiercs,

that it does not bear seed in the nursery. For public places this is an
advantage.

JE. TURHINATA, BluniC. JAPANESE HORSE-CHESTNUT.

A tree So to too ft. high in Japan, and said to have a trunk 20 ft. in girth
;

winter buds very resinous. Leaves like those of A\ Hippocastanum, con-
sisting of five to seven stalkless leaflets, but more regularly toothed and
tapering more gradually at the apex. On the small plants at Kew they are

obovatc, and as much as 16 ins. long and 6 ins. wide, the whole leaf with its

stalk 27 ins. long. Panicles erect, 4 to 8 ins. high, with a stalk half as long.

Flowers \ in. across, creamy white, produced two or three weeks later than
those of common horse-chestnut. Fruit without spines, but rough ; broadly
pear-shaped, 2 ins. wide near the top, tapering to a short, warted stalk.

Native of Japan up to 5500 ft. altitude on the main island, also in Yezo. The
largest tree in this country, now 25 ft. high, is in the Coombe Wood nursery.

It flowered in 1901, which is the only recorded blossoming of the species in

England. It is very similar in general appearance to AL. Hippocastanum, but

hitherto has grown much more slowly. It is distinguishable by the different

toothing of the leaf, still more so, of course, by the Pavia-like fruits. Mr
Ehves says that the timber of this tree, although lacking strength, often shows
a wavy figure, and is used in Japan for house fittings and articles of domestic
use. Little can be said of the value of the tree for gardens and parks, but it

would seem to be inferior to the common horse-chestnut in all respects except

in size of leaf. In that respect it is certainly the most striking of all. Young
trees are curiously stiff and sturdy in habit.

A ILANTHUS. simarubace/E.

A group of tall trees with alternate, pinnate leaves, found in temperate

and tropical Asia. The flowers have no beauty, but the samaroid fruits

are often richly coloured, and add much to the attractiveness of trees

already very attractive in their fine, handsomely divided foliage. The two
species in cultivation thrive best in a rich, deep soil, and can be propagated

by suckers from the root, by root-suckers, and by grafting.

A. glandulosa, Desfontaines. Tree of Heaven.

A large, deciduous, often unisexual tree, frequently 50 to 70 ft., rarely 100 ft.

high, with a trunk 2 to 3 ft. in diameter, and a rounded head of branches.
The older bark is marked with numerous grey fissures. Leaves pinnate, from i to

\\ ft. long on adult trees (often twice as large on young ones), composed of fifteen

to over thirty leaflets, unpleasant smelling. Leaflets usually 3 to 6 ins. long,

ovate, pointed, often slightly heart-shaped at the base; the margin entire except
for one to three teeth on both sides near the base, each marked with a conspicuous
gland ; stalks \ to i in. long. Flowers in terminal panicles, with male and
female flowers as a rule on separate trees (but not always)

;
greenish, the male

ones evil-smelling. The fruit consists of one to three, sometimes five, keys
like those of the ash, several hundreds of which are borne on large branching
panicles 9 to 12 ins. high and through. Each key (samara) is about i^ins.

long, \ in. wide, flat, thin, narrow-oblong, tapering towards both ends, with

one seed in the centre. The keys are reddish brown, and a tree in full fruit is

handsome. They have a peculiar twist at each end, which causes them to
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revolve with great rapidity as they fall. They are thus much longer reaching

the ground, and in even a slight movement of the air will be carried a

considerable distance. This is no doubt a provision to help in the dissemina-

tion of the seeds.

Native of N. China; introduced by Peter Collinson in 175'. It is hardy
over most parts of the British Isles, but apparently succeeds best in the south of

England. P'ew trees thrive so well in towns, but for planting there female
trees should alone be used, owing to the objectionable odour of the male when
in flower. For this purpose, the tree should be increased by root-cuttings

taken from a female tree, as the sex of seedling plants cannot be determined
until they are too big to transplant. Among pinnate-leaved trees of similar

character, the Ailanihus is easily recognised by the glandular teeth near the

base of the leaflets. The generic name is derived from "Ailanto," the native

name for A. moluccana, signifying a tree tall enough to reach the skies.

Hence also the popular name of "Tree of Heaven." It is very effectively used
as a fine-foliaged plant in summer by cutting young trees back to the ground
in spring, and reducing the young shoots to one. Treated in this way, and
given good soil, leaves 4 ft. long are produced. The only variety worth
mentioning is

Var. PENDULIFOLIA (not " pendula "). This has its branches as erect as

the type, but the leaves, which are more than ordinarily long, hang downwards,
rather than stand out horizontally as in the type.

A. ViLMORINIANA, Dode.

A tree probably of the same dimensions and general aspect as
A. glandulosa, but distinguished by the numerous soft spines which clothe

the young branchlets. Leaves pinnate, as large, or probably larger, than
those of the previous species, and very downy; the main stalk often of a rich red,

and occasionally spiny like the branchlet. The inflorescence is sometimes
12 ins. or more across, and the keys 2 ins. long, with the twist resembling
the propellers of an aeroplane even more marked. From this description

it will be seen that this species, although similar to A. glandulosa in many
respects (it has the same glandular teeth at the base of the leaflets), is on the
whole quite distinct, especially in the spiny branchlets and very downy leaflets.

Native of Szechuen, W. China, whence seeds were sent to Mr Maurice de
Vilmorin by Pcre Farges, the missionary, in 1897. The parent tree of all

those in Europe is in Mr de Vilmorin's grounds at Les Barres, in France,
where, when I saw it ten years ago, it had the spiny character of the branches
well marked, but during a recent visit I noticed the young shoots were
becoming less spiny. It has been propagated by grafting on A. glandulosa.

A K KB I A. IJERBFRIDACE.E.

A small genus of climbing shrubs l)clonging to the Lardi/.ahalex

section of the Barberry family. They produce male and female flowers

on the same raceme ; the former small, numerous; the latter few, large,

and confined to the base. Neither is showy, for petals are absent, and
the attractive part is three large sepals. The fruit is large and highly

coloured, i)Ut not regularly produced in the British Isles. The two hardy

species are attractive for their free growth and elegant foliage, and are

usel'ul for clothing pergolas, pillars, summer-houses, or for rambling over

other shrubs or trees. They need but little training or tying, and the
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stems will fix themselves by twining round any wire, small branch, etc.,

with which they may come in contact. Their chief need in cultivation,

after the provision of a suitable support, is a good loamy soil. They can
be propagated by layers and by cuttings of the stems and roots. Layering
is the least troublesome. Cuttings should be made from wood just getting

firm, and placed in gentle heat. "Akebia" is an adaptation of the

Japanese name for these shrubs.

A. LOBATA, Dccaisne.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7485.)

A deciduous, twining shrub of vigorous habit. Leaves smooth, composed
of three stalked leaflets, the stalk of the terminal one thrice the length of

those of the lateral ones. Leaflets broadly ovate, ih to 4 ins. long, the margins
irregularly and shallowly lobed, the apex notched. Male and female flowers

are borne on the same raceme, which is more or less pendulous and 3 to 5

ins. long. Male flowers small, very numerous, ,'; in. diameter, pale purple, and
confined to the terminal part of the raceme. P^male flowers basal and much
larger, usually two in number, each about | in. in diameter, the three concave
sepals being dark lurid purple. Fruit at first is a sausage-shaped body, 3 ins.

long and i^ ins. wide, pale violet ; but when ripe it splits open from the

base, revealing rows of black seeds imbedded in white pulp.

This remarkable and interesting climber was introduced to Kew in 1897,
being a native of China and Japan. It has proved to be perfectly hardy and
a luxuriant grower, but flowering as it does early in April, its blossoms are

often destroyed by frost, and its remarkable and highly coloured fruits in

consequence not often seen out-of-doors.

A. QUINATA, Decaisne.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4864.)

A twining shrub, 30 to 40 ft. in length, evergreen in mild winters and in

warm localities, but losing its leaves where the conditions are more severe.

Leaves with slender stalks 3 to 5 ins. long, carrying normally five (sometimes three

or four) radially arranged leaflets. Leaflets smooth, oblong or obovate, distinctly

notched at the apex, i^ to 3 ins. long, with stalks about \ in. long. Flowers
produced on slender, pendent racemes, very fragrant ; males 4 in, across, with

pale purple, reflexed sepals, and occupying the terminal part of the raceme
;

females (usually two) i to i| ins. across, dark chocolate purple, the sepals

broadly elliptical and concave. Fruit 2^ to 3 ins. long, in shape like a thick

sausage, greyish violet or purplish in colour, containing numerous seeds
immersed in white pulp.

First introduced in 1845 from the Island of Chusan by Robt. Fortune,

this climber has since been found to be native also of Japan, China, and
Corea. It is perfectly hardy in a sheltered dell at Kew, but does not develop
its handsome fruit out of-doors. In the south-western counties it succeeds
admirably, and is valued for the charming, spicy fragrance of its flowers, at

times perceptible yards away from the plant, although even there the fruit

is never abundantly borne. It has been produced in the garden of the late Mr
Pember, Vicars Hill, Lymington, among other places. The plant is extremely
luxuriant in gardens at Pallanza, on the shores of Lake Maggiore.
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ALANGIUM I'LATANIFOLIUM, Harms. alangiacE/E.

(Marlea platanifolia, Siebold.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 ft. or more high, with erect, zigzagged, but not

much branched stems ; branches very pithy and slightly downy ; winter

buds hairy. Leaves alternate, roundish, or broadly ovate in main out-

line, 4 to 8 ins. long, nearly as wide, with two to seven (usually three or

five) large pointed lobes towards the apex ; upper surface dark green, and
smooth except for scattered hairs ; lower surface covered with pale down

;

stalk I to 3 ins. long. Flowers white, the petals linear, forming a slender

tube I to i^ ins. long; produced during June and July in a one- to four-

flowered cyme from the leaf-axils of the current year's shoots ; flower-

stalks I to 2 ins. long. Fruit thin-shelled, ovate, ] in. long, with the

calyx persisting at the top.

Native of Japan, whence it was introduced by Maries for Messrs

Veitch about 1879. It is also a native of China, where it was found in

Hupeh by Henry. This shrub must be regarded more as a curiosity

than as an ornament in gardens, although the large maple-like leaves are

handsome. It is hardy at Kew, although its soft pithy shoots are

sometimes cut back by severe winter cold. Although allied to Cornus,

it has a very different aspect, and is, indeed, quite distinct from any other

hardy shrub we cultivate. Its old generic name of Marlea is an adapta-

tion of a native name for an Indian species, but it has recently been
removed from that genus and the natural order Cornaceai, and given the

name here adopted.

ALBIZZIA JULII]RISSIN, Diirrazo. PiNK SiRlS.

LEGUMINOS.'E.

(Acacia Julibrissin, Willdenow.')

A deciduous tree 30 to 40 ft. high, with smooth branchlets. Leaves

doubly pinnate, with from six to twelve pairs of main divisions (pinnae),

each of which consists of twenty to thirty pairs of leaflets ; the entire leaf

being 9 to 18 ins. long, half as wide. Each leaflet is .\ to \ in. long,

J in. wide, oblong, with a curious one-sided appearance, due to the blade

developing only on the lower side of the midrib. Flowers in a terminal

cluster of dense heads each terminating a stalk i to 2 ins. long, the chief

feature of the flower being the numerous thread-like rosy purple stamens,

I in. or more long, which give the flower-head the appearance of a brush.

Pod about 5 ins. long, J in. wide, constricted between the seeds.

Native of the Orient, whence it was introduced in 1745 ;
also common,

cultivated or wild, in China and many other countries. It is now very

well known in gardens in its juvenile state as an ornamental plant for sub-

tropical bedding. For this purpose seeds are sown in heat in spring in

pots, and the plants gradually hardened ofi" by the end of May, then

planted out in good soil. \\'hen the frosts come they are cither destroyed,

or potted up and housed in a cool greenhouse until the following spring.

M
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The species is not hardy at Kcw in the open, but grows very well on a

lofty wall, where its lar^e, beautifully divided leaves give a very pleasing

effect in the height of summer. In such a spot it is well to plant some
other climber, preferably evergreen, to grow over the lower part of the

wall beneath the Albizzia, which grows quickly in its younger stages and
leaves its base naked.

ALNUS. Alders, betulace^.

The alders are deciduous trees and shrubs closely allied to, and only

likely to be confounded with, the birches (Betula). Leaves with stipules,

alternate, more or less toothed in all the cultivated species. Winter buds
nearly always stalked. Male and female flowers borne on the same tree

but on separate catkins. Male catkins long and slender, usually in

clusters of two to six ; the flowers small, with a four-lobed calyx, no
petals, and usually four (sometimes one to three) stamens. Female
catkins shorter, clustered, or rarely solitary, developing into woody, cone-

like fruits, known as strobiles, J to over i in. long. The seed is a minute,

flattened nutlet, often with thin membranous wings at the sides. With
the exception of two species—A. maritima and A. nitida—which flower

in autumn, the cultivated alders form their catkins in the late summer and
autumn ; these expand the following spring, either very early before the

leaf-buds begin to grow, or along with the leaves ; the fruits develop
during the summer and persist until the succeeding spring. From the

alders the birches are distinguished by the fruits being longer, not woody,
and falling to pieces (those of the alders falling whole), and the flowers

of birches have never more than two stamens.

In gardens and parks the alders are chiefly valuable for growing in

wet situations unsuited to the majority of trees. Some, however, such as

A. japonica, nitida, and flrma, succeed quite well in ordinary good soil.

All are best propagated by seed except the garden varieties, which may be

grafted on their respective types, or, better still, rooted from cuttings

made as soon as the leaves fall, and put in sandy soil, as willow or poplar

cuttings are—compared with which, however, they do not strike root

so readily. The following is a selection of the best worth growing,

irrespective of their use in damp places:— Cordifolia, flrma, nitida,

oregona
;
glutinosa var. imperialis and var. incisa; incana var. incisa and

var. ramulis coccineis.

A. 15 A R HAT A, C, A. Meyer.

(A. glutinosa var. barbata, Ledehoin\)

A tree nearly related to A. glutinosa, and with the same general aspect, but

quite distinct in the very downy shoots. Leaves oval or ovate, rounded at the

base and either rounded or pointed at the apex, doubly toothed ; 2 to 3i ins.

long, i^ to 2\ ins. wide ; dark glossy green above, downy beneath, especially

on the veins and midrib ; veins in eight to ten pairs ; stalks .', to \ in. long,

downy.
Native of the Caucasus, uncommon in cultivation, hut rej)resentcd by a

tree on the east side of the lake at Kew, now 20 ft. high It is sometimes
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regarded as a variety of A glutinosa, differing chiefly in the hairy shoots and
leaves, and in the often pointed apex of the latter. Flowers and fruit the same.

A. CORDIFOLIA, Tenore. ITALIAN Alder.

(A. cordata, Des/ontaines.')

A tree 80 (t. high, of pyramidal habit
;
young shoots smooth, angled

;

winter buds stalked. Leaves roundish to broadly ovate, usually deeply

notched at the base, shortly and abruptly pointed or rounded at the apex,

\h to 4 ins. long, from three-fourths to as much wide ; finely and simply
toothed ; upper surface smooth, dark lustrous green ; lower one paler and
also smooth, except for tufts of brownish down in the vein-axils ; leaf-stalk

slender, h to i\ ins. long, smooth. Male catkins three to six, in a terminal

zigzag raceine, each catkin 2 to 3 ins. long, expanding in ALirch. Fruit

erect, egg-shaped, i to i j ins. long and § to | in. wide, mostly in threes.

Alnus C0RDIK<)LIA.

Native of Corsica and S. Italy; said to have been introduced in 1S20.

Undoubtedly one of the handsomest of the alders, this tree is not planted
enough. Although it thrives on poor and dryish soil it is more at home near
water, as a fine pyramidal tree over 70 ft. high on the banks of the pond at

Kew shows. Its deeply heart-shaped, glistening leaves and large fruits

(larger than those of any other species in cultivation) make it very distinct.

From A. subcordata it is distinguished by its shorter male catkins, and by
several other points mentioned under that species.

A. CREMASTOGYNE, Burkill.

A tree 40 to 80 ft. high, according to Wilson
;
young shoots soon becoming

smooth. Leaves usually distinctly obovate, sometimes nearly oval, tapered or
somewhat rounded at the base, and shortly and abruptly pointed ; margins set

with small teeth ; i\ to 5!. ins. long, F^ to 3 ins. wide ; dark lustrous green and
snioolh above, paler beneath, with tufts of brown hairs in the vein-axils ; veins
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in nine or ten pairs ; stalk ] to | in. long. Male catkins not yet seen. Fruits
solitary, on axillary stalks i^ to 2^ ins. long ; oval, about | in. long, I in. wide

;

seed with a broad thin wing.
Native of W. China ; discovered by Henry in Szechuen, in 1S99 ; introduced

by Wilson in 1907. This species is very distinct from all other cultivated
alders except A. lanata in its solitary, long-stalked fruits. The foliage,

too, is distinct in its large size and dark, smooth, glossy green appearance.
We know little of its garden value or real hardiness as yet, but it grows at

4000 ft. altitude.

A. LANATA, Du//iie, is another alder found in W. China by Wilson, also with
solitary fruits. It may be no more than a form of A. cremastogyne, but is

easily recognised, especially when the foliage is young, by the dense brown
woolly covering of the under-surface of the leaves, leaf-stalks, flower-stalks, and
young shoots. Male catkins 2 to 3 ins. long. Fruits as in A. cremastogyne.

A. ELLIPTICA, Requien. HYBRID Alder.

A natural hybrid, between A. glutinosa and A. cordifolia, found in Corsica,
on the banks of the riv^er Salenzana, near its mouth. Leaves oval to roundish,
i^ to 3 ins. long, r to 2^ ins. wide ; rounded at the apex, rounded or broadly
wedge-shaped at the base, finely toothed

;
glossy dark green above, smooth

except for tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath. Male catkins slender, 3 to

4 ins. long. Fruits | to i in. long, \ in. wide. There is a tree over 70 ft. high
on the banks of the lake at Kew, but its origin is unknown. It was grown as

"A. cordifolia var. " until identified with the above by Prof. Henry. It is quite

possible this particular tree may have originated as a hybrid under cultivation.

It leans more to A. cordifolia than the other parent, but the leaves are never
heart-shaped at the base, and rarely pointed ; the fruits are not so large and
broad, and the male catkins are longer.

A. FIRMA, Siebold.

A small tree, up to 30 ft. high, of graceful habit, with long slender branches
downy when young ; winter buds not stalked. Leaves resembling those of a
hornbeam, ovate-oblong to ovate-lanceolate, rounded or wedge-shaped at the

base, more or less slender-pointed, finely toothed (often doubly so), 2 to 4^ ins.

long, I to 2 ins. wide, with many parallel veins ; upper surface with flattened

hairs between the veins, lower one downy, especially on the midrib and veins
;

stalk hairy, /., in. to % in. long. Male catkins often solitary or in pairs, 2 to 3
ins. long, opening in March and April. Stalk of female inflorescence glandular-

hairy. Fruits \ to I in. long, oval.

Native of Japan ;
probably introduced by John Gould Veitch about 1862.

Remarkably distinct from all other alders in the numerous, closely set, con-

spicuous nerves, this is a very graceful tree as well. It appears to be common
in Japan, where, Sargent observes, it is largely planted on the margins of the

rice fields of Tokyo to afford "support for the poles on which the freshly cut

rice is hung to dry." Although well marked from other species, it varies in

itself, and three forms are distinguished, which by some authorities are

regarded as distinct species. They are as follows :

—

Var. MULTlNERVis, Rcgel (A. multinervis, C. K. Schneider).— Leaves long,

with eighteen to twenty-four pairs of veins, conspicuously double-toothed
;

stalks short, ,'; to \ in. long ; fruits small, pendulous, little more than \ •". long.

This is the form originally introduced to Britain.

Var. Yasha, Winkler (A Yasha, Matsumiird).— Leaves shorter, simple-

toothed or not conspicuously double-toothed ; veins in ten to sixteen pairs
;

stalks I to ^ in. long. Fruits larger, '{ in. long, and broader in proportion.

This was introduced to Kew in 1893.
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Var. SlEBOLDIANA, \Vi?jkler {t\. Sieboldiana, Matsuvmra).—This, ^hich is

not in cultivation, has smooth young shoots, and large solitary fruits i in. long.

A. GLUTINOSA, Gaert7icr. COMMON Aldek.

A tree 50 to 90 ft. in height, with a trunk 5 to 12 ft. in girth, of narrow,
pyramidal habit

;
young shoots covered with minute glands, glutinous, not

downy. Leaves broadly obovate, sometimes almost round, the base always
more or less tapered, the apex rounded, and thus giving the leaf a pear-shaped
outline ; i| to 4 ins. long, two-thirds to about as much wide ; irregularly toothed
except near the base ; dark lustrous green, smooth and glutinous above

;
pale

green and with tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath ; veins in six to eight pairs
;

stalk 5 to I in. long. Male catkins opening in March, usually three to five

together, each 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruit egg-shaped, \ to ^ in. long, rather
numerous in the cluster.

Native of Europe (including Britain), \V. Asia, and N. Africa. The
common alder has not much to recommend its being brought into the garden.
It is abundant in a wild state, and the genus can be more effectively represented
in gardens by selected varieties and such species as A. cordifolia and A. nitida.

It is, at the same time, a very useful tree for planting in boggy places where
few trees would thrive. The timber is chiefly employed in the manufacture of

the clogs so commonly used in the Lancashire mill towns. An ancient and
humble, but honourable form of woodcraft is carried on where alders abound,
especially in the north, by men who travel from place to place, purchase the
alder trees standing, fell them, then cut up the timber and roughly shape it on
the spot for clog-making. But, some years ago, in the south-west of Scotland,

I was told by one of these itinerant workers, that the supply of alder scarcely
kept pace with the demand, and that birch was now largely being used.

Var. AUREA, Dippel.—Leaves golden yellow. Raised in Vervaene's
nursery, Ledeberg-les-Gand, about i860. Not so vigorous as the type.

X'ar. IMPERIALIS, Petzold.—Leaves deeply and pinnately lobed, the lobes
lanceolate, slender, pointed, not toothed, reaching more than half-way to the
midrib ; stalks i to \\ ins. long. Often a thin, rather ungainly tree, never of
great size.

Var. INCISA, Willdenow (var. oxyacanth?efolia, Loddiges). Thorn-leaved
Alder.—A curious and interesting form, the leaves being small, usually less

than I in. long, reflexed, deeply cut into several broad, toothed lobes, or even
right to the midrib at the base. As a rule this grows slowly, and long remains
a dwarf, compact bush ; but Messrs Elwes and Henry mention one at Barton,
near Bury St Edmunds, 44 ft. high and 2 ft. 8 ins. in girth.

Var. LACINIATA, Willdenow.—Similar to imperialis, but not so deeply
and narrowly lobed ; lobes not toothed. There is a fine specimen at ^yon,
mentioned by Loudon over seventy years ago, now over 70 ft. high, and 1 1 ft.

in girth.

Var. PYRAMIDALIS, Z>/>{»/^/.— Branches erect.

Var. QUERCIFOLIA, Willdeno7u.— Upper part of the leaf with triangular,

toothed lobes, the deepest not reaching more than one-third of the way to

the midrib.

Var. RUI'.RINERVIA, Dippel.— Leaves with red veins and stalks.

Var. SORiii FOLIA, Dippd.— Leaves oblong or oval, deeply cut into about six

pairs of lobes, which are oblong and coarsely round-tooihed, the sinuses often

widest at the base. One of the most distinct of the cut-leaved sorts. The tree

itself is not a strong grower, and is of rather lax habit.

A. I'UHESCENS, Taifsch^ is a hybrid between A. glutinosa and A. incana,

with leaves oval, obovate or ovate, rounded or tapering at the base, and
pointed or blunt at the apex ; margins doubly toothed ; the upper surface is at

first downy, the lower one permanently and more downy. Flower-stalks and
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young shoots downy. This hybrid (also known as A. badensis and A. spuria) is

intermediate between the parents. Probal)ly of more than one independent
origin, being found wild in several parts of Europe.

A. INCANA, Moench. Grey Alder.

A tree 60 to 70 ft. high, with a trunk occasionally 6 ft. in girth
;
young shoots

covered with a short, grey down. Leaves ovate, oval, or occasionally obovate,
rounded or wedge-shaped at the base, and with short, abrupt points ; 2 to 4 ins.

long, 1 1 to 24 ins. wide ; the margins with six or more coarse teeth about the
middle, these again being sharply toothed, the base entire ; upper surface dull

green covered with flattened down when young, lower surface grey with a
close down ; veins in nine to twelve pairs ; stalk \ to 1^ in. long, covered with
minute down. Male catkins 2 to 4 ins. long, usually three or four in a
cluster, opening in February. Fruits ovoid, numerous, and rather densely
clustered, \ to ^ in. long.

Nat4ve of Europe and the Caucasus, not of Britain, but introduced in 1780
;

also found in Eastern N. America This alder is an exceptionally hardy tree,

and useful for planting in cold, wet places. With the exception of A. glutinosa,

it is the commonest of alders, but is more frequently represented in gardens by
the various cut-leaved and coloured forms than by the type. From A. glutinosa

in all its forms it is most obviously distinguished by the grey downy leaves and
young shoots. The typical A. glutinosa is, of course, very distinct in the

obovate, round-ended leaves, green, and almost smooth beneath.

The North American form of A. incana, known there as the "speckled
alder," is a shrub or small tree under 20 ft. in height, its leaves glaucous to

rusty red beneath.

Var. AUREA, Schelle.—Young shoots and leaves yellow, the colour lasting

through the summer.
Var. GLAUCA, Kegel.—Leaves blue-green beneath, becoming almost smooth

there as the season advances.

Var. INCISA.—The handsomest of cut-leaved alders, the blade being
pinnately divided into six to eight pairs of narrow, lanceolate, toothed lobes,

reaching two-thirds or more of the way to the midrib. Sold in nurseries as

"var. laciniata" and "var. pinnatifida."

Var. MONSTROSA is a bushy-headed, small tree, with broad, flattened,

fasciated growths. Merely a curiosity.

Var. ORBICULARIS, Callier.—Leaves round-oval, under 2 ins. in length
;

veins in about five pairs. Native of Silesia.

Var. PENDULA.—Branches weeping.

Var RAMULIS COCCINEIS.—A pretty tree in early spring, the twigs being
reddish, the bud and catkin scales distinctly red.

A. JAPONICA, Siebold. JAPANESE Alder.

A pyramidal tree, from 60 to 80 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth, or downy

towards the base ; buds stalked. Leaves lanceolate to narrowly ovate or oval,

tapered at both ends, usually more slenderly at the apex ; 2 to 5 ins. long,

I
to 2 ins. wide, finely toothed, smooth, dark glossy green ; stalks downy,

I to I in. long. Male catkins opening in February or March, according to the

warmth of the season, and produced in a terminal cluster of four to eight
;

each catkin erect, 2 to 3?, ins. long. Fruits oval, '\ in. long.

Native of Japan, the true date of whose introduction is not recorded.

Plants obtained from Lee's nursery had already reached the fruiting state at

Kew in 1880. It is considered to have some relationship with the North
American A. maritima, and has been regarded as a variety of it, but in the

field it is quite distinct. It grows more than twice as high, has narrower.
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long-pointed leaves ; and more than all, its habit of flowering in spring
distinguishes it.

A. SP/ETHII, Callier, is a hybrid between japonica and subcordata, and was
sent out by Spath of Berlin in 1908.

A. MARiTiMA, Ntittall. Seaside Alder.

A small tree, occasionally up to 30 ft. high, with a trunk r to \\ ft. in girth,

but, according to Sargent, more often a shrub
;
young shoots at first downy,

becoming smooth later. Leaves obovate, sometimes oval or ovate, 2 to 4 ins.

long, 1 4 to 2^ ins. wide ; wedge-shaped at the base, with short, broad points,

the margins set with small, gland-tipped teeth ; upper surface dark glossy
green, smooth ; lower one dull, smooth, or with tufts of down in the vein-axils

;

stalks slightly downy, 5 to | in. long. Male flowers expanding in autumn
on rough-stalked catkins \ to | in. long, formed the same summer in the
uppermost leaf-axils. Female catkins about ,V in. long at the time of fertilisation,

expanding and ripening the following year into egg-shaped fruits f to | in.

long.

Native of Delaware and Maryland ; usually found near water. It was raised

from seed sent by Prof. Sargent to Kew in 1878, and a tree by the lake side

succeeded well until 1895, when it succumbed—apparently to the great frosts

of February of that year, the effect of which, no doubt, had been heightened by
the low, wet situation in which it grew. Reintroduced in 1899, and already
producing fruit freely. Its habit of flowering in autumn distinguishes this

species from all other cultivated alders except A. nitida—a very different tree

in other respects.

A. NITIDA, Endlicher. HIMALAYAN Alder.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7654.)

A tall tree, said to become 100 ft. high in its native place, with a trunk 10 to

15 ft. in girth ; bark of trunk blackish and ultimately scaling
;
young twigs with

a little loose down at first, soon quite smooth. Leaves thin-textured, ovate to

oval, 3 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide, rounded or broadly wedge-shaped at the
base, slender-pointed, coarsely toothed to almost entire ; shining-green above,
pale beneath, and smooth except for tufts of down in the vein-axils ; stalks

5 to I in. long, slightly downy. Male catkins opening in September, and
produced as many as five together in a raceme, each catkin 4 to 6 ins. long,

i in. in diameter, and pendulous. Fruits three to five together, erect, oblong,

^ to 1} ins. long.

Native of the N.W. Himalaya ; introduced thence to Kew in 1882 through
seed sent by Mr R. E. Ellis. The trees then raised have succeeded very well,

and are now 40 to 50 ft. high, with trunks about 3 ft in girth. Judging by
these, it would appear desirable to introduce this tree in quantity and try it

under forest conditions for moist places. It is at once distinguished from all

other alders except maritima {q.v.) by flowering in autumn, and from that

species by its large, handsome, shining leaves. The quadrangular scales on the
bark are not developed on young trees.

A. OREGONA, Xuttall. ORECoN ALDEK
(A. rubra, Boni^ai d.')

A tree usually 40 to 50 ft., sometimes 80 ft. high (Sargent), with a trunk ', fi.

6 ins. in diameter, and a narrow pyramidal head of rather pendulous branches
;

young shoots angled, not downy ; winter buds stalked, resinous. Leaves ovate
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or oval, 3 to 6 ins, long, 2 to 4 ins. wide, rounded or broadly wedge-shaped at
the base, pointed, the margins dccurved and with numerous small lobes or
large teeth, each again unequally toothed ; nerves parallel, reddish, ten to

fifteen pairs ; upper surface dark green, lower one pale or greyish, covered at

first with down which mostly falls away except on the nerves ; stalk ^ to 1 in.

long. Male catkins 4 to 6 ins. long, ] in. wide, usually three to five in a cluster.

Fruits h to 4 in. long, barrel-shaped, three to six together.

Native of Western N. America from Alaska to California ; introduced
sometime previous to 1S80, since when it has been grown at Kew. It is a hand-
some and striking alder, both when in flower in March and when in full foliage
later. Jepson observes that in some parts of California it forms "pure groves
of great beauty in bottom lands near the sea."

A. RHOMBIFOLIA, Nuttall. WHITE ALDER.

A tree 30 to 100 ft. high, forming a thin, spreading, round-topped head of
branches, pendulous at the ends : young branches at first covered with pale
hairs which soon fall away. Leaves ovate, oval, or rounded, ordinarily 2 to 4
ins. long, about two-thirds as wide ; usually pointed (sometimes rounded) at the
apex, tapered at the base, unevenly or doubly toothed ; dark shining green (but

at first very hairy) above
;
paler, yellowish, and permanently downy beneath.

Male catkins two to seven in a cluster, opening on the naked shoots early in

spring, each catkin 3 to 5 ins. long ; stamens two, rarely three. Fruits ^ to |
in. long, three to seven together.

Native of Western N. America. The leaves occasionally approach the

diamond shape indicated by the name, and on vigorous shoots are up to 5 ins.

long. According to Jepson, this alder keeps to streams which do not run dry,

forming files of trees in mountain gorges which are "to the traveller a reliable

sign of water." It is very rare in cultivation, the plant supplied for it in this

country and on the Continent being, as a rule, A. oregona.

A. SERRULATA, Willdenow. Smooth Alder.

(A. rugosa, C. Koc/i.")

A shrub, sometimes a small tree 30 to 40 ft. high
;
young twigs slightly

downy and viscid. Leaves obovate (sometimes oval), rounded or pointed at

the apex, always tapered at the base ; minutely, often unevenly toothed ; i^ to

4 ins. long'', one-half as much or more wide, smooth above, downy to nearly

smooth beneath ; stalk \ to ^ in. long. Male catkins up to 4 ins. long, appear-

ing in spring before the leaves. Fruit oval, | in. long.

Native of the eastern United States, from Maine to Florida ; introduced in

1769. From A. incana this is distinguished by the more tapered (never

rounded) base to the leaf, which is green on both sides, and usually broadest

above the middle ; and from its fellow American shrubby species, A. viridis,

by flowering on the naked wood before the leaf-buds move, and by the very

finely toothed leaves. A very hardy shrub, but of no particular merit for

gardens.

A. siTCHENSis, Sarge7tt. SiTKA Alder.

This tree is a native of Western N. America, from the borders of the Arctic

Ocean to Oregon. It was introduced in 1903 to Kew by Professor Sargent,

who describes it as a tree sometimes 40 ft. high, with a trunk 2 ft. in girth,

forming a narrow head of short and nearly horizontal branches ; but some-
times a mere shrub, and forming thickets

;
young shoots finely downy at first,

and very glandular. Leaves ovate, 3 to 6 ins. long, i^ to 4 ins. wide, rounded

or broadly wedge-shaped at the base, pointed, doubly toothed ; light green
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above, pale, ver>- lustrous green beneath ; smooth or with hairs along the
midrib, and tufts in the vein-axils ; viscid when young ; stalk stout, grooved,
Ij to I in. long. Male catkins 4 to 5 ins. long. Sargent distinguishes this

species among American arborescent alders by the flowers opening with or

after the leaves, by the female catkins being enclosed during the winter,

and by the lustrous under-surfacc of the leaves. It is the Western American
representative of A. viridis.

A. SUBCORDATA, C. A. Meyer. CAUCASIAN ALDER.

A tree up to 60 ft. high
;
young shoots downy, angled toward the end

;

buds stalked. Leaves ovate or oval, with a rounded or slightly heart-shaped
base, and a short, abrupt point

; 3 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 4 ins. wide ; irregularly

and often doubly toothed towards the apex, more finely so towards the base
;

dark green and almost smooth above, paler and downy beneath, especially

along the midrib and veins
;
primary veins in eight to ten pairs ; stalk | to

over I in, long, downy. Male catkins in clusters of four or five, very slender,

up to 6 ins. long, expanding sometimes as early as December. Fruits ^ to

li ins. long, nodding, solitary up to as many as five together.

Native of the Caucasus and Persia ; introduced, according to Loudon,
in 1838, and raised that year from seed in the Birmingham Botanic
Garden. It is a handsome, fine-foliaged alder, retaining its leaves until the

end of November. There is a specimen over 50 ft. high on the banks of the

lake at Kew. A. cordifolia is the only other species with which it is likely to

be confused, but that differs markedly in its smooth shoots, its less downy,
simply toothed, deeply cordate leaves, and larger fruits.

A. TENUIFOLIA, Nuttall.

A shrub or tree, up to 30 ft. high, with a trunk \\ to 2 ft. in girth
;
young

shoots red, and covered at first with a fine down, smooth by autumn ; buds
stalked, downy. Leaves oval or ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, two-thirds as wide,
rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base, pointed ; veins in about ten
pairs, each vein ending at the point of a toothed lobe ; dark green above, with
down on the midrib and nerves

;
paler green and more or less downy beneath;

stalk \ to I in. long, downy. >Iale catkins expanding in March in clusters

of three or four, each i^ to 2^ ins. long. Fruits narrowly egg-shaped, ^ to §
in. long, three to five in a cluster.

Native of Western N. America, from British Columbia to California. It

is, perhaps, most nearly allied to A. orcgona, but the leaves are not greyish
beneath, the male catkins are shorter, and the fruits smaller. According to

Sargent, the wing of the seed in A. tenuifolia is reduced to a narrow border,
whilst it is broad in A. oregona.

Var. occiDENT.\LiS, CalHer (A. occidentalis, Dieck). — 'Y\\\s distinct

variety was introduced to Europe by Mr A. Purpus, and first cultivated at

Zoeschen in Germany by Dr Dieck, from whom it came to Kew in 1889. The
leaves are larger than in the type, and on young trees very large ; at Kew
they have been 7 ins. long by 5 ins. wide, and I have leaves from a tree

in Sir Archibald Buchan - Hepburn's garden at Smeaton, N.B., even
l)roader. Veins in ten to twelve pairs, the entire under-surface at first downy.
Fruits % to \ in. long. Native of British Columbia and Oregon.

A. VIRIDIS, Dc Candolle. Green Aldkk.

(A. alnobetula, Koch ; A. crispa, Purs/i.")

A shrub 3 to 10 ft. high, forming a cluster of erect stems
;
young branchlets

viscid and usually smooth. Leaves viscid, ovate, or roundish oval, i to 3A ins.
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lorig, § to 3 ins. wide, unevenly and sharply toothed, rounded or broadly
wedge-shaped at the base, mostly abruptly pointed ; dark green and smooth
above, green and downy on the midrib and veins beneath ; stalk about i in.

long. .Male catkins opening in April and May with the leaves, 2 to 3 ins. long.
Fruits $- in. long, oval, slender-stalked, borne in loose racemes.

Native of Europe, N. America, and N. China ; usually wild in mountainous
regions. The American plant was introduced in 1782 (as " Betula crispa")

;

the European one, according to Loudon, in 1820. It is a vigorous and
exceptionally hardy shrub, of no special ornamental value, but useful for

furnishing cold, damp spots.

\'ar. MOLLIS, Bcck^ has both surfaces of the leaves and the young shoots
covered with grey down.

Var. PARVIFOLIA, Dippel (A. brembana, Rota).—A curiously dwarfed
mountain state of A. viridis, growing i or 2 ft. high, and forming little close

mounds. Adult plants have leaves \ to i in. long. This dwarfed condition,
however, is merely due to the climate under which it exists. A plant intro-

duced to Kew twenty years ago gradually lost its dwarf character, and is now
no longer distinguishable from ordinary A. viridis. Found on the Swiss
Alps, etc.

AMELANCH lER. rosacea.

A genus of shrubs and small trees found wild in Europe, Asia, and
most abundantly in N. America. The name is an adaptation of

"amelancier," an old name for A. vulgaris in Savoy. The species are

all deciduous, and have alternate, simple leaves, white flowers, and small

black or purplish fruits, globose, or pear-shaped, and containing five or

ten seeds. The attractions of the Amelanchiers are in the pure whiteness

and abundance of the flowers, their graceful form, and in the fine shades

of red, and sometimes yellow, the leaves assume before they fall.

Although a compact small genus, there is considerable difficulty in

distinguishing the American kinds, owing to the existence of forms

intermediate between, or slightly differing from, the recognised types.

Their cultivation is easy, as they will thrive in any soil that is not too

dry and poor on the one hand, or water-logged on the other. They may
be raised from seed, by layers, or by division. The practice of grafting

them on the hawthorn, more common in Britain once than it is now, but

still usual on the Continent, should be strictly avoided.

A. ALNiFOLiA, Nuttall. Western Shad Bush.

(Garden and Forest, 1888, p. 185.)

A small tree, up to 20 or 25 ft high, of erect-branching habit, sometimes a

shrub ; branchlets usually smooth, except when quite young. Leaves broadly

ovate or roundish ; i to i^ ins. long, nearly as wide, often heart-shaped at the

base, covered with loose floss when they first expand, soon becoming quite

smooth ; the margin toothed only on the terminal half. Flowers on erect

racemes 2 ins. long, the stalks clothed with greyish wool; petals white,

narrowly oblong, about \ in. long ; calyx woolly, with five triangular lobes.

Fruit of the size and shape of black currants, dark purple, \ to \ in. diameter,

sweet, and of excellent eating when ripe.

Native of Western N. America ; seeds of which were first sent to this

country by Douglas in 1826-27. One of the most ornamental of the Amelan-
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chiers, this is still one of the rarest. It flowers in May, some weeks later than
A. canadensis, from which it is very distinct in the round not pointed leaves,

in the toothing of the leaf being coarser and confined to the terminal part, and
in the dense, erect racemes, A nearer ally is A. florida, which has similarly

shaped leaves, but toothed nearly to the base, a much le^^s woolly calyx, and
flowers earlier. A. alnifolia is perfectly hardy, and flowers with the greatest

freedom at Kew, where it is over 20 ft. high. The fruits are not likely to be of

any service in this country, but in Western X. America they have always been
an important item in the food of the native races, who gather the fruits, crush
them, and then dry them for winter use.

AUELANCniER ALNIFOLIA.

A. ASIATICS, Walpers. CHINESE SERVICE-DERRV.

(A. canadensis var. japonica, Miguel.')

A deciduous tree, of very graceful habit, 15 to 30 ft. high, branches slender.

Leaves oval or ovate, pointed, i .', to 3 ins. long, half as much wide, sometimes
neaily or wholly entire, but mostly toothed except at the base ; covered when
quite young with a loose floss which soon falls away, leaving both surfaces

quite smooth. Flowers on stalks A to | in. long, in broad, erect racemes i^ to

2^ ins. long ; white, fragrant
;
petals strap-shaped, 'i

in. long. Fruit black-

purple, about the size of a black currant.

Native of China, in the province of Hupeh, etc., but oiiginally introduced
from Japan, where it is commonly cultivated in the vicinity of temples. It is

not easy to distinguish it from some of the forms of A. canadensis, but at Kew
it always flowers two or three weeks later (usually in mid- May, when the leaves
are about full s'ze), and the petals are uniformly strap-shaped. The leaves,

too, never appear to be heart-shaped at the base, as they often are in

A. canadensis. A slender, elegant tree.
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A. CANADENSIS, Mcdicus. Service-berry, June-berry.

A tree 20 to 30 ft. high in Great Britain, but occasionally over 40 ft. high

in a wild state ; branches slender, the lower ones pendulous, forming in the

open a wide-topped, rounded head. Leaves ovate or oval, rounded or heart-

shaped at the base, pointed, saw-toothed, i| to 3 ins. long, i to i| ins. wide
;

Amelanchikr canadensis.

clothed with white hairs when they expand, soon becoming quite smooth and

of firm texture. Flowers pure white, produced in April (usually when the

leaves are less than half their full size), in erect or drooping racemes 2 to 3 ms.

long, terminating ^hort lateral twigs
;
petals obovate or strap-shaped, \ to \

in. long, \ in. wide. Fruit ripening in June, orange shaped, \ to \ in. wide,

changing from green to red, finally to black-purple, very sweet and pleasant

when ripe, in some forms, in others dry and tasteless.
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Native of Eastern and Central N. America, from Newfoundland and

Canada to the southern United States . introduced to England, according to

Alton, in 1746. From the time of the ripening of the fruit it is often called

"June-berry." There are few more delightful small trees than this is when seen

at its best, which, at Kew, is usually about the second week in April ; the whole

tree then becomes sheeted with white. Unhappily, it is a very fleeting beauty,

lasting, as a rule, less than a week. Its autumn beauty is more durable, and
it is then one of the most striking of hardy trees, the foliage changing before

it falls to a rich soft red ; in some forms, however, to a clear bright yellow.

A. FLORIDA, Lindley.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1589 ; A. Oxyodon, Koeline!)

A deciduous shrub producing a thicket of erect stems, 8 to 10 ft. or more
high. Leaves roundish oval, i to 2 ins. long, about t\\o-thirds as wide, blunt or

pointed, toothed almost to the base, smooth even when quite young. Flowers

white, in erect racemes i^ to 2 ins. long, produced on short leafy twigs in early

May ; calyx slightly woolly. Fruit black-purple.

Native of N.W. America ; introduced by Douglas in 1826. It has

been much confused with A. alnifolia, to which no doubt it is allied, but is,

nevertheless, well distinguished by its leaves being toothed nearly to the base,

and by having a less woolly calyx. With us, too, its habit is quite shrubby.

The foliage turns rich yellow in autumn.

A. OBLONGIFOLIA, Roevier. SwAMP Sugar Pear.

(A. canadensis var. oblongifolia, Bot. Mag., t. 7619.)

A shrub at present 6 to 8 ft. high at Kew, with erect stems, spreading by
means of sucker growths from the base ; said to be sometimes a small tree

12 ft. or more high. Leaves very woolly when quite young, ultimately

becoming smooth ; firm and rather leathery when mature, 1 1 to 2\ ins. long,

^ to I4 ins. wide ; oblong, rounded (rarely cordate) at the base, finely and
evenly toothed. Racemes erect, covered at first with a thick loose floss,

2 or 3 ins. long, carrying numerous white flowers, the petals of which are more
distinctly and uniformly obovate than in A. canadensis. In a wild state it

usually occurs in wettish ground, and its fruit is said to be more juicy and
agreeable than that of A. canadensis.

Native of Eastern N. America, and no doubt very nearly allied to

A. canadensis, and connected with it by intermediate forms. As a shrubby

Amelanchier it is useful in gardens, forming in time a dense thicket. Easily

increased by division in spring.

A. OLKIOCARPA, Roemcr.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8499 ; Garden and Forest, 1888, hg. 41 ; A. Bartramiana, Rotmer.')

A low shrub, usually 2 to 3 (rarely more than 6) ft. high. Leaves oval or

slightly ovate, i to 2 ins. long, tapering towards both ends, sharply toothed

nearly to the base, almost smooth from the commencement, but with some
loose floss on the surfaces and edges when expanding. Flowers pure white,

\ to I in. across ; solitary, in pairs, sometimes in threes or fours, on short

lateral twigs, each flower on a slender stalk \ to i in. long. Petals rounded,

obovate, ] in. wide, broader in proportion to their length than in any of the

Amelanchiers. Fruit pear-shaped or oblong, dark purple, nearly \ in. long,

not so wide.
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Native of Canada, Newfoundland, and the northern United States, and the

mo^t northerly of the Amelanchiers, inhabiting cold swamps and mountain bogs.

It is extremely rare in cultivation, the plant usually supplied by nurserymen for

it being a form of A. canadensis. It is easily distinguished by its few-flowered

inflorescence and the rounded petals; and differs from all other species in

cultivation by the prussic acid odour of the bark when bruised—like that of

many cherries and almonds.

A. RUBESCENS, Greene.

A shrub with downy branchlets. Leaves orbicular or broadly obovate,

i to I in. long, dark green above, the lower surface glaucous and covered
with a fine close down, very distinct from the loose woolly covering of the

young leaves of most Amelanchiers ; the upper surface is furnished with

scattered, tlattened hairs ; margins set with sharp, triangular, comparatively

large teeth, more especially towards the apex. Flowers pure white, \ to § in.

across, three to six together in a short raceme
;
petals oval-lanceolate, half as

long again as the sepals, which are narrow and linear; stamens ten; styles

united.

Native of New Mexico, Utah, etc., at elevations of 3000 to 5000 ft.

Introduced to England by way of Germany in 1900, and first flowered at Kevv

in .April 1910. It probably finds the climate of Britain too dull to bring out its

best qualities ; and so far, at any rate, is nothing like so free-flowering and
ornamental as the other species. It is allied to A. utahensis, Koehnc^ another
species from the same region with blunter leaves, fifteen to twenty stamens to

each flower, and free styles.

A. VULGARIS, Moench. SNOWY MESPILUS.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1890, i., fig. 104.)

A low tree, 15 to 20 ft. high, or more often a shrub. Leaves roundish
oval, very downy and pure white beneath when young, becoming nearly or quite

smooth at maturity, 1 to i^ ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; the margin sometimes
quite entire, but usually more or less toothed, especially towards the apex.

Racemes erect, carrying few but large white flowers often i^ ins. in diameter.

Petals narrowly oblong ; calyx covered with loose floss at first, its lobes

triangular. F^ruit at first red, then black, covered with a purplish bloom; about
the size of a black currant, eatable but not very palatable.

Native of the mountains of Central and S. Europe ; of unrecorded introduc-

tion, but in cultivation more than two hundred years ago. It has the largest

individual flowers of all the Amelanchiers as seen in cultivation, and is very

beautiful in late April or early May. One of its forms,

Var. CKETICA, is found as far eastwards as Dalmatia and Crete, and is a

shrub covered with a close white down on leaf, young wood, calyx, and flower-

stalk. Another form with always entire leaves is called var. integrifolia.

AMORPHA. LEGUMINOS/E.

A gcnu.s of shrubs exclusively native of N. America, with alternate

pinnate leaves and elongated racemes of blue, purple, or white flowers.

These plants belong to the pea-flowered group of Leguminositi, but the

flowers, instead of having the normal five petals (namely, the standard

petal, the two wing petals, and the two forming the keel), have but one—
the standard. The flowers, however, are so crowded that the others are
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not missed. The two dwarf species—canescens and nana—are best

adapted for gardens, although the foHage of A. fraticosa is very handsome.

AMKI.ANCIIIKK VULOARIH.

I'he two former can be increased by cuttings when seeds are not available,

and A. fruticosa produces sucker gnnvtlis from the base wlncli can be

rcmcncd witli some roots attached. Besides the species more fully
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described below, there are sometimes seen in cultivation A. californica
(California) and A. virgata (S.E. United States). Both resemble

A. fruticosa in habit and general aspect, but A. californica has downy
stems and leaf-stalks set with prickly glands, whilst A. virgata has broad
leathery leaflets and twiggy branches.

A. CANESCENS, Nllttall. LEAD PLANT.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6618.)

A sub-shrubby plant, 2 to 4 ft. high, entirely covered with grey down.
Stems erect, unbranched, springing from a woody base to which they largely

die back every winter. Leaves pinnate, 2 to 3 ins. long, composed of from ten

to twenty pairs of leaflets and an odd one ; leaflets | to § in. long, oblong or

ovate, stalkless, extending the entire length of the main stalk ; they are downv
on both sides, but paler beneath. Flowers thickly crowded on cylindrical

spikes, 3 to 6 ins. long, produced from the leaf-axils near the apex of the shoot,

and thus forming a large, leafy panicle 6 to 10 (sometimes 15 to 18) ins. high.

Each flower is about \ in. long, with a dull purplish blue standard petal, and
a grey downy calyx ; they are borne close enough together to touch. Pod less

than \ in. long, hairy, one-seeded.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1812. It flowers from late

July to September, and only ripens seeds during very fine autumns. It may be

increased by cuttings made of shoots too weak to flower, which must be rooted

in gentle warmth. It makes a large deep root-stock, which enables it not

only to withstand, but to thrive best in, hot, droughty seasons. It is an

interesting and rather striking plant which is well suited for the front of a

shrubbery. In a wild state it extends over a considerable latitude, and shows
some variation in the grey tints of its stems and leaves, and especially in the

size and openness of its inflorescence. The popular name of "lead plant " is

founded on the belief which once prevailed that its presence in a wild state

indicated the existence of lead ore beneath the soil.

A. FRUTICOSA, LinncEus. FALSE Indigo.

(Bot. Reg., t. 127.)

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 15 ft. high, of spreading, rather ungainly habit,

branches slightly grooved, either slightly downy or smooth. Leaves pinnate,

smooth or somewhat downy, with thirteen to thirty-three leaflets, which

are oval or oblong, ending in a bristle-like apex, and varying in length from

I to 2 ins. ; there is a short, thread-like stipule at the base of each leaflet, and
numerous transparent dots are scattered over the blade. Racemes slender,

cylindrical, 4 to 6 ins. long, more or less downy, or almost smooth, produced

at the end of the shoots of the year, and from the ?i\\\s of the terminal leaves.

Flowers \ in. long, densely packed, purplish blue, with yellow anthers. Pod

\ in. long, very warty, one- or two-seeded.

Native of the southern United States ; introduced to England in 1724 by, it is

said, Mark Catesby, the author of the Natural History of Carolina. It exhibits

under cultivation a certain amount of variation in the shape and size of the

leaflets, in the number to each leaf, and especially in the degree of pubescence

on various parts of the plant. Of numerous forms the most distinct are

mentioned below. This shrub flowers in July, when its slender racemes give

a pretty effect ; the foliage also is ornamental
;
yet it belongs to an inferior

class of shrubs, and is perhaps best suited for rough shruV^bcries where it may
be left to take care of itself. At Kew, in open ground, the shoots die back

nearly their entire length, and they have to be pruned over every spring.
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Var. FRAGRANS.—Leaflets large, 2 to 3 ins. long, usually 4h to yh pairs
;

shrub glabrous, except on inflorescence.

Var. GLALRA.—Leaves and stem smooth, inflorescence slightly downy.

A. NANA, Nuttall.

A low, deciduous shrub, about 2 ft. high ; stems branching, and having little

or no down. Leaves pinnate, 2 to 3 ins. long, with eight to thirteen pairs of
leaflets and an odd one ; leaflets ^ to ^ in. long, oval or obovate, nearly
smooth. Flowers purple, fragrant, very closely set in cylindrical terminal
racemes i to 2 ins. long. Pod one-seeded.

Native of Eastern and Central N. America ; Introduced in 181 1. Although
somewhat similar to A. canescens in foliage, it is really very distinct. It is

a true shrub, and has little or none of the grey down so conspicuous in

A. canescens ; its flower-spikes are also much shorter and not clustered. A
rather dainty plant, but scarcely known in gardens nowadays.

ANAGYRIS FCETIDA, Linnceus. LEGUMINOS.E.

A deciduous bush, or small tree, with alternate, trifoliolate leaves.

Leaflets i to 2^ ins. long, narrow oval, covered with fine down beneath,

greyish green. Flowers pea-shaped, yellow, produced in short racemes on

the growth of the previous year; each flower J to i in. long, and but

little expanded ; calyx bell-shaped, downy and ciliated, green
;

petals

yellow, the standard one hooded; wings narrow oblong. The racemes

are ij to 3 ins. long, and carry six to twenty flowers. Seed-pod 3 to

5 ins. long, \ to f in- broad, pointed at both ends, curved like a scimitar,

and containing three or four seeds.

Native of the countries bordering the Mediterranean Sea, and requiring

at Kew the protection of a south wall—even there occasionally killed

The specific name refers to the unpleasant odour of the leaves, which is,

however, only perceptible when they are crushed. The tree is known in

the south of France as " bois puant " on that account. The flowers are

inodorous. In S. Europe they open in early spring, later in Britain.

ANDRACHNE. euphorblvcE/E.

A group of plants belonging to the Spurge family, of which two

shrubby species are sometimes seen in cultivation. They have little

beauty of flower or fruit, but are rather neat in habit. Leaves alternate.

Flowers unisexual, produced in the Icaf-axiis of the current season's

growth, small, green ; the females solitary. Fruit a dry capsule of three

divisions, each division two-valved. There are about twelve species

known, inhabiting both the New and Old Worlds, but the two following

are the only shrubby ones I have seen in cultivation. Neither can be

said to deserve a place in gardens except for its botanical interest. They
thrive in ordinary loam in full sunshine, and can be increased by cuttings

in August.

A. COLCmCA, Fischer.

A native of the Caucasus, and a deciduous shrub, about 3 ft. high, of dense,

erect habit, and with very slender, quite smooth, leafy shoots, the terminal

N
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portions of which die back in winter. Leaves set about ] in, apart on the

shoots, ovate, A to 4' in. long, about half as wide, rounded at the base, blunt at

the apex
;

quite smooth, and with thickened, entire margins ; dull green.

Flowers j in. across, on thread-like stalks -h to § in. long, produced successively

along the young shoots throughout the summer and early autumn. Fruit pale

brown, | in. across. Introduced to Kew, in 1900, from the Botanic Garden of

Tiflis, but probably cultivated long previously.

A. RoiMERlANA, Mueller,

(A. phyllanthoides, Mueller^

An erect, much-branched, deciduous shrub, i to 3 ft, high, its twigs angled,

slightly downy, becoming glossy ; slender, but not so slender as in A. colchica.

Leaves obovate or oval, i to 4 in. long, y to \ in. wide, tapered or rounded at

the base, bluntish or rounded at the apex, entire
;
quite smooth or sparingly

downy beneath, glossy green above ; stalk ^^.- in. long. Flowers \ in. across,

yellowish green, produced in summer and autumn. Fruits nearly globose.

Native of the S. Central United States. It is easily distinguished from the

Caucasian species by its stouter branchlets, and its partially downy, shorter-

stalked leaves, often broadest above the middle.

ANDROMEDA polifolia, Linnceus. BoG Rosemary.
ERICACE/K

A low evergreen shrub, rarely more than i^ ft. high, whose slender,

smooth, wiry stems are clothed thickly with stiff, hard-textured leaves

;

young wood pinkish. Leaves linear-oblong, tapered at both ends, i to

\\ ins. long, ^ to \ in. wide, but made to appear narrower than they

really are by the recurving of the margins; dark green above, glaucous

or slightly felted beneath. Flowers produced in short, compact clusters

at the end of the shoots during May and succeeding months, each flower

on a stalk \ in. or less in length. The corolla is pink, \ in. long, pitcher-

shaped, contracted towards the mouth, where are five small recurved

teeth. Calyx five-lobed, the lobes triangular, glaucous.

Native of peat bogs in N. Europe, including Britain. It is an

interesting and pretty shrub, requiring a damp peaty soil to thrive in.

In the Thames Valley it succeeds better if the ground in which it

is planted is covered with an inch or two of sphagnum moss, which

acts as a sponge in conserving moisture. Some eight or ten names have

been given to forms of this little shrub, which differ chiefly in the size

and width of the leaf. They may very well be reduced to two, viz. :

—

Var. ANGUSTIFOLI.A, with very narrow leaves ; and
Var. MAJOR, with leaves broader than those of the type.

The N. American Andromeda, which has for long been regarded as

a form of the European A. polifolia, appears to be distinct in its more
robust growth and larger leaves, which are often over 2 ins. long and

\ in. or more wide, covered beneath with a white close felt. Link's

name of A. glaucophvlla may be revived for this.

The name Andromeda has been extensively used for what are here
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regarded as distinct genera, and the student must look for tlie

other shrubs and trees still frequently known as "Andromeda," under
Oxydendron, Pieris, Lyonia, Leucothoe, Cassine, Cassiope, Zenobia, and

Andromeda polikolia.

Enkianthus. The above, or true Andromeda, is propagated by division,

by seed, and by cuttings. The last should be put in peaty, sandy soil

under a cloche, but they do not take root readily.

ANTHYLLIS. Kidney Vetch. leguminos/E.

Two attractive shrubs belonging to this genus are cultivated in gardens
—one unfortunately too tender to withstand our winters unprotected.

The most distinctive botanical feature of the genus is the persistent

calyx, which, after the petals fall, becomes more or less inflated and
encloses the seed-pod. The flowers are aggregated in umbellate clusters.

Neither of these shrubs needs a rich soil, but rather a warm, weil-drained

one, and abundant sunshine.

A. Barha-Jovis, Liunceus. J u PITER'S Beard, Silver Bush.

An evergreen shrub, growing 8 to 12 ft. hi^-^h on walls in this country
;

branchlets crooked, covered with flattened, silky hairs. Leaves pinnate,
i|i to 2 ins. long, composed of nine to about nineteen leaflets. Leaflets
linear-oblong, \ to i in. long ; covered with silvery hairs, especially beneath
and at the edges, which towards the base are often incurved. Flowers pea-
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shaped, pale yellow, crowded in rounded heads at the end of short twigs ; each
head of flowers is 4 to i in. across ; calyx silky hairy, | in. long.

Native of S.W. Europe and the Mediterranean region ; cultivated in England
since the middle of the seventeenth century. It is too tender to thrive in the

open ground, but makes a charming shrub for a wall, where its sheen of silvery

grey and (in May and June) clusters of yellow flowers are. very effective. At Kew
it is occasionally injured even growing against a wall. Seeds are said sometimes
to ripen in this country, but the plant has, as a rule, to be increased by cuttings.

A. HERMANN!.^, LifinCBUS. HERMANN'S KiDNEY VeTCH.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2576.)

A deciduous shrub, of low, bushy habit, i^ to 2 ft., perhaps more, high
;

branches crooked or zigzag, covered with short greyish down, and ending in a

spine. Leaves simple (or occasionally trifoliolate), linear-obovate, \ to i in.

long, ^ in. or less wide, clothed more or less with silky hairs ; apex rounded
;

base tapering. Flowers yellow, three to five together in axillary, very shortly

stalked clusters, each flower about I in. long ; calyx green, tubular, \ in. long.

Native of the Mediterranean region from Corsica eastwards to Turkey. It

was in cultivation early in the eighteenth century, and is said to have been not

uncommon up to the great frost of 1739-40, when most of the plants were
destroyed. I have known it in Kew for over twenty years without protection,

and although occasionally injured on the upper growth in severe winters it has

never been killed It is a much-branched, twiggy bush of greyish aspect,

flowering freely in June and July, and very pretty then. It is a suitable plant

for a sunny place in the rock garden. As it rarely ripens its seeds here, it has

to be increased by cuttings. They should be put in sandy soil under cloches

in August.

APHANANTHE ASV^V^A, Planchon. URTICACE^.

(Celtis Muku, Siebold.')

A deciduous tree, 60 to 70 ft. high, allied, and similar in appearance to

the nettle trees (Celtis)
;
young shoots at first covered with flattened hairs,

which mostly fall away before the leaves do. Leaves alternate, ovate,

long- and taper-pointed; the base wedge-shaped, rounded, or (on very

vigorous shoots) heart-shaped, often oblique; ij to 4 ins. long, J to 2 ins.

wide
;

prominently parallel-veined, distinctly three-nerved at the base.

When young both surfaces are densely covered with minute, flattened

hairs which fall away from the upper surface, leaving it bright green and
slightly rough, persisting more or less on the midrib and veins beneath

;

stalk J to ?} in. long. Flowers unisexual, very small ; the males numerous,

crowded in slender, stalked, cymosc clusters at the base of the young

side twigs ; females solitary at the end. Fruit a roundish oval drupe,

\ to \ in. long, black-purple.

Native of Japan and probably China ; introduced from the former

country to Kew in 1895. It differs from Celtis in the invariably uni-

sexual flowers. As a garden tree it does not promise much, and judging

by its behaviour at Kew, where it makes long, succulent growths,

frequently cut back during winter, it needs more summer sun than our

climate affords. It has little or no flower beauty.
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APLOPAPPUS Y.KlCOlB'ESy De Cajtdo/ie. COMPOSIT/E.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1896, ii., fig. 57.)

An evergreen shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, with erect branchlets, sHghtly

downy and glutinous when young. Leaves very small, numerous, and
heath-like, from J to J

in. long, of the thickness of stout thread ; dark
green, stalkless, produced in clusters at each joint. Flower-heads in

corymbs borne on long slender stems, the whole forming a crowded
mass of yellow blossom at the end of the shoots of the year ; at their best

in August and September. Each flower-head is h in. in diameter, with

five ray-florets.

Native of California, and not hardy at Kew except on a wall. On the

south coast it thrives well, especially at Worthing; it succeeds also in

Canon Ellacombe's garden, near Bristol. Like some other shrubby
composites it is apt to wear out under cultivation, and should be occasion-

ally renewed by means of cuttings, which root freely if put in a propagating

frame with gentle heat in July. It is a pretty and interesting plant, quite

distinct from all other introduced shrubby composites, especially in its

deep green, heath-like foliage.

ARALIA CHiNENSis, Linnceus. CHINESE Angelica Tree.
ARALIACE.E.

A deciduous tree, 30 ft. or more high, with a few stout branches ;

more often a shrub renewing itself by sucker growths from the base

;

young growths very thick (over i in. in diameter), pithy, and armed more
or less with spines. Leaves doubly pinnate, often 3, sometimes 4 ft.

long, two-thirds as wide ; composed of numerous ovate, taper-pointed,

short-stalked leaflets, from 3 to 5 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide, toothed ; dark

bright green and slightly hairy on the veins above, paler and always

downy beneath, often much so, and especially on the midrib and veins

;

stalks somewhat prickly. Flowers small, whitish, produced in August
and September in numerous globose umbels \ to \\ ins. across, the

whole forming a huge panicle i to 2 ft. long and from half to nearly as

much through ; flower-stalks covered densely with down. Several varieties

of this Aralia are in cultivation :

—

Var. ALBO-MARGINATA.— Leaflets irregularly margined, sometimes more
than half covered, with creamy white.

Var. AUkEOMARGlXATA.—Similar in variegation to the preceding, but the

colour golden yellow. These two are amongst the most effective and beautiful

of all varie^^ated shrubs.

Var. mandschuricus (Dimorphanthus mandschuricus, Maximowicz).—
Downy only on the veins and midrib beneath, more sharply toothed; hardier

than the type.

Var. PVRAMIDALIS.—Leaves rather smaller than in the type, and growing
erect instead of spreading.

Native of China, Japan, and Manchuria; introduced about 1S65, and
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perhaps the finest of all hardy shrubs with foliage of its particular type.

It is hardy enough in all but the colder parts of the country, but still is

seen at its best in the milder places. Near Falmouth, some years ago, I

saw a tree about 30 ft. high, and as much in the spread of its branches,

Aralia chinensis.

the main trunk 10 ins. thick. In its ordinary shrubby state it makes an
admirable ornament for a sheltered lawn, peculiarly effective at flowering

time. Easily propagated by taking off small suckers or even pieces of

root, potting them, and establishing them in heat.

A. SPINOSA, IJnncEus. Hercules' Club.—A native of the south-eastern

United States, and very similar to A chinensis. These two afford one of

many instances of an extraordinary similarity between a plant native of North
America and another of North Asia, which are yet not absolutely identical. In

this case A. spinosa is distinguished by the leaflets being more glaucous
beneath and much less downy, sometimes quite smooth beneath, and by their

being more distinctly stalked. The stems, too, are better armed with prickles.

This American species is not so hardy and vigorous as the Asiatic one, and
the two seen in juxtaposition are quite distinct. It is extremely rare in

cultivation, and I only saw the real plant for the first time at the Arnold
Arboretum in 19 10. Even American nurserymen send over A. chinensis as their

native spinosa. It is now in the Kew collection.

Although both these species make finer foliage when grown in rich

than in comparatively poor soil, the latter is, I think, to be preferred if

healthy, long-lived plants are desired. In rich soil the wood, always soft

and very pithy, becomes especially so, and renders the plants very liable

to injury by winter cold.
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ARAUCARIA imbricata, Pavo?i. Chile Pine, Monkey
Puzzle. conifer/E.

An evergreen tree, 50 to 80 ft. high, of pyramidal or rounded form,

with an erect, cyhndrical bole, ij to 2 J ft. thick, all but the oldest parts

prickly with living leaves or the remains of dead ones. Branches pro-

duced in regular tiers of five to seven. Leaves very uniform, ovate, with

a slender spine-tipped point, from i to 2 ins. long, i to i in. wide; hard,

rigid, and leathery ; dark glossy green except at the paler-growing tips of

the branches, and with numerous stomatic lines on both surfaces. The
leaves are arranged spirally on the branch, overlapping at the broad,

stalkless base, and are very densely packed (about twenty-four to i in.

of stem) ; they remain alive for ten to fifteen years, and then persist for

an indefinite time dead. Male and female flowers are usually borne on
separate trees, but not invariably ; the former are produced on egg-shaped
or cylindrical catkins 3 to 5 ins. long, the scales lanceolate, densely

packed, with the slender points reflexed, the pollen being shed in early

July. The female cones take two seasons to develop ; appearing in the

spring of one year, and shedding their seeds in August or September of

the next ; they are globose, and usually 5 to 7 ins. thick. Seeds conical,

I J ins. long, J in. wide.

Native of Chile ; originally discovered about 1780, and introduced to

England by Archibald Menzies in 1795. Menzies had, two or three

years previously, when attached to Vancouver's voyage of survey,

pocketed some nuts put on for dessert whilst he and the ship's ofiicers

were dining with the \"iceroy of Chile. He sowed these nuts on board
ship, and ultimately landed five plants, which proved to be the Araucaria,

alive in England. One of the five existed at Kew until 1892. The Chile

pine, whilst hardy in most parts of the British Lsles, attains its finest

development in the softer, moister counties, and in good free soil. It

should always be raised from seeds, fertile ones of which are now
regularly |)roduced in several gardens. At Castle Kennedy I have seen

seedling plants springing up naturally near the trees from which seeds

had fallen. Araucaria imbricata is of peculiar interest as the only tree

from south of the equator that attains to timber-producing size in the

average climate of the British Lsles. It becomes over 100 ft. high and
7 ft. in diameter of trunk in Chile, deriving its name from the Arauco
province (inhabited by the Araucanos Indians), where it was first found.

A species is found in lirazil, and several others in Australia and New
Caledonia—all tender. In its general aspect, and especially as com[)arcd
with ordinary types of northern vegetation, the Chile pine is the most
remarkable hardy tree ever introduced to liritain. It should always be
grown as an isolated tree, or in an isolated group, as it associates very

badly with ordinary garden vegetation. It was first introduced in quantity

to this country in 1844, '>>' Wm. Lobl).
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ARAUJIA SERICOFERA, ^r^/^;u ASCLEPIADACE.E.

(Physianthus albens, MartiuSy Bot. Mag., t. 3201.)

An evergreen climber of very vigorous growth, the stems twining,

covered with pale down when young. Leaves opposite, ovate-oblong,

pointed, the base cut off squarely or broadly wedge-shaped ; 2 to 4 ins.

long, J to 2 ins. broad
;

pale green, and clothed beneath with a pale

minute felt; stalk I to i| ins. long. Flowers fragrant, borne two to eight

together on racemes about 2 ins. long, produced at the joints of the stem,

not in either of the leaf-axils, but at the side between the leaf-stalks.

Corolla white, swollen at the base, the tube J in. long, J in. wide, opening

at the top into five spreading lobes, and there i to i\ ins. across. Calyx

with five ovate lobes J in. long. Fruit a large grooved pod, 5 ins. long,

2 to 3 ins. wide at the base, tapering slightly towards the end ; each seed

with a tuft of silky hairs i in. or more long attached at the end.

Native of S. America ; introduced by Tweedie from Buenos Ayres in

1830. It is not hardy at Kew, and even against a wall does not long

survive, but at Pendell Court in Surrey it used to grow and flower.

Where it is warm enough, as in the Channel Islands, it flowers and
produces its curious large fruits freely. It likes a good loamy soil, and
can be increased by cuttings as well as by seed. Flowers in late summer.

ARBUTUS. ERICACE/E.

A group of evergreen trees and shrubs, of which three species are

hardy in the average climate of the British Isles. They have alternate,

leathery leaves, and bear their flowers in terminal panicles ; corolla

pitcher-shaped, white or pink ; calyx five-lobed, persisting through the

fruiting stage ; stamens ten. The fruit is an edible but not very palatable

drupe, roundish, orange-red, and very ornamental when ripe, enclosing

numerous seeds.

The arbutuses are exceptionally attractive evergreens in their foliage,

which is healthy dark green, and abundant, also ornamental in flower and

fruit. A. Unedo thrives on a limestone, as well as other formations, and

may thus be included among the few ericaceous plants that can be grown

where lime is present. Still it, like the others, succeeds very well in

peaty or loamy soil. Wherever possible all the species should be raised

from seed, but the named varieties have to be grafted on seedlings of

A. Unedo. They transplant rather badly, and are best grown in pots

until finally planted out, which should be done as soon as possible.

Besides the species more fully noticed below, there is a fourth and more
tender one from Chile, viz. :

—

A. FURIENS, Hooker,— It is a shrub whose leaves are i\ to 2J ins. long,

I to ^ in. wide, ovate, pointed, finely toothed ; bristly, leathery, and hard in

texture ; dark glossy green above, pallid green beneath. Flowers in axillary,

hairy racemes \l to 2 ins. long, dull white; each blossom
y'c,

'"• '""&»

densely set on the stalk. It is not hardy at Kew, but is grown out-of-doors
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(sometimes as Gaultheria furiens) in the extreme south and south-western

counties, and in Ireland, where it flowers in April and May.

A. Andrachne, Linnceus.

An evergreen tree, 30 to 40 ft. high in a wild state, but usually a shrub 10

to 20 ft. high in Great Britain
;
young shoots smooth ; bark on older branches

smooth and reddish brown. Leaves oval, usually 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 2 ins.

wide, dark glossy green above, paler below, smooth, toothed in young
specimens and on very vigorous shoots, but entire in the adult normal state

;

stalks )i to I in. long. Flowers produced during March and April in terminal,

downy panicles, 2 to 4 ins. long and wide ; corolla pitcher-shaped, | in. long,

dull white, with five shallow, reflexed lobes at the contracted mouth ; calyx

lobes ovate, pointed ; flower-stalks glandular-hairy. Fruit globose, \ in.

diameter, much smoother than that of A. Unedo, orange red.

Native of S.E. Europe, especially in the Eastern Mediterranean region
;

introduced from Smyrna in 1724. It is but little known in cultivation, nearly

all the plants so-called being A. hybrida. From A. Unedo it is distinguished

by its comparatively broader, entire leaves and smooth shoots ; and from
A. Menziesii by the leaves being less glaucous beneath, the smaller panicles,

and the more compact habit.

A. IIVBRIDA, Ker-Gawler.

(Bot. Reg. t. 619 ; A. andrachnoides, Link.")

A hybrid between A. Andrachne and A. Unedo, intermediate in many
respects between the two, and very variable within the limits set by the parent
species, sometimes leaning more to one species, now more to the other. The
leaf-stalks and young branches are glandular-hairy, but not so much so as in

A. Unedo ; sometimes they show it only when quite young, and not very much
even then. The leaves are toothed, rather glaucous beneath, and intermediate
ill size. Flowers produced in late autumn or in spring, in terminal, glandular-

downy panicles, white, pitcher-shaped, ] in. long. Fruit not so rough nor so

large as in A. Unedo.
Found wild in Greece, where both the parent species occur, and said also

to have been raised by Messrs Osborn of Fulham about 1800. On the whole
it is the most useful as it is the commonest of the genus. Several of its finest

forms have been given names, such as magnifica, photiniefolia, Rollissoni, all

notable for their fine foliage and goodly sized trusses. It is distinct from
A. Andrachne in the toothed leaves, and from A. Unedo in having them
slightly glaucous beneath and longer-stalked.

Var. QUERCI FOLIA.—Leaf-margin set with large, irregular teeth, especially

towards the apex.

A. Menziesii, Pursh. Madrona.
(Rot. Mag., t. 8249 ; A. procera, Douglas^ Bot. Reg., t. 1753.)

An evergreen tree, reaching in its native state heights of 20 to 100 ft., with
a trunk i to 6 ft. in thickness ; in Britain it has not yet exceeded 50 ft. in

height, and is usually 20 to 30 ft. Young shoots quite smooth ; bark peeling,

and, on the older branches and trunk, leaving the wood perfectly clean, and
of a striking cinnamon colour. Leaves oval, 2 to 6 ins. long, i] to 3 ins. wide ;

toothed on young plants or very vigorous shoots, but mostly with entire

margins ; dark glossy green above, glaucous or almost white beneath ; stalk

i to 1 1 ins. long. Flowers produced during May in a terminal pyramidal
panicle, from 3 to 9 ins. long and up to 6 ins. wide : lorolla pitLhcr->liaj)cd,
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about ] in. long:, dull white ; flower-stalks downy ; calyx small, greenish ; fruit

about the size of a large pea, orange-coloured.

Native of California ; introduced by Douglas in 1827. This is one of the

most beautiful of all l)road-leaved trees, and as seen at its best in the moist rich

valleys of N. California is l)y far the noblest of all the heath family. It is

especially noticeable for the perfectly smooth red branches. In the milder

pans of Britain, it succeeds very well, and at Kew is perfectly hardy, except

Arbutus Menziksii.

that in a young state the vigorous sappy shoots are apt to be cut back in

winter. It should be propagated by imported seed, which is obtainable from

American nurserymen and germinates well. The young plants should as

soon as possible be given a permanent place, as they transplant badly.

Mr W. L. Jepson says that in N. California no other tree makes so strong

an appeal to man's imagination as this, and that wherever it grows, "the

traveller, forester, hunter, artist, and botanist is held by the spell of its crown

of flowers and masses of red fruits, its terra-cotta bark and burnished foliage."

It is far too rarely seen in cultivation. When once established it grows
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quickly ; a tree at Kew raised from seed in 1894 is now 22 ft. hi<^h, with a

trunk 30 ins. in girth.

A. Unedo, Linnceus. STRAWBERRY Tree.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1878, ii., fig. 115.)

An evergreen tree, from 15 to 30 ft. high, occasionally 40 ft. in its native

districts in Ireland, but nearly always a wide-topped shrub under cultivation
;

young shoots glandular-hairy. Leaves smooth, 2 to 4 ins. long, A to i^ ins.

wide, narrowly oval or obovate, tapering towards both ends, toothed, dark
shining green and leathery; stalk \ in. long, glandular. Flowers produced
from October to December in drooping panicles 2 ins. long and wide. Corolla

white or pinkish, pitcher-shaped, ] in. long, with small, rounded, reflexed

lobes at the mouth ; calyx-lol^es small, triangular, edged with minute hairs.

Fruit globose, strawberry-like, 4 in. across, orange red, rough on the surface.

It ripens during the autumn following the production of the flowers, at the

same time as the succeeding crop of blossom.
Native of the Mediterranean regions and S.W. Ireland, especially on the

islands and shores of the Lakes of Killarney, where it attains its largest

dimensions. I have seen it wild also in Dalmatia (on calcareous ground),
where, however, it was always scrub not more than 10 ft. high. It is quite

hardy in the warmer parts of England, and has withstood 30" of frost at

Kew without injury. Both it and its varieties are of especial value through
flowering so late in the season.

Var. COMPACTA.—A dwarf bush which does not flower freely.

Var. INTEGERRIMA, Sims (Bot. Mag., t. 2319).—A distinct shrub with quite

entire leaves, which, as in the type, vary from narrow-oval to obovate.
\'ar. RUBRA, Alton (Croomei).—A very pretty variety with deep pink

flowers, usually a low, rather spreading bush. Found wild by the Irish

botanist, Mackay, near Glengariff, about 1835, but known fifty years previously
to Aiton.

The strawberry tree is one of the few cricaceous plants which will thrive

on limestone. Distinguished from the other species by its hairy twigs.

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS. ericace.k.

Some four or five species of Arctostaphylos are cultivated in gardens,

one of which is deciduous, the others evergreen. They vary from small

trees to creeping shrubs, and are widely spread over the northern hemi-

sphere, being most abundant in regard to number of types and largest

in size in Western N. America. Leaves alternate, of leathery texture,

except in A. alpina. Flowers globose to pitcher-shaped, \ in. or less

long, narrowed at the mouth, where are five small teeth
;
produced in

short, terminal, drooping racemes. Fruit a berry with one to five bony
seeds. Most nearly allied to Arbutus among hardy shrubs.

All the following species are worthy of cultivation, especially the

W. American ones, of which several beautiful species have yet to be

introduced. They love such a soil as suits rhododendrons. Imported
seeds from California are frequently difficult to get to germinate, and
Miss Alice I-lastwood, a well-known Californian botanist, l)elieves that it

is advisable to subject the seeds to heat before they are sown This may
best be done by immersing them in water at boiling-point for ten to
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twenty seconds ; experiment may prove a longer immersion to be
necessary. Some of the Californian species inhabit hot dry regions, and
their seeds are said to germinate freely after a fire has swept over where
they grow. Our two British species, which inhabit moist mountain
regions, can be increased by cuttings, and the seeds do not offer any
difficulties in germination.

A. ALPINA, Sprcngel. Black Bearberry.

A low, deciduous shrub of tufted or creeping; habit, about 6 ins. high ; the

younger branches slightly bristly, clothed with the bases of fallen leaves, the

older ones with loose bark. Leaves obovate, rounded or abruptly tapering

at the apex, much tapered at the base, i to \\ ins. long, \ to ^ in. wide, round-
toothed towards the top ; thin, conspicuously veined, and without down

;

stalks \ to \ in. long, and, like the

lower part of the leaf - margins,

bristly. Flowers white, two or three

together on short, reflected racemes;
corolla \ in. long, pitcher-shaped.

Fruit a black berry, globose, \ in.

across, containing five seeds or less.

Native of the mountains of

Europe (including the north of

Scotland), N. Asia, and N. America.
It is a lover of damp, cool condi-

tions, and near London its roots

should be surfaced with Sphagnum
moss. Without having any par-

ticular beauty of flower or fruit, it

makes a pleasing low tuft, distinct

because of its wrinkled leaves, and
rather suggestive of Rhodndendon
kamtschaticum on a small scale.

The leaves often turn a brilliant

red in autumn. Propagation may
be effected by division as well as by
seeds and cuttings.

\\ir. KU15RA.—A variety with red

fruits found in Western N. America
and in W. China.

A. ManzANITA, Parry.

Manzanita.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8128.)

An evergreen shrub, 4 to 8 ft.

high in this country, but becoming
a small tree 25 ft. high in its native

home
;
young shoots, inflorescence,

leaf-stalks, and midribs covered
with dense down ; bark peeling.

Leaves ovate, heart-shaped, or oval,

ins. long,
'l

to 1;' ins. wide, entire, thick and leathery; at first of a

dull grey, afterwards bright grey-green, slightly downy when young ;
leaf-stalk

stout, ^ to \ in. long. Flowers produced in March and April m short terminal

Arcto8Tai'iiyi,o.s Manzanita.

to l\
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panicles about i^ ins. long- and wide, lasting long in beauty. Corolla egg-
shaped, about I in. long, deep pink, with five small, rounded teeth at the nearly
closed mouth ; sepals whitish ; flower-stalks slender, | in. or less long. Fruit
not seen in Britain, but described as a brownish red, orange-shaped berry I to

h in. wide.

Native of California ; introduced to Kew in 1897. This shrub requires a
sunny position and a peaty, well-drained soil. Cuttings will not take root easily,

at least a way has not yet been found, so far as I know, to make them do so.

It is impatient of root disturbance, and should be given a permanent place
early, and till then grown in pots. Its stiff, somewhat gaunt branches, red
where not hidden by peeling bark ; the rigid, hard, grey foliage ; and the short,

crowded flower-clusters, give this rare shrub a most distinct appearance.
" Manzanita," which has been selected for its specific name, is an old Spanish-
Californian term for the bushy members of the genus generally.

A. TOMENTOSA, Lindley. DOWNY MANZANITA.
(Bot. Reg., t. 1791 ; Arbutus tomentosa, Purs/i, Bot. Mag., t. 3320.)

An evergreen shrub of somewhat irregular habit, growing from 3 to 5 ft.

(perhaps more) high
;
young wood clothed with dense, often glandular hairs.

Leaves oblong or ovate, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base, abruptly
pointed, i to 2 ins. long, 5 to i in. wide, not toothed, leathery, dull greyish
green, downy above, thickly felted beneath ; stalk ,V to | in. long, hairy.

Flowers produced from March to May, densely, in short, drooping racemes
I in. or less long, from the end of the previous season's growth, and in the
axils of one or two of the uppermost leaves. Corolla white, pitcher-shaped,
i in. long ; sepals rounded, hairy on the margins ; flower-stalks very hairy,

I to J in. long. Fruit a berry, brownish red, orange-shaped, .1 in. wide,
downy.

Native of the coast regions of California and Washington ; discovered by
Alexander Menzies about 1793. ^^ '^ a rare shrub, but is thriving in peaiy
soil at Kew. The densely hairy character of its shoots and leaves distinguishes
it from the other species in cultivation.

A. UVA-URSI, Sprengel. RED Bearberrv.

A trailing evergreen shrub, sending out long, slender, leafy branches, but
rising only a few inches above the ground

;
young shoots furnished with minute

down. Leaves leathery, obovate, ^ to i] ins. long, ] to \ in. wide, with a long,

tapering base ; bright green on both sides ; the margins hairy, otherwise
smooth ; stalk | in. or less long. Flowers produced from .April onwards in

small, drooping, terminal clusters ; corolla pitcher-shaped, ,', in. long, pink.

Fruit a globular berry, \ to \ in. diameter, red, smooth and shining.

Native of the cool temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, both in

the New and Old Worlds. In gardens it is useful for forming a low evergreen
ground-cover, its spreading masses of green foliage and small pink flowers

being always pleasing. It may also be planted on the top of upturned tree-roots,

which it will eventually completely drape, or on the top of miniature declivities

of the rock garden. It is easily propagated by cuttings. As seen on the

mountains of the north of England and Scotland, or of Central Kurojjc,

its growth is much more compact and stunted, but less graceful than in

gardens.
Plants sold in nurseries as "A. nevadensis" (really a very different species)

and " .\. californica " are simply the W. .\merican representatives of the species,

and do not differ appreciably from our own.
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ARDISIA JAPONICA, Blume. ISIYRSINACE/E.

A low evergreen shrub, i ft. or rather more high, its erect clustered

stems covered with dark, minute down when young. Leaves clustered in

one or two whorls near the top of the stem ; o\al, \\ to 3?, ins. long,

J to I J ins. wide; tapered at both ends, sharply toothed; bright dark

green, and nearly or quite smooth ; stalks \ in. long, minutely downy.
Flowers white, i in. across, star-shaped, with five narrow, ovate, pointed

petals, the flowers occur singly or in twos or threes on short, downy
stalks \ to \ in. long, from the leaf-axils. They appear in August and
September, and are followed by red (in one form white), globular berries,

\ in. diameter.

Native of China and Japan, and the only member of a large genus

grown outside in this country. Its beauty is in the glossy foliage and
bright fruits. It is suitable for the rock garden, in the south and west

of England or Ireland, but is not wholly hardy at Kew. It first flowered

in Knight's nursery at Chelsea in 1834.

ARISTOLOCHIA. Birthworts. aristolochiacE/E.

Although the most remarkable of the plants which constitute this genus

are found in tropical countries, some half a dozen woody, climbing species

can be grown in the open air in Britain which present so remarkable a

flower-structure and are, withal, so vigorous in growth, that one or more
of them ought to be seen in every garden. Leaves alternate, mostly

heart-shaped. The flower has no corolla ; the calyx (or perianth) is more
or less tubular, curiously inflated, and bent so as to resemble a siphon

or Dutch pipe. Some of the flowers of tropical Aristolochias are fly-traps
;

the insect is attracted by a fcctid odour, and enters the tube, which is

clothed with hairs pointing downwards ; these hairs offer no obstacle to

the ingress of the fly, but effectually bar its return.

The hardy species like a good loamy soil, and can be increased by

division or by cuttings. They are suitable for the various positions

adapted for climbers.

A. ALTISSIMA, Desfontaifies.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6586.)

Chiefly of botanical interest, and not very hardy, this species is not common
in ^^ardens, although one sees it occasionally cultivated in the south and west

country. It has Smilax-like leaves, with three or five prominent veins, heart-

shaped, 2 to 4 ins. long, bright green, and quite smooth, as are also the slender,

six-ribbed stems. Flowers solitary on slender stalks i to li ins. long ; calyx

yellow-brown, striped with darker lines, i^, ins. long, bladder-like at the base,

the upper part somewhat funnel-shaped, but doubled back on itself, expanding

at the mouth into one ovate, oblique lobe. Seed-vessel oblong, i| ins. long,

I in. wide, minutely downy.
Native of S.E. Europe, and N. Africa. At Kew it has to be grown against

a wall, and even there in severe winters is cut to the ground. During the
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summer it sends up shoots 8 to lo ft. high, which flower from June to August.
It ripens seed with Canon Ellacombe at Bitton, near Bristol. From all

the other species here mentioned it is distinguished by the smooth, glossy

leaves.

A. CALIFORNICA, Torrey.

A vigorous, deciduous climber, with twining, downy stems, lo ft. or more
high. Leaves heart-shaped, rounded or blunt-pointed at the apex, 3 to 8 ins.

long, nearly as wide ; downy on both sides ; stalk downy, i to 2 ins. long.

Flowers solitary on slender, downy stalks i in. long, with a tiny ovate bract at

mid-length. Calyx tubular, inflated, about 2 ins. long, bent double, about \ in.

wide at the bend ; downy, slightly contracted at the mouth, where are three

slightly expanding lobes, dull purple.

Native of California ; introduced to Kew in 1877 by Sir Joseph Hooker,
who had collected it at Chico. In foliage it is similar to A. tomentosa, the

leaves remaining downy until they fall, but not so markedly so. The flower,

too, is less downy, larger, broader, and more inflated. A. Sipho diff^ers from
both in its smooth flowers, with a large bract on the stalk.

A. HETEROPHYLLA, Hemsley.

A rambling or climbing, half- woody, deciduous shrub, whose young shoots

and leaves are covered with fine down ; buds hairy. Leaves narrowly to

broadly ovate, with a heart-shaped base, or sometimes with a shallow or

prominent rounded lobe at each side near the base
;
pointed, i^ to 4 ins. long,

I to 2 ins. wide, dull green ; leaf-stalk \ to i in. long. Flowers solitary on
almost smooth stalks ij to 2 ins. long, which spring from the leaf-axils singly

or in pairs, and are furnished near the base with a leaf-like, heart-shaped bract.

The flower has the typical "Dutchman's pipe" shape characteristic of the

genus, the tube being about 2 ins. long, yellow, downy, the terminal i)art

sharply curved upwards ; the orifice is \ in. diameter, bright yellow inside.

The spreading part of the flower is lurid purple, almost black, the lower lobe

rounded, the two side ones given a pointed shape by the curling back of the

margins. Flowers in June. Fruit 2 to i\ ins. long, 1 in. wide, six-ribbed.

Native of W. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1904. It

is quite hardy in the Coombe Wood nursery. The flowers are pretty and
striking, and the plant a decided curiosity.

A. MOUPINENSIS, Franchet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8325.)

A deciduous climber, of vigorous habit, with downy stems. Leaves heart-

shaped, usually pointed at the apex, 2^ to 5 ins. long, three-fourths as wide
;

covered beneath with down, slightly downy above ; stalk i to 2 ins. long, downy.
Flowers solitary, produced in June from the joints of the stem, on slender,

pendulous, slightly downy stalks about 2 ins. long. Calyx \\ ins. long; the

tube inflated, \ in. wide, somewhat flattened, downy, pale green, much bent
back so as to expose the yellow mouth and three spreading lobes, which are

yellow, doited with purplish red, greenish towards the margin. Seed-vessel

3 ins. long, i| ins. wide, with six ridges.

Native ot W. China ; discovered by the Abbe David in 1886, but first

introduced to cultivation by Wilson in 1903, and flowered in the Coombe Wood
nursery in 1908. It appears to be quite hardy, and, although not showy, is

well worth growing for its prettily coloured, quaintly formed flov^ers.
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A. SiPIIO, VH^riticr. DUTCHMAN'S PIPE.

(Bot. Mag., t. 534 ; A. macrophylla, Lamarck^

A vigorous, deciduous climber, with twining stems, 20 to 30 ft. high ; stems
smooth, buds woolly. Leaves kidney-shaped or heart-shaped, pointed or blunt,

4 to 10 ins. long, often almost as wide, downy beneath when young, afterwards
almost or quite smooth, pale green ; leaf-stalk i to 3 ins. long, smooth, or

slightly downy near the blade. Flowers produced in June at the joints, often

in pairs, each flower solitary on a flower-stalk 2 to 4 ins. long, clasped by a
roundish oval bract on the lower third of its length. Calyx i to i^ ins. long,

tubular and inflated, bent like a siphon, and resembling a Dutch pipe
;
yellow-

green outside ; at the mouth the tube contracts to a small orifice, the three

lobes spreading there into a flat, brown-purple border \^o \ in. across.

Native of the eastern United States ; sent to England first in 1783 by John
Bartram of Philadelphia. This is the best known of the genus in gardens, and
is a handsome-foliaged climber ; its flowers, although not highly coloured, are,

like those of the other species, curiously and beautifully constructed. The
plant may be used for covering pergolas, arbours, or pillars. Increased by
division. The bark and more especially the root have an aromatic odour.

A. TOMENTOSA, Shns.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1369.)

A vigorous, deciduous climber, 20 to 30 ft. high, with very woolly young
stems, leaves, and flowers. Leaves broadly ovate to roundish, heart-shaped
at the base, mostly rounded at the apex

; 3 to 8 ins. long, often nearly as wide
;

dull pale green, only slightly downy above ; leaf-stalk i to 3 ins. long, woolly.

Flowers solitary on a woolly stalk, which is 2 ins. long, gradually thickening
upwards. Calyx about i^ ins. long, tubular, inflated at the base, bent to

resemble a Dutch pipe, \ in. wide at the orifice, where it expands into three

distinct lobes ; the tubular part of the flower is greenish yellow, the throat dark
brown, and the lobes yellowish. Flowers about midsummer. Fruits 2 ins.

long, cylindric, angled.

Native of S.E, United States; introduced in 1799. Although not so

frequently seen in gardens as A. Sipho, this is also a useful climber for similar

positions. Its leaves do not run so large, and it is very distinct in its woolly

parts, in the more deeply and distinctly three-lobed limb of the calyx, and in

the absence of a bract on the flower-stalk.

ARISTOTELIA. tiliacE/i:.

A small genus of trees and shrubs, two species of which are in

cultivation, one native of Chile, the other of New Zealand. Both are

somewhat tender in our average climate, and are only seen at their best

in the south-west counties. Given warm enough conditions they will

thrive in any soil of moderate quality, and both can be easily propagated

by cuttings made of half-ripened wood and put in gentle heat.

A. Macqui, LHMtier,

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1875, ii., p. 773.)

An evergreen, spreading shrub, 6 to lo ft. high, considerably higher in the

mildest counties. Leaves opposite and alternate on the same plant, ovate,
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usually from 2 to 5 ins. long, shallowly toothed ; dark lustrous green, almost

smooth except when young. Flowers in small, few-flowered cymes coming
from the leaf-axils, or from the ends of short twigs ; small (not more than ] in.

across), greenish white. Male and female flowers appear on different plants.

The fruit is about the size of a pea, at first purplish then black.

Native of Chile, whence it is said to have been introduced in 1773. This shrub

is best fitted for the warmer parts of the British Isles, where it forms a luxuriant

but somewhat commonplace evergreen, and where the female plant bears fruit

freely. At Kew it is cut back to the ground in all but^the mildest winters, but

sends up during the summer a crowd of thick, succulent, big-leaved shoots 3 or 4

ft. high. In these circumstances it does not flower and has little interest, but

on a wall it often flowers. The Chileans make a wine from the fruit, said to

have medicinal properties.

Var. VARIEGATA.—A form whose leaves are variegated with yellow ; it is

handsome where it thrives, but is more tender than the type.

A. RACEMOSA, Hooker fil.

A small, deciduous tree of graceful form, up to 25 ft. high. Leaves 2 to 4

ins. long, opposite or nearly so, ovate with a heart-shaped or rounded base,

long-pointed, the margin cut up into deep, narrow, irregular teeth ; the blade

is thin and the stalk about half as long. All the younger parts of the plant

are downy. Flowers in downy panicles from the leaf-axils ; they are numerous
but very small (,\ in. across), rose-coloured ; male and female flowers are on

separate trees. Fruit a dark red or almost black berry, about the size of a pea.

Native of New Zealand, and only suitable for the milder parts of the

kingdom, being more tender than A. Macqui. There is a good specimen in Mr
Herd's garden at Rossdohan, in Co. Kerry, which flowers in May. The wood
is used in New Zealand for making charcoal for gunpowder.

ARTEMISIA. COMPOSIT.K.

A large genus of shrubby and herbaceous plants with composite

flowers, abundant in Europe, and especially in the dry, hot regions of

Western N. America, where they cover great plains and form what is

known there as "sage brush." Most of them are of a more or less

greyish tinge, and are notable for their strong, often agreeable odour.

Some half-dozen shrubby species have at times been in cultivation, the

two best of which are A. Abrotanum and A. tridentatum. They need

a sunny position, and a well-drained, not rich soil. Increased by

cuttings.

A. Abrotanum, Linnccus. Southernwood.

A soft-wooded, semi-shrubby, fragrant plant about 3 ft. high ; stems erect,

densely furnished with foliage, and covered at first with a grey down. Leaves
downy, the terminal half doubly or trebly pinnate, the final divisions scarcely

thicker than a thread ; the entire leaf is from i to 2 ins. long, '{ to i.^ ins. wide,

and dull green. Flower-heads dull yellow, \ in. across, nodding
;
produced

during September and October in a tall, slender panicle 12 to iS ins. hiyh,

\\ to i\ ins. through, terminating each shoot.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated in England since the sixteenth century.

The flowers have little beauty, but the plant has always been a favourite in

gardens, especially cottage gardens, for the sweet aromatic odour o{ its

finely divided leaves. Village children are very fond of taking a i>prig to

O
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school, and in the north of England the plant is often called "lad's love." It

thrives in any soil, but likes a sunny, well-drained spot. Increased by cuttings
taken any time during the summer, and placed either in gentle heat, or under
a bell-glass in some sheltered corner. It flowers infrequently in most parts of
Britain, and is valued solely for its fragrant sprigs.

A. PROCERA, Willdenow.

A semi-woody plant T)f thin, erect habit, with pithy stems 6 to 8 ft. high,
smooth or furnished with a little grey down. Leaves trebly pinnate, the final

divisions thin and thread-like ; the entire leaf is 2 to 3 ins. long, and the same
wide ; dark green. Flower-heads nodding, \ in. across, yellowish green

;

produced in August in tall, slender panicles 12 to 20 ins. long, the lower
portion composed of racemes springing from the axils of the uppermost leaves.

Native of S.E. Europe and Asia Minor. Although rather elegant in late

summer and autumn, when its tall stems are surmounted by their flower-

panicles, the plant is of only third-rate value in gardens. It is quite hardy,
and has lived outside for many years at Kew without protection. The leaves
when crushed have a slightly pungent aroma.

A. TRIDENTATA, NuttalL SaGE BRUSH.

An evergreen shrub of rather open habit, 6 to 8 ft. high ; stems lax when
young, clothed with shredding bark when old

;
young shoots and leaves

covered with a dense, grey felt. Leaves of various sizes, crowded on the
stems in clusters ; wedge-shaped, tapering gradually from the apex (which is

three-toothed and truncate) to the stalk
; \ to i2 ins. long, ^^ to ] in.

wide at the apex. Flower-heads small, yellowish, | in. long, supported by
grey-felted bracts

;
produced in October in long, slender panicles, more or

less arching or pendulous, and 12 to 18 ins. long. No other hardy shrub in

cultivation has a leaf similar to this in colour and shape.
Native of the western United States ; introduced to Kew in 1895. When

rubbed, the plant emits a strong but pleasant odour, which moisture of itself

appears to release, for after a shower, or still more after a wet day, the air for

several yards round a group of plants is filled with this aromatic scent. The
species is usually a great favourite with those who cultivate it on this account.
This shrub is one of those found in the dry alkaline districts of Western N.
America, which are known collectively as "sage-brush," and cover immense
areas with a grey, monotonous vegetation. In our gardens it makes a very
pleasing feature, not only for its fragrance, but also for the silvery grey foliage,

which provides an agreeable contrast to ordinary green shrubs. It can be
increased by cuttings made of half-ripened wood, and placed under a bell-glass

in the propagating frame. But it docs not take root with the readiness and
certainty of most of its allies.

ARUNDINARIA. Bamboo, gramine/e.

Hardy bamboos are known in gardens under three generic terms,

viz.—AkUNDiNAKiA, Bambusa, and Phyllostachvs. Whilst all the

species of Phyllostachys so-called are probably correctly placed, so

much cannot be said for all the species put under Bambusa and
Arundinaria. Many of them have never been critically examined in

flower, and their location is more or less guesswork. In the nomen-.

clature of the bamboos included in this work I have followed as closely
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as possible The Bamboo Garde?i, an admirable monograph by Mr A. B.

Freeman-Mitford (now Lord Redesdale), published in 1896.

The bamboos are really woody grasses, mostly characteristic of moist,

tropical regions. The species we cultivate in the open air, except one

from N. America, are northern outliers of the great bamboo regions of

Asia, and although they are mere pigmies compared with the giants of

equatorial regions, they have a special value in our gardens in introducing

to them a form of vegetation not only of surpassing grace and beauty,

but one of an absolutely distinct type.

Naturally they are evergreen, but in cold winters and in cold districts

some of them lose much of, or all, their foliage. They have hollow

stems divided into sections by a transverse woody layer at each node
(or "joint"), and the branches (from one to many) are produced at

these joints. In a young state the stems are more or less encased in

membranous sheaths, which in some species fall away, in others persist

;

at the end of each sheath there is a small leaf-like expansion which is

known as the "limb," and differs from the true leaves in having no

midrib. The joints are farthest apart about the middle of the stem.

The leaves of bamboos have a midrib supported on either side by

from two to nearly twenty more or less prominent veins, between which

again are thin, delicate veins of a third dimension, easily visible by holding

the leaf between the eye and the light. In all but two of the species

mentioned in these notes the thin veins are united by tiny cross-veins

—easily seen with a lens by holding the leaf up to the light—which

divide the space between each longitudinal vein into rectangular spaces of

irregular size. Lord Redesdale made the interesting discovery that this

tessellation of the veins is invariably characteristic of a really hardy

bamboo ; those that do not possess it are as invariably tender. This, how-

ever, does not mean that every bamboo with a tessellated venation is

hardy. The leaves are attached to the branchlet by a clasping sheath,

which is easily detached by pulling at the blade.

In habit, baml)oos are either tufted

—

i.e., they keep their stems in a close

cluster and extend but slowly— or they spread by means of underground
runners, which in some species push through the ground several feet

away from the previously made stem.

The fiowering of bamboos is a phenomenon of peculiar interest, but

as the flowers have little bearing on the identification of those we
cultivate, it is not necessary to enter into a definition of them here.

On many of the sorts we grow they have never been seen in this country,

nor, indeed, ever examined by botanists. There is no doubt that the

flowering of many bamboos is shortly and inevitably followed by their

death: Arundinaria F'alconeri is an example. Others flower and, although

seriously crippled, in time recover: some of the Phyllostachys behave in

this way. In a third group a small proportion of the stems flower, and
although those particular stems die, the plant as a whole is unaflc'cted ;

Arundinaria auricoma is an example
;

plants at Kew have flowered

partially for the last twenty years. It is not certain, however, that those

of the last group will not eventually flower all over simultaneously and
then die, as did A. Simoni, after blossoming partially for at least twelve
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years. I have been informed that the hves of bamboos (or of some of

them) may be saved by cutting; off all the stems close to the ground
as soon as ever there is any indication that they are about to blossom.

I cannot guarantee the efficacy of this plan, but it is worth trying. A
curious circumstance in connection with the flowering of bamboos is

the simultaneous flowering of all the plants of one species, although

spread over great areas and growing under different conditions. Instances

have been known where plants grown in English hothouses for many
years have flowered (and died) during the same season as plants of

identical species growing wild in the tropics. Hardy species in our

gardens have behaved in the same way, flowering simultaneously all over

the country; but the period of flowering appears to be longer and less

clearly defined than in the case of wild species, and may extend over four

or five years.

Cultivation.—-After a quarter of a century's experience with hardy
bamboos, I am inclined to believe that the most important item in the

cultivation of the group as a whole is the provision of good shelter. Few
plants we grow are less adapted to withstand cutting blasts from north

and east than these. They need some position protected from those

quarters, but open to the south and west. Nothing in our gardens is

more lovely in form than a well-grown bamboo from midsummer to

Christmas, but with the January and February frosts and the biting winds
of March, many of them become seared and brown, and anything but

pleasant objects. Adequate shelter from cold winds does much to

prevent or defer this disfigurement.

As regards soil, they appear to thrive best in an open loam of fair

quality ; neither so sandy as to be poor, nor so clayey as to be heavy and
cold. They also succeed well on a peaty formation. Being gross feeders

they need abundant moisture, and are benefited by occasional mulchings

with manure.

Transplanting and Propagation.—In the absence of seed—a very

uncertain product in this country—propagation is effected by division.

All disturbance at the root, whether for propagation or transplanting,

is best deferred until May, or until the unfolding of new leaves indicates

that root action has begun. Early autumn is also a good time, but

from late autumn to early spring is the worst time to transplant. In

order to divide some clumps of the tufted sorts it may be necessary to

use a pickaxe, so hard and matted docs the root system become ; but

from the running sorts pieces can be easily taken. To get a big stock

quickly, a clump should be broken up into comparatively small pieces,

which should be potted or planted thickly in a warm, moist greenhouse

until re-established. In this case it is advisable to cut down the stems in

proportion to the sacrifice of roots. Imported plants are safer if estab-

lished in heat in this way before planting in the open ground.

For districts where the success of bamboos is problematical, the

following sorts are the best to experiment with :—Arundinaria anceps,

fastuosa, japonica, nitida, palmata, and Ragamowski ; Thyllostachys

Henonis, nigra, and viridi-glaucescens.

Arundinaria.—The most obvious distinctive characters of Arundin-
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aria arc in the stems. These are round and straight, and develop the

branches almost simultaneously from top to bottom, and, in the taller

species, the branches at each joint are indefinite and numerous. The
low, slender -stemmed, sparsely -branched, very rhizomatous species

included here under this genus, viz., A. Veitchii, palmata, and Ragamowski,
have by Japanese authorities been recently separated with others into

a genus, Sasa, a name founded on the Japanese term for dwarf bamboos
generally.

A. ANCEPS, Mitford. RiNGAL.

Stems lo to 14 ft. high, cylindrical, erect or arching at the summit, ] to i
in. diameter

;
purplish at first, changing to brownish green ; from 3 to 7 ins~.

between the joints ; branches purple, slender, forming dense clusters on the
older stems. Stem-sheaths mottled within, hairy on the margin. Leaf-sheath
fringed with bristles and small hairs where it joins the base of the blade.
Leaves \\ to 4 ins. long, ] to \ in. wide, brilliant green above, slightly

glaucous beneath, edged with minute bristles on each margin. There are
two or three secondary veins on each side of the midrib, and the tessellation

is very minute, but quite distinct under a lens.

Native of the N.W. Himalaya; introduced by Col. Edmund Smyth
from Garhwal, about 1865, and first cultivated at Elkington Hall, Lincolnshire.
It is a handsome and graceful bamboo, spreading rapidly by means of under-
ground suckers. It is very hardy, and although it loses its leaves in severe
winters its stems are rarely injured. It grows at elevations of 10,000 to 11,000
ft., and is said to flower and seed in its native home at intervals of twenty to

twenty-five years, when vast fields of it die.

A. ANGUSTIFOLIA, De Lahaie.

(Rambusa angustifoiia, Mitford ; B. \'ilmorinii, Hor/.')

Stems erect, 2 to 6 ft. high, round, /^ to 1 in. in diameter, with a very
small hollow up the centre

;
joints rather prominent, from 10 ins. apart at

the base to about i in. near the apex ; branches slender, erect. Leaves lA

to 6 ins. long, ,'; to 4' in. wide, rounded at the base, long and slenderly pointed",

smooth, and of the same shade of brilliant green on both surfaces ; bristle-

toothed on one margin, minutely so on the other r secondary veins two
to four each side the midrib ; leaf-sheath with a tuft of erect hairs at the top,

and smaller ones on the margin.
Native of Japan ; introduced about 1895 by way of France. This bamboo

spreads rapidly by means of underground suckers, and forms a dense thicket

of slender, erect stems of very various heights. Its distinguishing marks are
in the narrowness of the leaves, their smoothness, and similarity of shade on
both surfaces.

A. AURICOMA, Mitford.

(Bambusa Fortunei var. aurea, Hot iS)

Stems tufted, 3 to 4 ft. high, about as thick as a knitting-needle, slightly

hollow, dark purplish green. Stem-sheaths persistent, edged with minute
hairs. Leaves 3 to 83, ins. long, \ to i] ins. wide ; rounded, or even slij^htly

heart-shaped at the base, fine-pointed, dark green always more or less striped

with rich j^oldcn yellow. These yellow stripes vary in width and number,
often the major part of the leaf is golden, with only thin lines of j^reen.

Secondary veins five to seven each side the midrib. The upper surface

is at first minutely downy, and becomes rough to the touch with a^e ; the

lower surface remains velvety.
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Native of Japan ; cultivated since the "seventies" of last century, probably
before, and lonj; known as " Bambusa Fortunei aurea." In its full late summer
leafage it is a beautifully variegated plant, and quite distinct from all other
dwarf bamboos. A few stems flower every year at Kew, but no plant has
yet broken completely into blossom.

A. CHRYSANTHA, Mitford,

(Bambusa chrysantha, Hori!)

Stems 2 to 6 ft. high, ^ to ,V in. diameter, dark green, round
;
joints 2 to ^\

ins. apart. Leaves 3 to 7 ins. long, ^ to i in. broad, rounded at the base, rather

abruptly tapered to a short, slender point, smooth on both surfaces, minutely
toothed at the margins. There is a tuft of long, silky hairs at the top of the

leaf-sheath. Most of the leaves are quite green, but some are more or less

striped with golden yellow like A. auricoma. Secondary veins four to six

each side the midrib.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1892, but a bamboo of no great attractive-

ness. The variegation is not abundant enough to give a colour effect, and the

plant cannot be compared with A. auricoma in this respect. It spreads rapidly

by its underground stems.

A. FALCATA, Nees.

(Bambusa falcata, Hort. ; B. gracilis, Hort.")

Stems tufted, 10 to 15 ft. high, glaucous when young, slender, round ; the

joints clothed with a velvety down ; stem-sheaths with long, tapered points,

edged with hairs, especially when young, pale purple. Leaves 2 to 6 ins. long,

^ to ^ in. wide, rather pale green, somewhat glaucous beneath ; secondary
veins two to five each side the midrilo, not tessellated with cross-veinlets.

Native of the Himalaya up to 7000 ft. It is not a very hardy species, and
is only suitable for the mildest parts of the kingdom. From all the bamboos
here mentioned, except A. Falconeri, it can be distinguished by the absence
of cross-veinlets in the leaves. A. Falconeri differs in having green or yellowish

(not glaucous) stems with dark brown stains at the joints.

A. Falconeri, Gamble.

(A. nobilis, Mitford ; Thamnocalamus Falconeri, Hooker /il., Bot. Mag., t. 7947.)

Stems up to 25 ft. long in the mildest parts of the kingdom ; tufted, very

slender, round, olive-green, becoming yellowish, with a very distinct stain of

purplish brown at the joints ; the joints quite devoid of down ; stem-sheaths

purple, smooth, except towards the top and at the margins. Leaves normally

2 to 4 ins. long, about I in. wide; bright green, rather glaucous beneath, with

purplish stalks and margins; secondary veins three or four each side the mid-

rib, not tessellated with cross-veins; leaf-sheaths purplish, not hairy at the top.

Native of the Himalaya ; first introduced to F^ngland in 1847 by Mr Madden,
who sent large quantities of seeds to Kew, which were distributed through

Europe. These plants grew well where the climatic conditions were favour-

able, and flowered in 1875 ^^^ 1876. Every plant ultimately died, but from the

seed they produced a new generation was raised, which in its turn flowered

between 1903 and 1908. It would thus appear that the next general flowering

maybe expected from 193 1 onwards. A. Falconeri produces its stems in a

dense, crowded cluster, and does not spread by underground suckers. It is

not very hardy, but in such places as Cornwall and the south-west of Ireland
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it is magnificent. At Kew it is killed to the ground every winter. The species
has been much confused with A, falcata—an inferior bamboo, more tender, not
so tall, and really very distinct in its glaucous stems with velvety joints, and in

the long, tapered points of the stem-sheaths.

A. FASTUOSA, Makino

(Bambusa fastuosa, Marliac ; Phyllostachys fastuosa, Hort.')

Stems up to 22 ft. high, \\ ins. diameter at the base, perfectly erect, very
hollow, dark green, round except at the upper internodes, which are flattened
on one side ; branches short, very leafy. Stem-sheaths very large, up to 9 ins.

long by 4 ins, wide at the base when spread out, purplish and at first downy
outside, beautifully glazed within ; they fall off early. Leaves 4 to 8 ins. long,

\ to I in. wide, wedge-shaped at the base, long and taper-pointed ; dark
lustrous green above ; one side the midril) beneath glaucous, the other greenish

;

margins toothed ; secondary veins four to six each side the midrib.
Native of Japan, where it is known as " Narihira-dake." Narihira, Lord

Redesdale tells us, was the beautiful hero of one of the classic romances of
Japan, written in the eleventh century. Although in some respects this

bamboo resembles A. Simoni, it is perfectly distinct and a superior plant.

If not the most graceful, it is the loftiest and stateliest of hardy species, differing

from A. Simoni in the early fall of the steni-sheaths ; in the short, crowded
branches at each joint, which give to each stem-growth a columnar appear-
ance ; and in the more tufted habit. It is only rarely that underground suckers
appear any distance away from the parent clump, whereas in A. Simoni they
are rampant. Introduced in 1892, it has not yet flowered in cultivation. It

is very hardy, and the foliage of no bamboo suffers less from winter cold.

A. FORTUNEI, A. a?id C. Riviere.

(Bambusa Fortune! variegata, Hort.')

Stems up to 3^, ft. high, very slender, the strongest only i in. diameter, the
pipe up the centre very small

;
joints i to 6 ins. apart.; stem-sheaths persistent,

hairy at the base. Leaves 2 to 7^ ins. long, ] to i in. wide ; rounded at the
base, dark green copiously striped lengthwise with creamy white—sometimes
it would be more correct to say "white striped with green" ; hairy on both
surfaces, especially beneath ; both margins toothed ; leaf-sheaths hairy when
young ; secondary nerves three to five both sides the midrib.

Native of Japan ; cultivated by Van Houtte of Ghent before 1S63. This is

the prettiest white variegated hardy bamboo we have, giving a very bright

effect from late summer up to Christmas. It is of tufted habit, but increases

rapidly, and is easily increased by division.

A. GRAMINEA, Makino.

(.\. llindsii var. graminea, Bean ; Bambusa graminea, Hoi/.')

Stems up to 10 ft. high, and about .[ in. diameter, at first yellowish ; the
central hollow very large, leaving only thin walls

;
joints 3 to 6 ins. apart ;

ultimately very densely branched and leafy towards the top, and forming
besom-like masses. Leaves the narrowest in proportion to their length of all

hardy bamboos, being 4 to 9 ins. long, but never, so far as I have observed,
more than \ in. wide ; secondary nerves two to four either side the midrib.

Native of Jaj^an, where it is known as Taimin-chiku ; cultivated by Messrs
Veitch in 1877, and probably introduced by J(»hn Gould X'oitch during the
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previous decade. It forms thickets of stems of great density, but spreads

rapidlv, and can he increased very quickly by division. In the earlier days of

its cultivation in Britain I regarded it as a variety of A. Hindsii, but in twenty

years these two have assumed very different characters. A. graminea is a

much more slender, leafy plant, hardier, and better for gardens ; the leaves

are only half as wide, and the secondary veins fewer.

A. Hindsii, Mnnro. Kan-zan-chiku.

(Bambusa erecta, Horf.')

Stems tufted, 8 to lo ft. high, round, quite erect, up to i in. diameter ; dark

olive green; at first covered with a waxy bloom; joints often 8 to lo ins. apart;

central pipe large. Branches erect, forming dense clusters at each joint.

Leaves mostly erect, dark green above, rather glaucous beneath, smooth
on the surfaces, but with numerous bristle-like teeth on one margin and a

few scattered ones on the other ; the longest are 8 to 9 ins. long, the broadest

I to I in. wide ; the average width is from j to f in., tapered at the base,

the apex long, tail-like. Secondary veins four to six each side the midrib.

Native of Japan ; cultivated in England since about 1875. It flowered

in 1910 and 191 1. It is one of the least elegant of bamlDOOS, similar in

foliage to A. graminea, but less copiously leafy and with larger leaves. The
stems and leaves are also stouter and darker green, the habit is less dense,

and the plants do not "run" so rapidly.

A. HUMILIS, Mitford.

(Bambusa Nagashima, Marline^

A dwarf, rapidly spreading bamboo, 2 to 5 ft. high as a rule ; stems very

slender, and with a minute hollow up the centre. Leaves bright green on
lx)th sides, 2 to 7 ins. long, \ to \ in. wide, rounded at the base, slender-

pointed ; secondary veins three to five each side the midrib ; leaf-sheaths with

two clusters of bristles at the top.

A native of Japan, long grown in gardens as A. Fortunei ("green form").

The true A. Fortunei is well marked by its white-variegated leaves. I am,
however, unable to see any real distinction between it and the Bambusa
Nagashima of French nurserymen ; nor is there much to choose between
these two and A. chrysantha, except the occasional variegation of the
last. A. humilis, without possessing any special merit, forms pleasant
masses of greenery from midsummer onwards.

A. JAPONICA, Siebold. MtDAKt.
(Bambusa Metake, Siebold.')

Stems 10 to 12 ft. high (5 or 6 ft. more in the milder counties), round,
very hollow, erect,

\, to \ in. diameter, with erect branches near the top,

producing only a few leaves the first year. Stem-sheaths nearly as long
or longer than the space between the joints, which is sometimes 8 ins., very
persistent, soon turning pale brown, covered at first with flattened bristles

;

terminated when young by an awl-shaped tongue up to 3 ins. long, but
only \ in. wide. Leaves 7 to 12 ins. long, '\ to 2 ins. wide, terminated by
a long, tail-like point

; the upper surface glossy dark green ; rather glaucous
beneath, except a strip about one-fourth of its width near one margin, which
is green. There are five to nine secondary veins each side the midrib, minutely
tessellated with cross veinlets; one margin is minutely, the other scarcely toothed.
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Native of Japan ; introduced by Von Siebold in 1850, and for long

the only bamboo commonly grown in British gardens. It is a very hardy
and accommodating species, and a handsome evergreen, having larger leaves

than any other bamboo of its height and character we can grow outside.

It does not spread quickly by underground suckers, but maintains a rather

tufted habit. It flowered in Europe between 1872 and 1874.

A. MARMOREA, Makl?lO. KAN-CHIKU.

(A. Kokantsik, Kurz ; Bambusa marmorea, Mitford.')

Stems round, slender, solid, erect, 3 to 5 ft. high
;
purplish green, from J to

I in. thick at the base, almost hidden the first season by the clasping, persistent

sheaths, which are at first purplish, mottled conspicuously with pinkish grey,

turning grey-white with age. Branches erect, normally three at each joint,

forming a dense but elegant, cylindrical mass of foliage ; the branches, how-
ever, do not develop until the second year, the tops of the slender, whip-like,

leafless stems of the first year standing out above the mass of foliage through-

out the winter. Leaves bright green, 2 to 5 ins. long, ^ in. to ), in. wide, with

slender, awl-like points ; four or five secondary nerves each side the midrib
;

margins set with minute bristles ; leaf-sheath terminated by a tuft of pale curly

bristles and edged with small hairs.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Ireland in 1889. A very pretty, well-

marked bamboo, distinguished by the marbled stem-sheaths, the stems
remaining unbranched the first season, the absence of a pipe or hollow up the

centre, and by the apex of the leaf being constricted about \ in. from the tip.

It spreads very rapidly by underground suckers, forming luxuriant masses, but

is liable to injury by winter cold.

A. NITIDA, Mitford.

Stems up to 10 ft. high, 4' in- diameter, erect and leafless the first year,

very dark purple, round and hollow ; the branches develop the second season,

and the stems then arch beautifully at the top. Stem-sheaths purplish, downy,
measuring with the tongue at the apex 2 to 4 ins. long, which is about the

distance the stem joints are apart. Leaves 2 to 3^ ins. long, \ to ^ in. wide
;

rounded at the base, finely pointed, vividly green above, somewhat glaucous
beneath ; secondary veins three or four each side the midrib, very faintly

defined in the fresh leaf, but conspicuous enough in the dry ; margins very

minutely bristly on one side.

Native of Central and W. China ; introduced by way of St Petersburg in

1889, and one of the very hardiest of bamboos. It withstood the bitter weather
of F'ebruary, 1895, better than any other species, and scarcely lost a leaf; but
this evergreen character appears to belong only to young plants. Since then,

the same plants have often lost nearly all their leaves even in comparatively
mild winters. The stems are never injured. This bamboo is of extraordinarily

vigorous growth, sending up every year a crowd of new stems, which are erect

and remain leafless except at the tips throughout the first winter ; the second
season the branches develop, and as the foliage increases in bulk the stems
arch outwards, and the whole plant becomes an object of surpassing elegance.

If I were restricted to the cultivation of one bamboo, this would be my selection.

It has to be mentioned that no bamboo is more susceptible to intense sunshine
and dryness at the root, conditions whose presence is immediately indicated

by the temporary curling up of the leaves. It should be given a semi-shaded
spot, and abundant moisture. Easily distinguished from all other bamboos by
its round, black- purple stems.
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A. TALMATA, Bcan.

(A. metallica, Mitford ; Bambusa palmata, Burhidge.')

Stems 6 to 8 ft. high,
i:

to i in. thick, more or less glaucous, with a few

erect branches near the top, hollow
;
joints 5 or 6 ins. apart. Stem-sheaths

smooth, terminated by a narrow, lanceolate tongue, which is strongly tessellated

and edged with minute bristles, but soon falls away. Leaves bright green

above, glaucous beneath ; 6 to 13 ins. long, iWo 3 ins. wide, confined to the

apex of the branches ; broadly wedge-shaped at the base, with long, slender

points ; secondary veins seven to thirteen at each side the midrib, very strongly

developed, and giving the leaf a ribbed appearance ; tessellation minute

;

margins set with bristles, which fall away with age.

Native of Japan ; introduced about 1889. This has the largest leaves of all

hardy bamboos except A. Ragamowski {q.v.\ and is undoubtedly one of the

noblest of them all. The stems and leaves are apt to get somewhat battered

and shabby with age, and it is a good plan every few years to cut the plants

back to the ground entirely. If this be done in May, taking care not to

injure the young, pushing stems, the plant will soon be furnished with a

perfectly fresh set of leaves. The only defect of this bamboo is its extra-

ordinarily rampant habit. It is no uncommon thing for a young stem to push

through the ground a yard or two away from the previous ones. It is not a

suitable neighbour for other shrubs, but is very well adapted for the under-

growth of thin woodland.

A. PUMILA, Mitford.

(Bambusa pumila, Marliac^

A dwarf species of tufted habit, with the few-branched stems as thick as a

knitting-needle, and from i to 2 ft. high
; Joints 2 to 6 ins. apart. Stem-sheaths

persistent, smooth except at the base, where is a conspicuous ring of hairs.

Leaves 2.1 to 6 ins. long, ?. to ' i"- wide, rounded at the base, narrowed often

abruptly to a short slender point ; dark green, and with minute hairs on both

sides. Secondary veins four or five each side the midrib.

Native of Japan, and a neat little bamboo, but with no striking characters.

It resembles A. humilis, but that species has longer leaves with little or no hair

on them, and their points are more gradually tapered.

A. PYGMyEA, Kurz. Dwarf Bamboo.

(Bambusa pygmaea, Miguel.')

The dwarfest of hardy bamboos, although the stems when drawn up in a

dense mass will grow 18 ins. high ; they are l^right green, about ^^j in.

diameter, with a hollow up the centre which would only admit of a needle

point
;
joints i to 4 ins. apart. Leaves 2 to 5.] ins. long, \ to i in. wide,

rounded at the base, rather abruptly narrowed at the apex to a slender point
;

sparsely hairy above, more so beneath. Secondary veins three to five each
side the midrib.

Native of Japan, This little bamboo forms a low, dense carpet over the

ground, and spreads with great rapidity. l>ecausc of its rampant habit it

is not suited for borders or kept portions of the garden, but may be relegated

to the wilder parts, where it will hold its own against the most vigorous of our

native weeds. Among the dwarf creeping sorts with green leaves, the velvety

under-surface of the leaves will best distinguish it.
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A. Ragamowski, Pfitzcr.

(Bambusa tessellata, Munro ; B. Ragamowski, Hori.")

Stems 2 to 3 ft. high, i to ,V in. diameter, with a very small hollow up the

centre; the joints i to 3 ins. apart. Stem-sheath persistent, 8 to 10 ins. long,

clasping not only that part of the stem above the joint from which it springs,

but also portions of the two or three stem-sheaths above it ; it is fringed with
hairs. Leaves somewhat ribbed, of varying size, the largest 18 ins. long, and
3 to 4 ins. wide in the middle ; abruptly tapered at the base, very slenderly

pointed, dark green above, glaucous beneath. The larger leaves have fifteen

to eighteen secondary veins at each side the midrib, which is yellow ; and
tucked under one side of the midrib, especially towards the base, is a line of
pale hairs.

Native of China ; cultivated in England since 1845, probably before. I^ is

the most striking of dwarf bamboos, with larger leaves than any other, tall or

dwarf, and forms broad, rounded masses, the outer stems of which arch
outwards to the ground, and out of which spring each summer the spike-like

new growths. It has never been known to flower under cultivation. Very
hardy. It differs from A. palmata in the dwarfer habit but larger leaves.

A. SiMONI, Riviere.

(Bambusa Simoni, Carriere
; B. viridi-striata, Hort.')

Stems up to 18 ft. high, round, very hollow, from i to i| ins. diameter at

the base, the outer ones arching outwards. Stem-sheaths rather persistent,

the largest 8 to 10 ins. long, purplish when young, hairy at the margins, very
glazed within. Leaves narrow-oblong, broadly wedge-shaped at the base, with
long, tapered points

; 3 to 12 ins. long, ;^j to ij ins. wide, vivid green above,
glaucous on one side of the midrib beneath, rather greener the other ; secondary
veins four to seven each side the midrib.

Native of China ; introduced to France by M. Simon in 1862. A very
vigorous bamboo, which spreads rapidly by means of its underground suckers,

and, with the exception of A. fastuosa, the tallest of our hardy sorts. It bears
some resemblance to that species,*under which the distinctions are pointed out.

A. Simoni flowered all over the country between 1903 and 1905. For many
years previous to those dates odd stems had flowered, and occasionally borne
seed without any damage to the plants, but then came the flowering of the

entire plants, none of which ever recovered. In gardens now A. Simoni is

only known by small plants raised from the seed then obtained.

Var. Chixo, Makino (Bambusa Laydekeri, Marliac).—A dwarf plant rarely

more than 3 to 4 ft. high. Its relationship with A. Simoni was not suspected
until it flowered in 1896, when a botanical examination of the flowers showed
them to be almost identical with those of that species. The leaves of
Laydeker's bamboo are li to 6 ins. long,

/;
to ^ in. wide, dark green, mottled

with dull yellow. This mottling distinguishes it from all other hardy
Arundinarias. Most, if not all the plants in cultivation, died after flowering,

and it is now only known in gardens from a few seedlings raised at the time.

Its loss is not a great one, for it is, perhaps, the dullest and least cflTcctive of

hardy bamboos.
Var VARIEGATA, Hookcr (Hot. Mag., t. 7146) ; liambusa ali)o-striata,

Hort).— In this variety some of the leaves are striped with white, the leaves so

marked being very small and narrow. The full-sized green leaves do not

differ from those of the type. This variety has not yet flowered, except
partially, in this country. It is of little value.
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A. Tl'XTA, MuJilcnhcrg. SMALL Cane.

(A. macrospeniKi var. tecta, ./. dray!)

Stems up to 12 ft. high in a wild state, rarely more than half as high with

us ; round and hollow, branching at the upper joints. Stem-sheaths persistent,

fringed with hairs, and slightly downy when young, becoming smooth. Leaves

narrow-oblong, 5 to 10 ins", long, '\ to i^ ins. wide, downy beneath ;
secondary

veins six or seven each side the midrib.

Native of the south-east United States, from Maryland to Illinois and

southwards. It is by some authors regarded as a variety of A. macrosperma,
Mt\hau.x\ a taller species sometimes over 30 ft. high, which inhabits the

swamps and river-sides of the Southern States. Both species form dense,

scarcely penetrable thickets, known as "Cane-brakes." In the old slave days

these cane-brakes were of the greatest service to escaping negroes in affording

shelter and hiding from their pursuers. As an ornamental bamboo for

gardens, A. tecta is second-rate. It spreads by suckers, and has not been

known to flower in this country.

A. Veitchii, AL E. Broivn. Veitcii's Bamboo.

(Bambusa albo-marginata, Hort.
;
Sasa albo-marginata, Makhio.')

Stems usually i to li, sometimes 3 to 4, ft. high, with a single branch at

each of the upper joints
;
green, round,

/;
in. diameter ; the pipe very small

;

joints 3 to 4i ins. apart, rather prominent. Stem-sheaths persistent, very

downy at firsf ; both they and the leaf-sheaths have at the apex a curious

group of bristles (themselves minutely hairy), resembling in their tapering,

twisted ends the arms of an octopus. Leaves narrow-oblong, 4 to 8 ins. long,

I to 2] ins. wide, abruptly tapered at the base, and narrowed quickly also at

the top to a short, slender point; at first dark green above, glaucous beneath,

but afterwards turning yellow and finally pale brown at the margins; secondary
veins 5 to 9 each side the midrib.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Maries for Messrs Veitch about 1880. It

forms dense, matted patches and spreads voiy rapidly. Pleasing in the summer
and early autumn, the habit of decaying at the leaf-margins spoils its value.

This character, which is equally apparent on plants wild in Japan, is not found,
so far as I know, in any other hardy species.

ASCYRUM iivPERicoiDES, Z/;?«^^/.y. St Andrew's Cross.
nVPERICACE/E.

(A. Crux-andrea, Linmrus.")

A low, decumbent, much-branched plant of semi-shrubby character,

growing about i ft. high ; stems winged. Leaves opposite, h to i in.

long, narrowly ol)Ovate, tapering at the ijase ; stalkless. P'lowers

terminal, usually solitary or in threes, yellow, ^ to J in. across; petals

four, arranged in the form of a St Andrew's Cross; sepals four, in two
pairs of unequal size, the larger ones almost as long as the petals.

Native of the eastern United States; introduced in 1759. This belongs
to a small genus of N. American plants closely allied to St John's worts
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(Hypericum),' but readily distinguishable by having four sepals and four

petals instead of five. This species is grown in the rock garden at

Kew, where it flowers from July to September ; it likes a light, loamy

soil, and can be increased by cuttings taken in July. It appears to be

a rather delicate plant, or perhaps naturally short-lived, for which reason

it is advisable to renew the stock from seed occasionally.

ASIM INA TRILOBA, Z>//;W. PAPAW. ANONACE/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5854.)

A robust, deciduous shrub in this country, but developing into a small

tree in the south-eastern United States. Leaves alternate, obovate,

pointed, short-stalked, 4 to 8 ins. long, smooth except when quite young.

Flowers produced singly on the wood of the previous year, during June.

Calyx three-lobed ; each lobe 2" i"- ^ong, ovate, downy outside. Petals

six, of a dull lurid purple, the outer three much the larger, roundish,

I in. long ; the inner three half as large. Flower-stalk thick, often

recurved, ^ to J in. long, densely downy. Fruit bottle-shaped, 3 to 5 ins.

long, containing when ripe a sweet, yellow, edible pulp.

Introduced from the south-eastern United States by Peter Collinson in

1736, this interesting shrub has never become common. Its foliage is

striking, but the flowers although curious are not ornamental, and the

fruit rarely develops in this country. It is of interest botanically as the

only hardy plant of its natural order. It grows rather slowly, and one of

the finest specimens in this country is at Claremont, a huge, spreading

bush 15 ft. or so high. It thrives in a good loam, and propagation can

be effected by layering ; but seeds, procurable from American nurserymen,

are preferable.

ASTRAGALUS Tragacantha, Lhmmis. Goat's Thorn.
LEGUMINOS/E.

A dwarf, deciduous, excessively spiny shrub of extremely slow growth,

rarely exceeding i ft. in height. The old wood is completely covered

with the closely set, sheathing bases of stiff, sharp spines, i to 2\ ins.

long, which are really the persistent stalks of the leaves become hard

with age. These spines remain on the plant for many years. Leaves

pinnate, li to 2 ins. long, composed of seven to eleven pairs of leaflets

set on a spine-tipped, hoary stalk. Leaflets \ to | in. long, obovate or

elliptic, covered with silky down. Flowers purplish red, J to j in. long,

borne about four together in short axillary umbels ; calyx \ in. long,

cylindrical, five-toothed, hairy.

Native of the Mediterranean region and Asia Minor. This remarkable

and pretty shrub was cultivated by Parkinson in 1640, and is interesting

as one (but not the chief) of the plants that yield the gum-tragaranlh,

used in medicine as a demulcent. It is so slow of growth that a plant I

have known for over twenty years is still but 12 ins. high, its lower branches
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decumbent. The flowers appear in May and June, and the plant is quite

pretty then. It is very well adapted for a shelf in the rock garden.

Seeds rarely, if ever, ripen in England ; but the plant can be increased

ASTRAOALUH TrAOACANTHA.

by cuttings made, i\ to 2 ins. long, of the tops of the shoots in August,
and placed under handlights in sandy soil.

A. MA.SSllJENsis, Lamarck^ is very similar to the above in habit, foliage, and
spininess, but has white flowers. Native of the Mediterranean region.
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ATHROTAXIS. conifer.e.

The three species which constitute this interesting genus of conifers

are all natives of the Western Mountains of Tasmania, and were all

introduced about 1S57. Owing to their tenderness, they can only be

grown in such places as Cornwall and Ireland, where, however, their

distinctness and beauty are very marked. Their nearest relatives are the

Sequoias of Western N. America, and Cryptomeria of Japan, and

remarkable as is the fact of the widely separate habitats of these three

allies, still more remarkable is it, that during the Eocene period Athro-

taxis formed part of the British flora.

*SSr

ATHROTAXIS CUPRKSSOIDES.

They are small evergreen trees or shrubs with scale-like or awl-shaj^ed

leaves, closely and spirally arranged. The flower-catkins are unisexual,

but both male and female are on the same tree. Cones woody, roundish,

composed of numerous scales, which are closely packed, tai)ered at the

base and swollen at the top, where they end in a point. It is in the

last respect where the cones differ from those of Sequoia. Seeds much
winged.

A. CUPRESSOIDES, I). Don.— liranchlcts round and cord-like, the fmal sub-

divisions about \ in. diameter, bearing scale-like leaves which are very closely

flattened to the twi^% blunt or rounded at the apex, the bases overlapping, the
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exposed part i to ,\ in. long, diamond-shaped, convex or somewhat keeled on
the back, dark green. On the main branches the leaves are much larger, and
sharply pointed. Cones \ in. diameter before expanding, scales ten or twelve.

A small tree, 20 to 45 ft. high in Tasmania. It is easily distinguished from the

other two species in the very closely appressed leaves and smaller cones.

A. LAXIFOLIA, Hooker Jil. (A. Doniana, Matile). — From the preceding

species this differs in the longer, much less appressed leaves, the points of

which are sharp and incurved but quite free. Branchlets round, slender, the

final subdivisions (including the foliage) ,\ in. wide, bearing leaves \ to \ in.

long, ovate-lanceolate, keeled and thickened down the middle, with a sharp,

rather hook-like point. Cones § to '\ in diameter. A tree 25 to 35 ft. high in

Tasmania. I have seen fine specimens at Kilmacurragh in Co. Wicklow,
and at Menabilly in Cornwall. A plant at Grayswood Hill, Haslemere, is the

nearest to London I know of grown out-of-doors. The shoots rather resemble
those of Sequoia gigantea, but are stronger. In cultivation the tree is of densely

pyramidal habit. It is intermediate in character between the other two, but

more resembles A. cupressoides.

A. SELAGINOIDES, D. Don.—A tree up to 40 or more ft. high in a wild

state, ver)' distinct from the two preceding species in the stout branchlets and
in the size of the leaves, which are j to ^ in. long, awl-shaped, ending in a
sharp point, keeled at the back, hollowed" inside, and with a band of white
stomata each side the midrib. The leaves are incurved, but stand away from
the twig at angles of 30° to 45°. The branchlets with their foliage are about

§ in. in diameter. Cones i in. across, the scales tapered towards the base, and
with a thin, pointed, triangular apex. Good examples of this species are at

Kilmacurragh and Castlcwellan in Ireland, and there is a healthy plant at

Osborne, Isle of Wight, Fossil Athrotaxis found in Sheppey is said to be
scarcely distinguishable from this species.

ATRAPHAXIS. GoAT Wheat. polvgonace/E.

Four or five species of Atraphaxis are sometimes grown, but they

are scarcely known in gardens generally. They are amongst the few

hardy woody representatives of the Polygonum family ; being lax-habited

shrubs with alternate leaves, and pale, transparent, slender stipules that

clasp the stem and terminate in a point at each side. The flowers have
no petals, but four or five sepals prominently veined, the inner ones of

which persist, keep their colour, and enlarge, ultimately surrounding the

fruit. Flower-stalks jointed. They are exclusively Old World plants,

extending in a wild state from S.E. Europe to Central Asia. As they

do not ripen seed in this country, at any rate commonly, they are best

I)roj)agated by layers. A sunny position is best for them, and a well-

drained sandy soil.

A. BU XI FOLIA, Jaubert.

• (Polygonum crispulum, Sims^ Bot. Mag., I. 1065.)

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 2\ ft. high ; branches not or slightly spiny, often
decumbent

;
young wood pale, very minutely glandular. Leaves dull green

obovale, oval, or roundish, \ to \ in. long, from half to nearly as wide, smooth
tapering at both ends, margins wavy and decurvcd ; stalk \ in. or less long
with a pale, membranous, chaffy stipule at each side ] in. long. Flowers
pinkish white, produced in June in racemes that are i to li ins. long ; each
flower is \ in. diameter. Of the five divisions of the calyx, three remain
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deepen in colour, and ultimately enclose the three-angled fruit. Flower-stalk
slender, about j in. long, jointed at about one-third of its length from the base.

Native of the Caucasus, cultivated for more than a century in England,
but not sufficiently showy to have ever become common. It is, nevertheless,

interesting and pretty.

A. LANCEOLATA, Metssner.

(A. frutescens, K. Koch.')

A deciduous mostly unarmed shrub of straggling habit, i to 2i ft. high;
young wood smooth, whitish. Leaves variable, linear-oblong or oblanceolate
to lanceolate or oval

; \ to \\ ins. long, ^ to A in. wide
;
grey green, wavy at

the margin ; stipules ending in long points. Flowers whitish, produced in

slender, leafy racemes, from i to 3 ins. long, at the end of short lateral

twigs ; flower-stalk jointed about midway ; inner sepals becoming at the
fruiting stage rounded, \ in. across, and ultimately rose-coloured.

Atrapuaxis Musciikktowi.

Native of S.E. Europe and the Caucasus, to Siberia and Turkestan ;
intro-

duced in 1770. It flowers in .\ugust, and long remains pretty, but, like the rest

of the genus, has never attracted much notice in gardens.

Var. VIRGATA, AV^v/, found in Turkestan, has whiter and more slender

twigs than the type.

A. MuscilKETuwi, Krassnov.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7435 ;
A. huifolia, Koch:)

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high, of open, lax, rather straggling habit
;

young stems smooth, pale ; bark peeling. Leaves \ to 2^ ins. long, i to ^ in.

P
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wide ; oblong or oval, tapered at both ends, margins wavy ; smooth, pale green
;

stalk very short ; stipules pale, translucent, with two awl-shaped points, i in. or

more long. Flowers .\ in. wide, white, with the anthers and ovary rose-coloured,

produced in May and June in racemes i to i^ ins. long, at the end of the

previous year's growth, when the young shoots are already several inches long
;

llower-stalk jointed near the base.

Native of the Thian Shan range of mountains in Central Asia, where it was
discovered by Krassnov ; introduced to Kew from St Petersburg in 1880. It

is the strongest growing and perhaps the most ornamental of cultivated species

of Atraphaxis, and distinct from the others in the large leaves.

A. S P I N o S A, LinncBus.

(Tragopyrum spinosum, Presl.')

A low, deciduous, twiggy shrub of sprawling habit, r to 2 ft. high, and
twice or thrice as wide ; the slender branches often spine-tipped

;
young wood

smooth and whitish ; bark loose. Leaves oval or obovate to roundish, 4 to h in.

long, smooth, blue-green. Flowers ^ in. across, white, rosy-tinted, borne in

small axillary clusters on short, spine-tipped, lateral twigs ; sepals four, the two
large inner ones roundish, veined, persisting and keeping their colour a long

time, ultimately becoming flat, membranous, rounded, A in. across, pressed close

together with the two-edged fruit between them. It blossoms in August.
A widely spread species, native of W. Asia, S.E. Europe, the Orient, etc.

;

cultivated since early in the eighteenth century. In some of its drier native

localities its leaves are very small. Very pretty and interesting in flower and
fruit. Although sometimes confounded with A. lanceolata, it is easily dis-

tinguished by its two-edged fruit, spiny branchlets, and smaller leaves.

ATRIPLEX. CHENOPODIACE^.

About half a dozen species of Atriplex are occasionally met with in

gardens, the commonest and best being A. Halimus. They belong to

the Ooosefoot family, and are chiefly distinguished by the grey, whitish

or silvery aspect of the foliage. The West American species form part of

the characteristic grey vegetation of the great alkaline and saline areas

of that region. Leaves alternate or rarely opposite ; flowers very small

and quite unattractive. They need a light soil of moderate quality not
enriched with manure, and a sunny position. They rarely bear fruit, and
some do not even flower in cultivation. All should be tried in maritime
localities. Increased easily by summer cuttings.

A. CANESCENS, James. Grey Sage Brush.

An evergreen, unisexual shrub of sprawling habit, 5 or 6 ft. high, twice as
much in diameter, of a light grey colour ; leaves and young branches covered
with a fine scurfy down. Leaves alternate, narrowly oblong, l to 2 ins. long,
i to \ in. wide, fleshy, bluntish at the apex, tapered at the base. Flowers
yellowish, very small

; produced during July in cylindrical, spiked clusters, both
terminal and axillary,

^j to i in. long ; the whole forming a slender, tapered,
leafy panicle 6 to 12 ins. long. Fruit bracts \ in. long, deeply toothed.

Native of Western N. America from British Columbia to Nebraska, and
found in dry, saline localities. It has long been cultivated at Kew, and is
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perfectly hardy. In no way showy in flower, it attracts notice and pleases

many by its almost white appearance.

A. NUTTALLII, S. IVaison, with which the above has been confused in

gardens, is quite a different plant. Its leaves are not very dissimilar, being

^ to 2 ins. long, narrowly oblanceolate, often rounded at the apex, and grey
;

but the plant itself is low, and is only shrubby at the base, sending up erect,

more or less annual stems, i to 3 ft. high. The fruit bracts, too, are less than

half as large as those of A. canescens, being I in. or less long. Native of

Western N. America.

A. CONFERTIFOLIA, S. Watson.

A spreading, unisexual, sub - evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high; young
branches and leaves covered with scurfy down, and the whole plant of a

greyish white aspect. Leaves alternate, obovate, sometimes ovate or lance-

shaped
; ^ to I in. long, ^ to j in. wide ; bluntish or rounded at the apex,

tapered at the base. Flowers very small, yellowish green, crowded densely

in the leaf-axils in small, stalkless, roundish clusters. It blossoms in June.

Native of Western N. America from Oregon to New Mexico, and one of the

characteristic inhabitants of the alkaline plains of that region. The male
plant has, for some years, been cultivated in the rock garden at Kew ; only

attractive in its grey leaves.

A. Halimus, Linnceiis. Tree Purslane.

A vigorous, semi-evergreen shrub, 4 to 8 ft. high, of loose, bushy habit, the

whole plant of a beautiful, silvery-grey aspect. Leaves alternate, ovate,

rhomboidal or obovate ; i to 2^ ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; tapered at both

ends, minutely and abruptly pointed, covered with a fine silvery scurf.

Panicle terminal, 6 to 12 ins. long, produced in July, the flowers very small,

greenish.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated since early in the seventeenth century.

This is certainly the most attractive of the purslanes in this country, producing

a very striking, silvery effect when planted in a group, especially in association

with dark-leaved shrubs. It is also one of the best seaside shrubs. It is very

rarely seen in blossom with us, but that docs not detract much from its value.

Severe frosts injure it, but it springs out afresh and soon recovers. Sparrows
are said to be fond of the leaves, but I have never noticed them touch the

plants at Kew.
[A Hreweri, S. IVafson, found in California, must be very closely allied to

A. Halimus. Neither of them flowers at Kew, but there is no difference in

folia'je and habit. Can A. Halimus have been introduced to California and
become naturalised there

.''

J

A. I'ORTULACOIDES, Linmeus. Si:a PURSLANE.

A low shrub of straggling habit, i to 2 ft. high, and of a greyish aspect
;

young shoots and leaves covered with a close scurf Leaves opposite, obovate

or oblong, \ to \ in. long, \ to ;\
in. wide, tapered at the base. Flowers very

small, greenish, borne on a terminal panicle, composed of slender spikes, on
which the flowers are arranged in small clusters

Native of Europe, including liritain, where it is common on the shores. It

has nothing to recommend it for the inland garden, for it is not so distinct

and silvery as the other species here mentioned. But it is worthy of notice

for planting in exposed positions near the sea, where almost anything that will

grow is welcome. Flowers in August, and well distinguished from the other

species in cultivation by its opposite leaves.
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AUCUBA. CORNACE.

K

A genus of two or three Asiatic evergreen shrubs with opposite,

leathery leaves : the sexes are on different plants, in which respect it

differs from it allies the cornels (Cornus). The petals, calyx-lobes, and

stamens are four to each flower ; and the fruit is a large, oblong berry,

scarlet or orange coloured.

A. JAPONICA, Thunberg.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1 197 (variegated) ; t. 5512 (green).)

A unisexual, evergreen shrub of rounded bushy form, 6 to 10 ft. high,

consisting of a thicket of erect or arching, little-branched stems. Branchlets

stout, fleshy, quite smooth and green, bud-scales hairy at the tips. Leaves
opposite, leather}', narrowly oval

; 3 to 8 ins. long, i^ to 3 ins. wide ; smooth,
green and glossy on both surfaces, with usually a few large teeth towards the

ap)ex ; stalk \ to 2 ins. long. On the male plant the flowers are produced on
an erect, terminal panicle, 2 to 4 ins. long ; each flower \ in. across, with four

(occasionally five) purplish petals ; flower-stalks downy. Fruits only borne by
the female plant, and produced in compact clusters 2 or 3 ins. long, each berry
roundish oval, \ to f in. long, bright scarlet.

Native of Japan ; introduced by a Mr John Graeffer in 1783. This first

plant was the well-known yellow-spotted form (maculata) and a female, but
owing to the absence of pollen it was not until Fortune, sixty years later,

introduced the green-leaved male plant, that the great beauty of the Aucuba
as a berry-bearing shrub became known. Now, both green and variegated plants
of both sexes are common, and small plants in pots, with large crops of fruit,

can be bought from costermongers' barrows in the streets of London. As a
bright and lasting decorative plant for rooms scarcely anything is so good.
The plant flowers in March and April, and the fruit is in good colour all

through the late autumn, winter, and spring.

The Aucuba has one merit in greater degree than any other evergreen :

this is its capability of thriving under the shade of trees. Even under a beech,
lime, or horse-chestnut, where grass will not grow, it will maintain a cheerful
aspect. This means, of course, that it can not only manage without direct

sunlight, but can fight its way against the roots of its big neighbours. To get
fruits in abundance a moderately sunny spot is desirable, and of course plants
of both sexes must be contiguous. For the pot plants as grown for market
(all females) artificial fertilisation is needed.

There are now many slighdy different forms of Aucuba grown that have
originated as sports or seedlings, and vary chiefly in size, shape, and marking
of leaf, also in the size and vigour of the shrub. Many which have been given
names are apt to revert to the common spotted form. It is not, at any rate,

necessary to specify but a few of them here. As a matter of fact, the spotted
Aucuba is too common in gardens—the green type should largely replace it.

Cuttings, or even small branches, root with great freedom.
Var. DINTATA.—Leaves small, i^, to 3^ ins. long, with one or two very

coarse teeth at each side.

Var. I'ICTA.—Leaves not spotted, but with a broad, conspicuous margin of
yellow ; sometimes almost wholly yellow.

Var. SAi.ici FOLIA.—Leaves 3 to 5 ins. long, ^ to i] ins. wide, wholly green.
Very distinct in its narrow leaves, sharply pointed.
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A. HIMAT.AICA, Hooker fil.— In many respects this does not differ from
A. japonica, but it is certainly not so useful a shrub. I do not, indeed, think

the true plant is in cultivation, and may possibly not be hardy. It has much
narrower leaves, 5 to 8 ins. long by i to i^ ins. wide, toothed much more
finely, and lower down the leaf than in the common Aucuba ; often the young
shoots and young leaves are hairy. The petals are more pointed ; berry

scarlet, \ in. long.

Native of the eastern Himalaya at 5000 to 9000 ft., also of China. A plant

in cultivation is sometimes called "himalaica," which is really only the long,

narrow-leaved form of green A. japonica—properly var. salicifolia.

AZARA. I5IXACE.H.

A genus of more or less tender shrubs, evergreen, and natives of

Chile. Leaves alternate, and often arranged in pairs at each joint of the

branchlet, one of the pair much the larger. The flowers have no petals,

but abundant stamens, and are usually fragrant. A. microphylla may be
grown in the open, but the others require the protection of a south or

west wall. All can be propagated by cuttings made of ripened wood
placed in gentle heat.

A. DEN TATA, Ruiz.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1788.)

An evergreen shrub, 8 to 12 ft. high, sometimes a low tree, with downy
branchlets. Leaves solitar\', in pairs, or in threes at each joint, the largest

ones ovate or oval, i to lo ins. long, deep shining green above, very downy
beneath ; the smaller ones arc from one-eight to one-third the size of the

larger ; both are toothed. Flowers fragrant, borne on short, branching
corymbs, the yellow stamens, as in A. Gilliesii, giving the flower whatever
beauty it possesses. A tender shrub, only hardy against a wall at Kew

;

introduced from Chile about 1830. The leaves have a bitter taste. In

some of the gardens in the milder parts of our islands may occasionally

be seen A. SERRATA, Ruiz^ but A. dentata is sometimes grown under the

name. The true A. serrata has downy branchlets like A. dentata, but the

leaves are larger, not felted beneath, often nearly smooth. The inflorescence

too is very distinct, the flowers being arranged in a globose umbel borne

at the end of a slender, downy stalk, up to i^. ins. long. Native of Chile.

A. GILLIESII, Hooker.

(Bot. Mag., t. 517S.)

An evergreen shrub or small tree. Leaves holly-like, pointed, ovate or

oval, \\ to 3 ins. long, with distant teeth, deep lustrous green, pale beneath,

smooth. Flowers densely crowded on racemes scarcely i in. long, springing

from the axils of the leaves. Each flower is small, creamy yellow, the beauty
of the raceme being due entirely to the numerous comparatively long stamens,
which hide the remainder of the flower. This charming shrub, a native of

Chile, is the most ornamental of cultivated Azaras in its blossoms, but is,

unfortunately, not hardy enough to succeed in the open at Kew. Even
against a wall it is sometimes cut down by a severe frost. It flowers in April

and May, and may be recommended for the south-western counties.
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A. MiCRoriiVLLA, Hooker fil.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1874, i,, fio^. 21.)

An evergreen shrub or small tree, the br.inchlets covered with a very dense

dark down, and arranged on the same plane in two opposite rows. Leaves

shining dark green, small, and very abundant, produced in pairs, one of

each pair being about thrice as large as the other ; the larger ones are

obovate, \ to i in. long, usually more or less toothed, sometimes entire
;

the smaller ones more rounded. Flowers very small, greenish, and quite

inconspicuous, but numerous and charmingly fragrant, produced several

together from the leaf-axils. Fruit a small, red, globose berry.

A delightful small tree, and one of the most elegant of all evergreens,

owing to the small leaves and the frond-like arrangement of the branches.

In the west of England it has reached nearly 30 ft. in height, and even

at Ilelvoir, in Leicestershire, I have seen it nearly 20 ft. high. The flowers

open in February if the weather be mild, later if severe ; and their vanilla-like

fragrance is perceptible yards away from the bush. The species, however,

is not absolutely hardy. In 1895 it was killed to the ground at Kew, and
in 190S-9 all the leaves came off and the smaller branches were destroyed.

Still it has never been killed outright, and is decidely the hardiest of the

genus ; introduced from Chile by Richard Pearse for Messrs Veitch,

about 1 86 1.

BACCHARIS. Tree Groundsel, composite.

A large genus of shrubs, small trees, and herbaceous plants, found

exclusively in the New World. With the exception of the two species

here described, the introduced species are too tender for all but the

mildest parts of the kingdom. Leaves alternate. The flower-heads have

no ray florets, and flowers of one sex only are found on a plant. The two

following are easily accommodated in almost any soil, and are quite easily

increased by summer cuttings. Many of the species have resinous

secretions on the leaves and young wood, which give them, in the

countries where they grow, a special value as firewood.

B. IIALIMIFOLLV, LitinCBUS.

A dec'duous, unisexual shrub, ultimately 12 ft. high, and as much in

diameter ; of somewhat loose habit
;

young branches angular, smooth.
Leaves grey green, alternate, very variable in shape and size, broadly obovate
to narrowly oval, coarsely and unevenly toothed, except those at the flowering

portion of the shoot, which are entire ; i to 3 ins. long, \ Xo \\ ins. wide,

tapering at the base to a stalk i to j in long ; both surfaces are freely sprinkled

with resin dots, and rather viscid. Flower-heads produced in October in

axillar)', stalked clusters, about five in a cluster. The shoots of the year
branch at the top into numerous short twigs furnished with untoothcd leaves,

from the axils of which the clusters of flower-heads are produced, so that the
whole forms a large rounded or cylindrical leafy panicle 3 to 6 ins. across.

The blossom has little beauty, being of a dull while ; but the numerous thistle-

like heads of fruit of the female plant, with their silky white j)appus, arc rather

striking.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1683, ^^^^'^ "^^ ornamental
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enough to have ever become widely cultivaled. It is hardy at Kew, and is a
useful shrub for coast situations.

B. TATAGONICA, Hookcr. PaTAGONIAN GROUNDSEL TREE.

An evergreen shrub, of somewhat open but stiff habit, with angled, viscid,

rather scurfy twigs, densely furnished with leaves. Leaves obovate, rounded
at the apex, tapering at the base, stalkless, \ to i in. long, half as wide

;

usually coarsely toothed towards the apex ; deep green above, scurfy on both
surfaces. Flower-heads stalkless or nearly so, produced singly in the leaf-

axils, yellowish white, and of little beauty.

Native of Patagonia in the region of the Magellan Straits. It is quite
hardy at Kew, and is a rather interesting, small-leaved evergreen, growing
8 to lo ft. high there, probably considerably more in warmer districts. It

blossoms in May, and this character as well as its stalkless, solitary flower-

heads and evergreen leaves, make it very distinct from B. halimifolium. It

can be increased by cuttings at almost any season.

BAMBUSA. Bamloo. gramine.e.

The two species of bamboo here included under Bambusa arc known
as such in gardens. They have, however, little in common, and the

generic name is only given provisionally ; the flowers of neither of them
have been produced in gardens, and until that happens their exact place

in the natural order of grasses must remain uncertain. For cultivation

and general remarks, see Arundinaria.

B. DibTlCHA, Mitford.—A dwarf bamboo, with stems i to 2\ ft. high, most
of them about as thick as a lady's hatpin, zigzagged

;
joints \ to 3j ins. apart,

bearing solitary' branches. Leaves arranged in two opposite rows
; 4 to 2] ins.

long, ,'; to .\ in. wide ; rounded at the base, pointed, bright green above, slightly

glaucous beneath ; both margins bristle-toothed, but one more than the other :

secondary veins two or three each side the midrib ; leaf-sheaths hairy on the
margins.

Native of Japan ; cultivated by Messrs Veitch in the "seventies" of last

century, and probably introduced for them by John Gould Veitch during the
previous decade. Its dwarf, erect stems and tiny, distichously arranged leaves

easily distinguish it from all other hardy bamboos. Before Lord Redesdale
gave it the above name it was erroneously known as " B. nana."

B. QUADRANGULARis, Fenzi. Square-.stemmed Bami'.oo.—A bamboo up
to 30 ft. high in a wild state, but usually 6 to 12 ft. high in Europe. Stems
round m a small state, but distinctly four-sided (with rounded corners) when
\ in. or more thick. It is best distinguished in a small state by curious little

spine-like protruberances at the joints, which are probably arrested branches.
Joints of stem very prominently ridged. Leaves rich green, 4 to 8 ins. long,

\ to I in. wide, minutely hairy when young on both surfaces, and bristly on
both margins.

Native of China and Japan; introduced about 1892. This very distinct

bamboo is, unfortunately, not very hardy, and is killed to the ground at Kew
during all but the mildest winters, although never outright. It is, no doubt,

admirably adapted for the south-western counties, where its remarkable
quadrangular stems and generally orn.inicntal character woultl make it well

worth cultivation. Its runs freely, even at Kew, where the top growth is so

frequently killed. It is 12 ft. high on Isola Madre, Lake Maggiore.
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BERBKRIDOPSIS CORALLINA, Hooker, CoRAL PLANT.
BIXACE/T^.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5343.)

An evergreen, scandent shrub of remarkable beauty. Leaves alternate,

ovate or heart-shaped, rather hard in texture, the apex and margins set

with spiny teeth ; dark green above, glaucous beneath, li to 4 ins. long.

Flowers produced in the axils of the uppermost leaves and in a terminal

raceme, the whole forming a crowded group of pendent blossoms. Each

flower is l)orne on a slender stalk, \\ to 2 ins. long, deep red like the

flower itself which is globose, \ in. across, composed of nine to fifteen

petal-like segments, the outer ones of which are small and spreading, the

inner ones larger and concave, all of the deep fine red which pervades

the whole inflorescence.

Native of the forests of Chile ; discovered in the province of Valdivia,

and introduced to England by Richard Pearse in 1862. The species is

the only one of its genus at present known, and its botanical status is

somewhat doubtful. It has usually been associated with the barberries.

It is one of the most gorgeous of climbers, but unfortunately is not very

hardy. At Kew it thrives fairly well on the outside wall of a hothouse, but

is really only happy without protection in the mildest counties. At Carclew,

in Cornwall, there is (or was a short time ago) a splendid plant 20 ft.

across; and at Cragside, in Northumberland, another covers 20 ft. of

a north wall, but is protected by glass in winter. The species makes a

very attractive climber for an unheated greenhouse. It commences to

flower in July, and continues in beauty for two or three months. The
fruits form in this country, but do not usually produce good seed. Young
plants can be raised from cuttings or layers. A little peaty soil may be

put about the roots when first planted out ; but afterwards as they gain

in strength they will spread out into any open, sandy loam, so long as

it is free from lime.

BERBER! S. Barberry, berberidace/e.

A genus of deciduous and evergreen shrubs, now including sixty to

seventy species. The hardy ones are natives of Europe, N. Asia, and the

two Americas ; the common barberry (B. vulgaris) is found in N. Africa

—perhaps introduced. The leading characteristics of the genus are, the

yellow wood, yellow flowers, and the three-parted character of the

flowers ; the sepals being six or nine, the petals six, and the stamens

six. The fruit is an oblong or egg-shaped berry containing one to several

seeds. The stamens are irritable, and if touched at the base with a fine-

pointed instrument like a pin, they suddenly move from their sheltered

position in the concavity of the petals, and close inwards on the pistil.

The object of this interesting power is, no doubt, to secure cross-

fertilisation. An insect in search of honey pushes itself or its proboscis

into the flower, sets the stamens in action, and, becoming itself smeared
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with pollen grains, carries them away to another flower and deposits them
on the pistil.

As ornamental shrubs the barberries have many good qualities, and
several of them, like B. Aquifolium, Darwinii, aristata, stenophylla, are in

the very first rank of garden plants. They prefer a warm, loamy soil, but

are by no means fastidious. Seeds are, as a rule, freely borne, and
afford the best and readiest means of propagation ; but for those sorts

which do not produce seed in this country, and for those also that

do not come true from seed like the coloured-leaved varieties, cuttings,

layers or division of the plants must be resorted to. Cuttings should be

made of fairly ripened wood, and put in sandy soil under a bell-glass or

in cold frames.

The genus Berberis is one of the most troublesome to study, owing
to the variability of the species and the difficulty of finding reliable

characters to keep some of them apart. There is no genus of shrubs

into which the irresponsible and careless maker of species has introduced

more confusion than this. There are two leading groups, as follows :

—

1. Mahonia.—Invariably evergreen; leaves pinnate, no spines on
the branches.

2. Berberis (proper).—Leaves simple, arranged in tufts ; branches
spiny. These may be divided into (a) evergreen, and {/>) deciduous; and
again separated according to the arrangement of the flowers ; whether
racemose, umbellate, fasciculate, or solitary.

The morphology of the leaves and spines of barberry is interesting.

In the true barberry group, the "leaf," as we call it, is really the terminal

leaflet of a pinnate leaf, the side ones of which are suppressed, and the

tuft of leaves as a whole is a branch in which the internodes are

suppressed. Then the spines (usually three-parted, but sometimes simple,

sometimes much divided), in the axil of which the tuft of leaves is borne,

is a metamorphosed pinnate leaf. An occasional reversion to the ancestral

type reveals their true origin.

B. ACTIXACAXTIIA, Martins.

(Bot. Reg., vol. 31, t. 5.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 ft. or sometimes more hi^Hi, with ri<^id, crooked
branchlets. The spines are very variable, some bcint^ the ordinary three-forked

ones, so common in the genus ; others arc curiously flat and leaf-like, semi-
circular or heart-shaped, the margins cut up into several lon*,*^, trian^ailar, spiny
teeth. The spines on barberries, as has already been observed, are really

modified leaves, and there is no species which shows their foliate character
better than this. Leaves hard, rigid, not downy ; variable in shape, and
cither obovate, oblong, or roundish; ] to lA ins. long, with a few large spiny

teeth. Flowers sweetly fragrant, produced in short umbels or clusters, deep
yellow, )r in. across. Fruit blue-black, \ in. long.

This remarkable barberry, common enough in a wild state on the mountains
of Chile, and often introduced to cultivation, is still comparatively rare. It

does not flower freely, and seldom produces fruit. It is well adapted for a

sunny spot on the rockery, but has more scientific interest than hortirullural

value.
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B. ACUMINATA, FnincJict.

An evergreen shrub, of open, spreading habit, with bright red young wood.

Leaves two^o four together in the axils of stout, three-parted spines, which are

\ to I in. long
; 3 to 6 ins. long, narrowly lance-shaped, stalkless, smooth,

tlark green ; the margins cartilaginous, and armed with slender spiny teeth.

Flowe^rs brownish yellow, produced in clusters of four to eight from the leaf-

axils of the previous year's shoots ; each flower ;' in. across, solitary on a slender

stalk I to \\ ins. long. Fruit oblong, nearly h in. long, black, covered with

bluish bloom.
Discovered by the French missionary Delavay in Central China, in 1882,

this tine barberry was not introduced to cultivation until 1900, when Wilson

collected seeds in W. Hupeh. From these, plants were raised by Messrs

Veitch at Coombe Wood, which flowered in 1904. The species is evidently

hardy, and is likely to prove as ornamental as it is distinct.

B. .KTNENSIS, Prcsl. MOUNT ETNA BARBERRY.

A deciduous, dwarf, stunted bush, about 2 ft. high, with crooked branches.

Leaves small, ] to \ in. long, obovate, sometimes bristle-toothed, sometimes

entire ; spines three-parted, sometimes over i in. long. Flowers yellow, in

short racemes | to \\ ins. long, carrying six to fifteen flowers. Fruit red.

Native of Sicily and Calabria, a scrubby bush inhabiting the mountains.

It flowers in May and June, and is very pretty with its numerous closely set

racemes. Suitable for the rock garden.

B. ANGULOSA, VVallich.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7071.)

A deciduous shrub, 4 ft. or more high, with erect, grooved branchlets

covered when young with a short, dark down. Leaves dark glossy green,

clustered in the axils of stiff spines, which are sometimes single, but usually

three- or five-branched, and up to \ ''"'• lo"i^ ; the leaves are obovate, or narrowly

wedge-shaped, i to \\ ins. long, leathery, narrowing at the base to a very

short stalk or none at all, the apex either rounded or pointed, often terminating

in a short tooth ; the slightly curled back margins are either entire, or have
one to three spiny teeth at each side. Flowers solitary, on stalks \ to i in.

long, or on short two- to four-flowered racemes ; orange-yellow, globose, \ to \ in.

across ; outer sepals narrow oblong, inner ones twice as wide
;
petals obovate.

Fruit elliptical, \ in. long, scarlet.

Native of N. India ; first discovered in Kumaon early in the nineteenth

century, and in 1849 by Hooker, in the Sikkim-Himalaya, at 11,000 to 13,000 ft.

It is absolutely hardy at Kew, and although not one of the showiest barberries,

is noteworthy for its unusually large flowers and berries. The latter are eatable,

and, being less acid, are more palatable than most barberries.

B. Aquifolium, Pursh. Oregon Grape.

(Bot Reg., t. 1425 ; Mahonia Aquifolium, Nutlall.')

An evergreen shrub reaching a height of 6 ft., but as commonly seen usually

2 lo 3 ft. high. Stems spineless, but little branched, spreading by underground
suckers; bark grey-brown, smooth. Leaves 6 to 12 ins. long, pinnate, con-

sisting of five to nine leaflets, which are stalkless, or nearly so, of variable

shape, but usually broadly and (except the terminal one) obliquely ovate ; \\

to 3^ ins. long, glossy dark green, turning purplish in winter ; the apex and
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mar^nn set with slender, spiny teeth. Racemes erect, produced in a crowded
group from just beneath the terminal bud, each 2 to 3 ins. long, thickly set

with golden yellow, slender-stalked flowers. The first flowers begin to open
in February, or in mild seasons even earlier, but the great flowering time is

April and May. Berries very abundant and ornamental, black, but covered

with a fine violet-coloured bloom.
Native of Western N. America from Vancouver Island southwards

;

introduced in 1823, For some time after that date it remained very expensive,

costing as much as ten pounds per plant, but in 1 837 the price had been reduced to

five shillings. At the present time nice plants can be obtained for thirty shillings

per thousand. Few evergreen shrubs introduced from abroad have proved so

valuable in British gardens as this. It is very hardy ; I have seen it thriving

on the bleak elevations of the Yorkshire wolds. For forming a low evergreen

covering for the ground in moderately shaded positions, such as beneath
deciduous trees, there is no evergreen so beautiful and so thriving as this. It

is also admirable for planting as a groundwork for flowering shrubs that are

leafless when in blossom, like the Forsythias and Jasminum nudiflorum. It is

not particular as to soil. Easily increased by seed, but an abundance of plants

can be obtained by dividing the old plants in spring.

Raised from seed it varies to a considerable extent, and names have been
given to several varieties. It appears also to have hybridised with other

W. American species like B. pinnata (B. fascicularis) and B. repens, as

is shown by the dull glaucous-leaved forms seen in gardens, very different

from the polished dark green of the type.

Var. LATIFOLIA and macrophylla have much larger, broader leaves

than ordinary.

Var. MuRRAYANA.— Leaflets dull green, shorter, broader, and more wavy
than those of the type

;
perhaps a hybrid with B. repens.

\'ar. ROTUNDi FOLIA Hervevi.— Leaflets often in threes, large and broad, the

plant forming a low tuft. Probably a hybrid with B. repens.

B. ARISTATA, De Candol/e.

A very handsonie shrul), of spreading, elegant habit, as much as 10 ft. high

and 15 ft. in diameter, with smooth young branchlcts becoming grey the second

DrRBKRIS ARISTATA.

season. Ordinarily it is deciduous, but young plants or vigorous sucker

growths will retain their foliage through the winter. Leaves three to seven in

a tuft, I.Wo 4 ins. long in each tuft, obovate, green on both sides, or often
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whitish beneath ; always spine-tipped, but varying from few or numerous teeth

on the margins to none at all. Each tuft of leaves springs from a single or

triple spine sometimes i] ins. long, and produces one drooping raceme 2 to 3

ins. long. Flowers numerous, bright golden yellow. Berries spindle-shaped

or oblong, up to }, in. long, red, covered with Ijlue-white bloom.

\\ir. CniTRIA (B. Chitria, Lindlcy^ Bot. Reg., t. 729).—Flowers in panicles

(not racemes) up to 5 ins. long ; wood reddish brown the second year

;

blossoming season, June and July. Twigs downy when young.

War. FLORir.UNDA, Hooker Jil. (Bot. Reg., vol. 27, t. 46, as B. coriaria),

has smaller leaves and longer-stalked flowers.

Var. INTEGRIFOMA is a form whose leaves have very few or no teeth.

Native of the Himalaya, and represented by a great number of slightly

varying forms, all of which are valuable garden plants. Of all deciduous

barberries this is the strongest-growing ; it is also one of the most ornamental.

It is an admirable shrub on a spacious lawn, almost as striking when loaded

with its fine trusses of blue-white berries as when it is in bloom. So well adapted
to our climate is it, that it has been found wild in English hedgerows, having
grown there, no doubt, from seeds deposited by birds.

B. ASIATICA, Roxburgh.

A strong-growing, vigorous evergreen shrub, 6 ft. or more high, branchlets

very minutely downy, somewhat furrowed, yellowish. Leaves hard and
leathery, i \ to 3^ ins. long, obovate, or sometimes nearly orbicular, tipped with

a spiny tooth, the margin often entire, sometimes set with a few large, sharp

teeth, dark green above, whitish beneath. Flowers yellow, in short corymbose
racemes. Berries egg-shaped or nearly globular, red, then black covered with

purplish bloom.
Native of the Himalaya ; first introduced early in the nineteenth century,

but still very rare. It is only suitable for Cornwall and similarly mild localities,

and even there is sometimes affected by cold. It lived at Kew for a good
many years on a sunny wall. B. aristata and its var. Chitria are often mistaken,

and made to do duty, for this species. But asiatica is more strictly evergreen,

is always white beneath the harder leaves, and the inflorescence is shorter

and wider.

B. BREVirANlCULATA, C. K. Schneider.

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high, of rather spreading habit, with whip-

like branches
;
young branchlets reddish, not downy, grooved ; spines in threes

^solitary towards the end of the shoot), pale brown, slender, up to i in. long.

Leaves \ to i] ins. long, i to 5 in. wide, obovate, tapered at the base, rounded
or abruptly pointed at the apex, very shortly stalked, entire or sparsely toothed

towards the end, dull green and smooth. Flowers pale yellow, in panicles

I to 2 ins. long, produced towards the end of the shoots from the joints. Fruit

egg-shaped, j in. long, terra-cotta red, more or less covered with purple bloom.
Native of W. China; introduced by Wilson in 1904. This Ijush forms a

dense mass of twiggy branches from out of which the long whip-like young
shoots arc thrust. It is very handsome in fruit in September. Closely allied

and very similar to this is B. Prattii, C. K. ScJmeidcr^ but its leaves are pale

green beneath, not glaucous, as in brcvipaniculata, And its young shoots are

minutely downy (see Bot. Mag., t. 8549), Wilson, No. 1050A.

B. BUXIFOLIA, Lamarck.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6505 ; B. dulcis, Sweet.")

A bush usually 6 to 10 ft. high, of erect, rather stiff habit, evergreen in

ordinary seasons, but losing most or all of its leaves during winters of
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unusual severity. Leaves leathery, even hard in texture, produced in tufts

in the axils of stiff triple spines, or (near the end of the shoots) simple spines.

Each leaf is -j to i in. long, obovate or oblong, tapered at the base to a short

stalk, spine-tipped but otherwise quite entire, smooth. Flowers solitary on
stalks I to I in. long, amber yellow ; one or two flowers spring from each tuft

of leaves. Fruit globular or orange-shaped, dark purple.

An old inhabitant of gardens, having been introduced about 1826 by
Anderson, the botanical collector attached to Capt. King's expedition to survey

the Magellan Straits. Seeds were sent to Mr Low's nursery at Clapton, and a

plant flowered there in 1831. It is the first of the true barberries to flower, its

blossoms appearing early in April, sometimes in March. The berries are said

to be used for conserves, etc., in Chile, where it extends in a wild state from

the Straits of Magellan as far north as Valdivia. A fine example, 13 ft. high

and 28 ft. through, is in Sir H. Maxwell's garden at Monreith, planted in 1872.

Var. AUREO-MARGINATA has its leaves edged with golden yellow.

Var. NANA is a curious dwarf form, of tufted habit, producing a thick mass
of weak, unarmed stems rarely more than 18 ins. high ; leaves larger, rounder
than in the type ; flowers rarely seen.

B. CANADENSIS, Miller. American Barberry.

(B. angulizans, Hori.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, with the branchlets not downy, but

thickly covered with small, warty lenticels, and armed with three-parted spines.

Leaves narrowly obovate, from i to 2^ ins. long, tapering very gradually at the

base, the apex rounded or acute, but always terminating in a short spine, the

margin toothed, sometimes remotely so, sometimes almost entire, smooth.

Racemes i to I5 ins. long, bearing from six to twelve yellow flowers. Fruit

oval or nearly globose, red.

The specific name of this barberry is a misnomer, for it does not; appear to

be a native of any part of Canada, its real home being on the slopes of the

Allegheny Mountains in Virginia, North Carolina, etc., where it is oftenest

found on the banks of mountain streams. It is closely related to the Old
World B. vulgaris, but it is not quite so attractive a shrub ; it differs in its

paler and more glaucous leaves, its smaller flowers, its shorter, almost
corymbose racemes, and in its shorter, rounder fruit. It has been cultivated in

this country since the middle of the eighteenth centuiy, but is now rarely seen.

B. CANDIDULA, C. K. Schneider.

(B. Wallichiana pallida, Hort. ; B. W. hypoleuai, Hori.")

An evergreen, dwarf shrub of dense, hemispherical habit, probably never
much more than 2 ft. high ; the branches rigidly arching, quite smooth when
young, bright brown, armed at each joint with a trio of stiff, sharp, pale brown
spines, up to ^ in. long. Leaves produced in tufts in the axils of the spines,
dark shining green above, vividly blue-white beneath ; \ to i] ins. lonj;,

i to '^ in. wide ; oblong or narrowly oval, terminated by a minute, slender
spine, and armed with a few similar ones on the recurved margins ; very
shortly stalked. Flowers bright yellow, somewhat globose, ^' in. across,
solitary, on a slender stalk about A in. long. Fruit oval, covered with a
purple bloom.

Native of China ; first collected by Farges, and raised in 1895 ^y ^^- Maurice
de Vilmorin. It flowered in 1900, and was figured in the Fruticttum
Vilmorinianum, p. 15, as " B. Wallichiana var. pallida." It has since been
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introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch. It appears distinct enough to

rank as a species, being different in habit from either H. Hookeri or

B. Wallichiana. Its neat, dense habit and slow increase in size make it

very suitable for the rock garden.

B. CONCINNA, Hooker fil.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4744-)

A low, deciduous bush, 3 ft. high, of close, compact habit ; branches

furrowed. Leaves lustrous green above, white beneath, oljovate, i in. or

less long, tapering at the base to a short stalk, the midrib ending in a

spiny tooth. Three spines, each \ to | in. long, guard the base of each

tuft of leaves. Flowers solitary, on a slender stalk i to i^ ins. long, pendent,

globose, deep yellow, \ in. across. Berries oblong, fleshy, red, \ to | in. long.

Native of the Sikkmi- Himalaya at 12,000 to 13,000 ft. ; introduced to Kew
by Sir Joseph Hooker about 1850. A very pretty barberry, and distinct

through the vivid whiteness of the under-surface of the leaves. It is best

propagated by seeds, which it produces most seasons.

B. CRETICA, LinncEUS. CRETAN BARBERRY.

(Sibthorp's Flora Graeca, t. 342.)

A low, sometimes prostrate, deciduous shrub ; branches crooked, formidably

armed with three-forked spines, each fork \ to 1^ in. long. Leaves small,

obovate, pointed, averaging \ in. in length, mostly without teeth, sometimes
slightly toothed. Flowers yellow, in short, few-flowered clusters. Berries

globose, nearly black, with a bloom.
Native of the mountains of Crete and other islands of the Mediterranean,

The leaves, spines, and flowers form a dense, crowded mass along the branches.

A shrub for the rock garden.

B. Darwin II, Hooker. Darwin's Barberry.

(Bot. Mag., I. 4590.)

An evergreen shrub of dense habit, from 6 to 12 ft. high ; branchlets covered

with a dense, reddish brown down. Leaves very dark, glossy green, stalklcss,

hard in texture, obovate, \\.o \\ ins. long, the apex three-spined, and with one
to several spiny teeth down each side ; they spring in tufts from the axils

of short, multiple spines. Flowers on drooping racemes i^ to 2 ins. long,

each flower on a slender stalk longer than itself, deep golden or orange-

coloured, tinged with red
;
petals elliptical, notched at the tip. Fruit plum-

coloured, roundish oval, the size of small peas.

Native of Chile ; first discovered by Charles Darwin in 1835, when attached

as naturalist to the /?^<^?j;''/^ on her famous voyage. It was introduced in 1849
by William Lobb for Messrs Veitch, from the island of Chiloe. One of the

finest of all evergreen shrubs, this is also tolerably hardy. It likes a good
loamy soil and should be given a position sheltered from cutting winds. It

is in its greatest beauty, of course, during April and May, when laden with

its profusion of golden blossom, but it is often very attractive also in early

autumn, bearing a large crop of the bluish berries and occasionally a small
crop of flowers. Should be propagated by seeds. B. Darwinii nana is a
seedling of B. stenophylla {q.v.).
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B. DICTVOPIIVLLA, Fniiichet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7833-)

A graceful, deciduous bush, free from down on leaf and twig
;
with long,

slender branches, often sent up from the base as strong sucker growths, covered

at first with a glaucous bloom, afterwards brown. Leaves in small tufts
;
each

tuft subtended by a stout, triple spine, as long or longer than the leaves
;

obovate, stalkless, green above, glaucous beneath, armed with a spiny tooth at

Bhrrekis dictyophyixa.

the apex, and usually with one to five more on each margin. Flowers very

short-stalked, one (rarely two) in each cluster of leaves ; A to ^ in. in diameter,

of a soft, pale yellow. Berries bright red, egg-shaped.
Firbt discovered by the French missionary Delavay, in Yunnan, at 3000 ft.

altitude in 1S86 ; introduced to France by the Abbe Faroes from Szechuen. It

reached this country in 1897, when it was sent to Kew by M. Maurice de
Vilmorin. it blossoms regularly in May, and ripens seed from which new
plants can be raised. The leaves turn a beautiful warm red in autumn.
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B. EMPETKll-OLIA, Laniarck. DWARF BARliERRY.

(Bot. Reg., vol. 26, t. 27.)

A low, evergreen shrub, rarely more than 12 to 18 ins. high, with slender

trailing branches in this country, but, as seen in Chile, often sturdier and more
erect

;
young shoots red. Leaves \ to i in. long, quite narrow (less than \ in.),

and made to look still narrower by the margins being curled down ; the apex is

spine-tipped. The leaves arise in tufts from the axils of simple, or three-parted

spines, ] to A in. long. Flowers produced singly, or two together at each tuft,

golden yellow. Fruit nearly black. Blossoms in mid-May.
Introduced from Chile in 1827 by Messrs Low, then nurserymen at Clapton.

Quite distinct from any other barberry in leaf and habit, and the lowest-growing

of them all, this little shrub is well worth a place in the rock garden. It is

not common, but has played an important part in European horticulture in

being one of the parents of the beautiful hybrid—B. stenophylla. It was
originally discovered by Commerson, the South American traveller.

B. Fendleri, a. Gray. Fendler's Barberry.

(Garden and Forest, 1888, fig. 72.)

A deciduous shrub up to 6 ft. high, with stems and branches "shining as if

varnished." Leaves glossy green, lanceolate, i|^ to 2 ins. long, %^q\ in. wide
;

stalkless, toothed except at the base, produced in tufts of four or five. Flowers
in racemes li to 2 ins. long, each flower ^ in. across, the outer segments orange-

coloured, the inner ones yellow. Fruit red.

Native of Western N. America ; first found by Mr Fendler near Santa Fe,

New Mexico, and afterwards at the forks of the Rio Grande in S. Colorado.

It is at present little known, and does not appear to have any particular value

for gardens. It is interesting, geographically, as the only West N. American
representative of the true barberries, as distinct from Mahonias.

B. FoRTUNEi, Lindley. FORTUNE'S Barberry.

(Mahonia Fortunei, Fedde.")

An evergreen shrub, 5 to 6 ft. high, with erect, unbranching stems. Leaves
6 to 8 ins. long, pinnate, consisting usually of seven leaflets, which are linear-

lanceolate, taper gradually to both ends, and are 2 to 4 ins. long, and about

i in. wide ; margins except towards the base set with forward-pointing teeth
;

under-surface marked with prominent, netted veins. Flowers yellow, densely

crowded on narrow, cylindrical racemes 2 to 3 ins. long, erect. Blossoming in

late autumn (October and November), the species rarely develops fruit in this

country.

Robert Fortune found this shrub cultivated in a nursery at Shanghai, and
introduced it in 1846. It has since been found wild in several parts of China.

It is rather tender, and will not thrive in the open ground at Kevv. In milder

districts it grows quite well, as in Canon Ellacombe's garden at Bitton, near

Bath, where it flowers annually in October. It is distinct from all the other

pinnate-leaved barberries in the narrow, dull green leaflets, and in the slender

racemes, less than ^ in. in diameter ; but is one of the least effective.

B. FrEMONTII, Torrey. FREMONT'S BARBERRY.

(Garden and Forest, 1S88, fig. 77 ; Mahonia Fremontii, Fedde).

An evergreen shrub, 3 to 12 ft. high, with pinnate leaves composed of

five or seven leaflets of a vividly glaucous colour. Leaflets | to i^ ins. long,
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spine-tipped, and with one or more spiny teeth at each side ; the terminal

leaflet is stalked and ovate to lanceolate, the others sessile and shorter.

Flowers yellow, and produced four to eight together towards the end of a

raceme 2 to 3 ins. in length ; each flower on a slender stalk about h in. long.

Fruit blue, becoming dry and inflated at maturity, enclosing six to eight seeds.

Native of the hot, dry, south-western United States (Texas, Arizona, etc.).

A striking and handsome species, but too tender for the open ground except

in the milder counties. It may be grown on a south wall, and, wherever
cultivated, should be given the sunniest position available. The only species in

cultivation likely to be confused with this is B. trifoliolata, which has leaflets

of the same form and very glaucous hue, but only three of them to each leaf.

B. Gagnepainii, C. K. Schneider.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8185, erroneously as B. acuminata.')

An evergreen shrub with clustered stems, free from down in all its parts,

at present 2 to 3 ft. high (perhaps ultimately 4 or 5 ft.), the branches set

with three-parted spines | to 4 in. long. Leaves
of fiiTTi texture, i^ to 3 ins. long, \ to

I,
in.

wide; linear- lanceolate, tapering to a fine

point ; dark dull green, the margins undu-
lated and set with slender, forward-pointing

teeth. Flowers in clusters of about six (some-
times ten or twelve) at each tuft of leaves,

each flower on a slender stalk i to | in. long,

bright yellow, \ in. across. Berry black,

covered with blue bloom, oval, \ to § in. long,

J in. wide.

Native of Szechuen, China, introduced for

Messrs Veitch by Wilson about 1904. This
barberry is one of the most promising of

Wilson's introductions from China, being ever-

green, of compact, neat habit, and flowering

abundantly. Allied to B. Hookeri, it is of

more graceful habit. It is quite hardy at Kew,
and free growing. It flowers in late ^lay.

B. IIAKEOIDES, C. K. ScliHcidcr.

(B. congestiflora var. hakeoides, Hooker Jil.y Bot.

Mag., t. 6770.)

An evergreen shrub of loose, rather ungainly
habit, as much as 12 ft. high in favourable

situations ; branches erect, not downy, slightly

furrowed and but little branched. Leaves pro-

duced mostly in pairs, and very variable in size,

ranging from A to i\ ins. in length ; usually

almost orbicular, with a heart - shaped or

rounded base ; thick and hard in texture, pale

or slightly glaucous beneath, the margins
armed with extended spiny teeth. On tiie

lower, bigger leaves of the branch the stalks

are as much as \\ ins. long, but towards the end of the branch the leaves become
smaller and the stalks shoiter, until finally they arc sessile. The leaves spring

DkKHKKI.S llAKKOlDtlS.
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from the axil of a spiny stipule, and this too becomes smaller as the leaves

decrease in size, until, near the apex of the shoot, leaves cease to be borne
and tiny stipules alone remain. Flowers borne during April and May, on
the shoots of the previous summer in dense, round clusters, h to 4* in. across,

from the axil of each pair of leaves right to the leafless end of the branches
;

they are bright golden yellow, I in. across ; sepals nine, concave
;
petals six,

erect, incurved, slightly notched. Fruit usually one-seeded, blue-black.

Native of Chile ; discovered by Pearce, and introduced in i86r. In spite

of its somewhat ungainly habit it is, when seen at its best, a shrub of

striking beauty. There is a fine plant in the Coombe Wood nursery, the

mother probably of all the plants in cultivation, but a still finer one is in

Canon Ellacombe's garden at Bitton ; this is growing against, but not on, a
wall, and is 12 ft. high. Still it is not amongst the hardiest of barberries, and
at Kew is apt to become shabby during hard winters. It is usually propagated
by grafting on B. Aquifolium or B. vulgaris, but owing to the habit of the

slock producing suckers, layering would be preferable. B. CONGESTIFLORA,
Gay, of which the above has been regarded as a variety, is not in cultivation.

B. HETEROPHYLLA, Jussieu.

A deciduous shrub, 3 or 4 ft. high, of straggling habit, with crooked, much
branched stems. Leaves of two kinds ; the first kind \ to i in. long, ^ to \ in.

wide, narrowly obovate, rounded or spine-tipped at the apex, margins without

teeth ; second kind about the same in length, but much wider in proportion,

nd with three or five large spiny teeth, altogether very much like a tiny holly

leaf in form. The leaf-clusters spring from the bases of triple spines, each
prong of which is \ to 4 in. long, and as they are often less than \ in. apart

on the branchlet, the shrub is formidably armed. Flowers solitary, on a stalk

\ in. long ; orange-yellow, with sepals and petals so incurved as to make each
flower a little ball. Berry about the size of a pea, black, covered with blue

bloom, but not seen by me in this country.

Discovered originally in the Straits of Magellan by Commerson, but said

also to occur wild in other parts of Chile and Patagonia. It is a curious and
very rare barberry, flowering at Kew in April. It produces sucker growths
from the base, by which means it can be propagated. B. ilicifolia, Forster,

another species with holly-like leaves, bears some resemblance to this, but has
short, many-flowered racemes.

B. HETEROPODA, Schrenk.

(Garden and Forest, 1895, p. 455-)

A deciduous shrub, up to about 8 ft. high, of loose, spreading habit ; branch-
lets glossy, smooth, brown, cither armed with simple or three-parted spines

I in. long, or unarmed. Leaves grey green, broadly ovate or oval, rounded at

the apex ; the blade i to li ins. long, tapering at the base to a long, slender,

reddish stalk, \ to i in. long ; margin sometimes almost or quite entire, more
often set with fine teeth. Inflorescences drooping, long-stalked, three of which
often issue from one tuft of leaves ; one being large, racemose, with as many as

fifteen flowers, the other two smaller, umbellate, with about three flowers. Each
flower is on a slender stalk, fragrant, orange-yellow, opening in May. Fruit

oblong or egg-shaped, .', in. long, black, covered with blue bloom.
Native of Turkestan ; introduced to Kew in 1886 from the St Petersburg

Botanic Garden through Mr .Mbert Kegel. It is distinct by reason of its long,

slender leaf-stalks, and long, drooping, many-flowered raceme, often flanked on
either side by a few-flowered umbel.
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B. HOOKERI, Lemaire. HOOKER'S BARBERRY.

(B. Jamesoni, Hort. ; B. VVallichiana, Hort. (not De Candolle).')

An ever^aecn shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, producing a dense thicket of erect,

angled stems, which branch near the top
;
young twigs not downy ; ihorns

usually three-forked, each fork slender, rigid, from \ to i in. long. Leaves in

tufts, lanceolate to obovate ; i to 3 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; leathery, almost
stalkless ; dark green above, glaucous white beneath ; the margins armed
with slender teeth. Flowers solitary on their stalks, borne in clusters at each
tuft of leaves ; j^

in. across, pale yellow, the sepals tinged with red. Berries

narrow, cylindrical, \ in. long, tapering towards the end ; black-purple, often

remaining on the plant until the following spring.

Native of the Himalaya. This shrub has been so much confused with

B. Wallichiana, De Cafidolle^ that it is difficult to disentangle the histories of

the two. The true B. Wallichiana is probably not in cultivation ; it differs

from B. Hookeri in the larger leaves (3 to 44 ins. long), and especially in their

veining ; the ve'ns branch out from the midrib, parallel with each other, but
never reach the margin, becoming merged in a vein which runs parallel with

it In B. Hookeri, the veins fork near the margin, but do not merge into one
another. B. Hookeri tlowers in April and May, and as a rule is quite hardy.
The only time I have known it suffer much was during the trying winter of

1908-9, when it lost most of its leaves, and the upper portion of the stems was
killed.

Var. LATi FOLIA.—A much taller and more robust shrub. A specimen at

Kew was 10 ft. high and 12 ft. through, until killed to the ground during the
winter of 1908-9, The leaves are green and glossy on both surfaces, and they
are considerably longer (sometimes over 4 ins.) and broader than in ordinary
B. Hookeri. It is known in gardens as B. Knightii, and is, perhaps, not quite

so hardy as the type.

Var. VIRIDIS.— Leaves uniformly bright green beneath. Although a marked
characteristic of some plants, the white under-surface of typical B. Hookeri is

not a wholly reliable distinctive character. I have seen young plants partly

bright green and partly blue-white beneath.
The best way to increase this species and its varieties is by the seeds it so

plentifully bears ; they may be sown in shallow boxes or in pots, and the young
plants pricked out the following year into nursery rows. The type and the

variety viridis are useful shrubs for planting in places where an evergreen is

wanted that will keep fairly dwarf without pruning.

B. ILICIFOLIA, Forster, HOLLV-LEAVEU BARBERRY.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4308.)

An evergreen, straggling bush, with deeply grooved branches ; said to grow
8 ft. high in Chile, but has not been more than half as high in cultivation.

Leaves holly-like, from i to 2 ins. long, dark glossy green, obovate, with a few
spiny teeth towards the apex. Flowers \ in. across, orange-yellow, densely
crowded on short racemes.

First introduced to Kew from S. Chile by Sir Joseph Hooker, whilst he was
attached to Sir John Ross's antarctic expedition, 1839-43, this striking barberry
has always been one of the rarest in cultivation. It may not exist in this

country at all at the present time, although it (lowered at Kew in 1847. It is

probably better suited for the south-western maritime counties than inland
ones. A form of the hybriil li. Neuberlii {q.v.) is usually offered by nursery-
men as B. ilicifolia.
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B. JATONICA, R. Brozi'U. JAPANESE MAIIONIA.

(Mahonia japoiiica, De Candolle.')

An evergreen shrub of very stiff, sturdy, erect habit ; its thick, unbranched
stems, lo ft. or perhaps more high, bearing a few leaves at the top. Leaves
1 to I A ft. long, composed of seven, nine, eleven, or thirteen leaflets, which are

2 to 5 ins. long, \\ to 3A ins. wide, obliquely ovate, very hard and stiff; dark
dull green, armed on each margin with four to six large spiny teeth ; the

lowest and smallest pair situated at, or very close to, the base of the leaf-stalk

(a good distinction from 13. nepalcnsis). Flowers lemon-yellow, delightfully

fragrant, borne in a cluster of numerous slender, erect racemes 6 to 9 ins.

long, terminating the stem ; the fragrance resembles that of the lily of the

valley. Berries oblong, as much as i in. long, purple.

\'ar. Bealei (Mahonia Bealei, Carricre).— A distinct variety of great

vigour, the leaflets larger, broader, more rounded, and with fewer spines ; the

bases of each pair often overlap. The racemes also are finer, the flower-stalks

shorter. It is the most striking of all the Mahonias, the leaflets being some-
times 8 ins. long and 6 ins. wide. Introduced from China in 1845, by Fortune,
who regarded it as a distinct species ; it was figured as B. Bealei in the

Botanical Magazine^ t. 4852.
These two Mahonias, with others of an intermediate character, are the

most striking of all the group to which they belong. Their flower-clusters

commence to open in February, and continue in beauty for several weeks.
Allied to B. nepalensis, B. japonica is readily distinguished in its typical form
by its duller leaves, having the lowest pair of leaflets close to the base of the

leaf-stalk. The variety Bealei is much hardier, and will thrive (as at Kew)
where B. nepalensis fails. It should, all the same, be given a sheltered spot,

and settled in its permanent position as early as possible, for few shrubs suffer

more from transplanting. This operation may be successfully done during
a showery time in May.

Var. GRACILLIMA is described as having smaller leaflets than the type

—

about 2 ins. long and l in. wide—but I do not know that it is in cultivation

in Britain.

B. LEVIS, Franchet.

An evergreen shrub of bushy habit, 5 or 6 ft. high, its branchlets stiff,

smooth, armed with slender, stiff triple spines {t to \\ ins. long. Leaves
oblanceolatc, tapering more gradually towards the base, often widest above
the middle; li to 3^ ins. long, \ to ^ in. wide; not wavy at the margins but
set there with sharp, bristle-like spines ; dark, rather glossy green above,
paler beneath and very smooth, the veins scarcely visible. Flowers in

clusters of usually six to twelve, sonictinics more, \ to \ in. wide, yellow.

Fruit described by Wilson as at first red, finally jet-black, without bloom.
Native of W. Szechucn, China; introduced in 1909. A promising vigorous

evergreen. It has been confused with B. Gagnepainii, but as seen growing
side by side the two are very distinct. The latter differs from B. levis in its

leaves being very wavy, duller, and broadest below the middle, the stems
more clustered, erect, and less branched.

W. L^CIUM, Royle.

(iJot. Mag., I. 7075.)

A deciduous or semi-evergreen shrub, of sj)rcading habit, 6 or 8 ft.

high
;
young shoots furnished with fine down. Leaves narrowly obovate, light

green above, glaucous beneath, varying in length in each tuft from 4 to 2 ins.
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with a few teeth towards the apex, or with none, but always spine-tipped. Thorns
three-parted, h to 4 in. long. Racemes 2 to 3 ins. in length, carrying from
twelve to thirty flowers, each .1 in. across, bright yellow. lierries = in. long,

oblong, covered with a fine blue-purple bloom.

Native of the Himalaya, and quite hardy at Kew, where it flowers in May
and June. It was in cultivation there in 1853, and had probably been intro-

duced by Sir Joseph Hooker a few years previously. This plant yields the

drug known as " Lycium," used for ages in inflammatory affections of the eyes.

The beautiful purplish berries are eaten in N. India. It is a species distinct

in the hard, pale green leaves, conspicuously net-veined above, glaucous

beneath, and almost entire.

B. NEPALENSis, Sprengel. NEPAL Barberry.
(Mahonia nepalensis, De Candolle.)

An evergreen shrub, sometimes 20 ft. high in the Himalaya, but rarely more
than one-third as high in Britain. Leaves with as many as twenty-five

leaflets, usually about fifteen. Leaflets dark glossy green, obliquely ovate,

lanceolate, i}, to 4.^, ins. long, the lowest pair broader and shorter than the

others, spine-toothed, of firm, leathery texture. Flowers yellow, borne in

slender racemes 6 to 12 ins. long. Berries oval or nearly globose, about .} in.

diameter, covered with blue-white bloom.
Native of the Himalaya, this barberry is too tender to thrive well except in

the milder parts of Britain, or in exceptionally sheltered spots. At Kew it

lives but a short time out-of-doors, although it has succeeded well in a

sheltered spot in the gardens of Belvoir Castle for a good many years. It has

by some authorities been united with B. japonica, but is sufficiently dis-

tinguished by its more numerous, smaller, even-sized and more tapering

leaflets, and the brilliantly polished upper surface. For the milder counties it is

a most desirable shrub, commencing to flower as early as October, but at its

best in March and April. Several forms of it exist, some of which approach
B. japonica.

B. NERVOSA, Pursh.

(Dot. Mag., t. 3949 ; B. glumacea, Sprengel ; Mahonia nervosa, Nuttall.')

A low, evergreen shrub, with stems rarely more than 12 or 15 ins. high,

and handsome pinnate leaves up to 18 ins. long, composed of usually eleven to

fifteen leaflets. Leaflets stalkless, i3, to 3 ins. long, obliquely ovate, very firm

and leathery in texture, prominently three-veined beneath, the margins armed
with large, spiny teeth. Racemes erect, 8 ins. or even more in length, with

short-stalked, yellow flowers. Fruit roundish oblong, \ in. diameter, purplish

blue.

Native of Western N. America, especially of the State of Washington
;

introduced in 1822. It is a handsome and striking barberry, but does not

appear to thrive very well in this country generally ; it always has been and
still remains rare. It can only be propagated readily by seeds, and these do
not appear to ripen freely in the English climate. The foliage most nearly

resembles that of P>. nepalensis, but B. nervosa is readily distinguished by its

dwarf habit, and the greater distance of the lowest pair of leaflets from the

base of the common leaf-stalk.

B. Neubertii, Baumann. Neubert's HYBRID Barp.erry.

(B, ilicifolia— of gardens, not of Forster.')

An evergreen, or partially evergreen shrub, of loose, open habit, 4 to 6 ft.

high. Leaves very variable ; sometimes simple, obovate, li to 3 ins. long, with
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fine marginal tcclh like those of !>. vulgaris ; olhcrs stiff, hard, and holly-like,

with a few large spiny teeth resembling the leaflets of Mahonia ; others tri-

fi>liolate or pinnate. Flowers and fruits not seen.

A hybiiil between !>. Aquifolium (the seed-bearer) and D. vulgaris, which

appeared in Haumann's once famous nursery at r>olwillcr, in Alsace, about

1850. It has but little to recommend it as a garden plant, being in my
experience a sterile, flowerless mule. As a scientific curiosity it is interesting,

for it unites the two sections of the genus, although remarkably distinct from

either of its parents. Tlie form with spiny-toothed leaves like holly is usually

and erroneously called "ilicifolia" in nurseries.

B. PINNATA, Lagasca.

(B. fascicularis, .S';>;w, Bot. Mag., t. 2396 ;
Mahonia fasc, De Candolle.')

This very distinct Mahonia has been regarded by some authorities as a

variety of B. Aquifolium, but there is little doubt that it deserves to rank as a

species. In stature alone it is very different, for in favourable situations it is

12 to 16 ft. high. A beautiful specimen stands near the entrance door to the

vicarage at Bitton, 12 ft. high, and a still taller one in Phoenix Park, Dublin,

is 16 ft. In foliage it differs in being of a dull greyish green, and the narrower

leaflets number sometimes thirteen or fifteen to each leaf. Flowers yellow,

produced in erect racemes about 3 ins. long, not confined, as in B. Aquifolium,

to the top, but developed in leaf-axils down the stem.

Native of Western N. America (California, New Mexico, etc.), and thus

having a more southern distribution than B. Aquifolium ; introduced in 18 19.

It is not so hardy as B. Aquifolium, but thrives very well at Kew, being

altogether about the most desirable of the Mahonia group.

B. POLYANTHA, Hemsley.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, the young shoots reddish brown, ribbed,

not downy ; thorns solitary or three-pronged, \ to i in. long. Leaves obovate

and mostly rounded at the end, the larger ones toothed at the terminal half,

the smaller ones frequently entire, all tapered and wedge-shaped at the base
;

i to 2 ins. long, \ to § in. wide ; finely net-veined on both sides, not downy
;

stalk I in. or less long. Flowers yellow
;
produced during June and July in

drooping panicles 3 to 4 ins, long, i to i^ ins. wide, carrying twenty to over

fifty blossoms. Fruit red.

Discovered in 1899 by Mr A. E. Pratt, near Tatien-lu, Szechuen, W. China
;

introduced from the same region by Wilson in 1904. A very fine species,

remarkable for the large and abundant flower-panicles.

B. PRUINOSA, Franchet.

An evergreen shrub at present 4 to 8 ft. high in this country, but probably

8 to 12 ft. eventually; branchlets round, smooth ; spines thrce-paited, up to

I in. long. Leives three to five together in tufts, smooth, leathery, i to 1), ins.

long, oval or obovate, lustrous green above, often grey-white beneath, the apex
and upper two-thirds set with slender, spiny teeth. Flowers variously arranged
at each leaf-cluster, some being solitary on their stalks and in fascicles, others

on an umbel i in, long
; they are citron-yellow, and about the average size of

barberry flowers. Fruit black, but covered with an abundant plum-coloured
bloom.

Introduced to France from Yunnan, China, by the Abbe Delavay in 1894,
this species reached Kew three years later. It is a promising shrub, somewhat
similar in general appearance to B. aristata, but quite distinct in the arrange-
ment of its flowers. It commences to bloom at the end of April.
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B. REPENS, Lindley, Creeping Barijerrv.

(T3ot. Recf., t. 1176 ; Mahonia repens, G. Don.')

An evergreen shrub of dwarf, stiff habit, usually less than i ft. high, spreading
by underground stems. Leaves pinnate, consisting of three, five, or seven
leaflets, which are ovate, pointed, i to 2j ins. long, spine-toothed, of a dull

bluish green. Racemes li to 3 ins. long, produced in a cluster at the end of
the branch. Flowers deep yellow, open in April and May. Fruit black,
covered with a blue bloom.

Native of Western N. America ; originally discovered during the famous
expedition under Lewis and Clarke, who crossed the Noith American continent
for the first time, 1804- 1806. It ought to be useful in positions where a close
evergreen covering is desired, but it has never been extensively grown. It

can be propagated by removing the creeping shoots, but has never adapted
itself to our conditions as B. Aquifolium has, for instance. From that species
it differs markedly in its dull bluish foliage, which also shows itself in some
hybrids between the two species. B. nervosa has glossy foliage, and twice as
many leaflets.

B. SANGUINEA, Franchet.

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 9 ft. high, with smooth, pale greyish branches
armed with very slender three-forked spines, each fork up to i^ ins. long.
Leaves in clusters of two to five, deep green, linear-lanceolate, tapering to a
fine point, the margins armed with forward-pointing, spiny teeth ; the leaf has
a very short stalk, and is li to 3 ins. long and from \ to = in. wide. Flowers
crowded in the leaf-axils at each joint, golden yellow, on reddish stalks of
unequal length, the longest \ in. long. The outside of the sepals is reddish.
Berries i; in. long, blue-black.

Native of the mountains of Szechuen, China ; introduced to France by
Mr Maurice de Vilmorin in 1898. It is an elegant shrub ; the specific name
refers to the colour of the flower-stalks and sepals. The species is distinct in

its narrow leaves, and long, slender spines. I saw it first in 1904, in the
nursery of Messrs Simon-Louis, near Metz, where it was apparently quite
hardy.

B. Sargentiana, C. K. ScJmeider. Sargent's Barberry.

An evergreen shrub up to 6 ft. high, forming thickets of erect stems;
young shoots smooth, reddish, becoming grey; armed with three-pronged
spines that are \ to i] ins. long, very sharp and rigid, grooved beneath.
Leaves narrowly oval or obovate-lanceolate, slender-pointed, 1?, to 5 ins. long,

i to I j ins. wide, edged with forward-pointing spiny teeth (sometimes double);
dark green above, paler and distinctly veined beneath, quite smooth on both
surfaces. Flowers described as pale yellow, about .'( in. across, borne in

stalkless clusters of two to six; petals broadly obovate, notched at the apex;
individual flower-stalk up to 4 in. long. Fruit black when ripe, broadly egg-
shaped, A in. long.

Native of W. Hupeh, China; introduced by Wilson in 1907. It is allied

to B. Hookeri and similar in habit, but hardier. In the Arnold Arboretum it

is described as the only evergreen barberry known to be hardy there.

At Kew it has withstood, quite unaffected, weather which injured B. Hookeri.

B. siBiRiCA, Pallas. Siberian Barberry.

A low, deciduous bush, usually iJ to 2 ft. high, with short, twiggy branches
;

young shoots smooth, or minutely downy, angled ; thorns with tliree or five,
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sometimes nine or eleven, pronpfs, each 1 to V in. long, slender. Leaves pro-

duced in dense rosettes; small, oljovate, h to i in. long, thin, with teeth

directed outwards, and proportionately large. Flowers solitary, rarely in pairs,

A in. across, bright yellow, drooping. Fruit dark red.

Native of Siberia and Mongolia, where it grows in crevices of rocks and
similar places. Resembling B. a:tnensis in habit, it differs in its solitary

flowers and much divided spines. Pallas, the Russian traveller and naturalist,

who introduced this shrub to cultivation in 1790, states that in Mongolia a

decoction of the twigs is applied to the eyes as a charm, which recalls the

virtues ascribed to B. Lycium in eye affections by the natives of N. India.

B. SiEBOLDii, Miguel. Siebold's Barberry.

A deciduous shrub of rounded form, with leaves and branches very similar

to those of B. vulgaris, but dwarfer, and usually below 3 ft. in height. Leaves
thin, varying from narrowly obovate to oval, i to 2h ins. long, tapering at the

base to a short stalk, the margins crowded with fine bristles. Flowers pale

yellow, .\ in. across, in racemes i^ to 2 ins. long. Fruit globose, yellowish

red, shining as if glazed.

Native of Japan ;
perhaps a Japanese prototype of our common barberry,

differing in its dwarfer habit and more distinctly ciliate leaves. We have,

however, in cultivation a barberry from Japan still more closely allied to

B. vulgaris ; this is B. Regeliana, Koehne (B. vulgaris var. japonica, Regel).

It is much confused with B. Sieboldii in gardens, and is grown under that name.
It is, however, a taller shrub with more angled branches, and the fruit is

distinct in being of a bright rosy carmine, covered with bluish bloom, and of

oblong or oval shape.

B. SINENSIS, Desfontaines.

A very elegant, deciduous shrub, up to 5 or 6 ft. high, with slender, pendulous
branches

; young shoots smooth, somewhat angled, glossy ; spines weak.

Berbkris binexsis.

sometimes three-parted at the base of the shoot, but mostly simple. Leaves
green on both surfaces, oblanceolate or narrowly obovate, \ to 2 ins. long,

\ to ,^j
in. wide ; on the flowering shoots they are smaller and without teeth,

but on the sterile shoots are more or less toothed ; sometimes rounded,
sometimes spine-tipped. Racemes 2 to 3 ins. long, one of them pendent from
each leaf-cluster. Flowers pale yellow, \ in. diameter, each one borne on a

thread-like stalk. Berries bright red, slender, nearly \ in. long.
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Native of China and Corea, and if not indigenous to Japan, cultivated

there. It is said to have been first found near Pekin during Lord Macartney's

mission to China, and to have l)ccn introduced in 1800. It is one of the most
attractive and graceful of deciduous barberries, flowering with remarkable

profusion towards the end of May. The Berberis figured in the Botanical

Magazine^ t. 6573, under this name, is not true B. smensis, but probably a

hybrid between it and some other barberry.

B. Stapitana, C. K. Schneider.

A deciduous or partially evergreen, glabrous shrub, probably 5 or 6 ft. high,

of elegant habit, the stems spreading and arching ; leaf-clusters \ in. apart;

spines three-pronged, very slender and needle-like, brown, \ to \ in. long.

Leaves oblanceolate, rounded to pointed at the apex, mostly entire, but
sometimes toothed near the end, tapered at the base

; ^ to i in. long, jV to -^^

in. wide ; scarcely stalked, of hard texture. Flowers pale yellow, globose,

\ in. wide, borne four to seven together in axillary, stalkless, or very shortly

stalked clusters. The stalk of the individual flower is \ to \ in. long. Fruit

oval, carmine-red with a slight bloom, \ in. long, containing two or three seeds.

Native of W. China ; introduced to Kew from St Petersburg in 1896, and
later from Wilson's seeds. M. Maurice de Vilmorin has also grown it for

some years at Les Barres, in France. It is a charming shrub, of free, graceful

growth, allied to B. Wilsona?, l3ut that species is distinguished by its downy
shoots. Another species of the same group is B. SULCAulialat^, C. K.

.

Schneider^ but it has globose fruits ripe in November, more distinctly angled
branchlets, and larger leaves ; the general aspect is otherwise very similar.

B. STENOPHVLLA, Moore.

An evergreen bush, 8 to 10 ft. high, and as much through, consisting of a

dense thicket of slender, interlacing stems arching towards the ends. Leaves
numerous, in tufts about \ in. apart on the shoots ; hard, spine-tipped, i in. or so

in length, i to \ in. wide, with incurved margins ; deep green above, glaucous
beneath. Flowers produced either in small fascicles or on short, few-flowered

racemes, golden yellow, small, but very profusely borne. Berries globose,

\ in. across, covered with blue-white bloom.
A hybrid which appeared in the nursery of Messrs Fisher & Holmes of

Handsworth, near Sheffield, about i860, its parents being B. Darwinii and
B. empetrifolia. It is undoubtedly the most beautiful and useful of all the

barberries, and to the flower beauty of B. Darwinii has united the greater

hardiness of B. empetrifolia. The combination, moreover, has produced a

grace of habit neither of the parents possesses. The bush forms an impene-
trable mass of branches from out of which it throws every year slender,

arching shoots i ft. or more long. In the following April and May these are

wreathed from end to end with rich golden yellow flowers. A well-grown bush
is one of the loveliest of all spring pictures, and is admirable in many positions

;

it makes a charming bush on a lawn, as a covering for a steep bank, and it

may be used as a hedge plant, cutting it back immediately it has flowered. It

is best propagated by cuttings put in very sandy soil under a bell-glass or in

a frame in August. It ripens good seeds, but they rarely come true, reverting

back more or less to one or other of the parents—generally to \\. Darwinii.

B. REKI.KXA is one of these seedling forms sent out by Mr T. Smith of

Newry. It is a dwarf shrub, with low spreading branches and very dense
leafage, the leaves being dark green, 4 in long, glaucous beneath ; the margins
rertcxed and armed with three or five large teeth: " B. Darwinii nana" is

another of similar origin.
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R. TiiUNHERGii, Dc CandoUc. TiiUNBERo's Barberry.

A deciduous shruli, of very close, compact liabit, from 3 to 8 ft. high, with

stiff, deeply grooved branches, and smooth, reddish brown bark. Leaves
crowded in tufts along the branches (the tufts often \ to \ in. apart), obovate

or spathulate, i to \\ ins. long, sometimes rounded at the apex, sometimes spine-

tipped, never toothed. The thorns on the branches are about h in. long, almost
invariably single, but occasionally three-pronged. Flowers J to ^ in. across,

usually solitary in each tuft of leaves, but sometimes in pairs, each one borne
on a slender stalk \ in. long ; sepals small, dull red

;
petals twice as long, pale

yellow suffused with red. Berries bright red.

The first European to notice this barberry was Thunberg, who saw it in

Japan in 17S4, but it did not reach this country until about ninety years later.

It has been found wild in China. Latterly it has become popular in gardens,

owing to its neat, close habit, its handsome red fruits, but more than all for its

brilliant red foliage in autumn. The flowers, although unusual in colour and
freely borne, are not showy. In the suburbs of Boston, Mass., in the neighbour-

hood of the Arnold Arboretum, it thrives remarkably ; I have measured bushes
there 8 ft. high and 15 ft. across.

Van Dawsonii.—A variety that originated in the Arnold Arboretum,
dwarfer and more compact than the type.

V'ar. Maximowiczii (B. Maximowiczii, Reget) has more twiggy branches,

with a purple bark and more pointed leaves.

Var, MINOR, Rehder.—A dwarf form usually under 2 ft. high, with small

leaves and flowers.

Var. PLURIFLORA, Koehne.—Flowers three to seven together in corymbs.

B. TRIFOLIOLATA, Moricand. NEW MEXICAN BARBERRY.

(Dot. Reg., vol. 27, t. 10 ; Mahonia trifoliolata, Fedde!)

An erect, rigid shrub, 6 or 8 ft. high, belonging to the Mahonia group, but with

only three leaflets to each leaf. Leaflets glaucous or almost white, shaped like

a spear-head ; i to 2 ins. long, 4 to § in. wide ; tapering to a long, spine-tipped

point, and bulging at each side into one or two spine-tipped lobes. Flowers
yellow, borne in short corymbs. Fruit oval or roundish, black with a blue

bloom.
This rare shrub comes from rocky hills in New Mexico, and is only hardy

against a sunny wall, or in exceptionally mild districts. Some years ago I

saw an old bush, 8 ft high, growing against the house wall at 13ayfordbury.

The species differs from all other Mahonias in cultivation in the vividly

glaucous-white leaves with only three leaflets.

B. UMBELLATA, Wallich,

A deciduous, or semi-evergreen shrub, about 6 or 8 ft. high ; twigs greyish,

angled, finely downy ; spines \ in. long. Leaves obovate or oblanrcolate, A to

1] ins. long, \ to
)f

in. wide ; the margins mostly entire, or with a few out-

standing teeth towards the apex. Flowers yellow, in long-stalked corymbs
I to i), ins. long. I'erry red, egg-shaped.

Native of the Himalaya, from Kashmir eastwards, up to 11,000 ft. This
species is somewhat obscure

;
plants received under the name, or raised from

seed so-called, usually prove to be some form of 1>. aristata. It is not certain

that the true thing is in cultivation. The berries, if correctly described by
Brandis as " scarlet, oblong," ought to clearly distinguish it from aristata.
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B. VERRUCULOSA, Hciuslcy and Wilsofi. Warted Barberrv.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8454.)

A sturdy, low, evergreen bush, 2 to 4 ft. liigh, very distinct on account of
its branches being covered with dense, dark brown, tiny excrescences, which
give the young bark a curiously rough surface. Stem-thorns very slender,
three-parted, \ to \ in. long. Leaves dark lustrous green above, glaucous
beneath; ovaf, tapering towards both ends; \ to i^^ ins. long, of leathery
texture, margins recurved and set with a few spiny teeth. They are densely
arranged in clusters or rosettes along the twigs. Flowers short-stalked,
solitary or in small fascicles, golden yellow, § to | in. across. Berry black
covered with blue bloom, nearly \ in. long, rather bottle-shaped.

Discovered by Wilson in W. China, and introduced by him in 1904. First
flowered in the Coombe Wood nursery in May, 1908. One of the most pleasing
of recent introductions from China, and evidently hardy near London. Useful
for the rock garden because of its neat, compact habit.

B. VIRESCENS, Hooker fiL

(Bot. Mag., t. 71 16.)

An elegant, deciduous shrub, 6 to 9 ft. high ; with smooth, reddish brown,
shining branches, armed at each leaf-tuft with a slender, three-parted, or single

spine up to \ in. long. Leaves 3 to \\ ins. long, obovate, thin, pale but
bright green ; the apex rounded or tipped with a small spine, the margins
toothed or entire. Flowers \ in. diameter, pale greenish or sulphur yellow,

and produced on slender, short stalks, either in panicles or short racemes.
Berries slender, nearly \ in. long, reddish, covered with bloom.

Discovered by Sir Joseph Hooker, at an elevation of 9000 ft., in Sikkim, in

1849, and introduced to Kew about the same time ; this barberry was not given
specific rank until described forty years after in the place quoted above.
It is not one of the most attractive of barberries in regard to its flowers or
fruit, but its habit is elegant, and the red tinge of its stems is pleasing in

winter. There are two forms of the species at Kew, one, regarded as typical,

with red fruits ; the other, var. MACROCARPA, with large black fruits 'i in. long.

B. vuLCiARLS, Linnceus. Common Barberry.

A deciduous shrub, usually seen from 6 to 10 ft. high, but occasionally
more than thrice as high

;
producing a crowded mass of stems erect at the

base, branching and spreading outwards at the top into a graceful, arching,
or pendulous form ; branches greyish, and slightly grooved. Leaves in tufts

from the axils of three-parted spines ; thin, dull green, oval or obovate,
1 to 2 ins. long, margined with fine teeth. Flowers in pendulous racemes
2 to 3 ins. long, yellow. Berries e^g-shaped, up to \ in. long, bright red.

One of the best known of our native shrubs, the common barberry is found
wild also over a large part of Europe, N. Africa, and Temperate Asia. It

was introduced to N. America, probably by early settlers, and is now
naturalised there, more common in many places than the real American
barberry (B. canadensis). It is one of the most attractive of all hardy shrubs,
beautiful in blossom in May

;
perhaps even more so later in the year, when

laden with heavy masses of coral-like berries. The berries are too acid
to be palatable, even to birds, but at one time they were considered a
wholesome delicacy, candied or preserved in sugar. According to the
old herbalists the slightly acid leaves were once used to season meat with,
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and as a salad. A decoction of the liark and yellow wood was formerly
celebrated as a remedy for jaundice. It is now discarded from the Maferia
Medica^ but in many country places much faith in its virtues still exists.

In i^ardens, the barberry is useful on account of its accommodating nature

and hardy constitution. It may be useful to fill up out-of-the-way corners

or other such places, where its vigorous nature will enable it to grow and
thrive, and hold its own without attention. But it is beautiful enough to

deserve a more prominent position. It has been planted at Kew on the

top of the ha-ha wall that divides the gardens from the Thames, and nothing
can be more beautiful than arc these plants in October, when the branches,

drooping over the wall, are laden with masses of scarlet berries. Even on
a lawn it will make a fine "specimen" bush ; more beautiful often than many
rarer things so employed. At Leonardslee, Horsham, there is a specimen
26 ft. high, and 2 ft. 2 ins. in girth of stem.

Innumerable varieties or minor forms of this barberry exist. No good
purpose would be served by attempting to describe or even name them ; a
single sowing of seeds will sometimes produce variations quite as important,

both botanically and horticulturally, as many of those to which long names
have been given. The following deserve mention :

—
Var. ALr.o-spiCATA.—Young shoots and leaves creamy white.

Var. ASPERMA. — This remarkable variety produces berries without
seeds, and it is, in consequence, more valuable for preserves, etc., than the

fertile type. The famous sweetmeats of Rouen, confitures (tepinc vinette^ are

made from the fruits of this variety, now very uncommon in this country.

Var. DULCls.—A quite sweet-fruited kind, found in the Austrian mountains
early in the nineteenth century ; it does not come true from seed, and is

perhaps not now in cultivation in Britain.

Var. PURPUREA.—Purple barberry. Leaves deep purple, one of the hand-
somest of wholly purple shrubs. It comes partially true from seed.

Var. VARIEGATA.—Leaves margined with yellow.

There are, besides, other varieties with berries differing in colour, such as

fruciu albo (white)
;
fructu luteo (yellow) ; and fructu nigro (black). The

two last I have not seen, but they are mentioned by Loudon ; the first is not
uncommon.

B, AMURENSis, Riiprccht (B. vulgaris var. amurensis, Regel\ is sometimes
regarded as a geographical variety of the common barberry, sometimes as a
species. It differs in the much larger leaves, which are often 3^ to 4 ins. long,

and I Mo 2 ins. wide, perhaps the largest of all true barberry leaves. They are
thin in texture, as in B. vulgaris, but the toothing is proportionately closer and
finer. Racemes 3 ins. long, with flowers like those of vulgaris but rather larger,

followed by large oblong berries. It has stouter stems than vulgaris, and
flowers rather earlier, but is only half its height. Native of Amurland.

15. VViLSON/i:, Ilemsley, Mrs Wilson's Barberry.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8414.)

An elegant, deciduous (sometimes partially evergreen) shrub, 2 to 4 ft.

high, of spreading habit, and usually more in diameter ; branches comparatively
thin, reddish brown, slightly downy, armed with slender three-parted spines
A to \ in. long, and red when young. Leaves as a rule less than i in. long,

mostly oblanreolate, and either rounded or sharply pointed at the apex,
otherwise entire, or occasionally three-lobcd at the apex ; smooth, conspicuously
veined, grey-green above, somewhat glaucous beneath. Flowers small, pale
yellow, borne two to six together in fascicles or short racemes. Berries
roundish, coral- or salmon-red, somewhat translucent, borne very abundantly.

Native of W. China ; discovered and introduced about 1904 by Mr E. H.
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Wilson, after whose wife it is named. This is one of the most charming new
introductions from W. China, of neat yet elegant habit, and most noteworthy
for its prettily coloured, abundant berries. The leaves are said by Wilson to

assume brilliant tints in autumn.

B. YUNNANENSis, Fraiickct. Yunnan Barberry.

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high, of dense, rounded habit, with grey,

smooth branchlets, armed with three- or five-parted spines. Leaves obovate,

sometimes almost orbicular, 4 to \\ ins. long, \ to fj,
rarely i in. wide,

rounded or pointed at the apex, tapering to a stalk at the base ;
margins mostly

entire on the flowering twigs, more often toothed on the sterile ones. Flowers

pale yellow, three to eight in a cluster
; f in. across ; flower-stalks slender,

f to i| in. long. Berries oval, bright red, \ iri- ^^^Z-
Native of W. China ; first discovered in Yunnan by Delavay in 1S85, at an

altitude of 10,000 ft. It reached cultivation by way of France, and was intro-

duced to Kew in 1904. It is a pretty shrub, and is distinct in regard to the

size of its flowers and fruit, both of which are amongst the largest in the genus.

It is also one of the most beautiful in its autumn livery of crimson. Closely

related to this species and united to it by intermediate forms is

—

B. DIAPHANA, Maximowicz^ a native of N. and W. China. It is figured

as B. yunnanensis in the Botanical Magazine^ t. 8224, but differs in its leaves

on the flowering shoots being mostly very spiny-toothed, its fewer (one to five)

flowers in a cluster, and by the more numerous (six to eight) seeds in each

fruit.

BERCHEMIA. riiamnace.k.

A genus of deciduous, unarmed climbers or shrubs, with alternate

leaves prominently and numerously parallel-veined. Flowers small, with

five sepals and five petals, and not ornamental. F>uit a two-celled,

oblong berry. Three species are grown in gardens : one American, two

Asiatic. They like a good, moist, loamy soil, and can be propagated by

cuttings. Allied to Zizyphus and Paliurus, both of which differ in having

three-nerved leaves.

B. FLAVESCENS, Wallich.

A climbing, deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, the shoots slender, smooth, or

with dark outstanding hairs. Leaves 2 to 6 ins. long, i to 24 ins. wide,

rounded or broadly tapered at the base, narrowed at the apex to a short tip,

smooth, and rather metallic green above, pale and either smooth, or with a

slight down on the midrib and lower ribs beneath ; ribs parallel, nine to

sixteen pairs ; stalk i to I in. long. Flowers white, ,\ in. across, produced in

pyramidal panicles \\ to 4 ins. long, terminal on the leafy shoots of the year ;

flower-stalks ' to ,'•, m. long, either smooth or hairy. Fruit sausage-sha])cd,

\ in. long.

Native of the Himalaya, Thibet, and W. China; introduced from the last

named by Wilson in 1904, now growing in Coombe Wood nursery, where it

appears to be quite hardy.

B. RACEMOSA, Sicbold.

\ deciduous shrul), with slender, flexible, round, smooth stems. Leaves

ovale with a heart-shaped base, \\ to 3 ins. long, half as nun h wiilc, entire,

rather pale or glaucous beneath ; veins in seven to nine pairs, parallel. Flowers
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in a terminal, pyramidal panicle 2 to 6 ins. long ; very small, greenish, produced
in late summer. Fruit oblong, I in. long, changing from green to red, then to

black.

Native of Japan, where it forms a spreading, tangled shrub, rather than a
genuine climber. The foliage is neat and pretty, and when the plant is

furnished with its handsome fruits it is both striking and attractive. But it

does not produce them with regularity, and I have never seen it so good in this

country as in Central France. In Mr de Vilmorin's collection at Les Barres,
it bears fruit abundantly. It is a hardier and a better plant than B. volubilis.

A variegated form is in cultivation, var. VARIEGATA, whose leaves, especially

towards the end of the shoot, are more creamy white than green.

B. VOLUBILIS, Be Candolle. SUPPLE JACK.

(B. scandens, K. Koch.')

A deciduous climber, with smooth, twining branches, growing 10 to 15 ft.

high (much higher in milder climates). Leaves smooth, oval, i). to 3 ins. long,

not heart-shaped but usually rounded, or broadly wedge-shaped at the base,

the apex ending in a bristle-like point, the margins wavy ; veins nine to twelve
pairs. Flowers small, greenish white, arranged in racemes 1 to 2 ins. long,

terminating short, side twigs, and in a terminal panicle. Fruits oblong, \ in.

long, dark blue, or almost black.

Native of the southern United States ; introduced in 1714. It does not fill an
important place in English gardens, owing to its flowers having little beauty,
and its fruits being rarely seen. From the commoner Japanese species it

differs in the shape of the leaves, the more numerous veins, and in the smaller
inflorescence. It is also a genuine climber, its stems twisting round each other,

or anything of convenient size within reach. Not so hardy as B. racemosa.

BETULA. BiRCPL BETULACE.E.

The birches are deciduous trees and shrubs with alternate leaves and
unisexual flowers produced on catkins, both male and female catkins

being borne on the same tree. The male catkins are slender and
pendulous, nearly always formed in autumn, but expanding in spring

;

the flower consists of a calyx and two stamens, and they are produced
in threes in the axil of a scale. Female catkins shorter, stiffer; the

flowers consisting of an ovary and pistil only, produced (also in threes)

in the axil of a deciduous, three -lobed scale. What is here (and
commonly) called the seed, is really a tiny nut containing the true seed.

It bears a transparent wing at each side, and usually the remains of the
two styles at the top. The only other genus of trees with which the
birches are likely to be confused are the alders, and they are readily

distinguished by the persisting scales of the female catkin, which does
not disintegrate like that of the birches, but falls away whole.

Two of the best known features of the birches are the peculiar bark
and frequently white trunks. The bark can often be separated in thin,

papery layers, and being impervious to water, is used in other countries
for canoe-building and for roofing. The timber, although not as a rule of
the best, is jjut to various minor uses. Some of the Asiatic and American
species, however, yield wood of considerable value. An aromatic
principle pervades many of the birches, and a fragrant oil is obtained.
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As garden trees, the birches are chiefly valued for their striking trunks

and graceful branches. The silvery trunks of such species as verrucosa,

papyrifera, and Ermani provide some of the most delightful of winter

effects. Nor are the darker coloured ones of lutea and Maximowiczii
without their charm. The rugged trunks of nigra and davurica always

attract attention. On the whole, no birch exceeds our native B. verrucosa

in beauty, not only in its trunk, but in the singular lightness and delicate

grace of its branching also. Most people will agree with the oft-quoted

words of Coleridge, that it is

" most beautiful

Of forest trees, the Lady of the Woods."

The young branches and twigs of many birches have a rich red brown or

orange-brown tint, which makes an admirable contrast in winter with such

as have white trunks.

So far as I have seen, the birches thrive best on a deep, well-drained

loam, and I do not know that any object to it. But some species, like

verrucosa and populifolia, are amongst the best trees for poor, sandy soils
;

whilst B. pubescens, nana, glandulosa, pumila, and nigra thrive well with

their roots within reach of water.

Whenever possible the birches should be raised from seed, which
most of them develop in plenty. It should be sown on the surface

of fine soil, and not buried but simply pressed down. An old and good
plan when the seed is sown out-of-doors is to cover it thinly until it

germinates with a thin layer of brushwood, which gives shade and shelter

and protects it from interference by birds, etc.

The common birches are attacked by a gall-producing insect, Phytoptiis

rudis, which causes an abnormal swelling of the leaf-buds, and distorted,

stunted growths.

Several hybrids have appeared in nature between the various birches,

amongst which are :

—

lenta x pumila. pubescens x humilis.

papyrifera x fontinalis. pubescens x nana (see intermedia).

papyrifera x pumila. pubescens x verrucosa.

B. ALASKAN A, Sargetit. YUKOX BlRCH.

A tree 30 to 40 ft. high, with the young shoots thickly covered with viscid

warts, not downy. Leaves triangular-ovate, wedge-shaped or cut straight

across at the base (heart-shaped on strong shoots), taper-pointed, \\ to 3 ins.

long, I to 2 ins. wide ; coarsely and often doubly toothed
;

glossy dark
green, viscid, and slightly hairy ; stalks \ to i in. long, reddish. P'ruiting

catkins i to i] ins. long ; scales hairy on the margin only, the side-lobes

larger, rounder, and broader than the middle one.

Native of Alaska, especially in the Yukon Valley ; introduced in 1905.
A young tree sent to Kew by Prof. Sargent is thriving very well, and promises
to make a handsome tree. It is in some respects like \\. fontinalis, hut

differs in its thin, peeling, reddish brown, or dull white hark, and in the

broader wing to the seeds. Sargent describes it as the common birch of the

Yukon Valley.
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B. ALNOIDES, BucJuvian-IIaDiilton van rvRlFOLIA, Franchet.

A tall tree, the younger branches Ijright reddish brown
;
young twigs covered

more or less densely with pale hairs or down. Leaves ovate, 2\ to 5 ins.

long, \\ to 5J. ins. wide, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base
;
pointed,

unequally toothed, each tooth ending in an abrupt, slender point, ciliate,

downy on both surfaces, dark dull green above, bright green beneath, covered

with minute, lustrous resin-glands ; veins nine to twelve ; leaf-stalk \ to 4' in-

long, downy or nearly smooth, reddish. The young, expanding leaves are

of a pretty, red tinge. Fruiting catkins have not yet been seen in this country,

but as seen in dried native material, are i^ to 2>\ i^s. long, cylindrical, ] in.

diameter ; scales very small, the middle lobe several times larger than the

side ones. Nutlets with wings broader than themselves.

The typical B. alnoides is a Himalayan birch, but the form above described

is a native of W. China, whence it was introduced by Wilson in 1901 and
again in 1907. Mr Wilson tells me that at 8500 ft. altitude in W. Szechuen
he saw it 100 ft. high, with a trunk 12 ft. in girth, so it must be one of the

finest of all birches. Our young trees are thriving well, and are curiously

distinct in the resinous sheen beneath the leaves, which becomes more
apparent as the leaf dries. The young trees introduced by Wilson vary

considerably in the downiness of the young shoots. There are numerous
plants in cultivation and they are well worth looking after. It is not unlikely

this birch may come to be regarded as a distinct species.

B. DAVURICA, Pallas,

A tree 60 ft, or more high in nature, the trunk clothed with curling flakes

of papery bark, giving it a curious, ragged appearance ; bark at first warm
brown

;
young shoots sparsely downy, thickly covered with glandular warts.

Leaves ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, \\ to 3 ins, wide ; broadly wedge-shaped or

almost straight across at the base, pointed, coarsely and unequally toothed
;

dark green and smooth above, downy beneath along the midrib. Veins six

to eight pairs ; leaf-stalk about \ in. long.

Native of Manchuria, N. China, and Corea ; introduced to Kew by the late

Dr Bretschneider in 1882, but not a species of much promise, having a
failing common to trees of the same region in starting early into growth
and being cut back by frost. In upland country it would, no doubt, thrive

better. In the curious ruggedness of its bark it resembles B. nigra.

B, Ermam, Chaniisso.

A tree said to become 100 ft. high ; bark of the trunk peeling, creamy
white ; that of the branches orange-brown

;
young shoots not downy, but with

numerous glandular warts ; buds nearly \ in. long, viscid, slender-pointed.

Leaves broadly ovate, with a straight or slightly heart-shaped base, taper-

pointed, coarsely triangular-toothed ; 2 to 3 ins. long, \\ to 2] ins. broad
;

freely specked with glands on both surfaces, and nearly smooth except for

hairs on the midrib, veins, and vein-axils beneath ; veins in eight to eleven

pairs ; stalk \ to i in. long, warted. Fruiting catkins barrel-shaped, i to \\
ms. long, A to § in. wide, the three lol^cs of the scales broadest at the

rounded ends.

Native of Manchuria, Corea, Japan, and, like many plants from the same
region, very liable to injury by spring frosts, owing to its early start into

growth. For this reason it does not form a clean trunk, and is subject to

fungoid attacks.

Var. Nll'l'ONlCA, Maxhnowics.—A Japanese form with the young shoots,

leaves, and leaf-stalks less glandular than in the type, the fruiting catkins
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narrower and longer (being ij to ih ins. long, I to ^ in. wide), and the central
lobe of the scale more tapered. This variety thrives better in cultivation

through starting later into growth, and makes a clean-grown, handsome
birch—one of the most striking of the white-stemmed group.

B. FONTiNALis, Sargent. WESTERN Black Birch.

A shrub up to 15 or 20 ft, high, occasionally a tree twice as high, of elegant
form ; bark almost black, not peeling

;
young shoots resinous, warted. Leaves

glandular broadly ovate, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base, pointed,
double-toothed ; i to 2 ins. long, | to I5 ins. wide ; dark dull green, slightly

hairy above
;
paler and soon almost smooth beneath ; veins in six or seven

pairs ; stalks j to ^ in. long, at first somewhat hairy, then smooth. Male
catkins up to 2 ins. long. Fruiting catkins i to \\ ins. long, the lobes of the
scales about equal in size, slightly downy or smooth.

Native of Western N. America; introduced in 1897 to Kew, where it thrives
very well, and promises to make a graceful small tree. It belongs to the
alaskana and kenaica group, but is distinguished by the bark not separating
into layers, and in being almost black. The very resinous young twigs and
glandular young leaves also mark it.

B. GLANDULOSA, Michaux,

A shrub procumbent at high elevations, rarely more than 4 ft. high any-
where

;
young shoots not downy, but covered with glands. Leaves obovate to

roundish or kidney-shaped, usually I to \ in. (sometimes over i in.) long, green
and smooth both sides, conspicuously round-toothed ; stalks up to ] in. long.
Fruiting catkins erect, ^ to ^ in. long.

Native of N. America, where it reaches across the continent at high
latitudes and high altitudes ; also of Greenland. It is closely allied to, and
can only be confused with, B. nana {q.v.)^ but is abundantly distinct in its

glandular-warted branchlets and longer-stalked leaves. It occupies similar

moist positions in nature, and may be planted in similar positions in gardens.

B. HUMILIS, Schrank. SlIRUBBY BiRCH.

A shrub 2 to 9 ft. high, young shoots hairy and glandular- warty. Leaves
ovate, oval, or obovate, \ to i^ ins. long, mostly tapered (sometimes rounded)
at the base, pointed, irregularly and rather coarsely toothed (teeth triangular
but often bluntish) ; both surfaces smooth and green ; veins in four or five

pairs ; stalk | in. or less long. Fruiting catkins \ to ^ in. long ; scales with
minute hairs on the margin, deeply three-lobed, the middle lobe usually thinner
and larger than the side ones.

Native of high latitudes in Europe and Asia, or of high altitudes in more
southerly regions. This species and B. FRUTICOSA, Pallas^ are very closely
allied, and have often been united. The leaves of B. fruticosa are more
tapered towards the apex, have usually five or six pairs of veins, and the
toothing is finer, sharper, and more regular ; the wings of the seed are also

comparatively broader than in humilis. It is a native of N.E. Europe and
Siberia, inhabiting boggy places.

B. Jacquemontii, Spach.

(B. utilis var. Jacquemontii, Rf^fl.")

This tree, a native of the Himalaya, is usually associated with B. utilis, but
is so distinct in various characters that it will be convenient to regard it as a
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species. The bark on the trunk is white and peehng ; the young shoots are

both downy and warted. Leaves with seven to nine parallel veins, ovate,

rounded at the base, unequally toothed (the terminal ones often doubly
toothed); lA to 2| ins. long, ^ to 2 in. wide; both surfaces almost or quite

smooth, lower one dotted with glands ; stalks ^ to | in. long. Male catkins

2 to 2i ins. long. Fruiting catkins cylindrical, H ins. long ; scales edged with

minute hairs, the middle lobe longer and narrower than the side ones. Trees

at Kew raised from seed in 1891 are quite healthy, and the species is no
doubt hardier than B. utilis, from which it can be distinguished by the fewer

veins of the leaf, the warted and less downy young shoots, and the more
pointed middle lobe of the fruiting scale. It is hardy in St Petersburg.

B. LENTA, LinncBus. BLACK or CHERRY Birch.

A tree up to 70 or 80 ft. high in a wild state ; the bark of the trunk not

peeling, dark, almost black
;
young shoots silky hairy when very young, soon

becoming smooth and shining brown. Leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, mostly
heart-shaped at the base, pointed, i\ to 6 ins. long, i^ to 3I ins. wide, toothed

(often doubly so), dark glossy green and ultimately smooth above, paler green
and silky-hair}' on the midrib and veins beneath ; veins in ten to thirteen

pairs ; leaf-stalk \ to i in. long, hairy. Male catkins 2 to 3 ins. long. Fruiting

catkins i in. or rather more long, \ in. in diameter, scarcely stalked ; scales not

downy, the lateral lobes rather wider than the middle one.

Native of Eastern N. America, where it yields a valuable timber ; intro-

duced in 1759, according to Aiton. When bruised, the young bark has a

sweet, aromatic taste and smell, and by distillation yields an aromatic oil.

This birch is allied to B. lutea, but differs in the darker bark of the trunk, the

sweeter tasted young bark, and especially by the smooth scales of the fruit

catkin. In my experience it is not so well-doing a tree as B. lutea in this

country.

B. LUTEA, Michaux. YELLOW BiRCH.

A tree up to 100 ft. high in a wild state ; bark of the trunk yellowish brown
when newly revealed by the curling back of the outer layer

;
young wood

more or less hairy the first summer. Leaves dull green, ovate or ovate-oblong,

7.\ to &,\ ins. long, half as wide ; tapered, rounded, or heart-shaped at the

base, pointed, doubly toothed ; hairy on the margin, midrib, and chief veins,

becoming smooth above by the end of the season ; veins in about twelve
pairs. Fruiting catkins i to i^ ins. long, erect, | in. thick ; scales conspicu-
ously downy on the outside and margins, the lobes about equal in size, oblong.
The young bark has a bitter taste.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in the latter half of the eighteenth
century. It is a handsome birch, and might be more extensively planted. It

is distinct in the colour of the newly exposed bark of the trunk. It is some-
times confused with B. lenta, under which the distinctions are pointed out.

B. Lyalliana, Koehne.

There is a good deal of confusion in regard to this tree, and it has been
called B, occidentalis (Sargent) ; B. papyrifera var. Lyalliana (Koehne) ; and
B. papyracea var. occidentalis (Dippel). The name occidentalis was founded
by the elder Hooker in 1839, on specimens of three distinct birches. As it

might with equal propriety be given to any one of them, it is better to drop it

altogether. B. Lyalliana is one of the very finest of birches, and reaches
sometimes 120 ft. in height ; bark reddish brown to whitish, peeling. Young
shoots warted, downy, yellowish brown. Leaves ovate with a rounded or
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heart-shaped base, ordinarily 3 to 4 ins. long, bat on young trees often over

5 ins. long ; hairy along the midrib and veins beneath ; veins in seven to ten

pairs. The tree is no doubt closely allied to the paper birch, but Sargent, who
regards it as specifically distinct, distinguishes it by its downy, fruiting scales,

its brown bark, its larger size and bigger leaves. Trees introduced in recent

years are growing admirably. A native of British Columbia and Washington,
inhabiting moist situa-

tions. The tree recently

put into cultivation as
" R. macrophylla " is

either this species or a
form of B. papyrifera.

B. Maxlmowiczii,
Kegel.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8337.)

A tree 80 to 100 ft.

high; young shoots
brown, warty, not downy; the bark of the older wood
and trunk orange-brown, becoming ultimately grey
or whitish. Leaves heart-shaped, pointed, 3 to 6 ins.

long, three - fourths as wide ; doubly toothed, dark
green, downy at first, ultimately smooth above, downy in

the vein-axils beneath ; veins in ten to twelve pairs
;

stalk I to 1 1 ins. long. Male catkins 4 or 5 ins. long.

Fruiting catkins 2 to 2^ ins. long, \ in. wide, in racemes
of two to four ; scales smooth, middle lobe longer and
narrower than the side lobes. Seed-wings large.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Prof. Sargent in

1893. This fine birch is distinguished by the leaves

being larger than those of any other species. I have
measured them 7 ins. long by 5 ins. wide. The habit

of young trees is rather open, and the branching stiff.

It is a quick grower, very hardy, and altogether one
of the best of its kind. Very distinct in its large leaves

and racemose female catkins.

B. Medwediewi, Kegel.

Little is known of this birch in cultivation as yet.

It was introduced to Kew from Tiflis in 1897, and put

into commerce by Spath of Berlin in 1906. It comes
from the region south of the Caucasus range, and first

came under botanical notice about 1886. It is a tree of

goodly height, erect-branched, young shoots partially

hairy, with a few long, narrow lenticels. Winter buds
very large and distinct, bright glossy green, narrowly ovoid and pointed, with

ciliate scales ; on vigorous shoots the buds are \ in. long. Leaves ovate to

roundish, 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide ; rounded or slightly heart-shaped

at the base, pointed, irregularly toothed ; dark green above, and smooth or

with a few hairs only on the midrib and the eight to eleven pairs of sunken
veins, which are also slightly hairy beneath ; stalk i to ^ in. long, hairy.

Fru't-catkins stalked, erect, i to lA ins. long ; scales \ in. long, with some
hairs on the margins, the middle lobe twice as long as the side ones. Seeds
vsith narrow wings. Young cultivated specimens have probably larger and

UlTt'I.A Maximowiczii.
(Male catkins.)
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broader leaves than in adults, but at present they are very distinct .ind

striking in their stiff habit, fine foliage, and big buds.

B. NANA, Linmeus. DwARF BiRCH.

A dwarf, neat-habited bush, 2 to 4 ft. high, branches erect, not warted,
clothed the first two years with minute down. Leaves round or occasionally

broader than long, never pointed, \ to \ in. diameter, conspicuously round-
toothed except at the base ; shining dark green above, prettily net-veined
beneath, smooth on both surfaces ; stalk ^V in. or less long, with a fringed
stipule at each side ; veins in two to four pairs. Fruiting catkins erect, 3 in.

long, shortly but distinctly stalked ; scales smooth, with lobes of about equal
length, the middle one the broadest.

Native of northern latitudes in Europe (including N. Britain) and N.
America, usually inhabitating moist places on mountains. In gardens it is

useful for planting on the margins of streams and in moist places generally.
Among shrubby birches it is distinguished by its round-toothed, orbicular leaves,

and the absence of warts or glands on the shoots.

B. INTERMEDIA, Thomas (B. alpestris, Fries\ is regarded as a hybrid
between B. nana and B. verrucosa. The leaves are much larger than in

nana, and more ovate, but retain much of the characteristic toothing of that

species.

B. NIGRA, Linnceus, River Birch.

A tree of pyramidal form, 50 to 90 ft. high, with a trunk often forked low
down and, like the older branches, covered with large flakes of curling, blackish
bark, which gives it a picturesque ruggedness of aspect seen in no other species
except B. davurica ; bark of young trees whitish

;
young shoots furnished with

pale, round warts, and very downy. Leaves diamond-shaped to ovate, always
wedge-shaped at the base, pointed, i^ to 35^ ins. long, | to i\ ins. wide,
conspicuously double-toothed or small-lobed

;
glossy green above, glaucous

beneath ; downy only on the midrib and chief veins, finally smooth above
;

veins in six to nine pairs ; leaf-stalk downy, j to ^ in. long. Male catkins 2
to 3 ins. long. Fruiting catkins i to i^ ins. long, \ in. thick, erect ; scales
downy.

Native of the eastern United States ; introduced by Peter Collinson, in

1736. This is one of the most striking of birches, and its dark rugged trunk
affords a remarkable contrast to those of our native and other white species.
Although the trunk is sometimes undivided, a characteristic feature of the tree,

both wild and cultivated, is its division low down into two or three erect limbs.
In the south-eastern United States this birch inhabits the banks of ponds and
water-courses, often where the ground is inundated for several weeks at a time.
Sargent remarks that the seeds ripen early in the summer, and fall when the
water is at its lowest ; they immediately germinate in the moist, rich soil, and
thus secure a foothold by the time the waters return. It thrives quite well in

ordinary soil ; there is a tree 60 ft. high at Kew, far away from any water.

B. PAPYRIFERA, Marshall. PAPER BiRCH.

(B. papyracea, A Hon.')

A tree 60 to 70 ft. high, with a rather thin, open head of branches, some-
times pendulous at the ends. Bark of the trunk one of the whitest among
birches, mostly very smooth, but coming away in thin, paper-like layers

;
young

shoots warty, the hairs with which they are furnished when quite young soon
falling away. Leaves ovate, rounded, sometimes heart-shaped at the base,
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slender-pointed; i^, to 3^ ins. long, two-thirds as wide; margins irregularly,

often doubly toothed, and hairy ; upper surface dull dark green, with scattered

hairs ; lower surface pale, downy in the axils of the veins, dotted with small

black glands ; stalks up to i in. long ; veins in six to ten pairs. Male catkins

up to 4 ins. long. Fruiting catkins drooping, about i^ in. long, j to A in

thick ; scales usually smooth, the lateral lobes broader than the middle one.

Native of N. America, where it stretches right across the upper latitudes as

far north as Labrador and Hudson's Bay, and south to Iowa and Nebraska
;

introduced in 1750. It is the most widely spread of all American birches, and
the most useful tree of the inclement far north, providing the dwellers in those

regions with fuel. The bark is used for roofing, to make drinking utensils, and
especially canoes. In gardens it is valuable for the effect the vivid white trunk
produces. In this respect it is not more attractive than our native white birch,

nor has it the same delicate grace, its leaves being larger and less numerous
;

but the trunk remains white to a greater size. It varies very much, as might
be expected from its wide distribution, some trees having drooping branches,
others erect.

Var. CORDIFOLIA, Fernald.—K dwarf, even shrubby, form found on the

mountains of Eastern N. America. Leaves uniformly heart-shaped.

B. KENAICA, Evans (B. papyrifera var. kenaica, Heftry).—This is an ally

of the paper birch, with small ovate leaves li to 2 ins. long ; irregularly,

coarsely, often doubly toothed, tapered at the "base ; at first minutely downy
above, becoming smooth ; veins in five or six pairs ; stalk slender, ^ to i in.

long. The bark of the trunk is creamy white to reddish brown, and separates

into layers. The tree grows 30 or 40 ft. high, and is a native of the coast of

Alaska. Introduced to Kew in 189 1. It differs from B. papyrifera in the fruit

scales being hairy on the margin, and in the smaller leaves.

B. POPULIFOLIA, Marshall. Grey Birch.

A tree 20 to 40 ft. high, with a rather thin, pyramidal head of branches, often

pendulous at the ends ; bark of the trunk grey-white, young shoots rough with

many warts, not downy. Leaves broadly ovate or triangular, broadly wedge-
shaped or truncate at the base, drawn out at the apex into a long, slender

point ; 2 to 3^ ins. long, \\ to 2i ins. wide ; smooth and shining on both
surfaces, glandular above ; veins in six to nine pairs ; leaf-stalk slender,

dotted with black glands, | to i in. long. Male catkins 2 to 3}, ins long.

Fruiting catkins \ in. long, \ in. diameter ; scales downy, with the side lobes

broader and more rounded than the middle one.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1750. The grey birch in its

own region plays much the same part as its ally the white birch does in Europe.
It occupies sterile and inclement regions, and is one of the first trees to find its

way back to land stripped, either by man or by fire, of its original forest

covering. It is short-lived, but according to Sargent performs a valuable

function in acting as a nurse for the seedlings of more durable trees. It has
little to recommend it for gardens except its interest, having no merit that our

native birch does not possess in higher degree. The long stalk and drawn-out
apex of the leaf, and the absence of down from the younger parts, amply
distinguish it.

B. PUI5ESCENS, Ehrhart. WlIlTL BiKCII.

(B. alba, Littmrus^ in part.)

A tree of small or medium size, occasionally 70 ft. or more high ; bark of

trunk white, peeling off" in papery layers, eventually dark and rugged at the
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base; young shoots downy, not warted. Leaves broadly ovate, i^ to 2}, ins.

long, I to 2 ins. wide; usually tapered, sometimes rounded or slightly heart-

shaped at the base
;
pointed, coarsely toothed ; upper surface thinly downy at

first ; lower one downy on the midrib and veins, sometimes only in the vein-

axils, sometimes over the whole surface ; veins in five to seven pairs ; stalk

more or less downy, ?, to f in. long. Fruiting catkins about i in. long
;
lobes

of scale minutely downy, side ones rounded, terminal one ovate.

Native of Europe (including Britain) and N. Asia, and one of the two

birches (the other is B. verrucosa) which make up the B. alba of Linnaeus.

This is not so attractive a tree for the garden as B. verrucosa ; its bark is

darker, and its branching being more erect, it lacks the graceful, pendulous

habit of that species. It affects moister places than B. verrucosa, and is

especially abundant in Highland glens. Easily distinguished from typical

B. verrucosa by its downy, not warted twigs. Numerous forms ascribed to

this species have appeared, and there are some intermediate, perhaps hybrids,

between it and B. verrucosa.

Var. AUREA.—Leaves yellow when young ; shoots very downy.

\^ar. CRENATA NANA.—A dwarf round bush growing at the rate of 2 or

3 ins. only annually.

Var. MURITHII, Grejnli.—A dwarf tree up to 10 or 15 ft. high, or a shrub.

It was discovered near Mauvoisin, Val de Bagne (Valais), and is only known
there and in one or two other localities in Switzerland. Dr Christ describes it

as a very pretty little tree.

Var. PONTICA, Watson.— Leaves distinctly tapered at the base, and smooth,

except for tufts in the vein-axils beneath
;
young shoots slightly warted.

Var. UNDULATA.—Leaf-margins wavy ; shoots slightly warted.

Var. URTICI FOLIA, Spach (B. virgultosa, Fries).—A small tree, native of

Sweden ; its leaves have a drawn-out apex, and are sharply double-toothed,

very dull green, densely downy above when young. Fruiting catkins up to

\\ ins. long, and more slender than in B. pubescens itself.

The common birch produces its seeds very freely, and is, as a rule, one of

the first trees to find its way back to deforested areas. Like the grey

birch in N. America, it is sometimes useful in affording shelter for young
timber trees of better class. The wood is of very little value in this country

except as fuel, although, like alder, it is largely used to make the clogs and
clog-soles worn in the manufacturing towns of Yorkshire and Lancashire. A
fragrant oil is obtained from it that is used in the manufacture of Russian
leather. The bark is water-tight, and is used in the construction of roofs in

Sweden, etc. Under certain conditions it is curiously indestructible. I have
seen pieces unearthed during peat-cutting in the Highlands, which must have
been buried some centuries, but was still quite silvery.

B. PUMILA, LinncBus. Low BiRCH.

An erect-habited shrub, 2 to 9 (sometimes more) ft. high ; the young
shoots downy or felted, but not warty. Leaves roundish, oval or obovate,

\\.o \\ ins. long, pointed or bluntish at the apex, coarsely toothed, more or

less downy on both sides, often thickly so
;
pale or greyish beneath ;

chief

veins in five or six pairs, the smaller ones in between them finely netted ; leaf-

stalk \ in, or less long. Fruiting catkins \ to i in. long, middle lobe of

scales longer than the side ones.
Native of Eastern N.America, where it inhabits boggy places from Lab-

rador to Ohio. It is only likely to be confused in gardens with B. humilis

and B. fruticosa, both of which have warted, glandular branchlets. It has little

merit in the garden.
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B. ULMIFOLIA, Siebold and Ziiccarim.

A tree 50 to 70 ft. high
;
young shoots slightly hairy, and with a few

scattered, whitish lenticels ; buds ovate, slender-pointed, of a pale shining

green, not viscid. Leaves ovate-oblong, mostly heart-shaped, often unequal
at the base, slenderly pointed, irregularly toothed, the teeth finely pointed
and often incurved ; 2 to 3 ins. long, half as wide ; dull green with flattened,

silky hairs all over the upper surface, but confined to the veins and midrib
beneath ; the lower surface is also dotted with glands ; veins in about twelve
pairs ; stalk \ to \ in. long, hairy. Fruiting catkins egg-shaped, f in. long,

\ in. wide ; scales downy, the middle lobe blunt, and about twice as long as

the side ones.

Native of Japan ; very rare in cultivation. The above description is made
from a tree at Kew received from Tokyo in 1896, as B. grossa. Prof. Henry,
however, compared it with Zuccarini's type specimen of B. ulmifolia preserved
at Munich and found them identical (see Trees of Great Britain and Ireland,

p. 979). Except for a certain liability lo injury by late spring frost, it is

apparently hardy, and distinct in its leaf-buds and heart-shaped, many-ribbed
leaves.

B. UTiLis, D. Don. Himalayan Birch.

(B. Bhojpattra, Wallic/i.')

A tree 60 ft. high, with a creamy white trunk and branches ; bark peeling
off in papery flakes

;
young shoots densely covered with grey down, becoming

reddish brown. Leaves ovate, rounded at the base, pointed, 2 to 3^ ins.

long, about two-thirds as wide, rather coarsely and irregularly toothed
;

upper surface dark green, with scattered down ; lower surface pale, downy
on the midrib and veins, the latter in nine to twelve pairs ; leaf-stalk |
in. long, downy; fruiting catkins \h ins. long, \ in. diameter, cylindrical;

scales downy on the margins, the middle one considerably the longer, and
rounded at the end.

Native of the Himalaya; introduced by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1849;
perhaps before, certainly several times since, from which, judging by its

rarity, it would seem that it is not very hardy. A tree over 30 ft. high, planted
by the late Mr Chambers at Grayswood in 1882, is the best I know. Young
plants have been raised at Kew from its seed, but have not yet had to with-

stand hard frost. In a letter Mr Chambers remarked that the bark of his

tree "even to the branches is creamy white, the young twigs of an orange-
chocolate, very pretty in winter." Some trees also exist in Trinity College
Botanic Gardens, Dublin. (See also B. Jacque.montii.)

B. VERRUCOSA, Ehrhart. SILVER BeeCII.

(B. alba, Linttcrus, in part ; B. pendula, Rot/i.')

A tree ordinarily from 40 to 60, occasionally over 100 ft. high, with a
silvery white trunk ; branches pendulous at the ends

;
young wood not

downy, but furnished with glandular warts. Leaves broadly ovate, sometimes
rather diamond-shaped; i to 2^ ins. long,

'I
to li ins. wide; broadly wedge-

shaped or truncate at the base, slenderly tapered at the apex, doubly toothed
;

not downy, but doited with glands on both surfaces ; stalk A to J in. long.

Fruiting catkins
'l

to i] ins. long, \ in. wide, cylindrical ; scales smooth except
on the margin ; middle lobes the smallest.

Native of Europe (including Britain), especially of high latitudes; also

of parts of N. Asia. This birch, with B. pubcscens (^.T'.), forms the B. alba

of Linnieus, but most authorities now concur in separating them. The species
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is easily distinguished from !>. pubesccns by the warts on the young branchlets

and by the absence of down on all the younger vegetative parts. In the latter

respect it differs from all the other cultivated birches except B. populifolia.

(For timber value, etc., see rui3ESCfi:NS.)

Var. UALECAKLICA, Littfuciis fl. (B. laciniata, Wahlenberg). Swedish
birch.—A very distinct form, the leaves being lobed to within \ to \ in. of

the midrib, the lobes themselves lanceolate, coarsely toothed, and with
long, slender points ; leaf-stalks from i to if ins. long. Branches and leaves

pendulous, and the whole tree very elegant. P'ound wild in Sweden.
War. DENTATA VISCOSA.—A bushy, small tree of close, twiggy habit

;

branchlets and leaves very viscid ; leaves closely set on the twig, \ to i^ ins.

long, coarsely double-toothed or even small-lobed ; leaf-stalks \ in. long.

Var. FASTIGIATA, Schcelc.—Branches erect-growing ; the tree being of
columnar habit, and resembling a Lombardy poplar.

\'ar. ovcowiENSis, Regel.—A shrubby form. Leaves mostly diamond-
shaped and smaller than in the type ; found wild in N.E. Hungary.

Var. PENDULA YOUNGI.—Young's weeping birch. An extremely elegant
tree, suitable for small gardens. The branches are slender and perfectly

pendulous. This is the best of several weeping forms.

Var. PURPUREA.— Purple birch. Leaves purple.

B. WiLSONI, Bean. WiLSON's BiRCH.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to lo ft. high, its lower branches prostrate; branchlets
thickly clothed the first season with forward-pointing, somewhat appressed,
pale brown hairs, glabrous and slightly warted the second season. Stipules

triangular-ovate, silky. Leaves ovate, pointed, rounded or wedge-shaped at

the base, irregularly, often doubly, toothed; | to i| ins. long, f to i in. wide;
veins deeply sunken and forming parallel grooves above, prominent beneath,
in twelve to twenty-two pairs; dark green, becoming smooth except on the
hairy veins above, clothed beneath with long, brown, silky hairs, especially on
the veins and midrib; leaf-stalk ^\- to \ in. long, silky. Female catkins | in.

long; scales three-lobed, ,^,7 in. long, the central lobe twice or more than twice
as long as the rounded side-lobes, ciliate. Nutlet jV; J^i. diameter, ovate-
orbicular, the wing narrow, ciliate towards the end. Male catkins \ in. long.

Native of W. China at altitudes of 7000 to 9000 feet. Introduced by Wilson
in 1909, who describes it as often hanging down over cliffs. It is very distinct

from other dwarf birches in its silky-hairy leaves with numerous veins.

(Wilson, No. 1 140.)

BIGELOWIA GRAVEOLENS, ^. (7ra^. COMPOSIT/E.

(Rot. Mag., t. 8155.)

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high, much branched ; branches erect,

and white when young. Leaves alternate, crowded on the branch, linear,

I to 3 ins. long, \ in. wide or less, long-pointed, smooth. Flower-heads
bright yellow, very numerous, forming flattish corymbs i to 4 ins. across;
each head is comj)Osed of about five florets, each of which is very slender,

tubular, J in. long, the pointed teeth of the corolla erect, the base slightly

downy. When crushed the i)lant emits a not unpleasant, somewhat
pungent odour.

Native of Western N. America, inhabiting dry situations. It is not
hardy in the open at Kew, but thrives remarkably well on a south wall,
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where it flowers abundantly during the latter end of September and
during October, producing heavy masses of corymbs often 9 to 12 ins.

across. It does not need a rich or heavy soil, but a well-drained, sandy
loam, and all the sunshine possible. The above description is made from
the plant at Kew, figured in the Botatiical Magazine ; but in a wild state

the species is spread over a wide extent of country, and is said to

vary much.
Var. ALBICAULIS, Niittall^ differs from the above in having the branches

clothed with woolly down, and the tube of the corolla clothed with long hairs.

BIGNONIA CAPREOLATA, Z/w/(^?/j-. CROSS ViNE.
BIGNONIACE.E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 864.)

An evergreen or semi-deciduous climber (according to climate) ; in

nature ascending trees to a height of 40 to 50 ft. : stems long, slender,

smooth except at the joints. Leaves opposite, composed of two leaflets

on a common stalk \ in. long, which is prolonged into a branched tendril.

Leaflets oblong-lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, 2 to 5 ins. long, J to 2 ins.

wide ; heart-shaped at the base, tapered at the apex, smooth and deep
green ; stalk \ in. long, hairy on the upper side. Flowers orange-red,

clustered in the leaf-axils, each on a stalk i to i j ins. long. Corolla

between tube- and funnel-shaped,
1
J to 2 ins. long, \\ ins. wide at the

mouth, where it spreads into five ovate, rounded lobes. Calyx bell-

shaped, \ in. long, shallowly five-toothed. Pod about 6 ins. long, slender,

flattened. Blossoms in June.
Native of the south-eastern United States; introduced in 17 10. In

order to succeed near London this handsome climber must have a

sheltered, sunny wall. It is the only member of a very large and
ornamental genus of climbers confined to the New World that can be
grown out-of-doors by us. The popular name refers to the cross-like

appearance of the wood when cut through transversely.

Var. ATROSANGUINEA (Bot. Mag., t. 6501) has darker, red-purple flowers,

and longer, narrower leaves.

BILLARDIERA LONGIFLORA, Labillardiere. PITTOSPORACE/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1507.)

A climbing, evergreen shrub, with slender, smooth stems and narrow,

lanceolate, entire leaves, i to \\ ins. long. Flowers solitary in the leaf-

axils, each one on a slender stalk, i in. long, pendulous ; the five petals

are oblanceolate, J in. long, free but not spreading, greenish yellow.

Fruit an ob)long-globular, dry capsule, of a beautiful dark blue, \ to i in.

long.

A native of Tasmania; introduced in 1810. Unfortunately this

delightful climber can only be grown out-of-doors in the milder parts of

Great Britain. The finest plants I have seen are in the garden of Sir

John Ross of Hladensburg, at Rostrevor, Ireland, and in that of Mr
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Osgood H. Mackon/io at Inverewc, in the county of Ross. Here it

flowers freely in July, and is then very pretty, but its greatest beauty comes

in October and November, wlien the fruits acquire their charming colour.

The fruit contains abundant seed, which germinates readily. There is

said to be a white-fruited form in cultivation. The generic name com-

memorates Labillardiere, a French botanist who travelled in Australia,

and published a work on its flora in Paris in 1804.

BOWKERIA Gerrardiana, Haf-vey. scrophulariace^.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8021 ; B. triphylla, of gardens.)

An evergreen shrub, 8, 10, or more ft. high; stems covered with fine

grey hairs. Leaves stalkless, arranged in threes at each joint, 4 to 7 ins.

long, li to 2\ ins. wide; ovate-lanceolate, toothed, long-pointed; dull

green, somewhat downy on both surfaces. Flowers produced in August
in lax, three- to ten-flowered cymes ; the shaggy flower-stalks springing from

the leaf-axils. Corolla pure white, } in. across, similar to a calceolaria,

two-lipped, flattened at the mouth of the tube to a broad slit ; upper lip

broadly two-lobed, lower one three-lobed. The inflorescence is very

viscid.

Native of Natal, and rare in cultivation. It has long been grown
under glass at Kew, but my first knowledge of its existence in the open
air was obtained in August 1903, when flowering shoots were sent to

Kew from Mrs Gwytherne Williams' garden at Belvedere, St Lawrence,

Isle of Wight. The shrub was then 7 ft. high, and flowered freely without

protection. It is not only a beautiful shrub, but interesting as one of

the comparatively few South African ones that can be grown outside in the

south of England. Near London it is not possible to grow it out-of-

doors. The name under which it is usually grown— "B. triphylla"

—

belongs to a plant not apparently in cultivation at present.

BROUSSONETIA. morace^.

The Broussonetias are closely allied to the mulberries, but are less

woody, and the plants are unisexual. Two species are in cultivation, both
from N.E. Asia. They have alternate leaves, and are rather rank-growing
shrubs or small trees, deciduous, and with abundant pith in the young
shoots. They grow well in any soil of moderate quality, and are easily

increased by summer cuttings. These should be made in July or August,
of short shoots with a heel of older wood attached. Female trees some-
times produce fruit under cultivation.

B. Kazinoki, Siebold.

(B. Kaempferi, Siehold ; B. Sieboldii, Blume.')

A deciduous shrub, 10 to 15 ft. hij^h, of open, spreading habit, with very

pithy, purplish red young shoots, whose bark is slightly downy at first, soon
quite smooth. Leaves ovate, occasionally two- or three-lobed, rounded or
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slightly heart-shaped at the base, long and taper-pointed, toothed ; extremely

variable in size, three-nerved at the base ; slightly downy when young, soon
afterwards smooth ; upper surface rather rough. On strong growths they may
be 6 to lo ins. long, 3 to 5 ins. wide ; on weaker shoots as small as 2 ins. long

;

stalk I to I in. long. Flowers of the male plant in clusters h in. long, on a

slender, downy stalk about the same length ; female flowers in a smaller,

globose head, with long, slender, downy styles. Neither has any beauty. Fruits

in a globose head, woolly.

Native of Japan and Corea. This species is distinguished from B. papyrifera

by its smooth young wood and leaves, by its shorter male inflorescence, and
by the usually shorter leaf-stalks. It is not so striking or vigorous a shrub.

Often met with in gardens as B. Kaempferi ; the plant first described under
that name, however, is a climbing shrub probably not in cultivation.

B. PAPYRIFERA, Ve7itejtat. Paper Mulberry.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2358.)

A coarse-growing, vigorous shrub, or a tree up to 30 ft. high, forming a

roundish, spreading head of branches
;
young wood thickly downy, soft and

pithy. Leaves very vari-

able in size and form, ovate

or variously lobed, often

shaped like fig leaves
;

rounded, or more or less

tapered at the base, pointed,

toothed, three-nerved at the

base ; upper surface dull

green and rough, lower sur-

face densely woolly till they

fall ; stalk i to 4 ins. long.

Flowers of the male plant

in cylindrical, often curly,

woolly catkins, i^ to 3 ins.

long, \ in. wide ; female
flowers in ball-like heads

\ in. in diameter. Fruit

red.

Native of China ; intro-

duced early in the eight-

eenth century. It is now
widely cultivated in Eastern
countries; in Japan chiefly

for the manufacture of paper
from the bark, and in the

Polynesian islands for the fibre, which is made into a cloth. Capt. Cook noticed

in Otaheite that the finest and whitest cloth worn by the principal inhabitants

was made from this material. In some of the Dalmatian towns, especially at

Spalato, I have seen it as a street tree of neat, rounded shape. The lobed

leaves mostly occur on young vigorous trees, the unlobed ones on flowering

specimens.
Var. CUCULLATA, Sertfii^e.—A male tree with curious leaves whose margins

are curled upwards, so as to give the leaf the shape of a boat.

Var. LACINIATA, Seringe (B. dissccta, Seni'clause).— In this remarkable
variety, which is quite dwarf, the leaf is reduced to the stalk and the three

main veins, the ends of which have each a small, narrow, variously shaped

nnousfONKTiA PAPYRIFERA. (Mals catklns.)
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blade. The leaf has tluis a trifoliolalc aspect. When in foliage the whole shrub
is a tanijle of these slender leaf-stalks. I have not seen this variety in flower.

Both the varieties here mentioned are merely curious freaks, but the type
itself makes a handsome shrub ; the male plant when freely furnished with its

yellowish, drooping catkins is striking.

BRUCKENTHALIA spiculifolia, Reiche7ibach. ERICACE/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8148.)

A dwarf evergreen shrub, about 6 ins. high, forming dense tufts of

erect, very leafy twigs, heath-like in appearance ; branches slender, downy.
Leaves spreading, much
crowded, linear, \ to \ in.

long, ending in a bristle

;

the margins recurved and
more or less glandular-

hairy ; lower surface white,

but nearly hidden by the

recurved margins. Flowers

densely packed in a ter-

minal, erect raceme i in.

or less long. Corolla bell-

shaped,
-J-

in. long, with

four-rounded lobes, rosy

;

calyx similarly coloured

but much smaller, and with

pointed lobes. Stamens
eight ; seed-vessel globular,

with the style and calyx

persisting; flower-stalk ^ in.

long.

Native of the mountains
of E. Europe and Asia

Minor, discovered by Sib-

thorp in 1802, near Brussa;

introduced to Kew in 1888.

It differs from hardy Ericas

in the open-mouthed co-

rolla. Commencing to

bloom early in June, it

continues for about a month. It is a dainty little j)lant, not particularly

showy, but suitable for a nook with peaty soil in the rock garden. At
Kew it has proved perfectly hardy, and is used as a dwarf ground-
covering beneath other sparse-habited j)eat-lovers. It may be increased
by seed, which it ripens freely, and by cuttings treated as advised
for hardy heaths (see Erica).

IJRff KKNTUALIA Sl'ICULIFOUA.
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BRUNNICHIA ClRRHOSA, Banks. POLYGONAC E.^:.

A deciduous climber, growing 15 ft. or more high, with slender,

grooved stems, smooth except at the joints, and supporting itself by

means of forked tendrils terminating the branches. Leaves alternate,

ovate, truncate or heart-shaped at the base, pointed; 2 to 4^- ins. long,

i^ to 2I ins. wide; not toothed, dark glossy green, almost or quite

smooth ; stalk h to i in. long. Flowers small, greenish, arranged in

clusters of two to five on slender terminal and axillary racemes li to 6

ins. long, the whole forming a loose panicle 12 to 18 ins. high. Calyx

persistent and surrounding the seed-vessel, enlarging and becoming
leathery as the seed ripens ; there is a wing J in. wide on one side

extending down the flower-stalk, the whole ultimately about i in. long.

Only a proportion of the flowers ripen seed and develop in this curious

way.

Native of the south-eastern United States; introduced in 1787. This

curious and interesting climber has not sufficient flower beauty to gain

it much recognition in gardens, and although introduced so long ago,

is very uncommon. It is perfectly hardy at Kew, where it has lived

without protection in the open for at least twenty years. It is the only

hardy species, and somewhat resembles Smilax in leaf and growth. The
name commemorates M. T. Brunnich, a Scandinavian eighteenth-century

naturalist.

BUCKLEYA distichophvlla, Torrey. santalacej".

(Garden and Forest, 1890, fig. 37.)

A unisexual, deciduous, privet-like shrub, 6 to 1 2 ft. high, of lax, wide-

spreading habit; young shoots downy. Leaves opposite or nearly so,

arranged in two rows, lance-shaped or approaching ovate, rounded or

broadly wedge-shaped at the base, long and taper-pointed; i to 2\ ins.

long, ?j to - in. wide; downy on the midrib and margins. Flowers small,

greenish, terminal on young shoots ; the males J
in. across, in a small

umbel ; the females solitary, much larger than the males, \ in. long, with

four spreading, narrowly lanceolate sepals. Nuts hard, one-seeded,

oblong, \ in. long, furrowed.

Native of N. Carolina and Tennessee ; discovered by Nuttall in 1S16
;

introduced to Kew in 1897. Naturally it is a parasite on the roots of

other trees, most frequently Tsuga canadensis. Very little success has

been attained in its cultivation here, although the seeds that are

occasionally offered by nurserymen in the south-eastern United States

germinate freely. A young plant parasitic on Tsuga lived for ten years

at Kew, but usually there is a difficulty in getting it thoroughly attached

to a host plant. Those who take an interest in remarkable plants of

this kind may like to experiment with it. The seeds may be sown in

pots under glass, and after germination planted near a host plant.

They can live for some time on their own stored-up food. Other methods
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may be adopted, such as sowing seeds near the roots of Tsuga out-of-

door, protecting by a handHght at first. Perhaps this shrub needs more
sun than it gets liero, but it is capable of withstanding intense frost. I

remember a vigorous bush, 8 or lo ft. high, in the botanic garden of

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., where the winter cold is much
more intense than what we experience.

BUDDLEIA. LOGANIACE.K

The genus Buddleia was named in honour of the Rev. Adam Buddie,

one time vicar of Farnbridge, in Essex. The species are small trees and
shrubs (rarely herbs) with often angled or winged stems ; opposite, usually

downy or woolly leaves ; they are found in S. America, S. Africa, and
N. Asia. In the cultivated species the flowers are produced in terminal

and axillary racemes or panicles, on w^hich they are grouped densely in

close clusters, except in B. globosa, where they appear in globular heads.

The calyx is bell-shaped, four- or five-toothed, or lobed ; the corolla

tubular, with four lobes, often withering on the stalk and persisting.

Stamens four. Seed-vessel a capsule of two valves splitting from the

top.

The Buddleias, provided the climate is suitable for them, are easily

cultivated. They all like a rich, loamy soil and a sunny position, and
are easily propagated by cuttings of late summer growths, or by seeds.

The following species, with the exception of B. globosa, flower on the

growths of the year, and may be pruned back in spring before growth
commences. For those of the variabilis type this pruning is necessary
in order to get strong shoots and panicles.

Buddleias not described in the following notes are :—B. asiatica,
Loureiro, a slender, graceful shrub with long panicles of white, exquisitely

fragrant flowers produced in winter, but only hardy enough to grow out-

of-doors in summer. B. intermedia, Carriere^ said to be a hybrid
between japonica and Lindleyana. B. Lindlevana, Fortime^ too tender
for any but the mildest counties, but lo to 12 ft. high in the Bath Botanic
Garden.

B. ALBIFLORA, Hemsley.

A strong-growing deciduous shrub, said by Henry to be sometimes a small
tree 20 to 30 ft. high ; branches erect, soon quite smooth. Leaves narrow
lanceolate, with a long tapered point and wedge-shaped base

; 4 to 9 ins. long,

\ to 2\ ins wide, toothed, dark green, and soon becoming smooth above
;

covered beneath with a close, fine, silvery grey felt. Flowers fragrant, lilac

(not white), with orange-coloured centres, produced from July onwards in

slender, tapering panicles 8 to 18 ins. long, 2 ins. wide at the base, terminating
the main shoots, with smaller ones on lateral shoots. Corolla tube 4 in. long

;

persisting as in other species until burst off by the swelling seed-vessel beneath
It. Calyx smooth, bell -shaped, with pointed narrow lobes.

Native of China ; discovered by Henry, and introduced in 1900 by Wilson,
who observes that it is fairly common on the shrub-clad mountains of Central
China at 3000 to 6000 ft. altitude. With the general aspect of B. variabilis, it
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is not so good a shrub ; the branrhlets are not so square, the leaves are more
distinctly stalked and the calyx differs in being smooth.

B. Hemslevana, Kochne^ is nearly allied to, perhaps only an inferior form

of, B. albiflora It is only worth growing in collections. The flowers have not

the orange-coloured eye seen in those of albiflora or variabilis.

B. COLVILEI, Hooker JiL

(Dot. Mag., t. 7449.)

A shrub or small tree, 30 to 40 ft. high in the Himalaya, of vigorous growth,

producing long arching shoots in one season ; all the younger parts of the

plant are at first covered with

red-brown wool. Leaves 3 to

10 ins. long, 4 to i\ ins. wide
;

oval lance - shaped, shallowly

toothed, tapered at both ends
;

dark green, at first downy above
and felted beneath, but becom-
ing nearly smooth on both sur-

faces. Flowers produced in

June in a terminal pendulous
panicle, 6 to 8 ins. long, about

3 ins. wide. Corolla of a beauti-

ful rose colour, white in the

throat, the tube \ to i in. long,

as much or more across the

limb ; the four lobes rounded,

recurved. Calyx bell -shaped,

with short lobes.

Native of the Sikkim Hima-
laya, up to 1 2,000 ft ; discovered

by Sir Joseph Hooker in 1849.

It first flowered with the late

Mr W. E. Gumbleton at Bel-

grove, near Cork, in 1892, where,
growing against a wall, it has
only been injured by the frosts

.of e'lrly 1895. 1" several places

on the west coast of Scotland
also it succeeds admirably. The
nearest locality to London where
it has flowered well out-of-doors

is in the garden of Grayswood,
Haslemere. No other Buddleia
capable of living out-of-doors

in the British Isles has such
large individual flowers, and it

is undoubtedly the handsomest
in the genus; Sir J. Hooker even said, "the handsomest of all Himalayan
shrubs."

R. GLOHOSA, Hope.

(Dot. Mag., t. 174.)

A partially evergreen, or, in hard winters, deciduous shrub, 15 ft. high in the

open, still more on walls and in favoured places ; of rather open, gaunt habit
;

stems angular, covered with a tawny, loobC felt. Leaves lancc-shaped,

BlTDDLKIA COLVlLtl.
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ordinarily 5 to S ins lonj^, about one-fourth as wide (occasionally consider-

ably larger), tapered atbotii ends, but more gradually towards the point ; round-

toothed, dark green and wrinkled but not downy above, covered beneath with a

tawny felt; stalk \ in. or less long. Flowers fragrant, bright yellow, produced in

June in balls 4 in. diameter, eight or ten of these globose heads are arranged

in a terminal panicle in opposite pairs, each on a stalk i to i^- ins. long ; the

whole panicle 6 to 8 ins. long.

Native of Chile and Peru ; introduced by Messrs Kennedy and Lee in I774-

This singularly handsome and striking shrub is hardy at Kew ; the only time I

have seen it injured was in February 1895, when three out of four plants were

cut to the ground, but sprang up again the following summer. It is distinct

among cultivated Buddleias in the yellow of its flowers and their arrangement
in globular heads.

B. JAPONICA, Hemsley.

A deciduous shrub, usually 3 to 5 ft. high, open in habit, and sparsely

branched ; branches stiff, four-angled, the angles much winged. Leaves

narrow-lanceolate, 3 to 8 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; minutely and sparsely

toothed ; dark green and smooth above, at first tawny-felted beneath. Flowers

crowded densely in terminal branched panicles, 4 to 8 ins. long. Corolla pale

lilac, woolly outside, the tube \ i"- ^o"? ;
the four lobes small. Calyx woolly,

pitcher-shaped, with slender-pointed lobes ; both calyx and corolla are persis-

tent on the seed-vessels, which are egg-shaped, \ in. long, and very freely borne.

Native of Japan. This is not one of the best of the Buddleias, although

rather striking in autumn with the long, dense, drooping panicles of fruit. It

bears these in such abundance, that they appear to shorten the life of the

shrub. At any rate, after a few years it becomes weak and thin in growth,

and should be renewed (by seed rather than by cuttings). It has been

cultivated on the Continent as B. curviflora, but is not the true plant of that

name. Several forms have been raised from seed, the best of which is var.

INSIGNIS {Revue HorticoU^ 1878, fig. 76), a plant of more compact habit and
brighter coloured flowers than the type.

B. NIVEA, Duthie.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1905, ii., fig. 102.)

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 9 (perhaps more) ft. high, with the young branchlets

covered thickly with a pure white wool. Leaves of variable size, from the

largest, 10 ins. long by 4 ins. wide, down to others 3 to 4 ins. long and i in.

wide ; they are long-pointed, rounded at the base, angularly toothed except at

the end ; dark green and ultimately smooth above except on the midrib
;

covered beneath with a thick wool, at first pure white, then tawny. Panicles

branched, terminal on the main shoots, and supplemented by others at the end
of short axillary branches. Each portion of the panicle is slender, | to i in.

in diameter, and 3 to 6 ins. long. Flowers ] in. long, pale purple, only showing

colour at the tip, the corolla-tube and calyx being covered with wool.

Native of China ; discovered by Wilson in Western China, at altitudes of

7000 to 8000 ft., and introduced in 1901. It is a vigorous plant, but its chief

attraction is the snowy covering of the leaves, shoots, and panicles. It flowers

in August.

B. PAN ICU LATA, Wallich.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4793, as B. crispa, Bentham.")

A deciduous shrub, of bushy habit, 6 to 12 ft. high, more in diameter ;
the

branchlets covered wiih a white or tawny, loose felt. Leaves lanceolate, 2 to 5
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ins. long, | to i| ins. wide ; slightly heart-shaped or cut nearly square at the

base, tapering thence to the point, coarsely and angularly toothed, covered
above, and more so below, with a whitish or tawny down ; stalk |- to i in.

long. Flowers fragrant, produced in June or later in a terminal panicle 3 ins.

high and 2 ins. wide, formed of axillary whorls. Corolla lilac-coloured ; the

tube ;\
in. long, downy outside ; the four-lobed limb about as much in diameter,

white near the orifice of the tube. Calyx with erect, ovate lobes, woolly like the

stem.
Native of Afghanistan and the Himalaya, where it is occasionally a small

^kS^^^"^'^

BUDDLEIA NIVKA.

tree ; a similar but not identical plant is found in W. China. At Kew, a plant
raised from seed sent home by Ur Aitchison from Afghanistan in 1879 is

perfectly hardy, having received no protection during the last thirty years.

B. VARIABILIS, Hcmslcy.

(B(»t. .Map., t. 7609; B. Davidii, Frmuhet.')

A deciduous shrub, very variable in habit and flower, the largest forms
10 to 15 ft. high and wide-spreading bushes of open growth ; branchlcts four-

angled, downy. Leaves 4 to 12 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide; lanceolate or

S
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linear-lanceolate, finely toothed, with very long, tapered points ; dark green

and soon becoming smooth above, while-felted beneath ; stalks very short.

Flowers slightly fragrant, arranged densely in short, rounded clusters on

slender panicles 6 to 30 ins. long, according to the vigour of the plant

and the variety, and appearing from July to October, or later. Corolla

varying in colour from lilac to purple, orange-yellow at the mouth, the

tube ;\ to i in. long, the limb } to
;\

in- wide ; flower-stalks and calyx more
or less felted. Seed-vessel smooth, ] to I in. long, cylindrical, pointed.

Native of Central and W. China up to 9000 ft. ; first discovered near Ichang

by Prof Henry, about 1S87, and originally introduced by way of St Petersburg.

Of the many forms of B. variabilis this, the earliest one, is the poorest, being

of comparatively weak, low, semi-prostrate habit, and poor in colour of flower.

Nowadays it is not worth growing. A second and much superior form

BUDDLKIA VAKIABILIS Vai. MAONIFICA,

was raised in France in 1893, by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin, this having a

more erect habit, arching branches, with denser clusters and longer panicles

of lilac flowers. It is var. Veitchiana, afterwards introduced by Wilson.

Var. MACiNiFiCA is similar in habit to var. Veitchiana, but commences to

flower rather later. It has bright violet-purple flowers, the divisions of the

corolla being rcflexed at the margin.

Var. Wilson I has flowers of a rosy lilac with a deep orange centre, the

divisions of the corolla being erect. Both these were originally introduced by
Wilson for Messrs Veitch.

B. variabilis in all its forms needs a rich, loamy soil ; the more robust its

growth, the finer the flower panicles. The previous year's growth should be

praned hard back every spring. Vigorous young plants treated in this way
will make shoots 8 ft. long in a season, terminated in due time by panicles

2 to 2\ ft. long. Its best forms are probaljly the most effective of all late

summer-flowering shrubs.
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BQMELIA LVCIOIDES, Gaertner. SOUTHERN BUCKTHORN.
SAPOTACE.K.

A deciduous, small tree over 20 ft. high in a wild state, but usually

a shrub little more than half that height in cultivation ; branchlets smooth,

and on young specimens usually armed with spines J in. or less long.

Leaves firm and rather hard in texture, varying in shape from narrow

oval to obovate (the former shape more characteristic of young plants),

I to 4 ins. long, h to li ins. wide; always tapered to the base, pointed

or rounded at the apex, not toothed, and quite smooth except for a

few silky hairs about the midrib beneath ; conspicuously veined ; stalk

^ to \ in. long. Flowers \ in. in diameter, produced in August and
September each on a smooth stalk h in. or less long, crowded numerously
in hemispherical clusters in the leaf-axils. Corolla white ; calyx com-
paratively large, green. Fruit egg-shaped, h ^^' lo^g? black, rarely or

never seen in this country.

Native of the south-eastern United States, and known in England
since 1752, but not ornamental enough to be generally cultivated. It

is quite hardy at Kew, but appears to be the only one of the genus of

which so much can be said. The leaves on young sterile plants resemble

those of a peach in size and shape. Several other species have at times

been introduced, but they need at least the warmth of the south-western

counties to thrive. Amongst them B. ten.'\x, Willdefiow, whose leaves

are covered beneath with a tawny yellow, silky down; and B. lanuginosa,
Persoou^ with a more or less woolly down, are the most interesting.

BUPLEURUM FRUTICOSUM, Linnceus. UMBELLIFER.e.

An evergreen or semi-evergreen shrub, of lax habit, 5 to 8 ft. high,

with slender, not much divided branches, and smooth, purplish young
shoots. Leaves alternate, firm, narrowly obovate, stalkless, tapering at

the base, rounded or with a short, bristle-like tip at the apex, entire ; 2 to

3J ins. long, \ to \\ ins. wide; quite smooth, and of a bluish green.

Flowers small, yellow, produced in a terminal umbel 3 or 4 ins. across.

Native of S. Europe and the Mediterranean region ; introduced more
than three hundred years ago. This shrub is of interest as being the sole

shrubby representative of the great natural order of Umbellifers that

can be cultivated in the open air in Britain. Four herbaceous members
of the same genus are natives of chalky districts in Britain, and arc

known in country places as "buplevers." This introduced shrub is not

particularly hardy. At Kew it can only be kept safely by growing it

against a wall, where it is 8 to 10 ft. high. In most maritime districts

and in the south-western counties it succeeds admiral)ly, and its yellow

flower-clusters and blue-green foliage make a very efTective contrast. It

flowers from July to Sci)tembcr, and is propagated easily by cuttings.

It is one of the best shrubs for planting on exposed clilTs near the sea,

and is very well adapted for chalky districts.
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BURSARIA sriNOSA, Cavanillcs. PITTOSPORACE.E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1767.)

An evergreen, glabrous shrub, 4 to 8 ft. high, with both spiny and
unarmed branches. Leaves alternate, obovate, | to ij ins. long,

f^ to I in. wide ; notched or rounded at the apex, tapering towards the

base, but scarcely stalked. Flowers produced in panicles that terminate

the twigs towards the end of the branch, and vary in size according

to the strength of the shoot that bears them, the largest 5 or 6 ins. high

by 3 to 4 ins. through ; each flower is about \ in. across, with narrow,

white petals. Although the individual flower is so small, the entire bush
makes a pretty display when in bloom, on account of its profusion. The
fruit is a dry, flat, pouch-like capsule about \ in. across, reddish brown,
resembling in shape that of common shepherd's purse.

Native of New South Wales, and only suitable for the milder parts of

the British Isles. In the garden of Canon Ellacombe at Bitton, near

Bristol, it thrives exceedingly well against a wall, flowering during August,
when but few other shrubs are in bloom. The great crop of reddish

fruits is also decidedly striking. The generic name refers to their shape.

This shrub can be increased by cuttings made of half-ripened wood
placed in gentle heat.

BUXUS. Box. EUPHORBIACE^

Evergreen shrubs or trees, of which about twenty species are known,
inhabiting all three continents of the Old World. The leaves are

opposite, not toothed or lobed, leathery in texture, easily separated into

two layers. Flowers unisexual, small and inconspicuous, produced in

short dense clusters in the leaf-axils in spring, the males and females in

the same cluster, the former the more numerous. They have no petals

;

but the male has four sepals and four stamens, the female six sepals and
three pistils. PVuit a three-celled capsule, each valve two-horned ; seeds

black and shining. Wood of hard, bony texture.

The boxes succeed in almost any soil, and arc often found wild on
a limestone formation. They are useful for semi-shaded positions.

Cuttings of all the cultivated species and varieties except B. Wallichiana

strike root freely. The most famous site of naturally grown box trees

in England is Box Hill, near Dorking ; but several other place-names
in England indicate a more extended habitat in former times. It has

been stated that ;^i 0,000 worth of box timber was taken from Box Hill

in 1815.

B. 15ALEAKICA, Laiuarck. Balkaric Box.

An evergreen shrub, or small tree up to 30 ft. high, densely branched
;

younj^ stems square, and at first slightly downy. Leaves roundish oval to

ovate oblonj,' ;
'/ to \\ ins. long, \ to

'l
in. wide, wedge-shaped at the base,

usually notched at the apex (or the terminal leaves sometimes minutely
and abruptly pointed) ; thick and leathery, dark glossy green above, but
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not so shining as in B. sempervirens, pale green beneath ; stalk slightly

downy, ^ in. long. Flowers yellowish green, of no beauty ; males shortly
stalked.

Native of the Balearic Islands and the south-west of Spain. The
species is easily distinguished from the common box by the duller, larger
leaves, the thicker, more robust shoots, and the sturdier habit. The largest

specimen I know in this country is at Kew, near the Temple of the Sun,
and now about 24 ft. high, its trunk 2^ ft. in girth. It grows slowly, and is

probably the oldest in the country. Loudon mentioned this tree, which once
grew on the wall of a house, as being 13 ft. high in 1836. Aiton gives 1780
as the date of its introduction. In the gardens of S. Europe it takes the place
that B. sempervirens does here.

B. Harlan Dii, Hance. Harlan d's Box.

(B. chinensis, Hort.')

A dwarf evergreen bush, of rounded, compact habit, not likely, so far as one
is at present able to judge, to get more than 2 or 3 ft. high ; shoots slender,

mostly erect, slightly downy when young. Leaves standing erect, narrowly
oblong or obovate, \ to i] ins. long, ^ to ^* in. wide, tapering at the base, rounded
at the apex, smooth.

Native of China. This is one of the dwarfest of the boxes, and somewhat
similar to B. sempervirens var. sufifruticosa, the " Edging Box," but its leaves are
longer. Its neat habit and slow growth make it useful in positions where a
dwarf evergreen is needed which will not soon outgrow its space.

B. JAPONICA, Mueller. JAPANESE Box.

A loose-habited evergreen shrub, 3 or 4 ft. high
;
young stems smooth,

square, conspicuously winged. Leaves I to \ in. long, roundish obovate or
inversely heart-shaped, sometimes as broad as long, tapered at the base,

rounded or notched at the apex, smooth except for a slight down on the stalk

when young. Flowers produced very freely in March and April, but of no
beauty.

Native of Japan, and in my experience the least ornamental of the boxes.

It has an ungainly habit, and has not the healthy, vigorous aspect one associates

with the genus. The roundish leaves, winged stems, and absence of down are
its distinguishing features. It also flowers more freely than any other species.

B. MICROPIIYLLA, Siebold. SmALL-LEAVED BOX.

This pleasing little box resembles one of the small forms of B. sempervirens,
but its stems and leaves are quite smooth. It is a compact shrub, probably not
more than 3 or 4 ft. high, and slow-growing ; stems square. Leaves \ to '\ in.

wide ; obovate or oval, notched or rounded at the apex, tapering at the base.

Compared with B. Harlandii the habit is more open, the leaves more spreading.
The typical B. microphylla has smooth young shoots, but a box from China,
very similar, is more or less downy.

Native of Japan, and in most of its botanical characters similar to

B. japonica, but a better garden plant.

B. SEMPERVIRENS, LinnccHs. Common Box.

An evergreen bush usually wider than it is high, or a small tree i 5 to ro

(or even 30) ft. high
;
young stems square, slightly winged, minutely hair*-.

Leaves ovate, oval or oblong, notched at the apex, | to i in. long, about half
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as wide (considerably larger in some of the garden forms ; very dark g-reen

above, pale below ; shining on both sides ; stalk very short, minutely hairy.

Flowers produced in April, pale green with yellow anthers, and of no beauty.

Seed-vessel } in. long, with six beaks.

Native of Europe, N. Africa and W. Asia, and very probably indigenous to

Britain, although this is doubted by some authorities. In gardens the box
shares with the holly and the yew the distinction of being the most useful (as

distinct from the most beautiful) of hardy evergreens. Some of the more
pendulous forms make handsome lawn specimens, and the ordinary type makes
an admirable shelter, or a screen for hiding unsightly objects, especially in half-

shaded places. Its use for topiary work is well known, also for planting in

formal arrangements, where it is kept low and flat by clipping. For the

latter purpose the var. suffruticosa, used so extensively for " box-edging," is

also employed. The adaptability of the ordinary form to pruning makes it

useful in positions where space is strictly limited, for it can be kept permanently
about 6 ft. in height by a judicious removal of prominent shoots, and this

without rendering it unduly formal.

Like the holly and the yew, the box was in earlier times associated with

certain festivals and ceremonies. The wood is of a hard, almost bony con-

sistence, and before wood-engraving became an almost lost art was a favourite

medium for the purpose. Large quantities were formerly imported from
S.E. Europe and Persia. Even now, so useful is the wood, that the world's

supply is not equal to the demand.
Of numerous named varieties cultivated in gardens, some of which scarcely

differ from each other, the following are the most distinct :

—

Var. ARGENTEA.—Leaves with a white border of varying depth.

Var. AUREA PENDULA. Golden Weeping Box.—Branches pendulous.

Leaves margined with, or almost wholly, yellow,

Var. ELEGANTISSIMA.—Habit dwarfer than the type. Leaves narrow,

bordered with silver.

Var. Handsworthii.—Habit vigorous, densely bushy, but somewhat erect.

Leaves large and broad.

Var. LATI FOLIA.—The broadest-leaved variety ; leaves as much as | in.

wide. Habit stiff.

Var. LONGIFOLIA.—Leaves long and proportionately narrow, being i| ins.

long, and scarcely \ in. wide. Habit bushy.

Var. MYOSOTIFOLIA.—A curious dwarf, very slow-growing variety, of dense,

compact habit. Leaves green, very small, and the largest about | in. long, ^

in. wide.

Var. MYRTI FOLIA. Myrtle-leaved Box. — Habit dwarf. Leaves green,

narrow, :\
to I in. long, ^K to

/;
in. wide.

Var. PENDULA.—A very elegant form with pendent branches, but growing

naturally into a small tree.

Var. PROSTRATA.—Low horizontal-branched shrub, rarely more than 2 or

3 ft. high.

Var. PYRAMIDALIS.—Branches erect, may be used for hedges, but too un-

graceful for common use.

Var. ROSMARINI FOLIA. Rosemary-leaved Box.—Leaves long and very

narrow, } to ^ in. wide.

Var. SUFFRUTICOSA (Buxus suffruticosa, Miller). Edging Box.—For

centuries this variety, distinguished by its dwarf habit and small obovate leaves,

has been valued in formal gardening for making neat edgings to flower-beds,

walks, etc. It can be kept a few inches high by persistent clipping, but left to

itself as one may occasionally see it in old or neglected gardens, it becomes

4 or 5 ft. high. It can be increased by division or by cuttings.
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B. WaLLICIIIANA, Baillon. HIMALAYAN Box.

An evergreen shrub not more than 6 or 8 ft. high in cultivation, but no
doubt considerably taller in its native country ; shoots very downy. Leaves
I to 'i\ ins. long, \ to f in. wide ; linear lanceolate, tapered at both ends, dark
green, not so glossy as B. sempervirens ; the base of the leaf, the midrib, and
the short stalk are all downy. Flowers in dense axillary clusters, opening in

April, and only noticeable for the yellow anthers of the males.

Native of the north-western Himalaya ; very rare in cultivation. There is

a bush 6 ft. high and as much through at Kew, which is perfectly hardy, and
has been in its present position for over thirty years. Although it grows very
slowly, it is quite healthy. It is difficult to propagate by cuttings. This
species is readily distinguished from B. sempervirens and B. balearica by the

long, narrow leaves, blunt or pointed but not notched at the apex, and by the
much more abundant down on the stems, which persists for more than a year.

The timber is equal to, or greater in value than, that of the common box.

C^SALPINIA. LEGUMINOS/E.

Of the forty or so species of Ca^salpinia known, two or three can be
grown in the milder parts of the kingdom, but even as far south as Kew
they need some shelter in the open air. Among hardy trees and shrubs

they are most nearly allied to Gymnocladus and Gleditschia. The flowers

are very dissimilar to those of the commoner pea-flowered type of

Leguminosre, the petals being almost equal in size and shape. The
other essential features are, the tubular, five-toothed calyx, the ten free

stamens, and the thick, compressed, leathery pod.

C. GiLLIESIl, Wallich.

(Poinciana Gilliesii, Hooker^ Dot. Mag., t. 4006.)

A deciduous shrub or small tree, with slender erect branches
;
young shoots

covered with gland-tipped hairs. Leaves doubly pinnate, about 8 ins. long,

composed of about nine to eleven pairs of primary divisions i), ins. long, each
of which carries numerous small, smooth, oblong leaflets, about ] in. long and
-j^o in. wide. Racemes terminal, stiffly erect, i ft. or more long, carrying from
thirty to forty flowers. Each flower is borne on a downy stalk, i in. or more
long, the petals rich yellow, i] ins. long, forming a rather saucer shaped corolla.

Sepals '\ in. long ; stamens scarlet, 2', to 3 ins. long; pod 3 ins. long, $ in. wide.

Native of the Argentine Republic, especially in the province of Mendoza
;

introduced in 1829, but too tender to have become generally cultivated. It

succeeds quite well on a south wall at Kew, where it has grown 25 ft. high,

and flowered nearly every year in July and August. It has no chance there

in the open ground, but in the late Rev. Mr Ewbank's garden at Ryde, Isle

of Wight, it succeeded admirably. The rich yellow flowers with long scarlet

stamens give a singularly brilliant efiect.

C. JAPONICA, Sicbold.

(Dot. Mag., t. 8207.)

A deciduous, very thorny shrub, of straggling or scandent habit, not more
than about 8 ft. high when left to itself, but growing at least twice as high when

t rained up a wall. Branches not downy, armed with strong decurved thorns
]
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to \ in. lon<T. Leaves doubly jVinnatc, 12 ins. or rather more long, each of the

three to eii;ht pairs of main divisions (pinna,^) carrying six to ten pairs of leaflets
;

the common leaf-stalk is armed at each joint with one erect and two decurved

prickles, and irregularly in between. Leaflets oblong or obovate, rounded at

the apex ; Ji to i in. long, j to .\ in. wide ; almost or quite smooth. Racemes
up to 12 ins. long, 4 ins. through, carrying twenty to over thirty flowers, each

on a smooth, slender stalk i| ins. long. Flowers canary yellow, i| to ih ins.

across, the upper one of the five petals the smallest, and striped with red.

Stamens ten, red, § in. long, forming a conspicuous cluster in the centre of the

flower. Pod 3 ins. long, i in. or more wide, flat, carrying six to nine seeds.

Native of Japan and China ; introduced by Messrs Veitch, who first

flowered it in their Coombe Wood nursery in 1887. It still thrives well there

on a sunny slope, and occasionally produces seed ; but at Kew, in the open
ground, it has always been a failure, although it may live for some years. It

has grown well on a west wall, and in one of the bays outside the Temperate
House. There are few shrubs more beautiful either in leaf or flower, and it would
be well worth growing in a sunny recess where it could be covered in winter.

Propagated by layers. Flowers in June and July. Nearly allied to this is

C. SEPIARIA, Roxbiirf^h.—The two may be forms of one species, but

C. sepiaria differs in having very downy wood and less lax racemes. Mr
Sprague says {Botanical Magazine^ loc. cit.) that the uppermost petal has no red

markings.

CALLICARPA japonicA, Thunberg. VERBENACE^.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1871, fig. 39.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, with erect, semi-woody stems,

furnished at first wnth a pale tufted felt, which soon falls away. Leaves

narrowly oval or ovate-lanceolate
; 3 to 5 ins. long, i| to 2 ins. wide

;

tapering at both ends, often long and slender-pointed, the central part

only toothed ; almost or quite smooth, with numerous yellowish glands

beneath ; stalk J to J in. long. Flowers pale pink, crowded in axillary

cymes which are i to i\ ins. across, and expand in August. Fruit

globular, about the size of peppercorns, violet.

Native of Japan. Although this plant lives in the open ground at

Kew, and is only killed in very severe w^inters, it really needs some
sheltered, sunny corner, such as the angle of a house facing south-west,

to be seen at its best. As it flowers and fruits on the shoots of the year,

a mere cutting back by frost does not matter ; some such pruning is

necessary. A loamy soil, not enriched, is best for it.

Closely allied to this is C. PURPUREA, /wjjzVw, a native of China and Japan,
introduced by Fortune about 1857. It is not so hardy, and is really a cool
greenhouse plant. It is not so vigorous a grower as C. japonica, but is of the

same half-woody nature ; it has thinner stems, and smaller leaves and berries,

the latter deep lilac colour, and about ^ in. across. Another species sometimes
seen in gardens is

C. AMERICANA, IJnrKEus. P>ench Mulberry.— This is a shrub 3 to 6 ft.

high, with the flowers and fruits arranged as in C. japonica, the flowers bluish,

the fruit violet, but very distinct in leaf and stem, both of which have more
j>ersistent down than in the Japanese species ; the leaf, too, is much larger and
broader, and li to 4 ins. in diameter. This species is native of the south-
eastern and south-central United States, and is too tender for any but the
mildest parts of the Kingdom.
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CALLUNA VULGARIS, Salisbuiy. Heather, Ling, ericacp:^.

(Erica vulgaris, Linncrus.)

An evergreen shrub up to 3 ft. high (usually from 9 to 24 ins.), of

straggling habit, much branched; branches densely leafy, and either

downy or smooth. Leaves opposite, arranged in four rows, giving a

quadrangular shape to the twig, '.}^^ to y^ in. long, closely packed and
scale-like. Flowers in slender, one-sided racemes, i to 6, or as much as

12 ins. long, purplish pink, varying in depth of shade in different plants.

The calyx is the chief ornamental part of the flower, and consists of four

nearly separate, narrowly oval sepals y^ in. long ; the corolla is about

half as long. Stamens eight.

This is the shrub which covers so many thousands of acres of the

moors and mountains of the north of England and Scotland, and makes
them so beautiful in late summer and autumn. Among native woody
plants it is the most abundant and covers the greatest area. In good soil

it is apt to grow too quickly and become gaunt and bare, and short-lived

;

this can be remedied to some extent by cutting over the plants in early

spring before growth recommences and removing all the old flower-stems.

A poor soil, with peat mixed, keeps the plants dwarf and in better

habit. The named varieties, of which there are many, are increased by
cuttings or by division. They are useful for planting in masses on dry

banks, which, with a little attention at first to weeding and perhaps

watering, they will soon take complete possession of, giving beautiful

patches of colour from July onwards for many years. Calluna, of which

there is only this species, differs chiefly from Erica in the large, coloured

calyx with four tiny bracts at its base, which is sometimes known as

the " outer calyx."

Bees are particularly fond of the flowers, and the honey they give

is regarded as of special quality. In my native village in Yorkshire it

used to be, and probably still is, the practice for the beehives of the

cottagers to be laden on vans and taken every summer to the moors, ten

or more miles away, for the bees to collect honey there from the heather.

They were brought back in autumn. Branches of heather are much
used in the north also for making besoms—in the same way that birch

twigs are used in the south.

Many varieties have been named, of which the following are a

selection. For the descriptive notes I am indebted to Mr Smith of the

Darley Dale nurseries, near Matlock—an establishment famous for hnrdy

heaths of all kinds:—
Var. ALBA —Medium growth ; foliage light green ; flowers white.

Var. ALBA AUREA.—Dwarf; foliage golden ; flowers white.

Var. ALBA MINOR.—Rather dwarf; flowers white.

Var. ALBA PILOSA.—Tall ; foliage greyish ; flowers white.

Var. ALBA I'UMILA.—Dwarf; flowers white.

Var. ALBA RIGIDA.—Dwarf; leaves green, blunt ; flowers white.

Var. ALBA Serlel—Tall
;
growth feathery ;

flowers white.

Var. ALBA TENELLA.—Tall, Straggly ; white.

Var. Alportil—Tall ; foliage dark or greyish ; flowers crimson.
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Var. ARGENTEA.—Rather dwarf; foliage silvery ; flowers purple.

Var. AUREA.—Dwarf; foliage bright gold ; flowers purple.

Var. COCCINEA.—Medium height ; foliage greyish ; flowers crimson.

^^ar. CUPREA.—Tall ; foliage golden in summer, rich red-bronze in winter
;

flowers purple.

\'ar. FLORE PLENO.—Rather dwarf ; foliage dark green ; flowers double,

pale pink.

Var. Fox 1 1.—Very dwarf, forming close, cushion-like tufts ; flowers pink.

Var. Hammondii.—Tall ; foliage light green ; flowers white.

Var. HVPNOIDES.—Rather dwarf; flowers purple.

Var. MINIMA.—Four or five ins. high ; foliage pale green ; flowers purple.

Var. PVGM^A.—Same as minima, but with darker foliage.

Var. TENUIS.—Four or five ins. high ; foliage dark green ; flowers purple.

CALOPHACA WOLGARICA, Fischer, LEGUMINOS^.

A deciduous shrub, said to become 6 ft. high, but rarely more than

half as high in this country : bark of branches downy when quite young,

peeling when old. Leaves pinnate, 2 to 3 ins. long, composed of eleven

to seventeen leaflets. Leaflets oval to orbicular, \ to \ in. long, the

main-stalk of the leaf and the under-surface of the leaflets covered with

down. Racemes produced from the leaf-axils of the current year's

growth, 3 to 5 ins. long, very downy, carrying four to nine flowers

towards the end. Flowers yellow^, pea-shaped, | to i in. long, each on
a stalk \ in. long ; calyx downy, \ in. long, with slender pointed teeth.

Pod \ to \\ ins. long, cylindrical, covered with glandular hairs, one- or

two-seeded. Blossoms in June and July.

Natives of the south-eastern part of European Russia, in the regions

of the rivers Volga (from which it take its name) and Don. It is

frequently found in arid places and on dry hillsides. Introduced in

1756. It is quite hardy in the south of England, but may need the

protection of a wall m the north. It likes abundant sunshine, and
during hot summers flowers profusely. It is only after such seasons that

seeds ripen. As a rule it is grafted on standards of laburnum or Caragana,

when it forms a big, mop-headed plant wnth semi-pendent branches. Plants

raised in that way are sometimes short-lived, but it is probably the best and
easiest way, for plants raised from seed are not easy to rear. They are

very liable to decay through damp during the winter, and should for two
years be kept in pots, then planted out on a well-drained site. When
grafted on the laburnum, no special precautions are needed.

CALYCANTHUS. calycanthace^..

A genus of North American shrubs with fragrant wood, three coming
from the south-eastern United States, the other from California. They
have opposite, deciduous leaves, minutely warted on the upper side.

Flowers solitary on short shoots of the year, or from the nodes of the

previous year's growth. Sepals and petals numerous. Fruits hard, and
shaped like a small fig, retaining the seeds for a long time. From the
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closely allied winter-sweets (Chimonanthus) these differ in their more
numerous stamens and brown-purple or brown-red flowers produced on

leafy shoots.

The species of Calycanthus are easily accommodated ; they like a

sunny position in order that the wood may ripen and flowers be freely

borne. Any open, loamy, or peaty soil will suit them, provided it is

sufficiently deep and moist. They are most easily propagated by layers

in this country, where seeds do not usually ripen. Sucker-growths are

sent up from the base, and these sometimes afford opportunities for

propagating by division. These shrubs flower from July to September.

C. FERTILIS, Walter.

(Bot. Reg., t. 404 ; C. glaucus, Willdenow.')

A shrub of bushy habit, 6 ft. or more high. Leaves 3 to 5 ins. long, ovate

or oval, acute or often acuminate ; dark glossy green, and rough above,
glaucous and slightly downy beneath. Flowers with little or no scent, i ?, to

2h ins. diameter, the strap-shaped sepals and petals chocolate-purple.

Native of the south-eastern United States, covering some of the same area

as C. floridus, with which species it has been much confused. It was brought
to England in 1806. The leaves of this species do not possess the aromatic
odour so characteristic of the West American species, and the wood is only

slightly fragrant. Summer leaf-buds concealed by base of leaf-stalk.

Var. L.^viGATUS (C. laevigatus, Willdenow; C. nanus, Loiseleiir).—This
shrub, by some considered a distinct species, chiefly differs from typical

C, fertilis by the leaves being shining green and not downy beneath. Several

intermediate forms exist.

C. FLORIDUS, Li7t7iceus. Carolina Allspice.

(Bot. Mag., t. 503 ; C. sterilis, Walter ; Buineria florida, Kearney.')

A deciduous shrub of rather straggling growth, ultimately 6 to 8 ft. or even
more high. Leaves 3 to 5 ins. long, oval, tapered at the base, rough to the

touch and dark green above ; soft, with a dense covering of short, pale down
beneath. Flowers 2 ins. or less in diameter, fragrant, produced in June and
July ; sepals and petals strap-shaped, numerous, reddish purple, tinged with

brown.
Native of the south-east United States, from Virginia southwards ; first

introduced to England by Mark Catesby, the author of the Natural History

of Carolina^ in 1726. According to old records the original plants were
collected "back of Charlestown," in S. Carolina. It is easily distinguished
from the other species by the densely pubescent under-surface of the leaves.

The leaves, wood, and roots have a pleasant, camphor-like fragrance, which
is even more developed in the dried wood. The bark has been used as a
substitute for cinnamon. Summer leaf-buds concealed.

C. MOHRII is closely allied to the above, but has ovate rather than
oval leaves, rounded or somewhat heart-shaped at the base. Native of

S. Tennessee and N. Alabama ; distinguished under this name by Dr Small
in 1903, and introduced in 1908. It appears probable, however, that it was
in cultivation at Kew in 1789 as C. ovatus, Alton.
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C. OCCIDENTALIS, Hookcr. CaLIFORNIAN ALLSPICE.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4808 ; C. macrophyllus, Horl.^

A loose habited, deciduous, aromatic shrub of stronger growth than the

other species, and sometimes 12 ft. high. Leaves the largest in the genus,

varying from 3 to 8 ins. in length, and in shape from heart-shaped and ovate

to lanceolate ; rough, dark green, and not downy above, paler and bright

green beneath. Flowers 2 to 3 ins. across ; the sepals and petals purplish red,

changing to a more tawny shade near the tips ; rather unpleasantly scented.

Native of California, where it commonly grows near the banks of streams
;

introduced by Douglas in 1831. This is the least desirable of the American
allspices, being of rather ungainly habit. Its larger growth, foliage, and
flowers distinguish it from the other species ; as its leaves beneath are neither

very downy like floridus nor glaucous like fertilis, it is only likely to be con-

fused with the var. Insvigatus of the latter. But both leaves and wood when
bruised have a much stronger aromatic, spicy odour, and the flowers are

paler, redder, larger, and longer-stalked. Summer leaf-buds exposed.

CAMELLIA. TERNSTRCEMIACE/E.

A group of nearly a score evergreen trees and shrubs with usually

toothed, alternate leaves. Flowers usually showy, often solitary, never

more than a few together
;

petals five ; stamens numerous, the outer

ones often uniting at the base and forming a ring or shallow tube. Seeds
large and oily, soon decaying. Natives of India, China, and Japan.

All the camellias prefer a peaty soil, but will thrive in a warm, open
loam, especially if leaf-soil and a little peat be given them to start with.

They can be increased by cuttings of firm wood placed in gentle heat,

except the double varieties of C. japonica and C. reticulata, both of

which are grafted on the single varieties of C. japonica.

C. CUSPIDATA, Veitch.

(Thea cuspidata, Kochs^

An evergreen bush, 6 ft. high, of erect, rather slender habit when young;
young shoots minutely downy, grey. Leaves quite smooth, ovate-lanceolate,

rounded or wedge-shaped at the base, tapered gradually to a long slender
apex ; li to 3/5 ins. long, f to i in. wide; finely and shallowly toothed (the

teeth gland-tipped)
;

polished, dark, sometimes purplish green above
;
paler

and covered with minute dots beneath ; stalks \ to /; in. long, hairy at the
margins. P'lowers solitary at the end of short twigs or in the leaf-axils

;
pure

white, \\ ins. across; calyx of five green triangular sepals, \ in. across.

.Stamens erect in a dense cluster, ^ in. long ; anthers yellow. Flower-stalk
very short, clothed with overlapping green bracts.

Native of W. China ; introduced by Wilson to the Coombe Wood nursery,
where it has several times flowered in May. Interesting as a bright-leaved,
hardy evergreen (perhaps the hardiest of camellias), it scarcely promises to

develop into a high-class flowering shrub.

C. JAPONICA, Linnceus. Common Camellia.

An evergreen shrub, or small tree 30 to 40 ft. high, of much-branched habit.

Leaves deep glossy green, ovate or oval, 3 to 4 ins. long, tapering to a short
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point, shallowly toothed, quite smooth, often specked with black dots on the

lower surface, and of firm, leathery texture. Flowers red, solitary at the end
of the branchlets, stalkless, 2^ to 4 ins. across

;
petals normally five, but usually

more in cultivated plants. Stamens numerous, arranged in a ring. Seeds | to i

in. long, half as wide ; often flattened on several sides through compression.
Few exotic shrubs have filled a more important place in our greenhouses

than the common camellia has in its time, but its merits as a handy plant have
never been fully appreciated. Whilst it is not adapted for exposed, windy
positions, it is perfectly hardy near London, in places where there is moderate
shelter from north and east. At Kew it has withstood 31 degrees of frost without

suffering in the least. It is, indeed, one of the most satisfactory of hardy ever-

greens, there being no other except, perhaps, the laurels with quite the same
lustrous black-green hue. This camellia is a native of Japan and China, and
according to Sargent, the flowers in a wild state do not open fully, but remain
cup-shaped till they fall. The oil expressed from the seeds is used by the

Japanese women for dressing the hair. The species first became known in

Camkllia ccspidata.

Europe about the beginning of the eighteenth century, and many fine

varieties were imported from China ; others were raised in England from
eighty to one hundred and twenty years ago. As is generally known, these

have flowers pure white, of various shades of red, deep scarlet, striped, and of

various degrees of "doubleness." About the middle of the nineteenth century

the camellia had become perhaps the most popular of greenhouse flowers
;

its prim stiffness and solidity was not an inappropriate floral emblem of that

period. Afterwards its popularity declined.

In the open air it flowers from April to June, and perhaps the best forms
for out-of-doors are the semi-double and single red-flowered ones, which appear
to open better than the very double ones, and to suffer less from late spring

frosts. Hut any variety that has become too large for the greenhouse should

be tried in the open air, for the sake of its foliage, if its flowers fail. It should
be remembered that plants turned out of pots or tubs in which the roots have
become matted require careful watering until the roots have spread into the

surrounding ground. The single-flowered varieties may be propagated I)y

cuttings made from firm wood about the end of June and placed in heal.

It is best to treat them at first as cool greenhouse plants, as they grow
more cjuickly. The fine double varieties are usually grafted on the cuttings of

the single ones.
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C. RETICULATA, Litidlcy.

(Hot. Mag., tt. 2784, 4976.)

An evergreen shrub or small tree. Leaves dull green, toothed, 4 to 6 ins.

long. Flowers 6 to 7 ins. across, usually semi-double, the undulated petals of a
beautiful soft deep rose, surrounding a fine cluster of golden stamens.

Native of China ; introduced to the Horticultural Society's garden at

Chiswick in 1S20. Perhaps the finest flowered of all camellias, this can only be
cultivated successfully out-of-doors in the south-western counties and in similar
localities. In Flora and Sylva, vol. ii., p. 303, there is said to be a bush at

Greg, near Fermoy, Co. Cork, that is 60 ft. round. Its dull-surfaced leaves
distinguish it from the other red-flowered sorts.

C. SASANQUA, Thunberg.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5152.)

An evergreen shrub or small tree. Leaves shining dark green, \\ to 3^ ins.

long, one-third to half as much wide, obovate or narrowly oval, with rounded
teeth on the margin. Flowers \\ to 2 ins. across, white in a wild state, pale
pink to deep rose in cultivated varieties, of which the Japanese have raised a
considerable number, some with double flowers. Widely spread in China, and
the most popular of camellias in Japan, this species was first introduced to

England by one of the East India Company's captains in 181 1. It flowers in

winter and early spring, and although quite as hardy in itself as C. japonica,
it is more liable to have its flowers injured. It thrives remarkably well in

N. Italy, where bushes approaching 20 ft. in height and not much less in

diameter are of very close, dense habit.

C. Thea, Link. Tea Plant.

(Thea assamica, Masters.')

An evergreen shrub with lance-shaped, short-stalked leaves up to 4^ ins. in

length, and about one-third as wide ; smooth, dull green, shallowly toothed.
Flowers fragrant, dull white, i to \\ ins. across ; one to three of them produced
in the leaf-axils on stalks \ in. long. Stamens very numerous, with yellow
anthers.

The tea plant is not so hardy as C. japonica or C. Sasanqua, but may be
grown out-of-doors in the mildest counties. It has no particular attraction
beyond its interest as one of the most important economic plants of the world.
Although cultivated for ages by the Chinese, the tea plant is really a native of
Upper Assam. The tea now so largely imported from N. India and Ceylon is

produced by cultivated varieties, introduced to those countries from China
about 185 1.

CARAGANA. leguminos^.

A genus of shrubs, one of which becomes occasionally a small tree,

mostly natives of Central Asia, but di.stributed over the vast tract of land
between the Caucasus and Japan. 'J'he leaves are alternate and pinnate,

the leaflets being of even number, frequently four, but in C. microphylla
occasionally eighteen or twenty to each leaf. The flower is pea-shaped,
with the standard i)etal curled back at the sides. Most of the species
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are armed. In place of a terminal odd leaflet, the leaf-stalk has either

a bristle or a short spine. In some species, after the leaflets fall the

stalk remains, becomes woody, and is transformed into a slender spine

which persists for years. The stipules frequently develop into a pair of

spines also. Thus the Caraganas may be armed (i) with single spines,

or transformed leaf-stalks; (2) double spines, or stipules with the leaf-

stalk fallen away ; or (3) triple spines where both leaf-stalk and stipules

persist. But generally they are by no means so formidably armed under

cultivation as they are in nature. Some of them inhabit dry, half desert

regions, and, as frequently happens with such plants introduced to a damp,

comparatively sunless country, the spines are neither so long nor so

numerous as in the wild state. What is there a spine often becomes a

mere bristle with us.

Another distinctive character general to the Caraganas are the curious

arrested branches covered with scales. These commence from the joints

of the year-old shoots, and produce a cluster of leaves and flowers every

year, slowly increasing in length, but making no wood in the proper

sense of the term.

Most of the kinds are of easy cultivation. The only ones that do not

adapt themselves readily to the British climate are C. jubata, Gerardiana,

spinosa, and tragacanthoides, especially the two first. The others thrive

in sunny places, and do not require a rich soil. They mostly produce

seeds which germinate freely ; those which do not can be grafted on

C. arborescens, whilst aurantiaca, pygmaea, and the thinner-twigged ones

can be increased by cuttings.

I. Leaf with four leaflets.

A. Frutescens. Unarmed in cultivaiion.

B. Aurantiaca, pygmcca^ Chamlagu. Stipules persistent, spiny (the last has leaflets 5 to

over I in. long).

2. Leaf with more than four leaflets.

A. Ar/joresceus, microphylla. Leaf-stalk deciduous ; stipules spiny (the latter has up to

eighteen very small leaflets).

B. Brevispina, Gerardiana, jiihata, spinosa, tragacanthoides. Leaf-stalk jiersistent and

spiny. (Brevispina differs from the rest of this section in having three or four

flowers on one stalk ; the rest have solitary flowers.)

C. ARBORESCENS, Lamarck. Pea-TREE.

A deciduous shrub up to 15 and 20 ft. high, of rather erect, sometimes almost

fastigiate habit ; by pruning away the lower branches and training up a

leading shoot, it may be made to take the form of a small tree ; bark on yoiing

branchlets slightly winged. Leaves li to 3 ins. long, equally pinnate, consisting

usually of four to six pairs of leaflets (more on young or exceptionally vigorous

shoots). Leaflets oval or obovate, \ to % in. long, becoming nearly or quite

smooth ; the main-stalk ending in a bristle-like spine. Stipules linear, spine-

tipped, developing ultimately into a pair of stiff spines at each joint, \ in. long.

Flowers yellow, produced singly on thin, downy stalks from \ to \\ ms. long,

several coming from each of the enlarged scaly buds on the previous yearns

wood. Each flower is
'i

to \ in. long ; calyx ] in. long, helmet-shaped, five-

toothed, with hairy margins ; standard petal not expanded but curled backwards

at the bides. Pod i^ to 2 ins. long on a slender stalk about the same length,
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smooth, cylindric, and carrying three to five oblong seeds, the calyx adhering
at the base.

Native of Siberia; introduced in 1752. This is the commonest of the

Caraganas in gardens, and is a vigorous, free-growing shrub. Its long,

sparsely-branched shoots give it a distinct appearance, and although not one
of the showiest of the broom family it is very pretty in early May, when the

yellow flowers are associated with the tender green, almost fully formed
leaves. It produces good seed in abundance. The species shows several

different forms, especially in habit, of which the following are the most
distinct :

—

Var. CUNEIFOLIA.—The Caragana sold in continental nurseries as C.

cuneifolia, Dippcl^ is only a dwarfer form of C. arborescens. The leaflets are

more uniformly wedge-shaped, the flowers are on shorter stalks, and the pod
is smaller.

Var. LoRHERGll, Koehne.—A remarkable variety with very narrowly linear,

pointed leaflets, 7.V to -^ in, wide, \ to | in. long. The wing-petals and the

standard one are also much narrowed. In flower beauty this variety is inferior

to the type, but the remarkable foliage (resembling the final subdivisions of a
fennel leaf) makes it well worth growing. Introduced to cultivation from
Germany about 1906.

Var. NANA.—A dwarf, stunted bush, with stiff, contorted branches which
grow very slowly. It is usually grafted on the type, from which it does not

differ in leaf or flower. A quaint-looking shrub.

Var. PENDULA.—A variety with stiffly pendent branches, but not ungrace-
ful ; usually grafted on standards of the type. Foliage and flower the same.

Var. Redowski.—A remarkable shrub, with long, serpentine branches,
which will sometimes grow for several years without dividing. It thus acquires
a thin and open, but not ungraceful habit, and is altogether a striking plant.

Whether the C. Redowski mentioned by De Candolle in his Memoir on
Leguininosa^ published in 1825, is the same as this is uncertain. It never
appears to have been properly described. The plant is at Kew, but its history

is not known.
C. Boisii, C. K. Schneider^ was introduced to France by Mr Maurice de

Vilmorin, and was figured in his Fruticetuvi Vihnorinianum^ p. 57, as C.
microphylla var. crasse-aculeata. It is, however, scarcely specifically distinct

from C. arborescens, differing chiefly in the longer teeth of the calyx, and in

the downy ovary and young fruit. The alleged greater persistence of the
leaves is not very apparent in this country. It has about the same garden
value as C. arborescens.

C. AURANTIACA, Koehne.

A deciduous shrub about 4 ft. high, with graceful, ultimately pendulous,
leafy branches, long, slender, but little divided, and armed with triple spines.

Leaves very shortly stalked, consisting of four narrow, linear leaflets,
J
to \ in.

long, \ in. wide. Flowers \ in. long, produced singly on a stalk \ in. long,

orange yellow ; calyx ,"^,v in. long, liell-shapcd, with five triangular, minutely
ciliated teeth. Pod i to i^ ins. long, smooth, rather cylindrical, pointed,
carrying four to six seeds.

Native of Central Asia ; introduced in 1887 as a variety of C. pygma^a, of
which it was at first regarded merely as a deeper coloured form. It differs

also in the more taper-pointed leaflets and in the shorter calyx. This and
C. pygmrca are probably the prettiest of all Caraganas. Its habit is graceful,
and it blossoms with great profusicjn, the flowers hanging thickly from the
under-side of the branch in a long row, three or four to the inch. It blossoms in

.May and June, and can be easily propagated by late summer cuttings.
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C. BREVISPINA, Royle.

A deciduous shrub up to 8 ft. high, the young wood covered with fine down.
Leaves pinnate ; the common stalk (or rachis) is spine-tipped, i to 3 ins. long,

remaining after the leaflets have fallen, and developing ultimately into a woody
thorn ; stipules in the form of spines \ in. long. Leaflets ten to fourteen on
each leaf, oblong or oblanceolate

; :\ to i in. long, -^\y to A in. wide ; covered
when young with flattened silky hairs. Flowers yellow, about \ in. long,

produced three or four together at the end of a common stalk i to 2 ins. long.

Calyx A in. long, bell-shaped, with five narrow, fine-pointed teeth, downy. Pod
2 ins. long, smooth outside, woolly within.

Native of the north-western Himalaya at 5000 to 9000 ft. elevation, distin-

guished from arborescens by the long, fine-pointed spines developed from the
leaf-stalks, and by the several (not solitary) flowers on each stalk. It flowers

in June.

Caraoana aurantiaca.

C. Chamlagu, Lamarck.

A deciduous shrub up to 4 ft. high, with angular branches, and of rounded,

bushy habit. Leaves composed of two unequal pairs of leaflets, the terminal

pair the largest ; the common stalk is spine-tipped, and remains after the

leaflets have fallen, but it does not develop into the formidable thorn seen in

C. brevispina or Gerardiana ; stipules \ to .1 in. long, becoming stiff thorns.

Leaflets very variable in size ; in young plants as much as \\ ins. long and
'\ in. wide, usually obovate, but on old flowering shoots ] to 4 in. long

;

smooth and lustrous, rounded at the apex. Flower i] ins. long, solitary on
its slender stalk \ to '^ ins. long, reddish yellow. Calyx bell-shaped, nearly

\ in. long, with five short, triangular teeth. Pod \\ ins. long, slender, smooth.

Native of N. China; introduced in 1773. ^^ '^ distinct for its large, dark

green, glossy, membranous leaflets, larger in a young state than those of any
other cultivated Caragana. The bruised bark smells like liquorice. Often

grafted on standards of C. arborescens, it makes a handsome bushy-topped

small tree. Flowers in .May and June.
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C. FRUTESCENS, Dc Cixndolle.

A deciduous shrub up to lo ft. in height, with long, often erect, supple

branches, not much divided except near the ends. Leaves composed of

two pairs of leaflets, which are attached near the end of the common stalk,

being themselves stalkless ; they are obovate, rounded at the end, \ to over

I in. long, smooth, dull green. Flowers bright yellow, \ to i in. long, produced
singly on a stalk somewhat shorter than itself. Calyx \ in. long, bell-shaped,

smooth. Pod i .1 ins. long, i^ in. wide ; cylindrical, smooth.

In a wild state this species extends from the south of Russia to Japan. It

was introduced in 1752. It is a pretty shrub in flower, and is often quite neat

and graceful in habit, especially when 3 or 4 ft. high, with its numerous thin

twigs, rather pendulous. It is distinct in being unarmed and without down. Of
several forms in cultivation the most distinct is var. MOLLIS, with leaves downy
on both sides ; found wild in the Caucasus.

Var. GRANDI FLORA has flowers over i in. long, with a proportionately

short calyx.

C. Gerardiana, Royle.

A deciduous shrub, naturally of close, compact form, and from 2 to 4 ft.

high. Branches close-jointed, covered thickly with whitish, silky hairs.

Leaves pinnate, lo to i\ ins. long, with four to six pairs of leaflets, the common
stalk very downy, spine-tipped, remaining after the leaflets have fallen, and
becoming eventually a sharp, slender thorn. Leaflets oval or obovate with a

bristle-like tip, \ to \ in. long, silky hairy. Stipules not spiny, but broad, thin

and papery, ', in. long. Flowers solitary on their very short stalks, pale

yellow or nearly white, \ in. long ; calyx hairy, cylindrical, \ i'^- ^o^ig- l^od

hairy outside, downy within, about i in. long.

Native of the north-western Himalaya up to 13,000 ft. This shrub is

remarkable for its long, slender spines, and the dense woolly covering, which
gives the whole plant a greyish white aspect. It is hardy at Kew, but I have
never seen it in flower. Essentially a sun-lover, and coming from the dry

inner valleys of N.W. India, it finds our climate too wet and dull. On the

Continent it thrives better. In Messrs Simon-Louis' nursery at Metz I have

seen it in admirable health. It will probably be best suited in this country on
a well-drained sunny ledge of the rock garden.

C. JUBATA, Poiret.

A dwarf, deciduous, excessively spiny and hairy shrub, i to 2 ft. high, with

thick branches completely covered with spines, woolly stipules and leaflets.

Leaves i to 2\ ins. long, with four to eight pairs of leaflets. The leaf-stalk is

downy when young, slender, spine-tipped, persisting after the leaflets have
fallen, and hardening, the older branches thereby l^ecomc thickly furnished with

wiry-looking spines i to 2I ins. long. Leaflets oblong, ] to 4' in. long, hairy
;

stipules \ in. wide, each lobe ending in a stiff spine, the whole shaggy with long

silky hairs. As the branch is completely covered with these overlapping

stipules it has quite a padded appearance. Flowers solitary on short stalks,

white, 1 4 ins. long ; calyx \ in. long, hairy, with five narrowly triangular teeth.

Pod '\ in. long, hairy outside, smootli within. Blossoms in April and May.
Native of Siberia and Mongolia ; introduced from near Lake Baikal in

1796. This remarkable shrub comes from dry desert regions, where the

summers are extremely hot and the winters extremely cold. In Great Britain

it is most successfully grown at the foot of a warm, dry wall, in well-drained,

light soil. The flowers are few and the shrub is not showy, yet it is worth
growing as a curiosity.
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C. MICROPHYLLA, Lainajxk. ALTAGAXA.

A deciduous shrub from 6 to lo ft. in height, wider than it is high, with Hght
grey young bark. Leaves pinnate, i^ to 3 ins. long, composed of six to nine
pairs of leaflets ; main-stalk ending in a short spine, but not persistent ; stipules

spiny, ,V in. long. Leaflets ^ to I in. long, oval or obovate, dull greyish green,
silky hairy at first, then smooth. Howers yellow, f in. long, solitary on rather

shorter stalks ; calyx I in. long, cylindrical, with short, pointed teeth. Pod
about 1 1 ins. long,

I,
in. wide, compressed.

Native of N. Central Asia from Siberia to China; introduced in 1789. It

flowers in May and June, and is readily distinguished from all other species by
the number and small size of its leaflets, the smallest scarcely \ in. long. It is

a shrub of graceful habit, much wider than high (16 ft. in diameter at Kew), the

branches being long, slender, but little divided, and ultimately more or less

pendent. Grafted on standards of C. arborescens it makes a small tree, but
sucker growths from the stock are often troublesome. It is suitable as a
specimen for a lawn.

C. PYGM.EA, De Candolle.

(Bot. Reg., t. 102 1.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 4 ft. high, similar in habit to C. aurantiaca, having
long, slender, pendulous, or even prostrate branches. Leaves nearly stalkless,

composed of four leaflets, each of which is \ in. long, broadest near the apex,
where it is about ' in. wide, tapering thence towards the l^ase ; the apex has a
short, wedge-shaped point. Flowers yellow, i in. long, produced in May and
June at the joints of the previous season's shoots, each on its own stalk \ in

long, and one flower from each joint ; calyx \ in. long, bell-shaped, triangular-

toothed, edged with minute hairs
;
pod 4 to i] ins. long, smooth.

In a wild state this species extends over the region between the Caucasus
and Siberia and Thibet ; introduced in 1751. It is a very pretty plant when in

flower, the blossoms being pendulous on their short stalks from the lower side

of the branchlets. It is often grafted on standards of C. arborescens, but can
quite well be struck from cuttings made of half-woody young twigs in July and
placed in gentle heat. By growing it on its own roots, the ugly and often

diseased union seen on grafted plants is avoided. It is nearly allied to

C. aurantiaca, under which the differences are pointed out. Its slender, flexible

shoots are used for tying in Siberia, and are said to be equal to osiers for that

purpose.
Var. GRANDI FLORA (C. grandiflora, De Candolle) has flowers up to i] ins.

long, the calyx longer, more sacked and unequal at the base ; leaflets rather
larger. Native of Armenia.

C. SPIX(JSA, Dc Candolle.

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high, of rather gaunt habit, and with long,

undivided, spiny branches, hairy when young. Leaves pinnate, composed
of two to four pairs of leaflets, which are \ to 4 in. long, i to ,', in. wide, nearly
or quite smooth; common stalk of leaf ^ to i] ins. long, silky when young,
spine-tipped, remaining after the leaves have fallen, and developing into

a sharp, slender thorn. Stipules chaffy, lanceolate, ] in. long. Flowers
very shortly stalked, nearly I in. long, bright yellow ; calyx cylindrical, with
short, triangular teeth. Pod 4 in. long, smooth.

Native of Siberia ; introduced in 1775. This is a curious shrub of the
same type as C. jubata and Gerardiana, but not so formidably armed nor
so downy. According to Pallas, the Russian botanist, in the neighbourhood
of Pekin, where this shrub is plentiful, its branches are stuck in clay on
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the tops of vails to keep off trespassers, just as broken glass is used here.

It is sometimes confused with the following species {q.v.).

C. TRACACAXTIIOIDES, Poivct.

A low, spreading, much-branched shrub, i to i^ ft. high, described as

having in a wild state much the habit of Astragalus Tragacantha. Branches
very spiny, downy when young; spines i to \\ ins. long, slender (modified

leaf-stalks) ; stipules narrow, i in. long, scarcely spiny, silky. Leaves 4 to i-|

ins. long, composed of three to five pairs of leaflets, which are rather variable

in outline, oblanceolate, obovate or oblong, 4 to \ in. in length, woolly.

Flower i] in. long, yellow, solitary on a downy stalk i to \ in. long. Calyx

\ in. long, bell-shaped, downy, and with short, triangular teeth. Pod i

to \\ ins. long, shaggy with silky hairs, the lower half enclosed by the

persisting calyx.

Native of Thibet, N. China, Siberia; introduced in 1816. It is doubtful

if the true plant be now in cultivation, the shrub commonly seen under
the name being C. spinosa, which has smaller flowers and a smooth pod
and calyx. C. tragacanthoides is rather variable, some forms like var. VILLOSA
having the young branches densely covered with shaggy grey hairs.

CARMICHAELIA flagelliformis, Colenso. leguminoS/E.

A deciduous or often leafless shrub, 4 or 5 ft. high, with numerous
erect-growing, slender, grooved branches, flattened or convex when young,

round when old. Leaves very small and inconspicuous, consisting of

three or five tiny leaflets, which are somewhat larger in young plants than

in old ones. Flowers purplish lilac, pea-shaped, produced in axillary

downy racemes ; there are from one to^ three racemes at each joint of the

twigs, and from three to seven flowers in each raceme, the whole forming

a short, dense cluster. The flowers, although small (about ^ in. long),

are borne in extraordinary profusion. Pod \ to \ in. long, nearly as wide,

ending in a stout-pointed beak, and containing usually two seeds.

Native of New Zealand, long grown at Kew in a greenhouse, and for

the last twenty years unprotected in the open ground, where, although

slightly injured at the younger parts in severe winters, it is on the whole

quite hardy, and produces both flowers and seeds in abundance. It is

not very showy or ornamental, but its flat, erect branches give it a quaint

and unusual aspect. These green shoots perform the usual functions

of leaves. It is not so attractive a plant as its ally, Notospartium

Carmichaelia;, but is hardier. The Notospartium differs in its stouter

twigs and more pendulous habit, in its larger pink flowers, and in the

longer, narrower, jointed pod containing more seeds.

CARI^ENTERIA caliiornica, Torrcy. SAXIFRAGACE/E.

(Bol. Mag., t. 691 1.)

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high, of bushy habit and free growth,

branchlets very pithy
;
young bark pale and minutely downy. Leaves

opposite, lanceolate, 2 to 4J ins. long, \ to i in. wide, tapering at both ends.
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not toothed, smooth and bright green above, covered with a pale soft felt

beneath ; stalk | in. long, or almost absent. P^lowers fragrant, 2 to 3 ins.

in diameter, pure white, produced during June and July in a terminal

cluster, three to seven flowers together
;

petals five, roundish ; calyx

downy, with five ovate, pointed lobes ; stamens very numerous, their

yellow anthers making a conspicuous centre to the flower.

Native of California; discovered by Col. Fremont in the "forties"

of last century; introduced to Europe about 1880, and first flowered in

this country by Miss Jekyll at Godalming in 1885. In places where it

thrives, it is one of the most splendid acquisitions from the Californian

flora. It is not hardy at Kew except against a wall, and under glass it

is one of the most susceptible of all plants to injury by London fog. In

the brighter, sunnier parts of England it succeeds, as in the Cambridge
Botanic Garden, where, in spite of severe frosts, it thrives admirably on

the sunny side of a plant-house. It may not be naturally a very long-

lived plant. It should be raised from seed. Most nearly allied to

Philadelphus, it differs in its evergreen leaves and solitary style.

CARPINUS. Hornbeam, corylace.^.

Some sixteen or eighteen species of hornbeam are scattered over the

temperate regions of the northern hemisphere, scarcely half of which are

in cultivation. They are deciduous trees, rarely of the largest size, with

zigzag twigs and alternate, conspicuously parallel-ribbed leaves. The
flowers are unisexual, produced on the same tree, but in separate

catkins. The pendulous male catkins come on the old wood ; the

females terminate the young shoots. The male flower consists of

numerous stamens produced in the axil of a scale. The female

inflorescence is stalked and at first erect, with the flowers in pairs

within each bract. In the fruiting state it elongates and becomes
pendent, the seed being enclosed in a ribbed nut at the base of the

enlarged bract.

Hornbeams are hardy trees, and handsome, especially in summer
when laden with pendent fruit clusters. As a park tree none is so

valuable as our native species, but for gardens some of the newer Chinese

and Japanese hornbeams are very attractive. They thrive in any good
loam, and are at home on chalky soils. All the species should be raised

from seed, but the rarer ones can be grafted on common hornbeam, as

also must its own varieties be. There are two distinct sections of the

genus, viz. :

—

1. Carpinus proper.—Scales of male flowers ovate, scarcely stalked.

Bracts of the fruiting catkins loosely overlapping, and so little infolded

as to leave the nut exposed—C. Betulus, etc.

2. DiSTEdOCAki'Us.— Scales of male flowers narrower, stalked. Bracts

of the fruiting catkins closely packed and overlapping, completely enclosing

the nut. Two of the following species belong to this section— C. cordata

and C. japonica.
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C. Rktulus, Liuticrus. COMMON Hornbeam.

A tree 50 to 80 ft. high, pyramidal when young, but ultimately forming
a rounded or somewhat elongated head with the ends of the branches
pendulous ; trunk grey and often beautifully fluted

;
young shoots clothed more

or less with pale hairs, which mostly soon fall away. Leaves oval or inclined

to ovate, i}. to 3^ ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide; the base rounded or heart-

shaped, one side often longer than the other ; short-pointed at the apex,

unequally or doubly toothed ; dark green and at first downy on the midrib
above ; under-surface more downy, especially on the midrib and the ten to

thirteen pairs of veins, both sides becoming nearly or quite smooth by autumn
;

stalk I to \ in. long. Male catkins i^ ins. long. Fruiting catkins \\ to 3 ins,

long, furnished with large, conspicuous three-lobed bracts, the middle lobe

I to I A ins. long, often toothed. They are produced in pairs facing each
other, each with an ovate, ribbed nut at the base, \ in. long.

Native of Europe and Asia Minor ; indigenous to the south-east and
east of England. A well-grown hornbeam is one of our handsomest trees,

the foliage turning yellow in autumn ; more graceful than the beech, for

which many people mistake it. It is, of course, distinct in the duller,

more conspicuously toothed leaves, and in the ridged or fluted trunk, and
the fruiting arrangement is quite different. The timber is hard, almost
bony, and is valued for making those intricate parts of the pianoforte which
convey the movement from the key to the hammer that strikes the strings.

Mr Elwes describes it as " the hardest, heaviest, and toughest " of our
native woods. In earlier times hornbeams were largely coppiced and
pollarded for the supply of firewood, as may be seen by the old pollards

that cover so much of Epping Forest. Sir J. E. Smith says that this tree

formed the principal part of that and other forests which once lay to the

north and east of London. The hornbeam is a useful hedge plant, and
hedges of it may often be seen in old-established nurseries, planted originally

for shelter. In this clipped state it retains its dead leaves until spring, like

the beech.

Var. ASPLENIFOLIA (syn. laciniata).—Leaves deeply and regularly double-
toothed, the primary teeth large enough to be termed lobes.

Var. Carpinizza (C. Carpinizza, Kitaibcl).—A wild variety, native of
Transylvania, differing in the more distinctly heart-shaped base of the leaf,

and in the fewer (seven to nine) veins. Lobes of female bract almost
entire.

Var. COLUMNARIS.—A slender, spire-like tree, very striking and elegant.

Var. HORIZONTALIS.—Discovered growing wild by M. Jouin of the Simon-
Louis establishment at Metz, and described by him as flat-topped, like Crataegus
Crus-galli.

Var. INCISA, Alton (quercifolia, Des/ontaines).—With some similarity to

var, asplenifolia, this differs in having smaller and especially shorter leaves,
coarsely and irregularly toothed, and only about six pairs of veins.

Var. PENDULA.—A weeping form ; the one known as pendula Dervaesii
is still more elegant.

Var. PVRAMIDALIS.—This has erect branches like columnaris, but is not so
slender a tree. With age it acquires much the habit of an old Irish yew. A
fine specimen grows in the Solferino Square at Rouen,

Other varieties named "purpurea," "rubra," " marmorea," and " variegata"
are variously coloured in the way their names imply, but, so far as I have
observed, they have little or nothing to recommend them.
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C. CAROLixiANA, Walter. American HoR\r,EA>r.

(C. americana, Michaux.')

A small, bushy tree, rarely 40 ft. high, with a short, grey, fluted trunk
;
young

shoots at first furnished with pale hairs. Leaves oval or ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long
;

I to 2 ins. wide ; rounded or heart-shaped at the base, taper-pointed, sharply,

and often doubly toothed ; covered with white silky hairs when quite young,
becoming sparsely hairy above, downy on the midrib and vein-axils beneath

;

stalk 4 to V, in. long, downy. Male catkins i to li ins. long. Fruiting clusters

about 3 ins. long ; the bracts three-lobed, i to i^ ins. long ; the middle lobe
much the largest and nearly i in. wide, toothed (often on one side only).

Native of Eastern North America ; introduced in 18 12. Although very similar

in its parts to the European hornbeam it is not so fine a tree, growing more
slowly and never attaining to so large a size. Its leaves turn a deeper, more
orange yellow, or even scarlet shade in autumn. In winter, the best distinction

between the two species is afforded by the l^uds ; these, in our native horn-
beam, are slender and spindle-shaped, ] in. or more long, and like small beech
buds, but they are egg-shaped and only i in. long in the American one.

C. CORDATA, Blume.

A tree 40 ft. high, with a scaly, furrowed bark
;
young shoots slightly hairy

at first ; terminal winter buds large, ^ in, long. Leaves 2^ to 5^^ ins. long,

li to 3] ins. wide ; taper-pointed, deeply heart-shaped at the base, unequally
or doubly toothed ; hairy on the midrib above, more so beneath ; stalk

\ to \ in. long. Male catkins i to 2 ins. long, the scales linear, \ in. long, silky

hairy. Fruit catkins 3 to 5 ins. long, lo ins. wide; the bracts closely over-

lapping, ovate, sparsely and sharply toothed, l to i;!, ins. long, with one side

doubled over. The nut is covered partly by this infolded portion, but more
completely by a lobe of the bract attached to the base at the other side.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1879 l)y ^Laries for Messrs Veitch, in whose
nursery at Coombe Wood it frequently bears its fruit clusters. This hornbeam,
in my experience, grows very slowly, and the finest tree in the country, which is

at Tortworth, is only about 20 ft. high. It is very distinct from its ally,

C. japonica, in the large, deeply cordate leaves and big winter buds, but is

similar in the curious way the nut is protected by basal portions of the bract
infolding over it.

Var. CHiNENsis, Franchet.— Native of E. Szechuen, China ; introduced by
Wilson in 1901. It differs from the Japanese type in having smaller, narrower
leaves, and in the young shoots being more hairy.

C. JAl'ONICA, Bluvie. jArANKSE HORNHKAM.
(Bot. Mag., t. 8534 ; Distegocarpus Carpinus, Siebold.')

A tree 40 to 50 ft. high, with wide-spreading branches, and scaly, furrowed
bark

;
young shoots at first clothed with fine hairs. Leaves ovate, or inclined

to oblong
; 2 to 4^ ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide ; long and taper-pointed, mostly

heart-shaped at the base, but sometimes rounded or wedge-shaped ; sharply,
sometimes double-toothed, but often with a large and a small tooth alternating

;

upper surface dark green, and downy only on the midrib, the numerous
parallel veins deeply impressed ; lower surface downy on the veins, vein-axils,
and inidrib ; stalk ] to \ in. long, downy. Male catkin i to 2 ins. long ; with
conspicuous, narrowly ovate, pointed scales \ in. long. Fruit clusters 2 to 2.

I

ins. long ; the closely overlapping bracts ^ to \ in. long, coarsely toothed',
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ovate, w iih the lower portion on one side doubled over. The nut is covered by
a small additional roundish bract, ,\

in. long.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1895. It makes, in a small state, a sturdy

pyramidal tree, and is evidently very hardy. It is distinct and handsome-
looking because of the numerous (up to twenty-four pairs), deeply impressed
veins of the leaf. It is one of the species (see also C. cordata) regarded by
some authorities as generically distinct from Carpinus, because of the infolded

bases of the more crowded bracts of the fruit.

Carpinus japonica.

C. ORIENTALIS, Miller. ORIENTAL HORNBEAM.

(C. duincnsis, Scdpoli.')

A small tree, or a large shrub, sometimes found in a wild state as a scrubby
bush

;
young shoots covered with fine silky down. Leaves ovate, i to 2 ins.

long, \ to I in. wide ; rounded or slightly wedge-shaped at the base, pointed
;

sharply, regularly, and prettily double-toothed; veins in twelve to fifteen pairs;

dark glossy green above, with silky down on both surfaces of the midrib; stalk

hairy, /; to | in. long. Male catkins i to | in. long ; bracts ovate, unequal-
sided

; f to J in. long, \ in. wide, coarsely and irregularly toothed, but not

lobed. Nut ^ in. long, exposed.
Native of S.E. Europe and Asia Minor ; introduced in 1735 by P.

Miller. It is abundant on some of the battlefields of the Crimea as low
scrub, and, as I have been told by an officer who took part in the Crimean
war, much impeded some of the advances of our men, made under cover of

darkness. It has not much to commend it to the notice of planters in this

country except as being an interesting rarity. The largest specimen at Kew,
and probably in this country, is 20 ft. high. Its small leaves and the unlobed
bracts of the fruit clusters distinguish it from C. lietulus and C. caroliniana.
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C. POLVXEURA, Frajichct.

A very elegant tree, said to be 30 ft. high in a wild state
;
young shoots

slightly hairy. Leaves ovate, pointed, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the

base ; i to 2^ ins. long, ), to i in. wide ; sharply toothed (only occasionally

double-toothed) ; dark lustrous green, and soon becoming smooth above
;

downy on the midrib and veins beneath ; stalk ?. to \ in. long, downy.

Stipules narrowly linear, downy, persisting through the winter. Male catkins

I to I in. long ; scales ovate, silky hairy. Fruit clusters i to 2 ins. long ; the

bracts ovate, but very unequal-sided, \ in. long, pointed, and coarsely toothed.

Nut ovate, ribbed, /;
in. long.

Native of \V. China ; discovered by Henr}', and introduced by means of

seed received from him at Kew in 1889. The tree at Kew, now about 20 ft.

high, is the only one in cultivation, except a few small plants raised from it.

It has flowered and borne clusters of fruit, and the seed has lately proved

fertile. This is the most elegant of the small hornbeams, and would be

worth while introducing in quantity. Its small leaves resemble those of

C. orientalis in size, but are flatter, and not markedly double-toothed ; the

elegant, clean-growing habit of C. polyneura is quite distinct, and the bracts of

the male catkins differ in being covered with silky hairs. It is closely allied to

C. TURCZANINOWI, Hance^ a species not in cultivation. From all the hornbeams
in cultivation it is distinguished by the persistence of the stipules, which

remain, one on each side of the buds, after the leaves have fallen and all

through the winter. Although C. orientalis shows the same character occasion-

ally, it is far from being as marked.

C. YEDOENSIS, Maximowic::.

A small tree whose young shoots are covered with hairs, many of which

persist through the first winter. Leaves \\ to 3 ins. long, % to \\ ins. wide,

ovate, with a tapered point and a rounded base, unequally or doubly toothed
;

upper surface dark green, with flattened hairs on the midrib and between the

nine to twelve pairs of veins ; lower surface hairy on the veins ; stalk slender,

downy, A in. long. Fruit clusters on silky stalks, the bracts % to 4 in. long,

narrowly ovate, toothed on one side, silky-hairy, especially on the veins and
at the base, where they become slightly boat-shaped, holding the ovoid, flattened

nut in the hollow, but quite exposed.

Native of China ; discovered by Farges in the mountains of Szechuen, but

long cultivated in Japan, where it was first noticed by Maximowicz, the

Russian botanist, over thirty years ago. Several plants are cultivated at Kew,
and grow promisingly. I first saw it in Messrs Simon-Louis' nursery, near

Metz, in 1904, and it is obtainable in the trade. It appears first to have been

introduced to the Darmstadt Botanic Garden in 1901.

CARRIEREA CMA'Cl'iiX, Franchct. r.IXACE.E.

A deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. (sometimes 40 ft.) high, with a wide

spreading head of branches; young shoots at first covered with minute

down, reddish. Leaves alternate, ovate, with a tapered a[)e.\, rounded

or cordate at the base, up to 5 ins. long, half as wide; coarsely round-

toothed ; smooth, or nearly so, on both surfaces ; with a stalk about one-

third as long as the blade; at first reddish, then dark glossy green above,

paler and also glossy beneath. Flowers in terminal downy panicles

6 ins. long ; each flower cup-shaped, i in. in diameter, clear bluish white

;
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sepals very dcnvny. A pair of ovate yellowish bracts are set on the

Hower-stalk. Fruit a s})indle-shaped capsule, downy, 3 to 4 ins. long,

'^ in. wide at the middle, splitting into three narrowly lanceolate valves.

Seeds winged.

Native of West and Central China, at altitudes of 2000 to 3000 ft.
;

introduced for Harvard University in 1908. Mr Wilson, who introduced

it, tells me that it is a tree of singular beauty of flower, and a great

acquisition to gardens should it prove hardy. On this point nothing

certain can be stated yet, but it would seem to be best adapted for the

milder parts of the country. Its nearest allies among hardy trees are

Idesia and Poliothyrsis.

CARYA. Hickory, juclandace.^.

Of the twelve or fourteen species of hickory as yet recognised—there

are doubtless many more as yet undistinguished—about half are in

cultivation in the British Isles. They are all natives of Eastern North
America. From its two allies, Juglans and Pterocarya, the genus is

distinguished by its pith being solid, and not, as in the others, divided

into thin transverse plates ; and from Juglans in particular by the

branched male inflorescences and four-valved fruit. The hickories are

large, deciduous trees with pinnate leaves ; the leaflets rather wide apart

on a common stalk, themselves nearly or quite stalkless. Male flowers

mostly in three-branched, slender catkins, produced either at the end
of the previous year's shoots or at the base of the young ones of the

current year; whilst the few-flowered, female inflorescence terminates

the young shoot. Nut surrounded by a husk, which is often thick and
becomes hard by the time the seed is ripe.

Considering their great beauty of foliage and stately habit—and there

is scarcely any tree more striking than a well-grown young hickory— this

genus is strangely uncommon in gardens. The reason appears to be
their dislike of disturbance at the root, which makes them unsuited to

ordinary nursery conditions. The frequent transplanting which is

I)ractised by good nurserymen to ensure success at the final removal of

their stock is, in my experience, worse than useless with hickories. It

induces a stunted, ultimately diseased condition, from which, at the best,

it takes them long to recover. The great secret with hickories is to get them
in their permanent places early. To anyone desirous of trying these fine

trees I would recommend the following procedure. The best species to

experiment with are C. alba, amara, porcina, and tomentosa. Nuts of

these should be obtained in autumn from a reliable American seedsman
as early as po.ssible after they are ripe. During the winter they should
be kept in a box of moist earth, either inside or out-of-doors. In spring

the nuts may be placed singly in 6-in. pots, in a slightly heated frame
or greenhouse. After they have germinated, all that is necessary is to

protect them from frost until they are planted out about the end of May,
if sufficient progress has been made. Caryas need a deep, loamy soil

if they are to thrive permanently. Previous to planting the seedlings out,

the ground should be well worked, and it is wise to put a couple
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together to anticipate failures ; afterwards the weaker one can be removed.

To avoid accidents each plant or plants should be enclosed by small-

meshed wire-netting.

The object of all this trouble is to avoid the destruction of the tap-

root, which is inevitable if ordinary nursery treatment be adopted. A
young tree in deep loam, undisturl)ed, and with its tap-root preserved,

will be a better tree in ten years than another treated in the ordinary way
will be in twenty.

C. ALBA, Nuttall. SlIELL-BARK HiCKORV.

(Hicoria ovata. Britton.')

A tree 70 to 100 ft. high in a wild state, very distinct in its loose grey bark,

which comes away from the trunk in broad flakes i ft. or more long, each flake

attached by its middle
;
young shoots covered with pale down. Leaves 8 to

14 ins. long (considerably more in young, vigorous trees), composed of five

leaflets, the three upper ones of which are obovate, often very narrowly so, and
considerably the largest ; the lower pair ovate to ovate-lanceolate ; all long-

pointed and toothed, edged when young with a fringe of hairs ; smooth above,
downy beneath. The leaflets vary much in size ; in adult trees the three

terminal ones are 5 to 7 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide, with the lower pair less than
half the size; but in young trees I have measured the terminal leaflet 12 ins.

long and 5 ins. wide, with the other four in proportion. Male catkins in threes,

3 to 5 ins. long, hairy. Fruit borne singly or in pairs, roundish, flattened at

top and bottom, i to 2 ins. long. Nut white, four-angled.

Native of Eastern N. America, where it is spread over a large territory ;

introduced early in the seventeenth century. It thrives very well in England
when young, and is one of the most striking of fine-foliaged trees. At Kew,
the leaves turn a beautiful yellow in autumn. Of the hickories producing
edible nuts, this is the most valuable in the United States, but it has no value

in this respect in Britain. The largest tree noted by Mr Ehves is at Botley
Hill, Hants, now 75 ft. high, and supposed to have been planted by \Vm.
Cobbett in 1820.

C. alba is somewhat similar in growth and general aspect to C. tomentosa,
and both have large winter buds ; but C. alba has only five leaflets, and they
are not scented as in C. tomentosa.

C. AMARA, Nuttall. Bitter Nut.

(Hicoria minima, Brillon.')

A tree up to 100 ft. high, with brownish bark separating from the trunk in

thin scales
;
young shoots smooth or soon becoming so ; winter buds coated

with bright yellow scales. Leaves 6 to 10 ins. (occasionally 15 ins.) long,

composed usually of seven, but sometimes five or nine leaflets, the lowest pair

of which are considerably smaller than the others. Leaflets lancc-shaped,
narrowly oval, oblong or obovate, tapered at both ends, sharj)ly toothed ; 2 to

6 ins. long,
'l

to 2\ ins. wide ; smooth above, downy at first below, especially

along the midrib and veins ; common stalk downy. Fruits usually in pairs or
threes, pear-shaped to roundish, ^ to i^ ins. long, with a thin, yellowish husk.
Nut thin-shcllcd, with a bitter kernel. Male catkins usually in threes, 2\ to

3 ins. long, downy.
Native of Eastern N. America; introduced, according to Aiton, in 1766.

Of all the cultivated hickories, this appears to be the hardiest and the best

grower. It is easily distinguished from all the rest by the bright yellow
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winter buds. There is a fine tree at Bute House, Petersham, which, when I

saw it a few years ago, was nearly 80 ft. high.

C. oLiv.^FORMis, Nuttall. Pecan.

(Hicoria Pecan, Brillon.')

But little need be said of this tree, for it is ill adapted to our climate.

Many times introduced to Kew, it usually lives only a few years. Young trees

will make growths 12 or 15 ins. long during the summer, but so badly ripened
are they that unless the winter be very mild they are regularly cut back almost
to the old wood. This renders them an easy prey to fungoid parasites,

usually the "coral-spot " fungus, and makes the species not worth cultivation.

It is a native of the south-east and south Central United States, and is

the most important of the hickories as a nut-bearing tree. It grows consider-
ably over 100 ft. high, and is distinct from all the cultivated species in

the large number of leaflets—usually eleven to fifteen on each leaf. These
are 2 to 6 ins. long (sometimes more), curved like a scimitar, pointed,
toothed. Fruits clustered, each i to 2| ins. long, about half as wide, oblong,
pointed ; the nut has a sweet-flavoured kernel. Perhaps the finest tree

in Europe is in the Botanic Garden at Padua—about 100 ft. high.

C. PORCiNA, Nuttall. Pig Nut.

(Hicoria glabra, Brition.')

A tree 80 to 90 ft. high, with grey, fissured bark
;
young shoots smooth.

Leaves 8 to 12 ins. long, composed of five or seven leaflets, the basal ones
of which are ovate-lanceolate, the terminal ones much larger and more
or less obovate ; all taper-pointed, rounded or tapering at the base, sharply
toothed ; both surfaces smooth except for some down along the midrib
and veins, which mostly falls away by autumn. The large terminal leaflets

are 5 to 7 ins. long, and 2 to 3 ins. wide, the lowest pair about one-third

the size ; common stalk smooth. Male catkins 3 to 5 ins. long, slightly

scurfy. Fruit variable in shape and size, mostly rounded or pear-shaped,
flattened or even sunk at the apex. Kernel of nut astringent.

Native of Eastern N. America, as far to the north as Maine ; introduced
in 1799. The pig nut thrives very well in England. There is a specimen
nearly 80 ft. high at Kew which often bears good crops of fruit.

Var. MiCkOCARPA, TrcleasCj has a more shaggy bark and smaller fruit,

with a sweet kernel.

C. SULCATA, Nuttall. Big Shell-bark.

(Hicoria laciniosa, Sar^eii/.')

A tree 100 to 120 ft. high; bark separating from the trunk into broad
plates often 3 or 4 ft. long

;
young shoots at first downy ; terminal winter

bud I in. long. Leaves 12 to 22 ins. long, composed of usually seven,
sometimes nine, leaflets, the terminal ones of which are obovate, 4 to 8
ins. long, \\ to 2i ins. wide, the lower ones ovate and only one-third or
one-fourth the size ; all long and slender-pointed, toothed ; smooth and
glossy above, downy beneath. Male catkins 4 ins. or more long. Fruit
oblong, 2\, ins. long, 2 ins. wide ; nut prominently four- or six-ridged.

Native of the eastern United States from New York and E. Pennsylvania
southwards ; introduced to England in 1804. It is one of the least
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satisfactory of the hickories in cultivation. Mr Ehves knows only one of

any size, which is 30 ft. high, and grows in Tortworth Churchyard.

C. TOMENTOSA, Nuttall. MOCKER NUT.

(Hicoria alba, Britton.')

A tree 50 to 60, occasionally 100, ft. high ; winter buds large, the terminal

one broadly egg-shaped, pointed, \ to 4 in. long, and \ in. or more wide ; the

inner scales covered with a soft pale felt
;
young shoots very downy, especially

at first. Leaves fragrant, 8 to 12 ins. (on very vigorous young trees 20 ins.)

long ; composed usually of seven (sometimes five or nine) leaflets. Terminal
leaflet is 5 to 8 ins. long, 2 to 4^; ins. wide, obovate, wedge-shaped at the base

;

basal pair sometimes only \\ to 2 ins. long, ovate, rounded at the base ; the

middle pair or pairs are intermediate in size and shape. All taper-pointed,

toothed, upper surface dark green, downy on the midrib ; lower surface

yellowish, and covered with starry down and glands ; common stalk stellately

downy. Male catkins 3 to 5 ins. long, very downy. Fruit top-shaped or

roundish.

Native of Eastern N. America ; rare in cultivation. The species is distinct

in its large winter buds (it is sometimes called "big-bud hickory") and in the

fragrance of its foliage. This, of course, is most marked when the leaf is

rubbed, but on dewy mornings in summer it can be perceived many yards
away from the tree. The mocker nut has been too much neglected in gardens,
if only on this account. There is a fine specimen at Kew 50 ft. high, remark-
able for its stately habit and splendid foliage.

CARYOPTERIS Mastacanthus, Schauer. verbenace.e.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6799 ; C. incana, Mtquel.")

A deciduous bush, 4 to 8 ft. high, of spreading habit
;
young stems

semi-woody, covered like the flower-stalks, leaf-stalks, and the under-

side of the leaves, with a close grey felt. Leaves opposite, ovate

;

I to* 3 ins. long, i to \\ ins. wide; the base more or less broadly wedge-
shaped, the apex blunt or pointed : coarsely toothed, almost lobed, dull

green and downy on the upper surface ; stalk j to \ in. long. Flowers

bright violet-blue, produced during October in hemispherical cymes from
the axils of the uppermost leaves; main flower-stalk J to li ins. long.

Corolla downy, tubular, \ in. long, with five lobes at the mouth ; the

four upper ones ovate, the lower one larger, scoop-shaped, and fringed ;

stamens four, much protruded; calyx funnel-shaj)ed, with five-pointed teeth.

Native of China and Japan ; originally introduced in 1844 by Fortune,

who found it wild near Canton. It was at first treated as a greenhouse
plant, and being scarcely worth its room there, was eventually lost until

reintroduced by Maries in 1880. It is hardy at Kew in all but the

hardest winters, and during a fine autumn makes a very pretty display.

The leaves are pleasantly scented. It is increased with the greatest ease

by means of soft cuttings in heat, and should be grown in an open, sandy
soil, and given a sunny, sheltered pusitiun.

Var. CANDICANS, Schellc (syn. alba), has whitish flowers, but is not, 1 think,

so hardy as the type.
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CASSANDRA calyculata, D. Don.
ERICACE/E.

Leather Leae.

(Andromeda calyculata, Lititurus, Bot. Reg., t. 12S6.)

An evergreen shrub, usually 2 or 3 (sometimes 4 or 5) ft. high, with

thin, wiry branches, and a sparse, gaunt habit
;
young wood scaly. Leaves

alternate, '\ to I4 ins. long, J to \ in. wide; obovate or narrowly oblong,

shallowly toothed, but often only on the terminal half; both surfaces, but

especially the lower one, covered with tiny scales. Flowers produced in

March and April, singly in the axils of small leaves, at the terminal part.

Cassandra calyculata var. nana.

and on the lower side of the previous year's shoots, the whole forming a

leafy raceme 2 to 4 ins. long. The leaves associated with the flowers are

much smaller than the ordinary ones described above, and become
gradually smaller towards the end, where they are only \ in. or less in

length. Corolla white, j in. long, cylindrical, five-toothed at the mouth
;

calyx lobes five, pointed, persistent, enclosing the base of the seed-vessel,

which is a roundish, flattened capsule ; flower-stalk scaly, J
in. long, with

two bracts close beneath the calyx.

Native of Eastern N. America, whence it was introduced in 1748;
also of N. Europe and N. Asia. It is a rather pretty shrub in flower,

although not amongst the elite of the Ericaceae. A better plant for

gardens is

Var. NANA, which grows 12 or 18 ins. high, and forms a dwarf, dense thicket,

having a more twiggy habit and smaller leaves. It makes a pleasing small
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bed. Both are propagated by cuttings or by seeds, and thrive in a moist,

peaty soil.

CASSIA MARVLANDiCA, Litinceus. Wild Senna.
LEGUMINOS/E.

Out of several hundred species of Cassia known (and they occur in all

the warmer parts of the globe except Europe), this only has any claim to

rank as hardy in Britain, and even it has only semi-woody shoots, which

spring from a woody root-stock, and die back to ground-level during

winter. A second species, C. corymbosa, is genuinely shrubby, and will

perhaps succeed in the far south-western counties of England and Ireland
;

it is a very handsome shrub, with large clusters of rich yellow flowers.

C. marylandica sends up erect, pithy shoots 2 to 3 ft. high each year,

furnished with pinnate leaves 6 to 10 ins. long, each composed of an even

number of leaflets, usually seven to nine pairs. Leaflets i to 2^ ins. long,

oblong, the midrib terminating in a bristle. Racemes 2 to 3 ins. long,

terminal or springing from the axils of the leaves ; the almost regular

flowers crowded towards the end, \ in. across
;
petals yellow, nearly alike

;

anthers a conspicuous dark purple. Pod 3 to 4 ins. long, covered with

grey hairs when young.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced to England in

1723. It flowers from the end of July until October, and is very hand-

some then. A sheltered position should be found for it, and, as it is not

absolutely hardy in all winters, it is wise to cover the root-stock with a few

inches of light litter in severe weather. It can be propagated by breaking

up the old root-stock just as growth recommences in spring, and if the

pieces can be given a mild bottom heat and re-established in pots for

planting out later, so much the better. But imported seeds can be
obtained, and they, of course, given the best and simplest means of

increase. The plant has certain cathartic properties resembling those

of senna.

CASSINIA. COMPOSIT/E.

In our open grounds this genus is at i)resent represented by three

evergreen shrubs, introduced from New Zealand. Other species are

found in Australia and S. Africa. They have a certain resemblance to the

heaths in habit and in their small, crowded, narrow leaves, but bear their

numerous tiny flowers (or rather flower-heads) in flattish terminal clusters.

Such beauty as the flower-heads possess is given by the white, recurved

tips of the inner bracts. The three species here included are very mucli

alike in general appearance, and are not easily distinguished on paper.

C. fulvida, however, the best and hardiest of the three, may generally be

recognised in company with leptophylla by the yellowish cast of the

upturned branch and the viscid leaves and twigs. C. leptophylla is grey-

white instead of yellow, and not viscid. They can all be propagated

easily by late summer cuttings, and will grow in a sandy loam or j)eaty

soil. Even C. fulvida, the hardiest of the three, is apt to get browned in

winter, and may need pruning back in spring.
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C. FULVIDA, Hooker fil.

(Diplopappus chrysopliyllus, Kochne^

An evergreen, dense-habited shrub up to 6 ft. in height, with erect branches,
viscid when young, and clothed with a yellowish down. Leaves very crowded
on the branches, ,'.. to \ in. long, jV to \ in. wide ; narrowly oblong-obovate, the
margins recurved ; dark green, smooth and slightly viscid above, yellowish
downy beneath. Flower-heads very small and numerous, white, forming
terminal corymbs i to 3 ins. across. Blossoms in July.

Native of New Zealand, where it occurs up to 3500 ft. It is an interesting,
rather heath-like shrub, with a tawny yellow aspect when the branches are bent
over, but of no great value as an ornament. It is closely allied to C. leptophylla,
differing chiefly in the yellower under-surface of the leaves, in the more
glutinous character of the young branches, and in having no scales among the
florets, or perhaps one or two only.

C. LEPTOPHYLLA. R. Broivn.

An evergreen, heath-like shrub, 4 ft. or more high, with erect, slender
branchlets, not viscid, but clothed with a dense greyish down. Leaves \ to \ in.

long, ttV to y'^ in. wide, linear, or slightly wider towards the end ; smooth, dark
green above, covered beneath with white or yellowish down. Flower-heads
white, very small and numerous, forming terminal corymbs i to 2 ins. across.
Blossoms in August and September.

Native of New Zealand ; very similar .to C. fulvida, but paler beneath the
leaves The whole plant has a whiter cast. It differs also in having the disk
(or receptacle) on which the florets are borne furnished with numerous scales

;

nor is it quite so hardy.

C. Vauvilliersii, Hooker fil.

(Diplopappus Vauvilliersii, HorL")

An evergreen shrub 2 to 6 ft. high, with erect branchlets, clothed with a
tawny yellow, or yellowish white, down. Leaves ] to .V in. long, jV to i in.

wide ; linear-obovate, round at the end, tapering at the base ; dark green and
smooth above, of the same colour as the branches beneath ; margins recurved.
Flower-heads white, very small and numerous, in terminal rounded corymbs
I to 2 ins. across.

Native of New Zealand, and very similar in general aspect to the two
preceding, but with larger leaves, less bushy and more elongated shoots.

The receptacle on which the florets are borne has numerous scales. In my
experience this species does not flower so freely as the two previous ones.

CASSIOPE. ERICACE/E.

A group of some ten or twelve species of dwarf, evergreen shrubs, with

a dense overlapping arrangement of the leaves similar to that of the

common heather. Flowers solitary, bell-shaped, white or pink. They
are found in Arctic or mountain regions of the northern hemisphere.

Neither of the four species here mentioned is very common, although

they have long been known in gardens. They are capable of withstanding

intense cold, but do not thrive particularly well in the open in the south

of England; they need cooler and moister conditions, and miss more
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than anything their natural winter covering of snow. They are excited

into premature growth by our mild winters and early spring, only to suffer

by severe weather later in the year. For this reason C. hypnoides and
C. fastigiata are frequently grown in cold, damp frames in winter. They
should have a peaty soil surfaced with sphagnum moss, and never be
allowed to get dry at the root. The Botanic Garden of Edinburgh and
the neighbouring nursery of Messrs Cunningham & Fraser have long

been famous for their success with these interesting and dainty plants.

Propagated by layers and by cuttings. In the open they should have
an airy but semi-shaded and damp position.

Sometimes, but rarely, there is seen in cultivation C. Mertensiana,
Don (Andromeda cupressina, Hooker)^ a native of California and the

Pacific coast. It has erect branches 6 to 12 ins. high; leaves smooth,

\ in. long, keeled at the back (not grooved there as in C. tetragona), the

points incurved but not appressed. Corolla \ to \ in. wide.

C. FASTIGIATA, D. Don. Himalayan Heather.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4796 ; Andromeda fastigiata, Wallic/i.')

A dwarf evergreen, 6 to 12 ins. high, forming dense tufts in a state of
nature ; stems erect, squarish, densely clothed and completely hidden by four

rows of closely overlapping leaves. Leaves stalkless, ^Hr in. long, lance-shaped,
deeply furrowed at the back, dark green, but with thin, silvery, membranous
margins edged with fine hairs. Flowers produced in April and May singly

from the leaf-axils. Corolla widely bell-shaped, ^ in. across, white ; calyx of

five narrow, lance-shaped, pointed divisions ; flower-stalk decurved, | in. long,

downy.
Native of the Himalaya, common at elevations of 10,000 to 14,000 ft.

;

introduced about 1849. It is similar in general aspect to the commoner
C. tetragona, but its leaves are not so closely flattened to the stem, and its

flowers are larger, wider, and more open-mouthed. It is the prettiest of the

Cassiopes, but rare.

C. HYPNOIDES, D. Don.

(Andromeda hypnoides, Linnceus ; Bot. Mag., t. 2936.)

A tiny evergreen, heather-like shrub, from i to 3 ins. high, with prostrate,

slender stems completely covered with closely set leaves. Leaves I in. long,

linear, overlapping, somewhat erect, but not flattened against the stem.
Flowers solitary on slender, erect, reddish stalks | to \ in. long, produced at

the end of the shoot ; corolla nodding, wliite, bell-shaped,
,\

in. long, with five

rather deep, rounded lobes ; calyx red.

Native of the Arctic and sub-Arctic parts of Europe and N. America, and
of the mountain tops of more southern latitudes ; introduced in 1798. It is

quite distinct from the other two species here mentioned, being dwarfer in

habit and more slender in its stems, and the leaf arrangement is not four-sided.

The flower, too, is terminal, and on a proportionately longer stalk.

C. TETRAGONA, D. Don.

(.\ndromcda tetragona, Linturus ; Bot. Mag., I. 31S1.)

A dwarf, evergreen shrub growing 4 to 10 ins. high in gardens ; stems
erect, much-branched, quite hidden on the younger parts by closely overlapping

U
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leaves. Leaves
,\

in. long, arranged in four rows, so as to give the leaf-clothed
stem a four-angled shape ; stalkless, concave in front, each one closely
appressed to the leaf above it ; furrowed behind, slightly downy. Flowers
sparsely borne at intervals along the younger parts of the stem during April
and May, and produced singly from the leaf-axils. Corolla nodding, white
tinged with red, bell-shaped,

,\
in. long ; calyx of five ovate divisions, green

tinged with red ; flower-stalk decurved, little more than long enough to hold
the flower clear of the leaves.

Native of the northern hemisphere, in Arctic and sub-Arctic regions
;

said to have been introduced from Lapland in 1810, and later from N. America.
It differs from C. fastigiata in the smaller flowers, and in the leaves being
without the silvery membranous margins, although slightly ciliated.

CASTANEA. Chestnuts, cupulifer^.

There appear to be about six species of chestnut known, but the
number varies much in consequence of the varying conception of their

specific limits. In any case they constitute a well - marked group of

deciduous trees and shrubs, with alternate, parallel-ribbed, conspicuously
toothed leaves, always approaching the oblong or narrow oval in shape.
The leaves of all the chestnuts have a strong family resemblance, and
have nothing like them among hardy trees except a few oaks. The
unisexual flowers are produced in long, slender catkins from the leaf-axils

of the young shoots during July. The lower catkins are entirely male

;

but from the axils of the later leaves there come shorter catkins, at the
base of which one to three female flowers are borne. The flowers of all

the chestnuts are pale yellow, and have little beauty of colour ; but a tree

well laden with catkins has a striking appearance, the enjoyment of which
to many people is spoilt by their heavy, unpleasant odour. The nuts are

always enclosed in the well-known prickly burs.

The older botanists made C. dentata and C. crenata both forms of

C. sativa, which may have led to their not being introduced, and to their

present rarity. They are, however, distinct enough, especially as seen
in the living state, although it is not easy to make the distinctions very
clear on paper. It does not seem likely that any other than C. sativa

will be of much value in Britain either for timber or nuts, although the

variety " Paragon," sometimes grown, is considered to have the " blood "

of C. dentata in it. The ordinary C. sativa varies extraordinarily in the
size and quality of its nuts. There arc numerous trees in Kew Gardens,
some of which bear large, excellent nuts and others that never produce
a nut worth eating. The merit of the better forms seems to be due
largely to their being able to suppress all but one of the three or four

nuts which each bur normally encloses. This enables the survivor to

develop into a fine nut.

The chestnuts like a hot summer. Even during the driest and
hottest seasons, like that of 191 1, one rarely sees any of this genus
suffering. They appear to thrive in any well-drained, loamy soil, even
of moderate rjuality, but are said to be averse to calcareous substances.

They should always be raised from seeds except in the case of the fine

fruiting forms, which arc grafted easily in spring on seedlings of the

common sort.
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C. CRENATA, Siebold. JAPANESE CHESTNUT.

(C. japonica, Blume.")

A small tree, frequently less than 30 ft. high, according to Sargent, but

occasionally much larger
;
young shoots sometimes very downy, with the

down persisting through the first winter, sometimes merely scaly. Leaves
oblong-lanceolate, 3 to 7 ins. long, il to 2 ins. wide, heart-shaped or rounded
at the base, pointed ; the teeth small, with bristle-like points ; lower surface

covered with a close grey down ; stalk i in. long, downy. Nuts like those of

C. sativa.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1905, if not before, to Kew, where young
plants are thriving very well. This is a valuable food tree in Japan, and
Sargent observes that he never saw chestnuts offered in such quantities for

sale in Europe and America as there. He saw young trees 10 or 12 ft. high
fruiting freely. Ordinarily, the nuts are smaller than those of the European
tree, but from selected trees or varieties they are as large as the best European
varieties.

C. DENTATA, BorkJiaiise7i. AMERICAN Chestnut.

(C. americana, Rajinesque.)

A tree occasionally 100 ft. high in N. America, with the trunk and habit of
the .Spanish chestnut, but with, perhaps, scarcely so spreading a head

;
young

shoots smooth except for a dust-like scurf. Leaves dull green, narrowly
oblong, tapering about equally at both ends, 6 to 9 ins. long, I4 to 2 ins. wide,

coarsely toothed except at the base ; both surfaces smooth ; stalk about .V in.

long. Catkins 6 to 8 ins, long. Fruit as in the European species, consisting

of a bur of numerous, branched, slender spines enclosing one to three nuts.

Native of Eastern N. America, whose introduction to Britain has not
been recorded. It is very rare in cultivation in England, although a young
tree at Kew 35 ft. high thrives well. In America the tree is valued for its

timber and its nuts, which, although not so large as those of C. sativa, are said

to be of superior flavour and to have a thinner shell. The leaves differ from
those of C. sativa in the uniformly tapered base, and in being narrower in

proportion to their length. They are never clothed beneath with a thick, close

down, as those of C. sativa and C. crenata often are.

C. PU.NHLA, Miller. Dwarf Chestnut.

A deciduous shrub spreading by underground stems, or a small tree
;

young shoots covered with short hairs, which persist through the winter.

Leaves oblong, inclined to oval and obovatc, 3 to 5 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide,
pointed, wedge-shaped or rounded at the base, coarsely toothed ; dark green
and soon becoming smooth above, but coated beneath with a persistent,

greyish white (at first quite white), close felt. Male catkins 4 in«. or more long.

Nut of good flavour, egg-shaped and not flattened, ^ to i in. long, usually
solitary in a bur i^ ins. across. (Fig., p. 308.)

Native of Eastern N. .America, where it is often known as the "chinqua-
pin"; introduced, according to Aiton, in 1699, but very rare in cultivation.

There are shrubby examples at Kew which flower, but have never, in my
experience, borne fruit. It probably needs a hotter summer than ours, as a
small tree at Vcrricres, near I'aris, in .Mr de Vilmorin's garden, often fruits

freely. This chestnut is well distinguished from the others by its shrubby
habit, and white under-surfacc of the leaf. In N. .America a single plant often

forms a thicket through its habit of spreading by suckers.
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C. SATivA, Miller. Sweet, or Spanish Chestnut.

(C. vesca, Gaertner ; C. vulgaris, Lamarck.')

A tree of the largest size, loo ft or more high, with an enormous girth of

trunk (sometimes 30 to 40 ft.)
;
young shoots at first covered with a minute

down, or smooth. Leaves oblong, with a narrowed, pointed apex, and a
rounded, slightly heart-shaped or tapered base ; coarsely toothed, 5 to 9 ins.

long, 2 to 3^ ins. wide ; stalk I to i in. long. When they first expand, they are

covered beneath with a close felt which often rapidly falls away. Nuts red-

brown, usually in twos or threes, enclosed in a globose, very prickly fruit, or

Castanea pumila.

bur \\ to 2 ins. across. They vary in size, according to the number in each
bur, from 4 to i| ins. across Sometimes there are four, sometimes only one,

in a fruit.

Native of .S. Europe, N. Africa, and Asia Minor. It is supposed to have
been introduced to Britain by the Romans, and certainly existed in our islands

previous to the Norman Conquest. It may be found springing up naturally in

different parts of the country, and no foreign tree except perhaps the sycamore,
can be said to have adapted itself better to our climate. In the south of
Europe, where the nuts are much more esteemed as food than they are with us,

numerous named varieties are in commerce. Of these, "Marron de Lyon,"
"Gros Merle," and "Paragon" are sometimes cultivated in England ; they are
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propagated by grafting on seedlings of the common sort. In propagating the

type itself, it is worth while to select the nuts from trees that bear them of

good size.

With us, however, the tree is grown chiefly as a park ornament, and for

coppice. Certainly no tree gives greater distinction to a park or garden than
an old finely developed chestnut. For dry, hot soils no tree of its class is

better adapted. At Kew, in shallow, sandy soil there are several fine specimens,
one over 21 ft. in circumference. There are many splendid chestnuts scattered

over the countr}' : the finest I have seen are at Studley Royal, in Yorkshire, and
at Shrublands Park, Ipswich. At the latter place, one giant girths about

15 yds. near the base. At Studley Royal is a tree over 100 ft. high, and more
than 20 ft. in girth. The timber much resembles oak, but is far from being
as valuable, and very liable to "shake" or split at the annual rings. Coffins

made of it are frequently supplied as of genuine oak. The sweet chestnut has
sported into a number of varieties, of which the following may be mentioned :

—

Var. ALBO-MARGINATA.—Leaves margined with creamy white. There is a

very fine specimen of this in Mr Anthony Waterer's nursery at Knap Hill.

Var. AUREO-MARGINATA.— Leaves similar to the preceding, but with the

variegation yellow ; very handsome.
Var. ASPLENIFOLIA (laciniata).—This has the teeth ending in thread-like

points.

Var. HETEROPHYLLA —This name may serve for a group of varieties in

which the leaf-blade is much, but irregularly, narrowed, sometimes to h in. or

less in width, but e.xtraordinarily variable in form and length. I have a leaf

of this kind 18 ins. long, and in parts less than | in. wide, found on a tree on
Esher Common. These curious leaves are usually borne at the end of the

summer shoot. The forms with such names as dissecta, dissecta nova,
filipendula, and linearifolia, may be included here.

Var. PURPUREA.—Growing at Rostrevor, the seat of Sir John Ross of
Bladensburg, this has leaves of large size (as much as 5 ins. wide), purple when
young, especially on the upper half, coppery in autumn.

Var. PYRAMIDALIS (Holtii).—A pyramidal form growing in the grounds
of Mount Mascal, Bexley, Kent.

I know of no pendulous variety ; the plant figured by Lavallce in his

Arboretinn Segrezianuin, t. 33, as var. pendulifolia is, apparently, C. dentata,

the American Chestnut, whose leaves have a more drooping pose than those
of C. sativa.

CASTANOPSIS CHRYSOPHVLLA, De Candolle. GOLDEN
Chestnut. cupulifer/E.

(Castanea chrysophylla, Hooker ; Bot. Mag., t. 4953.)

An evergreen tree, described as occasionally over 100 ft. high in

California ; but hitherto a small tree less than 30 ft. high, or a low, dense
bush, in Britain ; the young shoots and under-surface of the leaves covered
with a beautiful, persistent, golden scurf. Leaves ovate, lanceolate,

narrowly ovate or obovate, ij to 3 ins. long, J to i in. wide, tapered at

both ends, often long-pointed, not toothed, dark glossy green above ; stalk

\ in. long. Flowers unisexual; the males produced in erect, cylindrical

catkins i to \\ ins. long, \ in. wide; the stamens numerous, yellow,

slender. Female flowers j)roduccd at the base of the same catkin as the

males, or in a small separate catkin. IVuit like that of a sweet chestnut,

consi-sting of a bur i to tJ ins. in diameter, clothed with a mass of
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branched, slender spines, enclosing a small, ])alc brown, shining nut, which
is edible.

Native of Oregon and California; introduced in 1844. The above
description is based on cultivated English specimens, but in California,

where it is sometimes 115 ft. high, with a trunk 6 ft. in diameter, the

leaves are occasionally 6 ins. long. Other species of Castanopsis have
recently been introduced from China, but of them we know little. At
present, this West American species, with its leaves golden yellow below,
is quite unlike anything in our gardens. Although so long introduced,

there appears to be no large specimen in the country. The finest, I

believe, used to be in Lord Ducie's garden at Tortworth, but it died in

the summer of 1909 I am afraid it is a short-lived tree in this country.

Castanopsis chrysophylla.

At Kew it thrives best in the sandy soil of the place with peat and leaf-

soil mixed. One plant raised from seed of Lord Ducie's tree is now 20

ft. high. In my experience, it is fatal to expose the trunk of this tree to

full sunlight, and its lower branches should not be cut away. It can best

be raised from seed, which ripens in this country, and germinates freely.

Closely allied to Castanea, it differs in its evergreen foliage, and in its nuts

not ripening until the second season.

CATA LPA. BIGNONIACE/E.

Like many other genera of hardy trees and shrubs, the Catalpas are

found in both the Old and New W^orlds. Although first made known to

ICnglish cultivators from N. America in the form of C. bignonioides

(which was introduced in 1726), the genus has been found in later times
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to bejmore abundantly represented in China and Japan, where four to six

specie!^ccur. In the open ground the Catalpas form low, wide-spreading,

bushy-headed, deciduous trees, a habit largely due, no doubt, to the shoots
never forming a terminal bud. The young wood is stout, and very pithy.

Leaves either opposite or in threes, large, long-stalked. Flowers produced
in panicles, corymbs, or racemes at the end of the shoots of the year.

Corolla bell-shaped at the base, with five spreading, frilled lobes ; calyx

two-lipped ; stamens five, only two of which as a rule are fertile. Seed-
vessel a very slender, cylindrical capsule t to 2 ft. long, and J to }, in.

diameter. Seeds numerous, f^at, with a fringe of long white hairs at each end.
Several new species have recently been acquired from China, but so

far as we know at present, the species first introduced (C. bignonioides)
remains the best, although Mr Wilson speaks very highly of the new
Chinese C. Fargesii. The former is undoubtedly one of the most
beautiful of all flowering trees, and as an isolated tree on lawns is seen
to exceptional advantage. At the same time all the species are worth
cultivation.

Catalpas like generous treatment at the root ; a deep, moist loam is

best, and an open, sunny, but not a bleak spot. Owing to the branches
never forming a terminal bud and the annual bi- or tri-furcation this

induces, it is advisable when the trees are young to train up a leader
high enough to produce a trunk of the desired height, say 10 ft., when
the tree may be left to assume the spreading habit natural to it.

C. bignonioides thrives well in London, and for many years there was
a fine specimen in the garden of Gray's Lin. Possibly the others may
do as well. For propagation I would prefer seeds to any other means,
believing that trees so raised are the longest lived. But when these are

unobtainable, and for distinct forms or coloured-leaved varieties, cuttings

may be used. These should be made of the young leafy shoots as soon
as they are moderately firm, and struck in mild bottom heat.

I. Leaves glabrous.

1. Bunf;ei. Flowers white, purple spotted. Leaves lobed.

2. Diicloiixii. Flowers pink. Leaves mostly unlobed.

II. Leaves stellately downy.

3. Fargesii. Inflorescence usually unbranched. Down on leaves stellate.

III. Leaves not stellately downy or hairy
; more or less lored.

4. Ovala. Flowers yellowish ; corolla I in. across. Leaves mostly lobed.

5. Bignonioides. Flowers white, spotted, l^ in. across, in many-flowered panicles.

Le:ives ovate, with a short point, rarely lobed, evil-smelling.

6. Speciosa. Flowers white, spotted, 2 in. across, in few-flowered panicles. Leaves
inodorous, rarely lobed, ovate, with a long point. Seed-pod thicker-walled than
in No. $.

C. BIGNONIOIDES, Walter. INDIAN BeAN.

(C. syringjcfolia, Sims ; Bot. Mag., t. 1094.)

A tree 25 to 50 ft high, with a rounded, wide-spreading, much-branched
head when grown apart from other trees. Leaves in adult trees broadly ovate.
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with a heart-shaped l)ase
; 4 to 10 ins. long, 3 to 8 ins. wide (in yompf tn

considerably larger) ; with short, slender points, sometimes slightly loWcl at 1

rees

the

sides ; light green and ultimately nearly smooth above, more or less clothed

beneath, especially about the midrib and veins, with pale hairs
;
odour when

crushed disagreeable ; stalk half to three-fourths as long as the blade.

Panicles broadly pyramidal, 8 to 10 ins. long and wide, many-flowered.

Corolla i.\ ins. long and across, frilled at the margin, the tube bell-shaped;

white with two ridges and two rows of yellow spots, and numerous purple spots

on the tube and lower lobe. Fruit slender, 6 to 15 ins. long, round, and about

as thick as a lead pencil.

Native of the eastern United States ; introduced in 1726. It flowers at the

end of July and in August, and is at that season the most beautiful of flowering

trees. It is hardy, but is best adapted for the south of England. No garden

ought to be without one or more specimens, and young ones from seed ought

to be always coming on to succeed the older ones, for the species is not

particularly long-lived, and frequently declines when forty to fifty years of age.

It bears fruit in hot seasons, and a tree densely hung with the long, pendent

seed-pods has a curious aspect.

Var. AUREA.—Those who admire yellow-leaved trees will not find a more
striking one than this ; its leaves are wholly of a rich yellow, which does not

become dull or greenish as the season advances, but rather improves in colour.

Var. KOKHNEI.—Leaves yellowish green in the centre, with a wide margin

of yellow.

Var. NANA.—A dwarf form 3 to 6 ft. high, bushy, and with smaller leaves.

I have never known this to flower. Often wrongly called C. Bungei.

Var. PULVERULENTA (G. Paul & Son).—Leaves densely spotted with

white.

Var. VARIEGATA (foliis argenteis).—A worthless variety. Leaves blotched

with yellowish white.

C. Bungei, C. A. Meyer.

A tree 20 to 30 ft. high, of bushy habit. Leaves 2 to yh ins. long, i\ to

4^ ins. wide ; ovate or somewhat triangular, with a wedge-shaped or straightly

cut base ; sometimes entire, but often coarsely scalloped, so as to form one to

six large teeth on each side, mostly on the lower half; quite smooth at

maturity ; stalk half to two-thirds as long as the blade. Flowers not yet seen

in this country, but described as " white and purple "
; they are produced three

to twelve together in a flattish corymb. Corolla i^ ins. long and wide.

Native of China, and evidently frequent in the neighbourhood of Pekin.

Although the true species was only introduced in 1905, through Prof. Sargent,

plants under the name have long been in cultivation ; these, however, are

nearly always C. bignonioides var. nana, but sometimes C. ovata. The true

C. Bungei is still very rare. Of its ornamental qualities little can yet be said,

but as represented by dried specimens at Kew, the inflorescence is small. Its

quite smooth leaves distinguish it from other cultivated species except the new
C. Duclouxii {q.v.).

C. Duclouxii, Dode.

(C. sutchuenensis, Dode.')

This species has only very recently been introduced, and little can

yet be said of it. Its leaves are broadly ovate, 2 to 6 ins. long, i^ to 4^

ins. wide ; long and taper-pointed, the base broadly wedge-shaped, truncate,

or slightly heart-shaped; quite smooth on both surfaces; stalk li to 4 ins.

long. Flowers in perfectly smooth corymbs, with the lower divisions branched,

six to fifteen flowers in each corymb. Corolla about \\ ins. long and wide,

said to be pale pink with deeper spots. Seed-pods up to 2 ft, in length.
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Native of Yunnan, China ; sent to Kew by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin in

1908. It appears to be quite distinct from any other Catalpa previously
cultivated, in its pink flowers. It resembles C. Bungei in its smooth leaves,

young wood, and inflorescence ; but differs in its usually entire leaves

and branching inflorescence. According to Pere Ducloux, it is a large tree,

frequently planted by the Chinese round pagodas.

C. Fargesii, Bureau.

(? C. vestita, Z>/>A.)

A tree 20 to 30 ft. high, the shoots, under-surface of the leaves, and
inflorescences covered with velvety, branching hairs which mostly fall away
by the end of the season. Leaves broadly ovate, straight or slightly heart-

shaped at the base, long and taper-pointed, 3 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 5 ins. wide
;

stalk 1 1 to 4 ins. long. Flowers \\ ins. long and nearly as wide, pinkish,

spotted in and round the throat with brownish red, and produced seven
to fifteen together in corymbs. Calyx velvety ; corolla bell-shaped, with
five rounded, frilled lobes, and about i^ ins. across. Seed-pod, 12 to 18 ins.

long, very slender.

Native of W. China ; introduced to France towards the end of last

century. It is allied to C. Duclouxii, and its leaves are similar in size and
shape, but the stellate down on the juvenile parts renders it quite distinct.

It was named from specimens collected by Pere Farges in Szechuen, where
it has also been found by Henry. Wilson found it later in Hupeh. It

has not yet flowered in cultivation.

C. OVATA, G. DOJI.

(C. Koempferi, Siehold ; Bot. Mag., t. 661 1.)

A tree usually 20 to 30, sometimes 40 ft. high, with a spreading head
of branches as much or more in diameter. Leaves 5 to 10 ins. long, and
as much wide ; broadly ovate with a heart-shaped base, often conspicuously
three-lobed, each lobe with a short, slender point

;
pale green and at

first finely downy above, permanently downy especially on the veins beneath
;

stalk 2 to 6 ins. long. Panicles 4 to 10 ins. high, narrowly pyramidal,
produced in July and August. Corolla dull white stained with yellow and
spotted with red inside, about i in. long and wide, the base bell-shaped ; of
the spreading lobes the lower one is the largest. Seed-vessel 12 ins. long, .1 in.

diameter.

Native of China ; introduced from Japan to Europe by Siebold in 1849.
If not a native of Japan, it has for centuries been cultivated there ; Ka?mpfer
recorded it in 1693. From the two American species it is distinguished
by its more conspicuously lobed leaves and smaller flowers, and from
C. Bungei by the larger, downy leaves and smaller flowers.

Var. FLAVESCENS (C. Wallichii).— Flowers even smaller than in the type
(about '\ in. long and wide), the whole corolla suffused with yellow. The
names Wallichii and himalayensis by which it has been known would suggest
a Himalayan origin, but no Catalpa is known to be native of that region.

Var. PURPUREA.— Leaves and young shoots dark purple, almost black,
when quite young. The colour largely disappears with age from the leaf-

blade, but it always remains darker than in the type ; the leaf-stalks retain it.

There is grown in nurseries a Catalpa known as

C. JAPONICA, which was introduced from Japan about 1886, closely allied to

C. ovata, but distinguished by its narrower, more compact and pyramidal
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inflorescence, and its less markedly lobed leaves of a clearer, more glossy

green, and less downy. The llowers are fragrant, of a purer white than in

C. ovata, dotted inside with violet. This is a vigorous and quick-growing
tree. It may be a hybrid between ovata and bignonioides.

C. srECiosA, Warder. Western Catalpa.

(C. cordifolia, Jaiime^ in part.)

A tree sometimes over loo ft. high in a wild state, with a tall trunk lo ft.

or more in circumference. Leaves inodorous, ovate, with a heart-shaped or
rounded base, and a long, tapering point

; 5 to 12 ins. long, 3 to 8 ins. wide
;

nearly or quite smooth above when mature, covered beneath with pale brown
down. Panicles about 6 ins. long, rather more wide, with comparatively few
flowers. Corolla white, 2 ins. long and wide, the tube bell-shaped, the lobes

spreading and frilled at the margin ; the lower one with yellow spots and
ridges as in C. bignonioides, but less freely spotted with purple. Seed vessel

8 to 18 ins. long, | in. or little more wide.

Native of the southern Central United States ; introduced in 1880. It

differs from C. bignonioides in its taller growth, its longer more tapering
leaves, and in its flowers being larger, fewer in the panicles, and less pro-

fusely purple-spotted. At Kew it flowers in July, two weeks in advance of
the other. I do not think it will prove so beautiful a tree in our climate as

C. bignonioides, for it does not appear to flower so freely. Its habitat is

considerably more western, and it replaces the other species entirely in the

Mississippi Valley. In the United States the timber of this tree is much
valued on account of its extraordinary durability in contact with the ground
and with moisture. Sargent mentions in the Silva of North America^ vol. vi.,

p. 90, a remarkable proof of this quality :

—

The trunks of Catalpa trees killed by the sinking and subsequent submersion of a

large tract of land near New Madrid, Missouri, which followed the earthquake of

August 181 1, were standing and perfectly sound sixty-seven years later, although all

their companions in the forest had disappeared long before.

Gate posts, too, have been known to stand in perfect preservation fifty to

one hundred years. Railway companies in the United States are now planting

it largely, to provide a future supply of railway sleepers.

C. Teasiana, Dode.

^ (C. hybrida, Hort.')

A hybrid between C. ovata and C. speciosa, raised by Mr John C. Teas,

about 1874, in Indiana, U.S.A. It is, in most respects, intermediate between
the parents, but in habit more nearly approaches the tall, erect C. speciosa.

Leaves of both the broadly ovate type of C. speciosa, as well as the prominently

angular-lobed ones of C. ovata are borne on the same branch, and even in adult

trees the latter are frequently 12 ins. across. Flowers white, stained with

yellow and spotted minutely with purple. In the Central United States it has
shown an extraordinary vigour ; leaves over 2 ft. wide, and panicles carrying

over 300 flowers, have been produced. I have seen it making a fine display in

the New York Botanic Garden in July, but in the liritish Isles it appears to

be about equal in value to C. speciosa, and decidedly inferior to C. bignonioides

as a flowering tree ; the leaves, however, even here, are the largest in the

genus. It flowers about the end of July, and was introduced in 1891.
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CEANOTHUS. rhamnace.i:.

A well-marked genus of evergreen and deciduous shrubs or small

trees, confined to N. America. They are peculiarly characteristic of

the Pacific coast region, where they constitute a large part of that "almost
impenetrably dense brushwood called 'chapparal,' which covers the middle
elevations of the coast range, and forms a distinct belt between the

herbaceous vegetation of the foot-hills and the forest growth of the

highest ridges and summits" (Greene). The flowers, usually of some
shade of blue or white, are individually quite small, but they are so

plentifully borne in a crowd of fascicles or umbels, that they form as a

whole a dense and often showy panicle. Sepals and petals five, the

latter of hooded form, narrowing at the base to a slender stalk. The
leaves afford useful distinguishing characters : one group has them
opposite, the other alternate ; and the species of the latter group are

again divisible according to the veining, some having three more or less

prominent veins, and some being pinnate- or feather-veined. The species

here mentioned may be classified as follows :

—

I. Leaves opposite.

1. Cttneatus. Leaves dull green, entire.

2. Rigidits. Leaves bright green, often coarsely toothed.

IL Leaves alternate, three-veined, deciduous.

3. Americanus. Leaves bright green, ovate-cordate, do^vny
; flowers white.

4. Ovatus. Leaves bright green, narrow oval, glabrous
; flowers white.

5. Azureits. Leaves very downy ; flowers blue.

6. Integerrimiis. Leaves dull glaucous green, entire.

7. Ffndleri. Leaves dull green, toothed towards the apex.

III. Leaves alternate, three-veined, evergreen.

8. Velutinus. Leaves ovate-cordate, varnished, viscid, resinous ; flowers white.

9. Thyrsifiorus. Leaves ovate, glossy, branches angled ; flowers blue.

10. Divaricatus. Leaves dull green, branches round, spinose ; flowers pale blue.

IV. Leaves alternate, pinnate-veined, evergreen.

11. Papillosiis. Leaves warted or papillose, narrow oblong.

12. Denlatus. Leaves not warted, obovate or oval.

Hybrids:— Floribundus (11 x?); Lobbianus (9x12), leaves three-

veined; Veitchianus (9 x 2), leaves pinnate-veined.

Th'i Ceanothuses generally are tender, and, except where noted, should
be given the protection of a wall. Most of them may be multiplied by
means of cuttings put in during July or August in gentle heat. For
gardens generally the most useful kinds are the hybrids raised on the

Continent in large numbers mainly by crossing azureus, ovatus, and
americanus. Most of these are hardy. The following is a selection :

—

A rnoldii. Americanus x azureus
;
pale blue.

Blfu cflfstf. Clusters broad, compact ; sky blue.

Carmen. Pink.

Dehleanus. Clusters thinly furnished
;
pale blue.
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Flore plfno alho. Clusters compact ; soft pink and white.

Gloitf df Vevsaillfs. Clusters Iarg;e, rich hiue, one of the best and hardiest.

Ituiigo. The deepest blue of all these hybrids, but tender.

Lf Cri'itfif. Clusters 6 to 8 ins. lon<;, narrow ; flowers white with reddish stalks.

Lfott Sif/ion. Clusters long, pale blue.

Per/e rose. Clusters erect, jiyramidal, jxde rose.

President Re^'eil. Clusters long, soft pink.

Sceptre d\Azur. A fine strong grower, deep blue.
"~~

Virginal. Pure white.

These hybrids are extremely valuable in gardens because of their

flowering from July onwards—some, like Gloire de Versailles, until the

frosts come.

C. AMERiCANUS, LinncBtis. NEW Jersey Tea.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1479.)

A deciduous shrub about 3 ft. high, with slightly downy or smooth young
wood and reddish roots. Leaves ovate, sometimes broadly heart-shaped

;

2 to 3 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide ; finely toothed, downy especially beneath,

with three conspicuous veins ; leaf-stalks 4 to \ in. long. Flowers very small

and numerous, in a series of long-stalked, dense panicles proceeding from the

axils of the uppermost leaves of the current season's growth. The actual

cluster of flowers is i to 2 ins. long, on a downy stalk about twice its own
length, the individual flower very tiny, less than \ in. diameter, dull white, on
a thread-like stalk \ in. long. Fruit dry, somewhat triangular, \ in. wide.

Flowers in June and July.

Native of the Eastern and Central States of N. America, and the oldest of

the genus in gardens, having been introduced to England in 1713. It is not
often seen true now, being largely superseded by the prettier and showier
hybrids, of which it is one of the parents. It requires no protection, and is,

perhaps, the hardiest in the genus. Its popular name is said to have arisen

from the leaves being used as a substitute for tea, especially during the

American Revolutionary war. Leaves alternate.

C. AZUREUS, Desfontaines.

A deciduous shrub, up to 6 ft. high ; with the young wood, leaf-stalks, and
flower-stalks, also the under-surface of the leaves, covered with a greyish down
or felt. Leaves ovate, i to 2 ins. long, toothed, thick and felted beneath in a w-iid

state, thinner and less downy under cultivation here. Flowers of a deep blue,

and arranged in dense clusters on the upper part of panicles 3 to 6 ins. long,

which appear in the leaf-axils towards the end of the current season's growth.
Native of Mexico, whence it was introduced in 1818. It is not thoroughly

hardy at Kew except against a wall. One of the parents of the numerous race

of garden hybrids, its influence is always traceable in the fine blue flowers, the

downy leaves, and often the tender constitution of its progeny. The typical

plant, which flowers from July until the first frosts of autumn, is now
uncommon. Leaves alternate.

C. CUNEAT US, Nuttali.

An evergreen shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high, of rather loose, straggling habit ; twigs

and leaves at first downy. Leaves entire, opposite, pinnate-veined, leathery in

texture, narrowly to broadly obovatc, rounded at the apex, tapering to a short

stalk at the base ; i to | in. long, dull grey-green, paler beneath. Flowers
dull white, or blue-linted, produced on short axillary twigs, in short, dense,

rounded corymbs, }, to | in. across.
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Spread over the whole length of California in a wild state, this species is,

in some parts, little better than a pest. A Californian writer (Mr G. Hansen)
observes that " it clothes hillsides for miles and miles, and gives them a greyish

green tint. Wherever man has done any cultivating, cleared an old wood
road, cut a trail, ploughed a furrow in years past, or still keeps cultivating, this

Ceanothus follows him like a nettle or chickweed." For gardens it has little to

recommend it, except that it is one of the hardiest species, and flowers freely

during May.

C. DENTATUS, Torrey and Gray.

This evergreen shrub, one of the most popular of the Ceanothuses in

gardens, is by some authorities regarded as a variety merely of C. papillosus.

The leaves are much smaller, usually ^ to i in. long, obovate or oval, the

margins decurved and set with gland-tipped teeth ; the upper surface is dark
shiny green, and rather resinous ; the under-surface covered with a close grey
felt ; venation pinnate. Flowers of a bright blue, in roundish clusters. From
C. papillosus it differs most markedly in the absence of the warty excrescences
to which that species owes its name, but there are intermediate forms, and
one may occasionally find a leaf of C. dentatus showing traces of papillae.

C, dentatus occurs wild in the same region as C. papillosus {q.v.\ namely, the

Santa Cruz Mountains of California. A charming wall plant, and in the milder
counties hardy in the open ground. Leaves alternate ; branchlets round.

C. DIVARICATUS, Nuttall.

An evergreen shrub, with round, spreading, sometimes spinose branchlets.

Leaves alternate, ovate or oval, \ to i in. long ; three-veined, downy beneath,

especially on the veins ; margins glandular toothed. Flowers light blue or

almost white, in slender panicles i to 4 ins. long.

Native of S. California. It is, perhaps, doubtful if this species be at present

in cultivation, the plant generally cultivated under the name being one of the

several forms of C. thyrsiflorus. The true plant is distinguishable by its dull

leaves, its round, occasionally spinose branches, and its resinous fruits. It is

not so ornamental a shrub as thyrsiflorus, and amongst cultivated species is

most nearly related to C. Fendleri.

C. Fendleri, A. Gray.

A twiggy, deciduous shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high ; with round, downy, spinose

branchlets. Leaves alternate, linear-lanceolate to ovate, i in. or less long
;

three-veined, short-stalked, downy especially beneath
;

glandular-toothed

towards the apex, or entire ; of a dull grey green. Flowers bluish white, in a

cluster of umbels or fascicles at the end of the twigs, each cluster ^ to 4 in.

across.

Native of the Rocky Mountains, from Colorado and New Mexico to

Arizona, up to 8000 ft. altitude. This Ceanothus withstood the winter of

1908-9 better than any other West American species, but it is one of the

least showy, its foliage being dull and its flowers of an indeterminate hue.

Introduced about 1898.

C. INTEGERRIMUS, //WiVr rr/Z^-/ /i/7/i7//. DEER BUSH.

(But. Mag., t. 7640.)

A deciduous or sub-evcrgrecn shrub, 10 ft. or more high, with roundish,

rather erect, slender branchlets, downy when young, soon becoming biiioolh.
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Leaves alternate, broadly ovate, lA to 3 ins. long, more or less conspicuously
three-veined, dull glaucous green, and not toothed at the margin ; stalk | to

I in. long. Flowers rather variable in colour, from white to several shades of
pale blue, produced in cylindrical racemes, a large number of which at the
end of each branch form a fine panicle of blossom 9 to 12 ins. long and 3 to

4 ins. broad.
Native of California, where it was discovered by David Douglas in 1833,

but not introduced till about twenty years later. It flowers in June, and is one
of the most elegant wall plants of that season, producing its long, graceful

panicles in great profusion. It needs the shelter of a wall. In a wild state it

occurs through the entire length of California, and shows considerable varia-

tion. The most distinct form is a small-leaved one—var. parvifolius (C.

parvifolius, Trelcasc) ; C. NEVADENSIS, Kellogg^ is probably also a form of
this species.

C. OVAT us, Desfontaines.

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, with viscid, slightly downy young stems.
Leaves alternate, narrow oval, i to 2^ ins. long, \ to 1 in. wide, bluntish or pointed

at the apex, tapered or rounded at the base ; smooth and glossy, or slightly

hairy beneath ; stalk slender, \ to \ in. long. Flowers white, produced in

short-stalked, rounded clusters, the whole forming a loose panicle.

Native of S.E. and Central United States. It differs from C. americanus
by its smoother, differently shaped leaves, never heart-shaped at the base,

and shorter-stalked flower clusters. It flowers from June onwards, but the true

plant is not common in gardens.

Var. PUBESCENS, Torrey (C. pubescens, Rydberg)^ is similar to the type in

habit, but the young shoots and the under-surface of the leaves are permanently
downy.

C. PAPILLOSUS, Torrey,

(Bot. Mag., t. 4815.)

An evergreen shrub, up 10 or 12 ft. high, with round, very downy branchlets.

Leaves alternate, pinnately veined, short-stalked, from ^ to 2 ins. long, \ to \
in. wide, narrowly oblong, the margin decurved and set with glandular teeth,

the upper surface shining and furnished with conspicuous wart-like excres-

cences (papillae), which are also glandular. Flowers in terminal or axillary

racemes, i to i^ ins. long, and of a delicate shade of blue.

Discovered in 1833 by David Douglas in California ; introduced by W.
Lobb about 1850. It attains its fullest development in the Santa Cruz
Mountains, forming on the lower parts of that range a densely branched shrub
with very papillose leaves. Whilst this papillose surface of the leaves furnishes

the most noticeable character of the species in its typical form, it does not
appear to be a constant one. Higher up the same mountains other
Ceanothuses appear with much smaller leaves, more decurved at the margins,
and without papilla: on the surface ; the flowers, too, are deeper blue. These
are considered to be forms of C. papillosus, one of them possibly that

mysterious plant figured in September 1854. in the Botanical Magazine^ t.

4806, with dense, globular corymbs of mazarine-blue flowers, under the name
of C. FLORIHUNOUS, Hooker. It was introduced by W. Lobb, but has never since

apparently been found wild ; the only specimen in the Kew Herbarium is the

one from Messrs Veiich's nursery at Exeter, from which the above-mentioned
plate was made in 1854. Descendants of the original plant may be still in

cultivation, but it is doubtful.
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C. RIGIDUS, Nlittall.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4664.)

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 12 ft. high in this country, with numerous stiff,

downy branchlets, and abundant, closely packed foliage. Leaves opposite,

to i in. Ions wedge-shaped, coarsely toothed, and decurved at the apex
;

dark glossy green above, greyish and downy between the veins beneath.

Flowers deep purplish blue in short-stalked axillary umbels about \ in. across,

but so plentiful as to transform the whole shoot into a stiff panicle of blossom.

CEANOTIIUa RIOIDU8.

Native of the coast ranges of Central and S. California, and of Monterey,
where it was found by Hartweg, and introduced for the Horticutural Society

in 1847. One of the most beautiful of the Ceanothuses, this, unfortunately, is

also one of the tendcrest. Against a wall at Kew it grows and flowers well

every season, but in very hard winters is injured or killed even with that

protection. It has no chance at all in the open. Like some other species, it is

not long-lived, and tiie stock should be renewed occasionally by means of

cuttings. The plants arc better in pots until finally planted out. It flowers

from April to June. Nutlall's type differs from the plant commonest in

cultivation in having scarcely toothed leaves and shorter flower-stalks.
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C. TIIVRSIFLORUS, EscJlScJloltz. CaLIFORNIAN LILAC.

An evergreen shrub or small tree, 15 lo 30 ft. high in this country, but half

as high again in a wild state. Young branchlets angled, slightly downy or
smooth. Leaves alternate, three-veined, smooth and glossy green above

;

green and either smooth or downy on the three veins beneath
;
glandular-

toothed, ovate, \ to I A ins. long ; leaf-stalk about one-third the length of the
blade. Flowers pale blue, in roundish stalked clusters i to 3 ins. long, pro-

duced from the leaf-axils of the previous season's growth, and surmounted by
the growing leafy shoots of the current season.

Native of California ; introduced in 1837. According to Sargent it attains

its greatest size in the redwood forests of the Santa Cruz Mountains. This,
which is often seen in gardens and nurseries under the wrong name of

C. divaricatus, is the hardiest of the taller-growing Ceanothuses. At Kew,
quite unprotected, and in an exposed position, it has grown 20 ft. high, and
withstood all but the severest winters uninjured ; at Warley Place, in Essex, it

is 10 ft. higher. Farther north it will make an admirable evergreen for walls.

It flowers in May and June in great profusion, and is the most striking among
the really hardy species. It exhibits considerable variation in a wild state, in

stature, size of leaf, and in the colour of the flowers, which are sometimes
almost white. The basal pair of veins extend almost to the apex of the leaf.

Var. GRISEUS, Trelease.—A very vigorous, large-leaved variety, found only
in Monterey, California ; it has broader leaves, very glossy deep green above,
dull and grey beneath. Flowers pale lilac. The largest leaves are i| ins.

long by \\ ins. wide. Not so hardy as the type, but an admirable wall plant.

C. LOBBIANUS, Hooker (Bot. Mag, t. 481 1), appears to be near C.

thyrsiflorus. It has been suggested that it is a hybrid between that species

and C. dentatus, a theory the combination of three-veined leaves and round
branches supports. I am not aware that it has ever been reintroduced or

even found again since it was first sent home by W. Lobb from California in

the early "fifties" of last century. It is cultivated sometimes as "dentatus,"

sometimes as " Veitchianus," from both of which its distinctly three-nerved

leaves distinguish it. Flowers bright blue.

C. Veitchianus, Hooker.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5127.)

An evergreen shrub, 10 ft. or more high, with green glossy leaves, which are

obovate, wedge-shaped, rounded at the apex, glandular toothed, greyish beneath.

Flowers in dense heads i to 2 ins. long, bright deep blue. This plant was
originally introduced from California by W. Lobb about 1853. It does not

appear to have been found wild since, and is of somewhat uncertain relationship.

It has been suggested that it is a hybrid between C. thyrsiflorus and some
other species, probably rigidus ; the pinnate veins of the leaf and the greyish

under-surface support this view. There is often a suggestion of the triple

nerves of C. thyrsiflorus at the base of the leaf. The identity of the plant is

also clouded by Hooker's original description in the Bota7iical Ma(^arji?ie^ loc.

cit., which alludes to the branchlets as "terete and perfectly glabrous," whereas

his own type specimen in the Kew Herbarium has them downy. It is still

found in nurseries, sometimes as " C. dentatus," and is a handsome wall

shrub ; in sheltered spots it is hardy in the open.

C. VELUTINUS, Douglas.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5165.)

An evergreen shrub, 8 to 10 ft. high (probably more in a wild state), with

stout, smooth branchlets. Leaves prominently three-veined, i^ to 3 ins. long,
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two-thirds as much wide ; broadly ovate or roundish, often with a sHghtly
heart-shaped base, finely toothed ; very shiny and dark green above, downy
and much paler beneath. Flowers dull white, crowded on stout panicles

which are 4 to 5 ins. long, and spring from the leaf-axils.

Native of California ; first discovered by Douglas ; introduced by W. Lobb
about 1853. Its most distinctive feature is its large, dark green foliage,

so glossy as to appear varnished ; the flowers are not very showy, and appear
late in the season. It requires the protection of a wall.

Var. L^EViGATUS.—Thi?, which has leaves quite smooth, is represented by
a plant growing on a wall at Kew. It flowers every year in October and
November, and is at all times striking for its large, leathery, varnished
green leaves, which, as in the type, are quite viscous during the summer,
and have a distinct resinous odour.

CkANOTUL'S VKLUTINUS var. L.iV10ATUS.

C EDRELA SI
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MKLIACH-i:.

(Ailanthus fluvescens, Carriae ; Toona sinensis, Roemer.')

A handsome deciduous tree, reaching 60 to 70 ft. in iicight in China,

but at present not much more than half as high anywhere in Britain
;

young branchlcts downy ; old bark peeling off in long strips. Leaves
jMnnate, i to 2 ft. long, composed of from five to twelve pairs of leaflets,

often of even numbers on one leaf (pari-pinnate). Leaflets very shortly

stalked, 2\ to 4 ins. long, ovate-lanceolate, the apex drawn out into a long

fine point, the base unetjual at each side the midrib, ultimately nearly or

quite smooth. Flowers in terminal panicles i ft. long, whitish, fragrant,
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short-stalkcd (not yet seen in this country). Fruit a capsule about

I in. long; seeds winged.

Although known to botanists since 1743, this tree was not introduced

to Europe until 1862. It was at first called Ailanthus flavescens, by
which name it is still sometimes known, but is easily distinguished from

true Ailanthus by the entire margins of the leaflets and the absence of

glandular teeth there. It is a native of North and West China, and in

the latter region many seeds were collected by Wilson on his last journey,

so the tree is likely to become more common in future. At present it is

rather rare except for newly raised plants. As is the case with nearly all

trees of timber-producing size, this is best raised from seed, but failing

them, root-cuttings may be employed. The popular name of " Chinese

Cedar" refers to its relationship with the "cedar" of the West Indies

(Cedrela odorata) ; but it has, of course, no affinity with the true cedars.

It is said to thrive well in calcareous soils. The young shoots and
leaves are boiled and eaten as a vegetable by the Chinese.

CEDRUS. Cedars, conifer/e.

A group of three, or, if the Cyprian cedar be regarded as more than a

variety, four species of evergreen trees, forming a very homogeneous group.

They are as closely allied to each other as they are markedly distinct

from other coniferous trees. Sir Joseph Hooker and other authorities

regarded them all as geographical forms of one species. Most closely

allied to them are the larches, deciduous though these are. Given space

for lateral development, old cedars become flat-topped, and their branches

grow horizontally. As in the larches and some other conifers, the

branchlets are of two kinds: (i) leading ones, which grow considerably

(at least several inches) during the summer, and bear the leaves singly

and spirally arranged; and, (2) short, spur-like ones, which lengthen a

fraction of an inch only per annum, and have the leaves crowded in a

dense tuft at the end. The latter kind are capable of developing into the

former. Flowers of both sexes appear on the same tree, usually on the

upper side of the branches. Males very densely set in erect, finger-shaped

cones, 2 to 3 ins. long,
J-

to | in. wide, shedding clouds of yellow pollen

when ripe. Females in stout, erect cones, purplish at first, ultimately

3 to 5 ins. long, flat or depressed at the top, the scales broad and closely

overlapping; seeds winged.

The cedars all like a deep, loamy soil, well-drained but moist. They
are admirably adapted for growing as specimen trees on lawns, and for

this purpose should be planted when not more than 4 to 6 ft. high. It is

necessary to propagate some of the garden varieties by grafting on their

typical forms, but they are of little importance. Trees raised from seed

will always grow better and give the greater pleasure.

The timber of all the cedars as produced on their native mountains is

valuable, but as grown in our milder, softer climate, it is not so hard and

durable. The timber of English-grown Lebanon cedar is sometimes

handsomely grained, and may be used for indoor purposes.
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C. ATLANTICA, Manetti. ATLAS Cedar.

A tree up to 120 ft. high, pyramidal when young, ultimately assuming,
at least in a wild state, the flat-topped shape with horizontally spreading
branches, characteristic of the cedar of Lebanon

;
young shoots downy.

Leaves ^ to i in. long, needle-like, stouter than in C. Libani, curved towards
the tip ; varying in colour from green to silvery. Cones 3 ins. long, 1 .\ to 2

ins. wide, cylindrical.

Native of Algeria and Morocco on the Atlas Mountains ; introduced about
1844. This cedar is very hardy, and is thriving splendidly in various parts
of the British Isles. At Kew, on dry, hot soil it grows more quickly and
withstands London smoke better than either the Lebanon cedar or the deodar.
It is difficult to distinguish it in a young state from C. Libani, but its twigs
are always downy, and more so than those of the Lebanon species. Its

cones, too, do not taper above the middle so much. The leading shoot
of C. atlantica is always stiffly erect, and this has been considered to
furnish another distinction from C. Libani, by reason of the latter having
a drooping one (see J. D. Hooker in Natural History Review^ January
1862). The Atlas cedar varies much in the hue of its foliage ; the following
varieties are distinguished :

—

Var. AUREA.—Leaves of a yellowish colour. This is only propagated
by grafting, and is not so vigorous as seedling trees.

Var. GLAUCA.—Leaves of a more or less silvery hue ; the most striking
form has been named "argentea,' in which the whole tree is of a beautiful
pale grey-blue colour. Ordinary var. glauca can often be selected among
batches of seedlings, and there is every gradation between it and what we
regard as the green type— in nature as well as in gardens.

Var. PENDULA.—A curious form, with long, slender, whip-like branches.

C. DEODARA, Lawson. DEODAR.

A tree up to 250 ft. high in a wild state, forming in age, like the Lebanon
and Atlas cedars, a flat, spreading top where there is room 'for lateral

expansion ; of broadly pyramidal form when young. Leading shoot arching
;

branchlets pendulous at the ends, always downy. Leaves i to i .V (occasionally

2) ins. long, needle-like. Cones about 4 ins. long, 3 ins. wide, broadly egg-
shaped, as yet infrequently borne with us.

Native of the Himalaya; introduced by the Hon. Leslie Melville in 1831.
Whilst the deodar is undoubtedly the tenderest of the cedars, it is the most
elegant in a young state. Few coniferous trees are, indeed, so graceful.

It is on this account (as well as by its longer leaves) easily distinguished from
the other two, which have more or less erect leading shoots and stiff

branchlets. The young twigs of the deodar, too, are as a rule distinctly more
downy. Like the other cedars, it varies considerably in the hue of its foliage,

which usually is of a grey or glaucous green. Numerous variations have
appeared in cultivation, the more important ones being as follows :

—
Var. ALBO-SPICA.—Tips of young shoots white.

Var. CRASSIFOLIA.— Stiff-habited tree ; leaves thicker and shorter.

Var. PENDULA.—Leading shoot very pendulous, and needing support if

the tree is desired to increase in height.

Var. ROBUSTA.—A very distinct form easily distinguished by the stoutness
and length (2 ins.) of its leaves ; rather pendulous.

Var. VIRIDIS.—Foliage grass green.
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C. LiHAXi, Barrclicr. Ckdar of Lebanon.

A tree So to 120 ft. hij^h and 4 ft. to 8 ft. in diameter of trunk, pyramidal
when young, ultimately tlat and spreading at the top, and developing huge
horizontal branches

;
young shoots usually furnished with a minute down.

Leaves '\ to i] ins. long, needle-like, but thickest towards the end. Cones
3 to 5 ins. long, 2 to 2^ ins. wide, barrel-shaped.

Native of Mount Lebanon in Palestine, and of the Cilician Taurus in

Asia Minor ; introduced in the latter half of the seventeenth century, probably
between 1670 and 1680. Irrespective of its sacred and historical associations,

no tree ever introduced to our islands has added more to the charm of gardens
than the cedar of Lebanon. Its thick, stately trunk and noble crown of wide-

spreading, horizontal branches give to it an air of distinction no other tree at

present can rival, although in course of time, perhaps, the Atlas cedar will

assume a similar form. The largest specimen on Mount Lebanon is over

40 ft. in girth of trunk. The finest tree known to Mr Elwes in the British Isles

is at Pains Hill, near Cobham ; in 1904 it was found by him to be 1 15 to 120 ft.

high and 26 ft. 5 ins. in girth. There are still numerous stately trees in the

suburbs of London, but they are, alas ! steadily becoming fewer and less

vigorous ; and until there is a revolution in the methods of consuming coal in

the metropolis, the gaps will never be filled. It appears to thrive best in the

warmer, drier parts of the country, and likes a deep, loamy soil. All the finest

specimens are in the south of England. (See atlantica for distinctions between
the two.)

Var. ARGENTEA, Aiitoine.—Leaves of a very glaucous hue. Native of

Cilicia.

Var. BREVIFOLIA, Hookerfil. (C. brevifolia, Henry). Cyprian Cedar.—This
diflfers from the Lebanon cedar in its shorter leaves (| to \ in. long), and
smaller cylindrical cones. Discovered in Cyprus in 1879; introduced to Kew
two years later. It does not promise to be of so much garden value as the

other cedars, having much the aspect of a very starved C. atlantica or

C. Libani. The trees on the mountains of Cyprus average about 40 ft.

in height.

Var. DECIDUA, Carricre.—Both in the Atlas and Lebanon cedars one
occasionally sees forms that lose all or most of their leaves in winter. They
are usually stiff in habit, short-leaved, and slow-growing. It is questionable

whether these characters are not merely due to inferior vigour.

CELASTRUS. celastrace^.

Vigorous climbers, or shrubs of a loose, spreading habit, with alternate,

deciduous leaves. Flowers small, greenish yellow or white, of little beauty
;

in terminal or axillary clusters, with the sexes sometimes on separate

plants. Fruit very handsome; usually a three-lobed capsule, which when
ripe splits open, revealing its highly coloured inner surface and the

fleshy covering of the seeds, also highly coloured and known as the

aril. The climbing species are admirable for covering rough oak
branches 10 to 15 ft. high set in the ground, old trees, or for planting

anywhere where the twining shoots may firmly attach themselves and
secure the plant, yet at the same time allow many of the long, slender

shoots to hang unrestrained in free air. No systematic pruning is recjuired

except such as is necessary out of considerations of space, and this should

be done as soon as the fruits have fallen in winter. Seeds afford an
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abundant means of propagation, and the plants also layer very freely.

All of them are gross feeders, and like a deep, loamy soil.

C. ARTICULATUS, Thutiberg.

(Garden and Forest, 1890, fig. 73 ; C. orbiculatus, Thutiherg.')

A Strong, vigorous climber, growing 30 to 40 ft. high, young stems twining,

armed with a pair of spines at each bud in a young state, which become almost
obsolete later. Leaves shallow-toothed, 2 to 5 ins. long, variable in shape,

but usually either obovate or nearly orbicular ; with a long, slender apex, or a
short, abrupt one, narrowing at the base to stalks 4- to i in. long. Flowers
two to four together in small axillary cymes i in. long, each flower

/; in. across,

green. The fruit is at first a green, pea-shaped, three-valved capsule; but when
mature the valves open and turn back, revealing their golden yellow inner
surface, and the shining scarlet-coated seeds within.

This beautiful climber is widely spread over N.E. Asia, and seeds were
first sent to Kew by Prof. Sargent in 1870, and by the late Dr Bretschneider
from Pekin in 18S3. But the species is by no means so well known as it

ought to be, for it is the most striking of all hardy climbers during November,
December, and January. At that season each branch is furnished from end to

end with hundreds of the brilliantly coloured fruits, which remain for at least

two months in full beauty, each branch a wreath of gold and scarlet. Fortun-
ately, the fruits appear to have no attractions for birds. The species is perfectly

hardy, and planted in good loam soon makes a fine growth. It may be grown
over a pyramid of rough oak branches, or better still, on some decrepit

deciduous tree. Once attached to any support round which its stems can
twine, it soon makes good its hold.

C. FLAGELLARIS, Ruprecht,

A deciduous climber, with slender, twining stems ultimately 25 ft. high,
not downy, but armed with short, decurved, hooked spines, in pairs at each
joint. Leaves rounded or oval,

'I
to 2] ins. long, from two-thirds to nearly as

wide, the base broadly wedge-shaped, the apex abruptly pointed, the margin
set with bristle-like teeth, both sides bright green, and smooth except for

minute roughnesses on the veins beneath ; stalk up to i j ins. long. Flowers
not seen in this country, but small and no doubt green ; short-stalked, one to

three together, axillary on short twigs of the previous year.

Native of Manchuria and Corea ; known to botany since 1857, but only
introduced to Kew in 1906. It has axillary flowers and fruit like C. articulatus,

but its stems are more slender and crowded, and in a young state at least much
more spiny. It is quite distinct from that and other species in the compara-
tively very long leaf-stalk. As it has not borne fruits under culti\ation, I can
say nothing of its garden value, but no doubt they are handsome.

C. HVPOLEUCUS, Warburg.

(C. hypoglaucus, Hemsley.')

A large, deciduous climber, whose young shoots are covered with a purplish
waxy bloom, not downy. Leaves oblong or obovate, smooth, 4 to 6 ins. long,

2 to 2o ins. wide ; the apex contracted abruptly into a short point, dark green
above, blue-white beneath, the margin toothed. F'lowers produced in a long
terminal raceme, and in the axils of the uppermost leaves ; each flower \ in.

across, yellowish. Fruit in racemes as much as 8 ins. long, about the size of
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a larj^c pea, g^reen until tlic valves split open, then showing the yellow interior

and the red covering of the seeds.

Native of the provinces of Hupeh and Szechuen in China ; discovered by
Henry, but introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch about 1900. It is appar-
ently quite hardy both at Kcw and Coombe Wood, and is a handsome and
distinct climber, well marked by the glaucous under-surface of the leaves and
the terminal inflorescence.

C. LATIFOLIUS, Hemsley.

A deciduous, unisexual shrub of striking appearance and remarkable vigour
;

ultimately 10 ft. high and 20 to 30 ft. through, with strong, spreading branches
prominently marked with pale lenticels, becoming corky the second year.

Leaves much larger than in any other hardy species ; from 4 to 8 ins. long, by
l\ to 6 ins. wide ; broadly oval or almost orbicular, with a short, abrupt, blunt
apex, shallow rounded teeth at the margin, and a short stalk from ^ to i in.

long. Flowers small, greenish, produced in a terminal panicle 4 to 6 ins. long
and 2 ins. wide. Fruit a roundish, obscurely three-sided capsule ~i in. across

;

when the valves of the capsule burst open, they show the orange-coloured inner
surface and the bright red, fleshy covering of the seeds.

Native of the Hupeh province of China ; introduced by Messrs Veitch in

1900. A plant has flowered with great freedom for some years past at Kew
;

but as it is a male, and no female plant is at present old enough to blossom,
fruits are as yet unknown in this country. But as large numbers of plants are
now scattered over the country, it will no doubt soon be seen in fruit. The
dioecious character of the species is a disadvantage in gardens, as it is necessary
to have two plants to obtain fruits, which with such large, spreading ones as

this, is not always convenient.

C. SCANDENS, LinncEiis, Staff-tree.

A deciduous, unisexual climber with twining branches, running freely over
trees, shrubs, hedges, etc., in a wild state. Leaves ovate or obovate, elliptical,

2 to 4 ins. long, finely and irregularly toothed ; the apex sharply pointed,

and either short and abrupt or long and tapering. Flowers in terminal

racemes or panicles, small, yellowish white, of little beauty. Fruit in heavy,
cylindrical masses 2 or 3 ins. long, each fruit at first the size of a large

pea with three valves, which eventually split open and show their orange-
coloured inner surface, and at the same time expose the brilliant scarlet pulpy
covering of the seeds. It is then an object of singular beauty.

Introduced by Peter Collinson in 1736, this climber has never become
widely cultivated. Apparently it does not fruit with the freedom that renders

it one of the most beautiful autumnal plants of the eastern United States,

where it is a native. Most, if not all, plants are unisexual, so that one
of each sex should be planted together to form one tangle. Visitors to

Niagara Falls will recall the grace and beauty of this climber on Goat Island,

where it is very abundant, and, along with Vitis bicolor, gives an effect of

almost tropical luxuriance.

CELTLS. Nf.ttlf-treks. urticace/i<:,

A group of deciduous, unarmed trees, sometimes shrubs, allied to the

elm.s, consisting of fifty to sixty species, a small proportion only of which
are hardy. They are found in S.K. Europe, the Orient, N. America, and
China. Leaves alternate, mostly three-veined, and unequal-sided at the
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base. The nettle-trees have no beauty of flower, these being small and
greenish ; the flowers are unisexual, but both sexes occur on the same
tree, the male or pollen-bearing ones a few together in a cluster near the

base of the new growths ; the seed-bearing or female flowers solitary, or

two or three together in the axils of the young leaves. Fruit a drupe,

solitary on a slender stalk, one-seeded. The fruit affords the best dis-

tinction between the nettle-trees and the elms, the latter having dry,

winged fruits.

As garden trees the species of Celtis make elegant and shapely

specimens, yet of no particular merit or beauty, except that the leaves of

several of them turn bright yellow in autumn. In warmer countries the

timber is valuable, especially that of C. australis. The fruit of this

species is sweet, and is said to have been the lotus of the ancients—that

delicious fruit which constituted the food of the Lotophagi, and made
those who ate it forget their own country {Treasury of Botany, i., p. 245).

Other species have fruits edible in their native countries.

The nettle-trees like a good loamy soil and a well-drained position.

They are best propagated by seeds, but when these are not obtainable

grafting on stocks of C. occidentalis must be resorted to. Seeds of this

species, if they do not ripen here, are always obtainable from American
seedsmen.

There is little to distinguish the different cultivated species in a

general way, except the leaves. Of those here dealt with, C. glabrata and
C. Davidiana are distinct in having no down on the leaves; C. missis-

sippiensis is the only one with uniformly or nearly uniformly entire

leaves ; and C. australis has lanceolate, very downy leaves.

C. AUSTRALIS, LimiCCliS.

A tree up to 50 or 70 ft. high, with a grey, smooth, beech-like trunk,

sometimes 10 ft. in girth
;
young shoots hairy. Leaves lanceolate or ovate-

lanceolate, wedge-shaped at the base, rounded on vigorous shoots, the apex
long, tapering, often tail-like, coarsely toothed; 2 to 5 ins. long, $ to \\ ins.

wide ; upper side covered with short, stiff hairs which partially fall away,
leaving bases which roughen the surface ; covered beneath with soft down

;

stalk downy, \ to \ in. long. P'ruit globose, /, to \ in. long, reddish then

brown, on a very slender stalk about i in. long.

Native of S. Europe and the Orient ; cultivated in England since the

sixteenth century by Gerard and others, but never common. I have raised

it several times from seed obtained from various places in S. Europe ; but

although it makes coarse growths 4 or 5 ft. long during summer, these are

cut back almost to the base by moderately severe frost. As this is repeated

every winter, the base becomes stunted and diseased, and the trees rarely

survive more than a few years. The large trees mentioned by Loudon
in 1838 as being at Kew and elsewhere were probably some other species.

What it lacks here, no doubt, is the ripening influences on the wood of

its native sunshine. In the south of Europe it is believed to attain the a>;e

of one thousand years, and its timber is tough and valuable. In the suburbs

of Italian and Dalmatian cities I have seen it as a pleasing small street

tree, with neat, rounded heads and smooth, handsome trunks. The leaves of

young seedling trees are often blotched quite conspicuously with yellow.
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C. CAUCASiCA, Willdciww. Caucasian Nettle-tree.

A medium-sized tree with a greyish trunk and limbs, and a bushy head of

branches
;
young shoots downy. Leaves obliquely ovate or ovate-lanceolate,

slenderly (often rather abruptly) pointed, coarsely toothed ; 2^ to 4 ins. long,

broadly wedge-shaped at the base ; upper surface covered when young with

short, bristle-like hairs which mostly fall away, leaving it slightly rough
;

lower surface covered at first with softer down, most of which also falls

away except on the midrib and veins ; stalk downy, j to ^ in. long. Fruit

\ in. diameter, yellow, borne on a slender stalk about i in. long.

Native of Afghanistan, N. India, Caucasus, etc. ; raised at Kew from seed
sent from Afghanistan by the late Dr Aitchison when he was attached
lo the Delimitation Commission (1884-5). It is very closely allied to

C. australis, but is evidently a much hardier tree, and far better adapted
for cultivation in the south of England. It differs from that species in its

comparatively shorter, broader leaves with less drawn-out points, less downy,
and usually more coarsely toothed.

C. Davidiana, Carriere.

A small tree 20 ft. or perhaps more high, forming a rounded, bushy head
;

young shoots slightly downy at first, becoming smooth by autumn. Leaves
ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 2 to 3^ ins. long, i to I4 ins. wide ; rounded, unequal
sided, and three-nerved at the base ; taper-pointed, with a few remote teeth

towards the apex only, sometimes almost entire ; dark glossy green and smooth
above, paler and glossy beneath, with small tufts of down in the lower vein-

axils ; stalk \ to \ in. long, slightly downy. Fruits egg-shaped, black, on
slender stalks | in. long.

Native of N. China in mountainous regions ; also found by Henry in the

mountains of Hupeh. It was introduced to Kew in 1882, by means of seed

sent by the late Dr Bretschneider, and collected on the hills north of Pekin.

It is extremely rare in cultivation, but is a striking and handsome species,

very distinct in its lustrous, almost quite smooth leaves. (See also C. glabrata.)

It has not borne fruit in this country yet, but a tree raised from seed sent by
the Abbe David to the Jardin des Plantes at Paris in 1868, bore fruit there

in 1894.

There has recently (in 1910) been introduced a nettle tree under the name
of C. SINENSIS, Persooji^ similar in the hard texture and very glossy upper
surface of its leaves to C. Davidiana, but its young shoots are clothed with

minute hairs and the obliquely ovate leaves are conspicuously toothed towards
the apex. The two are closely allied. Native of Japan and China.

C. GLABRATA, Steven.

A small tree or shrub with a rounded head of branches
;
young shoots

furnished at first with minute scattered down, becoming quite smooth later.

Leaves obliquely ovate; i to 2\ ins. long, % to \% ins. wide; markedly
unequal-sided at the base, being usually rounded on one side the stalk and
tapered on the other; the apex pointed; margins. set with large, incurved

teeth except near the base ; upper surface dark green, not downy, but covered

with minute warts which render it rough ; lower surface paler and smooth,

except for scattered minute bristles on the veins, only visible under the lens.

Fruits globose, reddish brown, /; in. diameter, on stalks \ to i in. long.

Native of the Caucasus and Asia Minor ; introduced to Kew from Van
Volxem's nursery in 1870. The species had no doubt been introduced to

cultivation by the late Jean Van Volxem, who had collected plants in the

Caucasus about ten years previously. It is distinct from the other species
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except C. Davidiana, in its glabrous leaves, and from that species is distin-

guished by the conspicuous incurved teeth extending almost all round the

margins.

C. MississipPiENSis, Bosc. Mississippi Sugarberry.

A tree 60 to 80 ft. high in its native country, with a trunk 6 to 9 ft. in

girth
;
young shoots smooth. Leaves 3 ins. long, i| ins. wide ; lanceolate or

oval-lanceolate ; rounded or wedge-shaped, unequal and three-nerved at the

base ; long and taper-pointed ; margins entire or nearly so ; dark green, and
soon quite smooth above, paler beneath, with scattered hairs on the veins and
tufts of down in the vein-axils ; stalks at first downy then smooth, \ to \ in.

long. Fruit egg-shaped, \ in. long, orange-red.
Native of the southern United States ; very rare in cultivation. There is a

small healthy tree at Kew, raised from seed sent by Prof Sargent in 1877. It

is distinct from all other cultivated species by its leaves being without teeth.

C. OCCIDENTALIS, LinncBiis. SUGARBERRY.

A tree up to 130 ft. high in a wild state (Sargent), with a trunk 6 to 12 ft. in

girth ; in cultivation in Britain it is rarely more than 50 to 60 ft. high ; bark
grey, rough, with corky excrescences

;
young branchlets smooth or nearly so.

Leaves ovate, with an unequal, rounded, or somewhat heart-shaped base
;

usually long and taper-pointed ; 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; sharply

toothed except towards the base, without or nearly without down, and only

slightly rough above ; downy on the midrib and veins beneath ; stalk \ to \ in.

long. Fruit \ in. across, globose, yellowish or reddish, finally dark purple

when ripe, borne on a slender stalk I to ^ in. long. This tree is variable in a

state of nature in regard to stature, foliage, form and colour of fruit, etc. ; but

these variations although great are not clearly correlated. Two forms, how-
ever, appear to be distinguishable from the type, and are by some botanists

regarded as species, viz. :

—

Var. CRASSiFOLi.\ (C. crassifolia, Lamarck).—This is chiefly distinguished

by its invariably downy young shoots, and its often heart-shaped, much larger

leaves (2 to 6 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide), very rough on the upper surface. In

cultivation this is a vigorous tree, making arching or pendulous bhoots several

feet long in a season, clothed with big leaves sometimes as much as 7 ins. by

4i ins. Fruit the same as in occidentnlis, except that it is commonly longer

stalked.

Var. PUMILA (C. pumila, Pursh).— Dwarf, often a mere shrub.

The sugarberry is the commonest species of Celtis in English gardens, and
thrives the best. It was introduced in 1656. Var. crassifolia, distinguished

by Emerson as the "hackberry," was introduced, according to Loudon, in

18 12, but probably earlier. These are native of Eastern N. America. \'ar.

pumila, introduced to Kew from the Arnold Arboretum in 1905, extends more
to the west, Colorado, Utah, etc.

CEPHALANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS, Linnccus. BuTTON-BUSii.
RUBIACE/E.

A deciduous shrub from 3 to 6 ft., occasionally 10 ft. liii;b, with

smooth, shining, olive-green young stems. Leaves opposite, in pairs

or in tiirecs, oval or ovate, 2 to 5 ins. long, about half or scarcely halt

as wide ; tapering at both ends, smooth and glossy dark green above,
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paler and slightly downy on the midrib and veins beneath ; stalks

i to
'J

in, long. Flowers small, crowded in quite globular heads i to

I J ins. across, or, including the projecting styles, J in. more; these

heads are borne at the end of the shoot solitary or in fours, often

supplemented by others in the uppermost leaf-axils. Corolla creamy
white, with a slender tube and four-rounded lobes ; style very long.

Native of the eastern United States and Canada; introduced in 1735.
It reaches from New Brunswick to Florida, and the same species is said

to occur in Cuba. It is usually found in moist situations, and in

cultivation is averse to dryness at the root ; it thrives well in a peaty

soil. Flowering in August, it is desirable on that account, and although
not showy, is interesting as the only hardy shrubby plant, except the

Coprosmas and the little creeping Mitchella, of the great natural order to

which it belongs. It possesses bitter, tonic properties similar to those

of its ally, the Cinchona (Quinine) plant. It is best propagated from
imported seeds, the plants so raised thriving better than those raised

from cuttings or layers.

CEPHALOTAXUS. taxace^.

A group of small evergreen trees and shrubs, all natives of Eastern

Asia and allied to the yews, which in the shape and general disposition

of the leaves they resemble ; the leaves, however, are much larger. They
have erect stems, from which the branches are borne in tiers, whilst the

branchlets are both alternate and opposite. Flowers unisexual, the sexes

nearly always on separate plants. Male flowers composed of four to

six stamens, enclosed in a bract, produced in April and May in the axils

of the leaves of the previous year's growth, and arranged in clusters of

small globose heads. Fruit olive-like in shape, consisting of a fleshy coat

surrounding an almond-shaped, resinous seed. The members of this

genus bear a considerable resemblance to the Torreyas, but differ in the

leaves being soft rather than prickly pointed, and in the flowers being

crowded instead of solitary in each leaf-axil.

In gardens the species of Cephalotaxus are useful evergreens,

especially for semi-shaded places, where they thrive better than in full

sunshine. All those mentioned below are hardy and can be increased

by cuttings, although seed should be preferred if obtainable. Female
trees will sometimes develop fruit and infertile seed in the absence of

pollen.

C. DRUPACEA, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8285.)

A shrub of spreading habit up to 10 or 12 ft. high, sometimes a small tree in

a wild state 30 ft. high. Leaves '^ to i;' ins. long, about i in. wide, linear,

abruptly and very finely pointed, dark green above, grey with about fifteen

lines of stomata each side the midrib beneath. The leaves are arranged
in two ranks as in the other species, but differ in being much more ere< t

instead of spreading, so that along the upper side of the twig ihcy form
a narrow V-sliapcd trough. Male flowers yellowish, in sliort-stalkcd, globose
heads \ in. across, produced on the lower side of the branch from the leaf-
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axils. Fruit i to i] ins long, 4 in. wide, egg-shaped, green ; on a stalk | to

^ in. long.

Native of China and Japan ; introduced 10 Europe by Siebold about
1829. This species is easily distinguished from the others by the shorter,

upstanding leaves. It is a rather handsome evergreen of a yew- like character,
but bolder in foVm^e and not so denselv furnislied.

CKpnALOTAxrs drcpacea.

C. FortUN EI, Hooker.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4499.)

A small tree with one or more erect stems giving off at intervals whorls of

branches, and rarely seen more than 10 to 20 ft. high in cultivation ; branchlets

forked. Leaves spreading in two opposite ranks, often almost horizontally,

2 to 3}, ins. long, i in. or a little more wide ; linear, tapering to a fine point,

rich glossy green above, with two pale bands beneath, each composed of about
twenty stomatic lines, and a green raised midrib. Male flowers in globose

heads \ in. across. Fruit \\ ins. long, \ in. wide, oval, brown.
Native of N. China ; introduced by Robert Fortune in 1849. There is some

difficulty in properly differentiating this from C. pedunculata, but it would seem
to have longer, comparatively more slender leaves, farther apart on the

branchlet, and with finer, longer points. The lines of stomata beneath are more
numerous ; the male flower-heads solitary or few on a stalk. Specimens
gathered from the earliest raised plants sixty years ago, have more slender

and less divided branchlets than C. pedunculata. I am inclined to think

many of the so-called C. Fortunei of the present day are really the other

species. The true thing is a handsome and striking evergreen.
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C. Oliver I, Masters.

A Chinese species, first found on Mount Omi, in Szechuen, by the Rev.

E. Faber, and in 1900 by Wilson, who sent home seeds. I only know of it at

present as a living plant in Messrs Veitch's nursery at Coombe Wood. There
it is a low bush of sturdy habit, with flat, stiffly spreading branches. Leaves

I to I in. long, J^ to \ in. wide ; linear, curving slightly towards the end of the

shoot, terminated abruptly in a short, stiff point ; the base slightly the broadest
part of the leaf, and truncate with rounded corners ; the leaves are arranged on
the twigs in two flat, quite horizontal ranks, very stiff, and so close together that

the margins touch ; dark green above, paler green at the margins and centre

beneath, with two glaucous strips, each composed of about fifteen lines of
stomata. Fruit (only seen in native specimens) egg-shaped, conspicuously

tapered at the ends, i| ins. long, \ in. wide, borne on a stalk \ in. long. A
striking evergreen, especially in the close, stiff, comb-like arrangement of the

leaves.

C. PEDUNCULATA, Siebold.

(Podocarpus koraianus, Hort.')

A spreading shrub or a small tree, with mostly alternate branchlets.

Leaves in two opposite ranks not all in the same plane, some being semi-erect
;

linear, '\ to 2\ ^^"'S- Jo^S'j about \ in. w-ide, rather abruptly narrowed to a fine

point ; dark green above, marked beneath with a broad glaucous strip each
side the midrib, composed of fifteen to eighteen fine lines of stomata. Male
flowers in a branched cluster | to \\ ins. long. Fruit oval, or obovoid, about

I in. long.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Europe at the same time as C. drupacea,

in 1829, by Siebold. Some authorities regard it as a variety of C. drupacea, but

as noted above under C. Fortunei, the difficulty is to distinguish it from that

species {q.v.). It appears, however, to be intermediate in some respects

between them, especially in length of leaf and in number of stomatic lines

beneath. Some plants at Kew, apparently in vigorous health, are only 4 to 5 ft.

high, although planted where they are now forty years ago, spreading much
more in width than in height ; they were perhaps raised from cuttings.

Var. P^ASTIGIATA.—A very interesting and distinct form, analogous in its

mode of growth to the Irish yew. The branches and branchlets are quite

erect, sparsely divided, all the leaves being arranged spirally like those of the

leading shoot of the type, and mostly decurved. The shrub is slow-growing,
and of sturdy, columnar shape when young ; useful for positions where a formal
habit is desired. I have seen, however, large specimens in Italy and Dalmatia
that assume a more open, spreading form (like old Irish yews), with a
tendency to revert to the typical, distichous-leaved form at the base.

Var. SPH^RALIS.—A form with quite globular fruits, described by the late

Dr Masters from a tree growing in the garden of the Rev. J. Goring at

Steyning, Sussex. (See Gardeners' Chronicle^ Jan. 26, 1884, p. 113, fig. 23.)

CERCIDIPHYLLUM japonicum, Siebold. trocho-
di:ndrace/E.

A deciduous tree of the largest size, often 100 ft. high in its native

state, with pendulous branches and a spirally tw^isted, furrowed trunk.

The trunk is sometimes solitary, and 3 to 4 ft. through, but more often

the tree is made up of a group of several smaller stems. Leaves mostly
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opposite, but sometimes alternate towards the base of the shoot, broadly

ovate or heart-shaped, 2 to 4 ins. long, sHghtly scalloped on the margin,

and glabrous except when young. The branch in its second year

develops at each' joint a short or almost obsolete twig, carrying a single

leaf and flowers. The male and female flowers are borne on separate

trees, but neither possess any beauty; the males consist of a minute

calyx and an indefinite number of stamens i in. long ; the females of four

larger, but still very small, green fringed sepals, and four to six carpels.

The fruits are small pods, -^ to j in. long, borne usually two to four

together on a short stalk.

This tree for a long time was thought to be confined to Japan, where

it is the largest of deciduous trees, reaching its finest development in the

island of Yezo ; but Wilson found it in China in 1910. One tree, still

living, but with its top fallen away, he found to be 55 ft. in girth of trunk.

The timber is light, straight-grained and yellowish, and is highly valued.

The finest trees I have seen in Europe are in the Imperial Garden at

Sans Souci, near Berlin, where it was, in 1908, a singularly elegant tree

30 ft. high, with slender, spreading, arching branches. It succeeds

equally well in the Royal Garden at Hanover. Still finer trees, but of

denser habit, are in the Arnold Arboretum, Mass., and in Mr Thayer's

grounds at Lancaster in the same State. It evidently needs a continental

climate. At Kew, where it was introduced in 1881, it still remains a

mere shrub. Like so many N. Asiatic trees transplanted to this country,

it commences to grow early in spring, and its young shoots are almost

invariably ruined by frost ; sometimes even the second growths meet the

same fate. The leaves die off yellow. The tree is certainly worth trying

in upland districts, or where late spring frosts do not prevail. The
generic name refers to the resemblance of the leaves to those of the

Judas-tree (Cercis).

CERCIS. LEGUMINOS^..

The members of this genus, seven in number, constitute a very

distinct and homogeneous group of hardy leguminous trees and shrubs,

whose resemblances to each other are as marked as are their differences

from the rest of the natural order to which they belong. The leaves

furnish the most distinctive feature of the genus, being alternate, simple,

entire, prominently five- or seven-nerved, broad and rounded, with a

heart-shaped base, and from 2 to 6 ins. long. The flowers in most of

the species come in fasciculate clusters on wood one to many years old ;

but one Chinese species (C. racemosa) has them in racemes. The petals

are nearly equal, but arranged somewhat after the fashion of a pea-shaped

flower.

Few shrubs or small trees are more beautiful than the hardy species

of Cercis at their best. They enjoy and merit generous conditions at the

root, and succeed best in a deep, sandy loam, and should have as sunny

a position as possible. Plants should be given a permanent jwsition

whilst still young, as the long, thick roots are liable to decay after thc

inevitable injury involved in transplanting old trees by ordinary means.
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Whatever transplanting is necessary should be done in May, and not

until the expanding buds give some indication that active growth has

recommenced. The most insidious enemy of these trees in my experience

is the coral-spot fungus, for which drastic surgery is the ofily remedy ; the

affected branches should be cut back to undoubtedly healthy wood, and
the wounds thoroughly tarred over. The older and well-known species

are propagated by seed, and this, of course, is preferable for all ; but the

newer species may be grafted on roots of C. Siliquastrum or C. cana-

densis.

C. CANADENSIS, LimtmiS. REDBUD.

A deciduous tree occasionally over 40 ft. high in a wild state, more often a
tall, spreading shrub in cultivation. Leaves broadly heart-shaped, pointed,

3 to 5 ins. across, often wider than long ; downy only in the axils of the veins.

Flowers pale rose, \ in. long, each on a stalk as long as itself, produced in

clusters (fascicles) of four to eight blossoms ; calyx ,V in. long, red. Pod about

3 ins. long, \ in. wide, pink when fully grown, but rarely seen in this country.

Flowers in May and June.
Native of the eastern and Central United States, in some districts so

plentiful as to make a conspicuous feature in the landscape when in flower.

Although one of the most beautiful of N. American trees, it is not so striking

in this country, and does not bear comparison with C. Siliquastrum for beauty
in our gardens. It is quite easily distinguished from that species by its leaves,

which are thinner, brighter green, and pointed ; the flowers are not so large.

Var. ALBA.—Flowers white.

Var. FLORE PLENO.—Flowers with some of the stamens transformed into

petals.

Var. PUBESCENS.—A variety found wild in the United States, whose leaves

are more or less downy all over the under-surface.

C. CHINENSIS, Bunge. CHINESE ReDBUD.

A tree sometimes 50 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk 3 to 4 ft. in

diameter, but in cultivation merely a shrub. Leaves heart-shaped, pointed,

3 to 5 ins. long, nearly or quite as much wide, glossy green, and smooth except
for a few hairs beneath in the vein-axils. Flowers in close clusters of four to

ten, pink, v in. long. Pod 3^ to 5 ins. long, taper-pointed. IMossoms in May.
Native of China, and probably, the largest of the Cercis. It is more tender

than either C. Siliquastrum or canadensis, and is quite a failure in the open
ground at Kew. It has flowered on a wall, but is evidently a plant better

suited for the south-west counties. There is a considerable resemblance
between this tree and C. canadensis. Both have pointed, bright green leaves,

quite distinct from C. Siliquastrum. C. chinensis is distinguishable out of

flower from C. canadensis by its larger, thinner stipules, and by the leaves

being glossy green beneath when quite young, those of C. canadensis being
duller and more or less glaucous. The adult leaves appear also to be larger

;

there are some in the Kew Herbarium, gathered near Pekin, 6i ins. across.

C. OCCIDENTALIS, a. Gray. WESTERN REDBUD.

A deciduous bhrub, or occasionally a small tree, 15 ft. high. Leaves
roundish, heart-shaped, 2 to 3 ins. across, smooth. P'lowers i in. long, rose-
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coloured, produced on short stalks in clusters on the wood of the previous or

earlier years. Pod 2 to 2^ ins. long, ^ in. wide, smooth.
Native of California, and quite distinct from the eastern C. canadensis in

its leaves, which are rounded or notched at the apex, and are very similar in

outline to those of the European Judas-tree, but of a vivid green. It will

probably prove rather tender in this country, judging by plants introduced to

Kew in 1908. Nearly allied to it is C. RENIFORMIS, S. Watson {C. texensis,

Sargent)^ from Texas and New Mexico, a slender tree sometimes 20 ft., rarely

40 ft. high, with leaves downy beneath and pods larger than in C. occidentalis.

C. RACEMOSA, Oliver.

A deciduous tree, 20 ft. high, with downy young branchlets. Leaves heart-
shaped, i\ to 5 ins. long, 2 to 4 ins. wide, smooth and dark green above, paler
and downy all over beneath, especially on the veins. Racemes up to 4 ins.

long, downy, carrying as many as thirty or forty flowers, which are under \ in.

in length, rose-coloured. Pod 3 to 4 ins. long, \ in. wide, flat, smooth.
Native of China, in the provinces of Hupeh and Szechuen. The beauty and

distinctness of this species had been known to us ever since it was discovered
by Henr)' about 1886, but it was not introduced until 1907, when Wilson col-

lected seed for Harvard University. It is remarkably distinct from all other
species in the comparatively long inflorescence ; and the downy character of
the young wood, leaf, and flower-stalk is also well marked. Mr Wilson informs
me that this is one of the very best and most beautiful flowering trees he has
introduced. Like the European Judas-tree it flowers on the naked wood, one
to many years of age. As it comes from 6000 ft. altitude in N.W. Hupeh, it

ought to be quite hardy.

C. SiLIQUASTRUM, LinncSlCS. JUDAS-TREE.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1 1 38.)

A deciduous tree, usually of low, bushy habit, and below 25 ft. in height,
but occasionally forming a distinct trunk and reaching from 30 to 40 ft. high

;

branchlets smooth. Leaves roundish, with a heart-shaped base, sometimes
pointed, but usually broad and rounded at the apex ; from 2^ to 4 ins. across,
somewhat less in length ; they are quite smooth, and of a well-marked glaucous
green. Flowers produced in clusters from the joints of the old wood (even on
the trunk of old trees), each flower on a slender stalk about l in. long ; they
are bright purplish rose, and \ to | in. long. Pod 3 to 5 ins. long, f in. wide,
flat and thin, eight- to twelve-seeded, remaining on the plants throughout
the winter.

Native of S. Europe and the Orient ; known and cultivated in England for

more than three hundred years. In Italy it is the most delightful tree flowering in

April and May ; with us, flowering a few weeks later, it is also one of the most
beautiful and picturesque trees that can be found in gardens. It flowers in

the leafless state, and the profusion of blossom gives at a distance the eflfect

of a rosy-purple mist. A sun-loving tree, it is better suited for the south of
England than the north. It should only be propagated from seeds which,
although they do not come to perfection regularly in this country, can be
easily and cheaply purchased. The popular name of " Judas-tree " is derived
from the legend that this was the tree upon which Judas went out and handed
himself after the great Betrayal, The largest tree at Kew is 40 ft. his^h, with
a trunk 4 ft. 9 ins. in girth. One of the largest known in this country grew,
and perhaps still grows, at Bath ; its trunk in 1878 was stated to be nearly
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6 ft. in girth. The flowers of the Judas-tree have a sweetish, acid taste, and
are used as an ingredient in salads. They open in May.

Var. ALliA.—Flowers pure white.

Van VARIEGATA.—Leaves mottled green and white.

The tree varies in the depth of shade of its flowers; a richly tinted one has
been called " carnea."

CERCOCARPUS.
ROSACE /E.

or SIX species

curious genus
Five

of this

are known, all found in

Western N. America.
They are evergreen or

sub-evergreen shrubs and
small trees, with alternate

leaves and small axillary

flow^ers on short stalks,

either solitary or in few-

flowered clusters. They
have no petals, but a

five-Iobed calyx, and nu-

merous (fifteen to thirty)

stamens. The most
distinctive feature of the

genus is the small, hard,

slender fruit, terminated

by the long, persistent

style, which is plumed
with long, white, silky

hairs.

C. LEDIFOLIUS,
Nuttall.

Mountain
Mahogany.

A small, evergreen tree,

sometimes 40 ft. high,

or a shrub, similar to

C. parvifolius in flower

and fruit, but very distinct

in foliage. Young shoots
hairy; leaf somewhat resi-

nous, lanceolate or narrow
oblong, \ to ^\ '^'S. long, /I to j^

in. wide; dark green and becoming smooth
above, downy beneath, the margins entire and decurved; the midrib is pro-

minent, but the side veins are not conspicuous as in C. parvifolius. The fruit

is terminated by the silky, plume-like style, 2 to 3 ins. long, characteristic of

the genus.
Native of Western N. America, from Oregon south to New Mexico. It is

Judas Tbek. Cercis Silk^uabtkum.
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in cultivation at Kew, but has not flowered. It is known to withstand 32"

of frost, so it should prove hardy—as it does, indeed, give every evidence of

being.

C. PARviFOLius, Nuttall. Mountain Mahogany.

An evergreen shrub of sparse habit up to 10 or 15 ft. high, with thick,

persistent bark ; branchlets downy when young, becoming smooth later.

Leaves obovate, \ to i^ ins. long, with a wedge-shaped base, and four to

six pairs of prominent, parallel veins, the apex coarsely toothed, the base
entire ; upper surface dull and clothed with silky hairs, becoming smooth
later ; downy beneath, especially on the midrib and veins. Flowers produced
during May, usually singly, sometimes in twos or threes, on a slender,

downy stalk \ to \ in. long, from buds on the previous year's wood ; each
flower is about \ in. across, consisting chiefly of a cluster of stamens ; calyx

grey with down. Fruit \ in. long, ,^77 in. wide, about the size of an oat grain,

surmounted by a slender, twisted tail (the style), 2 to 4 ins. long, clothed with

fine, white, silky hairs.

Native of Western N. America from Oregon to Lower California. This
curious shrub has no beauty of flower, but is very remarkable for its long-

tailed fruits. In California, where a great crop of them is borne, they give

to the branches quite an ostrich feather-like appearance. It is perfectly

hardy at Kew, and bears flowers and fruits there.

C. BETULitFOLlUS, Hooker (C. parvifolius var. glaber, Wafson), is very
similar to, but taller and more robust than, the preceding, differing chiefly in

its grey, thin, flaky bark (not thick and fissured as in C. parvifolius), and in

having, on the average, one more pair of veins in each leaf. Native of

California.

C. TkASKIyE, Eastwood.

A small, evergreen tree up to 25 ft. high, the reddish brown young shoots
thickly covered with hoary down, which persists more or less for two or three

years. Leaves of tough, rather hard texture ; oval, broadly ovate or

roundish, usually blunt or rounded at the tip, and rounded or heart-shaped
at the base, somewhat coarsely toothed except near the base

; ^ to li ins.

long, A to 1 1 ins. wide ; dark green, and with flattened hairs above, grey
and thickly felted beneath ; stalk \ to j in. long. Flowers and fruit not
seen in this country, but apparently smiilar to those of C. parvifolius.

Introduced to Edinburgh Botanic Garden a few years ago from Santa
Catalina Island, California. Of unproved hardiness.

CHIMONANTHUS fragrans, ZzW/r;/. Winter Sweet.
CALVCANTIIACE/E.

(Calycanthus praecox, LinnccuSy Bot. Mag., t. 66 ; Meratia fragrans, LoiseUur.')

A deciduous shrub, naturally about 8 ft. high, and of compact, bushy
habit, but growing considerably higher on walls. Leaves rough to the

touch above, but free from down except when (juite young, and on the

primary nerves ; lanceolate with an acuminate ai)cx, 2 to 5 ins. long,

dark lustrous green. Flowers exceedingly fragrant, produced at various

times between November and March according to the weather, but in

ordinary seasons at their best in December against a wall; they are

solitary on very short stalks at the joints of the previous summer's shoots,

Y
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f to I in. across, the sepals and outer petals of an almost transparent

yellowish green, the inner petals smaller and purplish. Seeds produced

in a stalked, gourd-shaped structure i^ ins. long, to the apex of which the

stamens remain attached.

Var. GRANDIFLORUS.— Flowers a purer yellow and more showy than in the

type, and as much as i^ ins. across, hut not so strongly fragrant. The leaves,

too, are larger ; I have seen them occasionally as much as 9 ins. long and

4 ins. wide. The shrub is of stronger growth; there is one 15 ft. high at

Warley Place.

Var LUTEUS.—A variety known in gardens eighty or more years ago, but

still exceedingly rare. It differs in having the inner petals yellow instead of

purplish.

This delightful old shrub and its varieties have two strong claims to

the notice of planters:—It flowers in midwinter when very few other

things are in bloom, and its blossoms diffuse around them one of the

most pleasing of perfumes. A charming way to use cut sprays for

indoor decoration is to associate them with sprays of mahonia (Berberis

Aquifolium). It is hardy, and frequently flow^ers in the open at Kew with

great freedom. But usually (and always in cold localities) it is grown on

a wall. It requires no pruning in the open, but on a w^all an annual

pruning is necessary. It should not be deferred much beyond February,

so that the fullest possible length of time is allowed for the new growths

to be made on which depend the next winter's crop of flowers. The

pruning should consist of a shortening back of the stronger twigs, and

the entire removal of the weaker and overcrowding ones. At the same

time any renailing that may be needed should be done, also the laying-in

of new shoots in vacant places. Propagation is effected by layers and

seeds ; cuttings are extremely difficult to root.

There are two species of Chimonanthus known, both natives of

China. C. fragrans was introduced from Japan in 1766. The other is

C. NiTENS, Oliver, an evergreen species with smooth, shining, oval-

lanceolate leaves, 3 or 4 ins. long. Flowers white, solitary, axillary, f in.

across. Found by Henry near Ichang, it has not yet been introduced,

and is probably rare in a wild state. It is interesting as being a second

species of a genus long thought to be monotypic.

CHIOGENES SKKPVLLIFOLIA, Salisbury. CREEPING
Snowberry. vacciniace/e.

A creeping, evergreen shrub, the slender stems furnished with forward-

pointing bristles. Leaves alternate, very abundant, \ to \ in. long, oval

to nearly round, tapered at both ends, scarcely stalked ; margins slightly

decurved ; smooth and dark green above, pale beneath, and furnished

with a few tiny, rust-coloured bristles. Flowers produced singly in the

leaf-axils on short, decurved stalks ; corolla \ in. or less long, bell-shaped,

deei)ly four-lobed, white. Berry white, bristly, \ in. across, roundish and

rather bristly.

Native of N. America, from Newfoundland westward to British
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Columbia, and southward to N. Carolina ; introduced in 1815. This
plant is very rare in gardens, and the plant nearly always found under the

name is one of the cranberries. These are nearly allied plants, but the

Chiogenes is abundantly distinct in leaf, flower, and especially the white

berry. Out of flower the short, broad leaf and bristly young wood amply
distinguish it. It has little garden value as an ornament, but is interesting.

A moist, semi-boggy spot such as the cranberries love, should, if possible,

be selected for it. The whole plant, including the berry, has an aromatic

taste and odour, resembling that of Gaultheria procumbens.

CHIOxXANTHUS. oleace.e.

This is one of those interesting genera of plants represented, but very

sparsely, in both the New and the Old Worlds. In this case one species

is found in the eastern United States, the other in China. They belong

to the olive family, and have opposite, deciduous leaves. The flowers are

in panicles, their most remarkable feature being the four or five long,

narrow, pure white petals, united quite at the base. Stamens two. The
fruit is an egg-shaped or oblong drupe, containing usually one seed.

In gardens, although undeservedly neglected, the two species of

Chionanthus are amongst the most attractive and distinguished of all

hardy shrubs. They like a moist, loamy soil of good depth and quality,

and a sunny position. C. virginica is best propagated by seeds obtained

from America, but both it and C retusa can be raised from layers.

C. virginica is also grafted on the common and manna ashes, but plants

so raised are neither so healthy nor so long-lived as those on their own
roots. If C. retusa cannot be obtained on its own roots, it might be

grafted on seedlings of C. virginica. Both of them are suitable as isolated

specimens on lawns ; they produce abundant fibres at the root, and
transplant easily.

C. RETUSA, Lindlcy. ClIIxNESE FRINGE-TREE.

A deciduous shrub in cultivation, but a small tree sometimes 30 to 40
ft. high in China, of spreading, rounded habit

;
young shoots downy. Leaves

variable in shape, usually oval, sometimes obovate, sometimes almost round
;

from I to 4 ins. long, 4 to 2 ins. wide ; rounded, notched, or blunt at the

point, tapered at the base ; shiny green above and downy on llie midrib
;

downy more or less all over beneath, but especially on the midrib and
veins ; stalk ] to ^ in. long, downy. Flowers snow-white, produced during

June and July in erect, cymose panicles terminating young shoots of the

year, 2 to 3 ins. high, and 2 to 4 ins. wide. Each subdivision of the

inflorescence carries normally three flowers, the four strap-shaped petals

of which are 4 in. long, \, in. wide.

Native of China, where it is widely spread ; introduced by Fortune in 1845,
but apparently not established in gardens until reintroduced by Maries from
the region of the river Kia-Kian},^ in 1879. It is easily distinguished from its

American ally by tloucring on the younj; shoots of the year and l)y the erect,

shorter, broader panicles. It is a shrub of the first rank, one traveller in China
comparing it when in flower to a "dome of soft, fleecy snow." It is not

native of Japan, as often stated. (Fig. p. 340.)
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C. viRciNiCA, LiiuucHs. Frin(;k-trkk.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, lo to 20 (or even 30 ft.) high ; branchlets

stout, stiff, downy when young. Leaves oblong, narrowly oval or obovate,

always tapering at the base, usually at the apex ; 2 to 8 ins. long, rather

less than half as wide, not toothed ; bright green above and downy on the

midrib, paler below, and downy especially on the veins ; stalks downy,
.\ to I in. long. Flowers pure white, slightly fragrant

;
produced during

June in very lax panicles 4 to 8 ins. long ; these panicles are crowded

Chionanthds kbtusa.

at the upper joints of the preceding year's growths, and form a dense, mop-

like mass beneath the new growths. Each branch of the panicle bears

three flowers, and springs from the axil of a leaf-like bract which is

occasionally i to \\ ins. long at the base of the panicle, becoming smaller

towards the end ; the bracts persist to the fruiting stage. Petals four or

five, each '\ to i| ins. long, ,V to ^.^ in. wide; calyx minute, with pointed

lobes. Fruit roundish or egg-shaped, dark blue, \ in. long, borne on

pendulous stalks.

Native of the eastern United States, from Pennsylvania southward ;
intro-

duced in 17/j. This is one of the most beautiful and striking of N. American

shrubs, and is perfectly hardy in this country. I have never seen it flower
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so well here, however, as in Central Europe and in the United States, where
the shrub in June is almost hidden in the profusion of pendent masses of

blossom. There is nothing like it among flowering shrubs except its Asiatic ally.

Var. PUBESCENS.—More downy generally, but especially on the panicles.

ChOIBYA T«R>fATA.

CHOISYA TF.RXATA, Humboldt. Mi:xT("\\ Okanc.k Flowiir.
KUTACK/K.

An evergreen shrub, of rounded, bushy habit, 6 to lo ft. high; young
shoots downy. Ix:avcs opposite, 3 to 6 ins. long, consisting nearly always
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of three leaflets, but occasionally two or four. Leaflets stalkless, obovate,

I Mo 3 ins. long, about one-third as wide; rounded or blunt at the end,

tapering to a common point of union at the end of a downy leaf-stalk

I to 2 ins. long ; when crushed they have a strong, pungent, rather

unpleasant odour, and held against the light will be seen to be pitted with

numerous oil-glands. Flowers produced in a cluster of axillary corymbs
at the end of the shoot, each corymb three- to six-flowered, with a slender,

downy stalk 2 to 3 ins. long. Flowers white, i to i| ins. across, with

five roundish oval petals ; fragrant like hawthorn.

This fine evergreen is of interest as being one of the very few shrubs

native of Mexico that are hardy near London. It survived practically

uninjured the great frosts of Feb. 1895 ^^ Kew, also the trying winter

of 1908-9. But for some constitutional reason it is often injured during

spells of lesser cold, especially after the New Year. Its normal flowering-

time may be considered April and May, but it often produces flowers

more or less up to September. On a few occasions after a very mild
November, I have seen it in full blossom in December. It should have
an open but sheltered spot, and the soil may be a rather light loam. It

is better to encourage a short, well-ripened growth rather than a thick,

sappy one. Cuttings made of half-ripened wood root quickly placed in

gentle heat ; those of a little harder wood will take root in a cold frame.

CISTUS. Rock Rose. ciSTACEiE.

A genus of about twenty species, nearly allied to Helianthemum,

but differing in having the seed-vessels five- or ten -celled, whilst in

Helianthemum they are three - celled. Leaves opposite, evergreen.

Flowers of a rose-like appearance, having five broadly wedge-shaped petals

and very numerous stamens ; sepals three to five. Seeds numerous. In

a wild state the cistuses are found in the Mediterranean region, and are

especially abundant in Spain and Portugal. The flowers usually last only

a few hours in the morning, never more than a day, but a constant

succession of them is maintained during sunny weather, making a fine

display in June and July. None of the cistuses are yellow-flowered, but

they very frequently have a patch of that colour at the base of each

petal. Although the number of true species is comparatively limited, they

have hyVjridised freely, both in a wild and cultivated state. Some of the

best are hybrids, such as cyprius, purpureus, Loreti, and corbariensis.

Unfortunately the rock roses with few exceptions are not genuinely

hardy. They survive our mild winters, but many succumb in severe or

even moderately hard ones. The great frosts of February 1895 killed all

the cistuses at Kew except C. laurifolius, C. corbariensis, and C. Loreti.

They like a light, well-drained soil, and more than anything a position

exposed to full sun, but otherwise sheltered, and something above the

surrounding level. They never suffer from drought, and any dry, sunny

bank will suit them. A covering of bracken or leafy branches in severe

weather is a help, and will often save j)lants that would otherwise perish.

Propagation may be effected by seed or by cuttings, th(? latter being
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necessary for some of the hybrids which do not perfect seed. They are

best taken in late summer, and struck in miid heat. Until planted out
permanently, rock roses should be grown in pots, as they suffer badly
from transplanting. Many of the species exude a fragrant gum, known
as labdanum or ladanum, from the young stems and leaves. The most
prolific source of this gum, which is used in perfumery and, at least at one
time, in medicine, is C. villosus var. creticus— a rather tender shrub. It

is also got largely from C. ladaniferus.

The following rough key of the species in cultivation will assist in

their identification :

—

A. Flowers white (pure or crimson blotched)
; sepals three.

1. Ladaniferus. Flowers solitary ; leaves nearly stalkless
; sepals scaly.

2. Cyprius. Flowers in clusters ; leaves shortly stalked ; sepals seal)' and hair\'.

3. Laurifoliiis. Flowers in clusters ; leaves stalked ; sepals hairy.

B. Flowers white ; sepals five, heart-shaped, with well-marked
basal lobes,

4. Hirsutus. Leaves three-nerved, stalkless.

5. Populifolius. Leaves up to 3i ins. long ; long-sialked.

6. Salvifolius. Leaves up to Ij ins. long ;
stalked, pinnately nerved.

7. Corhariensis. Hybrid between 5 and 6.

8. Floretitinns. Hybrid between 6 and 9.

C. Flowers white ; sepals five, ovate. Leaves three-nerved, stalkless.

9. Monspeliensis. Leaves not more than \ in. wide.

10. Loreti. Petals crimson blotched at base ; leaves up to ^ in. wide.

D. Flowers purplish red, unblotched.

11. Alhidits. Leaves three-nerved, with flat margins ; flowers long-stalked.

12. Crisptts. Leaves three-nerved, with wavy margins ; flowers short-stalked.

13. Mllosus. Leaves pinnately veined.

E. Flowers purplish red ; petals crimson blotched.

14. Purpureus.

C. ALIHDUS, Linnceus.

(Sweet's Cistineoe, t. 31.)

A compact, bushy shrub, ultimately 5 or 6 ft. high, if it survive long enough
;

young shoots, leaves, flower-stalks, and sepals covered with a dense, whitish,

starry down. Leaves stalkless, oval, oblong or ovate, \ to 2 ins. long, .'( to 4 in.

wide, rounded or blunt at the apex, three-nerved at the base, and strongly

net-veined beneath. Flowers pale rosy lilac, with a patch of yellow at the

base of each petal, about 2\ ins. across, borne on a stalk
'I

to i in. long, and
crowded three to eight together in a terminal cluster. Sepals five, broadly
ovate, X to ), in. long.

Native of S.W. Europe and N. Africa ; cultivated in 1640. It is one of
the hardier sorts, and will survive all but our hardest winters. The name
"albidus," it should be noted, refers to the foliage, and not to the flowers. It

has hybridised with and is closely allied to C. crispus, from which it differs in

its flat, not undulated leaves, and its comparatively long-stalked flowers

—

those of crispus being almost stalkless.
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C. CORr.ARIEXSIS, Pourrct. CORIUERES RoCK RoSE.

(Sweet's Cistinccin, t. 8.)

A densely bushy, evergreen shrub, 3 or 4 ft, high, often more in width
;

young branches smooth, or with a very minute down. Leaves ovate, pointed,
heart-shaped or rounded at the base, 4 to 2 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; minutely
toothed and wavy at the margin, each tooth crested with a tuft of minute hairs;

net-veined, dull dark green above, paler beneath, both surfaces with starry

down ; stalks \ to \ in. long, downy. Flowers \\ ins. across, white with a
yellow stain at the base of the petals, produced in June at the end of short

CiSTDs VILLO8U8 (see p. 349).

axillary shoots ; there are from one to three flowers on each stalk, which is

slender, stellately hairy, and about 3 ins. long. Outer sepals heart-shaped, \
in. long, hairy.

A natural hybrid between the Narbonne variety of C. populifolius and
C. salvifolius, taking its name from Corbicres, in the south of France. This is

one of the hardiest and best of cistuscs, and like many hybrids possesses a
vigour and constitution superior to that of its parents. In the debacle of rather
tender plants which followed the great frosts of February 1895, this Cistus was
one of the three which survived at Kew, the other two being Loreti and
laurifolius. Large groups of plants raised from the survivors now give most
pleasing displays from June onwards every year. The general aspect of the
plant is that of a small-leaved C. populifolius, of which it has been known as
"var. minor."
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C. CRISP us, Linncetis.

(Sweet's Cistinex, t. 22.)

A compact, bushy shrub, 2 ft. high, much-branched
;
young shoots clothed

with long white hairs. Leaves stalkless, lance-shaped to narrowly oblong
ovale or oval, i to \\ ins. long, \ to \ in. wide, pointed, three-nerved at the
base, margins (especially of the lower leaves) much undulated ; both surfaces
rough through the deeply impressed veins, and densely coated with starry

down. Flowers purplish red, about \\ ins. diameter, crowded in a terminal
head, supplemented by smaller ones on short axillary branches ; each flower is

on a very hairy stalk, so short that it is almost hidden in the bracts ; sepals

five, ovate or lance-shaped, long-pointed, hairy.

Native of S.W. Europe and N. Africa ; said to have been introduced to

England in 1656. It is one of the comparatively hardy species, and will

survive moderately cold winters. Its short-stalked, richer red flowers, narrow,
long -pointed sepals, and wavy- margined leaves distinguish it from the
nearest ally, C. albidus. Hybridised with that species it has given

C. Delilei, Bicrnat; and with villosus it has produced
C. CANESCENS, Siueet (Cistineae, t. 45), both of which are intermediate

between their respective parents.

C. CYPRIUS, Lamarck.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 39 ; Bot. Mag., t. 112, wrongly as C. ladaniferus.)

An evergreen shrub of vigorous, bushy habit, up to 6 or 8 ft. high
;
young

branches clammy and shining with fragrant gum. Leaves narrow, lance-
shaped, \\ to 4 ins. long, \ to rather over i in. wide, wedge-shaped and
three-nerved at the base, tapered to the apex, wavy at the margin, dark
dull green above, grey with down beneath ; stalk \ to \ in. long, the bases
clasping the stem, shining and sticky with gum beneath, like the midrib.
Both surfaces of the leaf are clammy. Flowers several (three to six) in

a long-stalked cluster, terminating short side branches ; each blossom about
3 ins. across, white, with a conspicuous blood-red blotch near the base of
each petal. Sepals three, yellowish, scaly, and, like the upper part of the
flower-stalk, rather hairy.

The native country of this beautiful rock rose is generally given as Cyprus,
where possibly it may occur wild ; but it is almost certainly a hybrid of
ladaniferus and laurifolius of unrecorded origin. Between these two species
it is in many respects intermediate. It has the large, crimson-blotched
flowers, the smooth stems, and the scaly sepals of C. ladaniferus, but
the several flowers on a stalk and the broader-stalked leaves show the
influence of C. laurifolius. In hardiness it is about intermediate, and is

only injured by the very severest of winters. I consider it the most beautiful
of all the cistuses we can grow out-of-doors. The leaves become metallic
grey in autumn. For hot, dry banks it is unsurpassed. The several flowers
in a cluster are individually as beautiful as those of the solitary ones of
C. ladaniferus, and the shrub has much of the hardiness of C laurifolius.

Old plants assume a graceful, spreading habit. It thrives remarkably well
in Mr Notcutt's nursery at Woodbridge, in Suffolk.

C. FLORENTINUS, Lamarck.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 59.)

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, much branched, not viscid, branchlcts
stellately downy when young. Leaves narrowly oval-lanceolate, wavy, pointed
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at the apex; i to 14' ins. lon^, ] to \ in. wide; upper surface dull green,

roughish, net-veined beneath, the chief veins pinnately arranged ; at first

stellately downy above, covered beneath with a thin greyish wool. Flowers

two to four on a stalk, white except for a blotch of yellow at the base of

each petal ; lA to 2 ins. across. Sepals five, hairy, ovate, with a heart-shaped

base and a slender, pointed apex.

A hybrid between monspeliensis and salvifolius, found wild in various parts

of S. Europe and in Algiers. It is a useful plant although not among the

hardiest. Intermediate between its parents, it has the same type of foliage

as C. monspeliensis, but broader, whilst its flowers are larger and more like

those of C. salvifolius. The stickiness of the young stems, seen in monspeliensis,

is missing.

C. HIRSUTUS, Lamarck.

(Sweet's Cistineoe, t. 19.)

A small, much-branched shrub, the shoots densely covered with down
amidst which are numerous white outstanding hairs. Leaves stalkless,

ovate-oblong, blunt at the apex, three-nerved and rounded at the base

;

I to 2^ ins. long, | to | in. wide ; very hairy, the hairs on the upper surface

and a"t the margins long, whitish, simple ; those beneath short, starry.

Flowers i^ ins. diameter, white, with a yellow stain near the base of each

petal
;

produced in a terminal cymose cluster. Sepals five, outer ones

heart-shaped, \ in. long, with a broad base \ in. wide, and a tapered point

;

inner ones ovate, smaller, all shaggy with white hairs.

Native of Spain, Portugal, and France ; introduced about the middle of

the seventeenth century. An almost hardy species, only injured in excep-

tionally severe winters. With C. salvifolius and C. populifolius it forms

the group " Ledonia," characterised by large, heart-shaped outer sepals.

It is distinguished from the other two by its stalkless leaves.

C. LADANIFERUS, LinnCBUS,

(Sweet's Cistineae, tt. i and 84.)

An evergreen shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, of erect, thin habit ; branches very

clammy with a shining resin. Leaves three-nerved, glutinous, linear-lanceolate,

iJ^ to 4 ins. long, \ to | in. wide ; tapering gradually to both ends, scarcely

sfalked, the bases of each pair clasping the stem ; dark green and smooth

above, covered beneath with a close grey felt. Flowers solitary at the end of

slender side twigs, protected in the bud state by large bracts, white, with a fine

blood-red blotch at the base of each petal, 3 to 4 ins. across, the petals crimped

at the margin. Sepals three, large, concave, covered with yellowish scales.

Seed-vessel ten-valved.

Native of S, Europe and N. Africa ; introduced in 1629. Near London this

rock rose withstands frosts up to 20°, but is certainly not so hardy as C. cyprius,

nor so vigorous and bushy a plant. It is a beautiful species, especially

the common crimson-blotched form, and has larger flowers than any other

species we can cultivate out-of-doors. It differs from C. laurifolius in its

narrow leaves, in the absence of hairs on the stem and flower-stalks, in the

scaly sepals, and in the solitary flowers. (Sec also C. cyprius.) There is a

pure white, unspotted form of the species known as var. ALiiiFLORUS (or

immaculatus).

C. LAURIFOLIUS, LinncEus.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 52.)

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high, with stifif, erect, open branches, hairy

and glutinous when young ; bark peeling. Leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate,
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1.7 to 3 ins. long", 4 to i?, ins. wide; rounded at the base, long and taper-

pointed; three-nerved, the margins wavy; dark dull green and smooth
above

;
pale with a close down beneath, glutinous on both surfaces ; stalk

hairy, h to l in. long, the bases of each pair meeting and clasping the stem.

Flowers 2}> to 3 ins. across, white, produced from midsummer onwards in

hairy, erect, cymose panicles, 6 to 9 ins. high, at the end of short side

branches. Sepals three, ovate, pointed, very concave, hairy. Seed-vessel

five-valved.

Native of S.W. Europe and the Mediterranean region ; introduced in 1731.

This is the hardiest and one of the best of rock roses. Whilst not so showy
as C. cyprius, and of stifter habit, it is capable of withstanding intenser cold.

At Kew it has survived uninjured 32' of frost. Grown in the mass it makes a

bold evergreen group, flowering profusely from June to August. On hot days
the leaves and young stems give off a pleasant, aromatic, incense-like perfume.
As a flowering evergreen for banks and places too dry for most evergreens it is

particularly useful, but is, nevertheless, neglected in gardens. It should be
increased l3y seed, which it produces in plenty.

C. LORETI, Roiij/ and Foucaud.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8490 ; C. lusitanicus, Hort.")

An evergreen bush, 3 to 4 ft. high, and as much or more through
;
young

stems gummy and sparsely hairy at first. Leaves stalkless, clammy, narrowly
oblong-lanceolate ; i to 2i ins. long, j to | in. wide ; three-nerved, and
clasping the stem at the base

;
pointed at the apex, margins slightly decurved

;

upper-surface dull dark green, lower-surface grey, downy, and prominently net-

veined. Flowers in terminal clusters of three to five ; white, with a crimson
blotch at the base of each petal, 2 to 2^ ins. across ; sepals four or five, ovate,

silky at the margins and inside, minutefy scaly and downy outside.

A hybrid between ladaniferus and monspeliensis given the above name by
Rouy and Foucaud in their Flore de France^ ii., p. 279, in 1895, but known in

cultivation long previously as C. lusitanicus. It was grown at Kew in 1886
under that name, and was one of the few rock roses that escaped the frosts of
February, 1895. ^^ appears to '.have been found wild in the south of France
and Algiers. It is certainly among the elite of cistuses—hardy, of good habit,

free-flowering^, and especially valuable in keeping its flowers open during the

afternoon.

Close to C. Loreti is C. RECOGNITUS, Rouy and Foucaud, a hybrid between
laurifolius and monspeliensis. It has somewhat broader leaves than Loreti,

with short stalks ; otherwise very similar.

C. MONSPELIENSIS, LinnCBilS. MONTPLLIKR RoCK ROSE.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 27.)

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with erect, much-divided branches,
hairy and slightly sticky when young. Leaves stalkless, narrowly lance-shaped
or linear, '\ to 2 ins. long, ^ to ^ in. wide ; tapered at both ends, three- nerved,
margins incurved ; dark green, hairy and much wrinkled above

;
grey beneath

with a close, starry down, as well as hairy on the midrib and nerves. Flowers
white, about i in. wide, arranged in a compact head borne at the end of a
slender, erect, shaggy stalk. All the branches are terminated by an inflores-

cence, the smaller side ones of three to six flowers, the terminal one of about
twice as many. Sepals five, ovate, very hairy.

Native of S. Europe and N. Africa ; cultivated here in the miildle of the
seventeenth century. From other hardy or nearly hardy species this is readily
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distinguished hy its narrow leaves. It is not one of the hardiest sorts, and
suffers in moderately severe winters. Where it survives it makes a neat
bush, remarkably profuse in blossom.

C. roPULiFOLius, Lhmceus,

(Sweet's Cistineoe, t. 23.)

An evergreen shrub, 3 to 7 ft. high, of vigorous growth
;
young shoots

minutely downy and viscid. Leaves long-stalked, broadly ovate, with a deeply
heart-shaped base, pointed ; r to 3^ ins. long, i to i\ ins. wide, prominently
net-veined, ultimately smooth ; stalk \ \.q \ in. long, fringed with hairs.

Flowers white, 2 ins. across, with a yellow stain at the base of each petal,

produced during June from the leaf-axils at the apex of the previous year's

growth and beneath the new growth, in two- to five-flowered clusters ; flower-

stalk hairy, 2 to 3 ins. long. Sepals five, the outer ones heart-shaped, | in.

long, \ in. wide at the base ; inner ones smaller.

Native of S.W. Europe ; cultivated since 1656. It is quite distinct from
all other cultivated species of rock rose in having leaves larger and longer-
stalked than any. Whilst it will not withstand our hardest winters, it may
still be included among the hardier species, and is well worth growing. At
Narbonne, in the south of France, a form of this Cistus is found—var.

NARBONNENSIS, WillkoiHin—with short-stalked flower clusters, and smaller
sepals hairy only on the margin. This I believe to be the hardiest form, and
the best for cultivation with us.

C. PURPUREUS, Lamarck.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 17 ; Bot. Reg., t. 408.)

A bush of rounded habit, 3 to 4 ft. high, and as much through
;
young

branches downy and resinous. Leaves oblong - lanceshaped to obovate

;

I to 2 ins. long, % to ^ in. wide ; blunt at the apex, tapering at the base but
scarcely stalked, the bases clasping the stem ; upper surface dull greyish green,

the veins sunken ; the lower one pale with starry down. Flowers 2\ to 3 ins.

across, reddish purple with a conspicuous dark red blotch at the base of each
petal ; the flowers are borne in terminal clusters of about three. Sepals ovate,

with short slender points and covered with starry down.
This fine rock rose, by far the best of its colour in cultivation, is considered

to be a hybrid between C. villosus, whence it gets its colour, and the spotted
form of C. ladaniferus, from which it derives its greater size, and striking

blotches on the petals. It is only hardy through comparatively mild winters.

C. SALVIFOLIUS, LinncEUS. SaGE-LEAVED RoCK ROSE.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 54.)

An evergreen shrub about 2 ft. high, of compact habit ; the young stems,

both surfaces of the leaves, and sepals covered with a soft, dense coating

of starry down. Leaves shortly stalked, oval to ovate-oblong, \ to \\ ins.

long, \ to I in. wide. Flowers white with a yellow stain at the base of each

petal, \\ to \'\ ins. across, often solitary on their stalks. Sepals five, the outer

ones heart-shaped, with fine points and \ in. long ; inner ones smaller, ovate.

Widely spread over S. Europe and along all the shores of the Mediterranean
;

cultivated since the middle of the sixteenth century, but not very hardy.

Moderately severe winters kill or severely injure it. It is allied to hirsutus
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{g.v.), differing in the stalked leaves, the one- to three-flowered inflorescence,

and in the dense, starry down on the upper surface of the leaves and calyx.

C. salvifolius has none of the large white hairs so conspicuous in hirsutus.

C. VILLOSUS, LintKBUS.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 35.)

A much-branched, compact bush, 3 or 4 ft. high
;
young stems shaggy with

whitish hairs. Leaves ovate-oblong, oval to obovate, blunt or rounded at the

apex, tapered at the base to a short, flat, broad stalk ; i to 2I ins. long, \
to I in. wide ; covered on both surfaces with a dense coating of starry down.
Flowers variable in colour, but of some shade between purple and rose,

yellowish at the base of the petals ; 2 to 2^ ins. across, with a space between
the petals ; the flowers are borne in a cymose cluster of three to five flowers

at the end of the shoots. Flower-stalks varying from closely downy to

densely hairy. Sepals broadly ovate with fine points, hairy.

Native of the Mediterranean region, varying considerably in diflfcrent

localities, on account of which and the number of hybrids between it and
other species that have appeared in cultivation, there is considerable confusion
in gardens as to its identity. As it is killed off" in moderately severe winters,

a new stock (often untrue to name) has to be obtained from S. Europe. Its

two nearest cultivated allies are albidus and crispus, both with red-purple
flowers ; from these it diflfers in its pinnately veined leaves, whilst they are
marked by three longitudinal veins. (See Fig. p. 344.)

CLADOTHAMNUS PVROL.EFLORUS, Bofigard. EKiCACE.ii.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8353.)

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 4 ft. (sometimes more) high, with erect stems

and smooth young shoots. Leaves alternate, oblanceolate or narrowly

oval, I to 1 4 ins. long, \ to \ in. wide; tapered gradually to a stalkless

base, abruptly narrowed to a point at the apex, entire, perfectly smooth on
both surfaces. Flowers produced in June, mostly solitary from the axils

of the uppermost leaves and the end of the shoot, \ to i in. across.

Sepals five, narrow oblong, persistent, green
;

petals five, spreading,

broader and rather longer than the sepals, rosy in the centre, yellowish

at the margins ; stamens ten, spreading, the stalks flattened towards the

base ; style
jj

in. long, decurved, persistent ; flower-stalk \ to \ in. long.

Native of Alaska, British Columbia, etc. ; discovered in Sitka Island

in 1828, but only introduced a few years ago by Mr T. Smith, of Newry.
It is a neat shrub, suitable for a peaty situation in the rock garden. It

is allied to Ledum, and is interesting among the Ericaceae through the

segments of the corolla being divided almost to the base.

CLADRASTIS. leguminoS/E.

Two species of deciduous trees; one found in tlie United States, the

other in China. The leaves arc alternate, pinnate ; the pea shaped flowers

in loose [)anicles
;
pods flattened. The shrub or small tree sometimes

called C. amurensis is now usually placed in a separate genus— Maackia.
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The true Cladrastis is readily distinguished from Maackia on account of

the swollen base of the leaf-stalks enclosing and hiding the buds ; in

Maackia they are exposed ; the flowers of Maackia, too, are arranged
closely in cylindrical racemes. The name Cladrastis is derived from the

Greek, and refers to the brittleness of the branches ; this is characteristic

of both the American and Chinese species, but not of Maackia.
These two trees are best when raised from seeds, but failing them,

plants may be raised from root-cuttings. They both like a sound, loamy
soil and a sunny position.

C. SINENSIS, Hemsley. CHINESE YELLOW WOOD.

A deciduous tree, 50 ft. and upwards high in a wild state, whose swollen leaf-

bases enclose the buds as in C. tinctoria
;
young shoots rusty-downy at the

base. Leaves composed of usually eleven or thirteen, sometimes seventeen
leaflets, which are alternate, 3 to 5 ins. long, i to I5 ins. wide ; narrow oblong,
pointed, tapered or rounded at the base ; smooth above, rusty-downy on
the midrib, and glaucous beneath ; stalks downy. Flowers fragrant, blush
white, \ in. long, produced in large, pyramidal, terminal, erect panicles,

sometimes 12 ins. long and 9 ins. wide. Calyx covered with rusty coloured
down. Pod flattened, smooth, 2 to 3 ins. long, \ in. wide.

Native of China, in the provinces of Szechuen and Hupeh, in the former
of which it was discovered in 1890 by Mr E. A. Pratt. It was subsequently
found in Hupeh by Wilson, and introduced by him for Messrs Veitch in 1901.

Plants in the Coombe Wood nursery and at Kcw are now 7 ft. high, and
appear quite hardy, but have not yet flowered. This tree furnishes a remark-
able instance of geographical distribution. As is the case with Chionanthus,
Liriodendron, Gymnocladus, and Sassafras, a genus represented by a solitary

species in the New World and long known in gardens, is reinforced

by a species, also solitary, from the Old W^orld. The leaves in cultivated

trees have, as yet, smaller but more numerous leaflets than those of wild
specimens.

C. TINCTORIA, Rafinesque. YELLOW WOOD.

(Bot. Mug., t. 7767 ; C. lutea, Koch ; Virgilia lutea, Michaux.")

A tree occasionally 50 to 60 ft. high, when drawn up by other trees, but

usually 40 ft. or less in the open, with a wide-spreading, rounded head of
branches ; trunk and limbs pale, grey, and smooth ; branchlets not downy.
Leaves 8 to 12 ins. long, pinnate, composed of usually seven or nine (sometimes
five) leaflets, the base of their common stalk swollen and enclosing the bud

;

leaflets alternate, nearly or quite smooth when mature, broadly oval, ovate or

obovate, the terminal one the largest, and up to 4^, ins. long and 2'1 ins. wide
;

basal pair of leaflets down to i^ ins. long. Panicles terminal, 8 to 14 ins. long,

4 to 6 ins. wide at the base, pendulous. Flowers white, i to ij ins. long,

produced on stalks scarcely half as long, slightly fragrant ; standard petal

* to
'I

in. across, reflexed, with a pale yellow blotch at the base. Calyx
bell-shaped, ^ in. long, with five blunt teeth, and covered (like the flower-

stalk) with minute down. Pod 3 to 4 ins. long, \ in. wide, flat, with four to

six seeds.

Native of the south-east United States, most plentiful in Tennessee,
although nowhere very common ; introduced in 18 12. This interesting tree

does not flower regularly in this country, but is very distinct and hand-
some in its foliage, which turns bright yellow before falling, and in summer
ia of a beautifully vivid green and luxuriant aspect. The timber is hard,
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heivy, and close grained, and when freshly cut is yellow. There is a

good tree at Kew 35 ft. high, with a head of branches 45 ft. across. A finer

one grows in the nursery of Mr Anthony Waterer at Knap Hill, 45 ft. high,

and at Syon there is one 60 ft. high, but not so healthy. Propagated best by

imported seeds. Blossoms in June.

CLADKAbTIS TINCTOKIA.

CLEMAT I S. RANU NCULACF.K.

Tliorc arc at present over two hundred species uf Clematis known.
They are spread more or less over all the great terrestrial regions, hut

the hardy ones are confmed to Europe, Northern Asia (especially C hina),
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and N. America. A New Zealand species, C. indivisa, one of the most
beautiful of them all, is sometimes cultivated on walls in mild districts,

but it is, strictly speaking, a greenhouse plant.

In habit, clematises vary from dwarf, herbaceous plants to woody
climbers up to 60 or more feet high. The leaves are always in pairs at

each joint, and are occasionally simple, but usually divided, consisting

of the three, five, seven, nine, or perhaps fifteen leaflets. The climbing
species support themselves by means of the leaf-stalks, which curl round
any slender support available. In the absence of any such support they

fasten on to each other, making an inextricable tangle. Whilst the

clematises when in flower provide some of the most beautiful effects

possible in gardens—excepting roses, they are our most extensive group
of flowering climbers—the autumn and early winter effect is often

deplorable. The leaves of many species do not fall off in autumn, but
remain through much of the early winter black and unsightly. Nor are

the early stages of decay enlivened by any bright colour.

Clematis belongs to the buttercup family, but is an anomalous member
thereof, owing to the flowers having no petals. The showy, petal-like

organs, usually four but up to eight in number, which give the flowers

their chief decorative value, are sepals. There is one section of the

genus, the Atragene group, sometimes kept up as a separate genus

—

which have, between the sepals and stamens, one or more rows of petal-

like organs which may be regarded as either petals or enlarged abortive

stamens. There is considerable variation in the form of Clematis

blossoms. In the most popular forms, represented so abundantly in

gardens by varieties and hybrids of C. patens, florida, and lanuginosa, also

by species like montana and orientalis, the sepals spread out nearly or

quite to their full extent. In another group, of which C. Viorna is the

type, the sepals form a pitcher-shaped flower ; that is, they are connivent

at the margins, so that the flower is rounded and swollen at the base,

but narrows to a contracted mouth. In the Vitalba group, the flowers

are small, very numerous, and produced in panicles.

The seed-vessel, popularly known as the "seed," and to botanists as

the " achene," is terminated by the persistent style, which in many species

is from i to 2 ins. long, and clothed with long silky hairs, so that a plant

in full fruit is often a striking object. The juice of several species is

acrid, and has an inflammatory effect on the skin.

Cultivation.—The natural habitat of the climbing sorts is mostly

among small trees and shrubs, over which they run. The flowering

portions of the plant are therefore exposed to full sunshine, whilst the

main stem and lower parts of the plant are often in shade ; this is a

point that should not be overlooked in the cultivation of the more delicate

species on posts and pillars. In such positions it is advisable to place the

plant with its base on the northern side of its support. Otherwise, the

plants delight in full sunshine.

They all like an open, loamy, moist soil, and the stronger-growing ones

should have an annual top-dressing of rotted manure. The Clematis is

essentially a plant of calcareous regions, and whilst many species thrive

quite well in garden soil from which lime is absent, it is in such cases
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always advisable to add this. I have seen from experience how much
better some species thrive with lime or chalk present.

The methods of pruning clematises depend on the position and
space they are intended to occupy, and on their time and mode of

flowering. The early-flowering sorts like patens, florida, Armandi,
montana, and alpina must not be pruned in winter ; whatever pruning is

necessary should be done as soon as the flowers are past, and it should be
done chiefly with relation to the space the plant is desired to occupy.

The late-flowering sorts, those, that is, which flower on the growths of the

current year, may be pruned back as much as desired about February,

late enough at any rate for it to be ascertainable how much of the stems
is dead or alive. Several of the species discussed in the following notes

are only semi-shrubby, and much of the summer growth dies back
naturally during the winter. It is desirable to remove as much of this as

possible. The Viorna and Viticella groups are of this type. Others, such

as the Jackmani group, Flammula, and part of the lanuginosa varieties

do not die back, but form in a short time a heavy tangle at the top of

their supports whilst they become quite naked at the base. With these it

is a good plan to prune a proportion at least of the stems well back, so

that in breaking into new growth they provide a furnishing for their

supports near the ground.

The provision of support for clematises in gardens must remain a

matter largely of discretion and opportunity. At Kew, where a collection

of some forty to fifty species is grown in close proximity, most of the

climbing sorts are trained over untrimmed branches of oak or other wood
stuck in the ground. Three or more of these are put in a bed, and the

tops are fastened together so as to form a tent-like structure. The
stronger species soon cover this, and in a few years a dense tangle of

stems is formed which become almost self-supporting. For the species

like Viorna and fusca, which die back almost to the ground in winter, and
send up shoots several feet long during the summer, ordinary pea-sticks

are suitable. Pergolas, trellises, and arbours are of course admirable
places for most species, and the stronger species may be used for covering

the butts of trees and mounds.
An imitation of the natural conditions under which many of the

clematises live should more frequently be attempted in gardens. They
should be planted near shrubs, over which they can climb. Such shrubs

should not be of great value, or very rank growers. Mr Robinson has

adoi)ted this system in his garden at Gravetye, with happy results.

The leaves of Clematis vary much in size and form on the same plant,

so that some of the descriptions in the following pages must in both
respects be taken as approximate. It is also dilificult in this genus to

draw a line between the shrubby climbers and the herbaceous sorts.

Whilst matiy of the species described in the following pages are of

great beauty, it has to be admitted that the interest taken in clematises at

the present time is chiefly centred in the large-flowered garden races

which have been raised by hybridisation and selection— from C. lanuginosa

mainly, but also from C. patens, florida, and \'iticella. These varieties are

more particularly alluded to under their respective type species.
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C. ACUTAXC.ULA, Hookcr fil.

A deciduous, climbing shrub, 12 to 15 ft. high, perhaps more, with slender

stems sharply angled, and very viscid when young ; reddish purple. Leaves
doubly pinnate, 6 to 9 ins. long ; the primary divisions are three-foliolate, or,

in the case of the lower ones, often five-foliolate ; leaflets ovate-lanceolate,

I to 2 ins. long, coarsely toothed or two- or three-lobed, smooth and shining on
both surfaces, and of a purplish tint ; leaf-stalks ribbed, the bases of each pair

flattened, expanded, and surrounding the stem. Racemes i| to 3 ins. long,

furnished with usually five flower-buds, the terminal one of which opens first,

and IS often the only one to open. Flower bell-shaped, i in. wide, § in, long
;

sepals four, lilac-coloured, narrowly ovate, but much curled back at the

points, which are downy. Stamens and styles clothed with silky down.
Native of the Himalaya and China ; introduced from the latter by Wilson

for Messrs Veitch about 1903. The only plant I have seen, and the one from

which this description was made, is in the Coombe Wood nursery, where it is

a luxuriant grower and quite hardy, flowering in autumn.

C. /ETHUSIFOLIA, Turczatiinow.

A deciduous climber, growing 5 or 6 ft. high ; stems slender, slightly ribbed,

downy when quite young. Leaves 3 to 8 ins. long, pinnately divided into

three, five, or seven segments, which are themselves either deeply lobed or

trifoliolate ; the ultimate subdivisions varying from linear to ol)Ovate or oblong,

\ to \\ ins. long, coarsely and unequally toothed, downy. Flowers nodding,

produced in August and September on erect, slender stalks i to 2 ins. long,

which come either singly from the joints of the stem, or three or five together

at the end of short axillary branches, the whole terminal part of the shoot

being transformed into a leafy panicle. Each flower is pale yellow, narro\yly

bell-shaped, \ to \ in. long ; the sepals narrow oblong. Seed-vessels with

white feathery styles § in. long.

Native of N. China and Manchuria ; introduced to Kew by way of

St Petersburg about 1875. Although one of the smaller climbing clematises,

it is a free grower, and forms a dense tangle of its slender stems. The finely

divided foliage is very elegant. It blossoms in great profusion, the whole

plant being covered with the little pendent bells, which, although not highly

coloured, are pretty and graceful.

Var. LATISECTA, Maximowicz^ is a form with leaf-divisions of the broader

shape given above. (Bot. Mag., t. 6542.)

C. ALPINA, Miller.

(Atragene alpina, LimKtus, Bot. Mag., t. 530.)

A deciduous climber, 6 to 8 ft. high, with smooth, slightly ribbed stems,

often much enlarged at the joints, through an agglomeration of buds there.

Leaves 3 to 6 ins. long, doubly ternate, being composed of nine leaflets arranged

in three triplets ; leaflets ovate-lanceolate, scarcely stalked, coarsely toothed,

I to 2 ins. long, one-third as wide, downy at the base. Flowers solitary, on

stalks 3 to 4 ins. long, nodding, produced along with the young leaves in April

and May. Sepals four, blue of various shades, i to ii^ ins. long, ^ to \ in.

wide, oblong
;
petals small, spoon-shaped, half as long as the sepals. Seed-

vessels terminated by a silky style i| to li ins. long, the whole forming a

globular grey tuft, 2 ins. or more across.

Native of N. Europe and N. Asia, also of the mountains of Central and

S. Europe ; introduced in 1792. It belongs to that section of the genus once

kept separate as "Atragene," because of the petal like organs that come
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between sepali and stamens. They are not conspicuous, and the sepals make
the chief decorative feature of the flower. Except for C. calycina and C.

cirrhosa, this is the earliest of this genus to blossom in the open air, the

flowers coming direct from the axillary buds on previous year's growth.

Var. SIIIIRICA (Atragene sibirica, Li?inaiis^ Bot. Mag., t. 195 1).—Sepals

yellowish white. Introduced previous to the type, in 1753.

C. APIIFOLIA, De Candolle.

A vigorous, woody climber, deciduous, 12 to 15 ft. high, with slightly downy,
slender stems. Leaves mostly trifoliolate, but sometimes pinnate with the

basal divisions trifoliolate ; leaflets thin, broadly ovate to ovate-lanceolate, i to

3 ins. long, heart-shaped to tapering at the base, deeply toothed, often tliree-

lobed, nearly smooth, except for hairs on the nerves beneath. Flowers dull

white, § in. across, in axillary panicles 2 to 6 ins. long, produced in September
and October ; sepals very downy outside, spreading ; stamens smooth. Seed-
vessels with silky styles.

Native of China and Japan, cultivated at Kew for nearly forty years. It is

not one of the most attractive species, although a vigorous grower and flower-

ing copiously. Allied to C. Vitalba, it lacks the beauty of that species in fruit,

at any rate in cultivation. The Clematis grown in gardens as " C, brevi-

caudata" 01 "C. Pieroti " is not true, but this species.

C. Armandi, Franchet

An evergreen, climbing shrub, growing 20 to 30 ft. high, stems minutely
downy when quite young. Leaves composed of three leaflets, which are
narrowly ovate-lanceolate, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base,
pointed, not toothed, prominently three-veined, of a rich glossy green, and
quite smooth on both surfaces ; they vary from 3 to 6 ins. in length, and from
I to i\ ins. in width ; the main stalk is i^ to 4 ins. long, the secondary ones
\ to I in. long and twisted. Flowers 2 to 2A ins. across, produced in April in

dense axillary clusters, mostly three on a stalk; sepals four to six, narrow
oblong ; about i in. long by \ in. wide, pure or creamy white, changing to rose.

The bases of the flower-stalks are surrounded by numerous bracts.

Native of Central and \V. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs \'eitch

in 1900, and first flowered by them in their nursery at Coombe Wood. It is

a most beautiful and distinct Clematis, and a very striking addition to our
scanty evergreen climbers. As regards its hardiness in this country generally,

it may need the protection of a wall ; but in the milder parts should be quite

hardy. An inferior form with sepals only half as wide is in cultivation.

C. AROMATICA, Koch.

A presumed hybrid between C. intcgrifolia and C. Flammula, and only woody
at ground-level, dying back every winter. It grows 4 to 6 ft. high, the stems
slender, the leaves pinnate and mostly composed of five leaflets, which are
oval or broadly ovate, unequal at the base, not toothed, and i to 2 A ins. long.
Flowers i to li ins. across, dark bluish violet, very fragrant, and produced on a
slightly downy stalk about 2 ins. long ; sepals four, oblong, spreading fully,

downy at the margins. Seed-vessels silky-hairy. It flowers from July to

September, and is a valuable plant for grouping in the herbaceous border. Its

origin is not ptecisely known, but the first place in which it is recorded as
being in culti\ation was the Royal Gardens of Sans Souci, about the middle
of the nineteenth century. It is not a climber.
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C. CALvciNA, Alton. Fern-leaved Clematis.

(Bot. Mag., t. 959 ; C. balearica, Richard.')

An evergreen, climbing shrub, lo to 15 ft. high in this country
;
young stems

dark brown, furnished with silky hairs, angular. Leaves finely divided, and
somewhat fern-like, the larger ones deeply and doubly lobed, the smaller ones

simply three- or five-lobed ; they are i^ to 3 ins. long, the ultimate subdivisions

linear and pointed. In summer the foliage is dark green, in winter it becomes
bronzy purple. Flowers I5 to 2 ins. across, produced from September to

March, solitary on stalks i in. or less long. Sepals four, very downy outside,

oval-oblong, yellowish white, stained inside with narrow, irregular, reddish

purple spots. Beneath the sepals, and separated from them by a short hairy

part of the stalk, is a cup-shaped organ known as the involucre. This organ

distinguishes this species and its near ally, C. cirrhosa, from all other hardy

species.

Native of Minorca, Corsica, etc. ; introduced to Kew by way of Paris, in

17S3. It is not so hardy as C. cirrhosa, but has lived out-of-doors at Kew
merely trained up tree branches, flowering through the winter whenever the

weather was mild. I have not seen it in England in better condition than

at Shrublands. On account of its blossoming in midwinter, and the beauty of

its finely cut foliage at that season, it is well worth a sunny, sheltered spot,

although the flowers are not showy.

C. campaniflora, Brotero.

A deciduous climber, growing 10 to 20 ft. high, very vigorous ; stems

slender, slightly downy when young. Leaves composed normally of fifteen or

twenty-one leaflets (that is, five or seven sets of three each), but irregular.

Leaflets not toothed, but sometimes lobed, variable in shape, narrow-lanceo-

late, ovate and oval ; up to 3 ins. long, ultimately smooth. Flowers solitary

or several together at the end of a downy stalk 2 or 3 ins. long, nodding,

produced in July and August. Sepals four, woolly, oblong, pointed with the

points recurved, | in. long, half expanded ; white tinged with violet. Seed-

vessels roundish ovate, terminated by a slightly downy style less than \ in. long.

Native of Portugal ; introduced in 18 10. A hardy species, very thriving in

cultivation. The flowers are scarcely bell-shaped, as implied by the name,

but rather bowl-shaped. The species is an ally of C. Viticella.

C. CHRYSOCOMA, Franchet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8395O

A deciduous, semi-woody shrub, 6 to 8 ft., perhaps more, high
;
young stems,

leaves, leaf-stalks, and flower-stalks covered with a dense, brownish yellow,

shaggy down. Leaves trifoliolate ; leaflets varying in shape from broadly ovate

or rhomboidal to narrowly obovate
; ^ to \\ ins. long, often as much wide,

usually three-lobcd, but sometimes merely coarsely and irregularly toothed.

The two side leaflets are much smaller than (usually about half the size oQ the

terminal one. Common stalk i to 2 ins. long, that of the terminal leaflet \ to

\ in. long ; the side leaflets are stalkless. Flowers white, tinged with pink,

\\ ins. diameter, produced singly on stalks \\ to 3 ins. long, which spring from

the joints of the previous year's wood. Sepals four, broadly oblong, with a

short, abrupt point ; stamens not downy, forming a cluster i in. across. Seed-

vessels terminated by a style \ to i] ins. long, plumed with brownish golden

hairs.

Native of Yunnan, China; discovered by L'Abbe Delavay m 1884; mtro-
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duced to Kew in iQio, by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin. It is a very charming
and pretty plant, distinct in its short, erect habit, and its covering of shaggy
down. It is found on mountain slopes and summits at 7000 to 9000 ft., but
is rather tender at Kew. Mr Mottet tells me, however, that it is hardy in

Mr P. de Vilmorin's garden at Verrieres-le-Buisson, near Paris. It succeeds
very well in Cornwall.

C. CIRRHOSA, LinncBus.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1070 ; C. balearica, Persoon.')

An evergreen climber, said to cover trees in its native country, but only a
few feet high in the average climate of Britain

;
young stems silky-hairy.

Leaves glossy beneath, broadly ovate with a heart-shaped base, or three-Iobed,
coarsely toothed, smooth

; f to 2 ins. long, h to i^^ ins. wide ; stalk | to i^, ins.

long. Flower solitary, on a stalk i to 2 ins. long ; sepals oval, dull white or
cream-coloured, downy outside ; the whole flower i^ to 2h ins. across, pro-
duced in winter. Seed-vessels terminated by plumose styles i ^ to 2 ins. long,
forming large, beautifully silky tassels.

Native of Spain, Algeria, and Palestine ; first discovered in Andalusia by
the botanist Clusius in the latter half of the sixteenth century, and soon after-

wards introduced to Britain. It shares with C. calycina the well-marked
distinction of a cup-like involucre on the flower-stalk beneath the sepals. It

appears to be hardier than C. calycina, but at Kew does not flower so well,

nor has it the beautifully cut, bronzy foliage that is so attractive in its ally.

Both species have been called " balearica," and considerably confused in

gardens.

C. COCCINEA, Engelmann.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6594 ; C. texensis, Buckley.')

A climbing, semi-herbaceous plant in this country, mostly dying back in

winter, but several yards high in its native country. Leaves pinnate, glaucous,
composed of four to eight leaflets, each of which has a stalk as long, or longer
than its blade, the common stalk often ending in a sort of tendril. Leaflets
ovate to roundish, or sometimes two- or three-lobed, mostly heart-shaped at the
base, I to 3 ins. long, with well-marked, netted veins

;
quite smooth, and not

toothed. Flower solitary, on a ribbed stalk 5 to 6 ins. long, pitcher-shaped,
nodding ; i in. long, \ in. wide at the base, much narrowed towards the
mouth, of various shades of red from scarlet to purplish. Sepals thick,

narrowly ovate, with the points slightly reflexed, downy at the margins. Seed-
vessels ending in a feathery style, i^ ins. long.

Native of Texas ; discovered in 1850 and introduced in 1868. This species
is rather tender, and needs some protection in winter. At Kew it lives outside,
at the foot of a south wall. The flowers are variable in shade, but the rich

red form in cultivation is unique in colour among cultivated species. It lias

been hybridised with the large-flowered varieties of the patens and other
groups, and has given some very distinct and handsome varieties, such as
" Ville de Lyon " and " Countess of Onslow." Blossoms in autumn.

Var. MAJOR has flowers up to \\ ins. long.

C. CON NATA, De Candolle.

A deciduous climber of vigorous habit, growing probably 20 ft. or more
high

; stems only slightly ribbed, not downy. Leaves mostly consisting of
three or five leaflets, which are bright j^reen on both sides, sometimes threc-
lobed, but in the main ovate, with a heart-shaped base, and a long, fine point.
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coarsely toothed, 2 to 5 ins. long^, i to 3 ins. wide, cither smooth or downy.
The bases of the common stalks of each pair of leaves are flat, thin, and broad,
and surround the stem. Flowers bell-shaped, slightly fragrant, produced in

September and October in axillary panicles 4 or 5 ins. long. Sepals soft

yellow, oblong, | to i in. long, pointed with the points turned back, finely

downy inside. Seed-vessel surmounted by silky plumose styles, i to I4 ins.

long.

Native of the Himalaya up to 10,000 ft. It bears some resemblance to

C. Rehdcriana, but its leaves are not silky, and are especially distinguished by
the broad, flattened stalks at the base; the sepals, too, are not so distinctly ribbed.

The flower is rather larger and not so fragrant. It is quite hardy at Kew
in the open ground. The species varies considerably in the amount of down on
the leaves and young stems, and in the size of the flattened expansions of
the leaf-stalks.

C. CRISPA, LinncBiis.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1892.)

A deciduous, half-woody climber, varying from 3 to 8 ft. high. Leaves
pinnate, consisting of three, five, or seven leaflets ; these leaflets are themselves
often trifoliolate or variously lobed, but not toothed, varying from lance-shaped
to broadly ovate with a heart-shaped base, and from i to 3 ins. long by

i to i^ ins. wide, thin and smooth. The larger leaves are altogether 6 to

8 ins. long. Flowers solitary on stalks i to 3 ins. long, fragrant ; sepals I4-

to 2 ins, long, convergent below, spreading and separate towards the points,

^ to i in. wide, thin and wavy at the margins, partially downy at the back,

bluish purple, nearly white at the margins. Seed-vessel either silky or

becoming nearly smooth.
Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1726. This is

regarded as one of the Viorna group, but is amply distinguished by the

upper half of the sepals expanding widely and being much broadened and
wavy at the margin. It flowers from June to August.

C. Davidiana, Decaisne.

(C. heracleaefolia var. Davidiana, Franc/iet.')

A semi-shrubby, deciduous plant, up to 4 ft. high ; stems ribbed. Leaves
rather leathery, composed of three leaflets, the terminal one the largest

;

roundish ovate, shallowly and unequally toothed, from 3 to 6 ins. long, and
nearly as much wide, side ones similar except in being short stalked and
much smaller. Flowers i] ins. across, produced in dense axillary clusters

;

the base is tubular, but the four sepals are spreading (not curled back
as in C. tubulosa), indigo-blue outside. Male and female flowers occur
on separate plants.

Native of China ; introduced to Paris in 1864 by the Abbe David, after

whom it is named. It is, perhaps, the most desirable of the tubulosa

group. From C. tubulosa itself it differs in its taller habit ; the plants are

unisexual (dicucious), and the sepals arc larger, longer, and do not curl

back. At the same time the late Mr Franchet made Davidiana a variety

simply of the other.

C. DURANDII, Kuntze.

(Garden, Feb. 8, 1896, t. 1052.)

A robust climber, growing 9 ft. high, with stout stems. Leaves undivided,

ovate, pointed, tapering or slightly heart-shaped at the base
; 3 to 6 ins. long,

about half as wide, with three or five longitudinal veins, firm-textured,
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shining green, almost or quite smooth ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers 3 to

4.7 ins. across, the sepals usually four (occasionally more), obovate, i/,

ins. wide, wavy at the margins, dark blue-violet ; stamens yellow. Seed-vessels

with long silky tails.

A beautiful hybrid between integrifolia and one of the large-flowered

garden varieties, put in commerce by Messrs Thibaut and Ketelcer in 1874.

Var. PALLIDA.— Flowers paler, violet-rose.

Both these are exceptionally desirable and flower from June to September.

C. Flammula, LinncBus.

A climbing, deciduous plant, growing 10 ft. or more high, forming at the

top a heavy, bushy tangle, whilst it is comparatively naked and unfurnished

below
;

young stems smooth. Leaves very variable in size and shape,

but mostly composed of three or five leaflets, which are not toothed, but

often two- or three-lobed and frequently trifoliolate ; they are bright green

on both sides and quite smooth, varying in shape from narrowly lanceolate

to almost round. Flowers pure white, delightfully fragrant, | to i in. across,

produced from August to October in loose cymes up to i ft. in length.

Seed-vessels oval, \ in. long, surmounted by a white-plumed style i] ins. long.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated in Britain since the sixteenth century. In

the fragrance of its blossoms this Clematis provides one of the greatest pleasures

of the autumn garden. It is variously compared with the scent of almonds,
vanilla, and hawthorn, and is perceptible some yards away from the plant.

C. RUliRO-MARGlNATA (C. Flammula var. rubro-marginata).—A hybrid

between C. Flammula and C. Viticella. The flowers are i to \\ ins. across,

the sepals being white at the base, the remainder reddish violet. Their

fragrance is equal to that of C. Flammula, and they expand during the same
period. One of the most charming of late summer-flowering climbers.

C. FLORIDA, Thuiiberg.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, July 23, 1902, fig. 20.)

A deciduous, or semi-evergreen, shrubby climber, growing 8 to 12 ft. high,

with hard, wiry stems. Leaves 3 to 5 ins. long, normally composed of three

divisions, which are each again divided into three leaflets. Leaflets ovate to

lanceolate, i to 2 ins. long, mostly untoothcd in the cultivated forms, but often

coarsely toothed in the wild
;
glossy dark green above, more or less hairy

beneath. Flowers i\ to 3 ins. across, solitary on downy stalks 3 to 4 ins. long,

that are furnished about the middle with a pair of stalkless, variously lobcd,

leaf-like bracts. Sepals from four to six, oval, pointed, fully spread, white or

creamy white, with a greenish band down the back. Stamens spreading, dark

(almost black) purple. Seed-vessels purplish, with silky tails. Flowers in

June and July.

Native of China, and possibly Japan. It was first noticed in Japan by
Thunberg, and was introduced in 1776, but the plants Thunberg saw were
doubtless cultivated ones. The wild type was collected by Henry, near Ichang,

but is probably not now in cultivation. The florida group of garden clematises

is much prized by cultivators, although many varieties are doubtless hybrids

with patens and lanuginosa "blood" in them. C. florida and patens are no
doubt closely allied, and are united by intermediate forms, so that some
authorities have united them. But for garden purj)oses, C. patens is well

distinguished in having no bracts on the flower-stalk, and in the leaves con-

sisting of three or five simple leaflets. The varieties of C. florida are not c|uite

so hardy as those of lanuginosa, but some have lived and flowered regularly
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out-of-doors at Kew for ten years at least. They blossom well in advance of
the great lanuy^inosa s^roup, antl are prized on that account.

Var. BICOLOR, IJmiley (C. Sieboldii, Don).— In this variety the flowers are
"doubled" throui^h the transformation of the stamens into petal-like organs.
Whilst the sepals are white, the centre of the flower is purple. A cultivated
Japanese v.iricty, introduced in 1837.

\'ar. FLORE PLENO, Jacquin^ has the stamens transformed the same way
as bicolor, but they are white.

Neither C. florida nor any of the group to which it gives its name need any
pruning beyond the removal of old flowering wood.

The ditTerences between the type species of the three great groups of
garden Clematis may be tabulated as follows :

—

A. Flower-stalks with two bracts.

1. C. florida. Leaves doubly ternate.

B. Flower-stalks without bracts.

2. C. lanuginosa. Leaves often simple, very woolly beneath ; sepals overlapping.

3. C. patens. Leaves never simple, but three or five foliolate, slightly downy ; sepals

set apart.

C. FUSCA, Turczaninow.

A semi-herbaceous climber, 8 or 9 ft. high, stems angled, downy when
young. Leaves pinnate, 4 to 8 ins. long, and composed mostly of five or
seven leaflets, which are ovate with a rounded or heart-shaped base, and often

long, tapering points, not toothed ; smooth or slightly downy beneath.
Flowers solitary on stout stalks, which are \ to i in. long, and thickly covered
with reddish brown hairs. The flower has the pitcher shape of the Viorna
group, the sepals being 4 to i in. long, the points recurved ; outside they are
reddish brown, woolly. Seed-vessels with tails about i] ins. long, plumed with
yellowish brown, silky hairs.

Native of N.E. Asia, from Asiatic Russia through Manchuria to the Kurile
Islands. It is an interesting but not very ornamental plant, distinct in its

group, because of the very short hairy flower-stalks, and the hairiness generally
of the flower. It grows very well, and produces abundant seed.

C. Henderson II, Chandler.

A hybrid between C. Viticella and integrifolia, raised by Henderson of
St John's Wood about 1830, and one of the most beautiful of garden clematises.
It is, however, scarcely woody enough to justify its inclusion in this work, dying
back to the ground level each winter. The stems are slender, 6 to 8 ft. high,
the leaves pinnate, and the solitary, slightly perfumed flowers 2 to 7.\ ins. across,
deep bluish purple, and borne on stalks 3 to 4 ins. long. Sepals four, spreading,

I in. wide. This Clematis flowers most profusely from July to September, and
if grown in a group, with the stems supported by stakes, makes a very gay
display. The parentage of the plant as given above is deduced from its

appearance, the habit and foliage resembling C. Viticella, whilst the flower and
feathery-tailed seed-vessel are those of C. integrifolia—a well-known herbaceous
species.

C. Bergeromi, Lavallt'e, is of the same origin as C. Hendersonii.
C. intermedia, Bonamy^ is a third hybrid between the same parent species,

very handsome also, but taking more after C. integrifolia than C. Hendersonii
does. The flowers arc bluish jjurple, i\ ins. across, and appear from July to

September. The plant is sturdier and shorter than C. Hendersonii.
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C. Jackmani, T. Moore.

In i860, some yourjf,^ plants were raised in the nursery of Messrs Jackman
at Woking, from seed which was said to have been obtained by crossing

C. Hendersonii and C. lanuginosa. They flowered in 1862, were named after

their raisers, and were the first of the fine race of garden varieties of Clematis
everywhere known to-day as the Jackmani group. They are probably more
grown now than any others. C. Jackmani has flowers 4 to 5 ins. across,

composed normally of four sepals of a rich velvety violet-purple. In the later-

raised varieties of this group some of the flowers have six sepals, and are 6 ins.

or even more across. They commence to flower in July, and are still gay in

October if the weather remain open and sunny. They may be pruned to

within a foot of the older stems each spring, being vigorous growers, and flower-

ing on the shoots of the current year.

C. JouiNiANA, C. K. Schneider.

(C. grata, of many gardens, but not of Wallich.')

A very vigorous, deciduous climber, about 10 ft. high, stems strongly ribbed
and slightly downy. Leaves composed of three or five leaflets, which are more
or less intermediate between those of C. Vitalba and Davidiana. Flowers in

corymbs 4 to 6 ins. long, springing from the leaf-axils towards the end of the

shoot, the whole forming a large panicle i to 2 ft. long. Sepals four, strap-

shaped, pointed, | in. long ; at first yellowish white, finally suffused with lilac
;

half to fully expanded, but little recurved. (Fig. p. 362.)

A hybrid betweep C. Vitalba and C. Davidiana, which is widely spread in

gardens under the erroneous name of " C. grata." It is a quick-growing plant

with perennial stems, and it flowers with great freedom from August to October.
Very suitable for covering old tree-stumps or mounds. It is named after Mr
E. Jouin, the well-known manager of the Simon-Louis nurseries at Metz.

The true C. grata, Wallich^ is a climber allied to C. Vitalba, native of the

Himalaya and China. Leaves pinnate, made up of five leaflets, which are

broadly ovate, long-pointed, deeply toothed, often three-lobed, downy beneath.
Flowers yellowish white, \ in. across. It is not in general cultivation, but

plants of Chinese origin arc in the Coombe Wood nursery.

C. LANUGINOSA, Lindley.

A deciduous climber, said to be only 6 ft. high in nature, but half as high
again as represented by cultivated varieties. Leaves either simple or
composed of three leaflets, which are heart-shaped at the base, pointed
at the apex, up to 5 ins. long by 3 ins. wide, of thick texture, covered beneath
with a thick, soft, grey wool, smooth above ; stalks 3 to 6 ins. long, downy.
Flowers 4 to 6 ins. across, produced at the end of the shoots on woolly stalks

which have no bracts. Sepals normally six, but often seven or eii;ht ; oval
or obovate, overlapping and fully expanded ; very downy bchincl, varying
in cultivated varieties from white to pale lilac. Seed-vessels with long
silky tails.

This Clematis was originally introduced to cultivation by Robt. Fortune,
who found it near Ningpo, China, in 1850. It is the type of a very important
and showy group of cultivated varieties, and, although allied in a botanical
sense to C. patens and C. florida, is amply distinct in the dwarfer habit,

larger flowers, and the very woolly, often simple leaves and woolly flower-stalks.

Many of the varieties have flowers 8 ins. across, some close on 12 ins.

Hy cross-breeding, the distinctions between the various groups of course
lend to disappear, and many so-called lanuginosa forms have deep purj)le
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flowers. The g^roup flowers from June to October, and requires only a

slight pruning in February. (Sec note under C. florida.)

C. LASIANDRA, ]\Iaxil)lOlvicz.

A vigorous, deciduous climber ; stems slender, angled, sparsely hairy.

Leaves lernate or doubly ternate, 3 to 8 ins. long, composed of three or nine

Clematis Jotiniana.

leaflets ; when three they are often deeply three lobed. Leaflets 2 to 4 ins.

long, ovate to lanceolate, the lateral ones of each trio oblic|ue at the base
;

all with long, slender points, coarsely and irregularly toothed, sparsely downy
and dull dark green above

;
paler, brighter and smooth beneath. The

base of the leaf-stalks and the nodes are hairy. Flowers usually in threes,
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in axillary cymes i^, to 2 ins. lon^ ; sepals downy, varying on different plants
from white to dull slaty purple, oblong, the margins pressed together at the
base, the points rolled back, fomiing a bell-shaped flower h in. long, stuffed

with yellowish white stamens thickly clothed with silky hairs. Fruit-heads
composed of numerous ovate-lanceolate carpels, each with a long, feathery tail.

Native of Japan and China ; introduced from the latter country by Wilson
in 1900. It flowers in October. Not one of the most promising species.

C. Lie; USTICIFOLIA, Ntittall.

This little-known species is a native of Western N. America, and in the

American floras is grouped with C. virginiana. It is easily distinguished from
that species (which has trifoliolate leaves) by its five leaflets, the terminal one
of which is deeply three-lobed or occasionally three-foliolate. It is, perhaps,

more likely to be confounded with our native C. Vitalba in foliage, but
the plant is much less vigorous, and does not flower freely with us. Moreover,
male and female flowers are confined to separate plants. They are white,

fragrant, | in. across, and produced in corymbose panicles, the sepals downy.
Leaflets ovate, pointed, coarsely toothed, of firm texture, bright green and
smooth. Seed-vessels described as having feathery tails, but I only know the

male plant in cultivation.

Clematis Montana var. rubens.

C. MONTANA, Biichanayi.

A deciduous climber of vigorous habit, growing at least 20 ft. high ; stems

smooth except when quite young. Leaves composed of three leaflets on a

common stalk 2 to 4 ins. long ; the leaflets short-stalked, ovate to lanceolate,

pointed, variously and unequally toothed ; i to 4 ins. long, half as wide.

Flowers solitary, pure white, 2 to 2^ ins. across, each borne on a smooth stalk

2 to 5 ins. long. Sepals four, spreading, oval. Seed-vessel elliptical, sur-

mounted by a plumose style i^, ins. long.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced by Lady Amherst in 1831. It is

(juitc hardy near London, and is undoubtedly one of the loveliest of all

climbers. The flowers ai)pear in May, and being produced singly on long

stalks, can only be confused with the white variety of C. alpina, and that is

not only very (liffcrcnt in habit and vigour, but has the petal-like parts of the
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flower characteristic only of tlic Atrag^ene group, C. montana is a valuable

plant for covering arbours, pergolas, and especially verandas, where its long
shoots can be allowed to hang down and form a sort of curtain.

Var, Rur.ENS, Kuntzc.—A Chinese variety introduced for Messrs Veitch by
Wilson in 1900. It is very distinct, the foliage being similar in size and form
to the type, but more downy and purplish, although not so markedly purple as

the leaf-stalks and young stems. The flowers appear in June, rather later than
those of the type, and are of a beautiful rosy red. The sepals are \\ ins. long,

J in, wide ; flower-stalks hairy. This variety is probably the most beautiful

and useful climber distributed in the twentieth century. It is hardier than the

type and flowers with greater regularity. Easily increased by cuttings.

Var. WiLSONi, Sprague (Bot. Mag., t. 8365).—This variety has larger

white flowers on downy stalks, 3 ins. in diameter, and they appear in July and
August. This habit of late flowering adds to its value. Native of Central

China; introduced by Wilson. It is sometimes wrongly named " C. repens"
in gardens.

C. ORIENTALIS, LinncBus.

(C. graveolens, Lindley ; Bot. Mag., 4495.)

A deciduous climber, growing 10 to 20 ft. high
;
young stems ribbed and

not downy. Leaves 6 to 8 ins. long, pinnately divided, the primary divisions

usually trifoliolate ; leaflets with slender stalks i to 2 ins, long, dull glaucous
green, ovate or lanceolate, \ to 2^^ ins. long, usually angularly toothed or

deeply lobed, but sometimes entire, quite smooth. Flowers yellow, slightly

fragrant, \\ to 2 ins. across, produced during August and September singly

on slender stalks 2 to 4 ins. long (lengthening in fruit) ; sepals ovate, pointed,

downy on the inside. Seed-vessel with slender, feathered styles \\ ins. long,

the whole forming a handsome globular tuft over 3 ins. across. In a wild

state this Clematis extends from the Caucasus and Persia to the Himalaya,
N. China, and Manchuria ; it accordingly varies considerably in minor points.

The plant usually known as graveolens is a less glaucous form, the leaves

slightly downy, the leaflets mostly larger, C. orientalis was introduced in

1731-
Nearly allied to C. orientalis is C. GLAUCA, Willdenow^ of which there

is in cultivation the var. AKEBIOIDES, Rehder (C. orientalis var. akebioides,

Maximowicz). This has flowers li to if ins. diameter, deep orange yellow.

A handsome Chinese form introduced for Messrs Veitch by Wilson, which
flowers late into October, and is more vigorous than the type. Both differ

from C. orientalis in having the sepals downy on the margins only.

C. PANICULATA, Thunberg.

A very vigorous climber, growing 30 ft. or more high, and forming a thick

tangle
;
young stems slightly downy. Leaves composed of three or (usually)

five leaflets, which are dark green on both sides, heart-shaped or ovate, i to 3
ins. long, not lobed or toothed, nearly or quite smooth, and comparatively

long-stalked. The blades of the largest leaflets resemble in form and colour

the leaves of the common lilac. Flowers scented like hawthorn, i in, or more
across, produced during September and October in forked panicles, 3 to 4 ins.

long, from the axils of the current year's growth. Sepals four, white, oblong.

Seed-vessels with grey feathered styles i to i^ ins. long, rarely seen in Britain.

Native of Japan ; discovered and named by Thunberg, who lived in that

country in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. It has never been largely

planted in the British Isles, for, although hardy and vigorous enough, it rarely

flowers with freedom, and usually too late in the season to develop well. In

the eastern United States, on the other hand, it is one of the most beautiful and
wonderful of climbing plants, producing its pure white flowers in marvellous
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profusion. In Britain it lacks, no doubt, sufficient summer sun to brmg out its

best qualities, and would be best against a south wall. It is an ally of

C. Flammula, but much more vigorous.

C. PATENS, Mor7'en.

(C. cocrulea, Lindley ; Bot. Reg., t. 1955.)

A deciduous climber, growing 8 to 12 ft. high. Leaves composed of three
or five leaflets with downy stalks ; leaflets lanceolate ; 2 to 4 ins. long, i] to 2o
ins. wide, pointed, smooth above, downy beneath. Flowers solitary on downy
stalks without bracts

; 4 to 6 ins. across ; sepals six to eight, long-pointed,

wide-spreading, and more separated from each other than in C. florida {q.v.).

In the typical C. patens the flowers are said to be white, but this is probably
not in cultivation now, and the cultivated forms of the patens group vary from
white tinged with violet to deep violet-blue. Seed-vessels with silky tails.

Commonly cultivated in, and probably a native of Japan, whence it was
introduced to Europe in 1836 by Siebold, who had found it in a garden near
Yokohama. It is the parent of a group of garden clematises inferior in

importance to those only of C. lanuginosa and C. Jackmani. Some
authorities regard it as a variety of C. florida ; the distinctions are pointed out
under that species. The patens varieties flower in May and June, and need no
pruning beyond the removal of dead wood.

C. PiTCHERI, Torrey and Gray.

A deciduous climber, 9 to 12 ft. high
;
young stems downy. Leaves pinnate,

composed of three to seven leaflets, which arc ovate, with a rounded or slightly

heart-shaped base, sometimes two- or three-lobed, or even trifoliolate ; i to 3 ins.

long, half as wide ; strongly net-veined, and more or less downy beneath.
The terminal leaflet is often reduced to a tendril. Flower solitary on a downy
stalk, 2 to 4 ins. long. Sepals purplish blue outside, \ to i| ins. long, the

tapering points slightly reflexed, showing the greenish yellow inner surface,

margins downy ; the margins of the sepals converge, giving the flower the urn
or pitcher shape characteristic of the Viorna group to which this belongs.

Seed-vessels almost circular, but narrowed at the top to a slightly downy (not

feathery) style 4 in. long.

Native of the Central United States ; introduced to Kew in 1S7S. It has
been confused in French periodicals with C. coccinea, which differs not only
in the colour of the flowers, but is, like another ally, C. Viorna, distinguished by
the plumed styles. C. Pitcheri is the best of the Viorna group in gardens

;

the stems do not die back so much in winter as the others. It flowers from the

end of May to September, never making any great display at one time.

C. Rehderiana, Craib.

(C. nutans, Hort. not Royle ; C. n, var. thyrsoidea, Rehder ; C. Buchaniana, Hon.,
not De Camiollf.')

A deciduous climber up to 25 ft. high, with angled, downy stems. Leaves
pinnate. 6 to 9 ins. long, consisting of usually seven or nine leaflets. Leaflets
broadly ovate, pointed, heart-shaped at the base, often three-lobed, coarsely
toothed; l^ to 3 ins. long, about two-thirds as wide; more or less duwny
above, clothed with silky down and conspicuously veined beneath; stalk of
leaflets i to i i ins. long, hairy. Flowers mostly nodding, fragrant like cow-
slips; borne on erect, downy, ribbed panicles 5 to 9 ins. high from Au^^usl to

October. The four sepals are of a soft primrose yellow, ribbed, and form a
bell-shaped perianth i to ^ in. long; their points are recurved, and they are
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velvety outside, glabrous within; stamens about as long as the sepals, thinly

hairy their whole length. Seed-vessels orbicular-ovate, downy, terminated by
a silky style i in. long.

Native of W. China; introduced to France, in 1898, by Pcre Aubert from
near Tatien-lu, thence to Kew in 1904. Wilson introduced it from the same
neighbourhood in 1908. It is one of the latest flowering clematises and is

worthy of cultivation on that account, also for the sweet fragance of its pretty

blossoms. Its naming has been much confused. When first introduced it

was called C. Buchaniana by the French; then it was identified with C. nutans.

Both these species are Himalayan, and probably not in cultivation.

C. \'eitchiax.\, Craib^ hitherto confused with the above under the name
" C. nutans," has lately been distinguished by Mr Craib. Its most noticeable

distinction is in the leaves being doubly pinnate; the two or three lower
primary divisions are usually trifoliolate. The leaflets, in consequence, are

smaller and more numerous—often over twenty. Another distinction is that

the bracts on the inflorescence are very small (^ to \ in. long) and awl-shaped,
whereas in C. Rehderiana they are much larger (§ to f in. long), ovate or oval,

sometimes deeply three-lobed. The flowers are rather smaller, but of the

same shape and colour. Introduced from W. China by W^ilson in 1904.

C. SONGARICA, Bunge.

A semi-woody, scarcely climbing plant, 4 or 5 ft. high, with slender,

furrowed, not downy stems. Leaves simple, lanceolate to linear ; i^ to 4 ins.

long, I to 1 4 ins. wide ; margins either entire or coarsely and angularly
toothed, quite smooth, and of a greyish or glaucous green, with three prominent
veins ; stalk \ to \\ ins. long. Flowers yellowish white, produced on stalked

cymes 3 to 6 ins. long, both axillary and terminal ; each flower is \ to i in.

across, on a slender stalk i to 2 ins. long. Sepals downy outside, smooth
within. Seed-vessels with plumed styles.

Native of S. Siberia, Turkestan, Mongolia, and the region of the river

Sungari, from which it takes its name ; sent to Kew in 1880 by Ed. Regel of

St Petersburg. Both entire leaves and leaves with jagged margins occur on
the same plant, the former usually as basal leaves of flowering branches,
springing from the axils of leaves of the latter type. The whole plant has
a grey-green tinge similar to that of C. orientalis, but its simple leaves

distinguish it.

C. STANS, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6810 ; C. heracleoefolia var. stans, Kuntze.")

A deciduous, sub-shrubby, or sometimes scandent plant, with stems up to

6 ft. long, dying back nearly to the base in winter ; stout, ribbed, covered with

grey down. Leaves composed of three leaflets, broadly ovate, the terminal one
three-lobed, all coarsely and sharply toothed, from 2 to 6 ins. long, nearly as

wide, downy on the stalks and on the strongly marked veins. Flowers produced
on branched stalks 4 to 10 ins. or more long, the flowers being clustered in

the axils of leaf-like bracts. They are '\ in. long and wide, tubular at the base,

the sepals curled at the ends, nearly white.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Von Siebold to France about i860. It

belongs to the same group as C. tubulosa and C. Davidiana, a group dis-

tinguished by tube-shaped, hyacinth-like flowers. In C. stans the plants may
be male or female, or they may have flowers of both sexes on the one plant.

This last (monrccious) form is sometimes known as C. KOUSAUOTAN, Decaisnc.

C. stans is distinguished from tubulosa and Davidiana by its laxer habit, more
downy stems, and smaller flowers.
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Van LAVALLEI (C. Lavallei, Decaisne) is a very strong-growing form with
sweet-scented flowers of both sexes on the same plant (moncEcious) ; flower-
stalks up to 1 8 ins. long ; flowers | in. long.

C. TANGUTICA, Andr^.

(C. orientalis var. tangutica, Maximowicz ; Bot. Mag., t. 7710.)

A species closely allied to, or perhaps a variety of, C. orientalis
;
growing

8 or 10 ft. high ; stems slightly downy. Leaves grey-green, like those of
C. orientalis, but downy when young ; leaflets raggedly toothed, and sometimes
two- or three-lobed. Flowers rich yellow, solitary, on downy st.dks 3 to 6 ins.

long ; sepals nearly 2 ins. long, narrowly ovate, long and slenderly pointed,
downy outside and at the edges. Seed-vessels crowned with long feathered styles.

Native of Central Asia ; introduced to Kew from St Petersburg in 1898.
It is the handsomest yellow-flowered Clematis in cultivation, the finest flowers
being about 4 ins. across. It differs from C. orientalis in the larger flowers,

and in the downy stems, flower-stalks, etc. It is a superior plant.

C. TUBULOSA, Turczaninow.

(C. heracleaefolia, De Candolle (in part).)

A semi-shrubby, deciduous plant, growing 2 to 2\ ft. high ; stems ribbed,
more or less downy, brownish red. Leaves composed of three leaflets, the
terminal one much the largest, roundish ovate ; shallowly, unequally, and
sparsely bristly toothed ; the base slightly heart-shaped, or almost cut off

straight ; from 2 to 5 ins. long and wide ; the side leaflets are similar in texture,

etc., but are only half the size, and are scarcely stalked. Flowers \ to i in.

long, produced from the joints of the stems of the year in dense short clusters,

each flower on a downy stalk i in. or less in length. They are tubular at the
lower half and swollen at the base, the four sepals curling outwards and
backwards towards the end, deep blue outside, downy. The flowers are uni-

sexual, but both sexes appear on one plant. Seed-vessels with feathered tails.

Native of Central and N. China ; introduced in 1837; flowering from July to

September. It is the type species of a group of Clematis, whose four sepals
close up and form a half tubular flower of the same shape as hyacinths ; to this

group C. Davidiana and C. stans as well as other minor forms belong. They
are notable for the large leaves and robust, although semi-herbaceous growths.

Var. HOOKERI (Bot. Mag., t. 6801) has paler flowers.

C. U NCINATA, Champion.

(C. leiocarpa, Oliver ; Hooker's Icones PI., l. 1533.)

A large climbing shrub, with smooth, slender stems. Leaves doubly
ternate, the three or five primary divisions being again trifoliolate. Leaflets all

stalked, quite smooth, oval or oval-lanceolate, pointed at the apex, rounded at

the base, not toothed ; somewhat leathery, and deep shining green ; li to 4 ins.

long, one-third as wide. Flowers i in. diameter, produced from the leaf-axils,

and at the ends of the shoots on branching cymes 4 to 6 ins. long. Sepals
four, narrow oblong, purplish brown with white, downy margins. Stamens
smooth. Seed-vessel crowned with a feathery style, but itself smooth and
lance-shaped.

Native of Central China ; discovered by Henry about 1SS4 ; introduced to
cultivation by Wilson in 1901. The species appears to be somewhat tender,
especially when young, and may need the protection of a wall. It flowered
with Messrs Veitch at Coombe Wood in July 1906.
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C. VERTICILLAKIS, Dc Candolle. Bell Rue.

(Atragene americana, Siim ; Bot. Mag., t. 887.)

A climbing shrub of the Atragene group, 6 to 8 ft. high
;
young stems

slightly ribbed, smooth, becoming much enlarged at the joints with age.

Leaves ternate, being composed of three leaflets on a common stalk 2 to

3 ins. long ; leaflets ovate or lieart-shaped, i to 2 ins. long, coarsely toothed or

entire, with a little loose down about the veins and stalks when young.
Flower solitary on a stalk about 3 ins. long, purple or purplish blue, 2 to 3 ins.

across. vSepals four, thin, lance-shaped, pointed, prominently veined, downy,
especially at the margins

;
petals about f in. long. Seed-vessel surmounted by a

feathery style about li ins. long.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1797. It is most nearly

allied to the European C. alpina, producing its flowers in May from the joints

of the previous year's wood, and having petals or petal-like organs between the

sepals and stamens. It is, however, quite distinct in having but three leaflets

to each leaf, and these have not the deep, handsome toothing of C. alpina.

C. verticillaris is now very rare in gardens, as it is said to be also in a wild

state.

C. ViORNA, Liiinceus. Leather-flower.

A half-woody climber, 6 to 10 ft. high. Leaves mostly pinnate; leaflets, usually

five, of various sizes and shapes, the basal ones largest, mostly two- or three-

lobed, or trifoliolate, often heart-shaped at the base, i^ to 2 ins. long and wide
;

the upper ones not lobed, ovate, '\ to \\ ins. long ; all of them without teeth and
often smooth, Howers nodding, solitary on stifi" stalks 2 or 3 ins. long ; sepals

very thick and leathery, pointed, i to ij ins. long, dull reddish purple, greenish

white or yellowish inside. The sepals touch and form a bell-shaped flower,

slightly narrowed towards the mouth where the points are curved back.

Seed-vessels with brownish feathery styles i in. long.

Native of the eastern United States, introduced in 1730. It is the type

species of a group of Clematis (sometimes separated as a distinct genus under
the name of Viorna), whose converging sepals give an urn- or bell-shape to the

flower. The stems die back in winter to the woody base of the plant.

Although interesting and curious, this species is not particularly attractive.

C. VIRGINIANA, LinncBUS.

A deciduous, climbing shrub up to 20 ft. high
;
young stems ribbed and

almost without down. Leaves nearly always consisting of three leaflets (rarely

five), which are ovate, rounded or heart-shaped at the base, coarsely and
unequally toothed, borne on a common stalk \\ to 3 ins. long ; each leaflet on
its own stalk \ to \ in. long, slightly downy when young. Flowers dull white,

I to I4 ins. acrosF, produced in axillary panicles 3 to 6 ins. long in August and
September ; sepals four, oblong, thin. Seed-vessels with silky, feathered styles,

forming silvery heads about i\ ins. across.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1767. It is but little grown
outside botanic gardens, being inferior in vigour to our native species, and not

so attractive as many others. It is allied most closely to C. Vitalba, but is

distinguished by its three-foliolate instead of five-foliolate leaves. Plants, too,

are frequently unisexual.

C. ViTALBA, Lifificeus. Traveller's Joy.

A deciduous, climbing shrub, forming woody stems reaching ultimately, if

support be available, 40 ft. or more high, the older portions near the ground
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becoming in time as thick as a man's wrist
;
young stems ribbed and downy.

Leaves very variable in size and length ; from 3 to 10 ins. long, composed of

five leaflets pinnately arranged. Leaflets ovate with a heart-shaped or rounded
base, or lance-shaped, i to 4 ins. long, stalked, the lowest pair occasionally

trifoliolate, coarsely toothed or almost entire, more or less downy. Flowers dull

white, borne in panicles 3 to 5 ins. long from the leaf-axils ; each flower about

I in. in diameter, faintly almond-scented. Seed-vessels with long, plume-like
styles, forming, when ripe, grey tufted balls very conspicuous in autumn and
winter.

Native of Europe, and common in the south of England. Among our
native climbers, it is the most vigorous and rapid in growth, making shoots
several yards long in one season. It flowers from July to October, and its

remarkable crop of silky fruits remain on the plants long after the leaves have
fallen. It is of too aggressive a nature to be associated with valuable shrubs,

which it would in time smother, but it has a charming effect in the wilder parts

of the garden, where it may be allowed to wander over vigorous common shrubs
or worn-out trees of little consequence. In such positions it gives a better

idea than any other British plant of the lianes or "bush ropes" of the tropics.

The popular name of "old man's beard" refers of course to the silvery

grey fruits. The French name, " herbe au.x gueux" (beggar's plant), originated
from the use by beggars in Paris of the acrid juice of the plant to produce
ulcerous wounds as a means of exciting pity. The pleasant name of

"Traveller's joy," was apparently invented by Gerarde, who says this Clematis
is " esteemed for pleasure by reason of the goodly shadow and the pleasant
sent or savour of its flowers. And because of its decking and adorning waies
and hedges where people travel, thereupon have I named it Traveller's joy."

C. VlTICELLA, Lin7l(EUS.

(Bot. Mag., t. 565.)

A deciduous, partially woody climber, growing 8 to 12 ft. high ; stems
slender, ribbed, and slightly downy when young. Leaves 4 or 5 ins. long,

pinnate, with the primary divisions trifoliolate ; leaflets not toothed, but

frequently two- or three-lobed, lance-shaped to broadly ovate, | to 2^ ins. long.

Flowers solitary on stalks 2 to 4 ins. long, or several on a branched stalk
;

I \ ins. across ; sepals obovate, blue, purple, or rosy purple. Seed-vessels broad
and short, with very small tails devoid of the feathery covering so common in

Clematis.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated here since the sixteenth century. The
type and the double-flowered form were grown in 1597 by Gerarde, who says,

"they grow in my garden at Holborn and flourish exceedingly." Many
charming varieties have been raised in gardens, the double-flowered one just

mentioned (FLORE TLENO) being one of the least attractive, owing to an
excessive multiplication of the sepals, which gives the flower a heavy, lumpy
aspect.

Var. ALBA has nearly white flowers.

Var. N.\NA is a dwarf form about 3 ft. high, raised by Mr Carrit!?re in Paris.

There are also numerous minor forms and hybrids. Of these, uur.RA
GRANDIFLORA, raised by Jackman of Woking, has large flowers of a deep
reddish purple. Var KLRMESINA is another whose flowers have a reddish
tinge.

None of the forms of C Viticclla are genuinely shrubby in this country,

the summer's growth dying back during the winter nearly to the older stem.
They should be cut back in February to the living part All the forms flower

with great freedom from July to September.

2 A
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CLERODENDRON. verbenacE/E.

A large genus of shrubs and climbers, mostly tropical, only three

species of which are hardy. Leaves opposite. Flowers in wide, cymose
or corymbose clusters. Corolla slender-tubed, five-parted at the mouth.
Calyx at first bell-shaped or inflated, persistent, becoming fleshy, with

the sepals reflexed. Stamens four. Fruit fleshy, and highly coloured.

C. Fargesii, Dode.

(C. trichotomum var. Fargesii.)

A vigorous, deciduous shrub, of very leafy habit
;
young wood greyish,

almost smooth. Leaves ovate, taper-pointed, entire, variable in size, 2 to 8 ins.

long, about half as wide
;
purple-red when quite young, afterwards glossy green

on both sides, with scattered hairs on both surfaces. Flowers produced in

August from the axils of the terminal leaves in cymose clusters, the whole
forming an inflorescence at the end of the shoot, 4 to 6 ins. across. Corolla
white, \ to I in. across, star-shaped, the five lobes narrow oblong, radiating

from a slender tube | in. long. Calyx green, ovoid, conspicuously five-angled,

and with five-pointed lobes, downy on the ridges. Fruit about the size of a
pea, porcelain-blue, surrounded by the five fleshy, reflexed lobes of the per-

sistent calyx become pink with age.

Native of Szechuen, China ; introduced to France by Fere Farges, and
first raised by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin in 1898. It is closely allied to

C. trichotomum, but diflfers in the paler, more slender shoots ; smaller, brighter
green, less downy leaves ; in the green, not red, young calyx ; and paler blue
fruits. It is inferior in beauty, but is probably hardier and does not die back
like C. trichotomum. The leaves have an unpleasant odour when crushed.

C. FCETIDUM, Bu7lge.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4880.)

In the open air this species can scarcely be regarded as a shrub. It is

killed back to the ground every winter, but sends up vigorous, erect, woody
shoots during the summer 3 to 6 ft. high, bearing large heart-shaped leaves

4 to 8 ins. long and nearly as wide, coarsely toothed, downy on the veins. In

August and September come the terminal rounded corymbs, each 4 to 5 ins.

across, densely packed with purple-red blossoms. It has lived for many years

at the foot of a greenhouse wall at Kew, spreading rapidly by its suckers, and
forming in summer a dense thicket of stems. Although the flowers are

fragrant, the leaves when crushed emit a heavy nauseous odour. Easily

increased by division in spring.

Native of China ; introduced by Fortune in 1844.

C. TRICHOTOMUM, Thunberg.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6561.)

A deciduous, small tree, 10 or 12 ft. high, of bushy, rather sparse habit
;

branches very pithy, downy when young. Leaves variable in size, and
considerably larger on young plants than on adult ones ; in the latter they are

ovate or oval, 4 to 9 ins. hmg, 2 to 5 ins. wide, occasionally toothed, soft, with

scattered down beneath, and flaccid ; stalks downy, i to 4 ins. long. The lower
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leaves are sometimes deeply two- or three-lobed towards the apex. Flowers
fragrant, produced from July to September in long-stalked cymes from the

axils of the uppermost leaves, the whole forming an erect inflorescence 6 to 9
ins. across. Corolla white, i to i^ ins. across, the base tubular, expanding at

the mouth into five spreading, oblong, narrow lobes. Calyx reddish, ?, in. long,

inflated, five-angled, and five-lobed. Fruit bright blue, ultimately black, about
the size of a pea, surrounded by the persistent crimson calyx whose lobes have
become fleshy and spreading.

Native of Japan and China, and a very handsome late summer-flowering
tree. The leaves have a heavy unpleasant odour when crushed. It is quite

hardy at Kew, and likes an open, loamy soil. The pithy branches are very apt

to die back in winter. It is easily increased by root-cuttings, or by the young
suckers which frequently spring from the roots.

CLETHRA. KRICACE/E.

From their allies in the heath family the Clethras are distinguished

by having the five parts of the corolla so deeply divided that they appear

to be separate petals. They are small trees or shrubs, all the hardy ones
deciduous, but the tender ones all or mostly evergreen. Leaves alternate.

Flowers white, fragrant, usually produced in racemes or panicles near

the end of the shoot ; stamens ten. Seed-vessel a capsule enclosed by
the persistent calyx, and carrying many seeds.

Of the hardy species, three come from America, one from China and
Japan. They all like a peaty soil, and are useful for flowering late in

the season. Propagated by seeds, cuttings, and layers. The cuttings

are best made in August, of side shoots 3 or 4 ins. long, with a heel of

older wood, and placed in gentle bottom heat. In Guernsey and in the

milder parts of Ireland, the beautiful evergreen species from Madeira

—

C. ARnoREA, Alton—may be seen growing in the open air. It is known
as the " liiy-of-the-valley tree," from its long white racemes.

C. ACUMINATA, MicJiaux. WlIITE ALDER.

A deciduous shrub under cultivation, but assuming the form of a small tree

20 ft. high in a wild state
;
young wood downy. Leaves clustered at the ends

of the shoots, oval, with a long tapering apex, 3 to 6 ins. long, the base rounded
or shortly tapered, toothed on the terminal part ; lower surface downy ; stalk

4 to i] ins. long. Racemes 6 ins. or more long, solitary, slender, cylindrical,

terminal, hairy. Flowers white
;
petals ] in. long, not spreading ; sepals downy,

ovate, ribbed ; stamens hairy at base ; flower-stalk \ in. long, downy.
Native of the south-eastern United States, found on clitTs and mountain-

sides ; introduced in 1S06. It is the least hardy of the American species, but
may be grown in the south of England. From C. alnifolia and C. tomentosa
it is distinguished by the leaves being nearly always broadest below the middle,
and crowded at the end of the twig. The racemes, too, are mostly solitary.

C. Ai.MioLiA, Liinucus. S\vi:i:t Pi:i'i'Ek-r.isii.

.•\ deciduous shrub, ultimately 8 or 9 ft. high, with erect branches
;
young

shoots covered with a very close, fine down. Leaves obovale or wedge-
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shaped ; i \ to 4 ins. long-, 4 to 2 ins. wide ; abruptly tapered at the apex,

toothed except near the base, almost or quite smooth except on the midrib
and stalk, the latter being- downy and i to ^ in. long. Flowers fragrant,

j^ in. across, thickly set on erect, cylindrical, downy racemes 2 to 6 ins.

long and 4 in. wide, produced in August at the end of the current season's

shoots and in the axils of their uppermost leaves. Petals white, obovate,
rounded at the apex ; sepals persistent, ovate, downy ; stamens and style

smooth ; flower-stalk J in. long, downy.
Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1731. A very handsome

shrub, useful on account of its late flowering. It loves abundant moisture
at the root. Propagated by layers or by separating the sucker growths at

the base.

Var. PANICULATA (C. paniculata, Aitoii) has terminal panicles (not merely
clustered racemes), and is superior to the type. It is the best of all the

Clethras that can be grown out-of-doors, being quite hardy, a vigorous grower,
and equal in flower beauty to C. tomentosa.

C. CANESCENS, Reinwardt.

(C. barbinervis, Siebold^

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high in cultivation, more bushy and less erect

the American species
;
young shoots at first sprinkled with a minute starry

down. Leaves often clustered at the end of the twig, oval or obovate,

more tapering at the base than at the apex ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i to 24 ins. wide
;

hairy at first on both sides, but especially so on the midrib and nerves beneath,

toothed ; stalk 4 to | in. long. Flowers white, I in. across, produced from
July to September in a rather compact, terminal panicle 4 to 6 ins. long,

covered with white, starry down ; calyx and seed-vessel hairy ; stamens
smooth.

Native of Japan and China ; introduced in 1870. It is a very pretty

shrub where it thrives, but it is not so hardy as C. alnifolia, although it will

survive all but the severest winters near London. The leaves have usually

two or more pairs of veins than the American species.

C. TOMENTOSA, Lamarck.

(Bot. Mag., t. 3743 ; C. alnifolia var. pubescens, A Hon.')

A deciduous shrub up to 6 or 8 ft. high, branches erect
;
young shoots very

downy. Leaves obovate, i^ to 4 ins. long, 4 to 2 ins. wide, tapering to a

very short stalk at the base, toothed on the terminal half, pointed ; upper
side with scattered short hairs, lower side felted with a thick, pale wool.

Flowers fragrant, white, nearly \ in. across, produced during September in

erect, woolly racemes up to 6 ins. long, either terminal or from the uppermost
leaf-axils. .Sepals woolly, ovate-oljlong,

l\.^
in. long ; stamens smooth ; style

downy ; flower-stalk woolly, i in. long.

Native of the south-east United States ; introduced in 1731. Closely

allied to C. alnifolia, and sometimes regarded as a variety of it, it is

distinguished by flowering a month later and by its greyish aspect due to

the woolly covering of its various parts. Its flowers, too, are purer white,

larger and more ornamental, and the style is downy. Its distribution in

a wild state does not extend so far north as that of C. alnifolia, and it is

not quite so hardy. At Kew, however, it does not suffer from cold.
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CLEYERA FORTUNEI, Hookerfii TERNSTRa:MlACE.E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7434.)

An evergreen shrub, 5 to 6 ft. or probably more high, with smooth
branchlets. Leaves 3 to 6 ins. long, i to \\ ins. wide ; tapering towards

Cletiira tomkntosa.

both ends, quite smooth and entire, deep green in the middle with a

yellow margin of varying width. Flowers produced singly or in pairs
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from the axils of the leaves, each one nearly ij in. across when fully open,

the flower-stalk h in. long
;
petals pale yellow.

The genus Cleyera, named in honour of Dr Cleyer, a Dutch botanist,

is a small genus of evergreen trees and shrubs from N.E. Asia. The
calyx is five-parted, and there are five petals with numerous stamens

slightly attached. The genus is nearly allied to Eurya, but differs in

having chiefly bisexual flowers, those of Eurya being unisexual and found

on different trees.

C. Fortunei was introduced from Japan by Robert Fortune about

i860, and was long grown in gardens, chiefly in cool greenhouses, as

•' Eurya latifolia variegata." It never appears to have flowered, or the

fact of its doing so was not made known until 1894. In the September

of that year it was exhibited in flow^er at Chiswick, and flowering speci-

mens were sent to Kew about the same time, by the late Mr T. Acton

of Kilmacurragh. In this and other similarly situated gardens it may
be grown without protection, but in colder localities wall-protection is

necessary. It has long been cultivated by the Japanese for its handsomely

variegated leaves, but is probably a native of China. It is quite easily

rooted from cuttings in gentle heat. No green-leaved form of the plant

appears to be known.

CNEORUM TRICOCCUM, LinncBus. SIMARUBACE/E.

A low, evergreen shrub, i to 2 ft. high, wnth erect, forking branches.

Leaves alternate, greyish green, i to 2 ins. long, rarely more than \ in.

wide, glabrous, terminating as a rule in a tiny, abrupt point. Flowers

}, in. in diameter, yellow, produced several together at the end of the

branchlet and in the axils of the terminal leaves
;

petals three or four.

Fruit brownish red, composed of three segments, each about the size of

a small pea flattened on two sides ; it has a fleshy covering, but is bony
beneath.

Native of the Mediterranean region, and rather common along the

French and Italian Riviera in dry positions. Among other places one

may find it on the Cap d'Antibes, and on the hills behind Mentone. It

is not hardy at Kew, but lives in the gardens of the south and west

coasts. I have seen it flourishing in the garden of Mr Hiatt C. Baker

at Almondsbury, near Bristol. It has considerable scientific interest as

one of a curious genus whose right place in the Vegetable Kingdom is

uncertain. At present it is associated with the very dissimilar Ailanthus

and Picrasma. It has been known in gardens since the last years of the

eighteenth century, Ijut owing no doubt to its lack of any striking beauty

is rarely seen now. Easily increased by cuttings in a cold frame.

COCCULUS. MENISPERMACE.^:.

In the outdoor garden this genus is at present represented by three

species, two of them climbers, the other an evergreen shrub. They are

nearly allied to the "moon-seeds" (Menispermum), but differ in having
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six petals and six stamens, whilst Menispermum has six to eight petals
and twelve to twenty-four stamens and peltate leaves. The flowers are
small, inconspicuous, and unisexual. The climbing species are of the
easiest cultivation, growing in any soil of moderate quality, and easily

propagated by division or pieces of root. They may be grown up rough
branches of oak or supports of a similar nature. Their beauty, apart from
the luxuriant foliage, is in their red or purplish blue berries. The shrubby
species

—

C. LAURIFOLIUS, De Candolle^ is an evergreen shrub lo ft. or more high,
sometimes a small tree, with lance-shaped, conspicuously three-ribbed leaves
5 to 8 ins. long, about 2 ins. wide, the stalks \ in. long ; they are of a very
glossy, varnished, dark green, giving to the shrub a very characteristic aspect.
Flowers small, in axillary panicles. At Kew this plant can only be grown
against a wall, where it has lived for many years without injury'. In the south
of France and Italy it forms a picturesque spreading shrub or small tree.
There is a very pleasing example in the garden of the British Embassy at
Rome. Native of the Himalaya.

C. CAROLINUS, De Cafidolle.

(Cebatha Carolina, Koehne!)

A climber with twining stems, naturally woody, but often herbaceous in

Britain, downy. Leaves more or less heart-shaped or ovate, three- to seven-
veined, rounded at the end, often obscurely lobed, 2 to 4.^ ins. long, with
stalks nearly as long ; clothed with pale down beneath, deep green, ultimately
smooth above. Flowers sometimes hermaphrodite, but usually unisexual, with
the sexes on separate inflorescences, sometimes on separate plants, white

;

males on short, axillary panicles, each flower about \ in, across, with six

sepals, petals, and stamens. Females in racemes, similar to the males as
regards sepals and petals, but with abortive stamens and three to six pistils.

Berries about the size of small peas, red when ripe.

Native of the south-eastern United States. Although introduced in 1759,
it has never become common. Flowers in July.

C. TRILOBUS, De Candolle.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8489 ; C. Thunbergii, De Candolle ; Cebalha orbiculata, Kuntze.')

A climbing, twining shrub with downy, naturally woody stems. Leaves
i', to 4 ins. long, ovate or heart-shaped, sometimes three- or five-lobcd, rounded
or pointed at the apex, downy beneath, especially when young, becoming
smooth (except on the nerves) and bright dark green above, prominently
three- or five-nerved. Flowers in axillary clusters, expanding in August.
Fruit spherical, \ in. diameter, black covered with a blue bloom, produced
in clusters of six to twelve, ripe in October, and then rather handsome.
Plants at Kew bore a great crop in 1911, which seems to show they like

abundant sunshine.

Native of Japan, Corca, and China. The down, or small hairs, on the
stems point downwards. The plant from which our figure (|). 376) was made
was introduced to Kew from Japan by Prof. Sargent, but the species may
have been in cultivation before.
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COLLETIA SPINOSA, Lama?ri\ riiamnace^.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5033 ; C. cruciata, Hooker ; C. bictoniensis, Lindley.')

A dimorphic shrub up to 10 ft. high, armed with spines of one
of two kinds; the one flat, triangular, rigid, frequently li- ins. wide at

the base, the other stiff", bodkin-shaped, sharply pointed, comparatively
slender, and from I to i\ ins. long. As a rule a plant has spines of

one or the other kind only; but in very rare instances the two kinds are

found on one branch. These spines are really branchlets producing

COCCULUS TRILOBUS.

leaves and flowers in the usual way ; they are arranged in pairs, each pair

set at right angles to the next. Leaves very small, scanty, or even absent,

each one j in. or so long, ovate, and toothed. Flowers produced from
below the spines usually singly or in pairs, occasionally in fours; they
have no petals, and the calyx is tubular, yellowish white, swollen at the

base, divided at the mouth into five reflexed lobes ; the whole flower and
stalk combined are little more than \ in. long.

This shrub, so strikingly uncommon of aspect in both its forms,

has no great beauty of flower, but it is one of the most grotesquely

and formidably armed, as well as one of the most interesting, of all

hardy plants. In 1823 the slender, terete - spined form, known as
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C. spinosa, was introduced from Chile, and the more remarkable form,
with flat, triangular spines, was introduced soon after from Uruguay, and
was called C. cruciata. No one supposed that they were one and the

same ; in fact, the C. cruciata form would appear soon to have been lost

sight of But in 1850 it suddenly appeared in the arboretum at Bicton,
in Devonshire, and the gardener's story was that he had raised it from
seed of C. spinosa. This statement was not generally believed at the
time, and the impression was that the gardener's memory was at fault.

Dr Lindley, however, accepted the phenomenon as a most striking

instance of transmutation, and, overlooking the fact that it had already

been called C. cruciata, renamed it C. bictoniensis, a name it still retains

in many places. It was not until 1877 that the identity of these two forms
was thoroughly established. In that year Signor Fenzi, a well-known
amateur of the time, residing at Florence, found both of them growing on
the same plant. And since then several other instances have occurred to

establish the bona fides of the gardener at Bicton in 1850.

The species flowers in autumn, and, although hardy, likes a sheltered,

sunny spot. The cruciata form does not grow so freely as spinosa, but

both can be increased by cuttings. It thrives best in the southwest.

COLUTEA. Bladder Senna, leguminos^.

A small genus of deciduous shrubs, natives of the Old World, with

unequally pinnate leaves and yellow, coppery, or reddish brown, pea-

shaped flowers borne in few-flowered racemes. The most distinctive

character of the genus is the large inflated pod, which, when half ripe,

may be made to burst with a miniature report when squeezed. There
is nothing similar among hardy Leguminos.x, and among all hardy shrubs

similar fruits occur only in Staphylea and Koelreuteria.

In gardens the Coluteas do not figure largely ; although the

commonest species, C. arborescens, is sometimes seen in rough
shrubberies. They all flower late, and over a long season, which is in

their favour; and all except C. istria are of the easiest cultivation,

thriving in any soil and any situation except a very shaded one. Those
species that produce seeds are easily propagated by them, the others

can be struck from cuttings made of half-ripened wood placed in gentle

heat.

C. arborescens, Linnceus. Common Bladder Senna.

A stronj^-growing^, deciduous shrub up to 12 ft. high, of bushy habit and
copiously branched. Leaves 3 to 6 ins. lonj,^ ; leaflets nine to thirteen, elliptic

or broadly obovate with the apex notched, from \ to i in. long, hairy beneath
when young, becoming nearly or quite smooth with age. Racemes axillary

on the current season's growth, produced successively as the branches extend
;

\\ to 4 ins. long, carr>'in^^ three to seven flowers towards the end. Flowers
pea-shaped, yellow, '\ in. long, borne on a downy stalk ] in. lon^^ ; wing-petals

rather shorter than the keel ; calyx cup-shaped, with triangular lobes. Pod
inflated and bladder-like, about 3 ins. long, i to i^ ins. wide, pointed, many-
seeded.
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Native of the Mediterranean region and S.E. Europe ; cultivated for at

least three hundred years in England. Few introduced shrubs have made
themselves so thoroughly at honie as this. It has taken possession of some
of the railway banks in the suburbs of London, and will, indeed, grow in

almost any position not water - logged where it has sufficient light. Its

accommodating nature has made it, perhaps, despised in gardens, but it is

quite pretty when in full bloom, and it lasts more or less from June until the

frosts come. The inflated pods, which explode with a sharp report when
squeezed, make the shrub very attractive to children. A group of plants can
be kept to a neat shape and convenient size by pruning back the shoots almost

to the old wood every winter, the flowers being borne on the shoots of the

year. The abundant seeds render its increase easy.

Var. BULLATA (pygmcea).—A dwarf variety of dense habit, whose leaflets

are small and wavy at the margin, j to § in. long. Racemes i to i^ ins. long.

C. CILICICA, Boissier.

(C. longialata, Koehne.")

A deciduous shrub, similar in habit to C. arborescens. Leaves composed
of nine to thirteen leaflets, which are obovate or oval, with a few flattened

hairs beneath. Flowers yellow, produced three or five together in short

racemes. Wing-petals longer than the keel.

Native of Asia Minor. Very similar to C. arborescens (of which it is

perhaps only a geographical form) and melanocalyx ; it is chiefly distinguished

from the former by the larger wing-petals, and from the latter by the unfelted

calyx.

C. ISTRIA, Miller.

(C. halepica, Lamarck ; C. Pocockii, Aiton.')

A deciduous shrub, 3 or 4 ft. high, much branched. Leaves composed of

nine to fifteen leaflets, which are the smallest among cultivated Coluteas, being

\ to '^ in. long, obovate or broadly oval, and furnished with white flattened

hairs. Flowers borne two to five together towards the end of a raceme about
2 ins. long. Each flower is | in. long, coppery yellow, with a handsome
standard petal f in. across ; wings as long as keel. Pod 2 ins. or more long.

Native of Asia Minor, and a similar or closely allied plant occurs in

Abyssinia. It was first introduced in 1752, but the true plant has always been
rare. It is, perhaps, not hardy enough to withstand our severest frosts. The
small graceful foliage and handsome flowers make it at once distinct and
handsome, and it has not the rank growth of the arborescens group. It is the

earliest of the genus to flower, commencing in late May or early June, and
continuing more or less for three months.

C. MEDIA, Willdenow.

A hybrid between C. arborescens and C. orientalis, given this name by the

German botanist in 1809, at which time it was cultivated in the Botanic

Garden of Berlin. It is a vigorous shrub of bushy habit very similar in general

appearance to C. arborescens, the leaves consisting usually of eleven or

thirteen leaflets, which are obovate, \ to i in. long, bluish green, downy beneath

when young. The influence of C, orientalis is most in evidence in the colour

of the flowers, which are of a brownish red or coppery hue, also in the longer,

linear-lanceolate teeth of the calyx, as compared with the triangular lobes of

C. arborescens. C. media has a large inflated pod like C. arborescens, 3 ins.
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long. This shrub is useful in the same situations as C. arborescens, ar.d may
be planted on dry banks. It is found in gardens under a variety of names,
such as C. arborescens flora rubro, C. purpurea, etc.

C. MELANOCALYX, Boissicr.

A deciduous shrub very similar in general appearance to C. arborescens,
differing chiefly in the calyx, which is longer {\ in. long), more tubular, with
broader triangular teeth, and, like the stalk of the flower, clothed with a thick,

ver>' dark brown, velvety down. Petals yellow, the wings about as long as the
keel. Leaflets seven to eleven, broadly elliptical, indented at the end.

Native of the mountains of Asia Minor ; flowers from July to September.

C. ORIENTALIS, Miller.

(C. cruenta, Aiton.')

A deciduous bush of rounded, close habit, up to 6 ft. high, with rather erect

branches, often marked with small black warts. Leaves pinnate, 3 to 4 ins.

long, composed usually of seven or nine leaflets, broadly obovate or roundish,

\ to f in. long, rounded at the end, tapered at the base ; very glaucous, smooth
on both surfaces except when quite young. Howers two to five, clustered

towards the end of a raceme \\ to 3 ins. long, brownish red or copper-coloured,
each § in. long, the rounded standard petal \ in. across, with a yellow spot at

the base ; wings two-thirds as long as the keel. Calyx slightly hairy. Pod
open at the end, i^ ins. long, smooth.

Native of the Orient ; introduced to England in 17 10. It flowers from
June to September, but never makes a very striking display. It is more
notable for its grey-white foliage.

COMPTONIA \'^vi.Y.^\YO\A\, Banks. Sweet Fern.
MYRICACE/E.

(Myrica asplenifolia, Linno'us.')

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with slender, often erect branches,

very hairy when young. Leaves alternate, linear-oblong, tapered at both

ends, 2 to 4 ins. long, ^ to g in. wide, the blade deeply cleft (almost to

the midrib) into broad, oblique, rounded lobes, J to j in. wide; dark

green, downy ; stalk \ to \ in. long. Male catkins cylindrical, | to i in.

long, \ in. wide ; closely set with downy, broadly triangular, long-pointed

bracts. Female inflorescence globular, each ovary surrounded by eight

awl-shaped, downy scales, which give the fruit-cluster a bur-like appear-

ance. Nut egg-shaped, \ in. long, shining.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1714, and long a

favourite in gardens because of its beautifully cut, fern-like leaves, and
pleasant bay-like scent. It is closely allied to, and often regarded as

belonging to, the Myricas, but differs from them in the two sexes usually

occurring on the same plant, and in the ovary being surrounded by eight

persistent scales, instead of two to four inconspicuous ones. It is also

quite distinct from them, or indeed any other hardy shrub, in general

aspect. It likes a peaty soil.
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CONVOLVULUS CNEORVU, Lzn?l(rtlS. CONVOLVULACE^.

(Bot. Mag., t. 459.)

An evergreen, very leafy shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, covered with silky

hairs that give the entire younger part of the plant a beautiful silvery

aspect. Leaves shortly stalked, alternate, narrowly oblong or oblanceo-

late, I to 2 J ins. long,
-J

to J in. wide, always tapered at the base,

but either pointed or rounded at the apex. Flowers in a terminal umbel,

but opening successively during the summer; they are of the trumpet-

mouthed type common to "morning glory," being ij ins. long, rather

more across, of flimsy texture, white tinged with pink, yellow in the tube
;

calyx as long as the corolla-tube, silky.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated in England, according to Alton, in

1640. It is not quite hardy near London except against a wall, but

thrives in the south and west. There are five strips of silky hairs traversing

the corolla lengthwise outside. It needs a dry, sunny spot, and can be

increased very readily by cuttings taken during the summer, and placed

in gentle heat.

COPROSMA ACEROSA, A. Cunningham. RUBIACE^.

A low, evergreen shrub, whose prostrate wiry stems are covered with a

minute down, and form a mass of interlacing twigs. Leaves opposite,

either in pairs or in clusters, \ to J in. long, about -}j^ in. wide, linear,

dark green, smooth. Flowers unisexual ; the males from one to four in

a cluster, females solitary; both inconspicuous. Fruit globose and berry-

like, \ to J
in. in diameter, of a pale, translucent blue.

Native of New Zealand, up to 4000 ft. It is a fairly hardy shrub,

surviving the winters at Kew, but finding more congenial conditions in

milder places. I have seen it very charming in the botanic garden at

Glasnevin and in other Irish gardens, where it bears fruit freely. There

are two varieties in cultivation, viz. :—var. rrunnea, Kirk^ with brown

shoots, shorter branches, and more widely separate leaves; and var.

ARENARIA, Kirk, with yellow, more slender branches, and more closely

set leaves. According to Mr C. F. Ball of Glasnevin, the former variety

fruits much the more freely in Ireland, and is more ornamental. It is

suitable for the rock garden.

Another species occasionally grown is C. Petriei, Cheeseman, a dwarf

plant with prostrate stems forming broad patches, 2 to 3 ins. high. It has

narrow oblong, or obovate leaves, ^ to j in. long, more or less hairy.

Fruits globose, I to J
in. across, of various shades and depths of purple.

Native of the south island of New Zealand up to 4000 ft. elevation.

Suitable for rock garden cultivation, and apparently quite hardy.

About forty species of Coprosma are found in New Zealand, some of

which can be grown on walls, or in the mildest parts of the kingdom, but

generally they belong more to the greenhouse than the open air.
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COREMA. EMPETRACE/E.

Two small, evergreen, heath-like shrubs, one native of S.W. Europe,

the other of Eastern N. America. They have short, slender leaves

mostly in whorls of three, and flowers in terminal clusters, usually but

not always unisexual, with the sexes on separate plants. Their only ally

in gardens is the crowberry (Empetrum), from which the Coremas are

distinguished by the terminal inflorescence and three-seeded berries.

Propagation and cultivation the same as for heaths.

C. ALBUM, Don. Portuguese Crowberry.

An evergreen shrub, i^ to 2 ft. high, erect in habit and heath-like
;
young

shoots very downy. Leaves narrow linear, | to § in. long, blunt, the margins
reflexed so as to leave only a narrow slit behind, dark green and soon becoming
smooth, mostly arranged in threes. Flowers in terminal clusters, stalkless and
inconspicuous. The female plant bears globose white berries in clusters, each
berry \ in. across.

Native of Portugal and Spain ; introduced in 1774. It grows very well

near London in sandy peat, and resembles its close ally Empetrum nigrum,
but is taller and larger leaved, and the berry is white with only three seeds.

A neat little evergreen, but not showy.

C. CoNRADii, Torrey. PLYMOUTH Crowberry.

An evergreen, heath-like shrub, 6 to 20 ins. high, forming spreading tufts
;

young branches nearly smooth. Leaves narrow linear, \ to \ in. long, blunt,

margins much curled back, often arranged in threes and very closely set,

dark green. Flowers in terminal heads, the males conspicuous only for

the long purplish stamens with brown anthers. Berry very small, dry when
ripe, containing usually three seeds.

Native of Eastern N. America, usually in dry, sandy places ; introduced in

1 84 1. It is a rare shrub even in a wild state, and is found in only a
comparatively few isolated places. Its most famous site is a few acres

near Plymouth, Mass., where it is said to be very pretty in April, with

its purple flowers. It has never become properly established in English
gardens, although several times imported. It is not so robust a plant

as C. album, from which it is easily distinguished by its small leaves and
the almost smooth branchlets.

CORIARIA. coriariace.e.

A small genus of shrubby and herbaceous plants whose aflinities are

doubtful. IJy Bentham and Hooker the natural order is placed near

Anacardiacex' (Rhus, etc.), but other authorities regard it as more closely

allied to Simarubacea: (Ailanthus, etc.). The Coriarias have simple,

oi)posite, entire leaves; flowers in racemes terminating the current

season's growth, or produced from the joints of the previous season's

wood. In some species male and female flowers are borne on separate

and distinct racemes. Sepals and petals live; stamens ten; carpels live,
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one-seeded. The most interesting character of these plants is the

persistence of the petals, which, as the fruit ripens, thicken and become
juicy and more or less highly coloured ; finally enclosing the fruit. It

is to them that the plants owe most of their attractiveness. The leaves

and fruits are mostly poisonous.

The Coriarias are scarcely hardy enough to be seen at their best near

London, being killed to the ground in severe winters. They are better

adapted for more southern and western counties, where they bear fruit

with greater certainty. They like a fairly good, loamy soil, and can be

propagated by seed (which is preferable), or by cuttings made of half-

ripened shoots.

C. JAPONICA, A. Gray.

(Bot. Mag., t. 75090

A low, deciduous shrub with semi-herbaceous, pithy, four-angled branches,
renewing itself by strong shoots from the base ; it is rarely more than 2 ft.

high in this country. Leaves of variable size, i to 3^ ins. long on the

secondary shoots, but half as large again on the first-year, sucker-like, basal

ones ; they are ovate-lanceolate, tapering to a long, fine point, prominently
three-nerved, quite smooth and entire, almost stalkless. Racemes produced
two or three together from the joints of the year-old branches, \\ to 2\ ins.

long, the male racemes shorter, more slender and drooping than the female
ones, the flowers also smaller and inconspicuous. Petals of female flowers

at first green, then thickening and becoming fleshy and turning bright

coral red, ultimately purplish black ; they and the fruit they enclose are 1 in.

across.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Kew in 1893, through Professor Sargent.

It is hardy at Kew, but not long-lived, and should be renewed occasionally

by means of seeds or even cuttings. It is better adapted for a slightly

warmer climate than that of London, and when seen at its best is extremely
beautiful. It has been grown with particular success in the Vicarage garden
at Bitton.

C. MVRTIFOLIA, LinnCBUS. Redoul.

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high, of bushy habit, sending up from the base

rather erect, angular, more or less four-sided stems, which the following

year carry graceful, slender, twiggy shoots. Leaves opposite, in pairs,

occasionally in threes
;

quite smooth, entire, ovate, pointed, three-nerved,

I to i\ ins. long, very short-stalked, glaucous green. Flowers small, greenish,

produced during the summer from the joints of the previous year's growths

in racemes about i in. long. The petals, after becoming thick, fleshy, and
juicy, turn black and shining ; they and the fruit they enclose, \ in. across.

They have a sweetish and in no way disagreeable taste.

Native of the Mediterranean region, especially in the south of France,

where it is often the first wild plant to reoccupy plots of ground abandoned
from cultivation. It is fairly hardy in the London district, but is killed

in very hard winters. When in full growth, which is rather late in the

season, it is distinctly handsome in the graceful disposition of its glaucous

leaves and branches. It flowers freely, but does not set fruit well in this

country.

Both the leaves and fruits are poisonous, the latter especially so, producing,

when eaten, convulsions similar to those caused by strychnine. A few years

ago three people died from their cflecls at Carcassone. Various animals,

even goats, are sometimes poisoned by the leaves ; the fruits, macerated
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in sweet water, make an excellent fly-poison. The leaves are rich in tannin,

and are used for curinj^^ leather and for making ink ; they also yield a black
dye. Introduced to England in 1629.

C. NEPALENSIS, WalHch.

Naturally a deciduous shrub, with long spreading branches, but too tender

to thrive well in the open air at Kew, where it is frequently cut to the ground
during winter, and thus prevented from attaining anything like its natural

size. Given the protection of glass it will grow 8 ft. high. Leaves ovate
or oblong, slightly heart-shaped, 3 or 4 ins. long on the strong primary
growths, much smaller on the branchlets, distinctly three-nerved, smooth,
entire. Flowers produced on year-old shoots in narrow, cylindrical racemes,

\\ ins. long, greenish yellow, the petals becoming in the fruiting stage much
thickened, pulpy, and black-purple.

Native of the Himalaya and the Shan Hills, Upper Burma. Its Chinese
ally recently introduced by Wilson (C. SINICA, Maximowicz) may prove
hardier than the northern Indian one. It is said to grow as much as 12 ft.

high in the mountains of Yunnan, and is already very vigorous with us.

C. TERMIXALIS, Hemsky.

(Bot, Mag., t. 8525.)

This species can scarcely be termed a shrub. It forms a woody root-stock

which sends up annual branching stems 2 to 4 ft. long, and spreads by under-
ground rhizomes. Leaves ovate, i to 3 ins. long, usually five- or seven-nerved,
occasionally nine-nerved ; much the larger, broader, and rounder on the main
stems. Flowers, male and female ones of which are produced on separate

terminal racemes 6 to 9 ins. long, are greenish at first, the petals of the female
flowers thickening and becoming fleshy in the fruiting stage, and being then
black or of a beautiful translucent yellow. Each fruit with its enveloping petals

is nearly \ in. across.

Native of Sikkim, where it was collected by Sir Joseph Hooker, 1849-53 5

also of China and Thibet; introduced to England in 1897. This beautiful

plant, which is distinct from the other cultivated Coriarias in its invariably

terminal infloresence (borne on the shoots of the year) and more numerously
veined leaves, is hardy at Kew, and fruits there annually. The ycllow-fruilcd

form is distinguished as var. XANTHOCARPA, Rchdcr^ and appears to be con-
fined to Sikkim. Wilson introduced the form with black fruits from W.
Szcchuen in 1908.

CORNUS. CORNEL. CORNACE.E.

Trees or shrubs with usually deciduous, opposite leaves, the only

exceptions being C. capitata, more or less evergreen in mild districts
;

and C. alternifolia and C. controversa, both of which have alternate

leaves. Flowers usually white, sometimes greenish or yellowish, always

small, and produced in terminal corymbs or cymes, or clustered densely

in heads ; the parts of each flower are in fours. Fruit a drupe containing

a two-Celled stone. Many of the cornels are characterised by having the

iiairs of the leaf flattened to the surface and attached to it by their

centres.
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Botanically there are two well-marked sections of this genus, viz. :

—

those in which the inflorescence is surrounded at the base by an involucre

of usually four bracts, and those in which this involucre is absent. The
latter is niu'ch the more numerous group; the former consists of the

following species :

—

1. Brads not showy. Flowers in small umbels produced on the naked wood in spring.—
C. Mas, C. officinalis, C. sessilis.

2. Bracts large and shoicv. Fruits crowded in a dense head but not united.—C. florida,

C. Nuitallii.

3. Bracts large and sho^uv. Fruits of each inflorescence amalgamated into onefleshy mass.—
C. capitata, C. Kousa.

The greater part of the remaining species are American, and are

mostly shrubs of very vigorous growth, but of moderate beauty in flower,

sometimes with handsome-barked wood, often w^ith considerable beauty

in fruit—an attraction which, through climatic causes no doubt, they

rarely display in this country. They all like a loamy soil with abundant

moisture, and those of osier-like habit, like C. alba, can be increased

by cuttings of naked w^ood put in the open ground like willows, about

early November. Others with a stoloniferous habit can be propagated by

offsets, and the rest by layers, when seed is not available. The following

may be recommended as the best for general cultivation :

—

For Floiuer.—Z. Mas, C. circinata, C. Kousa, C. candidissima. (In mild localities),

C. capitata, C. florida, C. Nuttallii.

For Colour of Leaf — C. alba Spaethii, C. alba sibirica variegata, C. Mas aurea

elegantissima.

For Beauty of Stem.— C. alba ; C. stolonifcra var. flaviramea.

For Habit.—C. controversa, C. macrophylla, C. circinata, C. Hessei.

C. ALBA, LinncBus.

(C. tatarica, Miller^

A deciduous, wide-spreading shrub, producing a thicket of stems erect to

prostrate ; ultimately 10 ft. high. Bark of the young shoots becoming in

autumn and winter rich red. Leaves opposite, ovate to oval, rounded or

wedge-shaped at the base, with short slender points ; variable in size, but

usually from 2 to 4^ ins. long ; dark green above, glaucous beneath, with

minute flattened hairs' on both sides ; veins in about six pairs ; stalks .\ to i in

long. Flowers small, yellowish white, in cymes i^ to 2 ins. across. Fruit whitish

or tinted with blue, about the size of a pea.

Introduced from Siberia in 1741, and a native also of China. This is a

rampant shrub, apt to smother anything less vigorous than itself growing near.

It is therefore Ijest adapted for forming an isolated mass on a lawn, or on the

banks of a pond, where its deep red stems are remarkably effective all through

the winter. A number of varieties are in cultivation, of which the following

form a representative set :

—

Var. GOUCHAULTII, Carricre.—h variegated form, margined with yellow

and stained with rose. It is duller than var. Spa:thii, and with more green and

rose in the centre. Var. FRfEHKLl and var. TRICOLOR differ from it but little,

and are no better.

Var. SII3IRICA, Loddiges.— Not so rampant a grower as the type, the

branches of a paler, brighter, red ; fruit bluish. There is a handsome
variegated form of tiiis— sin. vakiec.ata, whose leaves have an irregular

margin of creamy white ; it is thus handsome in summer as well as winter.
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Var. Sp^thii, Wittmack. Spaeth's Cornel.—Undoubtedly the handsomest
of all the variegated cornels, and perhaps the most effective of all deciduous,
yellow-variegated shrubs in cultivation. A mass on a lawn has a most striking

aspect all the summer through, for the plant has the great virtue of never
having its foliage scorched by summer sun, although the major part of the leaf

is bright yellow ; nor does it become dull as the season advances, like many
shrubs of this colour do. When visiting Mr Spaeth's nurseiy at Rixdorf, near
Berlin, a few years ago, I was told that this remarkable shrub originated there
on a stem of ordinary Cornus alba, on which had been grafted a scion of the
variegated sort. The graft died, but just beneath the pomt of union a yellow
variegated twig appeared, which was removed and propagated, and is the var.

Spaethii as we know it to-day. The bark is red in winter. The shrub does not
need a very rich soil, and like the rest of the forms of C. alba, can be propagated
by cuttings of leafless wood placed in the open ground in late autumn, or by
late summer leafy shoots under glass. The outer branches can be easily

layered.

Var. VARIEGATA (argenteo-marglnata).—Leaves margined with creamy
white. The variegated form of var. sibirica is less vigorous, and often
preferable.

C. ALTERNIFOLIA, LimiCBUS.

A deciduous shrub, sometimes with a cluster of erect stems, sometimes a
small tree 20 ft. or so high in a wild state, flat-topped and with horizontal

branches ;
young shoots smooth. Leaves alternate, often aggregated at the

end of the shoot, oval or ovate, tapered at both ends, the apex often slender-

pointed ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i to 2% ins. wide ; bright pale green and smooth
above, more or less glaucous and furnished with centrally attached flattened

hairs beneath ; stalk i to 2 ins. long ; veins in five or six pairs. Flowers
yellowish white, small, numerous, of little beauty, produced during June in

flattish cymes 2 to 2V ins. across ; flower-stalks downy. Fruit roundish, \ in.

diameter, black with a blue bloom.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1760. Although this species

comes from as far north as New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, and therefore

capable of withstanding intense cold, it is not infrequently a failure in this

country, probably owing to insufficiency of sunlight. Its alternate leaves

distinguish it from all other cornels except C. controversa, which is a much
larger tree with cymes twice as large, and leaves with usually one to three

more pairs of veins.

C. Amomum, Miller.

A deciduous shrub of compact habit, up to 10 ft. high
;
young bark downy,

becoming purple. Leaves ovate, mostly rounded at the base, with short,

abrupt points ; 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 2] ins. wide ; dark green and soon
becoming smooth above, paler and with rusty or silky down beneath, especially

on the veins ;
stalks similarly downy, ] to

f|
in. long ; veins in four to seven

pairs. Flowers small, yellowish white, produced in July in cymes i^ to 2^ ins.

across. Fruit \ in. across, pale blue.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1683. A shrub thriving well

in our climate, but of no especial value. Its distinctive characters are its

purple young wood, the silky reddish down beneath the leaf, and the pale blue

fruits.

C. PURPUSli, Koehnc^ is a close ally, or perhaps form of the above, found in

the same region, the leaves are narrower than in C. Amomum, glaucous and
minutely wartcd beneath ; the down beneath is greyish, not rusty; veins in

about five pairs. Young shoots yellowish red to purplish. Fruit dull blue,

2 b
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Introduced about 1899, but probably in cultivation long before as C. Amomum.
It is less compact in habit than that species.

C. AS I'KRI FOLIA, MicJuiUX.

A deciduous shrub, 10 to 15 ft. high; twigs reddish brown. Leaves ovate

or oval, 2 to 4 ins. long, about half as wide ; slender-pointed, tapering or

rounded at the base, upper surface dark green and rough, with minute, flattened,

stiff hairs ; lower surface pale and with thicker, softer down ; veins in about

five pairs ; stalk \ to \ in. long, grooved, downy. Flowers yellowish white,

\ to \ in. across, produced in rounded corymbs i^ to 1)2 ins. in diameter;

petals narrowly oblong, calyx downy and with very minute teeth. Fruit round,

white, I in. across.

Native of the eastern and Central United States, found occasionally as a

tree nearly 50 ft. high in Arkansas and Texas (Sargent). It reaches as far

north as Lake Erie, and appears to be quite hardy near London. It has little,

however, to recommend it as a garden shrub.

C. Baileyi, Coulter.

An erect, deciduous shrub, up to 10 ft. high, with downy shoots turning

reddish brown by winter. Leaves ovate or lanceolate, slender-pointed, rounded
at the base ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i to i\ ins. wide ; with minute flattened hairs

above, and, when young, with a dense covering of woolly down as well as

flattened hairs beneath ; stalks slender, \ to | in. long. Flowers small, in

woolly-stalked cymes i to 2 ins. across. F^ruit white, \ in. across.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1892. It has been much
confused with C. stolonifera, from which it differs in the shoots and lower

surface of the leaves being distinctly woolly, and in not being stoloniferous;

the bark also is duller and browner. It is usually found on sandy shores, and
is recommended for light soils.

C. CANDIDISSIMA, Marshall.

(C. paniculata, L'Heritier.')

A much-branched, deciduous shrub, 8 or 10 ft. high, of bushy habit, with

greyish bark
;
young shoots smooth. Leaves opposite, ovate-lanceolate,

wedge-shaped at the base, long and slender pointed, li to 3^ ins. long, half as

wide ; dark green above, pale or whitish beneath ; both surfaces at first

furnished with flattened, minute hairs, which largely fall away by autumn
;

veins in three or four pairs. Flowers small, white, borne in great profusion in

June and July, in short cymose panicles about 2 ins. wide, terminating every

twig. Fruit white, roundish, but depressed at the top, j in. diameter ; the

stalks bright red.

Native of the eastern and Central United States; introduced in 1758.

As a latish flowering shrub this cornel has much to recommend it, for it is

usually laden with blossom shortly after midsummer. Unfortunately it does

not set its fruit here with the freedom that makes it so attractive in the

United States. It is neater and less rampant in growth than those of the

alba and stolonifera groups.

Between C. candidissima and C. Purpusii (see under C. Amomum) there is

a hybrid called C. Arnoldiana, Rehder. It originated in the Arnold

Arboretum about the end of last century. Compared with candidissima, it

is of more spreading habit ; the year-old branches are purple ; inflorescence
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less elongated ; leaf downy beneath ; fruit bluish. Introduced in 1907.

(Sargent's Trees and Shrubs^ t. 40.)

C. STRICTA, Lamarck (C. foemina, Miller)^ is closely allied to C. candidissima,
and has similar foliage. It differs in having purplish or reddish brown twigs,

and pale blue fruits. Native of eastern United States from Virginia south-
wards ; sometimes 16 ft. high.

C. CAPITATA, Wallich. BENTHAM'S CORNEL.

(Benihamia fragifera, LindUy, Bot. Mag., t. 4641.)

A deciduous or partially evergreen tree, 30 to 40 or more ft. high, of bushy
habit, and, if allowed to develop without interference by other trees, wider
than it is high

;
young shoots covered with fine, flattened, grey down. Leaves

leathery, opposite, oval-lanceolate, tapered at both ends ; 2 to 5 ins. long,

'I
to 1 4 ins. wide; dull grey-green, covered densely on both surfaces with

minute flattened hairs ; stalk \ to | in. long. Flowers minute, inconspicuous,
crowded in a hemispherical mass h in. across. The beauty of the inflorescence
is in the four or six sulphur-yellow bracts that subtend the true flowers ; these
are obovate, li to 2 ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide. Fruit a fleshy, strawberry-
shaped, agglomerated crimson mass, i to I5 ins. across, in which many seeds
are imbedded.

Introduced from the Himalaya in 1825, and a native also of China. It

is hopeless to attempt to grow this cornel unprotected near London, although
it has lived many years against a wall at Kew, but rarely or never flowers

there. One has to go to the Cornish gardens, or those of S.W. Ireland
to see this tree in its full splendour. The finest tree I have seen is at Fota,
probably about 40 ft. high, and 70 ft. in diameter ; but there are probably
others in Cornwall quite as fine. When covered with the pale yellow " flowers,"

they provide one of the richest ornaments even those favoured gardens can
display. In fruit, too, they are objects of great beauty, but often damaged by
birds. The flowers are at their best in June and July, and the fruits in October
and November.

C. CONTROVERSA, Hemslcy.

(C. brachypoda of English gardens— not of C. A, Meyer.")

A decidous tree, 30 to 50 ft. high, with horizontal branches produced in

tiers
;
young shoots smooth or soon becoming so, and soon dark coloured.

Leaves alternate, ovate or oval, rounded or somewhat wedge-shaped at the
base, narrowed abruptly to a slender point ; smooth and dark glossy green
above; glaucous beneath, and at first furnished with flattened hairs attached by
their centres ; veins in usually six to eight, sometimes nine pairs ; blades

3 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers white,

about \ in. diameter, produced in June and July numerously in flattish

cymes 3 to 7 ins. across. Fruit blue-black, globose, | in. diameter.
Native of Japan, whence the cultivated plants originated, also of China and

the Himalaya. This small tree, so distinct from all other cornels except the
North American C. alternifolia in its alternate leaves, is of very elegant habit.

It sends its slender branches out horizontally, and they are produced in

a group at the end of each season's growth. When of sufficient age, it

flowers freely, as an old specimen about 30 ft. high in the Coombe \Vood
nursery shows.

Var. v.\RiEGATA (C. brachypoda variegata of gardens) is a form with
long, narrow, lanceolate leaves, rarely more than \\ ins. wide, often unequal-
sided and more or less deformed, but strikingly variegated with an irregular,

yellowish white border, and possessing the elegant pose of the type.
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Although this cornel has been in cultivation at least thirty years, the

name "controversa " was only given to it by Mr Hemsley in 1909 (see

Kew Bulletin for that year, p. 332). Previously it had been known in England
as "C. brachypoda," and on the Continent as "C. macrophylla," in both cases

erroneously, as these are synonymous terms for an opposite-leaved cornel

(C. macrophylla, Wallich—q.v.). It will no doubt take some time to straighten

out the confusion in gardens, but the matter is simply stated thus :

—

Tree with opposite leaves is C. macrophylla.

Tree with alternate leaves is C. controversa.

The name " C. brachypoda " disappears as a synonym.

CORNUS FLORIDA.

C. FLORIDA, LinncBUS. FLOWERING DOGWOOD.

(Bot. Mag., t. 526.)

A deciduous, wide-spreading, small tree, 10 to 20 ft. high in cultivation,

but occasionally twice as high in some parts of its native habitat
;
young

shoots soon becoming smooth. Leaves opposite, broadly oval or ovate

;

3 to 6 ins. long, i| to 3 ins. wide ; rounded or tapered at the base, the

apex with a short, abrupt, slender point ; dark green and with scattered

down above
;
pale, rather glaucous and downy beneath ; stalk ] to | in. long.

Flowers insignificant, \ in. long, produced in a crowded head \ in. across,

green tipped with yellow. The real beauty of the plant is in the four bracts

that form in autumn and enclose the flower-head during the winter, expanding

in May. These bracts are inversely heart-shaped, the apex broad, rounded

and notched, white, i| to 2 ins. long, the whole forming a showy, corolla-

like involucre 3 to 4 ins. across, commonly called the " flower."

Native of the eastern United States, where it is generally distributed from

Massachusetts southwards ; introduced in the early part of the eighteenth

century, and cultivated by Thos. Fairchild in his nursery at Hoxton in 1730.

There is also evidence of its having been grown by Miller at Chelsea in 1739.

Although really a very hardy shrub so far as its capability of supporting
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extreme cold is concerned, as is shown by its perfect health and robustness
in the neighbourhood of Boston, Mass., it has never become generally
cultivated in Britain. Through its susceptibility to spring frosts and the
indifferent ripening of its wood in autumn, it is rarely seen in good health.

It thrives very well in the garden at Grayswood Hill, Haslemere, which,
being elevated a few hundred feet, escapes the late frosts that visit the
valleys. After a fine summer its leaves change to glorious shades of red
and crimson.

Var. PENDULA.—Branches rather stiffly pendulous.
Van RUBRA (Bot. Mag., t. 8315).—Bracts of a bright rosy red instead of

the ordinary white ; extremely beautiful. This variety succeeds even better
than the type at Grayswood Hill.

C. GLABRATA, Befltham. WESTERN CORNEL.

A deciduous shrub up to 10 or 12 ft. high, of bushy, densely twiggy habit

;

young shoots dark, smooth. Leaves lanceolate, or narrowly oval, tapered at

both ends ; ij to 3 ins. long, ^ to i j ins. wide
;
glossy green on both sides,

and with minute, closely pressed hairs ; slightly paler beneath ; veins in three
to five pairs ; stalk slender, ,'; to h in. long. Flowers dull white, in small cymes
which are i| ins. or less in diameter. Fruit white or bluish white.

Native of Western N. America from Oregon to California. It has little

beauty of flower, but is a neat-habited shrub of cheerful aspect, distinct in its

small, abundant leaves, shining green on both sides.

C Hesse I, Koehne.

A dwarf, very compact, slow-growing, deciduous shrub ; dense in habit and
apparently not likely to exceed 2 ft. in height. Leaves opposite, crowded,
oval-lanceolate, wedge-shaped at the base, slender pointed ; i to 2^ in. long,

about one-third as wide ; very dark, almost black-green above, glaucous
beneath, both surfaces with flattened hairs ; veins in three to five pairs.

Flowers pinkish white, produced the summer through in cymes li ins. across.

Fruit dingy bluish white, flattened globose, scarcely j in. wide.

The native country of this very distinct little shrub does not appear to be
known, but it is probably from N.E. Asia. It is quite unlike any other cornel

in its dense, very leafy, compact habit and curiously dark foliage.

C. KOUSA, Buerger.

(Garden, Feb. 25, 1893 ; Benlhamia japonica, Siebold^

A deciduous shrub or small tree, up to 20 ft. in height, of bushy habit:

young shoots smooth. Leaves ovate with a slender point and wedge-shaped
base, I i to 3 ins. long, :^ to 1 4 ins. wide ; margin undulated ; both surfaces

have minute, scattered hairs at first, becoming smooth except for brown tufts in

the vein-axils, stalk J to |^ in. long. Flowers small and inconspicuous, pro-

duced in a round, button-like mass ^ in. across. The beauty of the shrub, as in

C. florida and C. Nuttallii, is in the bracts that accompany the inflorescence.

These are four in number, lanceolate, slender-pointed, spreading ; i to i^ ins.

long, A to ^ in. wide ; creamy white. The main-stalk is slender, smooth, 2 to

2^ ins. long. Fruit fleshy, strawberry-like in shape.
Native of Japan, Corea, and Central China. At Coombc Wood, where there

is a fine specimen, it thrives admirably, and flowers freely in May and June.
The bracts and flowers arc borne on short, lateral spurs at the end of a small two-

or four-leaved twig and stand up erect in rows along the branches ;
they have
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a very striking and beautiful effect. Of the species that owe their ])eauty to

their large showy bracts as distinct from the true flowers, this is the most
promising for our climate. It is only likely to be confused in gardens with
C. tlorida, its East American ally, but its long slender-pointed bracts readily

distinguish it. Botanically it is more nearly allied to C. capitata, as is shown
by the agglomerated fruits.

C. MACROPHVLLA, Wallich.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8261
; C. brachypoda, T. A. Meyei\)

A deciduous tree, 30 to 50 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth or nearly so.

Leaves opposite, ovate to roundish or oblong, the base rounded or tapering,

the apex with a slender, often tail-like point
; 4 to 7 ins. long, 2 to 30 ins.

wide ; bright green, and soon becoming smooth above
;
glaucous beneath, and

CORNUS KOUSA.

at first clothed with pale, flattened, minute hairs attached at their middle
;

veins in six to eight pairs ; stalks \ to I4 ins. long. Flowers yellowish white,

numerous, produced in terminal, somewhat rounded cymes 4 to 6 ins. across
;

each flower \ in. diameter
;
petals oblong ; calyx minutely toothed, grey with

minute down. Fruit globose, \ in. diameter, blue when ripe. Blossoms during

July and August.
Native of the Himalaya, whence it was introduced in 1827, China, and

Japan. It is a handsome and striking small tree, chiefly noteworthy for its

fine foliage ; the flowers, although profusely borne, are of too dull a white to

be very effective. There is a tree approaching 40 ft. in height in Coombe
Wood nursery. Much confusion has existed between this species and
C. controversa, which, although an alternate-leaved species, has long been

known on the Continent as " C. macrophylla." (See note on C. controversa.)

C. Mas, Linnceus. CORNELIAN CllERRY.

(C. mascula, Linn(rus ; Bot. Mag., t. 2675.)

A deciduous shrub or small tree, sometimes 25 ft. high, of spreading, rather

open habit
;
young branchlcts covered with minute, flattened, greyish hairs.
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Leaves ovate, i^ to 2?, ins. long, 4 to il ins. wide (sometimes consideralily

larger on strong shoots) ; apex slender-pointed ; base tapered or rounded
;

dark dull green, both surfaces furnished with centrally attached, flattened

hairs ; veins in three to five pairs ; stalk ] in. or less long. Flowers ,; in.

diameter, yellow, produced in February and March on the leafless stems in

short-stalked umbels from the joints of the previous year's wood, each umbel
about 4 in. across, enclosed before opening in four downy, boat-shaped bracts.

Fruit a bright red, oblong drupe § in. long, about i in. wide, indented at

the apex, of good acid flavour.

Native of Europe, cultivated for many centuries in Britain. Before the

introduction of the Japanese witch hazels the Cornelian cherry was the most
effective of yellow-flowering shrul^s in l^loom as early as February, It is

still one of the most valuable we have. As it is without foliage when in bloom,
it is a great advantage if it can be associated with some evergreen, siith as
holly. The fruit is handsome, but not, in my experience, freely borne. The
wood, although limited in quantity, has considerable value because of its

tough, hard, durable nature. It was formerly, if not now, much used on the

Continent for small articles in domestic use. The fruit also used to be made
into a rob or preserve. The following varieties are in cultivation :

—

Var. AUREA ELEGANTISSIMA.—Leaves prettily variegated, having a wide
unequal border of yellow, some entirely yellow ; others tinged with pink.

Var. LANCEOLATA, Kirschncr.—Leaves smaller, more lance-shaped.
Var. NANA,—Of dwarf, rounded habit.

Var. V'ARIEGATA.—Similar to aurea elegantissima, but with creamy white
variegation.

Var. XANTHOCARPA.— Fruits clear bright yellow. There are also var.

FRUCTU VIOLACEO, with presumably purple fruits, and var. albocarpa, with
white ones ; but I have not seen them, nor are they likely to be of much interest

here, where the tree is shy-fruiting.

C. OFFICINALIS, Siebold^ is very closely allied to C. Mas, and is a Corean
species occasionally seen in gardens. It has the same yellow flowers and red
fruits, but it differs in having in addition to the flat hairs attached by their

centres, conspicuous patches of dense, rusty-coloured down l^eneath the leaves,

in and near the vein-axils. It has also two additional (five to seven) pairs of

veins to each leaf. When in flower it is not distinguishable from C. Mas,
except that the habit is perhaps coarser. It is occasionally 30 ft. high in

Japan.

C. NUTTALLII, Audubon.

(Hot. Mag., t, 831 1.)

A deciduous tree up to 50 ft. high, rarely 80 to 100 ft. in a wild state, but

often a shrub
;
young shoots minutely downy, becoming smooth. Leaves

oval or obovate, tapered at the base, short-pointed, 3 to 5 ins. long, i^ to 3 ins.

wide ; downy on both sides, especially beneath ; veins in five or six pairs ;

stalk
I

to ', in. long. Flowers very small, crowded into a dense head 4 in.

across, purple and green ; surrounding them is a whorl of four to eight,

commonly six, showy bracts which make what is commonly termed the
" flower." These bracts are roundish oval or obovate, pointed, and from
\\ to 3 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide, at first creamy, then white flushed with
j)mk. The flower-head is formed the previous autumn, and is not enclosed by
the bracts during winter, as in C. florida, but remains exposed, expanding with

the bracts in .May.

Native of Western N, America, where it is one of the most beautiful of
flowering trees. In autumn, too, it is said to light up the forest by the yellow
and scarlet of its decaying leaves. It is undoubtedly the noblest of the cornels,
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its "flowers" sometimes 6 ins. across; unfortunately it is not perfectly adapted
to the averai^c climate of Great Uritain, but succeeds in the southern counties.

It is better under cultivation at Kew than C. tlorida, and occasionally flowers.

The best specimen I know of is at Grayswood Hill, Haslemere, which a few
years ago was 15 ft. high, and flowered freely.

C. PAUCINERVIS, Hance.

A deciduous shrub, 6 ft. or more high
;
young shoots angular, with very

minute appressed hairs at first, becoming smooth. Leaves narrowly ova
;

tapering about equally towards both ends ; i?, to 4 ins. long, \ to I4 ins. wided
with two or three pairs of prominent longitudinal veins, both surfaces coverel,

with minute appressed hairs. Flowers white, /. in. across, produced in rounded
hairy corymbs i\ to 3^ ins. across. Fruits black, globose, \ in. wide. The
most distinctive character of this species is the narrow shape and few veins of
its firm-textured leaves. The chief veins originate in pairs from the lower
part of the midrib, and after curving outwards bend inwards again towards the

top of the leaf. The shrub is pretty, and useful in flowering in late July and
August.

Native of W. and Central China ; introduced by Wilson in 1907. It first

flowered with the Hon. Vicary Gibbs at Aldenham, in 191 1.

C. PUBESCENS, Nuttall.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 18 ft. high in a wild state, with smooth, purple
branches. Leaves opposite, narrowly oval or ovate, i| to 4 ins. long, 4 to 2

ins. wide, tapered or somewhat rounded at the base, blunt or pointed, rarely

slender at the apex ; dark green and slightly hairy above
;
pale and woolly

beneath. Flowers yellowish, crowded densely in compact, rounded, downy
cymes about 2 ins. across. Fruit white.

Native of British Columbia south to California ; introduced in 1874. It

blossoms towards the end of May and in June, and is pretty then. It is also

distinct in its dark purplish branches and in its leaves, woolly beneath.

C. RUGOSA, Lamarck.

(C. circinata, LHeritier.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, sometimes single-stemmed and like a

small tree
;
young shoots green, warted, becoming purplish. Leaves roundish,

inclined to ovate, abruptly pointed ; al to 5 ins. long, nearly as wide ; almost
smooth above, but covered beneath with a dense greyish wool ; veins in six to

eight pairs ; stalk about \ in. long. Flowers white, in slightly downy cymes
2 to 3 ins. diameter. Fruit pale blue, about 4 in. diameter.

Native of E. Canada and the United States ; introduced in 1784. This
species is very rarely seen in English gardens ; but as I saw it, covered with

flower in the Arnold Arboretum about mid-June a few years ago, it was quite

ornamental and had assumed the form of a miniature tree. Among the swarm
of North American cornels this can be distinguished by its almost orbicular

leaves, very downy beneath.

C. Slavinii, Rehder^ is a hybrid between C. circinata and C. stolonifera,

first noticed in Seneca l\ark, Rochester, New York, near the gorge of the

Genessee River. The leaves are woolly beneath, and the young wood is purplish

as in C. circinata, but the habit is more that of C. stolonifera, only more
upright. Leaves intermediate in shape. (See Rhodora^ vol. xii., p. in.)
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C. SANGUINEA, Lin7l(CUS. COMMON DOGWOOD.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 12 ft. hi^^h, of erect habit
;
young shoots minutely

downy, dull dark green. Leaves ovate, li to 3 ins. long,
'l

to \\ ins. wide
;

tapered and rounded at the base, slender-pointed, furnished, especially when
young, with pale scattered hairs on both surfaces, which are longer beneath
than above ; veins in three or four, sometimes five pairs ; stalks i to i in.

long. Flowers dull white, with a heavy odour, produced during June in cymes
\\ to 2 ins. across ; sepals and flower-stalks downy

;
petals about \ in. long.

Fruit glolDOse, purplish black, shining, \ in. wide, with a bitter taste.

Native of Europe, including the south of England, where it is abundant in

some localities. It is a shrub of undistinguished character, its chief value
being in the fine autumnal red of its leaves. The specific name applies to this

and not to the young bark, which has nothing more than an occasional dark
red tinge on the exposed side. The wood is tough and hard, and is used for

making butchers' skewers and such like.

Var VARIEGATA.—A poor form, with variegated leaves.

Var. VIRIDISSIMA.—Said to have green fruit.

C. SESSILIS, Torrey.

But little is known in cultivation of this North Californian shrub, which in a

wild state is 10 to 15 ft. high, and was introduced in 1903. The young bark
is greenish, and clothed with silky hairs ; leaves shortly stalked, crowded at

the end of the twigs ; i^, to 3 ins. long, ovate, tapered at both ends, but more
gradually towards the apex ; nearly smooth above, and with flattened hairs

and tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath ; veins in about four pairs.

Flowers 4 in. across, yellow, crowded in stalkless umbels, at first enclosed by
four ovate bracts \ in. long ; flower-stalks silky, \ in. long. Fruit oval, \ in.

long. This shrub, producing its flowers, themselves stalked, in clusters without
stalks, from the axils of four bracts and on leafless twigs, belongs to the same
group as C. Mas and C. officinalis.

C. STOLONIFERA, Michaux. RED OSIER DOGWOOD.

A vigorous deciduous shrub, up to 8 ft. high, suckering freely, and
spreading by underground stems ; bark of young shoots dark purplish red,

smooth. Leaves ovate, oval or oval-lanceolate, with long, tapered points
;

2 to 5 ins. long, i to 7.\ ins. wide ; upper surface dark green, lower one glaucous,

both with flattened hairs ; veins in about five pairs ; stalk \ to i in. long.

Flowers dull white, small, in cymes i to 2 ins. across. Fruit white, globose,

\ in. across.

Native of N. America, reaching across the continent. It is allied to the

Asiatic C. alba, but is distinguished by the longer - pointed leaves and
stoloniferous habit.

V^ar, FLAViRAMEA, SpatJi.—Bark of young shoots yellow, and effective in

winter. Sent out by Spath in 1899.

COROKIA COTONEASTER, Ra07d. CORNACE.E.

A remarkable evergreen, but sparsely leaved shrub, up to 8 ft. in

height, forming a rounded bush ; branches thin, exceedingly tortuous

and interlaced, somewhat rigid, and covered with white down when young,

becoming almost black with age. Leaves alternate,
J

to \ in. long
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(including the broad, flat stalk), roundish ovate or obovate, | to J in.

wide, smooth and dark green above, covered beneath with a white felt.

COKOKIA COTONEASTER.

Flowers star-shaped, bright yellow, J in. across, short-stalked, solitary,

or as many as four in the leaf-axils
;
petals five, narrowly linear, pointed,

silky at the back ; calyx silky white, with five short, ovate lobes. Fruit

red, round or oblong, -} to ^ in. long.

Native of New Zealand; introduced about 1875. ^^ Kew this

curious shrub needs the protection of a wall, where it thrives very well,

and where its contorted branches, thin entangled twigs, and tiny spoon-

shaped leaves are a perennial source of interest to visitors. It blossoms

in May, and although not showy is decidedly pretty and interesting.

The fruits have ripened in Canon Ellacombe's garden at Bitton, and
in shape and colour are not unlike small Cornelian cherries. In the

southern and milder counties it may be grown in the open ; it thrives

very well unprotected with Miss Willmott at Warley Place in Essex.

"Corokia" is adapted from the Maori name " Korokia."

CORONILLA. LEGUMINOS^..

A genus of shrubs and herbaceous plants, two of the former being

hardy in Britain and others half hardy. The distinctive features of the

genus are the pinnate leaves, the umbellate arrangement of the pea-

shaped flowers, the long-clawed petals, and the curious seed-pods. The
last are slender, round, and separated into several one-seeded compart-

ments defined by a constriction of the pod. The two hardy species are

of easy cultivation, liking a moderately rich, well-drained, loamy soil and

a sunny position. They are propagated by cuttings, which may be struck

either in a soft condition (when bottom heat should be given) or later,

when the growths are more woody, under a bell-glass in a cold frame.

Besides the species described below, C. glauca, Li7i7iceus^ is occasionally

grown outside, in the south and west. In Essex also, especially at
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Warley Place, there are fine bushes growing on the sunny side of walls

and against hothouse walls. In such places its glaucous, pinnate leaves

and umbels of rich yellow flowers make it charming, but on the whole

it must be regarded as needing winter protection in most parts of the

country.

C. EMEROIDES, Boissier.

A deciduous shrub, 4 or 5 ft. high, with angled branches. Leaves in two
opposite rows, pinnate, composed usually of seven leaflets ; leaflets obovate,

I to I in. long, with a few appressed hairs or quite smooth. Flowers borne in

an umbel at the end of a stalk 2 to 3 ins. long, with from four to eight

(oftenest five) flowers in the umbel ; each flower ^ to | in. long. Petals yellow,

with a long claw ; calyx ^ in. long, cup-shaped. Pod 2 to 3 ins. long, slender,

round and jointed, each segment containing one seed.

Native of Greece, Crete, and other parts of S.E. Europe, also Syria. It is

nearly allied and very similar to the well-known C. Emerus, in habit, leaf,

colour and shape of flower. But it is distinguished by having seven instead

of nine as the usual number of leaflets, by its longer-stalked umbels, and by
the more numerous flowers in each. It commences to flower in May or June,

and continues for several months.

C. Emerus, Limiceus. Scorpion Senna.

(Bot. Mag., t. 445.)

A deciduous shrub, 7 to 9 ft. high, and as much through, of elegant habit.

Branchlets angled, grooved, and smooth. Leaves i to 27, ins. long, alternate,

pinnate, distichous, composed usually of seven or nine leaflets, which are obovate,

); to 4 in. long, slightly downy when young. Flowers borne on slender stalks,

I to 2 ins. long, springing from the leaf-axils, and carrying not more than three

flowers at the top. These are yellow, '\ in. long, and distinct on account of the

long claw to each petal ; the standard petal has a reddish brown line down
the back. Pods 2 ins. long, ver}' slender, round, and jointed into several

portions, each portion containing one seed.

Native of Central and S. Europe ; cultivated in England for more than three

centuries. This is a very pleasing, graceful shrub, which begins to flower in

May and continues until October. The popular name refers to the slender

articulated seed-pod, which is compared to a scorpion's tail. It is very

abundant as an undergrowth in thin woodland, in some places along the

French and Italian Riviera.

C. JUNCEA, Limiceus.

A curious shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, with round, rush-like, somewhat hollow,

zigzag, mucli-forked branches. Leaves 4 to \\ ins. long, pinnate, composed
of five or seven leaflets, which are narrow, oblong, ] to A in. long, the common
stalk flattened. Flowers yellow, \ in. long, arranged in often globose umbels
produced from the leaf-axils, each umbel carrying six to twelve flowers. Seed-
pods very slender, about i in. long.

Native of S. Europe ; introduced, according to Aiton, in 1656, but always
rare on account of its tenderness. It has succeeded against a wall in the

Cambridge Botanic Garden, but except in some such warm corner its tenure

is precarious.
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CORYLOrSIS. IIAMAMELIDACE/E.

A small genus of deciduous shrubs and small trees from N.E. Asia,

with bristle-toothed leaves resembling those of the hazel (Corylus) hence
the name. The flowers are pale, sometimes greenish, yellow, produced on
the leafless shoots in short, pendent spikes ; they are usually fragrant.

The parts of the flower are in fives. Leaves alternate, plaited in the bud
state, veins parallel, strong, proceeding from the midrib at an acute

angle. Fruit a woody capsule. From its hardy allies—Hamamelis and
Parrotia—the genus is very distinct. The spike on which the flowers

are borne is really a short branch. At the base there are a few thin,

membranous, bract-like organs, which are not accompanied by flowers,

but from the axils of which a leaf is developed after the flowers farther

along the spike have faded. By the time the seed-vessels are ripe these

leaves are fully developed, (See Hemsley in Gardejiers' Chronicle^ Jan.

13, 1906, p. 18.) Seeds in all the known species black.

As garden shrubs the species of Corylopsis are not in the very first

rank ; at the same time the flowers have a soft beauty of their own, and
they are among the earliest to open in spring. Of the better known
species, C. spicata is the hardiest, but it is possible it may in future prove

to be equalled both in that respect and in beauty by the newer Chinese

species.

C. PLATVPETALA, Rehder^ is a new species from W. Hupeh, China, intro-

duced by Wilson in 1908. Its most distinctive character appears to be its

"broad, hatchet-shaped petals." Its branchlets are smooth except for sparse

gland-tipped hairs, yellow, grey the second year. Leaves ovate to roundish,

up to 4 ins. long, soon quite smooth, rather glaucous beneath. Flowers pale

yellow, fragrant, up to twenty in a raceme; calyx and fruit glabrous.

\'ar. Li^vis, from W. Szechuen, has brown year-old shoots.

C. Griffithii, Hemsley.

(C. himalayana, Bot. Mag., t. 6779—not of Griffith:)

A shrub with very downy young wood. Leaves 3 to 4^ ins. long, 2 to 3 ins.

wide, Ijroadly ovate or roundish, more or less heart-shaped at the base, long-

poinlcd, toothed ; upper surface pale green, not downy, lower one downy,

especially on veins and midrib ; stalk i to i^ ins. long. P^lowers pale primrose-

yellow, very closely packed on pendulous spikes, H to 2i ins. long,
'l

in. wide
;

hasal bracts very thin, silky inside, oblong, \ to i m. long, those of the flowers

much smaller and silky both sides ; anthers purplish red.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced to Kew in 1879. One of the most

ornamental of Corylopsis, this is, unfortunately, not hardy enough to succeed

without wall protection. It may be recommended for the south-western

counties.

C. PAUCIFLORA, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7736.)

A shrub of spreading habit up to about 4 ft. high ; branches slender,

smooth. Leaves more or less broadly ovate, heart-shaped at the base, acutely

pointed; \\ to 3 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide; with a few bristle-like teeth,
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smooth and bright green above, somewhat silky beneath on the veins and
margins ; stalk slender, A to | in. long. Flowers primrose-yellow, about

I in. across, produced two, sometimes three together on short spikes ; basal
bracts of spike pale green, thin, hair>' inside.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Messrs Veitch. Although the spikes of
this charming little shrub are shorter and fewer-flowered than in C. spicata
and other species, the blossom itself is larger, more open, and more beautiful.

The plant itself is not so hardy as C. spicata, and I have known it destroyed
by severe cold ; owing to its early growth also, spring frosts frequently pinch the
young shoots. For the milder parts of the kingdom no more delightful March-
flowering shrub could be chosen. It differs from all the other hardy species in

its large, open flowers.

C. SINENSIS, Hemsley.

A shrub lo to 15 ft. high in a wild state; young shoots downy and (like

the leaf-stalks) more or less glandular. Leaves obovate-oblong, 2 to 3.V

CORYLOPSI8 PAVCIFLORA.

ins. long, abruptly pointed, heart-shaped at the base, toothed, silky-felted

beneath ; stalk \ to \ ins. long, very downy. Flowers pale primrose-yellow,

fragrant, produced twelve to eighteen together during April in a drooping
spike I A to 2 ins. long, each flower .1 in. long; petals orbicular, ,'; in. diameter;
anthers yellow ; calyx greenish yellow with short rounded lobes ; stii)ular

bracts broader than long, concave, silky inside and at the margins, smooth
outside, yellow-green; floral bracts hairy both sides. Fruits globose, \ in.

diameter, hairy.

Native of Central and VV. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch
about 1901. It appears to be closely allied to C. Griffithii, but differs in

the basal bracts of the inflorescence being broader and shorter, and
in the yellow anthers. C. spicata has diflferently sha|)ed leaves, much
more glaucous, and broadest below the middle. C. sinensis, so far as

can be judged at present, is quite hardy. At Coombe Wood it grows
vigorously and is 5 ft. or more high, flowering regularly in April. It promises
to be as useful in gardens as C. spicata.

C. SriCATA, Sicbold.

(Bot. Mag., u 5458.)

A wide-spreading bush up to 6 ft. high, with crooked, flexible branches,
clothed with silky down when young. Leaves broadly heart-shaped, pointed

;
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3 to 4 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide ; edged with minute bristle-like teeth ; dull

pale green above, glaucous and downy beneath ; stalks woolly, -I to i in. long.

Flowers yellow, six to twelve appearing on a drooping spike, the main stalk

of which is very woolly, produced in March and April from the naked shoots

of the previous summer. The base of the spike is occupied by several

large, yellowish green, ovate bracts, silky inside ; on the terminal portion

of the spike the bracts are much smaller, and in the axil of each one is a

stalkless flower. Petals obovate, } to i in. long. Seed-vessels downy,
top-shaped, A in. long.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Messrs Veitch about 1863. The quiet

beauty of this shrub would perhaps be little noticed two months later in

the year, but being one of the earliest to blossom and often at its best in

March, it becomes particularly welcome, especially as the soft yellow of

its flowers is accompanied by a charming cowslip-like fragrance. The shrub

itself is quite hardy, but the flowers are damaged by inclement weather.

COKYLOI'SIS VKITCIIIANA,

C. Veitciiiana, Bean.

(Bo . Mug., t. 8349O

A shrub 5 to 6 ft. high, of rounded, bushy habit
;
young shoots quite

smooth, reddish. Leaves oval or ovate, with a heart-shaped base ; contracted

at the apex to a short, slender point; 2 to 4 ins. long, li to 2 ins. wide;

purplish and sparingly silky hairy beneath when young, somewhat glaucous

and perfectly smooth when fully grown ; veins in six or seven pairs, the lowest

pair giving off four to six nerves outwards ; stalk about ;\ in. long. Flowers

fragrant, primrose-yellow, produced in a nodding spike i to 2 ins. long, | in.

wide. Basal bracts smooth outside; floral bracts hairy outside. Anthers
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red-brown, distinctly protruded. Calyx lobes short, rounded, hairy. Fruit

at first densely hairy, about \ in. long.

Introduced in 1900 by Wilson from Western Hupeh, China, and first raised

in the Coombe Wood nursery, where it has flowered each April for some
years past. From C. sinensis it differs in its glabrous leaves and protruded
red-brown anthers.

C. WiLLMOTTl.F, Rehder and Wilson.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 12 ft. high; young shoots brown, not downy, but
with numerous small lenticels; winter buds pale shining green, stalked.

Leaves 2 to 4 ins. long, oval, obovate or roundish ovate; truncate or slightly

heart-shaped at the base, short-pointed; dark bright green and smooth above;
rather glaucous beneath and downy, especially on the midrib and veins;

veins in seven to ten pairs. Flowers soft greenish yellow and fragrant.

Calyx, ovary, and fruit smooth.
Native of W. Szechuen, China; introduced by Wilson in 1909; first shown

in flower at the Horticultural Hall, 5th March 1912, as " C. multiflora," The
true plant of that name does not appear to be in cultivation.

C. Wilson I, Hemsky.

A shrub or small tree, the branchlets at first furnished with stellate down.
Leaves ovate or obovate

; 3 to 5 ins. long, \\ to 3 ins. wide ; abruptly con-
tracted at the apex to a long narrow point, the base heart-shaped, the margin
edged with bristle-like teeth

;
glaucous beneath, and smooth on both sides

when mature ; stalk 4 to i] ins. long. Flower-spike 2 to 3 ins. long, the basal
or stipular bracts roundish ovate, | in. long, silky hairy on both sides ; flower

bracts similar except for being smaller. Petals 4 in. long, narrowly obovate,
primrose-yellow. Fruits not downy.

Discovered and introduced to the Coombe Wood nursery in I9C». It

differs from all other cultivated Corylopsis in having the lower bracts hairy

outside. In many other respects it resembles C. Veitchiana.

CORYLUS. Hazel, Filhert. corvlace.e.

Corylus belongs to the group of trees and shrubs with the male
flowers in slender, pendulous catkins, and the fruit (a nut) enclosed
wholly or in part by one or more bracts forming an involucre (husk). Its

nearest allies are Ostrya, Carpinus, and Ostryopsis, the four constituting

the natural order.

The hazels are well-marked deciduous trees and shrubs, with alternate,

toothed leaves. Male and female flowers are borne on the same plant,

the male catkins usually in clusters of two to five. Female flowers

scarcely discernible individually, the visible part of each being two red
stigmas projecting from the flower-bud ; the catkin bears several flowers

in the axils of its upper scales. The seed is enclosed by a hard shell,

which is itself set in a husk rather fleshy at the base, with coarsely toothed
or lobed margins.

In gardens the hazels are chiefly known as bearing edible nuts, viz.,

cobnuts and filberts. The common species have not much to attract

planters for ornament alone, although in February when they are freely

liung with the graceful, slender, yellow, male catkins, they have that
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charm in great degree which even the humblest flower possesses to some
extent at that early season. The female flowers, too, sometimes give a

quite effective red haze in sunshine. C. Colurna is a striking tree, and
the new C. chinensis is of similar although possibly not so robust habit.

C. rostrata and C. mandschurica have remarkable fruits. The attention

of those who admire purple shrubs may be directed to C. maxima
atropurpurea.

They all thrive well in a loamy soil, and are very suitable for chalky

districts. The sorts grown for their fruit are most fertile on soil of

moderate quality. In this country C. Colurna needs some attention to

ensure the formation of a good clean trunk by watching, and, if necessary,

training up the leading shoot, and removing lower branches and suckers.

As to propagation, most of the hardy sorts can be increased by taking

off the suckers ; if these do not form, layering should be adopted, and for

the genuine species seed is usually obtainable. They bear transplanting

well.

The species of Corylus are very much alike in leaf, and are best

distinguished by habit and by the form of the husk. The following ten

species may be classed as follows :

—

I. Trees.

'

r-^"'"'^- l-Husk fringed with numerous segments J to i in. long.

3. Tibetica. Husk very spiny, like a sweet chestnut.

II. Shrubs.
4. Americana. \

5. Avellatia. j-Husk open at the end, showing the nut.

6. Heterophylla.)

7. Mandschurica.\ Husk bristly, hairy, and downy, protruded beyond the nut mto a long

8. Rostrata. / beak and hiding it.

9. Sieholdiana. Like Nos. 7 and 8, but with a beak only one-third as long.

10. Maxima. Husk about twice as long as the nut, downy, but not bristly hairy.

C. AMERICANA, Walter. AMERICAN HaZEL.

A shrub up to 8 or 10 ft. high
;
young shoots glandular-hairy. Leaves

broadly oval or ovate to roundish, coarsely, irregularly, or doubly toothed,

heart-shaped or rounded at the base, pointed ; 2 to 5 ins long, i^ to 3^ ins.

wide ; upper surface with scattered hairs, downy beneath ; stalk ,V to \ in. long,

glandular-hairy. Male catkins \\ to 3 ins. long. Nut roundish, egg-shaped,

about i in. long, slightly flattened and set in a husk (involucre), which is

nearly douljle its length, downy, much and deeply toothed.

Native of Eastern N.America; introduced in 1798. The American hazel

is very similar in habit to C. Avellana, but docs not grow so high in this

country. It is readily distinguished from it in fruit by the involucre being so

much longer. Compared with C. Avellana, it is of no value as a nut-bearer in

this country, and is scarcely needed except for botanical collections.

C. Avellana. Linnccus. Hazel or Cobnut.

A shrub 12 to 20 ft. high, sometimes with the habit of a small tree, but

usually forming a dense thicket of erect, much-branched stems, renewing itself

by sucker growths from the base
;
young shoots glandular-downy. Leaves

roundish or obovate, heart-shaped at the base, 2 to 4 ins. long, \\ to 3 ins.
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wide ; the lower half irregularly toothed, the terminal half often shallowly

lobed as well as toothed ; downy on both surfaces, but especially beneath
;

stalk glandular-hairy, j to ^ in. long. Male catkins i^ to 2^ ins. long. Nut

I in. long, set in a husk about or scarcely as long as itself, the margins of

which are cut into shallow, often toothed lobes.

Native of Europe (including Britain), W. Asia, and N. Africa. This is the

hazel whose nuts are among those commonly eaten for dessert. It is really a
shrub for the woodland rather than the garden, and on many properties a
brake of it is grown for the sake of the nuts. In autumn, the hazel frecjuently

turns a soft pleasing yellow, but its chief attraction as an ornamental shrub is

in the abundance and earliness of its male catkins. These form in the autumn,
and remain as short, dark, cylindrical bodies all the winter. About mid-
February the anthers burst, and they then become a soft yellow ; at that time

a bush well in flower makes an attractive picture. The branches of the hazel

are extremely supple, and on this account the shrub was in earlier times much
used to form the pleached alleys or shaded walks in the vicinity of the old

chateaux of France. The pliancy of hazel rods renders them useful for

various purposes, such as hoops for crates, etc. The twigs are used by water-

diviners. There are several varieties of hazel, most of them grown for the

qualities of the nut. Those of interest as ornamental shrubs are as follows :

—

Var. AUREA.—Leaves a poor yellow.

Var. CONTORTA.—Twigs remarkably curled and twisted. This curious

variety was discovered about 1863, in a hedgerow at Frocester, in Gloucester-

shire. (See figure in Gardener^ Chronicle^ September 29, 1894, p. 380.)

Var. LACINIATA.—Leaves smaller and more downy than in the type, and
of oval outline. Their most distinctive character, and one which renders them
very pretty, is the deep lobing all round the blade. These lobes are triangular

and penetrate about one-third of the distance to the midrib, being themselves
sharply toothed. The variety was called "heterophylla'' by Loudon, but in

view of the existence of a Japanese species of that name, it is better to use the

name given here, which is now commonly adopted.
Var. PENDULA.—A weeping variety which, trained up to form a trunk or

grafted high, makes a small pretty tree.

Var. PURPUREA.—This is of more recent origin than the purple variety of

C. maxima, and is not so coarse a grower. The purple of the leaves is not

so heavy and dark.

C. CHINENSIS, Franchet. CHINESE Hazel.

(C. Colurna var. chinensis, Burkill.")

Nearly allied to the Turkish hazel (C. Colurna), this species may be

distinguished by its darker coloured, much more persistently glandular-downy
young shoots, leaf-stalks, and midrib ; by the leaf-margins being more finely

and evenly toothed (not lobed as in C. Colurna) ; and by the base being more
unequally, if not so deeply heart-shaped. It was introduced l)y Wilson about

1900 from Hupeh, China, to the Coombe Wood nursery, where, as at Kcw,
young trees grow well, and promise to make fine trees. Mr Wilson tells mc he
saw it up to 120 ft. high in a wild state. Cultivated trees are not likely to

bear fruit for some years to come, but Henry, who several times collected this

hazel in Hupeh and Szechuen, describes the husk as constricted above the

nut, its lobes forked, the ultimate segments pointed and sickle-shaped. The
leaves are up to 6 or 7 ins. long, with as many as thirteen pairs of primary
veins.

C. Colurna, Linnccus, Turkish Hazel.

A tree up to 70 or 80 ft. high, with a trunk sometimes 7 ft. or more in

girth, covered willi pale scaling bark
;
young shoots yellowish at first, glandular

2 C
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downy. Leaves 2^ to 6 ins. long, 2 to 4j ins. wide ; broadly oval, obovate or

ovate, pointed (sometimes abruptly) at the apex, heart-shaped at the base,

coarsely double-toothed or almost lobed ; upper side dark green, lower one
downy along the midrib and veins ; stalk | to i in. long, glandular-downy
at first, afterwards smooth. Male catkins 2 to 3 ins. long. Nuts ^ to § in.

diameter, the husk (involucre) in which it is set i^ ins. across, fringed with

numerous narrow pointed lobes ^ to i in. long, covered with a fine down
freely mixed with which are gland-tipped bristles. The nuts are closely

clustered three or more together.

Native of S.E. Europe and Asia Minor ; introduced to England about the

middle of the seventeenth century. There are some fine specimens in old

English gardens, notably at Syon House, near Brentford. The tree is well

worth growing for its stately form, so remarkable for a hazel, and for its

curiously enveloped nuts. It thrives very well in the hot summers and
cold winters of Central Europe, and has there a usually short trunk with the

bottom branches touching the ground, the whole tree forming a lofty

pyramid. I have seen trees of this character near Hanover, and at

Schonbrunn, 70 to 80 ft. high.

C. Jacquemontii, Decaisne (C. lacera, Wallich)^ is the Himalayan
representative of C. Colurna. It differs from that species chiefly in the

husk of the nut having few or no glandular bristles mixed with the down, and
in the leaves being more distinctly obovate and sharply lobed and toothed.

It thrives well at Kew, and bore nuts there in 1912. It commences to grow in

spring two or three weeks in advance of C. Colurna.

C. HETEROPHYLLA, Fischer. Japanese Hazel.

A shrub or small tree up to 20 ft. high
;
young shoots and leaf-stalks

glandular-hairy. Leaves variously shaped, often obovate, broadest near the

apex, where they are cut off straight with the exception of a short, abrupt point

;

base often narrowed, always heart-shaped ; unevenly toothed, often slightly

lobed ; downy beneath, especially on the midrib and veins. Nuts usually

solitary or in pairs ; the husk | to i in. long, downy on the margin, cut into

large triangular teeth I to 4 in. deep.

Native of Japan and China, where it appears to represent C. Avellana,

just as C. americana does in the New World. It is recognisable in fruit by
the more regularly toothed husk. The leaves do not differ much, and some
of identical shape are to be found on both species, but those of C. Avellana
are, in general, not so much lobed.

C. MANDSHURICA, Maximowicz. Manchurian Hazel.

a shrub up to 12 or 15 ft. high, its largest leaves 5 or 6 ins. long and 4 ins.

wide ; ordinarily 3 or 4 ins. long, roundish obovate, heart-shaped at the base,

pointed, the terminal part doubly toothed or even shallowly lobed ; stalk

i to I in. long. Nut conical, h in. long, the husk covered with pale brown
bristles as well as down, and drawn out at the apex into a slender beak
protruding i] to li ins. beyond the nut and quite enclosing it.

Native of ^Lanlchuria and N. China ; introduced to Kew in 1882 by the

late Dr Bretschneider, and about ten years later by Prof. Sargent. It

is quite hardy, and has borne good crops of its remarkable and handsome
fruits. These occur in pendent clusters of three or four, the bases touching

and the long beaks standing out horizontally. During the summer the husk

is prettily suffused with purple. It is closely allied to and may be regarded

as the Asiatic representative of C. rostrata, differing chiefly in the more

distinctly lobed terminal portion of the leaves, which are also longer stalked,

rounder, and broader.
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C. SlEBOLDlANA, Bluvie^ a native of Japan, is allied to these two species, and
has the same bristly hairy husk, but considerably shorter than either, and
protruding beyond the nut | in. only. It has recently come into cultivation.

C. MAXIMA, Miller. FILBERT.

(C. tubulosa, Willdenow.')

A shrub of the same habit as C. Avellana, but more robust, sometimes a
tree 20 ft. or more high

;
young shoots glandular-hairy. Leaves broadly

obovate or roundish, heart-shaped at the base, usually with a short, slender,

abrupt point ; toothed all round the margin, doubly so on the upper half; 2 to

5 ins. long, i}, to 4 ins. wide ; stalk glandular, ] to ?y in. long, Male catkins

2 to 3 ins. long. Nut ovate-oblong, set in a husk nearly twice its own length,

and cut into numerous deep, narrow lobes.

Native of S. Europe, but not of Britain ; introduced in 1759. It is the

parent of the filberts of English orchards, distinguished from the hazel or
cobnut by the husk protruding well beyond the nut, and quite enclosing and
holding it. The nut itself is also longer and proportionately narrower.

Several varieties are cultivated for their nuts, but the only one of an orna-

mental character worth mentioning is

Var. ATROPURPUREA, whose leaves are of a dark purple. One of the most
robust and striking shrubs of this colour.

C. ROSTRATA, AitOft. BEAKED HaZEL.

A shrub 4 to 8 ft. high, with erect, much-branched stems and slightly hairy

young shoots. Leaves ovate, oval or obovate, heart-shaped at the base,

usually pointed at the apex, closely and unevenly toothed, sometimes slightly

lobed ; li to 4^ ins. long, i to 3 ins, wide ; upper surface with scattered hairs

at first, becoming smooth; lower surface permanently downy on the midrib and
veins ; stalk ;'( to i in. long. ISIale catkin i to i] ins, long. Nut about | in.

long, the husk covered with a fine down mixed with which are numerous
bristly hairs, the apex extended into a slender beak i to i] ins, beyond the nut.

Native of the eastern and Central United States ; introduced in 1745 by
the then Duke of Argyll. It is rare in"cultivation and has no value as a nut-

bearing bush, but the long, drawn-out husk covered with bristles makes it

interesting.

Var. CALIFORNICA (C, californica, Rose) differs chiefly in having the leaves

more downy beneath, and the beak of the involucre shorter. Native of the

western side of N. America.

C. TiBETiCA, Batalin. THIBETAN Hazel.

(C. ferox var. thibetica, Franchet^

A tree 15 to 20 ft. high (probably more)
;
young shoots smooth, dark brown.

Leaves broadly obovate or ovate ; 2 to 5 ins, long, 1] to 3 ins. wide ;
heart-

shaped or rounded at the base, the apex abruptly slender-pointed, unequally

and shari)ly toothed ; upper surface with flattened hairs on and between the

nerves when young ; lower surface slightly glaucous with silky hairs on the

midrib and veins ; stalk \ to i in. long, silky hairy, glandular on the upper
side. Male catkins 2 to 3 ins. long. Nuts in clusters of three to si.v, the

husks covered with slender branching spines, the whole cluster forming a
prickly ball like that of a sweet chestnut.

Native of China, and apparently widely spread in the regions bordering
Thibet ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Vcitcli in 1901, but obtained in

P'rancc by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin three years previously. Its most distinctive
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character among cultivated hazels is the prickly burs that enclose the nut
clusters. In this respect it is closely similar to C. FEROX, Wallich^ a Himalayan
species with narrower, more oblong, longer pointed leaves and less spiny burs.
Perhaps more tender and not in cultivation.

COTONEASTER. ROSACEA.

A group of shrubs or occasionally trees, both deciduous and ever-

green, found most abundantly in the cool temperate regions of N. Asia,

especially in China and the Himalaya. Others occur in Europe, and one
is British. C. microphylla is naturalised on the chalk downs near

Ventnor, Isle of Wight, also in the counties of Gloucester and Somerset.

Seeing how fond birds are of the fruit, it is curious that more naturalised

species have not been found. They are closely allied to the thorns

(Crataegus), but are easily distinguished by the always entire, not toothed
nor lobed leaves, and by having no spines. The flowers are very

uniform in size and colour, being nearly always from \ to \ in. in

diameter, and either pure white or rose-tinted. They are borne in

clusters of varying size, from those of some species that are 2 or 3 ins.

across, to others with only two or three flowers in the cluster ; still others

have solitary flowers. The flowering-time is mostly in May and June.
Whilst some species are very pretty then, the Cotoneasters generally are not

showy in blossom. Apart from habit and foliage their greatest attraction

is in their fruit. In the handsomest sorts this is brilliant red; in others it

is yellowish or brownish, and in a considerable number it is black. They
are either globose, egg-shaped, or oval, and vary little in size, averaging

about \ in. in diameter.

In the following descriptive notes of the cultivated Cotoneasters, I

have, for convenience sake, maintained the species as they are generally

accepted in gardens. But it is certain that several so-called species are

only " states " or seminal forms of others. There are microphylla and
thymifolia, for instance ; although distinct enough as usually seen in

gardens, seeds of C. thyma^folia have at Kew produced plants not

distinguishable from C. microphylla. C. bacillaris and C. frigida are

connected by one or more intermediates, and in the considerable

integerrima (or vulgaris) group several species arc of very doubtful

standing.

No shrubs are more easily cultivated than these. They thrive in any
soil that is not marshy or water-logged, and are very well adapted for

poor soils. They can be propagated quite easily from cuttings made of

half-ripened wood about July, and placed in gentle heat. Seeds, too, are

plentiful, and can be used, but for reasons suggested above, it is not

advisable to use them in some cases, especially where it is desirable that

the parent plant, for its brightly coloured fruit or si)ccial habit and foliage,

should be propagated unchanged. The old practice of grafting them on

hawthorn is indefensible.

Between the purely evergreen and the strictly deciduous kinds there

are others in which the persistence of the foliage during winter depends
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upon circumstances. They will retain their leaves in mild winters or
warm localities, but lose them where the cold is greater. Mgorous youn^^
plants and those growing in good soil will also retain their foliage longer.

The taller species from their beauty in fruit, grace of habit, and vigorous
constitution, are admirable constituents of the tall shrubbery, but they are

still better as isolated specimens on the lawn or in groups in thin wood-
land. The smaller species make useful and handsome coverings for

sloping, sunny banks, whilst the dwarfest of all are very well adapted for

the rock trarden.

A selection of the best species would include the following :

—

Tall shrubs.—Buxifolia, Francheti, frigida, moupinensis, Simonsii, multi-
flora, bacillaris.

Medium a7ui dwarf

.

—Rotundifolia, horizontalis, microphylla.
For rock oarden.—Thyma^folia, congesta, adpressa.
As a ground carpet.—Humifusa.

C. ACUMINATA, Lindiey.

A deciduous shrub, lo to 14 ft. high, of erect habit
;
young shoots thickly

covered with a pale brown wool. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, i to 2 ins. long,
about half as wide, long-pointed, dark green and silky-hair)' above when
young, paler and more hairy beneath ; stalk | in. or less long. Flowers more
or less pink, f in. across, produced in small clusters of rarely more than five,

often of two or three, on short leafy twigs. Fruit red, \ in. long, oblong,
thickening towards the top.

Native of the Himalaya, up to 12,000 ft. ; first raised in this countiy by the
Loddiges of Hackney in 1820. The species, which is not much grown in

gardens now, is allied to C. Simonsii, but differs in its much larger, longer-
pointed leaves. According to Brandis it often occurs as underwood in oak
forests.

C. ACUTIFOLIA, Tiirczariiyiow.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, Jan. 6, 1912, fig. i.)

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, 5 to 7 ft. high, branches often pendulous
;

young twigs downy. Leaves pointed, ovate-lanceolate to oval, i to 2A ins.

long, half as wide ; dull green, and with scattered hairs above, paler andhaiiy
beneath especially when young ; veins in five or six pairs ; stalk ^.^ to \ in.

long. Flowers white, three or more together in corymbs ; stalks and calyx
woolly, lobes of calyx triangular. Fruit reddish at first, finally black, \ in.

diameter, smooth.
Native of N. and W. China. This is not one of the handsomest of

Cotoneasters, and is, perhaps, a poor form of C. lucida {q.v.). There has been
much confusion between the two, owing to C. lucida also having been called

C. acutifolia ; but from that species the present one is distinguished by its

dull green, not shining, more hairy leaves, and its woolly calyx and flower-

stalks.

Var. VILLOSULA, Rehder and Wilson.—Young shoots clothed with yellowish
grey loose hairs, becoming smooth and purplish brown the second year.

Leaves lA to 4^ ins. long, A to 2] ins. wide, larger and more drawn out at the

apex than in the type. Petals rose-tinted while. Fruit roundish pcar-sh.ipfd,

jl
in. long, woolly, ultimately shining black. Native of \V. Hupeh ; introduced

by Wilson in 1900. A very vigorous shrub.
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C. ADPRKSSA, Bois.

A very dwarf, close-growing, rigidly branched, deciduous shrub, scarcely

more than i or li ft. high, but spreading over the ground several yards in

extent ; the branches pressing on the soil and taking root there ;
twigs downy.

Leaves in two opposite rows or irregularly arranged, broadly ovate or obovate,

1^ to f in. long, dullish green and smooth on both sides, except for a few

scattered hairs beneath, wavy-margined and somewhat scoop-shaped. Flowers

solitary, scarcely stalked, each one produced in the centre of a fascicle of

leaves from the year-old wood
;

petals white tipped with rose, but little

expanded. Fruit \ in. long, roundish, bright red.

Native of China ; introduced to France about 1895 ; first raised and grown

by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin at Les Barres (Loiret), where the original plant,

when I saw it a few years ago, was 9 ft. across. It is remarkable for its

short, rigid branches, and close, prostrate habit. It resembles C. horizontalis,

and by some writers is regarded as a variety of that species, but in general

appearance and habit is quite distinct from that or any other species. It is

a veiy pleasing plant for the rock garden, or a narrow border of choice shrubs.

C. AFFINIS, Lindley.

The identity of this species is somewhat confused, but what is usually

grown under the name is an ally of C. bacillaris and C. frigida. It has the

woolly young leaves, young wood, and flower-stalks of the latter, but the purplish

brown fruit of C. bacillaris. It is a shrub 10 to 15 ft. high, and deciduous.

Leaves oval, acute or bluntish at the apex, up to 3^ ins. long. Native of the

Himalaya ; introduced in 1828.

C. AMCENA, Wilson,

(Gardeners' Chronicle, Jan. 6, 1912, fig. i.)

A densely branched, stiff-habited, evergreen bush of spreading habit, 3 to 5

ft. high
;
young shoots slender but rigid, felted with grey wool. Leaves oval

or ovate, tapered about equally to both ends, terminated by a fine point

;

\ to I in. long, | to f in. wide
;
glossy green and with loose hairs above,

clothed beneath with a thick, greyish wool ; veins in two to four pairs ; stalks

ji^ to \ in. long. Flowers white, \ in. wide, borne in six- to ten-flowered

cor>'mbs
;
petals roundish ; stamens twenty ; calyx woolly, with triangular-

ovate teeth. Fruit bright red, roundish obovoid (broadest above the middle),

\ in. long, packed in umbel-like clusters at the end of short twigs that have

sprung from the growths of the previous year.

Native of Yunnan, China ; introduced by Wilson about 1904 to the Coombe
Wood nursery. It is most closely allied to C. Francheti among older species,

but is dwarfer and stiffer in habit, the leaves smaller, the berries a richer red,

especially on the exposed side,

C. BACILLARIS, WallicJl.

A deciduous shrub, 15 ft. or more high, said to be found also as a small

tree, of very graceful habit. liranches arching and often pendulous towards

the end, the whole ff)rming a wide-spreading mass more in diameter than in

height ; twigs smooth, or slightly downy. Leaves i to 3 ins. long, one-third

to half as wide, of variable shape, usually oval, ovate, or slightly obovate,

pointed, smooth or becoming so ; stalk \ to \ in. long. Flowers white, \ in.

across, borne numerously in cymose clusters, i to 2 ins. across, at the end

of short axillary branches. Fruit roundish, \ in. or less diameter, purplish

brown or nearly black.
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Native of the Himalaya up to 10,000 ft. This is one of the most useful of
Cotoneasters, and one of the most graceful. It has been largely planted
on the margins of the islands of the lake at Kew, where the branches overhang
the water and have the elegance of a willow, with the added attractions of
abundant flowers and fruits. As a flowering shrub, this is one of the prettiest

in the genus, but its fruits have not the bright colour that gives to many
Cotoneasters their greatest charm. The wood is strong and elastic, and
is valued in its native regions for making walking-sticks and spear-shafts.
The species is variable in the shape and amount of down on the leaves
and no clear line can be drawn between it and C. affinis, which has woolly
leaves.

Var. OBTUSA, Dippel.—The name has been given to distinguish a form
leaves are rounded instead of pointed at the apex.

C. BULLATA, Bois.

(C. moupinensis var, floribunda, Stapf; Bot. Mag., t. 8284.)

A deciduous shrub, 10 to 12 ft. (perhaps more) high, of rather spare habit
;

the branches few, long and arching, bark blackish brown covered with dark
hairs when young. Leaves ovate or oblong ; i^ to 3^ ins. long, about half
as wide

;
pointed, dark green and slightly hairy above, paler and felted beneath

with grey or yellowish down ; between the veins the leaf-blade has a swollen
(bullate) appearance ; stalk jV in. long. Flowers in cor>'mbs of from ten
to thirty ; each cor>'mb i to 2 ins. across, borne on short leafy branches

;

stalks downy. Petals rosy white, soon falling ; calyx hairy, with short
triangular lobes. Fruit brilliant red, pear-shaped or round, \ in. wide.

Native of W. China and Thibet; first cultivated in Europe about 189S,
by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin at Les Barres, in France. It is undoubtedly
one of the finest of the species newly introduced. Of flower-beauty it has
none, for it has rarely more than two or three flowers expanded on one
cluster at a time, and the petals fall almost as soon as they open. But
it is very handsome indeed in fruit, the clusters, many of them 2 ins. across
being set on the shoot about i in. apart in opposite rows.

Wilson, in 1903, found a big-leaved form — var. macrophvlla—in

W. Szecbuen, its leaves up to 6 ins. long, its calyx smooth except on the
margins ; this is probably in cultivation.

C. BUXIFOLIA, Wallich.

An evergreen bush up to 10 or 12 ft. high, with long, arching, sparsely
branched stems and downy young bark. Leaves A to i in. long, oval or
obovate, dark green and usually smooth above, greyish and woolly beneath,
sometimes rounded at the apex, sometimes with a short, abrupt point

;

stalk \ in. or less long. Flowers white, \ in. across, produced in clusters
of two to eight, terminating short twigs less than i in. long. Fruit round,
red, \ in. diameter.

Native of the Nilghiri Hills ; introduced in 1824. This species and
C. microjjhylla are undoubtedly closely allied and may be merely states
of the same species, but C. buxifolia can be distinguished by its larger
leaves and by its more vigorous habit. For some purposes it is one of
the most useful of Cotoneasters or even evergreens, being pretty in habit
flower, and fruit. There is a mass at Kew 10 ft. high and 50 ft. through,
forming a dense, impenetrable tangle of stems, from the main body of which
stand out in every direction long, whip-like branches which give a very
graceful and distinct effect. For covering tall iron or any unsightly fences
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there is no evergreen superior to this. It is only necessar)^ to tie the leading

shoots to the fence until it is covered, and then leave the shrub to grow its

own way ; in this way it makes an admirable screen.

C. CONGESTA, Baker.

(C. microphylla var. glacialis, Hooker fil. ; C. pyrenaica, Hort.")

An evergreen shrub of low, compact, dense habit, i^ to 2^ ft. high
;
young

wood downy. Leaves oval or obovate, about I; in. long, dull green above,

whitish beneath with a few hairs at first, but becoming nearly or quite smooth.

Flowers j in. across, pinkish white. Fruit bright red, round, .[ in. diameter.

Native of the Himalaya up to 14,000 ft. This little evergreen has by some
authorities been made a variety of C. microphylla, which it may possibly be.

But it is much more distinct from ordinary C. microphylla than is C. thyma^folia,

especially in its habit, which, as Mr Baker's name implies, is congested.

Instead of its branches being spreading or prostrate, they are short, dense,

often decurved, the whole forming a compact rounded mass. The dull green,

paler leaves, not densely woolly beneath as in C. microphylla, afford other

distinctions. I have therefore retained the original name, and the one by
which this plant is best" known. It is a charming little evergreen for the

rock garden, or for small borders of low shrubs where it runs no danger of

being smothered -by more aggressive plants.

C. DiELSlANA, Pritzel.

(C. applanata, Duthie,")

A deciduous shrub, 8 ft., perhaps more, high, with long, extremely slender,

arching or quite pendulous branches ; branchlets downy when young. Leaves

^ to li ins. long, § to i in. wide, ovate ; hairy above when -young, covered
beneath with felt, at first white afterwards pale brown ; veins prominent
Flowers three to seven in a cluster, terminating side shoots i in. or so long

;

calyx and flower-stalk hair>', calyx lobes shallowly triangular. Fruit scarlet,

round or rather pear-shaped, \ in. long.

Native of Central China ; introduced for Messrs Veitch by Wilson in 1900.

It flowers in June, and the fruit is in full colour in September and October
;

it is then one of the most effective of Cotoncasters. The habit is singularly

graceful, the long whip-like shoots spreading outwards and downwards in

every direction. The name "applanata" refers to the distichous arrangement
of the branches of young plants, which gives them the appearance of a wall-

trained tree.

C. DIVARICATA, Rehder and Wilson.

A deciduous shrub up to 6 ft. high, of spreading habit
;
young shoots

clothed with greyish hairs, becoming the second year smooth and reddish

brown. Leaves roundish oval, sometimes ovate or obovate, tapered abruptly

towards both ends, the apex mucronate
; \ to i in. long, |^ to f in. wide

(smaller on the flowering shoots) ; dark glossy green, and soon smooth above,

sparsely hairy beneath ; veins in three or four pairs ; leaf-stalk ^V in. or less

long. Flowers usually in threes at the end of short twigs, often supplemented
by solitary ones in the axils of the terminal leaves, rosy white ; calyx lobes

triangular, they and the tube loosely woolly. Fruit red, egg-shaped, \ in.

long, carrying two stones.

Native of W. Hupeh and W. Szechuen, China ; first found by Henry in

the latter province about 1887 ; introduced to the Coombe Wood nursery by
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Wilson in 1904. It is one of the handsomest in fruit of Chinese Cotoneasters,
and was given a first-class certificate by the R. H. Society in the autumn of

1912. It is allied to the Himalayan C. Simonsii.

C. FOVEOLATA, Rehder and Wilson.

A deciduous shrub, 10 to 20 ft. high
;
young shoots covered with yellowish

grey, bristly hairs, becoming smooth and greyish the second year. Leaves
oval to ovate, slender-pointed, usually wedge-shaped (sometimes rounded) at

the base ; i^ to 4 ins. long, \ to i| ins. wide; dull green and soon smooth
above, sparsely hair>' beneath, more so on the midrib and veins ; margins
downy ; veins in three to six pairs, the blade often puckered between them

;

stalk woolly, \ in. or less in length. Corymbs three- to seven-flowered, on a
stalk about \ in. long, and hairy like the young wood ; flowers \ in. wide

;

petals rose-tinted white ; calyx tube woolly, the lobes triangular and woolly
only on the margins. Fruit red, finally black, roundish, \ to I in. wide,
carrying usually three or four stones.

Native of W. Hupeh, China ; introduced by Wilson in 1908. It has not
flowered under cultivation, but is growing vigorously.

Closely allied to both this species and C. bullata is

C. MOUPINENSIS, Franchet^ but it is quite distinct from the latter in its

jet black fruits, which are about \ in. diameter, globose, containing usually

four or five stones, and in its less wrinkled leaves. From C. foveolata it differs
" in its thicker, more rugose leaves, the many-flowered inflorescence, glabresccnt
calyx, and in the narrower stones, which have only a shallow furrow on the
dorsal side" (Rehder and Wilson). According to Wilson, it is the common
Cotoneaster in thickets and woods in W. Szechuen, China. Introduced to

Kew in 1907, from Mr Maurice de Vilmorin at Les Barres.

C. Francheti, Bois.

An evergreen shrub, 8 to 10 ft. high, with slender, gracefully arching
branches, which the first year are covered with a dense, pale brown wool.

Leaves oval, tapering towards both ends, from | to i] ins. long, about half as

wide, pointed ; upper surface rather hairy when young, lustrous green later,

lower surface covered with a thick, whitish, afterwards pale brown felt ; stalk

\, in. or less long. Flowers borne in cor>'mljs of five to fifteen tlowers

terminating short, lateral, leafy twigs
;
petals erect, white, touched with rose

on the outside ; calyx felted like the under-surface of the leaves. Fruit oblong,

\ to \ in. long ; orange-scarlet.

Native of Thibet and W. China ; first raised in France about 1895, by
Mr Maurice de Vilmorin, from seed sent by the Abbe Soulic. It is a shrub of

very elegant growth, whose fruits are freely borne, but lose in brilliancy by the

greyish down, more or less dense, which covers them. It was at first confused
with C. pannosa ; the distinguishing characters may be defined as follows :

—

Leaves rather longer than in pannosa, but with stalks scarcely half as long,

the upper surface somewhat lustrous ; flowers not so numerous m each cluster,

petals erect and rose-tinted ; fruits larger, longer, and not of so deep a red. It

flowers in May, and the fruit is ripe in October.

C. FRIG I DA, Wallich.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1229.)

A large, rounded, deciduous shrub, 15 to 20 ft. high, or a small tree;

branrhlets at first covered with pale down, becoming smooth. Leaves 3 to 5

ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; narrowly oval or obovate, deep dull green and
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smooth above, pale and veiy woolly beneath when young, becoming almost
smooth by autumn. Flowers white, .\ in. across, produced very numerously in

flattish corymbs 2 ins. or more across, terminating short leafy twigs ; flower-

stalks very woolly. Fruits in large clusters, each fruit about the size of a pea,

rich bright red.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced in 1824, and perhaps the most striking

of all Cotoneasters. The splendid clusters of "Ijerries " wreathing the branches
make some of the most brilliant pictures of autumn and early winter. Near
London, owing to the attacks of birds, they disappear usually before Christmas,

but in country places are occasionally seen hanging until February. The
species is the most robust in the genus, making if left to itself a huge bush
20 ft. high and as much through, consisting of numerous branching stems.

But if kept to one stem when young and the lower branches removed, it will

make a pretty round-headed tree with a well-shaped trunk. There is a fine

specimen of this kind in the Victoria Park at Bath, whose trunk is 6 ft. or so

high and i ft. or more thick. No hardy shrub more beautiful than this thrives

in town gardens.
Var. FRUCTU-LUTEO.— Fruits yellowish or creamy white ; rare and little

known, but not so beautiful as the type. A specimen is growing in the gardens
of Stevenstone, Torrington, North Devon.

C. Harroviana, Wilson.

An evergreen shrub of loose, spreading habit, growing 6 ft. in height, and
more in diameter

;
young shoots at first covered with a pale down (which later

falls away), afterwards becoming nearly or quite smooth, glossy, and turning a
dark purplish brown, almost black, on the side exposed to the sun. Leaves
oval to obovate, wedge-shaped at the base, pointed at the apex, where the

midrib is extended into a short bristle (or mucro) ; i to 2^ ins. long, ^ to i in.

wide ; at first sparsely downy above, afterwards smooth, and bright dark green,

covered beneath with a pale yellowish brown wool, which partially falls away
by the end of the year ; stalk I to J in. long. Flowers numerously and densely

arranged in axillary and terminal corymbs about i^ ins. across
;

petals

round, white ; calyx and flower-stalk thickly coated with grey wool, the calyx-

lobes triangular and pointed. Stamens twenty, with reddish purple anthers.

Fruit red.

Native of Yunnan, China ; discovered by Henry ; introduced in 1899 by
Wilson for Messrs Veitch, in honour of whose manager at the Coombe Wood
nurseries, Mr Geo. Harrow, it is named. It is most nearly allied to

C. pannosa, but has larger, more leathery leaves, and larger flower clusters.

One of the handsomest of Cotoneasters in flower.

C. Henryana, Rehder and Wilson.

(C. rugosa var. Henryana, C. K. Schneider^

An evergreen shrub, 10 to 12 ft. high, of sparse habit ; the branches
gracefully pendulous

;
young shoots hairy, becoming the second year smooth,

and of a dark purplish brown. Leaves 2 to 4^ ins. long, about one-third as

wide, narrowly oval or oljovate, finely pointed, dark green, and somewhat rough
to the touch above ; covered beneath when young with a greyish wool which
mostly falls away by the second season, that which remains becoming brown,

and confined to the midrib and veins, the under-surface still remaining
brownish white ; veins in nine to twelve pairs ; stalk \ to \ in. long, hairy.

Flowers white, produced about the middle of June in corymbs 2 to 2\ ins.

across, terminating leafy twigs less than i in. long, that spring from the axils
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of the still persisting leaves of the previous year ; stamens twenty, with purple
anthers ; calyx and flower-stalks hairy. Fruit brownish crimson, egg-shaped,

I in. long.

Native of Central China ; introduced by Wilson in 1901. A handsome and
distinct evergreen, and probably the largest - leaved of Cotoneasters with
persistent leaves. Allied to C. salicifolia.

C. HORIZONTALIS, Decaisne.

(C. Davidiana, Hort.')

A deciduous shrub of low, flat habit, rarely more than 2 or 3 ft. high in the
open, the branches spreading quite horizontally, and increasing but slowly
in height ; branchlets covered with a thick brown wool, and produced in two
opposite rows. Leaves roundish or broadly oval, from j to | in. long, three-

fourths as wide, shortly and abruptly pointed ; dark glossy green aljove,

smooth, or with a few scattered hairs beneath. Flowers white, suffused with
pink, about 4 in. diameter, produced during May singly, or in pairs on short

leafy twigs springing from the buds of the previous summer's wood ; calyx
woolly. Fruit globose, bright red, about i in. diameter.

Native of China. This is decidedly one of the prettiest and most distinct

of Cotoneasters. Its most striking characteristic is the opposite branching and
low, horizontal habit. The leaves, although small, are so abundant as to be
almost without intervening spaces ; they remain long on the branches, and the
shrub is often in full leaf in November. Then the lower ones of each shoot
begin to fade off into various shades of orange and red, whilst the terminal
part retains them green. By January the shrub, as a rule, has lost all its

foliage, and its bare branches present a curious fish-bone-like appearance.
The fruits are very bright, and often abundant, although smaller than in most
of the species. In the open ground, where it has plenty of space to develop,
this Cotoneaster keeps low and flat, but it will grow much higher against a
wall. In such a position there is a plant at Kew 10 ft. high spreading over the
wall, but keeping from actual contact with it. Increased easily by cuttings.

C. IIUMIFUSA, Diithie.

(C. Dammeri var. radicans, C. K. Schneider^

A prostrate, evergreen shrub, with slender creeping stems keeping close to

the ground
;
young wood downy. Leaves obovate or oval, \ to i| ins. long,

4 to ^ in. wide ; margins incurved, apex usually rounded, downy on the
lower surface when young, ultimately quite smooth on both sides ; stalk

i to ] in. long ; veins in four to six pairs. Flowers solitary, occasionally in

j)airs, on downy stalks \ in. long, pure white, \ to \ in. diameter ; calyx

downy, with broad triangular lobes. Fruit coral-red, globose or rather tojv

shaped, \ in. wide.

Native of Central China ; found by Henry near Ichang, and introduced
in 1900 by Wilson from W. Hupch, where it occurs at 5000 to 7000 ft. altitude.

It is quite hardy, and is very distinct among Cotoneasters for its perfectly

prostrate habit. Its fruits are brightly coloured, and the plant will no doubt
prove useful as an evergreen carpet-shrub, also for covering sunny slopes, as

It is ver>' vigorous. It occurs wild on heaths and rocky ground.

C. INTEGFRRIMA, McdictlS. COMMON COTON EASTER.

(C. vulgaris, LindUy.')

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 7 ft. high, of rounded, bushy habit
;
young wood

woolly. Leaves ^ to lA ins. long, varying in outline from broadly ovate
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to almost round ; sometimes pointed, sometimes rounded at the apex
;

smooth or nearly so above, always densely grey-felted beneath ; stalk j in.

or less long. Flowers white, rose-tinted, produced two to four together
in short nodding clusters. Fruit round, | in. across, red.

Native of Europe and N. Asia, and interesting as the only Cotoneaster
truly native of Britain. In 1783 it was discovered on the cliffs of Great
Orme's Head, near Llandudno, by Mr J. W. Griffith. This appears to be
its only habitat in the British Isles, and even there it is now reduced to very
few plants. I have spent a good deal of time wandering over the Head,
but have never seen it there. The species flowers in April and May, but
has little garden value. From its immediate allies, C. laxiflora and
C. tomentosa, this differs in its short, few-flowered inflorescence and glabrous
calyx respectively.

C. LAXIFLORA, Jacquin.

(Hot. Reg., t. 1305.)

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 8 ft. high, of bushy habit
;
young wood downy.

Leaves broadly oval or ovate, blunt or rounded at the apex, up to i^ or

2 ins. long, dark green and often haiiy above when young, always greyish

woolly beneath. Flowers pinkish white, borne in gracefully pendulous cymose
panicles i to 2 ins. long, some of the larger panicles carrying twenty to

forty flowers ; calyx smooth. Fruit \ in. across, globose, black.

Native of Siberia; introduced to England from Vienna in 1826. Among
the black-fruited Cotoneasters this is distinguished by its comparatively
large panicles of blossom, which give it quite a pretty aspect in May, and
render it the most attractive of this group.

C. LiNDLEYl, Steudel.

(C. arborescens, Zabel ; C. nummularia, Lindley.")

A deciduous shrub, 10 ft. or more high, with long, slender young branches
covered with down when young, but becoming bare towards the end
of the summer, and of a very dark brown. Leaves roundish oval, or

broadly ovate, i to 2^ ins. long, | to i| ins. broad, rounded at the base
;

the apex pointed, rounded, or even notched, but nearly always ending in

a short bristle-like tip ; dark green and sparsely hairy above when young,
covered with pale greyish felt beneath ; stalk j in. or less long. Flowers
white, in corymbs of five to twelve ; calyx covered with a grey felt. Yr\.\\X

black, roundish, about 4^ in. diameter.

Native of the north-western Himalaya ; introduced in 1824. This is one
of the taller and stronger-growing species, and is often grown in gardens as

C. nummularia. There is considerable confusion in books in regard to the

name C. nummularia {(/•v.)^ owing to its having been given to two, perhaps
three, distinct plants. The true C. nummularia of Fischer has smaller leaves

and red fruits.

C. LUCIDA, Schlechtendal.

(C. acutifolia, Lindley—not of Tiirczaninow.')

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, up to 6 or 8 ft. high
;
young wood hairy.

Leaves polished green and quite smooth or nearly so above, sparsely hairy and
paler beneath, ovate or oval, pointed

; | to 2 ins. long, \ to i in. wide. F'lowers

rosy white, produced from three to ten together in short coiymbs with slightly

hairy stalks ; calyx woolly at the edges of the triangular teeth. Fruit black,

globose, \ to g in. wide.
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Native of Siberia and other parts of N. Asia. Long known in gardens,
this species is but little cultivated now, although it is one of the handsomest of
the black-fruited Cotoneasters. From C. acutifolia, Turczaninow^ it differs in
its glossy green leaves, its generally less hairy or downy character, and in its

sturdier habit.

C. MICROPHYLLA, Wallich.

An evergreen shrub of low, spreading, or even prostrate habit, rarely more
than 2 to 3 ft. high unless trained. Branches often slender but rigid, woolly
when young. Leaves j to i in. long, half or less than half as wide ; ovate or
obovate, deep glossy green above, grey and woolly beneath, pointed, rounded
or notched at the apex. Flowers white, ;'. in. across, generally solitary (occasion-
ally two or three). Fruit round, scarlet-red, \ in. in diameter.

Native of the Himalaya up to ii,ooo ft. ; introduced in 1824. This pleasing
evergreen is nearly related to C. buxifolia on one side, and C. thyma^folia on
the other. They may be forms of one species, but from buxifolia this and
C. thymaefolia are distinguished by fewer flowers in the cluster, and the dwarf
habit. The present plant makes a ver>' pretty covering for sloping banks,
forming eventually a dense low thicket. Single plants make a pretty evergreen
furnishing for the rock garden, but C. thymaefolia and C. congesta are to be
preferred.

Var. GLACIALIS.—See C. congesta, Baker.

C. MULTIFLORA, Bunge.

(C. reflexa, Carriere?)

A deciduous shrub or small tree, 10 to 12 ft. high; branches slender,

pendulous or arching, and smooth except when quite young. Leaves thin in

texture, varying in shape from ovate and oval to roundish
; 4 to z\ ins. long,

i to \\ ins. wide ; usually blunt or rounded at the end, hairy when quite young,
but soon becoming smooth above

;
pale and often smooth, never permanently

woolly beneath ; stalk \ to \ in. long. Flowers white, produced in branching
clusters of three to twelve or more not pleasantly scented. Fruit round or

pear-shaped, red.

Native of Soongaria and other parts of the north-western borders of

China ; introduced in 1837. This is one of the most elegant of Coton-
easters. There is a specimen at Kew with a single well-formed trunk

supporting a crown of pendulous or arching branches ; the whole 10 to 12 ft.

high. When the branches are wreathed with the abundant blossom in May
and June, this tree makes a most charming picture. The same or a closely

allied shrub has recently been introduced by Wilson from W. China, but 1500
or more miles to the south-west of the first habitat.

Var. GRANATENSis, VVcfizig (C. granatensis, Boisster).—On the slopes of

the Sierra Nevada, in Spain, is found a variety of C. multiflora. It differs

chiefly in its more lax cor>'mbs, somewhat hairy calyx, and more downy
leaves.

C. NUMMULARLA, Fischer,

A deciduous shrub up to 6 or 8 ft. high, with slender branches, grey-felled

when young, becoming smooth and reddish brown later. Leaves oval or

ovate, sometimes roundish, tapering towards the base, \ to l] ins. in length,

dark green and ultimately smooth above
;
grey-felted beneath. Flowers white,

in clusters of four to twelve or more on felted stalks. Fruit roundish,

bright red.
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Native of S.E. Europe, Asia Minor, etc. Its identity has been much
obscured owing to a confusion with C. Lindleyi—a taller, more robust shrub
with much larger leaves and black fruits, also known as C. nummularia.

C. PANNOSA, Franchet.

An evergreen shrub of free and elegant habit, lo ft. or more high ; branches
arching and slender, covered with whitish felt when young. Leaves oval,

tapering towards both ends, \ to i in. long, about half as wide ; always dull

green above, covered with whitish felt beneath ; stalk up to \ in. long.

Flowers \ to % in. across, borne in corymbs of as many as fifteen or twenty
;

petals white, spreading ; calyx w^oolly. Fruits scarcely | in. long, dull red.

Native of Yunnan, China, up to 9000 ft. altitude ; raised in Paris in 1888,
from seed sent there by the Abbe Delavay. Introduced to Kew in 1892. The
differences between this species and C. Francheti have already been alluded
to under that species. Both are characterised by extreme elegance of habit,

and by being very woolly on young bark, flower-stalk, calyx, and under-surface
of leaves ; but C. pannosa has duller leaves, less hairy when young on the
upper surfPiCe, more spreading whiter petals, and shorter, rounder fruits of a
deeper red.

C. ROTUNDIFOLIA, Wallich.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8010 ; C. disticha, Lnnge.')

A semi-evergreen or deciduous shrub, 4 to 8 ft. high, with stiff branches
often arranged in two opposite rows ; branchlets downy. Leaves usually in

two rows, dark glossy green, \ to \ in. long, roundish, broadly ovate or oval,

with a short, abrupt point ; hairy on both sides when young, especially above,
becoming smooth later. Flowers white suffused with pink towards the centre,

scarcely 2 in. diameter, produced usually singly, occasionally in pairs, on short

lateral twigs ; calyx almost smooth. Fruit \ in. long, scarcely so wide,
broadest towards the top, tapering to a short stalk, bright scarlet-red.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced in 1825. In the beauty of its fruits

this is the best of the dwarfer Cotoneasters. They are not only among the

largest and brightest coloured ; they are usually very abundant, and remain on
the plants throughout the winter until February or March. Whilst birds are

quite keen for the fruits of C. frigida at the first touch of cold, for some reason
they leave those of this species alone. Although scarcely a true evergreen, it

retains its leaves very late, especially in mild winters—often until March—and
it rarely becomes quite bare. In mode of growth it bears a distinct

resemblance to C. horizontalis, but it is not so low and flat as that quite

deciduous species, its fruits are larger, and its calyx less downy. A group of

a dozen plants makes a most pleasing winter picture.

C. SALICIFOLIA, Franchet.

I do not know that the typical C. salicifolia is in cultivation. It is a species

of W. Szechuen, China, discovered by the Abbe David nearly thirty years

ago. It has white flowers and red, ovoid fruits,
,;

in. long. The two following

varieties are in cultivation :

—

Var. FLOCCOSA, Rehder and Wilson.—An evergreen shrub 6 to 12 ft. high,

the branchlets very slender, downy at first, but becoming smooth and of a

dark reddish brown by the end of the season. Leaves leathery, lanceolate or

narrowly ovate, wedge-shaped at the base, ta))ering to a sharp point ;
'\ to 2^

ins. long, \ to \ in. wide ; the uj)per surface glossy green, wrinkled, not downy
;

the lower one covered at first with silky white floss, some of which falls away
by the end of the year, showing the grey- white surface beneath ; veins in seven
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to fourteen pairs ; leaf-stalk about ^ in. long. Corymbs about i in. wide, carry-

ing nine to fifteen flowers ; stalks and calyx woolly, the teeth of the latter

triangular. Fruit roundish, about 4 in. diameter, bright red, containing

usually three stones.

Introduced by Wilson (No. 1133a) from Western China in 1908, and again
in 1910. A very graceful, distinct, and attractive evergreen, highly recom-
mended by its collector for the beauty of its fruit.

Var. RUGOSA, Rehder and Wilson (C. rugosa, Pritzel).—In this variety the

leaves are larger, up to 3 ins. long and i^ ins. wide, the veins numbering six

to twelve pairs. The fruit is coral red, larger than in var. floccosa, and
contains usually two stones. The plant is more vigorous, coarser looking,

and with bigger leaves than var. floccosa, but in many respects similar.

Introduced by Wilson (No. 335) in 1907 from W. Hupeh, where he found
it 9 ft. high.

C. Slmonsii, Baker,

A deciduous, sometimes semi-evergreen shrub of erect, somewhat stiff habit,

and up to 10 or 12 ft. high
;
young branches covered with a dense, brown

wool. Leaves arranged in opposite rows, | to i in. long, \ to % in. diameter
;

oval, roundish, or somewhat lozenge-shaped, tapering equally towards both
ends ; dark green, glossy and smooth above except for scattered silky hairs

when young, paler and hairy beneath ; stalks less than \ in. long. Flowers
white, i in. diameter, produced usually two to four together on very short

woolly stalks from small twigs. Fruit scarlet, i to % in. long ; about the

size and shape of common haws.
Native of the Khasia Mountains. The introduction of this shrub is not

recorded, and for a long time its origin was doubtful. Its native home was
definitely ascertained in 1886, when it was found by the late Mr C. B. Clarke
at Lailankote, in the Khasia. It had, no doubt, been introduced by, and
named after, a Mr Simons, who had collected largely in the Khasia Mountains
many years previously. C. Simonsii is a handsome vigorous shrub, very

suitable for grouping in shrubberies, where it is well able to take care of itself.

It differs from rotundifolia in having more flowers in a cluster.

C. TilVM.EFOLIA, Baker,

A dwarf or prostrate, close-habited, evergreen shrub, with numerous rigid

branches, rather woolly when young. Leaves ^^ to ^ in. long, narrowly
obovate, always blunt at the apex, recurved at the margins, deep shining green
above, whitish and woolly beneath ; they arc narrower than in C. microphylla,

and are made to appear still more so by the curling under of the margins.
Besides being narrower, they also differ in being uniformly blunt at the aj)cx

and broadest towards the end. Flowers pinkish white, mostly solitary, ] in.

across. Fruit round, \ in. diameter, bright red.

Native of the Himalaya at high elevations, perhaps merely an alpine form of

C. microphylla. I do not think it is anything more than a variation of that

species, smaller in all its parts. Young plants raised at Kew some years ago
from seed of C. thymxfolia varied considerably, but some were in no way
distinguishable from C. microphylla. As the parent plant, however, was
growing in the same Ijorder as typical C. microphylla, and may have been
hybridised by bees, this is not conclusive evidence of their specific identity.

Still C. thyniicfolia as known in gardens — a close, tight, bright - leaved
evergreen—should always be propagated by cuttings. It is a quaint and
interesting i)lant, very well adapted for the rock garden or a choice selection

of miniature shrubs.
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C. TOMENTOSA, Li7idley,

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, up to 6 or 8 ft. high, closely allied to

C. inteijerrima and differing chiefly in the rounder, larger leaves, the biggest

of which are 2i ins. long and i^ ins. wide, slightly hairy above, very woolly

beneath ; stalk ^ to | in. long. Flowers in short, nodding clusters, from three

to six in each cluster, white ; calyx very woolly ; fruit red.

Native of the mountainous parts of Central and S. Europe ; introduced in

1759. It can scarcely be regarded as more than a variety of C. integerrima,

although a rather superior one. The leaves are larger and more uniformly

rounded at both ends, still not invariably so. The best distinction is afforded

by the extremely woolly calyx and flower-stalk. (See also C. Zabelii.)

C. TURBINATA, Craib.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8546.)

A vigorous evergreen shrub, probably 10 ft. or more high, of graceful
habit; young shoots covered with fluffy grey down. Leaves narrowly oval,

tapering about equally at both ends to a sharp point; f to 2^ ins. long, ^ to

I in. wide; dark dull green above, covered beneath with a thick, grey-white
felt. Flowers \ in. wide, white, with rose-coloured anthers, produced towards
the end of July in hemispherical corymbs \\ to 'i\ ins. across; flower-stalks

and calyx covered with grey wool; petals round; calyx-lobes triangular-

acuminate. Fruit pear-shaped, | in. long, deep red, downy, ripe in October.
Native of China; introduced to Kew in 1910 from Mr de Vilmorin's

collection at Les Barres, It is apparently perfectly hardy, and of rapid
growth, remarkable and valuable among Cotoneasters in flowering so late

—

six or eight weeks later than the majority, and a month later than any.

C. UNIFLORA, Bunge.

This name has in gardens been given to several species of Cotoneaster
quite distinct from the true plant, most often to the evergreen C. microphylla,

with which it has nothing in common. The true uniflora of Bunge is a
deciduous shrub, found on the mountains of Siberia and Altai. It is, perhaps,
only a dwarfed and depauperated C. integerrima. In a wild state it is from
a few inches to i\ ft. high, with thin, obovate or broadly oval leaves, | to i in.

long, smooth above, downy when young beneath. Flowers usually solitary,

sometimes in pairs
;
petals whitish, calyx glabrous. Fruit globose, red. This

shrub is scarcely worth cultivating, and has probably no real claim to specific

rank, but it differs from C. integerrima in its dwarfer habit, its fewer flowers,

and in the less woolly, smaller, narrower leaves.

C. Zabelii, C. K. Schneider.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 9 ft. high
;
young shoots covered with loose greyish

hairs, becoming smooth the second year, and dark brown. Leaves ^ to i^ ins.

long, half to two-thirds as wide; variable in shape, but usually oval or ovate,

mostly blunt to rounded at the apex, but sometimes pointed, the base rounded
to truncate ; dark dull green above, with loose, apprcssed hairs, clothed beneath
with yellowish grey felt ; stalk

ji
in. long, felted. Flowers in clusters of four to

ten, small, rose-coloured; stamens twenty; flower-stalk and calyx felted.

Fruit red, roundish, pear-shaped, downy, .1 in. long.

Native of \V. Hupeh, China ; introduced in 1907 by Wilson, who described
it as the common Cotoneaster of the thickets ofW. Ilupeh. It is allied to

nitcgerrima and tomentosa ; from the former it differs in its felted calyx, and
from both in the more numerously flowered inflorescences.
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CRAT^GO-MESPILUS. rosacea.

This name has been devised to distinguish three deciduous trees, one
a supposed natural hybrid between the hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna)
and the medlar (Mespilus germanica) ; the other two hybrids obtained by
grafting the medlar on the hawthorn. The two last are trees of particular

interest as affording evidence that Adam's story of the origin of Laburnum
Adami {q.v^ was not, as some people held, unbelievable. (Graft-hybrids

have, as a matter of fact, been since obtained of set purpose, see Keiv

Bulletin^ 191 ij p. 269.) The history of the two forms of Crat?ego-

mespilus is as follows :—On a specimen of medlar grafted on a stock of

hawthorn growing in the garden of IVIr Dardar, at Bronvaux, near Metz,

there was noticed a branch pushing from just beneath the graft which
showed characters intermediate between those of the medlar and
hawthorn. The leaves and fruits, although smaller, were those of the

medlar, but the branches were spiny and the flowers in clusters, as in

hawthorn. Plants raised from this branch are now known in gardens, and
described below as C.-m. Dardari.

Issuing from nearly the same place on Mr Dardar's tree was another

branch quite unlike the first ; the leaves on this were lobed as in the

hawthorn and the flowers also resembled those of that tree, but the

leaves, shoots, and calyx were covered with grey wool, showing thereby

the character of the medlar. The branch was propagated by grafting,

and the plants so raised are now known, and described below, as

C.-M. AsNiERESii. The same tree produced a third branch which at

its base was purely hawthorn, but towards the extremity changed into

C.-M. Asnieresii. These branches were shown to Mr E. Jouin of the

Plantieres nursery, near Metz, about 1895, and he gave the first account

of them in Le Jardin^ Jan. 1899. In 189S a grafted plant of C. Dardari,

in the nursery of Messrs Simon-Louis of Planticres, produced a branch of

true medlar with the usual solitary flowers, whilst another branch was

pure hawthorn. It will thus be seen that the behaviour of these graft-

hybrids is very similar to that of Laburnum Adami.

C.-M. Asnieresii, C. K. Schneider.

(Kew Bulletin, 191 1, pp. 26S-9.)

A small, deciduous, bushy-headed tree with pendulous branches, probably
about 15 to 20 ft. high ultimately. Shoots woolly, armed occasionally with

hawthorn-like spines. Leaves varying in shape from obovate to broadly

ovate; li to 3 ins. long, i to i| ii»s. wide; some entire, others deeply
lobed like those of the hawthorn, mealy-looking when young, covered with

soft down beneath. Flowers in corymbs, similiar in form to those of the

hawthorn, but larger and with a downy calyx ; while, l)ecoming rose-tinted

with age. Fruit oblong, brown, downy, about the size of those of the

hawthorn. A graft hybrid between Crata:gus monogyna and Mespilus
germanica (see above), and a beautiful flowering tree. (Fig. p. 418.)

2 D
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C.-M. Dardart, Jouin. Bronvaux Medlar.

A deciduous tree probably 15 to 20 ft. high when fully grown, of pendulous
habit ; branchlets downy and more or less spiny. Leaves oblong, oval

or ovate, \\ to 4 ins. long, \ to i| ins. wide; quite entire or more or less

ver>' finely toothed, downy on both sides ; stalk ^ in. long. Flowers white,

\\ ins. across, borne in corymbs as many as twelve together, each flower

on a downy stalk ^ to I in. long ; calyx with five narrow, pointed lobes

\ to \ in. long, very downy. Fruit medlar-like, but smaller and in clusters.

A graft hybrid between Crataegus monogyna and Mespilus germanica,
but more nearly approaching the medlar (see above). On a tree at Kew
which has flowered for several years past are three distinct types of growth.

The bulk of the tree is C.-m. Dardari, as described above ; but there are

branches also of C.-m. Asnieresii, as described above also, and some of pure

medlar, with its much larger leaves and solitary flowers and fruits. A tree at

Aldenham has produced a shoot and flowers of hawthorn.

Crat^go-mespilus Asnieresii.

C.-M. grandiflora.

(Mespilus Smithii, De Candolle ; M. grandiflora, Smith ; Pyrus lobata, Nicholson.')

A deciduous tree up to 30 ft. high, of rounded habit, the lower branches

pendulous ; branchlets downy. Leaves oval or obovate, 2 to 3^ ins. long,

half to two-thirds as wide ; often with several angular lobes towards the

end, these being most developed on the barren young shoots ;
margins

finely toothed ; both surfaces downy ; stalk i to ^ in. long, hairy. Flowers

usually in pairs or threes, terminating short, leafy twigs
;
each flower i m.

across, pure white, produced on a short, woolly stalk. Fruit 4* m. diameter,

globular, yellowish brown, flesh mealy, tasting like that of a hawthorn,

containing two hard stones.

A presumed natural hybrid between Crataegus monogyna and Mespflus

germanica, found wild in France in the departments of Saone-et-Loire and

Rhone on the east, and of Gironde on the west. It appears to be sterile,

but flowers with the greatest freedom towards the end of May, and makes

a picture of extreme beauty and elegance. It is a luxuriantly leafy tree

of vigorous growth, an admirable ornament on a lawn.
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CRAT/EGUS. Thorns. rosace/E.

The thorns in cultivation are deciduous trees or shrubs, nearly always

more or less armed, sometimes very formidably, with spines. Some of

the species from the southern United States are inclined to be semi-

evergreen, but the only truly evergreen ones that have been included

in the genus are three species of the Pyracantha group, which in this

work are treated as a separate genus (see Pyracantha). Crataegus is very

sparsely represented in China, Japan, the Himalaya, and in Western
N. America. About a dozen species occur in Europe and Asia Minor.

Most of the remainder are natives of Eastern and Central N. America,

where an extraordinary number of beautiful species exist. A curious

ignorance of the wealth of Crataegi in this region prevailed until the last

twenty years. Sargent, dealing with the genus in his great Si/va oj

North America^ in 1892, described only fourteen species. Ten years

later, in a supplement, the number increased to eighty-four. A census

of American Crataegi made in Nov. 191 r at Kew, showed that 922
so-called species had by then been described by various authors. It

is scarcely credible that anything like so vast a number of genuine species

exist there. A great many can differ from each other scarcely more
than garden varieties of apples do. The classification of the American
thorns must at present be regarded as in an uncertain state. The various

authors who have taken up the subject have each a different view as to

the limits and characters of the various sections, and there appears to

have been a lack of co-operation among them. Many of the species are

nevertheless very distinct as well as beautiful, and there is no doubt that

the future will see the garden value of the genus much enhanced. But at

present only the old and leading types can be satisfactorily dealt

with here.

Leaves alternate, always toothed or lobed, often both ; those of the

vigorous non-flowering shoots of the year being usually much larger and
broader at the base than those of the flowering shoots. They have also,

as a rule, much larger and more persistent stipules. The stipules of

Crataegus, however, vary so much, even on the same plant, that they do
not afford very good differentiating characters. Flowers J to J in. in

diameter ; nearly always white, sometimes yellowish white, sometimes
red in garden varieties

;
produced mostly in May and June, in flattish or

rounded corymbs at the end of short, leafy shoots, which spring from the

buds of the previous year's growths. In rare instances the flowers are

solitary. Petals and calyx-lobes five ; stamens five to twenty-five ; styles

one to five. Fruit a pome, consisting of a fleshy exterior, enclosing as

many bony nutlets as there are styles. The fruits are of various colours,

mostly red, but also black, yellow, and blue.

The nearest ally to Crataegus is Cotoneaster, which has, however,

entire leaves and no thorns. Mespilus is also allied, but has large,

solitary, scarcely stalked flowers, with long leaf-like lobes to the calyx.

(See also Pyracantha.)
The cultivation of the thorns presents no problems. They all like a
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loamy soil, and have no objection to lime. They are best raised from

seeds, and trees so derived are better-growing and longer-lived than

grafted ones. This applies especially to grafted trees of which stock and

scion are of different species. It has long been the practice to graft the

American thorns on C. monogyna, but although it is a longer business

raising them from seed, it pays in the end. Named and selected forms

have, perforce, to be increased by grafting; in that case stocks of the

parent species should be selected. The seed of Crataegus does not,

as a rule, germinate until it has lain a year in the ground. For this

reason it is the common practice where large quantities of young plants

are needed, as in the case of the common hawthorn, to mix the fruits as

soon as gathered with earth or sand, and let them lie in a heap until

they are sown the second spring following their ripening. They have to

be turned occasionally, especially at first. Of rarer sorts the seed may
be sown as soon as received, and the boxes or pans placed on the north

side of a hedge to save trouble in watering. They should be watched

the second spring, when germination usually takes place, and, if important

enough, given the protection of an unheated frame.

The thorns do not transplant well if allowed to remain more than

two or three years in a place. They like a good, well-drained soil, and

the only pruning they need is the removal of overcrowding branches,

and an encouragement of the leading shoot when young by removing

rivals.

The thorns have two, frequently three, seasons of beauty— in flower,

in fruit, and in the dying foliage. Few genera, indeed, supply so many
charming lawn trees. Besides the garden forms of Oxyacantha and

monogyna, the following twelve species may be selected as specially

worthy :—Carrierei, coccinea, cordata, Crus-galli, Korolkowi, macra-

cantha, mollis, orientalis, prunifolia, punctata, tanacetifolia, and

tomentosa.

C. ALTAICA, Ledebour, ALTAI MOUNTAIN TlIORN.

A small tree with dark purplish brown, smooth twigs. Leaves broadly

ovate to triangular ; very broadly wedge-shaped, straight, or even slightly

heart-shaped at the base ; five- to eleven-lobed, the lowest pair of lobes

often reaching almost to the midrib ; finely toothed, 2 to 4 ins. long, nearly

as wide
;

quite smooth on both surfaces except for occasional small tufts

of down in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk | to i^ ins. long ; stipules half-heart-

shaped to sickle-shaped, sharply toothed. Flowers white, § in. across,

produced during May in corymbs about 3 ins. across ; calyx and flower-stalk

quite smooth ; stamens about twenty ; styles mostly five. Fruit globose,

yellow, \ to § in. across.

Native of the Altai region. The thorn described above is also known in

gardens as C. Korolkowi and C. sanguinea var. xanthocarpa. In foliage and

flower it bears a considerable resemblance to C. pinnatifida, but that thorn

has the leaves, flower-stalks, and calyx downy, and the fruit is never yellow.

C. APIIFOLIA, Michaux. PaRSLEY-LEAVED TIIORN.

A shrub or miniature tree in this country, with slender, downy young shoots;

thorns i to \\ ins. long. Leaves triangular to kidney-shaped, the lower ones
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on the shoot deeply toothed, the upper ones deeply parallcl-lobed as well as
toothed ; usually more or less hollowed at the base ; i to 14* ins. wide, not so
long ; brig^ht green and almost or quite smooth ; stalk I to i| ins. long, slender.

Flowers | in. across ; borne in May, each on a slender hair)' stalk up to i in.

long, in corymbs. Calyx-tube downy, the lobes smooth ; stamens twenty,
anthers bright pink ; styles one to three. Fruit scarlet, I in. long, oval.

Native of the southern United States ; introduced early in the nineteenth
centur}', but has frequently quite disappeared from cultivation. It is too tender
for all but the milder parts of Britain, and although it may live for several

years and flower, as it has done at Kew, I have never seen it bear fruit. It

is very distinct in the shape and deep parallel lobing of the leaf.

C. AFRICA, Beadle.

A small tree up to 20 ft. high, or a shrub ; branchlets zigzag, armed with
thorns i to i^ ins. long; young shoots and leaves soon smooth. Leaves
broadly diamond-shaped, obovate, oval or even roundish, more or less tapered
at the base, the upper half toothed and either pointed or rounded at the apex

;

lobed on strong barren shoots
; :| to 2 ins. long, nearly or quite as wide ; stalks

^ to ^ in. long, and, like the base of the leaf, ver>' glandular. Flower \ in.

diameter, white, produced three to six together on cor>'mbs i^ to 2 ins. across
;

flower-stalk and calyx shaggy, calyx lobes conspicuously glandular-toothed
;

stamens ten ; anthers yellow ; styles three to five. Fruit globose, \ in.

diameter, orange red.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1900. It belongs
to the group of which C. flava is the type, but promises to be a much
handsomer tree than that. It flowers ver>' freely, and its fruits are richly, if

not very brightly coloured. It is marked by the ver)' glandular leaf-bases, leaf-

stalks, and inflorescence.

C. AZAROLUS, Liimmis. AZAROLE.

(C. Aronia, Bosc")

A small, very slightly spiny tree, uji to 30 ft. high
;
young shoots covered

with fine down. Leaves wedge-shaped at the base, lA to 3 ins. long, nearly

as wide ; obovate to rhomboidal, three- or five-lobed (sometimes almost to the

midrib), lobes toothed at the end or sometimes entire ; bright green, ulti-

mately nearly smooth above, downy beneath ; stalk \ to i in. long ; stipules

deeply toothed, cockscomb-shaped. Flowers white, about \ in. across,

produced during June in densely flowered cor\mbs 2 to 3 ins. across ; stamens
twenty ; style one or two (rarely three). Fruit up to ^ or i in. diameter,

globose, mostly orange or yellow, but varying to whitish or red, apple-like in

flavour.

Native of the Orient ; cultivated in England in the seventeenth century,

but never, I think, vcr>' common—most of the trees so-called being either

C. orientalis or C. sinaica. The latter is closely allied and very similar in

general appearance, but its leaves are smooth. C. orientalis is difl"erent in

general aspect, its leaves arc thinner, and with narrower, deeper lobing as

a nile, and the flowers have from three to five styles. The species is cultivated

in S.E. Europe for its edible fruits, which vary much in size and colour.

C. BERBER I FOLIA, Torrcy and Gray.

A tree up to 20 ft. high, with crooked, horizontal branches, making a dense
flat-topped head; young shoots at first hairy; thorns uj) to 1^ ins. long,

abundant. Leaves obovate or oval, always narrowed and entire at the base,
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the upper part toothed, and either pointed or rounded ; i to 2 ins. long-, 4 to li

ins. wide ; dark i^lossy j^reen, with flattened hairs above, eventually smooth
;

permanently more or less downy l)eneath ; stalk I to .\ in. lon^L^-, downy at first.

Flowers white, \ in. across, borne durin<4 May and June in small, few-llowered

cor)'mbs. Flower-stalks and caly\-tul3e haiiy ; calyx-lobes linear, toothed,

smooth outside, hairy inside ; stamens up to twenty, anthers yellow ; styles

two or three. Fruits yellowish red, } in. diameter.

Native of the southern United vStates, with an apparently restricted habitat

in Louisiana. It has been cultivated at Kew since 1878, and, in spite of its

southern habitat, is quite hardy. It is, however, one of the inferior thorns,

although it is of the Crus-galli group, and was once regarded as a variety of

that species. The yellow anthers and downiness of the younger parts amply
distinguish it from C. Crus-galli.

C. BRACHYACANTHA, SargeJtt. POMETTE BLEUE.

A deciduous tree, described by Sargent as 40 to 50 ft. high, forming a

broad, compact, round-topped head
;
young shoots slightly downy at first, soon

smooth ; thorns sturdy, .V to i^ ins. long. Leaves oval or ovate, i to 2 ins.

long, about half as wide, tapered at the base, shallowly round-toothed, glossy

dark green, smooth except on the upper surface w-hen young. On vigorous

barren shoots, the leaves are often of almost triangular shape, and truncate or

even heart-shaped at the base, with stipules i in. long. Flowers small, the

petals turning orange-coloured with age ; flower-stalks and outside of calyx

smooth ; calyx-lobes not toothed ; stamens fifteen to twenty ; styles three to

five. Fruit roundish, bright blue, covered with a blue-white bloom, \ to \ in.

across.

Native of the southern Central United States ; introduced in 1900. The
most remarkable character of this thorn is the bright blue fruit. Whether it

will thrive well enough to bear fruit in this country, has yet to be proved. It

belongs to Sargent's group " Brachyacanthae," or the short-spined Crataegus,

to which also belongs

C. SALIGNA, Greene^ introduced in 1902. This is a native of Colorado, at

6000 to 8000 ft. altitude, and promises to be perfectly hardy with us. Its

smooth, reddish young shoots are armed with thorns | in. or more long. Fruit

globose, shining, \ in. across, red, finally blue-black. A tree 20 ft. high, with

firm-textured, deep green, smooth and glossy leaves up to 2 ins. long and i in.

wide, ovate-lanceolate or oval.

C. Carrierei, Vauvel

(C. Lavallei, Herincq.')

A tree of sturdy, leafy habit up to 1 5 or 20 ft. high
;
young shoots downy,

sometimes retaining the down until the second season ; thorns few, stout,

I to li ins. long. Leaves obovate or oval, tapered at both ends, i^ to 4^, ins.

long, I to 2i ins. wide ; coarsely and irregularly toothed, glossy dark green

above and so*on smooth except along the midrib
;
permanently downy beneath,

especially on the midrib and veins ; stalk ] to ^ in. long. P'lowers white,

nearly l in. across, produced in June in erect corymbs about 3 ins. in diameter.

Flower-stalks and calyx very woolly, the lobes of the latter glandular-toothed,

linear-lanceolate ; stamens twenty ; styles one to three. Fruits orange-red

specked with brown, globose with a pear-shaped base, l in. wide, persisting

through the winter.

The origin of this fine thorn is uncertain. Mr Carri^re {Rcime Horticole^

1883, p. 108) says it came from seed of C. mexicana {i.e. C. stipulosa), and

C. Carrierei as we know it to-day certainly bears a strong resemblance to that
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species. C. stipulosa {g.v.) has yellow fruit, not tapered where it joins the stalk,

and its calyx-lobes are less conspicuously gland-toothed. It has been suggested

that C. Carrierei is a hybrid between C. punctata and C. Crus-galli, although

the latter is a glabrous tree, and even C. punctata is less shaggy than its

supposed offspring. The dotted fruits resemble C. punctata, and their

persistence on the tree is characteristic of C. Crus-galli, but the suggestion is

not convincing^. It is one of the handsomest of all thorns, either in foliage,

flower, or fruit. C. Lavallei, which first appeared in the arboretum of Segrez
in France, is now generally regarded as the same thing.

C. CHLOROSARCA, Maximowicz.

A small, mostly unarmed tree, of pyramidal habit
;
young shoots stout,

warted, slighty hairy at first, becoming by autumn deep brown-purple, with

large, almost black buds. Leaves 2 to 34 ins. long, nearly as wide at the base,

triangular or broadly ovate, broadly wedge-shaped towards the stalk, rather

shallowly seven- or nine-lobed, the lobes finely toothed, both sides hairy, the

upper one becoming smooth, ver>' dark green ; stalk \ to | in. long ; stipules

gland-toothed. Flowers white, \ in. across
;
produced in cor^'mbs 2 ins. in

diameter ; outside of calyx and flower-stalks hairy ; calyx-lobes minutely
toothed ; stamens twenty ; styles five. Fruit black, h in. diameter, flattened-

globose.

Native of Manchuria and Japan ; recently spread in gardens, where it is

admired for the deep colouring of its branchlets. It is only likely to be
confused with dsungarica, which has also black fruit ; C. chlorosarca is distin-

guished from it by the shallower lobes of the leaves, their abrupter points, and
finer teeth.

C. COCCINEA, LinnCBUS. SCARLET . Haw.

A tree up to 20 ft. high, with a wide-spreading head
;
young shoots at

first more or less covered with loose white hairs which soon fall away, leaving

them smooth, shining brown ; thorns up to 2 ins. long. Leaves oval, diamond-
shaped, or obovate ; always wedge-shaped at the base, pointed at the apex,

the upper half shallowly lobed, finely toothed, the teeth gland-tipped ; i to 3
ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide ; at first downy above, becoming smooth and glossy

;

hairy on the midrib and chief veins beneath ; stalk \ to i in. long. Flowers
white, ^ to ^ in. diameter, borne during May in corymbs 2 to 3 ins. across

;

flower-stalks and calyx more or less shaggy with whitish hairs ; stamens ten,

anthers yellow ; styles three or four. Fruit pendulous, red, globose but rather

flattened at the top, A in. or less in diameter.
Native of N. America from Newfoundland to Connecticut ; introduced,

according to Alton, in 1683. Long confused in gardens with mollis {q.v.).

Var. ROTUNDIFOLIA, Sargent (C. glandulosa, Alton j C. rotundifolia,

Moench).—A distinct variety, sometimes regarded as a species. Except for a

slight down sometimes on the flower-stalks and inside of the sepals, it is quite

smooth. It is also a smaller, more shrub-like tree than C. coccinea, and its

thorns, perhaps, are more plentiful.

Allied to C. coccinea is C. Holmesiana, Ashe^ but it differs in having the

flower-stalks smooth or nearly so, and the stamens only five to seven to each
flower. Native of N. America from Montreal to Pennsylvania, etc. Introduced
under its present name first in 1901, but probably in cultivation before as

C. coccinea.

Other species of the same group are C. ACUTlLOHA, Sargent^ and C. COCCI N-

lOlDES, Ashe. They have leaves much broader at the base, and rounded,
truncate, or even slightly heart-shaped. C. acutiloba, for long known in gardens
as C. coccinea var. indentata, is found wild in the province of Quebec ; its leaf-
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margins are iDcautifuUy cut up into narrow, triano^ular lobes | to \ in. deep,
each lobe with a Ioul;, slender, very sharp point, and with slender, sharp teeth

;

the youn>; shoots are soon quite smooth, and the leaves are only downy above
for a short time. Stamens fifteen to twenty. Fruit red. (See fig.) C. coccini-
oides has similarly shaped leaves, downy on the veins beneath. Stamens
twenty. Fruit dark crimson,

C. coRDATA, Azfon. Washington Thorn.
An elegant tree up to 30 ft. high, with a slender trunk supporting a dense,

rounded head of leafy branches
;
young shoots slender, smooth ; thorns sharp,

slender, up to 3 ins. long, sometimes branched. Leaves triangular, broadly

CRATiCaUS ACUTILOBA.

ovate, heart-shaped or slightly rounded at the base, pointed, often lobed
towards the base, sharply toothed ; i to 3 ins. long, -| to 2] ins. wide ; of a
vivid lustrous green, and smooth except when first expanded ; stalk up i in.

long. Flowers white, ^ in. across, produced during July in terminal and
axillary corymbs 2 to "3 ins. wide. Calyx and flower-stalk quite smooth

;

stamens twenty ; anthers pink ; styles two to five. Fruit scarlet, orange-
shaped, I in. diameter, persisting on the tree until spring.

Native of the eastern United States ; introduced in 1738. This handsome
species is one of the most distinct of all the thorns. It flowers the latest of all

the better-known kinds, and its small, bright fruits are beautiful through the
winter.

C. CruS-GALLI, LinncBUS. COCKSPUR ThoRN.
A small, usually more or less flat-topped tree, with spreading, often

horizontal branches
;
young shoots quite smooth ; thorns rigid, \\ to 3 ins.
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long-, ultimately twice as long-, and branched. Leaves obovate, always tapered
and without teeth towards the base, the apex toothed, rounded or abru]jtly

pointed ; i to 4 ins. long, } to li ins. wide ; dark glossy green and perfectly

smooth ; stalk 4 to i in. long. Flowers white, § in. across, produced in June
on smooth-stalked corymbs 2 to 3 ins. wide ; stamens ten, anthers pink

;

styled usually two. Fruit nearly globose, ^ in. diameter, deep red.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1691. This beautiful and
distinct thorn has much to recommend it. Its habit is striking and
picturesque, it blossoms freely, its leaves change to brilliant scarlet in

autumn, and its fruits, ripening in October and persisting until spring, make
one of the brightest of early winter pictures. The species is, moreover, one of

the hardiest and most thriving of its kind. Several forms assigned to it are

cultivated in gardens.
Var. ARIIUTIFOLIA.— Leaves obovate to oval, from f to over 2 ins. wide.

In their size and to some degree their shape, this variety suggests C. prunifolia

C^.7/.\ but it is quite free from down in all its parts, it has not more than
ten stamens, and its fruits remain after the leaves. A handsome variety.

Var. LINEARIS, De Candolle.—In the entire absence of down from this

tree, it would appear to be a true Crus-galli form intermediate between
arbutifolia and pyracanthifolia.

Var. PYRACANTHIFOLIA, Aifon.—A small, slender-stemmed tree, with a

flat, spreading head of branches and narrowly obovate leaves, and smaller

flowers and fruit.

Var. SALICIFOLIA, Aito7i.— Leaves still narrower, oblanceolate ; habit

flat-topped. (For various thorns with larger leaves, often put under Crus-galli

as varieties, viz., ovalifolia, prunifolia, and splendens, see C. PRUNIFOLIA and
C. FONTANESIANA.)

C. CUNEATA, Siebold.

A twiggy shrub with slender, hairy, reddish young shoots ; thorns about

\ in. long, slender. Leaves obovate or somewhat spoon-shaped, much
tapered and entire at the base, the apex rounded or abruptly tapered,

slightly lobed and toothed ; i to 2t ins. long, \ to \\ ins wide
;
pale bright

green, and soon quite smooth above ; slightly hair>' beneath ; stalk \ in. long,

or with the leaf-blade almost reaching to the base, hairy ; stipules semi-

heart-shaped, coarsely toothed, \ in. long. Flowers white, \ to | in. across,

produced during May and June in few-flowered corymbs ; stalks hair>'
;

stamens twenty ; styles five, hairy at the base. Fruit globose or slightly

pear-shaped, red, i to f in. diameter.

Native of Japan and Central China ; long known in cultivation, but

always rare. So far as I have seen, it has little to recommend it, although

wild specimens show it to be a pretty bush in nature. I suspect it is spring

tender.

C. DOUGLASII, Lindley. DOUGLAS TllORN.

A tree 30 ft. or more high, with a rounded head of branches
;
young

shoots reddish brown, smooth ; thorns often absent ; when present, \ to

I in. long, stout. Leaves obovate to ovate, always tapered at the base,

mostly pointed, sometimes rounded at the apex, upper part slightly lobed

or double-toothed, or sometimes with two deep lobes near the base; \\

to 4 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide ; dark glossy green and downy along the

midrib above, ultimately quite smooth below ; stalk ^ to ^ in. long. Flowers
white, \ in. diameter, produced during May in corymbs 2 ins. across

;

calyx-tube and flower-stalk quite smooth ; calyx-lobes narrow, glandular-

toothed, downy inside. Stamens twenty ; styles two to five. P'ruil black,

\ in. diameter, falling early.
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Native of N. America from Michigan to California and Oregon
;

introduced about 1828. It is one of the lari^est, iDut not, so far as I have
seen, one of the most ornamental of thorns, its corymljs lDcini4 rather small

and its fruits ineffective. It is much confused in gardens with the following :

—

C. RIVULARIS, Nuttall (C. Douglasii var. rivularis, Sargent).—This is

closely allied to C. Uouglasii, but is a more pyramidal tree ; the leaves have
shorter stalks and tufts of down in the vein-axils till late summer at least,

and the calyx-lobes are shorter, broader, and mostly entire. It has been
regarded as a variety of Douglasii, and has about the same garden value.

C. DSUNGARICA, Zabel.

A small tree, armed with spines 5 to | in. long
;
young shoots smooth,

becoming bright purplish brown. Leaves of the barren shoots triangular,

broadly wedge-shaped or cut almost straight across at the base, three- to

seven-lobed, \\ to 3] ins. long and wide, the lowest pair of lobes large,

spreading ; leaves of the flowering shoots smaller, more ovate or diamond-
shaped and tapered at the base, lobes sharply pointed and sparsely toothed

;

downy on both sides when quite young, soon becoming smooth except in the

vein-axils beneath ; stalk ^ to i^ ins. long; stipules cockscomb-shaped, up to

I in. diameter. Flowers white, § in. diameter, produced about the middle of

May in corymbs 2 to 3 ins. across ; sepals and flower-stalks smooth
;

stamens twenty ; styles three to five ; fruit globose, shining black, ^ in.

diameter.

A handsome thorn of doubtful origin, probably native of S.E. Siberia and
Manchuria. In foliage it much resembles C. altaica and C. pinnatifida, but

its black fruits distinguish it from these and all of the sanguinea group, except

C. chlorosarca ijq.v.).

C. DUROBRIVENSIS, Sargent.

A shrub 10 to 16 ft. high, with smooth young shoots ; thorns i| to 2 ins.

long. Leaves broadly ovate, the base broadly wedge-shaped or rounded, the

upper part sharply toothed, and cut up at each side into two or four triangular

lobes \ to I in. deep ; i^ to 3 ins. long, i to 3^ ins. wide
;
quite smooth on both

surfaces ex"cept at first; stalk slender, glandular, up to \\ ins. long. Flowers

white, \ to I in. diameter, stalks and outside of calyx smooth ; stamens twenty,

anthers pink ; styles five. Fruit globose, f in. diameter, dark shining crimson.

Discovered in May 1900 by Mr J. Dunbar, on the banks of the Genessee

River at Rochester, New York. Its flowers are amongst the largest in the

genus, and the handsome fruits remain on the branches till mid-winter.

Sargent describes it as one of the most ornamental thorns of the northern

United States. Introduced in 1901. Allied to C. coccinioides.

C. FLAVA. Alton. Yellow Haw.

A tree 20 ft. or more high, with smooth young shoots; thorns about i in.

long. Leaves obovate or diamond-shaped, always tapered and glandular at

the base; pointed, sometimes three-lobed at the apex; doubly toothed ; i to

2i ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide; smooth on both sides ; stalk \ to i in. long,

gfandular. Flowers white, | in. diameter, produced in early June in corymbs
of three to seven blossoms ; flower-stalks glandular, smooth (or at first

somewhat downy) ; calyx smooth, or downy only on the inner face, the lobes

glandular ; stamens ten to twenty. Fruit roundish, pear-shaped, greenish

yellow, about % in. long.

Native almost certainly of Eastern N. America, but not apparently known
wild now in the form described by Aiton in 1789. A specimen from Bishop
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Goodenough's herbarium, dated 1781, is preserved at Kew, and is no doubt
authentic, as it is ascribed to Solander, Aiton's coadjutor; this differs from the

trees now cultivated at Kew by having about twenty stamens to each flower,

and in beinj,'^ perfectly t,dabrous in flower and leaf The species is of historical

interest, and as beinj^ the type of a considerable group of thorns from the south-

eastern United States ; but in its few flowers and sparely borne, dull-coloured

fruits it is one of the least ornamental.

C. FONTANESIANA, SteildcL

(C. Crus-galli var. Fontanesiana, Wenzig^

Of obscure origin, this thorn belongs apparently to the Crus-galli group, and
is probably a hybrid between that species and C. prunifolia. It has dark,

purplish brown branchlets with thorns up to i in. long. Leaves narrowly
obovate, 2 to 4 ins, long, 4 to \\ ins. wide

;
pointed and toothed at the upper

part ; tapered, and entire below ; smooth and dark glossy green. Corymbs
many-flowered, 2 to 3 ins. across, with downy stalks. Flowers white, ^ in.

across ; stamens fifteen to eighteen. Fruit roundish oval, dull red, \ in. long.

The downy flower-stalks are like those of C. prunifolia, but the longer,

narrower leaves, and dark young shoots are quite distinct. It is probably of

garden origin, and has been known in cultivation over one hundred years.

C. HETEROPIIVLLA, Flugge.

A tree up to 20 ft. high, forming a round dense head of branches
;
young

shoots smooth ; not, or but little, armed. Leaves of two distinct types, viz.

—

(i) those of the barren shoots : diamond-shaped, tapered and entire at the base,

the upper part sharply pointed, deeply lobed (after the fashion of monogyna),
the lobes sharply and irregularly toothed ; \\ to 3 ins. long, I4 to 2\ ins. wide

;

stalk I to I in. long
; (2) those of the flowering shoots : much smaller, oblong,

obovale or oval, sometimes entire or with a few teeth at the apex only, some-
times the upper leaves of the shoot conspicuously three-lobed at the apex

;

I to li ins. long, \ to | in. wide. All the leaves are glossy dark green and
quite smooth. There are large, coarsely toothed stipules on the barren

shoots, none on the flowering ones. Flowers white, \ in. across, borne during
May and June in cor\'mbs 2 to 3 ins. across ; flower-stalks and calyx smooth

;

stamens fifteen to twenty, styles solitary. F'ruit bright red, slenderly oval,

\ to § in. long.

Native of Armenia ; cultivated since the beginning of the nineteeth century
;

not now very frequently seen, although there are several splendid examples in

the fine collection of thorns in the Bath Botanic Garden. It is a beautiful

thorn of the Oxyacantha group, bearing its large flowers and bright fruits

freely. It is also one of the most distinct by reason of its variously shajjcd

leaves, its long narrow fruits, and the absence of down from the younger parts.

C. KOROLKOWI, Kegel.

(C. tatarica, Hort.')

A tree up to 25 ft. high, forming a dense, heavy, very leafy head of

branches. It is really a very vigorous, large-leaved form of C. pinnatifida,

and has been named C. p. var. major, N. E. Broiun. The leaves are harder

and thicker than in C. pinnatifida, and not so flat
; 3 to 6 ins. long and nearly

as much wide ; the lobes not so deep but broader ; except for a slight hairiness

along the midrib and larger veins, they are smooth. They are of a rich dark

lustrous green, the midrib, veins, and young wood tinged with red. Flowers
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similar to pinnatifid.i ; calyx and flower-stalks downy. Fruits deep shininj^

rod, marked with minute dots, betweoii pear-shaped and i;lobosc, i in. across,

deej^ly hollowed at the top. When a tree is well furnished with the pendulous

clusters of these larj^c fruits it is remarkably handsome. This is, indeed, one

of the most strikini,^ and effective of all the thorns. It is only slightly or not

at all spiny. In October 1886, it was awarded a first-class certificate by the

Royal Horticultural Society, but had been in cultivation long previously.

Native of N. China.

C. Henryi, Du7i?2, is nearly allied to the above, but its ovate or lozenge-

shaped leaves are only shallowly lobed, 3 to 4i ins. long, smooth except for

.tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk i| ins. long. Flowers | in.

across ; stalks and calyx smooth. Discovered in Yunnan by Henry, and later

by Wilson in W. Hupch, China. Probably in cultivation as young plants.

C. Leeana, Loudon. Lee's Thorn.

(C. Dippeliana, Lange ; C. Celsiana, Dippel^

The origin of this handsome thorn is unknown. It was at one time

believed to have been raised in Lee's nursery at Hammersmith, and is, no

doubt, of garden origin—a hybrid in whose origin one of the orientalis group

of thorns has shared. The suggestion has been made that it is a hybrid

between tanacetifolia and punctata, but it is difficult to see where the latter

species is in evidence. Leaves I5 to 3 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide ;
broadly

ovate, sometimes obovate, with seven to eleven lobes reaching from one-third

to half-way to the midrib ; coarsely toothed ; deep green and hairy at first

above, becoming almost smooth by the end of the season ; more densely and

permanently hairy beneath ; stalk up to § in. long. Flowers | to i in.

diameter, white, produced very freely in mid-June ; calyx and flower-stalk

hairy like the young twigs ; stamens eighteen to twenty-two. Fruit dull red,

i to f in. across. No doubt closely allied to the tansy-leaved thorn, this is

quite as handsome in flower, and it grows more robustly. The leaves are

larger ; the fruit smaller and red.

C MACRACANTHA, Koehfie.

A tree up to 15 ft. or more high, and perhaps the most formidably armed
of all thorns, the spines being sometimes 4 or 5 ins. long, and very abundant

;

young shoots reddish brown, smooth. Leaves roundish oval or obovate, 2 to

4 ins. long, \\ to. 3 ins. wide ; tapered more or less at the base, pointed at the

apex, the upper part usually more or less lobed, sharply toothed ; dark green,

leathery, smooth above except when young ;
remaining downy beneath,

although finally only on the jjarallel veins (of which there are six or seven

pairs) and the midrib ; stalk \ to | in. long. Flowers white, | in. across,

produced in May and June in corymbs 2 or 3 ins. wide ; flower-stalk either

downy or not ; calyx-lobes narrow, downy inside, glandular-toothed ; stamens

eight to ten, anthers yellow. Fruit globose, bright crimson, \ to \ in.

diameter.
Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1819. It is one of the

most remarkable of all thorns in the extraordinary number and size of its

thorns, even larger than in Crus-galli. It is also one of the handsomest in

fruit, a good grower, and very hardy. It was at one time associated with

C. coccinea as a variety, but the longitudinal cavities on the inner face of the

seed (nutlet) are regarded as showing its relationship with the tomentosa

group. It differs from both C. tomentosa and C. succulenta in having not

more than ten stamens, and yellow anthers.
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C. MOLLIS, Scheek. Red Haw.

A tree up to 30 or 40 ft. high, with a wide-spreading head of smooth, grey
branches; young branchlets covered with whitish hairs the first season; thorns
I to 2 ins. long. Leaves broadly ovate, rounded, truncate or heart-shaped
at the base, pointed, with four to seven shallow lobes at each side, and very
sharply glandular-toothed ; 2 to 45 ins. long, and nearly or quite as broad

;

both surfaces, but especially the lower one, downy, the upper becoming rather
rough in the latter part of the season ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers white,

I in. across ; flower-stalks and calyx thickly coated with white hairs ; calyx-

lobes toothed and glandular, stamens about twenty ; anthers pale yellow
;

styles four or five. Fruit sub-globose, | to i in. diameter, red, downy.
Native of the Central United States ; long introduced, but much confused

with C. coccinea, a thorn with shoots glabrous, leaves more or less tapered at

the base, flowers with only ten stamens, and fruit only \ i"- across. C. mollis

is also well distinguished by its larger leaves being always downy (very much
so when young). As a flowering tree it is one of the most beautiful of thorns,

and as a fruit-bearer is also handsome, but its fruits drop early (in September),
a month or six weeks in front of those of C. coccinea.

C. mollis is made the type of a group of American thorns by Sargent,
which contains a number of very fine species, amongst which the following

may be mentioned :

—

C. ARKANSANA, Sargent.—A tree 20 ft. high, native of Arkansas ; differing

from C. mollis in the fruits being of longer, more oblong shape, and ripening
in October ; the leaves also are generally more tapered at the base. I saw
a fine specimen in the Arnold Arboretum a few years ago, and was struck by
its great elegance of habit. Introduced in 1902.

C. Arnoldiana, Sargent.—A tree 15 to 20 ft. high, native of Massachusetts
and Connecticut, with apparently a ver>' local distribution. This species has
only ten stamens to each flower. Introduced in 1901. It is a sturdy tree

with a dense head of very thorny zigzag branches ; thorns up to 3 ins. long. It

is thriving vigorously in this country.

C. CHAMPLAINENSIS, Sargetit^ a native of E. Canada, introduced in 1901,
has also ten stamens to each flower ; leaves of the barren shoots more heart-

shaped at the base than in C. Arnoldiana.

C. MONOGVXA, Jacquifi. COMMON IIaWTIIOKX or IMaV.

The common hawthorn, as popularly known, consists of two very distinct

forms now usually regarded as separate species, viz., C. mono^yna and
C. Oxyacantha {g.v.). C. monogyna is the commoner one, and is distinguished
from the other by being, as a rule, a larger tree (up to 35 ft.) ; its leaves

arc larger and more deeply three- to sevcn-lobed ; its flowers have but one
style, and its fruits but one stone. The fruit also is rounder and less

elongated. It is, within its own limits, a very variable tree, and numerous
named varieties are in cultivation. Many of these have little interest or

value ; the best and most distinct are noted below. Although the typical

forms of Oxyacantha and monogyna are absolutely distinct, they are united
by others of an intermediate character, having flowers with one or more styles,

and fruits with one or more stones. Those who regard the two as a single

species have much to support their view.

Crataegus monogyna, being more formidably armed than C. Oxyacantha,
is the one in common use for making hedges. On the whole, it may safely

he said that no other tree or shrub is, in our climate, so good for the purpose.
Easily raised, transplanting well when small, and bearing any amount of clipping,
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it fills a unique place in the English landscape in constituting tens of thousands
of miles of hedgerow. Besides its efficacy as a hedge, due to its thorny
nature and dense growth, it has in its rich, polished, green foliage much
beauty as well, although well-kept hedges do not flower much, owing to the

flowering wood being cut away in autumn.
The naturally grown hawthorn has a singular beauty of habit. It forms

a comparatively slender trunk (i to 2 ft. in diameter, however, in old

specimens), supporting a rounded head of dense branches gracefully pendulous
at the ends. When in blossom no object of our waysides has greater beauty,

and its charm is heightened by one of the sweetest of open-air perfumes.

The flowers of the hawthorn open from the middle of May until early June.

In accounting for its associations with the games and festivals of early

May-time, we must remember that these grew up under the Old Style

calendar, when May ist occupied the same place in relation to the equinox
that May 12th does at the present time. The hawthorn is very rarely in

bloom on our present first of May.

Var. AUREA, Loudon.—Fruits yellow. A form called FRANCOIS RiGAUD
has also yellow fruits and yellowish branches.

Var. ERIOCARPA.—Fruit woolly when young, deep red.

Var. FILICIFOLIA.—Leaves finely cut.

Var. FLEXUOSA, Smith (C. tortuosa, Hort.)—Branches curiously twisted

and curled.

Var. GRANATENSIS.—Nearly or quite unarmed; branches pendulous.

Var. HORRIDA.—Branches extremely thorny ; forming conspicuous nests of

thorns at the joints.

Var, INERMIS COMPACTA.—Very dwarf and quite unarmed ; a remarkable

form.

Var. LACINIATA, Loudon (C. fissa, Bosc).—Leaves up to 3 ins. long and
wide, very deeply pinnately lobed and with a wide space between each lobe,

the lobes doubly toothed.

Var. LUTESCENS.—Leaves yellow.

Var. PENDULA.—A very graceful form with pendulous branches ; there is

a form of it with variegated leaves—PENDULA variegata.
Var. PRECOX, Glastonbury Thorn.—This remarkable variety, besides

bearing a crop of blossom at the ordinary season, flowers and produces young
foliage in winter. The popular belief that it breaks into flower about

Christmas Day has frequent support in fact, although much depends on the

season. In the south and west of England, if November and December
be mild, it will have some flowers open on Old Christmas Day (January 6th).

If those months are cold and the winter severe and long, the flowers may not

expand until March or April. On the other hand, I have gathered flowers in

November. The legend of the Glastonbury Thorn is, briefly, as follows :

—

Joseph of Arimathea, after the crucifixion of Christ, came to England to

found Christianity. He went to Glastonbury, where, his exhortations having

but little influence on the inhabitants, he prayed that a miracle might be

performed in order that they might be convinced of the divine nature of

his mission. God granted his prayer, for, on thrusting his staff into the

ground, it immediately burst into leaf and flower, although it was then

Christmas Day. The wonder was repeated on every anniversary of that

day.

An old tree grew in the vicinity of Glastonbury Abbey until about the

beginning of the nineteenth century, to which popular belief attached this

legend. The variety is worth growing, not only for the sake of the old

legend, but because of its interest in flowering in mid-winter. The flowers

are not borne so abundantly as in May, but they have the true hawthorn

fragrance, and this brings vividly to one's mind (as odours do), with pleasurable
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sadness or perhaps pleasurable hope, the most glorious season of the year,

when, in Milton's words,

"... The milkmaid singeth blythe,

And the mower whets his scj-the,

And every shepherd tells his tale,

Under the hawthorn in the dale."

Var. RAMULIS AUREIS.—Branches yellow.

Var. Regin^.—A name given to the descendants of a tree which once grew
in a garden near Edinburgh that belonged to the Regent Murray. Mary,
Queen of Scots, was said to have spent many hours beneath it. It is,

apparently, ordinary' C. monogyna.
Var. SEMPERFLORENS, Carricre (C. Bruanti, Hort.)—Blossoms continuously

or at intervals from the ordinary time until August. It has tiny leaves ^ to i

in. long, and slender branches, and is of shrubby habit and very slow-growing.
A remarkably distinct dwarf variety.

Var. Sesteriana.—Flowers double red.

Var. STRICTA, Loddiges (C. fastigiata).—Branches erect ; a curious and
striking form with a fastigiate habit.

Var. VARIEGATA.—Leaves blotched with white.

C. NIGRA, Waldstein. HUNGARIAN ThORN.

A tree 20 ft high, forming a rounded head of rather stiff branches
;
young

shoots felted with a grey down, becoming smoother and purplish ; thorns
about \ in. long, often almost absent. Leaves triangular to ovate, wedge-
shaped to almost straight across at the base ; i^ to 4 ins. long, usually two-
thirds to quite as wide ; seven- to eleven-lobed, the lower lobes reaching not
more than half-way to the midrib, the upper ones shallower ; sharply toothed,

dull green, both surfaces downy ; stalk rarely more than | in. long, very
downy ; stipules sharply and coarsely toothed. Flowers white, turning rosy
with age, f in. across, produced during May in rather small corymbs. Calyx
and flower-stalks grey-hairy ; stamens twenty ; styles five. Fruit flattened,

globose, up to \ in. diameter, shining black and soft.

Native of Hungary; introduced in 1819. Very distinct in its dense grey
covering from other thorns, it is not, however, one of the most attractive. The
inflorescences are too small and the foliage too far advanced at flowering time
to make a good display.

C. Oliveriana, Bosc.

(C. Oxyacantha var. Oliveriana, LindUy^ Bot. Reg. t., 1933.)

A shapely small tree with the habit of the common hawthorn, but not so

tall
;
young shoots grey, downy. Leaves i to 2 ins. long, often as wide

;

three- or five-lobed, the basal lobes deep
;
grey with down on both sides,

especially beneath, remaining downy until they fall, even on the upper side
;

stalks \ to \\ ins. long. Flowers white, % in. across, in compact corymbs about
2 ins. across. Calyx and flower-stalk very woolly. Fruits about \ in. long,

egg-shaped, black-purple, at first hairy, abundant.
Native of S.E. Europe. This rather striking thorn has by some authors

been placed under C. pentagyna, to which it is, no doubt, closely allied. But,

as represented at Kew, it differs plainly from it in the small fruits, in the

deeper, more finely toothed lobes of the leaf, in the abundant and more
persistent down, and in the entire or less deeply toothed stipules. It is, I

think, undoubtedly the thorn mentioned by Loudon under the synonym given
above and figured by Lindley in the Bot. Reg.^ t. 1933.
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C. ORIENTALIS, Pallas.

(C. odoratissima, Lindley, Bot. Reg., t. 1885.)

A small, nearly unarmed tree, 15 to 20 ft. high, with a rounded or flattish,

sjireading head of branches, often pendulous at the ends
;
young branchlets

at first covered with whitish hairs, many of which fall away by the end of the

season. Leaves mostly triangular or lozenge-shaped ; i to 2 ins. long, nearly

or quite as much wide ; wedge-shaped to almost square at the base, more or

less deeply cut (often nearly to the midrib) into five to nine narrow oblong

lobes, which are themselves jaggedly toothed at the points ; dark green above,

grey beneath, downy on both sides ; stalk | to | in. long ; stipules \ in. across,

with a few large teeth. Flowers -| in. across, white, produced in early June in

corymbs of twelve or more blossoms ; calyx and flower-stalks grey-woolly
;

stamens twenty. Fruit coral red or yellowish red, | in. diameter, globose,

downy.
Native of the Orient ; introduced in 18 10. This beautiful thorn is much

planted in the south of England, and is common in some of the London parks.

Both in flower and fruit it is a charming tree.

Var. SANGUINEA, Loudon (C. orientalis, Lindley, in Bot. Reg., t. 1852).

—

Laxer than the type in habit, but with the lobes of the leaf broader on the

whole. Fruit not so downy, and of a dark dull or purplish red. Not so

effective in fruit as the type. This appears to be the same as C. Tournefortii,

Grisebach.

C. OxYACANTHA, LhincBus. HAWTHORN or May.

A small thorny tree, up to 15 or 20 ft. high, with thorns i in. long. Leaves

mostly obovate, three- or five-lobed, wedge-shaped at the base, the lobes

rounded or pointed ; toothed, dark glossy green, smooth except when quite

young
; I to 2j ins. long, two-thirds to as much wide ; stalks slender, \ to |

in. long.' On strong, barren shoots the leaves are often more deeply lobed,

and with large, gland-toothed stipules. Flowers white, § in. diameter, pro-

duced during May six to twelve together in corymbs, the leaves at the time

almost fully grown ; calyx and flower-stalks smooth ; stamens about twenty,

anthers red ; styles two or three. Fruits roundish ovoid, \ to | in. long, red,

containing two, sometimes three stones.

Native of Europe, including Britain, and one of the two forms (now usually

regarded as distinct species) known popularly as "may" or "hawthorn." The
other is C. monogyna {(i.v.\ which is best distinguished by having only one

style and one stone in the fruit. Although C. Oxyacantha has not broken up

into so many varieties as monogyna, to it belong some of the very best garden

forms of hawthorn. None make lovelier lawn trees.

Var. ALBA PLENA.—Flovvers white, double, changing to pink with age.

Var. CANDIDA PLENA.—Flowers double, white, remaining pure.

Var. COCCINEA.—Flowers scarlet, single.

Var. COCCINEA PLENA, Paul's double scarlet thorn.—The best of all

double-flowered red thorns. Var. salisburifolia is a variant of it, with

curly, distorted branches and dwarf habit. There are various minor forms of

red thorns, both single and double, with such names as "punicea," "rosea,"

and "rubra," which represent slight variations of colour.

Var. FRUCTU-LUTEO (xanthocarpa).— Fruit yellow.

Var. GiREOUDl.—Leaves of the later growths mottled with white and pink.

C. PENTAGYNA, Kitaibel.

A small tree, 15 to 20 ft. high, with hairy young shoots ; thorns few, \ in.

long. Leaves broadly tapered or nearly straight at the base, lobed ; i to 3
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ins. long, nearly or quite as wide. On the barren shoots they are broadly
ovate, the basal pair of lobes often deep ; on the flowering shoots the leaves

are narrower, diamond-shaped or obovate, with a more tapered base ; all dark
green and somewhat hairy above, paler and more hairy below, ultimately

almost smooth ; stalk |^ to i in. long, stipules large, deeply toothed. Flowers
white, f in. diameter, produced during May and June in rather lax corymbs
2 to 3 ins. across. Calyx and flower-stalks clothed with grey down ; stamens
twenty, anthers red ; styles four or five. Fruit black-purple, oval, | in. long.

Native of E. Europe. The group of thorns to which this belongs is some-
what doubtful in its inter-relationships. C. melanocarpa, Biebersfcw^ and
C. Oliveriana, Bosc^ are included under it by Lange and others. (See note

under C. Oliveriana.) From C. nigra it differs in its less downy shoots and
leaves, and in its oval fruits.

C. HIEMALIS, Lange^ is supposed to be a hybrid between the above and
C. Crus-galli, and the way seedlings of C. hiemalis have reverted to a pure
glabrousness like that of Crus-galli, especially in the inflorescence, supports

this theory.

C. PINNATIFIDA, Buuge.

A small tree up to 15 ft. or more high ; thorns absent or quite short
;

young shoots smooth. Leaves wedge-shaped to straightly cut at the base,

varying in general outline from broadly ovate and triangular to lozenge-
shaped ; 2 to 4 ins. long, nearly as much or rather more in width, usually with
a deep lobe reaching nearly to the midrib at the base on each side, the

terminal portion being also lobed, but not so deeply ; margins sharply, often

doubly toothed, deep glossy green above, paler beneath, both sides downy
along the midrib and chief veins ; stalk i to 2\ ins. long, stipules cockscomb-
shaped, coarsely toothed, often over i in. across. Flowers white, | in. across,

produced at the end of May and early in June on downy-stalked cor^^mbs
about 3 ins. across ; calyx hairy ; stamens twenty ; styles three or four.

Fruit red, minutely dotted, about § in. diameter.
Native of N. China. Vcr>^ distinct from all but its immediate allies

(Korolkowi and Henryi, q.v.) in the long leaf-stalks and large leaves.

Var. PSILOSA, C. K. Schneider.—The leaves of this form are quite smooth,
and have deeper, narrower lobes than the type ; flower-stalks and calyx also

smooth. Native of Amurland, Corea, etc., and like many trees of those
regions, apt to start very early into growth, and suffer accordingly. Inferior

to the type, which itself is not so fine a tree as Korolkowi.

C. rRUINOSA, Koch.

A tree up to 15 or 20 ft. high, with horizontal branches
;
young twigs and

leaves quite smooth ; thorns i to lA ins. long. Leaves broadly ovate, broadly

wedge-shaped to nearly truncate at the base, pointed at the apex, doubly and
sharply toothed or triangular-lobed at the upper part ; i to i\ ins. long, two-

thirds to fully as wide ; reddish when they unfold, becommg dark green
above and glaucous beneath ; stalks slender, i to i| ins. long. Flowers | to i in.

wide, borne in May in rather loose cor>'mbs ; flower-stalks and calyx quite

smooth ; stamens twenty ; styles five. Fruit five-angled, 5 in. diameter,

globose, at first apple-green covered with a jjurple bloom, finally dark red,

shining, and much dotted.

Native of the southern United States, probably sometimes confused in

gardens with C. coccinea, from which it differs in the glaucous under-surface

of the leaf, and the plum-coloured young fruits, also the thinner, longer leaf-

stalks and flower-stalks.

2 L
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C. TRUNIFOLIA, Bosc.

(Bot. Reg. t., 1868
; C. Crus-galli var. prunifolia, Torrey and Grav.")

Although undoubtedly related to the Crus-galli group of thorns, this does
not appear to have been found undoubtedly wild in N. America, unless, as
has been suggested, a presumed hybrid between Crus-galli and macracantha is

the same. This theory is supported by the shape of the nuts, which have
hollows on the inner faces as in macracantha, only not so deep. Whatever
its origin, C. prunifolia is one of the most admirable of all thorns. It is a
tree up to 20 ft. high, forming a rounded head of branches, wider than high,

often reaching to the ground, and densely leafy
;
young shoots smooth

;

spines rigid, sharp, i^ to 3 ins. long. Leaves varying from roundish ovate or

oval to obovate ; i^ to 35 ins. long, I5 to 2^ ins. wide ; toothed nearly to the

base, smooth and brilliant dark green above
;
pale, dull and either, smooth or

slightly downy on the midrib and veins beneath. The leaves turn a rich

glowing crimson in autumn. Flowers | in. diameter, produced during June
in rounded corymbs with hairy stalks ; calyx-lobes glandular-toothed, not
downy ; stamens ten to fifteen. Fruit rich red, f in. long, globose, falling with
the leaves in October. From Crus-galli it is well distinguished by its wider
leaves, hairy flower-stalks, and early falling fruit.

C. OVALIFOLIA, De Candolle (Bot. Reg., t. i860), differs in the following

respects from prunifolia :—leaves somewhat downy on both surfaces ; stamens
fifteen to eighteen ; but there are intermediate forms.

C. SPLENDENS, Loddiges.—Loudon makes this synonymous with C. Crus-
galli var. arbutifolia, a quite glabrous tree, whereas all the trees I have seen
under the name of C. splendens are simply C. prunifolia as described above,
i.e. with invariably downy flower-stalks, and leaves smooth, except sometimes
on the chief veins beneath.

C. PUNCTATA, Jacquin.

A tree 20 to 35 ft. high, with a rounded head of often horizontal branches
more in diameter ; trunk 10 to 20 ins. through ; branches more or less armed
with spines 2 to 3 ins. long

;
young shoots grey, hairy at first, then smooth.

Leaves broadly ovate, rounded or rather abruptly pointed at the apex, always
tapered at the base ; 2 to 4 ins. long, i j to 2| ins. wide ; toothed, the larger

leaves of the barren shoots more or less lobed above the middle ; veins parallel

in five to ten pairs, deeply sunk above ; upper surface dark green, both surfaces

at first downy, afterwards almost or quite smooth above, more persistently

downy beneath ; stalk | in. or less long. Flowers white, | in. diameter,

opening early in June on corymbs up to 4 ins. across ; the calyx-tube, the

inner surface of the narrow, almost entire lobes, and the flower-stalk hairy
;

stamens twenty ; styles five. Fruit deep red, specked with pale dots
; | to i

in. diameter, slightly pear-shaped or almost globose.

Native of Eastern N.America; introduced in 1746. It is certainly one of

the most attractive and well-doing of American thorns, giving great crops of

its white blossom and crimson fruits. Perhaps the finest example in the

country is at Aldenham, Herts, a tree planted in 1845 l^eing now 33 ft. high,

its head of branches over 40 ft. across. The following varieties are in

cultivation :

—

Var. RUBRA.— F'ruit of a deep cherry-like red, becoming almost black before

falling.

Var. .STRIATA.—Fruit red, with yellow streaks near the base.

Var. XANTHOCARPA, Jacquifi (var. aurea, Pursh).— Fruits bright yellow.

In all the forms of C. punctata the leaves are conspicuously parallel-veined and
the fruits are marked by small pale dots. Leaves and fruits fall in October.
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C. SANGUINEA, Pallas.

A small, mostly unarmed tree up to 20 ft, high, young shoots slightly hairy

at first, soon smooth, and becoming of a deep shining brown-purple. Leaves
diamond-shaped to ovate, always tapered at, the base, with three, five, or seven
shallowish lobes, sharply, sometimes doubly toothed ; 2 to 3^ ins. long, i| to

l\ ins. wide ; slightly hairy on both sides, especially in the vein-axils beneath
;

sfalk J to ^ in. long ; stipules semi-heart-shaped, coarsely toothed, | in, across.

Flowers white, § in. across, in dense corymbs ; calyx and flower-stalks smooth
;

stamens twenty, with purple anthers ; styles ordinarily three. Fruit bright red,

globose, scarcely \ in. long.

Native of the vast region extending from S.E. Russia across Siberia

;

introduced early in the nineteenth century. It belongs to the same group as
altaica, chlorosarca, and dsungarica. The colour of its twigs is rather striking,

but it is amongst the least desirable of thorns.

Closely allied to C. sanguinea is C. DAHURICA, Koeh?ie, also with branches
of a deep brown-purple, but its leaves are smaller (rarely 2 ins. long), scarcely

or only finely lobed, almost smooth. Fruit smaller, | to ^ in. long, orange-red.
Native of S.E. Siberia and Amurland, and, like many shrubs and trees of

that region, starts early into growth. At Kew it blossoms at the end of April

and early in May.
Occasionally seen in cultivation also is C. MAXiMOWiczil, C. K. Schneider

(C. sanguinea van villosa, Maxiinowic2\ a species of the sanguinea group, but
very distinct in the bristly hairy flower-stalks, calyx, and young fruits—the last

smooth and red when ripe. Amurland, N. Manchuria, etc.

C, SINAICA, Boissier. Mt, Sinai Thorn.

(C. maroccana, Lindley^ Bot. Reg., t. 1855.)

A tree up to 35 or 40 ft. high, of sturdy habit
;
young shoots at first downy,

the barren ones becoming more or less smooth by the end of the season, and
dark coloured. Leaves wedge-shaped at the base ; i| to 2 ins. long, from

\ to 2] ins. wide ; varying in outline from narrowly obovate with three small,

terminal lobes, to deeply five-lobcd with two pointed, oblong^, sparsely toothed
or entire lobes at each side, and a terminal one

;
quite smooth on both sides

;

stalk up to I in. long. Flowers white, fragrant, \ in, across
;
produced during

early June in corymbs of twelve to fifteen blossoms ; calyx and flower-stalks

sparsely and loosely downy ; stamens twenty. Fruit globular, yellow or

yellowish red, \ in. diameter, smooth.
Native of .Sinai and parts of the Orient; introduced in 1822; at i)rcsent

very rare in cultivation, but represented in the Kew collection. It belongs to

the same group as Azarolus and orientalis, but is distinguished by the absence
of down on leaf and fruit. In this country it is only armed with a few short,

stout spines, about \ •"• ^^'^'^^

C. SrATIIULATA, MicJiaiix.

(C. microcarpa, LindUyy Bot. Reg., t. 1846.)

A shrub or small tree, with a slender trunk and spreading branches
;
young

shoots smooth or soon becoming so, and rcdilish brown ; thorns cither

a1)si'nt or few. Leaves sj)oon-shai)C(!, diamond-shaped, or obovate ; often very

distinctly three-lobcd, the lobes coarsely round-toothed ; ajiex blunt, the

base narrowing to a long thin strij) each side of the stalk ; often with scattered

down on both surfaces when young ; the stalk, although apparently long, is

really very short, owing to the extension of the blade in a narrow wing down
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each side. Excluding this, the leaves of the flowering shoots are ^ to i in.

long, ^ to ^ in. wide ; on the barren shoots i to i^ ins. long, nearly as much
wide. Flowers white, ^ in. diameter, produced towards the end of June
in corymbs i| ins. across ; stamens sixteen to twenty ; styles two to five.

Fruit
j-^,v

"!• in diameter, globose, coral-red.

Native of the south and south-eastern United States; introduced in 1806.

It ripens its fruits late, not until October, and both they and the leaves remain
on the plant until the New Year. This is one of the more tender thorns, and
apt to suffer in severe winters. Distinct in its tiny fruits.

C. STIPULOSA, Steudel.

(C. stipulacea, Hort. ; C. mexicana, De Candolle^ Bot. Reg., t. 1910.)

A small, usually unarmed tree, probably 15 to 20 ft. high; young shoots

greyish at first with loose down, afterwards red-biown and roughish with

minute warts. Leaves diamond-shaped, obovate or oval ; wedge-shaped and
entire at the base, the upper part pointed and doubly glandular-toothed

;

1^ to 4 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide ; usually much larger on the barren shoots

and with large glandular-toothed stipules | in. across ; at first slightly downy,
afterwards smooth and dark green above

;
grey, dull, and persistently downy

on the chief veins beneath ; stalk about ^ in. long. Flowers white, | in.

across, produced in June in corymbs 2 to 2\ ins. across ; flower-stalks and
calyx woolly, calyx-lobes slightly toothed or entire ; stamens fifteen to twenty

;

styles two or three. Fruit yellowish, dotted, | in. long, globose, persisting

on the tree a long time.

Native of elevated regions in Mexico ; introduced by A. B. Lambert
in 1829, and interesting as one of the few trees from that country that are

hardy with us. It retains its leaves usually until the New Year. (See also

C. Carrierei.)

C. SUCCULENTA, Link.

A tree up to 20 ft. high, with smooth branchlets, becoming purplish brown
by the end of the season ; thorns i^ to 2 ins. long. Leaves roundish obovate,

2 to 3 ins. long, i j to 1% ins. wide, broadly wedge-shaped at the base, abruptly

pointed, more or less lobed towards the apex, sharply toothed, at first downy
beneath, soon smooth ; dark green and glossy above ; veins parallel, in four

to seven pairs. Flow^ers white, | in. across, produced in early June in

rounded corymbs, 3 ins. or more across ; flower-stalks hairy, and calyx

usually so ; stamens fifteen to twenty, anthers pink ; styles two or three
;

fruit globose, bright red, \ in. diameter.

Native of Eastern N. America, and a close ally of C. tomentosa. It has

the same deep longitudinal pits in the seeds (nutlets), but differs in the midrib

and veins of the leaf being more deeply sunken on the u])pcr side, and in the

fruit being globose rather than oval, and of a deeper, brighter red. It is

also a more vigorous and thorny tree. Although it was known in cultivation

in the early nineteenth century, it appears to have been lost sight of until the

last two decades.

C. TANACETIFOLIA, Persoon. TaNSY-LEAVED TiiORN.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1884.)

A small, mostly unarmed tree up to 35 ft. high, with erect branches and a

trunk occasionally 5 ft. in girth
;
young shoots clothed with a thick grey wool,

which persists partially on year-old shoots. Leaves i to 2 ins. long, nearly or

quite as wide, tapered at the base ; obovate or diamond-shaped in outline, but
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cut into five or seven parallel, narro\v-ol)long lobes, often reachini^ nearly to
the midrilj

;
the lobes more or less glandular-toothed, especially towards the

points ; both surfaces permanently hairy ; stalk ^ to | in. long ; stipules large
curved, toothed. Flowers fragrant, white, i in. across, produced in mid-June
in rounded clusters of six to eight blossoms ; calyx covered with a pale grey
felt ; stamens twenty, with red anthers ; styles five. f>uit globose, yellow, or
suffused with red, partially downy, | to i in. across, with the scent and some-
what the taste of the apple. Closely attached at and near the base are one
or more deeply cut, moss-like bracts.

Native of Asia Minor, Syria, etc. ; introduced in 1789. Belonging to the
same group as C. orientalis, this handsome thorn is not common. C. orientalis
often does duty for it, but the present tree can always be distinguished by the
gland-toothed leaves and glandular laciniate bract, or bracts, attached at the
base of the fruit. It is a slow-growing tree. There is a fine specimen at
the entrance to Messrs Cunningham & Eraser's nurseiy at Edinburgh

;

another at Arley Castle, near Bewdley.

C. TOMENTOSA, Li7inceus.

A small tree up to 15 ft. high, with a rounded compact head of grey-barked
branches, often very crooked

;
young shoots more or less downy ; thorns

infrequent, grey, 1 to 2 ins. long. Leaves ovate to rhomboidal or obovate,
pointed, wedge-shaped and entire at the base, the upper part coarsely double-
toothed or lobed ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i^ to 3 ins. wide

;
parallel-veined, downy

on both sides, especially beneath, the upper side becoming nearly or quite
smooth and dark green ; stalk \ to \ in. long. Flowers white, § in. diameter,
borne in June in large, erect, loose corymbs 3 to 5 ins. across ; calyx and
flower-stalks shaggy, calyx-lobes narrow, glandular-toothed ; stamens sixteen

to twenty, anthers pink ; styles two to five. Fruits always erect, pear-shaped
or oval, dull orange-coloured, \ in. long.

Native of the eastern and Central United States ; introduced by Lee and
Kennedy of Hammersmith in 1765. This is one of the most beautiful of
American thorns when in flower, the upright corymbs being of unusual size.

The leaves turn a brilliant orange or scarlet in autumn. Although the foliage

varies in the amount of down it carries on difTcrent plants, the flower-stalks and
calyx are always hairy.

C. UNIFLORA, Muejichausen.

(C. parvifolia, Adanson.')

A shrub or miniature tree, rarely more than 6 or 8 ft, high, with hair>' young
shoots ; thorns slender, up to i] ins. long. Leaves obovate, always taj^ered at

the base, rounded or bluntish at the apex, rather coarsely (often doubly)
round-toothed ; i to 2 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; dark glossy green and with

short scattered hairs above; pale, dull and downy on the midrib and veins

beneath ; stalk I in. or less long. Flowers creamy white, i to ^ in. across
;

solitary or in pairs, occasionally in threes. Flower-stalks and calyx shaggA'
;

calyx-lobes linear, conspicuously glandular-toothed ; stamens about twenty,
anthers whitish. Fruit pear-shaped to globose, about A in. long, yellow or
greenish yellow, with the large calyx-lobes adhering at the top.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced early in the
eighteenth century. It is an interesting and wQvy distinct thorn, but in no
way showy. Its small stature, often solitary- flowers, and especially the long,

persistent, {prominently toothed calyx-lobes, distinguish it.

C. V'AlLlit:, liritkm^ has recently been introduced. It is allied tt)
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C. uniflora, differinor in the leaves being ovate or oval and pointed, in the

longer leaf-stalks, in the two- to six-flowered coiymbs, and in the more globose

red fruit. Native of \'irginia and N. Carolina.

C. VIRIDIS, Li7l7lCC2lS.

(C, arborescens, Elliott^

A tree 20 to 30 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth ; thorns up to i^ ins. long,

often absent. Leaves ovate or oval, always wedge-shaped at the base,

the terminal part toothed, often shallowly lobed as well ; i^ to 3^ ins. long,

\ to 2^ ins. wide ; dark glossy green above, and when mature, quite smooth,

except' for tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk ^ to i^ ins. long.

Flowers white, | in. across, borne in May and June in corymbs i^ to 2 ins.

across. Flower-stalks and calyx smooth, except that the lobes of the latter

are sometimes downy inside ; stamens twenty, anthers pale yellow ; styles

two to five. Fruit globose, \ to \ in. diameter, bright red.

Native of the south-eastern United States. It grows well in cultivation,

but is not one of the most attractive of thorns, the flowers, and especially the

fruits not being abundant. It is the type species of a group of American
thorns, one of which,

C. NITIDA, Sargent^ is also in cultivation. This differs in having ovate or

narrowly obovate leaves
;
glandular-toothed calyx-lobes ; fruit considerably

larger, from broadly oval to globose, ^ in. long, covered with a glaucous bloom.

S. United States.

CRYPTOMERIA japonica, Don. conifers.

An evergreen, pyramidal tree, 100 to 180 ft. high in Japan, with

a trunk 3 to 7 ft. in diameter, clothed with a thin reddish brown bark

which peels off in long, narrow strips. Leaves dagger-shaped, curved

inwards towards the point, four-angled, \ to f in. long, attached by their

thickened bases to the branchlet on which they are closely and spirally

set, all pointing forwards. Cones brown, globular, about \ in. in diameter,

composed of from twenty to thirty scales, each bearing three to five seeds.

The general aspect of the tree is yellowish green in summer, dark green

in winter.

Native of China and Japan; introduced to Kew in 1842, but not in

quantity until 1844, when Fortune, then in the employ of the Horti-

cultural Society, sent seeds from Shanghai. The Cryptomeria, the only

species of its genus, is quite distinct from any other hardy tree. Although

one of the great timber trees of the world, more used in Japan than any

other, it has not proved so generally fine a tree in this country as might

have been expected, the best specimens being all in the mildest and
moistest parts, and ranging from 60 to 80 ft. in height, with trunks from

2 to 2 J
ft. thick. It likes a deep good soil, a sheltered position, and

abundant rainfall. It is a very variable tree, and besides two or more
varieties found wild, several have originated in Japanese gardens. What
may be taken as the typical form has diffuse branches upturned at

the ends.

Var. ARAUCARIOIDES.—Branchlets long, thin, slender, pendulous.

Var. LOBlill, Veiich.— In this variety the branches are stiffer and more
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tufted and bunchy at the ends ; the branchlets shorter and more erect
;

leaves shorter. First sent to this country in 1853, 'ilong ^vith Sciadopjtys,'
by W. Lobb from the Java Botanic Garden, for which it had been obtained
by Siebold in 1825. Not so elegant as the type.

Var. NANA.—A dwarf fomi with stunted branches. Plants at Kew forty
years old are only 5 ft. high. The leaves are long^, not cur\'ed as in the tvpe,
and more spreading.

Crtitomkria japonica.

Var. SPIRALIS.—A dwarf form of remarkably dense habit, the leaves beinp
much incurved and twisted, so that the branchlct often suggests wire rope.

Judging by experience at Kew, it is apt to revert to the type.

C. J.VPONICA var. ELEGANS, Veitc/t.

This, commonly known in gardens as "Cryptomeria elegans," is a remark-
able state, in which the foliage of the juvenile plant is retained pennanently.
The aspect of the tree is totally different from ordinary C. japonica, although
the bark of the trunk has the same red-brown, j)ccling character. The leaves
arc on the whole larger, much softer, more slender, more spreading and
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wider apart on the branchlct, than those of the tyjie ; they and the younjj^

shoots beinjj a glaucous green in the summer, changing in autumn and
winter to a lironzy red, very distinct, and remarkable among evergreens at

that season. The leaves are reflexed at the tip, rather than incurved as in

ordinary C. japonica. The whole tree is more bushy and dense than the

type, and often falls over by its own weight ; the trunks are very supple, and
allow the crowns of trees 20 ft. high to reach the ground without breaking.

This fomi produces cones (rarely) which do not differ from those of the type.

It bears pruning very well, and is often improved by it ; if trees become top-

heavy, they may be headed down far enough to become self-supporting.

Introduced from Japan in 1861 by Mr J. Gould Veitch. There is a dwarf
dense-habited variety of it called elegans nana.

CUDRANIA TRILOBA.

CUDRANIA TRILOBA, Hance. SILKWORM Thorn.
URTICACE^.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, 20 ft. high, with a dense, rounded
head of thorny branches

;
young shoots quite smooth. Leaves alternate,

oval, obovate, or ovate ; either entire or with three shallow rounded lobes

at the apex; \\ to 4 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide; dark green, smooth;
stalk ?. to % in. long, slightly downy. Flowers green, crowded in a little

ball about .?,
in. diameter, the sexes on different plants. The balls are

produced during July, either singly or (usually) in pairs, from the leaf-axils

of the current year's growth, each on a downy stalk \ in. long. The
male tree only appears to be in cultivation, and a head of fruit has not

yet been produced in this country ; but it is an elliptical, hard, shining

mass ij ins. broad and i in. long, as seen in wild specimens.

Native of China, where it is widely spread; introduced to Britain in

1872. This tree, which is nearly allied to the Osage orange, but differs

in flowering on the current season's growth, in its fewer-veined leaves, and
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very much in the fruits, is perfectly hardy, and flowers frequently at Kew.
Its flowers are of no ornament, and the plant itself, although interesting

both economically and botanically, has no special merit for the garden.

Its leaves are much used in China for feeding the silkworm on, being

considered as good for this purpose as the mulberry—to which also it is

closely related.

CUNNIXGHAMIA sinensis, R. Brown. CONIFERS.

An evergreen tree up to 150 ft. high in a wild state, but not yet half

as high in this country, with a scaling bark
;
young wood hidden on the

upper side by the bases of the densely packed leaves, pale green and
smooth beneath. Leaves persistent about five years, springing equally

from all round the stem, but twisted at the stalkless base so as to come
into two opposite, spreading, horizontal ranks ; they are linear-lanceolate,

I to 2} ins. long, ~ to f\ in. wide; minutely toothed, tapered to a long,

fine point \ dark glossy bluish green above, with two broad stomatal bands
beneath along each side the midrib. Cones roundish, rather broader
than long, about \\ ins. wide; scales broadly ovate, with an abrupt, slender

point, and irregularly toothed margins.

Native of China; introduced to Kew by William Kerr in 1804. In

general appearance it bears considerable resemblance to the Araucarias,

especially to A. brasiliensis, and it appears to be related to that genus.

It represents one of the world's most ancient types of vegetation, a very

similar plant being found in a fossil state. As a tree for gardens it is

rarely satisfactory except in the south and west of the British Isles. The
best trees are at Killerton (68 ft. high), Bicton (56 ft.), Pencarrow (48 ft.).

Nearer London the finest trees are at Bagshot Park (48 ft.), and one at

Claremont (36 ft.). At Kew it has lived and grown slowly out-of-doors

for at least forty years, but suffers badly in severe winters. It likes a

sheltered position and a deep, well-drained soil. Mr E. H. Wilson has

recently found considerable forests of it in W. China, and he has hopes
that the plants raised from the seed he collected there may prove hardier

than the type originally found by James Cunningham (after whom it is

named), on the Island of Chusan, in 1701.

C. KoNiSHii, Hayata^ is a second species recently discovered in

Formosa. According to specimens sent to me by Mr Clinton Baker,

it is very distinct from C. sinensis, the leaves being only J to \ in. long,

curved, linear-lanceolate, j\y in. wide, with stomata on both surfaces. It

is not likely to be hardy.

CUPRESSUS. Cypress, conifer.^

A group of some fifteen species of evergreen trees belonging to the

conifer family, of great beauty and interest when seen at their l)cst. In

their typical form the species are all large or medium-sized trees, but

under cultivation a great number of diverse forms liavc appeared
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providing in their entirety a singular variety of form and colour.

In the adult state the leaves are always minute, mostly scale-like, and
flattened to the branchlet, being superposed in four rows. The ultimate

divisions of the branchlet are square or compressed, and either arranged

in opposite ranks on the larger branchlets, or irregularly and spirally. In

the former case the spray is flattened. Flowers unisexual, both sexes on

the same tree, but on different catkins. Males composed of numerous,

short-stalked stamens ; fruit a globose or elliptical cone composed of

mushroom-shaped (peltate) scales with a " boss " or enlargement in the

centre. There are two distinct sections of the genus, sometimes regarded

as distinct genera :

—

I. True Cypresses.

Cones over i in. in diameter, except in lusitanica, Benthami, and funebris ;
ripening in

the second year; each scale bearing numerous seeds. (See arizonica, Benthami,

cashmeriana, funebris, Goveniana, lusitanica, Macnabiana, macrocarpa, semper-

virens, and torulosa.)

2. CHAM.ECYPARIS. FlAT-LEAVED CYPRESSES.

Cones small, under h in. in diameter, ripening (except in nootkatensis) the first year
;

each scale bearing two (rarely more) seeds. Branchlets always flattened in the

normal state. (See Lawsoniana, nootkatensis, obtusa, pisifera, and thyoides.)

The leaves of seedling and juvenile plants of cypress (also of Thuya)

are very different from those of adult trees, being needle-like or awl-like,

up to J in. long, and spreading. Individuals of some species have shown
the remarkable characteristic of retaining this juvenile type of foliage

permanently, or, at any rate, for an indefinite period, and thereby have

originated some very pretty garden trees. In the early years of their

cultivation in Europe these juvenile forms were thought to belong to a

distinct genus, and were called Retinispora. Their true character has

since been revealed through the raising of seedlings, and by the occasional

appearance of adult or typical cypress foliage on the originally introduced
" Retinisporas." (See Cupressus pisifera, also Thuya occidentalis and

T. orientalis.)

A few years ago Messrs Sander put in cultivation a curious little

shrub they called Juniperus Sanderi, a dwarf, sturdy bush of rounded,

dense habit, with stiff, spreading, awl-shaped leaves, J to J in. long, of a

very glaucous blue tint, and borne in decussate pairs. The origin of this

shrub is not known, but it does not appear to be a juniper. Dr Masters

and Mr Beissner were both of opinion that it was a juvenile state of

Cupressus obtusa.

The true cypresses are nearly all tender in the average climate of

Great Britain, the hardiest being arizonica, Macnabiana, and especially

macrocarpa; at Kew even these are tender when young. They thrive

in either loamy or peaty soil, well-drained ; and should be given a

sheltered place, as they are subject to injury by wind, especially where

they grow fast. Some species of this group, notably macrocarpa and
sempervirens, show two curiously diverse types of habit, viz., the

horizontal-branched and the fastigiate, but most of them arc, when young,

of columnar or pyramidal form.

The Chamaicyparis group, on the other hand, is very hardy, and
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comprises some of the very finest of ornamental evergreens. They like

abundant moisture and a deep, loamy soil. Most of the cypresses can

be increased by means of cuttings, which, although probably not so good
as seeds, still make good trees. All the cypresses, if growing in poor soil,

are benefited by applications of manure water or by top-dressings of

manure. They are subject, especially in poor soils, and during a

succession of dry seasons, to attacks by white scale insects. The best

remedy is spraying with an emulsion of paraffin and soft soap in March
and April, when the young hatch out.

C. ARizoNiCA, Greene. Arizona Cypress.

A tree usually 30 to 40, sometimes 70 ft. high in a wild state, with the

bark of the trunk shredding off in strips. Branchlets irregularly arranged
(not in two ranks), the final subdivisions four-sided, ^ in. diameter. Leaves
closely overlapping and scale-like, uniform, ovate, pomted, about Jjj in. long,

often glaucous, with a sunken resin-gland at the back. In comparatively
young cultivated specimens the branches are thinner, and the leaves larger

and more taper-pointed. Cones short-stalked, globose, | to i in. diameter,
glaucous ; scales six (rarely eight), slightly rising towards the middle, where
is a pyramidal, pointed boss.

Native of Arizona ; discovered in 1880, and soon afterwards introduced by
Prof. Sargent. It has proved to be one of the hardiest of the true cypresses.

The glaucous hue of the leaves and branchlets is not so marked in cultivation

here as in a wild state. The tree is related to C. lusitanica, but is hardier, and
is distinguished by the resin-glands at the back of the leaves. From
C. Benthami it is distinguished by irregular, spiral branching.

C. CASHMERIANA, Royk.

(C. funebris var, glauca, Afasters.)

A fine example of this remarkable cypress grows in the Himalayan House
at Kew, but when tried out-of-doors in even a very sheltered place, it has
never recovered from the effects of the first winter. It will probably succeed
in the south-western maritime counties. Its spray is perfectly pendulous,
ver>' glaucous, and flat, the branchlets hanging vertically in two oj)posite

ranks. Leaves intennediate in character between the juvenile and adult states

of the true cypresses ; they are only ,\y to ^.^ in. long, but are not scale-like,

and have free, somewhat spreading points. Cones about h in. diameter,

globose ; scales ten, with a triangular, hooked boss in the centre. This
cypress is, no doubt, of Asiatic origin, but there appears to be no evidence
that it is a native of Kashmir. Henry suggests it may be a juvenile state

of C. torulosa. It is a tree of singular beauty both in form and colour. The
finest tree in Europe is on Isola Madre, Lake Maggiore, Italy. When I

saw it in May 191 2, I made it to be about 64 ft. high and 6 ft. in girth of

trunk, almost white in its glaucousness. Cones are freely borne by the tree

at Kew, but the seed, sown several times, has never germinated.

C. FUNEHRis, Endlichcr. Chinf:se Weeping Cypress.

A tree up to 70 ft. high, of very characteristic habit, the trunk being erect

and clothed with smooth brown bark, the branches horizontal or ascending,
but furnished with vertically pendulous, slender spray. The branchlets are

in the same plane in two opposite ranks, with the final subdivisions much
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flattened, thin, and about ._,\j in. wide. Leaves uniformly <^rccn, in four rows,

^ to ^ in. long, the tenninal part of each triangular and tapered to a fine

point ; the lateral leaves have the points free and rather spreading, the
upper and lower ones closely flattened. Cones .\ to ^ in. across, globose,
borne on slender stalks i to ^ in. long ; scales with a small boss in the centre.

Native of Central China, and now spread widely over that country in

cultivation. First noticed by the members of Lord Macartney's mission to

China in 1793, ^^"t introduced by Fortune in 1849. It is too tender for any
but the mildest parts of the British Isles, and young trees have been killed

time after time at Kcw. There are good examples at Penjerrick, in Cornwall,
and in Ireland. It is grown in winter gardens for its elegant habit, and
produces cones at an early age. The curiously dissimilar foliage of seedlings
always attracts attention, the leaves in that state being in whorls of three
or four, linear or awl-shaped, and | to y in. long

;
pale soft green. In its flat

adult branchlets it bears some resemblance to the Chamagcyparis group, also

in its small cones, and few seeds (three to five) to each scale.

C. GovENiANA, Gordon. Gowen's Cypress.

In many respects this is very similar to and is a close ally of C. macrocarpa.
It is, like that species, a native of California, but enjoys a much more extended
distribution. It is a tree sometimes 50 ft. high, usually much smaller,
frequently shrubby. The leaves are like those of C. macrocarpa, being in four
ranks, scale-like, and flattened to the branch ; but differ in being pointed as
well as rather smaller. In both species the leaves are dark green, obscurely
or not at all glandular. The cones differ in being smaller, usually \ to -| in.

diameter, globose, borne on stalks up to \ in. long ; the scales numbering only
six or eight, each with a central boss ; seeds bright brown, \ to -/; in. long. It

is rare in cultivation, and rarely seen to advantage except in mild localities.

Discovered by. Hartweg in 1846, and soon afterwards introduced.
Var. PYGMi^A, Lemmon (C. pygm?ea, Sargent\ is a smaller tree with black

seeds. Both these cypresses in a juvenile state have longer, awl-like, sharply
pointed, more spreading leaves, as does C. macrocarpa also.

C. Lawsoniana, Murray. Lawson Cypress.

(Hot. Mag., t. 5581.)

A tree frequently 200 ft. high in a wild state, the trunk 7 ft. or more in

diameter above the buttressed base ; bark reddish brown. As seen in

cultivation it is a slenderly to broadly pyramidal tree, densely furnished to the
ground with frond-like branches. The leaf-bearing branchlets are borne in

two horizontally spreading ranks, usually more or less pendulous at the ends,
the final subdivisions flattened, /,^ to ,1^ in. wide. Leaves minute, scale-like, in

four rows ; the lateral leaves considerably the longer, those underneath usually
glandular ; they have minute, abrupt points. The foliage is extremely variable
in shade, from deep green to a more or less glaucous green. Cones globose,
glaucous (finally brown), \ in. diameter ; scales eight.

Native of Western N. America in Oregon and California ; introduced in

1854 to Lawsons' nursery at Edinburgh. It is now the commonest and most
valued of all cypresses, perhai)s of all conifers, in gardens. It is very hardy,
but likes a good loamy soil and a moist climate. In poor soils it is much
benefited by artificial watering during dry periods, also by occasional supplies
of manure water. It is remarkably prolific of seeds even in a young state, and
trees raised from them are no doubt best for forestry jnirposes. In N. America
it yields a very valuable timber, and is well worth trying under forest conditions
in this country. No conifer has produced so much variety in foliage and habit
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under cultivation. In almost any batch of seedlings a number of more or less

differing forms may be observed. Some extraordinarily different varieties

have been raised, so different that unless their origin were known they would
be regarded as distinct species. These are best raised from cuttings which,
taken in late summer, root readily— or they are easily grafted on seedlings.
Such plants make nice trees, but have a tendency to produce several leads, at

least in isolated positions. This, however, in the opinion of many may not
detract from their beauty, and in any case may be obviated by cutting off the
rival leaders as soon as noticed. Many of the named varieties are not worthy
of distinction, and some with age have become indistinguishable from the type.

The following are some of the most noteworthy, and are subdivided according
to the leading character, but some unite peculiarities both of colour and form,
e.g. Smithii (columnar and glaucous) and gracilis aurea (pendulous and
golden) :

—

I. Colour Varieties.

Var. ALBO-MARGINATA.—Slow-growing, rather dwarf, with the young foliage

picked out in white, the effect usually poor and spotty. The forms called

albo-picta, albo-spica, albo-variegata, and argenteo-variegata are nearly or

quite the same.
Var. AUREO-MARGINATA.—Marked similarly to the preceding, but with

yellow.

Var. ARGENTEA.—Among the numerous glaucous forms this is the most
silvery ; those called glauca. Silver Queen, and Triomphe de Boskoop are of

the same type.

Var. AURKA, Waterer.—Young shoots yellow the first summer, gradually

becoming green. A very good fomi of this was grown by the late Earl
Annesley at Castlewellan, Co. Down, which he called GRACILIS AUREA. The
young shoots are golden, densely plumose, and pendulous.

Var. LUTEA,—The yellowest of all the forms ; the young growths being
pale yellow changing to golden, and remaining so the first winter ; habit

stiff and erect.

Var. Westermanni.—Habit sturdy, pyramidal ; ultimate branchlcts pale

yellow.

II. Columnar or Fastigiate Varieties.

Var. Allumi (Fraseri).—Spire-like in habit ; very glaucous.

Var. ERECTA VIRIDIS (stricta).—Of erect, columnar habit, green
;
perhaps

the most striking columnar evergreen available for cultivation in the o|)cn

air, but best in a young state, as it is apt later to become naked or bhabby at

the base. Raised in the Knap Hill nursery in 1855.

Var. Smithii.—Glaucous foliage ; columnar habit.

Var. VVISSELII.—A curious, rather than beautiful form, of columnar habit,

very glaucous ; the branchlcts very short, and produced in crowded tufts. The
l)lanl is too thinly furnished to be pleasing.

III. Dwarf Varieties.

Var. NANA (densa).—A green, rounded bush, broader than high, ihc

branches arranged edgewise (as in Thuya orientalis), rather than horizontally.

Nana alka, of similar habit, young shoots creamy white. Nana gi.auca
(compacta ; minima glauca), also ot similar habit, but glaucous. \'ar. nana was
raised in i86r, by Dauvesse of Orleans ; specimens planted in the cypress

collection at Kew jibout 1873 are still only 4 ft. high.

IV. Pendulous and Spreading Varieties.

Var. II Ml ERA. In some respects this is the most striking anil elegant, as

well as the most distinct, of Lawson cypresses. It has a medium rate of
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growth, the branching is spiral (not two-ranked), and the terminal branchlets
hang vertically, often i to 2 ft. long, scarcely branched, cord-like, very dark
green. Extremely effective as an isolated specimen.

\''ar. GRACILIS.—A free, elegant form, the spray pendulous, points of leaves

usually spreading. Gracilis pendula is more weeping.

\'ar. INTERTEXTA.—Another very striking and elegant form ; the branches
decurved rather than turned up at the ends ; branchlets weeping, the ultimate

divisions stout and far apart. It is the stoutness and remoteness of the final

ramifications that give this variety its unique appearance. Of glaucous hue
and vigorous growth. According to a letter at Kew from Lawsons', of

Edinburgh, it was raised in their nursery about 1869.

Var. Krameri.—A curiosity. Habit thin and open ; branches contorted
;

terminals often unbranched and cord-like.

Var. LVCOPODIOIDES.—Branching spiral and irregular ; branchlets twisted
;

a curiosity merely.

Var. PENDULA.—There appear to be two forms in cultivation under this

name ; one with horizontal branches, but with the spray pendulous from under-

neath the branch (as in C. nootkatensis pendula) ; in the other, sometimes
distinguished as PENDULA VERA, the branches as well as the branchlets are

weeping.

C. LUSITANICA, Miller. CeDAR OF GOA.

A tree up to 100 ft. high (rarely more than half as high in the British Isles),

with wide-spreading branches and pendulous spray ; the branching not two-

ranked, but spiral and irregular. Leaves in four rows, scale-like, -^ to j^ ^'^*

long, with the terminal part elongated, triangular, finely and sharply pointed,

free at the tip. Cones very glaucous, and about the size of peas the first year
;

scales six or eight, with a conical, hooked crest in the centre ; the cones

become -3 in. in diameter, and shed their seeds the second year, and lose much
of their glaucous hue. Seeds brown.

The native country of this cypress was long a matter of speculation. It

appears to have been cultivated in England since the latter half of the seven-

teenth century, having been first introduced from Portugal ; hence the name
" lusitanica." But it was never found wild either in Portugal or the Portuguese

settlement of Goa in Western India, in spite of its common name. It is now
certain that it is a native of Mexico, and was, no doubt, introduced to the

Peninsula by mariners or members of the religious fraternities, probably in the

sixteenth century. The most celebrated plantation of this tree is at Busaco,

in Portugal.

For the ordinary climate of the British Isles this tree is not suited, needing

more heat than it affords. Still, in the milder parts, such as Cornwall, S.

Ireland, etc., some excellent examples may be found. Near London, young
trees are killed in moderately severe winters, and even older ones, although

they survive, are not happy. Except from C. Bcnthami and C. arizonica, it

is well distinguished from all the true cypresses by its small, vividly glaucous

cones.

C. Benthami, Endlicher (C. lusitanica var. Benthami, Carricre; C.

Knightiana), is closely allied to C. lusitanica, perhaps only a form of it. Its

cones are identical in colour, shajjc, and size, but the branching and hul)it are

remarkably distinct. The tree is of pyramidal form, the branchlets flattened

and arranged in two opposite ranks, both on the same j)lane ; leaves ovate,

triangular-pointed, with a roundish hollow in the centre. Native of Mexico
;

introduced about 1838. Of about the same hardiness as C. lusitanica. The
name "Knightiana" is sometimes given to a slightly more glaucous form.
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C. Macnabiana, Murray. Macnab's Cvpress.

A shrub or small bushy tree, sometimes 30 to 40 ft. high, ultimate divisions

of the spray very slender. Leaves about -^ in. long, scale-like, dark green,
thick, convex and blunt, with a conspicuous pit containing resin at the back.
Cones short-stalked, globose, about | in. across ; at first rather glaucous,
becoming brown ; scales usually six, rarely eight, those at the apex developing
thickened, horn-like crests, those at the base with thin, recurved bosses ; seeds
brown.

Native of California ; discovered by Jeffrey in the Sierra Nevada in 1853,
introduced by W. Murray the following year for the Lawsons of Edinburgh.
It is now very rare in this country, and although apparently one of the hardiest

of the true cypresses, appears to be short-lived under cultivation. It is one of
the most easily recognised of a difficult group, first, by the resin pit at the
back of the leaf (quite conspicuous under the lens) ; second, by the prominent
horn-like development on the upper scales of the cone. The foliage has a
very pleasant aromatic fragrance.

C. MACROCARPA, Havtiveg. MONTEREY CVPRESS.

(C. Lambertiana, Gordon^

A tree 60 to 90 ft. high in cultivation, not more in a wild state ; of

pyramidal habit when young, becoming eventually flat-topped and with

horizontal branches like a cedar of Lebanon. Branchlets much divided in an
irregular (not two-ranked or horizontal) manner ; the final ramifications terete

or somewhat four-sided, .}^ in. thick. Leaves scale-like, ^^^ in. long, unifomi,

closely flattened to the branchlet in four rows, overlapping each other at the

base, the exposed part diamond-shaped, thick and rounded at the end. Cones
oblong or globose, on short stout stalks ; i to i^ ins. long, § to i in. wide

;

scales eight to fourteen, flattish, with a ridge-like projection in the centre.

Seeds brown.
Native of California, where it is confined to two groves near the Pacific,

south of Monterey. The larger. Cypress Point Grove, is 2 miles long and
about a furlong wide ; the other. Point Lobos Grove, is much smaller. The
trees grow on the shore cliffs, and being undermined by the sea, occasionally

fall into it. At this spot they apj)car as rugged veterans, identical in habit

with the cedar of Lebanon. The species was introduced about 1838, and has
proved to be the hardiest of the true cypresses. It succeeds much the best in

warm maritime localities, but even in inland places like Kew it is over 40 ft.

high. When young it is more tender, and at this state is so distinct in general

appearance as to show no apjiarcnt relationship to the adult tyi)e. The leaves

are \ in. long, awl-shaj)cd, with sharp, outwarclly spreading points ; the shoots

much longer and more attenuated, the leaves well apart. As the plants

increase in age, they gradually assume the adult state described above ; but

when, as they sometimes are in mild counties, used for hedges and clipped

back annually, the young growths retain this juvenile type of foliage and
branchlet. The young growths are sometimes distinctly lemon-scented.

Var. FASTIGIATA, Masters.—Branches permanently erect-growing, giving

the tree a columnar or fastigiate form.

Var. LUTKA, Dickson.—0{ similar habit to fastigiata, but with the young
shoots and leaves of a beautiful yellow. Raised by Dicksons of Cliester,

in 1889.

The form known as CripI'SII is a juvenile stale with stiff branches. Raised

at Tunbridge WclU.
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C. NOOTKATENSIS, Lambert. YELLOW CvrRESS.

(Thuyopsis borealis, Carrihe.')

A tree 120 ft. high, with a trunk 5 or 6 ft. in diameter; as known in

cultivation of rather slender, pyramidal form when young, becoming pro-

portionately broader later ; the smaller branches two-ranked, more or less

pendulous ; the ultimate divisions j\y to jV in. wide, sometimes terete, oftenest

four-angled, but broader than thick. Leaves in four ranks and of about
equal size, ^.r to ^ in. long, abruptly and sharply pointed, not often glandular,

dark green. Cones ^5 to h in. across, globose, rather glaucous, with usually four

(sometimes six) scales that are furnished in the middle part with a triangular-

pointed boss; ripening the second year.

Native of Western N. America from Alaska to Oregon ; discovered by
Menzies in 1793, ^.nd introduced about 1853. It is, from a garden point of

view, undoubtedly one of the finest and most desirable of the cypresses,

growing rapidly, being very hardy, and almost invariably preserving a healthy,

vigorous appearance. Nor does it seem fastidious as to soil. Among the

Chamascyparis group of cypresses it is distinguished by the four-angled

branchlets, due to the ridged centre of the leaves.

Var. COMPACTA.—A dwarf form of dense habit.

Var. LUTEA.—Young shoots yellow, finally green. A vigorous and hand-
some form.

Var. PENDULA.—A very striking variety in which the trunk is erect, the

primary branches about horizontal, and the leaf-bearing branchlets hanging as

slender streamers from the lower side of the branches in a quite vertical line.

There are various variegated forms, but except for var. lutea above
mentioned, they are not of much value ; var. argenteo-VARIEGATA has a

proportion of the young shoots creamy white, in aureo-variegata they are

quite yellow.

C. OBTUSA, Kock HiNOKI CYPRESS.

(Retinispora obtusa, Siebold.')

A tree 100 to 120 ft. high in Japan, with a reddish brown trunk 3 or 4 ft. in

diameter. liranchcs horizontal or depressed, bearing the successive ramifica-

tions in two opposite horizontally spreading rows. The final leaf-bearing sub-

divisions are, leaves and all, about j\y in. wide, and rather flattened. Leaves
scale-like, not glandular, of two sizes, the lateral pairs the larger, about -^.^ in.

long, somewhat boat-shaped, clasping the smaller ones above and beneath ; all

are blunt, thick, and fleshy, rich green above, paler beneath. The margin of

every leaf beneath is defined by a thin line of glaucous bloom, which gives a

variegated appearance. Cones solitary on a short branch, \ in. diameter,

brown ; scales usually eight, the surface slightly hollowed towards the centre,

where is a small ])rojection.

Native of Japan, and long cultivated there for its beauty and for its

timber ; introduced by John Gould Veitch in i86r. It yields the most valuable

of Japanese timbers. As an ornamental tree in the British Isles it is very

pleasing. It does not grow very fast, and the largest trees in the country are

only about 40 ft. high, but well-grown specimens are very graceful in their soft

feathery branching. It likes a good moist soil, but will not thrive where there

is lime. With age and on poor soils it is apt to get thin, but this can to some
extent be remedied by clipping off the ends of the shoots to induce denser

branching—a process it bears very well. It is one of the favourite subjects of

the Japanese for dwarfing. It is well distinguished from C. pisifera and C.

Lawsoniana by its blunt, round-ended leaves, and the thin glaucous line just

beyond the margins beneath.
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Numerous varieties are in cultivation, of which the following are the more
important :

—

Var. AUREA.—Young shoots golden yellow. Perhaps more striking is

Var. Crippsii, coloured similarly, but of a paler shade ; ver>^ pleasing as a
small tree of dense, very elegant habit. Var. Keteleer is of the same
colouring.

Var. COMPACTA.—Habit dwarf ; branches very short. Another dwarf
form is PYGM^EA (nana), a very low, rounded bush suitable for the rock

garden.
Var. FILICOIDES.—Habit dense ; branching very close, the ultimate

divisions short, much crowded, and not so flattened as in the type.

Var. LYCOPODIOIDES.—Habit dwarf; branching irregular, not strictly in

two rows, the ultimate branchlets much thicker, more four-sided, and less

compressed than in the type.

Var. TETRAGONA AUREA.—This has the branching of filicoides, but the

branchlets are thicker, more four-sided, and scarcely compressed. Young
shoots yellow. Dwarf and slow-growing.

C. PISIFERA, Koch. SaWARA Cv TRESS.

(Retinispora pisifera, Siehold^

A tree 70 to 100, occasionally 120 to 130 ft. high, with a trunk 3 to 5 ft.

in diameter. Branches arranged in two opposite horizontally spreading rows
;

branchlets flat, the ultimate divisions about j\y in. wide. Leaves of about
equal length, the lateral ones somewhat the larger (j\r in. long), all with

sharp, slender, free points ; dark green above, green at the tips beneath, but
with a broad patch of glaucous bloom at the base of each. Cones brown,
about the size of a pea ; scales ten or twelve, hollowed towards the centre,

where is a minute projection.

Native of Japan ; introduced along with vars. filifcra, plumosa, and
squarrosa by J. G. Veitch in i86r. As a tree for gardens the typical

C. pisifera is inferior to C. obtusa, from which it is readily distinguished by
its sharply pointed leaves. It is more likely to be confused with some forms of

C. Lawsoniana, but the leaves of the American species are rarely so finely

pointed, and those of the lateral ranks, as in C. obtusa, are conspicuously
longer than the upper and lower ones. In habit C. pisifera is apt to be thin,

especially in poor soils, but this may be improved by an occasional clipping

over in spring, more especially when in a small state. An occasional applica-

tion of manure water is also beneficial.

There are four leading varieties of C. pisifera in gardens, the two first adult,

the two last juvenile :

—

1. Var. AUREA.—A variety of the adult type which originated in Messrs
Barron's nursery at Borrowash ; it has the whole of the young shoots golden
yellow.

2. Var. FII.IFKRA (Retinispora filifera).—A remarkably distinct form (adult),

in which the lateral branching is much reduced, so that the main branchlets

become elongated, terete, and cord-like ; the leaves also arc larger. Inter-

mixed are short branchlets of the type. The tree is low and wide, often a
broadly pyramidal shrub only, its whole outer surface furnished with the slender

pendulous branchlets. \'ar. KII.IFERA AUREA has the young growths golden.

3. Var. PLUMOSA (Retinispora plumosa).—A persistently juvenile form
(or rather "state") of C. pisifera, not so large-growing, more pyramidal in

habit, and not so flatly but more plumosely branched ; the final subdivisions

dccurvcd. It is most distinct, however, in the leaves, which are i in. or more

2 Y
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long, awl-shaped, arranged in opposite pairs, and stand out from the axis

at an angle of about 45°. \^ar. PLUMOSA argentea has creamy white young
shoots ; var. PLUMOSA AUREA has them yellow ; whilst var. PLUMOSA AL130-

PICTA has them creamy white at the tips only.

4. War. SQUARROSA, Masfers {Rei'imspora squarrosa, Siebold.)—This retains

permanently an even more juvenile type of foliage and branching than

plumosa, and one characteristic of seedlings of the species. Normally, seedlings

retain it for three or four months, when the plumosa type of foliage develops
;

the following year and the year after the typical adult form begins to appear.

Var. squarrosa is a very dense-habited bush of uniform silvery, glaucous hue,

the branching very bushy, irregular, often lumpy. Leaves about \ in. long,

narrow, flat, and pointed
;
glaucous on both sides, and standing out at angles

of 45° to 90". They are arranged in pairs or in threes, sometimes spirally,

more often decussately. A very pleasing and striking small tree or bush. Var.

SQUARROSA SULPHUREA has a distinctly yellowish hue, very marked when
grown alongside the ordinary form. Both are apt to get thin with age, and
arc often improved by an occasional clipping.

C. SEMPERVIRENS, LinnCBUS. ITALIAN CYPRESS.

A tree 80 to 150 ft. high and 4 to 10 ft. in girth of trunk in the Medi-
terranean region, its branching either horizontal or fastigiate, the bark
thin ; final subdivision of branchlets terete or squarish, -^^^ to jj'y in. wide.

Leaves scale-like, dark green, arranged in four rows, closely pressed to the

twig or axis, overlapping each other at their bases, the exposed part diamond-
shaped, blunt at the apex. Cones globose to oblong, | to ij ins. long;

scales eight to fourteen, usually rising to a point in the middle, but sometimes
flat or slightly hollowed, with a thin boss in the centre.

The horizontal form is distinguished as HORIZONTALLS, and is probably

the type. The erect-growing one is known as STRICTA, but more generally in

Italy as " C. pyramidalis," sometimes also as " fastigiata."

Native of S.E. Europe and Persia, and the "cypress" of the ancients;

cultivated in England for at least four centuries. It lives out-of-doors at

Kew, but does not thrive there like C. macrocarpa, needing a warmer climate.

This teriderness is more especially marked in young trees. There are fine

examples scattered over the south and west parts of our islands. Wherever
planted it likes shelter, and should be put out young. The erect-growing

form is the most popular in this country, and is the tree whose tall, dark,

columnar shape is so characteristic a feature of Italian gardens and cemeteries.

It lives to be many hundreds of years old in S. Europe. In the Boboli

Gardens, familiar to visitors to Florence, an avenue of cypresses is 300
years old, yet shows no evidence of decline. At Somma, in Lombardy,
there is, perhaps, the most famous tree in Europe. It is of the horizontal-

branched type, and grows close to the Simplon road, which Napoleon is said

to have diverted in order to save it. The legend that this tree antedates

the Christian era is not now accepted as true. The wood of the Italian

cypress is remarkably durable, and was much employed for making large

chests for clothing, etc., in the Middle Ages, its odour, agreeable to human
beings, keeping away moths. According to Loudon, the doors of St Peter's

at Rome, made of this wood, stood for over iioo years, and were found

to be perfectly sound on removal.

Among the cypresses, C. sempervirens is most closely allied to

C. macrocarpa, but may usually be distinguished by the finer, more delicate

spray and smaller leaves, also by the frequently shallow, pyramidal apex

of the scales.
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C. THYOiDES, LinncEus. WHITE Cedar.

(Chamaecyparis sphaeroidea, Spach,')

A tree usually 20 to 50, but up to 70 or 80 ft. high in a wild state, with a
reddish brown trunk 2 ft. or more in diameter ; of slender columnar form in

a young state, and shortly branched. The smaller ramifications are flat, two-
ranked, and somewhat fan-shaped ; the branching as a whole is bushy, spiral,

and irregular. The trees shed their effete branchlets in fan-shaped pieces,

I to 3 ins. long. Leaves in four ranks, the lateral ones usually longer than
those above and beneath, which are marked with a conspicuous raised gland

;

they are -/,5^ to ^V in. long, pointed, the lateral ones spreading at the tips ; dull

grey-green. Cones ,'j to \ in. in diameter, globose, very glaucous ; scales six,

each w'ith a triangular boss in the centre.

Native of Eastern N. America, usually found in cold, swampy, often

inundated ground ; introduced in the eighteenth century. This tree was more
frequently cultivated in earlier times, before the Californian and Japanese
cypresses were introduced, than it is now. It is not so striking as they are,

but is worth growing for its neat columnar habit. Although a swamp tree

in its native country it will thrive better here in ordinary, deep, moist soil.

In New Jersey immense quantities of trunks of this tree have been found
immersed in swamps, many of them, although buried for hundreds of years,

perfectly sound and not at all water-logged. It is very distinct in its branch-
ing from any other of Chamaecyparis group.

Var. GLAUCA (syn. kewensis).—Leaves glaucous, especially beneath.
Var. LEPTOCLADA (Retinispora leptoclada, Gordon) —A very distinct form

of dwarf, close, pyramidal habit ; the main branches erect, the smaller ones
ver)' short. Besides the ordinary type of adult foliage it has branches with

the juvenile type of leaf, longer and more awl-shaped. It appears to have
been raised in a nurser>' at Andelys, in N.W. France, about 1850.

Var. VARIEGATA.—Young branchlets yellow.

C. TORULOSA, Don. HlMALA\"AN Cvi'RESS.

A tree up to 150 ft. high in the Himalaya, with horizontal branches, and
bark peeling off in long strips. Branchlets arranged in opposite ranks, more
or less drooping, the final subdivisions equally four-sided, about n^j in. in

diameter. Leaves of equal size, deep green, scale-like ; overlapping at the

base, the temiinal part ovate, bluntish, incurved and thickened at the point,

often grooved on the back. Cones purplish when young, globose, very shortly

stalked, \ to \ in. in diameter ; scales eight, rarely ten each, with a small
central boss.

Discovered by Buchanan-Hamilton during his famous journey in Nepal,

1802-3; introduced in 1824. It is tender, and only seen to advantage in the

southern and western counties. I have specimens from Hewell Grange,
Worcester ; Ravcnhill, Sevenoaks ; and Penrhyn, Wales.

Var. CORNEYANA, Carrun\ has the branchlets arranged irregularly rather

than in two opposite ranks, and they are more pendulous.

CYDONIA. Quince, rosace.e.

A group of five species of trees and shrubs closely allied to Pyrus,

but differing in the many-seeded cells of the fruit. Leaves alternate,

dcciduuus, simple, with large stipules. Flowers normally in almost

stalkless clusters, or solitary. Petals five; stamens numerous; caly.x
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five-lobed. Fruit large, apple or pear-like, five-celled, with many seeds

in each cell. Seeds coated with mucilage. Cydonia was the name
given by the ancients to the common quince on account, so it is said,

of its growing in great abundance near Cydon, in Crete.

Four of the quinces come from China and Japan, whilst the common
quince of our orchards ])robably originated in S.E. Europe or Asia Minor,

but that is uncertain. The fruits of all the species are fragrant and edible

when cooked, but excessively harsh and astringent in the raw state.

They are used for making jellies and other conserves, also for flavouring

ices, etc. Only one species, C. sinensis, is of doubtful hardiness. They
all like a sunny position, and whilst not particular as to soil, prefer a

good well-drained loam. The common quince often thrives well in

moist positions.

C. CATIIAYENSIS, HeiHsley.

A deciduous shrub of open habit, sparsely branched and more or less

thorny. Branches tortuous, furnished with spiny spurs several inches long.

Leaves short-stalked, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, 3 to 5 ins. long^, finely

toothed, pointed, tapering at the base ; smooth above, reddish downy beneath.

On the young growths of the year the stipules are large, broad, and leaflike,

oblique, i in. long, toothed. On year-old shoots the leaves are in tufts

springing from the axil of a spine ; stipules small. Flowers two or three

together in short clusters ; each flower i^ ins. in diameter
;
petals white, round,

overlapping; calyx ciliate. Stamens numerous, shorter than the petals. Fruit

very large and heavy
; 4 to 6 ins. long, 2\ to 35 ins. wide ; somewhat egg-

shaped, but abruptly contracted near the base. Seed ^ in. long, wedge-shaped,
pointed at one end.

Although this quince is probably a native of China, nothing appears to be
definitely known of its habitat. Henry collected it in the province of Hupeh,
China, but never undoubtedly wild. It has long been grown at Kew, and by
Canon Ellacombe at Bitton, but its introduction is unrecorded. It is perfectly

hardy and bears fruit freely, but this does not ripen always out-of-doors.

Although not in any way showy, its habit is quaint, and the huge fruits stuck

close to the branches have a curious and interesting appearance. Increased

by seeds.

C. jAPONiCA, Persoon. JAPANESE Quince.

A deciduous shrub of wide-spreading habit, forming a dense tangle of

interlacing, more or less spiny branches, ultimately 10 ft. high, and 20 ft. in

diameter ; branchlets downy. Leaves i^ to 3^ ins. long, oval, tapering more
gradually towards the base than towards the apex, evenly saw-toothed, dark
glossy green above, paler beneath, quite smooth on both surfaces ; stipules

large and conspicuous on the shoots of the year, as much as i^ ins. diameter,

obliquely kidney-shaped and toothed. Flowers i^ to if ins. across, produced
in clusters on the old wood, usually two to four on each cluster, scarlet to

blood-red. Fruit stalkless, green-yellow, specked with small dots, 2 to 2i ins.

long and wide, apple-shaped or pear-shaped, fragrant. Syn. Pyrus japonica.

Thumb.
Native of China and Japan ; introduced by Sir Jos. Banks to Kew in

1796, and for many years now one of the best known and most admired of

hardy shrubs. It sometimes commences to flower before Christmas, especially

when grown on a wall, and is usually in blossom by February or March,
continuing until June, or even later. Sometimes autumn flowers are produced
in distinct racemes instead of the stalkless clusters usual to the species ; in

these cases the flowers are produced alternately on stalks i in. or more long,
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as many as half a dozen on each raceme. A similar arrang-ement is occasion-
ally seen in the white variety of C. Maulei. C. japonica loves the sun, and
flowers most freely planted ag^ainst a south wall. Perhaps it is seen at its

best in some sheltered sunny spot as a wide-spreading lawn shrub. It stands
pruning well, summer pruning being best. Sometimes it is successfully used
as a hedge plant. There is one in Lord Annesley's garden at Castlewellan
which flowers admirably, being pruned annually in late summer. A great
number of varieties have been sent out by nurserymen, ranging in colour from
white and pale yellow to the richest crimson. The following is merely a
selection :

—

\"ar. ALBA.—Flowers white tinged with rose ; also in a semi-double form
{seini-pieno).

Var. AURORA.-—Flowers rose, suffused with yellow.

Van CARDINALIS (Knap Hill Scarlet).— Flowers larger than ordinary,

brilliant crimson.

Var. NIVALIS.—Flowers white.

Var. SINICA.—Flowers double, deep red.

Var. SULPHUREA.—Flowers yellowish white.

Var. VERSICOLOR.—Flowers rose- and salmon-coloured.
All these varieties to be obtained true must be increased by layers, although

by sowing seeds, new and perhaps improved kinds may be got.

C. Maulei, T. Moore. Dwarf Quince.

A low, spreading, deciduous thorny shrub, usually under 3 ft. in height,

considerably more in width ; branchlets very downy when young. Leaves
I to 2 ins. long, obovate or oval to almost orbicular, toothed, tapering at the

base to a short stalk, quite smooth ; stipules large on the young growing
shoots, ovate or broadly heart-shaped, | to | in. wide. Flowers in almost
stalkless clusters from the joints of the year-old wood, ver>' abundant, orange-
red, scarlet or blood-red, I i ins. across. Fruit apple-shaped, i^ ins. diameter,
yellow stained with red on the sunny side, fragrant.

Native of Japan ; introduced about 1869 by Messrs Maule of Bristol.

This is one of the most charming of red-flowered dwarf shrubs, flowering from
April to June, and when at its best, literally wreathing its branches with

blossom. It bears fruits freely, and they are pleasantly coloured and scented
in early winter ; though harsh and acid when raw, they make an excellent

conserve. Besides its dwarfer habit, it differs from its near ally, C. japonica,

in having more obovate or rounded leaves, minutely warted twigs, and more
coarsely toothed leaves. Syn. Pyrus Maulei, Mast.

\'ar. ALBA.— Flowers white. This form often flowers a second time in

autumn, producing its flowers alternately on almost leafless shoots, each flower

with a stalk \ to \ in. long, the whole forming a raceme 3 or 4 ins. long.

Var. ALPINA, Rchder (C. Sargentii).—A more than usually dwarf form,

introduced from the mountains of Japan by Prof. Sargent. Under cultivation,

like other alpine varieties, it appears to revert to the type.

\'ar. ATROSANGUINEA.—Flowers rich blood-red. \'ar. SUPERr.A is nearly

or quite the same.

C. SINENSIS, TJioniti. Chinese Quince.

A small deciduous or semi-evergreen, unarmed tree, uj) to 20 ft. high, with

the bark of the trunk and main branches peeling off in flakes like that of a

plane. Branchlets extremely hair>' when ciuite young, afterwards smooth and
glossy. Leaves obovate, ovate, or oval ; i\ to 4A ins. long, lA to 2^ ins. wide ;

tapering to a stalk A in. long, which is furnished with hairs and gland-tipprd

leelh ; upper surface smooth, lower one covered with pale browii hairs,
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becoming nearly smooth by autumn ; margin regularly and minutely saw-

toothed, teeth gland- tipped. Flowers solitary from the buds of the year-old

shoots, or on short spurs, stalklcss, soft carmine, i to li ins. across, petals

oblong. Fruit egg-shaped, pale citron-yellow when ripe, 5 to 7 inso long.

Native of China ; introduced to England in the last decade of the

eighteenth century, but afterwards quite lost to cultivation. Reintroduced
from Italy in 1898. It succeeds very well on a south wall, and bears fruits

which, however, do not ripen or become so large as one sees them on the

Italian Riviera, where the tree is much cultivated. In the open it is not quite

satisfactory, and suffers in severe winters. This is due no doubt to lack of

summer sun, for I saw it a few years ago in the \'^ienna Botanic Garden 15 ft.

or more high in perfect vigour, and the winter cold there is greater than ours.

It flowers in April and May. It should be raised from seeds, obtainable from
S. Europe.

Cydonia vulgaris.

C. VULGARIS, Persoon. COMMON QuiNCE.

A deciduous, thornless tree, 15 to 20 ft. high, with crowded branches and a
low quaint habit

;
young branchlets covered with greyish wool. Leaves ovate

or elliptical, 2i to 4 ins. long, i^ to 2J ins. wide, not toothed, dark green
above, pale with a dense felt of grey wool beneath, especially when young

;

stipules hairy, glandular. Flowers 2 ins. across, pink or white, each one
solitary at the end of a short twig, produced during May. Fruit light golden
yellow, pear-shaped, very fragrant. Syn. Pyrus Cydonia, Lin7iceus,

Van LU.SITANICA. Portuguese Quince.—Naturally a more vigorous variety
than the type, this is not quite so hardy in Britain. The fruit is 4 ins. long,

3i ins. wide at the thickest part, tapering thence to the stalk ; skin deep
yellow covered with grey down. Flowers large, pale rose, and produced in

sufficient abundance to make this variety the best worth growing for ornament.
V^ar. MAF.IFOKMIS. Aj)plc-shaped Quince.— Is the hardiest form ; fruits 4

ins. long by 2i ins. wide, rich golden yellow. (To distinguish this from the
type, with its pear-shaped fruits, the latter sometimes called "pyriformis.")
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Besides these there are other varieties with vernacular names, the best

perhaps of which is the "\'ranja" Quince, introduced from and long- grown
near V'ranja, in S. Servia. The fruit is very fragrant, of a clear shining

gold, and said to have a softer flesh than most quinces.

The native country of the quince, like that of some other commonly
cultivated plants, does not appear to be definitely known. It has been
cultivated in S. Britain and S. Europe from time immemorial, and, if not
wild, is naturalised in many countries bordering the Mediterranean. The
fruit when raw is harsh and astringent, and unfit for food, but it has long been
grown in orchards for flavouring apple-pies, ices, and various confections.

The pear-shaped form is perhaps the handsomest of all hardy fruits. The
quince is largely employed as a stock on which pears are grafted.

CYRILLA RACEMIFLORA, Liftnccus. Leatherwood.
cyrillace.e:.

A deciduous shrub in this country, 4 ft. or more high (a small tree in

some parts of its native habitat), of spreading habit, free from down in all

its parts
;
young shoots slender, very leafy. Leaves alternate, oblanceolate

or obovate; li to 4 ins. long, \ to \\ ins. wide : much lapered at the base,

more abruptly so or rounded at the apex, dark lustrous green ; stalks

J in. or less long. Flowers very small, numerous and white, crowded
on slender cylindrical racemes, 3 to 6 ins. long, i to \ in. wide

;
produced

in late summer and autumn ; the racemes appearing in a horizontal

whorl at the base of the current season's growth. Fruit an ovoid

capsule.

Native of Eastern N. America from N. Carolina to Virginia ; found
also in the West Indies. This curious shrub was introduced to Britain

in 1765, but had long disappeared until reimported ten or fifteen years

ago. Only the form from the northern limits of its distribution, which is

shrul)by and deciduous, is hardy in the south of England; the more
southern forms are evergreen, tree-like, and not hardy. The profusion

and curious arrangement of the racemes as well as the season at which
they appear, give the species a certain distinction and merit. It thrives

in a mixture of peat and loam. The natural order to which it belongs is

regarded as being allied to the holly family.

CYTISUS. Brooms, leguminos.e.

A very important place is filled in gardens by the group of shrubs

commonly classed together as "brooms." Of this group, which includes

Genista, Spartium, etc., Cytisus is the most important genus. Its species

are mostly (juite deciduous, some are almost always leafless, and all are

shrubby, varying in stature from 12 ft. or more high, down to less than as

many inches. The leaves arc alternate, simj)le, or trifoliolate (sometimes
i)()th on the same plant). The flowers have the common pea-shape

characteristic of the order, and, with the exception of one or two s|Xicies,

they are yellow. I'Vuit a pod. The genus is essentially a luiropoan

one, but a few species extend eastward to Asia Minor, and others reach

across the Mediterranean to N. Africa.
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The affinities of the genus are witli Laburnum, Ulex, and Genista.

Laburnum is distinguished by the thickened or winged sutures (seams)

of the pod; Ulex by the coloured calyx; but the distinctions between
Genista and Cytisus are not so easily found. The most serviceable one
is furnished by the seed. In Cytisus the outer coat of the seed has a

wart-like excresence near the hilum, which is technically known as the

"strophiole." In Genista this is absent or rudimentary.

The species of Cytisus are easily cultivated. They like a fairly good,

but not rich soil, and abundant sunshine. Whenever possible, they

should be raised from seeds, but if these are not available cuttings and
grafts can be used. Cuttings should be taken in August when the wood
has become firm. Pieces from i^ to 3 ins. long may be used, always

with a slight heel of older wood. They should be dibbled in very sandy
soil under cloches, or in a frame, only uncovering to give water. They
ought to push roots the following spring, and soon after can be potted in

small pots, or, if vigorously rooted, planted out straight away in nursery

beds, being careful to water and, if necessary, shade until established.

The brooms do not transplant well after they have reached a good size,

so it is wise to get them in their permanent places early.

Among the following species are some which stand out by reason of

one character alone : thus the purple flowers distinguish purpureus, the

pure white ones albus ; the long racemes of nigricans and the frequently

stalkless leaves of sessilifolia render those species unmistakable. C.

leucanthus is recognised by its nearly white flowers in terminal heads

;

supinus and Heuffeli by the yellow ones similarly arranged.

C. ALBUS, Link. White Spanish Broom.

(Genista multiflora, Spach^

A tall broom, sometimes 10 or more ft. high ; branchlets very slender,

round, slightly ribbed, downy when young ; but little branched, and produced
abundantly in besom-like masses. Leaves trifoliolate on the lower part of

the shoot, simple towards the top ; leaflets linear, silky, up to \ in. long,

or so small as to be scarcely noticeable. Flowers white, produced in May
at the joints all along the previous summer's wood, singly, or two or three
together ; each flower \ in. long on a stalk of equal length. Pods i in. long,

hair)', with thickened seams, four- to six-seeded.

Native of Spain and Portugal. This beautiful broom, the only really white
one that is genuinely hardy, is one of the most useful of hardy shrubs. Easily
raised from seed, and reaching its full beauty in three or four years, it is

admirably adapted for planting in small groups in shrubberies in association
with the sturdier evergreens. It does not rol) other plants, although it soon
out-tops most of them.

C. Ardoini, Fournier.

A low, decumbent, deciduous shrub, 4 or 5 ins. high, with round, shallowly
grooved, hairy liranchcs. Leaves trifoliolate, with a main-stalk \ in. long

;

leaflets obovate or oblong, \ in. long, almost shaggy when young on both
sides. Flowers golden yellow, produced in April and May, one to three

(occasionally up to six) at each joint, on short hairy stalks, on the terminal

part of the previous year's shoots. Each flower is about \ in. long, with
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a short hairy calyx ; the standard petal is orbicular and incurved at the
edges. Pod ^ to i in. long, hairy, containing one or two seeds.

Native of the Maritime Alps, where, according to Moggridge {Flora of
Mentone, t. 58), it is extremely rare in a wild state owing to the plants being
eaten over by grazing animals before the seeds have time to ripen. It was
first discovered by Ardoino, after whom it is named, in 1847, but was
apparently lost sight of until 1866, when it was found again by the Rev.
Wm. Hawker and introduced to cultivation. It is a singularly pretty little

shrub, one of the dwarfest of brooms, quite hardy, and flowers freely.

Under cultivation it hybridises readily through insect agency if grown near
other species. It is the seed parent of C. kewensis and C. Beani, as well as
some other inferior unnamed kinds. It is a delightful rock garden plant,

but if associated with other brooms should be raised from cuttings to be sure
of com in *r true.

Cvnsus Beam.

C. Bkani, Nicholson.

A deciduous, semi-prostrate shrub, 6 to rS ins. high, twice or thrice as wide,
with round, slightly grooved, slender branches, hairy when young, afterwards
smooth. Leaves simple, linear, about \ in. long, hairy. Flowers produced
singly, in pairs, or in threes at each joint of the previous summer's growth,
deep golden yellow, fonning charming sprays of blossom up to i ft. in length.

A chance hybrid raised at Kew in 1900, and first noticed in a bed of
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seedlings of C. Ardoini. The pollen parent was evidently C. purj^ans, which
it resembles in leaf and stem ; its semi-prostrate habit it inherits from
C. Ardoini. It flowers in May, and is then one of the prettiest of dwarf
brooms ; it is, however, at its best when two or three years old.

C. Dallimorei, Rolfe,

(Bot. Mag., t. 8482.)

A hybrid raised at Kcw in 1900 by crossing C. scoparius var. Andreanus
(seed-bearer) with C. albus. It is a tall shrub, perhaps 8 or 9 ft. high, of thin,

erect habit, suggesting that of C. scoparius. Leaves mostly trifoliolate, downy,
young wood ribbed. Flowers about § in, long, the whole of the petals suffused

with beautiful shades of rosy pink deepening on the wing-petals to crimson
;

the almost orbicular standard petal is f in. long, darker outside than within,

keel almost white. Calyx helmet-shaped, shining brown, slightly downy, ^ in.

long ; flower-stalk \ in. long, downy. At each node the flowers are solitary or

in pairs.

The beautiful broom is quite distinct from any other in cultivation, and is

the first hybrid broom raised by artificial cross-fertilisation, all its predecessors
having originated as chance crosses made by insects. It is propagated by
grafting on Laburnum. As it flowers regularly and in great profusion in May,
it ought in time to become a popular garden shrub.

C. DECUMBENS, Spach.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8230.)

A prostrate shrub, 4 to 6 ins. high, with five-angled, sparsely hairy

branches. Leaves simple, stalkless, \ to | in. long, oblong or obovate, J to \

in. wide ; hair}', especially beneath. Flowers bright yellow, \ to ^ in. long,

produced singly, in pairs, or in threes from the joints of the preceding summer's
shoots ; the flower-stalks are \ to \ in. long, and the calyx \ in. long, both

hairy. Pod | to i in. long, hairy, three- or four-seeded.

Native of S. Europe from France to Albania and Montenegro. This

species is, perhaps, the most prostrate of all brooms in cultivation, lying as it

does flat on the ground and only increasing in height by additional growths

laid on the older ones. In May and June it is very gay with the bright but rich

yellow flowers. It may be strongly recommended for the rock garden,

especially for positions where it is in full sunlight. Said by Alton to have been
introduced in 1775, but now rare in gardens.

C. Heuffeli, Wierpjbicki,

(C. supinus var. Heuffeli, Briquet^

A low, deciduous shrub with slender, erect, or arching branches covered

with greyish appressed hairs. Leaves trifoliolate, with stalks \ in. long
;

leaflets i to \ in. long, \ in. or less wide ; linear oblong or linear obovate,

covered with flattened hairs beneath ; ultimately smooth above. Flowers
borne on the shoots of the year in a close terminal head, each | in. long, with

narrow, yellow petals, and a very hairy calyx which extends two-thirds the

length of the flower. Pod i in. long, ^^ in. wide, covered with silky greyish

hairs, and containing four to eight seeds.

Native of Hungary and the Transylvanian AJjjs. It belongs to the

C. supinus group, characterised by the terminal inflorescence, the long hairy
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calyx, and the hair}' pods. C. Hcuffcli is, perhaps, nearest to C. aiistriacus, the

hairs, as in that species, being appressed ; but it is distinguished by its slender

stems and narrower leaves.

C. HIRSUTUS, LimtCEUS.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6819.)

A dwarf, more or less decumbent, deciduous shrub, i to 2 ft. high, with

round slender stems covered when young with outstanding (not appressed)
hairs. Leaves trifoliolate ; leaflets oval, or broadly obovate, up to 5 in. long,

half as much wide, undcr-surface shaggy. Flowers yellow, i in. or more long,

produced in axillary clusters of two to four blossoms ; standard petal stained

with brown in the centre, roundish, and as much as | in. across ; calyx tubular,

ver)' hairy, h in. long. Pod i to li ins. long, flattened, shaggy.
Native of S. Europe ; introduced nearly two hundred years ago, but not

often seen. It has been much confused with supinus and ratisbonensis ; the

former is, of course, quite distinct in its terminal inflorescence ; the latter,

which is the more closely allied, is of taller, sturdier habit, and has the hairs on
the various parts appressed,

Var. HiRSUTissiMUS, Boissier, is sometimes seen in gardens. It is a

sturdier, more erect form found further east than the type, occurring in Asia
Minor ; the leaves, calyx, and pods are even more hirsute. Up to 3 or 4 ft. high.

C. CILIATUS, Wah/enberg, is a native of the south-eastern part of the

Austrian Empire and Turkey. It is sometimes made a variety of hirsutus,

from which it differs chiefly in the pods being hairy only on the seams, or even
almost smooth. Habit and flower as in ordinary C. hirsutus.

C. KEWENSIS, Bean.

A low, deciduous, perfectly procumbent shrub, less than i ft. high, but

sometimes 6 ft. across. Leaves sometimes simple, but usually trifoliolate,

downy. Flowers produced in ALay singly, or two or three together, at each
joint of the previous year's wood ; they are each about i in. long, creamy white

or pale sulj)hur-yellow, with a fine standard petal h in. across.

A hybrid between C. Ardoini (seed-bearer) and C. albus, raised at Kew in

1891. For growing on shelves of the rock garden few dwarf shrubs are more
beautiful. The flowers are rather larger than those of C. praecox, but otherwise

vcr>' similar.

C. LKUCANTIIUS, Waldstciu.

(Bot. Mag., I. 1438 ; C. albus, Hacquft^ not Link ; C. schipkacnsis, DifiL")

A dwarf shrub of spreading habit, 4 to 10 ins. high, deciduous, with round,

hair>' branchlets. Leaves trifoliolate, with a hairy main-stalk ] to A in. long
;

leaflets about h in. long, obovate or narrow elliptic, almost smooth above,

clothed beneath with appressed hairs. Flowers closely j)acked in a terminal

cluster, yellowish white, six to ten in each cluster. The flower is J in. long,

but the petals do not expand fully through being clasped by the large hair>'

calyx :\ in. long. Pod \ in. long, compressed, shaggy, containing two to five

seeds.

Native of .S.E. Europe. This sp>ecics was originally introduced to England
about 1806, but was afterwards comj)letely lost sight of in gardens ;

about

1890 it was again introduced from the Balkan Mountains, and having been

found on the Shi|)ka Pass, it was distributed from nurseries under the name of

C. schi|)kaensis, without its identity with the old leuranthus being noticed.

It flowers best in June and July, but continues until October to produce odd
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clusters. It is not one of the prettiest of dwarf l)rooms, but flowers later than
most of them. It may be used as a carpeting beneath thinly planted, taller

shrubs, or in small patches in the rock <;arden. It belongs to the supinus
group.

C. MONSPESSULANUS, LinnCBUS.

MoNTPELiER Broom.

(C. candicans, De Candolle ; Genista
candicans, Linnccits.')

A shrub 6 ft. or more high, with
erect, very leafy branches ; evergreen
in mild winters. Branchlets con-
spicuously ridged, hairy when young.
Leaves trifoliolate, short - stalked

;

leaflets obovate with a short, abrupt
tip, ^ to I in. long, smooth above,
hairy beneath. Flowers produced in

early May in short racemes or short-

stalked umbels, three to nine in each
umbel, from the axils of the leaves

;

^ in. long, bright yellow. Calyx ^
to J in. long, bell-shaped, with unequal
triangular teeth. Pod ^ to | in. long,

shaggy, three- to four-seeded.

Native of S. Europe from France
and Portugal to Dalmatia and Greece,
also in N. Africa and Syria ; intro-

duced in 1735, but never common on
account of its tenderness. Although
at Kew it survives winters of moderate
severity it succumbs to 15° or 20° of

frost, and is therefore really adapted
for the mildest parts of our islands only.

It has been introduced from N. India,

being apparently naturalised in some
parts there.

C. NIGRICANS, Lmnceus.

(Bot. Mag.jt. 8479 ; C. longispicatus, Horf.")

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high,

with erect, round branches covered
with appressed down. Leaves trifoli-

olate, with main-stalks | to
'I

in. long;

leaflets | to i in. long, obovate or oval,

with scattered hairs beneath. Flowers
yellow, in erect slender racemes, ter-

minating the shoots of the year, and
ong. Whilst the racemes are themselves leafless,

leafy growth above the flowers. Flowers crowded

^ to ^ in. long, and borne on a slender, rather

somewhat helmet-shaped, hairy. Pod i to i^ ins.

long, \ in. wide, hairy.

Native of Central and S.E. Europe; introduced in 1730. This broom is

CVTISUS NIGRICANS.

sometimes more than i ft,

they frequently extend into

on the raceme, each one
shorter, hairy stalk. Calyx
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very distinct among its kind, because of its long terminal racemes, which
commence to open flowers in July, and continue until the end of August.
Flowering as it does on the shoots of the current year, it should be pruned in

spring before growth commences. It is wise also to remove the racemes
when the flowers are over, so as to prevent excessive seed formation. A group
of this broom in the front of a shrubbery is very effective. The flowers turn

black when dried, a pecularity (not confined to this species) on which Linnaeus
ba^ed the specific name.

C. PRECOX, Wheeler. Warminster Broom.

A hybrid broom with the habit of C. albus, but with denser and heavier
masses of young branches. Leaves mostly simple, about \ in. long, silky

like the young shoots ; soon falling. Flowers sulphur-yellow, produced in

remarkable abundance in early May, and very beautiful then ; but they have
a heavy, rather unpleasant odour which renders the plant unsuitable for

growing in large masses near the house. It ripens good seed, but the plants

do not come true, reverting more or less to one or other parent. It crfti be
increased easily from cuttings placed in sandy soil under cloches in a cold
frame during August. This fine broom first appeared among some seedlings
of C. purgans in the nursery of Messrs Wheeler of Warminster about 1867.

From its appearance it was surmised that it was a hybrid between that species

and C. albus, made through insect agency. The reversion of its seedlings to

the white broom have since proved this.

C. PURGANS, Boissier,

A deciduous shrub, often nearly leafless, 3 or 4 ft. high, of sturdy habit,

forming a low, wide mass of rather rigid, erect, grooved branches. Leaves
stalkless, narrowly obovate, \ to \ in. long, clothed with appressed silvery

hairs, and soon falling. Flowers produced in April and May, singly or in

pairs from the joints of the preceding year's wood, deep golden yellow, each
flower \ in. long, on a somewhat shorter stalk. Pod \ to i in. long, hairy,

three- or four-seeded.

Native of France from the Loire southwards to Central Spain ; long
cultivated in English gardens (Philip Miller grew it in the Chelsea Botanic
Garden in the mid-eighteenth century). The exceptionally rich golden colour

of its flowers makes this species well worth cultivation ; it should have the

sunniest possible position. Its foliage is a negligible quantity, but the

numerous dark green branchlets give the effect of an evergreen. It can be
increased in the usual way (see under pnccox), but plants so raised are not so

long-lived as seedlings. It is said to have purgative and emetic properties,

but is poisonous in large quantity, and not used in medicine.

C. PURPUREUS, Scopoli. Purple Broom.

A low, deciduous shrub, from i to i^ ft. high; branchlets s>mooth or

nearly so, well furnibhed with trifoliolatc leaves. Leaflets obovate, \ to i in.

long, stalkless themselves, but with a common stalk \ to i in. long ; usually

quite smooth, dark green. Flowers purple, produced in May on the shoots
of the preceding summer, one to three of them at each joint. Each flower

is \ in. long ; the calyx ;\ to A in. long. Pod quite smooth, i to i^ ins. long,

containing three or four seeds.

Native of Central and S.E. Europe ; introduced in 1792. From the colour
of its flowers it is one of the most distinct of brooms, and one of the most
charming of dwarf shrubs. It makes an admirable cover for the j; round
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beneath a group of taller thinly planted shrubs. A good system of cultivating
it is to cut out the flowering shoots as soon as the flowers have faded, leaving

the young growths that always spring up from
near the ground to form the flowering shoots for

the following year. Seeds provide the best means
of propagation, and a sufficient quantity of them
should, of course, be left to ripen for the pur-
pose. There is a white-flowered variety (FLORE
ALBO), and one with more rosy flowers (CARNEUS
or ROSEUS).

C. RATISBONENSIS, SchcBffer.

(C. biflorus, VHeritier ; Bot. Reg., t. 308.)

A deciduous shrub, ultimately 4 to 6 ft. high,
the erect, round branches covered with short,

greyish, appressed down. Leaves trifoliolate, on
stalks \ to I in. long ; leaflets | to i j ins. long,

J to 5 in. wide ; covered beneath with appressed
hairs, the margins ciliate ; upper surface smooth
except when young. Flowers produced during
May, two to four together at each joint of the
previous summer's wood ; they are bright yellow,

I in. or more long, the standard petal roundish
and \ in. across ; calyx tubular, \ in. long, pod
1 in. long, f 'y- in. wide, both with appressed hairs.

Native of Europe from Germany to the

Caucasus, abundant in Hungary and the Balkan
States. It is very hardy, and easily increased by
the numerous seeds it bears ; altogether a hand-
some and useful broom. It comes from the
Continent under a variety of names and in slightly

differing forms, varying in stature and in the

character of the down. C. ELONGATUS, Wald-
stein^ for instance, is a robust form with down
of a more felted character mixed with outstanding-

hairs. Then such names as ruthenicus, uralensis,

and serotinus indicate plants scarcely differing

from the type. Mr Briquet makes it a variety

of C. hirsutus, but that is well distinguished by
its dwarfer, more spreading habit, and especially

by the hairs not being appressed.

(S.

%'
)

C. scoi'ARius, Link. Common Broom.

(Sarothamnus scoparius, Koch.')

A deciduous shrub, up to 5 or 6 ft. high in the

open ; twice as high when drawn up in shrub-

beries. Although the leaves fall in autumn, the

plant, by the greenness of its branches, retains

an evergreen aspect through the winter. Branch-
lets erect, straight, prominently angled, hairy

when young. Leaves at the base of the shoot

trifoliolate and stalked, those near the end stalk-

less and often reduced to one leaflet. Leaflets obovate, sometimes narrowly

so, i to f in. long, smooth except beneath when quite young. Flowers a rich

CYTI8U8 PURPUKKtrs.
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glowing yellow, i in. long, produced singly or in pairs from the joints of the
year-old shoots in May ; standard petal round, | in. across ; cal>'x smooth.
Pod 1 5 to 2 ins. long, hairy, especially on the margins.

Native of W. Europe, and the only Cytisus native of the British Isles, over
which it is widely spread.

Var. Andreanus, Dippel.—Similar to the type in habit, foliage, and shape of
flower, but with the wing-petals of a rich brownish crimson, and the standard
petal, though mainly yellow, stained and lined with the same colour. This
beautiful and striking variety was discovered by the late Mr Edouard Andre
growing wild in Normandy, about 1884. It succeeds best grafted on Laburnum.
It comes only partly true from seed, many of its progeny having flowers ver>'

poorly coloured as compared with the parent ; but some distinct and improved
forms have been obtained, especially by Mr T. Smith of Newr>' ; one of the
best he has named " Firefly," more highly coloured than .Andreanus itself.

Var. FLORE PLENO. — Flowers
double.

Var. FOLIIS VAR lEG AXIS.

—

Leaves variegated with white, the
whole plant having a not unpleasing
grey effecL

Var. PENDULUS (C. grandiflorus

of nurseries).—This variety is not
only distinct because of its low pros-

trate habit (pendulous only when
grafted on standards of Laburnum),
it is particularly showy, because of
the large size of its flowers.

Var. SULPHUREUS. Moonlight
Broom.—A dwarfer, flatter-growing,

more compact shrub than the type,

with pretty pale sulphur - yellow
flowers.

Whilst the ordinary broom, in

spite of its great beauty, may be
considered too common a shrub to

deserve a place in the garden
proper, it is admirable for semi-

wild spots, dry banks, and such-like

places. All the varieties are worth
growing, especially Andreanus,
pendulus, and sulphureus. The
common broom is best propagated Cmsiw BBnuFoucs.
by seed ; but seed is too uncertain

to be employed for the varieties. Perhaps the best way to increase them is to

graft them low on seedlings or on roots of either of the common Labumi;: -.

This should be done in spring, using sprays with wood two seasons old. Cutti: _ -

of the current season's wood put under cloches in August take root fairly well,

but plants so raised are apt to die off suddenly when a year or two old throuj,'h

decay at what was the base of the cutting, due to the callus not completely
covering the pithy part of the base. Young brooms, however raised, should be
cropped over several times when young, to induce a bushy form.

C. SESSILIFOLIUS, Linm€us.

(Bot. Mag, t. 255.)

.\ deciduous, bushy shrub, 5 or 6 ft. high, with ribbed, not downy branchlets.
Leaves smooth, trifoliolate, usually without stalks on the short flowering shoots.
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but with stalks up to | in. long on the stronger, non-flowering ones. Leaflets

very variable in shape, often obovate, but also oval, roundish, or oblate, from

J to 4 in. long, pointed. Flowers four to ten, in short racemes terminating

short side twigs of the year, bright yellow, i in. long, expanding in June. Pod
If ins. long, A in. wide, smooth.

Native of S. Europe and N. Africa ; introduced about three hundred years

ago, and one of the most attractive of the later-flowering brooms. It is more
appreciated on the Continent than with us, and gives some of the brightest

effects seen in German gardens in June.

C. SUPINUS, Linnceus.

(C. capitatus, Scopolj.")

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with round, erect, hairy branches.

Leaves trifoliolate, with a main-stalk about. ^ in. long ; leaflets obovate or

elliptical, very hairy beneath, ultimately smooth above, ^ to i in. long.

Flowers in a teiTninal cluster or umbel 2 ins. across, each flower nearly i in.

long, with bright yellow petals ; calyx tubular, ^ in. long, very hairy. Pod
1^ ins. long, \ in. wide, covered with shaggy hairs.

The shrub here described must be taken to represent a considerable group
of brooms found in a wild state over an area reaching from Spain in the west
through the south of Europe to Turkey in the east, all characterised by a
terminal umbel of flowers and hairy stems, leaves, calyx, and pods. It is a
group which in its largest sense includes C. Heuffeli and C. leucanthus, but

these being distinct enough to be readily recognised are here described

separately. In a restricted sense it must include C. aUSTRIACUS, LinncEus,

which differs in having the hairs on the shoots, calyx, and pods appressed. All

the members of this group flower on the shoots of the year in July and August,

and intermittently until the frosts come. Whatever pruning, therefore, is

necessary, should be done in spring before growth recommences, when the

last made shoots may, if desired, be cut back almost to the old wood.

C. supraNubius, 0. Kiintze. Teneriffe Broom.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8509 ; C. nubigenus, Link ; Spartium nubigenum, Linnaus.')

A shrub 8 to 10 ft. high, of broom-like habit; twigs stiff, stout, ribbed,

clothed with white hairs at first, soon smooth. Leaves of three leaflets, each

^, to \ in. long, ^.j to \ in. wide, with a main-stalk of about the same length;

inconspicuous or absent. Flowers borne in May in axillary clusters on the

previous season's shoots; they are milky white with a tinge of rose, \ in. long;

standard petal roundish obovate, ^ in. long; calyx and flower-stalk hairy.

Seed-pod brown, i to i| ins. long.

Native of the Canaries, and very abundant on the Peak of Teneriffe. It

was cultivated at Kew seventy years ago, but is too tender to withstand hard
winters there. It is, however, so beautiful and so distinct that it is much to

be recommended for the milder parts of the kingdom. At Glasnevin, Dublin,

it is 8 ft. high in the open, producing the effect of an evergreen through the

dark green of its numerous branchlets which resemble those of Spartium
junceum. They are, therefore, very much stouter than those of the common
white broom—C. albus.

C. VERSICOLOR, Hort.

A hybrid, of which C. purpureus is one parent and either ratisbonensis or

elongatus the other. It has inherited the characters and general aspect of

C. purpureus, having smooth stems and similar foliage, but is a sturdier, taller.
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and more rounded bush, 2 ft. or more high. It differs from C. purpureus in

having the flowers a distinct compromise between yellow and purple, and in

having a quite hairy calyx. It has been known for about fifty years, and is a
very desirable broom.

DABCECIA POLiFOLiA, Don. St Dabeoc's Heath.
ERICACEAE.

(D. cantabrica, Koch ; Boretta cantabrica, 0. Kuutze.')

An evergreen shrub up to 2 ft. high, with slender, erect stems,

furnished with glandular hairs. Leaves alternate, ovate oblong, \ to § in.

long, ^^^ to \ in. wide, tapering at both ends, very dark glossy green and
with a few scattered hairs above, covered beneath with a close white

wool ; stalk scarcely evident. During the summer a cluster of two or

three small leaves comes in the axil of each leaf. Flowers produced from

June to November in erect, terminal, glandular racemes, ultimately

3 to 5 ins. long. Corolla broadly egg-shaped, J to I in. long ; contracted

at the mouth, where are four tiny reflexed lobes ; rosy purple. Calyx with

four glandular, hairy divisions, which are ^ in. long. Seed-vessel four-

celled, hairy ; flowers-stalk j in. long.

Var. ALBA.—Flowers pure white, and the whole plant of a paler cast

than the type; discovered in Connemara in 1820.

Var. ATROPURPUREA has richer red-purple flowers than the type.

\diX. BicoLOR (syn. versicolor) has some of its flowers white, others

purple, whilst others are partly white and partly purple ; all on the same
plant.

Native of W. Europe, including Ireland, where it is found in

Connemara. This beautiful little shrub is one of the most valuable we
possess, flowering as it does from late June until after the autumn frosts

come. It make a charming picture planted in large patches, either of

one sort, or more mixed. It may be propagated by seed, and its

varieties by cuttings. Closely allied to Erica, it differs in the corolla not

being persistent. The plants arc better if pruned over in early spring,

so as to remove the old flower-spikes and part of the previous year's

shoots. This tends to keep them closer in habit and more effective in

blossom. It likes a peaty soil or a light, sandy loam, free from lime, with

which leaf-mould has been mixed.

DANAE LaUKUS, Mcdicus. ALEXANDRIAN LaUREL.
LILIACE/E.

(D. racemosa, Moench ; Ruscus racemosus, Linmrus.')

An elegant evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with green, slender, erect

or spreading, semi-woody stems, once-branched and quite smooth.

"Leaves" alternate, oblong-lanceolate, lA to 4 ins. long, ] to i^ ins.

wide ; bright green on both surfaces, taper-pointed, abruptly narrowed

at the base but scarcely stalked. Flowers greenish yellow, small, bisexual,

2 c.
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produced four lo six together at the end of the branches each on a stalk,

^ in. long. Fruit a berry, J in. across, red, with a pale, saucer-shaped
disk at the base.

Native of S. Europe and Asia Minor; introduced in 1713. This
pretty evergreen with a rather bamboo-like habit, is closely allied to the

butcher's broom (Ruscus), and was once placed in the same genus. It

is, however, quite distinct in its terminal inflorescence, bisexual flowers,

and unarmed "leaves." The so-called "leaves," as in Ruscus, are really

flattened branches (cladodes), but perfectly resemble leaves, and perform
the same functions. The sprays are valuable for winter cutting, and
placed in vases in association with flowers, remained fresh a long time,

and very pleasing in their cheerful, polished green. The plant thrives

well in semi-shaded spots in moist soil. Its fruits are not borne regularly

with us, but seeds can be purchased from seedsmen. Failing them, it is

easily increased by division in spring.

DAPHNE. ThymeL/EACEyE.

A genus of small, beautiful, mostly fragrant-flowered shrubs, both
evergreen and deciduous ; with tough, flexible bark and young wood.
Leaves alternate, except in D. Genkwa, never toothed or divided, and
with little or no stalk. Flowers very Uke those of a lilac, in having a

tubular base, expanding at the mouth into four spreading lobes. (There
is only one floral envelope, and it is usually called the "calyx" or

"perianth.") They are produced in terminal heads or axillary clusters.

Stamens eight, in two rows of four. Fruit berry-like, one-seeded. The
outside of the flower is frequently hairy, the inside frosted or glistening.

Most of the cultivated Daphnes are European, and are found on a lime-

stone formation, but a few are Asiatic. None is found in N. America,

but Dirca palustris of the eastern United States is a near ally.

Whilst some of the Daphnes are easy to cultivate, others are found by
many growers and in many places to be difficult to establish. Most of

the European species prefer to grow where lime is present ; they also

like good drainage combined with abundant moisture. D. Laureola and
pontica grow well in semi-shaded spots, and lime is not a necessity for

them. Nor is it necessary for D. odora, Dauphinii, or retusa. I have

not observed that a wholly peaty soil, recommended by many writers, is

good for Daphnes. A soil of good sandy loam with lime rubble mixed
is more likely to suit the majority. In places like the Thames Valley,

where there are frequently hot dry spells during the summer, small

boulders of limestone are useful laid over the roots to conserve moisture.

The majority like abundant sunshine, whilst they abhor dryness at the

root. The rock garden affords an admirable site for all the dwarfer

species. All or nearly all transi)lant badly, and should be given per-

manent places early.

The odora group can be increased most readily by cuttings ; D.

Ijlagayana and D. Cneorum by layering; D. Mezercum, I), pontica, D.

Laureola, and D. alpina come freely from seed. For the rest grafting
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is usually resorted to, and generally seedlings of Mezereum for the

deciduous ones and seedlings of Laureola for the evergreen ones are

employed. It has, however, to be admitted that many of the Daphnes
are still untamed wildings. In some places a few species find the

conditions so suitable that they thrive without any special care. But I

know of no place where the cultivation of all the Daphnes, or even the*

hardier ones, has been satisfactorily achieved. It is quite possible also

that, like many shrubs that flower with the same profusion, they are

naturally short-lived.

D. ALPINA, Linnceus.

A dwarf, deciduous shrub, 6 to i8 ins. high, with short, erect, downy twigs.

Leaves oblanceolate, i to if ins. long, \ to \ in. wide ; often crowded towards
the end of the shoot, grey-green, downy on both sides. Flowers white,
fragrant, produced during Nlay and June in terminal clusters of six to ten, the
cylindrical, slender tube

/j
in. long, downy outside ; the four lobes lanceolate,

pointed ; fruit yellowish red.

Native of the European Alps ; introduced in 1759. Suitable for the rock
garden, especially in association with limestone, on which formation it is

always found. A neat plant of no great beauty, but pleasing for its fragrance.

D. ALTAICA, Pallas.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1875.)

A low, deciduous shrub with smooth shoots and leaves, the latter oblan-
ceolate or narrowly oblong, pointed, i^ to 2^ ins. long, ^ to f in. wide, smooth.
Flowers only slightly scented, usually about five or six in a terminal cluster

;

white, \ in. diameter, downy outside
;

perianth segments reflexed ; ovary
smooth ; fruit red.

Native of the Altai Mountains ; discovered about 1780. It is closely

allied to D. caucasica, but is considered to differ in having a looser, less

silky down on the corolla-tube. As represented in cultivation, D. altaica has
larger, more pointed leaves, fewer flowers on an average in the cluster, and
does not produce a crowd of short flowering twigs from the previous year's

shoot, as does D. caucasica. The two, however, are probably geographical
forms of the one species, to which the shrub grown as D. Sophia also belongs.

Distinguished from D. alpina by smooth leaves.

D. Blagavana, Freyer.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7579 ; Garden, 1878, t. 143.)

A dwarf, evergreen shrub/of spreading habit, rarely more than i ft. hij^h.

Leaves slalklcss, aggregated in a tuft at the end of the twig, narrowly obovale,
tapered towards the base, rounded at the apex ; i to if ins. long, \ to 4 in.

wide ; smooth on both surfaces. Flowers creamy white, very fragrant,

produced in March and April, crowded in a head of twenty to thirty blossoms
at the end of the twig and about 2 ins. across, consisting of several umbels,
subtended by thin, greenish, silky bracts. Flowers \ in. diameter ; the lobes

broadly ovate, .[ in. lon;,^ ; the tube '% to f in. long, slenderly cylindrical, slightly

silky. Fruit pinkish white, rarely seen in cultivation.

Native of the mountains of E. Europe, discovered by Count Iila},'ay in

1837 ; introduced about 1875. This beautiful and sweet-scented na[)hnc has
perhaps nowhere been so successfully cultivated as in the Glubncvin liolauic
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Gardens. It is there planted on low mounds composed of stones and loam
from a granite district. The secret of success appears to be in the continuous

layering: of the shoots. As soon as the young growths are an inch or so

long,, the previous summer's branches are weighed down to the ground by
placing stones on them. A little soil may come between. By this system
the whole plant is always renewing its root system at the younger parts.

At Glasnevin I have seen a patch 8 ft. across, in the rudest health. This
system is, no doubt, helped by the moist, equable climate of Dublin. As
this shrub is found on calcareous rock, stones of the same character would
appear to be preferable for layering, but Sir F. Moore tells me he does not

consider this Daphne needs lime. He recommends good loam or peat and
leaf-soil, and partial shade.

D. CAUCASICA, Pallas.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7388 ; D. salicifolia, Lamarck.')

A deciduous shrub, up to 4 ft. high, with flowering twigs downy ; barren

young twigs less so, or smooth. Leaves produced along the entire shoot,

oblanceolate, tapered at the base and oftener rounded than tapered at the

apex ; i to I4 ins. long, ^ to -j in. wide ; smooth, pale green above, somewhat
glaucous beneath. Flowers glistening white, fragrant, produced during May
and June in tenninal heads of usually four to twelve blossoms ; the perianth

\ in. across, with ovate lobes ; tubes 3 in. long, cylindrical, silky outside
;

ovary slightly downy.
Native of the Caucasus ; many times introduced and lost. It has no great

merit, but is pleasing in its fragrance and for its abundant flower clusters

borne at the end of crowded, short, leafy shoots springing from the previous

year's growth. It thrives exceedingly well at Warley Place, where there are

rounded bushes 4 ft. high. It differs from D. alpina in its smooth leaves.

D. Cneorum, Linnceus. Garland Flower.

(Bot. Mag., t. 313-)

An evergreen trailing shrub, producing a great number of long, slender,

minutely downy branches, densely clothed with leaves, and forming a low,

spreading mass under i ft. high. Leaves oblanceolate, with a tapering base
and broadly wedge-shaped apex, ending in a minute bristle-like tip

; | to i in.

long, J to ^ in. wide ; dark green above, greyish beneath, smooth. Flowers
crowded in a dense terminal cluster, numerous, scarcely stalked ; they are

fragrant and rich rosy pink, the tube f in. long, very downy outside, the

expanded part % in. across, with ovate-oblong lobes. Blossoms in May.
Native of Central and S. Europe ; introduced in 1752. This Daphne is

the best and most useful of the evergreen species, from all the rest of which
grown in gardens it is distinguished by its lax, prostrate habit. It flowers with

remarkable freedom, the leaves being almost entirely hidden by bloom. It

likes a permanently moist bottom, and apparently thrives well in calcareous

soil. Some of the healthiest plants I have seen in the London district were
(some years ago) in one of the plots under the control of the London County
Council on Plumstead Common, Kent. This place is on a limestone formation,

and is perhaps 200 ft. above the Thames. The plants had, apparently, treat-

ment similar to that meted out to privets and such-like, but were in rude
health. At the same time it succeeds splendidly in the R.H.S. gardens at

Wislcy, where the soil is a sandy peat. It is a good plan to layer the outer

shoots by placing stones on them, as recommended for D. Blagayana.
Van Verloti, Mcissner {\). Verloti, Grenier).—A distinct variety. Leaves

up to I in. long, but rarely more than \ in. wide ; the flowers less numerous
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and less densely packed in the head ; the perianth tube as much as § in long-.

Native of the Dauphiny and Bavarian Alps.

A variety with white flowers has been found in the Jura Mountains. The
so-called "var. major" appears to have no standing.

Nearly allied to, and sometimes confused in gardens with, D. Cneorum is

D. STRIATA, Tratiinick\ a native of the European Alps. It is, however, easily

recognised by the striated, smooth tube of the flower (that of Cneorum being
very downy), and by the smooth young shoots. The leaves, arrangement of
flowers, etc., are about the same as in D. Cneorum. Flowers deep rose.

D. striata is very rare in gardens.

D. COLLINA, Smith.

An evergreen bush, 2 to 3 ft. high, of bushy habit
;
young shoots silky

hairy. Leaves obovate, tapered at the base, mostly rounded or blunt at the
apex

; I to i| ins. long, ^ to f in. wide ; dark glossy green above, pale and
very hairy beneath. Flowers fragrant, purplish rose, produced in a tenninal
head of ten to fifteen blossoms ; they are ^ in. across, and felted with silky

hairs outside ; lobes roundish ovate.

Native of Italy, Crete, Asia Minor; introduced in 1752. It is not very
often seen in cultivation, and usually under the name of D. sericea, which is a
ver}' closely allied species with tapering pointed leaves, and young shoots
soon becoming smooth. Neither of the two is very hardy.

D. Dauphinii, Hort.

(D. hybrida, Lindley^ Bot. Reg., t. 1177.)

This is an evergreen shrub with very much the aspect of D. odora, between
which and D. collina it is supposed to be a hybrid. Its leaves are narrowly
oval, I to 3 ins. long, glossy green above, quite smooth. Flowers in a terminal
cluster, ver}' fragrant, about the size of those of odora and of a similar

colour (reddish purple), but readily distinguished from those of that species

by the hairiness of the tube outside, also of the lobes. This character it

inherits from D. collina. This hybrid Daphne is somewhat hardier than
D. odora, but is not really happy out-of-doors near London, needing
at least winter shelter there. It is essentially a south and west country
evergreen. Propagated by cuttings.

D. Genkwa, Siebold.

A deciduous shrub, probably 3 or 4 ft. high, the erect, slender, sparsely

branched shoots covered with silky hairs when young. Leaves oval-lanceolate,

from I to 2 ins. long, \ to f in. wide
;

pointed, silky hairy beneath, short-

stalked ; mostly opposite, occasionally alternate. Flowers lilac-coloured,

produced during May at the joints of the naked wood of the previous year
in stalked clusters, the stalks up to \ in. long, silky. There arc from three

to seven flowers in each cluster, the tube -^ to A in. long, slender, silky hairy
outside, the expanded portion A in. across.

Introduced from China by Fortune in 1843, and later from Japan, where
it has long been cultivated but is not native. Unfortunately it is too tender
for all but the mildest parts, and is short-lived in cultivation. The flower is

ver>' like that of a common lilac in form and colour, and when the shoots
are well furnished with them the plant is a beautiful object. Shoots lA ft.

long are sometimes made in a season, the upper two-thirds of which will

be covered with blossom. These long, slender wands of blossom, the
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comparatively long-stalked clusters, and especially the opposite leaves, make
this Daphne ver>' distinct. It is said to require a soil devoid of chalky

substances, but its treatment is little understood.

D. HOUTTEANA, Liudley. PURPLE-LEAVED DAniNE.

(D. L aureola var. purpurea, Hort. ; D. Mezereura atropurpurea, Dippel.")

There seems to be little doubt that this is a hybrid between D. Mezereum
and D. Laureola. It was first described and figured by Louis Van Houtte, in

Xhc F/ore des Serres, X. 592, in 185 1, but he did not know its origin or even

venture to give it a name. He alludes to it as " D. IVIezereum foliis atro-

purpureis of several gardens." It has since been mostly called D. Laureola

var. purpurea, but is distinct from both species.

A partially evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with stiff, erect branches.

Leaves usually crowded towards the tip of the shoot, and resembling those of

D. Laureola in size, shape, and texture, but of a dark purplish tinge. Flowers

pale lilac, produced two to five together in short-stalked clusters. At the time

of flowering (April) there usually remain a few purple leaves of the preceding

summer^s growth. It is from the axils of these and the buds beneath them
that the flowers are borne.

D. JAPONICA, Siebold.

(D. Mazeli, Carrihe ; D. odora var. Mazeli, Hemsley.")

An evergreen shrub nearly allied to D. odora, and of the same size and
aspect. The foliage, too, is similar, and the flowers of the same shape, size,

and fragrance, but instead of being borne exclusively in tenninal clusters, the

flowers are also produced on short-stalked clusters from the leaf-axils along

the branches ; they are pink outside, whitish within. This Daphne is

somewhat hardier than D. odora, but requires winter protection near London.

It commences to bloom in November and lasts through the winter.

Native of Japan, whence it was introduced about 1866. Now very rare in

gardens. It was figured in the Garden for Nov. 16, 1878.

D. Laureola, Linnmis. Spurge Laurel.

An evergreen shrub of bushy habit, 2 to 4 ft. high, devoid of down in all

its parts. Leaves oblanceolate, tapered gradually to the base, more abruptly

to the point ; from i^ to 4^ ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide ; dark lustrous green,

and of thick, firm texture. Flowers yellowish green, with no odour, produced
during February and March ; they are borne in clusters of three to eight

blossoms, each cluster on a common stalk about \ in. long, springing from

the axils of the uppermost leaves of the preceding year's growth. Flowers

\ in. long, \ in. diameter. Fruit ovoid, bluish black when ripe.

Native of S. and W. Europe, including England. Like D. pontica, it

prefers a moist soil and semi-shade, and is useful in association with woodland,

chiefly for its shining evergreen foliage, for the flowers have neither fragrance

nor bright colour to recommend them. D. pontica differs in having larger,

mostly twin flowers produced at the base of the new shoots six or eight weeks
later, and thinner leaves,

Var. Philippi, Grenier.—A dwarf, densely bushy shrub with sturdy, short

shoots. Leaves closer and more densely arranged on the shoot than in the

type ; obovate, | to 2 ins. long, ^ to | in. wide, dark glossy green. Flowers

smaller than in the type. Native of the Pyrenees.
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A deciduous, erect-branched shrub, ultimately 3 to 5 ft. hi<,^h and as much
through, usually tapering to a naked base

;
young shoots cohered with small

flattened hairs. Leaves oblanceolate, tapering at the base to a short stalk
rounded or pomted at the apex ; \\ to 3^ ins. long, \ to ? in. wide • dull
rather grey green, especially beneath

; smooth. Flowers purplish red very
fragrant, produced from the buds of the leafless twigs in Februar>' and March •

clustered closely on the branches in twos and threes. Each flower is J^ in'
across, the four segments of the perianth ovate ; the tube j in, long slender'
downy. Berries globose, A in. diameter, red.

'

Native of Europe
and Siberia ; found
apparently wild,
though sparsely so in

Britain. This is one
of the earliest and
most attractive of our
spring-flower i n g
shrubs, and a healthy
specimen with its erect,

cylindrical masses of

blossom is precious for

both its rich colour
and its exquisite fra-

grance. It is also

beautiful with fruit

in autumn. In many
places it is not easy
to grow, and is apt
to die off suddenly
without any apparent
cause. I think it loves

cool, moist conditions,

and is liable to ex-

haustion through ex-

cessive seed-bearing.

In the summer of 1910
I saw it naturalised in

a wood just above the

Falls of Niagara, on
the Canadian side,

very damp, and traversed by a multitude of streams making their way to the river.

Var. ALBA, Aiton.— Flowers dullish white ; fruits bright yellow. This
variety comes true from seed, and is somewhat more robust than the red-
flowered type. A form with purer white blossoms is known as "Paul's white."
There is also a form with double white flowers.—var. FI.ORK aiho pi.kno.

Var. GRANDIFLORA, Dippcl (D. autumnalis, Hort.).—Commences to

flower in October and lasts until February. The flowers are rather larger
than in the type, and equally richly coloured and fragrant. As it does not bear
fruit usually, it is grafted on the type, which is readily propagated by seeds.

D. NE.VPOLITANA, Loddigcs.

(D. Fioniana, Hort. ; D. Delahayana, Hort.')

A dense, erect-branched shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, of bushy habit, and ever-
green ; shoots dark brown, with minute forward-pointing hairs. Leaves short-

Daphne HKAPOLITANA.
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stalked, scattered along the branches, oblanceolate or narrowly obovate, rounded
or obtusely angled at the apex

; f to i^ ins. long, J to
-V

in. wide ; dark glossy

green and smooth above, glaucous and more or less haiiy towards the base

beneath. Flowers in one or more leafy clusters at the apex of the branches,

from ten to fourteen flowers in a cluster, opening successively from March to

May, and even later ; at first they are rosy purple, but turn pale with age,

sweetly scented, I in. long and wide, covered outside with minute whitish

down. Fruit not seen.

This Daphne, which is one of the most robust and easiest to cultivate of

a difficult class of plants, would appear to be a hybrid of natural origin.

Lindley, who gave an excellent figure of it in Bo^. Reg.^ t. 820, called it

D. collina var. neapolitana. The general opinion now held is that it is a

hybrid ; its parentage is usually given as collina x Cneorum, but I should

rather judge it to be oleoides x Cneorum. It is grown in gardens under a

variety of names, often as D. oleoides. One of the most useful of Daphnes,
and fond of lime in the soil.

D. ODORA, Thunberg.

(D. japonica, Paxton not Siebold.")

An evergreen shrub, 4 to 6 ft. high, with smooth, round, dark branches.

Leaves narrowly oval, li to 3^^ ins. long, ^ to i in. wide
;
pointed and tapered

about equally at both ends, dark green, quite smooth on both surfaces.

Flowers red-purple, very fragrant, produced densely in a terminal head
;

each flower \ in. long, f in. across ; the tube not downy, rich purple ; the

four lobes paler, spreading, ovate. Flower-stalks very short, hairy.

Native of China and Japan ; introduced from the latter country in 1771 ;

hardy in the southern and western counties, but surviving mild winters only

near London. In Devon, Cornwall, and Isle of Wight there are beautiful

bushes of this Daphne in the open air, which commence to flower in mid-

winter and remain so until spring. It is one of the most deliciously fragrant

of evergreens.

Var. ALBA has white flowers.

Var. VARIEGATA has the leaves margined with yellow.

This species does not need a calcareous soil, and can be increased by
layers or cuttings, the latter made of moderately ripened shoots in July. On
its own roots this Daphne is not difficult to cultivate, but in the greater part

of Britain it must be regarded as a greenhouse plant. Often wrongly called

D. indica in gardens.

D. OLEOIDES, Schreber.

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high ; branches leafy, erect, covered when
young with close, dark grey down. Leaves somewhat leathery, stalkless,

oblanceolate, tapering at the base, pointed at the apex
; | to i^ ins. long,

about \ in. wide, dull green above ; silky beneath when young, becoming

nearly smooth with age, rather glaucous ; midrib prominent, temiinating in a

bristle-like tip. Flowers in a terminal cluster of three to eight blossoms, which

are about \ in. long, stalkless, silky hairy outside, varying in colour from

purplish rose to tinted white. Fruit red.

Native of S. Europe, reaching from Spain to Asia Minor and N. Africa.

It is allied to D. collina, but is scarcely so ornamental ; it differs in the more

distinctly and uniformly pointed leaves, which are not so markedly downy
beneath. In gardens the plant grown as D. oleoides is usually D. neapolitana

{.q.v.). The true thing is rare, and not so pretty or good a garden plant.
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D. PETR;1i:A, Leybold.

(D. rupestris, Facchini.')

A tiny evergreen shrub, 3 to 5 ins. high, forming a low tuft of gnarled
twigs. Leaves crowded, hard and leathery, narrowly obovate or oblong,

tapered towards the base,

obtusely pointed or rounded
at the tip, thickened at the

margins, and triangular in

section
; j to ^ in. long, -j^^

to 1^7 in. wide ; not stalked,

dark green. Flowers rich

glowing pink, fragrant, pro-

duced in June in terminal

clusters of about four blos-

soms, the tube of the flower

is slenderly cylindrical and
covered with fine down

;

across the spreading oval

lobes the flower is \ to \ in.

in diameter.

Native of the Southern
Tyrol, and one of the most
delightful of all Alpine
shrubs. It grows naturally

in positions fully exposed
to the sun's rays, often in

crevices of perpendicular
rock. The most successful

cultivator of this Daphne
is Mr Reginald Farrer, who
used to show little bushes
grown in pots at the Temple
Show in London almost
covered with blossom. It

is said to prefer a chalky
soil, well drained and per-

manently moist, but in full

sunshine.

D. PONTICA, Ltnncuus.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1282.)

An evergreen shrub
about 3 ft. high, naked and
tapering to a single stem
at the base, spreading at

the top ; branchlets and
leaves smooth. Leaves
obovate, i to 3 ins. long,

^ to i] ins. wide; stalkless,

tapered to the base, more Daphni pomtica.

abruptly so to the pointed

apex, glossy green. Flowers yellowish green, fragrant, borne during April

in pairs from the axils of bracts at the base of the new shoots, the whole

forming a dense mass of blossom crowned by the tips of the pushing young
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twl^s. Perianth tube ^ in. long, slender ; lobes narrow, pointed, recurved,

Flower-stalk about }. in. loni;-, forking near the top.

Native of Asia Minor ; introduced in 1752. Although the flowers of this

Daphne have no bright colour, they are fragrant and profuse, and the shrub is

a cheerful evergreen. It likes a moist, loamy, or peaty soil in a sheltered,

partially shaded spot. Useful for grouping near woodland walks.

D. RETUSA, He^nsley.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8430 ; D. tangutica, Maxunowicz.")

A low, densely branched, evergreen shrub, of close, neat, sturdy habit

;

young shoots hairy. Leaves leathery, thick, densely arranged towards the

end of the twig ; oval in-

clined to obovate ; i to 2

ins. long, |^ to | in. wide
;

stalkless, the base tapered,

the apex rounded and
notched, margin revolute

;

dark glossy green, smooth.
Flowers produced during
early May in a crowded
cluster 3 ins. across ter-

minating the branch, each
flower borne on a short,

conspicuously brown-felted
stalk; perianth tube
smooth, f in. long ; rosy

purple outside
;
glistening

white, tinged with purple

inside ; lobes ovate, ^ in.

long. Fruit bright red.

Native of W. China
;

discovered by Mr A. E.

Pratt near Tachien-lu, at

13,500 ft. elevation. Intro-

duced from the same spot

by Wilson in 1901. I saw
this delightful little bush
flowering in the Coombe
Wood nursery in April

1909, and it was exquisitely

fragrant, like lilac. The
plant is of compact habit,

and will probably not grow
much more than i to 2 ft.

high. It is apparently
very hardy, and if it can
be propagated in sufficient

quantity will make a valuable addition to cultivated Daphnes. It has some
affinity with D. odora, but is easily distinguished by its thick, much smaller

notched leaves, and the shaggy young shoots and flower-stalks.

Daphne rbtusa.

DAPHNIPHYLLUM. euphorbiace/e.

The two shrubs cultivated in gardens belonging to this genus

are handsome, robust evergreens, with alternate, stout-textured rhodo-
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dendron-like leaves. Flowers unisexual, with the sexes on separate plants,

of no beauty. The males have no petals, very small sepals, but curious,

large, stout anthers. Fruit a roundish or oval drupe. The two following
shrubs will grow in any good soil, and are useful for moist, shady positions.

Propagated by cuttings made of moderately ripened wood in July, and
placed in gentle bottom heat.

D. HUMILE, Maximowicz.

(D. jezoensis, Hort.")

A low, much branched, evergreen bush, apparently H to 2 ft. high, but
much more in width

;
quite smooth in all its parts. Leaves oval or slightly

obovate ; 2 to 5 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide ; tapered at both ends ; dark
shining green above, with a glaucous bloom beneath ; stalk f to ^ in. long.
Flowers not seen. Fruit blue-black, according to wild specimens.

Native of Yezo, Japan, where, according to Sargent, it is a common under-
shrub in the deciduous forests ; introduced by Maries for Messrs \'eitch

about 1879. It is \'txy distinct in habit from D. macropodum
;

plants at
Kew twenty years old are still less than 2 ft. high, but 4 or 5 ft. in diameter.
It does not dislike moderate shade, and would make a useful, low, evergreen
cover where such is required without the annual cropping that shrubs
like laurels and rhododendrons need. It has been known in crardens as
D. jezoiinsis, and also considered a variety of D. macropodum, but I am
unable to distinguish it from Maximowicz's specimen of D. humile preserved
at Kew ; and that is the only species recorded from the Island of Yezo.

D. MACROPODUM, Miqiiel.

An evergreen shrub of bushy, rounded form, at present 8 to 12 ft. high
in this country, and as much or more in diameter

;
young shoots smooth,

glaucous, often reddish. Leaves rhododendron-like, 3 to 8 ins. long, i

to 3^ ins. wide ; oblong or narrowly oval, taper-pointed at the apex, wedge-
shaped at the base, quite smooth ; dark green above, ijlaucous beneath

;

stalk I to li ins. long, stout, often red like the midrib. Flowers small and
inconspicuous, pale green, with a strong pungent odour

;
produced during

late spring from the leaf-axils of the previous year's growth in racemes i in.

long ; bracts and stamens pink. Fruit blue-black, pea-shaped.
Native of Japan ; introduced by Maries for Messrs \'eitch in 1879. A

handsome and vigorous evergreen, becoming in Japan, and perhaps in this

country, eventually a small tree. It is quite hardy, having withstood 30"

of frost at Kew, but nevertheless likes shelter. The. red colouring of the

leaf-stalks, midribs, and young wood adds to its beauty, but is not always
present.

\'ar. VARIEGATA.—Leaves with a broad, irregular margin (sometimes
reaching to the midrib) of creamy white ; not so hardy as the tyj^e.

DAVIDIA INVOLUCRAT.V, /)W//^//. CORNACE.t.

(Bot. Mag., t 8432.)

A deciduous tree reaching a height of 40 to 65 ft. in a wild state, in

habit resembling a lime tree (Tilia)
;
young branches covered more or

less with a glaucous bloom, afterwards turning very dark. Leaves vivid

green, broadly ovate or roundish, 3 to 6 ins. long, and about three-fourths
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as wide, heart-sliapcd at the base, the apex drawn out into a long fine

point ; margins set with coarse triangular teeth ; upper surface furnished

with silky hairs, the lower one felted with a thick grey down ; stalks

slender, i.l to 3 ins. long. About eight pairs of nearly parallel veins

proceed from the midrib at an angle of 45". Flowers produced in May
with the strongly scented young leaves from the buds of the previous year's

shoots; they are crowded in a rounded head about | in. diameter,

borne at the end of a drooping stalk about 3 ins. long; their only

conspicuous features are the long red or white stamens forming a brush-

like mass, and an egg-shaped ovary, with a short six-rayed style and
a ring of abortive stamens at the top. It is not, however, in the flowers

themselves where the remarkable beauty of the Davidia lies, but in two
(rarely three) enormous bracts by which each flower-head is subtended.

These bracts are white or creamy white, hooded, oblong, long-pointed, and
of unequal size, the lower one being the larger, and sometimes nearly

Davidia involdcrata.

6 ins. long and half as wide ; the upper bract is about half the size, and

stands above the flower-head like a canopy. Fruit solitary, pear-shaped,

about I J ins. long and i in. wide, green with a purplish bloom, containing

one hard, ridged nut.

Native of Central and W. China ; first discovered near Moupine in

1869, by the Abbe David, after whom the genus is named, but not

introduced to Europe until 1897, when a parcel of thirty-seven seeds was

sent to Mr Maurice de Vilmorin by Pere Farges. Of this sending only

one seed germinated, and that not until June 1899. The plant grew and

flourished, flowering for the first time at Les Barres in May 1906. This

plant and a few cuttings from it were the only representatives of Davidia

in ICurope until Wilson's first journey in China for Messrs Veitch, 1899-

1902, during which several thousands of seeds were sent home. These

germinated well, and the abundant representation of Davidia in European

gardens became assured. So far as can at present be judged, the Davidia

is absolutely hardy. It starts into growth late, and ripens its shoots in

autumn up to the tip—two valuable attributes in regard to hardiness.
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The winter of 1 908-9, which was the severest since its introduction, and
injured many reputedly hardy plants, did not affect the Davidia to the

extent of a single bud. It appears to thrive best in a loamy soil, and
loves abundant moisture. It can be propagated by cuttings made of

short side twigs when the wood is becoming firm.

As a garden tree the Davidia is one of great promise. It stands

quite apart in its distinct beauty from all other trees that can be

grown in this country. Mr Wilson has many times told me of the

wonderful aspect of the tree as seen in its native wilds, laden from top to

bottom with enormous white bracts. It flowered at Coombe Wood in

May 191 1, and from a spray of the tree the accompanying figure was

made. The leaves were farther advanced than is usual with the tree

when in bloom at home. Davidia stands much apart in the vegetable

kingdom ; its nearest ally is considered to be Nyssa.

There remains to be considered the question as to whether there be

one or more species of Davidia. The original tree discovered by David

had leaves as described above, viz., white-felted beneath. But the trees

introduced by Farges, and later by Wilson, have leaves almost or quite

smooth, and they differ from each other in one having leaves glaucous

beneath, the other yellowish green beneath. On the strength of these

differences Mr L. A. Dode of Paris has founded two additional species:

—

1. D. involucraUi, Baillon.—Leaves whitish, felted beneath (the original type discovered

by David).

2. D. Vilmoriniana, Dode.—Leaves smooth and glaucous beneath (this is the single tree

raised by Mr de Vilmorin from Farges seed).

3. D. Ixta, Dode.—Leaves smooth and yellowish green beneath. (To this belongs the

great number of plants raised by Messrs Veitch from Wilson's first seeds
;
as

stated above, it flowered at Coombe Wood in May 191 1—the stamens white, with

black anthers.)

Whether the distinctions on which Mr Dode's species are founded

will prove to be permanent or not remains to be seen. I do not think

that the differences between Nos. 2 and 3 are sulificient to constitute a

species ; but those between that pair and the original D. involucrata of

David's fmding are certainly very marked. Mr Wilson believes the

hairy- and the smooth-leaved trees to be separate and distinct, and he

considers the former to be the more handsome. He tells me he found

them growing commingled— so they are not geographical varieties.

During his second journey for Messrs Veitch in (Zhina (1903-5), he sent

home seeds from the hairy-leaved tree (the true D. involucrata) gathered

by his own hand, but it is a curious fact that the young trees raised from

them at Coombe Wood at first showed very little of the hairy character of

their parent, but they are becoming conspicuously hairy now. If they

should prove eventually to be distinct, then :

—

D. involucrata (true) will have been first introduced by Wilson in

1905; and
D. Vilmoriniana by Farges in 1897. D. Keta need not be considered

of much importance as apart from Vilmoriniana, but it was introduced by

Wilson in 1901.
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DECAISNEA Fargesii, Franchet. BERBERlDACEyE.

(Bot. Mag., t., 7848.)

Two remarkable Asiatic shrubs constitute the genus Decaisnea, which
is allied to Lardizabala, and is dedicated to Joseph Decaisne. D. Fargesii

is deciduous, 7 to 10 ft. high, consisting of a cluster of erect stems
containing abundant pith and distinct in winter for their large, pointed
buds; young shoots smooth, thick. Leaves pinnate, from 2 to 3 ft. long;
consisting of from 6 J to 12

-J
pairs of leaflets. Leaflets ovate, slender-

pointed, entire, 3 to 6 ins. long, glaucous beneath, smooth or nearly so

;

main-stalk often purplish brown. Flowers produced in a loose drooping
panicle 12 to 18 ins. long terminating the young growths. Each flower

is borne on a slender stalk f in. long, the six sepals (petals absent) being
erect, narrow lanceolate, finely pointed, i to \\ ins. long; yellowish

green, the upper half curving outwards. Fruit dull blue, cylindrical, with
numerous constrictions (torulose), curved, resembling a large caterpillar.

This interesting and striking shrub is a native of the mountains of
W. China, where it was collected and sent to France by the missionary,

Pere Farges, in 1895. Two years later it was sent by Mr Maurice de
Vilmorin to Kew, where it has proved quite hardy, and where it flowers

and produces fruit regularly, but is subject to injury by late spring frosts.

It is a handsome foliage plant. It likes a rich loamy soil, and is

propagated by seeds. From D. insignis, a native of the Himalaya and
probably not hardy, it is quite distinct in its blue fruits, those of D. insignis

being golden yellow. In foliage and flower they are much alike.

DECUMARIA Barbara, LinncBus. saxifragace^.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, Oct. 9. 1909—supplement.)

A climbing, deciduous shrub ascending the trunks of trees in a wild
state ; stems round, slightly downy when young, forming aerial roots like

an ivy
; buds hairy. Leaves opposite, oval or ovate, tapering at both

ends, short-pointed; 3 to 5 ins. long, i\ to 3 ins. wide; quite smooth on
both surfaces, or slightly hairy beneath when young, shallowly toothed
towards the apex, often entire ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers white,

produced in June and July in an erect terminal corymb 2 to 3 ins. long
and wide. The individual flower is small, \ in. across, with seven to ten
narrow oblong petals, alternating with a similar number of calyx teeth

;

stamens twenty to thirty. Fruit urn-shaped, \ in. long, the lower part
prettily striped with numerous whitish ridges, upper part smooth,
tapering.

Native of the south-eastern United States; introduced in 1785, but an
uncommon plant in gardens owing to its tenderness. It thrives in the
south-western counties of England and Ireland, but elsewhere should be
grown on a sheltered wall. It can be increa.scd by cuttings of firm shoots.
Its nearest allies are the climbing Hydrangeas and Schizoj)hragmas, from
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which it is quite distinct in the always perfect flowers, and more numerous
petals and stamens.

D. SINENSIS, Oliver^ discovered by Henry on the cliffs of the Yangtze-
Kiang gorge, near Ichang, China, has smaller obovate leaves and waxy white

fragrant flowers. It is probably not in cultivation, and may not be hardy.

DENDROMECON RIGIDUM, Bentham. papaverace.^.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5134.)

A shrub from 2 to 10 ft. high in a wild state ; the branchlets half-

woody, slender, smooth, glaucous. Leaves thickish, ovate or narrow

lanceolate, pointed, i to 3 ins. long, glaucous, nearly or quite stalkless.

Flowers poppy-like, bright yellow, 2 to 3 ins. diameter, borne singly on

stalks i^ to 3 ins. long, fragrant. Petals four; calyx of two sepals ; stamens

numerous.
Native of California, where it was discovered by David Douglas on

dry rocky hills. First introduced by W. Lobb about 1854, this beautiful

plant has from time to time disappeared and been reintroduced. It is

undoubtedly tender, but thrives at Kew at the foot of a sunny wall until

a winter like that of 1908-9 kills it. It is allied to Romneya, but differs

in the entire leaves and yellow flowers. It needs the sunniest position

available, and the soil should be of a loamy character, lightened by the

addition of sand, and especially mortar rubble, well drained. Propagated

by cuttings made of well-ripened, firm summer shoots ; the cuttings should

consist of three joints, and be placed singly in small "thumb" pots in

moderate heat in very sandy soil. A plant in the garden of Capt. Riall

at Old Conna Hill, near Bray, in Ireland, covers a wall to the height of

12 ft. Its main stem is 6 ins. thick, and the plant is always more or less

in bloom.

DESFOXTAIXEA SPINOSA, Ruiz aftd Pavon. LOGANIACE.E.

(Bot. Mag., t.4781.)

An evergreen shrub, 10 ft. or more high in favourable localities,

branches covered with pale, smooth, shining bark. Leaves very like those

of a holly, but opposite; 1 to 2\ ins. long, J to ih ins. wide; oval or

ovate in the main, but armed at the edges with sharp triangular spines

J to .'{ in. long ; shining dark green, smooth ; stalk \ in. long. Flowers

solitary on stalks J to h in. long, produced from July until late autumn.

Corolla funnel-shaped,' I i ins. long, ^, in. wide at the mouth, crimson

scarlet, with five rounded, yellow, shallow lobes ;
calyx green, with five

oblong lobes \ in. long, edged with hairs; anthers five, with scarcely any

stalk, attached at the base of th6 corolla lol)es.

Native of Chili, Peru, etc.; introduced by W. Lobb about 1S43. It

is not hardy near London, but appears to find its most congenial

conditions in the west of Scotland, thriving also in other places on our

western seaboard, and in Ireland. It bears fruit about the size of a

cherry, containing numerous small black seeds, which afl'ord the best
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means of increase. Few shrubs produce a more gorgeous display than

this when laden with scarlet and yellow flowers.

DESiMODIUM TILLKFOLIUM, Don. LEGUMINOS/E.

A semi-woody plant, which sends up annually from a woody root-stock

a number of erect stems 2 to 4 ft. high, more or less downy. Leaves

trifoliolate, with a main-stalk 2 to 3 ins. long. Leaflets nearly smooth on
both sides, or very downy beneath, the end one larger than the others,

broadly obovate; 2 to 4 ins. long, \\ to 3 ins. wide; the side leaflets half

to two-thirds as large, and broadly ovate. Panicles terminal, 8 to 12 ins.

high, the lower sections borne in the uppermost leaf-axils. Flowers \ in.

long, varying from pale lilac to dark pink, borne on a slender stalk not

quite so long as itself. Calyx ^o i"- wide, hairy, with broad shallow teeth.

Pod 2 to 3 ins. long, \ in. wide ; six- to nine-jointed, with the scalloping on
the upper side characteristic of the genus.

Native of the Himalaya at 9000 ft. ; the specimens now at Kew were

raised from seed obtained from Kashmir in 1879. It flowers from

August to October, but needs a hot summer to bring out its best qualities.

In cold, wet seasons the flowers do not open at all. Propagated by

division of the root-stock in spring. The late Sir Henry Collett called

this a "protean plant"; the form in cultivation is one whose leaves are

not very downy.
Desmodium is a genus of well over one hundred species, many of which

are tropical, others herbaceous. Not one cultivated species that is hardy

can be termed a pure shrub, as the stems die back to ground-level every

year. The genus is allied to, and has some similarity to, Lespedeza,

but the rounded, one-seeded pods of the latter clearly distinguish it from

Desmodium.

DEUTZIA. SAXIFRAGACE/E.

An Asiatic group of deciduous shrubs allied to Philadelphus, but very

distinct from that genus in having ten stamens with winged stalks, often

toothed or forked at the top ; in the starry hairs or scurf with which most
parts of the plants are furnished ; and in five (instead of four) petals and
calyx-lobes. Leaves opposite. Flowers either in racemes, as in gracilis

and scabra, or in corymbose panicles.

The Deutzias are some of the most beautiful shrubs flowering in June.
Nearly all the species mentioned in the following descriptive notes are

quite winter-hardy ; but, unfortunately, they are easily excited into growth
by unseasonable warmth in the early spring months, and are often,

especially in low-lying districts, injured and their crop of flowers ruined
by late frosts. In elevated gardens they usually escape. They like a

good loamy soil and plenty of moisture. The only pruning required is

an occasional (say biennial) thinning out of the old worn-out branches.
As they flower on the shoots made the previous year, no shortening back
can be done except at the loss of bloom. They are very easily propagated
by cuttings of half-ripened wood placed in gentle bottom heat about the

end of June or later.
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D. COM PACTA, Craib.

A deciduous shrub whose young shoots are at first clothed with close

stellate down, becoming smooth and brown the second year. Leaves
lanceolate to oval-lanceolate, mostly rounded at the base, the apex long and
tapered; minutely toothed; up to 2^ ins. long by i in. wide on the sterile

shoots, much smaller on the short flowering ones; the upper surface dull dark
green, furnished with appressed, stellate, mostly four- or five-rayed hairs;

grey-green beneath, with more minute and more numerous stellate hairs (only
visible with a lens); veins in five to seven pairs; leaf-stalks ^ to \ in long.

Flowers borne during July at the end of leafy twigs about 3 ins. long
numerously, in compact corymbose panicles 2 ins. across. Flowers white, -3 in.

wide, closely packed; petals roundish; calyx bell-shaped at the base, the

lobes broadly ovate; flower-stalks stellately hairy.

Native of China; introduced by Mr Maurice de Vilmorin, and distributed

by him under the number 4277. It flowered for the first time at Kew and
Glasnevin in July 191 3. It is distinct in its small, densely clustered blossoms.

D. CORVMBOSA, R. Brown.

A deciduous shrub up to 9 ft. high, of vigorous habit ; bark bright brown,

peeling off in rolls
;
young shoots sprinkled when quite young with tiny

stellate hairs, becoming smooth. Leaves ovate, with a long tapered point

and a rounded or broadly tapered base, finely toothed, 2 to 5 ins. long, i to i\
ins. wide, green on both sides. To all appearance smooth, they are, especially

when young, really furnished with minute starry scales, only visible under the

lens. Flowers crowded in a cor>''mb or broad panicle, 2 to 3 ins. across ; each
flower f in. in diameter. Petals pure white, roundish ovate, overlapping

;

styles rather longer than the stamens ; anthers large and conspicuously yellow,

wings of the stamens toothed. Calyx-lobes broadly triangular, smooth except

for embedded starry scales.

Introduced from the Himalaya in 1830. The flowers have a charming
hawthorn-like scent, and form compact, full clusters. The anthers, through

their size and colour, give a yellowish tinge to the inflorescence. A distinct

and fine species, the year-old branches forming large pyramidal panicles in

June.

D. DISCOLOR, Hemsley.

A shrub 5 or 6 ft high, young shoots scurfy, ultimately pale greyish brown,

smooth, and with peeling bark. Leaves of thinnish texture, narrowly ovate-

oblong ; lA to 4^ ins. lo!ig, ^ to li ins. wide ; dull green, with starlike hairs

above, grey beneath, and furnished with very minute, stellate scurf ; rounded or

broadly tapered at the base, slender-pointed or sometimes acute. Flowers in

corymbs 3 ins. across ; each flower \ to i in. wide, the best forms very showy,

varying in colour from white to pink. Calyx and flower-stalks scurfy.

Native of Central and W. China. The best form of this species is var.

MAJOR, which has white or faintly rose-tinted flowers i in. across, produced

in long arching sprays. It was introduced by Wilson for Messrs X'eitch in

1901. (Fig., p. 482.) The distinctions between this species and D. longifolia

are pointed out under the latter.

D. GRACILIS, Sicbold.

\ deciduous, erect-growing shrub up to 4 ft. high ; young shoots soon

quite bmooth. Leaves lanceolate, tapered or rounded at the base, long and

2 II
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slenderly pointed, rather coarsely and unequally toothed ; i to 3 ins. long,

^ to § in. wide ; deep green. Seen under the lense the upper surface shows

numerous star-shaped depressions in which are embedded minute, star-shaped

hairs. Flowers pure white, f to i^ in. across, produced in erect racemes or

panicles li to 3 ins. long. Petals obovate, rounded at the apex ; styles

distinctly longer than the stamens ; calyx slightly scaly, with small, triangular,

greenish white lobes. Flower-stalks smooth.

Native of Japan ; introduced about 1840. Well known for forcing early

into blossom for conservatory decoration, this species is also very handsome

Deutzia UI8COLOK var. major.

out-of-doors where the climate suits it. It is quite hardy, but in low-lying
districts is very frequently injured by late frosts.

Var. AUREA has yellow leaves ; var. marmorata has mottled ones.
Mr Lemoine of Nancy has raised some beautiful hybrids by crossing this

with purpurascens and other species. Some of the best are :—
CamI'ANULATA.—Flowers large, white, open bell-shaped ; the stalks almost

black.

Carminka, KXIMIA, RO.si:.\, all have flowers white inside, soft rose outside,
the buds rich carmine

; vtNUSTA has large white flowers, with the petals
frilled at the edges.
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All these forms are exceedingly beautiful at their best, and quite hardy.
Provided they escape late frosts, they produce slender columnar masses of
blossom I to 2 ft. long, composed of racemes terminating short side twigs
from the previous year's growths. Half in flower, half in bud, they are
exquisite.

D. LEMOIXEI, Hort.

A hybrid between D. gracilis and D. parviflora, raised by Mr Lemoine of
Nancy. It is an erect shrub up to 7 or 8 ft. high, with smooth young shoots,
and lanceolate leaves, li to 4 ins. long, ^ to \\ ins. wide, sharply toothed,
long-pointed; the upper surface has minute star-like hairs, beneath it is almost
smooth. Flowers pure white, f in. across, produced in erect corymbs. For
forcing into flower early this is a very valuable shrub, more beautiful and
effective than gracilis, and in that state is very popular at spring flower
shows. Out-of-doors, at least in low-lying localities, it rarely has a chance to

do itself justice, owing to the destruction of its flower-buds by unseasonable
frosts. 'Its natural flowering time is May and June.

D. LONGIFOLIA, Franchet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8493.)

A deciduous shrub 4 to 6 ft. high
;
young shoots sparsely scurfy ; after-

wards smooth, bright brown, peeling. Leaves narrowly oval-lanceolate,

rounded or tapered at the base, slender-pointed, finely toothed ; i^ to 5 ins.

long, ^ to I in. wide ; upper surface dull greyish green, sprinkled 'with pale,

flat, usually five- or six-rayed, stellate hairs ; under-surface greyish white,

covered with a close felt-like layer of many-rayed stellate scales, the midrib
and chief veins furnished on each side with few to many white simple hairs.

Flowers in corymbose panicles, 2 to 3 ins. long and wide, produced in June at

the end of short two- to six-leaved twigs ; each flower is about i in. across,

rich purplish rose, paling at the margins of the petals. The wings of the inner

stamens are deeply bilobed at the top, the anthers set in the notch ; calyx-lobes

linear-oblong, persistent, covered like the calyx-tube and flower-stalks with

pale starry scurf. Fruit \ in. across.

Native of VV. China ; introduced by Wilson in 1903. This is one of the

finest of the Chinese Dcutzias, both in size of flower and richness of tint.

It is closely allied to D. discolor, but is distinguished by the longer, narrower
leaves, more distinctly veined beneath, and especially, by the simple hairs

along the midrib—absent in discolor ; the wings of the inner stamens are

deeply bilobed in discolor, but the lobes do not reach up to or above the anther
as in longifolia.

Var. Veitchii is a form with larger and more striking flowers.

D. MOLLIS, Duthie.

A deciduous shrub, 5 or 6 ft. high, with reddish brown, hairy young
shoots. Leaves lanceolate, oval, or broadly ovate ; 2 to 4A ins. long, ^' to 2\ ins.

wide, shortly or slenderly pointed, rounded or tapered' at the base ; finely

toothed, dull green and rough with stellate hairs above, grey and thickly

felled with soft down beneath. Flowers white, \ in. across, produced
during June in dense corymbs 2 to 3 ins. in diameter. Petals rounded

;

wings of stamens tapered from the base to the top. and quite entire ; calyx-

lobes very short, broad, and reflexed. Flower-stalks and calyx densely
covered with short hairs and starr>' scales.
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Native of Hupch, China ; discovered by Wilson, and introduced by him
in 1901. It is very distinct from the older Deutzias in the thick down
beneath the leaves,' and in the tapering filaments. It flowers in June, but

has not yet made a great display.

Dbutzia mollis.

D. PARVIFLORA, Bunge.

A shrub of erect habit up to 6 ft. high
;
young wood smooth, pale brown

;

bark peeling the second year. Leaves ovate-lanceolate or ovate, with a
usually short, slender point, tapered at the base, sharply toothed ; H to 4 ins.

long, ^ to i| ins. wide; dull green and sprinkled over with minute starry

down above
;

paler, glossy green, and almost smooth beneath. Flowers
white, \ in. across, produced in corymbs 2 or 3 ins. across. Wings of stamens
variable, sometimes none, sometimes a proportion toothed.

Native of China, Manchuria, and Corea, where it may be said to represent
D. corymbosa, to which species it is most nearly allied in botanical characters,
hut distinct in its smaller leaves with more open teeth and fewer-rayed (four to

nine) hairs. In low-lying districts it is of little value owing to its susceptibility

to injury by late frosts, but pretty in continental gardens, where it is not
excited so early into growth as with us.
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D. PURrURASCENS, ReJidcr.

(D. discolor var. purpurascens, Franchet; Bot. Mag., t. 770S.)

A shrub 6 or 7 ft. high ; shoots pale brown, rather scurfy when quite young".

Leaves ovate or ovate-lanceolate, 2 to 4 ins. long, | to i| ins. wide, broadly
tapered or rounded at the base, slender-pointed, toothed, scurfy, with starry

minute scales on both surfaces, especially above ; stalk \ to § in. long.

Coiymbs rounded, li to 2 ins. across, expanding in early June ; flowers

\ in. across, white suffused with purple on the outside
;
petals roundish ovate,

scurfy outside except at the margins. The five longer stamens have the
apex of the wings forked so that each fork stands above the anther, the
five smaller ones have the apex undivided and the anther attached below
it on the inner side ; calyx with linear-lanceolate lobes, and, like the flower-

stalk, covered with starry scurf.

Native of Yunnan ; discovered by the Abbe Delavay, and sent by him to

Mr de Vilmorin in 1888. It is allied to discolor, but as indicated by
Mr Rehder is distinguished by the scales on the leaves being only five- to

seven-rayed (half as many as in D. discolor), and by the wings of the
filaments being extended above the anthers. A very handsome shrub and a
parent of several beautiful hybrids, among which is D. KALMi^tFLORA (whose
pollen parent is D. parviflora) ; this was raised by Lemoine and distributed
in 1900; its flowers are pale rose inside, deeper outside.

D. REFLEXA, Duthie.

A shrub 3 ft. or more high
;
young shoots smooth. Leaves oval-lanceolate,

tapered at the base, slenderly pointed ; 2 to 4 ins. long, ^ to i in. wide
;

upper surface beset with rather scattered starry scales, the lower one grey,

densely clothed with much smaller scales, and furnished with simple hairs

along the chief veins. Flowers pure white, produced in May and early

June in dense, rounded, cor}'mbose panicles about 2 ins. across. Petals .'j

in. long, reflexed at the margins ; wings of the stamens distinctly bilobed
at the top ; calyx-lobes narrow- oblong, persistent ; calyx and flower-stalks

scaly.

Native of Central China ; discovered and introduced by Wilson in 1901.

I have only seen it in flower at Coombe Wood, where it is very pretty about
the beginning of June, the previous yeaHs stems being then loaded with the
numerous flower clusters. It is allied to D. Vilmorinre, and has the same
fringe of simple hairs along the midrib and veins, but the flower-stalks are
shorter, the mflorescence more crowded, the flowers smaller ; the reflexed

margins of the petals are also veiy distinctive.

D. SCABRA, TJiiutberg.

(D. crenata, Siehold.')

A deciduous shrub up to 10 ft. high ; branches erect, covered with brown
peeling bark

;
young shoots smooth or slightly rough. Leaves ovate to

ovate-lanceolate, the larger ones of the barren shoots rounded or heart-

shaped at the base, slender-pointed, up to 4 ins. long by nearly 2 ins. wide
;

the smaller ones and those of the flowering twigs tapered at the base,

all stellately scurfy on both sides ; the marginal teeth are small and fine,

standing uj)wards rather than outwards from the margin. Panicles erect,

cylindrical, 3 to 6 ins. long, terminating short leafy lateral twigs. Flowers
pure while or tinged with pink outside, A to \ in. long and wide

;
petals
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nearly erect, oblong^, pointed ; style about as lon*^ as ilio jictals, calyx-lobes

deciduous, covered with starlike scales ; the lobes triangular ; win»;s of

stamens with two distinct shoulders below the anthers. Flowers in late June.
\'ar. FI.ORK PLENO includes several forms with double flowers i in. across,

composed of numerous petals narrower than in the type. One of the best is

distinguished as Fl.. PL. ROSEO, the outer petals being" suffused with rosy

purple. "Pride of Rochester" is very similar. Van candidissima has
pure white flowers, and so has var. Wellsii, but they are rather smaller.

\'ar. PUNCTATA has single pure white flowers, but the leaves are strikingly

marbled with white and two or three shades of green. It is a rather pretty

variegated shrub, but apt to revert to the ordinary green state.

\'ar. Watereri.—Flowers i in. across, single
;
petals rosy outside.

Native of Japan and China ; introduced in 1822. This is undoubtedly the

best and most reliable of Deutzias in this country. It usually escapes
damage by late frosts, and produces its showy erect panicles in great

profusion. Strong branches will, in their second year, become transformed
into pyramidal masses of bloom 2 ft. long. The double-flowered and rosy

forms are excellent shrubs. The species is confused with D. Sieboldiana

[g.v.)

D. SETCHUENENSIS, Franchet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8255.)

A shrub up to 6 ft. high, of graceful habit
;
young shoots scurfy, rather rough,

glossy the first year, brown the second year, finally peeling. Leaves oval-

lanceolate, rounded at the base, taper-pointed, finely toothed ; i^ to 4^ ins.

long, ^ to li ins. wide ; dull green and rough, with minute stariy hairs above,

grey and more densely covered with similar down beneath ; stalk \ to % in.

long. Flowers white, about f in. across, produced in May and June in

corymbs 3 or 4 ins. across. Petals ovate, clothed with minute starry down
outside ; calyx-lobes triangular, persistent, they and the flower-stalks grey-

felted. The wings of the longer stamens terminate at the top in two
prominent teeth ; the smaller stamens have several smaller teeth.

Native of China, in Szechuen and Hupeh ; introduced to France in 1895.

The plant described above was subsequently put in commerce by Lemoine as

cor>'mbiflora (see Gardener^ Chro?iicle, 1898, ii., p. 295). According to

Rehder, who distinguishes it as D. setchuenensis var. corymbiflora, it differs

slightly from the type in the character of the pubescence, and in length of

flower-stalk. It is a beautiful shrub, but unfortunately spring-tender in our
climate.

D. MVRIANTHA, Lemoine^ is a beautiful hybrid between the above and
D. parviflora. Flowers pure white, very numerous in large corymbs, hardier
than I), setchuenensis.

D. Sieboldiana, Maximowicz.

(D. scabra, Siebold and Zuccarini^ not of T/iunberg.")

A deciduous shrub of bushy, rather lax habit, 3 or 4 ft. high
;
young shoots

covered with scurfy stellate down. Leaves ovate or oval ; i| to 3 ins. long
on the barren shoots, f to \\ ins. wide ; rounded, heart-shaped, or tapered at

the base, pointed, sharply and irregularly toothed ; dull green, stellately hairy

on both surfaces, the hairs with three to five rays ; veins prominent beneath
;

stalk \ in. or less long. Leaves of the flowering twigs smaller and compara-
tively broader ; often scarcely stalked. Flowers pure white, ^ in. diameter,
produced during early June in cor>'mbose-paniculatc clusters i to 2 ins. long,

terminating short lateral twigs which carry one or two pairs of leaves. Petals
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ovate ; style rather longer than the stamens, whose wings taper towards the
anthers ; calyx felted, the lobes broadly triangular, persistent. Flower-stalks
rough with bristles and stellate down.

Native of Japan ; and an elegant although not showy shrub. In regard to

nomenclature, it is much confused with D. scabra, Thiinbcrg^ and has even
been called "scabra vera." The confusion appears to have originated with
Siebold and Zuccarini in 1835. It is a much smaller shrul^ than D. scabra
(the common Deutzia of gardens), diftcring in the shape of the inflorescence,
in having persistent calyx-lobes, and in the tapered wings of the stamens.

Deutzia Sieboldiana.

D. STAMINKA, A'. Brown.

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 5 ft. high ; shoots rough when young with starlikc

scales. Leaves ovate, with long slender points, and a rounded or tapered

base, unequally toothed ; dull green and rough above, grey beneath, and
thickly covered with minute starr>' scales ; i to 2A ins. long, i to lA ins. wide.

I'lowers in short racemes or corymbs 2 ins. wide
;
petals ^ to A in. long,

downy ; wings of stamens toothed ; calyx grey with stellate scales, its lobes

narrow, pointed.

Native of the Himalaya; tender in this countr>'. At Kew it is cut down
to the ground almost every year, and its flowers consequently are not often

seen. The form in cultivation, sometimes grown as canescens or lirunoniana,

has more broadly ovate, longer-pointed leaves than are typical.
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D. ViLMORlN/E, Lcvwine.

A vigorous shrub of erect habit, up to 8 ft. or perhaps more hij^h
;
young-

shoots shghtly rough with scurfy stellate hairs at first, becoming brown and
shining-. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, rounded or broadly tapered at the base,

slenderly pointed, sharply toothed, 2 to 5^ ins. long, § to 2 ins. wide ; dark
dull green and rough with stellate hairs above, grey and covered with a close

felt of starr)^ down beneath ; also with simple hairs at the sides of the midrib

and veins ; stalk \ to \ in. long, flowers in broad corymbose panicles up to

3 ins. long, white, i in. across. Petals ovate with the edges upturned ; wings
of stamens dilating upwards to about midway, then narrowing, awl-like, to

the anthers. Calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate, reflexed, covered like the flower-

stalk with grey scurf, persistent. Fruits hemispherical, f in. across.

Native of Szechuen, China ; sent to Mr Maurice de Vilmorin at Les Barres

by the Abbe Farge in 1897 ; introduced to England in 1905. Next to

D. scabra this species, I think, promises to be the most valuable of Deutzias.

It is a rapid grower, and its fine flowers escape damage by late frosts better

than those of most Deutzias do, and usually make a good display. It was
named after the late Madame de Vilmorin of Les Barres. Allied to D. dis-

color.

D. Wilson I, Duthie.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8083.)

A shrub 4 to 6 ft. high, whose young branches are slightly scurfy at first,

soon becoming dark reddish brown ; the bark peeling. Leaves 2 to 5 ins. long,

^ to ir, ins. wide ; ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, tapered or rounded at

the base, acute or acuminate ; rough, with four- or five-rayed stellate hairs

above, dark dull green
;
grey beneath, and covered with minute stellate scurf,

and furnished also with pale bristle-like simple hairs, especially along the

midrib and veins. Flowers in corymbose panicles ; each flower nearly

I in. across, white ; longer stamens with tapered wings, shorter ones
toothed.

Native of W. and Central China ; discovered and introduced by Wilson
about 1901. It is a handsome shrub of the discolor group, but distinct in the

hairiness of the lower surface of the leaves, suggesting D. mollis when young.

DIERVILLA. CAPRIFOLIACE^..

A genus of deciduous shrubs, closely allied to the honeysuckles,

but distinguished by having dry, cylindrical seed-vessels (capsules).

Leaves opposite, either shortly or not at all stalked. Flowers often three

on a stalk, the corolla funnel- or bell-shaped at the base, five-lobed at the

mouth. Calyx five-lobed, persistent. Seeds numerous.
The Diervillas are found in Eastern N. America and in N. Asia,

especially in Japan and China. The Asiatic species \vere at one time

kept apart as Weigela, and they are not only much more beautiful

than the American ones (or true Diervillas), but are well distinguished

in various ways. The shoots of the current year are barren, the flowers

being borne on short lateral twigs on the year-old l^ranches, whilst in the

American species they come at the end of the current season's shoots

;

the corolla of the Asiatic species is regular or nearly so ; in the American
ones it is two-lipped. There are few more beautiful summer-flowering
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shrubs than the Asiatic Diervillas. The first of them, I), florida (or

Wiegela rosea), was introduced in 1845. Afterwards other species were
introduced and hybridising was commenced, with the result that a very

fine race of garden varieties has been produced showing great variety of

colour, from white and yellowish white to deep rose and blood-red.

These now surpass the original species in effectiveness, and the latter

are becoming scarce. The separation and identification of some of the

Asiatic species is not easy. D. ^Middendorlfiana, however, is readily

distinguished by its yellow flowers and two-lipped calyx; 1). floribunda,

by its crimson or blood-red flowers; I), praicox, by its early flowering.

The three others may be differentiated as follows :

—

D. floriiia.—Lobes of calyx lanceolate, penetrating only half or about half its length
;

stigma bilobed ; seeds not winged.
D. japonica.—Lobes of calyx narrow linear, extending to the base

; seeds winged ; leaves

very downy ; calyx and corolla more or less so.

D. grandijlora.— Lobes of calyx as in japonica ; leaves downy chiefly on the midrib and
veins beneath ; corolla smooth ; ailyx fringed on the margin.

The Diervillas are easily cultivated, and there are only two, I).

Middendorffiana and D. japonica hortensis, that show any indication of

tenderness. Being gross feeders they need a rich, moist, loamy soil.

They are very easily increased by cuttings of half-ripened growths. The
Asiatic species should be pruned as soon as the flowers are past, by
entirely removing the old shoots that have flowered— a process of

thinning—leaving the young shoots of the year untouched, to produce
their crop the following year. The American species, D. Lonicera,

sessilifolia, and rivularis, may be pruned back in spring before growth

commences.
The garden varieties are too numerous to mention, but besides

those alluded to under their respective species, the following may be

recommended :

—

Abel Carriere.—Flowers rose-carmine, changing to red
;
yellow in the

throat. A very vigorous and ornamental shrub.

Conqiii'te.—Flowers large, deep pink.

E. Andre.— Flowers very dark brownish crimson. One of the

floribunda group.

Gratiewegeni.—Flowers deep rose outside, pale within, with yellowish

lines.

Madame Lemoine.—Flowers white, changing to deep blush.

In several Diervillas the flowers open pale and deepen in colour later,

so that various shades are seen on the same plant simultaneously.

D. FLORIBUNDA, Siebold.

A shrub 4 to 8 ft. high, with slender, supple branches clothed with soft

hairs. Leaves ovate or oval with long, tapering points, wedge-shaped at the

base; 3 or 4 ins. long, and about half as wide on the long, barren, first-year

shoots, considerably smaller on the lateral flowering twigs ; toothed, downy
on both surfaces, especially beneath. Flowers produced during June in

corymbs terminating, and in the leaf-axils of, the short side twigs. Corolla
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funnel-shaped, i in. lonq, with five spreading lobes at the mouth, where it is

^ in. across, downy outside ; of a dark, almost blood-red. Calyx h in. long,
consisting of a tube and five narrow linear lobes, hairy. Seed-vessel
cylindrical, narrow, downy.

Native of the mountains of

Japan ; introduced to Europe
about i860. The typical D.
floribunda is now very rare in

cultivation, but it is the species
whose characteristics and
colour of flower are dominant
in the dark crimson-flowered
garden varieties like Laval-
LEi, LowEi, and Eva Rathke.
Although the flowers are
smaller than in other Asiatic

species, their splendid colour-

ing makes this species and its

group of varieties inferior to

none.

Van VERSICOLOR is figured

by Siebold and Zuccarini in the
Flora Japonica^ t. 33. It is

said to have flowers at first

whitish, reddening with age.

D. FLORIDA, Siebold.

(Weigela rosea, Lindley, Bot. Mag.,
t. 4396 ; W. amabilis of gardens.)

A shrub 6 or 7 ft. high, of

spreading habit and arching
branches

;
young shoots with

two lines of short hairs. Leaves
oval or oval-lanceolate, long-

pointed, toothed except at the

base, felted on the midrib be-

neath ; 2 to 4^ ins. long, | to i^

ins. wide ; very shortly stalked. Flowers often in terminal threes or fours on
short lateral twigs. Corolla funnel-shaped, ij ins. long, with five spreading
rounded lobes at the mouth, where it is as much in diameter ; deep rose
on the outside, paler and becoming almost white within ; stigma bilobed.

Calyx with five slender, erect lobes \ to ^ in. long, awl-shaped, nearly smooth
;

ovary downy.
Native of China ; introduced for the Horticultural Society by Fortune in

1845. It is perhaps the commonest of Diervillas, being usually known by
Lindley's name of Wiegela rosea ; it is one of the parents of many of the fine

garden varieties. Blossoms in May and June.

Var. CANDIDA.—Flowers pure white. A hardier white variety and more
serviceable in gardens than D. japonica hortensis.

Var. LOOVMANSI aurea.— Leaves yellow
;
perhaps of hybrid origin.

Var. VARIEGATA.— A good variegated shrub; leaves edged with pale
yellow ; flowers deep rose. A form of this, NANA, is dwarf and has the leaves
edged with creamy white. Flowers very pale rose.

DlKBVII.LA FLORIBUNDA.
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D. GRANDIFLORA, Sicbold.

(D. coroeensis, De Candollf.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 to lo ft. high
;
young branchlcts smooth. Leaves

3 to 5 ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide ; oval or obovate, with a long, abrupt point,

nearly or quite smooth above, hair>' on the midrib and chief veins below
;

stalks J to I in. long, bristly. Flowers produced during June in cor}'mbs
usually of threes, terminating short lateral twigs. Corolla bell-shaped, al^ruptly

narrowed near the base ; i to ij ins. long, | in. across at the five-lobed mouth,
not downy

;
pale rose at first, changing to camiine. Calyx with five narrow,

linear lobes \ in. long ; ovar)' smooth.
Native of Japan, but not, according to Siebold, of Corea, as the name

coracensis implies. The distinguishing characters from D. florida are the

linear calyx-lobes reaching to the base, the longer-stalked leaves, and the

smooth ovary. It is a very free-flowering, handsome shrulj.

DiERVII-LA FLORIDA VARIEOATA.

D. JAPONICA, De Candollc.

(Weigela japonica, Thitnberg.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high
;
young shoots nearly smooth. Leaves

oval or ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, about half as wide ; toothed, long and taper-

pointed, densely felted with pale down beneath ; slightly hairy above
;
stalk

1 in. or less long, l)ristly on the edges. Flowers mostly in threes, terrninal and

m the leaf-axils of short side twigs, forming a leafy panicle 3 to 5 ins. long.

Corolla between funnel- and bell-shaped, i to i| ins. long, less in width,

rather downy outside
;
pale rose at first, changing to carmine. Calyx-lo!)cs

linear, more or less downy.
Native of Japan and China. It is allied in l^otanical characters to

D. floribunda, having the corolla downy outside, and the calyx-lobes slender

and downy ; but the corolla is much larger and differs in colour very much
from the almost blood-red one of D. floribunda. The garden varieties with

leaves more or less felted beneath, derive that character from this species.

Van HORTKNSIS, Rehder (D. hortensis, Siebolif).—V\o\\QX'i> white ; leaves

nearly white with down beneath. Not so hardy and vigorous as tin- type.

Var. NIVKA has purer white flowers.
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D. LONICERA, Miller.

(D. canadensis, Willdeumv ; D. humilis, Persoon ; Bot. Mag., t. 1796.)

A spreading, suckering- shrulj, 2 to 4 ft. high
;
young wood smooth. Leaves

oval or ovate-oblong, taper-pointed, usually heart-shaped at the base on
strong shoots, taperirg on weak shoots ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i to 2^ ins. wide,

evenly toothed, quite smooth on both surfaces, hairy on the margin when
quite young ; stalk \ in. or less long. Cymes few-flowered, axillary and
terminal, produced in June and July on the current season's shoots, the

terminal ones three- or five-flowered ; axillary flowers often solitary. Corolla

yellow, becoming deeper with age, funnel-shaped, the tube \ '"• l^^i'^K* wider
across the five narrow lobes. Calyx smooth, with five erect, awl-shaped lobes.

Style and stamens hairy below.

Native of Eastern N. America, from Newfoundland to the S. United
States. First brought to Europe by Dr Dierville, a French surgeon, after

whom the genus is named; introduced to England in 1739. It is the least

ornamental of cultivated Diervillas, and rarely seen outside botanic gardens.

D. MiDDENDORFIANA, Carriere.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7876.)

A shrub 3 or 4 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth except for two downy ridges.

Leaves 2 or 3 ins. long, i to i^ ins. wide ; ovate-lanceolate, toothed, wrinkled,

slightly hairy on the margins and on the chief veins when young only
;

stalk i in. or less long. Flowers in a terminal cymose cluster. Corolla

bell-shaped, sulphur-yellow, stained with orange on the lower lobes ; \\ ins.

long, I in. wide across the mouth, where are five spreading lobes. Calyx
two-lipped ; the upper lip with three narrow lobes, the lower one with two
broader, deeper ones ; all fringed with short bristles. Flowers in April

and May.
Native of N. China, Manchuria, and Japan ; introduced to Europe in 1850.

A beautiful shrub, very distinct in its yellow blossoms and curious two-lipped
calyx. It does not thrive well generally in cultivation, suffering very much
from late spring frosts.

D. PRECOX, Lenioine.

This Diervilla was put in cultivation by Mr Lemoine of Nancy in 1894.
He had previously obtained it from Japan, and if not a true species it may
be a hybrid or variety raised in that country. It flowers in the first week
of May—three or four weeks in advance of its nearest allies. It is a vigorous
grower, the leaves of the young shoots 5 ins. long and nearly half as
wide, hairy, especially beneath. Flowers large, \\ ins. long, rose-coloured,
yellow in the throat, produced in cymes of three or five. The calyx resembles
that of D. florida in lobing, but is very hairy. The young stems, on the
other hand, are quite smooth. Except that the flowers are rather subject
to damage by late frost, this shrub is quite a desirable one.

D. SESSILIFOLIA, Buckley.

A deciduous shrub of somewhat tufted habit, 2 to 3 ft. high, with four-

angled young branches which are downy only on the corners. Leaves ovate-
lanceolate, 2i to 7 ins. long, half as wide ; sharp-toothed, rounded, or
heart-shaped at the base, taper-pointed, smooth except on the midrib above,
slalkless. Flowers much crowded in terminal cymose clusters up to 3 ins,

across, or in smaller axillary ones, produced from June to August. Corolla
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sulphur-yellow, ^ in. long, a narrow tube with five narrow-oblong, blunt

lobes. Calyx with five narrow, awl-shaped lobes. Seed-vessel ^ in. long.

Native of the south-eastern United States. This is much superior to

its ally D. Lonicera, producing large clusters of flowers on the current

season's shoots. It should be pruned back in spring before growth
commences, when it will send up a dense mass of shoots that will blossom
during the summer.

D. SPLENDENS, Carricre (D. sessilifolia splendens, Hort.)^ is thought to

be a hybrid between the above and D. Lonicera.

D. RIVULARIS, Gattinger^ is closely allied to and very similar to

D. sessilifolia, but the leaves are downy on both sides, especially beneath
;

the young shoots are downy all over ; and the seed-vessel is only \ in. long.

F'lowers lemon-yellow. Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced
in 1902 to Kew.

DIOSPYROS. EBENACE.^.

Of this large and important genus (to which the ebony tree belongs)
only three species are known to be really hardy in this country, although
a fourth—D. Kaki— will succeed in the warmer counties in the open,
and in many places elsewhere against a wall. They are trees with alternate,

entire leaves, and the shoots do not form terminal buds. The male
and female flowers are on separate trees, and both are small and without

beauty. The fruits are large, and beset at the base by the calyx, which
continues to grow after the rest of the flower has fallen. These trees

like a good loamy soil, and should be raised from seed, except the named
varieties of D. Kaki, which are grafted on seedlings.

D. ARMATA, Hemsley.

A semi-deciduous tree of sturdy, rounded habit, 20 ft. high, much branched
;

the branchlets clothed with a thick minute down, and occasionally terminated
by a stout thorn. Leaves ^ to 2^ ins. long, ^ to I4 ins. wide ; entire, the

smaller ones roundish, the larger ones oval, tapered about equally at both
ends, blunt or rounded at the apex, dark shining green, the midrib minutely
downy above, minutely hairy beneath ; the blade is specked with minute
transparent dots ; stalk J in. or less long. Flowers not seen. F^ruit yellow,

roundish, | in. diameter, furnished with appressed bristles ; borne on a stalk

about ^ in. long and set in a persistent calyx, the four lobes of which are

ovate, ^ in. long.

Native of Central China ; discovered by Henry, introduced by Wilson in

1904, and now growing in the Coombe Wood nurseiy apparently quite hardy,
and forming a sturdy bush. In the original description the leaves arc

described as persistent, but cultivated plants would, apparently, be deciduous
in hard winters.

D. Kaki, Linnceus. Kakee, or Chinese Peksimmux.

(Bot. Mag., I. 8127.)

A deciduous tree, ultimately 20 to 40 fi. high, with more or less downy,
young shoots and winter buds. Leaves oval, 3 to 8 ins. long, \\ to 3^ ins.

wide ; tapering at both ends ; strongly veined ; soon smooth glossy green
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above, more or less downy beneath. Fruit 3 ins. wide, yellow, and of the
shape of an averaj^e tomato, supported by the persistent calyx, 2 ins. across.

Native of China ; long^ cultivated in Japan, where several scores of varieties

have been raised, remarkably diverse in size of fruit. Kakees are now being
extensively cultivated in the south of Europe, and the fruits sent from there
are becoming well-known in London shops as " persimmons." As regards the
British Isles, it, or some of its forms, for it is difficult now to distinguish the
type, ought to be hardy in the mildest parts. Canon Ellacombe has obtained
fine crops in his garden at Bitton, from trees trained against a wall. At
Kew, splendid crops are obtained in a cool greenhouse, and a tree has
lived in the open for five or six years. Its real hardiness must as yet, how-
ever, be regarded as very doubtful. This species is well distinguished from the
others by its large leaves and fruit.

D. Lotus, Linitceus. Date Plum.

A deciduous tree, usually under 30 ft. high in this country, but probably
twice as high in warmer climates

;
young shoots more or less downy, often

becoming quite smooth. Leaves oval, 2 to 5 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide
;

tapered at both ends, entire, dark polished green above, and smooth except
on the midrib

;
pale, somewhat glaucous, and with small scattered hairs

beneath ; stalk |^ to ^ in. long, downy. Trees unisexual ; male flowers

produced on \^xy short, downy stalks one to three together, in the leaf-axils

of the shoots of the year in July ; female flowers solitary. Calyx large in

both sexes, remaining attached to the base of the fruit, and growing larger

with it ; corolla pitcher-shaped, green suffused with red, \ in. long. Fruit

orange-shaped, ultimately ^ to f in. across, purplish or yellowish.

Native of China, whence it has several times been introduced ; of the

Himalaya, possibly also of Asia Minor. It was cultivated early in the

seventeenth century in England, but has never become very common in

gardens, although perfectly hardy. Fruits develop freely, but remain very
astringent, and unfit for food. The trees emit a curious heavy odour, especially

on damp days in autumn. It is due apparently to some exhalation from the

leaves.

D. VIRGINIANA, Linnceus. PERSIMMON.

A deciduous tree, 40 to 65 ft. high in this country ; but occasionally over
100 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk 2 ft. in diameter

;
young shoots more

or less downy. Leaves oval to ovate, tapering or more or less heart-shaped
at the base, pointed at the apex ; i^ to 5 ins. long, | to 2 ins. wide

;
glossy

green above, pale beneath ; smooth except for a little down on both sides of

the midrib ; stalk downy, .1 to i in. long. Male flowers produced one to

three together in the leaf-axils, on very short downy stalks. Corolla pitcher-

shaped, \ in. long, with four short recurved lobes. Female flowers solitary,

larger, yellowish white. The fruit I have not seen in this country, but it is

described as more or less orange-shaped, i to \\ ins. across, pale yellow with

a red check.

Native of the eastern United States as far north as Connecticut, but most
abundant in the Southern and Central States, where the fruit is eaten in

large quantities. The tree is somewhat tender when very young, but perfectly

hardy after a few years. The finest tree in the British Isles is growing near
the .Sun Temple at Kew. It is a male tree now 65 ft. high, with a trunk 5 ft.

6 ins. in girth. The trunk is singularly picturesque because of the rugged
bark, which is deeply cut into square or rectangular blocks. This tree was
planted where it now stands in 1762, being one of a large collection trans-

ferred from the Duke of Argyll's garden at Whitton to the then newly formed
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arboretum at Kew. In a young state the persimmon is rather like the
date plum, but the leaves are longer-stalked, not of so polished a green,

broader and more rounded at the base.

DIOSTEA JUNCEA, Miers. verbenace.e.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7695 ; Lippia juncea, Schauer ; Verbena juncea, Hooker.)

A slender, tall, deciduous shrub of thin, erect habit, eventually a small

tree, 15 to 20 ft. high'; young branches long, slender, rush-like; with

scattered down at first, then smooth. Leaves opposite, few, the pairs

often about 2 ins. apart ; stalkless, usually \ to J in. long, ^ to J in. wide

;

DiOUTEA JUNCEA.

ovate-oblong, triangular-toothed, thick, slightly downy. P^lowcrs pale lilac,

produced during June, crowded on spikes about i in. long, which terminate
short lateral twigs. Corolla \ in. long, tubular, narrowed towards the

base, with five small rounded lobes. Calyx cylindrical, downy.
Native of the Andes of Chile and the Argentine; introduced to Kcw

about 1890. This slirub or small tree, which is perfectly hardy in the

open, has somewhat the aspect of Spartium junceum, but is, of course,

(juite dissimilar in flower; and even without flowers the opposite leaves

show the absence of relationship. It is an interesting plant, pretty

without being showy, and worth a place in a shrubbery where its naked
base is hidden and its slender top can stand up above the other shrubs.

It is quite well able to take care of itself in such a position. Increased

by cuttings in July and August.
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DIPELTA. CAPRIFOLIACEyE.

Four species belonging to this genus are known, two of which are

in cultivation. They are deciduous shrubs, exclusively Chinese, and are

allied to Diervilla, which they resemble in shape of corolla. The most
distinctive feature of the Dipeltas is the number of bracts at the base of

the ovary, which persist, grow, and ultimately form dry disk-like wings to

the fruit, similar in texture to the wings on elm seed. Two of them are

much larger than the others, and being attached by their centres to the

fruit have the shield-like appearance to which the generic name refers.

Leaves opposite. Both the following species are promising garden shrubs,

more especially D. floribunda. They like an open, moist, loamy soil, and
can be increased by cuttings.

DiPKLTA KLOKIBUNDA.

D. FLORIBUNDA, Maximowicz.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8310.)

A deciduous shrub, with peeling bark, ultimately (according to travellers)

10 to 15 ft. high; young twigs downy (partially glandular-downy). Leaves

ovate to oval-lanccolalc, tapering at the base, long-pointed, not toothed
;

2 to 4 ins. long, f to i^ ins. wide ; downy on both sides and at the margin,

at least when young ; stalks \ in. or less long. Flowers fragrant, produced

in the axils of the leaves and at the end of short twigs, from one to six

on a stalk. Corolla i to \\ ins. long, funnel-shaped, i in. wide, with five

rounded, spreading lobes, pale pink with yellow in the throat. Calyx persistent,

with five linear, downy lobes scarcely \ in. long. Flower-stalk hairy, \
in. long, with four unequal-sized bracts below the ovary, which continue to

trow as the fruit ripens and hide it. The two largest bracts are | in. long and

\ in. wide.
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Native of Central and \V. China; discovered in 1875, but not introduced

until 1902, when Wilson sent home living plants to Messrs Veitch. Seeds

were sent two years later. The first flowers opened in the Coombe Wood
nursery in 1907. This shrub bears its fragrant blossoms abundantly, the

year-old shoots developing short side twigs on which they appear in May
and June, thus forming sprays with the flowers in a double row of clusters.

D. VENTRICOSA, Hemsley.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8294.)

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 15 ft. high
;
young shoots downy. Leaves oval or

ovate-lanceolate, rounded at the base, the apex long and taper-pointed,

edged with a few gland-tipped teeth, sometimes quite entire ; 2 to 6 ins. long,

DlPELTA VENTRICOSA.

I to 1
1 ins. wide ; downy on the margins and slightly so on both surfaces ;

stalks \ to ;\
in. long. Flowers produced at the end and in the leaf-axils of

short side shoots ; usually they are solitary in the leaf-axil and in a

terminal corymb of three. Corolla between tubular and pitcher-shaped
;

I to \\ ins. long, and \ in. wide at the mouth ; the tube protruded on one
side near the base ; flvc-lobed, the lobes rounded, and the two upper ones
the smaller ; deep rose outside, paler within, except in the throat, which is

orange-coloured. Calyx with five awl-shaped lobes, \ in. long, fringed with

^hort hairs. Flower-stalk slender, and furnished with several bracts at the

base of each flower. These bracts (the largest 3 in. long, \ in. wide), arc

2 I
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persistent and become attached to the fruit, which is also covered by the

persistent calyx. Distinct from D. floribunda in the smaller, bellied corolla.

Native of \V. China ; discovered and introduced by Wilson in 1904,

flowered in the Coombe Wood nursery in May, 1908. It thrives very well,

and promises to be an ornamental as well as interesting shrub.

DIPTERONIA SINENSIS, Oliver. ACERACE^.

A deciduous, small tree up to 25 ft. high, with a trunk 6 ins. or more
in diameter, or sometimes merely a big bush. Leaves opposite, pinnate,

9 to 12 ins. long, consisting usually of from seven to eleven leaflets,

which are opposite, ovate or lanceolate, short-stalked; \\ to 4 ins. long,

one-third as much wide ; sharply, coarsely, and irregularly toothed

;

covered like the twigs when very young with scattered hairs which soon

fall away. Panicles glabrous, erect, pyramidal, 6 to 12 ins. long. Flowers

polygamous, very small, greenish white ; stamens white, six to eight, \ in.

long. Fruits produced in large clusters, each one composed of two flat,

winged carpels (like the fruits of Wych-elm or Ptelea), obovate, \ to

I in. long.

Native of Central China, at from 3500 to 5000 ft. elevation. This

interesting and handsome species was introduced by Wilson for Messrs

Veitch about 1900. It is beautiful in foliage, and its fruits are very

interesting; it flowered at Kew in June 1912, but the blossoms were in

no way effective. It is evidently quite hardy, thriving well in good loam,

and can be propagated by cuttings taken in July and put in gentle bottom

heat ; it also roots readily from layers. Although an ally of the maples

(Acer), it is very distinct from them in fruit, and the leaflets are more
numerous than in any of the pinnate maples.

D. DvERiANA, Henry^ the only other species known, also a native of

China, is not introduced.

DIRCA PALUSTRIS, LinncBUS. LeATHERWOOD.
THYMEL^ACE^.

(Bot. Reg., t. 292.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high, with flexible, jointed branches, and
very tough, smooth bark ; buds downy. Leaves alternate, oval or

obovate; ij to 3 ins. long, about half as wide; tapered at both ends, not

toothed, smooth and pale green above, somewhat glaucous beneath ;
stalk

\ in. or less long. Flowers appearing in March at the joints of the naked

wood, usually three together on very short stalks. There is no corolla;

calyx \ in. long, funnel-shaped, toothed, pale yellow ; stamens eight,

protruded. Fruit a pale, oval drupe, J in. long, rarely seen in Ikitain.

Native of ICastern N. America; introduced in 1750. This is not a

showy plant, and its yellow flowers are often injured by spring frost, but

it is an interesting one. It is clo.sely allied to the Daphnes, which differ

from Dirca in having spreading calyx (or perianth) lobes and stamens
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not protruded. Dirca is a moisture-loving plant, and likes a deep soil

to which some peat is added. A specimen in the Cambridge Botanic

Garden has attained a diameter of 9 ft. The remarkable toughness and
flexibility of the shoots have been taken advantage of in several ways.

In early times the American Indians used the bark for making ropes,

and the twigs are still used in rural districts as tying material and for

basket-making.

DISAXTHUS CERCIDIFOLIA, Maximowicz. IIAMAMELIDACE.E.

(Sargent's Forest Flora of Japan, t, 15.)

A deciduous shrub up to 8 or 10 ft. high, with slender, spreading

branches
;
young shoots perfectly smooth and round, and marked with

small whitish lenticels. Leaves alternate, firm, very broadly ovate to

roundish, heart-shaped or truncate at the base, blunt and rounded at the

apex; 2 to 4^ ins. long, and almost or quite as broad; perfectly smooth,
glaucous green and entire ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers dark purple,

two of them set back to back at the end of a stalk \ in. long, produced
from the leaf-axils. Each flower is \ in. across, with five narrow tapering

petals, arranged starwise ; calyx with five short recurved lobes ; stamens
five. Seed-vessel a woody, nut-like capsule.

Native of Japan; introduced about 1893, not yet well known in

gardens. It has not yet flowered in Britain to my knowledge, and the

appearance of the blooms is chiefly known from Sargent's figure above
cited. We know it, however, to possess one excellent quality : its foliage

—handsome and Judas-tree like in form, turns in autumn to one of the

loveliest of claret-reds sQffused with orange. No new shrub, indeed, is

more beautiful in this respect. It is rather tender when young, but

appears quite hardy after a few years. A plant at Kew, 3 ft. high,

growing in peaty soil in a bed of heaths, is in excellent condition, and
was not injured in the least in the winter of 1908-9. Disanthus (the

name refers to the paired flowers) is only known by this species. It

belongs to that group of the Witch-hazel family with many seeds in each

fruit. In Japan it flowers in October when the previous year's seeds are

ripening, resembling in this respect its ally the Virginian witch-hazel.

DISCARIA. RIIAMNACE/E.

A genus of small trees or shrubs closely allied to Colletia, and found

chiefly in S. America. One almost hardy species is found in New
Zealand, and the same or a nearly allied one in Tasmania and S. Australia,

i'hc leading characteristics of these plants are their large opposite spines,

which are really reduced branches ; their opposite or clustered leave.s, and
their numerous small, clustered, axillary flowers, of which a l)ell-slia|)ed

calyx is the most consi)icu(>us part, the petals l)eing often absent. Fruit

a dry, three-lobed capsule. Besides the two species described below, a

third is sometimes cultivated, viz., I), longispina, Micrs, a native of
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Uruguay. It has small obovate leaves, I in. or less long, slender spines

2 ins. or more long, and crowded
clusters of small yellowish white

flowers. It requires the protection

of a wall.

The Discarias like a sheltered,

sunny position, ordinary garden soil,

and they can be multiplied by means
of cuttings taken in July and placed in

a close frame.

D. SERRATIFOLIA, Bentham,

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1876, ii., f. 65 ;

Colletia serratifolia, Venieua/.)

A deciduous shrub, 10 to 14 ft. high,

with long, slender, pendulous, spiny

branches. Leaves opposite, ^ to i

in. long, ovate-oblong, with shallow,

rounded teeth ; both surfaces smooth
and lustrous green, especially the upper
one, which has an almost varnished

appearance. The spines, stiff, sharp,

and I in. or more long, are produced in

pairs at each joint. Flowers crowded
in clusters on short twigs from the year-

old shoots, each flower about ^ in. across,

with no petals, but a greenish white calyx

tubular at the base, divided at the top

into five triangular lobes.

Native of Chile and Patagonia; culti-

vated at Kew since 1842, and quite hardy.

Although it has no colour-beauty to re-

commend it, its flowers are borne so

abundantly in June as to render it quite

pretty, and they are, besides, charmingly

fragrant. It is well worth cultivating

for these, as well as for its distinct and
graceful appearance and glossy dark

foliage.

D. TOUMATOU, Raoul
Irishman.

Wild

A deciduous shrub, varying in New
Zealand from a low, scrubby bush 2 ft.

high, to a small tree 25 ft. high, with

long, slender, flcxuous and exceedingly

spiny branches. Spines i to 1^ ins. or

even more'long, opjiosite, sharply pointed,

stiff, standing out from the branchlcts at

almost right angles. Leaves opposite

on the shoots of the year, or in clusters

beneath the spines on the year-old shoots,

from J to I in. long, varying in shape from narrow oblong to obovate. Flowers

DUiCAKIA TulMATOir.
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greenish white, I in. across, produced ver>' numerously in clusters along with

the leaves ; calyx with four or five lobes, petals absent. Fruit a round, three-

valved capsule, } in. wide.

Native of New Zealand. This remarkable shrub is unfortunately too

tender to thrive in the open at Kew, but succeeds very well against a south
wall, where it flowers in great profusion ever>' May. It is worth growing for

its extraordinary spines, which are green and terete, and as thick as the shoot
from which they spring. The leaves are sometimes absent on old plants.

DISTYLIUM RACEMOSUM, Siebold. HAMAMELIDACE^E.
(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1906, ii., fig. 120.)

An evergreen shrub with rigid, short branches (a small tree in nature)

;

young shoots minutely warted. Leaves alternate, leathery, entire, narrow-

oblong or obovate, tapering at the base to a short stalk, often blunt at

the apex; i^ to 3 ins. long, J to i^ ins. wide; shining deep green,

smooth on both sides except when very young. Flowers sometimes
unisexual, in small erect racemes, about i in. long. There are no petals,

but a five-parted, reddish, downy calyx, and several lurid purple stamens

;

flower-stalks covered with rusty-coloured scurf. Fruit semi-woody, downy,
surmounted by the two styles which remain attached at the top, and to

which the generic name refers.

Native of Japan, where, according to Sargent, it is an evergreen tree,

with an exceedingly hard, dark-coloured, valuable wood. It has never

promised to be more than a dwarf, somewhat stiff shrub in this country.

It is not very hardy at Kew, but grows well and flowers out-of-doors at

Edinburgh, at Haslemere in Surrey, and will do so, of course, in other

mild localities. It belongs to the curious rather than to the beautiful class

of shrubs. Propagated by cuttings. Its nearest ally is Sycopsis.

Var. VARIEGATUM.—Lcaves narrow, often deformed ; blotched and
margined irregularly with creamy white ; often grown in cool greenhouses,

and better known in gardens than the green type.

DORYCNIUM. LEGUMINOS.E.

Of the half-dozen or so species that make up this genus, none is

genuinely shrubby, for nmch of the growth they make during summer
dies the following winter after bearing flowers and seeds. Hut the two

here described (especially D. suffruticosum) form woody permanent

bases. They belong to the pea-flowered section of Leguminosx, and are

distinguished by the capitate inflorescence, the thick, short seed-pods,

and the cjuinquefoliolate leaves. \'cry easily cultivated in an open position

in a light, loamy soil.

D. HIRSUTUM, Seringe.

(Cytisus Lotus, HortJ)

A semi-herbaceous plant, with erect, branching, annual stems, round,

slightly ribbed and hairy, springing from a woody base. Leaves of five
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leaflets with scarcely any stalk. Leaflets obovate, 4 to i in. long, J to }j in.

ivide ; hairy, especially beneath. Flowei-heads li ins. across, produced on
hairy stalks i to 2 ins. lony:, from the leaf-axils and at the ends of the shoots.

Flowers | in. long, six to ten in a head, white ; calyx ^ in. long, five-lobed,

ver>' hairy. Pod \ in. long-, smooth, oblong, containing about four seeds, the
calyx persisting at the base.

Native of S. Europe ; cultivated in England in 1683. It has recently
reappeared and spread in gardens as " Cytisus Lotus." When in bloom it

has a resemblance to some brooms of the Cytisus capitatus group, but is, of
course, very distinct in the smooth pods and axillary inflorescence. It flowers
from June to September, and produces seed abundantly ; these afford the best
means of increase.

D. SUFFRUTICOSUM, Villars.

(Lotus Dorycnium, Linuceus.")

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, of thin, elegant habit. Stems very
slender, much-branched, slightly ribbed, furnished when quite young with
grey appressed down. Leaves of five leaflets, stalkless ; leaflets linear-obovate,

] to I in. long, greyish, with silky hairs. Flowers produced in numerous
rounded heads, h in. or so across, from the leaf-axils near the top of the branch,
each head being borne on a slender stalk i to 2^ ins. long. Flowers pinkish
white, I in. long, ten to twelve in a head ; calyx ^ in. long, with five narrow,
pointed lobes, silky grey. Pod rounded, al30ut -^ in. long, containing one seed.

Native of S. Europe, known in gardens since the middle of the seventeenth
centur)', but not much grown now. The base only of the plant is shrubby, the
upper part being semi-herbaceous, and dying back in winter. It is a graceful
but not showy plant, flowering from June to September. Occasionally it ripens
a good crop of seed, by which, and by soft wood-cuttings placed in bottom
heat, it can be propagated.

DRIMYS. MAGNOLIACE^t.

A small genus of fragrant aromatic shrubs, two of which are grown
out-of-doors in the mildest parts of the British Isles. Leaves alternate,

entire, glabrous. They thrive in a warm, loamy soil, and can be
propagated by cuttings or layers. D. Winteri is the hardier shrub ; the

other, D. aromatica, F. Mue/kr, is a tender evergreen suitable only
for Cornwall and similar places; there it is already 15 ft. high. Leaves
li to 3 ins. long, J to J in. wide, oblanceolate, obtuse; both the leaf-

stalks and the young shoots suffused with rich red. Flowers numerously
produced during April and May in fascicles from the leaf-axils and at

the ends of the branchlets ; unisexual, white, J in. across; petals linear;

flower-stalk slender, i in. long. The leaves have a pungent, peppery
taste, and the dried fririt has been used as a substitute for pepper.
Native of Tasmania, where it is very abundant, and of Victoria.

D. WiNTKRi, Forstcr. WINTER'S Bark.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4800 ; Wintera aromatica, Murray^

A handsome evergreen shrub, rather tender, and really satisfactory only in

the milder parts of the kingdom
;
young shoots smooth, often tinged with red.

Leaves lanceolate, 5 to 10 ins. long, smooth, bright rather pale green, very
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aromatic when crushed. Flowers borne in a cluster of loose umbels, from four

to seven in each umbel ; they are ivory white, fragrant, and about i] ins.

across
;
petals linear, pointed, spreading.

Native of S. America from Tierra del Fuego to north of the equator
;

introduced as a living plant in 1827, but known since 1578, in wliich year its

bitter aromatic bark was brought home by Capt. Winter (after whom it is

named) in one of Drake's ships from the Magellan Straits. In the south-west
of England it is a free-growing shrub 12 to 25 ft. high ; but, wild in S. America,
it is described as over 40 ft. high. At Gravetye Manor, near East Grinstcad,

a group of plants 4 ft. high came through the trying winter of 1908-9 with

little injury. At Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow, a specimen is 30 ft. high.

ECCREMOCARPUS SCARER, Ruiz and Paimi. BIGNONIACE/K.

(Bot. Reg., t. 939.)

A semi-woody climber with herbaceous shoots and the habit of a

Clematis ; stems ribbed, not downy. Leaves opposite, doubly pinnate

;

leaflets three, five, or seven on each subdivision, ovate, oblique, irregularly

and unequally lobed
; \ to i| ins. long, often heart-shaped at the base,

smooth ; the main-stalks end in a much-branched tendril which supports

the plant by twisting round any available object. Flowers nodding,

produced from June onwards in racemes 4 to 6 ins. long, of usually

seven to twelve blossoms. Corolla nearly i in. long, bright orange-red,

tubular, bellied on one side, contracted at the mouth to a narrow orifice,

where are five small, rounded lobes. Calyx minutely glandular. Seeds
flat, winged, numerous, in inflated pods ih ins. long, J in. wide.

Native of Chile ; introduced in 1824. This handsome climber rarely

survives the winter in the open, except against a wall, but ripening seed
in abundance it may, if necessary, be treated as an annual. The seeds

should be sown in February in heat, and the seedlings planted out, after

being once potted, in May. Usually classed with woody plants, it

scarcely has a right to be considered as such out-of-doors, although in

greenhouses it lives an indefinite time, and forms a stout woody base.

EHRETIA ACUMINATA, /?. i5;'^Z£'«. BORAGIN.\CE/K.

A small deciduous tree, 15 to 20 ft. high in this country, of open,

spreading habit
;
young shoots soon smooth, marked with pale spots.

Leaves alternate, oval, ovate, or slightly obovate ; 3 to 7 ins. long, i.l to

3 ins. wide ; smaller on the flowering shoots ; tapered or rounded at the

base, short-pointed, toothed ; furnished above when young with small

appressed hairs which soon fall away, tufted in the vein-axils beneath ;

stalk h to J in. long. Flowers fragrant, white, produced in August in

terminal pyramidal panicles 3 or 4 ins. long ; the corolla is \ in. across,

deeply five-lobed ; calyx with five rounded lobes. Fruit a drupe, at first

orange, finally black ; rarely seen in this country.

Native of China and Japan ; rare in cultivation. A nearly allied, or

the same, plant was introduced in 1795 from the Himalaya, and grown in
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the early part of last century as 1*]. serrata, Roxburgfi. Although tender

when young, and liable to have its shoots winter-killed, E. acuminata is

perfectly hardy in the adult state at Kew, where there is a tree i8 ft. high,

which has grown on its present site for at least thirty years, its trunk

being now i ft. 9 ins. in girth. It is growing along with other trees and
shrubs, but has a full north-east exposure. The species is interesting

botanically as a hardy tree belonging to the borage family, and in

flowering so late, but it is not showy. A second species is

—

E. MACROPHYLLA, WalUch.—A handsomc foliaged plant, not getting beyond
the dimensions of a shrub with us, and more tender than E. acuminata.

It is frequently killed to the ground at Kew, but sends up stout, erect shoots

several feet high during the ensuing summer. Leaves roundish
; 4 to 6 ins.

long, two-thirds to nearly as much wide ; rough with small bristles on
both surfaces, especially above

;
young shoots similar. Native of the

Himalaya, whence it was first introduced ; also of China, whence a form
introduced by Wilson is proving hardier. The genus was named after Ehret,

a German botanical artist.

ELiEAGNUS. Oleaster. EL^AGNACEiE.

Of the three genera which form the natural order of scaly shrubs

called ELxagnacece, Elreagnus itself is distinguished from the other two

—

Shepherdia and Hippophae—by its perfect (not one-sexed), flowers, and
from Shepherdia further by its alternate leaves. It consists of fifteen to

twenty species of evergreen or deciduous trees and shrubs, all the

younger parts of which are covered with silvery or brownish scales. The
flowers are in axillary clusters, and mostly fragrant ; the perianth (there

are no petals) has a cylindrical or bell-shaped tube expanding at the

mouth into four lobes, resembling a miniature fuchsia. Stamens four,

very shortly stalked, and attached at the top of the tube. Fruit a one-

seeded drupe. Some of the scales as seen under the lens are beautifully

fringed with silvery hairs ; in fact, the whole aspect of the young parts of

Elreagnus under a sufficient magnifying power is remarkably beautiful.

The Oleasters need a soil of only moderate quality, for the silvery leaved

deciduous ones develop a better colour on a light, sandy loam than on a

rich one. The evergreen species are best increased by cuttings, the

deciduous ones by seed. Grafting is sometimes recommended for the

evergreen ones, but as the stocks have to be raised from deciduous species,

plants so raised are not so healthy and long-lived as those on their own
roots. The deciduous species need exposure to full sunlight.

E. ANGUSTIFOLIA, Linnceus.

(Bot. Reg., I. 1156 ; E. hortensis, Bieberstein^

A deciduous shrub or small tree, 15 to 20 ft. high, with spiny branches
;

young shoots covered with glistening silvery scales, becoming smooth and
dark the second year. Leaves narrow-oblong or lanceolate ; i to 3^ ins.

lo"^»
ti

to § ins. wide ; dull green and scaly above, silvery scaly beneath
;

Flowers 2 in. long, fragrant, produced in early June, one to three in each
)eaf-axil of the young shoots. Each flower has a bell-shaped tube and four
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spreading lobes about as lon;^ as the tube ; silvery outside like the under-

surface of the leaves, yellow inside ; stalk ^\ in, long. Fruit oval, A in. lon^,

yellowish, silvery scaly ; flesh mealy, sweet.

Native of S. Europe and W. Asia ; cultivated in England, according to

Aiton, since the sixteenth century. It is a striking tree, especially when
associated with dark-leaved evergreens, because of the whiteness of the twigs

and under-surface of the leaves. In this respect, however, it is not so remarkable
as E. argentea, whose leaves are silvery on both sides, but it is a larger, better-

shaped tree. A kind of sherbet is made from the fruit in the Orient. In

El.^AfiNl^S AROKNTKA.

Central Europe, especially in the parks and gardens of Germany and Austria,

it is much planted, and as the foliage is much whiter under the continental

sun than it is in Britain, it often makes a very telling feature in the landscape.

E. ARGENTEA, Purs/l. SlL\ ER BERRV.

(Bou Mag., t. 8369.)

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 12 ft. high, of thin, erect habit, with rather slender

branches ; spreading by underground suckers
;
young shoots covered with
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reddish glistening scales. Leaves oval to narrowly ovate, il to 2h ins. long,

J to li ins. wide ; wedge-shaped at the base, rounded or pointed at the apex
;

both surfaces white and lustrous with silvery scales ; stalk i in. long. Flowers
produced during May in great profusion in the leaf-axils of the young twigs,

often three in each axil ; they are drooping, h in. long, with a stalk i; in. long
;

narrow tubular, shining and silvery outside, yellow on the inside of the four

pointed lobes ; very fragrant. Fruit roundish, egg-shaped, silvery, ^ in. long,

with a dry, mealy flesh, said to be edible.

The only species native of N. America, reaching from the Hudson Bay
Territory and I3ritish Columbia to the Central United States ; introduced in

1813. This shrub is one of the most striking of those with silvery foliage, and
when laden with its yellow, delightfully fragrant flowers, few others are more
pleasing. It is increased by taking off the sucker growths by which it spreads.

There is a great confusion in gardens and nurseries between this plant and
Shepherd ia argentea, which seems to have existed in Loudon's time, Loudon
does not seem to have known the true plant. There is one simple distinction

between them : the Elasagnus has alternate leaves, the Shepherdia opposite
ones. The latter, moreover, is far from being as fine a shrub.

E. GLABRA, Thunberg.

There is much confusion in gardens between this species and E. pungens
;

but E. glabra differs from E. pungens in the following respects. It is not

thorny, its longer-pointed leaves are of thinner texture, their lower surface

brown and shining with a metallic lustre (E. pungens is whitish and dull

beneath) ; and it is of more rambling, even climbing habit. For the rest,

E. glabra is a vigorous evergreen shrub, with us 15 to 20 ft. high, but twice

as much on trees and houses in the south of Europe. The flowers appear in

October and November, and are funnel-shaped, white, clothed with brownish
scales, fragrant. Young shoots slender, covered with brown, glossy scales.

Native of Japan and China. There appears to be no variegated form of

E. glabra in cultivation.

E. MACROPHYLLA, Thunberg.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7638.)

A robust evergreen shrub of rounded, spreading habit, reaching at present
8 to 12 ft. in height in this country ; usually wider than high

;
young shoots

silvery white, with a dense coat of scales. Leaves ovate to broadly oval,

rounded at the base, pointed ; 2 to 4^ ins. long, i^ to 2| ins wide, silvery all

over when young, but afterwards dark lustrous green and slightly scaly above,
always of a beautiful silvery metallic lustre beneath ; stalk \ to | in. long.

Flowers produced during October and November, usually in clusters of four to

six in the leaf-axils ; they are about | in. long and wide, each on a stalk \ in.

long ; silvery scaly, shaped like a fuchsia, nodding, very fragrant, the four

segments triangular. Fruit oval, § in. long, red, scaly, the perianth persisting
at the top.

Native of the Corean Archipelago and Japan, described by Thunberg in

1784 ; introduced by Maries for Messrs Vcitch in 1879. It is perfectly hardy,
and flowers annually at a time of year when few blossoms remain out-of-doors.

It is the largest leaved and handsomest of evergreen oleasters, and is very
effective in spring before the young silvery leaves lose their sheen. Allied to

pungens and glabra, it is very distinct from them in the broader silvery leaves
and broader more bell-shaped flowers.
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E. MULTIFLORA, Thimhcrg.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7341 ; E. longipes, A. Gray.')

A deciduous or semi-evergreen shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, as much or more
across

;
young branches covered with red-brown scales. Leaves oval, obovale,

or ovate ; i^ to 7.\ ins. long, ^ to li ins. wide; tapered at both ends, <^reen,

and furnished with scattered tufted hairs above, becoming smooth later, silveiy

beneath, with a dense covering of tiny scales, intermingled with which are

larger reddish brown ones ; stalk \ in. long. Flowers fragrant, produced in

April and May along with, and in the leaf-axils of, the new shoots ; often

solitary', about f in. long, ^ in. wide ; scaly like the under-surface of the leaf

Fruit \ in. long, oblong, deep orange, scaly, with a very acid but agreeable

flavour ; stalk \ to i in. long.

Native of Japan, whence it was introduced about 1862 ; also of China and
probably Corea. It is cultivated in Japan for its fruit, and, according to

Sargent, becomes a small tree 20 to 25 ft. high, with a trunk i ft. in diameter.

The fruits are ver}' abundantly borne, and make the bush very handsome when

ELiKAGNCS MULTIFLORA (in fruit).

ripe in July, hanging along the under-side of the branches. Birds are fond

of them.
E. multiflora is a variable species, and the form described above with long-

stalked fruits is sometimes regarded as a separate species (E. i.onc.ipks

A. Gray). A form with shorter-stalked, smaller fruits and more lanceolate

leaves has been called LONC;iPES var. CRISPA, Maximowicz.

E. ORIHNTALIS, LlHUCeus.

(E. saliva, Hort. ; E. tomentosa, Moemh.')

A deciduous tree up to 20 ft. high, not so spiny as E. angustifolia, of which

it is sometimes considered a variety
;
young shoots downy as well as scaly.

Leaves oval or ovate, lA to 3 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; rounded at the base,

blunt at the apex, dull green above," covered beneath with silvery scales

and starry tufts of down ; stalk | to J in. long. Flowers yellow inside,

silver>' outside; ver>' fragrant. Fruit roundish oval, yellowish, > with silvery

scales.
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Native of the Orient; introduced in 1739. \^ery closely allied to

E. an^ustifolia, of which it may be an Eastern form, this differs in its broader,

shorter leaves, which are not so glistening beneath, and in the presence of

stellate down. It does not in my experience flower so freely, and on the whole
is not so desirable.

E. ruNGENS, TJiunberg.

An evergreen shrub up to 15 ft. high, of dense spreading habit, and more
or less thorny

;
young shoots covered with brown scales. Leaves leathery,

oval or oblong ; li to 4 ins. long, \ to i| ins. wide ; often blunt at the apex,

rounded at the base, margins wavy ; upper surface dark green and glossy,

sprinkled with scales when young, afterwards smooth ; lower surface dull

white dotted with large brownish scales ; stalk | to ^ in. long, brown
like the young wood and midrib. Flowers pendulous, \ in. long, the tubular

portion widening abruptly above the ovary ; silvery white, fragrant, clustered

often in threes in the leaf-axils, and opening in October and November.
Fruit i to I in. long, at first brown-scaly with the perianth persisting, red when
ripe ; rarely seen in Britain.

Native of Japan ;
perfectly hardy near London. It is often grown as

E. glabra, a distinct species under the note upon which the differences are

pointed out. The fragrance of the flower is like that of Gardenias.

Var. AUREA.—Leaves margined with rich yellow.

\''ar. AUREO-VARIEGATA.—A richly coloured form, whose large leaves are

sometimes 4^ ins. long and i\ ins. wide, variously marked with deep yellow,

much richer than the yellow of var. Frederici. The coloured patch is always in

the centre, but varies in size ; often there is only a thin border of dark green,

sometimes only one side of midrib is coloured. Between the yellow and the

green there are frequently patches of an intermediate yellowish shade. This
shrub is probably the most ornamental and striking of all variegated ever-

greens. Its effect in midwinter is bright and pleasing. Like many variegated
shrubs with the colouring in the centre of the leaf, it is liable to revert to

the green type ; shoots showing this disposition must be cut away.
Var. Frederici (syn. aureo-picta).—Leaves rather small and narrow,

the cream-coloured or pale yellow centre bordered with a thin margin of

glossy dark green.

\^ar. REFLEXA (E. reflexa, Decaisne).—Less thorny than the type ; leaves

very brown-scaly beneath ; margins not wavy. Perhaps a hybrid with

E. glabra.

Var. SiMONi.—Leaves very silvery beneath.
Var. VARIEGATA.—Leaves with a border of yellow like var. aurea, but of a

paler shade.

E. UMBELLATA, TJiunberg.

A large, wide-spreading, deciduous, often thorny shrub, sometimes 20 to

30 ft. across, 12 to 18 ft. high ; twigs covered with brownish scales. The
shoots sometimes retain a few leaves at the ends throughout the winter.

Leaves narrowly oval ; 2 to 4 ins. long, ^ to i^ ins. wide ; tapered at the

apex, tapered or rounded at the base ; rather bright green above, shining
and silvery beneath ; stalk about .1 in. long. Flowers produced during May
and June, when the young leaves are about one-third grown, in clusters

of one to three ; each flower \ in. long, funnel-shaped, silvery outside,

creamy white inside. Fruit globose, \ to .', in. diameter, at first silvery,

finally red ; stalk \ in. long.

Native of the Himalaya, China, and Japan ; varying considerably in

several respects, one form coming into flower when another is almost past.

The habit also varies, some forms being much wider spreading than others.

t

1
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The largest plant at Kew is 30 ft. across. A handsome species both in

flower and fruit.

Var. PARVIFOLIA (E. parvifolia, Wallich).—Shoots at first silvery ; leaves

covered with distinctly starry hair-tufts on the upper surface when young,

becoming smooth later ; silvery and scaly beneath.

E. umbellata differs from E. multiflora in its globose, short-stalked fruits
;

in the tube of the perianth being more slender ; and in the leaves being

paler, longer, and proportionately narrower. It also flowers later.

ELLIOTTIA
RACEMOSA, Muhlenberg.

ERICACE.E.

(Bot Mag., t. 8413.)

A deciduous shrub, 4
to 10 ft. high, or occasion-

ally a small tree twice

as large
;

young shoots

downy. Leaves narrowly

oval or obovate, tapering

towards both ends, 2 to

5 ins. long; J to ij ins.

wide, dark dull green and
smooth above, paler and
sparsely hairy beneath

;

stalk \ to \ in. long, hairy.

Plowers thinly arranged

in a terminal raceme or

panicle 4 to 10 ins. high,

pure white, slightly fra-

grant
;
petals four, oblong,

rounded at the end, § in.

long, reflexed, downy at

the margins ; calyx J in.

diameter, with four rounded
lobes; stamens eight,

shorter than the petals, and
with broad, flattened stalks;

style as long as the petals.

Flower-stalk white, slender,

usually one- sometimes
three-flowered, J to 4 in. long, with a pair of tiny bracts midway. Fruit

and seed unknown.
Native of Cicorgia in the southern United States, and only found in a

few isolated spots in the Valley of the Savannah River. It was originally

discovered early in the nineteenth century by the botanist, Stephen

V.WmA (177 1- 1830), after whom the genus is named, but was not intro-

duced to ICngland until 1894, when Mr Ik'rckmans of Augusta, (ieorgia,

sent a plant to Kew. It first flowered in July, 191 i. It is not

Klmottia uacemosa.
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improbable tliat this beautiful and interesting plant may entirely dis-

appear, if it has not already done so, in a wild state, for it appears to

have lost the faculty of perfecting seed, and only persists by producing

root-suckers. Among deciduous members of the hardy Ericaceae, its

four-petalled flowers and elongated racemes distinguish it. It is one of

the rarest shrubs in the world, two plants at Kew and some young ones

raised from them being probably the only ones in Europe.

ELSHOLTZIA Stauntonii, Bentham. labiaT/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8460.)

A semi-woody plant, about 5 ft. high, scarcely shrubby, the growths
dying back considerably during winter, sending up each summer erect

leafy growths, bearing the flowers in panicles at the top during September
and October. Shoots cylindrical, clothed with a very fine down. Leaves
opposite, lanceolate, slenderly tapered at both ends, coarsely triangular-

toothed except at the ends, 2 to 6 ins. long, \ to \\ ins. wide; dark
green above, pale and covered with minute dots beneath ; smooth on both
sides, minutely downy on the margins. When crushed the leaf emits

an odour like mint. Flower-panicles narrow-cylindrical, grey, woolly,

4 to 8 ins. long, about i in. wide, produced at the end of the main
and axillary secondary shoots, forming a large branched inflorescence

at the top. Flowers small, purplish pink, crowded in short-stalked

umbels on the main axis of the panicle.

Native of China ; long known to botanists, but only introduced to

cultivation in 1909. It is useful for flowering late in the season, but
is of a rather weedy character. Propagated very easily by cuttings of

youngish growths. Thrives in rich loamy soil and in full sunshine. The
spelling of the generic name is sometimes confused with Eschscholtzia

—

a genus of Californian plants allied to poppies.

EMBOTHRIUM coccineum, /^^r.y/^;'. Fire Bush.
PROTEACEyE.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4856.)

This remarkable evergreen, small tree perhaps hardly comes within

the scope of this work, for it is only suitable for the mildest parts of

our islands, such as Cornwall, the south-west of Ireland, and similar

places. It has dark glossy green, somewhat leathery leaves, ovate-lanceo-

late or oval, 2\ to 4^ ins. long, | to \\ ins. wide; blunt-ended, smooth,
and entire. P'lowers brilliant crimson-scarlet, produced in wonderful
profusion in short axillary and terminal racemes. Each flower is borne
on a thin stalk \ to \ in. long, and is at first a slender tube i to ij ins.

long; afterwards the four strap-shaped lobes (in the broadest part of

which the anthers are enclosed) curl back, exposing the long erect style.

Perhaps no tree cultivated in the open air in the British Isles gives

so striking and brilliant a display of colour as this does. In some of the
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Cornish gardens there are specimens 30 ft. high, and about the same
through. Like many of its natural order it is often short-lived, and after

twenty to twenty-five years is liable to die suddenly without any assign-

able reason. A native of Chile; introduced by Wm. Lobb in 1846;
flowers in May. A tree 40 ft. high, at Kilmacurragh, has a trunk i^, ft.

in thickness, and produces suckers from the roots.

EMPETRUM NIGRUM, Linnceus. Crowberrv. empetrace.e.

A low, evergreen, heath-like shrub, about i ft. high in gardens, with

spreading, wiry, procumbent stems, minutely downy when young. Leaves

narrow-linear, \ to \ in. long, sometimes arranged in fours, but usually

arranged indiscriminately on the shoot, always crowded, blunt at the

apex, dark green with a white line beneath, margins much decurved.

Flowers mostly unisexual, with the sexes on different plants, produced
during March singly in the leaf-axils near the tips of the previous summer's
shoots. They are very small, and the only conspicuous part is the

stamens, of which there are three to each male flower; they are pinkish,

and have long, very slender stalks holding the anthers slightly beyond the

leaves. The fruit is an orange-shaped black berry, y"V\
in. wide, borne in

clusters near the end of the twigs, each containing six to nine seeds.

Native of the high latitudes of the northern hemisphere, including

Britain ; a form approaching var. tomentosum is also found in Chile.

The crowberry is not common in gardens, but it thrives very well in the

London district and makes a low, dense, neat mass of greenery, easily

increased by cuttings. It is a moorland plant, and an associate of the

heather, cranberry and whortleberry, and likes a sandy, peaty soil. The
fruits are said to be eaten by peasantry, but are not very desirable.

The only allied genus in gardens is Corema. The affinities of these shrubs

are doubtful, but the general opinion now is to regard them as nearest to

the box family.

Var. PURPUREUM.— Berries reddish purple. Native of N. America.
Var. SCOTICUM.—A dwarf form with smaller leaves.

Var. TOMENTOSUM.—Voung stems thickly covered with grey down.

ENKIANTHUS. ericace.'E.

A distinct group of deciduous shrubs and small trees, native of

N.E. Asia. In habit they are marked by the branches and leaves being

in whorls, which give to some species a peculiar tabulated appearance.

The flowers are in pendulous umbels or racemes ; the corolla either bell-

shaped or pitcher-shaped, with five small lobes. Calyx flve-lobcd, and

persistent on the sefed-vesscl. Stamens ten, not so long as the corolla.

These shrul)S like a moist soil, with which decayed leaves and some

j)eat have been mixed. Probably, like so many of their family, tluy

dislike lime. Their general treatment is the same as for the hardy

A/aleas, and they have a similar love of sunshine. In flower they are

pretty and interesting, but their great beauty comes in autumn, when the
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leaves turn to various brilliant shades of red and yellow. They are best

propagated from seed treated in the same way as recommended for

rhododendrons. Cuttings may also be rooted.

E. CAMPANULATUS, Nicholson.

(Bol. Mag., I. 7059 (var. Palibinii) ; Andromeda campanulata, Miguel^

A deciduous shrub usually 4 to 6 ft. high, occasionally a small tree, branches
in whorls

;
young shoots smooth, reddish. Leaves produced in a cluster at

the end of the twig, or alternate on strong growths ; obovate to oval, tapered
more s^radually towards the base, finely toothed, i to 2^ ins. long, ^ to I4 ins.

wide, hairy on the veins of both surfaces, dull green ; stalk \ to § in, long.

Flowers produced during May from the terminal bud of the previous year's

E.NKIANTHUS CAJIPAKULATDS.

growth in a hairy raceme sometimes almost reduced to an umbel. Corolla
bell-shaped, \ in. long, pendulous, with five rounded lobes, pale creamy yellow,
veined and tipped with red ; calyx with five lanceolate, pointed divisions \ in.

long
; stamens very short ; flower-stalk downy, ^ to i in. long. Seed-vessel

egg-shaped, \ in. long.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1880, by Maries, for Messrs Veitch. This
is the most satisfactory of the species of Enkianthus in our gardens, being
quite hardy and flowering freely. It is sometimes cut by late frost. In the
Arnold Arboretum, Mass., where the frosts are much more severe than ours, it

succeeds remarkably well. The leaves turn golden and red in autumn.
Var. Palilinii, Bean — The plant figured in Bot. Mag.^ t. 7059, is a

distinct form, the flowers being almost wholly of a rich deep red, rather smaller
than in the ordinary form, and produced in a distinct raceme. There is a
conspicuous line of reddish down bordering the base of the midrib of the
leaf beneath. In culii\ation at Coombe Wood.

K. CKRNUUS, Bentham and Hooker fil.

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. hi^li, vvitli smooth, bifurcating branches.
Leaves obovate, ,' 10 \l ins. long, half to two-thirds as wide; finely round-
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toothed, smooth, or with a few hairs at the base of the midrib beneath.
Flowers in a nodding raceme of ten or twelve blossoms, produced in May,
each on a downy stalk ] to i in. long. Corolla bell-shaped, ] in. long and
broad, white, the margin cut up into numerous slender-pointed, unequal teeth

;

calyx-lobes ovate-lanceolate, fringed with short hairs ; seed-vessel g to j in.

long.

Native of Japan. It is easily distinguished by the almost fringed mouth of

the corolla. Var. RUBENS is similar to the type, except that its leaves are
usually shorter and broader (roundish obovate), often from 5 to | in. long, and
the flowers of a rich deep red. Very distinct and beautiful.

E. HIMALAICUS, Hooker fii

(Bot. Mag., t. 6460 ; E. deflexus, C, K, Schneider^

A shrub or small tree, from 6 to over 20 ft. high
;
young branches bright

red, smooth or hairy. Leaves produced in a cluster at the end of the shoot

;

I to 3 ins. long, ^ to \'\ ins. wide ; oval, obovate or lanceolate, tapering to both
ends, with scattered hairs on both sides, but especially on the midrib beneath.
Flowers produced in June along with the young shoots in a terminal, umbellate
or racemose cluster, each of the eight to twenty blossoms borne on a drooping,
downy stalk \ to \\ ins. long. Corolla broadly bell-shaped, % in. broad, of
various shades of yellowish red with darker lines ; lobes triangular, deeper-
coloured. Calyx-lobes ^ in. long, triangular and long-pointed. Seed-vessel
almost globose, downy.

Native of the Himalaya up to 11,000 ft. altitude, and of \V. China. The
Himalayan plant is not very hardy and is usually wintered indoors, but the

Chinese plants introduced for Messrs Veitch by Wilson in 1908 are likely to

prove hardier, as he found them at quite as high altitudes. This Chinese form
is not quite identical with the Himalayan one figured in the Botanical
Magazine^ having usually more distinctly racemose flowers and smooth young
shoots. E. himalaicus has the largest flowers in the genus, and Mr Wilson
describes it as one of the most strikingly beautiful shrubs of the W. Chinese
mountains.

E. CHINENSIS, Franchet^ is nearly allied to it, but is distinguished by the

smooth leaves and flower-stalks. It is represented in cultivation by a very
few plants introduced by Wilson during his journey in Hupch and Yunnan,
1899-1901. Young shoots smooth. Flowers \ to \ in. wide and long, bell-

shaped, salmon pink with deeper lines. Fruit with five sharp ridges.

E. JAPONICUS, Hooker fil.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5822 ; Andromeda perulata, MiqueL")

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high ; branches bifurcated or arranged in

tiers ; smooth, reddish. Leaves clustered at the ends of the twigs, i to lA ins.

long, scarcely half as much wide, narrowly oval to obovate, fine-pointed,
tapering at the base to a short stalk, minutely toothed, downy only at the base
of the midrib. Flowers in a terminal cluster of three or more, each one on a
perfectly smooth, slender, drooping stalk about \ in. long. Corolla white,
I)itchcr-shapcd, ] to \ in. long, much contracted at the mouth where are five

shallow, ro unded, reflexed lobes, and five swellings at the base. Calyx of five

awl-shaped, smooth lobes
^.i

in. long. Seed-vessel \ in. long, cylindrical.

Native of Japan ; discovered in 1859 in the neighbourhood of Nagasaki
by Sir Rutherford Alcock, and introduced some ten years later by Messrs

2 K
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Standish. But little known in gardens yet, it is easily distinguished by its

white flowers on smooth stalks. It blossoms in April, and its leaves turn a
beautiful golden yellow in autumn.

E. SUBSESSILIS, Makino,

(Andromeda nikoensis, Maximowicz.)

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, 3 to 8 ft. high ; branchlets bifurcated or in

whorls, smooth. Leaves produced in a rosette at the end of the twig ; oval to

obovate, | to I5 ins. long, about half as wide ; tapering to a very short stalk
;

abruptly pointed, finely toothed ; dark dull green above, with white hairs on
the midrib

;
paler beneath, and with darker, longer hairs along the midrib.

Flowers produced in late May in slender, nodding, downy racemes, lA to 2 ins.

long, carrying six to twelve blossoms. Corolla pitcher-shaped, white, {'^ in.

long, much contracted at the mouth, where are five short recurved lobes ; calyx

ENKIANTHCS JAPONICUS.

lobes ovate, pointed, ^^ ^^- 'o"&> edged with hairs ; flower-stalks slender, | in.

long, smooth except at the base ; seed-vessel egg-shaped, ], in. long.

Native of Japan ; collected in the Central Province by Maries in 1878 ;

introduced to cultivation by Prof. Sargent in 1892, from the Nikko Mountains.
It is hardy at Kew, but slow-growing. It has not much beauty of flower, but

its foliage turns bright red in autumn. To some extent it resembles

E. japonicus, having the same white pitcher-shaped corolla, but it is smaller

and has not the five rounded protuberances at the base as in japonicus ; the

inflorescence too is racemose instead of fasciculate.

EPHEDRA. Shrubby Horse-tail. gnetace/E.

A group of curious shrubs, sometimes climbing, with a mode of

growth and branching resembling that of horse-tail (Equisetum). They
have little garden value, and are rarely seen except in scientific collections.

The older parts of the plants are truly woody, the younger parts very

pithy ; the branchlets slenderly cylindrical, rush-like, dark or greyish
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green, minutely ribbed, opposite or borne in whorls, very tough and
flexible, but snapping at the joints. The joints (nodes) are clasped by
small membranous sheaths which sometimes develop a pair of leaf-like

blades, usually ^ to | in. long. The flowers are unisexual, the sexes

usually on separate plants, the males being borne on short spikes from the

joints, each flower consisting of two opposite membranous sepals and
two to eight anthers, which are borne at the top of one central stalk

formed by the union of their stalks. The female flower is composed of

a naked ovule prolonged at the top into a style-like tube and enclosed

in a bag-like calyx or bract, which in the fruiting stage becomes fleshy,

red and often sweet and edible.

In cultivation out-of-doors, so far as I have seen, they do not flower

profusely or regularly in this country ; still less frequently do they bear

fruit. The best crop of blossom I have seen was in the early summer
of 1912, this being due presumably to the ripening influences of the

unusually hot summer of 191 1. The flowers are yellow, but have little

beauty.

The Ephedras, which in the vegetable kingdom make a connecting

link between ordinary flowering plants and conifers, usually inhabit dry,

inhospitable regions. Under cultivation they need a well-drained, loamy
soil and a sunny spot. They are propagated by seeds and layers and by
division. Such species as E. distachya, E. Gerardiana, and E. nebrodensis

make evergreen patches, interesting in the garden as being absolutely

distinct from any other hardy shrubs. The identification of the species

is a difficult botanical study, and a brief general description of a few of

the commoner species only can be given here.

E. DISTACHVA, Linmeus.—A shrub variable in height up to 3 or 4 ft., the

branchlets rather rigid, with the joints ^ to 2 ins. apart. Leaves ,1^ in. long.

Male flower-spike usually solitary ; female flowers in pairs. Fruit globose,

] in. long, red. Native of S. and E. Europe ; cultivated in the sixteenth

century. Var. MONOSTACHYA (E. monostachya, Linnccus) has solitary female

flowers.

E. GERARDIANA, Wallich.—A densely furnished shrub, often very dwarf
(2 or 3 ins. high) in a wild state, but up to 2 ft. high in cultivation, forming a

spreading close mass. Branchlets slender, erect, with the joints \ to i in.

apart. Male flowers yellow, in a globose or ovate spike \ in. long. Fruit

globose, I in. long, red. Native of the Himalaya, the Pamirs, Yarkand,
Thibet, etc.

E. INTERMEDIA, SchrcTik.—An erect shrub about 3 ft. high, branchlets

roughish, with the joints \\ to 2I ins. apart. Flowers of both sexes often on
the same plant. Fruit red, globose, ] in. long. Native of Central Asia.

Distinguished from the others here mentioned by the stouter branchlets and
longer internodes.

E. NEBRODENSIS, Tirteo.—A shrub sometimes 3 ft. or more high, the lower

branches prostrate ; branchlets with the slightly thickened joints \ to i in.

apart. Male flower-spikes solitary, or two or three together ; female solitary.

Fruit red, rarely yellow, globose, I in. long. Native of the Mediterranean

region, N. Africa, and Canary Islands. It occurs along the coast of Dalmalia,

and I have seen it making very charming evergreen patches at Spalato, on the

walls of Diocletian's palace, also in the vicinity of Ragusa.
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EPIG.'EA REPENS, LituliCUS. MAY-FLOWER. ERICACE/E

A creeping, evergreen shrub reaching only 4 to 6 ins. above the

ground, the slender hairy stems rooting at intervals. Leaves leathery,

alternate, ovate-oblong, with a heart-shaped base and a round or short-

pointed apex; i to 3 ins. long, j to 2 ins. wide; of a rather dark glossy

green, rough and sprinkled with short bristles on both surfaces and at

the margin ; leaf-stalk \ to \ in- lo^gj hairy. Flowers produced in April,

four to six together in a dense terminal head about i in. across, furnished

at the base with green, hairy, lanceolate bracts. Corolla tubular, | in.

long, with five spreading, roundish ovate lobes, making it about \ in.

across at the mouth, woolly within; white or rosy tinted; calyx-lobes

lanceolate, smooth, half as long as the corolla, green.

Native of Eastern N. America, from Canada to Georgia. It is

abundant near Plymouth, in Massachusetts, where the Pilgrim Fathers

landed in 1620. By them, tradition says, it was named after their own
famous vessel. It is said to have been introduced to Britain in 1736, but,

owing to the difficulty experienced in cultivating it, has never become
common. Although capable of withstanding any frost experienced in

this country, it misses its native covering of snow, and is excited into

premature growth by our mild winters only to be cut off by later frost.

It likes a peaty soil, and in Mr Waterer's nursery at Knap Hill thrives

admirably on the shady side of^ a clump of rhododendrons. On the other

hand, I have seen it equally good in the botanic garden at Dresden in

full sun ; but there the climate is not dissimilar to that of its native home.
The best success in Britain has been attained by giving it the shelter of a

handlight in late winter, and during frosty nights in spring. Propagated

by layers.

ERCILLA VOLUBILIS,/^/.fi-/^^/. PHYTOLACCACE^.

(Bridgesia spicata, Hooker.')

An evergreen climber producing a dense mass of slender, sparsely

branched, very leafy stems, ultimately 15 to 20 ft. high, attaching them-

selves to walls or tree-trunks by means of aerial roots
;
young wood

smooth. Leaves alternate, \ in. or less apart; ovate or oblong, \ to i^

ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; tapered or rounded at the base, blunt at the

apex, wavy at the margin ; smooth, stout, fleshy, dark shining green

;

stalk \ \.o \ in. long. Flowers produced in March and April in dense

spikes which are i to \\ ins. long, \ in. through, cylindrical. Calyx

\ in. across, with five dull white, ovate sepals; stamens white, about

eight, \ in. long, much protruded. Corolla none.

Native of Chile; introduced in 1840 by Thomas Bridges, a very

industrious collector of South American plants. The genus (of which

this is the only species) was named after him by Hooker, but the name
had to give way to an earlier one. It lives outside at Kew, and flowers

regularly, but succeeds better against a wall, where, if the leading shoots
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are securely nailed, it will form a heavy tangle. Its natural means of

attachment appear to be scarcely efficient enough to enable the plant to

bear its own weii^ht on a vertical surface.

ERICA. Heath, ericace^.

Of the several hundreds of known species of heath, the vast majority

are native of the Cape of Good Hope; the only hardy ones are of

European origin. Of the twelve true species described in the following

notes, five are natives of the British Isles. These heaths are all evergreen,

and are distinct among hardy shrubs for the smallness and the great

number of their leaves, which are linear and usually have the margins
recurved so as to form a groove at the back; they are arranged in whorls

of three or four, sometimes five or six. In stature these hardy heaths

range from small trees over 20 ft. high, to dwarf semi-prostrate shrubs

6 ins. high. The corolla varies from globular to cylindrical, and has
usually four small teeth at the contracted opening; it does not fall in the

ordinary way, but withers and remains long on the stalk encasing the seed-

vessel. Calyx four-parted ; stamens eight ; fruit a many-seeded capsule.

The best way to use heaths in gardens is to plant them in broad
masses. Fine colour effects can be produced in that way by both the

early- and later-flowering sorts. But near London, or in places with a

similar climate, it would not be wise to plant large masses of E. lusitanica,

australis, arborea, and the hybrid Veitchii, which are tender, nor of

E. scoparia, which is scarcely worth it. They thrive in almost any soil that

is not strongly impregnated with calcareous matter; but carnea, medi-
terranea, darleyensis, cinerea, and possibly others, can be grown even in

such soils. The soil may have decayed leaves mixed with it, but it should

not be enriched by manure. The ideal soil is one of light sandy peat,

but that is by no means essential.

In most gardens the soil is too rich for the dwarf heaths, and, in

consequence, they grow too fast and soft and become lanky, very different

from the dense sturdy plants one sees wild. To correct this, especially in

those that flower late, it is advisable occasionally to prune over the plants in

spring before they start growth. This makes them break into growth lower

down, and tends to keep them dwarfer and more compact. Whilst this

annual pruning is more especially needed by E. cinerea, multiflora,

vagans, ciliaris, and Tetralix, the early-flowering E. carnea and darleyensis

are also improved if treated the same way as soon as the flowers begin to

fade ; but with them it is not so necessary.

Heaths can be propagated by seeds and by cuttings. The former

should be sown in very sandy peat in spring, and kept in a cool frame

until germinated: when large enough to handle they should be pricked

off into shallow boxes of similar soil, and when 2 or 3 ins. high planted

out in nursery beds or even in permanent places. But cuttings j)erhaps

are preferable. They should be made in July and August, of moderately

ripened twigs about i in. long; side twigs of that length springing direct

from older branches are best. The leaves should be carefully removed
from the lower half, and for this work a very sharp knife is essential, so
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that the leaves are cut cleanly away without tearing the bark of the

cuttings. These are then put in pots of very sandy peat, surfaced with

silver sand when finished, and placed in slight bottom heat with a bell-

glass over them. They will take root in a few weeks, but need not be

disturbed until the following spring, when they can be treated as advised

for seedlings.

E. ARBOREA, LinncBus. TREE Heath.

A shrub of bushy habit, or in favourable localities a tree over 20 ft. high, with

a distinct trunk
;
young wood very hairy, the hairs branched. Leaves very

densely packed in whorls of threes, ^ to \ in. long, smooth, linear, grooved

beneath. Flowers very fragrant, borne in great profusion in March and
April, and usually clustered near the end of short twigs that furnish the shoots

of the preceding year, the whole making a slender panicle up to i^^ ft. in

length. Corolla globular, J in. long, almost whitfe ; sepals ovate, not half as

long as the corolla ; stigma much flattened, white ; flower-stalk \ in. long,

smooth.
Native of S. Europe, N. Africa, and the Caucasus ; introduced in 1658.

This fine heath is not seen at its best near London, although it grows 8 to 10

ft. high there. Ultimately, however, there comes a frost that kills it. In the

Isle of Wight there is, or used to be, a tree in the gardens of Steephill Castle,

Ventnor, over 20 ft. high, with a trunk i\ ft. in girth near the ground. There
is another about as high at Mt. Stewart, Co. Down. Even on the Dalmatian
islands, where I have seen this heath wild, these dimensions are not exceeded.

It appears to be able to withstand about 20° of frost with impunity, if it

be of only one or two nights' duration. In former times the wood was largely

used at Cannes for turning- and making into " briar-root " tobacco pipes—

a

corruption of the French " bruyere." It was once abundant along the coast

from Marseilles to Genoa. The flowers, whose odour is like that of honey,

remain, after fading, on the plants till June.

Var. ALPINA, Dieck.—A very distinct and valuable form of tree heath. It

was introduced to Kew in 1899, and has proved to be a very hardy and
handsome evergreen, and has never suffered in the least by any frost

experienced since that date. In the trying winter of 1908-9 even the smallest

twigs were uninjured, preserving a peculiarly fresh and vivid green all the

time. It is a sturdy bush, stiffer and more erect in its growth than E. arborea.

The young wood has the same mossy appearance, due to the abundance of

branched hairs. The flowers are not freely borne whilst the plant is young,

but afterwards they appear crowded in stiff, pyramidal panicles i ft. or more
long. They are rather dull white, but the beauty of the plant is as much in

the rich cheerful green of the plumose branches all through the winter. It is

now 6 to 8 ft. high at Kew. A native of the Mountains of Cuenca, in Spain,

at over 4500 ft. altitude. Perhaps distinct enough to rank as a species.

E. AUSTRALIS, Linnceus. SPANISH HEATH.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8045.)

A shrub of rather open, ungainly habit, usually 3 or 4 ft. high, occasionally

twice as much
;
young shoots erect, covered with a short thick down. Leaves

linear, \ in. long, glandular on the margins when quite young, arranged in

whorls of fours ; dark green above, channelled beneath. Flowers borne on the

previous year's ^Towth in clusters of four or eight at the end of the shoot.

Corolla cylindrical, I in. long, bright purplisli red, with four rounded lol)es at

the mouth ; calyx less than half as long as the corolla, slightly downy ; anthers

slightly exposed ; flower-stalk j^o in. long.
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Native of Spain and Portugal, introduced according to Aiton by the then

Earl of Coventry in 1769. In the richness and brightness of its colouring it is

the best of the taller heaths, and flowers from April to June. Unfortunately it

is not absolutely hardy, and very severe winters almost clear the country of

it, for which reason it has always Ijeen rare. It has lived in the open at Kew
since 1896, although sometimes hardly hit by frost. It should thrive per-

manently in the Isle of Wight, Cornwall, etc. In gardens, E. mediterranea is

often confused with it and flowers at the same time, but is readily distinguished

by its cylindrical clusters

of blossom, the individual

flowers coming in the leaf-

axils along the shoot—not

terminal as in australis.

The flower arrangement
of E. australis is similar '^^j

to that of E. stricta, but the ^^
latter only commences to

bloom when australis is

over, and it does so on
the shoots of the current

year.

E. CARNEA, LinncBus.

A low shrub of tufted

habit, from 6 to 10 ins.

high, the branches becom-
ing prostrate and spreading
on old plants

;
young twigs

smooth. Leaves linear, \

to ;V in. long, dark glossy

green above, channelled
beneath ; arranged mostly

in whorls of fours, the

whorls 1^7 to \ in. apart.

Flowers borne singly or in

pairs in the leaf -axils at

the end of the previous

summer's growth, making
cylindrical racemes i to 2

ins. long. Corolla deep
rosy red, scarcely | in. long,

cylindrical ; calyx - lobes

narrowly oblong, more
than half the length of

the corolla, anthers protruded, dark red
;

calyx.

Van ALBA (often grown as E. herbacea).— Flowers white.

Native of the Alps of Central Euroj)e ; introduced by the Earl of Coventry
in 1763. One of the most delightful of all dwarf shrubs, this heath is especially

valuable for its early flowering. Soon after New Year's Day the blossoms
begin to open, and often by February the plants are completely transformed
into tufts or masses of rosy red, all the more pleasing because the prevailing

tints of the plants then in flower are yellow, white, and blue. In a young
state the plants form dainty little tufts, but with age the branches spread

over the ground, and one plant will in lime cover 2 ft. or more of space,

Ekua australis.

flower-Stalk about as long as the
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always keeping its surface well clothed with the dark g^reen leafy twigs.

Plants can be kept particularly neat, thick, and dwarf, by cutting them over

in early April or as soon as the tlowers lose colour. This heath is admirable

for furnishing the shelves of the rock garden, and for forming broad patches

of colour wherever a dwarf evergreen is suitable. By some authors it and
E. mediterranea are regarded as forms of the same species. In botanical

characteristics the two are similar, but E. carnea is, of course, absolutely

distinct in its dwarf or semi-prostrate habit, in its more conspicuously exposed
anthers, and in flowering earlier. It is also much hardier.

E. CILIARIS, Linnceus.

A straggling shrub, 6 to 12 ins. high, with long prostrate stems from which
the flowering l3ranches spring erect in dense masses

;
young stems thickly

covered with hairs. Leaves in whorls of threes, ovate, about \ in. long,

green above, whitish beneath, smooth on both surfaces, but the edges
furnished with long gland-tipped hairs ; stalk scarcely perceptible. Flowers

arranged in whorls of threes on erect terminal racemes, 2 to 5 ins. long,

and opening from late June to October. Corolla rosy red, pitcher-shaped,

ii^ in. long, suddenly and obliquely contracted towards the mouth, where are

four rounded, shallow teeth. Sepals very similar to the smallest leaves,

but more densely hairy on the margin ; flower-stalk ^ in. long ; seed-vessel

quite smooth.
Native of S.W. Europe, also of Cornwall, Dorsetshire, and W. of Ireland.

Amongst hardy heaths it is only likely to be confused with E. Tetralix,

but that species has its leaves in fours, and its flowers are arranged in short

terminal umbels—not on an elongated axis as in E. ciliaris. The latter

is charming for planting in broad masses for late summer and autumnal
flowering.

Var. Maweana (E. Maweana, Backhouse\ Bot. Mag., t. 8443.—A very

distinct and superior form of E. ciliaris found in 1872 in Portugal by the late

Mr Geo. Maw. It differs from the ordinary ciliaris in its stififer, sturdier

habit, and is less inclined to develop long trailing branches. The flower

is larger, being \ in. long, and the foliage stouter and darker green. It flowers

from July to November, and is a most attractive plant.

E. Watson I, De Candolle.—A hybrid between E. ciliaris and E. Tetralix,

found first on a heath near Truro by Mr H. C. Watson. The flowers are

arranged much after the fashion of E. ciliaris, and they have the obliquely

pitcher-shaped form of that species, but the raceme is not so elongated.

The leaves are mostly in whorls of four, as in E. Tetralix, and have the narrower

form of that species.

E. CINEREA, Linnceus. SCOTCH or Grey Heath.

A low shrub, from 6 ins. to i^ ft. high, with rather stiff, much-divided
branches

;
young shoots downy. Leaves normally three in a whorl, linear,

\ to ] in. long, flat above, convex beneath, pointed, deep green and smooth.

Flowers produced from June to September in terminal umbels of four to

eight flowers, or in racemes i to 3 ins. long ; corolla egg-shaped, 4 in. long,

bright purple, with four teeth at the opening. Calyx-lobes narrow-lanceolate,

one-third the length of the corolla, semi-transparent, smooth ; flower-stalk

^ to ^ in. long, downy.
Native of W. Europe from Norway to Spain and N. Italy, and veiy

generally distributed over the moors of Britain. It is, perhaps, the most
beautiful of the dwarf summer- and autumn-flowering heaths, and produces
an enormous profusion of blossom. In cultivated ground in the Thames
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Valley it is apt to be short-lived, growing too fast in the early summer and
often scorched by excessive heat in July and August, It is improved by
cutting over in the early spring before growth starts. It has varied much in

the colour of the flowers, and nurserymen offer some half a dozen varieties.

The three following are the most distinct :

—

\''ar. ALBA.—Flowers pure white.

\^ar. ATROPURPUREA.—Flowers deeper purple than in the type.

Var. COCCINEA.—Flowers red, almost scarlet, and not at all purplish. A
very striking variety, but not vigorous like the type.

These and the type are worth planting freely for producing broad masses
of colour at a season when comparatively few shrubs are in bloom.

E. DARLEVENSIS, Bean.

(E. mediterranea hybrida, Hort. ; E. hybrida, Hort.')

This heath first appeared in the great heath nursery of Messrs James Smith
& Son, at Darley Dale, in Derbyshire, and showed characters intermediate
between those of E. carnea and E. mediterranea. They named it "E. medi-
terranea hybrida," but as it shows as much, or more, affinity with E. carnea,
1 have adopted another name for it. The name "hybrida" has been given to

it, but that is already in use for a Cape heath. In the characters of its leaves,

young wood, and flowers it is identical with those two species, which them-
selves scarcely differ ; but planted in groups it eventually forms dense masses
2 ft. high—at least twice as high as carnea, yet never showing any disposition

to grow erect, and form a single stem like mediterranea. Quite young plants
are scarcely distinguishable from E. carnea, but soon show they are not the
same by their stronger growth. A valuable character of E. darleyensis is its

habit of commencing to flower as early as November—at least a month before

E. carnea—and continuing until May. It ought to be in every garden.

E. LUSITANICA, Rudolph.

(Rot. Mag., t. 8018 ; E. codonodes, Lindley^

An erect, elegant shrub, eventually 10 to 12 ft. high, forming large plumose
branches

;
young shoots clothed with simple hairs. Leaves about ] in. long,

linear, slightly grooved beneath, irregularly arranged. Flowers slightly

fragrant, produced in great profusion during March and April, or even in

January and February in mild seasons and warm districts ; they are borne in

clusters towards the end of small lateral twigs. Corolla cylindrical, {\ in.

long, white ; calyx and flower-stalk smooth, the former with triangular teeth
;

stamens and style deep pink.

Native of S.W. Europe; introduced early in the nineteenth century. The
only other species with which this is likely to be confused is E. arborea. From
it E. lusitanica differs in the paler foliage, in the more plumose erect l^ranching,

in the hairs on the young shoots being unbranchcd, and in the longer, larger,

but less fragrant flowers with a sfiiall red stigma. Seen together they are

quite distinct. E. lusitanica is, if anything, more tender than E. arborea, but

thrives exceedingly well in the south-west counties. At Lytchet Heath, near
Poole, the progeny of a single plant have naturalised themselves in thousands,

and now cover \\ acres of ground. Near London, it will not survive any
lengthened exposure to much more than 20' of frost. This heath flowers with

extraordinary profusion, the whole plant with its pyramidal branches i to 2 ft.

long, being covered with blossoms which last long in beauty.
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E. Mackavi, Hooker. Mackav's Hi-atii.

By most authorities this heath is regarded as a variety of E. Tetralix. It

is about I ft. high, with its leaves in whorls of four, ovate-oblong, the margins
less recurved than in E. Tetralix, and thus apparently broader ; usually smooth
above. The flowers are in terminal umbels as in E. Tetralix ; the corolla of

a deeper rosy red, shorter and broader. Seed-vessel comparatively smooth
(it is always downy in E. Tetralix). The plant thus in some respects shows
a relationship with E. ciliaris, and may be a hybrid between these two. The
only home of this heath in the British Isles appears to be in Connemara, from
Clifden south to Roundstone Bay. Here it was discovered by Mr W. M'Calla
in 1833. It is also found in Asturias, N.W. Spain. A pretty dwarf heath,

useful for planting in broad patches as recommended for its allies.

Var. FLORE PLENO (E. Crawfurdii).—A double-flowered form found in

W. Galway. The urn-shaped corolla is rather wider at the mouth than in the

type, and encloses several small, closely packed petals which have replaced

the stamens. Superior to the single form in lasting longer in flower.

E. Stuartii, Linton^ is regarded as a hybrid between E. Mackayi and
E. mediterranea. It was discovered in W. Galway in 1890, in association with

E. Mackayi. It leans more to that parent than to E. mediterranea.

E. MEDITERRANEA, LinnCEUS.

A shrub 6 to 10 ft. high, of dense bushy form ; branches erect and smooth.
Leaves linear, \ to \ in. long, dark green, produced in whorls of four. Flowers
borne singly or in pairs at each of the leaf-axils at the ends of the twigs of

the previous year, the buds being formed the previous summer. They make
dense leafy racemes i to 2 ins. long. Corolla cylindrical, \ in. long, of a rich

rosy red ; calyx-lobes narrow-oblong, rather more than half as long as the

corolla ; anthers dark red, exposed ; flower-stalk \ in. or less long.

Var. ALBA.— Flowers white
;
plant not so large and robust as the type.

Var. HIBERNICA (syn. glauca).—A form found in W. Ireland, growing there

3 or 4 ft. high. It differs chiefly in the foliage being of a more glaucous hue,

and appears to be the same as the heath sold in nurseries as var. glauca. It

does not flower with such profusion as the type.

Var. HYBRIDA (see E. darleyensis).

Var. NANA.—A dwarf plant forming a rounded tuft i to i-| ft. high ; not so

free-flowering as the type.

Native of S. France, Spain, and of Co. Galway in Ireland, but not of the

Mediterranean region, in spite of its name. It is really of Biscayan origin
;

introduced, according to Aiton, in 1648. Of the spring-flowering heaths it is

the fincsts and best for a climate like that of London. It is quite hardy at

Kew except in the severest of all winters, and planted there in large masses
provides a continuous feast of colour and fragrance from March to May.
Its fragrance is like that of honey. Of the several forms mentioned, the

typical one and var. alba are, in my experience, the best.

E. MULTIFLORA, Linnceus.

A low shrub, i to 2 ft. high; young shoots smooth. Leaves \ \.o \ in. long,

linear, almost cylindrical, slightly downy at the base, arranged in fours or

fives. Flowers clustered in the leaf-axils as in E. vagans, forming an erect,

cylindrical, terminal raceme, 2 or 3 ins. long. Corolla pale rose, pitcher-

shaped, \\ in. long ; anthers oblong, protruding, each anther with its two
cells (loculi) separated only slightly at the top ; sepals lance-shaped, not quite

half as long as the corolla; flower-stalk \ in. long, holding the flower clear

of the leaves.

Native of .S. Europe ; introduced in 173 1. This heath is very rare in
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gardens, a form of E. vagans being usually made to do duty for it. The

two have been much confused by botanists, but E. multiflora is easily

distinguished by the anthers being only slightly notched at the top, whereas

in E. vagans they are slit to the base ; the sepals also are longer and narrower

than in E. vagans.

E. SCOPARIA,
Linnceus. BESOM

Heath.
A shrub of loose,

uneven habit, as much
as 9 or lo ft. high, its

branches erect and,

like the leaves, free

from down. Leaves
in whorls of threes

(sometimes fours), \
in. Ion; imear.

pointed, glossy dark
green. Flowers pro-

duced in May and
June, in clusters of

two to five, in the leaf-

axils, over almost the

whole of the preced-

ing year's growth.
Corolla greenish, ^V

in. long, globular.

Calyx and flower-

stalk quite smooth.
Native of Central

and W. France, and
much used there for

making besoms. It

is perfectly hardy, and
is the tallest of the

heaths as they are

found in gardens near
London ; whilst its

habit is loose and ir-

regular, it is decidedly
elegant. It blossoms
with great freedom,
but the blossoms
are small and of no
great beauty, and it

is only for its beauty
of habit that it is desirable.

Var. I'UMILA (syn. var. nana) is a dwarf variety which I have not seen

over 2 ft. high.

E. STRICTA, Andrews.

(E. ramulosa, Viviani ; E. terminalis, Salishury, Bot. Mag., t. 8063 ;

E. Corsica, Df Catuiollei)

An erect shrub up to 8 or 9 ft. high, the branches covered with scarcely

perceptible down. Leaves arranged in whorls usually of fours, sometimes fives

Erica uxditbrrania.
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or sixes ; linear, ] to }. in. long, dark glossy green. Flowers in terminal

umbels carrying four to eight blossoms, and in beauty from June to September.

Corolla cylindrical, narrowing towards the mouth, where are four recurved

teeih ;
pale rose, ] in. long ; calyx with four lanceolate lobes, smooth.

Native of S. Spain, Italy, Corsica and Sardinia; introduced, according to

Aiton, in 1765. Although one of the tallest of the heaths, it is perfectly hardy

at Kew. It passed through the winter of 1894-5 without serious injury. It

strikes freely from cuttings, and flowers well when 12 ins. high. Its pleasing

habit, erect, clustered twigs, and deep green, healthy-looking foliage ; its bright

rosy blossoms ; and the fact that it flowers in late summer, make it a most
desirable shrub. Yet it is almost neglected in gardens.

E. Tetralix, Linncms. Cross-leaved Heath.

A low shrub, 6 to 18 ins. high, with the older stems spreading or prostrate,

the young flower-bearing ones erect
;
young shoots downy. Leaves arranged

in whorls of four, forming a cross, narrower than in E. ciliaris, and averaging

^ in. long ; dark green above, white beneath, edged with glandular hairs, and
downy. Flowers in a dense head of from four to twelve or more blossoms.

Corolla cylindrical, \ in. long, rose-coloured, contracted at the mouth, where

arc four shallow recurved lobes. Sepals like the leaves, but more hairy
;

flower-stalk and seed-vessel downy.
Native of N. and W. Europe, and very commonly diffused through the

British Isles, where it is the most abundant of the true heaths. It blossoms
from June to October, and although so common in a wild state is well worth

planting in masses in the garden. It is sometimes confused with E. ciliaris,

under which the distinctions between the two are pointed out.

\'ar. ALBA, Aiton.—Flowers white.

Van MOLLIS, Hort.—Flowers white ; foliage distinctly greyish, due to the

abundant whitish down on the leaves and stems. The whole plant has a

frosted appearance.
E. WlLLL\MSli, Druce.—A supposed hybrid between E. Tetralix and

E. vagans, growing at the Lizard, Cornwall ; found by Mr P. D. Williams.

Its leaves have the glandular hairs of E. Tetralix. Corolla pitcher-shaped,

rose-coloured ; stamens included within it ; ovary hairy. Flowers in umbels.

E. VAGANS, LinncBus. CORNisii Heatii.

A low, spreading shrub, from i to i^ ft. high, becoming ultimately 5 ft. or

more wide, and rather sprawling ; branchlets smooth. Leaves arranged four

or five in a whorl ; the whorls \ in. or less apart on the stems ; linear, \Xo\
in. long, channelled beneath, dark green and smooth. Flowers produced

usually in pairs from the leaf-axils, each on a smooth stalk .^5 in. long, the

whole forming an erect, leafy, cylindrical raceme 4 to 7 ins. long, the flowers

opening from below upwards from July to October. Corolla almost globular,

about \. in. long, pinkish purple, the four lobes but little recurved ; sepals

ovate ; anthers exposed and split to the base.

Native of Cornwall and S.W. Europe. A showy and very attractive shrub

in late summer and autumn, useful for planting on sunny slopes, and in broad
masses. It is easily raised from cuttings, and thrives well in almost any soil

not heavy or limy. Like the other late-flowering heaths it should be cut over

occasionally in spring before growth recommences, removing all that part of

the shoot that has borne flowers. This keeps the plants neater and causes

them to flower more profusely, but done too often reduces the size of raceme.

Var. ALBA.—Habit denser and dwarfer; flowers white.

Var. GkANDlFLOkA.— Flowers larger.

Var. RUBRA.—Flowers more deeply rosy than the type.
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E. Veitchii, Bean. Veitch's Hybrid Heath.

A hybrid raised in the Exeter nurseries of Messrs R. Veitch & Sons, and
first exhibited by them at the Royal Horticultural Hall on 14th February 1905.
It appears to have been of accidental origin, but there is no doubt that

E. arborea and E. lusitanica are its parents. It is intermediate in many
respects between them. In the colour of its foliage it resembles E. lusitanica,

but the habit is rather that of E. arborea. The flowers are intermediate in

shape, and white. They show their hybrid origin in the shape and colour of
the stigma, the flattened shape being that of E. arborea, the pink colour
being that of E. lusitanica ; stamens pink. A further indication of hybridity is

in the hairs on the young shoots, which are partly branched like those of
E. arborea, and partly simple like those of E. lusitanica.

E. Veitchii is quite as beautiful a heath as its parents, and of more
vigorous growth.

ERIXACEA PUNGENS, Boissier. Hedgehog Broom.
LEGUMINOS.E.

(E. Erviilei, Hort. ; Anthyllis erinacea, Linnceus^ Bot. Mag., t. 676.)

A dwarf, much-branched, stiff, spiny shrub, under i ft. high in this

country. The branches are erect, sharp-pointed, and in shape like small

bodkins. They have very few leaves, and these are scarcely noticeable,

being \ to \ in. long, very narrow. Flowers borne two to four together

on a short stalk just below the apex of the branchlet ; they are ^ to } in.

long, with purplish blue petals, and a peculiarly large, membranous,
silky calyx two-thirds the length of the flower. Pod oblong, J in. long,

glandular-hairy, one- to two-seeded. Flowers in April and May.
Native of Spain, whence it was introduced in 1759, but still remains

one of the rarest of hardy plants. The distinct colour of its flowers, more
blue than those of any other hardy leguminous shrub, should have gained

it more notice. It is, however, very slow-growing, and misses the sunlight

of its native mountains. It does not suffer from frost at Kew, but thrives

better in the west of England. In the vicarage garden at Bitton it forms

low dense tufts of spiny stems, occasionally perfecting seed. At the

foot of a sunny wall in the Cambridge Botanic Garden it also flowers

admirably. It can be propagated by cuttings or layers, occasionally

by seed. It is said to grow so plentifully on some of the mountains of

Spain that horses can scarcely make their way through it. Suitable for

a sunny nook in the rock garden.

ERIOBOTRYA japonica, Limilcy. Loquat. rosace. e.

(Photinia japonica, Franchft.')

An evergreen tree up to 20 or 30 ft. high, of rounded, bushy form
;

young branches thick and woolly. Leaves varying in size according to

the vigour of the plant, sometimes i ft. long by 5 ins. wide ; ordinarily

6 to 9 ins. long and 3 to 4 ins. wide ; wrinkled, coarsely but nut deeply

toothed, strongly set with parallel ribs ] to A in. apart ; stalk very short

and woolly. The lower surface is covered with a brownish wool, whilst
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the upper is dark glossy green and smooth, except when young, being

then covered with a loose white floss. Flowers J in. across, fragrant like

hawthorn, closely packed on a stiff, terminal, pyramidal panicle, 3 to 6 ins.

high, the stalks and calyx covered with a dense brown wool
;

petals

yellowish white. Fruit pear-shaped or oblong, ij ins. long, yellow;

sometimes formed but rarely ripened in England. Allied to Photinia,

but differing in the much larger three- to five-celled fruit.

Native of China and Japan: introduced to England in 1787 by Sir

Joseph Banks, but not hardy enough to have ever become widely

cultivated. It can only be grown against a south wall at Kew, where

a plant has grown well for over thirty years, and makes a handsome and
striking display of foliage, but rarely flowers. In the south of Europe

this tree is cultivated for its fruit, and is frequently put on table for

dessert in the southern Italian hotels in spring. In the south-west of

England there are trees over 15 ft. high in the open (nearly twice as

high on walls). It is best raised from seeds obtained from S. Europe,

where there are several named varieties. Its leaves are amongst the

handsomest in all evergreens that can be grown out-of-doors.

ESCALLONIA. Saxifragace/E.

A well-marked genus of hardy or half-hardy shrubs, of which all the

species in cultivation except E. Philippiana are evergreen. The leading

characters of the genus are : leaves alternate, simple, without stipules, often

arranged in clusters on the twigs, each cluster in the axil of a larger leaf,

and really representing a short branch ; flowers white or red, mostly arranged

in terminal racemes or panicles
;
petals five, long-clawed, free, but forming

an imitation tube (except in Philippiana) ; fruits top-shaped, surmounted

by the persistent style. Many Escallonias are furnished with resin glands

on the leaves and branchlets, but these are far from being as abundant in

cultivated plants as they are in wild ones. All of them are natives of

S. America, and are most abundant in Chile. The genus was named in

honour of Escallon by the Spanish botanist Mutis, his companion and

teacher.

As garden shrubs the Escallonias are nearly all too tender to thrive

well, except in the milder counties, without some protection. This protec-

tion is best afforded by a wall, and few evergreens make more effective

and beautiful wall-coverings. For such as can be grown in the open a

sunny position should be selected, and the soil should not be very rich

—

an ordinary sandy loam suffices, without manure or other fertilising

material. They are easily increased by cuttings of half-ripened wood
placed in pots of sandy soil in gentle heat. The wood is in proper

condition in August.

E. Philippiana is quite hardy, and of the evergreen kinds the following

arc the hardiest : exoniensis, langleyensis, illinita, and rubra.

E. EXONIENSIS, Veitch.

An evergreen shrub or small tree up to 15 or 20 ft. high, of quick growth

and open, graceful habit ; branches ribbed, downy, and slightly glandular.
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Leaves variable in size, from ^ to i^ ins. long, half or less than half as wide
;

doubly toothed, glossy green above, paler beneath, smooth on both sides
except for a line of down along the midrib above. Flowers white or rose-

tinted, produced from June to October in terminal panicles li to 3 ins. long,
petals nearly ^ in. long, the bases forming a tube, the ends expanded. Calyx
and flower-stalks downy and glandular.

A hybrid between E. pterocladon and rubra raised in the nursery of Messrs
Veitch of Exeter. It is a most attractive evergreen, flowering more or less

continuously from June until the frosts come, and quite as hardy as
E. rubra.

E. FLORIBUNDA, Kutlth.

(Bot. Mag., t, 6404.)

An evergreen shrub up to 10 ft. or more high when grown on walls in

this country, but occasionally attaining the dimensions of a small tree in

S. America ; branchlets slightly viscid, but not downy. Leaves li to 4 ins.

long, i to I in. wide ; obovate or narrowly oval, tapering at the base, rounded or
often conspicuously notched at the apex, entire or very minutely toothed,

smooth and bright green above, furnished with small resinous dots beneath
;

stalk ^ to J in. long. Flowers pure white, \ in. across, with a hawthorn-like
fragrance, produced in terminal compound panicles, the largest of which are
as much as 9 ins. long and 5 ins. wide, but usually much smaller ; the lower
sections of the panicles come from the upper leaf-axils.

Introduced in 1827 from S. America, where it is widely spread, reaching
from Venezuela to the south of Peru. Flowers in late summer and autumn.

E. MONTEVIDENSIS, De Catidolle^ is a close ally found on the eastern side

of S. America, in S. Brazil, and in Uruguay near Mount \'ideo. It differs in the
young branches being not sticky ; in the flowers, twice as large ; in the flatter

and more rounded flower-truss ; in the more pointed calyx-lobes being
furnished with minute glandular teeth, and in the smaller toothed leaves.

These two are the handsomest of white-flowered Escallonias in cultivation.

They can only be grown on walls except in the very mildest parts of the

kingdom.

E. ILL!NITA, Presl

An open, loose-habited, evergreen shrub up to 10 (perhaps more) ft. high
;

branchlets not downy, but furnished with stalked glands, and resinous when
young. Leaves obovate or oval, from \ in. to 2i ins. long, nearly to quite half

as wide ; tapered at the base, rounded or abruptly pointed at the apex, finely

toothed, not downy on either surface, but glossy green above and more or less

clammy with a resinous secretion when young ; stalk i to | in. long. Panicle

3 or 4 ins. long, \\ ins. diameter, cylindrical, thinly hairy and glandular ; each
branch of the panicle one- to five-, more often three-flowered, and springing from
the axil of a leaflike bract. Flowers white, :\ in. wide at the top, the claws of

the petals forming a tube \ in. long. Calyx green, bell-shaped, with five

linear lobes.

Native of Chile ; introduced early in the nineteeth century. This plant has
an odour distinctly suggestive of the pigsty, but by no means so offensive as

that comparison would suggest, and not so strong as that of E. viscosa {,g.v.)y

a closely allied species. E. illinita is one of the hardiest of the genus. It has
for many years been grown in the open at Kew, and survives even severe

winters although sometimes badly cut.
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E. LANGLEYENSIS, Veitch.

An elegant, evergreen, or in hard winters, semi-evergreen shrub, becoming
eventually 8 ft. or more high, and producing long, slender, arching shoots in

one season ; branchlets copiously furnished with stalked glands. Leaves \ to

I in. long, about half as wide ; obovatc or narrowly oval, toothed, stalkless
;

smooth and glossy green above, specked beneath with minute resin-glands.

Flowers of a charmingly bright rosy carmine, \ i"- across, produced during

June and July (a few later) in short racemes of about half a dozen blossoms

terminating short leafy twigs ; calyx and flower-stalk slightly glandular.

This very attractive shrub was raised in Messrs Veitch's nursery at Langley

about 1893, by crossing E. Philippiana with E. punctata. Although not quite

so hardy as the first of these, it is hardy enough to stand all but the severest of

frosts, and even then will break up again from the ground. It is distinct from

other Escallonias in its slender arching branches, which bear the racemes on

EsCALLONIA LANGLEYENSIS.

the upper side. The colour of the flowers, too, is different from that of any
other Escallonia except

E. EDiNENSis, a hybrid of similar origin and almost identical in leaf and
flower, raised in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden.

E. MACRANTIIA, Hooker.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4473.)

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, forming a dense bush of luxuriant
habit, the glutinous branchlets covered with down, intermingled with which are
numerous erect glands Leaves l^roadiy oval or obovatc, tapering at the base

;

I to 3 ins. long, ^ to \\ ins. wide; doubly toothed, smooth, and of a dark
shining green above, doited beneath with numerous resinous glands ; stalkless.

Racemes terminal, sometimes branched and forming a panicle, 2 to 4 ins. long.
Flowers bright rosy red, about ^ in. long and wide

;
petals spreading at the top,

their claws erect and forming a tube ; calyx bell-shaped with narrow, pointed
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lobes, and covered with sticky glands ; flower-stalk downy. Fruit top-shaped,
with persistent calyx and style.

Introduced from the Island of Chiloe by \Vm. Lobb, about 1846, and now
one of the commonest evergreen shrubs in the south-western maritime districts,

where it is frequently used to make hedges. In the London district and
further north it needs in most places the protection of a wall, making indeed
one of the handsomest of evergreen wall-coverings. It thrives admirably in

most of the southern seaside resorts, flowering during June and the succeeding
months.

E. Ingrami, Hort.^ appears to be intermediate (perhaps a hybrid) between
E. macrantha and E. punctata ; its leaves are smaller and proportionately
narrower than those of E. macrantha; flowers of a similar colour, but scarcely
so large.

E. ORGANENSIS, Gardner.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4274.) ^

An evergreen shrub of robust habit, 4 to 6 ft, high, with stout, angled, very

leafy branchlets ; not downy but slightly glandular-resinous. Leaves narrowly
obovate or oval, stiff", the largest 3 ins. long by i in. wide ; toothed except towards
the tapering base, rather blunt at the apex, smooth ; stalk very short, reddish.

Flowers clear rosy red, \ to \ in. across, produced late in the year in short,

densely flowered, terminal panicles
;
petals forming a tube at the base, upper

part spreading ; flower-stalks and calyx quite smooth or minutely glandular,

the latter with five narrow, awl-shaped lobes.

Discovered in ravines near the summit of the Organ Mountains of Brazil

by Mr Gardner in 1841, and introduced to England by W. Lobb very soon
after. Not hardy except in Cornwall, etc., but worth growing on a wall for

its beautiful rosy flowers.

E. Philippiana, Masters.

A deciduous shrub of robust habit and graceful form, 6 to 8 ft. high, the

branches very leafy, often arching. Leaves obovate, ^ to 4 in. long, /. in. or

less wide, tapering at the base, toothed
;

quite smooth on both surfaces.

Flowers pure white, ^j to \ in. across, produced during June and July in the

uppermost leaf-axils and at the end of short twigs, the whole forming a leafy

raceme 2 to i^ ins. long ; calyx top-shaped, with five triangular lobes.

Native of Valdivia ; introduced by Pearce for Messrs Veitch, between i860

and 1866, and first flowered in their nursery in 1873. This is undoubtedly
the hardiest of all known Escallonias ; it has survived without any injury yi^

of frost at Kew, quite unprotected. It is also very distinct ; besides being

deciduous, its petals do not, as in so many species, form a kind of tube.

Both in leaf and flower it bears a considerable resemblance to the Australian

shrub—Leptospermum scoparium—an ally, however, of the myrtle. It is

undoubtedly one of the most pleasing of later flowering shrubs.

E. PTEROCLADON, Hooker.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4827.)

An evergreen, bushy shrub, usually 4 to 8 ft. high, but twice as high when
trained against a wall, or grown in very mild localities ; branchlets downy
and distinctly angled. Leaves narrowly obovate, \ to i in. long, i to ] in.

wide; tapering at the base to a very short stalk, toothed ; dark shining green
above, paler beneath and smooth on both surfaces except for a line of down
on the midrib above. Flowers in slender racemes i\ to 3 ins. long, icrminat-

2L
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ing short, rigid, leafy twigs, the lower flowers solitary in the axils of small
leaves. Petals white, l in. long, spreading at the ends, but erect at the base,

and so close together as to form a tube ; calyx quite smooth, top-shaped.
Flowers fragrant, appearing from June to August.

Native of Patagonia ; introduced for Messrs Veitch by Wm. Lobb, in

1847. It requires a wall in the London district, but in the south and west
counties it thrives excellently as a bush in the open. In the garden of
Mrs Chambers, near Haslemere I have seen it covered with blossom. In
Co. Wicklow, Ireland, it is 15 ft. high.

E. PULVERULENTA, Persoon.

(Sweet's Flower Garden, ii.. t. 310.)

An evergreen shrub, 10 to 12 ft. high, with downy, viscid, varnished
branchlets. Leaves very viscid, oblong, with a rounded end and tapering

EsCALLONIA PHILIPPIANA.

base ; 2 to 4 ins. long, | to \\ ins. wide ; finely toothed, bristly hairy on both

surfaces, the upper one with a varnished appearance. Flowers white, densely

crowded on slender, cylindrical racemes 4 to 9 ins. long, \ to i in. through
;

sometimes branched at the base.

Native of Chile ; introduced early in the nineteenth century, but now
uncommon. It is not hardy in any but our warmest districts, although in

colder ones it may live and thrive for many years on a wall. From all the

other white-flowered Escallonias in cultivation this is readily distinguished

by its long slender racemes. (E. revoluta is sometimes grown in gardens

under the name, but is well distinguished by its thick grey down.)

E. PUNCTATA, De Candolle.

(E. rubra var. punctata, Flooker fil. ; Bot. Mag., t. 6599.)

An evergreen bushy shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, of free, vigorous habit
;
young

branchlets sticky, clothed with down and gland-tipped bristles. Leaves obovatc
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or oval, up to 2 ins. long, | in. wide, but mostly much smaller ; tapering at

both ends, but more gradually to the base, toothed on the terminal portion
;

upper surface smooth and glossy, the under-surface specked with numerous
minute resin-glands ; stalk very short. Flowers rich crimson, produced in

terminal corymbose panicles, i^ to 2 ins. long and wide ; the lower portion of
the petals cohering to form a tube I to ^ in. long, spreading at the ends.

Flower-stalk and calyx covered with glands, the latter with five triangular

lobes. Blossoms from June to August.
Native of Chile ; nearly allied to E. rubra, from which it differs chiefly in

the deeper coloured flowers, and in the much more abundant glands on the

young wood, under-surface of the leaves, calyx, and flower-stalks. Hardy in

the warmer counties, it is best with the protection of a wall elsewhere.

E. REVOLUTA, PersooH.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6949.)

An evergreen shrub up to 20 ft. high ; branchlets thickly covered with a
grey felt, angled. Leaves 4 to 2 ins. long, from i to i| ins. wide ; obovate,

pointed or rounded at the apex, tapering at the base, unevenly toothed ; both
surfaces covered with a thick grey down. Flowers white, produced in racemes
or panicles H to 3 ins. long, at the end of leafy twigs

;
petals f in. long, the

bases forming a slender tube ; calyx and flower-stalks covered with grey hairs.

Blossoms in September and October.

Native of Chile. It succeeds admirably in the south-western counties, but

needs wall protection in colder localities. The name refers to the rolling

inwards of the leaf-margins, which is usually more or less noticeable but is a

character by no means confined to this species. Its most noticeable character-

istic is the grey down which covers the entire plant, but varies in density.

E. RUBRA, Pcrsoon.

(Bot. Mag., t. 289c.)

An evergreen shrub up to 15 ft. high, of vigorous, quick-growing, loose

habit
;
young branches reddish, downy, somewhat viscid and glandular.

Leaves obovate to lanceolate, the largest i3, to 2 ins. long, and \ to i in. wide
;

tapering at both ends, the upper part doubly toothed, but furnished with

stalked glands near the base ; both surfaces without down. Flowers red,

.'j in. wide at the top where the ends of the petals expand, the lower portions or

claws forming a slender tube \ in. long ; they arc produced in loose terminal

panicles, few- or many- flowered, and i to 3 ins. long ; calyx top-shaped, with

five narrow-linear lobes '. in. long, smooth ; flower-stalk slender,] to A in. long.

Introduced in 1827 to the Botanic Garden of Liverpool from Chile, this

Escallonia has since proved to be the hardiest of the evergreen species. I

have only known it once cut to the ground at Kew, which was in February i8<>5,

and the plants afterwards sprang up again freely from the ground. It is

quite a handsome shrub, and useful in flowering from July onwards. The
s|)ecies is variable, and some forms approach E. punctata in having the

calyx glandular and downy. In var. AI>BIKL0RA, Hooker^ perhaps not now in

cultivation, the flowers are while.

E. VISCOSA, Forbes.

A loose-habited, rather s|)rawling evergreen shrub up to !o ft. high, the

branchlets drooping, sticky with resinous glands. Leaves obovate, 1 to 3 ins.

long, i to lA ins. wide ; finely toothed, abruptly pointed or rounded at the a|K'x,
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tapered at the base to a stalk X in. or less long ; upper surface dark shining
green, clammy with resin

;
paler, but also resinous and glossy beneath.

Flowers white, in a panicle 5 or 6 ins. long, rather thinly disposed, pendulous
from the under-side of the main axis, each branch of the panicle one- to four-

flowered, and springing from the axil of a leaflike bract ; flower-stalk furnished
with stalked glands. Corolla | to ^ in. across, the claws of the petals forming
a slender tube nearly ^ in. long ; calyx green, bell-shaped, with awl-shaped
teeth.

Native of Chile ; long known in cultivation, but much confused with illinita.

From that species, although unmistakably closely allied, it is very distinct as
seen in the living state. It is laxer in habit ; the panicles are longer, one-sided
(instead of cylindrical) ; and the leaves and young shoots are much more
sticky and resinous, especially in autumn, and much more scented. The most
impressive peculiarity of this shrub, indeed, is its odour, even more suggestive
of the pigsty than that of illinita, but intermingled with a resinous smell, and
by no means so unpleasant as that comparison might imply. So strongly
are the shoots imbued with it that herbarium specimens, years after drying,
still retain it. On living plants it is strongest on damp, still days.

EUCALYPTUS. Gum-trees, myrtace^.

The gum-trees are the most characteristic timber-trees of Australia

and Tasmania, where they are known also as "mahogany-trees," "iron-

barks," and by other common names. They are evergreen shrubs or

trees with peeling bark, some of the species attaining to perhaps greater

heights than any other trees in the world. Most of them are of remark-
ably quick growth when young. The leaves of young examples of many
species are curiously different from those of adults ; being in the juvenile

state opposite, heart-shaped, stalkless, very glaucous white, and standing
out horizontally ; in the adult or flowering state they hang down vertically,

become stalked, much longer, narrower and greener. The chief features

of the flower are the funnel-shaped to urn-shaped calyx-tube, and a

circular band of very numerous stamens borne on the calyx rim. The
calyx-tube becomes a hard, woody fruit, containing numerous minute
seeds.

An extensive collection of eucalypts, thirty to forty species, is grown
at Menabilly, in Cornwall, planted there by the late Mr Jonathan Rashleigh.

At Kew only one is really hardy—E. Gunnii. In the following notes I

have described what I believe to be the three next hardiest, although
subsequent knowledge may show that other species are capable of with-

standing equal or greater cold. The eucalypts like a deep, moist loam,
and are raised from seed. Growing at a great rate when young, they
should be planted out when quite small. If they can be given a
temporary covering during severe frost for two or three winters, it enables
them to form a woody base, and better able to withstand subsequent cold.

The Eucalyjjti are permeated more or less by a resinous gum, which
has a pleasant and very characteristic odour.

E. COCCIFERA, Hooker fil.

A tree 70 ft. or more high in this country, young shoots warted. Leaves in

juvenile trees opposite, blue-white, stalkless, | to i^ ins. long, roundish or
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oval, abruptly pointed, becoming in the adult or flowering state, thick, grey-
green, alternate, narrowly oblong or lance-shaped ; 2 to 4 ins. long, A to ^ ins.

wide ; with slender stalks up to i in. long. Flowers in axillary umbels of about
seven, produced on a common stalk ^ in. long, but scarcely stalked in-

dividually; stamens yellow, very numerous, forming a cluster f in. across;
calyx-tube slenderly tapered like a funnel to the base.

Confined in a wild state to the mountain-tops of Tasmania ; hardy only in

the milder parts of the kingdom. One of the most notable specimens in the
country is at Powderham, in Devon. It differs from E. cordata, E. Gunnii, and
E. urnigera in the more numerous flowers in a cluster. At Powderham it has
flowered both at midwinter and midsummer.

E. CORDATA, Labillardiere.

An evergreen tree with warted, slender young shoots. Leaves opposite,

stalkless, vividly blue-white, warted ; heart-shaped, with the basal lobes of each
leaf overlapping those of the opposite one ; \\ to 3^ ins. long, i to i\ ins. wide

;

short-pointed or rounded at the apex. Flowers produced in November and
December, usually three in a cluster at each leaf-axil ; the bush-like cluster of
yellow stamens j to i in. across ; calyx-tube vase-shaped, \ to \ in. deep.

Fruit roundish cup-shaped.
Native of Tasmania. It is not very hardy, and can only be expected to

thrive permanently in Cornwall and such-like places. Near London it has
lived long enough to flower in the open, but this is owing to its reaching the

flowering state very early. Its leaves do not change in colour or shape on its

reaching the flowering stage, a character that well distinguishes it from all the

other eucalypts here mentioned. A tree at Menabilly, Cornwall, in 1909, was
50 ft. high and 2 ft. 5 ins. in girth. In a small state it is used in summer
bedding for the sake of its brilliantly glaucous foliage.

E. GUNNII, Hooker fil. Cider-tree.

(E. whittingehamensis, Hort.')

An evergreen tree, 60 to 80 ft. high in this country, some of its forms
attaining larger dimensions in Australia and Tasmania ; free from down in

all its parts. Leaves of juvenile plants nearly or quite opposite, orbicular,

I to 2^ ins. wide, rounded or notched at the top, heart-shaped or rounded at

the base, sometimes stalkless, sometimes with a stalk \ to \ in. long, glaucous.

As the adult state is reached the leaves become elongated, alternate, and
longer-stalked, until at the flowering state they are 7.\ to 4 ins. long, about

\ in. wide
;

pointed, and tapered at the base to a stalk up to i in. long.

At this stage the leaves are all pendent. Flowers produced in October
and later from the leaf-axils, usually in twos or threes, the main-stalk | in.

long ; the individual flower about i; in. across, the chief feature being an
enormous number of pale yellow spreading stamens ; the calyx-tube gradually

tapered like a funnel to a ver>' short stalk. (Fig. p. 534.)

Native of Tasmania and S. Australia, where a remarkable variety of forms

are said to occur. The above description is made from a specimen 40 ft. high
growing near the Pagoda at Kew, which was planted there in 1896, and appears
to be quite hardy—the only one of which so much ran be said. One of the most
notable trees in Great Britain is in Mr A. J. Balfour's grounds at Whittinge-

hame, which yields good seed and is the parent of the tree at Kew. It is

considered by Prof. Henry to difier from typical E. Gunnii in being less

glaucous, in having proportionately narrower leaves, and a more tapered

calyx-tube.
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E. URNIGERA, Hooker fil.

A tree up to 80 ft. high in this country. Young shoots of juvenile trees

warted ; leaves orbicular, often notched or with a small mucro at the apex
;

I to 1 4 ins. wide ; those of adults ovate to lanceolate, 2 to 4 ins. long, |
to 2 ms. wide ; inpered or rounded at the base. Flowers usually three

together (sometimes one or two) on a main-stalk up to i in. long, the stalk

of the individual flowers also distinctly developed and \ to \ in. long. Calyx-

tube urn -shaped, \ in. long ; stamens yellow, forming a ring | in. across.

Native of Alpine districts of Tasmania. Mr Bennett, late gardener at

Menabilly, informs me that in 1909 a specimen 80 ft. high and 3 ft. 9 ins.

Eucalyptus Gunnii.

in girth of trunk, was the tallest gum-tree there. E. urnigera is much
confused with E. Gunnii, but is well distinguished by the longer main flower-

stalk, the well-developed secondary ones, and by the calyx-tube being more
swollen towards the base, i.e. urn-shaped rather than funnel-shaped.

EUCOMMIA ULMOIDES, Oliver. TROCHODENDRACE^.
A deciduous tree, not yet found by Europeans in a wild state, but

from 20 to 30 ft. high, as seen cultivated by the Chinese. It probably
attains to a large size. Leaves alternate, ovate to oval, long and slender-

pointed, toothed, 3 to 8 ins. long, slightly hairy on both surfaces when
young, becoming smooth above. Flowers unisexual, the sexes on
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separate trees ; they are inconspicuous, the males consisting of brown
stamens only; female ones not seen by me. Fruit flat and winged, one-

seeded, rather like an enlarged fruit of wych-elm, oval-oblong, ih ins.

long, tapering at the base to a short stalk ; apex notched.

Introduced to France from China about 1896, and a few years later

to Kew, where several plants raised from the original plant (a male) are

15 to 20 ft. high, and have several times flowered. It was first discovered
in China by Henry as a cultivated tree, 20 to 30 ft. high, but as its bark
is and has for 2000 years been highly valued by the Chinese for its real

or supposed tonic and other medicinal virtues, it is never allowed to

reach its full size, but is cut down and stripped of its bark. To Europeans
the most interesting attribute of the tree is its containing rubber. What
its commercial value may be is doubtful ; the rubber is apparently of

inferior quality, but the tree is of peculiar interest as the only one hardy
in our climate that is known to produce this substance. If a leaf be
gently torn in two, strings of rubber are visible. At Kew, grown in good
loam, it has proved absolutely hardy, and a vigorous grower; it can be
propagated by cuttings made of half-ripened wood put in gentle heat.

Wilson introduced seeds to the Coombe Wood nursery, from which, no
doubt, trees of both sexes have been raised. Some authors place it in

the witch-hazel family.

EUCRYPHIA. FXXRVPHIACE^.

A group of four species of evergreen shrubs and trees, two native of

Chile, two of Australasia. The Chilean species only are grown out-of-

doors in the British Isles. They are readily distinguished as follows :

—

E. cordifolia.—Leaves simple
;
petals five.

E. pinnatifolia.—Leaves pinnate
;
petals four.

One of the Australasian species, E. billardierii, Spach^ is sometimes

grown in greenhouses, and has white flowers i in. or more across, and
simple, narrowly oblong leaves, 2 to 3 ins. long. It is a tree occasionally

80 to 100 ft. high, and might be hardy in the south-western maritime

counties. The genus is of peculiar botanical interest in having no known
close allies, and its true place in the vegetable kingdom is doubtful. It

is sometimes placed in the Rose family. (For cultivation, see E.

pinnatifolia.)

E. CORDIFOLLA, Cavanilles.

An evergreen shrub or small tree, with downy hranchlets and simple heart-

shaped leaves, lA to 3 ins. long, dull green ; the margins wavy, very downy
beneath. Flowers produced singly in the terminal leaf-axils, white, 2 ins.

across
;
petals five.

Native of Valdivia and the Island of Chiloe, where it attains a stature of

30 ft. or more; introduced in 1851. More tender than E. pinnatifolia, this

species has never obtained a good footing in gardens, and it is only adapted

for places where the conditions are favourable. The finest specimen in the

south of England is at Nyman's Gardens, Handcross, in Sussex, about 18 ft.

high and 6 ft. through ; another in the late Mr W. E. Gumblelon's garden

at Queenstown was, in 1907, 10 ft. high. At Kew it has been killed over
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and over again by frost, and even against a wall does not succeed well. Its

needs in regard to soil, etc., are the same as those of the following species.

According to Mr Comber, of Nyman's Gardens, the fruits require fourteen or

fifteen months to mature.

E. riNNATIFOLIA, Gay.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6067.)

An evergreen or partially deciduous small tree, 10 to 15 ft. high, with erect

branches, bearing the leaves in a cluster towards the end ot each shoot.

Leaves opposite, pinnate, composed of three or five leaflets, which are ovate

to oval, i^ to 2^ ins. long, regularly toothed, dark shining green. Flowers
produced singly or in pairs from the end of the shoot, and from terminal leaf-

axils, each one 2^ ins. across
;
petals four, white ; stamens numerous, with

yellow anthers. Fruit a hard, woody, pear-shaped capsule ^ to | ins. long.

The young wood, leaf-stalks and leaves are hairy when young.
Discovered by Gay, the Chilean botanist, about 1845, on the rocky banks

EUCRYPHIA PINNATIFOHA.

of the river Biobio ; introduced in 1859 by R. Pearce, when collecting in

Chile for Messrs Veitch. It is the finest and best of the Eucryphias, and
the only one hardy near London. Blossoming in July and August, it is then

a plant of singular beauty with its large pure white petals and conspicuous

tufts of stamens. Unfortunately, although hardy, it is not easy to propagate
or transplant, consequently it has never become common. In a young state it

is apt to die off without any apparent reason, although when once established

it appears to continue in good health indefinitely, as witness the original tree

in the Coombe Wood nursery. A moist peaty soil is best for it in the juvenile

state, and a little plot of this should be provided for it when planted. After-

wards, when established and strong, its roots will spread into the ordinary

soil around if it be free from lime. The best success with it at Kew has been
obtained by planting it in beds of heaths where its roots are shaded. I think

many premature deaths are due to the sun, on scorching summer days, beating

on naked soil about its roots. Seeds are now being produced in this country,

and will render its propagation more easy
;
previously it had to be increased

solely by layering. Seedlings should be given peaty soil ; they are worth
every care,
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EUOXYMUS. Spindle-tree, celastrace.e.

Few, if any, species of Euonymus have any beauty of flower. Their
value in the garden dwells in the beauty of their fruits, in the autumnal
colours of the foliage of some species, and in the rich evergreen foliage

of others. They are evergreen or deciduous trees, shrubs, or creeping
plants, with the young shoots often four-angled. The leaves are always
opposite and toothed in the cultivated species, except E. nanus. The
arrangement of the flowers is very characteristic in this genus ; they are
borne from May to June in cymes from the lower joints of the current
season's growth. There is first a slender main-stalk usually about i in.

long, which terminates in a single flower flanked by one at each side.

This three-flowered cyme is seen in E. europa^us and others ; but often
the main-stem forks instead of producing two side flowers into two parts,

each with its terminal flower and two side ones. The inflorescence is

then seven-flowered. Sometimes these secondary stems branch as^ain

and the inflorescence becomes fifteen-flowered.

The flowers are usually from ^ to J in. across, greenish, yellowish, or
white, rarely purple. The parts of the flower (sepals, petals, stamens,
and lobes of the fruit) are in fours or fives, which sometimes affords a
convenient means of distinction. The fruits are pendulous and highly

coloured, and are composed of three to five one-seeded cells or lobes

—

the lobes often angled, sometimes winged. The seed is partially covered
with an outer coat, known as the aril, which is usually brilliantly coloured
— scarlet, orange, etc., and adds much to the effect of the fruit when the
cells burst.

The only other genus of hardy shrubs with which Euonymus can be
confused is Celastrus, which has a similar fruit, but is well distinguished

by its alternate leaves.

These plants are easily cultivated in a good, well-drained loam. Some
of the species, like E. atropurpureus and americanus, like a position

shaded during the hottest hours of the day, and all the evergreen sorts

grow, if they do not bear fruit well, in permanent, if not too dense, shade.

Propagation of the deciduous species is best effected by seeds. Failing

this method, cuttings or layers may be used ; cuttings of the evergreen

species and varieties take root very readily, and may be struck at almost

any season if a little bottom heat be given.

Several species, notably E. europaius and japonicus, are frequently

badly attacked by a caterpillar at the flowering season, which swarms on
the branches in cobwebby masses, feeding on the leaves and preventing

the formation of a crop of fruit. A quick and effective remedy is to

spray the tree with an arsenical wash. A solution of Paris green at the

strength of i oz. to 12 galls, of water may be used.

E. ALATUS, Kegel.

A deciduous shrub of open but stiff" habit, 6 to 8 ft. hij^h, and more in

diameter, free from down in all its parts
;
young branches at first square, two
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or four of the angles afterwards developing conspicuous thin, corky wings

^ to i in. broad. Leaves narrowly oval or ohovatc, i to 3 ins. long, A to i| ins.

wide ; tapered at both ends, finely toothed, dark green ; stalk ^.j in. long.

P^lowcrs not more than three on a cyme, greenish yellow, about | in. across.

Fruit purplish, composed normally of four ovoid lobes or pods, united only

at the base, ^ to ;\ in. long ; frequently the number of pods is reduced to two
or one, through the barrenness and non-development of the others ; seed-

coat scarlet.

Native of China and Japan. This is one of the most distinct in the genus
through the curious corky wings that develop on the branches, and through
the divided purplish segments of the fruit. As a garden shrub it is valuable

for the rich rosy scarlet of its decaying leaves.

Var. SUBTRIFLORUS, Franchet (E. Thunbergianus, Blume).—This distinct

variety has no corky wings to the branches ; its leaves are thinner and usually

longer, and its habit laxer.

E. AMERiCANUs, Linncuus. Strawberry Bush.

A deciduous shrub up to 6 ft. high, of upright or straggling habit, not
downy in any part ; twigs four-angled. Leaves of firm texture, glossy,

narrowly oval to lanceolate, long-pointed, wedge-shaped at the base, shallowly

toothed ; I to 4 ins. long, ^ to i j ins. wide ; stalks jV in. long. Flowers J in.

diameter, greenish purple, with five rounded, distinctly clawed petals
;
pro-

duced about midsummer singly or in threes on a slender stalk \ to | in.

long. Fruits h to | in. diameter, red, three to five-lobed, covered outside

with prickly warts ; the coat of the seed scarlet.

Native of the eastern United States ; introduced in 1683, according to Alton,

but rarely seen. In my experience it rarely bears fruit in this country. It is

distinguished among Euonymus by its spiny-warted fruits, and by having the

parts of its flower in fives. The only other cultivated species uniting these
two characters is E. obovatus, a prostrate plant with thin, dull green, obovate,
short-pointed leaves.

Var. ANGUSTiFOLius, Wood.—Leaves narrow-lanceolate, one-fourth to one-
fifth as wide as long.

E. ATROPURPUREUS, Jacquin. BURNING BuSH.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 12 ft. high
; young shoots smooth. Leaves oval or

narrowly obovate, tapered at both ends ; 2 to 5^ ins. long, | to 2j ins. wide
;

finely toothed, dark green and nearly smooth above, downy beneath ; stalk \
to \ in. long. Flowers seven to fifteen, in twice or thrice branched cymes i to

2 ins. long, expanding in July ; each flower \ in. across, of a dark purple ; the
parts in fours. Fruit smooth, four-lobed, crimson on pendent stalks ; seed-coat
scarlet.

Native of the eastern and Central United States; introduced in 1756. In
some parts of its native habitat it attains the dimensions of a tree 20 to 25 ft.

high, with a trunk i to i^ft. in girth. It has no special merit in this country.

E. BUNGEANUS, Maximowicz.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, ultimately 15 to 18 ft. high, of erect, rather
thin habit, making long, slender, graceful, round branchlets, not downy in any
part. Leaves oval or ovate; \\ to 4 ins. long, | to i| ins. wide; broadly
wedge-shaped at the base, long and slender-pointed, the margins set with
small incurved teeth

;
])ale green and smooth ; stalk slender, \ to i in. long.

Flowers yellowish white, \ in. across, the parts in fours, anthers purple

;

produced in cymes i to 2 ins. long. Fruit four-lobed, smooth, \ in. across,
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yellowish, flattened at the bottom, indented at the top, often unequal sided
through the non-development of the seed in one or more lobes ; lobes angle-
edged when barren, quite rounded when fertile. Seed-coat (or aril) orange-
coloured.

Native of N. China, Manchuria, etc. Seeds were sent to Kew by the late

Dr Bretschneider from N. China in 1883, which represent, so far as I am
aware, its first introduction. In sunnier climates than ours it is said to be
handsome and effective in fruit, but although it grows well with us and flowers,

its fruits do not set freely.

E. EUROP^US, Linnceus. Spindle-tree.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, from 10 to 25 ft. high, forming a spreading,
bushy head, often naked towards the ground, not downy in any part. Leaves
narrowly oval, sometimes inclined to ovate or obovate, i to 3^ ins. long, ^ to i|^

ins. wide ; slender-pointed, tapered at the base, minutely toothed ; stalk | to ^t

in. long. Cymes slender-stalked, i to \\ ins. long, usually three- or five"

flowered (sometimes more) ; flowers yellowish green, \ in. across
;
petals and

stamens four. Fruit red, ^ to | in. across ; seed-coat orange-coloured.
Native of Europe, including the British Isles. There is no more beautiful

or striking object in autumn than a fine spindle-tree well laden with fruit. It

has a number of varieties, some distinguished by the fruit, others by the foliage.

One may frequently see it in gardens as a small tree with a well-formed single
trunk, and Loudon records trees 25 to 35 ft. high in Scotland. The wood is

hard, and was in earlier times much favoured for making spindles, hence the
popular name.

Var. AUCUBiEFOLiUS.—Leaves blotched with yellow ; rather unsightly.

Var. FRUCTU-ALBO.—Fruits white. Although this does not produce the
rich effect of the type, it is very striking in contrast with it.

Var. PURPUREUS.—Young shoots and leaves suffused with purple. There
are also white and yellow variegated forms of no value (argenteo-variegatis and
aureo-variegatis).

E. JAPONICUS, TJuinberg. EVERGREEN SpINDLE-TREE.

An evergreen shrub or small tree of densely leafy, bushy habit, 10 to 15,

sometimes 25 ft. high, free from down in all its parts. Leaves obovate to

narrowly oval, i to 3 ins. long, | to i| ins. wide; leather)', dark polished

green, tapered at the base, usually blunt or rounded at the apex, obscurely

round-toothed ; stalk \ to \ in. long. F'lowers \ in. across, four-parted,

greenish white, five to twelve in stoutly stalked cymes. Fruit smooth, globose,

\ in. across, pinkish ; seed-coat pale orange.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1804. Although tender in cold districts,

this species is hardy over the south of England, only occasionally being

injured. It is a handsome and cheerful evergreen much used in south coast

watering-places for hedges, where the sea air seems to suit it. In Italian

and Dalmatian gardens it is planted to a wearisome extent, and is now
badly affected by a mildew {Oidium Euonymi-japoniar). During a recent

journey I noticed it to be free of this in one place only, which was the

public garden at Venice, an immunity perhaps due to the isolated nature

of the city. The same disease was very bad in Bournemouth a few years

ago, but latterly has been less noticeable. Patches are sometimes seen at

Kew, but it is apparently not so prevalent inland. A remedy is to spray the

plants with a solution of liver of sulphur, i oz. to 2 galls, of water.

Var. AI.HO-MARC.INATI'S.— Leaves with a thin margin of white.

Var. AUREUS.—Centre of leaf bright yellow with only a marginal line of
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dark green. Like many shrubs with this type of variegation, it is very apt to

revert to the green type.

Var. I.ATIFOLIUS VARIEGATUS.—Leaves broadly oval, with a wide margin

of white.

Var. MACROPHVLLUS, Sicbold (E. robustus, Hort,).—Leaves green, oval,

2Mo 3 ins. long.

Var. MICROPHVLLUS, Siebold.—A very distinct, (dwarf, small-leaved form,

I to 3 ft. high, with quite erect branches ; leaves dark green, oval-lanceolate,

\ to I in. long, \ to \ in. wide. More tender than the type.

Var. OVATUS AUREUS.—Perhaps the best golden variegated form. Leaves

oval or ovate, with a broad margin of rich yellow.

There are numerous other forms slightly different from the above.

E. japonicus and all its varieties need a soil of moderate richness only ; they

are all easily rooted from cuttings.

E. LATIFOLIUS, Miller.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, lo ft. or more high, with a spreading,

loose head of branches
;
young shoots angled and, like the remainder of the

plant, free from down. Leaves oval, oblong or obovate, 3 to 5 ins. long,

I i to 2j ins. wide, rounded or wedge-shaped at the base, pointed, very finely

and evenly toothed ; stalk about \ in. long. Flowers greenish, about ^ in.

across, the parts normally five
;

produced in early May, seven to twelve

together, on very slender-stalked cymes 2 to 3 ins. long. Fruits pendulous,

\ in. across before bursting, rich rosy red, with five, sometimes four, winged
lobes ; seed-coat orange-coloured.

Native of Europe ; introduced in 1730. Excepting the native E. europaeus,

this is the most ornamental of all the genus in our gardens ; its individual

fruit is much larger and more striking than that of the common spindle-tree,

but is not borne in such profusion. Grown as a small tree in rich deep soil,

it w^ill reach 20 ft. in height, and such a specimen, hung with its long-stalked

fruit in September, is one of the most beautiful objects of autumn.

E. NANUS, Bieberstein.

A low, deciduous, or partially evergreen shrub, of thin, spreading or

procumbent habit, growing i to 3 ft. high ; its young branches long and
slender, smooth, but angled. Leaves alternate or opposite, linear or narrow-
oblong

; I to 1 4 ins. long, -^V to ^k '^i. wide ; tapered at the base, blunt or

pointed at the apex ; margins toothed or entire, decurved, dark dull green,

smooth on both surfaces; stalk ^.^ in. long. Flowers inconspicuous, brown-
purple, \ in. across, four-parted, one to three on a very slender stalk \ to

i| ins. long. Fruit four-lobed, pink ; outer coat (arillus) of the seed orange-
coloured, inner one brown.

Native of the Caucasus, eastward to China ; introduced in 1830. This
species, so distinct from all others in cultivation in its narrow, rosemary-
like, often alternate leaves, is an interesting plant, but of no great merit as

an ornament. It does not bear its fruit regularly or freely in this country.

Var. KOOP.MANNI, Beissner.—A fonn of sturdier habit and broader leaves,

often over \ in. wide, not decurved at the margin. Found by Koopmann on
the Thian-shan and Altai mountains.

E. OBOVATUS, Nuttall. CREEPING SpINDLE-TREE.

A deciduous shrub of usually trailing habit, rarely more than i ft. above
the ground, not downy in any part. Leaves dull green, obovate, tapered at
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the base, bluntish at the apex; i to 2^ ins. long, ^ to ij in. wide ; finely or
obscurely toothed ; stalk | in. or less long. Flowers j in. wide, greenish
purple, with five rounded petals ; they are producf.d during May and June
singly, or in threes, on slender stalks h to ij ins. long. Fruit usually three-

lobed, ^ to I in. across, crimson, covered with prickly warts ; covering of the
seeds scarlet.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1820. This is one of the
few warty-fruited species in cultivation, and is closely allied to E. americana
{g*v.). Its prostrate habit enables it to take root as it spreads, and thus it

may be used where an interesting low ground cover is desired. It thrives better
under cultivation than E. americanus, and bears fruit occasionally, but is never
showy. In a wild state it inhabits damp spots.

E. PATENS, Rehder.

An evergreen shrub up to 9 or 10 ft. high, of spreading habit, not downy
in any part. Leaves oval or obovate, 2 to 3 ins. long, | to i| ins. wide

;

tapered at the base, pointed or bluntish at the apex, round-toothed, of firm

texture, and bright green ; stalk | in. or less long. Flowers greenish white,

\ in. across, four-parted, numerous, on loose erect cymes H to 4 ins. wide,

on a main-stalk i to i^ ins. long. Fruit nearly \ in. across,' pink, smooth and
not lobed ; seed-coat orange-red.

Originally described in Sargent's Trees and Shrubs, t. 64, by Mr Rehder,
who states that it is probably a native of China, whence it was introduced into

the United States, about i860, by Dr G. R. Hall. Small plants were sent to

Kew in 1905, but it may have been in cultivation before as E. japonicus. To
that species it is very closely allied, but is probably hardier. It has not yet

flowered under recognition in this countr}', but it has a wider inflorescence,

and its habit is laxer than in E. japonicus, the lower branches often taking

root. The leaves are thinner, more pointed, and more finely toothed.

E. PLAN I PES, Koehne.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, closely allied to E. latifolius, and of similar

habit and dimensions. The leaves are like those of that species in most
respects, but are more coarsely toothed, and the stalk is not channelled on the

upper side. The fruit is rosy red and five-lobed, as in E. latifolius, but differs

in having the top conical ; nor are the wings of each lobe flattened and knife-

like as in E. latifolius. Except in these respects the two differ but little.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Kew from the Arnold Arboretum in 1895
(as E. macropterus) ; it has borne fruit for several years past, and promises

to be as handsome as latifolius.

E. MACROPTERUS, Ruprecht (true), is probably not in cultivation. It has
much the general aspect of E. planipes and E. latifolius, but is very distinct

from both in having uniformly four-lobcd fruits with a very conspicupiki

tapering wing, A to j( in. long, standing out from the side of each lube.

Native of N. China, Manchuria, etc.

E. RADICANS, Sicbold.

A creeping, evergreen, glabrous shrub, rooting as it spreads over the ground,

but when trained up house-fronts and such-like places reaching 20 ft. or more
high ; branches minutely warty. Leaves oval or somewhat ovate, ordinarily

\ to 1.1 ins. long, ] to t; in. wide ; tapering about cciually to the base and to the

l)lunl apex, shallowly round-toothed, dark green anil smooth ; stalk /o in.

long, warty.
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Native of Japan. So far as I have observed, this Euonymus never bears
flowers or fruit in what we regard as its typical climbing or trailing condition.

It appears to be like the ivy, and when it has arrived at 'the adult or flowering
state alters the character of its growth, and instead of the shoots being slender
and trailing they become erect and bushy, and bear flowers and fruit of the
same character as those of E. japonicus ; the leaves also become larger. As
a garden shrub it is extremely useful ; it thrives almost as well as the ivy in

deep shade, and makes an admirable ground covering in sunny positions also.

It may be used as an edging for paths, being of less trouble, although not so
neat, as box-edging. It can be inci eased with great rapidity and ease by simply
pulling old plants apart into small pieces and replanting ; every bit will grow.
In the New England States, where ivy is not hardy, this plant is used for

covering the fronts of dwelling-houses,

Var. Carrierei, A^rV//<9/j<?;7.—This I regard as the adult state of ordinary
E. radicans, taken off" and rooted as so-called "tree" ivies are. It is a low,
spreading shrub w^ith no inclination to climb ; leaves i to 2 ins. long, § in. to

I in. wide, glossy. Flowers greenish, four-parted, five or more crowded at the
end of a slender stalk ; fruit orange-shaped, greenish white or tinged with red,

^ in. across ; seed with an orange-yellow coat.

There are various coloured-leaved forms ; the commonest is var. FOLIIS
VARIEGATIS, whose leaves are rather larger than in ordinary radicans and have
a broad marginal band of white, the centre greyish. Introduced from Japan
about i860. When this variety reaches the adult state, the flowering portion
assumes a shrubby character and the leaves become larger, as they do in var.

Carrierei. Var. " Silver Queen " represents perhaps the best of these
variegated " tree " forms on their own roots, the largest leaves being 2^ ins.

long and more than i in. wide, handsomely variegated in white.

Var. KEWENSIS, Hort. (minimus).—This curious little plant—an E. radicans
in miniature—was introduced from Japan by Prof. Sargent, and sent by him to

Kew in 1893. Leaves dull green, with the veins picked out in a paler shade
;

|- to § in. long, \ to about \ in. diameter ; ovate, rounded at the base, blunt
at the apex, margin slightly decurved and with a few shallow teeth ; distinctly,

but very shortly stalked. The whole plant, but especially the young shoots,
is densely covered with minute warts. In a young state this plant forms low
patches an inch or two high. Afterwards, if near a shrub, it will climb up its

stems. When support of this kind is lacking it will form a little pyramid of its

own branches, growing erect and clinging together. It has not yet flowered in

this country, and may prove to be a distinct species when it does. In the
meantime it may be known as "kewensis," as it has become known in

nurseries under that name through having been distributed from Kew.
Var. ROSKO-MARGiNATis has the leaf-border jjinkish.

Var. VEGETUS, Rehder^ in Sargent's Trees atid Shrubs, t. 65.—A very distinct

variety of bushy habit, with but few of the branches procumbent and rooting.

Leaves stout, broadly oval to roundish, i to \h ins. long. Introduced to the
Arnold Arboretum from Japan in 1876. According to Mr Rchder it bears fruit

abundantly, but even if it should fail in this respect here, it will make a useful

sturdy evergreen for moderately shady places.

E. SANGUINEUS, Loesener.

A deciduous shrub 6 to 10 ft. high, devoid of down in all its parts
;
young

shoots reddish. Leaves ovate, oval, or obovatc, i^ to 40 ins. long, \ to i\ ins.

wide ; margins set with fine incurved teeth, the base broadly wedge-shaped
or rounded, the apex slenderly pointed ; dull green ; chief veins in four to

seven pairs. P'iowers yellow, produced in thin, forked cymes, 3 or 4 ins. wide
and long. Fruit composed of four (rarely five) parts (capsules), each part
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furnished with a wing ^ in. long, the whole fruit nearly i in. wide, red, showing
when split the yellow-coated seed.

Native of Central and Western China, introduced by Wilson in 1900.

It appears to be closely allied to E. latifolius, which is, however, distinct in its

larger, thinner leaves, more often five-parted flowers, larger fruits with shorter
wings, and longer winter buds. (See also E. planipes.) It appears to be
quite hardy.

E. SEMIPERSISTENS, Sprague.

(E. Hamiltonianus var. semipersistens, Rehder.)

A semi-evergreen shrub or small tree, 1 5 ft. or more high, not downy in any
part. Leaves ovate, ovate-lanceolate, sometimes oval, 2 to 5^ ins. long, i to 2|
ins. wide, broadly wedge-shaped at the base, drawn out at the apex into a slender
tail-like point, finely toothed ; stalk ^ to i in. long. Flowers four-parted, ^ in.

across, the anthers purple, produced during July in three- to twelve-flowered

cymes. Fruit bright pink, ^ in. wide, four-lobed, indented at the top, tapering
towards the base, the lobes rounded.

Native of China ; long cultivated in England as E. Sieboldianus (which is

probably not introduced). It is more closely allied to, perhaps a variety of,

E. Bungeanus, but its firmer, later-falling leaves and pink fruits tapered at the

base distinguish it. It retains its leaves until March unless the winter
is severe.

E. VERRUCOSUS, Scopoli. Warty Spindle-tree.

A deciduous shrub of dense-branched, rounded habit, 6 to 10 ft. hi^^h
;

bark of the younger branches covered densely with conspicuous warts. Leaves
ovate, ovate-lanceolate, or oval ; i to 2^ ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; finely

toothed, slender-pointed, rounded or wedge-shaped at the base ; stalk ,V in.

long. Cymes with ver)' slender stalks about i in. long, usually three- some-
times seven-flowered. Flowers purplish brown, \ in. across, four-parted.

Fruit yellowish, \ in. across ; seed black, with an outer coat of orange.
Native of E. Europe and W. Asia ; introduced from Austria in 1763. This

species is readily recognised among all cultivated spindle-trees by the

remarkably wartcd bark. It bears fruit very sparingly with us, and has little

to recommend it as an ornamental shrub.

E. Wilson 1 1, Sprague.

An evergreen shrub up to 20 ft. high, of lax or scandcnt habit, quite free

from down in leaf and twig
;
young shoots slender. Leaves 3 to 6 ms. long,

I to 1 5 ins. wide, lanceolate, wedge-shaped at the base, gradually tapered at

the apex to a long slender point ; shallowly and rather distinctly toothed
;

conspicuously veined beneath ; stalk ] to \ in. long. Fruits four-lobed, borne
on a main-stalk \\ ins. long; they arc clothed with conspicuous, awl-shapcd
spines \ in. long, and are altogether about { in. across ; seed-coat yellow.

Introduced from Mt. Omi in \V. China by Wilson in 1904, and now
growing vigorously in the Coombe Wood nursery. It is distinct from
cultivated spindle-trees in the remarkable hedgehog-like fruits.

E. YEDOENSIS, Kochne.

A deciduous shrub or small tree, of sturdy, flat-t()|)ped habit, growing lo

feet or more high ; branches slilT; young shoots smooth. Leaves ohovatc,

usually broadly so, sometimes oval, tapered at both ends, but more abruptly
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at the apex, minutely toothed ; 2 to 5 ins. long, i^ to 3 ins. wide, smooth,
strongly veined beneath ; Icaf-stalk I to f in. long. Flowers with styles of
var\'ing length. Fruit pinkish purple, about the size of those of E. europaeus

;

seeds with an orange-coloured coat, but not much exposed.
Native of Japan ; named by Prof. Koehne in 1904. It is allied to

E. europa?us, but is distinguished by the brown-purple anthers. I have not
seen it in flower, but there is a fine bush in the Vicarage garden at Bitton,

near Bristol, where its leaves turn a brilliant red in early autumn.

EUPTELEA. TROCHODENDRACE^.

A genus of three species—from N. India, China, and Japan. They
are trees with conspicuously toothed, long-stalked leaves, and remarkable
unisexual flowers of no beauty; they have no sepals or petals. The
fruit is a curious flat samara, rather resembling that of the elm, but
wedge-shaped, and tapering gradually from a rounded apex to a slender

stalk. To gardens the two cultivated species introduce a new and
distinct type of tree. They are quite hardy, of graceful form, and give

good colour effects in autumn. They are of such recent introduction

that little is known of their propagation, but if not by cuttings they can
probably be increased by layers.

The Eupteleas are of considerable botanical interest in belonging to

an anomalous group including Cercidiphyllum, Eucommia, Tetracentron,

and Trochodendron, whose true place in the vegetable kingdom is

variously estimated. Bentham and Hooker placed them near the

Magnolias.

E. PLEiosPERMA, Hooker (E. Davidiana, Baillo?t), is a native of

N. India and W. Szechuen, China, where it has recently been collected

by Wilson. In many respects similar to E. Franchetii, it can be
distinguished by the leaves being more or less glaucous beneath. The
fruits are also larger.

E. Franchetii, Van Tieghem.

A deciduous tree, 20 to 40 ft, high. Leaves broadly ovate, wedge-shaped
at the base, the apex drawn out into a long narrow point ; 2 to 4 ins. long
and often three-fourths as much wide ; the margins irregularly toothed, but
not so markedly so as in E. polyandra, green beneath ; the stalk is half to

two-thirds as long as the blade. Male flowers made up of stamens only
;

females in umbels. Fruit flat, narrowly wedge-shaped, notched on one side,

borne on a slender stalk \ iri. long, one- to three-seeded.
Discovered by the Abbe David in the forests of Yunnan, W. China,

at 7000 ft. altitude, in 1869, this interesting tree was afterwards found by
Wilson in the province of Hupeh, and introduced by him in 1900. It much
resembles E. polyandra, but its leaves are more narrowed at the base and
more regularly toothed ; the samara-like fruit contains usually more than one
seed. The foliage dies off a pretty red in autumn.

E. POLYANDRA, Siebold.

A deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. high, with a slender, straight trunk. Loaves,
broadly ovate to almost orbicular

; 3 to 6 ins. long and almost as much in
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width ; often cut off straight or heart-shaped at the base, narrowing abruptly
at the apex to a long drawn-out point ; the margin is irregularly toothed,
almost ragged ; the leaf-stalk is often two-thirds as long as the blade. Male
flowers are composed of stamens with red anthers ; the females (on separate
trees) of few clustered carpels. Fruit an oblanceolate, obliquely notched
samara, containing one seed.

Native of the forests of Central Japan. This tree has some value in the
garden, and although it has no beauty of flower its habit is good ; its leaves
are handsome and distinct in form, and they turn red and yellow before
falling. A small male tree has flowered at Kew for some years past in

April. In the arboretum at Segrez, in France, formed by the late Mr A.
Lavallee, I saw a few years ago a tree about 20 ft. high.

EUROTIA CERATOIDES, C. A. Meyer. CHENOPODIACE.E.

(Diotis ceratoides, Willdenow.')

A deciduous shrub of spreading habit, 3 to 4 ft. high, and twice or

thrice as wide ; branches long, slender, whitish, stellately downy. Leaves
alternate, grey-white at first, becoming green, lance-shaped, pointed;

j to 2 ins. long, J to J in. wide ; stellately downy especially beneath,

and with three longitudinal veins. Flowers produced in July, densely
packed in spikes i- to li ins. long, and furnished with linear woolly bracts

standing out beyond the flower ; these spikes are terminal on short side

twigs from the uppermost i or 2 feet of the year's shoot, the whole
forming a slender panicle of that length. The upper part of each spike

is composed of male flowers, grey and very woolly, with the yellow

anthers protruding through the wool ; below them, and situated in the

leaf-axils, are one or two female flowers without sepals or petals, and so

small as to be scarcely visible. The seed-vessel becomes covered with

silky white hairs, \ in. long.

Native of the Caucasus and Asia Minor, eastward to China ; intro-

duced in 1780. Over this wide area it shows some variation in shape and
size of the leaf, and in the amount of down upon it. In drying for the

herbarium the leaves and fruits turn brown. The shrub has considerable

botanical interest, but its only garden value is in providing a mass of grey-

white foliage in summer. It is perfectly hardy, does not need a rich soil,

and is easily increased by cuttings.

E. LANATA, Moguin, a species from Western N. America, is also in

cultivation. It is a grey-white shrub a yard high, clothed with starry

down. Leaves linear, \ io i], ins. long, like those of lavender. Flowers

in slender panicles 4 to 9 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide. It inhabits dry

regions, and is known as ** white sage." Not apparently so good for

gardens as E. ceratoides, from which it is distinguished by the more
recurved margins of the leaves.

EURYA JAPONICA, TJlunberg. TERNSTRn-.MIACE.r.

(E. pusillu, Siehold.')

A dwarf evergreen shrub, with alternate, dark, glossy green leaves,

which are i^J to 3 ins. long, oval or obovate, toothed, blunt at the apex,

2 M
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quite smooth (like the twigs), shortly stalked. Flowers unisexual, very

small and inconspicuous, white, produced singly or in twos or threes

from the axils of the leaves ; each flower ^ in. across on a stalk about as

long. Fruit black, and as large as a peppercorn.

At Kew this little shrub is hardy when once thoroughly established,

but is sometimes injured by severe frost when young. It is easily

increased by cuttings. What is considered by botanists to be the same
species is found not only in China and Japan, but in the mountains of

N. and S. India, Ceylon, the Malay Archipelago, even as far east as Fiji.

In these places, even in Japan, it sometimes becomes a small tree 30 ft.

high, but the form cultivated in Britain is quite a dwarf and slow-growing

bush, and is perhaps the most northerly and hardiest form. It is 7 ft.

high at Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow. It is evidently the plant distin-

guished as E. PUSiLLA by Siebold, who gave several forms of this Eurya
specific rank. It is an interesting ally of the tea plant, and a neat little

evergreen. Distinguished from Cleyera by its dioecious flowers.

EuseAPHIS STAPHYLEOIDES, Siebold. SAPINDACE^.

A deciduous bush up to 12 ft. high, with stout, pithy branchlets and
prominent buds; twigs smooth. Leaves 6 to 10 ins. long, opposite,

consisting usually of seven or nine leaflets. Leaflets opposite, ovate,

2 J to 4 ins. long, long-pointed, shallowly toothed, smooth except for a

little down near the base of the midrib. Panicle terminal, branching,

4 to 9 ins. long, carrying numerous yellowish white flowers, each about

\ in. across. Fruit consisting of three somewhat boat-shaped, spreading,

rosy pink pods, \ in. long ; seeds black.

Native of China, Corea, and Japan. As the specific name implies,

this shrub is not only closely related to the bladder-nuts (Staphylea), it

also bears much resemblance to them. It differs in the larger number of

leaflets, in the smaller individual flowers, and in the smaller, differently

shaped fruit. Unfortunately it is not very hardy, and can only be grown
outside permanently in the mildest localities.

EVODIA. RUTACE/E.

A genus of unarmed trees and shrubs widely spread over Eastern

Asia, and extending to Australia and Madagascar. The only hardy

species in cultivation are a few deciduous ones which have recently

been introduced from China by Wilson, and one from Corea. They are

small trees of the same type as Phellodendron, aromatically scented.

Young shoots very pithy, marked with lenticels, axillary buds exposed.

Leaves opposite, pinnate. Flowers borne in broad flattish corymbs
terminating the shoots of the year, often unisexual, small ; sepals, petals,

and stamens four or five in number. Fruit a capsule of four or five

carpels which split from the top, revealing shining black seeds the size

of gun-shot.

Among cultivated trees these new Evodias most closely resemble
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Phellodendron, but they are very readily distinguished from that genus

by the buds in the leaf-axils being exposed. (In Phellodendron the

buds are quite hidden in the base of the leaf-stalk.) Although little can

as yet be said about them with certainty, the following species promise

to be hardy and fine-foliaged trees.

E. Daniellii, Hemsley.—Leaves 9 to i 5 ins. long ; leaflets, five to eleven,

ovate-cordate to ovate-oblong, broadly wedge-shaped to slightly heart-shaped
at the base, narrowed at the apex to a slender point ; 2 to 5 ins. long ; smooth
above, downy on the midrib and in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk of leaflet

about ^ in. long. Native of N. China and Corea ; introduced from the Arnold
Arboretum to Kew in 1907.

E. GLAUCA, Miguel (E. Fargesii, Dode).— Leaves 6 to 10 ins. long
;

leaflets five to fifteen, oval-lanceolate to narrowly lanceolate, li to 4 ins. long, \

to i^ ins. wide ; distinctly unequal at the base, tapering at the apex gradually

to a slender point ; indistinctly notched and ciliate on the margin, smooth and
dark green above, vividly glaucous beneath, and furnished with white down
at the base ; stalk, midrib, and main-stalk red. Native of W. Hupeh ; intro-

duced by Wilson in 1907. As represented at Kew, its leaflets are the

narrowest of all these new Evodias, and are distinct also in their very glaucous
under-surface and red leaf-stalks.

E. Henrvi, Dode.—Leaves 6 to 12 ins. long. Leaflets three to nine,

ovate to ovate-lanceolate, slender-pointed, tapered or rounded at the base,

shallowly notched on the margin ; 2 to 4 ins. long, about half as wide,

becoming quite smooth on both sides, pale and rather glaucous beneath ;

stalk about \ in. long. Introduced from Hupeh in 1908 by Wilson (No. 324).

E. HUPEHENSIS, Dode.— Leaflets five to nine, narrowly ovate, 7.\ to 5 ins.

long, very slender-pointed, shallowly notched on the margin, minutely ciliate
;

smooth on both surfaces except for tufts of whitish hairs in the vein-axils

beneath. Flowers borne in a broad panicle. Discovered by Henry in Hupeh
in 1887 ; introduced in 1908 by Wilson, who informs me this is his No. 387.

EXOCHORDA. rosace.k.

A genus of about four species of deciduous shrubs found in N. Asia.

The three species introduced are all beautiful whitc-flowcrcd shrubs,

allied to Spiraea, but differing in the larger flowers, and larger, bony fruits.

They like a rich, loamy soil and a sunny position. Propagation may be

effected by means of cuttings made of rather soft wood and placed in

brisk heat, but they do not root with certainty. The best way to raise

young plants is from seed. Sucker growths sometimes appear at the base

of E. grandiflora, which can be separated with a piece of root attached,

potted, and established in a little bottom heat.

E. Alherti, Rcgel

(F. Korolkowi, Hort. LavalUt.")

A deciduous shrub of sturdy, erect habit, up to 12 or 15 ft. liiKh, with erect

branches ; branchlets smooth. Leaves obovale, smooth, those of the sterile

shoots \\ to 3^ ins. long, \ \.o \\ ins. wide ; toothed towards the a|)cx, which

is pointed, the base taperinj,^ to a short stalk, occasionally with two deep,

narrow lobes there ; leaves of the flowering twiys much smaller, \ to \ in.

wide, not toothed. Flowers pure white, i to i ^ ins. across, in erect
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racemes 3 to 4 ins. long ; stamens in five groups of five each. Fruit composed
of five flattened, two-edged divisions, each ^ to | in. long, arranged starwise.

Flowers in May.
Native of Turkestan, where it was discovered in the eastern part of

Bokhara by Mr Albert Regel, at altitudes of 4000 to 6000 ft. It is very

hardy, and more robust in habit than E. grandiflora, from which it differs

in the greater number of stamens, in the smaller flowers, and larger fruits.

The plant became generally known in cultivation in 1886 through Prof. Regel

of St Petersburg, but it had previously been grown as E. Korolkowi at the

Segrez Arboretum in France by Mr Lavallee, who sent it to Kew in 188 1 under

that name.

E. GiRALDil, Hesse.

This species appears to have been introduced to Europe by means of seeds

sent by Pere Giraldi. Mr Hermann Hesse, of Weener, in N.W. Hanover, who
first distributed it from his nursery,

describes it as a very fine, vigorous-

growing shrub, with pink young shoots
;

the leaf-stalks and veins are also pink-

ish, and remain so through the summer.
The raceme is terminal, erect, and
carries six to eight flowers, each of

which is over 2 ins. across
;
petals pure

white, obovate, i in. long and \ in. wide.

Calyx with a red margin. This Exo-
chorda appears to be allied to, probably
a variety of, E. grandiflora, but is, per-

haps, an even superior shrub for gar-

dens, but I have not yet seen it in

flower. Introduced to England in 1909.

Native of N. and W. China.

E. GRANDIFLORA, Lindley.

(Spiraea grandiflora, Hooker^ Bot. Mag.,
t. 47950

A deciduous shrub of rounded, bushy
form, up to 10 ft. high, with smooth
branchlets. Leaves narrowly obovate,

i^ to 3 ins. long, about one -third as

wide ; short-pointed or rounded at the

apex, tapering at the base, quite smooth,
the margin entire, or toothed towards
the apex. Flowers pure white, i^ to i^

ins. across, produced on erect racemes

3 to 4 ins. long
;
petals five, obovate

;

calyx \ in. across, with five rounded lobes. Stamens fifteen, in five groups of

three each. Fruit composed of five flattened, two-edged, bony divisions, each

\ in. long, arranged starwise.

Native of N. China ; introduced by Fortune about 1849. It flowers in May,
and even at that season is one of the most strikingly beautiful of shrubs. The
white racemes are produced at the end of short lateral twigs from the branches

of the previous year, and thus transform each branch into one huge snow-white

inflorescence, sometimes 12 to 18 ins. long and 8 to 10 ins. wide. In order to

obtain these fine sprays the shrubs, as soon as they have flowered, should be

thinned out ; the young shoots should be much reduced in number by weeding

out all the weaker ones, especially where they are likely to be overcrowded.

EXOCHORDA GiRALDII.
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E. MACRANTIIA, Lcvioiric.

A hybrid raised about 1900 by Messrs Lemoine of Nancy from E. Alberti

fertilised with pollen of E. <,'^randiflora. It is a shrub of great beauty, producing
a raceme of flowers from every bud of the previous yearns growth. The raceme
terminates a short leafy twig, and is 3 or 4 ins. long, carrying six to ten snowy
white flowers, each \\ ins. across. In the grouping of the stamens it is

EXOCHORDA MACRANTUA.

intermediate between the two parents, the groups consisting of threes, fours, or

fives. Messrs Lemoine describe the habit of this hybriil as resembling that t)f

E. grandiflora. It blossoms in April and May.

FABIANA IMBRICATA. Ruiz and Pavon. SOLANACE/K.

An evergreen shrub of heath-like appearance, ultimately reaching

6 to 8 ft. in diameter and in height ; erect in habit when young,

ultimately spreading. branches downy, long, and tajjered, densely

furnished with short, slender twigs, from \ to 2 ins. long. These twigs

are themselves completely covered with tiny, pointed, three-angled

leaves, ^^ in. long, and, in June, arc each terminated by a solitary
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calyx bell-shaped,

pure white flower. Corolla § to J in. long, tubular, but narrowing

towards the base, with the rounded shallow lobes at the apex reflexed

;

,\ in. long.

Native of Chile; introduced in 1838. This

beautiful shrub is unfortunately rather tender,

and at Kew, although it occasionally survives

the winter, has never been a success in the open.

In milder and more upland localities it is a shrub

of great beauty, flowering freely and transforming

each branch into a slender raceme of blossom.

It likes a light soil, and can be increased easily

by late summer cuttings in gentle heat.

mt:

^1

^^

^^

FAGUS. Beech, cupulifer^.

The beeches of the southern hemisphere are

now generally regarded as forming a genus by
themselves, and are here treated as such (see

NoTHOFAGUs). The true beeches are confined

to the northern hemisphere, where they are

found on all three continents. They form a very

homogeneous group of usually large trees with

smooth grey trunks; about seven species are

usually recognised. Of these, F. orientalis from

Asia Minor, the Caucasus, etc., and F. Sieboldii

from Japan are very near F. sylvatica, both being

distinguished by leaflike appendages at the base

of the husk. F. orientalis is further distinguished

by large, more or less obovate leaves.

They are deciduous, with large, flat, alternate,

\'*'W^P^ ^^ parallel-ribbed leaves. Flowers unisexual ; the

^^Fj|r^^^^id^ males crowded and numerous on slender-stalked,
' Vi?^<^.*tff~ globose heads ; each flower consisting of a four-

to six-lobed calyx, surrounding a cluster of eight

to twelve stamens. Female flowers two or three

in a cluster; the fruit a triangular nut with sharp

edges, two nuts being entirely or partially en-

closed in a four-lobed, woody husk (involucre).

All the beeches are quite hardy and thrive

in a loamy soil, especially if situated on a lime-

stone foundation. They should be increased

by seeds, but the varieties distinguished by

coloured foliage or by peculiarities of growth have to be grafted in spring.

F. lERRUGINKA, Azton. AMERICAN BEECH.

(F. americana, Sweety

A deciduous tree, 70 to 80 ft. high, occasionally more, with a thin, smooth,
grey bark ; spreading by means of root suckers, so that one tree will form of

'<vj5^"

Fabiama imbricata.



Weeping Beech, Fuf^n syivatica var. />*'«</«/</.
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itself a colony of stems
;
young- shoots at first clothed with long hairs, which

soon fall away. Leaves ovate or oval, 2 to 5 ins. long,
-:l
to ih ins. wide, taper-

pointed, usually wedge-shaped at the base, coarsely toothed, at first clothed
with silky hairs, but soon dark green and quite smooth above except along the
midrib

;
paler below, and with tufts of hairs in the vein-axils and along the

midrib ; stalk ] in. or rather more long ; veins usually eleven to fifteen pairs.

Fruits about | in. long ; the three-angled nuts enclosed by a downy, prickly

husk, the prickles much recurved.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1766. The American beech,
like so many other trees of its region, has never been much of a success in

Britain. It is easily distinguished from F. sylvatica by the suckering habit,

the narrower, more pointed, regularly toothed leaves, with more numerous veins.

F. JAPONICA, Maximowicz. Japanese Beech.

Little is known of this beech in this countr>', and so far as I am aware,

it was not introduced in a living state until 1907, when it was sent to Kew by
Prof. Sargent. In 1 9 10, the Japanese authorities of the Shepherd's Bush
Exhibition of that year brought over a few small trees. It is a small deciduous
tree, often, it is said, a bush ; the quite young shoots are furnished with silky

hairs. Leaves oval to ovate, sometimes rather diamond-shaped, tapered at

both ends, but more abruptly towards the base
; p to 45 ins. long, i to i| ins.

wide ; wavy at the margin, rather glaucous beneath ; although silky at first,

the leaf becomes smooth by autumn ; stalk \ to % in. long ; veins nine to

thirteen. Male flowers on a slender stalk \\ to i\ ins. long. Nuts triangular,

\ in. long, \ in. wide ; the lobes of the husk little more than half as long as the

nut, downy, and covered with short stiff spines ; the stalk slender, i to i ?, ins.

long. Its most distinctive characters appear to be the relative shortness of the

husk to the nut, the long fruit-stalk, and the shallow undulations of the leaf-

margin.

F. SlEBOLDII, Endlicher. SiebOLD'S Bepxii.

(F. sylvatica var. Sieboldii, Afaximowtcz^

A deciduous tree, 100 ft. high, very closely allied to F. sylvatica. Leaves

ovate to rhomboidal, the base tapered, rounded or slightly heart-shaped, the

apex poinded ; 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 2] ins. wide ; margins wavy, edged with fine

hairs ; silky hairy on the veins beneath ; stalk ] to j^ in. long ; veins in seven

to ten pairs. Nut triangular, ^ in. long ; the husk hard and woody, downy,

furnished with long bristles, those near the base enlarged into linear or

spathulate appendages \ in. long ; fruit-stalks stout, thick, and about A in. long.

Native of Japan, where it forms considerable forests. The tree itself and
its timber are similar in most respects to the British tree. Botanically, it

differs chiefly in the Icaflike appendages attached to the base of the husk ; the

latter also is more truncate, and less tapered at the base than in F. sylvatica.

F. SYLVATICA, LinnCBUS. C()M.M(JN Bkixii.

A deciduous tree up to 100 ft. high, occasionally almost 150 ft., with a

smooth grey trunk, sometimes of enormous thickness—6 to 8 ft. through
;

young shoots at first silky hairy, soon becoming smooth. Leaves oval,

inclined to ovate, pointed, unequally rounded at the base, ordinarily 2 to
3^

ins. long, i^ to 2i ins. wide, but as much as 5 ins. by 3 ins. ;
obscurely toothed

or merely' unevenly undulated at the margin ; midrib and veins hair>',

especially beneath; stalk downy, \ to A in. long. Nut triangular, 5 in. long,

usually a pair enclosed in a hard, woody, pear-shai)ed, four-lobed husk.
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covered wilh bristles and ^ to i in. long-, solitary on an erect downy stalk

about as long as itself.

Native of Europe, and indigenous to England. Few trees arc more pleasing

than a well-grown beech, either in the wide, spreading- form it takes when
growing in an isolated position, or when, in close association with others of

its kind, and drawn up by them, it forms a tall, smooth, column-like trunk.

The largest of the former kind in Britain is the famous beech at Newbattle

Abbey, loo ft. high, 130 ft. in diameter, the trunk 21 ft. in girth. Of the latter

the finest is in Ashridge Park, Bucks, known as the "Queen Beech"'— 130 to

140 ft. high. The yoimg foliage of the beech is one of the most beautiful

objects in nature in early June—a tender shimmering green of a shade not

quite matched by any other tree. The beech has produced many varieties,

some of which have first been noticed in gardens, others in a wild state. The
following is a selection of the more important :

—

Var. CONGLOMERATA.—A dwarf bush of rounded form, leaves small, con-

torted.

Van CRISTATA, Loddiges.—Leaves very shortly stalked, coarsely triangular-

toothed, apex decurved.

Var. CUPREA, Loddiges. Copper Beech.—This probably originated as

a seedling from the purple beech (var. purpurea). Its leaves are paler than

in that variety, and of a coppery red.

Var. FASTIGIATA. Dawyck Beech.—A tree of fastigiate habit first noticed

in the grounds of Mr F. R. S. Balfour of Dawyck ; it may be similar to

one called pvramidalis by Petzold in 1864.

Var. grandidentata.—Leaves coarsely toothed ; branches slender.

Var. HETEROPHVLLA, Loudon. Fern-leaved Beech.—Of all the forms of

beech marked by differences in shape of leaf, this is the handsomest. In this

variety the leaf assumes various shapes ; sometimes it is long and narrow

(4 ins. long by \ in. wide), sometimes deeply and pinnately lobed, some
of the lobes penetrating to the midrib ; between these two, numerous inter-

mediate shapes occur, often on the same branch. Unlike many of the

varieties of beech with curious foliage, this makes a fine shapely tree, and it

is a distinct ornament to any garden. There is a fine specimen in Mr
Hamilton Buchanan's garden at Leny, near Callander, N.B., which
is about 60 ft. high, and whose trunk is over 7 ft. in girth. Others
are at Devonhurst House, Chiswick, and in Mr A. Waterer's nursery at

Knap Hill. The forms called asplenifolia, incisa, laciniata, and salicifolia

belong here.

Var. MACROPHYLLA (latifolia).—Some of the beeches are remarkable for

large leaves, and the one long known in gardens under both these names
is a striking form ; its leaves are usually 3 to 5 ins. long, 2 to 3^ ins. wide.

In 1898, the King of Denmark's gardener sent to Kew a variety that had been
called " Prince George of Crete." This is the biggest-leaved beech I have
seen, some leaves being 7 ins. long, 5^ ins. wide.

Var. PENDULA. Weeping Beech.—There are several types ofweeping beech.

The one best known under the name pendula is not a high tree, but sends
out its great arms in a horizontal or drooping direction ; from these the

smaller branches depend almost vertically, the whole making a tent-like

mass. Var. miltonensis is a weeping beech which originated at Milton
Park, Northamptonshire ; the trunk of this form is erect, the branches
horizontal and pendulous. Var. BORNVENSIS has a somewhat similar habit,

but the side branches are more pendulous. Var. pagnyensis, found
originally in the forest of Pagny (Mcurthe-et-Moselle), forms a spreading
head of drooping branches, the whole tree of umbrella-like shape. Var.
REMII.i.yensis and var. TORTUOSA arc of the same class.

\'ar. PURPUREA, Alton. Purple Beech.—Leaves deep purple when
mature ; of a beautiful pale red in spring. This is by far the most popular
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Cut-leaved Beech, faji^us syhatjca var. heterophylla.
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of the varieties of beech. It is not of f,Mrdcn ori((in, but appears to have
been observed '^'^rowinj^^ naturally in at least three places, viz. :— in the
Hanleiter Forest, near Sonderhauscn, in Thuringia ; in the Darney Forest
in the Vosges ; and in the village of Buchs, in the canton of Zurich, Switzerland.

The last is the oldest recorded site of the purple beech, three trees there being
mentioned in a work dated 1680. They were the survivors of a group
originally of five, which, according to legend, had sprung up on the spot
where five brothers had killed each other. Most of the trees in cultivation

are considered to have sprung from the Hanleiter tree. The purple beech
comes partially true from seed, and some deeper or brighter coloured forms
have in this way been obtained, such as nigra, atropurpurea, purpurea major,

p. nova, " Swat Magret," etc. The majority of the seedlings, however, are

either the ordinary- green type, or but faintly coloured.

Var. PURPUREA PENDULA.—A weeping purple beech.
Var. QUERCOIDES. Oak-leaved Beech.— Leaves narrowly ovate : deeply,

irregularly, sometimes doubly toothed. I have seen a shoot of var. heterophylla
growing on a tree of this variety.

\'ar. ROTUNDI FOLIA.—Perhaps the daintiest of beech varieties ; leaves

round, with a slightly heart-shaped base ; i to i| ins. diameter, very closely

set on the branches. It appears to have originated at Brookwood, Knap
Hill, Woking, whence a spedmcn was sent to Kew by Major McNair in

1872. Afterwards it was put in commerce by Messrs Jackman of Woking.
Var. VARIEGATA.—There are several variegated beeches, the commonest

being striped with white (argenteo-variegata). A yellow striped one is

aureo-variegata. In var. TRICOLOR the leaves are purplish, edged and
striped with rose and pinkish white ; this is very pretty when the leaves

are young.
Var. Zlatia, Spath. Golden Beech.—Leaves yellow when young, but

of a shade not deep enough to be termed "golden"; when mature they

scarcely differ from those of ordinary beech.
The timber of beech makes an excellent fuel, but is not highly valued for

constructive purposes, especially in the open air. For articles in domestic
use and kept under cover it is useful, being hard and close in texture.

The most important industry connected with beech timber is that of chair-

making in the High Wycombe district of Buckinghamshire.
Much alarm has in recent years been felt in regard to the effects on

British becchwoods of the "Beech Coccus" (Cr)'ptocorcus fagi). This insect

surrounds itself with a white cottony substance, and sometimes infests trunks

and limbs so badly as to resemble drifts of snow. As a result of its attacks

the complete doom of the beech in this country' has been foretold. These
fears arc much exaggerated ; and an investigation made at Kew into the

matter did not reveal the death of a single tree that could indubitably be
traced to this insect. (Sec Kew liulletin^ 191 ij P- 332-)

FALLUGIA TARADOXA, Eudlichcr. ROS.\CE^^

(Hot. Mag., t. 6660.)

A slender shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, much branched below, more thinly

above; branchlcts white, covered with down. Leaves produced in

clusters closely and alternately along the twigs, \ to \ in. long, \ in. wide,

cut usually into three or five (occasionally seven) narrow-linear IoIkis,

recurved at the edges and ,V in. wide ; dark green above, paler below,

and covered all over with j)ale down. Flowers produced either singly or
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a few together on a raceme ij to 4 ins. long, from the end of the shoot

or from the leaf-axils near the end. Each flower is i to i| ins. across,

petals white ; calyx
J

in. diameter, downy, with five ovate, pointed lobes

;

and five small bracts alternating with them. The heads of fruits are very

handsome, each carpel being terminated by a slender style i in. to il ins.

long, clothed with silky hairs, the whole forming a dense feathery mass,

i^ ins. across.

Native of New Mexico, Utah, and Nevada; introduced in 1877.

This interesting and beautiful shrub is very rare in cultivation, and likely

to remain so. Coming from the dry, sun-baked hills of the south-

western United States, it finds in the English climate conditions almost

the opposite of its native surroundings. It would probably be best suited

on a warm slope in the Isles of Scilly. Elsewhere it will thrive best in

well-drained soil at the base of a sunny wall.

FATSIA JAPONICA, Decaisne. ARALIACE/E.

(Aralia japonica, Thunberg.")

An evergreen shrub or small tree, oftenest a spreading bush from
6 to 15 ft. high. Stems very thick, not much branched, unarmed, marked
with large scars left by fallen leaves. Leaves leathery, varying in size

according to the size and vigour of the plant, ordinarily 12 to 16 ins.

across
;
palmate, with a broad heart-shaped base and usually nine lobes,

the lobes reaching more than half-way to the base, ovate, coarsely and
bluntly toothed except towards the base, where the opening between the

lobes is wide and rounded ; stalk round, stout, smooth, often 1 ft. or

more long. The upper surface is dark shining green, the lower one
paler, both quite smooth. Flowers milky white, produced in the autumn
on large branching panicles of globose heads, each head 2 to 3 ins. wide,

being white like the flowers. Fruits black, pea-shaped.

Native of Japan; introduced in 1838. This very handsome shrub,

which bears about the largest leaves of any hardy evergreen, is well known
as a plant grown in pots for house decoration. It is not so well known
that it succeeds very well out-of-doors, and often makes a striking display

in October, provided it is given a sheltered, semi-shaded spot. Plants

near London, 8 ft. high, have been outside and unprotected for the last

twenty years. It is well worth growing for its bold and striking foliage.

Propagated by cuttings put singly in pots, and plunged in mild bottom
heat any time after the wood is fairly firm. Var. variegata has large

blotches of white towards the end of the lobes.

Fatsia HORKIDA, Beyithavi and Hooker^ a very spiny, deciduous shrub from
Western N. America and Japan, ought, if one judged from the climate in which
it is naturally found, to llirive in this country. ]5ut owing to the warm soft

weather we frequently exjjerience in the early New Year, it starts into growth
too soon, and is almost invariably cut off by frost. Prof. Sargent found it

growing in the dense shade of hemlock forests in Japan, so possibly it might
succeed better in some such situation here than fully in the open. It is a low
bush with stout stems and leaf- stalks, densely covered with sharp, needle-like
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spines. Leaves palmately lobed and lliickly set with slender prickles on the
midrib and veins. Flowers produced in late spring^ closely packed in a short,
dense, prickly and woolly panicle, green. P^ruit scarlet. With the same
specific name, it has, by various authors, been placed in various genera, viz.,

Echinopanax, Oplopanax, and Panax.

FEXDLERA RUPICOLA, E^igelmann. SAXIFRAGACE/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7924.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high, of somewhat thin, straggling habit

under cultivation, and with ribbed, downy young shoots. Leaves
opposite, lanceolate on the sterile branches; J to ij ins. long, \ to A in.

wide
;
prominently three-nerved, rough with stiff, short bristles above,

hairy beneath, almost without stalks. On the flowering twigs the leaves

are much smaller, linear, clustered on short twigs. Flowers white or

faintly rose-tinted, f to 1} ins. across, usually solitary, sometimes in threes,

produced during May and June on short twigs springing from the wood
of the previous year

;
petals four, contracted at the base into a distinct

claw, hairy outside ; calyx downy, with four narrow, ovate lobes ; seed-

vessel conical, i in. long, with the calyx persisting at the base.

Native of the south-western United States; introduced to Europe
about 1S79. This shrub—one of the most beautiful of its own region

—

is too much of a sun-lover to be seen at its best in our climate. It comes
from the sunburnt slopes of the mountainous regions of Texas, Arizona,

etc., where it is a sturdy, rigid-branched shrub, and produces a great

wealth of rosy-tinted flowers, which are said to give it the appearance of

a peach-tree, although the four petals and opposite leaves, of course,

proclaim a different affinity. I have seen it very fine in continental

gardens. In Britain it needs the sunniest position that can be given it

against a wall. Mr E. A. Bowles, of Waltham Cross, is very successful

with it. Propagated by cuttings of rather soft wood in gentle heat.

FICUS Carica, Unnccus. Fig. urticace.e.

A deciduous tree, forming in the south of Europe and in the East

a short, rugged trunk, 2 to 3 ft. in diameter, and a low, spreading head

of branches ; in Britain it is mostly a shrub. Leaves alternate, three-

or five-lobed, 4 to 8 ins. or even more in length and width ; heart-shaped

at the base, varying much in the depth of the lobes, which themselves

are blunt or rounded at the end, and usually scalloped into broad

rounded teeth ; both surfaces, but especially the upper one, rough to the

touch, with short stiff hairs ; stalk i to 2 ins. long. Flowers produced

on the inner surface of a roundish, pear-shaped receptacle, nearly closed

at the top, which afterwards develops into the succulent sweet fruit we
know as the fig.

Native of W. Asia and the eastern Mediterranean region, cultivated

in the south and west of ICurojxi, even in liritain, frum early times. The
cultivation of the fig in this country for its fruits docs not come within
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the province of this hook. Except in the mild parts of the south and

west, where its fruits ripen in the open air, it needs more or less the

protection of glass, or at least of a south wall. In the open at Kcw the

fig gets to be a shrub 6 to lo ft. high, according to the mildness or other-

wise of successive winters. The severest frosts cut it to the ground,

whence strong young shoots spring up the following summer. Only once

or twice in twenty years has it borne palatable fruit. On the whole,

unless wall protection can be given, the fig is not worth growing in our

average climate except for its interest and associations.

The plants cultivated in gardens are exclusively females, which have

the power, like the cucumber, to develop fruit without being fertilised.

The fertilisation of the wild fig, through the agency of two generations

yearly of an insect (Blastophaga), is one of the most remarkable instances

known of the interrelation of insect and plant life for their mutual benefit.

The cultivated fig in the south of Europe is fertilised through the

agency of the same insect, but the pollen is taken from a (functionally)

male form of the fig known as the Caprifig. (See Gardeners^ Chronicle^

Oct. 14, 191 1, p. 267.)

FITZROYA TATAGONICA, Hooker fil PatAGONIAN CypRESS.
CONIFERS.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4616.)

A unisexual evergreen tree, described as from 50 to 80 ft. high in a

wild state, forming in cultivation in this country a widely pyramidal small

tree of dense habit, the terminal portions of the branches slender and
pendulous. Leaves linear or slightly obovate, \ to \ in. long, arranged

in pairs or in whorls of threes, often thickened and keeled beneath;
sometimes rounded, sometimes tapered to a bluntish apex, spreading,

dark green, with two bands of stomata on both surfaces. Cones globose,

\ in. wide, with few scales.

Native of the mountains of W. Patagonia and S. Chile ; discovered in

1834 by Capt. Fitzroy, commander of the "Beagle"; introduced for

Messrs Veitch by W. Lobb in 1849. It is an interesting and elegant

small tree or shrub, but is only at home in the mildest parts of our
islands, such as Fota, near Cork, Pencarrow in Cornwall, in the west of

Scotland, etc. At Kew it has lived outside in a very sheltered spot for

ten or twelve years, but it is doubtful if it could survive a winter like

that of 1894-5. In young plants the leaves are larger, flatter, and more
si)rcading than in adult ones. Female trees bear cones freely, in even a
small state, but they are usually infertile.

A second species, F. Archeri, Bentham (Diselma Archeri, Hooker fil.)

,

is found in Tasmania, but it is more tender than the South American
species.

FONTANESIA. oleace^.

A genus named in honour of R. L. Desfontaines, a French savant
born in 1750, in Brittany; died in Paris, 1833. It is composed of two
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deciduous shrubs, or as some authorities hold, but one, closely allied to

the ashes, but with simple leaves. Flowers very numerous, but small
and greenish ; petals four ; stamens two. Fruit a thin, flat capsule whose
two cells are surrounded by a wing. These shrubs have about the same
value in gardens as the privet, being easily cultivated in any soil of

moderate quality, and readily propagated by late summer cuttings.

F. FORTUNEI, Carriej-e.

(F. phillyreoides var. sinensis, Desbeaux.)

A deciduous shrub, lo to 15 ft. high in gardens, but said to become a tree

30 to 40 ft. high in China
;
young branchlets angular, smooth. Leaves

lanceolate, long-pointed, i to 4^ ins. long, /j to i in. wide, entire, bright green,

and quite smooth. Flowers greenish white, produced in terminal, slender

panicles i to 2 ins. long, and in axillary shorter ones ; each flower
,\

in. long.

Fruit a flat oblong disk, ^ in. long, with winged margins, notched at the apex.

Native of China; found by Fortune in 1845, and later by several other

collectors, near Shanghai. It is very closely allied to the following better

known species from Asia Minor, of which, by some authors, it is considered
merely a variety. The most obvious distinctions are the larger more unifonnly

lance-shaped leaves (often oval or oblong in the other), and the more slender,

elongated panicles. In a note by Commander W. Perry preserved in the Kew
Herbarium, it is stated that the Chinese make fences round their compounds
with branches of this tree interlaced. These take root and form a graceful

hedge.

F. PIIILLVREOIDES, Lubillardicre.

A privet-like, deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, forming a great number of

slender twigs, angular and smooth when young. Leaves ovate-lanceolate,

oval, or oblong
; ^ to 2^ ins. long, j to ^ in. wide ; usually with a tapering

point, entire, smooth. Flowers about | in. long, greenish white, very numerous
on terminal panicles jt to I in. long, supplemented by smaller clusters in the

leaf-axils, produced during June on leafy twigs. A prominent feature of the

flower are the protruded stamens. Fruit a flat disk, roundish or oblong, two-

seeded, and surrounded by a membranous wing
; | to i^ in. long.

Native of the Orient (Cilicia, Syria, etc.); introduced in 1787. This shrub

retains its leaves long in the autumn. It is perfectly hardy and flowers

copiously, and has about the same decorative value as the privet.

Var. NANA.—A form of more compact habit and slower growth.

FORSYTHIA. oleace.k.

This genus, consisting, so far as is known at present, of throe or four

species of deciduous shrubs, commemorates Wm. Forsyth, once super-

intendent of the Royal (iardens at Kensington (i 737-1804). They are

allied to the lilacs and jasmines, having opposite, trifoliolate or simple

leaves, angular stems, and yellow flowers produced in spring on short

stalks from the joints of the previous year's wood. Calyx four-lobcd,

green j corolla also four-lobed, the lobes uniting at the base into a short

tube ; stamens two, styles either long or short, both long-styled and short-
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styled forms belonging to each species. Two or three species are

Chinese ; one East European.

All are very easily cultivated ; they are gross feeders, and like a rich,

deep, loamy soil. Propagated very easily by cuttings made of half-ripened

shoots. F. viridissima needs no pruning, nor does F. intermedia, but

F. suspensa var. Fortunei, may if desired be cut hard back every spring

as soon as the flowers are past. There are some worthless variegated

Forsythias that need no detailed mention.

F. EUROP.KA, Degen. Albanian Forsvtiiia.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8039.)

A deciduous shrub, of erect habit, from 3 to 6 ft. high
;
young wood not

downy, but dotted with lenticels. Leaves ovate, 2 to 3 ins. long, | to i^ ins.

wide ; of firm texture, smooth, sometimes sharply and unequally toothed, but

usually entire
;
pointed at the apex, rounded at the base ; stalk

/;
to \ in. long.

Flowers yellow, produced in March from the buds of the previous year's

growth, mostly singly, occasionally in pairs. Corolla \\ ins. diameter, with four

narrow-oblong divisions. Calyx-lobes ovate, green, \ in. long.

Native of Albania, discovered by Dr A. Baldacchi in 1897, and first

introduced by him to this country by means of seeds sent to Kew in 1899.

Some doubt has been expressed as to its being truly native of Europe, as its

fellow species are only found in the Far East ; but from the wild nature of the

country in which it was found, and the fact that several cases of analogous
distribution in other genera exist, this does not seem justified. It is allied to

F. viridissima, but differs in the ovate leaves (widest near the base), and by
a lanky habit which makes it more ungainly. It is the least ornamental of

Forsythias, but of geographical interest.

F. INTERMEDIA, Zabel.

This is supposed, and no doubt justly, to be a hybrid between F. suspensa
and F. viridissima. It opens its blossoms immediately after F. suspensa,
and before ihe other parent. Its branching, too, is intermediate, and rather
like that of the erect form of suspensa. Leaves occasionally trifoliolate, but
mostly intermediate between the simple leaves of both parents ; more tapering
at the base than in F. suspensa. Flowers as in suspensa, to which this beautiful

shrub is in no way inferior in beauty. It is not so good for covering arbours,
etc., but is more suitable for grouping on lawns. The three following forms of

this hybrid have been named by a German botanist, and distinguished as

follows :

—

Var. DENSIFLORA, Koehne.—Flowers densely crowded on the shoots ; a
very distinct form ; style longer than stamens.

Var. SPECTABILIS, Koehne.—A seedling form, with larger, deeper yellow,
and more abundant flowers ; style shorter than stamens. In many respects
the most beautiful of Forsythias.

Var. VITELLINA, Koehne.—Of erect, strong habit ; flowers rich dark yellow
;

style longer than stamens.

F. SUSPENSA, Vahl. GOLDEN BeLL.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4995.) .

A deciduous shrub of rambling habit, which, if trained on a wall will grow
30 ft. high, but in the open, and unsupported, forms a mass of interlacing.
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often pendulous branches, 8 or lo ft. high
;
young branches smooth. Leaves

mostly simple, 2 to 4 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; but occasionally on strong
shoots trifoliolate, three-lobed, or two-lobed ; coarsely toothed, pointed ; the
simple leaves are rounded or broadly wedge-shaped at the base ; the leaflets

tapering there ; stalk about ^ in. long. Flowers golden yellow, produced one to

as many as six in a cluster from the buds of last year's wood in late March and
early April, lasting a month in beauty ; each flower i to ij ins. across. Calyx-
lobes oblong-lanceolate, | in. long.

Native of China, but introduced from Japanese gardens to Holland in 1833,
and thence, nearly twenty years later, to England. It and F. intermedia are
the finest of early, yellow-flowering shrubs. In gardens it is represented by
two distinct forms, viz., FORTUNEI, a shrub of stiffer growth, with erect or

arching (not so pendulous) shoots ; and SlEBOLDll, a form with slender
pendent shoots which reach the ground and take root. There are, however,
plants in cultivation which it is difficult to assign to either. Forsythia
suspensa may be used in a variety of ways ; the slender creeping form
(Sieboldii) is useful for covering a steep slope, and for using as a climber on
house fronts, arbours, etc. The stifier one (Fortunei) is the best for

massing on a lawn. It may, if desired, be pruned hard back every spring as

soon as the flowers are over. Treated in this way, healthy plants will make
shoots 6 to 8 ft. long in a season, furnished the following spring from end
to end with golden yellow blossom.

A form with lemon-yellow flowers has recently been introduced from
Central China by Wilson. It has shorter and comparatively broader petals.

There is another with dark purplish young shoots (var. atrocaulis, Rehder).

F. VIRIDISSIMA, Lindley.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4587.)

A deciduous or partially evergreen shrub, 5 to 8 ft. high, with stiff, erect

branches, smooth when young. Leaves lance-shaped, 3 to 6 ins. long, '\ io \\

ins. wide, tapering at both ends, but more slenderly towards the pointed apex,

toothed on the upper half, or quite entire ; stalk ] to \ in. long. Flowers
bright yellow, \\ ins. across, the four corolla lobes narrow-oblong, \ in. long.

Calyx-lobes convex, ovate, i in. long. (Sec Fig. p. 560.)

Native of China ; introduced by Fortune in 1844. Although this species is

not so wonderful a garden shrub as F. suspensa, it is a very handsome and
useful one. It flowers one or two weeks later, usually in April, and is sturdy

enough to hold its branches erect. It is distinguished from both its fellow

species, F. europaea and F. suspensa, by the shape of its leaves.

FOTHERGILLA. hamamflidace.k

A genus of two or three deciduous shrubs from Eastern N. America,

which commemorates Dr John Fothergill, who in the eighteenth century

cultivated in his garden at Stratford-le-Bow, in Essex, one of the earliest

and most extensive collections of American plants. They are allies of

the witch-hazels, and their flowers appear before the leaves in bottle-

brush like spikes terminating short branches. Their sole beauty is in the

numerous long stamens. There are no petals, and the seed-vessel is a

downy, hard-shcllcd capsule, opening at the top and containing two

seeds.
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F. Garden I, Murray.

(F. alnifolia, Linmcus JiL, Bot. Mag., t. 1341 ; F. Carolina, Britlon.')

A deciduous shrub of thin hal^it, rarely more than 2 or 3 ft. high, with

slender, crooked, often rather weak and spreading branches
;
young twigs

covered with white, stellate hairs. Leaves oval or obovate, i to 2^ ins. long,

I to I J ins. wide ; heart-shaped, rounded or tapering at the base, with several

large unequal teeth above the middle, downy, and green or whitish beneath
;

stalk I in. long, downy. Flowers in cylindrical terminal spikes, consisting

chiefly of a mass, i to i^ ins. long, and about i in. through, of white stamens
with yellow anthers

;
petals none.

FoRSYTlIIA VIRIDISSIMA.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; first discovered by Dr Garden
of Charlestown, U.S.A., and introduced in 1765. It flowers on the naked
branches in April and May, and is then very pretty and fragrant. Although
hardy, this shrub is not robust. It does not like a heavy soil so much
as one of peat and sandy loam combined. The leaf is variable in shape, on

account of which attempts have been made to differentiate two or three

varieties such as OBTUSA (Bot. Mag., 1341), with obovate bluntish leaves
;

and ACUTA, with ovate, pointed leaves. The foliage often turns beautiful

crimson before falling. This species differs from the following in its much
smaller stature, and in the inflorescence being from half to two-thirds as

wide.
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F. MAJOR, Loddiges.

(F. alnifolia var. major, Bot. Mag., t. 1342 ; F. monticola, Ashe:)

A deciduous shrub, ultimately 6 to 8 ft. high, forming a rounded bush with
mostly erect stems

;
young branchlets covered with stellate, whitish hairs.

Leaves roundish oval or broadly ovate, 2 to 4 ins. long, and from two-thirds
to nearly as wide, with a few teeth above the middle, or almost entire ; upper
surface dark glossy green becoming almost or quite smooth, lower one
glaucous, with stellate hairs, especially on the midrib and veins ; stalk downy,
about \ in. long. Flowers numerous, in an erect, cylindrical spike, i to 2 ins.

long, terminating short lateral twigs ; the inflorescence owes its beauty to
the numerous clustered stamens, which have pinkish white stalks \ in. long,
and yellow anthers

;
petals none. The seed-vessel is a downy, woody

capsule \ in. long, splitting at the top.

Native of the Allegheny Mountains from Virginia to S. Carolina
;
grown

in English gardens in 1780, but apparently long lost to cultivation until

FOTHKRGILLA MAJOR.

reintroduced to Kew from the Arnold Arboretum in 1902. It is a most
charming shrub, especially to those who love out-of-the-way plants. It

succeeds extremely well in a mixture of peat and sandy loam, producing
its fragrant spikes profusely in May. The leaves turn orange-yellow before

falling. It strikes root freely from cuttings of fairly fimi wood in gentle

heat, and is quite hardy. Certainly it is in every way superior to the
commoner F. Gardeni, and it is strange that it was so long lost to gardens.
F. MONTICOI.A is scarcely specifically distinct from F. major, although it

is said to be of more spreading habit j the leaves are not so white beneath.

FRAXINUS. Ash. olkace.v:.

A group of some forty to fifty species of deciduous trees and a few

shrubs, all exccj)t three found in the tqmperate latitudes of the nortliern

hcniisi)hcre. They have normally opposite, une(iiially pinnate leaves, but

in some species and varieties the leaflets are reduced to one, and the

leaves are sometimes in whorls of three, and on odd shoots not in-

2 N
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frequently alternate. The inflorescences vary considerably in beauty in

diflerent species. In the most ornamental groups, the "flowering" ashes,

both corolla and calyx are present, and the flowers are borne very

numerously in panicles from the end of the young shoot and from the

axils of the terminal pair of leaves. This is the manna ash or Ornus
group, sometimes made into a distinct genus. In another group to which

our common ash belongs

—

Fraxinaster—the flowers have no beauty,

being without calyx or corolla; they are borne in short panicles from the

buds of the previous year's wood. The remainder of the species have a

calyx, but no corolla.

The flowers are sometimes perfect, sometimes unisexual ; and perfect

male and female flowers may be found either altogether or separately on
one tree. It is said that the flowers of a tree may sometimes be all or

mostly one sex one year, and the other sex the next. Stamens usually

two. Fruit one- or two-celled, one- or two-seeded, developing at the end
a long, flattened wing or membrane, usually from | to ij ins. long and

\ to 1^ in. wide. Many of the species hereinafter described do not flower

in this country, and even those that do, like the common ash, do not

carry crops of fruit every year. From all its allies in gardens, except

Jasminum and one species of Syringa, Fraxinus is distinguished by its

pinnate leaves.

In gardens and parks, the ashes are welcome for their stately form and
fine pinnate foliage. Some of them, like excelsior and americana, yield

an admirable timber. They are frequently found in nature on a limestone

formation, and should be especially noted by those whose ground is so

situated. For the rest, they are gross feeders, and like a good loamy soil

and abundant moisture. They should always, if possible, be raised from
seed, which may be sown in cold frames or shallow boxes, and thinly

covered with soil. Grafting for the weeping, coloured, and other garden

varieties has, perforce, to be resorted to, but the stock should always be
of the species to which the variety belongs. The ashes produce a very

fibrous and extensive root system, which renders their transplanting safe

and easy. The only species at all unsatisfactory in cultivation are those

hke nigra and mandshurica, which, being excited into growth by un-

seasonable warmth early in the year, are almost invariably cut back by
later frost. Some species, like dipetala, need rather more warmth than

our climate affords. But given a good soil, and not too exposed a

position, the ashes generally are satisfactory.

The following is a selection of the more desirable species :

—

Ju?r timber.— Excelsior, americana.

For beauty offoliaise and habit.—Angustifolia, americana, biltmoreana,

oregona, pcnnsylvanica, excelsior, ex. var. heterophylla, ex. var. pendula.

Forflower.—Ornus, Mariesii.

For interest.—Spa^thiana, anomala.
For small gardens.—Bungeana, dimorpha, excelsior var. globosa.

F. AMERICANA, Litlflceus. WlIITI-: A.SH.

A fine timber tree up to 120 ft. high in a wild state, with a trunk 5 or 6 ft. in

thickness
;
young shoots smooth, dark jKjlished green or brownish, becoming
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grey the second year. Leaves 8 to 15 ins. long; leaflets seven or nine

(sometimes five), oblong-lanceolate or oval, stalked ; ordinarily 4 to 6 ins. long
(on vigorous young trees 7 or 8 ins.), i to 3 ins. wide ; rounded or tapered at

the base, long and slender-pointed, entire or the terminal part toothed ; dark
green and smooth above, whitish and downy along the midrib and veins

beneath. Common stalk yellowish white, smooth, round, with a scarcely

perceptible groove on the upper side ; stalk of lateral leaflets about ^ in. long,

of the terminal one ^ to i in. long. Flowers without petals, produced on the

previous year's growth. Fruit i to 2 ins. long, ] in. wide ; the body roundish.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1724. This handsome and
striking ash is one of the best of American deciduous trees in this country,

being quick-growing and producing timber of similar quality to that of our
native species, much esteemed for making oars. There are trees over 80 ft.

high at Kew. Whilst there is nothing to show that it is superior to our native

ash, it would be worth planting in quantity under forest conditions as an
experiment. It appears to grow more quickly in a small state. The dis-

tinguishing characters of this ash as compared with other American species of

the same character are : its round main leaf-stalk, the white under-surface of

the stalked leaflets, and the smooth, dark, young wood. (Compare with

F. texensis and F. biltmoreana, its nearest allies.)

Vnr. ACUMINATA, IVesmael (F. epiptera, Michaux).—Leaflets almost
without down beneath, bright green above, and nearly or quite entire.

Var. JUGLANDI FOLIA, Rehder.—This striking variety has leaflets as much
as 9 ins. long, by 3 ins. wide, not conspicuously toothed at the upper half,

densely pubescent over the whole under-surface, but not on the main leaf-stalk

or young shoots.

Var. MICROCARPA, Gray.— Fruit about \ in. long ; common in the south-

eastern United States.

F. ANGUSTIFOLIA, Vahl. NARROW-LEAVED ASII.

(F. numidica, Dippfl.)

A tree 60 to 70 ft., occasionally 90 ft. high
;
young shoots and leaves

perfectly smooth. Leaves 6 to 10 ins. long ; leaflets seven to thirteen,

lanceolate, i to 3 ins. long,
i\

to 4 in, wide, sharply and rather coarsely or even

jaggedly toothed except towards the narrowly tapered base ; apex long-

pointed ; dark glossy green above. The terminal leaflet is the only one that

has a stalk (] to .\ in. long) ; main-stalk with two wings on the upper side

forming a groove that is open from the base to the lowest j)air of leaflets, ])ut

beyond them closed, except where the leaflets are attached. Flowers produc ed

from the joints of the previous year's wood, and with neither calyx nor corolla.

Fruits I to 1 4 ins. long.

Native of S. Europe and N. Africa. The most distinctive character of the

species is the entire absence of down, differing in this respect from its near ally

F. oxycarpa. It is an elegant tree, allied botanically to the common ash.

Var. LENTISCI FOLIA, Jietiry.— Leaflets more spreading (in the typical form

they point forwards) and set further apart on the main-stiilk, making the leaf

sometimes 10 ins. or more long, and the tree very graceful. A form with more
slender, pendulous branches is distinguished as PENDULA.

Nearly allied to, and perhaps scarcely specifically distinct from

F. angustifolia, is

F. OXVCARrA, Willdcnow (F. oxyphylla, BiebcrsUin).— Its leaves have

the same number of leaflets, mostly of the same shape and size, but they are

always downy about the midrib and lower vein>. Fruits more tapered at

the base. The ;ii)ecies has a more Eastern natural habitat than F. anguslifolia,

reaching to Pcrsiii, the Caucasus, and Asia Minor. (Sec F. parvifolia.)
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F. AXOMALA, Torrcy. Utah Ash.

A tree iS to 20 ft. high, with smooth, square, shghtly winged, slender,
young shoots. Leaves simple (rarely with two or three leaflets), ovate, some-
times roundish or obovate, tapered at the base, bluntish or pointed at the apex,
inconspicuously toothed; i to i\ ins. long, | to if ins. wide; grey-green,
smooth on both surfaces ; stalk \ to i in. long. It flowers on the previous
year's growths, and the fruits (not" seen in this country) are \ in. long, obovate
or oval.

Native of Colorado, Utah, and Nevada ; said by Sargent to be not rare.
Introduced in 1893 to Kew, where it forms a lax-branched, small tree, quite
distinct from every other cultivated ash in the combination of square stems
and simple leaves, but only worth growing as a curiosity.

F. Berlandieriana, De Candolle.

A tree up to 30 ft. high, with quite smooth, round branchlets. Leaflets
usually five, deep lustrous green above, paler beneath ; the terminal one
obovate, z\ to 4 ins. long, \\ to 7.\ ins. wide ; the lateral ones more oval and
smaller, all coarsely toothed above the middle, soon quite smooth ; midrib
prominent below, the side ribs connected by conspicuous netted veins ; main
leaf-stalk grooved. Fruit i to li ins. long ; often three-winged (Sargent).

Native of Texas and Mexico ; introduced to Kew under the name of
F. coriacea in 1897. (The true F. coriacea, S. Watson^ according to Sargent,
has the shoots tomentose when they appear, remaining downy for one or two
years.) As seen at Kew, F. Berlandieriana is a pleasing small tree of free
growth, and distinct in the deep glossy green, smooth leaves and branchlets

;

in these respects it resembles F. lanceolata, but is smaller in all its parts.

F. BILTMOREANA, Beadle, BiLTMORE ASH.

As lately as 1898, this ash was distinguished from F. americana and named
by Mr Beadle. No doubt it exists in some gardens, looked upon as ordinary
white ash. There is one on the hill at Kew crowned by the Temple of >Eolus,
which is over 80 ft. high and more than 8 ft. in girth. It is close to a true
white ash of about the same size, which Mr Elwes regards as the largest in

England. The chief distinction of the Biltmore from the white ash resides in

its densely downy young shoots, the down persisting for two years ; the white
under-surface of the leaflets and their common stalk are similarly downy. On
the old tree at Kew the largest leaflets are 6 ins. long by 3 ins. wide, and the
entire leaf up to 20 ins. long. The trunk is similar to that of F. americana,
but the first year wood is dull grey (not green or brown as in americana), nor
does it acquire during the second season the pale, polished surface of the white
ash. In other respects it resembles that species, especially its van juglandi-
folia, but the wing of the fruit is not extended down the body so much. In its

downy shoots it resembles F. pcnnsylvanica, but that species has the leaflets
green beneath and the main leaf-stalk more distinctly grooved. Elwes figures
a handsome tree at Fawley Court, Oxfordshire, 68 ft. high.

F. IJRACTEATA, Hcmslcy.

A deciduous tree of the Ornus group, 40 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth,

four-angled, bright green. Leaves variable in size ; on young trees 6 to 12 ins.
long. Leaflets five to eleven, ovate, wedge-shaped or rounded at the base,
tapered at the apex to a bluntish point, very variable in size ; ordinarily i to

3 ins. long (but sometimes 5 ins.), about half as wide ; not toothed, deep
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polished green, perfectly smooth, and with impressed veins above
; paler and

smooth beneath. The main leaf-stalk has an even, well-defined groove above
;

terminal leaflet long-stalked, the others shortly so. Panicles terminal, also
borne in the upper leaf-axils ; downy, pyramidal, 3 to 6 ins. long, with a pair of
small oblong bracts at the base of each subdivision. The flowers are prob-
ably white, but have not yet been seen in this country^. Fruit i to i| ins.

long, ^.y in. wide.

Native of Hupeh, China ; discovered by Henry in 1887 ; introduced by
Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1900. It is a distinct ash in its square branchlets
and smooth, shining, entire leaflets, the largest of which resemble the leaf of
Ligustrum lucidum. A promising species, whose hardiness, however, has
scarcely yet been put to the test.

F. BUNGEANA, 7)e Candolle.

A shrub 5 or 6 ft. high ; twigs minutely downy. Leaves of thin texture,

4 to 6 ins. long ; leaflets five or seven, stalked, unequal-sided, oval and obovate
;

1 to 2 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; tapered at the base, with abrupt slender points
round-toothed except towards the base, quite smooth. Main leaf-stalk minutely
downy, with a narrow groove on the upper side ; stalk of leaflets i to ] in.

long, minutely downy. Flowers (with petals) produced in temiinal panicles
;

fruit a little over i in. long, i in. wide.

Native of N. China ; introduced in 1S81 to the Arnold Arboretum, Mass.,
where I have seen healthy bushes 4 or 5 ft. high and through. The true plant
is little known in Britain, although many ashes under the name have been
introduced, which have turned out to be chinensis or other species. It belongs
to the Ornus group, and is very distinct froni the only other shrubby ashes in

cultivation—the tiny leaved dimorpha and xanthoxyloides. Bunge's ash is one
of the few whose twigs and leaf-stalks are downy, whilst the leaf-blades are
smooth.

F. DiPPELlANA, Lingelsheim^ as sold by Spath of Berlin, is apparently a
form of F. Bungeana, or very closely allied to it, the leaves perhaps broader
(up to \\ ins. wide) and shorter pointed. Not seen in flower.

F. CAROLINIAN A, Miller. SWAMP ASH.

A tree rarely more than 40 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth, brown. Leaves

5 to 12 ins. long ; leaflets five or seven, stalked, oval, 2 to 4 ins. long, i] to

2 ins. wide (terminal one larger and up to 6 ins. long, sometimes obovate),

mostly tapered, sometimes rounded at the base, pointed, sharply toothed
;

dark green and smooth above
;

pale duller green beneath, with white hairs

along the sides of the midrib and lower veins. Main leaf-stalk round, with a
slight groove on the upper side ; stalks of side leaflets up to A in. long, that

of terminal one up to i in. long. Flowers without petals, produced in short

panicles on the shoots of the preceding year. Fruit (not seen in this country),

described by Sargent as elliptical or obovate, up to 2 ins. long, frequently

three-winged, A to | in. wide.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1783, but

extremely rare. Trees which in vegetative characters aj)pear to be true,

and which were received from the United States as F. caroliniana, arc in the

collection at Kew ; but one would scarcely expect the tree to be hardy in

this country, as it comes from the coast region of the Atlantic and (lulf

States, and reaches even to Cuba.

F. CIIINFXSIS, Roxburgh.

A small tree with stout, greyish, smooth young shoots, and grey buds.

Leaflets usually seven, sometimes nine, variable in shape and size ; terminal
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(and largest) one oval or obovate, 3 to. 5}, ins. long, 2 to 3 ins. wide, its

s'alk
I

to I j ins. long ; the pairs towards the base smaller, oval, the lowest

pair il to 3 ins. long, sometimes roundish oval ; all shallowly round-toothed,

stalked ; dark dull green abo\e, pale beneath, with dense brown down at the
sides of the midrib and base of the veins only. Common stalk with a
continuous open channel on the upper side with tufts of down where the

leaflets are attached. Flowers and fruit not seen in this country ; the latter

described by Henry as about 1^ ins. long, ^ in. wide, oblanceolate, and cither

rounded or pointed at the apex.

Native of China; introduced under the name of "Bungeana" in 1891.

It has been also wrongly named F. obovata in gardens. Young trees are

striking in the large size of their leaflets. Henry says this is one of the trees

on which the wax insect lives.

F. DI.MORPHA, Cosson and Durieu. ALGERIAN ASH.

A deciduous bush or a small tree, 20 ft. or more high ; branchlets smooth,
purplish on the upper side. Leaves ij to 3 ins. long, composed of five

to eleven (mostly seven or nine) leaflets, which are ovate, ^ to i^ ins. long,

\ to \ in. wide ; rather prominently toothed, scarcely stalked ; smooth, except

for a mft of down at the base of the midrib beneath ; the main leaf-stalk is

slightly winged between each pair of leaflets. Flowers (not seen in this

country) produced from the axils of the previous year's wood. Fruits i^ ins.

long, \ in. wide.

Var. DUMOSA, Carriere.—A purely shrubby variety, forming a dense
rounded bush with interlacing branches. Leaves uniformly smaller than
in the type, and only

:f
to f in. long.

Native of N. Africa, in the mountains of Algeria and Morocco. It is rare

in gardens, but very distinct among cultivated ashes, and worth growing
for its dwarf habit and minute leaflets. Var. dumosa makes a neat and
pleasing bush.

F. XANTHOXVLOIDES, WalHch^ is very closely allied and very similar to

F. dimorpha, but differs in having the branchlets covered with a dense
but extremely minute dark down ; the leaves and leaf-stalks have a scattered

but longer down. It is a native of the north-western Himalaya, Afghanistan,
etc. Bushes at Kew raised from seed sent from India do not appear to

be quite so hardy as F. dimorpha.

F. DiPETALA, Hooker. Fringe-flowered Ash.

A shrub 10 to 12 ft. high, or occasionally a small tree
;
young shoots four-

sided and four-winged, slightly warted, not downy. Leaves 2 to 5 ins. long ;

leaflets commonly five, but varying from three to nine ; obovate or oval,

tapered at the base, rounded or hardly pointed at the apex
; ^ to i| ins. long,

toothed except at the lowest third
;
quite smooth on both surfaces. Main

leaf-stalk smooth, grooved above ; the terminal leaflet rather long-stalked,

the uppermost pair stalkless, those below more or less stalked. Flowers
creamy white, \ in. long, produced from the joints of the previous year's growth
in panicles 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruits about i in. long, \ in. wide, with a

notched tip.

Native of California, where it was discovered in 1830 by David Douglas
;

but not introduced, so far as I am aware, until 1879, when Prof. Sargent sent

it to Kew. There is now a small tree there about 10 ft. high, which does not
flower, and is sometimes injured at the tips by frost. It appears to be one of

the most ornamental of ashes in flower, but needs a rather warmer climate
than near London. It should be tried in the south-west. Its four-angled
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stems, smooth leaves, and the production of flowers on the old wood, distinguish
it well among the ashes with petalled flowers.

F. Elonza, Dippcl.

A small, elegant tree with glabrous, grey-green young shoots furnished with
whitish warts ; buds dark brown, scurfy. Leaves up to lo or i r ins. long, with
nine to thirteen leaflets, which are ovate, oval or lance-shaped, broadly tapered
at the base, shortly pointed, sharply toothed ; i to 3 ins. long, \ to i in. wide

;

stalkless, dark dull green, and smooth above, with brownish down densely tufted

near the base of the midrib beneath. The main leaf-stalk is whitish beneath,
downy in places, winged on the upper side, the wings erect and fomiing a
narrow groove. Flowers and fruit not seen. This ash is of uncertain origin,

and is supposed to be a hybrid, probably with F. oxycarpa or F. parvifolia as
one parent. It has been cultivated in England since 1878.

F. EXCELSIOR, Linncuus. Common Ash.

One of the largest of European deciduous trees, reaching in favoured sites

to from 100 to 140 ft. in height ; bark of the trunk pale, fissured
;
young wood

grey, smooth ; buds black. Leaves 10 to 12 ins. long ; leaflets most frequently
nine or eleven, sometimes less or more ; oblong lance-shaped, tapered at the

base, slender-pointed, toothed ; 2 to 4^ ins. long, i to i^ ins. wide ; dark green
and smooth above, paler beneath, and with fluffy brown down at the sides of
the lower part of the midrib. Main leaf-stalk usually more or less downy, the
wings on the upper side meeting and forming a sharp angle. The terminal
leaflet is stalked, the lateral ones scarcely so. Flowers produced from the

joints of the previous year's wood in short, dense panicles in April. Fruits

(commonly called "keys") pendent in large bunches, each fruit about li ins.

long, ^ to i^ in. wide.

Native of Europe, including Britain and the Caucasus. It is one of the

most valuable of all our timber trees, yielding a whitish wood of great

toughness and durability. Elwes considers it at the present time the most
economically valuable of British timber trees. For some purposes, especially

in coachbuilding and implement-making, it has no rival either native or
foreign. An isolated ash of goodly size makes a tree of great beauty and
dignity, forming a shapely, oval, or rounded head of branches. It likes a deep,

moist, loamy soil, and thrives well on calcareous fomiations. In some parts of

the north of England, on the east side of the Plain of York for instance, it is

a common hedgerow tree, almost as common as the elm is in the south. In

such positions, especially where the adjoining fields are arable, it is not an
unmixed advantage, being one of the grossest of feeders. Both in nature and
in gardens the common ash has produced a large number of varieties. A
considerable number of those that have received names must be considered

worthless from any point of view, and the following list only includes the more
distinct or the more ornamental :

—

\^ar. ANGUSTIKOLIA, ScJielU.—Leaves as a rule not more than % in. wide.

It is apt to be confused with F. oxycarpa, but is distinguished by its black

bud and the longer stalk of the terminal leaflet.

Var. ASPLENIFOMA.—Leaflets only i to i '"• wide—a monstrosity merely.

Var. AUREA.—Young shoots yellow ; older bark yellowish, esjKJcially

noticeable in winter.

Var. AlTRKA PKNDULA.—Young shoots yellow, branches weeping and
fonning a flat, umbrella-shaped head.

Var. CONCAVI FOLIA.— Leaflets small, boat-shaped.

Var. CRISPA (syn. atrovirens).—A deformed, stunted bu^h with leaves

2 or 3 ins. long, the leaflets much curved.
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\'ar. KOLIIS ARGENTKIS.— Leaflets bordered with white ; often deformed.
\'ar. r.LOHOSA.—A dwarf rounded bush, densely branched. Vars. nana

and MVRTI FOLIA are much the same.
\'ar. GLOMERATA, Sivion-Louis.—Leaflets as many as fifteen closely set on

the common stalk, comparatively short and broad ; some of them 3 ins. long

and 2 ins. broad, stout in texture, basal pair of leaflets close to the branch
;

all somewhat hooded and puckered. \^xy distinct.

\'ar. HETEROPHVLLA. One-leaved Ash.— In this remarkable variety the

temiinal leaflet only, or occasionally one or two more, is developed. In other

respects it is the same as the common ash. Its one leaf is oval or ovate,

long-stalked, toothed, and variable in size, usually 3 to 6 ins. long, ij to 2^ ins.

wide, but often proportionately broader or shorter. I have measured it as

much as 8 ins. long and 5 ins. wide. This variety has arisen independently

in many places, both cultivated and wild, and varies considerably. It is also

known as integrifolia, monophylla, and simplicifolia.

\'ar. HETEROPHYLLA LACINIATA.—Leaves jaggedly and coarsely toothed.

Var. HETEROPHYLLA PENDULA.—All the branches weeping ; this and the

preceding varieties have leaves as in heterophylla.

Var. MONSTROSA.—Branchlcts often fasciated ; leaves often alternate.

War. PENDULA, Alton. Weeping Ash.—There are various forms of weeping
ash. The commonest has all its branches weeping, forming a spreading,

umbrella-like head. The most remarkable example is in the Earl of

Harrington's garden at Elvaston, and is 98 ft. high, with streamer branches
reaching to within 20 ft. of the ground. Var. PENDULA Wentworthii,
Wentworth Weeping Ash, has an erect trunk and leading shoot, but the

branches are very pendulous. It thus makes a tall, slender pyramid or spire.

(See also vars. aurea pendula and heterophylla pendula.)

Var. scolopendrifoll\.—Leaflets narrow, often curled and deformed,
narrower than in the type. Not free-growing.

Var. Transonl—Leaves yellow.

Var. VERTICILLATA.—Leaves occasionally in threes instead of the usual

pairs, but in this, as in some other abnormal forms of common ash, the leaves

are frequently alternate.

F. FLORIBUNDA, Wallich. HIMALAYAN ASII.

In 1876 the late Sir George King, then of the Calcutta Botanic Gardens,
sent seeds of this fine ash to Kew. Of the trees raised one survives, which
was cut to the ground in the winter of 1 880-1, but is now about 15 ft. high.
Although it withstood the frosts of February 1895 without injury, and is now
apparently perfectly hardy, its rate of growth with us is not such as to

recommend it for general cultivation, except in the milder counties. It is

one of the Ornus group, and in the north-western Himalaya, where it is native,

reaches 80 to 100 ft. in height. Its branches are without down, and its leaves

10 to 15 ins. long. Leaflets usually seven or nine, oblong (terminal one
obovate), tapered at both ends

; 3 to 6 ins. long, i to i\ ins. wide ; sharply
toothed, smooth above, downy beneath, chiefly on the midrib and veins.

Main-stalk grooved, stalk of leaflets \ to \ in. long. Flowers white, in large
terminal panicles. It resembles some of the big-leaved forms of F. Ornus,
but the leaflets are normally much larger, more prominently ribbed beneath,
and longer pointed, I have not seen it in flower, but the blossoms appear in

panicles. Introduced first, Loudon says, in 1822, but killed in the winter of
1836-7.

F. iiolotricha, Koehne.

A small tree, with the young branchlets, leafstalks, and both surfaces of the
leaves clothed with a dense soft down. Leaflets nine to thirteen on each leaf.
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of pretty even size, lanceolate, tapered at the base, sharply and slenderly

toothed, margins hairy ; i| to 2} ins. long, i to | in. wide ; dull green on both
surfaces. Common stalk pale beneath, shallowly grooved above. The entire

leaf is 6 to 10 ins. long, the terminal leaflet usually stalked, the others nearly
or quite stalkless.

A species of unknown origin first noticed in cultivation in several parts of

Germany. It has flowered there, but not in this country, and belongs to the

common ash group. When in leaf it is very distinct among the ashes with nine
to thirteen leaflets, in the dense down which covers all the younger parts.

Introduced from Spath's nursery, Berlin, in 1909, and thriving well in

cultivation.

F. LAN'CEOLATA, Bo7'khause?i. Green Ash.
(F. viridis, Michaux.)

Nearly allied to F. pennsylvanica, the red ash, of which some authorities

regard it as a variety, this species is most readily distinguished by its bright

green, smooth young shoots, and by its narrower, slightly stalked, more sharply

and conspicuously toothed leaflets, which are 3 to 6 ins. long, lance-shaped,

green on both surfaces, smooth .above except along the midrib, and downy at

the sides of the midrib beneath ; main-stalk only slightly grooved. It is a tree

rarely more than 60 ft. high, according to Sargent, and is most abundant in

the south Central United States. It has long been cultivated in Europe, and
is fairly common in gardens, but some forms approach F. pennsylvanica.

V^ar. ALBO-MARGINATIS.—This is a variegated form with white margins to

the leaflets. Usually found in gardens as a variety of americana (or "alba"),

it is, like typical lanceolata, distinguished by the leaves being pale bright green
(not whitish) beneath, by their much shorter stalks, and the distinct groove
along the main-stalk. The young branchlet, however, is more or less downy,
and thus shows some affinity with pennsylvanica.

F. LONGICUSPIS, Siebold. JAPANESE FLOWERING ASII.

A slender tree, 20 to 30, sometimes 50 ft. high in Japan, belonging to the

Ornus or "flowering" group
;
young shoots smooth, grey. Leaves ordinarily

4 to 6 ins. long; leaflets usually five (rarely seven), which are li to 4 ins.

long, f to li ins. wide, ovate to obovate, tapered at the base, the apex abruptly

contracted mto a slender point, toothed, smooth above, downy only at the

sides of the midrib near the base beneath. The terminal leaflet, which is the

largest, has a stalk i to ^ in. long, the uppermost pair are stalkless, the lower

pair or pairs shortly stalked ; common stalk grooved on the upjjer side.

Flowers white, in terminal and axillary panicles 3 to 5 ins. long, produced in

June. Introduced from Japan in 1894, but rare in cultivation. It is the

Japanese representative of F. Ornus, differing most obviously in the few leaflets.

According to Sargent, it changes in autumn to a conspicuous purple colour.

F. MANDSIIURIC.A, Ruprccht. MaNCHURIAN ASII.

A fine tree, often \oo high
;
young shoots smooth, greyish. Leaves 8 to

15 ins. long; leaflets stalkless, or nearly so, usually nine or eleven, some-
times seven or thirteen ; oval or oblong-lanceolate, 2 to 4^ ins. long, i to 2

ins. wide ; tapered to the base, slender-pointed, sharply (occasionally doubly)

toothed ; dull green and with scattered bristles above, paler beneath, and
more conspicuously bristly, especially on the midrib and veins. Main leaf-

stalk winged above, the two wings foiming a deep groove with tufts of brown
down where the leaflets join.

Native of Jajian and the adjacent parts of the Asiatic mainland ; introduced

to Kew from St Petersburg in 1882. It is one of the greatest failures among
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ashes on account of its suspectibility to injury by spring frost. Its broadly
winged fruits, which Sargent says are borne on the previous year's wood in

great clusters, have not been produced in Britain. It is a vakiable tree in

the Far East, and attains to noble dimensions there. The leaf is distinct in

the conspicuous sunken veins above, correspondingly prominent beneath.

Closely allied to F. nigra.

F. Mariesii, Hooker fil. MARIES' Ash.

A small deciduous tree, forming a rounded, bushy head of branches, and
apparently unlikely to be more than 15 to 20 ft. high; branchlets and buds
greyish, downy. Leaves 3 to 7 ins. long, with three or five leaflets attached

to the upper third of the main leaf-stalk, which is scurfy and purplish on the

upper side, and has a swollen, dark purple base. Leaflets oval or ovate

Fraxinus Mariksii (in fruit).

I to 3i ins. long, \ to if ins. wide ; the apex abruptly tapered, the base
rounded or wedge-shaped ; shallowly toothed or almost entire ; dull green,

smooth; stalks of side leaflets ,\j to \ in. long, that of the terminal leaflet

up to I in. long ; all purple at the base. Flowers creamy while, in axillary

and tenninal panicles 3 to 6 ins. long
;
produced in June. Fruits \ to I4 ins.

long, a to I in. wide ; very handsome in July, when they become deep purple.

Native of Central China ; introduced by Maries for Messrs Veitch in

1878. Of the flowering ashes (Ornus grouj)) this is, I consider, the most
ornamental, being very pretty both in flower and fruit. Being of slow growth
and never of large size, it is admirable for small gardens.

F. NIGRA, Marshall. BLACK Asil.

(F. sambucifolia, Lamarck.')

A native of Eastern N. America, whence it was introduced to England in

iSoo, this ash has never been a success, and appears to be unworthy of
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cultivation. It is a tree 80 to 90 ft. liiK^i in <i wild state, and fjrows in damp
situations

;
young shoots smooth. Leaflets seven to eleven, oblong or oblong

lance-shaped, slender-pointed, 3 to 5 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; smooth
on both surfaces except for reddish down along the side of the midrib and
veins, beneath which it is densest towards the base, and extends round the
main-stalk. All the leaflets except the terminal ones are stalkless—even
more distinctly so than in F. mandshurica. In many of its characters the black
ash is similar to F. mandshurica ; the leaflets, however, are much less tapered
or even rounded at the base, and the marginal teeth are shallow and quite

inconspicuous. It has little interest or value in gardens.

F. OBLIQUA, Tausch.

(F. Willdenowiana, Koehne ; F. rotundifolia, Hort.^ not Lamarck^

A small tree free from down in all parts, forming a rounded, dense head of

branches
;
young shoots with small white warts. Leaves often in threes,

9 to 12 ins. long; leaflets usually nine or eleven, sometimes seven, scarcely

stalked, ovate-lanceolate, 2 to 3A ins. long, | to i in. wide ; tapered at the

base, long-pointed, rather coarsely triangular-toothed ; the tenninal one is up
to 5 ins. long and \\ ins. wide, the others decreasing in size successively

towards the base. The main-stalk has a continuous groove on the upper side,

which, with the large terminal leaflet, distinguishes this from the other ashes
with perfectly smooth shoots and leaves. Fruit i in. long, \ in. wide,

pointed.

This ash was named obliqua by Tausch in 1834 (see Flora^ xvii., p. 521),

at which time it was in cultivation as F. rotundifolia, a name which clung to

it for over seventy years, for plants so-called were in the Kew collection

until a few years ago. According to Lingelsheim, a recent monographer of

the ashes, it is a native of the eastern Mediterranean region and W. Asia, but

a curious uncertainty as to its origin has always prevailed. Tausch thought

it came from North America.

F. OREGON A, NuttalL OREGON ASH.

A tree up to 80 ft. high
;
young shoots reddish brown, rough with minute

warts, more or less downy, sometimes densely so. Leaves 6 ins. to over I ft.

long ; leaflets five or seven, oval or oblong, 2 to 5 ins. long, i to 2 ins. broad
;

tapered or sometimes rounded at the base, contracted at the apex to a short

or slender point ; margins entire or obscurely toothed ; dark green and with

thin down above, pale and densely downy beneath. Main-stalk very pale,

downy, grooved above ; stalk of the terminal leaflets up to i in. long ; lateral

leaflets very shortly or not at all stalked. Flowers without i>etals, produced

on the previous year's shoots. Fruit ij to 2 ins. long,
]^

in. wide towards

the apex.

Native of Western N. America, where it is a valuable timber tree. It was
discovered by Douglas in 1825, but does not seem to have been introduced

until many years after. It was in cultivation at Kew about forty years ago,

and trees up to 40 ft. high are very healthy and handsome. The finest tree

known to Mr Elwcs is at Nuncham, and now about 65 ft. high. It is distin-

guished among ashes that, like itself, have all the young vegetative parts

downy, by the large size of the stalkless or nearly stalkless, scarcely t(H)thcd

side leaflets.

Var. PULVERULENTA, //ort.— Leaflets specked with grey. A tree at Kew
is very vigorous, but this marking s|K)ils rather than improves it.
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F. Ornus, Linnxuns. Manna Ash.

(Orniis europaea, Persoon.)

A deciduous, \ciy leafy lice, from 50 to 65 ft. high, forming a dense
rounded head of branches ; buds rough, grey

;
young shoots ordinarily without

down. Leaves 5 or S ins. long, with five to nine leaflets which are ovate or

oblong (the temiinal one obovate), 2 to 4 ins. long, | to I4 ins. wide ; more or

less tapered at the base, abruptly pointed at the apex, shallowly round-toothed
;

dull green and smooth above ; the base of the midrib beneath and the stalk

downy. Main-stalk grooved above, furnished with brownish down where the

leaflets are attached. Flowers whitish, very abundantly produced in May in

terminal and axillar}' panicles 3 or 4 ins. long, along with the leaves of the

new shoots
;
petals linear, | in. long. Fruit about i in. long.

Van LATI FOLIA, Alton.—Leaves broader than those of the type and
roundish oval in outline.

\'^ar. VARIEGATA.—Leaves speckled with yellow ; a form to be avoided.
Native of S. Europe and Asia Minor ; cultivated since early in the

eighteenth century, if not before ; now one of the best known of exotic trees.

It is a handsome tree with very luxuriant leafage, and decidedly ornamental in

flower, although the blossom has a faint, not agreeable odour. Manna sugar is

obtained from the stems by incision.

F. PARVIFOLIA, Lamarck.

(F. oxycarpa var. parvifolia, Boissier,')

A small tree with green, smooth young shoots and black buds. Leaves 5

to 8 ins. long, with seven to thirteen stalkless leaflets, which are oval or ovate,
I to 2 ins. long, | to i in. wide ; tapered at both ends, sharply toothed except
at the base ; dull green and smooth above, downy along the midrib beneath.
Main leaf-stalk whitish beneath, hairy and winged on the upper side, the two
wings being closed except at the base and where the leaflets are attached.

Native of S. Europe and Asia Minor ; introduced, according to Loudon, in

1822. Some authorities regard this ash as a variety of F. oxycarpa (see under
F. angustifolia), but it differs so markedly in the shape and length of the
leaflets and by their being so much more closely set on the main-stalk, and is,

moreover, so much better known in gardens under the above name, that it

seems better to retain it. At the same time the distinctions between
angustifolia, oxycarpa, and parvifolia do not appear capable of very clear
definition.

\'ar. NANA.—A dwarf form with smaller leaves averaging i in, long, i to §
in. wide, with a j)atch of down near the base. A healthy bush at Kew thirty
years old is only 5 ft. high.

F. I'ENNSYLVANICA, Marshall. Red Ash.

(F. pubescens, Lamarck^

A tree 40 to 60 ft., sometimes more, high
;
young shoots clothed with a

dense pale down. Leaves up to i ft. long ; leaflets seven or nine, oblong
lanceolate or narrowly oval, 3 to 6 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide, broadly tapered
at the base, long and slenderly pointed, rather obscurely toothed, or entire,

especially at the lower half ; dull green on both surfaces, and nearly or quite
smooth above, except along the sunken midrib which sometimes is downy

;

covered beneath with a pale down. The leaflets, especially the lower ones,
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are stalked, the stalks grooved and downy, as is also the common stalk. Male
and female flowers occur on separate trees, and are produced on the old wood
just below the new shoot. Fruit i to 2 ins. long.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1783, often known under the
name " F. pubescens " given to it by Lamarck in 1786, a year later than the
accepted name. As common in gardens as F. americana, the red ash is not
so striking and large a tree, although it grows quickly when young. From
that species it is of course easily distinguished by its downy shoots and green
under-side of the leaves. F. pennsylvanica exists in several forms in cultiva-

tion, some of which it is not easy to differentiate from F. lanceolata.
F. GLABRA, Koehne, is an instance, regarded as a hybrid between the two.

Var. AUCUB.^FOLIA, Rehdcr.—Leaflets mottled with yellow. This variety
in some of its characters is intermediate between pennsylvanica and lanceolata

;

the leaves are far from being as downy as the former, but the shoots are
quite downy. A handsome variegated tree.

F. POTAMOPHILA, Herder.

A small tree up to 30 or 35 ft. high, with green shoots ; free from down in

all its parts. Leaves 4 to 12 ins. long ; leaflets stalked, usually nine or eleven,

sometimes seven or thirteen ; i to 3 ins. long, | to i^ ins. broad ; tapered at the
base, triangular toothed, pointed, dull green. Main leaf-stalks whitish beneath,
with a broad, shallow groove above ; stalks of the leaflets \ to \ in. long,

except the terminal one, which is J to i in. long. Flowers and fruit not seen.

Native of Turkestan and other parts of W. Asia ; introduced to Kew by way
of St Petersburg Botanic Garden in 1891. It is an elegant small tree, very
rare in cultivation, but quite distinct among ashes with the same number of
leaflets, in their being conspicuously stalked, and, together with the young
shoot, quite smooth.

F. QUADRANGULATA, Michanx. BLUE ASH.

A tree 60 to 70, occasionally over 100 ft. high ; branchlets square and
conspicuously four-winged, not downy ; bark of the trunk covered with loose

plates. Leaves 7 to 14 ins. long, with five to eleven leaflets, which are ovate
to lanceolate, 3 to 5 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; rounded or broadly wedge-
shaped and unequal at the l)ase, tapering at the apex to a long, slender

point, sharply toothed ;
yellowish green and smooth above, paler and downy

beneath, especially about the midrib and veins. Common stalk minutely
downy, and grooved on the upper side ; stalks of leaflets i to ] in. U»ng.

F'lowers in short panicles from the previous year's wood; fruit i^ ins. long,

j''fl
in. wide, oblong, with a notch at the apex.

Native of the south-eastern and Central United States ; introduced in

1823. It produces a valuable timber in the United Slates, but does not seem
to have ever attained any great size in this country', although small trees

at Kew are healthy and handsome. It is readily distinguished from all

ashes with the same number of leaflets by its square, winged branchlets, except

F. bracteata, and that has untoothed leaflets, and belongs to the Ornus group.

F. SlVETHIANA, Lingclshciui. S PATH'S ASII.

{y. serratifolia, Hort. ; F. Sicboldiana, Dippel^ not Blunu.')

A small or medium-sized tree of vigorous growth
;
young shoots shining,

grey, stout, smooth. Leaves up to \\ ft. long, with seven or nine (sonutinus
five) leaflets, which are oblong or narrowly obovate, the largest 8 to 9 ins.
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long, 2i to 3 ins. wide, but extremely variable in size according to the

vigour of the shoot, the smallest being 2 to 4 ins. long, | to i^ ins. wide;
they are stalkless, markedly unequal at the base, long-pointed, coarsely

round-toothed ; smooth above, pale beneath and slightly downy about the

base of the midrib and lower veins. The common stalk is smooth,
crooked on big leaves, slightly grooved on the upper side, with the bases
dark brown, very much swollen, and clasping the shoots ; the lowest pair of

leaflets is much the smallest. Flowers in terminal panicles. Fruit li ins.

long, ^ in. wide towards the apex, where it is broadest.

Native of Japan, belonging to the Ornus group ; introduced over thirty

years ago. Its leaves and leaflets are of remarkable dimensions on vigorous
plants, but its most distinctive character is furnished by the enormous bases
of the leaf-stalk. The whole tree has a yellowish tinge ; worth cultivating

as a striking and remarkable ash.

F. SVRIACA, Boissier, SYRIAN ASH.

A deciduous tree, small in cultivation, and of slow growth
;
young branches

without down, those of a year or two old usually packed closely with protuber-
ances, which are the seats of the fallen leaves and buds. Leaves quite smooth,
normally in whorls of three, and densely crowded, but on free-growing shoots
often alternate and well apart. Leaflets one to five (usually three), lance-
shaped, tapered at the base ; i to 4 ins. long, \ to \\ ins. wide ; coarsely and
sharply toothed, glossy dark green. The whole leaf is from 4 to 8 ins. long,

the main-stalk and midribs whitish beneath, the former grooved above.
Flowers produced in short racemes on the wood of the previous year. Fruit
narrowly obovate, i to i|^ ins. long, i in. wide.

Native of Syria and Afghanistan and the country between. It does not, so
far as I have observed, possess any recommendation for gardens, but is very
distinct in the remarkably crowded leaves, and in the conspicuous protuber-
ances on the younger branches. It has been cultivated under the wrong name
of " F. Sogdiana."

F. TEXENSis, Sargent. Texan Ash.

A tree rarely 50 ft. high in nature
;
young shoots stout, smooth, deep

brown. Leaves on young trees 6 to 15 ins. long. Leaflets five or seven, oval
or ovate (terminal one sometimes obovate), rounded or tapered, and often very
unequal at the base, pointed at the apex in young plants, sometimes rounded
in adult ones ; coarsely but shallowly round-toothed, dark green and smooth
above, grey-white beneath, and at first downy, with the midrib and chief veins
permanently beset with white hairs. The leaflets of adult trees are described
by Sargent as 2 to 7.\ ins. long by i to 2 ins. wide, but on trees at Kew twelve
years old they are as much as b\ ins. long by 3 ins. wide. Common stalk
round except for a flattening at the top ; stalk of leaflets up to \ in. long. The
fruit apparently resembles that of F'. americana.

Native of limestone districts in Texas ; discovered by Dr Bigelow in 1852 ;

introduced to Kew in 1901. It is closely allied to F. americana, but has
broader, more shortly pointed leaflets, commonly only five to each leaf.

Young trees are vigorous, and particularly striking for their large deep green
leaflets.

F. Vkltiieimi, Dicck.

(F. angustifolia var. monophylla, llniy\\)

\ bushy habited tree very similar in form and arrangement of leaf to the one-
leaved form of common ash, but easily distinguished from it by the leaves being
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quite smooth beneath, and narrower. Leaflets usually solitary, sometimes in

twos or threes, in which case the terminal one is always much larger than the
lateral ones ; lanceolate, 2 to 5 ins. long, | to li ins. wide ; tapered towards
both ends, the margins set with coarse, sharp, outstanding teeth ; dark lustrous
green above, quite smooth on both surfaces. Lateral leaflets, when present,

I to 2I ins. long, | to f in. wide. Stalk i to 2^ ins. long. Henry considers
this a monophyllous variety of angustifolia. It has been in cultivation at Kew
under other names for forty years at least, and makes a distinct and curious as
well as an attractive tree.

F. VELUTLXA, Torrey. ARIZONA Asil.

(F. pistacicefolia, Torrey,^

A tree 30 to 40 ft. high, with a slender trunk
;
young shoots slender, and,

like the leaf-stalks and leaflets, densely clothed with a velvety down. Leaves
4 to 6 ins. long, with five or seven leaflets which are lanceolate or narrowly oval,
tapered at the base, long-pointed, \\ to 2^ ins. long, \ to | in. wide (terminal
one often larger, obovate, up to 3^ ins. long), the "upper part bluntly and
unevenly toothed, edged with fine hairs ; dull greyish green. Common stalk
with an open groove on the upper side ; leaflets usually stalkless, the basal pair
and terminal one occasionally stalked. Flowers and fruit not seen.

Native of S.VV. United States ; introduced in 1891 to Kew, where it makes
a neat, elegant, very leafy tree, distinct because of the grey down with which
all the young parts are covered, combined with stalkless leaflets. Y. holotricha
and F. oregona have the same combination of characters, but in the former the
leaflets are up to thirteen in number, and in oregona they are much larger.

FREMONTIA Californica, Torrey. STERCULIACE.e.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5991.)

A deciduous or half-evergreen, small tree, 15 to 30 ft. high, with soft

and very downy twigs. Leaves alternate, 2 to 4 ins. long, i^> to 3 ins.

wide
; variable in outline, with usually three to seven lobes or large teeth,

but sometimes almost entire ; upper surface dull green, specked with

star-shaped hairs when young, lower surface felted with l)rown-white,

similar hairs. Flowers 2 to 2i ins. across, produced singly on short

stalks. There are no petals, the bright golden calyx being the conspicuous
part of the flower ; it is at first widely cup-shaped, has five roundish
divisions, and is densely downy outside and very hairy in the centre

inside. Stamens united in a short column, dividing at the top into five

radiating arms \ in. long. Ovary conical, with a slender style.

Discovered in California by Col. Fremont, after whom it is named, in

1846; this plant first flowered in England, at Chiswick, in 1854. It was
again introduced from the Sierra Nevada by ^^'iIliam Lobh in 1853, since

when it has existed in numerous gardens in the milder parts of the

kingdom. It is not hardy in the open at Kew, but a fine plant 10 ft.

high grew in one of the bays outside the Temperate Mouse, and flowered

finely for several years. It was not trained, and took the form of a small

tree. Although it survived the winter of 1908-9, and blossomed well the

summer following, it has since died. The tree, in fact, is not long-lived,

and although plants occasionally survive twenty or twenty-five years,
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growing and flowering admirably to the very last season, they are always

liable to sudden collapse and death. Usually the plant is given a place

on a wall, which would scarcely appear to be necessary in the milder parts.

It flowers from May to July.

The Fremontia produces plenty of its black seeds, which furnish the

best and simplest means of increase. So averse is it to root disturbance,

that young plants should be grown in pots until planted in their permanent

places. It likes a well-drained, sandy loam.

Fremontia calikornica.

FUCHSIA. ONAGRACE^.

In the milder parts of the British Isles like Cornwall, S.W. Ireland,

Isle of ^Vight, Isle of Man, etc., fuchsias make some of the most brilliant

features of the late summer and autumn garden, growing into trees lo ft.

or more high, with trunks 6 ins. or more through. In colder, more
northerly, and inland localities, they may still be grown in the open air,

although they can scarcely be termed hardy shrubs, seeing that they are

killed to the ground almost invariably. Yet even at Kew, groups of

several sorts of fuchsias make very pleasing displays of colour from July
onwards. Shoots spring up freely from the old stools, and attain a length
^^^ 3 to 5 ft. during the growing season, continuing to flower as they
lengthen until the frosts come. Tiie flower-buds add much to the beauty
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of the plants. A little brushwood or rough litter may be laid over the
stools in very severe frost. Fuchsias like a well-drained, loamy soil, and
can be increased with the greatest ease by means of soft-wood cuttings
struck in heat.

As to the leading features of the genus, the leaves are opposite or
whorled (rarely alternate), and deciduous ; the flowers are pendulous, and
produced singly on their stalks from the leaf-axils, or crowded in a
terminal cluster; the calyx is tubular at the base, separating into four-

pointed segments ; the petals are four, springing from the end of the
calyx-tube ; the stamens eight ; the fruit a juicy, four-sided berry, with
rounded corners. Natives of S. America, Mexico, and New Zealand.

The following descriptive list of a few sorts is by no means exhaustive,
but will serve to draw attention to the outdoor possibilities of a genus
of shrubs which must, on the whole, be regarded as greenhouse rather
than hardy :

—

F. COMCA, Lindley.—K stiff-habited shrub with short-jointed, red shoots.
Leaves broadly ovate or oval, mostly i to li ins. long. Flowers slender, red
and purple ; calyx \ in. long, with sepals ? in. long and \ in. wide

;
petals

narrowly obovate. Distinct in the combination of small leaves and long
flowers. Native of Chile.

F. COKALLINA, Hort. (syn. F. exoniensis).—Branches reddish purple when
young. Leaves often in threes, i^ to 4 ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide ; dark green
suffused with red-purple, especially the stalk, midrib, and veins. Calyx i| to

\\ ins. long, with rich scarlet-red sepals \ in. wide
;
petals purple, obovate

;

stamens red, standing out \ in. beyond the petals. A selected form or hybrid
of F. macrostemma.

F. GLOHOSA, Lindley^ (Bot. Reg., t. 1556).—A sturdy bush with ovate
leaves I to 2 ins. long, glossy beneath. Calyx i in. long, rich red, with a
short tube and sepals | in. long, \ in. wide

;
petals rich purple, broadly obovate,

% in. wide. This is distinguished by its stout buds and the comparative
broadness and shortness of the floral parts.

F. GRACILIS, Hort. (Bot. Reg, t. 847).—A form of the macrostemma group,
with smaller leaves proportionately longer-stalked than those of corallina.

Flowers red and purple ; calyx \ in. long, sepals ,'; in. wide ; stalk very slender,

li to 2 ins. long. A ver>' elegant shrub, of which several minor forms with
colloquial names are grown.

F. MACROSTEMMA, Ruiz and PavoH.—A South American species, introduced
early in the nineteenth century. It probably includes all the foregoing sorts,

being distinguished by a rich scarlet calyx, purple petals, much protruded
stamens, and still more protruded style. Leaves mostly in threes at each
joint. Figured in Bot. Mag.^ t. 97, as coccinea (not o{ Alton).

Y. PU.MILA, Hort.—A dainty little shrub of dwarf, compact, rounded habit ;

leaves ^ to f in. long, | to ^ in. wide, lanceolate ; stalks, midrib, and veins red
(like the young wood). Flowers on slender red stalks i in. long ; calyx red,

petals purple, the whole flower \ in. long.

F. RiCCARTONI, Hort.—Considered to be one of the hardiest of fuchsias.

It has the same colouring as the preceding, but the flower-buds are unusually
stout, and the floral parts short and broad. Sepals \ in. long, \ in. wide

;

calyx-tube scarcely \ in. long. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, with a purplish tinge.

GARRYA. coRXACK.i:.

A genus of evergreen, unisexual shrubs or small trees, with opposite

leaves and flowers produced in greyish catkins. With the exception of

2 O
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G. elliptica, they have not much value in the majority of gardens, being

more or less tender, and with little flower beauty. In the colder parts of

our islands all the following will need protection, but in the south of

England G. elliptica and G. Thureti are hardy in selected positions.

Increased by cuttings of half-woody twigs in gentle heat. The genus
was named by Douglas, in honour of Mr Garry of the Hudson's
Bay Co., who helped him in his plant-collecting expeditions in Western
N. America. Garrya is a somewhat anomalous genus usually placed

with the cornels, but by some authorities kept apart in a separate natural

order—Garryacea3.

G. ELLIPTICA, Douglas.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1686.)

An evergreen shrub, or even a small tree, of vigorous, rapid growth and
bushy habit, growing 6 to 12 ft. high in this country (16 ft. in the milder
parts)

;
young wood downy. Leaves oval to roundish ; i^ to 3 ins, long,

half, or more than half, as wide ; more or less rounded at each end, the apex
terminating in a short, abrupt tip ; dark shining green above, grey-woolly
beneath ; margins wavy, but not toothed ; stalk stout, woolly, \ in. long.

Flowers densely crowded on slender pendent catkins 3 to 6 ins. long in

cold districts, but i ft. or more long in warm ones, produced in a cluster

towards the end of the shoot and in the leaf-axils near. Bracts silky in the

male plant, cup-shaped, enclosing the base of the stamens ; in the female
plant longer and narrower. Fruit globular-ovoid, silky, with a thin, brittle

shell, enclosing two seeds embedded in a dark red juice.

Native of California and Oregon ; introduced by Douglas in 1828.

For Garrya elliptica to be seen at its best, one must visit the gardens of

Cornwall, Devon, and similar places. It becomes there 16 ft. high, and
as much through, and bears male catkins up to 12 ins. long. It is at its best

from November to February, and at that season no evergreen shrub, perhaps,
is so attractive as is this when laden with a great crop of silvery grey catkins.

Near London, although not so satisfactory as in the south-west, it is an
excellent evergreen if a suitable spot be chosen. It does not need a rich

soil nor abundant moisture,' and the best possible position for it is a sunny,
rather dry bank sloping south or west, and protected by other vegetation
on the north and east sides. It is a bad shrub to transplant, and should
be grown in a pot until given a permanent place. The male plant, which
we figure, is much the more ornamental, the catkins of the female being
only li to 4 ins. long. Cuttings of both strike root freely if taken in late

summer and given a little heat. In cold districts this Garrya will need wall

protection.

G. Fremonti, Torrey.

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 188 1, i, fig. 83.)

An evergreen shrub up to 12 ft. in height. Leaves leathery, dark glossy
green, obovate or oval, li to 3 ins long, tapering at both ends, with appressed
hairs on both surfaces when young, afterwards smooth. Catkins in a terminal
cluster, each catkin 2 to 4 ins. long, with grey woolly bracts. Fruits globose,
at first hairy, ultimately smooth, \ in. wide.

Native of California, Oregon, etc. A flowering spray is figured in the place
cited above, taken from a plant grown in the gardens of Gordon Castle, N.B.
From the accompanying note it would appear to have proved hardier there
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than G. elliptica, both species being grown on the same wall. Some years ago
I saw it in Messrs Dickson's nursery at Chester, but it is very rare in cultivation.

It has not the fine qualities of G. elliptica, from which it may be distinguished
by its differently shaped leaves and the ultimate smoothness of its foliage and
fruit.

Garrya elliitica (male plant).

G. MACROnnLL A, ncntJuim.

A very robust evergreen shrub, forming naturally a small tree
; young wood

covered with a pale grey down. Leaves oblong, 5 to 8 ins. long, 2 to 4 ins.

wide ; rounded or tapering at both ends ; apex ending in a short tip ; dark
glohsy green' and smooth above, felted beneath with grey down ; stalk \ to i

in. long. Male catkins i to 3 ins. long, axillary, often branched ; female

flowers produced in the axils of leaflike bracts on lateral shoots 3 to 5 ins. lontj.
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Introduced from Mexico in 1846. This species can be grown on a wall

near London, but in Guernsey it makes a small tree of very striking aspect.

It is one of the largest leaved evergreens that can be grown in the open air.

Flowers in May and June, but has no attractions apart from its striking foliage.

This shrub is frequently met with as G. Fadyeni, a quite different species with
much smaller leaves, found in the West Indies, and not hardy.

G. Thureti, Carriere.

A quick-growing, robust evergreen up to 15 ft. high ; branchlets stout,

downy. Leaves narrow-oblong ; 2^ to 4 ins. long, i to \\ ins. wide ; tapering
equally to both ends, the apex ending in a short, abrupt tip ; upper surface

becoming smooth and glossy, lower one covered with a greyish down ; stalk

\ in. long. Catkins more or less erect, greyish, terminal and axillary, i^ to 3
ins. long, with the bracts in pairs at -3 in. apart, ovate-lanceolate, pointed"^ and
very hair)-.

A hybrid raised about 1862 at Antibes by M. Gustave Thuret, who crossed
G. Fadyeni with the pollen of G. elliptica. This shrub is interesting, but of

little ornament. At Kew it is 12 ft. high, and as hardy as the pollen parent.

Where the winters are not severe it forms a large, vigorous bush, but is dis-

figured by exceptionally severe frost. It blossoms in June.

GAULTHERIA. ericace^.

An extensive genus of evergreen shrubs, most abundant in America

;

found also in the Himalaya, China, Malay Archipelago, and Australasia,

but absent from Europe. The few species cultivated out-of-doors in Britain

are shrubs of tufted habit, spreading by means of underground suckers.

Leaves alternate. Corolla of the pitcher- or bell-shape characteristic of

the heaths and their allies; calyx five-Iobed or toothed, persistent,

becoming in many species fleshy and coloured like the fruit to which
it adheres. Stamens ten. Fruit consisting of five cells, many-seeded,

juicy.

The Gaultherias are peat, moisture, and often shade loving plants.

The best of them in gardens is G. Shallon, which, planted ^1 shady spots

and not disturbed, will make very luxuriant and handsome low thickets

of great density. It will grow quite well in ordinary soil. The generic

name commemorates Dr Gaulthier, an eighteenth-century botanist and
physician of Canada.

G. NUMMULARIOIDES, G. Don.

A dwarf evergreen shrub, 4 to 6 ins. high, forming dense tufts, and spreading
by underground shoots ; stems slender and wiry, covered with bristles, and
bearing over their whole length leaves \ in. apart in two opposite rows. Leaves
leathery, heart-shaped, becoming smaller towards the tip of the shoot

; | to ^
in. long, about the same wide ; the lower surface and the margins are bristly ; the

upper side is dark dull green and wrinkled, the lower one very pale polished

green ; stalk \ in. or less long. Flowers produced singly in the leaf-axils from
the under-side during August ; corolla egg-shaped, white or tinged with pink,

scarcely \ in. long.

Native of the Himalaya ; long cultivated, but still rare in gardens. It

makes charming dense tufts of foliage and stems, but needs some shelter. At
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Kew it thrives well in a damp bed of peat in one of the recesses of the rock
j^arden, where it has not suffered from cold since the frosts of February 1895.
Its roundish leaves, closely and regularly set in two rows, and gradually
decreasing in size towards the end of the shoot, with the slender, conspicuously
bristly stems, render it quite distinct from any other plant in cultivation.

Increased by cuttings.

G. PROCUMBENS, LinnCBUS. CREEPING VVlXTERGREEX.

(Bot. Mag., t. 1966.)

A low, tufted evergreen shrub, growing 2 to 6 ins. high, spreading by
creeping roots, from which it sends up slender stems naked except at the top,

where they carry a cluster of about four leaves ; stems at first downy, after-

wards smooth and glossy. Leaves dark glossy green, thick and leathery, quite

smooth, obovate or oval, | to li ins. long, \ to \ in. wide ; faintly toothed, the

teeth often bristle-tipped; they have a strong aromatic odour and taste like that

of birch, and turn reddish as winter approaches ; stalk /; in. long. Flowers
produced in July and August, singly in the leaf-axils and at the top of the stem.
Corolla ovate-cylindrical, \ in. long, nodding, pinkish white; calyx-lobes broadly
ovate, edged with tiny hairs ; flower-stalk downy, \ in. long, decurved. Fruit

bright red, globose, \ in. wide, with a pleasant, rather insipid taste.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1762. It has there a variety

of popular names such as "box-berry," ''creeping wintergreen," and, because
of the fondness of partridges for the berries, " partridge-berry." An oil is

extracted from it which possesses stimulating and tonic properties, but is now
largely adulterated with birch-oil. As a garden plant it is very pleasing for the

cheerful dark green of its lustrous leaves, forming neat close tufts. It makes a
pleasing undergrowth or furnishing beneath thin deciduous shrubs. Owing
to the leaves in a great measure hiding the drooping flowers and fruit, its

attractiveness is almost wholly in the habit and foliage.

G. SnALLON, PiirsJi. Salal, Suallox.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2843.)

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 6 ft. high, forming a dense thicket of stems, and
spreading by means of underground suckers

;
young branches reddish and

bristly, becoming rough with age. Leaves leathery, broadly ovate, the b.jsc

rounded or heart-shaped, the .ipex always sharply pointed ; evenly and finely

bristle-toothed ; lA to 4 ins. long, \ to 2\ ins. wide ; stalk reddish, hairy,

\ to I in. long. Flowers produced during May and June in viscid, glandular

racemes li to 4 ins. long, at the end of the previous year's shoots, and in the

axils of several terminal leaves ; each flower produced from the axil of a

hooded, ovate bract, \ in. long^. Corolla pinkish white, egg-shaped, downy,

^ in. long, five-toothed at the mouth ; calyx white, its lobes triangular, downy,
pressed to the corolla. Fruit a juicy, top-shaped, hairy berry, dark purple,

\ in. wide, carrying many tiny seeds, and pleasantly flavoured ; the calyx

adheres at the base.

Native of Western N. America ; introduced by Douglas in 1826. This
useful and handsome shrub is one of the best we have for forming a dense
evergreen thicket in moist, shady spots. It can be propagated by seeds, which
it ripens in great numbers, also by division of the old plants, but to do the

latter advantageously it is necessary to plant the pieces in a few inches of

sandy soil on a hol-bed. Broken up and planted in the o|>cn ground the pieces

take long to recover. It may be recommended as cover for game.
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G. TRICIIOniVLLA, Roylc.

A low evergreen shrub of densely tufted habit, 3 to 6 ins. high, spreading

by means of underground shoots ; stems wiry and slender, bristly, furnished

with twelve or more leaves to the inch. Leaves stalkless, narrow-oblong
;

\ in. long, ^\j to ^ in. wide ; smooth on both surfaces, but bristly on the

margins, glossy dark green above, pale beneath. Flowers solitary in the

leaf-axils ; corolla pink, \ in. long and wide, bell-shaped. Fruit blue-black.

Native of Himalaya up to 13,000 ft. ; introduced to Kew in 1897, where it

has, up to the present, proved fairly hardy in ordinarily sheltered places. It is a

dainty plant suitable for the rock garden, and pleasing for the bright green

of its foliage and neat habit. Propagated by cuttings and division.

G. Veitchiana, Craib.

A low evergreen shrub forming a dense, rounded tuft, and spreading by
underground stems ; branchlets clothed with minute down, with which arc

Gaulthkria Vkitchiana,

intermixed long bristles. Leaves of hard texture, \\ to 3.1 ins. long, half as
wide

; oblong or slightly obovate, rounded or broadly tapered at the base,

abruptly narrowed at the apex to a short glandular tip ; shal lowly toothed,
the teeth often bristle-tipped

; upper surface much wrinkled, dark glossy green,
consj>icuously net-veined, without down ; lower surface at first furnished with
bristles which partially fall away, leaving it harsh to the touch ; stalk ^., to

\. in. long. Flowers densely packed in axillary racemes, i in. or more long,

white. Corolla \ in. long, nodding, narrowed from the base to the mouth ;

calyx-lobes lanceolate ; main-stalk downy, each flower produced in the axil

of an ovate, membranous, more or less ciliated bract ] in. long ; the short smooth
flower-stalk is also furnished with bracts partially hiding the flower. Fruit

indigo-blue, about the size of a small pea.
Native of Hupeh, China ; introduced by Wilson about 1907, and a very

distinct, neat little evergreen, thriving well in peat and much moisture. Allied
to the Himalayan G. Hookeri.
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GAYLUSSACIA. Huckleberry. vacciniace/E.

This genus contains some forty to fifty species which belong ex-

clusively to the New World, the greater proportion being found in

S. America. About half a dozen species are in cultivation, all from
Eastern N. America, and, with the exception of G. brachycera, deciduous
shrubs. The leaves are alternate, not toothed except in brachycera, and
often resin-dotted. The corolla resembles that of Vaccinium, to which
genus Gaylussacia is closely allied. The fruit is berry-like, outwardly

similar to that of Vaccinium, but markedly different in containing ten

cells and ten nutlets, instead of the four or five cells and numerous
minute seeds of Vaccinium. The genus commemorates Gay-Lussac, the

P>ench chemist (1778-1850). Cultivation the same as for \'accinium
;

but these shrubs have obtained little attention in gardens. Some of

the species yield in a wild state large crops of edible fruits in N. America,

but have no value in that respect with us.

G. BRACHYCERA, A. Gray. Box Huckleberry.

(Vaccinium buxifolium, Salishury^ Rot. Mag., t. 928.)

A dwarf evergreen shrub, 6 to 12 ins. high
;
young stems angled, minutely

downy. Leaves thick, leathery, oval to ovate, toothed, \ to i in. long, about
half as wide, dark glossy green above, paler below, smooth, ver)' shortly

stalked. Flowers produced in >Lay and June in short axillar)- racemes near
the end of the shoot, each flower on a very short stalk. Corolla cylindrical,

but contracted at the mouth, ] in. long, white, faintly striped with red.

Berries not seen ; described as blue.

Native of the eastern United States, on the mountains and hills from
\'irginia northwards to Pennsylvania ; originally introduced in 1796. It was
subsequently quite lost to cultivation, but throu^^h the agency of the Arnold
Arboretum, Mass., has been restored to gardens. It is still a very rare

plant, but one of the daintiest of evergreens, forming low, neat patches,

resembling to some extent \'accinium Yitis-idaea var. minor.

G. DU.MOSA, Torrey and Gray. DwARF HUCKLEBERRY.

(Vaccinium dumosum, Andrews^ Hot. Mag., t. 1106.)

A deciduous shrub, i to 2 ft., or sometimes twice as much high, spreading

by underground stems, the young twigs furnished with gland-tip|)cd hairs.

Leaves narrowly oval or obovate, pointed, \ to \\ ins. long, ] to S in. wide;

deep shining green, more or less glandular downy on both surfaces and
at the edges, not toothed ; stalk very short. Flowers produced in June
on short downy racemes furnished with oval, persistent, leaf-like bracts \ in.

or more long, from the axils of which the flowers spring. Corolla bcll-shapcd,

\ in. long and wide, pure waxy white, nodding ; calyx with downy triangular

lobes. Berries globose, black, \ to .', in. wide, downy ; not much valued

for eating.

Native of Eastern N. America from Newfoundland to Florida, never far

from the coast, and said to prefer sandy soil : introduced in 1774- It is a

handsome shrub both in flower and fruit, and ditTers from the other deciduous

species in cultivation by the large, white, open bell-shaped flowers. (Fig. p. 584.)
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G. FRONDOSA, Torrcy. DaNGLEDERKV.

(A^iccinium frondosum, Linnonis ; V. venustum, Aifoii.')

to 6 ft. high, with slender, divergent branches
;
young

Leaves obovate or oval, rounded or notchedso.

A deciduous shrub, 3
wood smooth or nearly

at the apex ; i to 2^ ins. long, i to i| ins. wide ; bright green and smooth
above, rather glaucous, downy, and sprinkled with resin-dots beneath. Flowers
produced in June and July on loose, slender racemes i^ to 3 ins. long,

each flower on a threadlike,

pendulous stalk ^ to i in.

long. Corolla roundish bell-

shaped, scarcely \ in. long,

purplish green ; calyx-lobes

smooth, triangular. Berry
blue, ^ in. or more wide,

globose, very palatable.

Native of the eastern
United States ; introduced
in 1761. This is one of the

handsomest of the Gaylus-
sacias, and is distinct in the

long-stalked flowers and lax

racemes, and the bluntish

leaves. The popular name
refers to the loosely hanging
berries ; they are not freely

developed in this country.

G. RESINOSA, Torrey.

Black Huckleberry.

A deciduous, much-
branched shrub, I to 3 ft.

high, the young wood min-
utely downy and viscid.

Leaves obovate or oval,

mostly bluntish at the apex
;

I to 2\ ins. long, \ to | in.

wide ; deep green above,
paler yellowish and clammy
with numerous resin - dots

beneath. Flowers ])r()duced

in May in drooping racemes
I in. or less long, carrying

six to eight flowers, each on a thin stalk \ to 4 in. long. Corolla conical, \ in.

long, narrowed towards the mouth, dull red. Berry \ to \ in. diameter,
globose, shining black, without bloom.

Native of Eastern N. America; introduced in 1772. In the United States
it is considered the best of the huckleberries for eating, although said to vary
very much in quality in different localities. It is distinguishable from the
other deciduous hurkleberries by the abundant resinous secretion on twig, leaf,

flower-stalk, etc.

Var. LKUCOCAKPA.— Fruits whitish.

Oavi.ussacia DUMOSa.
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G. URSINA, Torrey. Bear Huckleberrv.

(Vaccinium ursinum, Curtis.')

A deciduous shrub of loose branching habit, 2 to 5 ft. high
; young twigs

slightly downy. Leaves obovate or oval, pointed, tapering or rounded at the
base ; 1^ to 4 ins. long, | to 1^ ins. wide

;
green and more or less downy on

both sides, thin. Flowers produced during June in racemes i to 2 ins. long,

each of the six to ten flowers being borne on a slender stalk about i in. long.

Corolla roundish, bell-shaped, dull white or reddish, I in. long, lobes recurved.
Berry shining black, globose, \ to i in. diameter.

Native of the south-eastern United States, and especially on the mountains
of N, Carolina, whence it was introduced to Kew in 1891. It is most nearly
allied to G. frondosa, differing in the pointed, thinner leaves, green on both
sides, and in having a black fruit, but resembling that species in the loose

sparsely flowered racemes. The fruit is described as insipid.

GENISTA. Broom. leguminos/E.

A large genus of shrubs, mostly deciduous, but sometimes acquiring

the character of an evergreen from the colour of the young branches.

They vary from dwarf and prostrate plants a few inches high to tall ones
with a stature of over 20 ft. In a wild state they are found almost

exclusively in Europe, but a few reach the western borders of Asia and
the southern shores of the Mediterranean. With but one exception

among cultivated hardy species (G. monosperma, with white flowers), the

blossom is of some shade of yellow, and all have the pea-flower

(or papilionaceous) form. The leaves are simple or trifoliolate, often so

small and few as to be negligible ; in these cases the work usually done
by leaves is performed by green branches.

As garden shrubs some of the Genistas, such as astnensis, hispanica,

cinerea, glabrescens, pilosa, and virgata, are in the very front rank, and
are all worth growing. They are easily accommodated and do not require

a rich or manured soil. A sunny position (for most of them are essen-

tially sun-lovers) and a well-drained, light loam suits them best. Whenever
possible, Genistas should be raised from seed, as plants so obtained are

usually healthier and longer-lived than cuttings. Still cuttings arc

frequently employed. They are taken in late July or August, and dibbled

in very sandy soil in frames, usually pushing roots the following spring.

'I'he taller si)ecies are all improved l)y shortening back several times in

the young state to induce a bushy habit. They transplant badly after a

few years, and should be given permanent (juarters early, or else grctwn

in pots. (See also Gvtisus.)

A considerable number of tender or half-hardy species have l)cen,

and continue to be, introduced from the south of Kurope and the islands

of the Mediterranean. Many of them can be cultivated in the Scilly

Isles, but they are of no use for the ordinary climate of Cireat Hritain.

The species dealt with in the following pages include all in cultivation
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tliat are hardy. As a roui:;h guide to their identification they may be
arranged as follows :

—

I. Leaves and branches opposite.
Horrida, radiala.

2. Leaves alternate, simple.

yEtnensis, anxantica, cinerea, monosperma (flowers white), ovata, pilosa, tinctoiia,

virgata.

3. Leaves alternate, trifoliolate.

Glabrescens, nyssana.

4. Leaves alternate ; branches spiny.

Anglicn, dalmatica, germanica, hispanica.

5. Branches winged.
Sagittalis.

G. yETNENSiS, De Candolle. Etna Broom.
(Garden, March 4, 1893 ;

Spartium oetnense, Bivona, Bot. Mag., t. 2674.)

A tall shrub up to 15 or 20 ft. high, occasionally even more, with a main
stem 6 to 12 ins. thick, and assuming the form of a small tree of erect, sparse

habit, with very little foliage, but numerous slender, bright green, rushlike

branches, which are pendulous when young. Leaves very few and scarcely

noticeable, being narrow, linear, and j to ^ in. long. Flowers produced in

July, scattered singly on the shoots of the'year towards the end, each \ in. or

so across, the petals golden yellow, the calyx green, angular-toothed, bell-

shaped. Seed-pod h in. long, ending in a sharp, decurved point and carrying

two or three seeds.

Native of Sardinia and Sicily, and found on the slopes of Mount Etna
at altitudes of 3000 to 6000 ft. It flowers during July and early August, when
few hardy shrubs are in bloom ; being of great beauty then, this broom is one
of the most valuable of all its kind. Its tall habit makes it useful for planting

at the back of shrubberies, where it can overtop without unduly shading" other
things. Although practically devoid of foliage, the bright green young
branchlets give the plant almost the quality of an evergreen. It always makes
a conspicuous feature in the grounds at Kcw in July. It is a very hardy shrub,

one of the largest and oldest specimens in the country, being in the gardens at

Howick in Northumberland.

G. anglica, Linncms. Needle Furze, Petty Whin.
A deciduous, more or less prostrate shrub, i to 2 ft. high. Branches slender,

interlaced, very spiny ; spines numerous, i to | in. long. Leaves simple,

glabrous, ovate-lanceolate, pointed, about | in. long. Flowers yellow, \ in.

long, crowded on short racemes terminating leafy twigs. Seed-pod \ in. long.

Widely distributed over Western Europe, and frequent on moors and wild

places in Great Britain. Although pretty when in flower, it is not one of the

most attractive of Genistas. The spines are really modified branches, and may
often be seen bearing leaves. The species resembles G. germanica, but is

distinguished by its smooth leaves and branchlets.

Var. SUBlNKkMis, Legrande.—A fonn nearly or quite without spines. It

has* recently been found in the Lake district.

G. ANXANTICA, Tenore. NEAPOLITAN Broom.
(G. tinctoria var. anxantica Fiori.')

A dwarf deciduous shrub of diffuse habit, ver>' nearly allied to G. tinctoria,

and of a similar type of growth. Leaves oval, sometimes broadly so.

Racemes terminal ; flowers yellow, \ in. long
;
pods quite smooth.
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Native of the countr)' round Naples. It is one of the group of which
G. tinctoria is the central and typical species, and is scarcely specifically

distinct from it. It differs chiefly in being wholly free from down, and in its

considerably larger flowers. It is appropriate for the rockery. It should be
mentioned that the name "anxantica'' is given to other Genistas, and e\en to

species of Cytisus, especially to C. purgans, to which, of course, the true plant

bears no resemblance.

G. CINEREA, De Candolle.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8086.)

A deciduous shrub, 8 to 10 ft. high, with long, slender, scourge-like

branches, grooved and clothed with fine silky hairs when young. Leaves
grey green, simple, stalkless, narrowly lanceolate, pointed, about \ in. long,

\ in. wide, covered with silky hairs beneath. Flowers in short clusters, usunlly

two to four in each, bright yellow, \ in. long ; standard petal roundish with a

notch at the top, about \ in. long. Calyx ,\ in. long, silky. Pod very silky,

^ to f in. long, containing two to five seeds. Blossoms June and July.

Native of S.W. Europe, especially of Spain, where it grows on the Sierra

Nevada up to an altitude of 6000 ft. It is one of the showiest and most
desirable of Genistas, and although cultivated at Kew for over sixty years is

still quite rare in gardens. It is useful in flowering after the majority of the

brooms are past. Very similar in leaf and flower to G. virgata, it may be
distinguished by longer, more slender branchlets and less twiggy habit when
old, and in its flowers being mostly produced in small lateral clusters instead

of racemes.

G. DALMATICA, Bartling. Dalmatian Broom.

(Bot, Mag., t. 8075.)

A dwarf deciduous shrub, forming a neat dense tuft, 4 to 6 ins. high,

ultimately i ft. or more through ; branches thin, angular, very hairy and sjiiny.

Spines stiff and sharp, being really the terminations of curious pinnatcly

divided branchlets. Leaves simple, mostly confined to the base of the shoot
;

thin, linear, pointed, about \ in. long, hairy. Racemes terminal, i to \\ ins.

lonj^, erect, densely set with golden yellow flowers. Flowers \ in. long
;

standard petal broadly ovate ; calyx with five slender awl-shaped lobes, hair)'.

Pod round and flat, \ in. long, ripening usually but one seed. Blossoms in

June and July. The plant in general suggests a miniature G. hispanica.

Native of Dalmatia, Herzegovina, etc., where it forms part of the under-

wood of pine forests, and generally affects dry situations. Introduced to

Kew in 1893, i^ 1^'^^ proved a delightful j)lant. It may be used for furnishing

shelves in the rock garden, and it provides a pleasing undergrowth for groups

of thinly planted taller shrubs, provided the shade is not too dense. At

flowering time the tufts are entirely hidden by the closely packed, golden

yellow racemes. The flowering shoots die back considerably during winter,

springing up from the base in spring. Propagation is best effected by means

of cuttings placed under a bell-glass in an unheated frame in August.

G. rii:k.\L\MC.\, Linmens.

A deciduous shrub about 2 ft. high, with spiny, hairy shoots ;
spines mostly

branched, ^ to | in. long. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, \ to \ in. long, \ to ] in.

wide, hairy especially about the margins, dark green. Racemes 1 to 2 ins.

long, terminating leafy, spineless shoots. Flowers yellow, .\ to A in. long ;

standard petal reflcxed. Pod \ in. long, hairy. Blossoms in June.
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Native of Central and W. Europe, where it is widely distributed. Its

nearest ally is G. any^lica, but it is well distiuL^uisbcd by its hairy shoots and
leaves and sturdier habit. It is apt to grow rank, and jjccome rather ragged
in rich garden soil ; a sunny, rather dry position suits it best.

G. GLAI5RESCENS, Briquet.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8201 ;
Cytisus glabrescens, Sartorelli.")

A low, deciduous shrub of dense habit, up to 3 ft. high, with angled
branchlets. Leaves trifoliolate, with leaf-stalks ^ to i in. long; leaflets stalk-

less or nearly so, obovatc or oblong, | to ^ in. long, clothed with silky hairs

beneath. Flowers produced from the

joints of the previous year's shoots,

one to four, or occasionally more, at

each joint
;

yellow. Each flower is

about h in. long, on a hairy stalk of

equal length. Pods i to i^ ins. long,

J in. wqde, smooth.
Native of Central Europe, on the

Lepontine Alps at considerable alti-

tudes. This delightful shrub, which
forms a neat, compact mass of
branches, w^as introduced to Kew in

1896, and the original plant is still

under 2 ft. high. It flowers in May,
when the plant is almost hidden by
blossom. It is worth a place in

the rock garden, or wherever dainty
plants can be accommodated with-

out danger of being smothered by
stronger-growing neighbours. It has
usually been grown under the name
of Cytisus glabrescens, but Mr John
Briquet, a close student of this group,
puts it in this genus.

G. HISPANICA, Linnceus.

Spanish Gorse.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8528.)

GlMISTA OLABRKSCKNS. A deciduous shrub, usually from
I to i^ ft. (sometimes 2 ft.) high,

forming dense, cushion-like masses ; branches interlacing, spiny and hairy, the
spines much branched, | to i in. long, each subdivision needle-pointed.
Leaves confined to the flowering twigs, linear-lanceolate, about \ in. long,

,\. to i in. wide ; hairy beneath. Flowers as many as twelve in a rounded
head or cluster i in. or so across, terminating short, erect, leafy, hairy shoots :

each flower is \ in. long, rich golden yellow. Pod flyttish oval, carrying one
to four seeds.

Native of .S.W. Europe ; introduced in 1759. It flowers in the latter half
of May .md in June, and produces at that time a more gorgeous display
of golden yellow blossom than any other dwarf shrub. Healthy plants are
completely covered with bloom, and when they have been planted to cover
a breadth of 10 ft. or so, produce a most brilliant colour effect. On shelves
or small plateaux of the rock garden single plants are very charming.
Although its leaves are deciduous, this shrub gives an evergreen effect
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through the deep green of its crowded twigs and spines. As with others

of the spiny group of Genistas, it is not advisable to give it rich or manured
soil, otherwise it is apt to grow rank and soft, and during winter tlie younger
parts are apt to to die in patches and spoil the next crop of flowers. A
soil of moderate quality, and especially a well-drained, sunny position, suits

it best. It can be pro-

pagated by seeds and
by August cuttings.

One of the most indis-

pensable shrubs in the

south of England.

G. IIORRIDA,

De Caiidollc.

A dwarf, flat-topped,

very spiny shrub of

close, tufted habit
;

stems grooved, oppo-
site, rigid, ending in a
sharp spine, and more
or less clothed with

short silky hairs.

Leaves opposite, min-
ute, trifoliolate, com-
posed of three linear

leaflets \ in. or so long,

covered with silky

hairs. Flowers \ in.

long, produced in

small tenninal heads,
three to eight together,

standing just clear of
the branches

;
yellow.

Calyx, flower -stalk,
and pod hairy.

Native of S. W.
Europe ; introduced in

1821. Although hardy
enough, it does not
always flower freely,

and is not muchgrown.
Our climate appar-
ently is not sunny
enough to develop its

full beauty. On the mountains of Central Spain, at clcNalions of 3000 to

5000 ft., it is crowded with its short heads of yellow blossom every July. It

is one of the interesting group of Genistas with oj)positc leaves and branc lies,

and does not appear likely to become more than i^ to 2i ft. high. The
whole plant has a silvery grey hue, and fomis a dense, cushion-like mass.

QkMSTA UI.sl'AMlA.

G. MONUSI'LKMA, Lamarck.

(Rctama monosperma, Boisiier.')

A straggling, unarmed shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high in this countr>', but more than

twice as high in its native state ; branches very slender, pendent, and rush-
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like, grooved, covered with short, silky hairs when yoiin*;. Leaves few and
inconspicuous, \ to | in. long, linear. Racemes short, silky, distributed

along the branches ; i to li ins. long, carrying from five to fifteen blossoms.

Flowers milky white and delightfully fragrant, ^ in. long ; the petals covered
with silky hairs, the calyx dark, and contrasting with the petals. Pod oval,

I in. long, containing mostly one (but sometimes two) black-brown seeds.

Native of S. Europe and N. Africa ; introduced, according to Aiton, in

1690, but always very rare because of its tenderness. In the Scilly Isles

it thrives admirably, but near London it needs the protection of a sunny,

sheltered wall, such as that outside a hothouse. The soil must be lightish

and well drained. In its native country the thin flexible branches are used
for tying—in the same way as willows are here.

G. NVSSANA, Petrovic. NiSSA Broom.

A deciduous, erect shrub of sparse habit, thickly covered with soft hairs in

all its parts—branches, leaves, flowers, and pods. Branches leafy, but little

forked, slender, erect, slightly furrowed. Leaves trifoliolate ; leaflets linear,

pointed, i to | in. long, \ in, or less wide, margins slightly decurved. Flowers
yellow, \ in. long, in slender terminal racemes 4 to 6 ins. long, each flower

produced in the axil of a trifoliolate, leaflike bract, which becomes smaller

towards the apex of the inflorescence. The growth of the year, including

branch and raceme, will measure from 12 to 18 ins. in length. Pod short,

thick, ovate, pointed, carrying one or two seeds.

Native of Servia, Albania, Macedonia, etc. ; introduced to Kew in 1899.

It has proved quite hardy, and is most distinct in its dense covering of short

soft hairs. The specific name refers to Nissa in Servia, one of its habitats.

G. OVATA, Waldstein.

(G. tinctoria var. ovata Schulize.")

A deciduous shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high, with erect, slightly grooved, shaggy
young shoots. Leaves ovate or narrow oblong, the largest \h ins. long and
I in. wide, hairy at the margins and beneath. Flowers borne in short, dense
racemes li to 2 ins. long

;
yellow, each flower \ to | in. long. Pod hairy.

Native of Central and S. Europe. Usually regarded as a species, this is

closely allied to G. tinctoria, differing chiefly in its much broader leaves, and
its conspicuously hairy stems, pods, etc. The true plant is rarely seen, the

one commonly grown under the name being one of the numerous forms of

G. tinctoria var. elatior.

G. PI LOSA, Lin7icBus.

A deciduous shrub growing i to \\ ft. high, procumbent when young, after-

wards forming a low, tangled mass of slender, twiggy shoots. Leaves distri-

buted along the branchlets of the year, but gathered in clusters on the year-old

shoots ; they are simple, 4 to ^ in. long, narrowly obovate, the margins folded

upwards, and the lower surface covered with closely pressed, silvery hairs.

Flowers bright yellow, produced singly or in pairs (but each on its own short

stalk) from the leaf-axils, the whole forming a crowded raceme 2 to 6 ins. long.

When in blossom the whole plant becomes a mass of bright yellow. Pods

\ to I in. long, narrow, silky on the surface, two- to six-seeded.

This pretty broom is spread widely over the southern half of Europe, and
is also a native of gravelly heaths, etc., in the south and south-west of Britain.

It is valuable for forming a dense covering for the ground, even for plots

planted with groups of taller shrubs or trees, provided of course it is not
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unduly shaded. It is also useful for the rock garden, and for covering dry
sunny banks.

G. RADIATA, Scopoli.

(Cytisus radiatus, Koch ; Enantiosparton radiatum, Koch.")

A rounded, bushy shrub, 3 ft. high, with deciduous leaves, but evergreen
from the colour of the shoots. Branches opposite, distinctly grooved, slender,

occasionally spine-tipped, very distinctly jointed. Leaves opposite, trifoliolate,

stalkless, consisting of three narrowly linear leaflets \ to ^ in. long, silky. The
flowers are in a terminal head of about six blossoms and about i in. across

;

each flower is ^ in. long, deep yellow
;
petals and calyx silky. Pods silky,

ovate, tapering at the end to a sharp curved point, usually one-seeded.
Native of Central and S. Europe ; introduced from Italy in 1758. This

interesting and distinct shrub, peculiar for its thicket of slender branchlets,
mostly thinner than a knitting needle, is not very common, but sometimes
makes a good display of bloom in June. It is of interest botanically in being
one of the few Genistas with opposite branches and leaves. In general appear-
ance it bears some resemblance to the shrubby horsetails (Ephedra).

G. SAGITTALIS, LimiCBUS.

A prostrate shrub, under i ft. in height, and evergreen from the character
of its green, foliaceous, winged branches. Stems with a slender, woody core,

but edged on each side with a membranous wing, sometimes continuous up
the stem, sometimes interrupted at the joints, the stem thus becoming flat and
and nearly \ in. wide. Leaves few and scattered, oval or ovate, ^ to ^ in.

long, hair}'. Raceme erect, terminal, cylindrical, i to lA ins. long, hairy.

Flowers closely packed, each \ in. long, yellow, the petals expanding but
little ; calyx hairy. Pods \ in. long, silky, four- to six-seeded. Blossoms
in June.

Native of Central and S.E. Europe, frequently inhabiting upland pastures.

It is ver\' hardy, and thrives well in gardens, where it attracts notice for its

pretty flowers and unusual stems. It may be used as an edging for borders, or

grown in patches in the front of shrubberies.

G. TiN'CTOKiA, IJmiceus. Dvkr's Grkp:nweei).

In its modern acceptation, this name may be taken to cover a group of allied

forms put under one variable species. Plants have been received at Kcw
under perhaps a score of different specific names ; they differ in certain

characters of more or less importance, but still bear a striking resemblance to

each other. It has been found impossible to fix on permanent characters

that would clearly differentiate them, and they have, in consequence,
been all included under G. tinctoria. Many are minor forms of the tall, erect

dyer^s greenweed (G. clatior, Koch). Others are distinguished by characters

defined below.

G. TINCTORIA (type).—A low, often semi-prostrate shrub with creeping

roots, usually only a few inches high in a wild state, but up to 2 ft. under
cultivation. Stems more or less grooved, clothed with simple, dark green
leaves that are linear-lanceolate, \\ to i in. long, hairy on the margins.

Racemes erect, tcmiinil, each i to 3 ins. long, produced on the shoots of the

year from June to September. Owing to the branching of the stems near the

top under cultivation, a crowd of racemes is often produced, forming one large

panicle. Flowers A to J in. long, yellow, without h.iirs ; pod ^ to ^ in. long,

smooth, carrying eight to twelve seeds.

This typical form is very common in the British Isles, esp)ecially in poor
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grassland, and dry gravelly soils. It is also spread over Europe, and reaches
Siberia. Under cultivation it is a pretty plant and flowers freely, but is not so
attractive as its variety FLORE PLENO, which is also a dwarf, semi-prostrate

shrub, but owing to the more numerous petals more brilliant in colour. This
is, indeed, one of the best of all dwarf yellow-flowered shrubs. Seeds and
cuttings can be employed to increase the typical form, but the double-flowered
one, being sterile, can only be propagated by cuttings. In former times this

Genista was of some value as the source of a yellow dye.
Although known as " greenweed," the colour derived from it was a bright yellow, and

it was only by afterwards dipping the yellow yarn or cloth into a blue solution of woad
(A<//w) that the green tint was obtained. This was the process by which was obtained

the once celebrated " Kendal green," so-called from the town of Kendal in Westmoreland,
in the vicinity of which the plant was abundant, and where also the process was first

introduced by Flemish emigrants in the reign of Edward III.

—

Treasury ofBotany, vol. i.,

p. 526.

\'ar. EI.ATIOR, Schultze (G. elatior, W. D. Koch).— In its morphological
characters this resembles ordinary G. tinctoria, but is an altogether, stronger-

growing, bigger shrub. It is of quite erect habit, 3 to 5 ft, high ; leaves up to

\\ ins. or more long, and \ to \ in. wide. Flowers individually no larger than in

the cultivated type, but they are borne in large panicles sometimes 12 to 18

ins. high. Several minor forms, varying in size and shape of leaf, are included
under this.

Var. HIRSUTA, De Candolle.—Habit approaching the type, but with twigs
and leaves hairy.

Var. MANTICA, Fiori (G. mantica, Pollini).— Oi medium height, with
downy leaves, stems, and pods

;
young wood purplish ; calyx reddish. This

distinct variety flowers earlier than the ordinary tinctoria.

(Var. OVATA, Schultze.^ see G. ovata.)

G. VIRGATA, De Candolle. MADEIRA BROOM.
(Bot. Reg., vol. 30, t. II.)

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit when old, up to 12 ft. high, and as much
or more through

;
young branches grooved. Leaves simple, grey-green, with

little or no stalk, about \ in. long, \ in. wide ; silky beneath, edges slightly

decurved. Racemes i to 2 ins. long, terminating short shoots of the year,

very abundant. Flowers bright yellow, \ in. long, standard petal roundish,
about \ in. across. Calyx clothed with silky hairs. Pod i in. long, very
silky, carrying three to five seeds. Flowers in June and July, and intermittently

until October.
Native of Madeira, and one of the few shrubs from that island that are

really hardy with us. It was brought home from Madeira by Francis Masson
in 1777, on his return from the Cape of Good Hope, where he had for five

years been collecting plants for Kew. It has naturalised itself in several parts

of the Kew woods, and is never injured in the least by frost, but until quite

recently it was scarcely known in gardens. Flowering in June and July when
shrubs generally are going out of flower, and thriving quite well in semi-
shaded positions in thin woodland, it is an exceptionally valuable broom, especi-
ally as it will thrive in rough grass which gets no more attention than an
annual mowing. It resembles G. cinerea previously described {(j.v.)^ and the
two probably are geographical fomis of one species. (Fig. p. 593.)

GINKGO I3ILOI3A, LinncBus. Maidenhair Tree. taxace/E.
(Salisburia adiantifolia, Smit/i.')

A deciduous tree, over 100 ft. high, unisexual, not resinous, usually of

somewhat pyramidal habit (the male at least); trunk often branching
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low, and forming several erect main branches ; secondary branches
spreading, pendulous at the ends. Branchlets of two kinds: (i) short,
stout spurs, which increase very slowly in length and bear the leaves at
the tip; (2) long, free-growing shoots with the leaves alternate. Trees
in a stunted or unhealthy state produce only the first type of shoot, and
will remain practically stationary for many years. Leaves long-stalked, fan-
shaped, tapering from
the irregularly jagged,

often notched apex to

the wedge-shaped base

;

I to 2^ ins. deep, about
li ins. wide; not downy,
yellowish dull green, the

veins all running length-

wise, and repeatedly fork-

ing as the leaf broadens
towards the end ; stalk

slender, li to 3^ ins.

long. Flowers borne on
the short shoots, the

males in cylindrical,

short - stalked catkins

about I in. long, con-

sisting of green stamens
only; the females on a

stalk i^, to 2 ins. long,

ultimately developing a

yellowish green plum-
like fruit I to li ins.

long, surrounded by a

malodorous, fleshy layer.

The Ginkgo is prob-

ably a native of W.
China, but it does not

appear to have been
found indubitably wild.

It is certainly not indi-

genous to Japan, as is

often stated, although it

was introduced from
there to Europe about

1730, and to England
twenty years later. It is undoubtedly one of the most distinct and
beautiful of all deciduous trees, the leaves being (juite unlike those of

any other. The popular name refers to their similarity in shape to

the pinnules of the maidenhair fern {Adianlutti).

Most of the large trees in the IJrilish Isles are males, and from 60 to

70 ft. high. I have not seen fruits produced in this country, but it bears

them freely in S. l-lurope, esjKicially in Italy. 'I'he female tree is gtner-

2 1'

GkNIHTA TIROATA.
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ally supposed to bo less erect in habit than the male, or to have even
pendulous branches. Two line female trees in the botanic garden at

Vienna, which I saw in 1908, have that character. Whilst the fleshy

part of the fruit has a rancid, evil odour, the kernel of the nut is well

flavoured, and esteemed by the Japanese. The Ginkgo is best raised from
seed, and it requires a deep good soil ; when young it is often extremely
slow of growth, and although very hardy, is no doubt better suited in

climates with a hotter summer than ours. Good seeds are now produced
by S. European trees, and offer the best means of propagation.

This tree is the only species of its genus, and stands well apart from
all the rest of the Coniferie. It has usually been regarded as a very

distinct member of the Yew family (Taxaceae), but recent investigators

place it in a separate natural order (Ginkgoacec-e). It is well represented
in a fossil state, and is the last representative of a race of trees that in

earlier stages of the world's history filled an important place in its

vegetation.

GLEDITSCHIA. Honey Locust. leguminoS/E.

(Sometimes spelt Gleditsia.)

A small group of pod-bearing, deciduous trees named in honour of

Gottlieb Gleditsch, a German professor of botany, who flourished in the

eighteenth century, and was a friend of Linnaeus. They are natives of

Eastern N. America, China, Japan, and Persia. The leaves are beauti-

fully subdivided into numerous leaflets, pinnately or bipinnately arranged,

and the trunks and branches of most species are more or less formidably

armed with simple or branched spines. These characters of leaf and
stem combined distinguish Gleditschia as a genus from all other hardy

trees. No Gleditschia has any beauty of blossom, the flowers being

small, green, and borne in racemes a few inches long. They are

sometimes perfect, sometimes unisexual, and differ from most of the

Leguminos?e we are familiar with in the open air in the petals being

uniform, and with no resemblance to the pea-shaped blossom so

characteristic of the family. The seeds are produced in pods, varying

in length from i to 2 ins. (in G. aquatica) to 18 ins. long (in

G. triacanthos). In all except G. aquatica and G. texana the pods contain

pulp and numerous seeds, w^hich, however, they do not release, as most
of the family do, by splitting. They often become spirally twisted before

falling. The species best worth growing are G. triacanthos and G. caspica,

both striking and ornamental-foliaged trees, very interesting on account of

their huge spines.

Gleditschias should be raised from seed. They are rather tender in

a young state, owing to the habit of growing late in the season, so that

the succulent tips are cut back in winter. After a few years the hardier

species lose this defect. They like a good loamy soil and a sunny
position, thriving better in the south of England, where the summers
are hotter, than in the north ; still better in France and Italy. Besides
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the species to which notice is given below, the two following are in

cultivation.

G. Delavavi, Fra7ichet.—Introduced by Wilson from Yunnan, China,
in 1900, this appears to be more tender, at least when young, than any
other species in cultivation. It is well distinguished even in a young
state by its downy shoots, all the others being smooth. In the young
state the leaflets are small, and as many as three dozen to a simply
pinnate leaf, but in adult trees they become much reduced in number.
Pods up to 20 ins. long.

G. TEXANA, Sargent.—Found only in a single grove on the Bottom
Lands of the Brazos River in Texas. Sargent sent seeds to Kew in

1900, from which plants were raised that grow luxuriantly during the

summer, but are usually badly cut in winter. In foliage it is like

G. triacanthos, but the pods are only 4 to 5 ins. long, i in. wide, and
without pulp. The young plants at Kew have slender, branched spines.

G. AQUATiCA, Marshal/. WATER Locust.

(G. inermis, Miller ; G. monosperma, WalUr.")

A tree described by Sargent as 50 to 60 ft. high, with a trunk 2 to 2\ ft. in

diameter, but in this country inclined to be shrubby, and to form several

stems ; spines ultimately about 4 ins. long, branched
;
young shoots not

downy, but marked with conspicuous lenticels. Leaves up to 8 ins. long,

simply or doubly pinnate ; leaflets of the pinnate leaf (or of each division of

the bi pinnate ones) twelve to twenty-four. Each leaflet is lanceolate-oblong
;

I to li ins. long, | to i in. wide ; rounded, bluntish, or somewhat pointed at

the apex ; margins wavy
;
glossy and smooth except for the down on the

short stalk of the leaflet, on the upper side of the main-stalk, and scattered

hairs on the margins of the leaflets. Flowers borne on slender racemes

3 or 4 ins. long. Pod obliquely diamond-shaped, i| ins. long, nearly I in.

wide, not pulpy inside ; seeds solitary (rarely two).

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1723, according
to Aiton, but now extremely rare. It is h.irdy at Kew, but ^rows slowly. Its

small, one-seeded pod well distinguishes it, but I do not know that this has
been borne in cultivation here.

G. CASl'ICA, Desfontaines. CasI'IAN LuCUST.

A tree 30 to 40 ft. high, its trunk excessively anned with formidable,

branching, slightly flattened spines, 6 ins. or more lonj(
;
youn^ shoots

smooth. Leaves 6 to 10 ins. long, simply or doubly jiinnato. Leaflets up to

twenty on the pinnate leaves, or on each division of the doubly pinnate ones
;

ovate to oval, i to 2 ins. long, j} to ^ in. wide ; rounded and with a minute
bristle-like tip at the apex, very shallowly round-toothed. The midribs and
main leaf-stalk on the upj)er side, as well as the very short stalk of the leaflet,

arc downy ; the leaf otherwise is smooth and shining green. Flowers green,

almost stalkless, densely arranged on downy racemes 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruit

scimitar-shaped, usually about 8 ins. long, i to i] ins. wide.

Native of N. Persia, in the neighbourhood of the Caspian Sea ; inlnnhu rd,

according to Loudon, in 1822. It is a sturdy tree with much larger leaflets

than (i. tria( antlu)s, and is remarkable for the size and number of spines on

the trunk, which is, indeed, the niost formidably armed among cultivated

trees. The species is well worth growing t)n that account. The leaflets arc
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not so large in this country as on trees grown on the Continent. At Vienna
I have seen them as much as 2i ins. long, by over i in. wide. It is much
confused with, and usually grown as G. sinensis, a confusion which apparently
existed in Loudon's time. According to Henry the true G. SINENSIS, Lawarc^,
is not in cultivation in this country. It is distinguished from G. caspica by
never apparently having more than fourteen leaflets to each simply pinnate
leaf. It is found on the mount. tins near Pekin, as a tree 40 ft. high. Cultivated
on the Continent in Paris, Montpellier, Florence, etc.

Closely allied to G. sinensis is G. macrantha, Desfontaines. It does not
appear to be in cultivation in England. In the Jardin des Plantes at Paris,

its largest leaflets are 3 ins. long by i^ ins. wide, usually, however, much
smaller. As in G. sinensis, the leaves of adult trees rarely carry more than
twelve leaflets.

G. jAPONicA, Miguel. JAPANESE Locust.

A tree 60 to 70 ft. high, the trunk and branches very formidably armed
with branched spines

;
young shoots on plants at Kew dark purplish brown,

smooth and shining. Leaves simply or doubly pinnate, 8 to 12 ins. long,

each leaf or leaf-section carrying fourteen to twenty-four leaflets. Leaflets
ovate to lanceolate, often unequal at each side the midrib, blunt to pointed
at the apex, margins entire ; main-stalk, midrib, and stalk of leaflets downy.
In Japanese fruit-bearing specimens the leaflets are | to i\ ins. long, j
to I in. wide, but in small cultivated trees they are only ^ to § in. long.

Pod 8 to 10 ins. long, i to ij ins. wide ; scimitar-shaped, ultimately twisted.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Kew in 1894, where young trees raised
from seed supplied by Boehmer are quite hardy, although slow-growing.
In their present state (12 ft. high), the small leaflets give them a very different

aspect to native specimens, but they are unsurpassed among hardy trees

in their fern-like elegance. The species appears to be allied to G. caspica,
under which by one authority it has been placed. The pulp in the pods,
as in G. sinensis, is saponaceous, and is used by the Japanese for washing
cloth.

G. TKiACANTiios, Linuceus. HoNKV Locust.

\ tree reaching in a wild state 140 ft. in height, with a trunk up to 5 or 6 ft.

in diameter, both it and the branches more or less armed with stout, sharp
spines 3 to 12 ins. long, and branched. Young shoots slightly downy at
the base only ; spines when present on them simple or three-forked. Leaves
4 to 8 ins. long, either simply or doul^ly pinnate, the latter confined to vigorous
leading shoots ; the leaves of the short, flowering twigs arc invariably simply
pinnate. Leaflets on each pinnate leaf (or section of bipinnatc one) fourteen
to thirty-two; A to i^ ins. long, {\^ to f in. wide; oblong-lanceolate, mostly
rounded at the apex, wavy or shallowly toothed at the margin, glossy dark
green ; both surfaces at first downy. Male flowers green, crowded on downy,
often clustered racemes about 2 ins. long ; female racemes few-flowered.
Fruit more or less scimitar-shaped, i to li ft. long, i to li ins. wide, dark
shining brown.

Native of Central N.America; introduced in 1700. The honey locust is

the best of the genus in this country, and deserves to be more commonly
planted than it is, not only for its interest, but for the beautiful fern-like foliage,
which turns a clear brii^ht yellow in autumn. The spines arc not so formid-
ably developed in this country as on the Continent, nor do they develop
in woods or shady spots like they do in places fully exposed. It only
occasionally bears fruit with us, never with the freedom and regularity
seen in more sunny climates like the south of France. A tree well-laden
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with dry pods rattliny^ at every fitful movement of the air, makes rather
a weird sound in the dusk. Perhaps the finest tree in the country is

at Kew, now 60 ft, hij,^h and 5 ft, 10 ins. in girth of trunk. The popular
name refers to the likeness of the tree in foliage to the locust (Robmia),
and to the thick, succulent, sweetish pulp in which the seeds are set.

Var. BUJOTII, Rehder.—A ver>' elegant, pendulous tree ; branches and
branchlets ver>' slender ; leaflets narrower than in the type, often mottled
with white. There is a fine tree of this variety at the entrance to the
park at Segrez in France.

\'ar. INERMIS,—Some trees appear never to bear thorns, and have been
distinguished by this name ; but unarmed plants are said to occur among
batches of seedlings raised from thorn-bearing trees.

V'ar. NANA.—A dwarf, sturdy bush or small tree ; leaflets comparatively
short and broad.

GORDON IA PUBESCENS, Z'///r///Vr. TERNSTRCEMI.\CE.E.
(Gordonia Altamaha, Sargent ; Franklinia Altamaha, Marshall^

A deciduous tree, 15 to 20 ft. high; branchlets covered with a close

down. Leaves alternate, obovate-oblong, 4 to 6 ins, long, i^ to 2 ins. wide
;

tapering gradually at the base to a short stalk, toothed towards the apex

;

dark shining green above, paler, and covered with a close down beneath.

Flowers 2 to 3 ins. or more across, white, on stout, very short stalks,

produced singly from the leaf-axils near the end of the shoots ; sepals

roundish, \ in. across, downy on the outside
;

petals obovate, round-

toothed at the end, downy on the outside. Fruit globular.

Originally found in 1770 by John Bartram, on the banks of the

Altamaha River, in Georgia, U.S.A., and introduced to England four

years later, this rare and beautiful tree has not, according to Sargent,

been seen in a wild state since 1790, and is now only known as a

cultivated plant. It appears to be too tender to thrive anywhere except

in our mildest counties. It has on more than one occasion been tried at

Kew out-of-doors, but has only survived a few years. It is well worth

trying where the conditions are more favourable, both for the beauty of

its flowers during late summer and for the fine scarlet of its dying

foliage. The soil and conditions that suit the Himalayan Rhododendrons
ought to suit it.

G. Lasianthus. Ellis^ the Loblolly bay, is an allied species of great beauty
also, but even more tender than the above. It is an evergreen tree sometimes

70 ft. high, with white flowers 2A to 3 ins. across, on stalks about as much long.

Found in moist situations in the south-eastern United States (Georgiji, Florida,

etc.). It should be grown as advised for G. pubescens, but with even more
regard to shelter and warmth. At Kew it is grown in a cold house.

The generic name commemorates Alexander Gordon, a nurser)man

at Mile I-^nd at the time of its introduction.

GRABOWSKIA hoerhaavifolia, SchUclitendal. .solan.vce.t:.

(Hot, Reg,, t, 19S5 ; Lyciuni hoerhaavifolia, I.inntru%.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 ft. high, of loose, spreading lu'il)it
;
young

branches smooth, armed with sharp spines which are { in. long the first
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year, but grow longer. Leaves alternate, grey, fleshy ; roundish, widely

ovate or obovate ; i to li ins. long, J to i| ins. wide; wavy at the margin,

tapering at the base, smooth : stalk \ in. or less long. F^lowers r in. long

and wide, produced in May, sometimes singly on a short stalk in the

leaf-axils, sometimes in terminal or axillary racemes i in. long; corolla

pale blue, tubular at the base, spreading to five reflexed lobes; calyx
,\

in.

long, bell-shaped, with five angular teeth.

Native of Brazil and Peru; introduced in 1780, but rarely seen.

Near London it ret^uires the protection of a south wall. The foliage

resembles that of Atriplex Halimus, and the flowers are like those of

Lycium chinense. It has been associated with the Lyciums, but differs

in the fruit, which we rarely or never see. Named in honour of

Dr Grabowski, a Silesian botanist of the eighteenth century. It has

little more than botanical interest.

GREVILLEA. proteace^^.

'I'he two species described below are the hardiest members of the

remarkable order of plants to which they belong, and which, in a wild

state, is confined to the southern hemisphere. In Grevillea, the flowers

have no petals, the calyx is more or less deeply four-divided, bearing the

anthers at the concave apex of each division. Both the species are

somewhat tender. Propagated by half-ripened shoots taken about July,

and placed in a frame with a little bottom heat. They enjoy a proportion

of peat in the soil.

G. ROSMARINIFOLIA, A. Cunningham.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5971.)

An evergreen shrub of loose, graceful habit, 6 or 7 ft. high, with slender,

downy branches. Leaves alternate, closely set on the branches, very like

those of rosemary ; i to 2 ins. long, averaging \ in. wide ; stalkless, pointed,

dark grey-green and rough above, covered beneath with closely pressed

silvery hairs. Flowers deep rosy red, densely arranged in terminal racemes,
each flower i in. or less long, on a smooth stalk \ in. long. Calyx silky inside,

scarcely \ in. long, with hooked divisions, two long and two short, in the

apex of each of which is enclosed an anther ; styles about | in. long, red.

Native of N.S. Wales ; discovered by Allan Cunningham in 1822. Near
London this shrub will only survive mild winters, but it succeeds and flowers

well in the Grayswood . Hill garden, Haslemere. In Cornwall it is quite at

home, and makes fine bushes 6 or 7 ft. high, and as much or more through.

G. SULPIIUREA, A. Cunningham.

(G. juniperina var. sulphurea, Bentham^

An evergreen bush of sturdy habit, probably 6 ft. high ultimately
;
young

shoots very downy. Leaves linear or needle-like
; | to i in. long, ,\ to ,V in.

wide, made narrower by the curling back of the margins
;
prickly pointed, pale

beneath, smooth except for a few appressed hairs beneath when young
;
produced

in alternate, closely set tufts. Flowers pale yellow, produced during May and
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June at the end of short lateral twigs in a short raceme (almost an umbel) of
a dozen or more blossoms. The calyx is a slender tube }, in. long, covered
with silky hairs, and slit deeply on one side ; the inch-long style protrudes
through the slit, and the concave, dilated ends of the four divisions of the calyx
are curled back, each enclosing a stalkless anther. Seed-vessel a dry, spindle-
shaped pod h in. long, with the erect style still attached at the end.

"^3

QrKVILLKA SCLPIIl'RKA.

Native of N.S. Wales. This interesting and pretty shrub is the hardiest

of Grevilleas, but is not really hardy except against a warm, sheltered wall in

the London district. It is admirably adapted for Cornwall and other mild

counties, and 1 have seen it growing and flowering well at llaslcmere.
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GREW I A IWRVI FLORA, ^//;/^r. tiliace.e.

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high, with the young shoots and leaves

furnished with starhke down. Leaves alternate, ovate, or sometimes

three-lobed ; rounded, slightly heart-shaped, or tapered at the base,

pointed at the apex, 2 to 5 ins. long, half to two-thirds as wide ; rough

to the touch above, downy beneath. Flowers creamy yellow, with

numerous yellow stamens ; about J in. across
;
produced during July

and August, in small axillary umbels of about six flowers on the shoots

of the year.

Native of China and Corea; introduced in 1888. It is of little value

in gardens, and not very hardy with us, probably needing a hotter summer
than ours. The finest specimen I have seen in Europe is in the collection

of Mr de Vilmorin, at Les Barres in France. When I saw it, it was 7 ft.

high and 10 ft. through, flowering freely in July. It flowers a month
later in England.

The genus was named by Linnaeus in honour of Dr Nathaniel Grew,

who wrote works on the anatomy of plants, and died in London 17 12.

It is allied to the limes, but is confined to Asia and Africa, contain-

ing numerous species. The inner bark has the tough fibrous nature

characteristic of the family.

Another species, G. oppositi folia, Roxburgh^ is sometimes seen in

cultivation. It is from the North-West Himalaya, and is not so hardy

as the above. It is very distinct from it, in bearing the flowers in a short

inflorescence on the opposite side of the shoot to that where the leaf-

stalk is attached. Flowers yellowish ; fruit black.

GRISELINIA. CORNACE^.

A small genus of trees and shrubs, native of New Zealand and Chile.

Two species are found in the former country, both of which are cultivated

out-of-doors in the milder parts of the British Isles. They are somewhat
tender, especially G. lucida, but where they thrive make handsome ever-

greens. Male and female flowers are produced on different plants ; they

are quite small, dull coloured, and of no ornament. The attractions of

both species are in their shapely habit and shining foliage.

G. LITTORALLS, Raoul.

A lar^^c evergreen shrub or small tree, of rounded habit, at present up to

10 or 25 ft. high in Britain, but twice as high in a wild state. Leaves leathery,

oval or ovale, i to 3 ins. long, half to two-thirds as wide, of a shining yellowish
green, smooth, the apex blunt, the base unequal-sided ; stalk \ to | in. long.

Flowers yellowish green, small, produced during May in axillary racemes or
panicles i to 2 ins. long. The female plant produces panicles of green oblong
fruits, \ in. long.

Native of New Zealand up to 3500 ft. altitude ; cultivated in Kew since

the middle of last century, but only hardy there in mild winters. All the
plants outside were killed in the winter of 1908-9. In milder and especially
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maritime localities this shrub makes an excellent everg^reen, and has been
strongly recommended for forming hedges. It is rarely seen in fruit in this

country, ONving probably to the male plant being more propagated than the
female. But in the garden of Mr Charles Hamilton at Hamwood, Co. Meath,
where a tree of each sex is grown, the female bears abundant crops of berries
containing fertile seeds which spring up about the grounds. It strikes ver>'

readily from cuttings of half-ripened wood placed in gentle heat, or of some-
what harder wood under handlights. There is a tree over 20 ft. high at

Kilmacurragh, Co. Wicklow.

G. LUCIDA, Forster.

A robust evergreen shrub or small tree, up to 8 or 10 ft. high in Britain.

Leaves leathery, thick, glossy, rather pale green, oblong or broadly ovate,

4 to 7 ins. long, 2 to 3^ ins. wide ; smooth on both sides, markedly unequal at

the base, stalk i to if ins. long. Flowers small, green, in axillary panicles;
female ones without petals. Fruit .'. in. long, purple.

Native of New Zealand, and only hardy in Cornwall and similar localities.

At Kcw it will not survive pennanently even against d wall. It is, therefore,

not so useful a shrub as G, littoralis, although from the larger size of its leaves

it is a more striking one. Propagated by grafting on littoralis.

Var. MVCROPHVLLA, Hookcr fil. (G. macrophylla of gardens), is a larger

leaved, more robust form.

GYMNOCLADUS. leguminos.€.

A genus consisting of two deciduous, pod-bearing trees, one native of

N. America, the other of China, and most nearly related among hardy

trees to Gleditschia. They have doubly pinnate leaves, flowers in racemes
or panicles, and large thick pods ; the flowers are regular, being composed
of five equal-sized petals, and a tubular, five-lobed calyx, with no
indication of the pea-flower shape so common in this family. The
American species is perfectly hardy in the south of England, but grows
extremely slowly, and rarely flowers. It likes a rich loamy soil. The
Chinese tree, G. chinknsis, Baillon^ is 40 ft. high, with leaves i to 3 ft.

long, each of the pinnae consisting of twenty to twenty-four oblong

leaflets, J to i^. ins. long, silky beneath. Flowers both perfect and
unisexual, borne on the same tree, in downy racemes. Pod 4 ins. long,

\\ ins. wide. Native of China, and said by Henry to be rather rare.

Introduced to Kew in 1888, but not hardy there, and only likely to

succeed in the mildest parts of tlie kingdom.

In both species propagation must be effected by means of imported

seeds.

G. C.\XADENSIS, Lamarck. KENTUCKY COFFEE

(G. dioica, Ko<h.)

A deciduous tree up to 1 10 ft. high, with a trunk 6 to 10 ft. in girth, usually

branching low down, and forming a narrow, rounded head. Branchlcts downy
when young, light grey, marked by numerous small scars. Leaves up to 3 ft.

long and 2 ft. wide ; bipinnate, the two lowest pairs of pinna? being simple

leaflets, but the upper ones comj)Osed of four to seven pairs of leaflets. The
leaflets arc ovate, \\ \.o i\ ins. long (the two lowest pairs considerably larger)

;
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grey-green and hairy beneath, principally on the veins and midrib. The tree

Is dioecious, the panicles of tlie female tree being 8 to 12 ins. long, 3 to 4 ins.

wide, narrowly pyramidal ; flowers downy, ^ to i in. long
;
petals greenish

white, calyx not quite so long as the flower, tubular at the base, with five linear

teeth. In the male tree the inflorescence is about one-third the length of the

females. Pod 6 to 10 ins. long, i^ to 2 ins. wide.

Native of the eastern and Central United States ; cultivated in England
before the middle of the eighteenth century. In its foliage it is perhaps the

most beautiful of all hardy trees. It evidently needs more summer heat than

it gets here, for there are fine specimens both in France and Germany
suggesting in their leafless state the habit and branching of the horse chestnut.

In autumn a curious effect is produced by the leaflets falling off and leaving

the common stalk on the branches for some time. In winter, young trees have

a ver)' distinct and rather gaunt appearance, the branches being few, thick,

and rough. The finest tree in England appears to be at Claremont, which is

60 ft. high and 7 ft. in girth of trunk, and flowers frequently. The common
name is said to have originated through the people of Kentucky and Tennessee
at one time roasting and grinding the seeds to make a beverage like coffee.

Var. V.\RIEGATA.—Leaves slightly marked with white spots ; apparently

of little value in this country.

HALESIA. Snowdrop Trees, styrace^.

In British gardens the snowdrop trees are almost exclusively repre-

sented by the beautiful H. Carolina ; but a second species, H. diptera,

is sometimes seen; whilst a third, H. parviflora, Mtchaux, a native of

S. Georgia and Florida, is not known in cultivation, and but little in a

wild state. The leading characteristics of the genus are the pendulous

snowdrop-like flowers, produced in clusters on the previous year's wood,

and the winged fruits. Leaves alternate, deciduous, the down with which

they and other young parts are more or less furnished being stellate.

The genus was named in honour of Dr Stephen Hales, a learned author,

who was born at Bekesbourne, in Kent, in 1671, and died at Teddington

in 1 761. The Halesias like a moist, well-drained, loamy soil, and thrive

best in a sheltered, sunny position. Propagation is by seeds and layers.

All three species are native of the south-eastern United States.

Pterostyrax (q.v.) is a small group of North Asiatic trees and shrubs,

sometimes united with Halesia, but very well marked by differences

pointed out in the notes on the genus. From the also nearly allied

Styrax, Halesia differs in the winged fruits and inferior ovary.

H. CAROLINA, Linnceus. Snowdrop or Silver-hell Tree.

(II. tetraptera, Ellis.')

A deciduous tree, 20 to 30 ft. high in this country ; said to be occasionally

twice as high in its native places, with a trunk 3 ft. in thickness. With us it is

of spreading habit, often a shrub
;
young shoots at first clothed with stellate

down. Leaves oval to obovate, wedge-shaped or rounded at the base, abruptly

taper-pointed, minutely toothed ; 2 to 5 ins. long,
'I

to 2I ins. wide, thickly

covered beneath with grey stellate down, less so above ; stalk \ to 'j^ in. long,

downy. Flowers produced in May on slender, downy, pendulous stalks \ to i

in. long, in clusters of three to five from the joints of the naked, year-old wood.
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Corolla white, bell-shaped, ^ to | in. long and wide, shallowly four-lobed. Fruit
somewhat pear-shaped, but with four prominent wings running lengthwise and
an awl-shaped termination ; altogether about ih ins. long.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced by Mr J. E. Ellis

in 1756. It is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful flowering trees introduced
to this country from X. America

;
yet it is by no means abundantly planted.

Var. GLABRESCENS, Ferkins (H. parviflora, Hort.^ not Michaux)^ differs from
the type in the oblong oval leaves proportionately narrower (three or four times
as long as wide), soon quite smooth beneath. Flowers smaller, fruits more
narrowly four-winged ; the whole plant less downy,

Var. Meehani, Perkins^ was raised from seed in Meehan's nurser>',

Germantown, Philadelphia. It differs from ordinary H. Carolina in its

smaller, shorter-stalked flowers ; the corolla is more cup-shaped ; leaves thicker

and more coarsely wrinkled.

War. STENOCARPA, Koch.—A fine form or hybrid with deeply lobed corolla.

Perhaps a hybrid between this species and H. diptera.

'S^%§m$f '-^-^
HaLXSIA CAROLINA.

H. DIPTERA, Ellis.

A deciduous shrub, 8 to 15 ft. high (occasionally a small tree twice as high
in a wild state)

;
young branches stellately downy at first. Leaves oval or

obovate, 3 to 5^ ins, long, li to 3 ins. wide ; minutely and rather distantly

toothed, abruptly pointed, wedge-shaped or rounded at the base ; downy on
both sides on first opening, but soon almost smooth except on the midrib and
veins ; stalk \ to

'l
in. long. Flowers pendulous, produced in May in clusters

or short racemes from the joints of the year-old wood ; stalks \ to ^ in. long,

slender, downy. Corolla bell-shaped, \ in. long, deeply four-lobed, white
;

calyx very downy ; stamens hair>'. F'ruit oblong, li to 2 ins. long, \ in. wide,

with two longitudinal wings | to j| in. wide, ending in a short spike.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1758. This is

far from being as good a garden shrub as H. Carolina ; it is less hardy and
is shy-flowering. It grows well, and is over 12 ft. hi^h at Kew, but never

flowers as it does in France, especially south of Paris. Easily distinguished

from H. Carolina by the two-winged fruit, and larger broader leaves.

MALIMODENDRON argentkum, Dc Candollc.

LKGU.MINOS.K.

S.m.t Tree.

A deciduous shrub, naturally 4 to 6 ft. high, with very sj)iny, spreading,

somewhat angular branches, greyish, and covered with a fine down when

young. Leaves pinnate, composed usually of two pairs of leaflets, the

common stalk ending in a stiff spine, which remains after the fall of the
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leaflets. The latter are J to i A ins. loiiij;, J to J in. wide; oblanceolate,

stalkless, tapering to the base, and covered with a minute, grey down.
Flowers two to four together on racemes 2 ins. long, produced from short

leafy spurs on the old wood; each flower | in. long, with pale purplish

pink petals and a bell-shaped, five-toothed, downy calyx. Pod ^ to i in.

long, I to J in. wide, inflated, produced on a stalk protruding beyond
the persistent calyx.

Native of Siberia; introduced by Dr Wm. Pitcairn in 1779. Owing
to its susceptibility to damp when grown on its own roots (which makes
it difficult to raise from seed in this country), this shrub should be grafted

on Caragana arborescens, to which it is nearly allied. Standards 4 to

5 ft. high should be chosen so as to display the very graceful habit of

the plant. In this way it forms a small round-headed tree whose lower

branches are pendent. It flowers in June and July, and very freely on
well-ripened wood. At such times its elegance of growth, its abundant
flowers, and handsome grey foliage render it very attractive.

Var. PURPUREUM, Zabel^ has deeper rosy purple flowers.

HAMAMELIS. Witch-hazels, hamamelidace^.

A remarkable and beautiful genus of small trees and shrubs, consisting

of four species, all very hardy in Britain. They are distinguished very

readily from all other hardy shrubs by the thin, narrow, yellow petals,

sometimes \ in. long, and only y.j^ to -/^ in. wide. The leaves are

alternate, and much resemble those of our native hazel. This resemblance
led the early settlers in N. America to use branches of H. virginiana

as divining-rods—as hazel twigs were (and still are) at home; to its

supposed magic property it owes its popular name. The parts of the

flower are in four.

The witch-hazels like a good, but not very heavy loam, and are

benefited in a young or not well-rooted state if peat and leaf-soil are

added. When established this is not necessary. The quaint habit of

the species is one of their charms, but without interfering with this it is

worth while to train up a leading shoot to obtain height, especially if the

plants, as they often do, assume and retain a low, sprawling mode of

growth. The Asiatic species graft easily on H. virginiana. It is best

to establish a quantity of seedlings of the latter in pots, and put on
the scions about the beginning of April, they should then be placed in

gentle heat. Seeds, it must be remembered, frequently take two years

to germinate.

II. JAI'ONICA, Siebold. JAPANESE WiTCH-HAZEL.

(Hot. Mag., t. 6659.)

A deciduous, spreading shrub or small tree, often sparsely branched ; the

quite young twigs furnished with stellate hairs. Leaves oval, ovate or obovatc,
2 to 3i ins. long, i,| to i\ ins. wide, with wavy margins, base unequal and
sometimes slightly heart-shaped ; the five to ci^dit pairs of parallel veins run
forward at an acute angle from the midrib ; lower surface densely covered
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when young with down which mostly falls away by autumn ; stalk ] to ^ in.

long, downy. Flowers yellow, slightly scented, produced a few together in

globose heads during Januar>' and February on the then leafless twigs made
the previous summer

;
petals ^ in. long, very narrow, strap-shaped, and much

crumpled ; bracts reddish, downy outside.

Native of China and Japan. This is one of the most beautiful of winter or

early spring-flowering shrubs. It flowers freely, and its thin wrinkled petals

make a ver>' pretty picture at the inclement season when they appear,

especially if the shrub has a dark background of evergreens. The species is a
,^irdens as H. japonica is a
called "arborea" and "Zuc-

somewhat variable one, the shrub grown m
flattish, wide-spreading shrub, and the plants

cariniana" in gardens are only fonns
of it.

V'ar. ARBOREA (H. arborea, Masters)
differs from ordinar)' japonica in being
of more gaunt, treelike fomi, and 15

to 20 ft. high, in the deeper yellow of

the petals, and in the calyx having a
deep claret shade. It perhaps flowers

at an earlier date. Introduced from
Japan by Siebold in 1862.

Van ZUCCARINIAN.\ is also treelike,

but its flowers, instead of being of the

golden yellow of H. arborea, are of a

pale lemon yellow, and the calyx is

green. But both are mere seminal
variations, and both, to be obtained
true, must be propagated by grafting

on seedlings of either themselves or

H. virginiana. Seeds cannot be relied

on to come true, those of arborea will

often produce H. japonica ; as a large

experimenter in the raising of the

Japanese witch-hazels has expressed

it to me, " you sow seeds and may
get anything." The flower-buds of

these witch-hazels are already formed
on short stalks in the leaf-axils by
July, six or perhaps eight months before they expand.

II. MOLLIS, Oliver. ClilNKSK WiTCli-ll AZKL

(BoL Mag., U 7S84.)

A deciduous shrub or small tree, with stout, zigzag, spreading branches,

very downy when young. Leaves roundish or very broadly obovate, shortly

and abruptly pointed, heart-shaped, but unequal-sidrd at the base, 3 to

5 ins. long, three-fourths as broad, widely and shallowly toothed, covered

beneath with clustered (stellate) hairs ; stalk \ in. long, stout and downy.

Flowers rich golden yellow, very fragrant, produced in stalklcss, crowded
clusters from December to Februar)' on the twigs of the previous sunnner's

growth : petals slrap-shajK-d, about \ in. long, not wavy as in ja|>onica ;

calyx-lobes rich red-brown, hairy outsicfe, smooth within.

Native of China; first discovered and introduced about 1879, by Maries,

from the district of Kiukiang, near the Yanglzc-kiang Kiver. .Afterwards

it was found much f.irlher west by Henry and Wilson. This is undoubtedly

the finebt of all known witch-hazels, both as regards flower and foliai;e ;

Hamameus mollis.
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and because of the early date at which it flowers (it is often in full bloom on
New Year's Day), it has made a very precious addition to the garden
flora. It is rather curious that it remained in the Coombe Wood nursery
for twenty years, regarded merely as a superior form of japonica. It can
be propagated easily by grafting on the Virginian witch-hazel.

H. VERNALIS, Sargent.

Professor Sargent has recently {Trees and Shrubs, t. 156) figured and
described a new species under this name. It is closely allied to H. virginiana,

but is a native of Missouri, Arkansas, and Louisiana, and resembles the
Asiatic species in flowering on the leafless wood from January to March.
It differs from H. virginiana also in the following respects : the inner surface
of the calyx-lobes is red, and it has the habit of spreading by suckers or
underground stems. The leaves are of a paler duller green. A plant intro-

duced to Kew in 1910 bore a few flowers in January 1912. It grows naturally
on gravelly, often inundated banks of streams, and was collected by Engelmann
in Missouri as long ago as 1845. The flowers have a pungent, not very
agreeable odour.

H. VIRGINIANA, Linmeus. VIRGINIAN Witch-hazel.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6684.)

A small deciduous tree, 20 or even 30 ft. high in a wild state, often a
shrub of bushy habit ; with a short thick trunk and crooked, wide-spreading
branches

;
young shoots at first downy. Leaves broadly ovate to obovate,

3 to 5 ins. long, 2 to 3^ ins. wide ; unequal at the base, unevenly and coarsely
round-toothed, especially on the upper part ; smooth or nearly so above,
downy with stellate hairs on the midrib and veins beneath ; stalk downy,

I to ^ in. long. Flowers golden yellow, opening in September and continuing
until -November, produced two to four together in a cluster at the end
of a stalk \ in. long

;
petals \ to f in. long, narrowly strap-shaped, crumpled

;

calyx with four short, broadly ovate, hairy lobes, yellowish brown inside.

Native of Eastern N. America from Nova Scotia to the mountains
of the Carolinas and Tennessee ; introduced in 1736. This interesting shrub
or tree, although so long an inhabitant of our gardens, is not very common
nowadays, being eclipsed by the newer, winter-flowering, Asiatic species.

The effectiveness of the witch-hazel is spoilt by its being in full leaf at

flowering time, so that the blossoms, closely tucked to the twigs, have little

chance to show themselves, especially as the leaves turn yellow also before
falling. The fruits—woody, nutlike bodies \ in. long, bursting at the top

—

do not ripen and discharge their seeds unfil twelve months after the time
of flowering. Various popular remedies are made from extracts and decoctions
of the bark and leaves.

HEDERA Hklix, Linmms. Common Ivy. araliace.e.

An evergreen climber, with a strong, rather acrid odour when crushed,

attaching itself to trees, buildings, etc., by means of rootlike growths
from the stem, or, where such support is absent, creeping over the

ground
;

young shoots clothed with minute stellate hairs. Leaves
alternate, thick, leathery, very dark glossy green, broadly ovate or some-
what triangular, those of the climbing shoots with three or five deep or

shallow lobes and stalks of varying length. The starry hairs in typical
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H. Helix have five to eight "rays." The ivy never flowers on the

creeping or cHmbing shoots, but produces bushy branches, mostly when
it has reached the top of its support ; these have no aerial roots, and their

leaves are never lobed, but are wavy in outline or entire at the margin,

and more narrowly ovate. Flowers produced in October, in a terminal

cluster of globose umbels, yellowish green. Berries dull inky black,

globose, about \ in. across, containing two to five seeds.

Native of Europe, found almost everywhere in Britain, especially in

shady spots, its natural habitat being the forest, where it can climb trees.

The ivy, however, is very adaptable, and can be grown in almost any
situation. No introduced evergreen climber can rival it for covering old

trees, buildings, etc. Many think that serious damage is done to trees

by allowing ivy to climb over them, but this, in my belief, only occurs

when the ivy has reached the leafy shoots ; so long as the ivy is confined

to the trunk and larger branches no harm, I think, is done. At any rate,

I know trees in perfect health which have supported ivy for forty years.

An ivy-laden tree is one of the most beautiful objects of the winter

landscape. On buildings ivy is rather beneficial than otherwise, keeping

them dry and warm.
Ivy is propagated with the greatest ease by means of cuttings which

may be given gentle heat if it is desirable to get them to root quickly,

or dibbled thickly under handlights or even in the open air. The more
delicate highly coloured varieties are sometimes grafted on the common
ivy, but need constant watching to prevent the stock over-running the

scion. One of the most useful purposes to which ivy can be put, is as

a ground-covering under trees where no grass will grow. It is also very

useful for covering iron-rail fencing, or posts and chains. As regards its

use on buildings it is capable of attaining at least loo ft. in height.

Leaves of ivy are eaten by horses, cattle, and sheep ai)parently with

relish and without evil results.

The number of varieties into which the common ivy has sported is

legion ; a great number have been given Latin names, cumbersome and

unnecessary, for they often differ from each other but little, and arc very

apt with age (the coloured ones especially) to revert to the green tyjx?.

The older botanists made all the hardy ivies varieties of H. Helix, but

for garden purposes at least this is an undesirable arrangement, necessi-

tating an unwieldy nomenclature. The following is a representative

selection of what may be regarded as forms of H. Helix ; others arc

treated here as species. It may be mentioned that when cuttings of

the bushy, flowering state of the ivy are rooted, the jjlants retain that

adult habit, and become sturdy, rounded bushes that flower freely. The
varietal name "arborescens" is then added to the specific name, or to

that of any of the following varieties, to distinguish them from the

climbing condition. They are commonly termed " tree " ivies.

Var. Akr.OREscENS. Common Tree Ivy.—The flowcrinj; shoots of common
ivy grown from cuttings, as just described ; there are lx)th silver and ^{oldcn

variegated forms of it.

Var. CwKNDisnii.—A striking v;iricly, whose rather small, angularly

lobed leaves arc edged w iih creamy while.
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Var. CHRYSOPHYLLA.—Leaves variegated with patches of yellow, or wholly
yellow, or wholly green. Rather handsome when seen in good condition.

War. CONGI.OMERATA.—A dwarfed, very slow-growing form, the leaves
small and crowded.

\'ar. DELTOIDEA.—Leaves very distinct in shape, triangular in main outline,

with rounded corners and two deep basal lobes, the inner edges of which
overlap. Of stiff habit, and assuming a bronzy tint in autumn.

\'ar. I.OBATA MAJOR.—Leaves five-lobed, chiefly distinguished by the very
large, narrowly ovate, pointed middle lobe.

Var. MARGINATA.—This name has been given to a set of small-leaved
forms, all of which have white or creamy white margins, except MARG. RUBRA,
in which the margins become red in autumn.

\'ar. MI.MINA.—The smallest of all ivies. Leaves closely set on the shoot
;

i to I in. across, three-lobed, the lobes triangular.

Var. OVATA.—A very distinct form, the leaves ovate, pointed, rounded at

the base, rich green and entire, or very slightly lobed even in the climbing
state.

Var. I'EDATA.—Leaves small, very deeply three- or five-lobed, the lobes

narrow-lanceolate, and usually from g to j in. wide ; dark green with whitish
veins.

Var. SAGiTTiEFOLlA.—Leaves arrow-head shaped ; in the way of deltoidea,

but with sharp instead of rounded points, the basal lobes very deep.

H. CANARIENSIS, Willdenow.

(H. algeriensis, /r^c7r/. / H. maderensis, Hort^

Leaf large, leathery, somewhat shallowly three- or five-lobed in the climb-
ing state, 2 to 6 (or even 8) ins. across, heart-shaped at the base ; in the
flowering state entire and rounded or tapered at the base. Fruit black, as in

H. Helix, from which species this differs among other respects in the starry,

composite hairs of the young shoots and inflorescence, having thirteen to fifteen

rays instead of five to eight, as in H. Helix. The true canariensis is quite

distinct from H. hibernica, with which it has been associated ; it is sometimes
known in gardens as "canariensis nova." Native of Canary Islands and
N. Africa.

Var. AZORICA.—A vigorous variety, with leaves 3 to 6 ins. across, vivid

green, five- or seven-lobed ; lobes ovate, blunt-pointed. The c|uite young wood
and leaves are covered with a thick tawny felt. Introduced from St Michael, in

the Azores, by the late firm of Osborn of Fulham.

H. CIIRYSOCARPA, Walsh.

(H. poetarum, Bertolini.')

Fruits yellow. Leaves of the climbing state triangular or broadly ovate
with a heart-shaped base, shallowly lobed or entire ; those of the fruiting state

small, often diamond-shaped, and not lobed.

Native of S. Europe from Italy to Greece.

II. (:im;ri:a, Ilibbcrd. Himalayan Ivy.

(II. llclix var. liimalaira.)

A well-marked species found in various parts of the Himalaya. Leaves
triangular-ovate to ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, 2 to 4^ ins. long, i to 2\ ins.

wide ; often with two lobes near llie base, and several large bluntish teeth
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upwards. This ivy has a distinct grey tinge, the veins still paler grey, and the
leaves are longer in proportion to their breadth than other ivies. Fruit yellow
or red. Rather more tender than H. Helix, but does well on a wall. In the
fruiting state the leaves are entire, ovate-lanceolate, half to two-thirds as wide
as they are long, tapered at the base ; sometimes unequal-sided.

H. coLCHiCA, Koch. Persian Ivv.

(H. Roegneriana, Hort. ; H. amurensis, Horl.")

Leaves ovate or heart-shaped, entire or slightly lobed, 3 to 7 ins. across, as
much as 10 ins. long

;
younger parts sometimes purplish tinted. Young shoots

clothed with yellowish, scalelike, starry down. This \\y is extremely distinct

from our native species, and is a native of the south side of the Caucasus
range and of N. Persia. In none of its forms does it ever become so deeply
lobed as H. Helix does, although in van DENTATA the margins have frequently

a few distant teeth. The finest form of H. colchica is commonly known as
" H. amurensis," but I can find no authority for the name. There is no ivy

from the Amoor region in the Kew Herbarium. H. colchica is the most
striking of all ivies, and climbs rapidly whefi once established. The "tree"
form makes a striking evergreen bush with uniformly ovate leaves.

H. HIBERNICA, Kirchner. Irish Ivv.

Leaves black green, 3 to 6 ins. across, with usually five triangular lobes.

A strong-growing vigorous ivy useful for ground-cover beneath trees, etc. It

is often called canariensis in gardens, but that species has a paler green, more
leather)' leaf The " tree " forni makes a handsome bush. There are both
yellow and white variegated forms of this species, which is not quite so hardy
as H. Helix ;

said to be found wild in Ireland and the west of Scotland.

Var. MACULAT.-\ (H. latimaculata).—A form of hibemica with leaves three-

or five-lobed, blotched and streaked with creamy white.

H. RIIOMBEA, Sicbold. JAPANESE IVV.

A Japanese ivy of rather delicate growth, but quite hardy ; the Ic.ivcs arc

triangular to ovate, often heart-shaped at the base, usually slightly three-lobcd
;

very dark green. One form, known in gardens as H. japonica variegala, has

a thin marginal line of white.

HEDYSARUIVI MULTIJUGUM, Maximowkz. LEGUMINOS.E.

(BoL Mag., t. 8091.)

A deciduous shrul), 3 to 5 ft. high, of somewhat sparse, gaunt habit
;

young branches erect, zig/ag in growth, covered with fine down.
Leaves 4 to 6 ins. long, alternate, pinnate. Leaflets seventeen to twenty-

nine, I to 4 in. long, J to \ in. wide ; ovate, oblong, oval or ohovatc,

pointed ; smooth above, minutely downy beneath. Racemes axillary,

erect, long-stalked, 6 to 12 ins. long, produced from the axil of each leaf

as the shoot dcvcloj)S. Flowers pea-sbaj)cd, rosy magenta, J in. long,

arranged on the upper two-thirds of the raceme on very short stalks

;

standard petal \ in. or a little more across, with a patch of yellow at the

2Q
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base. Calyx \ in. long, sj)lit cither above or below-

circular, rough, containing usually one seed.

Native of Mongolia, where it is said to inhabit dry regions

Pod flat, almost

It thrives

Hedtsakum mdltijugum.

very well in a sunny position planted in sandy loam, and flowers on the
shoots of the year from June to September. Seeds are produced in

sunny seasons, but they are uncertain. It is usually propagated by layering,
also by cuttings. To correct the rather ungainly habit of this shrub after
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a few years, we find it a good plan to peg down the branches : this causes
them to break into new growth at the base. The magenta shade in the
flower is objectionable to some people, but the shrub is useful in being
late flowering and showy.

HELIAXTHEMUM. Sun Rose. cistace.1£.

Only a small proportion of the total number of species of sun roses
are hardy, and of these, three shrubby or sub-shrubby ones, and another
of only annual duration, occur in Britain. Besides them, there are about
half a dozen species in cultivation which survive all but our very hardest
winters. They are of low, often spreading and procumbent habit : the

leaves opposite, evergreen, entire. Flowers rose-like, terminal, solitary

to many-flowered in the inflorescence. Petals five ; sepals three or five,

when of the latter number the two outer ones are much smaller than the
three inner ones. Seed-vessel a capsule opening in three valves. (Herein
is the chief distinction from the nearly allied Cistus, which has a capsule
w'nh five or ten valves.) Natives of Europe and Asia Minor. The genus
is also represented in N. America, but I have not seen any of the species

in cultivation here.

Helianthemums need above all things a sunny spot. They are best

on some slope fully exposed to the south. Essentially sun-lovers, their

flowers open sluggishly or not at all in dull weather, and their time of

greatest beauty is in the forenoon. The flowers never last longer than

a day, and in the H. vulgare group they mostly close up at noon. The
flowers appear in extraordinary profusion, but each day's crop is suc-

ceeded by an entirely different one the next. They flower from May
onwards. Any soil of an open, loamy nature suits them ; in nature thev

often occur on limestone. All are of easy proj)agation by cuttings. If

a mild bottom heat is available, it is preferable to take cuttings in (juite

a soft condition ; but if they are to be rooted under a handlight they must
be left to get moderately firm, and put in about August. For those

si)ecies that ripen them, seeds are preferable even to cuttings.

The standard work on these plants in this country is S7Vcrf^s Cis/i/ttur,

a book containing 112 coloured plates of Helianthcmum and allied

genera, published between 1S25 and 1830. The value of Sweet's work

is impaired by his method of treating all the mere garden forms as

species. Many of these have since disappeared. In fact, the great

frosts of the winter of 1837-8 destroyed a considerable numl)er of species

and varieties of Helianthcmum and Cistus which have not again secured

a place in our gardens.

H. AiJT.STkK, DiinaL Aijim: Sun Rose.

(Sweet's Cistinca?, t. 2.)

.A dainty little shrub, 3 to 5 ins. hi^h, forming; a tuft of dense- sprratiinx

branches covered thickly with pale, minute hairs. Leaves jjrcen on both sides,

oval-lanceolate to obovate or narrowly oblong, often more laf)ercd at the base
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than at the apex
; ] to ^ in. long, jV to ,\ in. wide, furnished with a few

comparatively lonij hairs, especially on the margins. Flowers produced in

iune and July in a loose terminal raceme, three to five together; each flower

to I in. diameter, bright yellow, unblotched, borne on a slender, downy stalk.

Sepals five, hairy ; the three inner ones oval and about half as long as the

petals, the two outer ones linear, much smaller. Stipules absent.

Native of the mountains of Central Europe at 6000 to 7000 ft. altitude, of the

Caucasus, and Asia Minor; introduced in 1818. This pretty little plant,

although now rare, has existed at Kew and in Canon Ellacombe's garden at

Bitton for many years. It is quite hardy, and admirable for the rock garden.

H. ALVSSOIDES, Ventenat.

A shrub about 2 ft. high, but twice as much in diameter, forming a low
mound of tangled, slender, spreading branches, densely clothed with grey,

partly starry down. Leaves narrowly obovate or oblong to ovate-lanceolate,

mostly tapered at the base, rounded or blunt at the apex
; \ to \\ ins. long,

^ to ^ in. wide
;
grey with a dense down. Flowers in a branched, terminal

hairy corymb ; each flower \\ to if ins. diameter, bright yellow, unblotched.

Sepals three, ovate, pointed, very hairy, \ in. long ; flower-stalk thickening

upwards.
Native of Spain and Portugal; flowering from May onwards. It is allied

to H. formosum, but diflfers in not having the long silky hairs characteristic of

that species mixed with the short close down, also by the unspotted petals.

H. APENNINUM, De Candolle,

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 62 ; H. polifolium, Persoon.^

A low, spreading, much-branched shrub up to 18 ins. high, the stems and
leaves thickly clothed above and below with a close, white, stellate down,
giving the whole plant a mealy appearance. Leaves linear-oblong or linear,

the margins much recurved, \ to i in. long, \ to \ in. wide ; bluntish or pointed.

Racemes terminal, producing numerous flowers in succession. Flowers pure

white, I in. or rather more across, nodding in the bud state, but becoming erect

at expansion. Petals obovate, slightly toothed at the end. Sepals five, the

two outer ones linear, very small ; the three inner ones ovate, twice as long as

the others, all white with down.
Native of Europe and Asia Minor ; found in a few places in S.W. England,

such as the Brent Downs in Somersetshire, and at Torquay and Babbicombe in

Devonshire, usually on limestone. It is, of course, quite hardy, and so nearly

allied to H. vulgare that some botanists regard it as a variety. It is distinct

enough, however, for garden purposes, in its less spreading habit, its white

foliage and flowers, and by the smaller, bodkin-shaped stipules. There are

hybrids between the two, e.g. H. CONFUSUM (Sweet's Cistineas, t. 91), with white

flowers, but broader leaves and longer stipules than ordinary polifolium.

Var. RHODANTHUM (Sweet's Cistineae, t. 7).—Flowers reddish ; leaves not

so much recurved as in the type.

H. FORMOSUM, Dunal.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 50 ; Cistus formosus, Hor/.')

A low shrub with wide-spreading branches, growing 2 to 3 ft. high, but

more in width, the young shoots erect, the whole plant grey with short down
intermixed with which are numerous whitish, stellate or long simple hairs.

Leaves oblong, oval or obovate
; ^ to i^ ins. long, 4 to \ in. wide ; three-nerved
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at the narrowed base, the apex rounded or abruptly pointed. Flowers borne

at the end of short side twigs, clustered, but appearing successively ; each

flower li ins. in diameter, bright rich yellow, each petal with a conspicuous
brownish purple blotch near, but not reaching to the base. Sepals three, ovale,

taper-pointed, ver}' hairy.

Native of Central and S. Portugal ; introduced in 1780 ;
perhaps the most

beautiful of all the sun roses we cultivate. It is perfectly hardy, and I

IlBI.IAimilMDM rORMOSUM.

have nrvcr seen it permanently injured by frost—even 30" to ^2\ It is

admirable for covering a dry sunny bank, and remains well furnished with

foliage through the winter. It commences to flower in May.

H. (;laUCUM, Pcrsoon.

Closely allied to II. vL'LCARE is a group of sun roses with shorter and

comparatively broader leaves, light grey with down above, while beneath.
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They are distinguished from H. Mil^are in liaving stellate down on both
surfaces of the leaves. To this group the sun rose known in gardens as

H. CROCEUM belongs (Sweet's Cistineas, t. 53). The habit is the same as that

of \i. vulgare, but it is very distinct in summer in the almost white foliage, with
which the rich yellow flowers are in admirable contrast. Its proper name is

H. glaucum var. croceum, Boissier. Nati\ e of S. and S.VV. Europe. Many of
the garden varieties (see under vuli^are) are hybrids, or perhaps forms of this

species, more especially those whitish on the upper surface.

H. HALIMIFOLIUM, Persoofi.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 4.)

A shrub 2 to 3 ft. high in the open, twice as high against a wall
;

branches erect, scaly, downy and white when young, becoming smoother
afterwards. Leaves narrowly obovate or oblong, the lower ones only short-

stalked, ^ to 2 ins. long, \ ^.o \ in. wide ; tapered and three-nerved at

the base ; they are white with scaly down when young, becoming dull

grey-green with age. Flowers bright yellow, i^^ ins. across, with a small
spot at the base of each petal

;
produced in erect, comparatively few-flowered

panicles 6 ins. or more high
;

petals inversely heart-shaped ; sepals three
to five, the two outer small ones often missing, the inner ones ovate. In
wild specimens the sepals are densely covered with scales as well as some-
what downy, but in cultivated plants they are frequently almost smooth.

Native of Portugal, Spain, and the Mediterranean region, some of its

fomis being found in N. Africa ; cultivated in England since the middle
of the seventeenth century. Belonging to the same group as H. formosum,
it is distinguished by its tall, slender flower-stems, and its scaly or glabrous,

never densely silky calyx.

H. OCYMOIDES, Persoon.

(Sweet's Cistineae, tt. 40, 13 ; H. algarvense, DunaL")

An erect shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high
;
young shoots clothed with a dense white

down, with which are mixed long silky hairs. Leaves narrowly obovate
or oblong, three-nerved, and tapered at the base, mostly pointed at the apex

;

^ to I in. long, ^ to j in. wide ; covered with a close, white down when
young, becoming green with age. Panicles erect, but loose and comparatively
few-flowered, 3 to 9 ins. high, sparsely hairy ; flower-stalks slender. Flowers
rich yellow, i to i|^ ins. across, petals triangular, with a black and purple
blotch at the base of each. Sepals three, oval-lanceolate, sparsely hairy,

or smooth and glossy.

Native of Portugal and Spain ; introduced in 1880. It is a very pretty

species, noteworthy for the golden yellow of its flowers and the deeply
coloured blotch. It is hardy except in severe winters. It most resembles
H. alyssoidcs and H. halimifolium, but from the former diff*ers in the blotched
petals, and smooth or nearly smooth sepals. It is never scaly, as in

H. halimifolium, and the petal blotch is much deeper ; both, however,
have the same marked difference in colour between the young and old leaves.

H. UMBELLATUM, Miller,

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 5.)

An evergreen bush of erect, open habit, about 18 ins. high, with the

general aspect of a small rosemary
;

young branches viscid and downy.
Leaves linear, viscid when young ; stalkless, \ to i] ins. long, ,\, to \ in.
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wide
; dark glossy green above, white with down beneath. Racemes erect,

4 to 6 ins. high, with the flowers arranged at intervals in whorls, and
terminating in a six- or eight-flowered umbel at the top. p^lowers white,

HlCMANTHEMUM UHB&LLATt'M.

I in. across, the petals inversely heart-shaped, with a yellow stain near the

base. Sepals three, ovate, more or less hairy.

Native of the Mediterranean region ; introduced in 1731. This is a

distinct and very pretty shrub, more resembling a rosemary in foliage llian

the common run of sun roses.
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\'ar. SVRIACUM, Willkomv} (H. syriaciim, Boissier), is a curious dwarf,

semi-prostrate variety, rising only a few inches from the ground. Flowers
usually two or three in an inflorescence, pale yellow or yellowish white.

Nearly allied to H. umbellatum is H. LiHANOTis, Willdcno7v (H. rosmar-
inifolium, Horf.)^ with very similar foliage, but its flowers are yellow, solitary,

sometimes in pairs or in threes, at the end of short lateral twigs. Sepals
smooth.

H. VINEALE, Persoon.

(Sweet's Cistineae, t. 77 ; H, canum, Dtotal.')

A dwarf shrub, forming a compact tuft rarely more than 6 ins. high, but
I ft. or more in diameter

;
young stems and leaves covered with a short down

and a few hairs. Leaves hairy and green above, grey beneath with down,
ovate-oblong, | to | in. long. Flowers in terminal racemes, sometimes a
panicle, usually of three to six blooms, each h in. across, bright yellow, un-

blotched. Sepals five, hairy, the two outer ones very small ; stipules absent.

Seed-vessel thickly hairy.

Native of Europe, and found in a few stations in the British Isles, mostly
on limestone, in the west of England and the west of Ireland. It is hardy,
and makes a pleasing little tuft for the rock garden when covered with its

brightly coloured flowers. From the other British species it is not only
distinct in its small, compact habit ; it differs also in having no stipules. With
the species cultivated in gardens it is only likely to be confused with

H. alpestre, which has also no stipules, but whose leaves are green on both
surfaces. Botanists also rely on the longer, oval and pointed flower-buds of

H. alpestre as a disinction from the globose ones of the present species.

H. VULGARE, Gaertner.

(II. Chamaecistus, Miller ; 11. variabile, Spac/il)

A low semi-shrubby plant, covering ground over 2 or 3 ft. across, but
scarcely rising more than i ft. above it ; the older stems prostrate, the young
flowering ones erect, somewhat hairy. Leaves flat, variable in size and shape,

usually oblong, sometimes approaching ovate or lanceolate
; | to 2 ins. long,

^ to i in. wide, sometimes green on both sides, but usually grey or white with
stellate down beneath, and more or less bristly hairy above ; stalk \ to ff^ in.

long ; stipules lance-shaped, longer than the leaf-stalk. Racemes terminal,

with many but successively developed flowers. Flower-stalks decurved, erect

only when the flower is expanded. Flowers yellow, about i in. across.

Sepals five, the two outer ones small, fringed with hairs ; three inner ones
ovate, with three or four prominent hairy ribs.

Native of Europe, where it is widely spread, including the British Isles.

This is probably the hardiest of all the sun roses, and is well known in gardens
by the numerous, highly coloured, sometimes doul^lc-flowcred varieties which
have sprung from it, making brilliant displays from May to July. It is some-
limes found with rosy flowers in a wild state. Some of the best cultivated

forms arc unnamed, and have been raised in the ordinary way from seed.

Others have been given popular names ; two of the best being " P^ireball,"

bright scarlet-red, and ''tlie Bride," pure white. Robert Sweet, in his book
on the Cistus family, published 1825- 1830, figured and described numerous
varieties under Latin names. Some of these have been lost, but of those
that survive a selection is here given. It is, however, in the power of anyone
to obtain as good or better forms by raising seedlings themselves. In all its

forms H. vulgare is only a morning bloomer, the flowers closing soon after

midday—the Ijright red "Fireball" is one of the latest to keep open. In
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spite of this defect they are worthy of more extended cultivation, for they
bear an amazing profusion of blossom lasting over several weeks.

\\'ir. CROCATUM (Sweet's Cistineoe, t. 92).—Leaves green and hair)- both
sides ; flowers saffron coloured.

Var. CUPREUM (Sweet's Cistinca;, t. 58).—Leaves green both sides ; flowers

copper coloured ; there is a double-flowered form of this.

Var. DIVERSIFOLIUM MULTIPLEX (Sweet's Cistinea^, t. 98).— Leaves green
above, whitish below ; flowers double, dark red.

Var. MUTABILE (Sweet's Cistinea^, t. 106).—Leaves green above, grey
beneath ; flowers pale rose.

Var. ROSEUM (Sweet's Cistinea?, t. 55).— Leaves green above, grey-white

beneath ; flowers rather paler rose than in var. mutabile.

Var. STRAMINEUM (Sweet's Cistinea?, t. 93).—Leaves green above, whitish

beneath. Flowers sulphur-yellow with a darker yellow patch at the base
of each petal.

Var. SURREJANUM (H. surrejanum, Miller; Sweet's Cistinea?, t. 28).—
This curious variety is said to have first been found near Croydon, in Surrey.

It is distinguished from the type by the narrow petals deeply notched at the

end ; they are linear-lanceolate, about i in. wide, i! in. long, yellow. This
variety has little beauty, and is really a deformity.

Var. VENUSTUM (.Sweet's Cistinerc, t. 10).— Leaves lustrous green above,

whitish beneath ; flowers rich crimson, with a yellow spot at the base. Some
of these varieties are probably hybrids with H. glaucum {jq.v.\

HELICHRYSUM ROSMARINTFOLIUM, De Candolle. COMPOSIT/K.

(Ozothamnus rosmarinifolius, De Candolle^

An evergreen shrub, 6 to 9 ft. high, with ribbed, glutinous young
branches. Leaves alternate, closely set on the branches; \ to \\ ins.

long, jV in. or less wide ; linear, smooth, dark green and rather glutinous

above, pale beneath ; margins recurved. Flower-heads snow-white,

crowded, about J in. diameter, produced in June at the end of short

side shoots in rounded corymbs \ to J in. across.

Native of Tasmania and X'ictoria, and hardy only in the warmer
counties. At Kew it needs the protection of a wall. Where it thrives,

this is undoubtedly one of the most beautiful shrubs introduced from

Tasmania. About midsummer every little twig is terminated by its

cluster of blossoms, which as a whole almost hide the plant in a snow-

white sheet. It is popularly known as "snow in summer." The flowers

are practically everlasting ; I have specimens collected, dried, and pressed

over thirty years ago, which are still pure white. For room decoration

long sprays should be cut, hung upside down in a ])lace as free as |)Ossil)le

from dust, and allowed to become dry and rigid. After a few weeks

they may be taken down and arranged in the ordinary way in vases, where

the flowers will remain white and beautiful for many months, no water

of course being needed.

Of other species in cultivation, IL glomeratum, Hooker fil., is a

curious evergreen shrub up to 8 ft. high, with long, slender, thong-like

shoots covered with white down, and sparse roundish leaves ] to i
J

ins.

long, also covered with white down beneath. I'lower-heads in small,

short-stalked, axillary or terminal, globose clusters, \ in. diameter.
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Scarcely so liardy as H. rosmarinifoliiim, and of little merit. Native of

New Zealand.

H. ANTENNARIUM, F. Mueller.—An evergreen shrub of bushy, densely leafy

habit. Leaves narrowly obovate, \ to \\ ins. long, smooth, deep green.

Flower-heads whitish, \ in. across, produced in June in terminal corymbs
I to 2 ins. wide. Native of Australia. Only hardy near the sea in the south

and south-western counties and similar places. It thrives in the gardens of

Osborne, Isle of Wight.

HELWINGIA RUSCIFLORA, Willdenow. CORNACE^.

(H. japonica, Dietrich^

A deciduous shrub, 3 or 4 ft. high, with smooth twigs. Leaves

simple, alternate, ovate, tapering at both ends, long-pointed, \\ to 3 ins.

long, }, to I J ins. wide; with fine, rather bristle-like teeth on the margins,

quite smooth on both surfaces; stalk \ to i in. long; stipules hair-like.

Flowers unisexual, very small, pale green or greenish white ; females

produced singly or in threes on the midrib about the centre of the upper

surface of the leaf; males more numerous; they are stalkless, and of no

beauty. Fruit \ in. long, roundish oval.

Native of Japan; introduced to Europe by Siebold in 1830. It has

not the least merit as an ornamental shrub, although the foliage in a

milder climate is larger and perhaps more striking than as here described

;

but it is a plant of singular botanical interest. The morphological

explanation of the anomalous position of the flowers in the middle of

the leaf (for no true leaf ever produces flowers) is that the flower-stalk in

reality originates in the axil of the leaf, but is united from end to end

with the stalk and midrib. This shrub is hardy at Kew, and is propa-

gated by cuttings of young wood.

HETEROMELES arbutifolia, Roemer. Tollon. rosace/F.

(Photinia arbutifolia, Lindley ; Bot. Reg., t. 491.)

An evergreen tree, occasionally 30 ft. high, or in cultivation more
often a shrub, with downy young bark. Leaves stiff and leathery,

2 to 4 ins. long, J to \\ ins. wide ; oblong, lanceolate or obovate, tapering

at the base to a thick downy stalk \ to \ in. long ; the margins set with

stiff teeth, each tipped with a small black gland. Flowers produced very

numerously in a large, flattish panicle, composed of corymbose clusters

terminating the shoot, and in the axils of the uppermost leaves. Each
flower is from \ to % in. diameter; petals pure white; calyx with short,

smooth, triangular lobes. Fruit al^out the size of holly berries, bright

red, tasting like common haws.

Native of California; introduced by Menzies in 1796. It is a hand-

some evergreen, unfortunately not hardy at Kew, but thrives well in the

Grayswood Hill garden at Haslemere, where I have seen it in flower in

August; also in Lord Annesley's garden at Castlewellan, Co. Down.
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Sargent states that the fruit-covered branches are gathered in large

quantities in CaUfornia, and used as we use holly for Christmas
decorations. It may be grown on a wall, but is, of course, at its l)est

in the open where the climate is suitable. It is the only species of the
genus, and is very closely allied to Photinia, but differs in having only

ten stamens to each flower.

HIBISCUS SYKIACVS, Linncriis. malvacE/E.
(Bot. Mag., t. 83 ; Althaea frutex, Nor/.')

A deciduous shrub, with rather erect branches but bushy habit, up
to 10 ft. high. Leaves variable in size, ordinarily from 2 to 4 ins. long,

with stalks \ to i in. long; of ovate outline, more or less distinctly three-

lobed and coarsely toothed, smooth except for an occasional bristle on
the veins. Flowers produced singly on short stalks from the k-af-axils

towards the end of the branch. Each flower is from 2.I to 4 ins. across,

with five free petals forming a trumpet mouth. The colour is exceedingly

variable in the numerous forms of this shrub, some being white, others

red, blue, purple, or striped ; whilst others again have double or semi-

double flowers. Commences to bloom in August.

The date of the introduction of this shrub to Britain is not known,
but as it was included by Cerarde among the garden shrubs of his time,

it has been cultivated here for more than 310 years. In early times it

was known as the "Syrian Ketmie," and in the specific name Linna,'us

suggested that it was from Syria, but it has never been found truly wild

except in India and China. In Syria, as in more western countries, it

exists as a cultivated plant only. It is perfectly hardy in most parts of

Britain, but owing to its late-flowering habit, it is often necessary in the

north to treat it as a wall plant in order that its flowers may develop

under more favourable conditions. In the south, where the cold rains

do not come so early, it can be grown quite in the open, and there is no

shrub more beautiful during September, especially if that month be hot

and sunny. In selecting a place for it, shady and ill-drained spots should

be avoided. Any soil of moderate or good quality suits it. It can be

propagated by cuttings or by layers, and rare sorts may be grafted on

common ones. Plants growing too large for their places may be i)runed

back in early April. One of the common features of the gardens at

Versailles are large bushes of this Hibiscus, cut hard back annually into

formal shape. Both in France and in Italy it flowers with greater pro-

fusion and regularity than under our uncertain skies. There is a tree

in the Padua B(jtanic (iardens 20 ft. high. A great number of varieties

have been raised and named, and the following list must only be regarded

as a selection of a representative few of approved merit. On the whole,

single-flowered ones are to be j)referred.

AJmiral Dewey.—Pure white ; double.

Ccrleste.— Purplish blue ; single.

Grandiflora superha.— Rosy ; single.

Hiimaho.— VjiXc blush, with a large crimson blotch at the hisc of c.ch foetal ;
single,

one of the l)est. (The plant cultivated under this name is not the H. Il.imabo

of Siehold, Flora Japon, t. 93.)
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La Rfinf.—Rose coloured ; single.

Monstrosa.—White with diirk piirjile centre ; single.

Pukhfrrima.— Pink and white ; double.

Puniifus.—Red ; double.

Ruhis.— Ruby-coloured ; single.

Souvenir df Chas. Lebiftoii.—Lilac purple ; double.

Totus albus.—Pure and wholly white ; single.

Idr/V^a/a.— Foliage white, variegated ; flowers double, purple.

HIPPOPHAE. EL/EAGNACE^.

Two species of deciduous, willow-like trees and shrubs found in

Europe and the temperate regions of Asia. Flowers unisexual, the sexes

on different trees, inconspicuous and of no beauty. Leaves alternate,

scaly beneath. Fruit an orange-coloured or yellow, roundish, juicy berry.

The genus is allied only to Elceagnus and Shepherdia ; Ela^agnus differs

in its bisexual flowers and scaly, silvery fruits ; and Shepherdia has

opposite leaves. (For cultivation, see H. rhamnoides.)

H. RHAMNOIDES, LinncBus. Sea Buckthorn.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8016.)

A deciduous shrub, sometimes a tree 30 to 40 ft. high, the whole of the
younger parts of the plant covered with silvery grey scales ; twigs stiff,

frequently spine-tipped. Leaves scarcely stalked, linear, i to 3 ins. long,

\ to j in. wide ; tapered at both ends, upper surface dark greyish green, and
not so scaly as the silvery grey under-surface. Flowers very small, produced
in April along the twigs of the previous year in short axillary clusters ; each
flower solitary in the axil of a deciduous bract. Fruit an orange-coloured berry,

between globose and egg-shaped, j to § in. long, shortly stalked ; in colour by
September.

Native of Europe (including Britain) and temperate Asia. With its narrow,
silvery leaves and brightly coloured berries clustered thicky on the branches
from autumn until P'ebruary, the sea buckthorn stands out remarkably distinct

from all others in our gardens. Its beauty is so striking that it ought to be
indispensable to every garden where winter effects are desired. Whilst it is,

as the popular name suggests, frequently found on sea-shores, it thrives

perfectly well in inland districts. At Kew it succeeds admirably at the margin
of water, and in the ordinary soil of the gardens. It is not generally known
that the plants are unisexual, so that the female one alone bears fruit, and
then only if a male plant be growing near enough for the flowers to become
pollinated. It is best grown in groups of about six females to one male. The
pollen is carried by wind. Solitary female plants can be fertilised by hand,
which is best done hy waiting until the pollen of the male plant is ripe—shown
by the little shower of yellow dust when the branch is tapped—and then
cutting off a branch and shaking it over the female plant. It would be a
useful thing if nurser)'men who stock this shrub would graft a piece of male
on female plants. Perhaps no other fruiting shrub is so attractive as this for

so long a time. However pressed by hunger, birds will not eat the berries,

which are filled with an intensely acid, yellowish juice.

Propagation may be effected by seeds or by layers. The latter is the
simpler way of obtaining plants whose sex is known. There appears to be no
way of distinguishing seedlings until they flower.
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H. SALICIFOLIA, Don.

A deciduous, somewhat spiny tree, 30 to 40 ft. high, with a coarse bark cut
into longitudinal flakes; young shoots covered with brownish down as well as
scales. Leaves linear-oblong, i to 3 ins. long, \ to \ in. wide, dull green (not
silvery) above, the lower surface covered with a greyish white felt ; midrib
brown ; stalk ti to j in. long. Flowers as in H. rhamnoides. Berries pale
yellow.

Native of the Himalaya up to 10,000 ft. altitude, and perfectly hardy at

Kew, where there is a tree 40 ft. high, with the head of branches 30 ft. through
and the trunk 4 ft. 9 ins. in girth ; the twigs pendulous. This tree bears fruit,

but does not compare with H. rhamnoides in beauty. It is easily distinguished
by its broader, not silver}' leaves, felted rather than scaly beneath, and by the
paler, less brilliantly coloured fruit. Introduced in 1822.

HOHERIA POPULNEA, Cunninghavi. MALVACE.t.

(Gardeners* Chronicle, Nov. 23, 1901.)

An evergreen shrub or small tree, lo to 30 ft. high, glabrous except on
the young shoots, flower-stalks, and calyx, which are more or less pubescent.

According to Cheeseman's Flora of Neiv Zealand^ it is a most variable

species. He distinguishes three varieties, viz., vulgaris, lanceolata, and
angustifolia, the first of which is the one cultivated here, and ap|)arently

the most handsome. Its leaves are 3 to 5 ins. long, \\ to 2\ ins. wide
;

ovate, firm in texture, edged with large, sharply pointed, unequal teeth.

Flowers very abundant, pure white, produced in clusters from the leaf-

axils, each flower J to i in. across, with spreading, narrowly oblong petals

and numerous stamens.

Native of New Zealand. Although this beautiful tree may have been
in cultivation much earlier, it only sprang into notice about the beginning

of this century, when it flowered at the Trinity College Botanic (Jarden,

Dublin, and was figured in the place above quoted. It is grown out-of-

doors in Cornwall, but is not really hardy near London. It likes a rich

loamy soil, and is increased by cuttings. Hohcria is closely allied to

Plagianthus, but diflers in having its cari)els winged at the back, and
keeping closed when ripe. A demulcent drink is obtained from the

bark, and its fibre is made into cordage.

Vars. ANGUSTIFOLIA and i.anceoi.ata are distinguished by their smaller,

narrower leaves ; those of the former are usually only i to 2 ins. long.

IIOLl^OELLIA LATIKOLIA, Wallich. HKkl'.l-RIDACK.K

(Stauntonia latifolia, Wallich.')

A member of the I>ardizabala section of the Bcrbcrids, and closely

allied to Stauntonia. It differs in its large corymbose clusters of flowers

having petals and free stamens. The genus conmicmoratcs V. L. HoIIh*!!,

a Danish botanist. This is an evergreen twining shrub with compound
leaves, consisting of three or more radiating leaflets, which are gIai)rous,

obovate, acuminate, of leathery texture, dark glossy green, 2 to 7 ins.
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long, one-third as wide, borne on a main-stalk 2 to 6 ins. long, themselves

with stalks 1 in. or more long. Flowers borne on short corymbs in the

leaf-axils, very fragrant, unisexual, with both sexes often on the same
corymb. Sepals six, greenish white in the male, narrow-oblong, about

^ in. long ; in the females larger, purplish
;

petals six, minute. Fruit

i'rregular-oblong, sausage-shaped, 2 to 3 ins. long, containing numerous

seeds.

Native of the Himalaya, where the fruits are eaten by the natives.

A luxuriant climber, which thrives exceedingly well in the south-western

counties, but in cold localities requires greenhouse protection to be seen

at its best. The flower should be fertilised by hand.

HOVENIA DULCIS, Thunberg. RHAMNACE/E.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2360.)

A deciduous tree 30 ft. high (much more in a wild state) ; twigs downy
when young. Leaves alternate, oval or heart-shaped ; from 4 to 7 ins. long,

3 to 6 ins. wide ; taper-pointed, coarsely and unequally toothed, downy
beneath, especially on the veins. Flowers in terminal and axillary

forked clusters 2 to 3 ins. across ; the individual flower \ in. or so wide,

yellow. Flower-stalks swelling unevenly after the decay of the flower

into a fleshy, contorted mass, red, and sweet to the taste. They are

chewed by the Japanese and Chinese. Fruit about the size of a pea,

containing three seeds, and often partially embedded in the fleshy stalks.

Native of China, but now cultivated extensively in Japan and

N. India. This curious tree is fairly hardy at Kew, where it forms a

rather ungainly shrub with erect branches, growing very vigorously in the

summer, but cut back more or less in winter.

HUDSONIA MVAQo\\)\\'^, Linnceus. Beach Heather.
CISTACE/!^.

Hudsonia is a genus of three species exclusively North American, and

allied to Cistus and Helianthemum, which it resembles in the fleeting

nature of its blossom. Its always yellow flowers and three-valved seed-

vessel distinguishes it from Cistus, and from both it differs markedly in

the heathlike habit. Named in honour of Wm. Hudson, an English

botanist of the eighteenth century.

H. ericoides is a low, bushy, evergreen shrub of heathlike aspect,

rarely more than 6 or 8 ins. high. Leaves grey-green, awl-shaped

;

J to J in. long, erect and overlapping but not pressed to the stem, hairy.

Flowers bright yellow, \ in. across, produced during May singly on

very slender, silky stalks about
J

in. long, crowded at the upper parts of

the branches; petals five, soon falling; sepals three, silky.

Native of Eastern N. America, in dry sandy soil near the coast, from

Newfoundland to N. Carolina; introduced in 1805, but always rare owing

to the difficulty in cultivation. Sir John Ross of Bladensburg, who, so

far as I know, is the only one who has had any success with it, tells me
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that it did best planted in a made bed consisting of peat at the bottom,
and about 6 ins. of sand at the top. So far as winter cold is concerned,
it must be hardy anywhere in Britain, considering the high latitudes it

reaches in a wild state. But even in American gardens it is not easy
to establish. It maybe recommended to those knight-errants in gardening
who delight in mastering difficult subjects. It probably needs a sandy,
well-drained, slightly saline soil, with full sunshine.

HYDRANGEA, saxifragace.k.

A group of Asiatic and North American deciduous shrubs, sometimes
treelike, sometimes climbing, with the leaves opposite or in threes, and
large terminal corymbs or panicles of flowers. A peculiarity of Hydrangea,
shared only among hardy shrubs by Viburnum and the rare Schizophragma,
is the production in most of the species of large, showy, sterile flowers and
small fertile ones on the same inflorescence. The sterile flower has no
stamens or seed-bearing parts, but consists merely of three to six flat,

spreading sepals with some remnants of petals in the centre. The
functions of these flowers are no doubt advertisement and the attraction of

insects for purposes of fertilisation. The perfect or fertile flowers are quite

small and very numerous, the sepals and petals four or five, the stamens
eight or ten. Seed-vessel a small capsule, with the styles and calyx

adhering, many-seeded. The sterile flowers are usually confined to the
margin of the inflorescence, but some species have nothing but fertile

flowers. In gardens the most popular of Hydrangeas are those culture-

forms with nothing but sterile flowers.

The stionger-growing species like paniculata and Bretschneideri

require a rich loamy soil to bring out their best qualities. The
hortensis section do not appear to be very particular as to soil or

position. Most of the genus are easily increased by cuttings made of

moderately ripe summer wood, placed in gentle heat. H. quercifolia is

better layered. The following species should be pruned back every

spring:—arborescens, cinerea, paniculata, radiata. The question of blue-

flowered Hydrangeas is alluded to under H. hortensis ; several Asiatic

species vary from blue to pink.

Among the species not given detailed mention below are :

—

H. HIRTA, Sifbflld.—\ low shrub with very coarsely toothed leaves somewhat
l)ristly on both sides, and corymbs 2 lo 3 ins. across, of none but small fertile

flowers. Native of Japan. I have seen it from Mr T. Smith's nursery

at Newry, but it has little garden value.

H. VI KENS, Sicbold. — Branches slender, pendulous, bearing small

lanceolate or oval leaves, and, at the end of short axillary shoots, small

corymbs I to 3 ins. across, with often only one to three large sterile blossoms,

which are whitish and | to i^ ins. wide. Native of Japan, and of elegant

habit, but only suitable for the milder parts of these islands. Cultivated by
Sir John Ross of Bladenshur^, at Rostrcvor, Co. Down.

H. ALTISSI.MA, Willlich.

\ clcciduoua climber, up to 40 ft. or more high, attaching itself to tree

trunks by aerial roots in a wild state
;
young shoots either hairy or smooth

;
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the bark of the older branches peeling off in large, thin, brown flakes. Leaves
ovate or oval, 3 to 5 ins. long (more in mild climates), half to three-fourths as

wide ; rounded at the base, pointed, regularly triangular- or roundish-toothed
;

smooth on both sides except for tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath
;

stalk at first hairy, i to 3 ins. long. Corymbs 6 to 8 ins. across, with a

few white sterile flowers at the margins, each' § to i| ins. in diameter ; the

small perfect flowers are yellowish white ; stamens ten (often more). Blossoms
in June.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced in 1839. It is very nearly allied to

H. petiolaris, but differs in having fewer stamens, not so flat an inflorescence,

and usually more coarsely toothed leaves. It is not so hardy probably as

H. petiolaris, although it grows well outside on a wall at Kew. Both these

species are distinguished by the petals of the fertile flowers cohering into,

and falling away in, one caplike piece.

H. ARBORESCENS, Linnceus.

A deciduous shrub of somewhat loose habit, 4 ft. or more high
;
young

shoots rather downy at first, becoming smooth. Leaves broadly ovate,

oval or roundish
; 3 to 7 ins. long, 2 to 6 ins. wide

;
pointed at the apex,

rounded or heart-shaped at the base, coarsely toothed ; upper surface bright

dark green, lower one paler ; both smooth, or with down only on the veins

or in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk i to 3 ins. long. Corymbs flattish, much
branched, usually 4 to 6 ins. across, with few or no large sterile flowers.

Fertile flowers dull white, very small and crowded ; flower-stalks downy.
Seed-vessels eight-ribbed, with calyx adhering at the top.

Native of the eastern United States, from the State of New York south-

wards ; introduced by Peter Collinson in 1736. A vigorous and hardy

species, which flowers freely in July and August, but is not particularly

attractive. It is allied to H. radiata, differing chiefly in the nearly smooth
leaves.

Var. GRANDIFLORA, Hort.—A very beautiful form, in which all the flowers

are of the large sterile type and pure white. It appeared in this country

in 1907, but I have been informed by Prof. Sargent that it was found wild

in the mountains of Pennsylvania fifty or more years ago. It is quite hardy,

and showy enough to be regarded as an admirable substitute for H. hortensis

in the colder parts of the country. It blooms from July to September, and
is probably the best Hydrangea to cultivate out-of-doors near London and
in places with a similar climate. Its one defect is that its flower-heads are

often so heavy that the stalk is not stout enough to hold them upright.

H. Bretschneideri, Dippel.

(H. pekinensis, Hort, ; 11. vestita var. pubescens, Maximowicz.')

A deciduous shrub, 8 to 10 ft. high, forming a sturdy bush, old bark

peeling
;
young branches smooth. Leaves oblong to ovate, 3 to 5 ins. long,

I to 2\ ins. wide ; rounded or wedge-shaped at the base, slender pointed,

regularly toothed ; dull and smooth above, hairy on the veins and sometimes
over the whole surface beneath. Corymbs flattened, 4 to 6 ins. across, with

a considerable number of large sterile flowers at the margins ; these are

I to \\ ins. across, the three or four sepals rounded or obovate, white,

aftenvards rosy. The small, perfect flowers are dull white ; flower-stalks

clothed with erect bristly down. The seed vessels are egg-shaped, the

persistent calyx forming a raised band round the middle.

Native of China ; introduced from the mountains about Pekin in 1882,
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by Dr Bretschneider. Planted in a sunny position in good soil, this makes a

really handsome shrub, flowering in June and July, perfectly hardy and always

vigorous.

H. CINEREA, Small.

A species intermediate between H. arborescens, whose leaves are almost

smooth, and H. radiata, which has them clothed beneath with a close, snowy-
white felt. In H. cinerea the leaves are covered beneath with a dense greyish

down. The corymbs have few large sterile flowers or none.

Found wild in mountainous parts of the south-eastern United States. A
variety, STERILIS, Rehder, in which nearly all the flowers are of the large sterile

type, is described as having originated in Ohio, U.S.A., and was introduced in

19 fo, but I have not seen it flower in cultivation. There has long been in

cultivation a Hydrangea intermediate between H. radiata and H. arborescens,

which has been regarded as a hybrid between the two. It is known as

H. canescens, Koch^ and H. arborescens var. canescens, Nicholson^ but I do

not know how it differs from the species named as above by Dr Small.

H. HORtENSIS, Smith.

(Bot. Mag., t., 438 ; H. Hortensia, Siebold ; Hortensia opuloides, Lamarck.')

A deciduous shrub up to 8 ft. high and 12 ft. or more in diameter, forming

a dense, leafy, hemispherical bush furnished to the ground ; smooth in almost

every part except the flower-stalks and vein-axils beneath the leaves. Leaves

ovate or oval, tapered at the base, pointed at the apex, toothed ; varying much
in size, often 6 to 8 ins. long, on vigorous branches ; strongly ribbed, pale

bright green ; stalk j to i in. long. Cor>'mbs usually about 6 ins. across, but

considerably more in specimens subjected to special cultivation, rounded and
w ith all or nearly all the flowers sterile, pink or blue.

Introduced from China to Kew, in 1789, by Sir Joseph Banks, this shrub

has for centuries been a popular garden plant there, and in Japan. It is

probably only truly wild in China, and in that state of course the larger

proportion of the flowers are of the small, fertile kind, as in other wild species,

but I do not know that the genuine wild type is in gardens. Near London,

the common Hydrangea has no claim to be regarded as a hardy shrub. It

can only flower when the terminal bud formed in autumn survives the winter,

and that happens only rarely. As a rule, in open ground the shoots arc killed

back to the ground. Hut farther south, and especially in Devon and Cornwall,

it is one of the most gorgeous of outdoor shrubs, brightening the gardens of

rich and poor alike in the late summer and autumn more than any otlicr.

Var. MariESII, introduced from Japan in 1879, 1^'^^ the marginal flowers

only sterile ; they are remarkably large, often over 3 ins. across, and of a

delicate mauve-pink (see The Garden^ 1898, p. 390, plate 1196).

Var. NIGRA, Nicholson (syns. H. cyanoclada, Hort.j H. mandschurica,

Hort.\—Young stems dark purple, almost black ; flowers bright rose-coloured,

and all or nearly all sterile.

These two varieties are similar to the common Hydrangea in leaf and habit,

and neither is any hardier ; but the three following, although commonly placed

under H. hortensis as varieties, are ver>' distinct and hirdicr. They also flower

from side buds of the previous year's growths, and the crop of flowers is not

therefore dependent on the fate of the terminal bud. As the tyjK' frony which

they s|)ring is spontaneous in Japan, it appears to deserve specific distinction

from 11. hortensis. They can be recognised out of flower by the dull leaves.

H. Acr.MlNATA, Siehold {W. hortensis var. acuminata, /f. OV*//).- Leaves

ovate, long pointed, dull green, with oppressed, bristly hairs on both sides,

2 K
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especially beneath. Flowers sterile only on the margin of the corymb, their

sepals ovate to oval, i to lA ins. long, blue or pink.

H. JAPONICA, Sicbold (H. hortensis van Lindleyi).—Of the same type as
acuminata, of which it is no doubt a form, having dull dark green, ovate, oval
or slightly obovate, coarsely toothed leaves, tapered at the points and with
curly hairs on the midrib and chief veins below ; more or less downy beneath.
Flowers sterile only at the m'trgin of the corymb, white and rosy pink ; the
small central ones deeper mauve-pink.

H. STELLATA, Siebold.—Leaves smaller than in the two preceding, but also

dull green, hairy on both sides, coarsely toothed, especially towards the apex.
Flowers pinkish, rosy or white, with numerous small, narrowly oval sepals

;

sometimes called " flore pleno " on that account. There are numerous other
varieties, but they belong to the greenhouse rather than the outdoor garden.

A curious circumstance in connection with the flowering of Hydrangea
hortensis is the changing of the colour from pink to blue and vice versa,

although pink is, apparently, the normal colour. In some places the flowers

are uniformly and regularly blue, in others they never become that colour, and
plants that have for years borne blue flowers will produce pink ones when
they are removed to places where the flowers usually come pink. No satis-

factory explanation has been yet offered for this peculiarity, although it appears
almost certain that it is due to the presence in the soil of some ingredient of a
ferruginous nature. But alum applied as a weak solution to plants in pots is

also said to induce blueness. Iron filings mixed with the soil are also relied

on for the same purpose, A preparation called " Cyanol " is successfully used.
It is difficult to explain why, as sometimes happens, pink and blue flowers are
borne on the same plant at the same time.

The name of this shrub has caused some confusion owing to its having
been called now H. hortensis, now H. Hortensia ; the older and proper name
is no doubt "hortensis," given to the plant in 1792 by Sir James E. Smith
{Icon. Ptct, t. 12). "Hortensia" was originally applied to this shrub as a
generic name (H. opuloidcs, Lamarck) in 1789. With regard to the supposed
connection between this shrub and Queen Hortense, the following extract from
JJInventaire des Cultures de Trianon, p. 29, a book by Le Comte Jaubert,
published in Paris in 1876, will be of interest :

—

It is generally believed that the Hortensia bears the name of Queen Hortense,
daughter of the Empress Josephine, and for this reason it was used sometimes under the
Second Empire as a political emblem. This is a serious error. This plant was dedicated
to Madame Hortense Lepante, wife of a celebrated clockmaker of Paris, and a friend of

the botanist [Lamarck.]

H. INVOLUCRATA, Siebold.

A low, deciduous, semi-shrubby plant, usually less than \\ ft. high, but
perhaps higher in milder climates

;
young shoots, leaves, flower-stalks, and

ovary covered with bristly, pale down. Leaves ovate-oblong, rounded or

tapered at the base, slender-pointed, margined with numerous fine, bristle-like

teeth
; 3 to 6 ins. long, i to 2i ins. wide ; roughened, especially above ; stalk

I to I in. long. Corymb 3 to 5 ins. across, enclosed in the bud state by about
six large broadly ovate bracts, the largest about i in. long, covered with a felt

of apprcsscd whitish down. Sterile flowers at the margin of the corymb,
\ to I in. across, the three to five sepals white or blue-white, slightly downy.
Small fertile flowers blue. lilossoms from August to October.

Native of Japan. The distinguishing feature of this species is the whorl of

bracts (involucre) at the base of the inflorescence, which persists through the

flowering. It is very pretty when in bloom, the blue (sometimes rosy lilac)

fertile flowers making an effective contrast with the large sterile whitish ones.
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Unfortunately it is not very hardy, and is often killed back more or less in

winter, the flowers being borne on the new shoots which spring from the base.

It thrives well in the west country.

H. LONGIPES, Franchet,

A shrub of low, spreading habit, 2 to 3 ft. high
;
young shoots more or less

covered at first with loose down. Leaves rough to the touch, roundish ovate,

with a heart-shaped or rounded base, and an abrupt, slender point
; 3 to 7 ins.

long, one-half as much or more wide ; sharply and prominently toothed, both
surfaces, but especially the lower one, covered with short flattened bristles

;

stalks slender, bristly when young, and from half to fully as long as the blade.

Corymbs flattish, 4 to 6 ins. across, the sterile flowers \ to i^ ins. across, white.

P^ertile flowers small, white ; flower-stalks bristly. Seed-vessel roundish,

smooth, with the calyx at the top.

Native of Central and W. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch

in 1901. It is a lax-habited shrub, with remarkably long-stalked leaves like

those of petiolaris. It was first described by Franchet in 1885, and by a

curious coincidence Mr Hemsley described it again as a new species two years

later, adopting the same name.

H. PANICU LATA, Siebold.

(Flora Japonica, l. 6i.)

.\ deciduous shrub, sometimes tree-like, and 12 or 15 ft. high
;
young shoots

at first downy, becoming smooth. Leaves mostly in threes, oval or ovate,

tapered at both ends, or rounded at the base, toothed
; 3 to 6 ins. long, \\ to

3 ins. wide ; with scattered, flat, bristly hairs above, and pale bristles on the

veins beneath ; stalk \ to i in. long. Panicles pyramidal, varying in size

according to the strength of the shoot, usually 6 to 8 ins. long, two-thirds as

wide at the base. Outermost flowers sterile, | to i] ins. wide, white changing

to purple-pink ; the small fertile flowers yellowish white ; flower-stalks downy.

Blooms in August and September.
Native of Japan, where it is sometimes a tree 25 ft. high, also of China.

From all other cultivated Hydrangeas except H. quercifolia this is distin-

guished by the shape of its inflorescence. It is a hardy and ver>' ornamental

shrub.

\'ar. GRANDIFLOKA, Sicbold.—A form introduced from Jajjan about 1870, in

which all, or nearly all, the flowers are sterile and lar^e, forming a closely

packed pyramid of blossom at first white then purplish pink, finally brown.

This variety is undoubtedly the most showy of Hydrangeas in localities where

H. hortensis cannot be grown. To obtain it at its best it should be planted in

good loamy soil, rich, but not too stiff. The shoots should be pruned back in

spring before growth recommences, and after the young shoots are a few int hcs

long the weakest should be removed. If very large panicles are desired the

shoots may be reduced to six or ten on plants i to 2 ft. high—more for larger

plants. A mulching of rotted manure should be given when growth is well

started. Such treatment will produce jxinicles 18 ins. high, and 12 ins. thiough

at the base. The typical form m.iy be treated in the same way. To many
people's taste these monstrous panicles may be objectionable, and to my mind

a bush moderately thinned, or not at all, is more elegant and pleading. Hard
pruning and thinning tends to shorten the life of these plants,

\'ar. I'K.i'.Cox, Rehder.—This flowers six wtcks in advance of the type, at

least in the United Stales, where I have seen it in bloom in the second week

in July.
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H. PETIOLARIS, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6788 ; H. scandens, Maximmvicz.^

A deciduous climber, reaching in Japan to the tops of trees 60 to 80 ft. high,

and attaching itself closely to the trunks and limbs by means of aerial roots
;

young stems smooth or hairy, older ones with peeling brown bark. Leaves
roundish ovate, straight or heart-shaped at the base, and with short, tapered

pomts ; regularly, sharply, and finely toothed ; i^ to 4^ ins, long, two-thirds to

nearly as wide ; dark bright green and smooth above, paler and often with

tufts of down in the vein-axils beneath ; stalk varying in length from \ to 4 ins.

Corymbs expanding in June, flat, from 6 to 10 ins. across, with large white
sterile flowers on the margins, i to i| ins. across, and on stalks i to I5 ins.

Hydrangea pktiolakis.

long
; the small fertile ones with which the centre is filled being a duller

white
; stamens fifteen to twenty-two ; flower-stalks downy.

Native of Japan ; introduced in 1878. This climber ascends trees, walls,
or whatever support it has, in much the same way as ivy does. It grows
vigorously, and flowers well on a wall, but a more cfi*cctive way of growing it

is as a bush in the ojjcn, for it is very hardy. A few plants may be put round
the base of an u[)turncd tree-stump, boulder, or even a mound, which they will
soon climb over and cover. After that, the mass assumes a low, spreading,
bushhkc form, light and elegant in api)earance, and very striking when in
flower. This Hydrangea is in gardens often called "Schizophragma
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hydrangeoidcs," a name that belongs to an allied hut quite distinct climber.
In place of the three- to six-parted sterile blossom of the present species, the
sterile flower of the Schizophragma consists of a single ovate sepal, i to li
ins. long.

H. QUERCIFOLIA, Bartram.

A deciduous shrub, up to 6 or more ft. high in a wild state, rarely seen
more than half as high in this country

;
young shoots thick and stout, woolly

Leaves broadly oval or broadly ovate, sometimes roundish in general outline,
but five- or seven-lobed, after the fashion of the large-leaved American
red oaks like Quercus rubra ; minutely toothed, 3 to 8 ins. long, two-thirds
to fully as wide

; dark dull green and smooth above, downy beneath ; stalk
I to 2^ ins. long. Panicle erect, 4 to 8 ins. high, round-topped, pyramidal.
Outer flowers sterile, i to 1^ ins. diameter, white, changing with age to
a purplish shade. Fertile flowers very numerous, crowded, \ in. diameter

;

petals five, oblong. Flower-stalks furnished with loose hairs. Blossoms
from June to September.

Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1803. From
all the cultivated Hydrangeas this is readily distinguished by its large
scalloped leaves. It is very handsome both in foliage and flower, but
is unfortunately rather tender. It suffers at Kew, but in such gardens as
that of Canon EUacombe at Bitton, or Mrs Chambers' at Haslemere,
where the conditions are rather more favourable, it thrives remarkably well.

It is quite uncommon, and deserves a sheltered position. Propagated by
layering. A broader-leaved form is sometimes distinguished as "H.
platanifolia."

H. RADIATA, Walter.

(II. nivea, .\fichaux.')

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high
;
young branches soon becoming smooth.

Leaves ovate or oval, 2 to 6 ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide ; tapered or rounded at

the base, taper-pointed, toothed ; upper surface dark green, downy along
the veins ; lower one covered with a close snow-while felt ; stalk i to 2

ins. long. Corymbs rounded, 4 to 8 ins. across, always with a few large,

sterile, long-stalked flowers at the margin, which are i to ij ins. across,

and white. Fertile flowers very small and numerous, white. Seed-vessels

shaped like those of a poppy, with the calyx adhering at the top. Blossoms in

July.

Native of N. and S. Carolina ; introduced in 1786. The vividly white
under-surface of the leaf distinguishes this Hydrangea from all others

in cultivation, and gives it a peculiar interest. It is allied to H. arborescens,

with which H. cinerea forms a connecting link.

H. SarGENTIANA, Rchder.

(Dot. Mag., t. 8447.)

A deciduous shrub of bushy habit, up to 6 ft. high
;
young shoots ver>'

stout, ribbed, and thickly clothed with stiff transparent bristles and small

erect hairs, giving the shoot a remarkable, somewhat mossy aspect. LcaM-s

ovate, with a rounded base, 4 to 5 ins. long, 2 lo 3 ins. wide on the flowering

shoots ; broadly ovate, with a heart-shaped base, 6 to 10 ins. long by 4
to 7 ins. wide on the sterile shoots, deep dull green, and covered with minute

hairs above
;

pale, bristly, and prominently net-veined l)encalh ; stalk 1

to 4 A ins. long, bristly and downy. Flowers produced in July and August
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in a flattish corymb 6 to 9 ins. across, with sterile flowers i.| ins. across,

pinkish white, confined to the outside ; fertile flowers deep rosy lilac
;

flower-stalks downy, the main ones bristly also.

Native of China (W. Hupeh) ; discovered by Wilson, and introduced

for Harvard University by him in 1908. Yevy distinct on account of its

bristly character. It is rather tender. First flowered at Kew in July 191 1.

IIydranoka Sarokntiana.

H. Thunbergii, Siebold.

(H. serrata, De Candolle ; II. cyanea, Horl.')

This is probably no more than a distinct variety belon<^inf( to the group of
dull, green-leaved Hydrangeas to which H. acuminata and H. stellata belong,
which are usually placed as varieties of H. hortensis {q.v.). As represented in

gardens it is a small, neat, deciduous shrub, usually 2 ft. in height, the young
stems smooth and very dark, ultimately almost black. Leaves oval or ovate-
oblong, tapered about equally towards both ends, toothed at the terminal part
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only
; li to 3J ins. long, f to li ins. wide ; dull green and with appressed hairs

above, paler and smooth beneath except for occasional tufts of down in the
vein-axils. Corymbs 2 to 4 ins. across, the sterile flowers A to | in. across, the
sepals overlapping, broader than long, blue or pink, often with a shallow
notch at the apex ; flower-stalks downy. Native of Japan and hardier than
H. hortensis, but liable to be injured in hard winters. A dainty shrub, flower-
ing in July and August.

H. VESTITA, Wallich.

(H. heteromalla, Don^

A deciduous shrub, often a small tree in its native places. Leaves oval to
narrowly ovate-lanceolate

; 3 to 8 ins. long, H to 3 ins. wide ; tapered at both
ends or sometimes rounded at the base, finely toothed ; smooth except for
some appressed hairs above, covered with a close white down beneath ; stalk

I to 1 1 ins. long. Cor>mbs 4 to 7 ins. across, somewhat thin ; the large, white,
sterile flowers at the margin \ to \\ ins. diameter ; flower-stalks with erect,
bristly down. Seed-vessels surmounted by the thickened bases of the two or
three styles, and with the calyx persisting as a ring about the middle. Flowers
in July and August.

Native of the Himalaya and China ; introduced in 1821. The distinguish-
ing characters of this species are the very downy, whitish under-surface of
the leaves, the thickened bases of the persistent styles at the top of the fruit,

and the position of the calyx about the middle. It has been much confused
with H. Bretschneideri, which is never so downy beneath the leaf, and has a.
more tapered apex to the fruit. It is also allied to

H. ASPERA, Don^ a Himalayan and Chinese species having oblong, finely

toothed leaves covered beneath with a dense coat of pale down. liut the
fruit of H. aspera is cup-shaped, the bases of the styles persisting at the top
are not thickened, and the calyx band is quite at the top. Also, the bluish
sepals of the sterile flowers are frequently toothed, which they never appear to

be in H. vestita.

Neither H. vestita nor H. aspera is so hardy and useful a shrub in gardens
as H. Bretschneideri ; they are now rarely seen. Forms of both have been
introduced by Wilson from Central and Western China in recent years, which
will probably be hardier than the Himalayan types previously known. I have
lately seen H. aspera ver>' ornamental at Coombe Wood, the corymbs 4 to 6
ins. across, the sterile flowers of a beautiful blue or la\endcr shade. Wilson
also found a completely sterile form of H. aspera (var. STKRII.IS), with a ball

of pinkish flowers 4 to 5 ins. across—ver>' handsome (Wilson, 1473 A, Packang,
C. China).

H. .\anthonp:ura, Diels.

A deciduous shrub, 8 ft. or perhaps more high, of loose, thin habit, sending
out long slender branches, which are furnished with a few bristly hairs when
quite young, and slightly warted. Leaves in threes, ovate or oval, with a short,

slender point and rounded base, sharply toothed, 3 to 5 ins. lonj,-, \\ to 2^ ins.

wide, dark green and smooth above, pale beneath with whitish appressed hairs

on the midrib and chief veins ; stalk ^ to ij ins. long, slightly bristly.

Inflorescence a flattish, cor>mbose panicle, 5 or 6 ins. across, margined with

creamy white, sterile flowers \\ ins. across. Perfect flowers ] in. across, dull

white ; calyx-lobes broadly triangular.

Native of Central China ; introtluced for Messrs W-itch by Wilson about

1904. It is a shrub of elegant and distinct habit, and with considerable l)cauty

in flower. It has, perhaps, some affinity with H. Bretschneideri but is, as yet,

imperfectly known in gardens. This description was made from A plant that

flowered at Coombe Wood in June 191 1.
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MYMENANTHERA crassifolia, Hooker fil. violace.k

(Gardeners' Chronicle, 1875, i., fig. 42.)

A low, scmi-cvergrcen shrub of dense, rounded habit, 3 to 6 ft. high,

twice as much in diameter in this country, with stiff, fiat-growing branches,

covered when young with a short pubescence. Leaves obovate, entire,

rounded or slightly notched at the apex, \ to i in. long ; smooth, firm, and

thick in texture, densely crowded and alternate on the branches. Flowers

almost stalkless, very small (J in. wide), borne in leaf-axils, with five

brownish, reflexed petals of no beamy, and five stamens. Berry almost

globular, about \ in. diameter, white.

Native of New Zealand; first seen in this country about 1875. It

is a shrub of great botanical interest in being related to the violet and

pansy, and although with not the least beauty of flower, is very attractive

in autumn when laden with its abundant pure white berries. It is quite

hardy at Kew. One of the finest specimens in the British Isles is in the

Glasnevin Botanic Garden, 6 ft. high and 12 to 15 ft. diameter. It

retains some of its leaves through the winter, but can scarcely be called

evergreen. Propagated by cuttings or by seeds.

H. CHATHAMiCA, T. Kirk, also from New Zealand, is genuinely ever-

green, and has lanceolate leaves 3 to 4 ins. long, toothed and prominently

veined. Hardy only in the milder parts of Ireland, Cornwall, etc.

HYPERICUM. iiYrERiCACE/E.

A large and well-marked genus, composed mainly of herbaceous plants,

but comprising also some twenty or more shrubby and sub-shubby ones,

hardy in this country, and of considerable beauty. The leading character-

istics of these species are the five sepals and petals, and the three to

five styles of the flower; the capsular fruit usually more or less cone-

shaped ; and the invariably opposite or whorled leaves, often dotted with

pellucid glands. They rarely grow more than 4 or 5 ft. high in this country,

and most of them retain more or less foliage in mild winters ; in severe ones

they are deciduous. The stems of some of the species here described

are only half woody, and naturally die back some distance every winter.

Although the flowers are always yellow in these shrubby species, there

is considerable variety among them either in size or depth of shade.

The plants themselves vary much in foliage and general aspect.

In gardens, perhaps the chief value of the Hypericums is in their

habit of flowering during late summer and autumn, when comparatively

few shrubs remain in bloom. Planted in groups, as the hardier species

should always be, they also give during a large part of the year healthy

masses of deep green or blue-green foliage. They are of the simplest

culture, and all of them like a well-drained loamy soil and abundant

moisture. • Many of them produce seeds, and none, so far as I am
?iware, will not increase easily by cuttings. These should be taken ofi"
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in August, dibbled in pots of sandy soil, and placed in gentle heat.
Species like H. calycinum and inodorum, that produce creeping root-
stocks, are very easily increased by division.

H. .KGVPTICUM, Lintueus.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6481.)

A dwarf, evergreen shrub, i ft. or more high, with round stems. Leaves
crowded, ovate or obovate, pointed, \ to \ in. long, greyish green. Flowers
solitary at the end of short twigs, pale golden yellow

;
petals erect rather

than spreading, \ in. long ; sepals oblong, erect, half as long as the petals.
Native of the Mediterranean coasts and islands, but not of Egypt ; said to

have been introduced in 1787, but now rarely seen. The reason of this,
no doubt, is its tenderness ; it can only be grown permanently either in

our mildest districts or with winter protection. This is unfortunate, for
it is one of the daintiest and prettiest of its genus. It flowers in August.

H. AndroS/EMUM, Linncetis. TuTSAX.
(Androsaemum officinale, Allioni.')

A half-woody shrub of vigorous bushy habit, 2 to 3 ft. high, with angled or
slightly winged stems branching towards the top, and bearing flowers on each
branchlet. Leaves slightly aromatic, the largest among hardy Hypericums,
and sometimes 3^ to 4 ins. long, 2 to 2\ ins. wide ; ovate, blunt at the apex,
cordate at the base, and stalkless. Flowers three to nine together in cymose
clusters at the end of the main-stalk and lateral branches ; each flower about

f in. across, light yellow ; styles three ; calyx about as wide as corolla. F'ruil

a three-celled, berr>'-like capsule, nearly globose, and about the size of
a pea, turning first purple, finally almost black, filled when ripe with a wine-
coloured juice.

Native of Europe ; rare in Britain, but sometimes found wild in the south
of England and west of Scotland. Allhoui^h of no great beauty in regard
to flower, this species is handsome in its healthy, robust appearance, fine

big leaves, and dark fruits. The name "Tutsan" is a corruption of toute-s<une

(heal-all), and refers to the many curative properties the plant was onrc
supposed to possess. It is one of the best things for furnishing rather

shaded places, and flowers from June until September.

H. ASCVRON, Linmcus.

A semi-herbaceous species, scarcely woody enough to be termed a shrub,

sending up from the ground every year annual stems from 2 to 5 ft. hi^h.

Leaves narrowly oblong, li to 4 ins. long, rounded at the lip, the base

clasping the stem. Flowers 2 ins. across, yellow
;
petals broad at the a{M?x,

narrowing to a claw at the base.

Native of N. America and N. Asia, and of little merit for gardens. Its

habit is coarse and ungainly, and the lower leaves of the stem die early.

Flowers in July and August.

H. .\UREUM, Bartram.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8498.)

A deciduous, much-branched shrub of rounded habit, about 4 ft. hii^h.

often rising on .a single stem from which the lower branches have f.ill« m,

thus giving it the aspect of a miniature tree ; the older branches covered
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with a greyish brown, peeling bark
;
young shoots two-winged. Leaves blue-

green, oblong, I to 2 ins. long, with a minute, abrupt point, and numerous
transparent glands. Flowers in clusters terminating the shoot and its upper
branches, orange yellow, ih ins. across, the stamens forming a dense bush | in.

across. The fruit is a three-celled, broad-based cone ^ in. high, with the very

large, leaflike, unequal sepals at the base.

Discovered by Bartram in 1776 "upon the steep dry banks of the Patse-

Lega Creek, a branch of the Flint River," Georgia, this Hypericum, despite

its great beauty, does not appear to have reached this country until late

in the nineteenth century. Healthy plants flower and set their fruit in

extraordinary abundance, and it is wise to remove the latter except such
as may be required for seed. It appears to prefer rocky places in its native

home, and is often found on the cliffs of river-courses where it gets some
shade. It is wild in several of the south-eastern United States, and is the

handsomest of all the American species. (See de?isiflorum.)

H. BALEARICUM, Linnceus.

(Bot. Mag., t. 137.)

A remarkably distinct species of close, shrubby habit and about 2 ft. high,

the stems winged and more or less warted. Leaves j to ^ in. long, ovate or

oblong, rounded at the tip ; the lower side covered with curious wart-like

lumps with a corresponding depression on the upper side ; the margin entire,

but very wavy or wrinkled. Flowers terminal and solitary, i^ ins. wide,

fragrant
;
petals narrow and fragile ; stamens \ in. long.

Native of the Balearic Isles ; introduced to Britain from Majorca in 1714.

This curious plant, quite different in its warted leaves from all other cultivated

Hypericums, is, unfortunately, not hardy except in the warmer parts of the

countr)'. It flowers from June to September.

H. BUCKLEYI, Curtis,

(Garden and Forest, 1891, fig. 91.)

A dwarf, deciduous, semi-woody plant forming a dense rounded tuft of

slender, angled stems, 6 to 10 ins. high. Leaves \ to i in. long, oblong or

obovate, rounded at the apex, tapered at the base. Flowers one or three at

the end of the shoot, bright yellow, \ to i in. diameter
;
petals narrowly

obovate ; sepals leaflike, spreading in the fruiting stage.

This charming little shrub is one of the rarest of N. American plants, being
confined in a wild state to a few mountain tops in N. Carolina and Georgia.

It was introduced to Kew in 1893, but had been discovered fifty years before.

Of too fragile and delicate a nature to hold its own in an ordinary shrubbery,
it is on the other hand admirably adapted for some nook of the rock garden,
where it makes gay little patches in July. It produces abundant seed. Under
cultivation its leaves and flowers are considerably larger than in wild examples,
and its dainty character is apt to be spoilt by too rich a soil. (See den^ijlorum .)

H. CALYCINUM Linnceus. ROSE OF SlIARON,
Aaron's Beard.

(Hot. Mag., t. 146.)

A low, nearly evergreen shrub, with a creeping root-stalk and erect,

obscurely angled, unbranchcd stems, 12 to 18 ins. high. Leaves rich bright
green, ovate oblong, 2 to 3 ins. long, slightly odorous, with little or no stalk.
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Flowers solitan-, rarely in pairs, at the top of the stem, 3 to 4 ins. across,
bright yellow

;
petals obovate ; sepals green, roundish, | in. long ; stamens in

five bundles, yellow, | to i in. long, very numerous ; styles five.

Native of the Orient. Introduced in the latter part of the seventeenth ccntur>',
this has proved so well adapted to our climate as to have become naturalised
in some parts of the country. On the whole, it is the most useful and not far
from the most beautiful of Hypericums, admirable for making a dense carpet
on the ground in half-shaded places beneath trees, etc., where most shrubs
would not thrive, flowering from the end of June to September. In hard
winters it loses much of its foliage, and in any case, if a clean level growth is

desired, it is best to cut the old stems down to the ground just as the new
growths are pushing from the base in spring. Propagated with the greatest
ease by dividing up the plants.

H. CHINENSE, Linnceus.

A tender, quite woody species only hardy in the milder parts of the kingdom,
growing about 2 ft. high ; stems round. It has evergreen, narrow-oblong
leaves, stalkless, li to 3A ins. long, \ to i in. wide. Flowers either solitir)- or
in terminal cymes of three to seven, bright yellow, \\ to2A ins. across ; stamens
in five bundles, some as long as the petals ; styles united' to form one slender
tapering column | to | in. long, divided at the top into five radiating stigmas.

Native of China ; introduced in 1753 ; often used as a greenhouse plant

but I have seen it thriving out-of-doors in the Grayswood Hill garden, near
Haslemere, flowering in September. Worth trying in the south and west.

H. DENSIFLORUM, Piirsh.

(Garden and Forest, 1890, fig. 67.)

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 4 ft. high (6 ft. in its native state) ; branches
erect, two-angled. Leaves i to 2 ins. long, usually less than ^ in. wide,
linear-lanceolate, recurved at the edges. P'lowers ver>' numerous, m compact
cymose panicles ; each flower \ in. across. Fniit three-celled, slender, \ in.

long, subtended by the five oval-oblong, spreading sepals.

Native of the pine-barrens from New Jersey to Florida, and Kentucky
west to Arkansas and Texas. It is a ne.tr ally of the commoner H. prolifirum,

but is smaller in flower and narrower in leaf ; its fruit also is more slender.

Some botanists have regarded them as forms of one species. The following

arrangement will help towards the identification of the rather confused
American species :

—

Fruit three-celled ; styles three ; flowers stalki ess.

1. Aureum.—Flowers \\ ins. across.

Fruit three- sometimes four-celled; styles three; flowers stalked.

2. Galioides.—Leaves very narrow (see desc.) ; sepals linear.

3. BuckUyi.— ILibit dwarf, compact ; flowers up to i in. wide.

4. Prohficum.— Habit tall, erect ; flowers I m. across.

5. Densi/lorum.— Habit tall, erect ; flowers J in. across.

Fruit five-celled ; styles five.

6. I.obocarpum.— Habit tall, erect ; flowers | to f in. wide
; leaves gre«n.

7. Kalmianum.— Dwarfcr ; flowers J to I in. wide ; leaves f^laucous.

All these species have free stamens, being thereby distinguished from the

Asiatic species, which have them in bimdles, usually five bundles to each

flower.
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H. ELATUM, Aiton.

(H. grandifolium, Choisy ; 11. multiflorum, /loit.')

A sub-evergreen shrub, up to 5 ft. high, with slightly angled, branching
stems. Leaves aromatic when crushed, deep green, i^ to 3 ins. long, ovate,

blunt or rounded at the tip. Flowers borne in abundant cymes at the ends of

the shoots and in the axils of the terminal leaves, one to three flowers in each
final subdivision of the inflorescence ; each flower yellow, i in. across, with

three long styles ; sepals ovate, reflexed in fruit. Fruit dark brown, at first

rather pulpy like that of H. Androsaemum, but longer and more tapered at

the top.

Native of the Canary Islands, but now naturalised in some of the milder
parts of the British Isles, e.g.^ the counties of Cornwall, Argyll, Perth, and
Down. It is sometimes confounded with H. Androsaemum, but is amply
distinguished by the aromatic, smaller foliage, the tapering fruit, and especially

the much longer styles. (See also H. hircinum.)

H. EMPETRIFOLIUM, Willdenow.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6764.)

A dwarf evergreen shrub, up to 12 or 15 ins. high, with slender, erect,

angled branches. Leaves produced occasionally in pairs, but usually three at

each joint
; | to -^ in. long, linear, with the margins curled under ; stalkless.

Flowers in an erect panicle, producing three cymes in each tier ; each flower

^ to § in. across, pale golden yellow ; sepals small, oblong, with black glands
on the margin. Fruit a three-celled capsule \ in. long, with the spreading
sepals attached at the base.

Native of Greece and the islands of the Grecian Archipelago ; introduced
to the Hammersmith nursery of Messrs Lee in 1788. It is a rather tender
plant, and will survive only our mildest winters without protection. But for

the wanner counties few more charming dwarf shrubs could be found. Even
in cooler districts it is well worth the little protection it requires. Flowers
from late July to September. Sometimes confounded with this species is

H. CORIS, Linnceus (Bot. Mag., t. 6563).—This is a semi-shrubby species,

native of the south of France, Italy, and the Tyrol, but never reaching so far

eastward as H. empetrifolium. It has erect stems, with linear leaves i in.

long, produced in whorls of four to six. Panicle terminal, with three to five

flowers at the end of each of its whorled branches ; each flower | in. across,

golden yellow. It is known to have been cultivated in England in 1640.

From H. empetrifolium it differs in the more numerous leaves at each whorl
;

its sepals being erect instead of spreading at the fruiting stage ; and in its less

woody character. It is also tender.

H. GALIOIDES, Lamarck.

(Garden and Forest, 1897, fig. 55.)

An evergreen bush, 2 to 3 ft. high, of broad, compact habit, and with round
(not angled) stems, much branched towards the top. Leaves from | to 2 ins.

'f>"K> \ '"• o*" less wide
; dark green dotted with pellucid glands ; margins

recurved. Flowers ^ to | in. across, yellow, borne in cymes both terminal and
axillary on the many branchlets, and thus transforming the end of each branch
into a large panicle of flowers 6 to 10 ins. long and 3 to 4 ins. wide ; sepals
and petals narrow. Styles and cells of seed-vessel three ; calyx linear, as long
as the fruit.
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Native of the eastern United States from Delaware to Florida ; introduced
to the Jardin des Piantes at Paris about 1790, but almost lost sight of until 1897,
when it was reintroduced to Kew from the Arnold Arboretum. It commences
to flower in July and continues until October. Its very narrow leaves and
terete stems distinguish it among allied species. (See densiflorum.)

H. HIRCINUM, Linmms.

An almost evergreen, semi-woody plant, usually 2 to 3 ft., sometimes
4 ft. high, with erect, two-angled stems much branched towards the top.
Leaves with a goat-like odour when crushed, ovate, stalkless, i to 2i ins.

long. Cymes terminating the stem and its numerous branches ; on strong
shoots borne in the leaf-axils also. Flowers i^ ins. across, bright yellow,
stamens | to i\ ins. long ; styles three, rather shorter than the stamens.
Fruit three-celled, \ in. long, tapered.

Native of the middle and southern latitudes of Europe and the Mediter-
ranean region ; introduced in 1640. It is now established in some parts
of Britain, an escape from gardens. The only Hypericum with which it

is likely to be confused is H. elatum, but besides its distinctive odour
H. hircinum has longer stamens and styles, smaller leaves, later flowers,

and the sepals fall away from the fruit. It flowers from early August to

October. A very hardy, handsome plant.

V'ar. MINOR.—Of dwarf, compact, and more rounded habit, about i ft. high
;

leaves smaller. Very dainty.

H. HOOKERIANUM, Wight.

(H. oblongifolium, Hooker ; Bot. Mag., t. 4949.)

A tall, erect species, 3 to 5 ft. high in cultivation, 8 ft, high in nature
;

evergreen or partly deciduous according to the locality and winter ; branchlets

not angled. Leaves i to 3 ins. long, ^ to li ins. wide; ovate, round or

pointed at the tip. Flowers in a terminal cymose cluster, six or more together
;

each flower (of which there is usually but one at a time open) 2 ins. across,

rather cup-shaped owing to the concave shape of the full, broad, overlapping
petals. Stamens in five bundles.

Native of the Sikkim Himalaya and the mountains of Assam; origin.JIy

introduced to cultivation by Thomas Lobb, from near Mufflong, in Assam. It is

the handsomest and most vigorous of the North Indian sj>ccics, hardier

than patulum, but liking a sheltered place. It flowers from early August
to October. It is apt to become gaunt in habit, and naked at the base with

age, and should be renewed from seed when that condition arrives. From
its two allies, patulum and lysimachioidcs, it differs in the br.inchlcls being

terete, especially just beneath the inflorescence.

H. INODORUM, IVaideflow.

An elegant shrub, 3 to 4 ft. high, evergreen, with long, slender, usually

unbranched stems compressed or slightly two-winged towards the top,

and luxuriantly leafy (the leaf- pairs from \ to i in. apart). Leaves oblong

or ovate, i to 2 ins, long, dull dark green, rounded at the a^>ex, intnlorous.

Flowers small compared with the size of the plant, and wanting in beauty
;

often solitary at the end of the shoot, but on strong shoots prwluced in

small terminal clusters ; they arc \ or i in. across, with narrow, fragile

petals, linear sepals, and three styles ; stamens longer than petals.

Native of K. Kuroj>e and the Caucasus. In its grateful arching habit

and strong vigorous growth this sjx:cies is attractive, but it ib one of
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the most disappointing in its flowers, which appear a few at a time form
July to September. It has a creeping root-stalk, and eventually forms a
large dense thicket ; it is thus easily increased by division.

H. Kalmianum, LinncBus.

(Garden and Forest, 1890, fig. 24 ; Bot. Mag., t. 8491.)

An evergreen bush, 2 to 3 ft. high, with angled branches. Leaves
glaucous green, i to 2 ins. long, \ to \ in. wide ; narrow-oblong or

oblanceolate, dotted with transparent glands. Flowers produced in small

cymes at the end of the branch and in the axils of the terminal leaves
;

\ to I in. across, bright yellow ; sepals \ to \ in. long. P^ruit ovate, five-celled.

Native of Eastern N. America, where it is confined to the cliffs of rivers

and lakes from the Falls of Niagara northwards ; said now to have
become rather rare. It is named after Peter Kalm, the famous Swedish
naturalist and traveller who discovered it in 1750. Nine years later it

was introduced to England, but appears to have disappeared from cultivation

for a long period, the plants so-called being always H, prolificum. Mr
Dunbar, of the Parks Dept, Rochester, N.Y., has recently sent to Kew
seeds of the true plant. H. prolificum has narrower petals and not so

handsome a flower, also a three-celled fruit. (See de7isiJloru7n.)

H. LOBOCARPUM, Gattingev.

(Garden and Forest, 1897, fig. 57.)

A free-growing shrub, 3 to 6 ft. high, with erect, angled branches. Leaves
narrowly oblong or oblanceolate, i to i\ ins. long, scarcely stalked, margins
decurved. Flowers in dense cymes forming large leafy panicles

;
yellow, about

\ in. across ; sepals about \ in. long, styles five ; fruit five-celled. Blossoms in

August and September.
Native of the south-eastern United States in N. Carolina and Tennessee

;

introduced in 1898. It has very much the aspect of prolificum, but differs in

its five-celled fruit. (See densijlorum.)

H. LVSIMACIIIOIDES, Wallich.

An evergreen or semi-evergreen shrub up to 4 ft. in height, but cut to the

ground at Kew in severe winters and not likely to grow so high ; branchlets

angled. Leaves ovate, pointed, | to i^ ins. long, glaucous beneath. Flowers
in terminal cymes, each flower i to i^ ins. wide

;
petals bright golden yellow

;

sepals \ in. long, linear-lanceolate ; stamens very numerous, in five bundles.

Native of the west Himalaya ; introduced to France in 1894 by Mr
Maurice dc Vilmorin, and to England ten years later. At Bitton, near Bristol,

it thrives admirably, forming a graceful bush 3 or 4 ft. high, and flowering

abundantly. It is nearly allied to H. patulum, but differs in its narrow sepals

and smaller flowers.

H. MOSERIANUM, Andri.

(Garden, Dec 17, 1898—coloured plate.)

A hybrid between H. patulum and H. calycinum, raised in Mr Moser's
nursery at Versailles about 1887. It is a dwarf plant of tufted habit, sendinj^

up arching, reddish shoots each year i to i^ ft. long. Leaves intermediate

between those of the parents and up to 2 ins. long, ovate, rather glaucous
beneath. Flowers from i to 5 in a cluster at the end of the shoot, but not
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more than one of each cluster open simultaneously ; each flower 2 to 2A ins.

across, with broad, overlapping, golden yellow petals. Stamens in five bundles.
This is one of the most attractive of the Hypericums, whose only fault is that

it is frequently killed back in winter, and when planted in a group, leaves the
ground bare until the young growths push again, which is not until May. It

is hardier than H. patulum, although it has inherited the cymose inflorescence
of that species, and thus a great flower beauty. A bed at Kew stood unchanged
for twenty years, only protected by dry leaves during hard frost. It flowers
from July up to October.

Var. TRICOLOR.—Leaves edged with rose-colour and white. This appeared
as a sport on typical H. Moserianum in 1S91, but is too delicate to be of much
value in the open air except in favoured spots.

H. PATULUM, TJuuiberg.

(Bot, Mag., t. 5693.)

A dwarf shrub in this countr>', but said to grow as much as 6 ft. high in

Japan and the Himalaya. Leaves i to 7.\ ins. long, ovate, deep green above,
glaucous beneath. Flowers 2 ins. across, borne in a cyme at the end of the
shoot

;
petals bright golden yellow, overlapping, roundish ; sepals broadly

ovate, \ in. long. Stamens in five bundles.
Introduced to Kew from Japan by Oldham in 1862 ; a native also of China

and the Himalaya. The type is not absolutely hardy, and almost always has
its stems cut back to ground-level during the winter. These spring up aj^ain

the following season from i to 2 ft. high, and flower from July to October.
After a few years the shoots are apt to become more and more weakly and it

becomes necessary to renew the stock from cuttings. The only species with

which it can be confounded are : H. Hookerianum, from which it diflfers in the

branchlets being two-edged, especially just beneath the flowers ; H. lysima-

chioides, which has narrow, linear-lanceolate sepals ; and H. uralum, with
flowers half the size.

Var. Henrvi.—A much more robust plant than the type, surviving hard
winters uninjured. Leaves larger, thicker in texture ; inflorescence larger,

and stems stouter. This fine variety, superior to the type in ever>' way, and
one of the best of Hypericums, was introduced to Kew from China in 1898, by
Prof. Henry. In general appearance it resembles H. Hookerianum, but has
the two-edged branchlets of patulum.

H. PROLIITCUM, LinnccHS.

(Garden and Fprest, 1890, fig. 66.)

A stout, erect-growing evergreen bush, 3 to 5 ft. high, the growths of the

year but little branched, two-edged especially towards the top. Leaves dark,

shining green, narrow-oblong, tapering to a short stalk; \\ to 2^ ins. long,

I to \ in. wide, dotted with numerous transparent glands. Flowers in terminal

clusters and in the leaf-axils near the end of the shoot ; each flower about i in.

across, bright yellow. Fruits three-celled.

Native of the eastern and Central United States ; introduced about the

middle of the eighteenth century. Under cultivation it is the healtiiiest and
most vigorous of the American species, although not so handsome in flower as

H. aureum. It bears enormous crops of fruit. Allied to II. deni.iflorum, it

differs in its larger leaves and flowers ; and from H. Kalmianum and
II. lobocarjuim (which have five-celled fruits) its three-celled ones dislinj^ui^h

it. Commencing to flower in July, it continues for six or eight weeks. (Sec

licnsiflorum. )
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A

H. URALUM, Don.

(Rot. -Mag., t. 2375 ; H. patulum var. uraluni, Koehne^

A semi-evergreen shrub, 2 to 3 ft. high, with slightly two-edged, much-
branched stems. Leaves ovate or oval, i to i^ ins. long, dull green above,
glaucous green beneath ; with a faint orange-like aroma when crushed.
Flowers produced during August and September in terminal cymes of three

to fifteen flowers, each flower i in. across, golden yellow
;

petals round,
concave, overlapping ; sepals roundish oval, green, ^ in. long ; stamens in

five bundles, styles five ; fruit five-celled.

Native of Nepal ; introduced in 1820. The specific name has nothing to

do with the Ural Mountains ; it is an adaptation of the Nepalese name for

this shrub, "Urala swa." Nearly allied to H. patulum, it is a much freer-

growing shrub, with thinner leaves and a hardier constitution, but it is not so

handsome in flower.

HYSSOPUS OFFICINALIS, Z2>2;2(^2/j-. Hyssop, labiat.^.

A low, partially evergreen, aromatic bush, quite woody at the base,

i^ to 2 ft. high; shoots erect, green, square, covered when young with

minute down. Leaves opposite, linear or narrowly oval, \ to i^ ins.

long, y,y to \ in. wide ; tapered at both ends, very minutely toothed, or

roughened at the edges, rich green, glandular-punctate on both surfaces.

Flowers produced in close, axillary whorls on the shoots of the year,

forming a terminal panicle, and commencing to open about midsummer
and continuing until September. From six to twelve or more flowers

appear in each whorl, and they of a bluish purple shade in the type,

about \ in. long, two-lipped. The leaves and young shoots have a

pleasant mint-like scent.

Native of S. Europe, in the Mediterranean region, and W. Asia.

Cultivated as a medicinal herb in England since 1548, probably long

before. An infusion of hyssop is an old-fashioned remedy for removing
phlegm. It is an easily cultivated plant requiring a warm, light soil, and
is easily increased by cuttings during the summer and autumn. There is

a white-flowered variety.

IDESIA rOLYCARPA, Maximowicz. BIXACE/?£.

(Bot. Mag., t. 6794 i
Polycarpa Maximowiczii, Linden.')

The genus Idesia consists, so far as is at present known, of one species,

a medium-sized, deciduous tree, and commemorates E. I. Ides, a Dutch-
man who travelled in China early in the eighteenth century. The
branches of I. polycarpa usually grow out from the trunk horizontally,

and the younger ones have a large core of pith. Leaves dark green and
cjuile smooth above, glaucous beneath, and hairy at the base where the

main veins join the stalk ; heart shaped, contracted at the apex to a

short point, rather distantly toothed, and ordinarily about 6 ins. long by

5 ins. wide, but occasionally half as large again ; leaf-stalk usually three-
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fourths as long as the leaf. Flowers yellow-green, without petals, in
ternriinal panicles

; unisexual, and produced on different trees. Male
panicles 5 or 6 ins. long, each flower J in. across, the usually five sepals
covered, like the flower-stalks, with a short brownish down; stamens
numerous. Female flowers smaller, and in a longer, looser panicle
than the males, with similar but smaller sepals, and a prominent
globular ovary. Fruits hanging like a bunch of small grapes, each
berry about the size of a pea, globular, containing numerous seeds

Idesia polycakpa.

lying in pulp; at first green, the berries become dark brown, finally a

deep red.

This interesting tree was first made known to Europeans by K.

Oldham, the Kew collector, who found it in Japan in 1862-3; it is a

native also of China. Soon after, it was introduced to Europe by way
of St Petersburg, and was already in the famous arboretum at Scgrcz in

1869. In general appearance it suggests a Catalpa, but the leaves arc

thicker and not so large. It grows very well in a loamy soil, and is

hardy at Kew, where it flowers in June and July and produces fruit

annually. As a flowering tree it has no claims to nDticc, but the fruits

make it interesting, and, if the autumn be fine enough to enable them
to reach their final stage of colouring, distinct and handsome. Seeds

ripen on the Continent, whence they can be obtained, and germinate

freely. They afford a better means of increase than cuttings.

2 S
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ILEX. HOLLV. AQUIFOLIACE/E.

A very large genus of deciduous and evergreen trees and shrubs,

found in almost all parts of the habitable globe except Western N.
America and Australasia. In gardens they are best known by the

evergreen group, especially by I. Aquifolium and its numerous forms.

They have very frequently angular young shoots ; leaves alternate, stalked.

Flowers of little or no beauty, small, often dull white, produced in the

leaf-axils, the males and females usually on separate plants. Petals and
stamens four to six. Fruit although commonly called a " berry," really a

drupe, usually red or black, with a thin, fleshy outer layer, surrounding

one to several nutlets—generally termed " seeds."

The most valuable hollies are undoubtedly those with evergreen

foliage, but the deciduous ones, especially those earlier known under

the generic name of Prinos, are sometimes handsome in fruit. Owing
to the frequently unisexual character of the plants, these often fail to

appear if both sexes are not grown. All the species like a moist, loamy
soil. (For propagation, see under /. Aquifoliuj/i.)

I. Aquifolium, Linnceus. Common Holly.

An evergreen tree, up to 80 ft. high, of very leafy, much-branched habit,

forming naturally a dense pyramidal mass ; branchlets often clothed more or

less with minute dark down. Leaves glossy dark green, i to 3 ins. long,

I to 7.\ ins. wide ; very variable in size, outline, and toothing. Ordinary seed-

raised young trees have very wavy leaves with large, triangular, outstanding

teeth \ in. long ; but as they increase in height the leaves of the upper branches
become less spiny, until finally the tops of good-sized trees will be found

almost wholly furnished with quite entire leaves. The spines are no doubt a

means of protection against browsing animals, and are no longer needed
when the trees become tall. But even very large trees retain their spininess

on the lower branches. Flowers small, dull white, short-stalked, fragrant
;

produced during May and June, clustered in the leaf-axils. Berries round,

red, ] in. diameter, containing two to four nutlets. The common holly may be
either male, female, or bisexual.

Native of Europe (including Britain, where it is found wild in all parts

except the north-east of Scotland) and W. Asia. The common holly is on the

whole the most useful of evergreen trees and shrubs. For providing shelter

nothing else equals it, because of its habit of keeping dense near the ground
;

and during the dark months a holly tree well laden with its bright red fruit is

one of the handsomest and most cheerful objects our winter landscape provides.

It makes the best of all evergreen hedges.
The holly does not transplant well, and unless it be removed with a

considerable amount of soil attached to its roots, this operation can only

be done safely either about the end of September or in May, when root-activity

has commenced. If the roots have been injured in transplanting, it is a good
plan to proportionately reduce the top growth by as much as one-half (see

chapter on Transplanting^- The common holly should be raised from seed.

Being slow of germination it is advisable, as with Crataegus, to mix the berries

with sand or fine earth in a heap, which should be exposed for a year to all

weathers and turned occasionally. This rots the outer covering and allows

the two to four nuts or seeds each fruit contains to separate. They arc then
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sown (soil and seed together) shallowly. The varieties do not come true from
seed, and ha\e to be propagated by cuttings or by grafting. Cuiiings are best
made of thin side tvvigs about 4 ins. long, with a heel attached, and placed in

mild heat. They will also take root under a handlight out-of-doors, but are
slower. Grafting is done in spring on the seedlings of the type.

Cultivated, as it has been, for hundreds of years in Britain, the common
holly has sported into an enormous number of varieties, most of them hand-
some, some curious, and a few worthless. An unfortunate practice, commenced
long ago when they were few in number, has obtained of giving them
cumbersome Latin names when colloquial ones would have served quite as
well. A representative selection of these varieties is given below.

There is in Europe a well-marked group of evergreen hollies of which
I. Aquifolium may be taken as the type, which includes also I. Perado,
I. platyphylla, and its variety balearica. The origin of many garden hollies

is not known or recorded, but it appears certain that some of the European
hollies mentioned, chiefly perhaps the Balearic one, have been concerned in

the production of the great race of garden varieties known to-day. Those
with large, flattish, often less spiny and less glossy leaves show most strongly
the influence of the Balearic holly ; those with smaller, very polished,

undulated leaves have inherited a greater proportion of characters from I.

Aquifolium, or, like the variegated sorts, are branch sports from it.

It may be remarked that all variegated hollies whose variegation is in the
centre of the leaf have a strong tendency to "run out," that is, to revert to the
green sorts from which they originally sprang, and it is necessar>' to cut out
the green twigs as they appear. The marginally variegated ones do not show
such a tendency.

Var. .\LTACLEREXSIS. Highclere Holly.—Leaves dark, slightly glossy
green, up to 4^ ins. long, 3 ins. wide ; bark purplish ; spines various. One
of the big-leaved group; male. The holly called "nobilis' scarcely differs

from this.

\'ar. ARGEN'i KA MARGINATA. Silver-leaved.— Leaves up to 3 ins. long
and 2 ins. wide, dark green in the centre with a silvery margin. There are

about half a score forms included under this variety, all with white leaf

margins amongst them :— A. maR(;inata erecta, centre of leaf mottled
green ; and A. MARGINATA PENDULa (Perry's weeping), branches pendulous.

\'ar. ARGKNTKA MEDIO-PICTA. Silver Milkmaid. Le:i\es dark green,

with a large blotch of creamy white in the centre. Male and female.

Var. ARGENTEA REGINA. Silver Queen.— The best white variegated

sort ; young wood purplish, the variegation clear and broad. A male.

Var. AUREA MARGINATA. Gold-Ieaved.— This variety, like the "Silver-

leaved," includes some half a score forms ; they are all distinguished by the

leaves having an unequal margin of yellow.

Var. AUREA MEDiO-l'iCTA. Golden Milkmaid.- A fine variety, the leaves

very wavy at the margin, and the centre golden, with only a thin irregular

margin of green. Male and female.

\'ar. AUREA I'ENDUl.A. Goldcn weeping. — A pendulous variety with

purple bark, the dark green centre of the leaf sun oundcd by a margin of gold.

Var. AUREA REGINA. Golden Queen. — Probably the finest of all

variegated golden hollies. Leaves up to 3^ ins. long, 2] ins. wide, margined
with deep yellow ; some leaves wholly yellow. Male

\'ar. CAMET.I.I.KKOI.IA.—One of the very finest of green hollies. Leaves

dark burnished green, oblong, the largest 5 ins. long and 2 ins. wide, mostly

without spines, but sometimes with one to eight sjiines. I'cmale.

\'ar. CHiNKNsis, Locsctur. — A wild Chinese form of I. Aquifolium:

introduced by Wilson in 1901, and later. Leaves ovale-lmceolate, 3 to

4Jt ins. long, \\ ins. wide, very spiny. Distinct from common holly in

the long narrow leaves.
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\'ar. CRASSI FOLIA. Leather-leaf Holly. ^—An extraordinary variety, with

thick, purple young branches Leaves i^ to 2 ins. long, | to ^ in. wide,

very thick and leathery, the triangular spines ,\ to I in. long. It has no

beauty, but is remarkably curious. Female.
\'ar. CRISPA. Screvv-lcaved.— Bark purple. Leaves spirally twisted

and contorted, some having several spines, but mostly with few or none.

One of the least ornamental. Var. CRiSPA PICTA, is a form of it, blotched

with yellow in the centre. Male.

\'ar. DONNINC.TONENSIS. Donnington Holly.—An elegant variety with

purple bark, glossy, dark purplish green narrow-oblong leaves, with a lance-

shaped apex, 2 ins. long, |^ to f in. wide, with a few large spines or none.

Male.
\'ar. FEROX. Hedgehog Holly.— Bark purple. Leaves small, and besides

having the usual marginal spines, armed with curious clusters or bands
of them on the surface ; male. Var. FEROX argentea is similar, but

the spines and margin are white. Var. FEROX AUREA, leaves with the

spines and margin green, the centre yellow.

Var. FiSHERi. Fisher's Holly.—A fine green-leaved form ; largest leaves

4 ins. long by 24 ins. wide ; formidably armed with large spines. Male.

Var. FLAVESCENS. Moonlight Holly.—Leaves as in common holly, but

suffused with yellow, especially when young. Female.

Var. FRUCTU LUTEO.—Yellow-fruited. Most of the red-berried species of

Ilex have yellow-fruited varieties. This does not differ from the type, except

in this respect. Female.
Var. Handsworth New Silver.—Perhaps the best of the white-

margined hollies ; bark purple ; leaves up to 3I ins. long, very dark green,

the margin clear white, and armed with large spines. Female.
Var. HASTATA (kewensis).—A curious green-leaved variety of no beauty

;

bark purple ; leaves | to i^ ins. long, narrow, the basal part armed with

disproportionately large spines.

Var. HODGINSII.—One of the hybrids between Aquifolium and perhaps

balearica. Leaves roundish ovate, dull dark green, up to 4 ins. long.

A very striking green, berry-bearing variety of vigorous habit.

Var. LATISPINA.—Bark purple ; leaves green, ovate, 2 to 3 ins. long,

marked by a long, slender, deflexed point, and one or more irregularly-placed,

slender spines on the margin, | to | in. long ; very distinct.

Var. Lawsoniana.— Leaves dullish green, up to 3^ ins. long, ovate or

oval, rather spiny, the centre marked with a large irregular blotch of yellow.

A striking holly, but very apt to revert to the green form, known as

Henderson L

Var. Marnockil—A fine holly in the way of camelliaefolia, but with

proportionately broader leaves, somewhat twisted, entire or armed with

large spines. Female.
Var. monstrosa.—Resembling latispina, with the apex and spines of the

same character, but with more of the latter—often four or five down each side.

Var. Mundyl—A vigorous, striking variety belonging to the hybrid group,

showing platyphylla or balearica influence. Largest leaves 4 ins. by 2i ins.

wide, dullish green, oval or roundish oval ; the margins set regularly with

short, slender spines, the surface rugose. Male.
Var. MVRTI FOLIA.— Leaves small, mostly about lA ins. long by ^ to f in.

wide, well armed with slender spines ; sometimes larger and less spiny.

Var. OVATA.—A very distinct and pleasing sort ; bark purple. Leaves
especially thick and leathery, dark glossy green, i^ to 2^ ins. long, ovate, very

regularly armed on the margin with short outstanding spines. Male.
Var. PENI;ULA Weeping.—Like the common holly, but with rather stiffly

arching and pendulous branches. A striking lawn tree. (For the variegated
*' Perry's weeping," see argentea inarginata.)
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Var. RECURVA.—A dwarf kind with small, very spiny leaves, dark ^reen,
ovate, I to 1 4 ins. long, the midrib much decur\cd, the blade also twisted.
Male.

War. SCOTICA.—A very distinct sort, with lustrous deep ;4reen oval leaves
up to 3 ins. long, remarkable for the entire absence of marginal spines ; the
apex is sometimes spine-tipped, usually blunt P^emale.

\'ar. SCOTICA AUREA.— Has a central blotch of yellow; a sport from the
above; raised by Paul of Cheshunt.

Var. Shepherdii.—A fine holly in the way of Hodginsii, but with bright
green leaves, the largest of which are 4 ins. long, 2^ ins. wide.

\'ar. Smithii.—Of the same type as donningtonensis, but without the intense
purple bark and purple tinge in the leaves of that variety. Male.

Var. Watereriana. Waterer's Holly.—A dwarf compact kind usually
wider than high, and dense in habit. Leaves often quite without marginal
spines or only a few ; dark green with a rich yellow border. Male.

\'ar. WiLSONi.—One of the finest of the platyphylla or balearica hybrids.
Leaves only ilightly glossy, up to 5 ins. long by nearly 3 ins. wide, well armed
at the edges with spines ] in. long. P'emale.

I. CORNUTA, Lindley. HORN ED HOLLV.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5059.)

An evergreen shrub, 8 to 10 ft. perhaps more high ; of bushy, dense,

rounded habit, and usually wider than high
;
young shoots smooth, pale, and

somewhat angular the first year. Leaves leathery, dark glossy green, \\ to 4
ins. long, i to 3 ins. wide ; of variable shape, but usually more or less rectangular,

often comparable in outline to a fiying bat, with four large spines at the corners

representing the outstretched limbs ; there is, in addition, always a terminal

spine usually much decurved, and frequently one or two pairs of smaller spines

at the sides. The number of spines therefore varies from five to nine, and they

are rigid and needle-pointed ; but on the upper branches of old specimens the

spines are fewer or absent, as in the common holly ; stalk ,', in. or less long.

Flowers small, dull white, produced in axillary clusters in April. Fruit round,

red, larger than in common holly, borne on a stalk \ to § in. long.

Native of China ; found by Fortune near Shanghai, and sent by him to

Messrs Standish of liagshot in 1846. It is still a rather uncommon plant,

although quite hardy in the London district. Of comparati\ely slow growth,

and of neat compact habit, it is suitable for positions where many evergreens

would soon become too large. Its distinct and handsome foliage also makes
it interesting, but it bears fruit only shyly.

I. CRENATA, Tfuuiherg. JAPANESE HOLLV.

An evergreen shrub, usually 3 to 6 ft. high, of very dense, rigid, compact

habit ; young shoots angular, and covered with minute dark down. Leaves

crowded, oblong-lanceolate, ^ to | in. long, i to ] in. wide ; tapered at

the base to a short stalk, sharply pointed and with a few fine incurved teeth

at the margins
;

glossy green, and of hard texture. Flowers dull while ;

fruit black.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Flurope about 1864. It is not easy to

ascertain what is the typical form of this holly, but the one above drscribt-d

is what is commonly regarded as such very distinct in its ch)se habit .ind

small leaves, and r.irtly more than 3 or 4 ft. high. Hut the two following

are very distinct hollies from Japan also attributed to this s|)ecies.

Var. MAJOR (syn. elliptica).—A small tree, occasionally 20 ft. high, with
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box-like, oval leaves, .\ ti) t] ins. Umi^, ] to £: in. wide, minutely round-toothed.

Fruit black, round, .| in. diameter, on stalks | in. or less loni^. By some this

is res^arded as Thunberjj's type.

\'ar. M.\KIKSII (Ilex Maricsii, Veitcli).—Whilst var. major represents one
extreme of this variable species, var. Mariesii represents the other. It is

a very stitT-habited, extraordinarily dwarf holly, with stunted twigs hidden
by orljicular or broadly ovate leaves about \ in. wide, sometimes entire,

sometimes with a pair of shallow teeth near the apex. Fruits black, on
stalks ^\,- in. long. Interesting for the rock garden as a pigmy. Infroduced
for Messrs \'eitch by Maries about 1879. It only grows part of an inch

a year. Perhaps a distinct species.

\'ar. VARIEGATA.—A form with leaves of the same shape and size as

the type, but spotted or blotched with yellow, sometimes wholly of that colour.

Ilex crenata in all its forms is a popular shrub in Japan. It is used
largely for clipping into fantastic shapes, also as a dwarf hedge. I have
been told by a traveller that so dense and hard are some of these flat-topped

hedges there, that a man can walk along the top of them. It can be increased
by cuttings, and is quite hardy.

I. DECIDUA, Walter.

(I. prinoides, Aiton^

A deciduous shrub, usually 5 to 10 ft. high, occasionally a small tree up
to 30 fi. in the southern parts of its habitat ; shoots smooth and covered with

a grey bark. Leaves oval or narrowly obovate, tapered at both ends, often

blunt at the apex, shallowly round-toothed ; i to 2^ ins. long, \ to \ in. wide
;

of firm texture, smooth except along the midrib ; stalk downy, ,\ to \ in. long.

The leaves are often crowded on short lateral spurs. Male flowers on slender
stalks \ in. long ; females on shorter ones. Fruits round, orange to scarlet,

4 in. diameter.

Native of the south-eastern United States; introduced in 1760. It

occasionally bears a good crop of its berries, which are very persistent on
the branches. The branches do not break into leaf until May, and the

fruits formed the previous autumn are then still remaining. From the red-

fruited I. verticillata and I. laevigata, this differs in having the nutlets many-
ribbed ; in the others they are smooth. Its habit of producing short spurs

crowded with leaves and flowers also gives it a distinct aspect.

I. DiPVRENA, Wallich. Himalayan Holly.

An evergreen tree, ultimately 40 ft. or more high, the angular young shoots
and winter buds minutely downy. Leaves oblong or narrowly oval, tapered
at the base, slenderly pointed and spine-tipped, 2 to 5 ins. long, f to i^

ins. wide ; dull, opaque green, leathery ; stalk 4 in. or less long. Like the

common holly it is very spiny on the margins when young, but as the plant

attains maturity the spines become fewer and finer, and ultimately the leaves

of the upper branches become entire. Flowers very numerous, in dense
round clusters in the leaf-axils. Fruits oval, red, large for a holly, commonly
two-seeded.

Native of the Himalaya. Whilst inferior to the common holly as an
ornamental evergreen, both in the lack of lustre on tlie foliage, and as rarely

bearing fruit, this species is interesting and worth growing for its distinctness.

There is an example at Kew over 20 ft. high and 17 ft. through, which makes
a handsome specimen. I have never known this tree injured ; even the

great frosts of February 1895 ^^^^ "^'t affect it. But in a young state the

species is susceptible to intense cold, and the Kew tree was killed back to

ground-level in 1867.

I
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I. ELLIPTICA (I. dipyrcna var. elliplica, Dallimore).— A\\\\o\i<^\\ commonly
rej^^arded as a form of the common liolly, this is, no doubt, a variety or
(more likely) a hybrid of the Himalayan one, which in general appearance
it closely approaches, the leaves being a dull green, although shorter and
comparatively broader.

I. Fargesii, Franchet. Farge's Hollv.

An evergreen small tree, up to 15 or 20 ft. high, quite devoid of down in

all its parts. Leaves narrow-oblong or narrowly oblanceolate, 2 to 5 ins. long,

^ to ^ in. wide ; slenderly tapered and entire towards the base, more abruptly
tapered towards the apex, where are a few incurved teeth ; dull green ; stalk

\ to \ in. long, reddish. Fruit red, globose, often in threes or fours in the
leaf-axils, ] in. diameter ; stalk

,\
in. long, reddish.

Native of W. China, in the province of Szechuen ; introduced by Wilson for

Messrs \'eitch in 1900. It is not a species of great promise as an ornamental
evergreen, but is remarkably distinct in its long, narrow, opaque leaves. C)n

young plants they are more toothed towards the base than in adult ones.

I. GLABRA, A. Gray. Inkbkrrv.

(Prinos ghiber, Linturus.')

An evergreen shrub, 2 to 5 ft. high, with erect branches, densely leafy
;

young shoots angular, minutely downy. Leaves narrowly obovatc to oblanceo-
late, entire, or with a few obscure teeth rear the apex ;

'l
to \'l

ins. long, .\ to

f in. wide ; dark green above, paler beneath, glossy and smooth on both

surfaces ; stalk J to j in. long. Male flowers borne three or more together on
a slender stalk ; females solitary ; both very small. Fruit round, black, | m
diameter.

Native of Eastern X. America ; introduced in 1759. Emerson says this

shrub is occasionally found 8 or 9 ft. high, but it is very slow-growing, and
plants I know to be forty years old are only 3 or 4 ft. high. It is a neat-habited

evergreen, quite unamied, but of no particular merit, and rather like a

Phillyrea.

L IN SIGN IS, Hooker fil.

It is unfortunate that this splendid holly can only be grown in the milder

parts of the British Isles. At Kew it has to be given the protection of a cool

greenhouse. It is a small evergreen tree without any down ; branchlets stout,

silvery grey, lustrous. Leaves oblong, inclined to ovate
; 5 to 9 ins. long, 2 to

2\ ins. wide ; slender- ])ointcd, tapered at the base, armed at the edges with

small spine-tipped teeth ; dark dull green ; midrib pale green, prominent ; stalk

'\ to I in. long, purplish. F'ruit bright red, roundish oval,
'i

in. long, scarcely

stalked.

Native of Sikkim at 6000 to 8000 ft. In a small or seedling state it i» quite

distinct, the leaf-margins being wavy and formidably armecl with numerous

spiny teeth \ to
;'i

in. long, pointing different ways.

T. INTEGRA, TliHtibcrg.

(Olhera japoniai. Hort.")

An evergreen tree, 30 to 40 ft high in Japan, about half as high at present

in this country ;
pyiamidal when young ;

young shoots angltd, smooth.

Leaves obovate or oval, lA to 4 ins. long, I to ij ins. wide, tapered more
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gradually to the stalk and to the blunt apex ; margin quite devoid of teeth or

spines ; dark j^lossy green ; stalk ] to \ in. long. Fruit deep red, globose,

nearly .\ in. diameter.

Native of China, Japan, and Corea ; introduced in 1864. This is distinct

from the large-leaved hollies in the entire absence of spines on the leaves of

either old or young plants. It is a handsome evergreen, slightly tender when
raised from seed the first one or two winters, but perfectly hardy afterwards.

Specimens that bear fruit are at Osborne, Isle of Wight ; Abbotsbury, in

Dorset ; Enys, in Cornwall ; and, no doubt, in other places also.

I. L/EVIGATA, A. Gray. SMOOTH WiNTERBERRV.

(Prinos loevigatus, Purs/i.")

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 8 ft. high
;
young shoots smooth. Leaves narrowly

oval, obovate or lanceolate, tapered at both ends ; i^ to 2^ ins. long, \ to | in.

wide ; finely pointed, obscurely toothed, pale green and glossy on both surfaces,

and smooth except sometimes for a little down along the veins beneath
;

stalk ^ in. or less long. Male flowers on slender stalks }^ to | in. long ; female
ones on very short stalks ; calyx glabrous. Fruit orange-red,

|^
in. diameter,

solitary.

Native of the eastern United States ; introduced in 1812. This is not

so well known in gardens as I. verticillata, nor is it perhaps so ornamental
with us. It is closely allied to that species, under the notice of which some
distinctions are pointed out. It may be added here that the leaf-stalks are

generally shorter and the fruits larger in I. laevigata. Both species affect

low, wet situations in a wild state.

\'ar. Hervevi, Robinson.—Fruits yellow.

I. LATIFOLIA, Thunberg, Tarajo.

An evergreen tree, occasionally 50 to 60 ft. high in Japan, rarely more
than 20 ft. high in this country

;
young shoots very stout, \ in. diameter,

angular, not downy. Leaves very thick, dark lustrous green, oblong
; 4 to 8

ins. long, i i to 3 ins. wide ; tapered about equally at both ends, the marginal
teeth shallow and not spiny ; the undcr-surface is rather yellow ; stalk \ to i

in. long. Fruit red, globose, \ in. diameter, crowded in considerable numbers
on short axillary racemes.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Europe by Siebold in 1840. Although
this species is hardy at Kew it does not succeed very well. But a few miles
to the south it thrives admirably in favourable situations ; there are fine

specimens at Clarcmont and at Leonardslee, and no doubt still larger ones
in Devon and Cornwall ; at Chaddlewood, Plympton, it is over 20 ft. high.
Sargent regards it as the handsomest broad-leaved evergreen of Japan.

I. MACROCARPA, Oliver.

(Hooker's Icones Plantarum, t. 1787.)

There is not much to be said as yet about this holly. It is a native of
Szechuen and Hupch in China, and was introduced by Wilson during his

third expedition to China in the autumn of 1907, when collecting for Harvard
University. It is a tree up to 50 ft. high, deciduous ; its branchlets and leaves
perfectly glabrous on cultivated plants. Leaves oval to ovate, 7.\ to 4 ins.

long* li to \\ ins. wide ; broadly wedge-shaped at the base, shortly acuminate,
finely and shallowly toothed, dark green above, glossy green beneath. These
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characters are taken from plants raised from seed in the spring' of 1908. In
wild specimens the leaves are lar»,'^er ; the flowers are described as appearinj^
one to three together, and the fruit is v in. diameter. It appears to be quite
hardy, and grows vigorously.

I. MONTICOLA, A. Gray. MOUNTAIN HOLLV.

A deciduous shrub (sometimes a tree in a wild state), with smooth young
stems. Leaves ovate to oval, with a long, tapering, lanceolate point, and a
wedge-shaped base, sharply toothed ; 2 to 5 ins. long, | to 2] ins. wide

;
pale

green, smooth, or downy only on the midrib and veins ; stalk slender, | to

^ in. long. Flowers white, the males crowded at the end of short spur-like

branches, or in the leaf-axils of the previons year's growth, along with two or
three leaves ; the females short-stalked, fewer, often solitary. Fruit globose,

bright orange red, s in. across, borne on stalks about ] in. long.

Native of the eastern United States from New York Stite southwards.
It is allied to I. dccidua, having the fruits red, the seeds many-ribbed at the

back, and leaves often clustered on short spurs, but I. decidua has round-
toothed leaves usually widest above the middle, and blunt at the apex.

Introduced to Kew from N. Carolina in 1899, but possibly in culti\ation

earlier.

I. OPACA, Aiio?i. American Holly.

An evergreen tree, sometimes 40 to 50 ft. high in a wild state, with a

trunk 6 to 9 ft. in girth, resembling the common holly in habit
;
young shoots

minutely downy. Leaves dull green above, yellow-grccn beneath, oval,

tapered more abruptly at the base than at the spine-tipped apex ; li to 3A ins.

long, half as wide ; the margins armed with broad, spine-tipf)ed teeth, which

tend to disappear from the uppermost leaves of adult specimens ; stalk

grooved, ] to \ in. long, minutely downy. Male flowers in three- to nine-

flowered, slender-stalked cymes ; females usually solitary ; all small, dull

white ; calyx-lobes edged with minute hairs. Fruit red, round, j in. diameter,

on a stalk about as long.

Native of the eastern and Central United States; introduced in 1744. In

gardens this species is only likely to be confused with the Himalay.in

I. dipyrena, which has similarly opaque, evergreen foliaj^c, but that s|K'tics

has longer narrow leaves with shorter stalks, and much shorter-stalkrd, more

congested flower-clusters. The fruit also is larger. I. opaca sometimes bears

fruit very freely in this countr>', and is then ornamental, but it is never so

attractive as our common native species. The largest specimen I know is at

Kew, 25 ft. hiKh, two-thirds as wide.

Van XANTHOCARl'A, Kehdtr.—Yxw'ws yellow ; has been found wild in

Massachusetts. Introduced in 1901.

I. I'KDUNCULOSA, MiqilcL

An evergreen shrub, or a tree up to 20 or 30 ft. high ;
young shoots smooth.

Leaves unarmed, ovate or oval, tapering or rounded at the base, slender

pointed, margins entire ; lA to 3 ins. long, \ to i| ins. wide ; d.irk " <n

and smooth ; stalk \ to 1 1n. long. The chief peculiarity of thi !ic

length of the fruit-stalk, which is 1 to \\ ins. long, so that the bright red fruits

each I in. across, stand out conspicuously.

Native of Japan ; introduced by Sargent in 1893. It is probably not now

in cultivation, although it ought to be hardy.

\'ar. CONTINKNTAI.IS, /u?<'j^rt<*r.-- Introduced by Wilson to the Ctximbc

Wood nurser>' from Hu|>ch, China, in 1901 and 1907, this differs from the
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Japanese type in lin\ ini^ leaves up to 4 or 5 ins. long, and a minutely ciliate

calyx. It is apj^arcntly quite hardy. There is a line of minute down on the
midrib above, and the young plants at Coombe Wood have the leaves incon-
spicuously toothed—perhaps a juvenile character only.

I. Perado, Alton.

(Loddiges' Botanical Cabinet, t. 549)

An evergreen tree, hardy in the warmer parts of the kingdom, with deep
green leathery leaves of variable shape, oval, ovate or obovate

; 3 to 5 ins.

long, lA to 2^ ins. wide ; sometimes entire, sometimes with spiny teeth, the
apex often blunt or rounded. Berries deep red, roundish o\al, \ in. in diameter,
on stalks about as much long, crowded in the leaf-axils.

Native of the Canary Islands and the Azores ; cultivated in Britain since

1760. It thrives very well in the Isle of Wight and in Ireland, and no doubt
elsewhere, but like I. platyphylla is confounded with I. Aquifolium. It may
have hybridised with that species, and thus become a parent of some of the
large-leaved, less spiny garden hollies. It differs from I. Aquifolium in the
distinctly winged leaf-stalk, at each side of which beneath there is a groove.
The spines also are much shorter.

I. Pernyi, Franchet.

An evergreen small tree, occasionally 20 to 30 ft. high in a wild state, more
often a shrub half as high ; branches stiff, densely furnished with leaves, and
clothed with a short dense pubescence when young. Leaves squarish at the
base, with a long triangular apex and two large spines, and often a smaller one,

at each side
; f to 2 ins. long, f to i in. wide ; dark glossy green, leathery

;

stalk /^ in. long, at first downy like the young shoot. Flowers pale yellow,

produced in minute axillary clusters, the sepals roundish and edged with
minute hairs. Fruit stalkless or nearly so, red, roundish oblong, \ in.

diameter.

Native of Central and W. China; discovered in 1858 by the Abbe Ferny;
introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1900. It appears to be widely
spread and common in certain parts of China. It bears most resemblance to

I. cornuta, but its smaller leaves, with the apices much more elongated, and
its downy shoots distinguish it. Its habit, in a young state at least, is

slenderly pyramidal and very shapely, and altogether it is a charming addition
to dwarf, slow-growing evergreens. Paul Perny, after whom it is named, was
a courageous French missionary who worked in the province of Kiuchu
between 1850 and i860. He was the first naturalist who explored that

province, which he is said to have originally entered in the guise of a Chinese
beggar.

Var. Veitchii, Hort.^ has larger and especially broader leaves.

I. PLATYPHYLLA, Webb. CANARY ISLAND HOLLY.

An evergreen tree, 30 or more ft. high, of densely leafy, bushy habit, young
shoots minutely scurfy or downy. Leaves broadly oval, very stiff and leathery,
rounded or tapered at the base, usually pointed and spine-tipped at the apex,

3 to 6 ins. long, 2 to 3A ins. wide ; the margins set with short spines, irregular
in number and size, often entire ; stalk \ in. long, covered with scurfy down.
Fruits deep red,

jj
in. diameter, on stalks'/j in. long.

Native of the Canary Islands, cultivated in Britain since 1760. From
I. Aquifolium it is not very easy to distinguish this species in words, although
it is distinct enough in general appearance. Its leaves are larger and duller.
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the teeth are smaller, the leaf-stalk flatter and the blade less undulated at the
margin. It is pretty certain that either it or balearica, a geographical variety
mentioned below, share in a greater or less degree the parentage of many
garden hollies, especially those with big, flattish, rather dull-surfaced leaves.
The true platyphylla of Webb (different from the holly so called in gardens.)
is probably tender.

Var. BALEARICA (I. balearica, Desfontaines).— Leaves ovate or oval, 2 to 3^
ins. long, i to 2 ins. wide, stout and dark green ; spines usually few and
irregular or absent. Female plant in gardens. Native of the Balearic Islands
and S. Spain.

Var. MADERENSis.— Leaves ovate or oval, 2.^ to 3^ ins. long, bright green,
the margins uniformly spiny, the spines pointing forwards. \'en' close to

balearica. A variegated holly known as MADERENSis variegata, with an
irregular yellow blotch in the centre, is probably a hybrid in whose origin

I. Aquifolium has a share, as indicated by the large spines nnd wavy margin.
\'ar. NIGKESCENS.—A fine dark green variety, the largest leaves of which

are 4 ins. long by 2| ins. wide, ovate, sparsely and irregularly spiny. A male.

I. SERRATA, TJuniberg.

(I, Sieboldii, Mu/uel.')

A deciduous shrub, up to 12 or 15 ft. high, with spreading branches
;
young

shoots angled, zigzag, minutely downy. Leaves oval and ovate to somewhat
obovate ; tapered at both ends, usually more slenderly at the apex ; finely

toothed, I to 3 ins. long, \ to i in. wide ; dull green above, and soft with

minute down when young, becoming smooth later ; covered with a more
conspicuous, persistent down and prominently veined beneath ; stalk .\ in. or

less long, downy. Flowers inconspicuous in axillary clusters. Fruit red,

globose, \ in. diameter.

Native of Japan ; apparently introduced for the first time in 189310 Kcw
from Yokohama, but known in the United States since about 1866. It is quite

hardy, and bears good crops of fruit. It has very much the aspect of the North

American I. verticillata, but is not so ornamental, the fruits being smaller and
scarcely so bright ; its leaves are also more finely toothed. Sargent observes

that the leafless branches are sold in immense quantities in Tokyo for house

decoration ; for this purpose they are admirably suited, as the berries hang on

and retain their colour a long time.

\'ar. leucocarpa.— Fruits white ; leaves shorter and broader. Introduced

in 1893.

I. VKRTICILLATA, A. Gray. BL.VCK ALDKK \\ INTFRHKKRV.

(Prinos verticillatus, Linntrtis.')

A deciduous shrub, 6 to 10 fu high, of spreading habit ;
young shoots

smooth. Leaves oval, obovate, or lanceolate, tapered at both ends ; 1 ^ to 3

ins. long, h to i in. wide ; shallowly and often doubly toothed ; snuwth almvc,

downy beneath, especially on the midrib and veins ; stalk i to i in. long.

Male flowers in clusters of six or more in the leaf-axils; female ones fewer.

Calyx edged with small hairs. Fruits often solitary or in pairs, bright red (or,

in var. CHRYSOCARPA, Robinson, yellow), \ in. diameter, round.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1736. This is the most

ornamental of the American deciduous hollies, and is frequently vcr>' showy in

autumn with the glossy scarlet berries, which are in full colour '
' the

leaves fall. The only sjKcies with which it is likely to be 1 is

I. laevigata {q.v.\ a species which has also red fruits and is deciduous. 1

1
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differs from iliis by its smooth or nearly smooth leaves ; its lon<j, slender-

stalked male flowers ; its calyx marj^nns not being hairy ; and by its solitary

fruits. I. verticillata is somewhat variable, and American botanists distinguish

the following varieties :

—

War. CYCLOPHVLI.A, Robinson.—Leaves small, roundish, rather clustered at

the end of the twig, finely downy on the veins beneath.

\%ar. PADIFOLIA (Prinos padifolius, Willdenow).—Leaves downy all over the

lower surface.

Van TENUIFOLTA (Prinos tenuifolius, Torrey).—Leaves thinner and less

downy than in the type. Female flowers more often solitary.

I. VOMITORIA, AitOft. CaSSENA.

(1. Cassine, Walter—not Linncvus^

An evergreen shrub, sometimes a small tree, 15 to 20 ft. high
;
young

shoots rigid, spreading, covered with a minute down. Leaves smooth, glossy

dark green, narrowly oval or inclined to ovate, tapered at the base, bluntish

at the apex, the margin shallowly and remotely toothed
; ^ to i^ ins. long,

\ to I in. wide ; stalk jV to \ in. long, downy like the young wood. Flowers
produced in axillary clusters on the year-old wood, the males numerous and on
stalks J in. long ; females solitary or in pairs. Fruit scarlet, round, \ in.

diameter.
Native of the south-eastern United States ; introduced in 1700. A neat

evergreen shrub something like a Phillyrea in appearance, but incapable of

withstanding our hardest winters.

I. YUNNANENSIS, FmncJiet.

An evergreen shrub, ultimately 10 to 12 ft. high, with bright green
branchlets covered with outstanding down which persists two years. Leaves
of a beautiful brownish red when quite young, becoming glossy green with

age, ovate, rounded at the base, acutely pointed, round-toothed, | to \\ ins.

long, rather more than half as wide. Fruit about \ in. diameter, red.

Native of W. China ; introduced by Wilson about I90i,and since cultivated

in the Coombe Wood nursery. It has not yet flowered under cultivation, but
is worth growing as a neat, cheerful-looking evergreen. It was first discovered
by Delavay, afterwards by Henry. It is allied to I. crcnata, but the leaves are

more leathery, the branches more downy, and the fruit red.

ILLICIUM. Anise Trees, magnoliace^e.

A small genus of evergreen shrubs or small trees allied to Magnolia,

with an agreeable aromatic odour resembling that of aniseed. Leaves
alternate, entire. Fruit starlike, the carpels being borne round a central

axis. Two species are grown out-of-doors in the British Isles, one from

the S.E. United States, the other from China and Japan. Both are

rather tender. They prefer a partially peaty soil, especially until well-

established, and can best be propagated by layers.

I. floridanum, Ellis. PcMSON Bay.

(Bot. Mag., t. 439 )

A shrub 6 to 8 ft. high, of compact, much-branched habit. Leaves 3 or 4
ins. long, lance-shaped to narrowly oval, tapered at both ends, entire, leathery,
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smooth. Flowers borne singly near the end of the shoots, each one composed
of from twenty to thirty strap-shaped, pointed petals, | to i in. long, maroon-
purple. Fruit a little over i in. wide.

Native of the southern United States ; first found by Bartram in W. Florida
in 1766, and introduced to England five years later. A small specimen has
lived outside for a long time without protection in the Coombe Wood nursery',

where it stands on a sunny slope, but as a rule near London it reciuircs the
shelter of a wall or some winter covering. It is really best adapted for

Cornwall and places with a similar climate. The whole plant is permeated
with an agreeable aromatic fragrance.

I. RELIGIOSUM, Siebold.

(Bot. Mag., t. 3965.)

A shrub or small tree, the young branches of which are smooth, green
spotted with brown. Leaves 2 to 3 ins. long, \ to i in. wide, narrowly oval,

blunt at the apex, tapering at the base to a short, thick stalk. P'lowers about
I in. across, produced singly or in pairs from the leaf-axils, not fragrant.

Petals narrow, numerous (up to thirty), pale greenish yellow.

Native of Japan and China ; introduced in 1790. Flowers from March to

May. Hardy in Cornwall, Scilly, the south of Ireland, etc., this, near London,
is only suitable for a wall or specially sheltered spot. The leaves and wood
have a strong aromatic and agreeable fragrance. This shrub was long thought

to be the "star anise" of the Japanese and Chinese, but that tree is really

quite a different species, now known as I. verum. (See J. D. Hooker in

Bot. Mag.^ t. 7005.)

INDIGOFERA. lkguminos.k.

A large genus of herbs and shrubs, notable in containing the indigo

plant (I. tincloria). Of the shrubby species a few may be grown out-of-

doors in Britain, but the shoots in our climate, although woody, are

usually of only annual duration, unless given the protection of a wall.

Leaves pinnate ; flowers pea-shaped, and produced in a.xillary racemes.

Pod long and narrow.

The four species here included are all handsome plants, requiring

a good, but not a heavy, loamy soil, and a sunny position. They are

increased by cuttings made of half-ripened shoots placed in a close,

slightly heated frame. The cuttings should be kept under glass the first

winter, remaining in their pots until spring.

I. I)ECOR.\, LitidUy.

(Bot. Mag., t. 5063.)

A low deciduous shrub, i to 2 ft. high, perhaps more in mild districts.

Stems reddish brown, slender, bearing pinnate leaves 4 to 6 ins. long at

intervals of i to lA ins. Leaflets in three and a half to six and a half jwirs on

ach leaf; I to 2\ ins. long, \ to I in. wide : ovatc-lanccolalc to oval, with a

hort, abrupt, bris'llc-like tip ;'smooth above, furnii>hcd brni-.ith with "
' r*

attached by the centre. Racemes 6 ins. long, produced in the U,

twenty to forty flowers on each. Flowers S to
j| in. long, each borne on a
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•Nat.ve of Chma and perhaps Japan -introduced abouiX by Fortune,

Indigokera decora.

who found it i-rowinL' in the sr-irrlonc ^f ci i • » •

«ive^„ a front p.ace in th'e' :^rZ:^^i!:^J^^^ fn^r^^^.tdt""'
'"
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I. GeRARDIAXA, Wallich.

(I. Dosua, LindUy^ in Bot. Reg. 28, t. 57— not Hamilton^

A deciduous shrub with downy, slightly-ribbed branches. At Kew, where
it is almost invariably cut back to the ground each winter, it sends up a dense
thicket of erect, scarcely branched shoots 2 to 4 ft. high, clothed from top to
bottom with leaves. Where the climate is milder the shoots survive, and it

then becomes a much-branched shrub, perhaps 6 or 8 ft. high. On a wall at
Kew it is 10 ft. high. Leaves pinnate, 2 to 4 ins. long, composed of six to
ten pairs of leaflets and an odd one ; leaflets

tl to f in. long, obovate or oval,
clothed with grey appressed hairs on both sides, the apex notched or rounded
and having a short bristle-like tip. Racemes produced from the Icaf-axils in
succession from below upwards, on the terminal part of the shooL They are
3 to 5 ins. long, bearing short-stalked, pea-shaped flowers i in. long, rosy
purple, two dozen or more on each raceme. Calyx downy, wrth lance-shaped
lobes. Pod deflexcd when ripe, i^ to 2 ins. long, \ in. wide, cylindric, six- to
ten-seeded.

Native of the north-western Himalaya. Commencing to blossom about
the end of June, and continuing until the end of September, having also
foliage of great beauty and luxuriance, this is one of the most ornamental of
late-flowering shrubs. It has the disadvantage of starting late into growth, and
it is not until June that the stools become well furnished. For this reason
it is not suitable for planting alone in masses. It likes abundant sunshine,
and does not flower so freely in dull seasons.

I. HEBErETALA, Bcnt/iam.

(Bot. Mag., t. 8208.)

A deciduous shrub, growing about 4 ft. high at Kew, but considerably
taller where it is not cut back during winter ; stems smooth, except when
quite young. Leaves pinnate, 7 to 9 ins. long, with usually seven to nine
(occasionally eleven) leaflets, which are oblong, broadly oval or blightly

ovate, short-stalked ; i to 2^ ins. long, half as much wide ; rounded or notched
at the apex, smooth above, the appressed hairs beneath attached by their

middle. Racemes 3 to 9 ins. long, produced from the leaf-axils of the

terminal part of the shoot, and developing in succession as it lengthens.

Flowers closely set, twenty to sixty on one raceme, each i to ^ in. long,

the standard petal crimson, wing and keel petals rose-coloured. I'od 1 \

to 2 ins. long, cylindric, smooth, carrying eight to ten seeds.

Native of the north-western Himalaya, where it is widely spread at

altitudes of 6000 to 8000 ft. It is strange that so handsome a shrub should

be so little known in j^ardens. The date of its introduction is not rccordrd,

but it has been cultivated at Kew since 1881, when it came with a collcc'ion

of plants becjueathed by Mr J. C. Joad, a well-known amateur of his lime.

It produces its richly coloured racemes during August and September. In

the open ground its stems rarely survive the winter, and are j^encrally rut

back to the old woody stool, a new crop sprin^in^ up in early bummer.

I. KiRILnwi, Maximowicz.

A shrub or sub-shrub, with erect stems, which are slighily h.iiry uhcn very

young, soon smooth and somewhat an^^ular. Leaves pinnate, 4 to 6 \\\^. long,

composed of usually seven to eleven leaflets which vary in shape from

roundish to broadly oval, obovate, or rhomboidal, A to 1] ins. long, wedge-

shaped or rounded at the base, tapered at the apex, and terminated by a
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fine bristle-like elongation of the midrib ; bright green above, both surfaces

furnished with pale flattened hairs. Racemes erect, about 5 ins. long,

the flowers crowded on the upper half ; rose-coloured, | in. long ; calyx

slightly hairy, and with sharp, unequal, lance-shaped lobes. Pod i-h to 2 ins.

long, ,\
in. wide.

Native of X. China, Manchuria, and Korea ; not very common in cultiva-

tion. It is allied to I. decora, but is distinguished by the sh'brter, broader

leaves hairy on both sides. The calyx teeth of I. decora
are also shorter and broadly triangular and the flowers paler

coloured.

ITEA. SAXIFRAGACEyE.

A small genus of deciduous and evergreen small trees

or shrubs, one species native of N. America, the others of

E. Asia. It belongs to the Escallonia group of Saxifra-

gacene, and has alternate leaves, five-parted flowers, but

differs from Escallonia itself in the narrow petals, and all

other allied hardy shrubs like Philadelphus, Deutzia,

Hydrangea, etc., by its alternate leaves. The only

genuinely hardy species is I. virginica.

I. ILICIFOLIA, Oliver.

An evergreen shrub of bushy habit, said to attain a
height of 18 ft. occasionally jn a wild state, and already

Itka ii.ioiKOLiA. 6 to 8 ft. high in this country ; stems quite smooth. Leaves
holly-like but thinner, broadly oval, 2 to 4 ins. long, i^ to

7\ ins. wide, the apex short-pointed ; dark glossy green above, paler below,
both surfaces smooth, except for tufts of hair in the axils of the cKief

veins beneath ; margins armed with stiff spiny teeth ; stalk 4 to | in. long.

Racemes pendulous, arching, 6 to 12 ins. long, \ in. wide, crowded with
greenish white flowers

;
petals narrow, ^ in. long. Blossoms in August.

Native of W. China ; discovered by Henry, and first raised from seeds
sent by him to Lord Kesteven, with whom it flowered at Casewick in 1895.
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It is not hardy at Kew, and can only be regarded as suitable for the warmer
part of the British Isles, although it may succeed on walls in colder districts.

Easily increased by cuttings of fairly ripened wood with a heel. Its foliage is

handsome, and its racemes elegant.

I. VIRGINICA, Lifinceiis.

(Bot. Mag., t. 2409.)

A deciduous shrub, 3 to 5 ft. high, with erect, smooth, clustered stems,
branched only towards the top. Leaves narrowly oval or oblong, tapering at

both ends, i^ to 3^ ins. long, | to l^ ins. wide ; bright green and smooth
above, paler and slightly hairy beneath, chiefly on the midrib and veins

;

margins set with fine, regular teeth ; stalk ]!• to | in. long, downy, grooved on
the upper side. Flowers fragrant, creamy white, ^ to \ in. across, produced
very close together on slender, erect, cylindrical, downy racemes 3 to 6 ins.

long and about f in. through, terminating short, leafy twigs ; each flower is on
a downy stalk, { in. long. Petals narrow, \ in. long ; calyx downy, with five

linear, pointed lobes half as long as the petals. Seed-vessels brown, dr>', \ in.

long, downy.
Native of the eastern United States, usually affecting moist places ; intro-

duced in 1744. This is a pretty shrub, and useful in flowering during July.

The leaves often remain on the plant until December. It sends up its erect,

slender stems one summer, which branch copiously near the top the next, each
twig producing a raceme at the end. It may be increased by means of

cuttings made of moderately ripened wood in July or August, and given gentle

heat ; but for ordinar>' garden purposes division of the old plants is quicker and
usually sufficient. Pruning should consist of entirely removing sufficient of

the older stems to afford light and space for the young ones, by means of

which the plant is continually renewing itself from the base. It loves a good
soil and abundant moisture.

JAMESIA AMKRICAXA, Torrey. SAXn RAr.ACK.i:.

(Bot. M:;g., t. 6142.)

A deciduous shrub, 4 to 7 ft. high, of bushy, rounded habit, and

usually more in diameter than it is high ; branches stout, stiff, very pithy,

covered with a bright brown, downy bark, which afterwards jKrels off in

papery flakes. Leaves opposite ; on the barren shoots ovate, i to 3 ins.

long, J to 2 ins. wide ; coarsely and regularly toothed, with scattered,

flattened hairs above ; downy, almost felted beneath ; on the flowering

twigs the leaves are much smaller, and often of more oval outline ; stalks

downy, \ to J in. long. Flowers slightly fragrant, pure white, \ in. across,

produced during May in erect, terminal pyramidal panicles i to 2A ins.

long and broad ;
petals five, oblong ; calyx woolly, with five-pointed

ovate lobes ; stamens ten.

Native of Western N. America; introduced to Kew in 1S62. This

interesting and pretty shrub was first found in 1820 by Dr Kdwin James,

after whom it was named ; he was then acting as botanist and historian

to Major Long's P^xpedition to the Rocky Mountains. It can be |.ro|)a-

gated by cuttings, and, given a sunny position, and an ofH-'n, not too

2T
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rich soil, thrives excellently. It is the only species of the genus.
Var. ROSEA, Purpus, found in S. Nevada, I have not seen.

JAME8IA AMERICANA.

JASMINUM. Jasmine, olkace.e.

Of the large number of species belonging to tiiis genus (over loo),
only about .six can be cultivated permanently in the open air in Britain,
i hey are cither climbers or shrubs of loo.se, spreading habit, and are
either evergreen or deciduous

; leaves alternate or opposite, trifoliolate or
pinnate. Howcrs yellow or white, rarely red, usually fragrant ; corolla with
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a slender, tapering tube, expanding at the mouth into normally five (some-
times more) spreading lobes. The berry-like fruits are normally twin,

but frequently only one develops. The species here described may be
distinguished as follows :

—

A. Leaves alternate.
* Calyx-lobes awl-shaped^ about as long as the calyx-cup.

1. Floriduvi. Leaflets three or five.

2. Fruticans. Leaflets never more than three.

** Calyx-lobes triangular^ much shorter than the calyx-cup.

3. Humile. Leaflets three ; flowers in clusters of up to four.

4. Rnolututn. Leaflets three or five, rarely seven ; flowers in clusters of six to twelve.

5. Wallichianum. Leaflets five to eleven (rarely thirteen) ; flowers often in triplets.

B. Leaves opposite.

* Flowers yellow.

6. Xudijlorum. Deciduous, winter-flowering ; leaflets small.

7. Primulinum. Semi-evergreen, spring and summer flowering ; leaflets large.

** Flowers white.

8. Officinale.

Provided the climatic conditions are suitable, the jasmines are easily

cultivated; they like a good loamy soil and a sunny position. All are

easily increased by cuttings of moderately ripened wood. Nudiflorum,
oTficinale, and floridum are seen at their best on walls

;
primulinum will

in most places need winter protection.

A curious jasmine has recently been introduced from W. China by Messrs
Bees of Liverpool, who have named it J. Beesianum. It is a climber of
vigorous growth, with slender grooved stems, slightly downy, especially

about the joints. Leaves opposite, ovate-lanceolate or lanceolate, \\ to

2 ins. long, ^ to ^ in. wide, slender-pointed; dull dark green above, grey-
green beneath, with short down on both sides; stalk \^ in. or less lonj;.

Flowers one to three at the end of the shoot, each $ to J in. !on>,', r

coloured; calyx-lobes \ in. long, almost threadlike; flower-stalk
/,

in. 1

In spite of its unusual colour of flower, this plant has not as yet been
attractive.

J. FLORIDUM, ButtgC.

(Hot. Mag., t. 6719.)

A nearly evergreen shrub of rambling habit ; branches angled, smooth.
Leaves alternate ; mostly composed of three leaflets, but occasionally five,

never apparently more. Leaflets oval, sometimes obovate or ovate, A to i A ins.

1<^"K> i to $ in. wide, pointed, smooth. Flowers yellow, in terminal tyin«»e

clusters, usually produced from July onwards ; corolla \ to '\ in. long, the lobes

five, pointed. Calyx-lobes five, about \ in. long, awl-shaped. Fruit about the

size of a small pea, black.

Native of China ; cultivated in that country and Japan ; introduced by the

lOarl of Ilcliester about the middle of last century. It was originally dis-

covered in North China, but Henry found it fretjuenily in Central China,

about Ichang. It is closely allied to J. revolutum, having; alternate leaves and
yellow flowers, but differs in the Ion>,'er, more slender calyx-lobes, and in

never havini^ more than \\\v leaflets to one leaf It has long been grown on a

wall at Kew, but is not so hardy as J. revolutum.
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J. FRUTICANS, LtnflCBUS.

(Bot. Mag., t. 461.)

A semi-evergreen shrub, producing a dense mass of slender, erect stems
from 3 to 5 ft. high, but thrice as much against a wall

;
young shoots angular,

smooth. Leaves alternate ; composed of three leaflets on a common stalk
about \ in. long, or of one leaflet only. Leaflets narrow-oblong or linear-

obovate, j to | in. long, one-third as much wide ; tapering at the base, more
rounded at the apex, deep green, smooth on both surfaces, but edged with
minute hairs. On strong sucker shoots, the leaflets are occasionally twice as
large. Flowers yellow, produced from June onwards, usually in threes or fives

at the end of short twigs. Corolla % in. long and wide ; calyx bell-shaped,
with five slender lobes. Fruit globose, shining black, the size of a pea.

Native of S. Europe, N. Africa, and Asia Minor ; cultivated since the
middle of the sixteenth century, perhaps before. The largest plant I have
seen is growing on a house front between Kew Bridge and the entrance to
Kew Gardens ; it covers the wall up to 10 or 15 ft. high. On the hills above
Hyeres, I have seen it growing abundantly and quite handsome in the fall of
the year by reason of the crop of shining black berries. There the shrubs are
mostly li to 3 ft. high. In hot seasons it fruits freely in England.

J. NUDIFLORUM, Lindley.

(Bot. Mag., t. 4649 ; J. Sieboldianum, Blume.')

A deciduous shrub of rambling habit, growing 12 to 15 ft. high against a
wall, with long, slender, pendulous, smooth, four-angled branchlets. Leaves
opposite, composed of three leaflets borne on a common stalk about ^ in. long.
Leaflets oval-oblong, ^ to ij; ins. long, one-third to half as wide, tapered at

both ends, deep lustrous green, not toothed, but furnished at the margin when
young with tiny hairs. Flowers bright yellow, | to i in. diameter, produced
from November to February ; they are solitary on stalks |- in. long, clothed
with several small, narrow, green bracts. Corolla tubular at the base and
nearly i in. long, spreading into six divisions. Calyx-lobes six, linear, pointed.

Native of China ; introduced by Fortune for the Horticultural Society in

1844. A very hardy plant, of great value in gardens because of its habit of
flowering during the very darkest months. No plant does so much to lighten
up in midwinter dull suburban streets of London, and the fact that it will

thrive in such places adds much to its worth. It blossoms best against a
sunny wall, but, after warm summers especially, flowers very freely in the open
ground. A pleasing arrangement is to plant it in association with Berberis
Aquifolium, against whose purplish winter-shade of leaf the leafless flower-
laden sprays of this jasmine are peculiarly bright and effective.

Van FOLIIS AUREis has leaflets blotched with yellow.

J. OFFICINALE, Linnceus. COMMON Jasmine.

(Bot. Mag., t. 31.)

A deciduous, or nearly deciduous, climbing shrub, making shoots 6 ft. or
more long in one season, and ultimately, if carefully trained, reaching 40 ft.

in height
;
young shoots very slender, angled, smooth or soon becoming so.

Leaves opposite, pinnate, composed of five, seven, or nine leaflets, which are

\ to 2^ ins. long,
/;

to i in. wide ; slightly downy at or aboul the margin, the
terminal one much the largest and stalked ; side one stalkless. Flowers
white, dcliciously fragrant, produced from June until October in a terminal
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cluster of cymes, each cyme with three or five blossoms. Corolla I in. long,
and about the same across the four or five spreading lobes. Calyx-lobes
almost thread-like, ^ in. long ; flower-stalk about i in. long. Fruit not regularly
or freely produced, black, \ in. long, solitary or twin.

V'ar. AFFINE (J. affine, Carrilre).—A form with larger flowers and broader
calyx-lobes.

Var. AUREUM.—Leaflets rather handsomely blotched with yellow, but it

is scarcely as hardy as the green type. Loudon mentions a double-flowered
variety, but this I have not seen.

Native of Persia, N.W. India, China. The common jasmine (or jessamine)
has been cultivated from time immemorial in Britain, and its fragrance and
beauty have given it a place in English gardens as secure as that of the lilac

or lavender. In the north it is hardy only against a wall or on a roof, but in

the south it grows well in the open, where if supported in the early stages and
pruned back every spring it will make a self-supporting bush. But perhaps
its charm is greatest when allowed to form a loose tangle on a house front,

as one may often see it in cottage gardens between London and the south
coast. Even in winter the tangle of young stems has a cheerful green effect.

A popular perfume is extracted from the flowers.

J. PRIMULINUM, Hemsley.

(Bot. Mag., t. 7981.)

An evergreen, rambling shrub, probably 6 to 10 ft. high, forming a dense
interlacing mass of branches

;
young stems four-angled, smooth. Leaves

opposite ; composed of three leaflets borne on a common stalk about \ in. long.

Leaflets lance-shaped or narrowly oval, i to 3 ins. long, \ to \ in. wide, short-

stalked (the side ones smaller), dark glossy green. Flowers lA to i^ ins.

diameter, bright yellow, produced in spring and summer, solitary on stalks

^ to lA ins. long, and furnished with tiny, green, leaflike bracts. Corolla
often semi-double, composed of from six to ten divisions, each \ to \ in. wide,
rounded at the end. Calyx-lobes usually five or six, narrow, pointed, \ in.

long, smooth or minutely ciliate.

Native of W. China ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1900.

As the plant had never been found bearing seed, the collector was obliged to

send home living plants by an overland route to Hong-Kong, and thence to

England. This jessamine is certainly the most striking of all those that can
be grown out-of-doors anywhere in this country, but it is only likely to thrive

in the very mildest spots. At Kew, even against a wall, it succumbs to severe

frost. The best method of cultivating it is, apparently, to grow it in pots out-

of-doors, exposed to full sunshine and generously treated at the root, then

to house it and keep it as dry as possible without losing its foliage during the

winter. It then makes a fine display in spring. It appears to have found

acceptable conditions in middle and south Italy, where I have seen it profusely

in flower. It is closely allied to J. nudiflorum in all essential characters, but

is much larger in all its parts.

J. REVOLUTUM, Sims.

(Bot. Mag., t. 173 1 ; Bot. Reg., i. 178.)

A nearly evergreen shrub, not climbing, but of lax, spreading habit ; stems

not downy, slightly angular, the stoutest among cultivated jasmines. Leaves

alternate, composed of usually three or five, sometimes seven leaflets, which

are oval or ovate, tapered to both ends, the side ones } to li ins. long, the

terminal one up to 2 ins. or more long, and i^ ins. wide ; all of a dull, ver>' dark
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^accn above, paler and brighter green beneath ; stalk of terminal leaflet up to

A in. long ; of the others, very short or absent. Flowers yellow, fragrant, pro-

duced in terminal corymbs of six, tweh e, or more together. On very vigorous

shoots the terminal inflorescence is augmented by two or three axillary ones,

making the whole cluster forty- to fifty-flowered, and about 5 ins. across.

Corolla I to i in. across ; calyx-lobes about one-third as long as the cup,

triangular.

Native of Afghanistan and the north-west Himalaya. It varies somewhat in

size of leaf, and thejasmines known in gardens as J. Reevesii and J. triumphans
are this species. It is nearly allied to J. Wallichianum (g.v.), and like it is

sometimes cut back in winter, but as it flowers from June onwards on the shoots

of the year this is not of much consequence. Still, a sheltered spot should be
given to it. Belonging to the same group of alternate-leavedjasmines with very

short calyx-lobes is J. HUMILE, Lirinceus^ a native of S.E. Europe. It is a

dwarf plant with nearly always ternate leaves, and one to four flowers on a

stalk. It was cultivated by Tradescant in 1656, but being rather tender, and
not so ornamental as either revolutum or Wallichianum, has probably dis-

appeared from cultivation. It used to be known as " Italian jasmine

"

(Bot. Reg., t. 350).

J. Wallichianum, Lindley.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1409.)

A nearly evergreen shrub, with slender, angled, smooth branchlets. Leaves

alternate, composed of seven to thirteen leaflets which are lanceolate to ovate,

taper-pointed, ^ to i^ ins. long, \ in. or more wide; the terminal one much the

longest and largest, dark green ; both blade and stalk sometimes more or less

downy. Flowers yellow, ^- in. long, \ in. across the rounded, spreading lobes
;

produced in a cluster at and near the end of the shoot, solitary on the stalk, or

often in triplets. Calyx-lobes about one-third as long as the cup, triangular,

downy.
Native of Nepal; introduced about 1812. It is most nearly allied to

J. revolutum, difi*ering in the greater number and smaller size of the leaflets,

in the few flowers on the cyme, and in being less robust. Both these species

differ from the two other alternate-leaved jasmines in the very short, com-
paratively broad calyx-lobes.

JUGLANS. Walnut, juglandace^.

The walnuts, of which eight or nine species are in cultivation, are

deciduous trees, or occasionally shrubs, with pinnate leaves aromatically

scented. Plowers unisexual, both sexes on the same plant ; the male

flowers very numerous in slender, pendulous catkins, with many stamens

produced in the axil of a lobed scale ; female flowers few. The male

catkins (rather elegant in the Asiatic species) are borne towards the

end of the previous year's shoots; the nut-bearing spike terminates the

young shoot of the current season. Fruit a hard-shelled nut, surrounded

by a thin or fleshy husk. The cultivated species are from Europe,

N. Asia, and N. America, but two or three species of which little is

known are found in S. America. The only other genus of trees with

which Juglans is likely to be confused is Carya (the hickories), but among
other differences, Juglans is distinguished by the pith of the young shoots

being in thin transverse plates, thus dividing the hollow portion of the
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shoot into a series of chambers, and by the unbranched male catkins.
In Carya the pith is continuous, and the male catkins three-branched.

In gardens, Juglans is seldom represented except by the common
walnut, grown for its nuts, and by the black walnut, grown for its stately
form and noble foliage. The striking group of North Asiatic species
cordiformis, cathayensis, stenocarpa, etc.— is scarcely known, yet in a
young state their leaves are 2 to 3 ft. long. Hopes have been entertained
that the same group may prove of value for their edible nuts, which they
bear, many together, in clusters, but I do not think that they, or any
other species except the common one, will ever be worth growing for the
fruit. J. nigra and J. regia both yield a valuable timber, but the former
never appears to have been given a fair trial under favourable conditions
as a forest tree in Britain.

Walnuts should always, if possible, be grown from seed, and as they
bear transplanting badly, should be given permanent places early. The
nuts should be sown as soon as ripe, and not allowed to become dry.
All the species like a deep loamy soil. The named varieties of common
walnut are propagated by grafting on the type. Some of the species are
tender in a young state and apt to be cut by late frost, thus rendering
them bushy-topped. It is, in consequence, sometimes necessary to tie

up a shoot to form a new leader. The walnut flowers have no colour
beauty, and are fertilised by wind ; hybrids have been obtained from species
growing near to each other. The following have been named :

—

J. ALATA, Carricre (J. cinerea x rcgia).—Young wood downy. Leaflets
usually nine, resembling those of J. regia, but slightly toothed ; downy
beneath.

J. PVRlFORMis, Carricre (J. nigra x regia).— Leaves of nine to thirteen
leaflets, finely toothed, smooth beneath, and generally intermediate between
the parents ; fruit more resembling that of J. regia.

J. \'ILM0RINIANA, Carrilre (J. nigra x rej^na).— Foliage as in J. pyrifonnis,

but the fruit more resembling that of J. ni},'ra. The original of this hybrid is

now a noble tree in Mr dc \'ilmorin's garden at \'crricrcs-Ie-Huisson, near
Paris. It was planted where it stands, in 1816, to commemorate the birth of
an eldest son in the de Vilmorin family, and when I saw it a few years ago it

was over 90 ft. high, and 10 ft. in K'^th of trunk.

J. CALIFORNIC.\, 5. WatS07l.

A very large shrub, 10 to 25 ft. high, with numerous stems, or a tree as
much as 50 to 70 ft. high, with a distinct trunk. Leaves 6 to 12 ins. long,

composed of eleven to nineteen leaflets, which are ovate-lanceolate, iMo 4 ins.

long, coarsely toothed, taper-pointed, smooth except for tufts of li.iir in the

vein-axils beneath. Male catkins 2 to 4 ins. long ; fruit globose, ^ to i| ins.

wide, with a thin, downy rind ; nut smooth, except for shallow grooves running
lengthwise.

Native of California ; introduced to Kew about the end of last ccntur>', but

afterwards lost ; small plants have been recently obtained from America. Tliis

tree is allied to J. rupestris, especially its variety major, but it differs in the

nut being nearly smooth instead of deeply grooved as in J. rupestris. The tree

form of this walnut (J.
californica var. W\wCis\\, Jfpson) occurs in N. California

;

the shrubby form in S. California. The species is much used in Califomi.i as

a stock on which to graft the common walnut. Nothing certain can yet be

said of its adaptability for British gardens.
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J. CATIIAVENSIS, Dodc.

A tree up to 70 ft. hiL;h, with thick young shoots covered the first year with

very viscid, gland-tipped hairs, as are also the main-stalks of the leaves, the

fruits, and fruit-stalks. Leaves 2 to 3 ft. long, with eleven to seventeen leaflets,

which are ovate-oblong, 3 to 6 (occasionally 8) ins. long, half as wide ; obliquely

rounded or heart-shaped at the base, taper-pointed, finely toothed, dark green

and downy above, paler and with starry down beneath ;
midribs with gland-

tipped hairs like those of the main leaf-stalk. Male flowers in pendulous,

cvlindrical catkins 9 to 15 ins. long. Fruits clustered at the end of a stout

stalk about 6 ins. long, egg-shaped, i\ to if ins. long, pointed. Nut of similar

shape, sharply pointed, six- to eight-angled, the angles spiny-toothed ; rind

i to \ in. thick.

Native of Central and W. China, where it is common. Introduced by

Wilson in 1903 to the Coombe Wood nursery, where young trees 8 or 10 ft. high

have already borne fruits. Owing to the thickness of the shell, the nuts are of

small value for eating, although the kernel is of good flavour. It is a

promising, fine-foliaged tree of the same type as J. mandshurica ; they differ

chiefly in" the fruit, but the present species is a better grower.

J. CINEREA, Linnceus. BUTTER-NUT.

A tree 50 to 60, rarely 100 ft. high, usually forming a wide-spreading head

of branches
;
young wood covered with a dense, rusty brown, clammy felt,

which partly falls away by the end of the season. Leaves 10 to 20 ins. long,

composed of seven to seventeen leaflets, which are 2 to 5 ins. long, | to i\ ins.

wide ; oblong lance-shaped, taper-pointed, obliquely rounded at the base, finely

and regularly toothed ; upper surface at first hairy, especially on the midrib
;

lower surface covered with soft, star-shaped hairs ; common-stalk thickly

furnished with gland-tipped, sticky hairs. Male flowers in catkins 2 to 4 ins.

long. Fruits three to five in a drooping cluster, each tapering to a point at the

top, rounded at the base, i^ to 2^ ins. long, covered with sticky hairs. Nut i

to li ins. long, with a short point ; kernel sweet, oily.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced early in the seventeenth

century. Although so long cultivated, this tree is comparatively rare in

Britain, and is evidently not so well adapted for our climate as the black

walnut, rarely bearing fruit. As a small tree it is quite handsome, but grows

slowly. According to Elwes, the largest tree in the country, at Coolhurst,

Horsham, is a little over 50 ft. high. From J. nigra it differs in its pointed,

more numerous fruits, its more downy leaves, and by a transverse tuft of

down between the scar left by each fallen leaf and the bud above it.

J. CORDIFORMIS, Maximowicz.

A tree up to 50 ft. high
;
young shoots stout, covered with brownish

glandular hairs. Leaves as in J. mandshurica and Sieboldiana, except

that the leaflets are somewhat more distinctly heart-shaped at the base,

but not enough to afford a reliable means of distinction. Male catkins

often I ft in length. Fruit globose, i^ ins. diameter, produced in dense

clusters of ten or more. Nut \\ ins. long, very distinct in shape ; it has

a broad, rounded, heart-shaped base, and a slender pointed apex, and is

much flattened.

Native of Japan, but apparently uncommon in a wild state. Although

scarcely distinguishable from its allies, J. Sieboldiana and J. mandshurica,

in growth, it is very distinct from them in the shape of the nuts, which are

offered for sale in the markets of Japanese towns. In my experience this
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is the best grower of this group of walnuts. A tree at Kcw about fifteen

Jt-OLAMB OORDirORMIR.

years old is 20 ft. high, and produces both male and female inflorescence

freely. The former are very striking, although yellowish green. Nuts l^ in.
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long have formed on this tree, and have occasionally matured. It is one

of the most striking of pinnate leaved trees.

J. MANDSHU RICA, Maximowicz.

A tree 50 to 70 ft. high
;
young shoots very stout, and like the common

stalk of the leaf, clothed with brown, glandular hairs. Leaves i^ to 2 ft.

(in vigorous young trees 3 ft.) long, composed of eleven to nineteen leaflets,

which are oblong, taper-pointed, finely toothed, obliquely rounded or slightly

heart-shaped at the base
; 3 to 7 ins. long, i^ to 2\ ins. wide. When young,

both surfaces are furnished, the lower one especially, with starry tufts

of down, much of which afterwards falls away from the upper side. Male
catkins 4 to 10 ins. long, slender, pendulous. Fruits clustered several

on a stalk, roundish ovoid, i| ins. long, covered with sticky down. Nut
deeply pitted and grooved, i^ ins. long, abruptly pointed at the top.

Native of Manchuria, especially in the regions of the Amur and Ussuri

rivers, and of N. China ; first introduced by Maximowicz to St Petersburg.

As a young tree it is, like J. cordiformis and Sieboldiana, remarkably striking

in the size of it leaves. It is closely allied to the latter, but in my experience

does not succeed so well ; botanically, the chief difference is in the form

of the nuts, and the leaves of J. mandshurica are distinctly more slenderly

pointed.

J. NIGRA, Linnceus, BLACK WALNUT.

A tree 80 to over 100 ft. high, with a wide-spreading head and a tall

dark trunk, with deeply furrowed bark
;
young shoots downy. Leaves

I to 2 ft. long, composed of eleven to twenty-three leaflets, the terminal

odd one often absent. Leaflets fragrant when rubbed ; 2 to 5 ins. long,

I to 2 ins, wide ; ovate or oblong lance-shaped, obliquely rounded at the

base, long and taper-pointed, unevenly toothed, glossy and smooth above
except when quite young, downy beneath ; common stalk minutely downy.
Male catkins 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruit globose or slightly tapered at the

base, solitary on the stalk or in pairs, i^ to 2 ins. thick, not downy. Nut
I to 1 1 ins. across, broader than long.

Native of the eastern and Central United States ; introduced early in the

seventeenth century. Next to the common walnut this is the best known
in the genus. Its nuts are of no value as food, but it is a more ornamental
tree than J. regia, thriving almost as well in this country as in any of its

native haunts. Trees over 100 ft. exist ; the largest I have seen stands

in Marble Hill Park, a magnificent tree with a trunk 5 yds. in girth. As
a young tree the black walnut is particularly handsome, with its shapely

pyramidal habit and large pinnate leaves. One of the most valuable of the

world's limber trees, it is now becoming rare in a wild state.

Var, Al.l'.T^RYENSis, Jackson^ an interesting variation from the type, grows
at Albury Park, near Guildford ; this bears its fruits in clusters like J. cinerea,

sometimes as many as six together, and it is afso distinct in its pendulous
branches,

J, RKGIA, LinnmiS. COMMON WALNUT.

A tree 60 to 100 ft. high, with a rounded, spreading head of branches ; the

bark of the upper branches smooth and ash-coloured
;
young shoots without

down. Leaves somewhat acrid-scented when rubbed, usually 8 to 12 ins. long,

on vigorous young growths 18 ins ; composed mostly of five or seven, some-
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times nine, rarely eleven or thirteen leaflets. These are oval or ovate, shortly
pointed, margins entire ; terminal leaflet the largest, 3 to 6 ins. long, the basal
pair less than half the length and width ; both surfaces smooth except for
small tufts of hair in the vein-axils beneath. Male catkins 2 to 4 ins. long.
Fruit green, smooth, f| to 2 ins. across.

Native of E. Europe and Asia Minor to Afghanistan. The date of its

introduction is not known, but it has existed in this country for many centuries.
As an ornamental tree the common walnut is not so striking as several other
species. It is chiefly grown for its nuts and for its soft, unripe fruits, which
are made into a pickle. Its timber is a very valuable one, being f>erhaps the
best obtainable for gunstocks. It is also largely used for furniture and
veneering. Numerous varieties of the walnut have sprung up in cultivation :

—

Var. Barteri.\n.\.— Nuts almond-shaped.
\\ar. HETEROPHVLLA.— Leaflets long, narrow, irregularly lobed.

Var. LACINIATA.—Leaflets very handsomely cut into deep narrow lobes.

A handsome foliage tree, superior to var. heterophylla.

Var. MAXIMA (macrocarpa). Bannut or Clawnut.—Nuts about twice the
ordinary size, but not good keepers. Probably the same as the " Noyer h
bijoux" of the French, so-called because of the large shells being mounted as
jewel boxes.

\\ar. MONOPHVLL.\, De Candolle.—Leaflets reduced in number to a large

terminal one and a pair of small ones, the latter often absent.

Var. PENDULA.—Branches stiffly pendulous.

Var. PRitPARTURlENS.—A dwarf bushy form, fruiting when quite young
;

known in orchards as " Prolific."

\'ar. RACEMOSA, Duhamcl.— Fruits in clusters of ten to fifteen ; known in

orchards as " Cluster."

\'ar. RUBRA.— Hcsh of the kernel red, the skin blood-red ; found wild in

Styria, and said to come true from seed.

Of the above the only one notable as an ornamental tree is var. laciniata.

Other varieties are cultivated for the qualities of their fruit, such as " Highflyer,"
" Meylanaise," " Mayette," " Noix St Jean," " Parisienne" ; but a consideration

of them is outside the scope of this work. A curious variety known as "thin-

shelled" (to the French as "a coque tendre "), has shells so thin that they are

easily pierced by birds ; in some districts it is valueless on that account.

J. RUPESTRIS, Engelmann. Tex.\N W.XLNUT.

A small tree, often semi-shrubby ;
young shoots covered with short,

yellowish down. Leaves 6 to 12 ins. long ; leaflets seven to over twenty,

lance-shaped or narrowly ovate ; i to 3 ins. long, i to J in. wide
;
long and

taper-pointed, finely toothed, obliquely rounded at the base ; when young both

surfaces are covered with minute down, which mostly falls away cxc epl i>n

the midrib and chief veins ; common stalk downy like the young shoots.

Male catkins slender, 2 to 4 ins. long. Fruit globose, A to i in. diameter,

covered with a thin, smooth husk. Nut deeply grom . <| Native of Central

and W. Texas.
\'ar. MAJOR, Torrey.—\ tree 50 ft. high, with larger, mere downy and more

coarsely toothed leaves (up to 6 ins. long) ; fruit \\ ins. diameter, clothed with

brownish red down. Native of New Mexico, Arizona, etc.

The typical J rupcstris, discovered in West Te.\as in 1835, was sent to

Kew by Prof. Sargent in 1881, and again in 1894. It is a handsome bushy

tree, quite distinct from all other cultivated walnuts in its small, narrow, thin

leaves. The var. major has a more western habitat, and is of less interesting,

coarser appearance.
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J. SlEBOLDIANA, Maximowicz.

A tree over 50 ft. liiyh, with stout youny^ shoots clothed, like the common
stalk of the leaf, with glandular hairs. Leaves i^ to 2 (occasionally 3) ft.

long, composed of eleven to seventeen leaflets, which are oblong, taper-pointed,
finely toothed, obliquely rounded or slightly heart-shaped at the base

;

3 to 7 ins. long, li to 2 ins. wide ; downy on both surfaces, especially beneath.
Male catkins slender, up to i ft. long. Fruits clustered on long spikes,

roundish ovoid, 2 ins. long, covered with sticky down. Nut about ij ins.

long, rounded at the base, pointed at the top, nearly smooth, but with a
prominent ridge at the union of the two halves.

Native of Japan ; introduced to Europe about i860, by Siebold. It is

abundant in the forests of Japan, and its nuts are valued as food there. In
Britain it gives no promise of bearing fruit to any advantage, and in spite of
the considerable period that has elapsed since its introduction, there appears
to be no large specimen in the country. It appears to differ from mand-
shurica chiefly in the apex of the leaflet being more abruptly tapered and
shorter-pointed, and in the prominent ridge and smoother surface of the nut.

J. STENOCARPA, Maximowicz.

Little is known of this walnut, but it is an ally of J. mandshurica and
Sieboldiana, differing, however, in the following respects : the terminal leaflet

is obovate, and thus very distinct in shape from the side leaflets, which are
oblong ; there is no patch of down above the s.car left by the fallen leaf, as in

the mandshurica group. The species was discovered in Manchuria by
Maximowicz, who described the nuts as cylindrical or oblong-oval, with a long
tapering apex. J. stenocarpa has been grown on the Continent as J. macro-
phylla, an appropriate name, for I have a leaf 2 ft. 8 ins. long, with only eleven
leaflets, the terminal one 8 ins. long by 5 ins. wide ; the largest side ones 7.V

ins. long by 3 ins. wide.

JUNIPERUS. Juniper, conifers.

The junipers are spread widely over the temperate and sub-tropical

regions of the northern hemisphere, the hardy species coming from China
and Japan, N. America, Europe, and N. Africa. The only species native

of the British Isles is J. communis, which is not uncommon on chalk
hills. They are evergreen, and range from trees up to 100 ft. high down
to low, spreading, or prostrate shrubs. The bark is usually thin, and
often peels off in long strips. Leaves of two types: (i) awl-shaped,

and from J to | in. long, borne in whorls of threes or in pairs; (2)
small, scale-like, and rarely more than ^^^ in. long, arranged oppositely in

pairs and closely appressed to the branchlet. The first kind is found on
the juvenile plants of all species ; and several species, notably those of

the communis group, retain it permanently. But other species, namely,
those of the Sabina group, including virginiana and chinensis, as they

get older, develop more and more of the minute scale-like type of leaf

which is essentially characteristic of the adult plant. A number of

species, long after they have reached the fruit-bearing stage, continue
to produce the juvenile as well as the adult type. This peculiarity is,

however, apparently more characteristic of cultivated than of wild

specimens. The flowers are unisexual, and most frequently the two
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sexes occur on separate trees, sometimes on one. The male flowers are
small, erect, columnar or egg-shaped bodies, composed of ovate or shield-

like scales, overlapping each other and each carrying anthers at the base.
The fruit is composed of usually three to six coalescent, fleshy scales,

forming a berry that carries one to six seeds. It is this fruit that

distinguishes the junipers from the true cypresses, which they much
resemble in foliage. Without fruit, the junipers can usually be recognised
by a peculiar, aromatic, somewhat pungent odour, especially strongly

developed in the savin.

Junipers like a well-drained, loamy soil, and are essentially lime-lovers,

all the cultivated species except J. horizontalis being found commonly,
although not invariably, on a limestone formation. This gives the genus
a special value in chalky districts, where the impossibility of growing
satisfactorily most of the heath family somewhat limits the number of

evergreens available. Many of the species take two years to ripen their

fruit, and the seeds will often lie dormant a year. Their germination
may sometimes be hastened by plunging them in boiling water from three

to six seconds, but this should only be regarded as an experiment, and
tried with a portion of the seeds. All junipers can be increased by
cuttings, a method especially suitable for the shrubby sorts.

The species most to be recommended are :

—

Tall.—Virginiana, chinensis, excelsa, drupacea, and communis var.

fastigiata.

Shrubby.—Sabina and its varieties, procumbens, communis, and com-
munis var. compressa.

J. CkdRUS, Webb. McjUNTAIN Ckdar.

Of this interesting tree very few specimens are said now to remain in a wild

state, mostly in almost inaccessible places in llic Canary Islands. Unfortun-

ately it is only likely to be pcrmancnlly hardy in the soulh-wcstcrn counties,

but it 'should certainly be tried there. Its leaves are in whorls of threes, set

closely on three-cornered branchlcts ; they arc uniformly awl-shapcd, \ to Q in.

lon<4, iV to \i '"• ^^'i<^6 ; ^'<^^y concave, and with two glaucous, stomatic bands

above. Berries globose, \ in. wide. The wood of this tree is very pleasantly

perfumed, and was highly valued by the Guanches of TeneritTe for making;

mummy cases. Dr Perez of Orotava has lately done much to revive an intrrebt

in this remarkable juniper, some specimens of which he says have trunks a

yard or more in diameter. It is one of the communis Kroup* -ind diflfcrs from

that species and J. ri^ida by having two distinct kI'I"^"""^ li"^'s o" t'^^" "JM^^
side of the leaf, separated by a midrib.

In the Mediterranean region occurs another juniper, J. OxvCEDkUS,
Linnctus, which appears to be only a geographical form of J. Cctlrus, somewhat

hardier, but now very rarely seen in this country and needing; a warmer climate.

It thrives very well on the Riviera, where I have seen ^o<A spoeinicns at ihc

Villa Thuret, Anlibcs. Elwes mentions a tree 35 ft. hi^h near Monl|Kllicr.

Fruits up to \ in. diameter, dark brown with more or less glaucous bhK>m.

Leaves stouter than in J. Cedrus. (Fig. p. 670.)

J. (IIINKNSIS, Linmcus. CuiNF.Si: JUNIPKR.

A tree uj) to iyo ft. hi^h ;
youn^ shoots terete. Leaves of two ly|>is that

are nearly always found on the bame tree, viz., juvenile awI-sha|K-d ones, and
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small scale-like, adult ones. The former are 4 to .'. in. long, sharply and stiffly

pointed, arranijed either in threes or oppositely in pairs, with two glaucous
lines on the upper surface, green elsewhere. Scale-like leaves usually in pairs,

rarely in threes, closely flattened to the branchlet, ^^ in. long, blunt at the

apex. The plants are unisexual, and the male flowers, very freely borne in

early spring, are yellow and pretty. Fruits about j in. diameter, roundish or

rather top-shaped, whitish with bloom when ripe ; seeds three.

Native of Japan, Mongolia, and China ; introduced to Kew in 1804 by
W. Kerr. This juniper and J. virginiana are the commonest and best of

tree-like junipers for gardens. It is perfectly hardy. From J. virginiana it

differs in its blunt, scale-like leaves, and in the awl-shaped ones being

frequently in whorls of threes. As a rule both juvenile and adult leaves occur

JUNIPBROS OXYCEDROS.

on the same tree, but occasionally specimens of good age have nothing but
juvenile foliage. There are male trees at Kew which bear flowers in the axils
of leaves of the awl-shaped, juvenile type,

Var. ALBO-VARIEGATA.—A well-marked form in which a considerable
portion of the younger growth is wholly creamy white, the rest wholly green.
Introduced from Jaj)an by Fortune, one of whose original ])lants used to grow
m the Knap Hill nursery. This variety is of sturdier habit and dwarfer than
the type.

Var. AUKKA. Young's Golden Juni|)er.—The whole of the young parts of
this plant are golden yellow, very striking in summer. Raised in Young's
nursery at Milford, in Surrey ; of rather dense, slender form.

V'ar. JAI'ONICA.— .'\ dwarf shrub with foliage mostly of the juvenile type.
It is represented in gardens by two sub-varieties, viz., japonica AUREA, with all
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the young growths of a golden yellow, habit spreading, producing a few long
branches

; and japonica aureo-variegata with portions of the young
growths golden-yellow, also dwarf.

J. SPHGERICA, Lindley.—'Yx^ts under cultivation by this name do not
appear to differ from J. chinensis. The true plant, according to Henry, has
much larger fruits {^ in. diameter) spherical, not glaucous, and containing
numerous seeds. It was originally discovered by Fortune in 1846, in China,
and is probably not now in cultivation.

J. COMMUNIS, LinncTUS. COMMON JUNIPER,

A shrub of spreading habit, sometimes a small tree, usually 6 to 12 ft. high
(occasionally 20 to 40 ft.). Young shoots three-cornered, bearing the leaves
in whorls of threes. Leaves spreading, ] to f in. long, ,\ in. wide ; always awl-
shaped and terminated by a needle-like point, concave on the upper surface,
with one comparatively broad glaucous band of stomata up the centre,
divided sometimes by a green line towards the base ; beneath, the leaf is green
and keeled. Fruit globose or rather oval, about \ in. diameter, black covered
with a blue bloom, and containing two or three seeds embedded in resinous,
mealy pulp, ripening the second or third year.

Native of Europe from the mountains of the south to Russia and Norway
;

reaching eastwards to the Himalaya and Kamtschatka. It is widely spread
in Britain, and is also found in both eastern and western N. America. The
common juniper is essentially a shrub of limestone hills, and in elevated
gardens on that formation, it and its varieties are some of the most satisfactory
and pleasing of evergreens. It is not uncommon as a tree in Scandinavia,
but grows so slowly when it has reached that state, that scarcely any difference
is perceptible in one man's recollection. It is best raised from seeds, which
frequently lie dormant a year. The berries were once used as a diuretic in

medicine, and are still employed to flavour gin. In Norway a kind of beer is

made from them.
There are several named varieties, both wild and of garden origin :

—

Var. AUREA.—Young shoots and young leaves yellow.

Var. COMPRESSA.—A slender, cone-shaped shrub of minute dimensions,
with branches and leaves so dense as to form a rigid mass, the leaves very

short. This remarkable shrub is the daintiest of conifers, and probably the

slowest growing of them. Plants twenty years of age will often not li .•

reached lA ft. in height. It is sometimes called the Irish juniper (hibern;

but that name, I think, belongs to var. fastigiata {q.v.).

Var. ECHINIFORMIS. Hedgehog Juniper.—Of dwarf, globose habit.

Var. FASTIGIATA fsyns. var. hibernica ; var. suecica). Irish Juniper.—

A

slender, perfectly columnar tree with short leaves, very striking when m good
health. The best specimens I have seen arc in Scotland. There is one at

Abercairncy over 20 ft. high and 3 ft. in diameter, and another at Scone
Palace. The tree is extremely effective in formal arrangements. It is found
wild in Norway, Sweden, etc.

\'ar. H EM ISI'H ERICA.—A dwarf, globose variety, said to grow wild on
Mount Etna and other mountainous parts of S.E. Euroj)e.

Var. NANA (syn. alpina).—A dwarf, alpine form, growing al)out i A. hi^'H,

with a stunted habit, short branches, and small fruit. Its dwai'

aj^parently due merely to climate conditions, as both it and an inter:

form (intermkdia) arc said to revert to ordinary communis under lowland

conditions. It is found wild in the Tyrol, etc., and similar forms occur in

N. America, which have been called canadensis.
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J. DRUPACEA, Labillardierc. SYRIAN JUNIPER.

(Arceuthos drupacea, Antoine^

An unisexual tree of pyramidal or columnar shape, 30 to 40 ft. high in

cultivation, 60 ft. high in nature
;
young shoots three-cornered, and bearing

the leaves in spreading whorls of three. Leaves uniformly awl-shaped, sharply
and stiffly pointed, ^ to ^ in. long, j^o to ^ in. wide at the base ; upper surface

slightly concave, marked with two dull glaucous bands of stomata separated
by a narrow green midrib ; margins also green. The under-surface is wholly
green, and has the midrib rather prominent. Fruit globose, | to i in. wide,
brown with a glaucous covering.

Native of the mountains of Greece, Asia Minor, and Syria ; introduced
about the middle of last century. It thrives better than most junipers at

Kcw, and from its beauty and the distinctness of its shape, is well worth
cultivation. It is easily distinguished by the size of its leaves, which (like the

fruits) are the largest found among junipers. It differs from other species in

the leaf-bases being attached to the stem, and extending downward to the

next whorl (decurrent). No fruits appear to have been developed in this

country.

J. EXCELSA, Bieberstein.

A tree 30 to 40 ft. high in cultivation, twice or thrice as high in nature
;

bark brown, peeling off in strips ; branchlets very slender. Leaves of both
adult and juvenile forms, the latter awl-shaped, in pairs or in threes, g to j in.

long, sharply pointed. Adult leaves scale-like, in pairs, closely appressed to

the branchlets, ovate, ^\ in. long, thickened towards the pointed apex, which is

incurved ; there is a glandular hollow towards the base. Male and female
flowers on the same or separate plants. Fruit globose, \ in. diameter, dark
brown covered with a blue bloom, containing four to six seeds.

Native of S.E. Europe, Asia Minor, and the Caucasus. It is an elegant,

narrowly pyramidal tree in cultivation, and thriv-es very well. The typical

form seems to lose its juvenile foliage, but in the handsomer var. Perkinsii,
well marked by its glaucous hue, the leaves are wholly of a semi-juvenile or

intermediate type, half or less than half of the length of the true juvenile ones,

but quite distinct from the true adult, scale-likes leaves. They are from
,\j- to \ in. long, in pairs or in threes, awl-shaped and spreading. From
J. virginiana, chinensis, and Sabina this species is distinguished by having
twice or thrice as many seeds in each fruit.

Var. STRICTA has the same type of foliage as var. Perkinsii, but is not so

glaucous.

J. FORMOSANA, Hayata.

(J. taxi folia, Masters—not Hooker^

In a few gardens in Britain, notably at Eastnor Castle and IJicton, there

grows a juniper usually known as "oblonga pendula" or "communis pendula."
It is the J. formosana described in 1908 by Hayata, the Japanese botanist,

which had previously been confused with the J. taxifolia, Hooker. It was
introduced by Fortune from China, where it is a tree 40 ft. high, probably
between 1843 and 1845, and was put in commerce a few years later by
Knight and Perry of Chelsea as J. oblonga pendula. It is an elegant tree,

with the ends of the branches pendulous. Branchlets very slender and lax,

three-cornered, bearing the narrowly awl-shaped leaves in whorls of three,

the whorls
/; to \ in. aj)art. Leaves

/, to § in. long, finely pointed, sjjreading,

glaucous on the upper side, with a fine green hne uj) the ( entre ; lower side
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wholly green, keeled. Fruit globose,
;\

in. across, reddish brown, containing
three seeds. It much resembles J. rigida in habit and leaf, but that species
is well distinguished by the groove that

traverses the centre of the upper surface
of the leaf, which has, moreover, no green
line dividing the glaucous band into two
parts.

J. PACHYPHL^A, Torrey.

Chequer-barked Juniper.

A tree 50 to 60 ft. high, with a very
distinct bark that cracks up into curious

small squares. Leaves of two kinds, awl-
shaped and scale-like, with intermediate
states ; the former \ to \ in. long, very
sharply pointed, mostly in threes, whitish

on the upper side, glaucous beneath ; the

scale-like ones in pairs or in threes, closely

flattened to the branchlet, j\ in. long, ovate,

pointed, with the points incurved. Under
a strongish glass minute teeth can be seen
on the margin, and there is a resin-gland

on the back. Fruits ripening the second
year, globose or slightly longer than broad,

\ in. long, covered with blue bloom.
Native of dr>' mountain-sides in the

south-western United States. It has been
cultivated at Kew since about 1873, ^^"^^

is still scarcely 20 ft. high. Our climate is

scarcely sunny and hot enough for it. The
specimen at Kew, however, shows the curi-

ous chequered bark which is the most
distinctive feature of this juniper. A fine

specimen in the Jesup collection of timbers

at the Natural History Museum of New
York shows this character remarkably well.

J. pachyphlaea is ver>' pretty in the silvery

young growth of the juvenile form, and is

now offered for sale by nurser>'men.

J. PHa:NiCEA, Lititneus.

Although trees and shrubs bearing this

name are occasionally to be met with in

gardens, it would seem that the true plant

is now rare, and only to be found in the

warmer parts of the country. It is a

native of S. Europe, N. Africa, and the

Canary Islands, and, according to Aiton,

was introduced in 1683. The adult leaves

are in pairs or in threes, scale-like, n^ in-

long, very closely arranged and appresscd

to the branchlet ; the juvenile leaves (few

or absent in old trees) arc needle-like and
in whorls of threes. Fruit variable, but mostly globose, about \ in. diainclcr,

dark reddish or yellowish brown, without bloom, containing three tu nine :>cc<ls.

2 U
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Var. TURl'.iNATA.— Fruits e<4g-shaped, sometimes top-shaped, as compared
with the usually spherical ones of the type.

J. TROCUMBENS, Siebold.

A low, spreading shrub of sturdy habit, i^ to 2 ft. high, and densely
furnished with stiff branchlcts. Leaves \ to \ in. long, always awl-shaped,
and in threes, ending in a sharp, stiff point ; concave on the upper side and
glaucous, but with a distinct green midrib and margins ; lower side bright
green, with a groove near the base. The leaves point forward, and are
somewhat incurved towards the tip.

Native of Japan ; described by Siebold in 1844, about which time it

was in cultivation as J. squamata at Kew. It appears afterwards to have
almost disappeared from cultivation, but was reintroduced in 1893. There
is a very fine example in the Vicarage Garden at Bitton, 4 or 5 yds. across
and about 18 ins. high. It is allied to J. squamata, but is a more vigorous
and hardy shrub, its foliage larger, stiffer, and more spiny at the tip. No
dwarf juniper, indeed, is handsomer than this, or makes a more striking

low, dense covering for the ground. It never appears to have borne fruit

in cultivation, but strikes root readily from cuttings. It must not be confused
with a prostrate form of J. Sabina found in N. America, which is also known
by this name.

J. RECURVA, Buchanan-Hamilton. HIMALAYAN JUNIPER.

A tree 30 to 40 ft. high, or a shrub, usually broadly pyramidal in shape,
and clothed to the ground with branches, which are curved downwards at the
ends

; bark brown, peeling off in thin flakes. Leaves in whorls of threes,

^ to J in. long, uniformly awl-shaped, all pointing fowards and rather appressed
to the branchlet which they completely hide ; upper (inner) surface very
concave and glaucous ; outer surface dull green changing to brown before the
leaf falls, grooved along the middle. Fruit egg-shaped, % in. long, brown the
first year, ripening to a dark purple the second ; one-seeded.

Native of the Himalaya ; introduced in 1830. A graceful tree and distinct,

its value in gardens is decreased by the dull colour of the foliage, giving very
frequently the impression of bad health. Male and female flowers occur on
the same tree. It has lived out-of-doors at Kew for many years, but requires
the warmer, moister conditions of such places as Cornwall to show it at

its best.

J. RIGIDA, Siebold.

A tree sometimes 20 ft. or more high, of elegant form, the branches being
pendulous at the ends

;
young shoots smooth, triangular. Leaves triangular

in section, always needle-like and very slender, \ to | in. long, and produced
in spreading whorls of threes ; very sharply pointed. The upper surface is

deeply grooved and has one glaucous band of stomatic lines along the middle
;

elsewhere the leaf is bright green. Fruit ] in. or more wide, at first broadly
conical, then globose, dark brown, ripening the second year. Seeds one to

three in each berry.

Native of Japan ; introduced by John Gould Veitch in i86r. It thrives
very well in the southern counties of England, making a small, broadly
pyramidal shrub or small tree, but is not very common. Most closely allied

to J. communis, it is still very distinct in its narrower, longer leaves grooved
along the upper side, and thinner, more elegant habit. (Fig. p. 675.)
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J. Sabixa, Liiinceus. CoMMcjN S.WIN.

A shrub reaching in certain conditions lo lo 15 ft. in height, but usually

JrsipKui'H uioirtA

U'ss than half as high ; the whole plant emitting a blroiig, .iriiinalii oilt.ur

when bruised. The habit is usually stiff and spreading. Leaver of Iwo ty|»c» ;
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the juvenile awl-shaped, and the adult scale-like. Juvenile leaves in opposite
pairs, spine-tipped, ^ to ^ in. long, the concave upper side glaucous, except on
the margins. The scale -like, genuinely adult leaves are on very slender
branchlcts, and about o\^ in. long, green, bluntish at the ape;x, thickened and
rounded at the outside, which is marked about the centre with a sunken gland.

As in other junipers with dimorphic foliage, there is an intermediate state in

which the leaves are larger and more pointed than the fully adult ones. Plants
either uni- or bi-sexual. Fruit globose or broadly top-shaped, ^ to ^ in.

diameter, dark brown, ultimately covered with a blue bloom, and contaming
usually two seeds.

Native of the mountains of Central and S. Europe, and chiefly, but not
invariably, found on limestone. It was cultivated in England in the first half
of the sixteenth century. It is one of the handsomest and most useful of
dwarf evergreens, especially for elevated and chalky districts, being easily

increased by cuttings.

War. HUMILIS, Efidlichcr. Carpet Juniper.—A low shrub of spreading
habit, \\ to 2 ft. high, with both types of foliage.

Var. TAMARISCIFOLIA, Aiton. Spanish Savin.—A shrub of spreading
habit like the preceding, but taller ; leaves of the two types, the juveniles often
in threes.

Var. VARIEGATA.—A dwarf shrub with close branches whose younger parts
are tipped with creamy white.

On the shores of the Great Lakes and other parts of Eastern N. America
there is found a low, prostrate juniper very closely allied to J. Sabina. It is

known by various names, chiefly as J. Sabina var. prostrata, sometimes as

J. procumbens, which, however, belongs rightly to the Japanese species
previously described under the name ; also as J. hudsonica, Loddiges. It is

apparently a distinct species, and is treated as such by American botanists
under the name of J. HORIZONTALIS, Moench^ "Waukegan juniper." Its

adult scale-like leaves are sharply pointed and in pairs. Fruit about '5 in.

diameter, with usually two or three seeds. The whole plant has a glaucous-
blue colour ; it is, perhaps, the bluest of junipers and very striking, although
not abundant in cultivation. It does not occur on limestone.

J. SQUAMATA, Buchanan-Hamilton.

(J. densa, Gordon^

A low shrub with the main branches spreading over the ground, and
the branchlcts rising about 2 ft. above them. Leaves always awl-shapcd
(never scale-like), and arranged in threes ; they are pointed forwards, but
not appressed to the stem, \ to \ in. long, terminated by a slender fine

point
; margins green on the upper side and incurved, the concave centre

uniformly glaucous
; lower side of leaf wholly green, and with a central

groove. Fruit egg-shaped, about
^v

in. long, reddish brown the first year,
ripening and changing to purplish black the second ; it carries one seed.

Native of the Himalaya and China ; introduced to Chiswick from the
former about 1836, or perhaps earlier. It is allied to J. recurva, which it

resembles in its uniform foliage, and the purple-black, one-seeded berries.
The leaves, however, are broader, shorter, and more conspicuously glaucous,
and the habit and general aspect very different. There is a good specimen
at Bayfordbury from which the above description was made, which makes
a handsome low shrub, very dense and leafy in growth.

J. TiiuKiFERA, Linnceus. INCENSE Juniper.
A tree 30 to 40 ft. high in a wild state ; narrowly pyramidal in cultivation.

Leaves of two sorts, viz., awl-shapcd and scale-like; the former sharply
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pointed, J to }. in. lon^^, arran^^ed in opposite pairs in four superposed r<. >

the upper surface having two glaucous lines separated by a green one ; S( ,u.

like leaves
,?i^

to ^\ in. long, pointed, and with a hollow at the bark.
Intermediate forms occur. Fruit | to .\ in. diameter, roundish, covered
with glaucous bloom when ripe.

Native of S.W. Europe and N. Africa ; long introduced, but rare. It

is fairly hardy at Kew, and is now about 30 ft. high, most of its foliage
being of the juvenile or intermediate kind. Its young shoots are nevertheless
occasionally much cut by severe winters, as they were in that of 1908-9.
The trees are unisexual.

J. viRGixiANA, Luuiccus. Ri:i) Cedar.

A tree usually 40 to 50, occasionally 60 to 100 ft. high ; the bark peeling
off in long loose strips. It is pyramidal when young, becoming more round-
topped with age. Leaves of both awl-shaped (juvenile), and scale-like (adult)
forms on the same tree. The former, arranged in pairs, are i to | in. loiii^,

pointed, concave inside and glaucous except on the margins, grey-green
and convex outside, pointing fonvard. Scale-leaves j^^ in. long, ovate,
pointed (sometimes slenderly), thickened and convex outside, overlapping.
Young^ specimens have none other than the awl-shaped ty[)e of leaf; as
they grow older, branches of scale-like leaves appear until, in the adult state,

the tree bears scarcely any other, and it is on these that the fruits are borne
;

fruits, however, are sometimes to be seen on branches bearing an intermediate
type of leaf. Male and female flowers are usually separated on different trees,

but occasionally appear on the same. Fruits roundish, | in. long, scarcely
so wide, covered with a blue glaucous bloom, carrying one or two seeds.

Native of the eastern and Central United States and eastern Canada
;

introduced about the middle of the seventeenth century. This juniper is

by far the commonest and largest of the arborescent species cultivated

in gardens. The largest I have seen is at Arley Castle in Shropshire,

nearly 70 ft. high and 5 ft. in girth of trunk, but according to Elwes there

is one at Pains Hill, 13 ft. 9 ins. in girth. It likes a well-drained loamy
soil, is perfectly hardy, and altogether one of the best thriving of Eastern
N. American trees in this countr)', especially on chalky soils. From the

next most common of tree-like junipers, J. chinensis, this in all its

forms is best distinguished by its awl-shaped leaves being always in

pairs, and by its scale-like leaves being always pointed. Small plants

are like J. Sabina, but that is to be distinguished by its peculiar rank
smell when crushed.

Under cultivation J. virginiana has produced a good number of varieties

owing to its variability when raised from seed. Of these varieties the

following are the most distinct :

—

War. AUREO-VARIEGATA.—A proportion of the young shoots are yellow,

sometimes wholly, sometimes the tips only. Vars. aureo-spica and
ELEGANTISSIMA are improved fonns of this.

Var. Bedfordiana (syn. J. Gossaintheana, Loddi^es).—A tree of columnar

form, with long slender branches, pendulous at the ends. The 1
'

-

elegant, and the leaves never appear to assume the quite short s<

form, but remain either in the juvenile or intermediate states. More tender

than the type, and possibly belonging really to J. barbadensis, a sub-

tropical representative of J. virginiana found in the southern United Stales and
West Indies.

War. Dl'MOSA.—Of close, rounded form, always dwarf; leaves bright

green. Com pacta and HIMII.IS are the same or similar.

\'ar. GI.AUCA (syn. argentea).— Leaves silver)* grey during the spring and

summer, changing to green.
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\'ar. PENDlTLA.—\'arioiis pendulous forms arc known, the best being

a female one of the typical colour, the branches of which are horizontal,

the tips pendulous ; PENDULA viridis has bright green foliage.

Var. SCHOTTI, Gordon (syn. viridis) —Leaves bright green, habit compact,

pyramidal.
\'ar. TRIPARTITA.—A bush of spreading habit and low growth.

J. \VALLicniANA, Hooker fil. Black Juniper.

(J. pseudo-sabina, Hooker fil.—not Fischer.')

A tree 60 ft. high in Sikkim, according to Brandis, with spreading branches.

Leaves of two types—(i) juvenile, in whorls of threes, ^ to ^ in. long, sharply

pointed, pointing forwards, concave and very glaucous above, green and
keeled below, all very closely set upon the branchlet, with the stalk extending

down and attached to it (decurrent) ; and (2) adult leaves -^V in. long, scale-

like, arranged in opposite pairs overlapping each other and appressed to the

branchlet, pointed wMth the points incurved, grooved outside, bright green.

Male and female flowers on separate trees. Fruits egg-shaped, tapered at the

top, 4 to h in. long, at first dark brow-n, blue when ripe, one-seeded.

Native of the Himalaya up to 15,000 ft. elevation; introduced by Sir

Joseph Hooker in 1849 to Kew, where there is a healthy tree about 20 ft. high.

This bears both types of foliage. A healthy specimen at Leonardslce has

mostly the juvenile type, but bore fruit in 191 1, and one at Kew bears male
flowers.

The true J. PSEUDO-SABINA, Fischer^ is an allied species, but shrubby, and
has the scale-like leaves blunt or rounded at the end ; the fruits are like those

of Wallichiana in being one-seeded, but more globose and smaller. Native of

Siberia, probably not in cultivation.

KADSURA ]\vo^iCA,Jussieu. magnoliace^.

This is the only hardy member of a small genus belonging to the

Magnolia family, and closely related to the Schizandras, but differing

from them in having the fruits arranged in a globose head instead of

an elongated spike. K. japonica is a climbing, evergreen shrub, with

slender, twining branches. Leaves oval or lanceolate, slender-pointed,

dark green, 2 to 4 ins. long, ij to ij ins. wide; quite smooth and
remotely toothed. Flower solitary on a slender stalk i to i\ ins. long,

and borne singly in the leaf-axils of the current season's growth from June
until autumn ; the corolla yellowish white, J in. across, composed of six

to nine fleshy petals. Berries scarlet, clustered in a globose head.

Native of Japan; introduced in i860. This interesting and un-

common twiner is not particularly hardy in the open, and should be

given the shelter of a wall. It can be increased by cuttings of half-

ripened wood put in gentle heat.

Var. VARIEGATA.— Leaves with an irregular border of creamy white.

KALMIA. i:ricacE/E.

A small group of shrubs, mostly evergreen, native of Eastern

N. America, and named by Linnaeus in honour of Peter Kalm, one
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of his pupils, and the author of a famous eighteenth-century l)ook of
North American travel. They are all handsome plants, es|X'ciaIIy
K. latifolia and K. glauca, with the leaves in some species alternate, in
others opposite or in threes. Flowers five-parted, tlattish, open, and
produced in showy clusters. They show an interesting mechanism to
secure fertilisation. There are ten stamens, which on first expanding
are bent back so that the anthers are held in little cavities in the corolla.
The "knee" formed by the stalk of the stamen is sensitive, and when the
pollen is ripe, if it be touched, the anther is released with a jerk, sending
a little dust of pollen in the direction of the stigma, or over the insect
whose movements set it in motion. The fruit is a globose capsule, five-

celled and many-seeded. The foliage of Kalmias is mostly considered
poisonous to animals that graze on it. K. angustifolia is on this account
known as "lamb-kill " in the United States.

Kalmias like a peaty soil and cool, permanently moist conditions at
the root. They are best propagated by seed, which should be sown
as advised for rhododendrons, and afterwards pricked off in boxes.
K. glauca may be increased by cuttings of moderately ripened growths
in July and August.

K. HiRSUTA, Waifer, a very distinct species with alternate leaves and
hairy branchlets, leaves, flower-stalks, and calyx, is probably not in cultivation,
nor quite hardy. Native of the south-eastern United States.

K. ANGUSTIFOLIA, LinniCUS. SlIKKP Lalkll.
(Bot. Maef., t. 331.)

An evergreen shrub, varying considerably in height and habit. The largest,

form is 2 to 4 ft. high, and of thin, open growth ; the smallest a dwarf, tufted'

plant 6 ins. or so high ; young wood slightly downy. Leaves in pairs or in

threes, oval or ovate
; | to 2 ins. long, 4 to | in. wide ; smooth and l)rij,'ht

green aljove, paler or semi-glaucous beneath ; stalk \ to \ in. long. Flowers
produced in June, densely packed in rounded clusters 2 ins. across at the
termination of the previous year's growth. Corolla saucer-shaped, \ in. across,
deep rosy red ; lobes five, shallowly triangular. Calyv and flowcr-stalk downy.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1736, and the commonest of
Kalmias in gardens. It spreads by sucker growths at the base, and the dwarfer
forms are dainty shrubs. Fropngated by seed or by j)ulling old plants apart
in spring. Several minor forms have been given names referring to differences

in habit, shape of leaf, and colour of flower, such as : N.\NA (syn. pumila),
dwarf; OVATA, leaves ovate, broader; ROSEA, flowers rose-coloured; KlHKA,
flowers deeper red than ordinar)'. The specific name "angustifolia" has no
significance except in relation to K. latifolia.

K. CAROLINA, Small^ is a near ally of K. angustifolia, kept apart from it on
the strength of its permanently downy leaves and style.

K. CUNFAT.x, Michaux.

(Dot. Mag., u 8319.)

A deciduous, sometimes partially evergreen shrub, 3 to 4 ft. high, oftliin,

erect, gaunt habit ; young shoots reddish, glandular-hairy. Leaves alternate,

nearly or quite stalkless, ohovate or narrowly oval ; | to 2 ins. long,
Jl
to A in.

wide, always narrowed towards the base, but pointed or rounded at the a|>cx
;
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smooth and dark g;rccn above, paler and with scattered gland-tipped hairs

beneath. Flowers produced in June and July at the end of the previous year's

growth in a series of clusters (fascicles), each consisting of two to six blossoms.

Corolla white, ^ to f in. across, cup-shaped ; lobes shallow, rounded. Calyx-

Kalmia cuneata.

lobes J in. long, ovate, green, smooth ; flower^stalks thread-like, | to i] ins.

long, beset with a few scattered hairs.

Native of the Carolinas, south-eastern United States ; discovered by
Michaux, and introduced to Britain in 1820, but for many years quite lost to
cultivation, until reintroduced to Kew in 1904. It is a distinct species, but has
a somewhat inelegant habit owing to its sparse branching. It loses all or
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nearly all its leaves in severe weather, and is, perhaps, seen to best advanta-e
planted thinly with an undergrowth of some dwarf peat-lovin- cvcrLTcen like
Leiophyllum or Bruckenthalia.

K. GLAUCA, Alton. Pali-: Laurkl.
(Bot. Mag., U 177 ; K. jiolifolia, Wangenhnm.")

An evergreen shrub, i to 2 ft. high, of rather thin, erect, bifurcating habit.

Kalmu olauca.

but bushy
;
young shoots two-edged, covered with a fine down at first. Leaves

opposite in pairs, or in threes ; narrowly oblong or ovate
; J to li ins. lon^-,

I to
ij

in. wide ; recurvetl at the margins, tajH-ring at both ends ; dark lustniu^

green above, and smooth except on the midrib ; lower surface glaucous while ;

stalk .V in. long, apjjressed to the stem. Flowers in a terminal, tlatti^h < luster,

I or l\ ins. across
;
produc ed late in April. Corolla sauccr-sha|H*d, about A in.

across, with five broad, shallow lobes, of a beautiful pale purplish rose ; stamens
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of tlie same colour, but with brown antlicrs. Calyx-lobes J in. long-, oblong
;

tlower-stalks smooth, very slender.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1767. Naturally a swamp
plant, it likes a cool, moist soil. Under the drier conditions usually given it

under cultivation it is a sturdier, more erect shrub than it appears to be in

nature, where it is described as straggling". It is very hardy, and one of the

brightest of spring-flowering shrubs of its colour. Useful for forcing early

into bloom for conservatories.

K. LATiFOLiA, LinncEus. Calico Bush.

(Bot. Mag., t. 175 ; K. lucida, Horl!)

A large, robust, evergreen shrub with rather the aspect of a rhododendron
when not in flower, a single plant sometimes forming a dense thicket 10 ft.

high, and 15 ft. through; young shoots slightly downy. Leaves alternate,

leathery, smooth, rich glossy green, oval ; 2 to 5 ins. long, | to i^ ins. wide
;

tapering at both ends, often in a cluster at the end of the twig ; stalk \ to

1 in. long. Flowers crowded in several flattish or rounded clusters, ter-

minating the growth of the previous year, and collectively 3 or 4 ins. across.

Corolla saucer-shaped, | to i in. across, varying in colour from white or pale

blush to deep rose, with five triangular, blunt lobes. Stamens white, with

brown anthers. Calyx-lobes ovate, ^o ^"^^ ^^"^bi covered with viscous hairs like

the flower-stalk, which is slender, and | to \\ ins. long. The flowers vary

much in depth of shade, size, and density in the truss.

Native of Eastern N. America ; introduced in 1734, and probably the

most beautiful evergreen shrub obtained from that region. There are bushes
of the dimensions given above in the south of England, but generally the

species has not been planted so extensively as it deserves. Both wild and
cultivated, it is the most beautiful of evergreens of the eastern United States.

A great breadth of it in the Arnold Arboretum, near Boston, U.S.A., 200 to

300 yards long, provides every June one of the public flower feasts of that

city. I have also seen it wild on the New Hampshire Hills, where it grows in

woods, but is seen at its best on grass and juniper covered hills sprinkled in

groups, or as isolated bushes, generally 4 to 6 ft. high.

Var. MYRTIFOLIA Jdger (K. myrtifolia, Andrc)^ is a dwarf bush usually

2 to 4 ft. high, the largest leaves about 2 ins. long. It is a pretty, neat bush,

useful in places where the type is too large.

Var. POLYPETALA, Nicholson.—A form in which the corolla lobes are

divided almost to the base. It appeared in the Arnold Arboretum, and is

merely a curiosity of no merit.

KERRIA JAPONICA, De Candolle. ROSACEyE.

(Bot. Reg., t. 1873.)

A deciduous shrub of bushy form, 4 to 6 ft. high, branches and
twigs slender, supple, quite smooth and glossy, forming a dense inter-

lacing mass. Leaves alternate, \\ to 4 ins. long, ovate-lanceolate,

parallel-veined, the base rounded, the point long and tapering, smootli

above, hairy (especially on the veins) beneath ; the margins doubly
toothed. The leaves are much larger on the barren shoots of the year

than on the flowering twigs. Flowers yellow, solitary at the end of

short leafy twigs springing from the previous year's shoots; i\ to \\ ins.

across; petals normally five, obovate ; calyx green, \ in. across, with five
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oblong lobes. Stamens numerous, yellow. Fruit not often produced in this
country, but as seen on wild specimens, is a cluster of two or three
nut-like bodies about the size of peppercorns, enveloped in the persistent
calyx. Flowers in April and ^^ay.

KaLMIA I,ATirOI.IA V!ir. MVRTirOLU

Var. AUREA VARIEGATA has yellow-marjjincd leaves.

Var. Fi.ORE PLENO (Corchorus japonicus, Hori.\ Boi. Mi^., i- I2<;6.—

A

doublc-flowcrcd variety much commoiur in ^'ardcns than ihc type, and re-

markably distinct in j,'rowth, the branches lu'iiij,' stouter, more erect, and the

shrub of a i,Munt and rather lanky habit, showing; none of the dense twi^^jiy

character of the type. The flower is a rounded mass of hrixht yellow petals,

l^ to 2 ins. across. It is not so hardy as the type, and likes wall protection.

In the vicarage gr.rdcn at Hilton it is 12 ft. high.
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\'ar. VARIEC.ATA, Ziibcl.— Like the type in hal^it, hut scarcely so vigorous
;

its leaves are deeply and irregularly margined with white. It flowers more or

less during the whole summer, but is scarcely so hardy as the type.

The Kerria has long been culti-

vated in Japan, and its existence there

was known as long ago as 1700, but

the double - flowered form (the first

introduced) did not reach England

f^-y-i f\)dif
until 1804, when it was introduced

//^fjl^i' ^ —

^

to Kew by Wm. Kerr, a plant collector
y \ :

..r\
ggj^l- Qy|. from that establishment the

previous year to China. As the repro-

ductive parts were wanting, its botani-

cal affinities could only be surmised,

and it was called " Corchorus japoni-

cus," a name which still clings to it in

establishments somewhat behind the

times. Corchotus is a genus allied to

the lindens. When the single-flowered

typical plant was introduced in 1834
by Mr Reeves, and blossomed two or

three years later, it was seen to belong

to the rose family, and was then named
Kerria by De Candolle. This species,

the only one of its genus known, is a

native of China, and is only naturalised

or cultivated in Japan. It was collected

in flower and fruit by Wilson in W.
Hupeh, China, in 1900, and earlier by
Henry.

The typical Kerria is a beautiful

shrub when in flower, and quite hardy,

thriving in good loamy soil. It is

easily increased by moderately soft

cuttings placed in brisk bottom heat.

The variegated form needs a sheltered

spot. All the Kerrias are benefited

by an occasional thinning out of old

stems.

Kerria japonica.

KETELEERIA Fortune!, Carriere. conifers.

(Abies Fortune!, Murray ; Gardeners' Chronicle, 1884, i., figs. 64-7.)

An evergreen tree, probably 100 ft. high, with horizontal branches;

young shoots furnished with down which persists to the second or third

year; winter buds small, the basal scales with long, free, linear points,

Leaves linear, i to ij ins. long, ,V to \ in. wide; flat, pointed,

broadest near the base, where they are abruptly narrowed to a short stalk
;

shining green on both sides, with twelve to sixteen stomatic lines beneath,
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forming a pale, faintly defined band each side the midrib, which is

quite prominent on both surfaces. The leaves are arranged like those

of many silver firs, being attached spirally, but twisted at the base so as

to bring them into two opposite spreading sets ; they persist five or more
years. Cones (only known from imported specimens) erect, cylindrical,

4 to 6 ins. long, stalked, and described as purple.

Native of China; introduced by Fortune in 1844, and extremely rare

in cultivation. The finest tree in Europe is in Messrs Rovelli's nursery

at Pallanza, in Italy. I saw this tree in May 191 2, when Mr Rovelli

told me it was 85 ft. high ; its trunk was 2 ft. 9 ins. in diameter; many
old cones were scattered beneath. It is scarcely hardy enough to thrive

in the average climate of the British Isles, but would no doubt succeed

well in Cornwall, S.W. Ireland, and such-like places. A small plant in

the tree nursery at Kew was practically stationary in size for several years,

although it withstood hard frosts with impunity. P^ortune described tiie

tree as having the appearance of a cedar of Lebanon ; the Pallanza tree,

comparatively young, has very much the aspect of a silver fir. Keteleeria

is most nearly allied to Abies, but is very distinct in the male catkins

being borne in umbels.

K. Davidiana, Franchet^ is another species native of W. China. It was
introduced to Kew by Henry in 1889, and Wilson found it and introduced it

again in 1908. The young plants have leaves like those of K. Fortunci in size,

colour, and shape. But according to Wilson's specimens of adult plants, the

leaves of cone-bearing or adult branches differ from those of K. Fortunci in

becoming blunt and conspicuously notched at the apex, and in having; the

midrib sunken above. The cone-scales are also more reflexcd at the margin.

Wilson found cones 8 ins. lon^.

KOELREUTERIA paniculat.a, Laxmann. SAPINIUCE.I:.

A deciduous tree, up to 30 to 60 ft. high, with soft, pithy wood and

rather gaunt habit in a young state, becoming more compact with age

;

young shoots minutely downy. Leaves alternate, pinnate, sometimes

partially bipinnate; the nine to fifteen leafiets ovate, short-sialkcd or

stalkless, coarsely and irregularly toothed, downy beneath. 'I'he entire

leaf is from 6 to 18 ins., or even more, in length, and the separate leaflets

from I to 4 ins. long, the larger ones often pinnately lobed at the base.

Flowers in a large, terminal, pyramidal jxinicle, sometimes over 12 ins.

long, made up of a series of elongated, slender racemes, carrying numerous

short-stalked, yellow flowers, each about \ in. wide; i)etals four; stamens

eight, downy. Fruit a conical, inflated, three-valved capsule, ij to 2 ins.

long ; seeds about the size of i)eas, dark brown.

Native of China ; introduced to Hngland in 1763, and said to liave

first been cultivated at Croome, in Worcestershire. It is quite hardy and

very handsome, flowering in July and August. When seen at its Ik-sI

the tree is a mass of deep yellow flowers, and these are succeeded by the

striking bladder-like fruits. It loves the sun, and I have never seen it

(juite so striking in this country as it is in Central France. Its liandsomc
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leaves turn bright yellow in autumn. It likes a good loamy soil. The
seeds afford the best means of propagation, and are obtainable from

French nurserymen. Failing them, root-cuttings may be used. The tree

KOKI.nElTEniA I'ANICULATA.

is probaljly not long-lived, and is rather subject to the attacks of coral-spot

fungus. C3ne of the fmest specimens in this country is in Mr Waterer's

nursery at Knap Hill. It is 40 ft. high, its trunk 6 ft. in girth, and its
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head of branches 105 ft. in circumference. J. T. Koelreuter, after whom
the genus was named, was a professor of botany at Karlsruhe in the
eighteenth century.

K. BipiNNATA, Franchet, another Chinese species, is not hardy here
nor in Paris, although it has been tried several times. It differs from
K. paniculata in its leaves being invariably doubly, sometimes trebly,

KOLKWITZIA AMABILI8.

pinnate, in its more regularly and less coarsely toothed leallels, and the

rounder, broader valves of the fruit.

Mr Wilson introduced from China, in 1900, a rather distinct

Koclreuteria with very large and often (juite bipinnate leaves, api>ar-

cnlly intermediate between these two sjx^cies. It is hardy at CtM.mbr

Wood.
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KOLKW'ITZIA AMAUILIS, Graebner. CAPRIFOLIACE/E.

A deciduous bush, 5 or 6 ft. high, of twiggy habit; young shoots at first

hairy, then rough. Leaves opposite, broadly ovate, long-pointed, rounded
at the base, shallowly and remotely toothed; i to 3 ins. long, | to 2

ins. wide, dark dull green and sparsely hairy above
;

paler, prominently
net-veined and bristly on the veins beneath; ciliate; chief veins three or

four each side the midrib ; stalk bristly, yV to \ in. long. Flowers twin,

produced during May and June in corymbs 2 to 3 ins. across, terminating

short lateral twigs. Corolla bell-shaped, J in long and the same in width
at the mouth, where are five roundish, spreading lobes

;
pink with yellow

in the throat, hairy. Calyx \ in. across, with five or six very narrow,

radiating lobes, hairy ; flower-stalk \ to | in. long, slender, hairy.

Stamens four. Fruit egg-shaped, \ in. long, covered with brown bristles

\ in. long. A curious feature is the persistent elongated calyx standing

out beyond the fruit.

Native of the province of Hupeh, China, on the watershed of the

Han and Yangtse rivers, where it occurs among rocks at 9000 to

10,000 ft. ; introduced by Wilson for Messrs Veitch in 1901, and now-

cultivated in the nursery at Coombe Wood, where it first flowered under
cultivation in June 1910. The flowers of this rare and remarkable shrub

resemble those of Abelia, but its remarkable, hairy calyx and fruit are

very diff"erent. (Fig. p. 687.)
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